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Preface

In the present era, technologies are becoming increasingly important in helping and supporting man in research, knowledge and production activities, almost as if they were smart prostheses. With the
theme of the XVI Forum “World Heritage and Knowledge”, I propose
to the International Scientific Community to debate and establish a
comparison of knowledge carriers to communicate methodologies of
good practices adopted and experiences in the use in the protection,
conservation and safeguarding of cultural heritage and landscape
as well as in the design of the “new, ”that, adopting in the building
processes and building construction Innovative Building Modelling,
can realise a non-contemporaneity of what has the same date (Giulio
Carlo Argan) respectful of the values of the pre-existing, legitimate
because it participated ex ante and monitored becoming all its ethical, aesthetic and performance connotations.
With the Internet of things, for example, sensors that are used to
produce data autonomously that widen the processes of knowledge
on all levels, from the territory with its infrastructures, to the environment, to the artefacts entering into the body itself of their physicality,
or, in the case of the new, building the project as a prediction throughout physical consistency.
Nevertheless, the use of new technologies allows for economies of
scale, both temporal and economical, not only for the surveying and
representation of the built and the territory in the analysis phase but
above all for the management of the resulting data that makes the
design activity of the restoration of the historical heritage and landscape or of the newly constructed in a single process no longer divided into steps but also unitary in concrete constructions and the
realisation of the works, in the intermediate checks, in the testing, in
the monitoring and in the programmed maintenance.
In conclusion, it is indispensable for the scientific community to highlight how technologies, without a responsible attitude that commit
man’s choices and knowledge in dealing with and planning appropriate responses to the issues and needs of the collective, can create
a deception that unfortunately materialises with the subtle persuasion of uncontrolled astonishment that overwhelms the imagination.

Carmine Gambardella
President and Founder of the Forum
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Abstract

By turning man into the measure of all things, the Renaissance frees him, and breaks with those latter
images of Truth, turning autonomous the image from the object that that image intend to represent;
and, so, it was gradually understood that an image could survive the represented object. Modern
humanism (renaissancist) freed man from image: and establishes him as a sort of spectator, when,
admitting the distance between representation and represented, presented him images which, rather
than Truth, invisible, showing him a closer world, more tangible, through the illusion (fallacy?)
characterized and constructed by and through the maximum expression of the visible. It is, maybe, the
advent of realism, as we know it today.
Since the Renaissance, the observer is placed as a spectator on the outside of the image, on the
outside of a simulation; a spectator with a symmetrical gaze over the way he places himself towards
the things that inhabit his world. The effort made by the image constructors – in the broad sense of the
word, the artists -, from this moment on, is that of an attempt in moving towards a continuous supply of
images for a spectator who is more and more eager of being deceived by these images. The
simulation is then made, in the attempt of shortening the distance between representation and
represented, looking to seduce the eyes with the aim of setting them into a total atmosphere, which is
to say, the quest is to provoke through the eyes a full-bodied immersion into the reality that the image
simulates – sinestesically.
From the mystical image of the Middle Ages we pass on to the sensual image of the Renaissance.
The image, operative in architecture as anticipated establishment of reality, proposes the illusion of
detaining so much depth, so much tridimensionality, and so much inhabitability as the architectural
object.
To solve the problems related with inhabiting, and therefore with architecture, the architect tries to
simulate the architectural object through and in the image. By doing so, he frees an image through
which, in the future, an object will be built. If, on the one hand, the image is simulation; on the other
hand, the building of the object is made through this image that simulated it.
By which, and because that-which-is-built is so in-function of an image, we may say that the built
architectural object conserves that simulated character of the image that anticipated it. When in
service of architecture, the image doesn‟t, from itself, turn into the definition of space; which is to say,
the simulation of space doesn‟t transform itself, through the materiality of construction, into a space
that is susceptible of being completely experienced with the entire body. Architecture becomes a
simulation of the simulation that gave origin to it.
Keywords: image, drawing, architecture
It is true and we all know that drawings render it easier, in the architectural Discipline (as Project), to
manipulate “real things”, “excessively big or heavy”; it does so, using the scale, for it would be
impossible to manage them in their real physical dimension - the model and the images facilitate the
architect‟s exercise in the sense that they are, comparable to the physical dimension of architecture,
manageable.
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In this managing, the scale, eventually, poses problems: “The sheer difference in scale between
architects and their models[1] allows them to assume a Gulliver-like position of authority vis-à-vis the
actual site of their proposals.”(Leach, 1999, 27)
The risk taken, when thinking architecture through miniaturized graphical representations/anticipations
and in plan (bidimensional – where tridimensionality is found, only, as a suggestion), is that of the
architect falling into a mere compositional level of forms and volumes (because when we talk of
image, it concerns visual aesthetics, whether it be in its construction, or decoding); when, articulated
to that visual and formal aesthetic – which nobody denies its due importance -, there should
subjacently exist, and not only suggested, perceptions[2] and logics of another nature.
But, when architecture related problems are uniquely solved inside the image – and the domain that it
governs[3] is the aesthetic -, “the architect becomes [or, from our standpoint, runs the risk of
becoming] into an image producer, a marketing or communication agent, which only works on three
fictional dimensions. In the best of cases, he is reduced to playing a graphic or even plastic game,
which breaks with its practical and utilitarian architectural finality and inscribes itself into an
intellectualist aesthetic of ridiculing and provocation, characteristic of the contemporary plastic
arts.”(Choay, 2000, 215) A radical standpoint – we recognize -, but from which, at least, we can draw
the following:
i.) The image is, and we must all agree, different from the object; we can identify two planes: the one
of representation and the other of experience of and in space which is given to us through the
architectural object that comes from the representation; ii.) if the appearance of an object into
tridimensionality is provoked, by an architect, through the image (because it is inside it that he thinks,
studies, anticipates); iii.) then, forgetting himself that there is an essential difference between the
management of a represented space and the management of a real space, he does nothing more
than making appear into that tridimensionality an object charged with the significations of
bidimensionality, so close and so far to painting: so close because painting acts over the image,
ignoring – because it is in its nature -, the aspects related with use[4]; and so far because in painting
there is a direct contact with the work in construction.
Thus can be set apart the architect from architecture: whenever he maintains with it an indirect
relation, a relation that is only built upon the image and the representation. Nonetheless, the problem
does not seem to lie upon representation, but rather the way in which representation is
instrumentalized: the apparent confusion which can set in, by other words, between representation
and represented. The image, the representation of the architectural object, therefore, is not, in fact the
architectural object, nor is it, lesser still the architecture that, in our point of view, is the relation, in this
case, future relation, which an inhabitant may maintain with that (future or promised-in-representation)
object.
For, in this sense, the usefulness that the image brings in general, for example to painting and plastic
arts, isn‟t the same as that which is brought to architecture. And, why?
Because, once we recognize that the architect – by drawing -, makes appear, through images, objects
that define spaces in tridimensionality, no longer can we consider the image as a predominantly plain
entity, but with a possibility of pluridimensionality – that is the case of architecture.
However, Architecture isn‟t an architectural object, nor is it, nonetheless, an architectural graphical
representation that can originate that object. Architecture is a relation between inhabitant and dwelling.
There seems to exist, nonetheless, a common quality to all the surfaces that serve as a support to
drawing. That quality is independent to the physical qualities that these supports may possess, and is,
further still, independent of the functions that this support, whilst being a representation plane, may
have.
That quality is that of transparency, which is to say, the architectural drawing/representation admits, as
a characteristic, the possibility of taking as transparent a surface which is physically opaque; the
architectural drawing/representation, being, albeit all, an object and not an illusion, reaches a virtual
space beyond the physical borders of the support.
th
The notion of vanishing point, with the invention of perspective (which we can trace back to the XV
century), turned it possible for a person to gaze through, being able to visually walk through the
interior of the image, which would open beyond the opacity of the support, “digging itself [“in the
plane”[5]] according to depth”(Merleau-Ponty, 1999, 354). The architectural drawing/representation,
similarly to making, transcends the physical character of the support, advancing a space beyond it.
“A picture space may be defined as an apparently three-dimensional expanse, composed of bodies (or
pseudo-bodies such as clouds) and interstices, that seems to extend indefinitely, though not
necessarily infinitely, behind the objectivity two-dimensional painting surface; which means that this
painting surface has lost that materiality which it had possessed in high-mediaeval art. It has ceased
to be an opaque and impervious working surface – either supplied by a wall, a panel, a piece of
canvas, a leaf of vellum, a sheet of paper or manufactured by the techniques peculiar to the tapestry
weaver or the peintre-verrier – and has become a window through which we look out into a section of
the visible world.”(Panofsky, 1970, 120)
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But, what is it that distinguishes the architectural drawing/representation from other marked surfaces?
It seems to reside in the fact of the drawing being an autonomous object and therefore a carrier of
characteristics, or pertinent traces of content, which are specific and make it signify, whilst being itself
a drawing, and no other thing, depending on the recognition that is made of it by the person‟s
sensation - this answer does nothing to advance the reasoning. But, which “characteristics” are these?
And, in what sense “autonomous”?
What sets apart the architectural drawing/representation (as well as, painting) from other marked
surfaces is the definition of a virtual, or representative field, which is not mistaken with the visual or
figurative field: “The place, the figurative field is only the medium of the image, it doesn‟t identify itself
with it.” (Francastel, 1987, 51) – This is true: and that virtuality is not only admitted by the architectural
drawing/representation, as well as it is essential for its existence whilst object. In other words, we
might say that what sets apart the architectural drawing/representation from other marked surfaces is
the possibility of reading a (architectural) narrative which frees itself from the support‟s physical
qualities, and figures a determined visual situation – that, whilst not being there in the flesh – al vif -,
describes it, following “an identity mutation”(Lévy,1996,17)[6], inside a determined representative
logic, in function of which the represented thing may or may not signify. But, that virtual or figurative
field, where the drawing is established, is not an “unrealization”, but rather a presentification, a turning
present something which is absent, a, in truth, “actualization”[7] – a bringing to the now.
Alberti‟s window promotes uniquely a visit to the interior of the image, a visit that is only susceptible of
being realized through the gaze, and is objectively, nothing else besides that: “‟Painters should know’
[…] ‘that they move on a plane surface with their lines and that, in filling the areas thus defined with
colors, the only thing they seek to accomplish is that the forms of the things seen appear upon this
plane surface as if it were made of transparent glass.’ [Using the window metaphor, he tells us, in an
even more explicit manner:] „I describe a rectangle of whatever size I please, which I imagine to be an
open window through which I view whatever is to be depicted there.’”(Panofsky, 1970, 120)
Let us restrict our reasoning only to that which is of our most pressing interest: architecture and its
graphical representation.
Concerning the image that the architect builds, what it detains of simulation regarding to the
architectural object, can only be penetrated in its visual aspects; because, the image, as composition
of reality, deposited over a bidimensional surface, proposes an illusion of depth, as tridimensional, as
inhabitable as an architectural object – in contemporary times and, perhaps, since the Renaissance;
but, not always has the image achieved this notion of depth, or, it hasn‟t always, at least, beneficiated
of this notion as we understand it today.
Even with the detours and mistakes inherent to an “incomplete approximation”(Hall, s.d., 96), made
presently, to the forms of the past, we can‟t consider, even though the Greek aesthetic followed the
mimesis, an effective realism in image production (Greek).[8] Proportion and measure would set a
reflection of the eternal Beauty and the construction of the image was, to a certain extent, limited by
this ideal, or was, better still, limited by this way of seeing the world (hypothetically, because the
image, being an object of the world, would difficultly be set having as basis a different vision from this
one). “[The Greek] image, settles in by itself, half way between what one sees and what is the
transcription medium”(Huyghe, 1994, 170).
Refusing the “cult of the visible and of the palpable”(Huyghe, 1994, 176)[9], we observe that in the
Middle Ages, while recovering some of the Greek postulates (specially, by the hand of Plotinus – with
rd
The Enneads -, but, also, with other neoplatonists of the III century), the conceptual space of painting
(from Romanic to Gothic) [10], in spite of its evident bidimensionality, presents us the visible traces of
a supra-universe – supra-earthly, sacred: “The visible does not possess reality, it does so only as
signal and access towards the invisible.”(Huyghe, 1994, 177)[11] – the signal and the access that
involved the occidental world until the quattrocento. The image, thus, would present itself eminently
symbolic and would break with the classical empire of reason-allied sensations. The represented, from
now on – since the existence of the images, still visible, of Rome‟s catacombs -, converts itself into
symbol[12]: the cross, the fish, the dove, the lamb, at length, the figurated or figurable objects, ascend
to a decodification which turns away from the immediate realism[13], as we conceive it today. Until the
quattrocento, the occidental civilization resides inside the images that reveal the invisible that surround
them. But, not only the images, as well as architecture[14]: “[...] The stone church, symbol of the great
Church, people of the redeemed, should offer the devotees a premonition of the beauty of
heaven.”(Vauchez, 1995, 166).
By turning man into the measure of all things, the Renaissance frees him, and breaks with those latter
images of Truth, turning autonomous the image from the object that it represented, and, so, “it was
gradually understood that an image could survive the represented object”(Berger, 2000, 16)[15].
Modern humanism (renaissancist) freed man from image: and establishes him as a sort of spectator,
when, admitting the distance between representation and represented, presented him images which,
rather than Truth, invisible, showing him a closer world, more tangible, through the illusion (fallacy?)
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characterized and constructed by and through the maximum expression of the visible. It is, maybe, the
advent of realism, as we know it today.
Since the Renaissance the person is placed as a spectator on the outside of the image, on the outside
of a simulation; a spectator with a symmetrical gaze over the way he places himself towards the things
that inhabit his world. The effort made by the image constructors – in the broad sense of the word, the
artists -, from this moment on, is that of an attempt in moving towards a continuous supply of images
for a spectator who is more and more eager of being deceived by these images. The simulation is
then made, in the attempt of shortening the distance between representation and represented, looking
to seduce the eyes with the aim of setting them into a total atmosphere, which is to say, the quest is to
provoke through the eyes a full-bodied immersion into the reality that the image simulates –
sinestesically.[16]
From the mystical image of the Middle Ages we pass on to the sensual image of the Renaissance.
Let us return, after this sort of journey through the occidental image, deliberately synthetic, to our
reasoning.
We said that: the image, operative in architecture as anticipated establishment of reality, proposes the
illusion of detaining so much depth, so much tridimensionality, and so much inhabitability as the
architectural object.
To solve the problems related with inhabiting, and therefore with architecture, the architect tries to
simulate the architectural object through and in the image. By doing so, he frees an image through
which, in the future, an object will be built. If, on the one hand, the image is simulation; on the other
hand, the building of the object is made through this image that simulated it.
By which, and because that-which-is-built is so in-function of an image, we may say that the built
architectural object conserves that simulated character of the image that anticipated it. When in
service of architecture, the image doesn‟t, from itself, turn into the definition of space; which is to say,
the simulation of space doesn‟t transform itself, through the materiality of construction, into a space
that is susceptible of being completely experienced with the entire body. Architecture becomes a
simulation of the simulation that gave origin to it.
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solution'), the entity starts to find its essential consistency in a problematic body." Pierre LÉVY, O que
é o Virtual?, São Paulo, Edições 34, 1996, p. 17. [our underlining and translation].
[7] "The virtual does not oppose itself to the real, but rather to the actual. Contrarily to the possible,
static and already constituted, the virtual is like the problematic complex, the bond of tendencies or
forces that follow a situation, happening, object or any other entity, and which call for a resolution
process: actualization." Pierre LÉVY, op. cit., p. 16. [our translation].
[8] “One can‟t really talk about realism, for it knows only the initial term and wishes to ignore the other.
[…] The dominant philosophy – Plato‟s – let us not forget, reaches the point of accusing a real nonbeing, the ‟, in this material world that we apprehend by the senses, and it‟s through trusting in
thought that he ascends to the only authentic reality – that which belongs to the Ideas.
Concrete reality, as it is called nowadays, isn‟t therefore valid to his eyes, it is only so in the measure
that, transmuted by the spirit, it comes closer to the immaterial being. „The Beautiful has no sensitive
forms, announces the Banquet. So, for Plato, it is easier to find it in any abstract figure, like those built
with a ruler and a pair of compasses, than in the deceptive images found in paintings. Here is what
may, rather, possibly justify abstract art; which did nothing to spare his evoking.” René HUYGHE,
Diálogo com o Visível, Venda Nova, Bertrand Editora, 1994, p. 169. [our translation].
[9] “Christianity will disconcentrate through its revelation of a new soul, but not only him. Even those
rd
who invoked Plato – the III century neoplatonists and his master Plotinus -, also reacted against the
suggestion of the senses, against the cult of the visible and the palpable, aspiring to transgress them.
[…] The art triad is constituted; to the Real, the Plastic, is added the Soul, that art will have as mission
to suggest, communicate to the spectator; the gaze of the eyes shall double itself with the „interior
gaze‟, yielding its step.” René HUYGHE, op. cit., p. 176. [our translation].
[10] “[...] and just as the romanic world associates to its fictions an epic humanism which combines the
fable and the truth, the gothic humanism, which renounces to ciphered writings and contemplates man
and the world without interposing a mesh worked out between the view and the object, embraces the
wonders of a secular dream as if they were old acquaintances and without whom the nature painting
would be incomplete.” Henri FOCILLON, Arte do Ocidente: a Idade Média Românica e Gótica (trad.
José Saramago), 2ª. ed., Lisboa, Estampa, 1993, p. 19. [our translation].
th
[11] “Still in the midst of the XII century, the illustrious abbot of Saint-Denis, Suger, will witness the
permanence of this idea, by saying, in spite of having contributed so much for the impulse of gothic
art, renewalist of realism: „Mens hebes ad verum per materialia surgit’; the material, palpable realities,
those which realism turned into object, are only explainable through the imperfection of our spirit,
forced to pass through them to try and comprehend and achieve the supreme Truth, that reigns over
the kingdom of senses and even that of Intelligence. Only as signal and access to the invisible, does
the visible possess reality.” René HUYGHE, op. cit., p. 177 [our underlining and translation].
[12] “The portrayed object is, from now forth, only a symbol, a ricochet over a physical world which is
destined to send the spirit towards the hidden meaning it should achieve.” René HUYGHE, op. cit., p.
176. [our translation].
[13] “The ancient also had their codes for adjustment and for „immediate‟ and „realist‟ deciphering,
which implies this double postulate: firstly, that every coherent representation of space demands a
belief in a spiritual finality, and, secondly, that both stages covered in order to achieve a rational
representation of the universe were necessarily that of the Middle Ages – where the visual and
invisible symbolism was created – and that of the Renaissance – where the „correct‟ construction of a
space was discovered, implying the concordance between the principles of Euclidian mathematics and
the physic law of the universe. In this way, the Middle Ages discovered the necessary reference to an
absolute category of time and the Renaissance discovered the, not least needed, reference to the
physical reality of space.” Pierre FRANCASTEL, op. cit., pp. 100 e 101. [our translation].
[14] “However, religious symbolism had already a large diffusion in the Middle Ages, when, referenced
to the catholic doctrine, there is a preference for the latin cross in the church plan, whilst direct
representation of the crucifix and, thus the body of the savior, which is by its turn the figuration of the
cosmic temple. Combining the anthropomorphic analogy of proportions with the concept of man as
microcosm, architecture charges itself of allegorical valences in a sort of figurative homology between
body, hand and church, in which each part of the building assumes a human meaning and, therefore,
cosmological. The architectural practice, thus, fulfills the sacred function of unveiling the divine in the
tectonic order, that is, in the same organization that structures the various parts of the whole, in
analogy to the harmony brought to the world by God.” Lugiana de SANTIS, Le Trame Dell‟Architettura,
Napoli, La Città del Sole ed., 2000, p. 155. [our translation].
[15] “It was gradually understood that an image could survive the represented object; therefore, it
could show the appearance that something or someone had, and consequently how it had been seen
by others. It was later recognized that the specific vision of the image-maker made also part of what
was registered.
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And thus, an image converted itself in a registration of the way in which X had seen Y. this was the
result of a growing awareness of individuality, accompanied by a growing awareness of history. It
would be adventurous to intend and date precisely this last process. However, we can surely affirm
that such conscience existed in Europe since the beginning of the Renaissance.” John BERGER,
Modos de Ver, 4ª ed., Barcelona, Gustavo Gilli S.A., 2000, p. 16 [our underlining and translation].
[16] “The great historian Wolfflin refers that this duality ‟tactile image‟/‟visual image‟ corresponds,
also, to two chronological phases through which art went successively through. „The limitation of
bodies, simultaneously vigorous and clear, gives the contemplator the certainty of touching reality with
the fingers. The operation that is accomplished through the eyes (when following a form) resembles
that of the hand that feels the object by its contours; and also the shaped, while reproducing the light
gradation such as it is in reality, directs itself towards the sense of touch. On the other hand, a pictorial
presentation through simple stains excludes this analogy‟. When this latter has triumphed, it will result
in the most decisive orientation change ever registered by the history of art.‟” Heinrich WOLFFLIN,
Principes fondamentaux de l’Historie de l’Art, Paris, 1952, p. 24.‟” René HUYGHE, op. cit., p. 195.
[our translation].
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Abstract
The theme of designing in historic contexts is as old as the history of human construction. It could be
said that every construction is a redesign of something pre-existing, whether artificial or natural. Since
antiquity, the act of rewriting atop an existing building is determined, beyond merely functional
aspects, by the desire to mark a gap, an interruption in a pre-existing condition. This occurs through
the strong, and in some cases even violent, introduction of something new; an act that also comports
a re-semantization of the building to be modified.
The present text proposes an analysis of this operation through five approaches to intervention. Each
category features a comparison between an ancient and a modern project. The categories of
reconstruction, addition, grafting, overlapping and subtraction refer to an equal number of relationships
with pre-existing elements, in other words, five different ways of reading history in relation to new eras,
new uses and new ideologies that leave indelible signs on a building.
The text concludes with a unique case study, the object of a reconstruction, addition, grafting, overlap
and subtraction, currently underway. While of lesser historic importance than the other buildings
analysed, it nonetheless refers to the complexity and contradictions that are an inevitable part of any
intervention in a historic context.
Keywords: Reconstruction, Addition, Grafting, Overlapping, Subtraction.

Nature is not exclusive in its presentation of an ever changing version of itself. Likewise, architecture
assumes different and particular characteristics linked to the period in history when it was created, the
ideology on which it is founded, the place where it is located. All of this makes it unique and
unrepeatable.
It is impossible to imagine that the endless process of transformation to which any human labour is
subject, including architecture, can be the result of a linear process. Architecture is transformed by the
most varied pressures. The physical answers provided by construction respond to complex and often
unpredictable dynamics. Nonetheless, these transformations must be interpreted if we wish to
rationally analyse how architecture changes over time and establish criteria-guidelines for controlling
and guiding transformations.
With this purpose, it is possible to identify five methods of architectural transformation, corresponding
to the same number of interventions involving existing constructions. They serve to update
architecture such that it reflects the changing conditions of dwelling that develop over time. This
presupposes an understanding that the non-linearity of processes of transformation almost always
comports the overlapping and mutual interaction between these terms. On the other hand, it must also
be noted that the rewriting inherent to any project involving an existing building, beyond merely
functional aspects, is almost always determined by the desire to mark a separation from an inherited
condition. This is often achieved by the strong, in some cases violent, introduction of something new.
An act that comports the re-semantization of the existing based on connotations with ideological
foundations.
Reconstruction, addition, grafting, overlapping and subtraction represent five operative methods
applied to an existing building primarily in relation to its physical structure. Secondly, they respond to
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largely functional aspects, reinterpreting spatial and typological characteristics, often through contrast.
These two aspects enter into a relationship and produce a suitable synthesis in the symbolic
connotations conferred upon something existing by an intervention that transforms it. Through a
reading of the different approaches to working with existing buildings, conducted through the analysis
of a selection of symbolic projects that combine ancient and modern constructions, we can verify the
persistence of specific interpretations of what exists, and evaluate its possible physical changes. As
mentioned, this establishes a conceptual abstraction: it is evident that an analysis of historic buildings
based on theoretical categories is either a stretch or a simplification that does not reflect the
complexity of the real situation and the operations to be carried out, above all within a broad arc of
time. The intention is to propose an approach capable of establishing an order between different
operative, even if reductive, methods, to describe the implications of similar interventions. It is evident
that each single operation comports a plurality of operative approaches that can be linked to a single
typology of intervention only instrumentally.
When analysing projects that work with existing buildings, or constructions with centuries or millennia
of history – in all cases the results of a non-linear succession of operations influenced by the diverse
ideologies of different eras – it is reductive to link them to individual actions. Each building is a unicum
whose characteristics, history and transformations over time translate into a palimpsest. In most cases
it would be impossible to imagine retracing their coherent and univocal evolution. All the same, in
purely instrumental terms, the establishment of particular categories of analysis may favour an
improved understanding of the dynamics of transformation and, consequently, a greater degree of
freedom for designers.
The reconstruction of a building requires a modus operandi focused on recovering a hypothetical
original condition or, in any case, the restoration of a pre-existing condition that is considered optimal.
Yet it is evident how this “supposition” is founded on arbitrary hypotheses. While historically motivated,
they lend themselves to contradictory arguments, as they are based on discretionary choices with
respect to the complexity of the operations carried out over time. It would seem opportune to adopt the
term “rewriting” to define an operation of transformation founded on an ideologised, and for this,
critical interpretation. The Coliseum in Rome is just one example of this category: a monument whose
very physical conformation resembles a sort of catalogue of restoration techniques produced over the
centuries to maintain its material consistence. Having lost any links to its original function it was no
longer essential to the description of its spatial properties. As a counter-example, the 1970
reconstruction of the Abbiategrasso Castle by Giorgio Grassi proposes an interpretation that expands
the implications of this category. The assignment of a new civic function to the building, the recovery
of the typology of the central courtyard through the reconstruction of lost historic parts, re-proposed in
a contemporary form and stylistically simplified, define an approach that suggests a typological
continuity between the historic and the modern; a continuity that does not subjugate the second term
to the first, but instead re-establishes the linearity of history interrupted by traumatic events induced by
abandonment and decay.
The category of transformation produced by an addition to a historic building consists of different
operative phases. They depend on whether new interventions are realised in continuity with or
contrast to the pre-existing structure. Once again, the difference between the two operations is
dictated by the ideological attitude guiding the intervention. The Palace of Charles V, constructed
alongside the Islamic complex of the Alhambra in Granada, represents the violent intromission of a
Renaissance volume within the more minute fabric of Arabic spaces. It is evidence of the Christian
recapturing of Arab properties restored to the Spanish Crown. The element of mediation between the
two constructions materialises in the “knee-like” space of transition at the corner of the Palace. A
modern interpretation of continuity can be read in Gunnar Asplund‘s extension of the Gothenburg
Town Hall. Here, the new addition is presented as a continuation of the historic construction. A new
courtyard block set alongside it recovers the continuity of the main elevation in the alignment of floor
markers and openings, despite the adoption of a clearly modern language.
The inclusion of a new intervention inside an existing building often leaves the original exterior
untouched while radically modifying its interior spaces. The insertion of a Christian Cathedral inside
the Arabic Mezquita in Córdoba is a paradigmatic example of this typology of intervention. It comports
a radical transformation of what existed and yet, thanks precisely to this violent insertion, acquires new
meanings and values that enrich the original space by introducing surprising new qualities. Qualities
that are a direct result of the very contrast it generates. A similar operation, recently completed by
Juan Navarro Baldeweg at the Biblioteca Hertziana in Rome, transformed a conventional building with
a central courtyard into a tall and hollow glazed space: a light well inserted into the bowels of the
building becomes the cardinal element of its composition and the identity of the new project.
The process of overlapping history is a canonical method of transformation adopted by projects
implemented over time. The vertical layering of building structures belongs to a process of growth
found, in particular, in archaeological areas. The unearthed signs of ancient plans often come to light
in modern projects as “traces” of past structures that condition the organisation of new designs. This is
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the case of the Stadium of Domitian in Rome, whose unmistakable plan is reproduced in the
conformation of Piazza Navona; the buildings defining its perimeter still contain the remains of ancient
supports for the stadium seating. Similarly, Rafael Moneo offers his own interpretation of this method
of transformation in the construction of the National Museum of Roman Art in Mérida. He overlaps the
traces of the ancient Roman city of Emerita with a new structure of parallel walls, constructed using
the Roman technique of bricklaying. In the basement, the point of direct contact with the fragmentary
pattern of the ancient walls, the careful articulation of the new structure designed to safeguard the
integrity of the past establishes a tension between ancient remains and modern foundations.
One final, extreme typology of transforming historic constructions brings demolitions into play: this
typology may also comport the subtraction of part of a building or its temporary or permanent
concealment. This operation expresses a position founded on an ideologised vision of the very
meaning of transforming or conserving historic inheritances. We demolish to erase the traces of the
past, to remove structures no longer fit for our times, or to reduce their physical impact on a territory.
Similar operations were carried out in the not too distant past, when entire neighbourhoods of historic
cities were gutted and, more recently, with the demolition of housing estates in urban peripheries. The
recent destruction of part of the Robin Hood Gardens estate in London stands as a symbol of this
category of transformation, in this case driven by the desire for reparation, for an urban and social
recompense. Yet, similar actions may also conceal other motivations, for example real estate
speculation, all too common in situations that adopt this strategy.
One project of selective demolition that does not conceal other aims, but instead interprets powerfully
architectural motivations and the desire to restore urban quality is that developed during the 1980s by
Ludovico Quaroni in his proposal to “reunify” the Altare della Patria in Rome, near the Roman Forum.
The project indicates a singular approach, capable of reducing the physical impact of a modern
construction on an ancient context by promoting an open dialogue between historic artefacts from
different eras. It evokes symbolic meanings and operative methods that only the design of architecture
is able to promote, with all of the implications this brings. The temporary concealments promoted by
the art of Christo, more than so many other real constructions, assume the role of re-illuminating what
the inurement of the visual senses has rendered invisible to the collective conscience. The wrapping
of monuments, buildings or fragments of the landscape, temporarily subtracted from view, stimulates a
renewed attention and produces a sense of alienation that supports a reflection on the deeper
meaning of the temporal nature of any construction, whether artificial or natural.
To complete this analytical reading of the methods of transforming historic buildings, I will refer to the
conceptual and operative terms of a project to transform a historic building in the town of Spezzano
della Sila, situated in the province of Cosenza, Italy. The complex plan of this building is the result of
successive aggregations of different constructions over the course of the centuries. During the
nineteenth century they were unified and assigned a more definitive architectural quality, following the
construction of the main façade, a central stair and main entrance portal.
It is difficult to reconstruct the evolution of the construction and aggregation of the various nuclei
absorbed by this building with any demonstrable accuracy. There is an idea that the historic
succession of expansions also absorbed portions of public spaces and streets. Studies of the
building’s masonry structures have suggested possible dates and congruities between different nuclei.
Furthermore, the position of the building, in all likelihood straddling an ancient route to the sanctuary of
Saint Francis above it, along the sloped terrain of the town’s historic centre, further complicates any
clarification of its development. What is clear is that the current plan and volume of the building
describe two main bodies: a central volume with an approximately square form, whose nineteenth
century façade projects toward the panoramic void below it; another elongated volume, set back and
tangent to the upper road. The two main entrances to the building, set at different levels on opposite
faces of the main volume, confirm the complex genesis and contradictory process of the
transformations made over time. Various other elements of this construction and its layout offer
additional confirmation of these hypotheses, together with level changes across the ground floor and
the systems of connections between different levels.
It is evident that any project for this building, whatever its intended function, cannot be ascribed to only
one of the five categories listed above, but must interpret the specific complexity of the building and
make simultaneous recourse to different approaches. On the other hand, this complexity, coupled with
the accentuated articulation of the building, may permit the organisation of a better layout, which could
be subdivided into diverse and interrelated nuclei. The entrance and main horizontal and vertical
circulation constitute the first aspect explored by the proposed new organisation. These functional
elements make it possible to establish new hierarchies and new relations between existing spaces.
The position of the entrance at the end of the longitudinal secondary volume makes it possible to
exploit a greater availability of urban space. It marks the starting point of a new main circulation route,
situated inside a new wall applied to the façade of the longitudinal volume, which bends 90 degrees to
meet the façade of the main volume. The point of intersection between these two linear patterns is
occupied by the vertical connections. They acquire an expressive value as elements added to the
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existing volumes. The revised organisation of internal circulation follows the introduction of these two
elements. The new “tower” of vertical connections is presented as a new centrality, related to the
internal spaces near it. It defines a system of spatial nodes connecting the diverse nuclei of the
building.
The project is thus a simultaneous proposal comprised of the reconstruction of pre-existing parts, the
addition of external volumes and the grafting of internal elements that reflects the building’s historical
evolution. These interventions were designed to make the building fit for use today and to update its
image to reflect new requirements. The building thus acquires a renewed presence within the city and
territory, marked by the image of a new external system of circulation overlapping its ancient walls.

Fig. 1: Study sketch of the project intervention in the building of Spezzano della Sila.
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Abstract
The masseria Pintorna S. Barbara located in the territory of Geraci Siculo (PA), a small rural village in
the Madonie area, represents a relevant example of rural architecture for his constructive and
typological aspects, but also for the potential that it offers in a project of compatible recover. In the
same way of other farms that marks the sicilian territory, this one at the moment is in an abandonment
state because of the absence of mainteinance during the last year so that it risks to be ruined.
The study wants to evidence the principal materic constructive, functional and typological aspects
which are important characteristics to give the right direction to the recover project aimed to the
conservation, valorization of the farms and of his productive and architectural history.
With the help of software useful to the analysis of the actual state, to the redrawing and the three dimensional modeling, had been possible to obtain a higher knowledge and also a clear idea of
refunctionalization.
The submitted proposal of valorization wants to define useful protocols for the valorization of sicilian
rural architecture outlining possible scenarios for actions that respects the original characters of preexistence, bringing back a new and contemporary function ( also for the structural and installations
adopted solutions) able to adapt flexibly at the use requested by contemporaneity and by the policies
of territorial promotion especially based on a cultural and rural tourism where this farm could be
inserted, and in touristic routes composed also by other masserie of that area.
Keywords: Masseria, rural, analysis, Knowledge, refunctionalization

1. Introduction
The tecnological developement identifiable in new materials and construction tecnicques, innovative
techniques of architectural relief, digital design and new architectural typology, cuold be considered as a
transition moment, a radical change in the way making project. That developement in a sense help, improve
and speed up the control and the realization of an architecture, but on the other side it risks to lose an
acient knowledge acquired over the past centuries and expression of a local culture. The risk to lose
ancient testimonies that let us to recognize specificy and occurrences force us to carry on a process of
knwoledge of an area and her principal signs of human settlement. With the aim of protecting and valorize
important traces of collective identity is important to know the principal cultural component of the landscape
as villages, old masserie and water mills, in the case of Madonie. The mountain area of the Madonie is an
homogeneus territory for history, art, architecture and culture; a homonegeneity facilitated by the
morfological complexity of an area that reasonably is considered as a sub – region of
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23 villages and a huge widespread rural architectural heritage constantly related to the surrounding
nature.
This article is focused on a specific case of an old masseria of Madonie area. At the same time it
wants to identify a method, a process of knowledge that start with an hystoric research, to get to a
propose of valorization, passing by an accurate analysis of materials, construction techniques and the
cracking pattern. That process could be an useful method to identify the appropriate interventions to
protect the building and the landscape.
The masseria Pintorna Santa Barbara synthesize the principal aspect and the facets of that architectural
typology dotted in all the Madonie area and that can’t be considered casual or sponataneus but is the result
of an old knowledge of the territory and reflects precise needs of everyday working life, the control of the
territory and in some case the celebration of the power of the baronial family.
In the Madonie district the masserie are the principal rural architectural heritage which are placed in
the landscape in an armonic way and that in the past had an important role for the management of
power and territory. That architectural typology today cover a secondary role comparing with the
villages or the new architecture more functional to the new need of agricultural world. Only by a careful
process of knowledge of the area is possible to understand how the masserie are part of a thick
secondary connection whose recovery could let to introduce the masserie in a new life cycle
compatible with the preexistence and with the landscape.
In the case of masseria Pintorna Santa Barbara with the puropose of restoring the right relationship
beetwen architecture and nature, had been useful to understand the location of the building related
to the villages, but also the function of each room related to the housing and the productive needs.
Through an accurate dimensional relief was possible to gain a deep knowledge of the technical
elements and to do a careful analysis of the structural instability that had already compromise the
building.
What we have exposed until now
had been useful to understand
the real state of conservation
and to draw up useful protocols
for recovering and protecting the
typological constant and spatial
specificity using new tecnologies
especially for the structural and
the
plant
engineering
implementation.

2. Constructive analysis
The following part of the article is
about a detailed analysis of the
building and of his principal
technical elements; furthermore
Fig. 2: View of the masseria from the access road
this part wants to identify the
knowledge as one of the principal instrument for recovering and valorize the rural architecture too
often abandoned or denaturated by his principal identity elements.
The masseria Pintorna in the past was at the same time civil house, a production place extremely
articulated for the coexistence of different cultivation typologies and silvo – pastoral activities and the
coexistence of the harvest and stables for animals. Those features makes the analysis complex, like also
the recognition of materials and techincal construction that caracterize the building. That one stands on an
area naturally degrading in the West – East direction with an inclination of 15 %, is divided in two big and
separated courtyards posed on different quotas but connected by a covered vain.
The importance of that masseria is noticeable in the big baronial house that occupies almost all the highest
courtyard and dominates on the surrounding territories, in the decorative elements in the interior part of the
house and in the alcoves in the bedrooms. In addition at the entrance of that courtayard there is a small
church, sign of the richness of the family, the importance of the masseria and her value of big center of
social aggregation. In the second courtyard there are all the spaces used for the conservation of the
agricultural product and for the animal stables. A single example of rural architecture where is
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simple to identify the differnt role of the two courtyards and is possible to understand how important
was this type of architecture in the past.
The architectural complexity is accentuated both by the morphology of the area and by the different way of
realization of the same technical element. That complexity needed a deep analysis of the masseria
beginning from the dimensional aspects of the building to conclude with the material aspects. The phase of
geometrical and dimensional relief needed the individuation of horizontal plans to set the trilateration with
the aim of detect the measures of the courtyards and the interior space of the buildings.
After the geometrical and dimensional phase, the focus moved on the materials of the walls, the floor
slabs, the vaulted structures, the stairs, the balconies and all the technical elements whose knowledge
is necessary to understand the masseria but also to direct the compatible recovery intervention
2.1 The walls
The analysis of the wall represent one of the most important phase because only by a real knowledge is
possible to avoid structural approximations caused by a widespread belief that the esterior part of the

wall is repeated for all his depth.
With the aim of defining the quality of the
masonry of the masseria and identify the types
of necessary interventions to restore the
appropriate security condition of the building
without distorting the aesthetic aspect, the
masonry had been studied with the IQM method
(wall index quality) introduced in 2008 by the
Iuav of Venice and the Politecnico di Milano.
This type of study has been possibile cause of
many wall collapses that have interested the
building over the time and gives a lot of
information of the mechanical behavior of the
walls. Is possible to find walls with a high IQM (
the values are included by o and 10) which
offers good responses to the earthquake and
their collapse arrive for rigid kinematism, buti is
possible to find walls with low values and their
collapse arrive also for small seismic actions.
Another important result of this type of analysis
is the knowledge of percentage of empty and
full spaces inside a wall; this is an important
information tha can be used for future
interventions of structural consolidation by
injections of resins.
.The definition of the IQM is based on the so
– called “rule of art” considering the following
parameters:
Fig. 2: Form type for IQM analysis of the masonry present in the
masseria

(MA.) Good quality of mortar / effective contacts between elements
(P.D.) Transverse gearing / presence of diatoni
(D.EL.) Dimension of the elements
(S.G.) Phase displacement between vertical
joints (OR.) Presence of horizontal rows
(R.EL.) Adequate resistance of the elements;
For each of this parameters is assigned a judgement:
( R) Parameter respected
( PR ) Parameter partially respected
(NR) Parameter nont respected
Based on theat judgement is attribuited a score and each of them are also combined to the sequent
mathematic operation. The result provides the IQM.
IQM=RE.EL.x (OR+PD+F.EL+SG+D.EL+MA)
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Once that the IQM value it’s known is possible to apply the NTC (constructive technical stanards)
2008for the existing building in masonry, obtaining an estimate value of the mechanical parameters.

fm= average compression resistance;
τ0 = average shear strength;
E = average value of the modulus of normal elasticity.
For each correlation between IQM - fm, IQM - τ0, IQM – E, has been identified a curve of minimum
and maximum valueas, whose arithmetic average give the average value
2.2 The floor slabs

Fig. 3: Digital return of an inter-floor slab of the
baronial house

The masseria Pintorna Santa Barbara is an important
example of rural architecture of the Madonie area also
because the technical elements are representative of the
principal values of this architectural typology.
Inside the masseria analyzed is possible to find wooden
carpentry works that associate the typical economy of rural
architecture with the structural reliability; compared to the
other typology of floor slabs of hystoric architecture, in this
case there aren’t any original case infact the only difference
found is is a different way of filling the structural fields. The
normal use of wood in the rural hystoric architecture means
the costant relationship between architecture and the place
where it stood that, in the case of Madonie, like also other
Mediterranean area is facilitated by the presence of many
woods of oaks, ash trees and chestnut
trees. Analizing the specific case of
masseria Pintorna was possible to identify
four different case of floor slabs, but for
brevity of discussion are shown here only
the two most common types of the building.
Also in this case
a depp knowledge has been useful to
understand the specificity and eventually
allow permanence and enhancement.
All the floor slabs identified in the building
are made by the same materials but with a

Fig. 4: Digital return of an inter-floor slab of the baronial house

different way of assembling; especially wood,
plaster and canes ora some of the

most common materials that is possible to find in that building and in rural architecture of western
Sicily. Talking about wood it has excellent resistance to traction, compression and safety in case of
fire, while plaster once that the process of setting and hardening is over, increase his volume. This
increase in volume cooperate in the resistance of the floor slab causing a buckle with upward
concavity of the beams; an ancient pre – stress technique
2.3 The vaulted structure

Fig. 5: Digital return of the connecting vault between the two courts

An important part of the process of knowledge
has bee the relief of the vaulted structure of
the baronial house. With the purpose of define
the correct height of each vaulted room have
been identified different point on the floor at a
known distance from the wall and then from
those points, by using a laser distance meter,
has been measured their vertical proiection to
the vault. Once known the right quote of each
point has been possible to returan graphically
their real profile. Talking about the vaulted
structure have been possible to identify
different typology: a barrel vault made with a
gypsum
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mortar jet and another one barrel vault made by blocks of rough-hewn stone whose staticity is
provided by the mutual contrast of the individual elements. Other cases are the ceilings of the baronial
house infact those are characterized by fake vaulted structures made by a gypsum mortar jet or by a
main frame in wood, a secondary frame made of strips, the filling of the fields made with cans and a
finishing gypsum mortar jet.
2.4 The roofs
The typical roof of Madonie area are characterized by the presence of wood as structural material,
while the use of steel or reinforced concrete curbs are synonyms of posthumous actions with the aim
of improve security conditions.
To frame the techincal element of the roof, is useful to remember that those depends from the
geographical location of the building, from the techincal contruction repeated over the time also related
to the weather condition. The different way of building the roofs show the human ability to adapt to the
surrounding natural condition. If we consider the sicilian rural architecture, the most common typology
of roofs presents a wooden structure with slight inclination, unlike others italian high altitude mountain
area where the roof structures needs a greater slope to adequately respond to snower loads.
In the specific case of masseria Pintorna Santa Barbara in the area of Geraci Siculo, have benn
identified two different typologies of roof, both characterised by a layer of “ coppi and embrici” whose
are subjected to the actions of wind, snow and rain and and different wooden structure.
2.4.1 Saddle roof
The saddle roof is widely used in all the Madonie area and also in the masseria Pintorna. The principal
differences of this typology can be found on the support of the protection layer. Is possible to find 3
different supports:
3 inclined plane in reeds and plaster mortar
4 brick tiles and plaster mortar
5 wooden boards

Fig. 6: Photo and digital return of the structural elements of a common roof of the masseria

2.4.2 Roof “ a padiglione” of the baronial house
This typology present a pavillon structure widely used
for huge rural building especially cause it let a fast
rainwater disposal along all the sides of the polygon
that makes up the building. To appropriately respond
to the excessive thrust exerted by the non

– horizontal main structure, the two master walls in
the middle of the house cover an important. They
let the roof to have the right inclination and they
solve the big distance between the external
perimeter supporting walls.
Fig. 7: Digital return of the structural elements of the baronial
house roof
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2.5 Stairs and balconies
The rural architecture in his complexity doesn’t show any elements of values and quality, buti is
possible to find some example where the decorations of the facades give an higher quality to all the
building. An accurate analysis of the external stairs and the balconies is an useful instrument to obtain
a deep knowledge with the aim to protect and valorize the main identity elements of the building.
Talking about the entrance stairs it presents
some
totally collapsed
parts
whose
observation has been important to uderstand
the ancient conformation of a “pincer scale”.
The entrance to the first floor of the masseria
is marked by a polycentric vault which is also
the groundof the final steps of the ramp. The
balconies identified in the baronial house of
masseria Pintorna are a common typology of
Madonie area. Those are perfectly integrated
with the building infact the balconie’s floor is
made by slabs of local limestones placed side
by side with the support on the central shelf.
Fig. 5: View of the access stair of the baronial house

Fig. 9: Hypothesis of reconstruction of the access stair to the baronial
house

2.6Analisys of the cracking pattern
The study made on the masseria Pintorna
is finalized to a proposal of valorization of
this
example
of
Madonie’s
rural
architecture, but that proposition can’t
prescind from the study of the form and the
causes which produced the main structural
problems. To identify the principal
instabilities and their causes, the last
moment of analysis has been the cracken
pattern of the baronial house.
That moment has been extremely useful also
to identify the main interventions necessary
to recover the masseria. The buttresses of
the principal facade of the baronial house are
two important element of the overall
structure, infact the walls behind them
doesn’t show many lesions unlike the vertical
closures not connected to them. After
identifying the lesions in each room a useful
method was to realize photo
– insertion inside the geometric section to
obtain a overwiew of the trend of the
lesions. This analysis allowed to affirm
that the principal causes of the structural
problems were a subsidence of the
foundation plan and his slipping in
direction SE and NE.

Fig. 10: View of the shelves of the balconies embedded in the wall.
Above them was placed the limestone slab removed today.
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3. The recovery and

refunctionalization project

Fig. 11: Example of photo - insertion into geometric sections and
indication of the injuries present: in red are shown the structural
lesions and in blue the semi – structural lesions

Certainly the architectural project is
necessary to valorize an abandoned or
underused building. In the specific case the
main focus was to make a useful proposal
for the comunity, the developement of the
area and that respect the surrounding
nature. The realization of the project needs
to be based on a deep knowledge of the
building as a useful instrument to identify
the right intervention. For this reason that
part analyze firstly the principal intervention
and only in a second moment the
architectural and functional choices.

Fig. 12: Digital restitution of the interventions identified to obtain an antiseismic behavior of inter-floor slabs

Fig. 13: Digital return of the roofing plants after the planned recovery
interventions

In the context of the masonries over the
unstitch and stich intervention, the IQM
analysis allowed to understand in which
walls
were
possible
to
achieve
consolidation by mortar or resins
injections.
Another
proposal
of
intervention is the re – construction of the
wall with poroton – type blocks and
stone. This method bring to a thinner wall
that maintain the same features of
thermal acoustic insulation and to obtain
a monolithic behavior of the wall. The
main interventions necessary for the floor
slabs are focused to obtain an anti –
sismic “ box behavior”. For this reason,
with the help of new software has been
projected a concrete wood mixed floor
slabs. Those type of structure includes
the use of adequate connectors and a
connection between the beams ant the
walls realized with angular metal profiles
(100x100x10
mm.Others
important
intervention were those on the roofs
basically
characterized
by
the
introduction of an insulating and
waterproofing package to block the water
infiltration and improve the energy
efficiency. Those interventions need a
general review of the structural elements
which led to a dimensional design of the
structural elements of a capriata. This
design was carried out maintaining the
same form and using lamellar wood
compatible
with
the
hystoric
acrchitecture.Entering into the specific
project proposal the main idea was to
make the isolation of the masseria as a
strenght. In addition a further assumption
was not to modify the general plant of the
building and this assumption has been
useful also for the new destination of the

masseria. This has been divided in two different function but related at the same time. Tha baronial
courtyard has been converted in a recovery center for drug addicted, while the second courtyard could
host an hippoturism center.
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The distribution of the spaces is based on a therapeutic rehabilitative path of 18 month. During the first
period the guests have to do activities only in the baronail courtyard. The second courtyard will be
opened also to the recovery center’s guest only when they can have contact with other people and
they also have the chance to be reintegrated in the world of work in the hyppoturism center.
The choice to insert a recovery center is an experimental attempt but at the same time is extremely
flexible cause could easily be converdted in a farmhouse at the service of the hyppoturism center.
Over the architect architectural design based on the national law, an important moment has been the
plant adaptation and insertion in the lower
courtyard of a solar greenhouse
An important plant component which has been
faced regards the air conditioning system. With
the purpose of reducing any management costs
and having at the same time a lower
enviromental impact has been decided to
propose a geothermical system useful for
heating, cooling and domestic water.
Despite this system need the contribution of
electric energy it helps to reduce the
management costs of the 75 % and to exploit
the energy emitted from the ground where the
temperature is included between the 17 C° and
20 C°. This temperature is warmer than in
Fig. 14: Hypothesis of insertion of the solar greenhouse inside
winter and colder than in summer.
the courtyard at a lower level
The geothermal system is characterized by
serpentines placed at a depth of 3 meters and a geothermal heat pump located inside the building that
allows the distribution of heat through the aid of a radiant floor.
In conclusion the attention has been addressed to the project of a solar greenhouse which is basically
characterized by the abilty to store an higher quantity of energy through a the help of an energy
accumulator made by simple water. The water is able to accumulate a lot of energy during the hours
of sunlight and to release that energy in the night.
The solar green house is a way of giving the chance to the recovery center’s guest to learn the
discipline of botanic, but at the same time to evidence the apparent regularity of the court in which
stands and to compare with the other buildings and the slope of the land. Proper that slope allowed to
design the solar greenhouse partially inground with a maximum height above ground of 4 meters and
a minimum of 1.80 meters and a simple parallelepiped shape.
4. Conclusions
From the last convention of European Union and from the code of cultural heritage the landscape is
defined as “ part of territory as it is perceived by the populations whose character comes from the
actions of natural and human factor and by their relationship”
The rural architecture represents one of the principal symbols of the constant relationship between
man and nature. Today this relationship is influenced by the new technologies and new materials that
alllows to reach architectural solutions exclusively imagined in the past.
What has been written up to now want to propose the idea of a certain method, an approach to an
hystoric architecture that identify the knowledge as the principal instrument for compatible valorization.
A valorization that could bring to the recover of traditional architecture of the past whose are
abandoned right now or too often destroyed by the lack of awareness of the people.
To be introduced in a new destination those hystoric architecture obviously needs to be adapted
functionally and technologically; for this reason is necessary to use the new technologies, but at the
same time is very important to obtain a real and deep knowledge of the materials and the technical
costruction used to build the architectural artifact. This knowledge can take place considering the
countless studies done in the past. Their main objective was to provide specific information about the
constructive aspects and the correct methods of intervention aimed to a compatible valorization with
the surrounding area and the hystoric pre – existence.
It is undoubted that the new materials needs a different use if we are talking about new construction or
recovering project. The same statemant applies to the new technologies like the digital management
of construction information processes, including the BIM, that works differently in the case of a new
edification or building recovery interventions. In case of using the BIM software for recovering projects
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Abstract
The recovery of historical centers constitutes today, as well as a priority objective of any urban policy
also an activity of great strategic and economic interest. There have been many researches and
policies of support concerning existing interventions, dictated by a sensitivity for the recovery of
building heritage; this kind of analysis have necessitated a specific study of traditional construction
techniques.
Despite the complex regulatory and binding framework, interventions on historic centers continue to
be conducted in many cases in an improper way. The use of uncultivated materials and techniques,
transferred from the modern construction site to the recovery one, led to the creation of buildings, very
different from the original ones. The loss of knowledge of the ancient construction techniques leads to
a profound reflection on the need to observe and critically analyze the existing, making the interaction
between construction technique and project, without neglecting the ancient wisdom that has been
handed down over the centuries. The aim of this research is that to create guidelines for the
conservation of historical architecture, defining the operative and decisional support tools able to verify
the effectiveness of transformations and a possible restoration of original buildings elements. The
prerequisites are those of studying and identifying the construction techniques of significant Sicilian
historical centers. We intend to provide a tool for guidance and technical assistance and a systematic
contribution to knowledge. The research also aims to translate these analysis into an IT system with
the help of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) tools, definable as the set of
technologies that allow the processing and communication of information through digital media, within
the planning process of building redevelopment; specifically it investigates the contribution of Building
Information Modeling (BIM) applications for the technical and performance control of interventions. A
HBIM project gives the possibility to the technician and designer to have a virtual elaboration of the life
cycle of the historical building, even after the design phase; in this way it is easier to monitor the
deterioration-failure of the materials and to program the intervention as best as possible.
Keywords: Architectural Heritage, Historic centers, Conservation, HBIM, Information Modelling
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1.

Knowing to intervene. Comparing national and international experiences.

Today, the recovery of the historic centers constitutes an activity of great strategic and economic
interest, as well as a priority objective of any urban policy.
Many research and support actions have been carried out until now, focusing on existing
interventions. They are pushed by the growing sensitivity for the recovering of the historical and
cultural heritage of the city. This new situation lead to improve the analysis and specific study about
construction techniques of historical buildings, (basic and valuable ones), above all for that technical
elements of a specific urban area presenting an high historical monumental value.
The ideological assumption came from the desire to protect the architectural heritage and must have as its main aim - the transmission of cultural information; these ones are known throught the right
diacronic stratification of historical building. The enhancement and identity recovery of the historic city
are also of European interest: in this regard, it is recalled that the EU intends - as one of its main focus
- the applied research on Cultural Heritage, as well as the Food and Healty themes, demonstrating the
importance of safeguard issue. In particular, the ERC (European Research Council) encourages the
high quality research in Europe, through competitive funding and economic support for frontier
research towards all fields of scientific excellence.
The ERC is an important component of Horizon 2020, better known as the EU research framework
program for 2014-2020, ensuring that our continent can benefit from competitive scientific and
technological knowledge, in order to stimulate economic growth through conservation of cultural and
architectural heritage; investment in research is an essential element for the future of cities and its
historical centers.
Despite the complex regulatory and binding framework, interventions on historic centers continue to
be conducted in an unusual way in Italy, as well as in the rest of the world: the use of inadequate
building materials and techniques, transferred from the modern construction site to the recovery one,
led to the creation of architectures different from the original ones. The most common error is to
replace parts or to change the original technological-structural configuration. The loss of knowledge of
ancient building techniques leads to a deep reflection on the need to observe and critically analyze the
existing background, in order to accurately understand the entire structure, so that technological
analysis and design interact each other, involving the constructive, spatial and formal aspects, without
neglecting the ancient knowledge that has been transmitted over the centuries.
The real focus is to have cognitive and design tools aimed at preserving the historical buildings of the
city, whose architectural heritage is often due to homogeneous areas, characterized by specific types
of building and related technical solutions. The constant comparison of traditional building systems
with today's intervention techniques allows the preparation of a highly qualified and specialized
"thematic literature", which can effectively guide the available resources, such as the Recovery
Manuals and/or the Practice Codes. The purpose of these tools is to report the traditional construction
techniques (with a series of remarkable level and extension), as well as to introduce guidelines and
improvement interventions for the conservation of the building. Historic buildings and technical
examples contained in these texts are occasions to demonstrate that recovery can and must be
guided by a "value judgment" (that is, by recognizing "what" to preserve) and that this recognition must
spring the "ways" to conserve with confidence (that is to realize, we are convinced of it, with protocols
of interventions respectful of the existing and proposing actions that are respectful and compatible with
the existing one) [1].
The technical advice and design examples contained in these manuals are clear elements to show
how recovery can be addressed by reality, because if "what to do" goes together with "what it was and
where it was", therefore a possible intervention can not verify. Recovery manuals for the historical
centers have been adopted in different Italian regions and cities: we would mention Marche, Abruzzo,
Sardinia and cities as Rome, Città di Castello, Genoa and Palermo. Both at a national and European
level, recovery manuals are used to put together the past and the future, in order to create tools able
to guarantee the architectural heritage of cities: they are composed by a repertoire of materials,
techniques, structural examples and typical forms of traditional construction, associated with detailed
executive drawings. In this way, it is possible to "remodel" the historical building patrimony starting
from its constituent elements, aggregating it and evolving it towards typological configurations suitable
for the current social life. It is necessary to follow the teaching of history, using historical methods of
aggregation and evolution of the built, to obey the incentives imposed by contemporaneity. The
purpose is to orientate the building activity towards correct choices, in order to propose a vision of
historical center as - still - a "living" organism, recommending recovery manuals or practice codes as
elements of knowledge, capable to give guidelines to "knowledge yard", offering themselves as a
preliminary guide for design and maintenance activities, and also - where possible – proposing again
original materials and techniques.
Italy has a lot of beautiful historical centers that have different characteristics, in relation to different
factors: geographic position and/or location inside the different regions, various dimensions, use of
materials and construction techniques closely linked to the resources available on site, vehicular
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system construction import, derived from stratifications dominations, ..., etc. A recent estimate,
according to an ISTAT survey, assessed the number of Italian historical centers (Etruscan, Greek,
Roman, Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque and Fascist) in a number of 22.000, compared to the
number of all the Italian municipalities that they are about 8000 [3]. Precisely for this reason, the
policies activated for the protection of historic centers have been differentiated in relation both to the
resources available and to the objectives that the local authorities have set themselves. To give
substance to our research, we have been decided study a case, specifically represented by the
historical center of Carini, a coastal municipality located in the Western Sicily. The city of Carini,
although is characterized by architectures having a particular value, is also in a remarkable state of
decay and neglect and – therefore - requires some interventions aimed to the redevelopment and
enhancement of this architectural heritage. The research is aimed at getting to know the building
heritage of this historic center and its constructive tradition, which, following the integration/transfer of
traditional materials and more contemporary construction techniques, presents conspicuous stages
and phases of technical hybridization. The intent is to define a technical guidelines useful for
professionals to understand the historical building, suggesting - at the same time - and elaborating
compatible intervention criteria and construction techniques, becoming an operational tool through
which the municipal Administrations can control and make homogeneous quality of the interventions in
the city.

Fig. 1: Classification of Built Heritage Values [11].

The purpose of promoting the sustainable restoration of existing buildings and the revitalization of
historic centers has, however, for a long time already involved the whole area of the Mediterranean
basin: this is the case of the International Rehabimed Association, which represents – for example the continuous experience of collaboration between institutions and organizations operating in the
recovery of identity of historical city; Corpus (1997-2003), Rehabimed (2004-2009) and Montada
(2009-2012) projects (within the framework of the Euromed Heritage program I, II, III and IV) have
been represented real models of these principles, promoting traditional heritage and emphasizing the
essential singularity and specificity of local culture. The proposals of support for urban rehabilitation,
as the only way to rebuild the historic center of a city, consituted the basis for a recovery project
adopted in Brazil, called "Procentro" (based on a financial agreement with the BID, the Banco
Interamericano de Desenvolvimento, signed in 2004) for the city of São Paulo. This project has
allowed the preservation of architectural environment and compatible recovery, in order to guarantee
the improvement of habitability conditions and the functional characteristics of traditional historical
architecture, with a remarkable impulse of social participation. This is an indispensable premise for the
preservation of the identity of a place [2].

2.
The digital resource, a communication tool able to coding and planning
historical architecture.
The aim of our research is to create a guide for the conservation of historical architecture, its formal
typological and constructive values, defining the operative and decisional support tools able to verify
the effectiveness of recovery/restoration of the original construction elements.
The prerequisites are those of studying and identifying the construction materials and the consequent
techniques adopted in the historical center of Carini, identifying similarities and originalities with
respect to homogeneous and diversified areas of the Sicilian context.
In this way, we would provide a tool for technical assistance and a systematic contribution of
knowledge on construction features; they constitute the component, if not paradoxically and
sometimes less investigated, certainly less preserved during the construction interventions realized
and their knowledge has a direct operational value, as it allows the permanence, preventing the
uncultivated and widespread substitution. Starting from these cognitive analyzes it will be possible to
define a catalogue of building recovery interventions with the relative enucleation of guidelines and
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procedures applicable not only to the historical center under examination, but also to all the historical
Sicilian centers that present the same construction typologies.
They have to be applied to the stringent safety and energy efficiency requirements that the historical
building must guarantee. The research work aims to translate these analyzes into a computerized
system with the help of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) tools, definable as the set
of technologies that allow to process and communicate information through digital tools.
They are inside of the planning process of building redevelopment; specifically it investigates the
contribution of Building Information Modeling (BIM) applications for the technical and performance
control of interventions. The research underway is the pursuit of the following objectives:
• study and analysis of the historic center of Carini, its history and its evolution over the centuries, from
the first settlement plant to the maximum extension;
• general listing of the various building types found in the historic center;
• analysis of construction materials and techniques adopted. The construction components are also
considered as a function of their stratification, which occurred as a result of the transformation of
building organisms over the centuries;
• drafting and systematization of an "atlas of building typologies and construction techniques", in order
to define a typology system of the widespread technical elements found in the historic center, useful
for defining guidelines and practice codes for recovery and preservation of architectures. This
investigation will allow to derive the language structure of specific homogeneous contexts of territory;
• realization of tables of materials and technological solutions that make up the examined buildings;
• translation of these analyzes with the BIM computerized system (in particular, with the assistance of
H-BIM).
2.1 HBIM, integrated tool for building recovery.
The use of renewable resources in respect of built and rebuilt environment has long been known, but
a lot of time the importance of the historical architecture and its identity image is forgotten, above all
for what concern the building landscape [4]. The constructive experimentations and study of traditional
techniques, are leading to a new concept of "technology for recovery", integrated and concerning
more specialized professional figures and more sectors. Last ones are addressed to a single aim, that
is the quality of design activities, saving and optimizing natural and energy resources, using at best
the most advanced and new generation information tools [6].
BIM is one of the most interesting technologies developed in the field of computer-aided design.
This is a multidimensional tool that affects, in particular, the building construction ambit; through BIM it
is possible to promote a working methodology that can generate a model of an architecture able to
manage the data of its entire life cycle, in order to close the design phase to the maintenance one [5].
In addition, by BIM it is possible to offer to design process a concrete possibility to integrate and
manage different aspects during the design phases: we refer to geometric-dimensional relief,
architectural/structural/plant/management design, recovery and/or restoration interventions.
All these aspects have been obtained by the adoption of a parametric modeling of building, that uses a
relational database associated with a behavioral model , in order to process and representing all the
information about the building in a dynamic way.
It is possible to complete the elaborated database, accompanying it with the mechanical
characteristics of construction materials, obtained through manuals; materials and their properties,
energy efficiency, lighting, overall costs, site characteristics and a comparison of alternative
techniques for new construction are just a few types of information that are easily available and can be
controlled by BIM applications; all of these are shared and collected in a single digital database that
can be updated over time.
The use of BIM for the management of historical architecture appears to be a strategic objective to be
pursued: the difference between BIM and HBIM lies in the type of information that digital models
collect and how these data are acquired; while - on the one hand - the BIM serves to coordinate the
different figures of the building process, introducing the skills in the models (architectural, structural,
plant engineering and maintenance) so as to plan the construction and compute the quantities for the
site; on the other hand, HBIM concentrates itself on survey, on definition of conservation status of
places and materials, to better plan the interventions to be adopted [7].
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BIM (Building Information Modeling)
•

Process of creating and managing a building
model. The life cycle of the building structure,
from the design phase, construction and
maintenance.

•

The Elements (pillars, beams, etc.) are single
entities.

HBIM (Historic Building Information Modeling)
•

Return of 3D geometric and descriptive 3D
models of historical buildings, detected using
innovative techniques. The 3D model links
information and descriptive characteristics of the
various components of the building organism.

•

Subdivision of technical elements of a single
element.

Fig. 2: The difference between BIM approach and HBIM approach [12].

The BIM models are based on the aggregation of "intelligent parametric components" able to relate
semantically to each other. Instead, the HBIM models imply the exclusive production of such intelligent
objects, which can not be found in producer catalogs or pure geometries, as in the case of new
architecture [8].
The survey of historical buildings and their technical elements requires, in fact, acquisition methods
able to describe every single detail in an effective way, recording every type of information: the relief
products will represent an important tool of knowledge and support for thematic analysis, such as - for
example - diagnostic investigations on buildings.
Preliminary knowledge of the architecture is therefore fundamental to be able to document all the
possible information that a HBIM model can record; this is done through the drafting of catalogs and
libraries of construction elements. The final product is the creation of 3D models that include details on
the surfaces of architectural objects, the construction methods and the materials that characterize
them, through which complete technical drawings can be produced for the maintenance and
conservation of the historical building.

Fig. 3: Example of data collection and historical documentation [9].

The HBIM Process runs on the stage of geometric, material and historical knowledge of the building,
through the survey, the definition of the type and state of conservation of the materials, and represents
a three-dimensional repository mainly oriented to the documentation of the asset and the planning of
conscious restorations.
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In this kind of process, the concept of information is central and refers to reference models composed
by objects, semantically defined as components of the construction equipment: this aspect is
important for historical architectures, where each element has its own historical-architectural value,
provoking the need to adequately point out the families of objects that make up the model. In this way,
it is assume the constructive system as the organizational key of historical, archival and relevant data.
A HBIM project gives the possibility to the client to have a virtual elaboration of the life cycle of
building, even after the design phase; in this way, it is easier to monitor the age of the materials and to
plan better a maintenance.
In the elaboration of this informative manual, it is important the moment of the systematization of
technical knowledge, in order to recognize the construction phases and methods of architectures in an
historical center and the respective historical structures [10].

Fig. 4: The Historic Building Information Modelling (HBIM) life cycle principle [11].

For several years, the scientific community has begun to take care of the application of this means for
historical buildings and archeology. Examples of these are the San Cipriano Church in Castelvecchio
Calvisio (L'Aquila), the Justice Palace in Pavia (recovery of the roof), the Church of Santa Maria di
Portonovo and Ferretti Palace in Ancona [8]. Still remaining in Italian ambit, the Polytechnic University
of Milan has created a virtual and informative model of the monumental complex of Santa Maria di
Lourdes (Milan), where the digital architectural model aims not only to represent the existing historical
building heritage, but it is able also to simulate and verify hypotheses of improvement and
preservation interventions, highlighting both the constructive genesis and the interventions undergone
over the years [9]. We would mention here also an Anglo-Saxon pilot project in Dublin: the eighteenthcentury architecture was reconstructed in 3D, along a road axis north of Dorset Street: the objects of
study and representation were all the architectures that delimit the street, with the respective creation
of abacuses that define the different types windows, accesses and other important construction
elements.

Fig. 5: Example of object library [10].

3.
The historic center of Carini, an opportunity to learn about historical
construction's elements, useful for HBIM applications.
The need of a more widespread construction knowledge has become concrete, generalized and
detailed both on materials and techniques of local building tradition only in more recent periods and in
conjunction with a renewed interest not just for monumental and specialistic valuable architecture but
also compared to basic construction and in reference to new urban planning tools.
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This brought to the publication and spread of various scientific works, having as their main object the
construction techniques and the characterization of historical construction materials, linked to a more
careful evaluation about interventions that are aimed at restoration and conservation [32].
Few historical centers, like Modica and Noto in Eastern Sicily, have been constituted the subject of
depth studies on construction materials: just to mention one of the main building families we would
refer to masonry apparatus, with its structural openings, overhangs and structural hubs, which
characterize and define the characters of a building place, their physical-chemical and technological
features, the ambit of macroscopic alterations, degradation, structural collapses.
We consider, for the city of Carini, all those researches that have generally concerned the area of
Western Sicily, referring to large-scale deals, which define a clear picture on materials used in the
analized historic center. The data available, however, allow a first evaluation, the statements of some
considerations regarding the use of different qualities of stone and a better comprehension of all the
other technical building elements.
The study will be structured into several phases: during the first phase, that constitutes an analyticalcognitive step, an analysis of territory has been carried and an accurate research has been conducted
through bibliographic and iconographic sources.

Fig. 6: On the left, view of the city of Carini, from the Castle. On the right, the urban area of Carini, the perimeter
of Zone A of the PRG is indicated with the red dashed line. The perimeter refers to a map of the Bourbon
cadastre that represents the city in the first half of the XIX century [33].

Starting from the developmental complexity of the historical center which has undergone significant
changes over the centuries, historical maps, together with the data of a vast and historical literature,
allow us to reconstruct the generating elements of the urban form and the morphological features of
the historical center [33]. Since the beginning of the XVI century, the urban structure has shown the
consolidation around the Castle of various districts that has denounced the extensive growth of the
baronial town and the various growth phases. The various urban blocks, marked by emergencies and
interspersed with rural areas, are linked by a complex road network that converges towards the
ancient town square. Their development has like reference the castle, whose landscape and
orographic position influences the expansion of town, according to the directions allowed by the site
(South, East and West directions) [33].

Fig.7: Examples of masonries in the historic center of Carini. From the left: masonry in perfectly squared ashlars
presenting a pseudo-isodomic disposition; masonry surface in pseudo-isodomic small ashlars of calcareous stone
(calcarenite) using small sizes; calcarenite ashlars mixed with stone splinters; stone elements having different
sizes [33].
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The demographic growing increase has led to the creation of huge neighborhoods, each with its own
historical-constructive identity, defined by the historical construction period. Indeed, there are several
building types, each classifiable with different materials, elements and construction techniques.
In the last fifty years, the historical center of Carini has undergone several maintenance interventions,
going to modify the historical-architectural look of the building units. Therefore, the necessity to define
the operative and decisional support tools - able to verify the efficacy of transformations and the
possible restoration of original construction units - arises.
The common and similar building typologies are identified in the various districts; from these analyses
it will be possible to define a "typification of recovery techniques", applicable to the historical center
and eventually to all the historical Sicilian centers that present the same construction typologies,
conforming them to new requests and to the globalization of construction industry.
We will then proceed to the typological survey of architectural typologies through an appropriate
sampling, in order to classify them according to their historical value and define the recurring building
typologies and to list the prevailing building materials, the construction techniques used in the different
types, then standardizing and correctly reproducing them by creating appropriate HBIM libraries.

Fig. 8: Examples of cantonal using calcarenite ashlars to create indentation. On the left, the cantonal of Torre di
Vita and on the right the drawing of the axonometric view of Torre di Vita [33].

Fig. 9: Example in San Giuseppe Street of a passage covered by stony barrel vaults. On the right, drawing and
an axonometric view of the same barrel vault [33].

Fig. 10: Examples of balconies in the historic center of Carini: on the left in cut stone and on the right presenting
metal shelf [33].

Fig. 11: Examples of openings along some streets [33].
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At the same time, the main features of HBIM system will be studied (application of parametric
modelling software Revit Architecture), focusing attention on its applications and the way in which it's
used both nationally and internationally, through in-depth analysis redevelopment to see how the
adoption of this design process can support the technical control of recovery intervention.
It will be obtained a list of constructive elements that allows to arrange a typification of recovery
techniques for the historical center, drawing up an Atlas of building typologies and construction
techniques, associated with an evaluation in situ and a photographic survey and detailed drawings.
It will be compiled an abacus of materials and construction techniques accompanying to a list of
technological solutions adopted (for masonry, floors, and any degradation/failure analysis).
The last phase of the research will consist in the translation and processing of the data previously
acquired in an information system, in order to create a database containing the constructive elements
of local tradition. Each building unit will have its own identity, since with the creation of schedules and
virtual libraries of various construction elements (floors, walls, openings, overhangs, cantons, etc.) it
will be possible always to read and control the data and characteristics of every building organism. We
will try to develop an operative model that can outline the guidelines for a progressive application of
HBIM in the recovery interventions.

Fig. 12: Examples of Revit Architecture software for the study of an historical center, creating object libraries [12].

4.
Conclusions. Through the architectural heritage knowledge, use of HBIM for
maintenance and safeguarding.
Most of the buildings present several degradations and failures, but nevertheless they continue to
have great potential, so it is necessary to exploit the new technologies for the conservation of these
precious resources.HBIM instruments can be used as the best information gathering tool, because
model's geometric accuracy produced by HBIM, guarantees a great reliability of designed works'
success. The chance of HBIM is that to guarantee the improvement, saving and quality, achievable in
terms of deep constructive culture of productivity both at industrial level and in increasingly tested
decision-making processes [11]. This analysis aims to define a structured knowledge of materials and
construction techniques used in building heritage of historic centers, which allows their recycling,
without altering the identity characteristics, through the use of automatic information processing
systems (HBIM).The goal is to create new ways of accessing, collecting, correcting, systemizing and
analyzing the huge amount of data gather from architectural evaluation, documental research and
critical interpretation. The main purpose is to undertake this new technological path starting from the
case study city of Carini, but with the purpose and the hope of giving attention and interest to all other
historical centers of Sicily and aiming to preserve and prevent the architectural heritage.
Moreover, the cataloging of specific knowledge heritage in the field of construction techniques, will
allow to support the different expressions of local tradition and technical culture produced over the
centuries, showing that's possible to develop an high quality and semantically structured 3D models,
able to connect the geometric survey data with descriptive thematic databases, covering historical
information, maintenance and restoration interventions and analyzes about the conservation and
structural functioning of the architecture. This paves the way for creation of centralized HBIM that can
serves as a complete data set of information on all disciplines; in particular for restoration and
conservation of the built architectural heritage, but also for the dissemination and enhancement of
historical architecture. The goal is a constant research that exploits new technologies while
maintaining a balance between tradition and innovation, since architecture can reach the peak of its
exploitation and redevelopment only through technological innovation. Therefore, the study can be a
valid element of support for operators in design and implementation of recovery's interventions of
existing and ancient origin artifacts.
NOTE: In this paper it can ascribed to prof. Tiziana Campisi the paragraphs 3 and 4 and to ing.
Daniela Sideli the paragraphs 1 and 2.
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Abstract
Since the Middle Ages, universities have established their importance in many small and mediumsized European cities. In many cases, higher education institutions (HEIs) have reused abandoned
existing buildings, adapting them to new educational function (e.g. monasteries, hospitals, barracks,
factories, ...).
Since the late 20th century two main trends which imply the redesign can be observed: the reuse of
historical buildings for new premises (either in case of expansion of existing universities or in case of
foundation of new universities) and the reorganization of existing buildings to improve efficiency of use
(and reduce costs and expense waste).
In recent years a sharp acceleration of the changes has taken place due to the increasing international
competition (e.g. university ranking) and to the diffusion of new technologies (e.g. diffusion of ICT and
multimedia tools). These trends have led to a new focus on built heritage which, in addition to being
adequately protected and enhanced, must also be periodically adapted to comply with regulatory
developments, changes in the users’ requirements and the introduction of new functions, which imply
new space demand. Moreover, in many countries, the reduction in funding, which hit harder the noncore business sectors, resulted in the need for greater management efficiency.
The paper will present a SWOT matrix to systematize and analyse the various aspects of the redesign
of historical university built heritage.
Keywords: University heritage, Built heritage, Reuse, SWOT matrix, Decision support tool.

1.

The reuse of existing buildings as university premises

Since their origins in the Middle Ages, universities have spread widely throughout the European
continent and in the rest of the world. At the beginning, these institutions established themselves in
medieval cities as free associations of students and professors (the so-called universitas). They grew
in importance within medium and small sized cities with whom they often have reached a symbiotic
relationship (e.g. Bologna, Oxford, Cambridge, Padua, Salamanca, Pavia, etc.) and in large cities (e.g.
Paris, Milan, Madrid, etc.). Their growing importance and the consequent increase in the number of
users has led to the progressive expansion of their building stock. Historically, we can observe the
reuse of abandoned buildings as new university premises. Nowadays, in many universities there is a
general stabilization of the number of students and, alongside the re-use of pre-existing buildings, the
reorganization of already-existing university premises is taking hold.
The redesign of historic university building stock plays a key role in preserving built heritage,
upgrading buildings and fostering sustainability.
1.1 Reuse in the development of the university building stock
During the first centuries of activity, universities did not have any owned building and they were
usually hosted inside religious buildings (e.g. convents and monasteries) and/or in rented spaces in
private or public buildings.
th
Since the 14 century the construction of the first premises had begun. It became usual the reuse of
existing buildings originally dedicated to other function as universities along with the saturation of
urban voids deriving from the displacement of other urban functions. In particular, the reuse of former
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ecclesiastical complexes – following the closure of religious orders – and of noble palaces was
relatively widespread.
Thus, the reuse process included initially the simple functional replacement and subsequently it has
involved the transformation of the buildings with (partial) demolition and reconstruction.
Since the 1970s the transition from the “elite university” to the “mass university” produced a sudden
expansion of the university building stock. Many new universities were founded and new settlements
were built. Although many historic universities have maintained their historical premises within the
urban fabric, they had also expanded both through new building in peripheral areas and through the
reuse of pre-existing buildings. In fact, by the end of the 20th century many universities have started to
reuse abandoned barracks (e.g. the University of Verona in Italy, the University of Alicante and the
Pompeu Fabra University in Spain) and factories (e.g. the Bovisa campus of the Polytechnic
University of Milan in Italy, the Alcoy campus of the Polytechnic University of Valencia – UPV – and
some universities in Poland).
1.2 Current trends of reuse in the university building stock
In the late 20th century two main trends which imply the redesign can be observed: the reuse of
historical buildings for new premises (either in case of expansion of existing universities or in case of
foundation of new universities) and the reorganization of existing buildings to improve the efficiency of
use (and also reduce the cost of use and the expense waste).
These trends show the reorientation of the construction sector towards greater attention to the
intervention on built heritage (i.e. a reversal of the 1980s and 1990s trend, when most of the university
buildings were newly built). This new focus allows a better preservation of existing buildings and
fosters the reduction of non-urbanized land consumption and the urban regeneration of degraded
districts.
Furthermore, the redesign of existing buildings represents an opportunity for an architectural and
technological upgrade to better comply with users’ needs.
As already mentioned, the reuse of historic buildings for new premises concerns both the expansions
of existing universities – it is quite common for historic ones –, and the foundation of new universities,
which settle in existing buildings as an aware strategy. There can be plenty of examples of the reuse
th
of existing buildings. At the end of the 19 century – short after Italian unification – the University in
Rome (Italy) had a sudden expansion and many former ecclesiastical buildings were reused. More
recently the University of Eastern Piedmont (Italy) was settled in existing buildings to respond quickly
to the space demand. Since the 1970s the University of Alcalá de Henares (UAH) (Spain) has
recovered the historical sites of the ancient Complutense University. Similarly the University of Lleida
(Spain) has reconnected with a historical and cultural tradition. The Savannah College of Art and
Design (SCAD) (USA) and the TU Delft Architecture School (The Netherlands) have reused existing
building to reduce land consumption. The Universidad Catolica de Valencia (UCV) (Spain) has reused
former ecclesiastical buildings given by the diocese and located strategically within the urban fabric.
The Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena (UPCT) (Spain) has reused a former military complex to
promote the urban regeneration – the so called Bilbao effect – of the neighbourhood.
Whereas, the reorganization of existing buildings aims at improving the efficiency of use (i.e.
optimization of the occupancy rate, etc.), it is mainly observed as consequence of the reduction of the
space demand or greater availability of spaces (e.g. reduction of the number of students and of the
academic staff, diffusion of multimedia supports for teaching, digitization of administrative procedures
and shift to digital archiving of documentation, etc.) [1]. With regard to this second aspect, it is more
difficult to identify significant projects because it is a physiological phenomenon, connatural to the
development of the university built heritage. However, it has become particularly relevant for the
growth of environmental awareness and for the reduction of public funding to universities in many
countries after the World financial crisis of 2008. Some examples can be observed both in various
Italian universities (e.g. University of Pavia, University of Milan, University of Milano-Bicocca) and
foreign ones (e.g. Valencia campus of the UPV).

2.

Initial assumptions

Some initial assumptions have been defined establishing the basis of intervention strategies on the
building heritage of historical universities.
The first assumption is that, despite the processes of digitization of information, the introduction of new
and increasingly powerful multimedia tools and the introduction of new online courses (i.e. the
MOOCs) and online universities, Higher Educational Institutions (HEIs) still need physical locations.
Perhaps that is due to the need of human beings to build social relationships within defined
environments (e.g. the need for meeting points). Various scholars affirm the importance of creating
informal meeting opportunities within university buildings that favour debates among researchers and
students [2] and exchanges between different disciplines, fostering the so-called serendipity, which is
still quite difficult to replicate in a digital environment [3]. In addition, the physical premises contribute
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to the creation of the institution identity and to function as an attractor to new users and fund raising.
For all these reasons, a transition of HEIs “from brick to click”, which is the complete transfer to the
digital environment, is a process still difficult to imagine although the HEIs are now evolving “beyond
bricks and mortar”.
Furthermore, not all university functions are easily transferable from historical premises. The
administrative functions of the university are often housed in monumental buildings for reasons of
representation, for the high symbolic value for the institution identity of the architectural heritage and
for the strategic location within the urban fabric (often in central areas and in proximity with main town
institutions).
Regarding the conservation of the historic university building stock, we cannot leave buildings empty
because abandonment leads to degradation and, in general, because of problems in terms of both
management (inefficiency in the use of space and waste of economic resources) and conservation of
heritage (which is a legacy that belongs to the whole society). Moreover, we have to add the problem
of the change of functions [4], whose compatibility with existing buildings needs to be assessed to
achieve the sustainability in the reuse process [5].
To notice also that the redesign of the university building stock concerns both the refurbishment and
reuse of existing buildings as university and the reorganization of functions housed in buildings
already in use as university (e.g. in consequence of some change in the organizational structure or of
a contraction of the number of users). Then again, the reorganization of functions and the reuse
represent good opportunities for redesigning existing buildings aiming at their improvement (e.g.
typological and technological upgrades to respond to changing user needs, improving the efficiency of
the use of space for the reduction of the cost of use, the energy consumption and the environmental
footprint).
Finally, a fundamental assumption is that the characteristics of the buildings have an effect on the
users who inhabit their spaces and spend time inside them. In this regard, Facility Management (FM)
investigates the effect of buildings with respect to improving user conditions, both in terms of comfort
and productivity while Corporative Real Estate Management (CREM) provides strategies to align the
physical university environment with the developments in learning, teaching and research.

3.

Methodological premise

Within the framework of the management of university building stock, the space management of
universities housed in historic buildings topic that has not been widely analysed [5]. It concerns both
the need for security (e.g. overcrowding of premises, solicitation of structures, exodus in case of fire)
and the comfort of users (e.g. need for upgrading by inserting new plant equipment) and it influences
indirectly the preservation of the built heritage (e.g. evaluation the compatibility between spaces and
hosted functions, degradation of materials).
Thanks to the profitable collaboration with Area Servizi Tecnici (AST) of the University of Pavia (Italy)
and with the Universitat Politècnica de València (Spain) and through the analysis of international case
studies we were able to define the need for a continuous verification of the spaces and the repetition
of periodic reorganization phases (e.g. following the acquisition of new buildings, reorganization within
the institution due to administrative changes or the rise of new user’s needs following the emergence
of new functions, etc.).
The intention is to define reuse and reorganization strategies suitable to improve efficiency of the use
of spaces and to improve the compatibility between historic spaces and their functions.
According to the 4A’s model, we developed a four-step methodology by defining the “Aim”, “Assess”,
“Activate” and “Apply”. We have identified the “Aim” as the reuse and reorganization of spaces
designed to ensure the sustainable management of the historic university building stock. We have
identified the “Assess” as the SWOT matrix, which will be discussed in the next paragraph. We have
identified the “Activate” as the identification of alternative intervention strategies suitable for various
buildings in which the redesign is required (i.e. mainly the recovery of abandoned buildings or the
reorganization of buildings already in use at the university). Last we have identified the “Apply” as the
actual interventions on the built heritage that will be realized to pursue the objectives of the strategy
we have defined previously.
The article focuses on forming a SWOT analysis matrix as a tool to support the decision-making
process for the definition of university settlement strategies, focusing on the functional or operational
level of strategy of a university (or HEI).
We proceeded by collecting the useful information to define both the “Strengths” (S) and
“Weaknesses” (W) of the management of historic university building stock and the “Opportunities” (O)
and “Threats” (T) deriving from the environment. For each category, we identified the proper factor
through a study and research work based mainly on a vast scientific literature review, through
interviews with experts in the field (i.e. managers of university building stocks, architects, engineers
and superintendents to the architectural heritage) and through brain storming and focus groups both
with experts and within the research group. In addition we carried out a PESTLE Analysis (i.e.
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Political, Economic, Sociological, Technological, Legal, and Environmental) aimed to analyse the key
external factors influencing the model.
The SWOT matrix summarizes and systematizes the results of the following considerations. This
matrix forms a 2X2 table whose four cells report a list the Strengths and Weaknesses, which refer to
the specific characteristics of the study object, as well as the external Opportunities and Threats,
which influence it.

4.

Factors that influence the reuse process

What are the factors that influence the redesign process of the historic university building stock?
These are a complex set of factors that concerns, in general, the concept of intervention on built
heritage as well as the needs of an institution in constant evolution. These internal factors cannot be
separated from the influence of external factors linked to the globalization of the higher education
sector along with the spread of Facility Management (FM) and Pubic Real Estate Management
(PREM) [6].
In fact, in recent years a sharp acceleration of the changes has took place due to the increasing
international competition (e.g. university ranking) and to the diffusion of new technologies (e.g.
diffusion of ICT and multimedia tools). These trends have led to a new focus on built heritage which, in
addition to being adequately protected and enhanced, must also be updated periodically on the basis
of regulatory developments, changes in the users’ requirements and the introduction of new functions
(which imply the demand for new spaces). Moreover, in many countries, due to the reduction in
funding (which hit harder the non-core business sectors), the need for greater management efficiency
has been affirmed [1].
4.1 Strengths (S)
th
Since the end of the 20 century, the awareness of the cultural (and economic) value of the built
heritage has grown considerably. Moreover, an expansion of the disciplinary framework has taken
place and new categories of heritage have been established. In particular, the “university heritage”, in
its material and immaterial manifestations, was sanctioned by the “Recommendation Rec(2005)13 of
the Committee of Ministers to member states on the governance and management of university
heritage” which was adopted by the Committee of Ministers on December 7, 2005 at the 950th meeting
of the Ministers’ Deputies [7] and by the “Declaración de Alcalá sobre la protección, conservación y
difusión del patrimonio universitario” which was undersigned by representatives of universities already
declared World Heritage Site by UNESCO on May 10, 2013 [8].
The high symbolic (and affective) value of the historic premises and the high attractive value of the
university heritage for students and academic staff are directly related to this aspect. The high
symbolic (and affective) value of the historic premises is the basis for the construction of the
institutional identity and, often also the basis for corroborating the prestige of the historic universities
(even then, the Neo-gothic revival of American campus architecture revealed this attitude that
considers the connection with the historical architecture as key factor of the legitimacy of the institution
itself). It is also important to attract donations and sources of private funding by leveraging the
emotional aspects that bind former students to their Alma mater. The high attractive value of the
university heritage for students and academic staff concerns the ability to attract new users from an
institution in which the generational turnover is very fast and in which the growing internationalization
has encouraged mobility. In this regard, Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826) had already expressed this
idea, worrying about the capability of the University of Virginia campus to attract professors from
Europe. «Interestingly, Jefferson’s realisation of U.Va. also encompassed a further determinative facet
of university construction that continues to shape the field today: the value of architecture within interinstitutional rivalry. ‘Had we built a barn for a college, and a log for accommodations’’, Jefferson wrote
to state legislature when entreating for additional funds to build the Rotunda, ‘should we ever have
had the assurance to propose to a European professor of [first] character to come to it? To stop where
we are is to abandon our high hopes, and become suitors to Yale and Harvard for their secondary
characters» in [9].
Another significant aspect is the “immediate” availability of existing buildings, which do not have to be
completely designed and constructed from scratch. Thus it is a favourable factor to the reuse of
existing buildings but, at the same time, they must be refurbished and upgraded according to the
current users’ requirements and regulations (e.g. for structural and fire safety).
Moreover, the strategic location of the historic premises in the consolidated urban fabric of the cities
contributes to increasing their importance. A similar argument can be extended in many cases also to
th
expansions carried out in the 20 century in peripheral areas. In fact, with the expansion of the
suburbs, they were incorporated by the urban fabric. Some examples are those of Penn University
(USA) which had been transferred to the suburbs to find a less chaotic environment than that of the
centre of Philadelphia and later was completely included in the urban fabric, and also the case of the
“Città studi” in Milan, the university district which was built in the early 20th century in the suburbs and
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then was absorbed following the expansion of the city. Despite various hypothesis of its transfer to the
site of Expo 2015 it has not been concretized yet, also for the opposition of students and academic
staff to the transfer in an area not well connected to the city and with few services in comparison to
those of the current location.
4.2 Weaknesses (W)
Cultural heritage is neither an unlimited nor a renewable resource and it is not even an oil field to be
exploited until it is exhausted, it is a precious and fragile resource at the same time, to be guarded,
protected and enhanced. Similarly, the space available within a historic building is a crucial factor in
evaluating the compatibility between new functions and historic buildings. In fact, space is a limited
resource to be managed wisely to ensure the ability to meet the needs of safety and well-being of
users while ensuring the maximum possible preservation of the physical manifestation of the built
heritage.
Moreover, the legal constraints on historic (often listed) buildings limit the possibility of intervention on
them, limiting, de facto, the possibility of upgrading them with respect to regulatory developments and
the continuous change in the users’ requirements.
The emergence of new functions leads to the request for new spaces designed specifically for them.
However, the typical premises of pre-industrial buildings – with large rooms with decorated surfaces
and poor equipment – are not always compatible and cannot even be upgraded to meet the current
users’ requirements.
Often the organizational structure of HEIs is quite rigid and defined according to different roles and
levels of employees. This may create problems when the moment comes to find spatial configurations
suitable for carrying out the activities in the historical buildings.
Furthermore, in many countries, mainly those of southern Europe, we are still far from the complete
mapping of the vast building stock of public institutions (e.g. HEIs) [10]. This fact has been confirmed
by the direct observation of various HEIs in Italy and Spain, which have only recently started mapping
their own building stock. In addition, it has been noted that the introduction of Facility Management
and Real Estate in the public sector is very recent and little attention is paid to planned conservation.
4.3 Opportunities (O)
As already mentioned, every intervention on the built heritage should improve its state of conservation
and it should promote its protection and valorisation.
The lack of detailed knowledge of the state of conservation of their own building stock, which afflicts
numerous public institutions, builds the opportunity to develop research on the university heritage [11]
and space management in HEIs [1].
The redesign provides the opportunity for an upgrade of the building stock to respond to both the
continuous change in users’ requirements and the evolution of the regulatory norms.
The reorganization allows to improve the efficiency of the use of spaces reducing the wastes, the cost
of use, the environmental footprint (e.g. energy retrofitting) and even the consumption of nonurbanized land. Thus, de facto, this type of interventions contributes to a sustainable use of the built
heritage in a broader sense, not only in regards to the energy efficiency issue [5].
Furthermore, it provides the opportunity for interventions aimed at improving the accessibility of
buildings.
4.4 Threats (T)
Nowadays one of the major threats is determined by the increasingly tough and international
competition between universities. It subordinates the judgments and finally the rankings of the best
universities to a checklist. Following the phenomenon of globalization also in the sector of higher
education, HEIs are evaluated by comparing them on the same ground indistinctly, that is regardless
the specific characteristic of each university and the proper characteristics of their extremely different
cultural contexts. The real criticality it is to confuse the rankings, aimed at the orientation of future
students, for a quality assessment tools of universities, aimed at determining the distribution of funding
[12].
On the construction scale the main problem of the historic university building stock is to keep buildings
in use while ensuring that they meet the needs of users and that they are guaranteed an adequate
level of conservation. The abandonment of built heritage inevitably leads to its deterioration.
Obviously the same continuous request for architectural upgrades (the institution image is expressed
also through the image of its buildings perceived by their daily users) and the continuous generational
change of the users to whom desires institutions are lending more and more attention put also the
recent buildings at risk of rapid obsolescence. Furthermore, there is the threat of not finding adequate
spaces for the emerging functions in historic buildings and of not being able to upgrade all the
buildings according to the actual requirements (this poses particular problems in the case of safety
regulations).
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Finally, after the 2008 World financial crisis, in many countries public funding to universities have been
reduced. It has been required them a greater autonomy also in financing and economic matters. The
fewer economical resources available led to a reduction of building interventions because it is a noncore business sector for HEIs [1] [13].

5.

The SWOT analysis matrix

The paper presents a SWOT matrix to systematize and analyse the various aspects of the redesign of
historical university built heritage.
SWOT analysis is a framework to support the strategy formulation process defined by Urick and Orr at
Long Range Planning seminar held at the Dolder Grand in Zurich (Switzerland) in 1964. They started
from Albert Humphrey’s work at Stanford University (USA) on “SOFT” model (which means according
to his definition: «What is good in the present is Satisfactory, good in the future is an Opportunity; bad
in the present is a Fault and bad in the future is a Threat») [14]. Instead, SWOT is the acronym for
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats. Actually they focused on combining both an
external and an internal analysis to support the formulation of a set of different strategic alternatives
(or strategic decisions).

Fig. 1: the processing of the strategy for the redesign of historic buildings from an initial strategy to the generation
of strategic alternatives, passing through the SWOT analysis matrix.

To formulate an intervention strategy with respect to the aforementioned issues (i.e. reuse for new
locations and reorganization to optimize existing university premises) we must consider this complex
topic as a whole, analysing it appropriately from both the internal and the external perspective. The
internal perspective refers to the specific characteristics of the university building stock and of HEIs’
(i.e. Strengths and Weaknesses) while the external perspective considers the characteristics of the
socio-cultural and economic context that influence this type of interventions (i.e. Opportunities and
Threats).
In light of these considerations, it will be possible assessing Market attractiveness at an external level
(i.e. whether the market is averagely profitable or not), and to outlining and evaluating alternative
strategies of intervention at an internal level (i.e. comparing them to each other, benchmarking).
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Fig. 2: the SWOT analysis matrix for the redesign of historic university building stock.

3.1 Some considerations on the matrix
From the observation of the SWOT matrix, combining external and internal perspectives, we can
highlight the effects of cross-interactions between the items in the table aiming at the definition of
alternative intervention strategies.
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Fig. 3: schemes related to the interactions between various items in the matrix, from the left to the right: the
Strengths that allow better exploiting the Opportunities, the Strengths to be used to defend against Threats, the
Weaknesses that could invalid Opportunities and the Weaknesses that amplify the effects of Threats.

Some Strengths may be leveraged to better exploit some Opportunities. Above all, as mentioned
before, the will to maintain the more representative functions (e.g. central administration, rector office,
etc.) in the main historic buildings fosters to seize the opportunity of upgrading historic premises to
keep them in use rather than constructing new premises. Furthermore, the high cultural and symbolic
values and the attractiveness of university heritage can foster the conservation of historic university
building stock and the development or research about the university heritage and space management
in HEIs. The immediate availability of existing buildings can reduce non-urbanized soil consumption.
The strategic position of historic premises within the urban fabric can improve accessibility and HEIs
promotion.
Some Strengths can be used to defend the process from Threats. The high symbolic and affective
value can help in HEI’s branding and fund raising, reducing the negative effects of the spending
review and of the cuts to HEI’s budget. The attractiveness of university heritage can help also in the
increasingly tough international competition between HEIs (e.g. new international ranking such as
“The 10 most beautiful universities in Europe”, “…in the UK” and “…in the US” by The Times Higher
Education) [15] [16] [17]. Moreover, the immediate availability of existing buildings could satisfy the
need of new spaces to host new functions.
Some Weakness do not allow the process to properly take advantage of some Opportunities. The
difficulties in modifying the layout and the limitations in the availability of spaces, in the possibility of
interventions, and in the compatibility of new functions with the historic (often listed) buildings interfere
with the opportunity of an effective upgrade, of an improvement of space usage, of an improvement of
accessibility and of the reduction of the cost of use of the historic university building stock.
Furthermore, the rigid organizational structure of HEIs and the quite recent (and still quite scarce)
diffusion of FM and PREM (especially in Southern Europe countries) affects particularly the
improvement of space usage and the reduction of the cost of use.
Some Weaknesses amplify the negative effect of some Threats. The difficulties in modifying the layout
and the limitations in the availability of spaces, in the possibility of interventions, and in the
compatibility of new functions with the historic (often listed) buildings make the risk of abandonment of
historic building worse. In southern Europe Countries these problems are over amplified by a scarce
knowledge of the actual asset of the building stock of the Public sector. Moreover, the quite recent
(and still quite scarce) diffusion of FM and PREM (especially in Southern Europe countries) weaken
the HEIs in the international competition and worsen the reduction of public financing.
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Abstract

The semi-automatic metric survey techniques developed in the past years allow the recording of 3D
models with an ever-increasing level of details and accuracies.
The 3D database, usually georeferenced in a cartographic system, opens the floor to different kind of
representations (e.g. 2D drawings, 3D models, digital animations, AR/MR applications etc.) conceived
to satisfy different requirements at different graphic scales and aimed to increasing the knowledge of
Cultural Heritage.
The paper introduces some different representations that can be extracted from a 3D database: the
“as built” representations, which put in evidence all the irregularities of a real building, as it today
appears because of anthropic interventions and endogenous/exogenous events happened during its
life.
Starting from this 3D database the main task of the representations is interpreting and synthesizing
the collected information aiming to recognize the architectural values of the building, the geometric
matrices of the shape, the modularity of the composition, and the relationships between architecture
and decoration.
The Romanesque abbey of Santa Giustina in Sezzadio (Italy), a well preserved building, which
considerable dimensions, constructive accuracy, and rich decorations testifying its territorial
importance, is a significant case study for these purposes. It is a less documented architecture where
metric survey and representations has been produced as a first step to support future researches.
Keywords: metric survey, architectural drawing, 3D modeling, graphical analysis, Santa Giustina
Abbey

1.

Introduction

The documentation of Cultural Heritage assets is one of the most intriguing and urgent needs to
preserve cultural values of local and global communities. The starting points of every documentation
effort are the historical evolution of the analyzed asset and the geometric knowledge of the full and
empty spaces, which define the object to be documented.
The present work concentrates its attention on geometric knowledge acquisition that requires a strong
metric survey and a careful set of representations able to put in evidence specific portions of the
object and their spatial relationships. Both metric survey and representation cannot be developed
properly without a basic historic knowledge able to inform the surveyors about the aims of the survey
itself.
3D models generated by metric surveys and ad hoc representations of it will be the geometric
framework where all the historical data could be connected by forming a database useful to transfer
the basic knowledge for further analysis, restoration and conservation planning, and valorization
actions.
The experience developed on the Santa Giustina Abbey represents a full example of a balanced
cooperation between experts in metric survey and experts in representation to realize and
communicate the achieved results.
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2.

Metric survey

In the last decades, many technological improvements allow the growing up of a new way to develop a
metric survey from the primary data acquisition up to the management of them to obtain a 3D model,
which represents the normal outcome of a metric survey intervention. 3D models generated by means
of correct metric survey approach are the base for the development of different kind of representations
that range from traditional 2D drawings up to BIM structures, AR/VR solutions, 3D print, etc. [1].
Despite the fact that up to twenty years ago the selection of the points necessary to start the modelling
phases was performed directly by the surveyors, today the intelligence of the survey is applied on a
point cloud acquired automatically by using laser scanning instruments or, more recently, by automatic
digital photogrammetric methods.
The evolution of technologies and the changes in the modeling do not allow to change the correct
design, execution and check of the metric survey procedure.
2.1 Design of a metric survey
The correct approach to design a metric survey can be split into four main preliminary steps. The first
thing to be done is the comprehension of the goals of the metric survey by fixing the required
accuracy, the deliverables to be produced and the goals that the 3D model has to satisfy. The
accuracy (the maximum acceptable metric differences between the final 3D model and the real
surveyed object) can assume different values for specific detail or portion of the entire object in order
to minimize the costs of the survey and to give, to the final users, the needed information. The
deliverables required at the end of the metric survey are of interest because they help to define the
level of detail of the survey and, finally, the amount of the necessary primary data [2].
A second step of the planning of a metric survey is the recovering of already existing metric data: in
case some existing data are accessible, they have to be tested in terms of accuracy and level of detail
limits defined in the first step. Usually historical metric data are not completely documented and
therefore not completely usable but, in any case, they could form a good base to plan the actions and
to show the modification that occurred on the object over the times.
By considering the requirements and the already existing and acceptable data, it is possible to define
the amount of points, which have to be acquired, and their location. That information are of
fundamental importance during the selection of the usable metric survey techniques.
The fourth and last step is the selection of the techniques to be used in all the different phases of the
metric survey: control network establishment, and detail survey. The use of some of the possible
metric survey techniques requires, sometimes, also the establishment of a second order control
network: in these cases, also this step must be carefully planned.
2.2 Detail metric survey techniques and strategies
The technology development occurred in the last years caused the almost disappearing of traditional
metric survey techniques based on manual distance measurements and the traditional topographic
methods using total stations, and also the use of photogrammetry based on stereoscopic plotting. All
these three methods ask for the selection of the points to be measured by a skilled operator: the
amount of recorded data are reduced to a minimum size and the modelling is done, step-by-step, by
the surveyor itself during the point survey.
The introduction on the market of laser scanner devices, push the normal approach of the detail
survey towards an automatic (and therefore not intelligent) acquisition of a big amount of points
irregularly distributed (the point clouds). The main reason who justify this result is the possibility to
generate a big amount of geometric analysis when they are necessary (not during the acquisition
period), and to reduce the time needed to acquire the primary data.
Actually, this advantage was true for photogrammetry also since its beginning: the images and some
metric information (such as for example a network of Ground Control Points or some distances)
constitute the implicit 3D model to be investigated when necessary also years after the acquisition of
those primary data. In the same way the point clouds acquired by Laser Scanning Systems form a
stable set of metric information that can be used for geometric modelling when necessary and stored
for successive uses. The automatic procedure used to generate those point clouds guarantees the
objectivity of the primary data (as the images used in photogrammetric surveys) for a subjective
interpretation developable in a second step.
The research developed in the last years, shows that a strong integration between Laser Scanning
Systems and Photogrammetry can give the best solution: the images acquired by the most recent
Laser Scanning instruments allow coloring the point clouds and increase the quality of the
interpretation required during the modeling phase.
Point clouds are not 3D models because the points are not topologically connected: points are
independent geometric entities and the metric survey cannot be considered totally developed until a
real 3D model with defined topological relationships (e.g. line, surface and volume definitions) is built.
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The simple use of mesh solutions (e.g. Delaunay triangulation) could be a possible answer for very
irregular surfaces where sharp edges are not present, but especially in architectural objects, this
approach do not give appreciable results. Geometric break-lines have to be detected to drive the
mesh algorithms towards a correct description of the shape of the object. Today no automatic tools
can give those results and a huge work of geometric segmentation has to be performed manually by
using specific software platforms.
To realization of traditional 2D drawings (e.g. planes, sections, and elevations) is done by cutting the
point clouds with the selected section plane, and the point nearest to this plane inside a specific
tolerance, are projected onto it and then topologically connected to define the intersection line: this
draft line constitute the starting point for the 2D representation.
Recent developments in automatic digital photogrammetry allow generating dense point clouds similar
to the ones acquired by using Laser Scanning devices allowing to skip the heavy manual plotting by
using stereoscopic vision and to produce an intermediate primary dataset of points starting from the
acquired images.
In case of terrestrial applications, the use of drones to acquire stereoscopic images allow today to
solve the problem of surveying vertical surfaces facing narrow streets, roofs of buildings, subhorizontal assets like archaeological excavation sites, etc. The acquired images are used by means of
standard photogrammetric tools to complete the point cloud generation.
The density of the point clouds could be different in some part of the surveyed volume due to different
requirement for correct representations: the surveyor has to be aware of these requirements in order
to be able to realize a 3D model useful for the specific representations defined with the final user.
2.3 Metric survey of the Santa Giustina Abbey
The aim of the metric survey of the Santa Giustina Abbey is to support historical studies and to
constitute the metric base for a documentation of the complex. A survey scale of 1:100 was adopted
and traditional 2D drawings (e.g. plans, sections and elevations) were chosen as a first way to
represent the achieved results.
The Abbey of Santa Giustina has not be documented in acceptable ways during the past. Only one
survey made in 2001 during the structural restoration could be partially recovered but the level of
detail is not considered sufficient for the aims of the new investigation: in addition, there is not access
to the primary data therefore is not possible to certify the metric quality of the recovered drawing. It
was decided to use those drawings to describe the interior roof structures and those parts that are not
of main interest for the investigations.
The level of detail required to form a metric base for geometric analysis and wall analysis that the
researchers would performed, suggest adopting the Terrestrial Laser Scanning technology for interior
and exterior walls, and the aerial photogrammetry for the exterior surfaces of the roofs by using a
UAV. These aircraft allow the acquisition of the needed images at the sufficient distance to reach the
accuracy required by the adopted scale (e.g. tolerance of ± 2 cm).

Fig. 1 – The control network (left) and the Laser Scanner station points (right)
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A control network has been established (see Fig. 1) and the survey has been performed by using the
scheme of a free network: planimetric measurements have been done by using a total station and
levelling by using the differential levelling technique.

Fig. 2 – The FARO FOCUS3D X330 used for the point cloud acquisition and a marker (left) and Marker used for
GCPs materialization and the MAVIC PRO UAV system used to acquire aerial images (right)

A second order control network has been realized to allow the registration of the point clouds and to
estimate the exterior orientation parameters of the stereoscopic images. The Ground Control Points
(GCPs) for the registration of the point clouds have been materialized by traditional signals (see Fig.
2): a total amount of 169 points have been surveyed, by using a total station, in order to allow the
registration of the indoor and outdoor point clouds. Almost half of them are used to check the obtained
accuracy to certify the metric quality of the final model.
All the scans obtained by using Terrestrial Laser Scanners and automatic matching of acquired
images have been oriented in the coordinate system defined by the control network. The mean
discrepancies on GCPs used to orient the terrestrial point clouds are less than 1.5 cm and the
observed discrepancies of the GCPs used to orient the images acquired by the UAV system (see Fig.
3) are less than 1 cm. The discrepancies on the Check Points not used during the orientation steps
are less than 2 cm.
Both these results allow certifying that the final point cloud used to extract 3D metric information have
the necessary metric quality defined during the design of the metric survey.
Once the point clouds have been registered, the basic metric information have been extracted to
generate the required representations.
The strategy in these cases is to cut the point clouds by considering all the points present inside a
volume having a thickness of about two times the required accuracy. All the points contained in this
volume are than projected on the needed projection plan and topologically connected to for the draft
line that define the required section (see Fig. 4) or elevation.

Fig. 3 – One of the aerial images used (left) and the obtained point cloud for roof metric survey (right)
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3.

Issues of interpretation and representation of the data

The interpretation of the acquired metric data implies a constant and rigorous attention to the formal,
structural, and stylistic peculiarities of the building, to the historical period in which it was realized, also
in reference to coeval buildings and to the context in which it rises, to the constructive materials used,
and to transformations and events happened over time. Documentary materials, archival, bibliographic
and iconographic sources contribute in a fundamental way to this knowledge.
Therefore, the architectural survey arises as an open system of knowledge whose documentation is
aimed at safeguarding the cultural heritage [5].
The aims of the survey, to be established in the design phase of knowledge operations, guide at all
times the representation methods and the contents that they must highlight.
The representation is established as a tool for the synthesis of the acquired knowledge, making a
critical selection directed by the pre-established aims.

Fig. 4 – Elevation (left) and section vector-based extraction (right – Top: point cloud – Middle: section line –
Bottom: complete section vector-dataset)

The digital revolution has led to an extensive availability of tools: for architectural representation through drawing, modeling, animation, up to prototyping -; for communication - through virtual visits,
interactive explorations, AR, VR, MR -; and for sharing - through websites and open-source platforms-.
3.1 The educational value of the work on Santa Giustina Abbey
The Abbey complex of Santa Giustina in Sezzadio, founded in 1030 by Marquis Otberto and soon the
seat of the Benedictine order, has as a fulcrum the church subject of the present study [6], which
closes the perimeter of the northern cloister.
The building, described by Porter in 1917 [7] as a minor edifice of the Northern Italy, has considerable
dimensions (max length of about 39 m, max width of about 27 m, max height of about 22 m) which
testify its relevance in the territory.
It is a Romanesque church, masonry bricks built, having a crux commissa plan with three naves
delimited by three apses beyond the transept. The crypt occupies the space below the presbytery
which is consequently raised. The salient façade is broken in the central part by a watching tower built
somewhat earlier than the construction of the Gothic rib vaults on the three naves in the fifteen century
[7].
The recognition of the importance of the Abbey led to the hypothesis that there could exist design
criteria of a modular nature at the base of the planimetric tracing and, in general, of the spatial concept
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of the project. These practices, identified in Cistercian buildings of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
[8], together with the knowledge of geometry in Gothic architectural works, documented in the book by
Villard de Honnecourt [9], but also found in previous solutions [10], would have in the Abbey in
Sezzadio a really early application.

Fig. 5: Plans, elevations, section of Santa Giustina Abbey. Original scale 1:100. Drawing by Alessandro Piovano.

Moreover, the absence of updated representations metrically based on acquisitions realized with the
most recent technologies and represented through digital tools, led to the choice to draw up those
synthesis drawings essential for an exhaustive description of the object, which also constitute the
basis for graphic hypotheses on modularity.
The selection of the cut planes and the reference planes of the point cloud to generate the most
significant sections is an operation that is conceptually very complex and didactically particularly
educational.
In fact, this selection forces the student to move the section plane parallel to itself in the different
levels of the building, in order to intersect the most significant elements, such as keystones, as was
done in the case of the present work, for the longitudinal section of the crypt and the central nave.
Similarly, the horizontal section that gives rise to the main plan had to be set at an unconventional
height in order to pass on the presbytery floor and intersect the largest possible number of openings at
the entrance level.
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In addition, the selection of the reference plane in relation to the section plane, which allows
visualizing the elevation beyond the section plane, completing the orthographic projection, involves
some problems: indeed, when between the two planes many elements are interposed, the reading of
the elements on the posterior plane can be difficult.
The passage from the raster image obtained from the point cloud to the vector drawing generates
further issues. The selection of the points through which the break-line must pass has to take into
account those punctual elements (cracks, thickening of plasters, tie beams) for which the section
plane could accidentally pass that could compromise the understanding of the conformation of the
artefact (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 6: Graphical analysis of Santa Giustina Abbey. Original scale 1:100. Drawing by Alessandro Piovano.

Vice versa, the points intended as projection of geometrically significant elements: edges,
intersections between surfaces, imposts and keystones, must necessarily be taken into account.
In addition, the scale of representation designed for the drawing and the printing suggests the
minimum distance for the selection of points, to avoid increasing of time during the work.
The potentiality of printing devices for digital drawings has progressively led to the creation of more
detailed drawings than analogical ones, both in the design drawing and in the survey drawing. The
relationship between scale of reduction and contents, established by centuries of pen representations
on paper and by a series of indications by the standardization bodies (UNI, ISO, EU, CEN4) [11],
today sees a search for the detail superior to the past.
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At present, distances between parallel lines even below the millimeter are appreciable, and in the 1:
100 scale established for the restitution of the Abbey, they are equivalent to 10 or less centimeters
measured.
Then, the problem is of a cultural nature, and respecting the criterion of the minimum distance
between two lines is not sufficient: for instance, the identification of the main partitions of an
architectural order can lead us to decide to draw a line rather than another, in order to communicate a
univocal message to the reader of the drawing.
In the examined case study, it was decided to add the geometric information with the architectural
ones, such as the virtual projections on the plans' section planes of the vaulted and roof systems.
Furthermore, it has been established to represent elements of recognizable particular value, such as
the mosaic flooring of the crypt and to highlight, using a symbolic hatch, the tiles and the visible brick
textures in the internal and external façades. The decorations characterized by chromatic variations
that do not involve geometric discontinuities have not been taken into consideration: such as the
alternating bands, painted in black and white on the pillars and the apparatus of the frescoes, already
effectively documented in the point cloud.
Finally, on the synthesis drawings realized with such attentions it has been possible to propose
modular readings that refer to the well-established methodology of the graphical analysis [12] [13].
Graphical analysis, in the field of the project's reconstruction, could be recognized as a privileged
instrument of architectural criticism because it provides new contributions of knowledge in respect to
the only original drawings, the old pictures, the project reports and the critical essays. Graphical
analysis, with a translation of practices and meanings, can be fruitfully applied also to the survey
drawings. Indeed, in the present case study, it contributes to highlight the figurative reasons of
architectures' visible conformation, affirming its heuristic value.
In the abbey, the recurrence of proportional ratios of areal type (square, semi-square) and linear type
(M, 1/2 M), that is more convincing in the analysis of the plans and main elevation, seems to rule the
whole composition. These relationships also highlight a plausible correspondence with the unit of
measurement probably used, the Roman foot (see Fig. 6).
3.2 Beyond the didactic experience: from a point cloud to several possible representations
As mentioned, the availability of the database generated by terrestrial and aerial scans can be the
basis for generating multiple types of digital models and drawings, obviously paying attention to the
reduction scales provided in the survey project.
Digital geometric models represent a relatively new product, compared to traditional analog
representations by orthographic projections. Agreeing with Bertocci and Bini, this model is the product
of a synthesis operation performed by the operator who, pursuing a specific communication objective,
selects the information of what "is nothing other than a geometric figure representing an architecture"
[14].
A particular category of modeling tools that can be used in the survey representation is that of
parametric modeling, distinguished in geometric and BIM tools.
The first, by means of form-making strategies seems to be a suitable solution for the studies
conducted on existing historical architectures [15] [16]. Anyway, the procedure, that is not comparable
to a graphic reproduction gesture but to a real research activity, required the construction of a precise
methodology that frames explicit correlations between shapes of an artefact, their geometric
properties and the conditions bringing to its formation [17].
The second applied to the historical architecture (HBIM) allow, among other prerogatives, to build
families of architectural elements to draw from during the modeling phases and, above all, to manage
a series of information associated with the model, aimed at stratigraphic analysis, restoration, static
consolidation, energy qualification, management, allowing to record changes that occur over time [18].
Starting from digital models different products can be created, such as animations and scaled physical
models make through 3D printers. These products can be a link between representation and
communication, triggering processes of perceptive fruition and facilitating the three-dimensional
understanding of the artifact by an inexperienced public.
Further steps in this direction, aimed at valorization through the promotion of cultural tourism, can be
accomplished by creating virtual visits, interactive explorations, experiences of virtual reality,
augmented reality, mixed reality, available in situ or shared through websites and open-source
platforms.

4.

Conclusion

The presented experience is a fluid process within which different knowledges are composed in a
multi-disciplinary perspective aimed at the analysis, interpretation and enhancement of Cultural
Heritage. The realized database and the first graphic elaborations resulting from its interpretation offer
an important contribution to further research involving the disciplines that operate in the field of the
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safeguard and enhancement of historical architectures of recognized value, not yet adequately
documented.

Credits
Paragraphs 1, 2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 are written by Fulvio Rinaudo and Alessandro Piovano, paragraphs 3,
3.1, 3.2, 4 are written by Roberta Spallone, figures 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 are processed by Alessandro Piovano.
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Abstract
Despite the increasing number of archaeological studies, the 4th-century-old Early Christian settlement
in Cimitile still represents an urban-architectural episode difficult to be interpreted, as archaeologist
Lehmann pointed out few years ago.
To both expand the visited areas and regain open spaces for citizens, a work on-site has been
developed over the years, a unitary process in which adopted techniques and technologies and
archaeological, urban, architectural survey have been continuously intertwined with design project,
aiming to give first significant results from the point of view of attraction and realization.
In particular, for the intervention on the edge redefinition in Via Pozzo Nuovo, during the archaeological
excavations planned for the realization of the high-low levels connection to the basilicas, it was possible
to understand that, below some abandoned houses in Cimitile historic center, there were significant
spaces connected to the “new basilica”, object of previous studies and reconstructions made by Gino
Chierici and other archaeologists.
As the excavations were carried on, different design proposals have been elaborated, conceived like
many different interpretations on the topic of connection, with the intent of choosing a solution that, while
not aspiring to become definitive, has eventually led to a deep renewal in the configuration, the image
and the perception of the basilicas themselves.
Keywords: urban project, stratification, Early Christian basilicas, architecture, archaeology

1.

Historical-archaeological research themes

The Early-Christian basilica nucleus of the IV century in Cimitile, despite the proliferation of
archaeological studies, continues to represent an episode of urban history yet not completely explained
in all its aspects, especially from the point of view of the relations between the cemetery and religious
complex and settlements subsequently located in the same territory. In the current urban structure of
the small core of Cimitile, the compact configuration of buildings around the void of the Early Christian
basilicas is merging with the linear development of the territorial system, which was formed along the
ancient way to Puglia: a very complex situation, in which the very delimitation of the monumental area
represents a question of interpretation and design of great importance and absolutely still to be solved
[1].
The problem is primarily of historical and archaeological nature: the real extension of the necropolis in
Cimitile constitutes a fundamental point, also in order to reconstruct the urban and territorial vicissitude
of Roman Nola. However, a fact is unequivocal, as Gino Chierici clearly pointed out: “this is a set of
undecided boundaries and many gaps, although in which it is possible to glimpse the general lines of
an urban plan, whose development can never be fully understood” [2].
Gino Chierici, who through two long excavation campaigns, has allowed an exceptional advancement
of knowledge on the basilicas, accurately describes the situation of the ruins, which were preserved until
the middle of the twentieth century: “in the center part of the cemetery area stood the remains of the
Basilica of San Felice, with the great vault to the west and the shrine erected by San Paolino, near the
tomb of the saint; to the north was located the basilica, completed by Paolino, we would say today, in
record time and which I will call new, because it was built last; to the south stood the basilica of Santi
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Fig. 1: Early-Christian general Plan [Ebanista, 2000]

Martiri; to the east it was hidden, suffocated by the new parish church, that of S. Caulonio, similar to a
chapel due to its modest dimensions. In the west side, the two eighteenth-century churches of San
Tommaso and Santo Stefano used to outline the place where the remains of the basilicas dedicated to
the saints lie” [3].
The notations by Chierici refer back to the famous description of Paolino, in which it is proposed an
interpretation of the very particular fusion of the spaces of the basilicas, characterized by a mixture of
sacred and civil buildings, with rotations and geometries that to some extent reproduce situations and
images of Imperial Rome. Not only these spaces assume a particular configuration, as elements
belonging to the central “void”, but also because the rules of their formation, not easily decipherable,
require extremely interesting in-depth study and research.
Also from the historical-architectural point of view a strong complexity and multiplicity of questions are
revealed. To summarize the particularities of the “basilicas” it is appropriate to refer to a quote by Richard
Krautheimer: “when Paolino retired in 394 in his property in Cimitile he found, above and next to the
tomb of the martyr Felix, some modest buildings: everything provides a clear enough idea of the rather
inorganic development of a cimitery and a pre-Constantinean pilgrimage center, even if from the IV
century. The changes made by Paolino in 401-2 are typical of the tendency of the new generation to
define a more rigorous organization and greater monumentality [...]. Small mausoleums and triconic
martyria are common in Early Christian architecture, although it is possible to see triconic apses at the
end of a basilica nave mainly in Egypt, northern Africa and the coasts of southern Italy: it is therefore
likely that Cimitile’s architecture derived its plant from North Africa” [4].
Finally, a third theme concerns stratification: in the architectural-spatial structure of Cimitile, there has
firstly been a transformation of levels, caused by the frequent floods to which the Cimitile plain is
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Fig. 2, 3: Early-Christian basilicas in Cimitile before the intervention

exposed, with a raise of the urban altitude in comparison to the lower one of the basilicas. At the same
time, a decisive role has been played by the grafts of the Baroque period with the introduction of the bell
towers, with the seventeenth-century reconstruction of the churches of S. Stefano and S. Tommaso, up
to the configuration of the parish church built at the end of eighteenth century in the “basilica Vetus” and
partly on the “basilica nova” [5].

2.

Urban project: from the program to the plan

The primary objective of every intervention in Cimitile substantially deals with the enlargement of
knowledge and the enhancement of the exceptional ancient settlement in its entirety.
Amedeo Maiuri’s “Passeggiate Campane” contains some considerations that have been a useful
reference for a first approach to the issue: “without the memory of its Early Christian basilicas and its
great Saint, Paolino di Nola, no one would suppose that in Cimitile, within a narrow and endless row of
dark houses that seem to have been put there under a name which refers to the cemetery in order to
close every horizon and give the desire to get out of there as soon as possible to go back to the wide
panorama of hills and open fields. It is difficult to recognize the entrance to the Holy City, occluded as it
is by an eighteenth-century church that among those poor houses might also be tolerable, if it would not
overlap with one of the most ancient basilicas in Campania. Next to that church there is a small square,
a hidden tiny gate and you get transported to the charming space between basilicas and Saints of the
IV century” [6].
Addressing the theme of redefining the relations between Early Christian basilicas and Cimitile urban
center has basically meant working on two main issues. The first concerned the identification of the
modalities through which extending the spaces belonging to the basilicas, according to a controlled
process of void expansion. Areas for the execution of new and significant archaeological excavations
have been selected together with spaces to be designed in order to widen the areas of interrelation
between sacred buildings and their surroundings. The second question, closely intertwined with the first
one, concerned the identification of a series of urban interventions through which achieving the dual
purpose of the improvement and redevelopment of the historic central areas and the creation of new
systems of public facilities, serving the basilicas and at the same time the urban core.
The general and unitary objective of these interventions was the construction of a newly conceived
“urban archaeological park”, able to overcome the logic of the fence, gradually involving the historic
urban areas of Cimitile, until it may coincide with the entire center of the oldest plant of the town. In this
sense, it is possible to interpret the central historic areas of Cimitile as an urban archaeological park, in
which two cities coexist, “the city of the basilicas”, to be brought back to light and to be enhanced, and
the core of the historical Cimitile, yet currently living, with its inhabitants and its activities, with its
prospective of economic and cultural rebirth.
The park of the basilicas in Cimitile may be able to assume in this way considerable territorial relevance
and be connected to other presences and specificities traceable in the Nola area, from the Castelcicala
hill to the Roman amphitheaters in Nola, to the Early Christian architecture of the Caves of S. Michele
Avella, just to provide a few examples.
In the first place, a “program of integrated interventions, aimed at the recovery of historical urban areas
around the basilica complex” has been provided in Cimitile. A program based on a mechanism of
enlargement of urban public spaces which, starting from the current historical-archaeological area of
the basilicas, involves the places in immediate contact with them in order to, afterwards, by using the
grafts to the area, start reasoning about the external viability with some edge areas located along them
[7]. The following step has been the transformation of the “Program” into precise, financed and then
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Fig. 4: Urban design project general plan

realized actions. The strategic importance of the “Program” was further reiterated within the definition of
the General Urban Plan of Cimitile [8]. The new urban planning tool presents the same issues of the
“Program”, basing on the valorization of the central archaeological area the entire forecast of Cimitile's
socio-economic, cultural and tourist development.

3.
Architectural design intervention: the entrance to the Early Christian basilicas
from via Pozzo Nuovo
The theme of the entrance to the area of the basilicas represents an aspect of fundamental importance.
By analyzing it in-depth, the extraordinary overlapping and intersecting of architectural elements and
spaces have been more and more clearly emerging, witnessing the close interrelation between the
archaeological site and the urban center. The utmost expression of this encounter among different
phases of the history of Cimitile materializes where, in Vico Arco, with “the Arco Santo” and in vico
Mautone with the eighteenth-century church as background, it is possible to perceive, although with
considerable difficulty, the relations between the Early Christian settlements and the architectural
structures of subsequent ages.
After having realized limited interventions to improve accessibility from vico Arco and vico Mautone, the
topic of the entrance from via Pozzo Nuovo has been deepened, working on an area located in a raised
position compared to the current level of the basilicas. Before the intervention, the area used to be in a
state of neglect, with small partly ruined buildings, of which the perimeter walls in tufa stone could still
be traced and from their openings a large view to the area of the basilicas opened up, at a considerably
lower altitude [9].
In particular, it has been proposed to create a system of open spaces, able to define a sequence from
via Pozzo Nuovo to the back of the parish church of San Felice: a project or redefining the edge, with
the creation of a garden, consisting of several small entertainment places and also at the service of the
citizens, which could constitute a privileged point of view to the area of the basilicas, but also a proper
access, through these new urban spaces, in order to expand and in a certain sense to “break” the fence
of the basilicas. Of particular importance was the decision to place contemporary works of art in the
garden, which could interpret the theme of archaeological and religious areas in an innovative way.
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Fig. 5, 6: Preliminary project solution before archaeological excavation started (plan and section)

During the archaeological excavations planned for the high-low connection access to the basilicas, it
was immediately possible to understand that, under the abandoned houses, some significant areas
belonging to the complex of the basilicas were located. In particular, the archaeologist Carlo Ebanista
has been able to confirm some hypotheses advanced in previous studies, according to which spaces
included within the excavation area were connected to the basilica nova, object of studies and
reconstructions by Gino Chierici and other archaeologists [10].
The archaeological findings have imposed the definition of interventions aiming to the protection of the
excavations, facing at the same time the issue of fruition and therefore, in new words, of the high-low
connection.
As the excavations progressed, different proposals have been developed, in which the issues of the
covering-protective roof, of the high-low access-connection and the accessibility to the findings were
investigated, proposing design hypotheses in which the most significant attempt has been to balance
the various aspects [11].
In this work, the progress of the archaeological excavations during the realization of the architectural
intervention has imposed the construction of a design process, centered on the drafting of a sequence
of projects, conceived as completed answers, yet to be continuously updated.
At some point it was necessary to close a phase of the intervention, creating a solution that does not
aspire to be definitive, that although in any case determines a new equilibrium, corresponding to the
phase of the financed works.
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Fig. 7: Four on-going proposals

A cor-ten steel structure protects and covers the archaeological excavations: the cover is not
practicable, it is at two different levels, alluding to the probable variability of the configuration and the
heights of the side chapels of the basilica nova; the closing steel foils along the major sides of the roof
define a compact shape, with diversified cuts, through which the light filters characterizing the interiors
and at the same time opening completely new views towards the basilicas.
In order not to compromise in any way the unity of the excavated findings, in the adopted solution a
walkway crosses the new particular interior space, allowing a top view of the ruins and creating a
continuous path that penetrates into the open spaces of the originally planned garden. In this way a total
continuity is realized between the open spaces and the covered spaces. The upper garden has thus
become an element of the archaeological area of the basilicas and no longer a margin, and in this sense
the project has tried to complete the process of expansion of the void that underlied all the design
approach to the theme of the basilicas [12].

Fig. 8: Final design solution (plan)
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Fig. 9: Final design solution (section)

Within this mechanism, the high-low connection has been moved to the extremes at the entrance of via
Pozzo Nuovo, using first of all the area of a baptistery characterized by an invasive wooden roof built
during the 80s and, secondly, through a cut along the front of the parish church. This last intervention is
yet to be carried out.
In the design solution realized, the architectural grafts that, inserted among the superimposed layers of
this place, have assumed importance and have been proposed as new and distinguishable elements in
the complex system of connections activated by the intervention. Their task is actually twofold: on the
one hand, to point out with their presence the novelty, a significant change in relations and in urban
functioning - to widen the void, indeed; on the other hand, to protect, comment, integrate, clarify and
make understandable the ancient, increasingly reintegrated into the system of contemporary urban
relations [13].
In this sense, the ambitious aim of the project has been to create a contemporary urban piece, in which
the archaeological research will have to continue, in which the idea of an urban archaeological park
should be more and more settled, conceiving it in the contemporary sense of open and multiform space
and not like an enclosure opposed to the city.
Ultimately, a fundamental theme of reflection has concerned the spatial relations between ancient
architecture and the grafted contemporary elements. A relation in which the play of light and shadow,
suggested by the cuts of the protective envelope, and the staggered levels between the high crossing
path and the bottom part, laid the foundations for a profound dialogue. A dialogue that feeds on the
material diversity of the contemporary grafts, which fully declare their different nature, breaking away
with slight advances and retreats from the masonry, including that of the city built on the basilicas, which
gets back to be in this way completely involved.

Fig. 10, 11: The new covering roof for archaeological excavations
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Fig. 12: The upper garden

Fig. 13, 14: The crossing walkway over the excavations and the exterior protective façade
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Fig. 15: The abandoned houses ruins within the garden
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Abstract
The landscape as a testimony or resource for the future? We are all aware of the importance of
identity for a community of its recent past and of the resources it produces. The legible part is useful to
the sense of identity of the inhabitants or visitors, in symbolic references, the ability to preserve their
historical identity, maintaining an evolutionary rhythm, remaining in step with the transformations
without neglecting anything through an attentive examination to the culture of the detailed places.

While the stressed, complex and contradictory landscape, anarchic product of overlapping
intentions and degrading processes the previous heritage, in constant evolution , generator
of senses of disorientation that often afflict periurban situations or with recent settlement
development (P. Castelnovi 1998) .
Keywords: Vado Sabatia, landscape, ancient Romans.

1.
Landscape
In an atlas for children, rich in didactic purposes, the area of Savona is identified with an
industrial icon: with the image of a factory equipped with chimneys. The book sees the
character of Joe Canino, a hairy adventurrer, visit the beautiful country. It is the amusing
excuse to guide children to discover the various Italian regions through many illustrated
maps. If to the west of Liguria are the icons of the beach umbrella and olive oil, to the
extreme west that of the flowers and to Genoa the effigy of Christopher Columbus and of the
Lantern, on the area of Savona-Vado (with reference , presumably, also in the Valbormidese
hinterland) stands the symbol of the factory with industrial chimneys. As everyone knows,
atlases must be updated with the changing of geographies and socio-economic realities. This
also applies to this case: in the next editions of the volume the industrial icon should be
deleted or replaced, no longer being representative of a territory that in a decade has seen
the swirling dismantling of its productive past. Replaced by what? To the author or editor the
arduous task of finding an "alternative" that can be emblematic. Maybe a cruise ship, even if
a box-container is already portrayed in the Ligurian Sea. The same chimneys of Vado, once
synonymous with a certain type of economic vocation of the place, will hardly appear in some
future illustrated atlas: one of the two towers is already destined to be dismantled, after the
investigation of the magistracy that has seized part of the Tirreno Power plant in March 2014.
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Fig. 1: Image of the valley of Vado Ligure

2.
Vado Ligure
From the nineteenth century post, June 22nd 2017 Vado Ligure - The demolition operations
of one of the two chimneys of the power station have started today electricity of Tirreno
Power, in Vado Ligure (Sv). The demolition of the chimney, 200 meters high, will last about 6
months: in the first phase scaffolding will be built, once the summit is reached the real
demolition will begin. The work, which cost about 2 million euros, is included in the process
of reindustrialization of the site after the closure decided by the company that considered the
use of coal no longer profitable, despite having submitted a project for the total restructuring
of the installations, accepted by the Region and the Ministry. The landscape, after years of
disfigurement of the Vado Sabatia valley, slowly regained its recent landscape, which had
acquired an identity memory that did not adhere to such special places full of history and
Mediterranean environment; returns to its origins.
The adaptability of man is often very high, the need for daily life leads to suffer policies that
are effective immediately, and harmful in time, but the places of memory are special, and the
images experienced by those who do not know a first they are often diverted. And for this
effect that the chimneys of the coal-fired power plant of Vado Ligure, are part of the memory
of a Torinese who arrives at the sea, over the curve of the highway their view indicated ... in
a few minutes you are at sea.

Fig. 2: Image …a few minutes you are at sea.
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Fig. 3: Image Tirreno Power centrale Vado Ligure

3.
The transformation
From the XIX secolo newspaper of 22 June 2017, Vado Ligure - The demolition operations of
one of the two chimneys of the Tirreno Power power plant in Vado Ligure (Sv) started today.
The demolition of the chimney, 200 meters high, will last about 6 months: in the first phase
scaffolding will be built, once the summit is reached the real demolition will begin.
The work, worth about 2 million euros, is included in the process of reindustrialization of the
site after the closure decided by the company that considered the use of coal no longer
profitable, despite having presented a project for the total restructuring of the plants,
accepted by Region and Ministry.
From June 2017 to today a 200-meter-high scaffolding has been built, that is as much as two
football fields or a 70-storey skyscraper, which will allow the abatement at a rate of about 2
meters per day. Two metal pincers will demolish 7000 tons of concrete and 1400 of
refractory material: the debris will be dropped into the chimney which will be regularly
emptied.

Fig. 4: Image Tirreno Power centrale Vado Ligure
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4.

Ancient Romans

Vada Sabatia, a small Roman city of Liguria (IX Augustan region), founded on the sea not far
from the pre-Roman Savo (Savona) in the territory of the Sabati.
At the end of the century II a. C. became the intersection of two trunks of the Via Aemilia
Scauri coming from Genoa and from Tortona; until you meet the Via Iulia Augusta. Pliny the
Elder and the Maritime Route indicated it as portus (v. Liguria: Storia).
Remains of the city were found in the surroundings of the current parish church. In the tenth
century, it became part of the Aleramica brand and later in the possessions of Bonifacio del
Vasto.
Inedited later by the Marquis Del Carretto was ceded, in 1192, in Savona the fief was later
sold in Genoa in 1385 and in 1523-1525 to his Republic Marinara, followed therefore the
historical fate of Savona and Genoa.

Fig. 5: Ancient map image of Vado

5.

From the industrial landscape to the natural landscape

History exists, its signs on the territory, are not signs of the imaginary, but when culture is
represented by the landscape, this becomes a resource.
The symbolic traces of a drifting industrial society can be considered superficies; eliminating
them we could enrich our culture. We could consider this passage a redesign of the
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landscape, giving space to its natural values, cones of sight, and respected green,
enhancement of its archaeological sites.
To design a real non-instrumental future, capturing the best of the place, returning an
identity, like the tourist capacity of a port, which today connects Corsica, Spain, Morocco.
Surely in a short time we will find a new icon to be arranged for that Ligurian quadrant,
without the chimneys, of the coal-fired power plant but the sensitivity, which has always
belonged to the landscape, made me dream of the places as they could appear in the time of
the ancient Romans when they founded Quigliano and Vado. Today, the question is worth
the effort of such an outrage, so let the slow return with their demolition, of a valley
overlooking the Mediterranean.

Fig. 6: Ancient map of the ponente coast

6.

The rediscovered landscape

The landscape as a resource for investment in the future, highlighting an important past,
like that of the intersection of ancient Roman roads.
Rediscovering an identity that is closer to a particular Mediterranean environment,
highlighting its tourist and accommodation capacities.
The rediscovered landscape is the way for the reconquest of identity, which was torn apart
and then reconquered, atlases must be updated with the changing of geographies and
economic-social realities. Also for Vado, in the next editions the industrial icon will have to be
deleted or replaced, no longer two chimneys but more, maybe ships on route to the
Mediterranean.
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Fig. 7: dismantling phases
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Abstract
At the beginning of the Twentieth century, new towns and new villages were founded in the Agro
pontino of southern Lazio, proposing an architecture capable of both interpreting the language of
modern movement and to be respectful of the genius loci. The architecture of these newly founded
cities, as for other Italian and European centers, was often the expression of authoritarian social and
economic models or, in any case, incompatible with a democratic and pluralistic vision of society.
Although the decorative elements of the fascist regime propaganda have been removed, the
architectures of the new cities continue today to live within complex realities, changing in their
physical, social and political features, suffering from the effects of a silent colonization due to
globalization, and determining new cultural landscapes.
Through a few examples, the contribution aims to define a survey methodology in order to rethink
these cities so that the critical analysis of the design choices on which their foundation is based, might
be the starting point for new urban redevelopment and planning interventions able to conjugate the
identity of places with the new demands of today's life. It would be desirable to outline criteria for the
development of new urban scenarios through safeguard and enhancement operations, capable of
using existing resources, linked to the historical-architectural heritage, sources of sustainable
development.
Keywords: rural town, identity, integrated and systemic enhancement, newly founded towns, survey
for preservation.

1.

An unanticipated foundation

The Agro Pontino, located in the Lazio region south of Rome, is a plain bordered to the east by the
Lepini and Ausoni mountains, to the south by the coast stretching from the town of Terracina and,
incorporating Mount Circeo, westwards to the territory of Nettuno. To the north without interruption
with the Roman Agro, it constitutes the latter’s southern border starting from the basin of the river
Astura.
In this area, the urban settlements have very ancient origins. From the time of the Latium Vetus the
settlement organization has been characterized by two types of urban centers. The first type is located
in the foothills of the Lepini range, along the path of the so-called Via Pedemontana, coinciding or near
to the present-day towns of Cori (Cora), Norma (Norba), Sermoneta (Sulmo), Sezze (Setia). The
second type is found in the plain, Terracina (Tarracina), S. Felice Circeo (Circeii), Anzio (Antium), and
Satricum. The latter is the only exception: it was destroyed by the Romans in 346 BC.
This organization has remained in its fundamental elements through the centuries, even if the plain
underwent a process of abandonment with the fall of the Roman empire. This process led to the
formation of the marsh in the area between the slopes of the Lepini and the river Sisto: an area that
had already been cultivated as a result of the Roman centuriation and structured with the construction
of the Via Appia from 312 BC would no longer be useful until the reclamation works of Pius VI (1777-
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1795). The other part of the plain, the so-called “ancient dune” between the river Sisto and the sea,
had always been a large reservoir of natural resources, characterized by the rich wooded cover, fish in
the coastal lakes, an abundance of the fauna, and agricultural uses called the “lestre” (The “lestre”
were more or less extensive areas of arable land and pastures, with some vegetable gardens and
orchards, shacks and huts.). A landscape of great charm was highly appreciated in Roman times and
well known as part of the Grand Tour of young European aristocrats. Since 1926 [1] works were
launched to fully reclaim the Agro Pontino. They foresaw deforestation and draining of the swamps of
part of the ancient dune, as well as the introduction of innovative electrical pump technologies to
develop the remaining area on left bank of the Sisto river. Pushed by the need to fight against malaria
and meet the expectations of the veterans of the First World War with regard to land allocation, the
fascist regime found in the Agro Pontino the optimal territory where it could exalt its pro-rural ideology.
More particularly, the Agro Pontino was one of the successes of the regime and at the same time an
emblematic example of the contradiction of its anti-urban policies [2]. In this sense it is significant that
the foundation of the three towns of Latina (formerly Littoria) in 1932, of Sabaudia in 1934 and of
Pontinia in 1935, was not envisaged in the initial planning of land reclamation. In fact, the plan was
supposed to include only the hydraulic works and the division into farms, as well as the assignment of
land and housing to settlers who would have access only to services for rural life in nearby rural
villages. The latter, which were a redevelopment of the villages where the workers employed in the
reclamation works had been housed, were designed to provide standard functions. They were
distinguished above all by a structure that deliberately avoided any provision that could recall an urban
nucleus: e.g. by avoiding the formation of public squares. The success obtained in giving a new
structure to the territory led to the formation of towns that, although not originally envisaged, were
supposed to exemplify the Fascist ideal of the rural town: in fact, a rural town had to remain immune
from the contamination of urban growth and far from the railway lines that could have allowed their
development. However, from the beginning Latina and Sabaudia appeared anomalous: Latina with its
tertiary endowment linked to its role as provincial capital acquired in 1934; Sabaudia for its tourist
qualities that were immediately appreciated by the Fascist hierarchy. Pontinia on the other hand,
became the favorite among lovers of Fascist rurality [3].

2.

Structure, growth and current urban form

The differences between the three towns are linked to their very different original plans and especially
to their specific evolutionary paths (fig.1).
The complex called the “Cancello del Quadrato” is considered the first foundation nucleus of the town
of Latina, even though it had not been designed for the new town (all the buildings already existed and
had been expanded after 1926, to become one of the main villages to house the workers of the land
reclamation authority of Piscinara). The complex was inserted in the first town plan of 1932, drawn up
by Savoia (engineer) and Frezzotti (architect), becoming one of the three nodal squares of the street
plan. In 1934 the transformation of Latina into the provincial capital led to the adoption of a new town
plan that, entrusted to Frezzotti, maintained the previous radial structure but considerably increased
the number of buildings with administrative tertiary functions. These buildings, as will be detailed later
(cfr. 5.1), formed new squares and perspective axes and were characterized by a monumental nature
that was alien to the original buildings designed in 1932. After WW2, the Agro Pontino became one of
the hubs of a new industrial development thrust promoted by the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno (the
national fund for development of Southern Italy): “the old Town Plan was outdated, not only because it
exclusively regulated an urban center that had expanded beyond its legal limits, but also and above all
because it did not correspond to the new function that the town was assuming” [4]. Latina was
redesigned according to the town plan prepared by the architect, D'Erme (published in 1957, revoked
in 1962) and above all in accordance with the PRG designed under Luigi Piccinato who received the
commission in 1963. The plan was approved in 1972 and is still in force today. Its vision is that Latina
would take on the role of a centralized services center for the new Pontine industrial hub, correlated
with a strong demographic growth and the resulting expansion of building activity. Although the
number of inhabitants has grown significantly (Latina is now the second largest city in Lazio, with over
125,000 residents), the crisis of the Pontine manufacturing industries and the abolition of the “Cassa
per il Mezzogiorno” have diverted economic growth towards the tertiary sector and the transformation
of agriculture towards more profitable segments such as fruits and vegetables. As a result, the axis
where Piccinato's plan had allocated the central services center remained substantially on paper for
these functions. Despite their declared intention to create these functions and associate them with
significant infrastructures (e.g. the tram link between the center and the railway station), the
governments that succeeded one another over the past twenty-five years have not achieved any
results. On the other hand, building expansion has grown. Along with the construction of shopping
centers and tertiary functions integrated with residential housing (e.g. Torre Pontina), sprawl
settlements have developed. In addition to consuming land and compromising agricultural uses,
sprawl modifies the landscape and the identity of the territory.
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Fig. 1: Littoria / Latina, Sabaudia and Pontinia. Above: City Plans of the newly founded towns
(http://www.archiviodistatolatina.beniculturali.it/; http://www.architetti.san.beniculturali.it/; Consorzio di Bonifica
dell’Agro Pontino, Novecento, 2001, p. 161), below: planimetric excerpts of the three cities from the Carta Tecnica
Regionale del Lazio - original scale 1: 5000 (http://cartografia.regione.lazio.it/cartanet/viewer).

The town of Sabaudia, inaugurated in 1934, was built on the basis of the project that won the design
competition for the Sabaudia Town Plan of 1933, designed by L. Piccinato, G. Cancellotti, E. Montuori,
and A. Scalpelli. It is considered to be the only true expression of Italian rationalist urbanism among
the new towns: “According to the rationalists, the history of the new towns stops with Sabaudia, at the
time of the movement’s greatest fortune: after this peak, a descending trend was to begin, with
Sabaudia remaining a name, a symbol of a battle that was later to be lost” [5]. The plan envisaged a
harmonious insertion of architecture and public spaces in the beauty of the landscape, facilitated by a
limitation of its size to 5,000 for the urban center. As has been said, this beauty was immediately
appreciated for tourism; with the economic boom of the Sixties Sabaudia became a destination for
intense flows, mainly oriented to the phenomena of second homes and beach tourism. Fortunately,
the inclusion of much of the municipal area, including the downtown area, within the Circeo National
Park has limited the damage of these pressures, along with the provisions of the current plan. Drawn
up in plan 1969-1971, by L. Piccinato, E. Montuori, M. Taviano, the latter was approved in 1977 and
remains in force, with modifications and additions that did not substantially alter it. The plan considers
tourism to be the backbone of local development and envisages a major increase in population to:
“over 50,000 persons, 28,000 of which would be residents and the rest being tourists” [5]. However,
the landscape was to be safeguarded both by protecting critically sensitive areas (vegetation along the
natural streams and the dune belt) and by concentrating building activity in selected areas outside the
town center. Expansion of the latter, on the whole, maintains a balance with the original nucleus.
Sabaudia currently has just over 20,000 residents and agriculture is still a fundamental element of its
economy, especially greenhouses and animal husbandry, involving the presence of a large community
of Sikh Indians.
Pontinia, founded on December 19, 1934, and inaugurated on December 18, 1935, was not the
outcome of a design competition. Le Corbusier, who was interested in the new towns of the Agro
Pontino, expressed very negative opinions on Latina and made substantial criticism of Sabaudia.
Through his contacts with the Fascist hierarchy, he proposed his own project for Pontinia, which was
not taken into consideration because it was not in line with the regime's expectations [6]. The planning
of Pontinia was entrusted to the Opera Nazionale Combattenti (national veterans agency), the same
authority that managed the reclamation. The commission was carried out by A. Pappalardo (engineer)
[7] in association with Frezzotti (architect) for the artistic aspects. The town’s street plan involves an
orthogonal network, with a diagonal orientation with respect to the structure of drainage channels and
‘migliare’ roads (the latter are the orthogonal roads to the Via Appia). Moreover, it is placed on the
Sisto river perceived as a border rather than an integrated element of the town. Of the three new
towns, Pontinia is the only one that preserves the rural character that all of them should have had.
This character has been maintained even today, despite the industrialization policies of the “Cassa per
il Mezzogiorno” that led to the creation the ASI area of Mazzocchio in the northeastern part of the
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municipal territory, opposite to that of the downtown. About 60% of this industrial area excluding
services, was still available in 2009, and the agricultural focus of the local economy did not seem to
have changed significantly after a decade of economic crisis. Pontinia today has about 15,000
inhabitants and its settlement organization, as envisaged by the current land use plan (published in
1996 and approved in 2000), shows the urban center to be still distinct from the agricultural lands. It is
not affected by serious sprawl phenomena and it has expansions that have been substantially
contained and balanced with respect to the original center.

3.

Shifts of identity between local and global

When speaking of identity with respect to a city or a territory, we link the material and the formal
characteristics of its settlement to the cultural, economic and social aspects belonging to the
communities that live there. While these aspects may appear to be decisive, “However, it is the
physical elements - from the smallest scale of individual artifacts to the scale of the territory as a whole
- that communicate to those who live or use a place the values of the established population and the
knowledge of those who have contributed over time to build and reproduce each specific territory” [8].
In other words, the physical elements are a necessary condition of the identity of a community and of
the single identities of the individuals that compose it. There is therefore an inseparable link between
these components. So, by protecting the territorial heritage we contribute towards safeguarding the
cohesion of a community and we contribute significantly to individual well-being in which memory and
sense of belonging are important. But, as was clear at least since the Nineties, the relationships that
contribute to the different identities have been strongly altered by the dynamics of globalization: “The
networks that previously joined subjects united by sharing a place, a job, a mentality, do not fail;
rather, but they "open up" towards supra-local references, tendentially global… Local communities
change nature, moving from natural communities to artificial communities. The former had their own
basic characteristics in the little town and in close relationships of coexistence. Artificial communities
create "communities" by fostering long nets that interconnect the local place with higher spatial levels”
[9]. This openness to the global does not of itself entail a disaffection with local places. However, it can
lead to paradoxical situations, together with other aspects of globalization, both social (e.g.the
phenomenon of migration from non-EU countries) and economic (e.g. the decommissioning of
productive industries is a very sensitive problem in the Pontine territory where, as from the Nineties
there have been closures of industrial plants that were completely competitive from a production point
of view but incompatible with the territorial distribution strategies of multinational companies). Thus the
culture of landscape and places instead of being a factor of cultural and civil progress, becomes an
element of closure and exclusion. This condition has determined, for our cities, a further problem
related to their being a symbol of the Fascist regime that wanted and exalted them as a model of
social progress. The combination of global trends with local specificities has led to a particular
condition. Historically, a part of the local communities of the Agro Pontino has maintained a nostalgic
attitude towards Fascism. This has created confusion between conservation-safeguard of the territorial
heritage and the exaltation of a memory that ambiguously praises the regime’s successes while
hidings the restrictions on freedom and indisputably criminal offenses. The protection of the territorial
heritage and of the historical centers of the three new towns therefore calls for special attention. It is
necessary to make sure that the above confusion is avoided as much as possible, by deepening the
studies on the territory with a view to using critical analysis to rebut the clichés that have consolidated
over the years. The projects for urban renewal and heritage valorization at different scales need to be
used as strategic elements of the visions for the future to be proposed to the communities. The design
approach referred to is interscalar and transcalar, involviing awareness that the preservation of a
historical center - as already clarified by the Italian Charter of Restoration of 1972, inspired by Cesare
Brandi - calls for the preservation of the overall characteristics and its relations with the context
territorial. In this respect, attention is drawn to the concept of bioregion [10] as an important tool for a
better understanding of the dynamics of settlement in the current condition of urban regionalization,
and to allow the study of landscape through analysis of the co-evolutionary relationship between
nature and culture. The Pontina Bioregion includes the Agro Pontino area and the slopes of the Lepini
mountains that overlook it [11]. In the bioregion, in addition to the sprawl, which, as we have seen,
mainly concern the Municipality of Latina, there are two other critical elements:
- ecological and landscape fragmentation characterized by the isolation of areas of greater
naturalness and environmental value (e.g. the Circeo National Park); this is caused by the disruptive
presence of settlement structures and road networks (real barriers to the preservation of ecological
continuity) and by the degradation of the drainage network in terms both of water quality and canal
banks;
- an unsustainable situation with regard to mobility, due both to high accident rates and inefficient
private and public transport systems; in this respect, the lack of a biking network worthy of the name In
this predominantly flat territory.
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The design of networks based on the integration of spaces and green corridors, waterways and biking
paths, pedestrian and collective transport, is a way to address these critical issues. Moreover, this
would also be a fundamental element the valorisation and renewal of the historical centers of the three
towns, a way to recover their identity by finding or improving the relationships between territory and
urban center.

4.

Towards an integrated and systemic enhancement

Measures aimed at safeguarding and enhancing the original structure and shape of founding towns as
well as their peculiar architectural and historical-artistic heritage need to be included in a wider
territorial context in order to consider founding towns not as singularity but as elements of a wider
"network of evidences" of which a cultural landscape is composed. According with a "systemic" vision
of the cultural good which represents the extent of a material and immaterial, natural and built
heritage, we can read and interpret the newly founded towns as a chain of the cultural heritage, that is
to say inside a "connective tissue" represented by the set of all the works of the reclamation of the
Twentieth century and of the natural and built pre-existences on the territory (cfr. 1). Significant is the
path taken by the regional law of 2001 concerning "interventions for the knowledge, recovery and
enhancement of the towns of foundation", which represents a great contribution in removing any
reticence left about treating an architectural and hurban heritage linked to such a troubled political
period. By recognizing the pontine new towns as jointly designed, the law promotes interventions both
for the enhancement and knowledge of the specific historical and architectural heritage, both for "the
knowledge of historical and cultural phenomena related to the anthropization and immigration in a
territory characterized by reclamation and foundation of new centers".
Therefore, an integrated and systemic enhancement may take form through operations of knowledge,
whose disclosure should be understood already as enhancement with positive effects in the
contemporary. An example might be the recovery aimed at building an integrated network of services
for a new appropriate and sustainable use of these contexts. Territorial knowledge tools can be the
representation and the integrated survey, through which we can critically analyze and interpret
historical, architectural and urban events that gave birth to new landscape and environmental
scenarios.

5.

The pontine experience: from the past to the contemporary

The new towns of the Agro Pontino represent an heritage of history and modern architecture probably
neglected for the longest time for being, directly or not, an expression of the fascist period and a
model of political propaganda (cfr. 3). Protection of the newly founded cities aims at safeguarding the
culture of the places and the landscape they create, aware that the primary parameter to respect in
protecting an asset is not what the good has represented, but the historical instance that it contains
[12] - that is, its belonging to a precise historical period, of which the good itself is witness. Too much
has already been destroyed and erased from our memory: contemporary speculative building works
have altered the shape of these towns, some buildings have been destroyed both after Second World
War and in later times, for choice of local administrations, including the Casa del Fascio and the
Palazzo Comunale in Aprilia and the Casa del Contadino in Latina.
During the 1930s, when in Europe the debate about how to organize the cities and the territory
according to economic and social development was particularly vibrant, the regime turns its attention
to a swampy and inhospitable area just outside Rome, which, once reclaimed in terms of hydraulic,
sanitary and agricultural operas, becomes part of the local and national agricultural production cycle.
On the Pontine territory the first settlements are born along pre-existing roads; workshops, remittances
and houses for the workers who, coming from many parts of northern Italy, arrived in the marshy
areas to take part in the land drainage works. From the provisional nature of these settlemens and the
first regulatory plans, new villages and new centers are realized reflecting de facto the typical antiurban logic of the regime. This logic finds expression in the law of 1939 "Provisions against urbanism"
(repealed only in 1960) which affirms the need to depopulate the cities and prevent urban drift. In
correspondence with the nodes of the new infrastructural network, cities are built as administrative,
technical and representative centers, reflecting three essential moments of living these reclaimed
territories: working the land, residence and social gathering (fig. 2). Through the designs of the new
towns, we read, however, a renunciation to an urban form more adherent to the times. The usual
scheme of the large central square, from which the streets radiate or spread according to an
orthogonal scheme, is far from the modern considerations of orientation, traffic division and functional
subdivision that were spreading in Europe [13] such as German industrial cities, garden cities in
England and France and linear ones in Spain and Russia
Even reflecting the image of the town desired by the regime, the centers also reflect the expression of
a linguistic and typological research aimed at the affirmation of a new architectural language that,
influenced by the small urban scale and by the close connection with the places, assumes local
characteristics [14].
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Fig. 2: Littoria / Latina, Sabaudia and Pontinia. Above: vintage photos ([10], /www.google.it/), below: bird's-eye
views (from: www.bing.com/maps/; www.nauticareport.it/; www.comune.pontinia.lt.it/).

With their own construction rules and principles, the new towns were open to the territory with
repeatable patterns both in time and space; the roads stretch into the countryside, introducing new
concepts of distance, time and travel timing, key points for living and working in those places; urban
centres generally developed around a main square, crossed by arteries extending towards countryside
and linking the city to the surrounding territory. Along these roads are built the main public buildings,
such as the Town Hall, the Church, the Casa del Fascio and the Caserma dei Carabinieri. Below a
brief description of the first three towns founded in the Agro Pontino aims at recognizing the original
design of the city and its image in contemporary places [15].
5.1 Latina
When drafting the first regulatory plan of Littoria, Oriolo Frezzotti designed a rural village with Piazza
del Littorio in the center, where both public and service buildings were built, such as the Town Hall, the
Dopolavoro and the Albergo [16]. Following the estabilishment of Littoria as provincial capital, with the
expansion of the Town Planning Plan, a system of squares was planned in order to make the original
design of the town more articulated and representative. Due to this new urban planning choice, rural
architecture and monumentalism will coexist in the city architecture. An example is Piazza del
Quadrato where, next to the row houses connnected by a portico and sculptural friezes with typically
rural character, are two twin buildings of the INCIS (National Institute of State Employees' Houses)
symmetrically built on a side of the square, with a mainly urban character, while the ONC building was
built along the road, designed by Oriolo Frezzotti (fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Latina, Piazza del Quadrato. Above: Palazzo O.N.C. in a current photo, top of the square
(www.bing.com/maps/); residential buildings; INCIS building (Google Earth). In the bottom are the project
drawings of the ONC building by Oriolo Frezzotti: front and cross-section (Comune di Latina. Fondo Oriolo
Frezzotti. Repertorio. Casa dell’architettura: Latina, 2004, p. 95).
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Fig. 4: Latina, Palazzo delle Poste. Axonometric drawings: initial project, expansion project and last
transformation (Archivio della Casa dell’Architettura di Latina). The building in a current photo.

Palazzo delle Poste was designed and built by Angiolo Mazzoni in 1932 within an urban context
characterised buildings of modest tones. Although it presented itself as a composition of simple
volumes, it assumed an imposing appearance. Covered with brick placed in curtain and with travertine
moldings, the building had a large external staircase, supported by a rampant arch characterizing not
only the building in its back elevation, but also the surrounding space with strong references to rural
architecture of those places (fig. 4) [17]. Widened by Mazzoni himself, when Littoria became the
provincial capital, in the 1960s the building suffered a notable change that led to the demolition of the
staircase and the construction of a completely anonymous volume that overlapped the original
Mazzoni structure, spoiling a building defined futurist by coeval critics.
The district of the Istituto Case Popolari was built by Giuseppe Nicolosi at the edge of the city with
total stylistic autonomy and more projected towards European trends. The peripheral position
envisaged for the residential area encouraged the adoption of a compositional autonomy compared to
typological solutions adopted in the urban center (fig. 5).
Although Nicolosi was forced to follow a building program based on a strong economic rigor, he
nevertheless managed to characterize his buildings with solutions closely connected with traditions
and using his own language, close to new European trends, reinserting Littoria into a "true national
context" [13]. Following the expansion that the city of Latina has suffered over the years, the district is
no longer in a peripheral position, but almost central, however, it kept its compositional unity even if
the housing conditions have changed compared to the original ones. Most of the buildings have not
undergone significant changes; in fact, the different typologies designed by Nicolosi are still
distinguishable, but the deterioration in which the district pours out is strong.
In compliance with regime anti-urban policy, Latina was founded away from a possible railway
junction. In fact, far from the town was built Stazione Village, later Latina Scalo, today a fraction of
Latina municipality, in which was built the Angiolo Mazzoni railway station along Cisterna-Terracina
railway line of the very direct Rome-Naples railway line. With Latina as provincial capital, also this
building was enlarged by Mazzoni to fit the new administrative condition.
The architectural composition of the volumes, the architectural details and the particular compositions
of interior and exterior spaces make this building one of the most representative page of Italian
architecture of the early Twentieth century in the Agro Pontino. Despite numerous awards, the station
has experienced considerable decay and, apart for some sporadic mainteinance work, is now being
renovated by Ente Ferrovie (fig. 6).

Fig. 5: Latina. ICP district. Vintage photo (www.archiviofotograficolatina.it/1620/), volumetric model (in:
COLASANTI, Serena. Il quartiere ICP e la tipologia residenziale pubblica a Latina (1933 - 1940). Casa
dell’Architettura. Latina, 2008, p. 20); a building of the neighborhood in a current photo).
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Fig. 6: Latina. Railway station: the building in a vintage photo [17] and in a current one; graphic elaborations of
the building and rendering of some details (Papa, F. Il Sistema ferroviario come bene culturale. Il caso della
stazione ferroviaria di Latina, già Littoria.Dal cucchiaio alla città (?). Tesi di dottorato di ricerca, Dip. SDRA,
Sapienza di Roma, 2016). The project of the first station built is highlighted in red.

Fig. 7: Sabaudia. Palazzo delle Poste. External views (www.italianways.com/palazzo-delle-poste-di-sabaudia/).
In the centre: project axonometry [17].

5.2 Sabaudia
Compared to Littoria design, Sabaudia's project aims for a more articulated solution both in the
distribution of public buildings and in the choice of residential typologies and traffic. The city grows
around a system of squares, Piazza del Comune, del Mercato and Piazza della Chiesa SS.
Annunziata and along two roads, with an L configuration: the first is Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, the
second is the street of the chiesa dell'Annunziata. At the intersection of the two roads is the Torre
Civica. The tower occupies a decentralized and isolated position compared to the Palazzo Comunale,
to which is connected by a balcony, aligned with the portico of the building, that continues over Piazza
Circe; behind is the U-shaped Palazzo Municipale with the open courtyard in the lake direction.
From the municipal square it is possible to see the chiesa dell'Annunziata, estabilished in 1935. The
church front is covered with travertine in two different shades, and features a portico with a central fullheight span marking the entrance. On the side, the building is covered with red bricks following the
semi-circular profile of the chapels. On the left rises the bell tower, while on the churchyard, on the
right, stands a cylindrical baptistery. These buildings, together with the Casa Canonica, define a very
suggestive urban space, which reminds of the medieval Italian squares.
The Palazzo delle Poste, created by Angiolo Mazzoni, is an expression of a refined and particular
architectural language. The wise use of traditional materials such as stone, marble and brick, and the
use of strongly symbolic morphologies, at the base of Mazzoni poetic, make this architecture a
building-monument of the Twentieth century. The building, recently restored by the Municipal
Administration thanks to the contribution of the Lazio Region, hostess the Angiolo Mazzoni
Documentation Center (fig. 7).
5.3 Pontinia
The design and shape of the town of Pontinia is still recognizable on the territory. The urban center is
composed by a wide quadrangular square in which two road axes converge perpendicularly, and a
perspective view of the civic tower and the bell tower of the Chiesa di S. Anna, located in the adjacent
square. Planimetric design seems to prevail over architectural elevations, which do not emerge as
individual artefacts but as part of the urban scene, inspired by rural environment. Even the inclined
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Fig. 8: Pontinia. Edificio delle poste. Unrealized project by Angiolo Mazzoni [17]. The building in a current photo
(Google Earth).

planes connecting the opposite sides of the square, near the Cinema and the Palazzo delle Poste,
rather than an architectural motif, constitute a simple formal expression which encloses the urban
space in a more harmonic way. On the other side of the square, the corner solution is composed by
two large double-height portals, side limit of the palazzo comunale facade. In this way the architectural
fifth of the square is characterized by diaphragm elements that allow the passage to the space behind,
once countryside, now area of urban expansion (fig. 8). Giuseppe Pagano, from the pages of
Casabella, criticizes the rurality exalted by Orsolini Cencelli [13], emphasizing that the "rural
architecture" of Pontinia and the decorative rhetoric used must not be confused with modern
architecture [18].

6.

The survey for preservation and enhancement. Toward the future

A monitoring both inside the urban fabric of the newly founded centers and along main roads to the
surrounding areas, also performed through advanced 3D surveys, might help to recognize historical
persistence, avoid demolition, design new buildings respecting the pre-existing ones and play a
significant role in recovering the structures through new functions.
A good example of building remediation and reuse of these architecture is the building now housing
the faculties of Ingegneria Civile e Industriale e dell’Informazione of the Sapienza University of Rome,
first Caserma, then Distretto Militare and in the end University. As part of a research on the Pontine
territory (Martone, 2012), the survey of the building documented its historical context and its
geometric-spatial and structural configuration. The survey model, based on an open system of
knowledge, saw the realization first of a basic survey, performed with integrated techniques, then a
thematic survey, about the zooning of the spaces, and a survey of some characteristic elements of the
construction, such as fixtures and vertical connections. In addition, were carried out extensive
photographic and bibliographic documentation, as well as archival and iconographic studies (fig. 9).
It is hoped that the theme of preservation and enhancement of the newly founded towns might be
deepened by investing in new research that, thanks to advanced 3D digital survey techniques and the
use of multiscalar and multidimensional BIM models, might help in documenting and controlling a
cultural heritage of such great importance.
Cleared from decorative apparatus of fascist propaganda, the architectures of these towns, even with
new uses, continue to live within phisically, sociallly and politically changed realities. Buildings risen as
result of building speculation took the upper hand and is joined anonymously to a designed
architecture, going beyond the limits of a city conceived on a drawing board, designed and built also
considering competitive tenderings.

Fig. 9: Latina. Former Military District building now home to the Sapienza Engineering faculty in Rome. Partial
image of clouds of points made with JRC Reconstractor software (F. Papa); the building in a current photo; threedimensional model of the building ([15] elaboration by F. Papa
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The design of these urban forms, which has experimented the comparison between traditional and
modern language, between monumentalism and rationalism, is now difficult to recognize but is still
visible. It is vital to never severe the delicate thread that binds us with the history to which the survival
of the human being is connected, by promoting actions aimed at safeguarding and enhanceing the
original structure of the cities of new foundation as well as their architectural and historical-artistic
heritage, but, above all, by promoting at every level of educational and institutional system, a better
knowledge and deeper documentation of this cultural patrimony, that can be considered a resource for
sustainable development in a "near future".
Based on a collaboration of the authors, the subdivision of the contribution is as follows: paragraphs 1
to 3 are by Alberto Budoni and 4 to 6 by Maria Martone. The elaborations of the pictures and the
photos are by Maria Martone.
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Abstract (ID 20)
Nowadays, several different forms of resilience draw our attention but, among all the inflated
meanings of this term, we are definitely attracted by the one concerning the ability the
material has to regenerate to a new life (in a different present) when it is widely used both in
“sophisticated” technologies and also in “simple” methodologies to support man in his
research, knowledge and production in a world still to be planned, far from the logic of
reinforced concrete.
Today the anthropic world of “buildings” must be reconsidered in terms of redesign, systemic
editing, methods and results of the performance while creating (even in the case of new
artifacts).
The current environmental emergencies force us to adopt the principle of “Circular Economy”
also in Architecture. It had never been considered as a complete cycle: at the time of its birth
(project), its life (realisation and durability), its death (deconstruction and reuse). Dry stone
architectures and other parallel techniques allow easy interventions with the purposes of
“build on what has been built”, “redesign”, and “recycling”. These actions constitute different
resilient urban settings, able to reborn, to defend themselves and to activate again before
adversities (earthquakes, natural disasters and anthropic emergencies).
Keywords: Technology, Resilience, Conversion, Reuse.

“Resilience, the capacity to lead to a continued existence
by incorporating change”
(Berkes, Colding, Folke, 2003 [1], p.393)

1.

At the Beginning

The term ‘resilience’ comes from metallurgy: it represents the property of metal to resist the forces
applied to it, in metallurgic technology.
For a metal, resilience is the opposite of fragility.
The same goes for psychology: a resilient person is opposed to an easily vulnerable one, which «lives:
The NIGHT of ego» (Mormese, C. 2004). Etymologically, "resilience" comes from Latin "resalio",
iterative of "salio". Some propose a suggestive connection between the original meaning of “resalio”,
implying the gesture of going back on an upturned ship capsized by the force of the sea, and its
current use in the psychological field: both terms indicate the will to carry on without giving up while
facing adversities, ‘beyond’ the night.
1.2 On the definition of Pietro Trabucchi
Psychological resilience is the ability to persist while achieving challenging goals, effectively coping
with difficulties and other negative events that will be on our path. The verb “to persist" indicates the
idea of a solid, unwavering motivation.
In fact, the resilient individual has a series of unmistakable psychological characteristics: he/she is
optimistic and tends to ‘see’ negative events as temporary and limited; he/she believes having a wide
degree of control on his/her life as well as on the surrounding environment; he/she is strongly driven to
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achieve pre-established goals; he/she views change as a challenge, an opportunity, and not as a
threat; when faced with defeat and frustrations he/she doesn't lose hope.

Fig. 1: Bebe Vio - The Strength to Get a New Lease on Life, Feeling Alive After Experiencing the Worst.

2.

Current use

‘Resilience’ is the ability to positively cope with traumatic events, successfully reorganise one’s life
while experiencing difficulties. It is the ability to regain one’s life by remaining sensitive to the positive
opportunities that life offers, without losing humanity.
Resilient people, surrounded by adverse circumstances, despite all the obstacles and sometimes
against all odds, manage to effectively face setbacks, to give new impetus to their lives and even to
reach important goals. It doesn’t mean to be strong, but flexible, therefore manage to sensibly bend to
events, and react accordingly (The road of resilient - American Psychological Association (APA) –
official site).
Resilient territories, exist in a concrete geographical dimension, fragmented into many pieces by
wars, conflicts, catastrophes and cataclysms.
In these places, despite open wounds, there is an innate ‘resilience’ of recreation, an amazing ability
to find in itself the means for a new phase of growth, affirmation, self-determination for regeneration.
The strong presence of natural elements, allows a high resilience: the trees resist, their roots’ net
contains avalanches and drought, the plants regenerate, the animals repopulate the area. Life
recovers even after a strong stress, traumatic or disastrous events. Everything regenerates.
For us, these subjects represent important experimentation and research fields, on which we should
focus to understand the actions that are set in motion, both spontaneously and through the effect of
sensible human choices. Consequently, codify the events to draw pilot actions and activate new
research areas.
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Fig. 2: Goqui Island (China), Has Been Claimed By Nature In The Most Stunning Way

Resilient cities, generally are artificial places, completely built, mostly man-made, and have a ‘low’
ability to resist the environmental shocks (heat waves, floods, extreme weather events, earthquakes)
and to recover from damages.
After a hurricane or a fire, the artificial places are damaged beyond the possibility of recovery.
This means, they have a low, insufficient or even null resilience. In these conditions, there is very little
to do and it is possible to rely on specific energies (especially economic and forecasting types):
forward projections that anticipate deteriorations and events.

3.

What about Architeture?

In accordance with the above-mentioned considerations, it might seem that Architecture is ‘passive’.
Technically, it is the less resilient setting, less susceptible to autonomous rebirth. That is why, we need
to ask ourselves how we might consider it particularly resilient, and what actions we should implement
to make it resilient and understand how to connect natural and artificial factors, carefully looking for
the priority of one or the other.
On the one hand, the constituent materials of architecture can contribute (they can certainly resist
more in ‘endurance' and ‘durability’). On the other hand, the project (ab-origine, from its creation) with
resistance properties of its construction systems and its acclaimed static benefits. Furthermore,
rethinking architecture as built by modules, so that it does not go into pieces since it was originally
built with pieces.
It is a clear reference to the well-known dry stone construction systems (to be assembled) - definitely
much more solid and resilient of others - that by being built with modules can be easily, quickly and
effectively be replaced when necessary. Such systems, appear to be much more elastic and flexible
when an earthquake occurs or in case of hydro geological instability. Therefore, they are more resilient
than ordinary construction systems (reinforced concrete and similar).
Of course, the subject is much more complex than that, and we should, first of all, consider it as a
historic-cultural matter. The Architecture has always been imagined as ‘long-lasting matter’,
presumptuously capable of challenging time with its mass and its size (ancient Greek or Roman
heritage). However, current history has shown otherwise.
Throughout the evolution of buildings, man has always laid the foundations for substantial
achievements, aiming to persist and presumptuously remain unharmed in time. This feeling increased
with the creation of reinforced concrete (E. Mendelson's Einsteinturm Tower, 1917) considered the
perfect means for human creativity and capable of embrace all his wills.
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Architecture has indelibly affected the territory (instead of consuming it) and its transformations have
never gone unnoticed, even after decades. Wastes of disused buildings float in the confused nebulae
of our suburbs and man does not know how to contain the potential economic bleeding if he wanted to
recover, dismantle or demolish them: bottomless processes that will never find a solution (Detroit –
USA) [2].

Fig.3: Detroit (USA), “Motor City” Ford Headquarters Where More than Three Million "T" Models Were Produced

Bad building (Bottone, P. 2015), together with territory and construction site misgovernment, have
already shown signs of dismantling for decades and its results are before everyone's eyes.
We need to drastically abandon planning interventions if competence, actions designed for the context
and evaluation of side effects are lacking. Therefore, stop designing on a big scale and creating a
timely design, and, never again, consider a building as a ‘sacrifice’ for knowledge or creativity (whose
results are often nefarious and irrecoverable).
Sadly, we have too long been used to consider the ‘error variable’ as regular requirements of projects
and buildings. We easily accept the ‘error variable’ as standard action; errors in the design,
determination of quantities, prices, necessities, needs, supply, logistics; errors in the installation of
materials, times and deliveries; errors considered in the call for tenders under the heading, "risk of
error"; and even the errors arising from economic assessments throughout the life cycle of the building
(Argiolas, C., Quaquero, E., Prenza, R., 2015).
Therefore, we have accepted the error as part of the making process and, its complete incapability of
being ‘resilient’. Without thinking about the consequences of such errors that affect not only the life of
the building, but also its scope, management and comfort.
Today, stand against this logic is a true necessity, a duty, a goal for the future. Think about these
subjects fits the logic of “misjudge/correct”. Technological development leads us to eliminate the
superfluous, lighten, eliminate matter and, instead, add thought, intelligence, “suitable" creativity; know
and avoid the mistakes that others have made before us while trying to keep up with times, to which
we must necessarily adapt (Zennaro, P., 2000). Materials, techniques, knowledge, lifestyles, climate
and general innovation undergo continuous mutations and it will be difficult to find a coherent solution
for different problems: however, the effort must be made!
To build means: lift up by the union of conveniently placed parts.
We believe the most coherent property is established by environmental sustainability, reuse,
‘recycling’ and the circular economies originating from the «do/misjudge and correct» process, to
reintroduce the efforts made in new circular processes (feedback) that can consume only what they
produce.
Therefore an Architecture produced by mechanics rather than masons; an Architecture capable of
reconverting with little effort, precisely because created ab-origin with interchangeable modules.
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Fig.4: Casa Sabugo, Gijón, Spain (2016), Arch. Tagarro; Arch. De Miguel: Single-family Homes Restoration

4.

What Conclusions

As a Phoenix, mythological animal, symbol of natural and evolutionary cycles of 'death and rebirth’ reason for the evolution, life and ‘resilience’ of men and nature - Architecture is to be considered able
to respond to this process, capable of reconvert at any time into ‘something else’, as a different
already foreseen reality (Carta, M. 2014). We are certain that only an Architecture in pieces and made
by modules can truly and positively fulfil this new need.
As it happens in nature (see Mimosas or Bamboo) [3] the elements regenerate and autonomously
strive to take back their space. We saw that even a healthy man is capable of regaining his life
through positive attitudes of rebirth. Architecture must have the same ability of resilience, to restart
and re-establish its building processes.
We have to take note that every building (added) on territory must only ‘occupy’ the territory it stands
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on without ‘consuming’ it. Therefore the new buildings must be designed keeping in mind three key
moments:
- birth (creativity, harmony, research, experience, context, technology, forecasting, solutions);
- life (maintenance, social and environmental conditions, transformation, conversion, adjustment,
immediate reinvention, adaptation, global or partial redevelopment, resilience to events,
expansion/reduction of space);
- death (partial or total deconstruction; conversion and reconversion, partition, reuse, recycling,
reintroduce pieces into cycles, readaptation of parts, regeneration of waste).
This will set a new way of thinking about the buildings, where error can become a research tool,
having the ability to self-correct in every moment.

Fig.5: Wikkelhouse (2017), Developed by the Dutch Company Fiction Factory, Is Made Out of Cardboard,
Modular and Highly Customisable, Built to Last Between 50 and 100 Years.

Notes
[1] The use of ecosystem resilience together with the development of territorial systems has officially
entered International and European Union policies since 2002, when Carl Folke, Steve Carpenter,
Thomas Elmqvist et al., presented Resilience and Sustainable Development: Building Adaptive
Capacity in a World of Transformations, and today has a central role in community policies (EAC,
2002).
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[2]Detroit: «What do I have to do to be saved?» The huge writing on the building next to Michigan
Central Station well expresses the sense of dismay and resignation of Detroit’s soul. Fifty years ago:
the District's black community exploded with rage, the city burned, the US military brought order, and
the gap with white people became a deep wound. 1970s and 1980s: the city emptied (only a quarter of
the 2 million citizens of the 50s) and it became a «Ghost Town», one of the most violent in the United
States. 1990s: globalisation damaged the foundations of Detroit Motor City. 2000s: the car industry
went out of business because of Asian competition. In July 2013, the town council, burdened by a debt
of 18 billion dollars, declared bankruptcy (from Il Sole 24 Ore on-line);
[3] In 1946 the U.D.I (Unione Donne Italiane) chose the Mimosa as perfect flower to represent
women's day. In fact, it is a flower that grows spontaneously in many parts of Italy. Only a sprig of
Mimosa was spared by the fire of a textile factory where dozens of women died, so it was chosen to
honour their memory (resilient);
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Abstract

An analytical structural study of general helicoidal shells is presented. The study is concerned in
particular with Neapolitan staircases based on a circular planform.
Such stairs are composite masonry structures formed by two or three layers of tiles disposed in a
herringbone-pattern. The analysis is based on the assumption that the material is unilateral, namely a
No-Tension material.
The structural analysis is analyzed a stress field can be constructed; for the unilateral material here
employed, singular stress fields, that is stress concentrated on surfaces (membranes) or lines (arches)
are allowed.
The statically admissible stress fields that are constructed, combining membrane stresses and 3d
diffuse uniaxial stresses, are purely compressive and balance transverse loads either uniformly
distributed or localized.
A simple case of real analysis is presented.
Keywords: Masonry Structure, Ancient Staircase, analysis of masonry-like vaults, characterization of
the masonry

1.

Introduction

In the present work is presented the equilibrium analysis of masonry-like vaults, that is, curved
constructions modeled as continuous No-Tension bodies.
The analisys fem does not consider that masonry structures, having a very small tensile capacity,
exhibit fractures even at low stress levels and soften at collapse in compression and under
compression/shear.
Another reason is that the real geometry and material behavior of the building is not known at the
beginning of the analysis process, the definition of even the most primitive material parameters, such
as strength and stiffness, being generally difficult and affected by an elevated randomness and
uncertainty.
For simplicity it is often assumed that is that the material behaves unilaterally, that is, only
compressive stresses can be transmitted (No-Tension assumption). It is generally recognized that
such an assumption is the first clue for the interpretation of fracture patterns.
The idea of a unilateral material underlies, Huerta [1] and references therein, of the design of masonry
structures since antiquity, particularly for vaulted structures and arches. Based on the unilateral model,
the safety of the structure is a matter of geometry rather than of strength of materials, in keeping with
the spirit of the “rules of proportion” used by the ancient architects for masonry design.
The origins of the unilateral masonry-like model can be traced to the pioneering work of Heyman [2]
but a more complete description of the kinematics and compatibility of loads implied by the unilateral
assumptions is contained in the papers by Di Pasquale [3], Del Piero [4], Angelillo [5], Angelillo and
Rosso [6].
The static analysis of masonry-like materials can be conducted within the frame of Limit Analysis,
specifically by applying the static and kinematic theorems, on the basis of admissible stress and strain
fields. The proof of these two theorems in the context of the masonry-like model is given by Del Piero
in [7].
In the present paper, we have developed a more performated application of the static theorem to
vaults.
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The method, that is, a generalization of the “thrust line analysis” used for arches, has been applied by
many authors, for example, by Wolfe in [8], more recently Block and Ochsendorf [9] propose and
exploit optimization procedures based on “thrust-network analysis” derived from Lumped Stress
Methods (see Fraternali et al. [10]).
In the present paper, the main tool we employ is represented by statically admissible singular stress
fields, through which the safety of the structure can be assessed.
The use of singular stress fields for the problem of equilibrium of masonry-like NT materials in 2d has
been recently proposed by Lucchesi et al. in [11].
In the same way in which masonry arches can be envisaged inside walls, an ideal shell can be
pictured inside a vault or a dome. The method, introduced for walls, can be extended, from 2D (walls)
to 3D (vaults) by considering such ideal structures forming inside the vault Q, as surface Dirac deltas
for the stress field. These curved structures must be considered as membranes, the singular stress on
the surface S representing the generalized surface stress over them.
The unilateral assumption has forced that the generalized stress on S be compressive and restrict S to
be located in between the extrados and intrados surfaces of the vault: the ideal structure is not fixed
in Q but forms inside the masonry, in order to balance and convey the external loads.
On adopting the Pucher form of membrane equilibrium, the problem is formulated in terms of two
unknown scalar functions: the stress function and the shape function, to be determined in such a way
that the transverse equilibrium and the unilateral conditions are satisfied.

2.

Material characterization of the masonry

Masonry, in theory, consists, generally man-made, in the assemblage of a basic component, the
stones, simply laid on each other or jointed by mortar. Stones and mortar may have very variable
mechanical properties, and the way in which the stones are organized in the masonry volume, the
masonry "texture", may be very different, and is subject to the skill and the creativity of the designer
and/or of the builder.
The masonry, so defined, has not a uniquely defined object, and it is very difficult to set up a
mechanical model able to closely reproduce the properties of masonry, fitting all the possible variety of
masonry assortment and texture.
The basic theory masonry model should include the major features of the behavior, possibly
neglecting many details that poorly influence structural safety assessment, and/or are uncontrollable.
It is preferred to adapt linear theory by neglecting tensile strength rather than to exploit cumbersome
procedures yielding results depending on uncontrollable parameters.
The first step is then to identify the major properties, that are more or less common to all masonry
types. The basic knowledge can be achieved through simple experiments. Uni- axial
compression/tension tests can be performed on some Representative Volume Element of a typical
masonry (Fig. 1).
After some experiments, it is possible to conclude that (Fig. 1a): i) the masonry has different
elastic moduli in tension (Et) and compression (Ec); ii) the masonry has different limit stresses in
tension (σt) and compression (σc); iii) the limit stress in tension is much smaller than the limit strength
in compression (σt << σc); iv) the behavior at failure in compression has some degree of ductility; v)
the behavior at failure in tension is definitely brittle, so tensile strength cannot be recovered absolutely.
Moreover, surprisingly (Fig. 1b), the limit strength in compression of masonry is larger than the
strength of the weak element (the mortar) and is bounded from above by the limit strength of the
strong component (the stones); this is due to some complex phenomenon of stress interaction and
transverse deformation of mortar with respect to stones.

Fig. 1: a) A typical test of compression/tension on a masonry specimen; b) The limit strength in compression is in
between the strength of mortar (small) and the strength of the bricks (large)
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It is also important to understand that if the axis of the stress is rotated by an angle, say 90°, the
results of the experiment may significantly change, in particular as regards the tensile strength. Some
similar conclusions can be drawn from biaxial tests (see e.g. [13,14]). Experimental limit strength
domains are of the type in Fig. 2, showing a high capacity in compression and a very poor limit in
tension without ductility.

Fig. 2: Synthesis of biaxial tests on masonry prisms. Limit domain

In summary, masonry is a non-linear material, hetero-resistant, anisotropic with respect to tensile
strength, with compliance coefficients depending on the orientation of the stress axes and different in
compression and tension, and with brittle failure at the tension threshold. If one needs to confer
masonry some reliable tensile strength, contemporary technology allows effective reinforcement by
applying composite materials or other types of reinforcement. (see e. g. [15,16, 17, 18, 19, 20]).

3.

EFFECT OF MASONRY TEXTURE

The influence of the texture on the masonry performance can be illustrated by the following example.
Assume that a panel is built by regular bricks with interposed poor mortar joints, lacking any adhesive
force. Consider that bricks are set according to the following two patterns (Fig. 3 a,b). If there is no
vertical compression both panels are free to expand laterally without encountering any resistance (Fig.
3c). If a vertical compression is applied, the panel in Fig. 3a still can freely separate; by contrast an
horizontal tensile pseudo-strength becomes active in the panel in Fig. 3b, because of friction and
interlocking of bricks with each other.

Fig. 3: Masonry element: a) Aligned bricks; b) Staggered bricks; c) Free lateral expansion for both panels

The failure mechanism in Fig. 4 can be studied for the bi-dimensional masonry plane element in Fig.
3b having a friction coefficient f, a joints stagger s (Fig. 4) and a row-density ω defined as the ratio of
the number of block rows in the panel height H to the height H. In Fig. 4, ω = 7/H.

Fig. 4: Masonry element: Failure mechanism under compression and limit tensile forces; stagger parameter.
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The wall is subjected to vertical compression stresses σ y orthogonal to the joints direction and
horizontal tractions σx parallel to the joints. It is possible to prove [21, 22] that the horizontal tensile
strength σ'ox is given by (Fig. 4)
(1)
’ox = - f y s 
The ratio between the compressive stress on the joints and the transverse tensile strength is

(2)
If the length of the stone is a, s is of the order a/2. Usually a > 2h (very often a > 4h), with h the
thickness of the brick, and so s > h. On the other side, ω ≈ 1/h, so that s ω > 1 (very often s ω > 2).
With the help of mortar and/or of roughness of the interface between stones, f may possibly be rather
large (f = 0.5 ÷ 0.8), and the ratio in (2) is frequently larger than 1, i.e. the tensile strength in the
direction parallel to joints is larger than the acting compressive stress.
It can be also proved that a pretty ductility is associated to the tensile strength σ'ox. With reference to
the diagrams in Fig. 3, applying a safety coefficient γ to the limit resistance σ' o, the loss in strength is
balanced by a gain in ductility. In other words if σ'a is the admissible stress and a is the maximum
ductility, one can write

(3)

A fundamental observation is that (1) not only expresses the tensile resistance of the masonry
element, but also puts to evidence that the tension can be contrasted in function of the static needs by
means of a skilled orientation of the texture of the masonry blocks and of the mortar joints. After
recognizing that by the combined effect of compression and friction the lines of the mortar joints are
probably the lines where original designers and builders intended to provide tensile strength in the
masonry mass, it can be conceived that a technical practice had spread out, very similar to the
modern technology of reinforced concrete where the structural designer inserts steel bars in way to
balance tension along stretched lines.

Fig. 5: a) Stress vs. deformation in the tension range, b) conventional diagram with variable ductility

Many examples proving that clever architects were aware of this effect when designing vault
structures can be illustrated as for instance in so-called cantilever stairs (see e.g. [23-25]). Masonry
elements or components behaving like rigid blocks under dynamic action may be analyzed by worst
scenario approaches [26].
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4.

CANTILEVER STAIRS

In the static analysis of a vaulted staircase, like in Fig. 6, it is possible to recognize three basic
typological components: the landings, the angle connections, and the flights of stairs (two or three
depending on the structure morphology). The structure is supported by the outside walls system which
represents the stairs box.
Looking at the section of a vaulted stair in Fig. 7a, such structural conformation suggests an apparent
paradox: despite the fact that masonry is not effective in sustaining tension stresses and bending, it
should work as a cantilever, or however it is an incomplete vault which lacks the counter-thrust from
the missing part of the arch (Fig. 7b) and so being prone to lose the equilibrium state (Fig. 7c).

Fig. 6: Longitudinal section of Vaulted stairs

It is quite obvious that the solution of the contradiction goes pursued abandoning the search of
improbable plane patterns and by investigating three-dimensional equilibrium paths accounting for the
space articulation of such structural organisms, searching stress fields in equilibrium and compatible
with the resistant abilities of the masonry material as usually interwoven in the case of "cantilever"
stairs.

a

b

c

Fig. 7: Transverse sections of vaulted stairs: a) Section and particular of one step; b) "Half barrel vault" model, c)
Improbable "cantilever" behaviour

After identifying the basic internal force distributions through which the stairs can equilibrate their own
weight and live loads, and the correlation that was intended by the original builders between statics
and masonry tissue, it is also possible to design the reinforcement of the vaults, that shall be designed
in way to sustain the possible equilibrium paths. Apart from complex FEM analyses, it is possible to
identify simplified equilibrium patterns that are compatible with the load-carrying capacity of the
structure. All these approaches, FEM and/or simple 3D-beam, agree in identifying isostatic tension
lines that approximately agree with the proceeding of the rows of mortar joints (Fig. 8), that are
compressed in the orthogonal direction, thus developing a tension capacity along their lines of action;
thus proving that the statics of these stairs are strictly connected with the vault apparatus. It is also
possible to use this argument in an inverse fashion, i.e. to infer isostatic lines proceeding from the
observation of the masonry texture. Any double curvature cover, in fact, is a highly hyperstatic system,
which means that it can select its own pattern in a large set of possible equilibrium paths. So texture
and vault apparatus are a tool by which, apart from the shape of the vault (barrel vault, rib vault, groin
vault, etc.) the architect can steer the structure to work in some preferred way.

Fig. 8: Isostatic tension lines
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Fig. 9: Structural schemes of a "half-vault" masonry staircase

5.

THE MASONRY APPARATUS

Reading masonry texture in a vault can help in understanding its equilibrium asset. The first element is
indeed its geometry, a cross vault yields a equilibrium pattern different than a barrel vault, and so on.
But a double-curvature surface, apart from its particular conception is anyway a highly hyperstatic
system, and the equilibrium is never uniquely determinate. So the way the stones are jointed all
together is a key to understand what equilibrium path would stresses run through, and/or what path
would the builder have preferred to drive the vault to accommodate in.
So, consider for instance the two vaults in Fig. 10a and in Fig. 10b, having the same geometry, but in
vault a) the mortar rows are parallel to the base perimeter, while in the vault b) the mortar rows are
normal to the perimeter. The postulate is that compression normal to the mortar rows is the preferred
equilibrium path for the vault, and that this is the tool for the original builder to steer the vault into a (his
own) objective static asset. If the preferred direction for compression is normal to the perimeter, it is
expected that compression acts along the arrows drawn in Figs. 10, a) and b), so that the vault gains a
tensile capacity in the direction orthogonal to the arrows. It is easy to understand that this produces an
effect on the thrust the vault exerts on the base supports. Consider in fact that in both cases the vault
is made by four gores. In the case a) compression is directly transferred to the sides of the basement,
while lateral dilatation and the diffusion of stresses to the corners is contrasted by internal tensile
strength; so two opposite gores tend to directly sustain each other, and the distribution of the
horizontal thrust force tends to concentrate towards the middle of the sides (Fig. 10c). By contrast, in
case b) compression is active in the direction parallel to the base sides, and the gores tend to support
each other along the diagonal lines, while the orthogonal dilatation and diffusion of stress are now
contrasted by tensile strength in the direction orthogonal to the sides; so all forces tend to converge in
the corners, and the distribution of the horizontal thrust force tends to concentrate to the corners (Fig.
10d).
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Fig. 10: Influence of the vault apparatus on the static behaviour of vaults. The difference in the apparatus in Figs.
a) and b) yields different equilibrium pattern and a different distribution of the thrust force as in Figs. c)- d)

In other words, by acting on the masonry apparatus it is possible that, with the same geometry, a
structure may be realized that works like a cloister vault rather than like a groin vault or viceversa.
Which means that it may be not wise to analyze the statics of a vault only on the basis of its geometry.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

Historical masonry vaults and ancient stairs in masonry constitute a large variety of typological assets.
Double-curvature structures can appeal to many equilibrium patterns to sustain at least their own
weight plus some light additional loads.
They are, in general, stable systems, provided that their supports are strong and able to contrast
thrust forces. Vaults are in general characterized by their shape, and a lot of types can be listed, that
have been conceived to be included in any simple or complex architectural design. But the equilibrium
paths are also driven by the way masonry is interwoven. In some cases, a masterly design of the
masonry tissue and of the vault apparatus may help in improving the structure's stability, and
sometimes even in preventing fractures.
The fractures are almost always a physiological feature of masonry; since almost always it has not
significant tensile strength, it cannot expand by tension and, when necessary to comply with
congruence of the overall deformation, dilatation is provided by fractures.
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Abstract

The work we propose concerns the theme of the recomposition of public spaces in the ancient town
when compromised by old and recent speculative interventions. The methodology looks at the city as
a product of functional systems (political, social, economic), but overall contemplates the urban form
as a result of its spatial structure. The life of the urban form is investigated in its physical specificity,
the only one able of giving reason of its special nature over every social, economic and political
aspect, certainly important but not sufficient.
Our teaching at the University of Padua is based on fundamental 1960s studies about typological
analysis oriented towards the theme of public spaces and establishing relationships between these
ones and private spaces. The spatial aspects and formal image of the transformations in the city are
studied as a premise for the design of the new architecture.
The San Bernardino area in Padua is one of the subjects investigated by our students, thought as an
opportunity to reconfigure the lost unity of a very symbolic and representative place of the city,
custodian of its memory and identity. The San Bernardino area has been affected by rapid post
Second World War reconstruction that has resulted in the organic unity with surrounding parts of the
city being lost. The order and hierarchy of the elements that characterize the form of this old place has
been compromised by subsequent actions of speculation operated in the second half of the twentieth
century. The area, recently squalid parking space but in the past centuries reference point for the
community religious life, is used as a case study in which the analysis and proposals for a new urban
design concentrate.
Keywords: Public Space, Urban Analysis; Sustainable Development, Identity of the Community

1.

Introduction

The area in Padua which takes its name from the monastery of San Bernardino is located in the
historical centre of the city. The study of this area is part of a wider activity developed by the authors in
both didactic and research fields, based on their conviction that the protection of urban landscape and
its transformation may come true according to a unitary process. The relationship between city and
architecture, that is the deepening of the urban scale during the study of architecture, constitutes the
fundamental element from which in the years following the Second World War an effective theory of
designing took origin. Many are still looking to this theory with great interest.
The search of a synthesis between analysis and project, architecture design and urban planning,
acquisition of information and practical action is the main reference for the didactic experience
presented below. The regeneration of urban architecture happens through the study and the
knowledge of the past, without mimesis, in the light of modern needs. Scholars of urban morphology
suggest studying the history to rediscover the reasons that are the basis for the project, being aware
that the aim of architecture is not to impose new lifestyle solutions but instead to make available for
everyone its legacy and revelations. “History should be studied in greater depth and proposed again
as an afterthought that continuously excavates where already turned over to rediscover new aspects
and «new» things” [1].
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Fig. 1: Friedrich Bernhard Werner, view of Padua, XVIII century. The city appears surrounded by the second wall
ring built two centuries before.
Fig. 2: Padua, the San Bernardino area on the map of Giovanni Valle (1781-84). Detail of the church and the
monastery of the Franciscan Friars of San Bernardino. The map shows the position of the church, not yet
destroyed, overlooking Zabarella Street and the form of the cloister with the gardens aside. A little path begins
near the cloister and links the monastery to Altinate Street (top of the image). The map indicates the location of
the Church of San Biagio too. The Church of San Biagio, no longer existing, gave the name to the street it was
facing. In this case, only a little part of the volume of the cloister is still present.
Fig. 3: Survey of the settlement of San Bernardino before the demolition of the church, ground floor (the drawing
is rotated compared to the original to facilitate the reading). The plan of the church not yet demolished appears in
the lower left corner of the drawing.

2.

The context

The monastery of San Bernardino was funded in Padua (Figure 1) in the first half of the 15th century.
Documents inform us that Pope Eugenio IV authorized the noblewoman Dorotea of the Counts of
Panico to erect a monastery in September 1439. Initially the settlement was dedicated to Santa Chiara
Novella, but the dedication was soon changed. The monastery took the name of San Bernardino and
became the main basis of the Franciscan community of Clarisse nuns.
The church, together with the other sacred buildings, was located on the corner of the streets currently
named Zabarella and San Biagio, just outside the medieval wall ring and the course of the Naviglio
Interno Canal (Figures 2, 3). Vegetable and ornamental gardens extended between the monastery
and the nearby Church of the Benedectine settlement of San Biagio, how the map of Padua drawn by
Giovanni Valle between the years 1781 and 1784 accurately shows. The monastery of San
Bernardino was built close to the Congregation of the Wool, the most important production centre in
the city, with which it maintained an intense relationship since the founding. The Congregation had its
altar in the church.
At the beginning of the XIX century, after the occupation of the territory of the Serenissima Republic of
Venice by the French troops, two events happened that dramatically disrupted the life and the
structure of the monastery. First, French authorities decided the concentration in the settlement of San
Bernardino of the numerous other communities of the Clarisse nuns present in the territory.
Subsequently, on 25 April 1810, the authorities decreed the complete suppression of the monastery.
According to a survey carried out at that time, the settlement of San Bernardino had a very complex
layout. It was composed of a large cloister, gardens and minor buildings as the cellar and the little
house of the confessor. The drawings accompanying the survey give us detailed information.
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Over time, the complex building, after the suppression of the monastery, suffered heavy modifications,
finally becoming the Headquarter of the Tax Authorities. The engineer Giuseppe Pivetta gave a rich
description of the religious settlement. The report presents us the effective plan of the church as it was
before the demolition and explains how the complex building was organized identifying every space
inside with its specific function.
The demolition of the church is the main modification suffered over time by the religious building
complex. The church was the architectonical element that more indicated the former presence of the
Franciscan nuns in the buildings which for many years were employed as Headquarter of the Tax
Authorities. Then the architect Gabriele Benvenisti configured in 1876 a new entrance in neo-Gothic
style (Figure 4). The façade that after the demolition of the church was facing the open space of a new
court had to present a new image appropriate the public function [2]. Finally the demolition of the
Eastern wing of the cloister has to be considered. It was put down at the end of the 60s of the last
century and was never rebuilt (Figures 5, 6). The demolition of the church, associated with the
abatement of the other nearby church dedicated to San Biagio, completely deprived the area of the
presence of religious architecture. The minor buildings tissue lost the balanced relationship with these
monumental emergencies.
A precise testimony of the church of the monastery of San Bernardino remains on site today. In fact
the inner Northern wall of the church has been preserved and delimits the little garden that took the
place of the floor of building. It is still possible distinguish on the wall three niches painted with
polychrome decorations, a stone slab commemorating the foundation of the monastery and stone
moldings that were part of a high artistic value altar probably dedicated to Sant’Antonio.

Fig. 4: New entrance to the Headquarter of the Tax Authorities hosted in the internal spaces of the monastery.
The entrance was configured in neo-Gothic style in 1876 by the architect Gabriele Benvenisti. The garden in the
foreground coincides with the floor of the church demolished at the beginning of the XIX century.
Fig. 5: Aerial view of what remains of the cloister of the settlement of San Bernardino. It is possible to read the
presence of a garden where once the church stood. The architecture of the University Library, built at the
beginning of the XX century, appears aside the monastery.
Fig. 6: Zenithal view of the area in the centre of Padua surrounded by Altinate Street on the northern side,
Zabarella Street on the western side, Cesare Battisti Street on the southern side, Santa Sofia Street on the
eastern side. The strong sign of what remains of the cloister of the monastery is easily recognizable.
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After the transfer of the Headquarter of the Tax Authorities to a new basis, happened more than ten
years ago, the building complex was no longer used, excluded the employ of the courtyard of the
cloister as a public car park. The buildings, despite the various alterations suffered over time, are
substantially the same recognizable in the original condition. Almost nothing remains instead of the
characteristics of the context in the period before the XIX century, when the church of the monastery
still existed. The building typology of the deep Gothic lots and the widespread presence of the green,
in form of vegetable and ornamental gardens, are lost. The alternation of little volumes and gardens
on the street, legible in the map of Giovanni Valle, left the place to tall continuous buildings that, filling
the voids, deeply changed the formal layout of the area. The direct connection between the monastery
and Altinate Street, the road that delimits to north the area, was also lost. The ancient cloister of the
monastery, once used as a garden, is a physical element in which it is particularly legible a continuity
of shapes in the specific context, even if it is characterized by the presence of incoherent components
inserted in various epochs which modified the functional configuration and the formal aspect of the
architecture.
The current building of the Padua University Library arose aside the San Bernardino settlement at the
beginning of the XX century. It is the other architectural emergency present today in San Biagio Street
(Figures 7, 8). This institution was born in 1629 with the name of Public Library. Its first location was
near the convent of the Jesuits next to the Pontecorvo Gate. It moved then to Capitaniato Square in
the Sala dei Giganti, imposing fourteenth-century testimony of the Palace of the Carraresi, at the time
lords of the city, and remained there up to the first years of the XX century. The increase of books was
insured by legacies of private citizens, by the obligatory deposit of a copy of what was printed in the
territory of the Venetian Republic and by an imposed contribution on graduates and newly appointed
teachers. Furthermore, due to the Napoleonic suppression of the religious guilds, manuscripts and
books were acquired coming from the libraries of around forty monasteries.
In 1912 the library was transferred from its prestigious space, the Sala dei Giganti become inadequate
after almost three centuries, to the current place, built aside the monastery of San Bernardino and
designed by the engineer Giordano Tommasatti. The building is characterized by a simple and
functional plan. It was the first library built in Italy with modern criteria specifically to this use. It
consists of two parts. The first one is a two-storey building facing the street and including offices and
rooms destined to the public use. The second one is a five-storey tower located on the back part,
thought to store books. The entrance atrium is placed at the center of the first building, completed by a
staircase that permits to reach the upper floor. The façade is characterized by a stonework effect at
the ground floor and by a loggia at the upper plan. Since the year 1974 the University Library depends
on the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities. It is considered a building of high historicalartistic value.
The monastery of San Bernardino, abandoned, is waiting at the present day for the renovation works
decided by the private investor who bought it a few years ago.

Fig. 7: Cadastral map, 1954. It is possible to note the empty space corresponding to the place where the Church
of San Bernardino once stood on the corner of the streets and the form of the University Library aligned with the
southern wing of the monastery.
Fig. 8: Plan of the first floor of the University Library.
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The project solution proposed by the private investor foresaw the construction of around sixty
apartments and some offices. The three-storey underground car park was strongly disputed by the
residents of the near buildings because of the possible consequences that could derive to the houses
around from the trouble of the groundwater stratum and was reduced to a level only. The building
yard, from a little on its way, has been slow down by the retrieval in the subsoil of rests of Roman age.
These include the fragment of a mosaic of one meter for 50 centimetres belonging to the period
between the III and the VI century A.D., with two flowers and yellow buds, which will be recovered and
restored. It is notorious after all that the area was inhabited from very ancient epochs, because other
mosaics have been found on the occasion of works carried out in the vicinity, for instance when
Zabarella palace was restored. In the case of the area of San Bernardino excavations showed a very
dense layer structure, that indicates the presence from the VI century B.C. of ancient indigenous
populations.

3.

Problems

The ancient cloister of the monastery, once garden of Friars and now car parking, is the architectural
element that, perhaps more than others, characterizes the study area. The presence of various
dissonant elements inserted in different epochs is the aspect that distinguish the current condition of
the cloister. They have negatively modified the distributive and functional configuration and the formal
imagine of the building complex influencing their native character. We have also to observe that the
part of San Biagio Street where the ex-monastery of St. Bernardino and the near University Library
arise is suffering a general process of degradation caused in wide part by the state of abandonment of
the old religious settlement. We are witnessing a general desertification effect of San Biagio Street
that has already produced the closing of several commercial activities. The buildings aligned with the
south side of the road were reconstructed after the last war with façades strongly incoherent in
comparison to the historical context. In a particular way, the construction of building typologies
completely extraneous to the native fabric has caused in the sixties a deep modification of the original
urban tissue around the old monastery. Analysing in fact the aspect of the typology it is possible to
realise that these buildings are not inserted in a correct way in the context of the historical centre
because they present long continuous façades creating a radical inhomogeneity in the study area.
As regards the University Library, there is the necessity in this case the necessity of an enlargement
because of the lack of space characterizing this structure that develops a particularly important role in
the training of the university students of all the faculties.

4.

The didactic experience

The projects developed by the students concern the same principle: the enhancement of remarkable
urban facts, the former monastery of San Bernardino, which has lost its role within the city, and the
enlargement of the University Library in San Biagio Street. The functional recovery of the former
monastery respects the typology of the spaces, in continuity with the historical forms inherited from the
past: the cloisters. The functional changes that the projects propose, in accordance with the needs of
society, align themselves with history without erasing the memory of the past [3].
On the other hand, as the Italian architect Giorgio Grassi said, good buildings are always linked to
experiences far away that are constantly renewed: “Therefore, drawing on the authority of examples,
we realize that the good buildings always add something to the wholly shared corpus of the orderly,
accessible world of the forms of architecture. And what different experiences distant from one other in
time have in common is precisely this fidelity and this constantly renewed comparison. What otherwise
is the sense of studying the architecture of antiquity, of all the impassioned surveys and on-site
inspections? How are we to explain the combination of such dedication and such a drive to construct?
What is the sense of all the trials carried out, the real and fantastic reconstructions and then the
enlargements and completions of many ancient buildings? How to explain the complexity of Palazzo
Orsini on top of the Theatre of Marcellus, the Malatesta Temple, the ducal palace of Gubbio or the
basilica of Vicenza?" [4].
The project proposal of the student Martina Ferrari aims to redevelop the area in accordance with the
design principles of the historic city. In particular, the project includes the completion of the missing
part of the cloister of the monastery of San Bernardino and the arrangement of a volume in continuity
with the University Library building (Figures 9, 10, 11, 12). The arrangement of the volumes defines a
unitary space - from the formal and functional point of view - between the monastery of San
Bernardino and the University Library. The spatial continuity that derives from the careful arrangement
of the volumes proposes open spaces for public use in close relationship to the internal functions of
the entire multifunctional complex. In particular, the arrangement of the new volumes generates two
public courts, one inside the cloister, the other placed at the east side of a suggested new art gallery.
The new volumes designed for the community include spaces for a multimedia room, study areas and
reading rooms, as conceived for the two-storey building located close to the library, of which the new
extension represents the functional continuity.
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Fig. 9, 10, 11, 12: Proposal of the student Martina Ferrari. New volumes having a social character compose two
courts for public use. Project planivolumetric plan, aerial view of the area, views of the new buildings which
complete the existing architecture.

Furthermore, spaces for permanent and temporary exhibitions and an auditorium, this one in the
volume with a turreted shape, are disposed between the former monastery of San Bernardino and the
expansion of the same. Inside the tower the lighting arrives through a light cavedium that develops for
the entire height of the building. The facades of the study room are instead rich in large glass surfaces
in order to ensure adequate lighting for the interior spaces.
The turreted volume is located inside the public space, a sort of large square, partly green, partly
paved, thus denouncing its strong symbolic value. This evidence refers to the way of building the
historic Italian city where the public building, such as the church and the town hall, are presences that
have a hierarchical role of the first order within the square, forming urban hubs around which the
residential area is disposed. The directional and service offices are located in the two-storey volume
that closes the courtyard of the cloister.
The project enhances the quality of public and private spaces through paths designed to promote a
spatial narration focusing urban views and perspectives that visually relate the new buildings to each
other and connect them to the old pre-existences. The project proposes the reopening of a path that
allows to directly reach Altinate Street.
The project proposal of the student Marco Turlon for the regeneration of the area on which the disused
former monastery of San Bernardino and the University Library consist in the creation of a cultural
center that supports the existing one in the nearby Altinate Street. Particularly in this case the project
is not limited to the specific study area, but interacts with other parts of the city, in order to generate
positive effects on the entire neighborhood from a social and economic point of view (Figures 13, 14,
15, 16). The project of this student doubles the cloister to interact with the University Library, defining
a single unitary complex. All this is possible by arranging three volumes, around the courts, in different
shapes and sizes. In particular, the tower volume houses an art gallery on the upper floors and
collective spaces on the lower floors such as a newspaper library and a training room.
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Fig. 13, 14, 15, 16: Recomposition of the cloister of the monastery of san Bernardino and the court of the
University Library. Project planivolumetric plan and views of the new buildings. From the work of the student
Marco Turlon.

The strategy promoted by the student find a continuity with the historical forms of the city to define
places and spaces in which the community identifies itself. The redevelopment project takes into
account the shape, the spaces, the relationships, the hierarchies and sequences that define the
character of the city. Purposes that meet the aesthetic expectations of architecture, the memory of
places and the identity of the community. All this in order to avoid design choices that have no relation
with the historical context: "What predominates in our cities, even in terms of their large-scale
arrangements is pure arbitrariness. At first glance, this statement may seem highly exaggerated.
However, it happens only rarely that attention is given to the context. Even more rarely, as regards
modern construction, things are placed in relation to each other in a complete sense. The only
opportunity for the project of the city is to define a new urban scene that is closed in itself in the
disaggregated structure of the city, for example a whole that allows a large square to emerge, so as to
form an urban project (...)" [5].
The water, present the two courts, relates to the arcades all around creating interplays between light
and shadow inside the glazed spaces that overlook the pools. Here the water is proposed as an
element characterizing the atmosphere of the spaces, recalling the water that once defined the
environmental quality of the historical urban context and the wider territory of the surrounding
countryside.
The project of the student Francesco Meneghel proposes an alternative solution to the previous ones.
The idea defines a unitary block building that incorporates the volume at the back of the University
Library. The spatial effect suggests a monolithic block visible from the park area on which the volume,
as a sculpture, is inserted (Figures 17, 18, 19, 20). Spaces for students, such as a study hall,
multipurpose halls, copy shops and a refreshment area are planned within the enlargement of the
University Library. The study of the façades required particular attention. The façades relate to the
rhythm established by the openings of the library, defining a unitary whole.
The proposal of the student Nicola Longhin, otherwise from previous project hypotheses, regards a
wider area. He considers not only the area related to the former monastery of San Bernardino and the
University Library, but also part of the buildings that insist on the Altinate Street. This approach
originates from a fundamental premise that evaluates the project as a part of a more general urban
system. The idea in this case is to define a cultural center that relates to the existing public structures
in Altinate Street as the artistic pole of San Gaetano and the Altino Cinema (Fig. 21, 22, 23, 24).
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Fig. 17, 18, 19, 20: Progetto di ampliamento of the University Library. Project planivolumetric plan, detail of the
western façade with the comparison between the existing building and the enlargement, views of the new volume.
From the work of the student Fancesco Meneghel.

All this in order to avoid the hypothesis put forward by the municipal administration of Padua for a
cultural music pole supporting the San Gaetano and the Altino Cinema. The idea of the municipal
administration involves the construction of new large buildings that increase the already heavy
presence of new volumes near the historic center. On the contrary, the idea of the student foresees
the recovery of existing buildings and the reconstruction of the demolished wing of the former
monastery of San Bernardino, reducing to a minimum the increase in volume. The student proposes
an urban park too, located in an area not far from the monastery, which relates residential and
commercial areas. This happens not only from a functional point of view, but above all by providing a
system of permeable paths and public spaces connecting the different urban parts of the city. In
particular, the student, from a formal point of view, recognizes the potential of the connection between
the Altinate Street and San Biagio Street, designing courts and pedestrian walkways and establishing
thus a spatial narration that enhances the civic aspect of the project. Public spaces acquire a
fundamental value in the student's idea to regenerate the entire area. The area is regenerated through
a mix of functions [6], joining the commercial and residential spaces already existing with the ones
specifically designed for cultural activities between the old monastery and the library such as an
auditorium, multi-purpose halls, classrooms for associations, rooms for dance, classrooms, book
museum, library, exhibition spaces.
The student uses the tools of the composition to define the quality of urban spaces, referring to a
formal typological repertoire that belongs to the design tradition of the historical context of Padua [7].
5
Conclusions
Student projects are a proposal for the regeneration of the area. The goal was to focus on
architectural quality to produce attractiveness for users - residents and business people - and for
investors. Attractiveness means planning interventions taking into consideration the challenges of
contemporary society, improving the urban context, helping to create or consolidate the identity of the
place, producing energy savings and environmental sustainability. Promoting civil coexistence, social
aggregation, security and participation is the substance of the quality of public space [8].
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Fig. 21, 22: Project proposal extended by the student Nicola Longhin to involve the buildings located along
Altinate Street. Project planivolumetric plan and aerial view of the volumes.
Fig. 23: Section showing the new underground level between the cloister of the monastery and Altinate Street.
Fig. 24: General façade overlooking San Biagio Street (on the right in the image the University Library).

The projects developed by the students show how spatial quality is an important factor for the quality
of social life. Spatial quality that derives not so much from the application of norms and rules, but from
adherence to the constructive principles of the space within the historical city. The project experiences
presented here, all within the historical tissue, are an example of urban regeneration that considers
the city as the reference paradigm for a judgment on the quality of the project proposals. Establishing
relationships with the practices of composition inherited from the historical city allows us to find
continuity with the history of the city's forms [9]. This ensures to avoid formal solutions far from the
typological, morphological and therefore environmental quality of the city. It often happens to see the
redevelopment of parts of the city carried out with self-referential projects of architecture that, the
result of the self-reference of the author narcissistically enhance their presence in the urban fabric
exhibiting a mask devoid of any content with the founding reasons of the city. “Can architecture be a
private world? Can it be only a personal expression? Although architects admire the personal context
in which other artists seem to work, they do not operate under the same conditions. In my opinion,
others should share their work, or at least it should not be so personal to be perceived as belonging to
the dimension of the public environment (...). The painter is allowed to leave his direct imprint on the
canvas, and the sculptor or the stone; they are often and inevitably linked to their work. This does not
happen in architecture. In our work, a natural distance separates us from the work (...). Architecture
involves a distance between our work and us, so that in the end the work remains alone, independent,
once acquired physical independence” [10]. On the contrary, the dialogue that the project establishes
with the techniques of urban composition inherited from the historical city makes it possible to
rediscover a continuity with the character of the place. Especially from a spatial point of view, since
architecture is primarily the art of building space. Precisely in the space those values that define the
environmental atmosphere, rich in contents and meanings that the community recognizes as its own,
are contained.
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This continuity is reflected in the ways of arranging the volumes in the space and in the relationships
that the volumes establish with the pre-existing historical environment. In this sense, the regeneration
project does not remain within the limits of the intervention sphere but opens to the city with which it
establishes formal continuity and weaves a profitable exchange also on the social and economic level.
Empty containers, parts of cities abandoned to themselves require new uses to adapt to the changes
that society requires. Functions that enhance sociality and the exchange of relations show in the
presented projects a possible way to revitalize a degraded area with domino effects on the rest of the
city.
Places of sociality are not just public spaces like the square or the street, but also the interior spaces
of the buildings that define those spaces. Particularly the civic buildings, those that represent a value
in the collective memory and that define the character of the public space, require to rediscover new
life not only with new functions, but through a dialectic of exchange between the uses that
characterize the external and internal spaces. Even the road requires rethinking. Not just a place of
transit or rest, but a place of conviviality and a meeting place where the public green imposes itself as
the value of a renewed union between man and nature.
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Abstract

The facades of the Krakow’s townhouses from the turn of the 19th and 20th century are of major
historic value. Unfortunately, some of them have not undergone any conservation works for years,
resulting in severe damage. Wooden window and door frames have been particularly affected. Many
of the original wooden elements have been replaced with new ones. Also entry gates with stained
glass structures placed in fanlights, steelwork, such as balustrades and bars have suffered. Very often
the doors are damaged in the lower parts and near the handles, and in many cases they have simply
been replaced with new ones when intercoms were installed. Superstructures are yet another problem
– attic and garret adaptations involving modifications regarding the window size. Unfortunately,
sometimes the new and the old elements do not match harmoniously. Original paint with rich texture is
often covered with oil paint. Styrofoam wall insulation changes the size of the details embedded in or
attached to the plane of the wall.
The aim of the paper is to emphasize the importance of preserving the original window and door
woodwork, including their original layout and colour, renovating historic details and decorations,
making the right choices with respect to roofing materials and the colours of the renovated paint. The
paper presents several case studies of successful townhouse renovation carried out recently in
Krakow (Poland).
Keywords: Krakow`s townhouses, architectural detail, restoration, heritage protection

1.

Introduction

Krakow’s townhouses from the turn of the 19th and 20th century are a reflection of the economic and
social conditions prevalent at that time, as well as technical possibilities available in that period. They
also testify to the wealth of private investors and their aesthetic preferences. For architects, the
buildings served as a vehicle for the expression of their own artistic truths, which often led them
towards discovering unique solutions. Interestingly, the townhouses that stand out from the crowd as
particularly valuable are those which have developed strong and positive visual ties with their
architectural context and cultivated an ongoing dialogue with the past. Influenced by Krakow’s historic
architecture (rhythms, lines and directions, saturation with detail, materials, similarity of shapes,
proportions, etc.), they played an instrumental role in creating an aesthetic unity between themselves
and their historic surroundings.
1870 marked a shift in the nature of urban development, characterised by the emergence of a
tenement house structure. At the end of the 1860s, Krakow gradually underwent a transformation from
a medieval town into a modern urban organism with new buildings typical of big cities (in the period
1860-1910, Krakow, witnessed a large population increase: from 50,000 to 152,000 inhabitants).
Having regained its autonomy in 1866, the town started both to reconstruct the streets that span from
the Market square and to build new arteries. In 1872, Józef Dietl’s project for “city organisation” was
put into practice, and spurred a boom in residential construction beyond the Planty area [1]. The
period 1891-1900 was characterised by a strong growth in construction projects, which filled the zone
between the first and the second ringroads. This upsurge in investments coincided with the extension
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of the fortress and the related development of craftsmanship, trade, industry and transportation. The
period is particularly significant from the perspective of the new emerging approach to the definition of
forms and the composition of city house façades.

2.

Research objective and methodology

3.

Characteristic features of townhouses in Krakow erected at the turn of the 19th
and 20t century

The paper is based on the author’s research on Krakow’s townhouses from the turn of the 19th and
20th centuries. The traditional method applied in this study – involving archive, historic-architectural
and comparative research – generated a pool of information on 50 townhouses from the period 18701914. The discussed specimens have been selected so as to ensure the presentation of the broadest
possible perspective on the issues related to the composition of Krakow’s townhouse façades.
The first stage of the study consisted in a detailed analysis of source materials. Archival and visual
materials collected at the second stage of the research served for the preparation of copies of original
layouts (projections, façades), and provided information on the period in which specific buildings were
erected, on their authors, history, and further conversions. Subsequently, the collected data was
verified. Old photographs turned out to be particularly useful, as they testify to the modifications
affecting the façades of townhouses and their surroundings, and enable us to reconstruct lost
ornaments. The third stage involved an in situ study of the buildings, including the preparation of their
detailed photographic documentation [2].
The purpose of the study is to raise awareness of the need to preserve and protect the cultural value
of historic details and ornaments of the façades of Krakow’s city townhouses constructed at the turn of
the 19th and 20th century. The paper emphasizes the importance of preserving the original window
and door woodwork, including their original layout and colour, renovating historic details and
ornaments, as well as making the right choices with respect to roofing materials and the colours of the
renovated plasterwork.

Following the periods when residential construction remained under the strong influence of foreign
models (Vienna, Berlin, Munich, Paris), at the end of the 19th century, architects from Krakow set off
on their own path of creative exploration, creating a distinct aesthetics of forms. While partially drawing
on local traditions, the style that they developed was also a product of universal trends. Designers
relied on Western models, aided by journals reproducing buildings in France, England, Belgium,
Germany, Austria and elsewhere. Foreign influences infiltrated also due to local architects’ education,
as they often held degrees conferred in Vienna, Zurich, Berlin, Munich, Paris or Lviv.
The prevalent building type at that time was a tenement house, sometimes a single-family house,
characterised by a high technical and functional standard and unique, individual formal solutions [1].
What gave a boost to this type of development was the influx of rich landed gentry from Galicia, who
ordered houses, villas and palaces from known and respected architects. Initially, a typical Krakow’s
townhouse had two floors only; after 1900, structures with three floors prevailed, while buildings with
four floors were erected only sporadically. The roof pitches, initially quite steep, softened once a new
floor was added. All these changes influenced the visibility of the roofs from the streets and their
impact on the perception of the form and composition of the façades. In fact, to a viewer, a townhouse
of several floors presented itself as a distinct front façade wall, and usually was not perceived as a
mass at all. The exception were corner houses, as well as buildings observable from broad boulevards
and squares, especially if the differences in the height of the buildings were conspicuous. In Krakow,
apart from gabled roofs commonly used in frontal buildings, gambrel roofs could be found as well. In
higher-status neighbourhoods, it was typical for houses to have their unique features that responded
to their owners’ needs.

4.

Facades of Krakow’s townhouses from the turn of the 19th and 20th century

What stands out in the façades of the townhouses from the end of the 19th century is their high
diversity and individual architectural layouts with original details and ornamental forms. Usually, a
three-part façade had a more or less emphasized base (ground floor or the ground and the first floor
combined), main body with a vertical rhythm of windows, lesenes and horizontal cornices, and was
initially topped with conspicuous, slanted roofs. Later on, when the roofing became flatter, the
crowning cornice or the top floor were emphasized. At that time, the ornamentation focused mostly,
though not exclusively, on the top floor. Sometimes all floors were given the same attention and the
distribution of ornaments was balanced. In the 1890s, some of the buildings were covered in
plasterwork only partially. For decorative purposes, the brick face of the wall was exposed, typically
featuring red and white glazed brick, though yellow, blue and green brick could be also found. The
brick was paired with contrasting plasterwork, sgraffito or decorative moulding. Window and door trims
at that time became flatter, but emphasized by their colour or layout. It became typical to use cast iron
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and steel elements – balustrades, portal ornaments, sculptures and steel anchor plates. The ground
and the first floor in houses erected at the end of the 19th century were the most ornamental levels,
with more modest floors above. The composition of the façade was simplified, emphasizing the central
portion of the buildings, and sometimes their corners as well. Usually, the façades were flat and
composed symmetrically, with horizontal floor divisions prevailing. What is more, vertical lines were
underlined by the rhythm of the windows and their trims. The façades had architectural details
emphasizing their axes (shallow avant-corps, balconies) that brought out the symmetry. In a typical
layout, the number of façade axes was likely to be odd.
At the turn of the centuries, the façades started to increasingly reflect the functional layout of the
interior (the location of the annexes, the location of drawing rooms), rather than the character of the
structure. Ornamental elements on the façades were related to the external aspects of the building
itself. At the beginning, they were placed along the marginal axes of the façade (though in some cases
they be found in the central part as well), but later, when the function of internal premises became
more conspicuous, they emphasized the distinct roles assigned to interiors (bay windows, erkers,
loggias etc.), and the asymmetry of the composition. Gradually, the façades evolved towards more
detail and stronger chiaroscuro expression [3]. In the period 1904-1910, it was typical for the
townhouses erected in Krakow to be richly ornamented in a way alluding both to Art Nouveau and
historic styles. In some of the houses with asymmetric projections, forms were accumulated in the
finial of one of the marginal façade axes. A variety of forms were used when it came to the shapes of
protrusions, gables, portals and windows; the varying distribution of those elements reflected on the
functions of the interiors. One frequently encountered shape was the so-called kidney-shaped window,
coexisting with oval, round and semi-circular forms, sometimes divided into squares or smaller parts
by vertical muntins [4]. Corner houses were designed as spatial compositions that emphasized the
juncture of the streets or framed open squares.
In the first decade of the 20th century, more variety was introduced with respect to the size and shape
of window and door openings, which gained individualised woodwork styles and decorative trimming
that increased their size. The distribution of window openings on the façade created an intentional
rhythm, emphasizing the important elements of the composition. In some cases, the rhythm was more
neutral in nature (often linked to the layout of the interiors). Bay windows, gables and snow galleries
that interrupted the cornice line were introduced, changing the contact point between the sky and
architecture into an interesting, meandering line. Multilateral (triangular) windows and bay windows
emphasized the location of drawing rooms on the façade. The entrance to a townhouse was often
underscored by its axial orientation, the retreated door (often placed in an arched opening), pilasters,
avant-corpses, balconies, etc. Sometimes one could encounter a fanlight with stained glass above the
doors. This element was also used in the windows that lit staircases.
Sculptural details and ornaments found on the façades of the Krakow's townhouses were made of
stone, artificial stone or mortar. The details used by Krakow’s architects to ornament the façades of
townhouses referred to historic monuments from the previous centuries (including the Wawel castle,
the Cloth Hall, the Barbican). The examples of such elements include triple casement windows, attics,
pot-shaped imposts placed above the columns, etc. Ornaments from the turn of the 19th and 20th
century combine both geometric and floral motifs typical of the Viennese Art Nouveau style. It was
typical of the authors of the ornaments to draw on local flora (including the chestnut tree, sunflowers,
roses, leaves of maple tree, oak, sunflower, rose, poppy, etc). Animal motifs can also be found,
including the representations of lions, eagles, spiders, peacocks, donkeys etc. Apart from their
symbolic meaning, their aim was to make a house stand out, and gain its distinct individuality. On top
of that, architects also drew on patriotic symbols (coats of arms, insignia, patriotic sculptures and
emblems), thereby cultivating, albeit in a new form, cultural traditions typical of the region. Townhouse
façades with details and decorations filled with intensely experienced ideological and emotional
content formed an important factor unifying local community in the period of strife for independence
[5].

5.

Protection and restoration of Krakow’s townhouses

The facades of the Krakow’s townhouses from the turn of the 19th and 20th century are of major
historic value. Unfortunately, some of them have not undergone any conservation works for years,
resulting in severe damage. Modernisation works often cause collateral damage in the form of loss of
architectural details. Only the few, most precious items are protected and listed in the register of
monuments. As a result, following improperly executed overhauls, townhouses change their
appearance. The proportion, colour, texture of the façades is modified, not to mention the loss of
unique details and ornaments. Wooden window and door frames have been particularly affected.
Many of the original wooden elements have been replaced with new ones. Also entry gates with
stained glass structures placed in fanlights, steelwork, such as balustrades and bars have suffered.
Very often the doors are damaged in the lower parts and near the handles, and in many cases they
have simply been replaced with new ones when intercoms were installed. Superstructures are yet
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another problem – attic and garret adaptations involving modifications regarding the window size.
Unfortunately, sometimes the new and the old elements do not match harmoniously. Original paint
with rich texture is often covered with oil paint. Styrofoam wall insulation changes the size of the
details embedded in or attached to the plane of the wall.
Recently, several successful house renovation projects have been carried out in Krakow. One
example of such a case is the townhouse at Blich 3, designed by Stanisław Trzciński in 1913. The
five-axis façade is ornamented by a bay window with balconies; a decorative archivolt supported by
volutes is placed above the main portal, while the four pilasters are topped with capitals ornamented
with floral and geometric details. There are also plates with leaf motifs (Fig. 1-2).
Yet another successful renovation concerned the townhouse at Długa 60. The building was designed
by Zygmunt Pszorn and Aleksander Denker in 1907. Its three-floor façade is ornamented with cornices
with leaf and chestnut fruit motifs and with balconies with cast iron balustrades. The townhouse was
entered in the register of monuments in 1989 (Fig. 3-4).
Recently, a townhouse at Garncarska 16 was renovated as well. The house was designed in the
period 1995-1898 by Karol Zaremba, its owner at that time. The asymmetric projection is emphasized
by the placement of the entrance and the fenestration lines. Meanwhile, the façade is ornamented,
among other things, with a sculpture of a young man supported on a Ionic column. Additionally, above
the ground floor, we can find a steel anchor plate and sgrafittos. The townhouse was entered in the
register of monuments in 1968 (Fig. 5-6).
Another interesting case is the newly renovated house located at the corner of Kurniki 3 and Zacisze
18, designed by Józef Donhajzer and Jan Sas-Zubrzycki in the period 1892-1893. Its single-axis
corner is emphasized by the step-like cornice, two balconies and a stone column on the ground floor.
The balconies are ornamented with stone balustrades with balusters. In the axis above the Neo-Gothic
entrance portal, a gable was designed in a way that – combined with the top floor – creates a small
avant-corps. The façades are ornamented with stripes of colourful bricks and metal anchor plates. The
townhouse was entered in the register of monuments in 1997 (Fig. 7-8).
Finally, a successful renovation project that deserves to be mentioned is the townhouse located at
Piłsudskiego 36, designed by Sławomir Odrzywolski in the period 1907-1908. What stands out in the
house is the entrance portal ornamented by a frieze with a peacock motif, emphasized along the axis.
A mosaic plaque with the Małachowski family coats of arms is placed above the portal. Stained glass
found in the fanlight represents a simplified fleure-de-lis. Additionally, Art Nouveau forms can be found
at the attic level of the house, in the floral ornament that decorates the two oval windows. The
townhouse was entered in the register of monuments in 1968 (Fig. 9-10).
The newly renovated townhouse at Smoleńsk 18 was designed by Sławomir Odrzywolski in 1886. The
three-floor building is made of brick, it has a plastered foundation base and a four-axis frontal façade.
The second axis from the left is topped by a step-line arched gable with an oval window ornamented
with a dragon made of copper. Along the marginal right axis, the entrance was designed – the portal is
topped with a fanlight and supported by ornamental pilasters. Its trimming repeats the Classicist
ornamental motifs used in the windows along the top axis. The townhouse was entered in the register
of monuments in 1968 (Fig. 11-12).
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Fig. 1-2. Townhouse at 3, Blich St. in Krakow, Poland (photo by B. Makowska, 2006 and 2014)

Fig. 3-4. Townhouse at 60, Długa St. in Krakow, Poland (photo by B. Makowska, 2006 and 2014)
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Fig. 5-6. Townhouse at 16, Garncarska St. in Krakow, Poland (photo by B. Makowska, 2009 and 2012)

Fig. 7-8. Townhouse at 3, Kurniki St. in Krakow, Poland (photo by B. Makowska, 2006 and 2008)
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Fig. 9-10. Townhouse at 36, Piłsudskiego St. in Krakow, Poland (photo by B. Makowska, 2005 and 2011)

Fig. 11-12. Townhouse at 18, Smoleńsk St. in Krakow, Poland (photo by B. Makowska, 2005 and 2010)
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6.

Summary and conclusions

The paper emphasizes the urgent need to document many precious details and ornamental elements
at risk of damage. To ensure that they are preserved, it is crucial that the Krakow’s townhouses from
the turn of the 19th and 20th century are entered in the register of monuments and guaranteed
protection. Conservation guidelines for any renovation works should mandate:
•
preservation of the window woodwork with its original sections and colours,
•
preservation of scale and adaptation to historic layouts when introducing new openings (shop
windows on the ground floor, additional floors with dormers),
•
preservation of the original details and decorations,
•
adjustment of new roofing materials to historic details,
•
ensuring that the plasterwork colours refer to the original project (and materials used), as well
as to the local tradition.
The rationale for the research presented in the paper was to the need to emphasize the formalcompositional value of the Krakow’s townhouse façades from the turn of the 19th and 20th century,
many of which are unique architectural gems. The aim of the work has also been to raise the
awareness of the need to protect and renovate the houses preserving their original details and
decorations. Both national legislation (the Polish Monument Protection Act) and local laws adopted by
local authorities, are insufficient to protect precious architectural details found in historic townhouses.
These documents protect monuments as a whole, construed as their shape and mass. To ensure
better protection standards for historic architectural complexes it is necessary to align the theoretical
principles of monument protection with legal rules on urban planning and organisation. In
consequence, it is instrumental that the issue of monument conservation and revitalisation is included
in a coherent programme of spatial and social planning to ensure the harmonious development of
Krakow.
To sum up, the following conclusions have been drawn:
•
the façades of major townhouses were highly individualised – characterised by the lack of
uniformity, they contained explicit references to national tradition. Their complex spatial context,
irregular and untypical plots forced architects, boasting of versatile education, to make extra effort,
develop non-standard projection solutions, producing highly diversified and customised designs;
•
strong emphasis on the façade composition has contributed to the development of new formal
devices and a stylistic evolution;
•
in unique, interesting houses, façade ornaments and details relied on historic local
architecture (rhythms, lines and directions, detail saturation, materials, similarity of shapes, etc) that
reinforced their ties with the cultural context;
•
intense cultural development, the blooming arts and the increasing importance of the middle
class reinforced the artistic and functional values of the townhouses that became an expression of the
culture of the periods described, but also a manifestation of the historic culture from which they
originated;
•
the specific social composition of the town, with key investors being landed gentry, rich
bourgeoisie, clerks and intelligentsia, contributed to the development of individual and original forms,
ensuring the adjustment of the spatial layout of the houses to the individual needs of their residents;
•
the façades of the most valuable townhouses created a new value, born from the creative
freedom of architects who combined multiple sources of inspiration; nonetheless, such a synthesis did
not involve a simple compilation of ideas drawn from the leading architectural centres in Europe, but
rather consisted in an original interpretation well-rooted in local architectural tradition.
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Abstract

Lisbon benefits from the existence of a National Conservatory that occupies an old palace in the
Bairro Alto, in an advanced state of degradation and with manifest lack of space to accommodate the
two schools that work there - the School of Dance (in activity since 1839) and the School of Music
(since 1835).
Due to the singularity of the training provided by the School of Dance, it is necessary to transfer the
school to another building that provides better conditions for the development of its activity and that
takes advantage of the models defended by Maria Montessori and Reggio Emilia.
In this sense, a proposal of urban-architectural intervention of reconversion and rehabilitation of the
Palácio da Rosa, in the Mouraria neighbourhood, is developed. It is an ensemble built with an
extensive built area in neglect and degradation state, but with enormous potential for adaptation to the
new function, transforming its large halls with double foot and overlooking the city of Lisbon, in dance
studios.
The proposal that is presented, in addition to being part of the revitalization policy of that
neighbourhood, endorsed by Lisbon City Hall; integrates sustainability principles, passive and active
strategies and comfort criteria, able to offer students quality spaces and conditions necessary for their
development and learning; further stimulating a set of new functions in the local community.
Keywords: Sustainability, School of Dance, reconversion, rehabilitation, Palácio da Rosa

1.

Introduction

The National Conservatory develops its activity in Lisbon and includes the School of Dance (in
operation since 1839) and the School of Music (since 1835). It is installed in a small and old palace
constituted by two buildings at Bairro Alto. Finding themselves both very degraded, each school
occupies a building. However, the School of Dance uses both buildings due to the small size of the
building assigned. In addition to the spatial organization of the buildings which does not provide
outdoor living spaces (recommended in a school establishment), it is also necessary to ensure that
users' movements between buildings are not carried out from the outside anymore, subjecting the
younger users to inevitable dangers arising from crossings the streets.
For these reasons it is pertinent and urgent to give the Dance School new facilities that provide
comfort and safety to its users, in particular to the younger students.
Underlying the mitigation of environmental impact, instead of a new building construction, a public
building was sought that, due to its characteristics, could be rehabilitated to accommodate this school,
through some adaptations and simultaneously being fully integrated in Lisbon and contributing to
energize the surrounding area. The choice fell on the ensemble built named by Palácio da Rosa, in
the neighbourhood of Mouraria, which is undergoing restructuring by the municipality of Lisbon.
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Although it is in a state of neglect and degradation, this built complex has an extensive area, either
indoors or outdoors, but also with the possibility of an expansion both vertically and horizontally. The
existing ensemble built, which had housing functions, has the potential to adapt to the new function,
transforming the large halls into studios with double foot high ceilings that overlook the city of Lisbon.
The proposed rehabilitation of this building was developed in such a way that principles of
sustainability are incorporated in all phases of the building's life cycle, not neglecting the
recommendations of modern educational systems and their relation with architecture.

2.

Objectives

The main goal of this paper is to present a feasible alternative for the change of facilities of the current
School of Dance of Lisbon. It is proposed to rehabilitate and adapt an unoccupied building set in a
historical area of Lisbon, thus providing a new use and allowing the preservation of heritage within the
urban fabric in which it is inserted. At the same time, it is promoting the creation of an architectural
space that relates to the neighbourhood, welcoming resident citizens and increasing the dynamics
among the various age groups.

3.

Architecture and school equipment

Contemporary school equipment has become so complex that it confronts architecture with ever more
demanding challenges in terms of articulating and reconciling a multiplicity of constraints and
opportunities, with a special focus on modern education systems, community relations, specificities of
the themes taught, the environmental comfort and the sustainability of the building, as explained in the
following subsections.
3.1 Modern education systems
The educational system developed by Maria Montessori at the beginning of the twentieth century was
based on self-education, stimulating the physical and mental development of the child, through the
active role that the child plays in his own learning: always looking for problems and gaining motivation
to learn every day with a minimum teacher’s interference. The design principles, described in [1], were
debated in the middle of the last century and are currently applied in all education levels; promoting
the creation of several areas within the school, separated in terms of concentration levels and not in
terms of function.
Around the 70's of the twentieth century Reggio Emilia proposed a slightly different approach, placing
children and space as the main agents of education. The experimental model is known by its
horizontal plan and by the valorisation of the central space - the piazza, as well as the application of
flexible systems in the classrooms, allowing its modification according to the needs of the users.
Reggio Emilia compiled a set of recognizable elements of a school (like the central space - piazza,
flexibility and transformability, workspaces, indoor-outdoor relation and transparency) detailed in [2],
which should be understood as guide lines which ensure the identity of the building over time.
More recently the Higher Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) on behalf of Joint
Information Systems Committee (JISC) established relationships of education with the architectural
elements [3] such as, natural light and motivation, open plan and collaboration, and furniture with
inclusion. A most recent approach [4] was the study of the school corridors – known as Learning
Street – by transforming them into open spaces with more natural light and with equipment’s that
evokes the same atmosphere of the classrooms, refocusing the attention of the students inside and
out.
So, to ensure and guarantee its functionality, it must take into account the spatial conditions: room
dimensions, relation indoor-outdoor, indoor mobility and relationship of users with space.
3.2 Environmental comfort
The efficient performance of the educational mission is considerably enhanced by the quality of
environmental comfort provided by school building to its users. The complex combination and
simultaneously action of the hygrothermic, acoustic, luminous and air quality parameters [5] are
responsible for the careful and sensible selection of materials and construction systems that are most
suitable for a school, in order to obtain a better environmental comfort.
3.3 Relationship with the community
Education is also a social activity and its school building should promote the relationship between
people [6], easing sociability [1], both at the microscale (student-to-student) and on the macro scale
(from community to community). This relationship was also defended by Reggio Emilia through the
use of school equipment and by various activities outside the school context [2]. In addition, it should
have an impact and be an architectural reference for the neighbourhood and community [1].
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3.4 Specificities of teaching themes
A school with an integrated artistic training system, such as the particular case of the Dance School in
Lisbon, requires specific and professional features, which are not yet current in the school curriculum.
The uniqueness of a dance school comes from the fact that dance can be performed individually or in
groups, accompanied by live or recorded music, ambient sounds or even in silence. The
characteristics of dance studios are also further constrained, such as:
 Training Rooms: wide and unobstructed area with a high ceiling, natural lighting and
ventilation, specific flooring materials suitable for dance style and doors with dimensions that
allow the transit of instruments;
 Performance Rooms: wide open area with the possibility of including a small audience, sitted
or not; distinguishing two areas of flooring with the same conditions of the training rooms, and
control the natural light that allows its manipulation for the performances.
Other functions should also be considered to support these rooms, such as changing rooms, bath
rooms, locker rooms, gymnasium, infirmary, media library, etc.
3.5 Building sustainability
In [7] is established a set of principles that must be respected and defended in the construction sector,
generally recommending that any construction should be ecologically correct; economically viable;
socially just and culturally accepted. Also in [8] is published a guide, which in a simplified way,
presents some principles that help architects to design in a more sustainable and future-proof way.
Specifically, to extend the useful life of school equipment, it is necessary, according to [3] that the
design of each space is:
 Flexible – to accommodate both current and evolving pedagogies;
 Future-proofed – to enable space to be re-allocated and reconfigured;
 Bold – to look beyond tried and tested technologies and pedagogies;
 Creative – to energise and inspire learners and tutors;
 Supportive – to develop the potential of all learners;
 Enterprising – to make each space capable of supporting different purposes.
On the other hand, in order to ensure that certain sustainability standards are met, namely in terms of
energy performance, buildings must comply with the legislation implemented. Currently, in Portugal,
the National Energy and Building Certification System ([9], successively amended by [10], [11], [12]
and [13]) are in force and aims to ensure and promote the improvement of the energy performance of
buildings. At the same time, the Department for Education and Employment of UK has developed a
specially designed environmental assessment system for schools [14] - the Schools' Environmental
Assessment Method (SEAM), which enables the building to be classified on a voluntary basis.

4.

The Mouraria neighbourhood and the Palácio da Rosa

The Mouraria neighbourhood is located on the northwest slope of the Castle Hill, in the south of
Lisbon (see figure 1). It is one of the oldest neighbourhoods of Lisbon, clearly marked by the irregular
network of narrow streets and peculiar staircases (see figure 2), as well as by multiple levels and
territorial differences, but also by fado (typical song-music of Lisbon) and its cultural diversity.
The Municipality of Lisbon has been concerned with rebuilding the image of the neighbourhood,
drawing up plans for restructuring, involving various interventions, at the level of public spaces,
commerce, landmarks and health. Since 2009, Mouraria has been divided into two intervention zones,
according to [18], where various activities are proposed [19], such as the creation of social equipment
for youth and elderly activities; the rehabilitation of buildings, a multifunctional space - Mouraria
Innovation Centre, among others.

Fig. 1: Mouraria neighbourhood and Palácio da Rosa location (adapted from [15] and [16])
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Fig. 2: Mouraria neighbourhood [17]

On west side of Martim Moniz Sq. (see figure 1) there is one of the last remnants of the Fernandina
Military Wall and the invisible path that can be pursued through a recent intervention, to a staircase
somewhat hidden on the opposite side of the square. Known as Escadinhas da Saúde, they represent
the entrance to the Castle Hill. At the top of these steps is the Palácio da Rosa in Marquês Ponte do
Lima street (see figure 3). The building and its gardens, in addition to being abandoned and in an
advanced state of degradation (see figure 4), benefit from a unique scale and site area (about 6315
2
m ) in this historic area, as well as having the privileged of a magnificent view over the city of Lisbon.
It is unknown, or at least difficult to mention accurately the date of construction of the Palácio da Rosa,
although it is certain that the existing property results from a profound architectural intervention, or
even total remodelling and reconstruction, occurred in the eighteenth century, at the expense of Xavier
de Lima, an ascendant of the Vila Nova de Cerveira Viscounts and Ponte de Lima Marquises, a family
that owned the Palace until 1970, when she sold it to the Lisbon City Hall [22].
Currently it presents an irregular L-shaped plan, composed by the juxtaposition of rectangular, square
and polygonal buildings, stepped volumetry and roofing made by 2, 3, and 4-water roofs; as well as
wedges and stonework punch, wall panels in painted plaster, with regular windows - predominantly
straight-twine with simple masonry framing [23]. The oldest part of the Palácio da Rosa is the St.
Lawrence Church, with gothic and baroque architecture, founded at the end of XIII century. It has a
rectangular plan composed by the juxtaposition of two rectangles, thus forming the nave and the main
chapel, with two lateral bodies articulated in order to communicate with the Palace [24].
The ensemble building is designed according to the interior courtyard, characterized by the facades
and respective windows with great sobriety and depuration [25]. It is known to have suffered some
damage as a result of the Lisbon earthquake of 1755, which deeply affected the parish church, whose
lateral facade is in alignment of the frontispiece of the Palace.
The main SW side is organized into two bodies and is developed on three floors. The SE body is
raised due to the implantation of the building on the ground and is topped by a continuous cornice and
has demarcated floors by stone frieze. Alongside to the main façade is another access to the building,
which stands out the presence of staircase and an arch of access by marble incrustations of geometric
character. On the ground floor there are secondary dependencies, namely horse cars parking and
stables [23].

Fig. 3: Aerial view of Palácio da Rosa [20]
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Fig. 4: Palácio da Rosa - main SW facade (left) and main facade of the St. Lawrence Church (right) [21]

According to [22], the top floors go back to the most recent intervention of the building, which took
place between 1904 and 1906. This campaign is also the tiling of the internal courtyard, painted and
signed by the painter-decorator Pereira Cão in 1905 and executed at the Lamego Widow Factory [23].
The richness of the Palace's tile heritage does not run out in these polychrome blue and white panels
in the patio, but extends to the entire estate, where it is possible to find examples of different periods
[26].
The interior is marked by large halls, with communication between them, of square and rectangular
plan, distributed around the patio that perforates centrally the building. The decoration is adapted to
the function of each one, highlighting the painted stuccos from the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, or the coatings in boiserie of the old library [26]. In the compartment that precedes it, stands
out the existence of another set of monochrome mosaic panels with polychrome frames by the painter
L. Batistini, made in 1904 [23]. The main halls of the palace are organized along a longitudinal
distribution corridor and occupy the entire noble floor of the building, facing NW. This same area of the
building articulates externally with the original gardens of the palace, where it can be observed in the
extreme NE part of the Palace, the Fernandina Wall, which base of a turret rests now small
warehouse with balcony [23].
The rest of gardens are also abandoned and in a severe state of degradation.
A more detailed description of the property can be found in [23], [24] and [26].
After the acquisition of the property in 1970 by the Lisbon City Hall, it was intended to be occupied by
several organizations, almost all of them cultural. The Olissipo Studies Office was there, just like the
Academy of History. More recently, the municipality has considered the possibility of selling the
Palace, with the aim of transforming it into a luxury hotel [27]. The sale was done, but the Palace
remains abandoned.
The Palácio da Rosa and St. Lawrence Church are currently classified as Monuments of Public
Interest, along with their gardens [23].

5.

The project design

The development strategy of the project is divided into two stages. A stage of urban intervention,
which will deal mostly on the block in front of the Palácio da Rosa which has a connection to the
Martim Moniz Sq.; and an architectonic stage which will focus on the existing Palace.
5.1 Purposes and Users
Although it is a Dance School, the program is similar to a current school. Dance studios or changing
rooms have to be certainly contemplated, but the structure of the building and the basic organizational
schema can be similar to a regular school, with several classrooms, study areas, outdoor areas,
library, cafeteria, etc.
It is required, however, that the spaces be adapted to the different activities practiced throughout the
day by the students - with or without intense physical activity, i.e. dancing or sitting in the classroom.
The design of outstanding elements of a school and the attenuation of the elements that associate the
Palácio da Rosa to a dwelling, through the opening of spans, the creation of courtyards and the
transformation of corridors into extensions of the classrooms were stimulated.
In a sustainable perspective, the distribution of services through the various areas of the building is
recommended, for example, the classrooms located in the surroundings of the central area and inside
the initial construction, which has a more favourable and controllable thermal conditions. In the same
sense, the studios and performance rooms are distributed through the different areas of the building,
allowing the users to choose the space and temperature that they most desired and suitable to the
style of dance.
Due to the pre-existing construction system, some of the new functions are located in the new
volumes of the building with greater ease and capacity to make the spaces flexible.
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5.2 Urban design
The urban design must take into account the relationship with the surrounding area (strategic location
between a historical tourist equipment - the St. George Castle - and a culturally diverse public area
and high accessibility of public transport - Martim Moniz Sq.); and the qualification and redesign of the
urban spaces to become a visual reference to the world of the arts, from a touristic and cultural point
of view.
The urban intervention that does not extend to the entire neighbourhood, covering only the block on
the west side of the Palace, heavily marked by abandoned and degraded buildings, and by the organic
mesh without rules, car access or paved roads.
The topography, as well as the study of green areas, landmarks and squares; led to the definition of a
strategy consisting of the complete demolition from the Escadinhas da Saúde to the alignment of the
Palace (see figure 5).
It is proposed to preserve almost all the facades of the buildings facing Martim Moniz Sq., intervening
only inside the block.
It seeks to solve some critical points for residents and visitors of Mouraria related to public spaces,
parking and access to Castle Hill, with particular focus on the following:
 Extension of the Escadinhas da Saúde making them more inviting to the hill, directing users to
the new public and cultural space (see A in figure 5);
 Opening a public space and its altitude in relation to the Martim Moniz Sq. make the area
more attractive (see B of figure 5);
 Building a cultural equipment or theatre that complements the new use of Mouraria, with
access through the public space and whose coverage allows public parking and green spaces
(see C of figure 5);
 Construction of a residential complex that provides residents with new streets, parking and
green areas (see D of figure 5);
 Construction of a service building and new mechanical access to Marquês Ponte do Lima St.
(see E of figure 5);
 Reconversion of the former Lavadeira da Rosa in an open-air auditorium, and recreation of
the access (see F of figure 5).

Fig. 5: Urban design (adapted from [20])

5.3 Architectonic design
The architectonic design consists of the rehabilitation and reuse of the Palácio da Rosa, adapting it to
a contemporary, professional and sustainable school building with large and transparent areas;
preserving its exterior image and reinventing the language that the Palace once had.
The areas to be demolished (about 65%) and rehabilitated have been identified with a view to
maintaining those with the historical value, original characteristics and to be reclassified and
revitalized to its finest: the central courtyard of the entrance, the three halls in noble floor, the main
stone staircase, its façades, the tile panels of “Pombal” period located on the facade of the central
courtyard, the gardens and the St. Lawrence Church.
As previously mentioned, considering the topography, the altitudes, the available area and the impact
on the image and façades of the Palace, the construction of new elements in a horizontal and vertical
way were proposed for the new function. It is proposed the reconstruction of the NW area, with a
facade facing the Marquês de Ponte do Lima St., which has been demolished in previous works and
which is currently a void in the front garden of the palace. In addition to this reconstruction, a new
element is proposed to the SW, which seeks to benefit from the view over Lisbon.
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In the north side, a new body is designed, with characteristics and image equal to the new
constructions, making the connection through the reconstruction of the covering of the central service
area of the Palace (see figure 6).
At floor – 2, an underground car park is built under the west garden, along with technical areas,
warehouses, etc. (see figure 7).
Indispensable to the programmatic integration in pre-existence, a new access to the school (floor -1) is
created, through a new element adjacent to the church, which is transformed into a vacated space,
translucent with high ceilings to suit to the new functions (see figure 7).
Adjacent to the entrance, the volume to the NW is transformed into a commercial area, establishing a
direct relationship with the Escadinhas da Saúde and Martim Moniz Sq. On this floor, are located the
changing rooms and professional studios that can be rented for recordings or performances, with the
advantage to have a controlled environment with skylights.
In addition to establishing a link between the St. Lawrence Church and the west side of the palace, the
old nave of the church is transformed in a space of gathering and exhibition, and the respective sides
are used for the administration and secretary office.
Level 0 (from the original entrance) consists of three areas (see figure 7):
 East area: includes multiuse functions, such as the Auditorium, with a private patio. This area
can be used by the community, as it does not have on this floor, connection to the main
staircase of the school located in the central area. The external lift and the medical office are
also located in this area;
 Central area: includes service and support functions for students, such as cafeteria and
kitchen, eating area, bar and gym. There is also a staff area which includes toilets, kitchen,
dining and seating area.
 West area: includes glazed studios that can be seen from the west courtyard and by the
residents. Flexible partitions can be set in the studios, to make them individual.
Regarding the outdoor areas, one of the intentions is to create at least one patio per level, in order to
provide more natural light and green areas for the students anywhere they are in the building. This
level includes three exterior areas (see figure 7): the entrance courtyard (slight intervention,
maintaining the original courtyard structure and image), the private courtyard in the east area (allows
light to enter the lower levels, surrounding the lift area) and the west courtyard (place of gathering with
green and water areas).
It is planned to restore the noble floor (level 1) due to its architectonic value, both the halls and the
exterior space with a clear view of Lisbon. The structure of the floor is similar to that of the level 0, with
the central area intended for student support functions, like the library, the study room and the media
library within the large halls, the roof of the NW area is recreated as an outer space connected to the
church’s roof, maintaining the same alignments as the lower-level courtyard (see figure 7). Due to the
singularity of its high ceiling, it was possible to create in the Central and East areas an intermediate
floor of classrooms and offices. At this level, is already possible to find a new volume, the North area
intended to ample studios for training and performance, along with a new courtyard. Its orientation
makes it possible to take advantage of the climate and the topography to ventilate spaces more
frequently (see figure 7).
The building has two more floors, maintaining the same type of functions in the North and Central
areas, with the peculiarity of the last floor, which will be used for professional performances, where
students can be inspired by the view of the historic city of Lisbon, and still be seen through the glass
panels by residents (see figure 7). However, level 2 presents some classrooms with the same
conditions, showing the new construction to the community. This is a level of transparencies, a floor
for conviviality among the students, where it combines the old patrimony with the new constructions
and the great area outside East (see figure 7).
On the top floor is a workshop and multiuse area that can be used for various functions and events,
such as seasonal celebrations or creating props (see figure 7).

Fig. 6: Conceptual scheme of the intervention at Palácio da Rosa (adapted from [20])
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The new coverage offers opportunities for the integration of active sustainable strategies (see figure
8), namely:
 Rainwater collection: installation of a rainwater drainage system in the north and central
coverage connected to a reservoir, for use in outdoor areas and sanitary facilities;
 Photovoltaic panels: installed in the south area (about 580 m²), maximizing the capture of
solar energy;
 Solar thermal panels: installed in the coverage of the other volume facing south, with about
220 m².

Fig. 7: Project design of all levels (adapted from [20])

Fig. 8: Coverage project design (adapted from [20])
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The façade is qualified by the structure boundaries and the set of vertical bars of variable mesh
according to the solar orientation (see figure 9), and the application of movable shading panels in the
upper floors for an extra protection. Efficient glazing and interior shading panels are applied to the
interior façades.
Added to the design of the facade, the height of the windows was designed for the possibility of
natural ventilation in the upper windows of each floor, optimizing the air renewal system within each
space, ensuring the safety of the users.
In order to illustrate better the architectonic design proposed, the figure 10 shows a perspective of the
architectonic design proposed as a final result.

Fig. 9: NW side (left) and south side (right) of architectonic design proposed (adapted from [20])

Fig. 10: Perspective of architectonic design proposed (adapted from [20])

6.

Conclusions

The value of the Palácio da Rosa was taken into account in the rehabilitation project, modernizing
their buildings for the current world, and making it a reference point in the Mouraria neighbourhood.
The combination of the original building with the contemporary architectural features gave rise to a
modern school which contributes to revitalize the surrounding neighbourhood with the inherent
benefits for the local population, as well as improving the image of Castle Hill.
Appropriate local strategies and architectural references for school equipment have been
incorporated, providing a building that contributes to a better education system and that meets the
needs of the Dance School in Lisbon, with an abundance of ample and welcoming study areas, with
predominance of light and natural ventilation, providing more comfort and concentration, resulting in
better performance in the studies as well in the art of dance.
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Abstract
Discovery and presentation of archeological sites are challenging for existing urban areas. Intensive
building reconstructions and infrastructural projects in Serbia, which have followed the period of
political and economic turmoil which started in 1990s, led to discovery of several important
archaeological sites and reopened excavations on others. Some long neglected research and works
on representation of existing archaeological sites were also revived in recent years and many issues
of redesign of urban fabric, as well as planned urban interventions come along. The main aspects of
problem include local specifics, international heritage preservation doctrine, technical demands of
solutions and operational issues.
Serbia is considered very rich in archaeological cultural heritage, in particularly south from rivers Sava
and Danube. The archaeological heritage dates from prehistoric times, Antiquity and Middle Ages.
Current increase of investments in infrastructural works and redevelopment of urban areas are
expected to raise need for better overview of the problem, which proves importance of consistency,
bidirectional respect and knowledge
Keywords: urban landscape, redesign, archaeology, Serbia

1.

Introduction
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Architectural i.e. archaeological heritage of Serbia is scattered on the territory of the state – it exists
both in urban areas and in the countryside, and in both cases it is sensitive to infrastructural works and
growth of urban areas.
After years of political and economic turmoil, new political climate encouraged long neglected
infrastructural works (Corridor 10, Corridor 11, highway to Hungarian border etc) and redevelopment
of urban areas, which all together led to (re)discovery of several archaeological sites. In addition,
excavations on several existing sites were revived, along with works on heritage presentation
(Iustiniana Prima, Romuliana, Mediana, Bač etc). Archeological sites became once again exposed to
people, not only physically but as cultural phenomenon, integral part of common history and cultural
heritage. Interaction between archaeological sites and contemporary urban fabric, reopened many
issues considering decision making, management, presentation and, above all, a reflection of the
history on our urban perspectives.
Therefore, initially our researМh questions were: “what Нo we know about our built arМhaeologiМal
heritage, do we understand what we see, do we comprehend how it changes our urban landscape and
do we act according to lessons learned from it?”
Belgrade

Lepenski vir
Sremska Mitrovica

Tabula Traiana

Felix Romuliana

Niš

Ulpiana

Bela Palanka

Iustiniana Prima

Fig. 1: Main transportation corridors (main cultural routes at the same time) in Serbia (left) and location of
archaeological sites mentioned in this paper (right) (1) (2) (alternations by the authors)

2.

Overview of the problem

Serbia has rich and diverse archeological heritage from:
 Prehistoric times (e.g. Starčevo anН Bubanj-Hum cultural layers which are scientifically
precious links.
 Antiquity (in particularly from Late Roman period, dominantly 2-6 c. AD, because 18 Emperors
of Rome were born on the territory of the state)
 Middle Ages (e.g. valuable Byzantine heritage, remains of numerous fortifications and sacral
buildings).
There are over 2000 registered cultural properties, and nine World Heritage sites. Protection of
th
heritage in Serbia was integrated in urban planning at legislative level most of the 20 century. In
practice, similar to other European countries, there are numerous challenges, and some of them are
resolved, nevertheless with different degrees of success.
Built heritage in Serbia is located dispersedly over the country and located both in urban areas and in
the countryside, regardless of its heritage values. For example, one of the World Heritage sites – Felix
Romuliana, the Late fortified palace compound and memorial complex dedicated to the Emperor
Galerius (Caius Valerius Galerius Maximianus, 250-311 AD) and his mother Romula, was found away
from main roads, mines and waterways, deep in the countryside (N43 53 57.5 E22 11 10).
Archaeological heritage, being frequently discovered during preparations for great public construction
of suprastructure or infrastructure works (mostly transportation infrastructure and water accumulation),
in both cases interacts with new structures with uncertain outcome. Archaeological heritage in Serbia
is endangered by urbanization in its many manifestations and in all parts of the state.
Recent infrastructural works and further urbanization affected many areas (as shown of Figure 1).
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Fig. 2: Tabula Traiana on Danube (it is written: “Emperor Caesar son of the divine Nerva, Nerva Trajan,
the Augustus, Germanicus, Pontifex Maximus, invested for the fourth time as Tribune, Father of the
Fatherland, Consul for the third time, excavating mountain rocks and using wood beams has made this road. “)
(3)

3.

Lessons from 20th century
th

Case studies from the 20 century reveal many issues which can be easily criticized nowadays. In the
th
20 c there were several cases, in which valuable built heritage was considered less important than
infrastructure projects, which led to relocation of only-nominally-immovable heritage. It is common
knowledge that relocation of heritage is considered extreme measure of protection, which very
demanding, expensive and with questionable outcome, and therefore it surprises that in Serbia it was
th
applied several times in 20 c. Tabula Traiana (Fig. 2) was relocated approximately 50m above the
original location, in late1960 and 1970s, due to the construction of hydropower plant Djerdap on
Danube.
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Fig. 3: Lepenski vir museum and one of its artefacts (4)

Fig. 4: Satellite view of Lepenski vir museum (red arrow) and the village (red square) ((5) alterations by the
authors)

Prehistoric archaeological site Lepenski vir was relocated for the same reason (Fig. 3 and 4). Location
and relation to the site was very important in this case and relocation diminished overall heritage value
of preserved discoveries. Relocated heritage generates new relations with the surrounding, which may
or may not mean also mean new spatial conflicts regarding land use and impact on urban morphology.
The later is much more visible in urban areas, against aggressive urbanization, which overlaps and
ignores less stamen archaeological findings, but goes around others (like in Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5: Archaeological site Sirmium Palatium Imperiale located in Sremska Mitrovica (North Serbia) ((5)
alterations by the authors)

Fig. 6: Sirmium Palatium Imperiale remains, view (5)

Examples of archaeological heritage within urban areas which significantly influence urban matrix are
numerous. For the purpose of this paper, it will be illustrated by Sirmium Palatium Imperiale at the
centre of Sremska Mitrovica, a town in North Serbia (Figure 6). The archaeological site defines one of
the central city blocks (marked by red square), framing regular rectangular grid approximately
orientated North-South. It is scholarly example of contemporary city built above older settlements, one
of many in the territory of Old World. Sirmium was important Late Roman city and one of the favourite
residences of the Emperor Constantine the Great. The archaeological discoveries evidently do not
dominate the landscape (Figure 6), unlike the palace must have once, but impact on urban
morphology is visible, and it seems that there is great effort to make harmony between access roads,
four sides of the World and line of the river bank.

4.
Recent examples of archaeological discoveries in correlation with change of
urban landscape in Serbia
Construction of Corridor 10 initiated several excavations, in particularly along Eastern leg, between
town of Bela Palanka (in Roman times – Remesiana) and Bulgarian border, near capital Sofia (once
Serdica), but also some in the south, in the direction of Greece.
4.2 Impact of Remesiana on contemporary Bela Palanka
In old aerial photo of Bela Palanka, quadrilupe fortified town is clearly visible, as well new urban fabric
extra muros (Fig. 7). Recent satellite view shows strong domination of contemporary urban tissue,
only blended with archaeological findings (in the red rectangular, Fig. 8). Although the main
transportation directions remained the same (west to Naiss and East to Serdica), new directions which
provides faster connection with the highway also emerged, however in the direction North-South. The
urban grid visible in the left side of the image seems like remote reflection of matrix of fortified town,
and it seems that it was used roughly as a modular reference for most of the residential blocks.

Fig. 7: Old aerial photo of Bela Palanka (South East Serbia) (6)
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Fig. 8: Recent satellite view of Bela Palanka ((5) alterations by the authors)
4.3 The fortress of Niš
th

The fortress of Niš, once Naiss, birth place of Emperor Constantine the Great, was built in 17 c.,
during occupation of Ottomans. However, at the same location there are discoveries of earlier
rd
fortifications, among which the earliest is estimated to be built in 3 c. AD.

Fig. 9: Satellite image of the Fortress of Niš in the city core ((5) alterations by the authors)
Construction of present fortress required cutting true archaeological layers in the north side, but not in
the west and in the south west, where older walls seem to be particularly strong and seem to be
originally part of south-western corner of older rectangular fortification (dark grey arrow points at it; the
read arrows mark possible location of intersection of Decumanus and Cardo). If this assumption is
correct (which was not proven) then the villa with octagon (gray arrow points at its location) was intra
muros, and most of vast area in the gray circle remained not built until today because it was probably
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also, partly, intra muros, densely built and therefore with too many archaeological remains to be
suitable for easy reconstruction.
4.4 Necropolis in Niš
The existence of this necropolis was known since long time, but the size and significance came as a
surprise; it is not well researched before because it is almost fully under contemporary urban area (red
rectangular). The most representative tombs seem to be in the west (grey arrow points at basilica with
martyrium) and in the south of the necropolis, (red arrow points at the location where numerous tombs
were discovered during construction works on Benetton factory). The tombs were found shallow under
the surface, and some were discovered during construction of basement. Genius loci of the area have
been such that mostly low income working class lives there, and it was never considered prestigious
residential location despite proximity of centre, the view to the fortress and the river bank. However,
the significance of the site for history of Christianity is big, including valuable basilica and in the north
side of the graveyard (marked with light-gray arrow)

Fig. 10: Satellite image of urban fabric above early Byzantine neМropolis in Niš (7) ((5) alterations by
the authors)
4.5 Ulpiana near Gračanica
Ulpiana or Iustiniana Secunda (Fig. 11, in the red square), important archaeological site in the South
Serbia, near GračaniМa, is located near the mine which played important role in the economic
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development of the province since Antiquity. GračaniМa (framed by grey line) developed in vacant area
between Ulpiana and the mine, closer to the second. Main streets in GračaniМa are orientated the
same as the the main axes in Ulpiana. The urban area is close to the remains of the mine, possibly
indicated that original settlement developed from mine workers' residences.

Fig. 11: Ulpiana – Iustinia SeМunНa, town GračaniМa and waste from the mine, from left to right ((5)alterations by
the authors) (8)

4.6 Basilica in Staničenje, near Bela Palanka
Construction works on Corridor 10 revealed basilica as part of larger compound in 2012 (Fig. 12).
Upon research, the archaeological site was covered again. The decision made by Ministerial body was
largely unpopular and it reopened discourse on lack of transparency of decision-making process. The
red square shows place where it exists although nowadays fully covered. The urban infrastructure got
priority in this case for the reasons of time efficiency and mistakes in legal procedures.
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Fig. 12: Basilica near Staničenje before anН after Мovering of the archaeological site (9)((5)alterations by the
authors)

4.7 Archaeological site at Mediana in Niš
This archaeological site is well known and excavations formally started in 1930s. The central building
is so called Villa with peristyle (approximately 200mx50m) which is believed to be property of Emperor
Constantine the Great's family, aimed to be source of personal wealth apart from state income. Works
on presentation were reopened in the previous decade. Before the construction of the roof, the
colossal size of the villa was not evident to the users of the boulevard nearby. The works are not over
so success of the concept cannot be judged yet.
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Fig. 13 The drawing of the landscape at the begging of excavations at Mediana (14)

Fig. 14: Urban landscape before and after construction of roof above Villa with peristyle at Mediana
(red arrow shows position of the villa before construction of the roof) ((5) alterations by the authors) (15)
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Fig. 15: Satellite view on Mediana archaeological site (red square roughly marks area of most frequent

discoveries; red arrow marks Villa with peristyle) cut trough by the boulevard, leaving small fortification
for imperial guard in the southern part. ((5) Alterations by the authors)

5.

Discussion and concluding remarks

Analyzing previous cases, at first sight one may question the obvious: if concepts like “buffer zone” or
“Мultural lanНsМape” were inventeН too late for particular cases, or how do we force document of
international conservation doctrine (e.g. Recommendation on the Integrated Conservation of Cultural
Landscape Areas as Part of Landscape policies, which was adopted in 1995) in practice, considering
that ratifying them seems insufficient. Urban intervention in area rich in built heritage seems to be
always between two extremes: (1) ignoring heritage by developing above it, using fully the advantages
of location although not any of numerous advantages of living heritage (which was promoted as
th
“logiМal” not only in praМtiМe but also by early 20 c theoreticians) or (2) diluting traffic in the area and
go around (theoretical principle for which Prof. Giovanonni is typically praised for, inter alia). Those
examples are strongly proving that knowledge, which significantly advanced and became easily
accessible since that time, was not properly used. Such answer would be expected due to obvious
mistakes in evaluation and decision making regarding intervention towards protection and
presentation.
The main aspects of problem include:
- (un)intentional disrespect of international standards of heritage protection, in particularly
Recommendation Concerning the Preservation of Cultural Property Endangered by Public or
Private Works (adopted in 1968), which (initiated by construction of damn near Aswan, Egypt,
and relocation of Abu Simbel) defines actions in case of public works, and therefore,
- operational issues based on lack of clear, simple and consistent legislative procedures to be
applied in case great public works based comprehensive management strategy at national
level
- local specifics – environment, landscape and natural conditions as well as mentality, general
education of common people, impact on frequent archaeological heritage on daily life, local
rule of thumbs which are sometimes in favor of protection and sometimes against it etc
- wrong evaluation of possible solutions, based on technical demands, and consequent experts'
misjudgment,
which all contributed to the undesired outcomes, described in previous examples. In the essence of all
those aspects there is knowledge and lack of it, as key for heritage protection.
However, the previous discourse refers to curing symptoms, but does not touch the essence of the
problem. Closer look reveals that we miss to understand, both then and now, how immovable
archaeological heritage influences urban areas and we fail to learn from them, as they are, in order to
understand the urban perspectives of contemporary cities. Archeological sites and ancient buildings
undoubtedly show certain resilience to urbanization. Visible manifestations of that resilience are:
- preservation of land use,
- transfer of urban matrix main axis,
- transfer of proportions,
- providing modules or other components and references for new urban fabric, as well as
- subtle testimony on values, standards and preferences on which local inhabitants are
accustomed etc.
Urban morphology impacted by heritage buildings carries data about historical process of
development, which can be used for estimation of urban perspectives, similar as data for planning
projections based on string of years in statistical method, or as the architecture of the building reveals
punctually design process. Therefore, that is very valuable, and yet underestimated source of
knowledge for urban planners. Therefore, to bucket of arguments why it is wrong to ignore built
archeological heritage, or put them under the earth, we can add loss of knowledge which is available
to all. It is particularly important to allow access to those who make decisions regarding urban
development, beyond urban planners. In case when built archaeological heritage is ignored such
knowledge is missing. Its irreplaceable role is evident particularly in Belgrade, capital of Serbia, where
valuable and diverse archeological heritage of ancient city in its center is almost entirely ignored; it is
visible only in the pattern of square at Student square which indicates there is Late Roman bath
underneath, located in the city core of contemporary city; in addition there are archeological
discoveries which are presented in situ, in the basement of Library of city of Belgrade, one of the most
important institution of its kind; the rest of once great city, known under Romanized name Singidunum, is hidden. Unfortunately, key heritage decision makers reside in downtown Belgrade,
where they cannot learn about importance of built archaeological findings from primary sources. As
consequence, downtown Belgrade, although vibrant and seductive city, with authentic and peculiar
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architecture, suffers from urban disharmony which can be describe as serial disconnection with its
own existence.
To conclude, there is subtle correlation between archeological sites and contemporary urbanization,
as well as between past and the future of our own existence, and it is founded on knowledge.
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Abstract
The Italian cities are often characterized by widespread phenomena of illegal settlements, which have
resulted in a worsening of the quality of cities, people’s life and the environment quality, as well as a
high soil consumption.
The different Italian Regions have tried to solve the problem differently and the Campania region has
provided for a specific planning tool, taken from national law.
Given the serious situation of economic scarcity of public administrations that are difficult to predict
demolitions or acquire all the abusive assets, today, more than in the past, it is essential to focus on
plans for recovery of illegal settlements. Urban planning must today both reason on the damage
produced by illegal settlements in terms of irrational soil consumption and inhomogeneous territorial
development and must develop solutions to redevelop the areas currently burdened by the problem.
The goal of this paper after the critical reading of some used tools is to exhibit the foreseen future
intervention strategies.
Keywords: illegal, tools, environment quality.

1. Regional planning tools for illegal building and urbanism
In Italy, in recent years there has been an increase in illegal building. According to the data 2015 by
Legambiente [9] and the CRESME Observatory, in our contry, over 4,600,000 illegal building have
been made since 1948, more than 75,000 each year. Anhautorized buildings production, affected the
southern regions, especially Molise, Campania, Calabria Puglia and Sicily, (the number of illegal
buildings is estimated in proportions ranging between 45 and 60% of those authorized).
Starting from these data and ignoring the proposed resolution approaches, [1] following what is called
a mitigative approach, we remind that the law n. 47/85 to the art. 29, provided for the recovery plan of
illegal settlements and forced each region to regulate the training of variants of recovery. The variants
can be distinguished in relation to their purpose and extension:
• General variations: consist in the drafting of a new P.R.G. and they are necessary because the plan
has an indeterminate duration and therefore must be subject to periodic general revisions;
• Partial variations: they only affect parts of the territory which are based on partial needs (variations of
adaptation or location);
• Changes to the implementing rules(NTA). [11]
In 2003 the Law n. 326 complements art. 29 of the 47/85, also allowing proposals for variants of urban
recovery of private initiative, accompanied by a "technical, economic, legal and administrative
feasibility plan, aimed at financing, construction and management of primary and secondary
urbanization works and for the urban and building restoration, aimed at achieving environmental,
economic and social sustainability, the cohesion of the urban agglomerations included in the variants
and the revitalization of the areas affected by illegal building. "
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1.1
Recovery tools for illegal building in southern Italy
What tools Regions used to solve the problems related to the recovery of illegal building?
Reading is limited to the southern regions: Calabria, Campania, Sicily, Sardinia are the only regions to
have adopted municipal planning tools for recovery anhautorized building; while the Puglia Region has
provided special variants. [2] From the analysis of the planning tools relative to the regions, the
application of the National Law respect to each single region is different:
• Calabria, with L.R. n. 19/02 to the art. 36, deals with the urban problem of spontaneous nuclei,
providing for the drafting of the Abusive Settlement Recovery Programs (PRA).
• Sicily, with the Regional Law n. 37/85 to the art. 14 identifies the Detailed Recovery Plans identifying
the illegal settlements.
• Sardinia, with the Regional Law of 11 October 1985, n. 23 has as its purpose the urban renewal and
sanatoria of illegal buildings; Article. 32 identifies the urban recovery plan, if a building settlement has
been completely or partially constructed that can also be adopted as a variant to the general urban
planning tools. [3]
• Campania piad attention to the problem of the recovery of illegal settlements since 2004, with the
rules on territorial governance. In Article 23, the law has regulated, the provisions of 47/85, entrusting
the PUC with the perimetration of illegal settlements subject to amnesty under national laws (47/85
and 724/94). The PUC is therefore the instrument that also defines the modalities of the urban and
building recovery of the illegal settlements, the obligatory requalification interventions and the
procedures for the execution of the same, also through the formation of the edificatory sectors. The
PUC can make the implementation of the urban and building restoration interventions of the illegal
settlements conditional on the drafting of special PUA, called Recovery Plan of Illegal Settlements
(PRIA), whose training process follows the Implementing Regulation, to all today not issued. The
perimetration of illegal settlements, despite the law doesn’t define the criteria, must be designed to
provide projects / plans to achieve adequate primary and secondary urbanization, respect the interests
of historical, artistic, archaeological, landscape-environmental and hydrogeological and realize a
rational territorial and urban insertion of settlements (Article 23, paragraph 3). The interventions
necessary to provide functionality to these aggregates consist mainly in the adaptation or
implementation of primary urban areas, in the use of free areas intercluded by standards and for
tertiary and commercial functions, in the creation of urban furniture and in integration with the
consolidated center.The plan can also be adopted as a variation to the PUC, in accordance with
Article 29 of the Law of 28 February of Law 47/1985.

2. Orta di Atella: urban structure and planning tools
The case study that we analyze here concerns a municipality in Campania: Orta di Atella. The urban
structure of Orta di Atella occupies almost the entire portion to the south of the municipal territory and
the urban center, doesn’t present any solution of continuity with the neighboring municipalities that
make up the Antica Atella of Naples. [10] The most ancient part of the inhabited area is the result of an
evolutionary process begun around the end of the 18th century and which has undergone
considerable development in the 19th century. Within this fabric there were small urban
agglomerations, which with the passage of time were joined together and gave rise to a building
continuum. [4,5,6] The historical and critical investigation on the evolution of urban settlement, even if
important, must be left out in this context, although it is of considerable importance for the
understanding of territorial transformations and for the conscious and responsible choice of plan
options.
The present research is focused on the "irregular" transformations that took place in the years outside
and above all norms and regulations, on the abuses consumed in the territory.
To understand the weight of the illegal phenomena in the municipality of Orta di Atella, the evolution of
the general instruments envisaged over the years was analyzed. Subsequently, the overlay mapping
method was used between the tools provided in the municipality before and after each amnesty law, to
have the volumes created outside the urban planning instruments.
The planning instruments currently in force are:
• P.U.C. approved by municipal resolution on July 8, 2014
• Building Regulations, variously modified and integrated;
• Recovery Plan concerning the historic center (zone A of the P.R.G.), adopted with the CC resolution
no. 16 of 19/04/2000 and approved with the CC resolution no. 38 of 04/09/2000;
• Production Settlement Plans approved with a resolution of C.C. n. 9 of 04/02/2000 and admitted to
the Compliance visa by the Province with a resolution of G.P. n. 124 of 28/03/2000;
• Acoustic zoning plan (Law 447/95), approved in one with the variation to the PRG;
• Regulation of Civil Protection (Article 108 of Legislative Decree No. 112/98): approved by resolution
of the CC No. 38 of 09/10/2007;
• Municipal Plan of Commerce (Law n. 1/2000): Approved by resolution of C.C. No. 32 of 27/06/2000.
[10]
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If you go back and analyze how the equipment has evolved in the municipality, it is noted that:
• before 28.07.1971 there was no local urban instrumentation;
• from 28.07.1971 and until 27.03.1998 the subject was regulated by the Manufacturing Program
(PFA).
Consistent with the general objectives of the Manufacturing Program, the municipal territory was then
divided into zones, each of which identified a urban condition and prescribed the possible
transformation.
The areas in which the construction activity was carried out according to the rules of the Building
Regulations that accompanied the Manufacturing Program were listed in:
Urban expansion areas; sparse expansion areas; conservation areas; areas of social services,
equipped public green areas, sporting activities, cemetery areas; areas for industrial activities and
areas for tourist facilities

Fig. 1: Zoning of the manufacturing program (PFA).

• from 28.03.1998 and until 21.02.1999: process of adoption of the PRG;
• from 22.02.1999 and until 10.06.2013: validity of the PRG;
P.R.G. regulated the organization and design of the territory in relation to the historical, cultural,
environmental, geotechnical and production characteristics of the different areas. It defined, by means
of forecasts and graphic and regulatory provisions, the gradual transformation of the non-built territory,
of the urban fabrics and of the individual existing buildings, the specific use destinations, the
modalities and the intervention parameters, the environmental areas. and historical to protect, mobility
on the territory, distribution and usability of public spaces and buildings and the development of
productive activities. The general instrument identified the following areas:
zone A - Bound Buildings; area A1 - Historic Center; zone B1- residential area with built area
saturated; zone B2 – residential area - built area with additions; zone B3- residential area - built-up
area; zone B4-residential area of completion of the recent expansion; area C1- Residential of new
expansion; area C2- Residential of new extensive expansion; zone D1 - Industrial-type industrial
production settlements; zone D2- Production installations of handicraft and commercial type; zone D3
- Production facilities of a commercial and tertiary type; area D4 -Technical / hotel production facilities;
area D5- Mixed-type production settlements; E -Agricola area; Area F- Upper level facilities and Sarea Public Facilities. To the above areas must be added the bands of respect, road and / or
cemetery.
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Fig. 2: Zoning PRG of Orta di Atella.

• from 11/06/2013 to 08/09/2014 there is a transitional phase with the simultaneous presence of the
PRG and the PUC;
• 09/09/2014 to date: adoption and validity of the PUC approved with D.C.C. n ° 4/2014
The procedure of the PUC, in accordance with the provisions of the LR 16/04, started with a Plan
Preliminary approved by City Council Resolution No. 140 of 14/09/2012, consisting of a cognitive
picture of first approximation and a rough design scheme. The accompanying report, together with the
drawings and the preliminary Environmental Report, illustrates the analysis of the current situation and
constitutes the cognitive / structural framework of the Plan, from which the strategic / operational
framework of the Orta di Atella PUC arises.
As foreseen by the law, it is a document made to arouse discussion around the hypotheses presented,
to approach the Competent Subjects in Environmental Matters (SCA). The results of the discussions
(which took place at various times and in various tables) around the Preliminary led to the confirmation
of some of the addresses contained therein and to the correction of others, in relation to the
orientations that have emerged in public comparisons.
The outcome of this procedural phase was the work of the Municipal Urban Planning (PUC), which
ended with the drafting of the Municipal Building Urban Planning Regulations (RUEC).
Based on all the analytical components, including retrospective demographic surveys, the dimension
of the development of the territory, projected to the year 2018, was subsequently provided. In the
accompanying report the elements used in the drafting of the PUC were reported, with reference to
the territorial context, urban-building aspects, economic conditions, demographic factors and
conditions of development of the territory of the Municipality of Orta di Atella. The report contains,
therefore, the acquired data, the analyzes carried out and the considerations developed regarding the
characteristics of the area to which they belong, about infrastructural facilities, about the development
prospects that have guided the choices and indications of urban planning.

Fig. 3: Municipal Urban Planning (PUC) of Orta di Atella
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2.1 Illegal areas
It must be remembered that since the late eighties of the twentieth century the built area has
experienced a considerable expansion to the north of the ancient center, an expansion that, not
always implemented in accordance with the provisions of urban planning, has led to an increase in
population with the creation of compact fabrics, often lacking the necessary areas for standards.

Fig. 4: The urban evolution
The study of urban evolution, with the overlapping of the various tools in force in the different periods,
has made it possible to map the evolution of the phenomenon.

Fig 5: Overlapping of different periods
In particular, many of the areas built in difformity coincide with the so-called ZTO "Cc - mixed urban
and environmental redevelopment" envisaged by the urban planning instrument (PUC) that concerns
the Urban Scenery, in which there are various types and types of buildings, in gender incompatible
with the intended use previously provided by the PRG and / or with its Implementation Rules, and
lacking suitable Primary Urbanization. [11]
Many of these areas built in different areas occupy a large part of the urban fabric already used in the
PRG to production plants (therefore, previously classified as "D1" - "D2" - "D3" - "D4" - "D5"), to areas
of standard and public services (therefore, previously classified as "F" and "S"); there are also
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constructive episodes in the "E" zone, in the areas of road respect, which the PRG considered to be
just like ZTO, within the cemetery area. The recent analysis carried out during the drafting of the PUC
showed that in all the cases that occurred, none of the forecasts for the use of the previous PRG had
been respected, with the result that a residential area has developed in the aforementioned areas,
strongly characterized by buildings on the basis of building permits (PdC), today canceled for one or
more of the following causes:
- preventive existence of PUA,
- essential differences in intended use (the one currently present is the "civil habitation"),
- change more than the urban parameters compared to those of the PRG (greater number of floors,
greater height, less distance between buildings, etc.),
- absolute incompatibility of the building with the area forecasts (those made with completely fanciful
building permits in ZTO "F" and "S"),
- execution of direct interventions (invoking the circumstances referred to in the 5th paragraph of
article 31 of Law 1150/42, now paragraph 2 of article 12 of Presidential Decree 380/2001), in parts of
the municipal territory completely devoid of urbanization.
In this area, it is also clarified that "The City Administration reserves, within 24 months from the
approval of the PUC, to identify homogeneous sectors of buildings in the meantime legitimized, to
activate the PRIA" ... with the value of Recovery Plan of the Abusive settlements (PRIA).
We find ourselves, therefore, in front of areas that have characteristics of abusive settlements or, in
any case, to building situations characterized by essential differences or with canceled permits. The
territory concerned is mostly devoid of urbanization and services, so the opening to the urbanization
process is subject to the approval of the relevant PUA. [11]
ZTO
Cc

Area tot. (mq)
375.000

Lotti liberi da costruzioni
(mq)
118.000

% libera
31,47%

Fig 6: The area Cc_ Urban plan

3. How to plan illegal settlements?
Sic stantibus rebus, the municipal administration as it could and / or had to operate?
In the presence of building / urban abuse the currently applicable law allows three solutions:
- acquisition of municipal heritage;
- demolition;
- drafting of Variants or Plans for the recovery of illegal settlements.
The first options, in situations like that of Orta di Atella, that is with whole homogeneous zones arisen
"extra norm", are, in fact, unworkable, given the costs of similar operations and the poor economic
possibilities of local authorities, not wanting take account of social implications. Neither the
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Municipality could have foreseen in this situation a plan for the recovery of illegal settlements (PRIA)
or a variant, because there are no requests for amnesty. The PRIA are normally aimed at reintegrating
parts of the city into the urban context, through urban, architectural and environmental redevelopment
interventions, and have as their main purpose the realization, modernization and maintenance of
primary and secondary urbanization, in addition to the improvement of the environmental context and
to the recovery of the buildings and to the rational insertion of the settlement and the urban territory.
However, the law also specifies that they can not become part of P.R.A. buildings or works that, at the
date of adoption of the instrument, have not been the object of the amnesty provision. So, in our case,
even this choice was inapplicable, given that, as emerges from the study carried out, we are faced
with an area that is not entirely abusive, but rather "illegitimate"; in the sense that the artefacts are not
without qualifications, but the title requested and obtained by the owners is not provided for by the
zone regulations. In short, it was built differently from the norms of the current instrument and above
all, since no implementation plan (PUA) was envisaged, but having proceeded to build based on
individual permits, the due urbanization of the area has not been carried out.
This kind of situation, objectively anomalous and difficult to solve, the Municipality of Orta decided to
opt for the so-called posthumous PUA, ie the PUA adopted now by then, a hypothesis that is not
reflected either in the national planning law, nor in the regional one, but it derives from some
jurisprudential judgments. As stated in the Implementation Rules of the PUC, the P.U.A. so-called
"posthumous" intervene when the building sector is almost completely built and are drafted in order to
create the necessary conditions for the partial or total removal of defects of building permits issued
directly (without prior approval of implementation urban planning) for the construction of the buildings
present within the scope of the analysis, pursuant to the provisions of article 38 of the TU Building. By
adopting a posthumous PUA, it is intended to provide the building sector with a detailed rule, restoring
the necessary conditions of legality, the absence of which does not allow the first part of the formal
defects to be eliminated, which the canceled PDC were affected.
Naturally, being an instrument adopted ex post, in a situation not 'virgin' but widespread edification,
the posthumous PUA planned in Orta di Otella, in addition to assuming the value of the subdivision 1
plan, must also regulate a series of aspects that also consider the urban balance.
The neighborhoods born with a deficit of this nature, in fact, have often been realized (and is the case
of Orta di Atella) according to the logic of 'minimum effort' and 'maximum convenience', creating forms
of free and chaotic expansion, especially lacking from the point of view of collective services and poor
urban quality.
Now, in that case, when the territory concerned is deprived of urbanization works and services, it is
prescribed that through the posthumous PUA it will be possible to:
- to calculate for each lot, depending on the volume of competence, what are the amounts to be paid
for both the acquisition of areas for secondary urbanization and for the monetization of any surfaces
not found within the "Territorial Surface", necessary to integrate the Urban Planning Standards to
surrender to the Administration;
- analyze the urbanization works already carried out, verifying their testability, and quantifying the
further works to be carried out, determining their type and estimating the relative cost;
- estimate for each lot the amounts relating to the value of the land present to be sold to the
Municipality and the urbanization costs already paid2.
At the end of the procedure, in implementation of the posthumous Pua, for each building included in
the sector the concessionaire can request "a new PDC, whose release is conditional on the"
Verification of legitimacy "and the payment of the sums required by law ...". [11] On closer inspection,
some of the functions attributed to the posthumous PUA, adopted in our case mainly as a subdivision
plan, are drawn from the PRIA, which is quite understandable if we take into account that, in order to
heal important portions of the territory of Orta, it is not enough proceed to a posthumous subdivision,
fundamental from the point of view of the legitimacy of the titles, but there is also the equally important
need for urban redevelopment and construction and for the rational completion of transformations. [11]
In fact, by acting as PRIA, the posthumous PUA poses the problem of solving the deficiency of both
primary and secondary previous and planned urbanizations: for the former we will analyze and verify
the testing of the works already carried out and estimate the cost of those to be realized; [11] for
secondary urbanizations, on the other hand, the standards to be implemented will be calculated and, if
they can not be found within the Territorial Surface of the Sub-Fund, their monetization can be
1

The instrument will have to regulate the definition of primary urbanizations and urban planning
standards.
2
A real PUA is provided for the free areas "to implement the urban and environmental
redevelopment of the ZTO" Cc ", to achieve a rational integration of the settlements and urban
settlements and to allow the rational completion of urban transformation: cf. art. 28 c. 3. Providing
urban planning standards and using only these areas for "rational completion of the area"
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envisaged. It is evident, therefore, that the posthumous PUA envisaged in the PUC of Orta di Atella is
more of a development plan, as it assumes the role of PRIA for some traits, although the question
doesn’t concern condoned buildings3. Therefore, an instrument that could be defined as "complex" or
"mixed", adopted primarily to restore the premises of legality violated upstream.

4. Conclusion
Some further consideration must be made in conclusion on the choice of the instrument. As is known,
the Regional Law 16/2004 inserted the PUAs into the implementation tools of the PUC and so into the
implementation of the "urbanization and redevelopment interventions envisaged by the programmatic
provisions".[7] The implementation plans (PUA), as already provided by the national law, mark the
transition from the forecasts and provisions of the PUC (urban plan) to the execution of the same,
which means that the interventions to be envisaged with the executive instrument must not change the
general plan and that they are with full rights in the overall design of the city contributing to its
implementation in compliance with the dynamics and the planned urban weights.
Providing a posthumous PUA during the drafting of the PUC, an estate Plan, means instead to
condition the new urban design in some way, reversing or confusing roles and functions. It is worth
remembering that the development, initially conceived by the LUN as an alternative to the PP (detailed
plan), had the exclusive function of combining land for building purposes, without any reference to the
problem of public services. This has led over time "... a proliferation of subdivisions free from a
minimum of urban planning". Faced with this uncontrolled situation, which lasted until the sixties, the
bridge law [12] gave to the institution of the development "... the physiognomy, which is still typical of
it, as an executive instrument with respect to the General Regulatory Plan (which, although it is also
the responsibility of the municipal authority, differs from the implementing instruments for the greater
extent of the territory to which it refers and for the less specificity of its provisions). [8] With the bridge
law, therefore, the alternative institute of the subdivision has been equated to the detailed Plan, with a
series of important innovations. In fact, if the Municipality does not have a detailed Plan, those wishing
to proceed with the construction of a land for building purposes must draw up a development plan, to
harmonize their initiative with the planning choices of the general urban planning instruments. If this is
the purpose of a development plan, the fact of foreseeing it "posthumously" makes the spirit of the
instrument fall.
In conclusion, the phenomenon of illegal building in Orta di Atella, due to the "exceptional" methods
with which most of the abuses occurred, required an instrumental device that is also "exceptional": a
PUA adopted ex post, with a double value of the (prevalent) development plan and of PRIA, which
does not implement in a canonical sense the provisions of the general instrument, but has the primary
function of reporting situations of widespread illegality within the law.
Attributions
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Abstract

Piazza Medaglie d’Oro is one of the most important squares of Arenella, a borough in Naples stared
its development in the last two decades of XIX century, when it became necessary to plan new
residential areas for the extension of the city. it has gone both a strategic link of road network which
connected the old districts, located on the “lower” city to the hilly sites of expansion, and one of the
new residential and commercial cores of the middle-class. So, it was at the center of strong economic
interest, particularly of Tiberina Bank, that bought wide rural territories in this not yet urban area,
aiming to parcel out and to build new residential settlements. Its present octagonal layout with eight
streets converging in a radial pattern, was defined after 1885, although recent studies have proved it
was designed before 1884. At that time, Naples was growing by the “Piano pel Risanamento” [Master
Plan for the Renewal of Naples], which was designed by engineers Gaetano Bruno and Adolfo
Giambarba, which was transforming the old Bourbons capital in a modern metropolis. The main goals
of the piano were to renew the urban fabric, making modern sewerage and drinking water systems,
improve the infrastructure and public utilities, define new neighborhoods for expansion, shaping new
middle-class neighborhoods and, above all, reorganize the road network. Giambarba designed plans
of many other districts, including Arenella district too, which was approved on 9th December 1886.
The aim of the essay is the critical reading of the cultural and architectonical events that accompanied
and followed the construction of the square and the focal topic is the analysis of the variety of building
types for middle-class, which were built especially between the 50s and 70s, because several of the
best Neapolitan architects of the Second Post War generation - such as Giulio De Luca and Stefania
Filo Speziale - designed many residential houses, called “condominium”, around Piazza Medaglie
d’Oro.
Keywords: Naples architecture, Vomero neighborhood, Arenella neighborhood, Risanamento,
Stefania Filo Speziale, Giulio De Luca

During the last three decades of the XIX century, several projects were proposed in Naples (Italy) to
improve connecting routes between the centre of the city and the Vomero hill, a stunning place
overlooking the bay.
As a matter of fact, it used to be a holiday place, because the air was very healthy, the view was
breathtaking and there were either farms, fields, vineyards, green areas and small white houses
scattered along the slopes down the hill, and many villas, towers and monasteries. On the other hand,
the study on its toponym by Carlo Celano revealed a meaningful link with the ancient term “vomere”, a
i
particular game that farmers use to play – testifying the rural and naturalistic trait of this place . It also
provided a name for one of the most popular residential districts raised along the hill.
Since the Ancient Age, it was also a connection site with the Phlegraean Fields [Campi Flegrei]. By
going past the hill, in fact, you could easily get to the Greek villages or reach the North-West inland
ii
settlements developed in the Modern Age . Therefore, it has always been a strategic area for Naples,
especially when urban expansion was necessary to relieve the town from congestion.
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Fig. 1: Pianta topografica della città di Napoli alla scala 1:4000. Ridotta coi processi fototecnici dello Istituto geografico
militare della Pianta di Napoli alla scala 1:2000 a cura della prima Divisione Tecnica Municipale di Napoli. Ingegnere e
Direttore Cav. Adolfo Giambarba, 1887 (IGM, doc. 17, tav. 12, now in CASTAÒ, Francesca, CIRILLO Ornella. La Napoli alta…
cit., p. 139)

However, up to the Bourbon Reign (1734-1861), the lack of adequate and fast infrastructure links with
the core of city induced to a slower and autonomous development of the Vomero hill by Naples, even
though many projects to improve connections were implemented and supported, as both the
spontaneous network of pathways from the bottom to the top of the hill, and the route from Antignano
and Sant’Eramo (today, Sant’Elmo) completed during the Reign of Carlo V, which was part of the
programs of the Spanish Vice-Reign for strengthening and developing the defence system. That was
because Castel Sant’Elmo, one of the most important castles of the city, was on the top of the hill,
iii
dominating and controlling the whole bay .
However, as I previously mentioned, Vomero hill retained a predominantly rural character, despite its
progressive development in the following two centuries. On the other hand, within this time frame, the
structural conditions that paved the way for the formal definition the nineteenth-century development
were created. Suffice to say, the network of uphill slopes, today called Tarsia-Ventaglieri, Pontecorvo,
Stella and Antiniano (once called with the generic name “Infrascata”, given to many other uphill slopes
of Naples), were very uncomfortable paths, leading to Cesarea and Vomero across the “Limpiano”
iv
area . The latter bordered on the North side with Cavone, on the South side with Olivella, and on the
East side with the Aragonese walls, Porta Reale and Porta Donnoroso. It was a vast green suburban
territory, located in a strategic and favourable position because it was a hinge between the old city
v
within the walls and the hillside development areas . For this reason and for the salubrious air of the
place, these routes have increased the urbanization of Naples from Porta Spirito Santo to the villages
on the Vomero hill, including Antignano and Arenella; the latter gave its name to the end of XIX
vi
century residential district, developed along the some uphill road . On the other hand, starting from
the second half of the XIX century, Corso Vittorio Emanuele (back then Corso Maria Teresa) has
developed to be one of the most important crossroads that helped improve the urban connection from
the East to the West side of the city and to balance the way too chaotic town centre, as shown in a
vii
large number of plans drawn up in the period .
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Fig. 2: MUNICIPIO DI NAPOLI, Piano Regolatore per la costruzione del nuovo Rione VomeoArenella allegato al capitolo di
concessionealla Banca Tiberina, scala 1:4000 (Archivio Storico della Ba ca d’Italia, Banca d’Italia, Liquidazione della Banca
Tiberina, reg. 7, f. 3, now in CASTAÒ, Francesca, CIRILLO Ornella. La Napoli alta… cit., p. 4 )

To be precise, Corso Vittorio Emanuele is a long road started under Ferdinand II of Bourbon, part of a
more ambitious plan to improve the general road network. It was inaugurated on 18th May, 1854, but it
was only finished in 1873 without the last stretch included in its original layout. The important
Neapolitan road, in fact, designed by the architects Errico Alvino, Francesco Saponieri, Luigi
Cangiano, Antonio Francesconi and Francesco Gavaudan, as it is well known, should have been
involved in three segments in order to connect Mergellina with Capodimonte: the first went from
Piedigrotta to the Suor Orsola Benincasa monastery, the second one down to via Salvator Rosa and
viii
the third one, the most important, would be situated between Capodimonte and piazza Ottocalli .
However, Naples was noticeably divided into two different and quite distinct parts until the first
decades of XX century: on one hand, the West and Upper City, healthier and with salubrious
neighbourhoods; on the other, the Lower City, formed by ten of the twelve administrative boroughs or
“sezioni”, Montecalvario, Avvocata, Stella, S. Carlo, S. Lorenzo, Mercato, S. Giuseppe, Pendino, Porto
e Vicaria, which were the heart of the Old City. Here, the dwellers’ hygienic conditions were very
insalubrious and overcrowded, in spite both of the 1871 competition to design a new modern urban
plan, and the remarkable works undertaken to clean up the urban tissue following the 1884 cholera
epidemic. Such endeavor, designed by engineers Adolfo Giambarba and Gaetano Bruno, which also
implied reorganizing the road network – the backbone of which was Corso Umberto I – and the
subsequent urban "gutting": building modern sewerage and drinking water systems, improving
infrastructure and public utilities, defining new areas for expansion to shape new middle-class
ix
neighbourhoods, including Posillipo, Chiaia, Vomero and Arenella .
The urban plan by Giambarba and Bruno was approved after the Risanamento della città di Napoli
[Law for the “Renewal of the City of Naples”] became law on 15th November 1885 and it showed
preliminary studies up to the beginning of 1880. The Upper City, the Vomero and Arenella
neighbourhoods were too part of the plan. For these areas in particular they had initially suggested a
chessboard pattern as well as some districts with a predominantly residential development conceived
for middle and low bourgeoisie. The purpose was to keep the original predisposition of the area,
according to both the report supporting the plan, and to some drawings identified in the Historic
x
Archive of Municipality of Naples .
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Fig. 3-4: Fabbricato sul suolo X in via Niutta [residential building with the 319 dwellings designed by Stafania Filo
Speziale in via Niutta], Architect: Stefania Filo Speziale; Engineer: A. Soli e e; Buildi g Co pa y: G. De Luca’s S.A.L.E.S.
(in SOCIETÀ PEL RISANAMENTO DI NAPOLI, Fabbricato sul suolo X in via Niutta, in “Quaderni dell’Assemblea
Ordinaria”, 22 luglio 1965, 77° esercizio, un-numbered pages)

Several Neapolitan architects and engineers, moreover, suggested other solutions on this matter,
such as the project designed by Luigi Caselli and Leonardo Mazzella in 1884 and the one published
st
by Gennaro Pepe on the “Bollettino del Collegio degli Ingegneri ed Architetti” magazine on 1
xi
February 1886 . The orthogonal pattern designed by Giambarba and Bruno, by the way, incurred an
alteration toward Arenella, right where the Francesco Ceva Grimaldi’s Pietracatella rural estate used
to be, then replaced by a vast greenfield land, precisely, when the Tiberina Bank bought it in 1883, as
xii
confirmed by historiographers . At that time, the land value on the Vomero hill had just started to
increase, also thanks to several plans to build air connections on rails that took shape (following the
1880 plan for a cable railway by Cigliano e Ferraro) with the aim of improving both the residential
nature of the hill, and above all the touristic one.
Five years later, the Tiberina Bank became one of the partners of the Società pel Risanamento di
Napoli [Corporation for the Renewal of Naples], the corporate formed by the consortium of banks, real
estate and building companies – most of which were unrelated to the city and mainly based in
northern Italy. Its tasks were to set out the steps for the urban "gutting" and the development targeted
at the "reclamation of health and hygiene" in Naples, as Giambarba's plan had outlined.
Without we get into the complex issues involved in the events of the “Risanamento” in Naples – an
episode of the history of the city that lasted almost one century – as regards the new adopted layout
for the before mentioned area between Vomero and Arenella, we wish to stress as it developed
around an octagonal square with eight streets converging in a radial pattern. Named “Piazza Medaglie
d’Oro” in the XX century, the square had been defined after 1885 and the plan had been approved in
1886, although recent studies have proved it had been designed before 1884 and it had had several
proposes, each of which kept the square’s octagonal layout and arranged the property development
xiii
around it .
In any event, the final solution presented a more homogeneous layout from Arenella to Corso Vittorio
Emanuele because a long road axis connected organically the radial pattern developed around the
square to that one orthogonal by Giambarba and Bruno, which was been shaped in order to mach
both with the grid trend, and with the step slope of the hill. This axis was composed by three street
sections (one called via Mario Fiore and the other two, via G.L. Bernini), each of which was spaced by
a square (piazza Bernini and piazza Vanvitelli). Following the road axis, it is possible to go to the other
side of the hill, facing the Naples bay. Furthermore, others streets converging in the octagonal square
went towards new development areas, such as those of Posillipo hill, Soccavo and Camaldoli hill.
The clear strategic position of the square made the area very attractive to the estate market. In fact, as
it was understandable already in the 1886 urban plan, the square would become an important road
joint inside the development programs and, at the same time, it would be the connection fulcrum of
Vomero and Arenella expansion neighbourhoods. Despite this, many events slackened the works,
including the huge economic crisis caused by the well known Banca Romana scandal, surfaced in
January 1893 and the First World War.
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Fig. 5: Nuovo rione Montedonzelli. Fabbricati sui lotti 9-10-13-A-B, e due fabbricati, a monte del Rione, su via Domenico
Fontana [Montedonzelli neighborhood. Rresidential buildings on 9-10-13-A-B, with two buildings on via Domenico
Fontana], (in SOCIETÀ PEL RISANAMENTO DI NAPOLI, Fabbricato sul suolo X in via Niutta, in “Quaderni
dell’Assemblea Ordinaria”, 22 luglio 1965, 77° esercizio, un-numbered pages)
xiv

The works for the “Rebirth and Magnificence” of Naples planned in 1925 by the Alto Commissariato” ,
the 1939 Master Plan coordinated by Luigi Piccinato – although, it was changed on some parts of
xv
maps and deliberately mystified – and the Second World War post-conflict reconstruction plan gave
new impulse to the development of this area. Beginning in 1945, in fact, a new Technical Committee,
whose President was the city mayor Gennaro Fermariello, worked to give an answer to the big
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“problem of the home”, confirming the main residential character of Vomero hill. Most of the new
housing projects were innovative and introduced unprecedented building types in Naples, as the
“condominium”, a model of residential houses that became a characteristic example of Modern
architecture in Naples, because it could be considered the interpretation of the Eighteenth century
Neapolitan palace through linguistic and functional contemporary expressions. This housing type was
well-known in Italy and abroad, but, in Naples, it was both the proposal of a new way of living for the
middle-upper and upper bourgeoisie – which was the new emerging and growing class –, and the
recovery of a characteristic social microcosm.
The Società pel Risanamento di Napoli, which has been obtaining the concession of building permits
since 1926, has been the main estate company responsible for its construction to recently. Piazza
Medaglie d’Oro with the vast around area, spread between the Vomero and Arenella districts, was
mostly completed between sixties and eighties of XX century. Beyond specific masterpieces, several
of the best Neapolitan architects of the Second Post War generation designed many condominium,
such as the residential building with the 319 dwellings designed by Stafania Filo Speziale in via Niutta,
just behind the octagonal pattern of the square, and completed in 1965. Although, her works are not
widely known and they are being studied just since few years, Stefania Filo Speziale (1905-1988)
made some of the most important architecture of Naples, as the Metropolitan cinema-theatre (1948),
the controversial skyscraper Società Cattolica di Assicurazione (1953-58) because of its too innovative
typology for Neapolitan coeval culture, and several residential houses very beautiful, which were born
of her concept of modernity, that is a complex elegant synthesis of Mediterranean Tradition and high
xvi
technology .
The via Niutta condominium is not a so high quality architecture, but it is quite unknown and, therefore,
xvii
it is important because it helps to complete the still full of gaps catalogue of her works . In 1961,
Stefania Filo Speziale had designed also two residential building in via Bernardo Cavallino and Giulio
De Luca with the architects F. Fimiani and R. Tropè Couvin designed several condominiums on a vast
area between via Domenico Fontana and via Montedonzelli, in the Arenella district. Speaking of that,
for example, new documents testify the building by Giulio de Luca on the corner between via G. Orsini
xviii
and via Blundo, which is composed with 317 dwellings for the middle class .
Definitely, the topic is rather interesting if these building, designed by some of the best architects of
the Fifties, becomes part of the wider analysis of the area development after Second Post War and,
specially, of the piazza Medaglie d'Oro's pattern in order to give a further contribution to the study of
Neapolitan contemporary architecture.

Fig. 6-7: Fabbricato sul suolo XL in via G. Orsini [[residential building by Giulio De Luca in via G. Orsini], Architect: prof.
Giulio De Luca], (in SOCIETÀ PEL RISANAMENTO DI NAPOLI, Fabbricato sul suolo X in via Niutta, in “Quaderni
dell’Assemblea Ordinaria”, 25 luglio 1961, 73° esercizio, un-numbered pages)
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Fig. 8: Lottizzazione in via Bernardo Cavallino. Due Fabbricati, 220 vani [two residential buildings with the 319 dwellings,
designed by Stafania Filo Speziale in via Bernardo Cavallino], Architect: Stefania Filo Speziale; Engineer: P.
Aragona; Building Company: D. D’O ofrio (in SOCIETÀ PEL RISANAMENTO DI NAPOLI, Fabbricato sul suolo X in
via Niutta, in “Quaderni dell’Assemblea Ordinaria”, 25 luglio 1961, 73° esercizio, un-numbered pages)
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Fig. 9: Lottizzazione in via Bernardo Cavallino. Due Fabbricati, 220 vani [two residential buildings with the 319 dwellings,
designed by Stafania Filo Speziale in via Bernardo Cavallino], Architect: Stefania Filo Speziale; Engineer: P.
Arago a; Buildi g Co pa y: D. D’O ofrio (in SOCIETÀ PEL RISANAMENTO DI NAPOLI, Fabbricato sul suolo X in
via Niutta, in “Quaderni dell’Assemblea Ordinaria”, 25 luglio 1961, 73° esercizio, un-numbered pages)
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Abstract

Paper aims to analyze the impact of the Radschnellweg Ruhr (Ruhr Bike Highway) - RS1 for short - on
the urban quality of Essen in terms of protection and promotion of landscape and cultural heritage and
the role model of the project for many European cities that are currently launching programs for land
restoration. The RS1 is a 100km-long bicycle highway, designed on a large scale by the German Land
of North Rhine-Westfalia in the last few years as an element of innovative regional mobility strategy.
The track in Essen area, the first one opened in 2015, is particularly attractive because of its historical
connotations as well: along Rheinische Bahn (Rhenish railway line), the safe and comfortable cyclepath, laying on existing infrastructure and old railway tracks brought back to life, connects old
industrial building and facilities, once fallen into disuse, and becomes an interesting know-path
through the most important cultural heritage sights of the Ruhr valley, such as the Krupp belt and the
UNESCO Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial Complex. The analysis focuses on the importance of
promotion of historical values and green-oriented mobility concepts in the process of successful
transformation of Essen from mining city to 2017 European Green Capital.
Keywords: Essen, railway-lines, cycle paths, historic routes, land restoration

1.

The rebirth of the Ruhr basin

«Der Himmel über dem Ruhrgebiet muss wieder blau werden!» («The sky over the Ruhr District must
be blue again!»), Billy Brandt requested in 1961 reporting negative impacts of the Ruhr heavy industry
on environment and health. Since then and after steelworks, coal mines and industrial facilities were
closed between the 1960s and the 1980s, large-scale projects in the Ruhr basin, launched by the
German Land of North Rhine-Westphalia during the past thirty years in one of the widest metropolitan
regions in Europe, activated interesting planning processes focusing on protection of landscape and
promotion of cultural heritage [1].
Since the opening of the IBA Emscherpark in 1989, the post-industrial regeneration of the Ruhr valley
has been planned not only in terms of architectural and environmental restoration, but also in terms of
esteem of local history [2]. German attention to the rising role of culture as connective element for the
region’s social, economic and environmental development drove the Ruhr to became European
Capital of Culture in 2010 [3].
In this process of conversion from industrial to environmentally- and culturally-friendly area, cities have
played a key-role in terms of restoring historic heritage and protecting natural context by launching
projects of conversion of disused industrial facilities into green infrastructure. Transport system, crucial
to the economic development of the region since the mid-19th century, still characterizes the whole
territorial structure of the Metropolis Ruhr with highways, urban roads, waterways and railway tracks.
In particular, the closure of several rail lines, which, once upon a time, connected mining and
productive poles, by the German railway Deutsche Bahn over the past decades, and the disrepair the
infrastructure along disused lines have fallen into, have opened up interesting opportunities for the
cities to plan local cycle-route networks and pedestrian paths on railway embankments.
The conversion of disused railways into greenways has made it possible to develop: on one hand, a
safe and green-oriented mobility able to connect small towns and villages away from road traffic and in
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Fig. 1: Essen-Mülheim an der Ruhr track, Ruhrbrücke (photo by P. Obenhaus, AFGS).

contact with nature; on the other hand, a system of know-paths running through the most important
cultural heritage sights of the Ruhr valley [4].
In this regard, in the summer of 2014 the Regionalverband Ruhr (Regional Association of the Ruhr)
and cities involved submitted the feasibility study of the Radschnellweg 1 (Bike Highway 1), RS1 for
short. Among the cities it runs through, Essen is eventually the most significant urban reality projected
to an innovative approach to slow mobility and reuse of historically valuable buildings, viaducts and
bridges laying on railway routes fallen into disuse.

2.

Green infrastructure as cultural itinerary in Essen

The Radschnellweg 1 is a 100km-long bicycle highway and the first one running east-west through the
widest conurbation in Germany connecting the cities of Duisburg, Mülheim an der Ruhr, Essen,
Gelsenkirchen, Bochum, Dortmund, Unna, Kamen, Bergkamen and Hamm, in an area where 1,65
million people live. The bicycle highway, designed to offer an alternative to interurban connections of
the Metropolis Ruhr and a model for a new regional mobility strategy, largely lays on existing and nolonger-in-use streets, canal bank paths and former railway tracks. It consists of existing local and
regional bicycle path networks and various urban tracks currently being implemented. The idea of
promoting a first-time large-scale bicycle traffic project able to give impetus to green-oriented mobility,
in North Rhine-Westphalia and nationwide, came from the 2010 Transport Conference Mobilität Ruhr.
Since then, inter-municipal committee sessions met, a concept study was developed, funding was
approved, the feasibility study was completed and published. Today the RS1 is a lead project whose
significance consists in a planning consortium based on cooperation of different stakeholders, notably
local and inter-municipal authorities and citizens’ and cyclist’s associations. The infrastructure is
characterized by a high-quality urban and landscape plan which takes due account of trends in emobility and special needs of the regional settlement structure, such as integration into the urban
landscape and level of traffic safety. At the same time, the connection of historic and degraded sites to
a network of protected and naturalistic areas is an additional important element of the project, maybe
the most significant one, because it promotes the recovery of historical identity of the Ruhr basin and
attracts large numbers of tourists. Nature and historical itineraries have a key-role in the development
of the RS1 in terms of knowledge and valorization of cultural heritage: green and cycle paths introduce
citizens and tourists to the industrial sights of hinterland and promote correlated cultural activities and
services. So the green paths laying on historic and disused railway tracks and running through
historically valuable buildings and bridges come together as cultural routes: not merely equipped
nature trails away from motorized vehicles traffic, rather “know-paths” [5].
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2.1 The route of industrial heritage
The RS1 track running through the centre of Essen as far as the borders of Mülheim an der Ruhr,
opened in 2015, is among the most attractive ones. It lays on the historical path Rheinische Bahn
(Rhenish railway line), built between 1866 and 1874 by the Rheinische Eisenbahn-Gesellschaft - a
company which, together with the Köln-Mindener Eisenbahn-Gesellschaft and the Bergisch-Märkische
Eisenbahn-Gesellschaft, in the mid-19th century designed the first railway line in the Ruhr area and
toward West Prussia - to connect the cities of Osterath, Essen and Dortmund.
Along Rheinische Bahn, the bike highway connects the Lake Niederfeld, the Krupp belt, the university
quarter and the city center of Essen. It is also a direct link to the Grugapark and the UNESCO World
Heritage Zollverein Coal Mine Industrial Complex. According to the Radschnellweg 1 project
guidelines, the track is soon to be linked to Dortmund and Bochum and also to the Erzbahntrasse, an
existing bicycle path between Bochum and Gelsenkirchen which lays on the historical railway line
Erzbahn, built in 1901-1930 to connect steal works and coal mines, lately involved in a process of
conversion into cycle-pedestrian trail after a long period of abandon. By cycling or walking, you can
visit numerous sights of historic and architectural interest, sign of the times the Rheinische railway line
guaranteed connections with the productive poles and the Zollverein Coal Mine. In particular, the RS1
track is characterized by the presence of industrial buildings and facilities now included in local
Cultural Heritage List. It is enough to mention the Alte Dreherei, a repair shop for locomotives built
near the Speldorf train station in 1874, one of the most state-of-the-art railway plants of Germany in
the 1920s; the early-20th century Ringlokschuppen, railway building for the maintenance of
locomotives, currently used as cultural centre; the Broicher Wasserturm, a three-story water-collection
tower built in 1903 to supply steam locomotives.
Also historically valuable bridges, railway infrastructure and train stations are located along the cycle
path, such as: the iron and brick three-arches bridge Ruhrbrücke and the adjacent railway viaduct,
opened in 1866; the Essen-Kray train station, one of the most representative historical buildings built
by the Rheinische Eisenbahn in 1876, old crucial train hub for the Ruhr coal mines as the Zeche
Friedrich-Joachim and the Zeche Bonifacius [6].
2.2 A sustainable development strategy
For many years the topic of recovering historical railway tracks, infrastructure and buildings fallen into
disuse has been at the core of a debate in Europe on shared governance measures to be adopted to
connect cultural and natural sights by cycle paths. Greenways designed as know-paths have taken on
the role of instruments of knowledge of territories and, at the same time, landscape restoration [7].
In this regard, the process of esteem of Essen industrial heritage by RS1 has been a forward-thinking
choice in terms of sustainable development strategy. The know-path system running through the
industrial heritage of the city is based on specific guidelines aiming at a socio-environmental
reconstruction; conservation of region’s history and identity by safeguarding the most significant blust
furnaces, train stations, mines, stores; provision of recreational areas. The intrinsic quality of the
project is giving historical buildings and facilities new functions able to activate virtuous processes of
urban regeneration and turn “forgotten objects” into post-industrial monuments to be used for cultural
events and economic and productive activities.
So the Radschnellweg 1 is for the city of Essen a project to support the re-launch of urban and
regional economies, with positive effects in terms of touristic development for local authorities and
managers of sites of cultural and natural interest.

Fig. 2: RS1 track at Lake Niederfeld in Essen-Altenessen (photo by P. Obenhaus, AFGS).
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Fig. 3: Speldorf, Alte Dreherei, 1874 (photo by www.alte-dreherei.de).
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Abstract

The existing layout of Ahhichatragarh fort was created in the 12th century in the ancient city of
Nagaur, one of the first Muslim strongholds in Rajasthan, Northern India.
The fort has been heavily altered over the centuries. The 25-year project for its rehabilitation (and still
in progress), has involved the training of many artisans adhering to principles of minimum intervention.
At the same time, several capacity building programmes were implemented in order to increase also
the skills of professionals and experts of the conservation field.
In this framework, in a research path carried out over 5 years, the main focus of the activities has been
the evaluation of technologies to be applied to Indian Cultural Heritage.
The pilot projects and investigations carried out by international teams aimed at identifying functional
methods for the analysis, representation and diagnosis of the architectural heritage of the complex.
The fort requires continuous monitoring and planning of interventions aimed at the preservation of its
historical value. This might be more efficiently accomplished exploiting the advantages offered by new
technologies, such as non-invasive analysis and digital techniques for heritage enhancement, tools
that are not yet functionally integrated in the conservation processes in India.
As required by local partners, the project was based on a wide range of records and it has been able
to produce different research outputs.
Keywords: Technology, Survey, Representation, Digital Techniques, Conservation

1.

Introduction

The Ahhichatragarh is the fort of Nagaur, a city in Northwest India, (two hour drive from the famous
“Blue” city of Jodhpur) in the state of Rajasthan, administrative headquarters of Nagaur District.
The fortification complex was located on a caravan route and encompasses over 145.686 Sq. Meters
land with a 1.539 meter long, 12m to 18m high fort wall, circumventing 5 palaces, 48 ancillary
buildings, 5 temples and 2 mosques. The fort itself probably dates back to its earliest form to the 4th
century, when a mud outpost was built at the crossroads of developing trade routes. The mud fort was
then replaced by a stone structure in 1119-21 and later expanded by successive rulers until the mid18th century, while the numerous structures and their painted decoration date principally to the reign
of Bakhat Singh (1724-51) (TILLOTSON, 1987). The fort is one of the finest examples of RajputMughal architecture – but over the years, this large fortified complex of palaces, elaborate gardens,
temples and a mosque had fallen into ruin. Unfortunately after 1947, year of the independence of
India, the fort was used as the office of the district administrator. The gardens were allowed to die,
painted walls were whitewashed, and decayed stonework was left unrepaired, allowing parts to
collapse. (JAIN et al., 2009).
A series of Getty Foundation grants (The Getty Foundation has been a major funder of conservation at
Nagaur since 1993) has enabled the Mehrangarh Museum Trust of Jodhpur to undertake a multi-year
conservation of the fort, using a blend of both traditional building methods developed by local
craftsman and more modern scientific techniques in cooperation with international partners.
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Fig. 1: The Ahhichatragarh fort, heart of the Nagaur city, in Rajasthan state, India

1.2.
A precinct within Ahhichatragarh walls: the Ranvas
Ranvas precinct is located at the Western end of the Fort, with its guarded separate entry. This is the
first safety device; many such devices had been subtly built in for royal ladies. Through a small narrow
gate on the North side, an auspicious direction for entrance, one enters in open palanquin court. The
small size of the gate is suggestive of a small mode of transport, the hand carried palanquins. There
would be several screening layers for entry and exit of royal ladies. Only known people were allowed
to enter into the Ranvas area. The plinths in the court are for boarding and alighting the palanquins,
from here onward it is a pedestrian path. The temple of Goddess is located where the first 200 meters
passage is wide. Several small spaces were found: their historic functions are unknown. A turn to the
right, opens into a narrow pathway, which leads to entrances to three Havelis. The end of the path is a
real surprise, a large open space with a semi open pavilion, known as Ranvas Baradari. On the East
there is the Bhakt Sigh Palace, the main complex, with a direct internal entry presumably used by the
king or queens, when they would go to participate in official meetings. On the opposite side there is a
swimming pool built where historically were located bath area or toilets with their drain lines.
Each of this two story havelis have its own hierarchical open, semi-open and enclosed spaces. The
ground floor façade walls are solid, except for the main door: that was found hidden behind low walls
in 1993. One room and some terraces are on the first floor, with articulated carved stone and alcoves
for lamps, thus making the visual composition as low height, rustic, receding, and meandering look.
The small windows of the outer wall show a view of huge Fort wall, constantly reminding the historical
presence.
Although connected by a common walls, each of the havelis is self-sufficient and independent. A semiopen pillared veranda is provided for the daytime activities. A single bay of private spaces runs along
both the sides of this veranda on the ground floor: either on East or North side of the private space
there is the open service area that separates the two houses. In the past, toilets must have been
located there, since a drain and a gap for removing night soil were found. The first floor room and
terrace are private and safer. Articulated with jharokhas overlooking the court. Size variation in plan
has occurred because of addition or subtraction of several bays. The construction method is of a
composite nature using columns and walls where semi-open spaces are required, and with infill walls,
where enclosed rooms are required. Construction is in stone masonry with lime mortar. Square Stone
columns sit on base with capitals are non-decorative. Stone beams are supported with arcaded
brackets, and joined with iron clamps (JAIN et al., 2009).
1.3.
Conservation work at Ranvas precinct
While adhering to the original function, the Ranvas precinct offered the rich opportunity of reuse
because of its unique position, isolation, as well as proximity to main palaces. It was seen as the
possible revenue generator for the maintenance of main palaces.
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Fig. 2: The Ranvas precinct at Nagaur fort

Conservation and development works were taken up simultaneously to minimize duplication of efforts.
Accommodation for fifty-two people in thirteen double and twenty-six single rooms have been
provided. Common facilities like, lounge (Ranvas Baradari), dining, kitchen, offices, staff quarters, etc.
are placed inside existing structures. New spaces such as swimming pool, some staff quarters,
electric generator, water cleaning plant, drainage and solar plant have been added. One part has been
renewed and re-used as a Museum for a deeper explanation of the whole restoration of the fort.
Conservation works have used wood and stone, old for walls and new for decorative works. Lime and
sand with addition of concoction made with gud (raw sugar), gugal (binding agent) and fanugreek
(methi) formed the mortars. Sculptures recovered from Fortwall are placed in many places. However,
these were done with minimal disturbance to the historic character.
For shared and new common spaces, a historic architectural language was used. The conservation
policy included inserting new infrastructure.
The historic pattern of access was maintained, recreating the notions of sequencing, the gradual
opening up of vistas and heightened emphasis on security.
Work of cleaning, lime soaking, and removal of accretions, structural replacement of stone beams and
brackets was taken up first. Rusted iron clamps were replaced with stainless steel clamps. All stairs
were repaired for equal sized risers, and steel railings are provided. Historical elements, found on the
site such as earthen pots, jalis, alcove features, zharookhas, railings and decorated entrances have
been repaired and restored.
To enhance the historic ambience, shamianas were introduced. Shamianas are the historic temporary
devices for shading in the arid areas. The large pieces of Colorful Rajasthani textiles are hanged over
the open areas of Baradari, terraces, haveli courtyards and in entrance.
Sensitive signage, furnishings, finishes, and knick knacks have enhanced the historic euphoria.
supported by research and experience. This has since been accomplished with sensitive design
considerations, responsive both to the historic values and contemporary needs.
The conservation plan has attempted to revive the Ranvas precinct as a public tourist place. This
architectural monument is put under controlled use, to stop its decay.
To establish its historic distinction both innovative and traditional methods were used in conjunction
(JAIN et al., 2009).
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Fig. 3: An enclosure after conservation works

Even though Mughal authority diminished considerably in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries the place is nowadays of outstanding value since the imperial Mughal architectural style and
taste served as a model for that in developing splinter states (ASHER, 1992).

2.

The Technology transfer project

The approach aiming at the integration of traditional management tools and digital tools for
enhancement take into deep consideration also the intangible aspects of this heritage: local traditions,
cultural behaviours, and design processes very often related to local culture and needs (especially in
India). As stated by Yehuda Kalay, Thomas Kvan, Janice Affleck in New Heritage: New Media and
Cultural Heritage “The complement of traditional methods to cultural heritage management has been
augmented with the introduction of digital or new media. […] Digital media can be utilized for much
more than re-creation or re-presentation of physical entities. It has the capacity to become a tool to
capture both the tangible and intangible essence of cultural heritage and the society that created or
used the sites” (KELAY et al., 2008).
As identified by J.T. Dallen and N. Gyan (DALLEN and GYAN, 2009) one of the most frequent threat
to cultural heritage sites (in Global South Countries) is the lack of management. In this framework
participatory processes and audits with involvement of students and researchers can improve the
knowledge of problems related lack of planning and maintenance. “Recently, digitization has attracted
increasing interest not only in museology and computer science, but also in economics and
managerial literature. Scholars have tried to analyse how technological innovation is reshaping the
role and mission of museums as producers and distributors of cultural content and investigate the new
business model that emerges” (L. LAZZERETTI, A. SARTORI, 2016).
In order to develop conservation practices for ancient buildings, activities such as conferences and
colloquia have been held during time of this research. The training of local staff and related officials in
maintenance procedures has been a key point for the activation of both sensibility and awareness
toward preservation.
In some cases a combination of classroom exercises and on-site demonstrations helped to familiarize
staff with the conservation of modern heritage. In India for instance, audience of these workshops has
been expanded to include students, professionals, teachers, private companies involved in
conservation field. Furthermore Digital and social gaps must be bridged in order to provide access and
added value to citizens. ICT tools provide an incredible opportunity to encourage growth and
prosperity. Digital content and services empowered by broadband communications, both wired and
wireless, could have a significant impact on society. One of the first steps in this direction is to
promote human networking and the exchange of experiences and skills amongst different groups and
communities” (RONCHI, 2008, p. 14).
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These events could be aimed at professionals with the purpose of transferring both practical
competences and contextual analysis. Consultants and researchers involved in conservation field
have been invited to present their analytical methodology, results and conclusions and to frame their
research so that professionals can place their work within a broader field of study.
As part of this process of public awareness further promotion and dissemination may also be achieved
by publishing articles in specialized journals and presenting papers at academic conferences.
In this framework Indian teachers play a vital part. To make university teachers well versed with
historic buildings there should be more lectures on this topic as well as other activities provided for
better understanding cultural heritage (SRIVASTAVA, 2015). A future step in this field will be the
involvement of local municipalities such as Jodhpur city toward the organization of programmes
planned on short term and long term basis for professionals at every stage or level of education.
Through this study, by several pilot projects that have been carried out since 2013, it was possible to
create awareness about the fundamental conservation principles underlying maintenance by the use
of technologies of historic heritage in India providing an opportunity to formulate methodologies that
were part of the process of learning by doing on site.

Fig. 4: The project methodology and related outputs

3.

The pilot projects

As stressed by Karni Singh, in Nagaur Fort, conservation management and practice on historic sites
are strictly connected (SINGH JASOL et al., 2008): it is possible to plan a future for this heritage sites
only by means of a strong work cooperation between architects and planners, in order to define the
best management framework for the future.
This is why the Mehrangarh Museum Trust (KHAWAS AND KULSHRESHTHA, 2017) was established
in 1972 by Maharaja Gaj Singh II, managing trustee and owner of the Mehrangarh (Jodhpur) and
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Ahhichatragarh (Nagaur) Forts. Since its creation the trust tried to define the best way to conserve
and reuse heritage sites. Approaching the renovation of Nagaur Fort the idea of restoration was
already well established and clear: the Fort should be a place for capacity building actions in the
heritage conservation field. Soon after the first international grant for restoration, series of workshops
were carried out to make on one side the inhabitants and on the other side craftsman aware of what
was happening inside the fort and make them understand the context of conservation.
From the good feedbacks received both from residents, researchers and tudents, Mehrangarh
Museum Trust along with conservators decided to continue the dissemination of these workshops
focused on Cultural Heritage preservation instead of the mere use of it a touristic place having in mind
the words of one of the conservation architects who has been working on the fort, Prof. K. Jain “We
are still grappling with this misplaced notion of beautification of a heritage site in order to satisfy
expectations of visitors who come to the site.” (JAIN, 2017).
Nowadays the experience of workshop continues with students that comes all around the country and
sometimes from abroad and sponsors have increased in number. Directed by the architects and the
engineers of the Trust since 2013 the workshops involved many expert from numerous countries and
with dissimilar views.

3.1.

3D laser scanner and diagnostic survey

One of the first initiatives carried out within this research framework by the DIAPReM research centre
(University of Ferrara Department of Architecture) tried to foster international cooperation and
technology transfer. The survey campaign was based on research and experimentation aimed at
identifying functional methods for the analysis, diagnostics and restoration of Nagaur Fort protected
by the Mehrangarh Museum Trust. The development trend of the Indian sub-continent offers huge
opportunities for investments in protection and enhancement of local cultural heritage, whose potential
has barely begun to be realized. The aim of the project was to promote the enhancement of Indian
cultural heritage, focusing on technologies and methodologies in the field of conservation and
restoration. In this scenario the maintenance of the good state of conservation of Nagaur Fort could be
improved by a holistic approach toward the survey and monitoring.
This might be accomplished in a more efficient workforce, exploiting the advantages offered by new
technologies, such as laser scanners, already known in India, but not yet functionally integrated in the
processes of conservation.
The project has been aiming at the surveying of part of the fort, to test the instrument potential in
acquisition of decorated architectural morphologies and related pathologies of degradation for
conservation purposes.

Fig. 5: Point cloud analyses at Nagaur Fort (credit: DIAPReM centre)
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The involvement of three Italian private companies, Geogrà srl, Digitarca Snc and Giancarlo Maselli
Srl was a key factor for enabling the technology transfer: all the activities were carried out under the
supervision of Indian staff and methodological seminars have been held during the campaign. Also a
group of local conservator attended on field all the scheduled activities of the project in order to
improve their awareness of these technologies. The survey campaign was carried out in ten days and
allowed the collection of data on stones performance and state of conservation and 3D morphologies
of part of the fort.

3.2.

Helen Hamlyn workshops “Hands on”

Many workshops have been carried out with the support of important sponsorships: one of the most
durable ones, renewed year by year, is called “Hand on workshop” financed by Helen Hamlyn Trust.
Mrs Hamlyn after having visited the Nagaur fort decided to personally support the initiative funding
part of the restoration works that were completed in 2012 and starting a series of workshops with
students coming from all around the subcontinent and the world. Since then several Monument
Conservation Workshop have been conducted by Prof Minakshi Jain at Nagaur, in association with the
Mehrangarh Museum Trust and Helen Hamlyn Trust. Participants’ background was always various:
they comes from architecture offices or from the very last years of their university path or they were
PhD candidates and researchers taking the workshop as a part of their research activity.
The aim of these workshops is to analyze the possibilities of the spaces of the fort thanks to the
recognition of the ancient use, following the process of adaptive reuse. Participants are asked to
create a visual analysis of the assigned area inside the fort and a bi-dimensional visualization of plans
and elevations (taking into consideration green elements, fort-walls, etc). Then, by means of a SWOT
analysis (developed within the boundaries of the fort not touching the surrounding areas) the
possibilities and main problem of the different buildings are highlighted, and surveyed through a
photographic campaign also in order to identify the potentials of each zone.
Over the past years a big part of the material representation the fort has been updated and
implemented with the creation of booklets of each workshop: inside the booklet architects and the
Trust staff tried to collect the majority of the drawings and the most important photos that illustrated
the output of each workshop. During the last day of every workshop students were also asked to
explain the project to different guests in a one day “workshop-in-workshop”: children from the nearby
villages and schools were invited to take part to this initiative. In this way children were asked to
express their perception of the fort in different ways; for instance during the workshop held in May
2017 the output were uncommonly various: from poems to songs, from drawings to dances. 17
children out of 37 decided to represent the fort as “how it should have been” in the ancient times.
During the restoration process a varieties of conservation and survey methodologies has been
adopted: on one hand the adaptive reuse of some elements coming from other Forts, on the other
hand the re-creation of the external gardens analysing the old paintings that were found during the
restoration of one internal area. This started the interest towards the understanding of the initial shape
of the gardens and the consequential typology of flowers and plants that were part of the fort
landscape in ancient times, before the colonial period (KENAWY, 2016). The process needed a deep
study of the significance of the drawings, because of the differences in the representative techniques
used before the XVIII centuries however, through the comparison between different paintings the
conservation architects found an interesting point of view on the problem on the preservation of green
areas.

Fig. 6: recreation of Gardens through old drawings and (on the right) a sketch by students on aggregative points
of the fort and functions (“Hands on Workshop”, November 2017)
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Fig. 7: 360° view of Nagaur Fort developed in may 2017 by students of “Hands on Workshop”.

3.3.

Digital tools for Heritage Enhancement

Some innovative representative solutions for Indian cultural heritage were tested in Nagaur Fort by
the staff of the Department of Architecture at Ferrara University. During the past years, digital tools
such as procedures of 360 degree photos with implementation of targets that reconnect directly to the
information were developed. The 360 degree digital tour of the fort was created in the past and it was
called “Eye on Nagaur”: this first experiment, focused the attention of the Trust and conservation
architects on the new possibilities of visualization of the architecture aimed not only at documentation
but also at developing an innovative way of enhancement of the cultural site.
The inclusion of relevant data within the immersive virtual tour environment can aid communication
between a conservator and a building manager and facilitate informed diagnoses (NAPOLITANO et
al.,2018). The proposal of a virtual tour led the staff of the University of Ferrara (DIAPReM Centre)
towards its development in an unusual way: the aim was to create a virtual room inside the other forts
of Maharaja. The main idea of the room was to create a sort of portal able to connect the various forts,
which are very far each other, and make the people aware of the existence of the fort nets in
Rajasthan. The sharing of these information could improve the knowledge on this rich mosaic of
sculpture, temples, and painting that have gone towards the creation of one of the greatest
civilizations of the world (HARLEY, 1986). This output can be improved with interactive settings, sound
effects, captions, links to files in various format as pdf, jpg, etc. The water absent nowadays in the real
environment of the fort could be virtually recreated in its original paths, pools, channels to visualize
how the fort could look like in the past. Within the technological framework it is also important to
highlight the elaboration of digital models by Ferrara University Architecture Department students.
During a one week seminar held in Ferrara the basic survey drawing were taken as references and
pictures of the fort construction were studied in order to identify the materials framework toward the
creation of 3D models. Besides being a strong base for spatial research and study through these
model were also possible to create a virtual reality (VR) model. If the representation needed is a 2D
drawing (plan, section or elevation) the new functionalities offered by the software help the operator
but are no longer enough for a complete description of the object. For this reason the attention is
focused on the creation of parametric and nopn-parametric models inside the BIM process, in order to
be able to assign all the collected information to the represented building (BARAZZETTI et al., 2016).
The key passages of the BIM creation were focused on: acquisition of building data, integration of
other sources of information able to describe the built heritage, definition of reference geometries for
architectural components, development/detailing of the building as 3D digital reconstruction, and
implementation of instruments for the exploitation of the model between preservation and
enhancement. The advantages associated to the approach proposed concern the flexibility of the
adopted instruments, the quality of the results obtained in terms of precision and level of detail, and
the possibility of communication between the developed product and other solutions oriented on the
exploitation of the building through the model.
The final outputs highlighted a strong synergy between building management and valorisation
approaches through the workflow. As identified by Simon Thurley, (THURLEY 2005), this data can be
used by both local public bodies and technical professionals. The field of investigation is nowadays
attracting students, teachers and professionals also in India, and it is increasing the awareness on the
value of ancient architectures.
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Fig. 8: 3D digital images of Nagaur Fort developed by second year studnets of the Department of Architecture at
University of Ferrara during a specific seminar on Indian architecture.

4.

Objectives achieved

The research carried out along these 5 years had a good impact on the conservation and
maintenance of historic architecture in India. This ranges from impact on culture, scientific production
and business. Some impacts of the research are already clear, whereas in other cases it might take
time, before the real value becomes apparent. It is not simple to predict the potential benefit or future
outcomes, for sure there was an increase of fundamental understanding of the important role of
maintenance programme through the use of advanced technologies.
For the first time laser scanning technique were applied to a Fort in India, increasing the curiosity
toward this technology and also the involvement of local young researcher in this field of application.
The cooperation with local bodies on activates such as the survey techniques development on historic
Architecture has been crucial in order to start a common path of research that could possibly led to
joint organization of courses for professionals.
Several scientific papers have already been shared with the public in international conferences in a
strong cultural exchange between India and Italy. The continuous effort of activities such as
conferences or simple lectures in both the countries has stressed the importance of the preservation
of Indian cultural heritage (both at tangible and intangible level) and its valorisation. The collected
databases were used by local institutions in order to understand the potentials of each technology and
possible utilization for maintenance purposes.
In terms of business, local enterprises have better understood that cultural heritage could soon
become a possible source of income: laser scanner producer have greatly helped and supported
several activities o this research, and new clients have been attracted thanks to this dissemination.
Probably the most important impact was indeed the capacity of new technologies to attract young
students and researchers: they will be the future professionals in charge of the conservation of this
huge legacy.
On the other hand we have to say that there were difficulties, due to local context constrains: flexibility
was needed in order to solve problems and avoid mistakes. This has shown how the methodology
could be probably applied also to other context, in other Asian countries. It is important to highlight that
the aim of this research was to develop a methodology for maintenance and enhancement of Indian
cultural heritage, so the purpose was not the implementation of new services provided by the
University of Ferrara in this country.

5.

Conclusions

The real philosophy behind the implemented activities is the identification of local stakeholders able to
learn and apply contemporary technique in this field. It is important to stress that even if it is not as
accurate as traditional lidar, outputs from 3D dense point cloud generated by photo modelling can fill
the gap between a very time-consuming activity and the traditional use of data in architectural office
during the preliminary phases of a project. Probably photo modelling, especially in high tech countries
such as India will be one of the next frontiers of the architectural, archaeological and urban, survey
(DOCCI et al., 2011). On the other hand an high number of restoration projects have been carried out
by foreign professionals in these countries. But the very particular character of Indian art is set within
its cultural and religious milieu, raising important issues about the profound differences between
Western and Indian ideas of beauty (MITTER, 2011). Western eye wouldn’t be very useful for the
conservation of Indian cultural heritage: there is a strong need of multinational projects able to improve
the capacity of local professionals in heritage preservation and management field. Learning-by-doing
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programmes could take advantage of the crucial mix of western conservation methodologies and local
institutions knowledge. These two factors used at the same time could play a key role in cultural
heritage preservation in many Asian countries thanks to the use of digital technologies.
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Abstract
The study want to describe a system of buildings, located in the city of Wuhan in China, with specific
homogeneous architectural morphological characteristics, identified with the term "lifen". The Chinese
word "lifen" is composed by two characters. The first is Li “里” used to identify something inside that
can be associate in the case of urban structure, which is a space inside a boundary. In Wuhan, there
are many unique examples of Lifen realized to meet the demands of a Chinese new social class from
the end of 19th and early 20th century. Firstly realization was during the period of the foreign
concessions in China. In Wuhan the area was along the bund of the city of Hankou where was
established the foreign settlement, on the north side of the Chang Jiang - or named, at that time Yang
Tze Kiang. The foreign nations - England, Russian, France, Germany and Japan has initiate the urban
expansion of the city with foreign characteristics so like an unprecedented in the history of Chinese
cities. The most knowed examples are the urbanization of Tianjin but many Chinese cities give way
strategic locations for trade to the foreign countries. In Hankou during few years growing up banks,
administrative buildings, religious buildings, offices of companies, etc Together this new constructions,
which the native people never seen before, born the “Lifen” as homes designed in a new vision to host
the new Chinese working class.
Keywords: Lifen, Chinese cities, foreign concessions in China, safeguard, cultural heritage

In the realization of the settlements in Wuhan the peculiar feature was that the various foreign powers
that settled, the English, German, French, Russian, Japanese (and those that think about it without
instead realize them as like Italy or Belgium) organized their new settlements differently thinking about
those that were specifically their commercial interests. The English who were the first to settle had a
role of overall control over all the territories of the concession and in their settlements privileged the
economic aspects. Banks, administrative buildings, religious buildings, company offices, buildings of a
courtly character representing the British economic power were built in the English area. Here they
also had to build the Lifen that were building complexes that had to host the Chinese social class that
worked for foreigners. So homes designed according to a new vision. These are buildings that we
could define as for common peoples in that it collected families in environments all the same, arranged
according to precise rules of composition. Outside of the concessions, the Chinese city was an urban
body that was consolidated by developing along the lines of communication constituted by narrow
streets in parallel to the two rivers, the Changjiang and the Hanjiang, on whose corner of conjunction
the city of Hankou developed. The Chinese houses were, all of a single level, built with wood and brick
walls only as terminals of individual buildings. There were no buildings that could be defined as
collective, but each family had its own house built according to the classical Chinese architecture.
Instead, with the Lifen the first collective dwellings were realized that solved the enormous problems
that were instead found in the Chinese city. One of the most important problems that were
encountered were for example caused by fires that spread easily, the chaotic aggregation of artifacts,
for the ease of transmitting the flames due to the almost exclusive use of wood as a building material
but also by the huge fragmentariness of building units with stacking of highly flammable materials.
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Many natural disasters are remembered that have completely destroyed huge areas of the Chinese
city. Another endemic problem was the flooding due to the overflow of the blue river. The floods were
impressive due to the high flow of the river as well as their duration that lasted for a few months. There
were always considerable material damage and numerous human victims. Other problems were
health-related. Infectious diseases such as malaria were widespread and harbored victims as a result
of the floods. With the coming of modern life of the foreign powers they wanted to protect ourselves
from these adversities. The new houses were built with the raised ground floor with a cavity floor so as
to have a ventilation that solved the problems of rising damp due to the proximity of the river. But even
the use of materials such as bricks and granite for decorative parts, relegating wood to floor’s structure,
made it possible to have multi-storey buildings. Where, therefore, it was necessary to provide for the
realization of popular or collective housing of a cheaper type but that did not have those problems that
were found in the Chinese city, it was thought of a type in which mass-produced buildings were built
within well-determined lots. So were the foreigners who bought these lands, those for humanitarian
purposes, such as religious associations, or those for economic purposes, wanting to get interest from
the sale or rent, who to meet the needs of their workers or employees, they built much more decent
housing than Chinese common house. Many examples of the specificities indicated have survived, but
over time they have completely changed both from the social point of view in relation to the
compositions of the residents and from the morphological point of view with an incredible
transformation action without respecting the original conformation. Having therefore specified the way
in which the urban building model of the Lifen was conceived we can specify the meaning of the
second word of the term Lifen is Fen 份. Not all authors of texts related to Lifen indicate this word with
the same character. Some use the form fen 分. Still others the term nòng 弄 but the latter is not
associated with the buildings in question of Wuhan but for those made in Shanghai.
The word Fen 份 is also a variant of the word Fen 分. The associable meaning is both the contracted
word and the section or fraction or partition. The best way to understand the word Lifen 里 份 in
foreign language could be internal sections or internal partitions, or rather a single internally divided
block of buildings. So it is a building or group of buildings that is made up of building units. In this
classification mode the Lifen model is not identified as an urban unit but as an architectural complex.
In fact, the Lifen within them have no element that characterizes the spaces from the social point of
view. There are no common places like collective spaces. They are only functional buildings to provide
a single dwelling but without interest to relate the inhabitants each other. Social life could not or should
have been carried out within the Lifen, which were rather comparable to enormous complexes in
which there was no social interaction. One could also say that in a certain sense the Lifen could also
represent an evolution of the classical Chinese model of housing but repeated and rationalized. The
traditional Chinese house was a structure in which there was only an interior in the sense that there
were no open to the outside and all the interior spaces relate to each other through other rooms or
internal courts but never a characterization of for example an outdoor space albeit attached to the
building. Lifen, which are born as aggregated units, are only served by streets or corridors within the
collective area. There are no common meeting areas or for example intended for green areas. In
some cases, at the level of a residential unit a small open access space represents the filter between
the outside and the inside and is intended as a sort of veranda. What was the inner court of the
Chinese house is placed outside so as to preserve this environment even if sometimes more as a
symbolic component for the vision of the sky or for the possibility of being wet by rainwater. At the
same time, with this movement of the atrium towards the outside, more space is obtained inside.
Another consequence of the rationalization of the spaces is expressed through the position of the
service areas on the opposite side to that of the main considered entrance. The layout on two levels
with the use of the attic is also a novelty. The traditional Chinese urban scenario was characterized
exclusively by single-level public housing. In this case with the Lifen is introduced the staircase in the
buildings that is functional to move to the various levels, almost never assumes decorative characters
of relief and most of the times has raised ratios uncomfortable.
On the presence of the toilets inside the dwellings another specification must be made. Thanks to the
survey’s operation we carried out on a series of Lifen dating back to the 30s of 1900, then no more
classifiable models as introduced by the Westerners but a Sinification occurred during the period of
the reappropriation of concessions by the indigenous government, we found a widespread lack of
internal toilet facilities with the presence of collective services outside. But on this point considerations
must be made and we must necessarily refer to other possible future studies. The collective toilets that
are currently present in the Lifen are morphologically detached from the architectural character of the
buildings. Clearly for the position, the type of construction we can assert that these are realizations of
recent epoch and that where they are placed today, certainly would not have been placed at the origin
of the construction of the Lifen that were from the point of view of the composition in plan rationally
organized. So maybe they were not on the outside but they could have been inside but maybe
modified or eliminated where the interior spaces have been transformed and the rooms of the
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collective baths have been created. At the same time, water supplies within homes should also be
recent acquisitions perhaps even dating back to the 70s or 80s of the last century. So probably also
the elimination of the sewage occurred through internal collection systems that were then emptied
outside at some gathering point or perhaps addressed for the fertilization of the agricultural lands.
Water supplies could be characterized instead by having internal depots with water containers. It is
worth remembering that in the 1930s one of the most common jobs in Hankou was that of the water
carrier who collected the water from the blue river and carried it to private homes. The climatic
conditions of this geographical area are such as to have strongly rainy summers, and hence the flood
that were accompanied by high humidity and temperature, and dry winters. In a few words, internally,
the Lifen had the same sanitary conditions as traditional Chinese houses. Obviously with the
transformations occurred during the century of life of these buildings have been inserted for example
cups on the floor but with drain in drainage channel. If at present we have not found any manhole
cover for the sewage system, it is an indication that the sewers are absent as a system of a certain
extent, whereas instead there are drainage channels in which the black and white waters are
conveyed.
But at the same time we find the presence of other uncommon technical elements. At the back of the
building complex, there are masonry elements protruding from the façade and extending upwards at
least one meter above the crowning wall. These are certainly flues for the expulsion of fumes coming
from the service areas that perhaps were, and that are, but minimally used as kitchens. All these flues
are currently closed. They are no longer used for the purpose for which they were made and not even
the current occupants know what they are as a functional element not belonging to the Chinese
tradition and therefore not identifiable by the current users. This last consideration leads us to another
point which is related to the characterization of the occupants of these buildings. If initially, as we have
already said, most likely they were houses intended for Chinese who worked for Westerners and
certainly not for foreign because the number of foreigners in Hankou was not relevant and certainly
would not have been necessary as many homes as those available with the amount of Lifen made. On
the other hand, the foreigners had more substantial economic resources than the common Chinese
and therefore resided in houses of greater value. If during the presence of the foreigners in the
perimeter of the concessions the social composition of the inhabitants of the Lifen should have
remained unchanged there are then two events that could be those that characterized the first
changes of the inhabitants of the Lifen. In the second decade of the 1900s some concessions ceased,
like the German one in which the investigated Lifen re-enters, and the relative land and buildings
passed to a special administration. In some areas, for example in the English concession, it was
forbidden for the Chinese to reside in order to avoid possible demonstrations against Foreign and
therefore in this case surely some Lifen should have been emptied. In ending the control over some
terrors of the foreign powers, such as that under the German administration, it was passed to a
controlled administration and therefore also the assignment of the houses had to have a different
modality. Many foreign companies had left the Chinese territory and therefore those who might have
been their workers or employees certainly could not retain their privileged position.
Surely there will have been a first replacement. In other cases the damages due to the various wars
with certainly notable victims involved a zeroing of the previous condition. It should therefore be noted
a long period of neglect due to lack of economic resources, disorganization, uncontrolled
transformations until then in a first period of reconstruction new Lifen were created, which were
designed starting from the already existing models. This time they were certainly made with different
concepts or proceeding by copying existing models by making a few variations. And therefore new
inhabitants chosen no more from who was the renter of the area or who was the foreign entrepreneur
who offered accommodation to their employees but housing made for example by Chinese
businessmen or by the public administration that therefore certainly favors the settlement of people
that they were part of that administration. These Lifen certainly assumed a greater value than they had
in the preceding period dictated by the fact that a new social class had established itself. But even with
the difficulties that characterized China in the period up to the '40s and then those that continued until
the 70s meant that these buildings had no longer retained the incremental value they had just taken.
We then arrive at the years in which China begins its reconstruction and begins to invest also on what
is the existing heritage to reuse it and offer it to the wealthier classes that were closer to the
administration. Thus, for example, Lifen became homes for retired military personnel, for state
personnel, for people who have a past and no longer for ordinary people such as workers. Between
the 70s and 80s adjustment and maintenance operations were carried out. Reconstruction of roofs,
reconstruction of facades, new raised external floors compared to the previous level so as to make
public water supply systems pass. New stormwater system with new rainwater pipes. At the same
time the economic capacity of the new occupants meant that they began to improve the internal
conditions of their homes by adapting them to their personal standards. This, together with the lack of
rules and rules for constructions, the absence of control or often the willingness of those who had to
check, meant that heavy transformation interventions with planes, closed spaces, aggregation of
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spaces, exploitation of passage spaces for personal use, etc. We thus arrive at what we see today
and that in any case continues to transform itself every day. The Lifen are controlled today, as a unit,
by an administration that should control the security but also the respect of the regulations but often
they are not able to face situations that do not reveal themselves until after a long time.
With these initial informations we wanted to describe in summary what, on the basis of our personal
knowledge, built up by in situ observation that the analysis of phenomena as well as information drawn
from printed texts, is the current situation of a typical Lifen on which we have been called to offer our
analysis to offer the support for a proposal of redevelopment project.
During the analysis phases, countless interventions for the adaptation and modernization of
apartments have been detected. These interventions are made in economy by workers who in most
cases performed these operations without any architectural project and without taking into account the
characteristics of the pre-existing building, modifying the floors, walls and openings in complete
freedom. In the economy of this study, it has not been possible to document, through appropriate
graphs, all of these transformations and of the superficies over time. However, it was possible to
document the original configuration of the buildings, still widely found, in order to have a clear and
complete restitution of their physical constitution and create a base on which to set up the work of
recovery.
The following methodology was used in the execution of the survey and the subsequent drafting of the
drawing for the classification of the acquired data. The current condition of the buildings, investigated
from the morphological point of view, is characterized by the fact that the alterations with respect to its
original configuration are significant due to the presence of numerous added volumes, opening of new
doors and windows, significant addition of building structures and volumetric variations. Also from the
distribution point of view, the internal transformations to the individual buildings are very evident
having been divided the internal environments into smaller units leading to a split of the housing units.
The construction of functional building works for new commercial uses of spaces previously destined
to housing, as well as works to equip the dwellings with sanitary facilities inside, being previously only
positioned outside for common use, make sure that there are distributional alterations as well as very
widespread functional.
It was not possible to enter inside all rooms. Where access was allowed, the metric survey was
performed and components such as the state of conservation, materials, decorations, functions, etc.
were analyzed in order to identify what could have been the original configuration of the spaces.
Where this, by virtue of the survey performed, and having the elements that allowed to formulate a
hypothesis of the original configuration, the next detection operation was directed towards the
identification of those elements that had confirmed this hypothesis. In this perspective, those that were
then identified as transformations that obviously altered an original configuration were not analyzed
except to become aware of the overall compositional structure of the building as a position of bearing
walls and horizons as well as roofing.
In relation to the purpose of the survey to document the validity of a possible preservation operation of
the buildings analyzed, the acquisition of information was privileged to identify what could have been
defined as original so as to verify its current presence and to offer the data that it would have been
used in the redevelopment project. Therefore the survey was not carried out with the aim of represent
the totally actually situation, but at the same time were made both the analysis work and the
development work of the project proposal. By virtue of this, during the survey phase we were not
interested in documenting the actual configuration with the means of the drawing, which however finds
the way to be observed through an extended photographic documentation, but useful to identify the
"significant" parts of this built. Where to get to this result, the survey of some of the altered parts were
also performed, which are also shown in the drawing. These last areas are not of significant
importance if not for the fact that they can testify to the type of transformation that has occurred by
relating them to the needs of users who have made these transformations. This type of observation
can be made by observing precisely the drawing of these parts. These are interventions designed to
create new spaces with the creation of new partition walls, insertions of horizontal elements to create
mezzanines or cantilevers. All this happened with a complete absence of "sensitivity" towards the
historical building. Elimination of walls, as well as realization of new ones without respect of
alignments or even in covering existing window. Where the survey was interested in details of these
interventions, thus going so to identify with precision the current situation, one would be directed more
on the analysis of the transformations rather than on the identification of what could have been the
original configuration.
The survey was performed over the period from April to June 2017 with the aim of defining a frame as
complete as possible of the current situation in the area. In the first phase of recognition, a
photographic survey was carried out aimed at documenting information to be used during the report
phase. Given the impossibility of entering all internal spaces, given the lack of authorizations that
required long time for release, it was preferred to start from the survey of what is visible externally.
Following numerous inspections and with the familiarity acquired with some locals, it was possible to
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enter the common areas first. In fact, many of the identified building units are made up of several units
that have common areas that are often not restricted. In other cases, having explained the interest in
the protection of these buildings as historical architectural heritage, the occupants themselves favored
the entrance of the surveyour.
The survey was performed in a rapid manner thanks to direct measurements with metal roll and with a
laser distance meter. The annotations were reported in a campaign notebook and then returned to the
CAD environment with AutoCAD software. The important activity was essentially in the morning hours,
while the restitution took place during the rest of the day in order to optimize the flow between
information taken during the survey with those used during the realization of the drawing. In all the
places where it was possible to access, measurements were taken on the horizontal plane and the
heights of the rooms, also photographing the same and the parts of special interest. The scale bodies,
as far as possible, have been detected for their complete development both in plan and in elevation.
The restitution took place in the CAD environment and the drawings of all the fronts of the buildings
were made, the general plan of the ground floors with inserted stairs and those hypothesized to be
present but not detected due to lack of access, following the logic of repetition of the module . The roof
plan was also performed on the basis of observations made with the opportunity to climb to the upper
floors of neighboring buildings from which it was possible to see the shape of the roofs. This
information has been crossed with the view from the ground of the facades and the layers visible from
this point of view.
This important operation of a group of buildings was also an opportunity to carry out a social
investigation aimed at understanding how the inhabitants lived in these environments that if on the one
hand are classifiable as historical heritage, on the other hand they have nothing to envy to the multistorey buildings that are increasingly taking the place of these groups of buildings offering hygienic
conditions certainly higher but alienating the inhabitants by cutting their contact with the neighbor and
the sense of community. Therefore, making a survey in a Lifen was also a part of a community and the
outcome of the work was not at all obvious. Remember that those who carried out this operation are
foreigners with all the limits that it entailed in relating to ordinary people. Also for this reason, together
with the notebook of metric notes, there was a notebook of events, a sort of daily diary from which we
can understand many things that apparently with the strictly considered architectural survey do not
seem to be correlated. The same sketches of survey, even if in some cases it would not have been
useful were "beautiful" has been surrendered to this habit so that the inhabitants of the Lifen were
enchanted and therefore were more available to "open" and to open their homes.
From one of the many notes: "This morning in making the survey I met again many residents with
whom I interacted. The first is the person who had reacted badly to the fact that, returning to his home,
he had found me "in his house". Actually I had entered the part on the ground floor where the door
was ajar. I had asked if there was someone but no answer for which in small steps, observing the
environment well to make sure that I could draw up my sketch of relief even if I had to leave
immediately. I took pictures without flash to prevent someone from being attracted to the light. I was a
few minutes and I could also take some measures. The fact is that I was leaving this place, standing
still near the front door and I see two people entering, a man and a woman, of which he, with a dark
face and tone that expressed disappointment, asked me who I was and why I was entered his house. I
gave a little explanation and showed the sketches as well as saying that I was interested in the
protection of the historical architectural heritage. He, after some mumbling, then retired to his house,
closing the door.
... This morning I was doing a photographic survey on the whole facade of the building I'm analyzing.
Arrived at the point where it was the person's home, whose meeting I explained, he, who was seen
through the half-open door that was washing his face right next to the door where the day before I had
seen everything that is usually up a shelf in front of the mirror in the bathroom. He wipes his face, and
in a tone similar to yesterday's, he asks me what I was doing again. Here I started to say my usual
nursery rhyme, which I am Italian, I teach at the Huazhong University of Science and Technology,
which interests me and promotes the knowledge and protection of historical architecture. He continued
on this issue and we interlocked for a few minutes then I returned to take photographs. So when he
saw that I had arrived in the vicinity of a motor scooter parked, which was his, he asked me, explaining
myself also helping with the gestures, if you move it to allow me to take pictures even on that part
where he lives. I told him it was not necessary. The following day this person invited me to come into
his house and to make the survey of the staircase that he said was different from the other on which I
was working. So as a grumpy person, rightly, today he proved to be a very helpful person.
... Today for the second day in a row I went to the survey site to go to the measurement phase. As I
had imagined, the same people I had met the previous day came together again and started talking
more easily. If yesterday had been the phase of the first knowledge with which they asked who I was
and what interest I had, today they tried to help me to know more about this place with the knowledge
that they have sedimented during their life lived in here. The fact is that if yesterday I had to repeat
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that I was an Italian, a professor at University and I was interested in historical architecture, today,
who met me yesterday was the one who introduced me to others.
This immersion in their “clan” allows me to acquire more information than I could have obtained.
Actually, all the dialogues in their mother language, that is the mandarin but with a strong accent of the
local dialect, are not simple, I find the dialogue or better the interlocution on a more specific level of
the ordinary communication. To explain what was the goal of my presence on the spot I brought with
me a print of a survey’s drawing that I recently made so, easily, through the visual language, I would
have reassured them that what I was going to do would have implication on the intervention plan.
What from which I keep well distant, both for competence not mine, both because it would lead me to
be no longer seen as one who intends to enhance the things they have but one that ever happens to
do anything else. But, before continuing with the description, it is good to point out how I dealt with the
problem of legitimizing my presence in that place, not by placing it as an authorized action but as a
situation of my pleasure in studying a place of historical origins. At the same time it should be
emphasized that my appearance apparently was not nearly noticed and that no one cared that I was in
that place, except for those who then came intrigued by me but above all by wanting to see the
drawing I was doing (a first relief drawing). Others, but this happens in the majority of cases, but did
not pay attention to me but to what I was observing, affected by the fact that there could be something
interesting. Of course, a foreigner who comes out to the door could annoy you and you would be
tempted to, if not to remove it, but at least to close in your protected area and not interloquire. Instead,
the approach, at least in this type of places that, we remember, are areas where many things have an
aspect related to sharing, is of an extreme openness. However, there are strong contrasts that are
difficult to read. For example, this welcome, even if in the form of acceptance of presence, is
completely placed at the opposite pole of what appear to be the protection systems that applied to
openings. Excessive metal gratings protect doors and windows. They are often recycled works that
were then brought and used here from other places. The thing that does not go unnoticed by a careful
eye is that these "accessory" works are not modified to be adapted to new destinations but are
overlaid without any formal respect or dimensional adaptation. I can not tell the reason if it comes from
lack of financial endowments that make it possible to limit ourselves to the least expense or if it is
really a fact of lack of compositional sense. Obviously I'm proposing for the first hypothesis. Also
because these superfetations in turn become unsuitable to carry out their purpose or easily deteriorate,
and are in turn repaired, or rather would say, suffer in turn an overlap with other recycled disfiguring
exponentially the architectural composition of the building facades. In this chaos of transformations
more or less overlapping agents, then there are others of adaptation to new uses that completely
overturn the original image making it difficult to identify what was originally created.
In reference to the specific case of the Lifen that has been studied, the first objective I had proposed
was to identify a rhythm, a composition that certainly existed as an architecture born on a precise
design. Here I mean the thing from a formal point of view and not from other points of view such as the
social one. Having assumed the building block to be analyzed as a whole in which to identify
recurrences, rhythms, symmetries or analogies, in the first instance it had no well-defined limits for me.
So I first worked to identify these limits. Since the planimetric analysis showed that the entire block
had substantially three groups of buildings with different compositions despite being identified with a
single name corresponding to the one shown at the top of one of the entrances, I wanted to check if
there were any signs from the point of formal view that differentiates them in stylistic characters.
So the operation was to walk inside the Lifen observing the decorative apparatus of the windows, the
continuity of the cornices, the use of different materials, etc. and noting in my mind these differences.
Being that even within the Lifen it is clear that despite many similarities, there were basically three
different blocks. So I posed the problem of how the property and its protection were structured. Three
different blocks could mean three different properties and therefore three different possible gates. The
first was clearly visible on the street shenglijie 胜利街 where we read above "A 1933 D" then just
above the entrance arch 延庆里 yánqìngl . Following the classification used in the preliminary study to
identify the buildings present in the area of this study, the building complex referred to in this report is
located in the southwest corner of the right side of block 1 at the intersection of the ErYao Xiao Road
二曜小路 and ShengLi Road 胜利街 (Fig. 01) and consists of seven building blocks to which codes 1-1,
1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-5, 1-6 have been assigned , 1-7 (Fig. 02). This group of buildings, which is commonly
referred to as Lifen, consists of the Lifen YÁNQÌNG L (延庆里) buildings 1-1, 1-2, 1-5, 1-6 and SÌM I
L (四美里) buildings 1-3, 1 -4 and 1-7 (Fig. 02).
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Fig. 1: A part of the former German concession in Wuhan included between the road ShengLi Jie, SanYang
Road and Eryao Road. With black color the buildings analyzed.
Fig. 2: The buildings analyzed with the identification code.

Currently, access to the complex is via two entrances. The first takes place through an entrance hall
overlooking the ShengLi Road 胜利 街 (Fig. 02, red arrow on the right side) and the second through an
entrance hall overlooking the ErYao Xiao Road 二 曜 小路 (fig. 02, red arrow on the lower left side).
On the facade, in correspondence of these two gates, there are respectively the texts 延庆里 Yánqìng
L and 四美里 Sim i L which are the names of the relative Lifen which are accessed. The word 里 l is
that which indicates 里 份 l fèn. In the past, almost certainly, there was a third entrance (Fig. 02, red
arrow on the lower right side) that can be identified thanks to the presence of architectural elements
that signal the position of a typical entrance to a Lifen. Above the arch of the first entrance on the
Shengli road 胜利 街 (Fig. 02, red arrow on the right side) is visible at the top the inscription "A 1933
D" which indicates the construction date of the Lifen which in this case is the 延庆里 Yánqìng L . This
name is written just above the entrance. Actually the writing that is present is 延慶 裡, written using the
uncomplicated Chinese and which in simplified Chinese becomes 延庆里 yánqìngl da read from right
to left. To the right of this writing there is another one that should be read from top to bottom. It is 民国
廿二 年 Mínguó Niàn Èr Nián which indicates the 22nd year since the foundation of the Chinese
Republic (1911) which is therefore 1933. On the left another 理杏 written which is not completely
legible being covered by the electrical supply system cables. For the second entrance on the ErYao
Xiao Road 二 曜小路 (Fig. 02, red arrow on the lower left side) above the access space, almost
completely covered by an air conditioning system, the inscription 四美 里 Sim il (written) from right to
left). The hypothesis that in the past there was a third entrance (indicated in Fig. 02 with the red arrow
on the lower right side) is based on the following observations. The right terminal of the building 1.02
presents, unlike the part that precedes it of a single level, a vertical of two levels directly on the road,
and that, in the upper part presents a crowning with a particular formal structure that gives a tone of
greater importance at this point than the sequence of façade that precedes it and that follows it. At this
point the ground floor currently consists of a metal door (house number 二 曜 小路 2), with an
overhanging window opening.
Dimensional information
The overall dimensions of the analyzed area are about 104.00 x 53.50 meters, equal to 5564 square
meters. We report to follow the surfaces of the sediment area of each individual building
Building identifier
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
TOT.

Length (m.)
53.50
50.70
50.70
50.70
33.60
33.60
33.60

Width (m.)
13.80
14.90
14.90
14.90
15.30
15.30
15.30

Area of land (sqm)
738.30 mq
755.40 mq
755.40 mq
755.40 mq
514.10 mq
514.10 mq
514.10 mq
4546,80 mq
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The areas related to pedestrian are about 5564.00 square meters - 4546.80 square meters = 1017.20
square meters
All the buildings, which have a rectangular shape in plan, with a side much longer than the other, are
characterized by a more representative main front (which is one of the long sides of the rectangle) and
a secondary (the second long side of the rectangle) ) where service inputs are typically allocated. The
short sides do not present significant elements and in general there are simple openings certainly
created in recent times.
At the main front of each building one faces the secondary front of another except in the case of
buildings 1.05 and 1.06 where the main fronts face the common road which is also the continuation of
the entrance to the Lifen from the Sheng Li Road.
It should be remembered that a feature of this architecture is the presence of a wall that divides
transversely, like the entire construction compartmentalizing it. This septum has a historical reason
being a technical device to prevent the spread of fire in the event of a fire. As described below, all the
horizontals are made of wood as well as the covers. So material that is vulnerable to fires. The internal
paths, all characterized by being only pedestrian, are of variable width between 2.90 and 4.00 meters.
On the larger ones face the main fronts and therefore the main entrances.
The two access gates within the complex do not have any street number while the entrances to the
individual rooms on the Er Yao Road and on the ShengLi Road have a street number, usually located
on the right side of the entrance. In some cases the position of the number plates of the street
numbers do not respect this rule having the residents moved this plate to make room for the new walls
decorations resulting from the work of transformation.
Within the complex the street numbers are affixed only in correspondence of the accesses present on
the main sides. In some cases, the entrances on the back sides of the individual buildings have written
affixed by the occupants of the houses that bear the text "Rear side of the house number ...". This
condition shows that the main entrances on the main front and the service entrances were both
entrances for a single residential unit.

Fig. 3: The axonometric representation and the plan of the roofs of the Lifen analyzed. Survey and drawing by
Francesco Maglioccola 2017

Fig. 4: Simeili Lifen. Front view along the ErYaoxiao road. Survey and drawing by Francesco Maglioccola 2017
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Fig. 5: Simeili Lifen. Front view along the internal road. Survey and drawing by Francesco Maglioccola 2017

Fig. 6, 7: Simeili Lifen. Survey and drawing by Francesco Maglioccola 2017

Fig. 8, 9: Simeili Lifen. Section and plan. Survey and drawing by Francesco Maglioccola 2017
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Fig. 10: The scheme of land floor of the Lifen analyzed. Survey and drawing by Francesco Maglioccola 2017
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Abstract
The paper focuses on changes of urban and cultural landscapes after 1945 under the communist
regime in a way that they were presented in Polish, Czech and Slovak literature published after 1989
(when a climate for talking about politically uncomfortable topics has changed). The main subject of
the author‟s interest is how surrounding landscape influences people‟s behaviour demonstrated in
literary pieces. The destruction caused during the WWII in Polish (former German) towns like Gdańsk,
Szczecin or Wrocław and decision of contemporary authorities not to restore anything for many
decades forced citizens to live in increasingly decaying surroundings. In Czechoslovakia, due to
expulsion of German citizens, massive migration movements took place and the parts of the country
(so called Sudetenland) have been inhabited by newcomers, who ignored the places‟ history, while
simultaneously unable to find their own identity.
Losing historical values of Polish, Czech and Slovak towns lead to the loss of identity and moral
precepts by citizens – protagonists of literary pieces, as if the authors wanted to say that not only
people create their neighbourhood, but also – how surroundings can influence inhabitants‟ fates.
Therefore in Polish, Czech and Slovak literature in past few decades a new trend called “neo-postresettlement literature” can be observed.
Keywords: Cultural landscape, urban landscape, post-communist literature, literature as a
representation of reality

1. Introduction
According to Winston Churchill, “We shape our buildings and afterwards our buildings shape us” [1],
pronounced in 1943 and accompanying the decision to rebuild the Commons Chamber in London, the
British Prime Minister had in mind that the history - either the “big”, or the “small” one - is a question of
continuity. Although recently passed away Frank Ankersmit claimed that history cannot be
reconstructed in a way it really occurred, no one can deny that humankind is constructed by history
and by all the changes that historical events have caused. The aim of the paper is to prove that
reshapes in urban landscapes after 1945 in the Central European countries affected not only
appearance of cities rising from the ruins, but also had a huge influence on their inhabitants‟ identity
and mentality. There is a close relationship between a place and its inhabitants, as many
philosophers, Martin Heidegger to be the first and the most obvious taking into account, have
expressed. The resource of identity can be a space that is symbolic and in some way marked [2], but it
can became symbolic, named and marked only because of tracks left by people‟s activity. And thus
tracks were destroyed during WWII and afterwards, and the places that are the topic of this paper,
became a space with amputated memory [3]. As an example of this phenomenon literary works by
Polish, Czech and Slovak authors will be used.
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2. Unwanted gifts - historical background
The end of WWII for common people meant not only cessation of military actions, but also necessity of
facing a new political order in Central Europe. Jalta agreement defined brand new territories of prewar states and estimated Soviet sphere of influence in previous independent countries. For example
Polish borders have changed and the new state had to hand-over 48% of its territory to the Soviet
Union losing its Eastern areas in return for Western ones, which have become Polish for the first time
in their history. The communist propaganda however
used to use a term „Recovered Territories“ for a huge part of Silesia and especially Western
Pomerania, a region that from the very beginning of its history up until 1945 was a part of Germany.
Border changes also caused rapid migrations of citizens, forced to leave their hometowns and settle in
provinces that were allocated to The Polish People‟s Republic. Former German towns and villages
were colonized by citizens with Polish origins, who were deported from parts of Ukraine and Lithuania
that used to be Polish regions before WWII and became a part of the Soviet Union after 1945. PolishCanadian writer, Ewa Stachniak, describes it using an example of one of the protagonists from her
novel Necessary LiesŚ “The Recovered Territories!” he had read. “The land of opportunity”.
Newspapers painted pictures of opulent villas abandoned by fleeing Germans, houses fully furnitured,
equipped, business waiting for Polish settlers, new pioneers, as if this land had no past and had to be
reclaimed from nature. “Go!” he read. “Tomorrow may be too late”. [4] On the other hand a huge
phenomenon called „expulsion“ took place in the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, which meant that
almost all citizens with German nationality were brutally forced to leave Czechoslovakia. There still is
a dynamic discussion about legitimacy of president Edvard Beneń decrees, especially the ones
concerning denazification and losing Czechoslovak citizenship by people with German origins without
distinction of their political affiliation [5]. Nevertheless, about 250.000 inhabitants of Czech towns and
villages, that were considered to be Germans, had to leave their homes (which they‟ve resided in often
for centuries) that were afterwards assigned to Czech and Slovak people who decided to colonize
abandoned areas, mostly in Sudeten mountains (Sudety) and Bohemian Forest (Ńumava). It is worth
to recall a matter of common knowledge that although Poland and former Czechoslovakia are close
neighbours, their history during the WWI was significantly different. Poland was one of the countries
most affected by military actions: two-fifths of its cultural property was totally destroyed.
Czechoslovakia, divided into Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia and puppet Slovak State survived
with almost untouched industry and cultural heritage. Material losses had in fact only an irrelevant
impact on fates of people who became victims of decisions made behind their backs and dramatically
stigmatized their lives.

3. In the middle of nowhere - identity defined by surrounding landscapes
Almost 50-years history of areas that was affected by political and historical turbulences was a
politically uncomfortable and forbidden topic in an official literary discourse for many decades, it was
propaganda that had the turn in speaking about good changes that had occurred under the communist
regime. Only after 1989 some authors have decided to come back to the recent history in their works,
trying to understand and explain the phenomena of losing and creating new identities of places and
people who belonged to those places.
Three cities that became a part of Poland‟s People Republic after 1945 became protagonists of novels
written at the turn of the 20th and the 21st centuryŚ Gdańsk (former German Danzig), Szczecin (former
Stettin) and Wrocław (German Breslau, however this town is known in Czech as Vratislav due to a
historical episode when the town was a part of Lands of the Bohemian Crown). The cities had been
abandoned by almost all of their previous inhabitants - by force, voluntary or accidentally - and the
harsh coexistence of “old” and “new” citizen had started. These cities, full of historical buildings, were
damaged during the war, but the communist government did not hurry to restore them due to not only
the lack of funds, but also for political reasons. According to official opinions the buildings belonged to
the non-Polish history and therefore were not worth reconstructing. for example St. Bridget church in
Gdańsk wasn't transferred to the Church authorities until 1970 and only then had the reconstruction
begun.
A protagonist of a multi-prize winning novel Death in Danzig (Polish original Hanneman) by Stefan
Chwin is Hanneman, an older German citizen of Gdańsk who did not leave the town by the end of
WWII. He has become a victim of an irrational hatred of new settlers who took their anger out not on
himself, but also on the precious items representing German as well as Hanneman‟s personal historyŚ
tea cups, plates, spoons. The novel is not only a story of a man, but most of all of the places and
objects that disappears in the past like patterns on kitchen
utensilsŚ “What was on the mug in which Grandmother served us her freshly pressed apple juice? A
rose leaf? A shepherdess cradling a lamb? What were the sugar cubes in when we stole them from
the china cabinet? And the tea boxes? Did they have a Turkish minaret on a blue background and a
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note about the Dardanelles? Or was it an Indian elephant with a funny-scary, raspberry-coloured
trunk?" [6]. Chwin, as Michael Hofman noticed, “almost literally tells his story in coffee spoons” [7]
paying attention to these intimate items that create a human‟s life. By the way, people rescuing their
property from burning or damaging homes think of personal souvenirs instead of material wealth,
because memories and awareness of the past are more important than coins. Identity is not created
by material or, to put it better, by countable values, it is an effect of continuity of past, present and
future. Another protagonist of the novel is the city itself, with street names being changed by the
authorities. The book also contains a German-Polish vocabulary of past and present nomenclature, a
“Key to places”, as the author called it. Hanemann, experiencing alternation of places‟ names he used
to live in, becomes a “man in transition”. As Guyot and Seethal discerned, “Place names, or toponyms,
are directly related to the place of the people: place in which inhabitants are included, or from where
they are excluded, [...] If toponyms reflect the identity of a place, their changes are indicative of the
multiple identities contained in one place or territory.” [8]
Similarity of personal histories inhabitants of “The Recovered Territories” can be notices also in Artur
Daniel Liskowacki novel Eine kleine [9] that tells the story of Germans who stayed in Stettin after 1945
and their experiences were analogous to Hanemann‟s. Changing streets‟ names lead to feelings that
these places did not belong to them anymore, exclusion by Polish settlers and sometimes secretive,
sometimes open aversion between each nation certainly created atmosphere of homelessness not
only physical, caused by great city damages, but also mental.
Similar message is contained in Bambino [10], a novel by Inga Iwasiów who describes post-war
Szczecin, German Stettin, a city destroyed in carpet bombings at the end of WWII and abandoned by
great part of German inhabitants shortly after. Stettin had in great pre-war history as German largest
port on the Baltic Sea, an important trade and industrial centre of the Western Pomerania. The city
was colonized by new citizens from different parts of Poland, who did not know its history and did not
even want to learn it. Moreover, Stettin became a provincial town and its need were hardly noticed by
central authorities. Like in Wrocłw, ruins were pull down to deliver recovered brick to Warsaw. Stettin
became a town without its own identity, uncertain about its future because of the European political
situation up until 1970, when Treaty of Warsaw between Polish and German governments was signed.
The Treaty was a definite acceptance of existing borders and meant that Polish citizens living on
“Recovered Territories” didn‟t have to be afraid of the return of former German inhabitants, who still
alleged the rights to their properties left behind after 1945. Unfortunately almost four decades of
uncertainty inflicted a great deal of damage to historical buildings, a lot of decorative elements in
secession tenements were destroyed as a result of people‟s notion that “they belonged to no one”.
Personal history of four of the novel‟s protagonists who like other new inhabitants came to the city
from different areas and with different cultural and intimate backgrounds, become a mirror image of
Stettin itself, looking for self-definition, but unable to find it. Neighbourhood full of plaster dropping
peeling off the walls, ruined decorations and previous luxurious multi-bedroom apartments divided into
several tiny flats without either bathroom or kitchen, which evoke the sense of something temporary
and unable to create foundations for the future for the generations to come.
Forcing citizens to live in increasingly decaying buildings while new quarters were rising in the
suburban areas was also a way of manipulating people‟s minds and creating contrast between “old
and ugly German past” and “new and pretty Polish present”, represented by unified, brand new (and
devoid of history) estates. On the other hand, as Georg Thum noticed, architectural landscape of
Gdańsk or Wrocław was closer to Berlin rather than Cracow or Warsaw [11], though communist
authorities took care of destroying historical centres of the cities. As Stachniak describes in her novel:
“Yes, her mother was pleased when the burnt out facades of the buildings were pulled down. Pleased
when the giant statue of Frederick Wilhelm I was pulled from his horse and smashed to the ground.
[...] When Strasse der SA became a Street of Silesian Resistance Fighters, and Kaiserbrucke the
Grunwaldzki Brigde. When the bricks from German ruins, cleaned and sorted, where taken away to
rebuild Stalingrad and then the Old Town in the heart of burnt-out Warsaw” [12].
The novel by Stachniak is built on fates of a couple - Willi and Anna, who were born in the same town,
but at different points in time. As Willi spent his childhood in Breslau, Anna came with her parents to
Wrocław. Their memories are closely tied to the city and therefore are completely different. For Willi
Breslau was a place full of historical buildings, Anna as a child used to play with other children on the
dangerous streets:
“The boys knew the routes to old bunkers and cellars. In the dark they whispered about German spies
they had seen, and one of them would always try to frighten the rest with a scream. Sniffing the moist,
mouldy air of the bunkers, they searched for German schmeissers or Russian kalaschnikovs, for steel
bullets that could be polished with a piece of cloth until they shone” [13].
Radek Fridrich is a Czech poet who consequently in his poems deals with the topic of Czech-German
borderland since the end of the 90s of the 20th century. His fascination is not a coincidence, as
Fridrich has both, Czech and German roots.and lives in an area that has been damaged by the
expulsion. The interest in his “little homeland” he explainsŚ
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“And then by accident I wandered Ore Mountains and found a grave with German soldiers who died
during WWI. This place is named Větrov, German Streckewald and actually it does not exist now.
There are only three ruined houses and some huts left. I have found out that there had been a piste
and a bakery and a butcher, and because I am partly German it have started to resonate with me
somehow. I began to recall stories that my grandmother use to tell me and suddenly I realized the
stories were real.” [14]
Losing the place‟s memory in a distinct way is a topic of novel by the Czech author Zdeněk Ńmíd
Stigma (orig. Cejch). It‟s a story of several generations of people mostly with German origins,
tolerantly living in the Sudetenland but with Czech neighbours and accepting the newly arrived citizens
without taking notice of their nationality until the 1930s of the 20th century. Domination of Germans
manifested in bullying and humiliation of other nations‟ representatives radically turned around after
Constitutional Decrees of the President of the Republic, Edvard Beneń. The Decrees are nowadays
associated primarily with deportation of ethnic Germans from Czechoslovakia and confiscation of their
properties. In his literary work Ńmíd focuses not only on German citizens leaving their homeland, but
also on new settlers who became owners of estates, but with no awareness of the significance. The
author uses two metaphors to show how the new settlers coped with properties they “had unhaitated”.
The first one is a local tavern which has been deprived of all its previous decorations: paintings and
photographs recalling antiquity of the region. The new owners treated the building like something
strange, alien even, with no respect for the previous citizens‟ history thereby presenting no historical
relevance whatsoever to them. Living is such a place has created a new kind of human being,
according to writers‟ words, who “became a special kind of creature with a distinctive sign of twodimensional character” [15]. No awareness of the history and no memories related to the place lead to
new settlers‟ lack of respect for the buildings that stood the test of time and items collected over the
course centuries. They were now being treated like something “given”, so they don‟t require any
special care. The second metaphor the writer uses is the episode of a Romani family which settled in
one of the houses abandoned by the Germans. With a high dose of humor the author tells a story of
trying to hide a picture of one of the one of the house‟s ancestors, which was “looking over” the
bedroom and disturbing the married couple during their sex life and destroying their intimacy because
of the “presence” of the third person. On the other hand he describes damages that over the course of
several years the family made to the house:
“Mamma Juliana would burn something on the stove from time to time, it was hard to remove from the
frying pan, so she used to throw the kitchen items with the rest of the meat into the nettle. In the
evening the meat was carefully separated from the frying pan by mice, birds, weasels, miscellaneous
worms and flies, so the Olahs restored the relation of common living between the nature and humans,
as it has always been. However one autumn Demeter
Olah noticed that his kitchen had been flooded. He climbed to the attic where he got soaked and he
deemed that he could not mend it. He looked at the broken windows, at the ocean of nettle around the
doors and the couple of bunches of nettle in the hallway, at the flooded fireplace - and he disappeared
for several days” [16].
This particular fragment expresses indifference typical for people with no roots, who did not detect the
past of the place that they in some way inherited, so they move forward: to the next place that can be
unkempt, inhabited for some time and left, devastated and ruined without any reflection what a “place
to be” means.
People can also be victims of modernization of place that they were born in. The plot of Jamrtál Tales
(orig. Povídky jamrtálské) by Czech author Milena Slavická is set in a Prague quarter Nusle that is
located in a big valley, surrounded by better known districts of the city. From the beginning of the 20th
century the plans to building a bridge over the valley were in place, but the bridge itself has not been
built until the 70s, to the detriment of several whole streets which ended up being demolished. The
concrete bridge carrying a highway and an underground line has become a popular place for suicides,
and the bridge‟s construction site, dominating the quarter and emphasizing its likeness to Dante‟s Hell
below the “proper” Prague, was bleak, full of decay, bitterness and dead bodies.
“Ali often used to see corpses covered with sheets. Just here, not far away from the railway line,
bodies of suicides dreaming of dropping on the railroad on the direction from Prague to Pilsen, were
falling”. [17]
The writer compares the fate of four children living in Nusle to the quarter itself – forgotten by
authorities, decaying, losing its historical values and, as seen on the example of the young
protagonists, losing identity and moral compass, as if the author wanted to say that surroundings have
an enormous influence on people‟s behaviour. Living in such surroundings hardly leads their
inhabitants to anything more that Heidegger‟s life-to-death, interim existence because the future can
hardly be constructed on the basis of erased past. And this is what protagonists of the stories do - live,
make love and drink to death because they are unable to fight with the hopelessness of the everyday.
Similar thoughts can be found in literary works by a Slovak-Austrian writer Zdenka Becker, who in her
novel expresses close ties to the Slovak capital city, Bratislava. The city has not been destroyed
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during the war, but after 1945 has been rapidly growing, assimilating neighbouring villages. People
who started to be a part of the city rather than its rural periphery are forced to change their traditions,
habits and lifestyles. As the result the people, like in the previously mentioned literary pieces, lose
their identity and values. With suburban estates being a symbol of progress, previous traditions and
human relation have been lost, as Becker explicitly puts:
“Citizens of the whole village lived in the estate in various places. They had new neighbours and they
did not stay in touch with any of them. They did not greet each other on the staircase. One could not
know where they were from, who they were and what they were able to do.” [18] But the most
significant change involved the church. Once the most important part of villagers‟ life, under the
communist regime it has become unwanted and forbidden, a distant and inaccessible space, as
Becker expresses:
“Well, where is the church?” “Over there, behind these estates” she waved her hand in this direction
and in a moment she became nervous. “That‟s the only thing that‟s left”. [19]
The writer‟s - fictional or autobiographical - observation can be applied to the real Slovak capital city
appearance, where St. Martin‟s Cathedral is now surrounded by a modern highway that has nothing in
common with holiness of the sacred place that has been rolled over by modernization. It also
corresponds with statements of geographers, who noticeŚ “Although the concept of cultural landscape
and its individual aspects are more common now in the territorial and strategic documents of
municipalities in the Sub-Little Carpathian Region, in reality there are also several examples of an
absolute and blatant disrespect on the side of the public at large for cultural landscape values. The
possible cause is poor acknowledgement or ignorance concerning cultural landscape assets and their
meaning (cultural-historical, socio-cultural, aesthetic) as well as their potential.” [20]

Conclusion
To open an unlimited and uncensored discourse on borderlands‟ history after 1945 means not only to
look at the political changes after 1989, but also to examine the outlook of a generation that can be
called „postmemory‟ according to the term coined by Marianne Hirsch. [21] People born between the
60s and 80s of the 20th century, for whom the WWII and its‟ immediate influence on Central European
countries were an immediate history and who have had no political, moral and material limitations in
finding roots in their hometowns or areas they grew up in. The literary pieces that have been
mentioned here are just a handful of examples of literature as a reaction to how people create their
neighbourhoods, as well as how surroundings can influence their personal life.
Popularity of topics concerning post-war migrations, building new identities and discovering pre-war
history of regions has lead one of Polish literary historians, Inga Iwasiów to create a new term that
embraces the phenomenonŚ “neo-post-resettlement literature” [22]. She talks about European
literature after 1945 as a prose and poetry of “huge migration”. Dealing with the changing urban
landscapes is an integral part of such a literature.
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Abstract
This study, which began in 2012 with the analyses, the surveys and the drawings of some small
Sicilian cities on the Ionian coast (Mandanici, Alì, Forza D’Agrò, Fiumedinisi, Itala and Casalvecchio in
2018), it now continues with some projects useful for the sharing and the implementation of the
obtained data and for the increment of the awareness of the inhabitants and occasional users
regarding the architectural and landscape value of these places.
The little cities on the Ionian Coast, despite the some peculiarities, are similar in location, structure
and shape, in addition they often, have the same architectonical language. The Micro_Cities are
having to deal with the profound economic crisis of the region and the progressive and inexorable
depopulation. One way to increase their economy is to intercept the touristic flow that comes from
Taormina and the Aeolian Isles which are not far away.
This study tries to evaluate the potentiality of an organic communication strategy able to form a net
with all these centres, and to enforce their visibility on the new media.
One of the many possibilities that the new media offers is an “app” which takes into account the
survey data (drawings, 3D, analyses) the potentiality of the landscape (orography, view and special
locations) and the novel taste of young adults for the edutainment.
So “App and Go” is an app which allows you to play with places, architecture and monuments. The
goal of the game is to find some specific elements (carved brackets, heraldic shields, facades, or
beautiful sights) using your own device and walking all around the centre. The app gives you different
kinds of signs, real little clues, that show you how near you are to one specific element, and allow you
to look at each Micro_City in a different way.
Keywords: Survey, Edutainment, Itala, Augmented Reality,

1.

Introduction

The South of Italy, in recent years has experienced an increase in tourism, nationally and
internationally, but is still limited by the backwardness of the media and the overall organization of
tourism. Tourism development plans, both national and regional (Strategic Tourism Development Plan
2018-2022, Europeana for Tourism, Triennial Tourism Development Program 2018/2020), focus on
actions to enhance communication, the digitalization of services promotion and marketing.
In the past, some marketing operations, conducted with great expenditure of resources, were
disappointing, both in the conceptual quality of the releases and in the effectiveness of the graphic and
communicative appearance. In fact, there is often a disconnection between the communicative
structure and the so-called content, that is the very substance of communication. An effective strategy
should transfer the results of scientific studies within communication strategies aimed at
dissemination, the increase of tourism, and edutainment.
This research tries to hypothesize an App capable of telling and enhancing the Ionian Coast and in
particular the six half-coast centres that have been afflicted for many years by the phenomenon of
abandonment and from the consequent degradation.
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The potential of the area is good, given the proximity to popular destinations such as Taormina and
the Aeolian Islands, but until now they have only been exploited for the seasonal potential of the coast
and the flow of bathers.
The App has the structure of a multimedia treasure hunt: the targets are iconic elements of the
territory, details, monuments, views; the graphics are close to new multimedia trends, the content is
rich in unprecedented data and analysis.
2.
Un caso di studio: Itala
The Ionian Coast extends between Cape Scaletta and Cape Sant'Alessio. Here the territory degrades
scenographically towards the Ionian Sea shaped by the slopes of the Peloritani and the numerous
torrents. The micro-cities that dot the territory have arisen in the Greek era but in the Middle Ages,
with the presence of the Basilians, and in the seventeenth-eighteenth century had their moment of
maximum development. The villages are located between 200 meters and 600 meters above sea
level, often hidden in the ground (Mandanici, Fiumedinisi, Itala) to protect themselves from enemy
incursions; in other cases exposed to dominate the region (Forza D'Agrò, Alì).
This study, which began in 2012, has examined six small towns of the Riviera (Mandanici, Alì, Forza
D'Agrò, Fiumedinisi, Itala and Casalvecchio) (Fig.1) making a complete survey of the urban structure,
of the main monuments and of the connection between the centre and the orographic morphology of
the ground.
The six centres have similar characteristics, by extension, complexity, foundation and recently they
have to deal more and more with the problem of abandonment. In fact, these small villages, even
though not far from the Catania_Messina highway and railway, suffer from the continuous
depopulation that triggers phenomena of abandonment of buildings and degradation of the urban
center. The economic crisis of the last few years has hit the real estate sector, increasing the running
costs of the houses which are occupied only during the summer.
App and Go is designed for a network of six centres but the simulations reported here refer, for brevity
and to better focus the theme, to a single center: Itala. The latter consists of five main fractions Itala,
Borgo, Mannello, Croce and the Marina.

Fig. 1: Ionic Coast: six Micro_Cities.
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Croce houses the Arab-Norman church of the SS Pietro Paolo and is located about 800 meters from
the center of Itala. The morphological structure of the village is decided by the presence of the Itala
torrent which divides the center into three small nucleuses, each of which develops around a church.
Itala has as its religious reference the Madonna del Pilar Cathedral, located near the stream; Manello
is dominated by the S. Venera Church (Fig.2), annexed to the destroyed Augustinian Monastery; lastly
Borgo is underlined by the presence of the Madonna della Catena Church, with its façade orientated
to the west, the opposite direction to the Madonna del Pilar Cathedral, and adjacent to the stream.
The urban fabric composed of minute particles and simple buildings, however, appears as a unicum
clinging to the steep rocks. The survey was conducted with the support of local administrations,
carrying out one hundred scans with the Faro Focus 3D laser scanner and involving more than 25
collaborators.

3.

APP and GO

App and Go is an application that connects the six centres of the Sicilian Ionian area. The App,
advertised in the region, and announced by analogical signs at the entrance to each city centre, can
be downloaded for free through the link conveyed by a QRcode.

Fig. 2: Santa Venera Church.
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Fig. 3: App and Go framework.
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Fig. 4: App and Go screenshots.
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The goal of the App, in line with European and regional directives for the development of small villages
and for the development of alternative routes to seasonal ones, is to help tourists to obtain knowledge
of the places through a playful and light approach.
The edutainment proposes a virtuous blend of scientific/cultural content and learning methods typical
of gaming and multimedia. It has been shown that in contemporary society this type of approach
develops new sensitivities allowing for that "identity decentralization" which is at the centre of many
educational strategies. The understanding the territory, the urban reality, the architectural quality and
above all the identity of a place can only be enhanced by a playful approach.
The app is structured through two distinct design phases.
The first part, characterized by a scientific approach, provides a thorough knowledge of the places, the
culture and the history of these villages. For each center, in-depth surveying campaigns were carried
out, highlighting not only the architectural structure of the villages but also the location of some
interesting details, glimpses of the surrounding landscape, and unusual and typical use of space. The
data thus obtained can flow into a data base for the seismic risk assessment [1], for the study of the
urban structure of the centers [2], for the evaluation of the hydrogeological risk, or to support
sociological analyses.
The second part of the dissemination process concerns the structuring of the App (Fig.3-4) and the
modes of user involvement.
App and Go is an App that on one hand is based on scientific data (survey, three-dimensional
modeling of the center, and historical studies) and on the other hand uses the technology of
augmented reality to hybridize the real context with the multimedia one. The game offers different
types of "targets" disseminated in the territory of the village and in the immediate vicinity.

Fig. 5: The life of the city.
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Fig. 6: Hint: the presence of a target is achieved illuminating the plan of the centre.
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Fig. 7: Live view: explore the center looking through the smartphone screen in search of the target.
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The targets interact with the user through GPS localization and allow a visual, graphic and cultural
experience of the centre. If the aim of the game is, obviously, the achievement of the highest score, on
the other hand the playful mode and the virtual challenge with past and future users, triggers a search
and analysis mechanism that pushes the user to explore the village with new eyes, looking for
experiences and details that perhaps would never have been seen without the use of the App.
The score obtained gives access to various benefits and is calculated by parametrizing the options
initially chosen. Average scores may offer discounts in accommodation facilities in the district, while
high scores allow entry into the center's "hall of fame".
App and Go, once installed, can be used on site or, in advance, away from the centre in question. For
this reason some initial choices can be made directly from the App via GPS (the choice of the centre
to be explored or the date and weather conditions) or selected by the user. In this case, the user can
check in advance, from home, which facilities will be open or which targets will be possible to reach on
a specific date and time.
The user is then called to choose his profile: junior/senior fast/low; how to reach the targets: straight,
hint, live view; and the type of targets: views, monuments, details, curiosities.
The choice of the junior/senior profile directs towards more appropriate targets, even if it can be
overcome by the user's decisions; in the same way the fast/low choice allows selection of the targets
that can be reached in the time available. The ways to reach the target are the real news of the app
and are based on the GPS signal of the device and on the augmented reality. It is indeed possible to
play in different ways.
The first, the most usual, allows you to orient yourself in the urban labyrinth with a virtual Arianna wire
that leads directly to the nearest targets, straight.
The second mode warns us of the presence of a target illuminating the plan of the centre, obtained
from the survey, and indicating an area within which to search the target unaided. (Fig. 6)
The third mode is activated in live view mode. In fact, it is possible to explore the center looking at the
architecture and details in search of the target through the smartphone screen. (Fig.7) Once the
details have been found, the app indicates the points added to the final count.
Finally, the targets can be selected by switching the different categories, views, monuments, details or
curiosities on or off. The targets are pre-selected by the system based on the choices made
previously, for example the fast route of a senior user provides more monuments and less curiosities
than the low one of a junior user. The views are places where you can observe a particular landscape
or urban view and are pre-selected by the system taking into account the weather conditions and the
position of the sun. So some views will be fully enjoyable during the daylight hours but not in the
afternoon and so on.
The voice "curiosities" contains elements that are not strictly architectural but strongly characterize the
place, such as squares where the life of the village takes place, unusual decorations, and also
information that users have added during previous visits. (Fig. 5) This element is therefore constantly
evolving and includes the photos or comments that past users have entered.
After selecting all the options the game starts, the user must identify the selected targets in the
expected time; if at the end of the session he has reached a score above 70% of the average one he
will be entitled to some discount bonuses in the facilities of the district.
High scores, close to the maximum score obtained, give the right to be registered in the "hall of fame"
of the app that keeps, for a year, the faces of the winners and any souvenir photos taken by cameras
placed along the strategic points of the route.
APP and GO is part of the location-based and augmented realty games, which has recently seen a
significant expansion also in the cultural heritage sector [3] [4]. In my opinion, the phenomenon of
interconnection between culture, architectural heritage, tourism and entertainment is developing new
communication strategies that could be able, with modest investments, to offer a great economic and
social impact in economically and geographically fragile realities such as those of the Ionic Coast.
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Abstract
The theme of this paper is to revile the reason why traditional buildings and cities in the Japanese
sites of World Cultural Heritages have been able to survive so many disasters in long history, and
become designated heritages at last. It explains the new and old view point with the cases of Japan as
that design of heritage buildings and historic cities which were sophisticated with traditional, limited
materials and technologies in past is a kind of survival design for mitigation of unavoidable disasters.
Recently, “disaster mitigation” to ward-off the unavoidable disasters within minimum damage is looked
again, compared with “disaster prevention” trying to perfectly control all of the damages into zero.
Cultural heritages which can be seen now are the “heritage” surviving many disasters at last with
traditional wisdom. This paper explains World Cultural Heritages in Japan from the viewpoint of their
resistance to disasters, and sheds light on “survival designs” that employ limited materials and
technologies available even in case of modern technologies getting damage because of serious
disasters in near future. In this content, targeted natural disasters are divided into 3 parts as
Earthquake, Fire and Snowstorm.
Keywords: Traditional Knowledge, Disaster Mitigation Design in History, Japanese World Cultural
Heritage, Historic Cities

1.

Introduction

At present, a greater focus is placed on the concept of “disaster reduction,” rather than “disaster
prevention.” While the latter approach is aimed at avoiding disasters through use of advanced
technologies, the former concept stresses reducing impacts of disasters, regarding them as inevitable.
Rather than playing a zero-sum game, the disaster reduction approach is aimed at protecting what’s of
vital importance, while allowing limited damage. This approach, which has been handed down from
the times when there were no effective technologies, can be likened to the concept of “losing a battle
to win the war.”
Although the concept of disaster prevention seems to be innovative, in actuality, it stems from longstanding practices. Japanese World Cultural Heritage have been exposed to a great many disasters.
These present heritages feature unique architectural styles and integrated designs, developed long
ago and passed down generation after generation.
This paper contains 3 disasters, dedicated to measures against earthquakes, fires and snowstorm,
respectively. Illustrating the time-honored wisdom and knowledge of “letting disasters pass through”
along with applications in a contemporary context, the paper intends to propose a new way of viewing
traditional Japanese architecture and historical towns in World Cultural Heritage.

2.

Research Aims

There are important related researches on traditional measures for disaster mitigation in Japan. In
case of Shaw’s book (2014) [1], some types of traditional social systems in such as Shirakawa village
are revealed, and most cases are mainly explained as social intangible systems for disaster mitigation.
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And in the important report as “Indigenous Knowledge for Disaster Risk Reduction” (2008) [2], there is
a concrete example on traditional knowledge for flood mitigation measure in the alluvial plain and delta
area of the Gifu prefecture.
This paper tries to present some examples on physical tangible system from 3 different disaster types:
earthquakes, fires and snowstorm, and focuses on the “lessons learnt from tradition to future”. The
purpose of this research is to collect and classify various types of physical characteristics as traditional
knowledge for disaster mitigation in the history of Japanese architectures and historic cities in World
Cultural Heritage. These characteristics should be referred to as important measures for the
coexistence of conservation of cultural values and disaster mitigation toward future disasters.
In the case of serious disasters, even the modern infrastructures built for disaster prevention
measures get damaged and do not work as expected. However, many of the historical architectures
and cities have already survived the long history of disasters and became designated as cultural
heritages because of this traditional wisdom. These traditional measures might not be able to prevent
all the damages, but they can possibly act as effective mitigation measures when integrated with
modern technologies.

3.

Materials and Methods

In this paper, various kinds of examples and related documents citing historical disaster mitigation
measures were collected and sorted in the order of each disaster type. The information on traditional
characteristics for disaster mitigation measures was divided into earthquake, fire and windstorm as
discussed below.

3.1

Earthquake

The Japanese archipelago is located in an area where four tectonic plates meet. The islands were
formed by repeated crustal movements that eventually elevated parts of the seabed. The very origin of
the archipelago therefore determines that the country and its people are destined to endure
earthquakes. In fact, 10-20% of major earthquakes (over M6, during last century) in the world have
occurred in Japan, a country whose national territory accounts for only 0.25% of the entire land area
on the planet. On average, the Japanese archipelago has been hit by a great earthquake every 100 to
150 years.

(1)

Great Buddha Hall (Recovery from Rocking)

Traditional wooden frame structure in Japan are well known as shockproof performance with flexibility
and lightweight. Another problem is how the buildings return to their original state after withstanding
the vibrations. Recent research has clarified the thinking on “restorative capacity after being rocked”
[3]. This is the power at work which tries to restore the original state vis-à-vis the force when dominos
start to fall. In architecture, this force is further enhanced by making pillars wider and applying greater
weight to them.
The world’s oldest timber-frame wooden main hall in existence is the Daibutsu-den (Great Buddha
Hall) at the Todai-ji Temple (WCH) in Nara (Fig.1), and when it was first built in 758, it was a massive
structure that was 60 meters wide, 50 meters long, and 45 meters high, and had a heavy roof
weighing 3,020 tons. With as many as 84 pillars, their width is 40 times greater than what is required,
so there is quite a sense of overkill, but it uses wide pillars aspiring to grandness and elegance as a
work of religious architecture, while at the same time giving it the ability to recover from rocking.

Fig.1: Daibutsu-den (the Great Buddha hall) of Todai-ji Temple (Nara)
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3.2

FIRE

Most of traditional Japanese architectures were built by wood which burns easily, and particularly fires
caused by earthquakes are difficult to handle because they occur at various places at once and
spread. At present, advanced technologies using water for firefighting have developed, but until the
Edo Period, firefighting was conducted using demolition [4]. From the items required for fire – heat,
oxygen, and burnable material – the only one that could be removed with the technology of the time
was “burnable material.” This was a method where buildings were demolished to reduce the amount of
combustible material, allowing the fire to burn out. There appears to have been many construction
workers and craftsmen in architecture-related areas who understood building design as it related to
the firefighting of the period.

(1)

Kiyomizu-dera Temple (Locating a Pond between Structures)

There were basic measures against fires that contributed to landscaping.
At Kiyomizu Temple —one of World Cultural Heritage in Kyoto— various fire-prevention measures
have been adopted from the Edo Period (1603-1868). Kiyomizu Temple was first elected in 798 by
Sakanoue no Tamuramaro on Mt. Otowa in Higashiyama Mountains. Ever since, the temple structures
have suffered from frequent fires. The present complex was rebuilt after the great fire in the Kanei era
(1629) [5]. According to a document extant today, the temple had burned down nine times before it
was destroyed by arson in 1975. The causes of the fires vary, ranging from an earthquake to lightning
strike, arson, and battles.
In 1629, a fire broke out in Jojuin Hall in the northern section of the precincts and spread swiftly to
engulf the entire complex. Part of the Jojuin Hall was used as residential space for master monks; in
any temple, fires often occurred in residential sections, since fire was used in the kitchen, bath and so
on for life. In rebuilding the temple complex again, the hall was relocated more than 30 meters distant
from other structures. Although there is no document explaining the reason for the relocation,
considering the fact that it was relocated shortly after the fire, we can reasonably infer that the purpose
of the relocation was to isolate the buildings, where a fire will start again. On the site of the former hall,
a large pond was developed between the Jojuin Hall and other temple structures. Today, this pond is
integrated in the temple’s firefighting system. (Fig.2)

Fig.2: A pond between Jojuin and the Main Hall of Kiyomizu Temple
Although Kiyomizu Temple had six monasteries, only Enmei-in Monastery was rebuilt during the Meiji
Period (1868-1912). Between Enmei-in and other structures, another pond was dug during the early
Meiji Period, probably to isolate the monastery, where fire was used. The sand and soil excavated
from the pond were used to create a small hill nearby the pond, and bushes were planted on the hill.
The primary purpose of creating the pond and the hill was also probably to stop the spread of fire.

(2)

Nishi-Honganji Temple (Preparing a Fire Protection Belt)

Nishi-Honganji Temple as World Cultural Heritage in Kyoto also endured occasional disasters. Since
the temple’s relocation from Temma (Osaka) to the present site in Kyoto in 1591, the temple
structures were damaged by a great earthquake in July 1596, a great fire in 1617, and another great
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fire in 1788. The first great fire started in the bath-house and spread to several major buildings,
including the Goei-do and the Amida-do halls. The second great fire destroyed several structures,
including the Amida-do Gate and a school building for monks.
The temple had endured yet another great fire earlier. That was in 1474, when the temple had its
facility in Yoshizaki in Echizen province (now Fukui prefecture). At the time of the Battle of the
Hamaguri Gate (1864), followers of the Honganji Temple engaged in firefighting activities at the Kitano-somon Gate (now relocated to Yoshizaki sub-temple), thus preventing the spread of fire caused by
the battle. Subsequently, people began to call the gate “hikeshi-mon” (firefighting gate), in recognition
of the followers’ dedication to firefighting which had prevented the fire from reaching the head temple.
Because of this background, the temple has been eager to take fire protection measures.
During the Meiji Period (1868-1912), the temple adopted radical fire prevention strategies in response
to changing governmental policies toward Buddhist temples. In 1871, the Meiji government
confiscated the land owned by the temple, except its precincts. Shortly before the 400th anniversary of
the death of Rennyo Shonin (Saint Rennyo) in 1898, however, the government admitted the temple’s
ownership of the land in front of its gate. In that occasion, the temple removed sub-temples and
followers’ houses from the area, and converted the land into a garden with a pond [6]. (Fig.3)

Fig.3: Fuchien Garden, a fire protection belt constructed during the Meiji Period
(Source: Doshincho (followers’ notebook) by Honganji Temple Office, November 1909)
The garden functioned as a fire protection belt between the temple and the densely populated
quarters in the city. In 1911, pilgrims from around the country would be able to assemble there, since
many pilgrims were expected to gather to attend the service on the 650th anniversary of the death of
the founder, Saint Shinran. Although following the end of World War II, the land in front of the temple
was transferred to Kyoto city. In 1951, the city converted the land into the present Horikawa Avenue
with 6 lanes width.

(3)

Shirakawa-go village (Firefighting Measure for Thatch-roofed Houses)

Another firefighting measure was taken for thatch-roofed houses in Shirakawa-go (Ogi town) as one of
the World Cultural Heritage Site. Shirakawa-go in Ono county, Gifu prefecture, was one of the first
districts designated by the national government as a preservation district for groups of traditional
buildings. The community is well known for its houses of traditional architectural style, “gassho zukuri”,
featuring steep gable-style thatched roofs.
Thatch-roofed houses are particularly susceptible to fire. In addition to its ease in catching fire, once
the roof begins to burn, it spreads fire sparks in all directions, spreading the fire across the community.
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Even worse, once a spark falls on the roof, the fire spreads not only on the surface of the roof, but also
deeply inward. This means that watering the surface of the roof is ineffective. Since the fire continues
to slowly spread deep inside the thatched roof, sometimes for hours, flames blaze up even after the
fire appears to have been extinguished.
In fact, many of the thatch-roofed houses that formerly existed around Ogi town have been destroyed
by fires, resulting in the loss of entire communities. The only means to extinguish a fire completely is
to remove all bundles of straw from the roof, and throw them into a river. This takes tremendous effort
and a long time.
When Ogi town was designated by the national government as a preservation district for groups of
traditional buildings, in 1976, a large-scale water spraying system was constructed with subsidies
granted by the Agency for Cultural Affairs. The regular fire drill is considered to be a great event
involving all residents. The event also attracts many tourists, now. (Fig.4)

Fig.4: Fire drill at Shirakawa-go Fig.5: Water reservoir located on high altitude for pressurize water
Whenever fire breaks out anywhere in the community, water cannons are activated simultaneously to
spray water over the entire community, comprising of more than 50 houses. The feature of this system
is that water cannon system does not need any artificial power. Since the community had a water
channel for agricultural use on a nearby hillside, the local government constructed a water reservoir on
the hill using that channel as a water source. Because of the differences in height between the
reservoir and the houses, the water pressure needed for spraying water is provided by force of gravity
alone. (Fig.5) Even though this system was installed recently, the concept of the system is based on
the traditional knowledge of using natural force to the maximum level [7].
As reviewed, traditional knowledge was developed in times when there were neither modern
technologies nor advanced equipment. It was impossible to completely prevent fires without fire
hydrants or fire engines. With the limited availability of resources and technologies, our ancestors
developed various measures to minimize the impacts of disasters. They determined the order of
priority, and developed measures to protect the items of the utmost priority, at the risk of losing those
of lower priority. To avoid the worst situations, the entire community combined efforts to enhance
readiness for disaster. The historical environment have elegance and dignity, since they incorporate
traditional knowledge and design for survival in multiple layers.

3.3 SNOWSTORM
Heavy snowfall has serious impact on residents’ daily lives in northern Japan—sometimes piling up
several meters per day. Snow accumulating on roofs flattens houses, blocks entrances and exits, and
collapses buildings. In these regions, survival depends on taking appropriate measures against heavy
snowfall.

(1)

Shirakawa-go village (Throwing Snow Down and Enduring in Storm)

In the case of Shirakawa-go explained above, the snowstorm also has been another serious disaster
in their history. Therefore the shape of traditional architectural style, “gassho zukuri” is understood as
one of the disaster mitigation measures against heavy snow and snowstorm.
The term “gassho” literally means putting hands together in prayer. Two large roof panels are joined
on top, forming a steeply-angled gable. The roof’s inclination is nearly 60 degrees, close to that of an
equilateral triangle. This steep design is effective in shedding snow. At the same time, under this high
and large roof, there is sufficient space to build three to four floors. (Fig.6) The spacious interior has
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helped maintain traditional extended family systems unique to the region. By living together under one
roof, families and relatives do not have to leave the house in order to visit each other during the
season of heavy snowfall. The extended family system probably was developed with this factor in
mind.

Fig.6: House with steep thatched roof

Fig.7: Structure of gassho house

In the past, heat from an open hearth and a kitchen stove on the first floor warmed the attic by
convection. This enabled householders to keep silkworms in the attic throughout the year. Sericulture
has been an important industry in this region since the mid-Edo Period (1603-1868). As another
benefit, the smoke that was generated fumigated the roof thatch from the inside, helping it to last for
more than 30 years. The overhanging gable on the façade is effective in securing access to the house,
since snow from the roof accumulates on both sides of the house. If the first-floor doors become
blocked by snow, residents simply use doors on the second floor.
In this region, clusters of houses have formed along the local river which also made a deep valley. For
protection from strong gales blowing through the valley, all houses in the community are arranged with
their roof ridges parallel to the river (in line with the wind direction). Architecturally, the gable-roofed
houses employ cruck frames, each comprised of two long timbers curving inwards in an “A” shape and
together forming the roof ridge. [8] In fact, the array of frames looks like a series of ribs. To link the
timbers of the cruck frame with pillars, “neso” as ropes made of Japanese witch hazel (hamamelis
japonica) are used instead of iron nails. Since young Japanese witch hazel plants are pliable and
elastic, the houses endure wind pressure applied to the gable with flexibility. On average, each house
has about 1,400 joints, where timbers are combined with the “neso”. Even though each joint has only
a limited ability to resist wind force or heavy snow, by combining the strength of 1,400 joints, they
withstand strong forces of wind and snow. (Fig.7)
To minimize the impact of strong winds, houses stand with their gables (which have smaller resistance
area) facing the wind. Moreover, the gables are designed to withstand wind pressure by adopting
pliable and elastic joints and thus protecting the house from collapsing. This design is another
example of aerodynamic architectural style.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper put various architectural styles and designs in order, containing valuable concepts for
restoring and recreating historical and disaster resilient buildings and cities.
Historical temples and shrines that have played essential roles in respective communities, are based
on traditional designs that their thick pillars, even thicker than required structurally, proved to be
effective in reducing the risk of collapse due to seismic force. If such regional assets are designated
as emergency shelters, taking advantage of such architectural features, they would function as
contemporary safe havens for both local residents and tourists.
Japanese wood culture—which has a more than 1,000-year history—has provided fertile ground for
the evolution of various measures against fires. Renovating water ponds and restoring water channels
in towns will help create an attractive townscape. At the same time, the water resources would
function as a backup system for firefighting during a major disaster, when water supply is likely to be
suspended and fire hydrants become unusable.
Snowstorms and heavy snowfalls are serious menace to contemporary society. In addition to the risk
of houses collapsing due to heavy snow accumulating on roofs, removing snow from roofs is also
dangerous. In fact, many people die every year while doing so. The houses with steep gabled roofs
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were designed to allow large extended families to live in one house, so that they can survive a long
winter even in isolation from the external world. At present, some residents run inns utilizing the
spacious interiors of such gable-roofed houses, thus contributing to the promotion of tourism.
Although it wasn’t explained in previous chapters, there are many densely populated communities that
have emergency routes. Many clusters of houses around the country have emergency routes ensuring
the survival of residents in the case of extensive fires or other disasters. Many traditional “machiya”
townhouses have narrow street frontages but considerable longitudinal depth. From front to back,
there is a residence, inner garden, and a clay storehouse in respective premises. When a fire is
spreading from the street side, residents of course cannot escape in that direction. In such cases, they
are able to escape through the inner garden only if there is a way through the walls between houses.
During the Edo Period (1603-1868), these walls had wooden doors, through which residents could go
into their neighbors’ gardens. Although these doors would normally have been locked, residents could
kick them open in emergencies. Moreover, they used these doors to interact with each other. The
inner garden with green plants extending from house to house also softened the traditional townscape.
Even today, some districts have emergency routes crossing other people’s properties. In Itabashi ward,
Tokyo, for instance, there is an old-style street with a dead end, which made emergency evacuation
impossible. Rather than radically modifying the landscape, residents decided to remodel their walls to
allow emergency escape routes. Although most houses nowadays employ plastic panels for walls, if
wooden walls were used instead, this would help restore traditional streetscapes.
Disaster-resilient urban designs should present strategies for creating safe and beautiful communities
that incorporate traditional wisdom and values. Through the utilization of wisdom and wealth of
experience, our ancestors developed various disaster-mitigation methods incorporated into beautiful
architectural styles. Since we are fortunately privileged to enjoy this traditional wisdom, it becomes our
duty to learn from our ancestors and apply the derived knowledge integrated with modern technology
to disaster-reduction measures in the contemporary context, and evolve and pass them on to the
future generations.
There are still many challenges to be studied.
The collection of traditional wisdom for disaster mitigation should not only from Japan but also from all
over the world. More scientific research for application of the traditional methodology to bring progress
in the recent disaster mitigation methodology needs to be carried out. Even further research on
historical documents is needed for supporting evidence.
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Abstract

T he paper will implement a methodology to assess the local geo-climatic applicability of sunspaces in
E uropean climates considering both winter and cooling seasons. The proposed method is based on the
development of a key performance indicator (KPI) able to define the potentiality of sunspaces in reducing
the winter energy demand of buildings according to the local climate conditions. F urthermore, a second
KPI will be introduce to include in the analysis the negative effect of sunspaces in the summer season
considering the positive effect of shading systems and natural ventilation for preventing and dissipating
the overheating effect of this technique. The proposed K PIs will be calibrated using two technological
configurations of a sample residential building unit considering different levels of performance of the
building envelope (high insulated envelope and low insulated one). � alibration and analyses will be
based on the use of virtual-climate related energy demand indexes (heating and cooling degree days)
and on the parametrization of results of a large number of dynamic energy simulations performed on
the sample building unit using E nergyPlus. F inally, effects of climate changes are considered including
typical weather morphing in accordance to IP� � scenarios. This last analysis will help in introducing a
resilience-based calibration of the previous defined KP Is facing climate change impacts.
K eywords: sunspaces; geo-climatic applicability; architectural technology

1.

Introduction (Arial – 11 pt – L ower cas e letters - � old – L eft aligned)

T he use of sunspaces and related technological components is well-known and is applied in bioclimatic
and low-energy building design since the 70’s. S unspaces are used to reduce the heating energy
consumptions and are included in standards, codes and incentivizing policies for both new building
construction and retrofitting actions – see for example [1]. T his passive heating technology is known
since ancient time – see for example the R oman spaces for cultivation covered by mica sheets described
by Plinio il Giovane – and consistently used in sustainable building design since the 1st oil crises. S everal
books of that period include pioneering studies and calculation methods for sun-driven passive heating
systems including sunspaces – e.g. [2, 3]. A representative example of pioneering-applications of solarheating technologies in building stocks in Italy was the E uropean co-funded demonstrative project
U.P.S .E . – 1979-1983. During this project there were built about 500 solar-heated dwellings [4, 5].
Nevertheless, the research in this topic is still continuing as can be demonstrated by numerous recent
published papers on sunspaces – e.g. [6]. Amid these papers, it is possible to quote [7] and [8] in where
the sunspace potential in reducing local building heating demand is compared with the negative effect
related to the increase in local building cooling energy demand due to the same technical element.
1.1 Paper objectives
T his paper aims at early-analyzing the geo-climatic applicability of sunspaces in different E uropean
climate conditions by implementing a methodology previously developed by the author [8]. In order to
reach this scope, climatic indexes are used together with the results of dynamic energy simulations. T he
further objectives are, in particular, considered.
T he paper studies the capability of attached sunspaces to reduce the heating energy needs of buildings
in different climates. F urthermore, the use of sunspaces is compared with the effect of different
technological envelope definitions, by changing the insulation level of walls and windows. In order to
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perform this comparison, both a reference case without sunspace, and a case with the sunspace are
considered for every envelope configuration – see S ection 2.
Moreover, it is also analyzed the negative effect that sunspaces produce on the cooling energy
demands. F or this second analysis, both controlled natural ventilation (heat gain dissipation) and
shading systems (heat gain prevention) are considered as potential techniques to mitigate this negative
consequence.
F inally, the effect that climate changes may have on the applicability of sunspaces is also considered
by comparing the analysis on current typical meteorological data, with expected future typical conditions
in 2030 under the 4th IPP� report scenario A1�.

2.

Methodology

T o analyze the geo-climatic applicability of attached sunspaces in E uropean climates and reach the
objectives listed in S ection 1.1., a two-step methodology is used. In the first step, a climate-related study
is developed by considering the local typical meteorological years (T MY ) and a series of well-recognized
climate-indicators. In particular, the heating degree days (HDD) and the cooling degree days (� DD) of
six E uropean locations are calculated on different base temperatures – see S ection 3.1. These
indicators are used as general indexes to evaluate the local heating and cooling energy demands of
buildings considering the correlation between these variables – see for example [9, 10, 11]. The same
HDD is assumed by several � ountries, such as Italy, in order to classify locations in energy classes to
define local envelope transmittance limits connected with building-energy labelling [12]. Differently, for
the relation between solar radiation and sunspace applicability, please refer to [8].
In the second step, a sample residential building was dynamically simulated by using E nergyP lus and
Design�uilder considering different locations and envelope configurations. The considered set of
locations was the same used in the climate analysis, and is described in S ection 2.1.
T hree envelope configurations were selected considering a non-insulated building, a standard S outhE uropean insulated building (medium insulation), and a standard North-E uropean insulated building
(high insulation) – see S ection 3.2. F or each insulation level, a reference case without sunspaces and
a case with an attached south-facing sunspace were simulated. F urthermore, the sunspace case was
divided into a non-ventilated nor shaded case, and a controlled natural ventilated and shaded one to
analyze the potential mitigation of additional discomfort in summer. R esults of dynamics simulations
were used to characterize the temperature variations in the attached sunspace. T hese values were
compared to the external ones and used to calculate the heat flow passing through the building envelope
with and without the considered passive heating system. T he calculation of this heat flow was performed
for the entire year considering both positive and negative transmissions, which are connected to the
calculation of the building energy needs for both heating and cooling – see national regulations and
standards.
Paper results are, in fact, related to both winter and summer seasons, by considering the positive effect
of sunspaces in reducing the heating energy needs, and the negative effect of this technology in
increasing the cooling energy demand. F inally, the results of these two steps are compared.
2.1 S elected s ample locations & used climate databas e
F or the purpose of this paper, a set of locations was selected along a virtual line from latitude 38.18 N
to latitude 59.33 N crossing E urope from S outh to North. S ix locations were used to represent different
E uropean climate conditions. T able 1 reports the chosen locations and their coordinates, while F ig. 1
represent this set on a map.
T he used typical weather conditions for the considered set of locations (see S ection 2.1) were assumed
by the well-recognized Meteonorm v.7.1.11 database. A current series of TMY was defined using the
reference periods 2000-2009 for temperatures and 1991-2010 for solar radiations (see the software
user-guides [13, 14]). Differently, for climate change forecast, a series of morphed T MY was calculated
by using the same software Meteonorm. T he morphing – see the model described in [14] – was based
on the IP� � S R E S scenario A1� (mid) – very rapid economic growth, balance across all energy sources
– [15] applied to the year 2030.
Tab. 1: The considered set of locations.

L ocation name
Palermo-P.ta R aisi
R ome-� iampino
Innsbruck
�erlin
Kobenhaun
S tockholm

� ountry
Italy
Italy
Austria
Germany
Denmark
S weden

L atitude
38.18 N
41.8 N
47.27 N
52.47 N
55.67 N
59.33 N

L ongitude
13.1 E
12.58 E
11.4 E
13.4 E
12.3 E
18.05 E

E levation
34 m
131 m
582 m
50 m
28 m
52 m
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F ig. 1: Distribution of the chosen sample locations in E urope.

3.

R esults

In this section are analyzed results of the climate-related (see sub-section 3.1) and the building-related
analyses (sub-section 3.2). F urthermore, these two aspects are compared in sub-section 3.3.
3.1 T erritorial-bas ed analyses using climate-related indicators
T he calculation of HDD and � DD is performed according to the standard UNI E N IS O 15927-6:2008.
In order to compare the results of simulations and the climate analysis, two base temperatures near the
set point one (20°� ) are assumed for the winter season: 18.3°� , which corresponds to 65°F and was
introduced by AS HR AE [16], and 20°� , which is the set point winter comfort temperature conventionally
used in several � ountries as Italy or Denmark. Differently, for the summer season, three values are
assumed: 18.3°� [16, 17], 22°� [18, 19], and the conventional set point summer temperature of 26°� –
see also [20, 21, 22]. T he following expressions (1) and (2) where used:
�

= ∑

∆�

/
24

(1)

(here h is the calculation hour of the year, ϑb is the assumed reference base temperature, and ∆�
is assumed as 0 when ϑh ≥ ϑb, or as the difference between ϑh and ϑb for other hours.
= ∑

∆�

/
24

(2)

(here h is the calculation hour of the year, ϑb is the assumed reference base temperature, and ∆�
is assumed as 0 when ϑh ≤ ϑb, or as the difference between ϑb and ϑh for other hours.
T he calculated HDD and � DD for the six considered locations are mapped in F ig. 2, respectively in F ig.
2 (a) with a base temperature of 20°� and F ig. 2 (b) with a base temperature of 26°� , while their values
for all considered base temperatures are reported in T able 2. T he need for solar passive heating
systems is higher with the increase of the calculated climatic HDD, while the need to prevent and
dissipate residual solar gains grows with the � DD value. As it is underlined by the F igures and the Table,
the distribution of HDD and � DD follows the latitude of locations, with the exception of Innsbruck that
shows a higher HDD and lower � DD than �erlin due to its higher elevation. F urthermore, Table 3 shows
the same values for the morphed climate change forecasted scenario A1� 2030. E xpected changes
due to climate forecast under the IP� � scenario A1� illustrate a general reduction in the HDD and a
growth of the � DD in almost all considered locations. Nevertheless, for those locations with a high
latitude, the changes in the cooling degree hours are very limited.
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F ig. 2: The calculated (a) HDD 20 and (b) � DD 26 for the six considered locations.
Tab. 2: The calculated HDD and � DD of six considered locations for all considered reference base temperature.
L ocation
HDD 18.3
HDD 20
� DD 18.3
� DD 22
� DD 26
Palermo P.ta R aisi
822
1155
989
430
107
R oma-� iampino
1668
2077
774
365
119
Innsbruck
3527
4057
222
64
10
�erlin
3178
3697
274
94
21
Kobenhaun
3471
4033
115
21
0
S tockholm
3987
4549
131
30
2
Tab. 3: The calculated HDD and � DD of six considered locations for all considered reference
using the morphed climate change forecasting scenario A1� 2030.
L ocation
HDD 18.3
HDD 20
� DD 18.3
� DD 22
Palermo P.ta R aisi
792 ↓
1124 ↓
1035 ↑
468 ↑
R oma-� iampino
1499 ↓
1896 ↓
845 ↑
411 ↑
Innsbruck
3146 ↓
3646 ↓
356 ↑
136 ↑
�erlin
3037 ↓
3547 ↓
297 ↑
97 ↑ =
Kobenhaun
3323 ↓
3890 ↓
100 ↑
16 ↑ =
S tockholm
3754 ↓
4311 ↓
140 ↑
31 ↑ =

base temperature
� DD 26
124 ↑
138 ↑
34 ↑
19 ↓
0
=
3 ↑=

3.2 dynamic-energ y simulations and heat transmis sion through the envelope
T he second step of the methodology is based on the results of dynamic energy simulations performed
by using Design �uilder coupled with E nergyPlus. A sample residential dwelling of 74 m2 was simulated.
T he internal distribution was assumed by a well-known architects’ manual [23] and includes a living
room, a kitchen, two bedrooms, two bathrooms, and a distributional space. Nevertheless, all internal
zones were connected and considered at a homogeneous temperature. The flat was conceived as part
of a multi-story building with two flats for floor. T he building was perfectly S outh-North oriented and on
the S outh façade an attached sunspace was defined following the entire length of the dwelling with a
depth of 2 m. T he south façade of the sunspace was completely glazed, while this space was considered
as unoccupied. The activity template of the occupied zone was assumed by AS HR AE 62.1 R esidential
Dwelling unit (with kitchen), with a density of people of 0.215 for m2 and a standard schedule by Design
�uilder (T estR esidential Occ). The heating set point temperature was fixed to 22°� with a setback of
12°� , and the cooling set point was assumed as 25°� with a set back of 28°� . S tandard miscellaneous
and lighting gains were considered. F urthermore, a fixed infiltration rate of 0.5 ac/h was assumed – see
the suggestion for residential units of the Technical S tandard UNI TS 11300-1:2014. F igure 3 reports
the distribution of the simulated dwelling.
� onsidering the paper objectives, three insulation levels were considered, and the same level was
assumed in each simulation for both the dwelling and the sunspace – see also S ection 2.
- Level 1: non insulated building;
- Level 2: medium-insulated building - standard S outh-E uropean insulated building;
- Level 3: high-insulated building - standard North-E uropean insulated building.
In all levels, there were assumed an external plaster layer (cement based) and an internal layer made
in cement blocks (medium density) with a gypsum plaster. Insulation is positioned in between these
layers.
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F ig. 3: The simulated dwelling.
Tab. 4: Opaque and transparent U-values assumed in the 3-simulated levels of insulation.
Level
Insulation thickness
U-value walls
Type of window
U-value window
1
0m
1.7 ( /m2K
S gl � lr 6mm
5.778 ( /m2K
2
0.094 m
0.3 ( /m2K
Dbl LoE � lr 6/13mm Arg
1.493 (/m2K
3
0.32
0.1 ( /m2K
Trp LoE � lr 3/13mm Arg
0.78 (/m2K

T able 4 reports the U-values assumed for walls and windows in all the three cases, while floors and
ceilings were considered as adiabatic (multi-story building).
In order to analyze the effect of sunspaces on heating and cooling needs without directly refers to the
sole considered reference dwelling, the simulated air temperature variations inside sunspaces were
used for this paper. T he positive/negative effect of sunspaces was here calculated considering its ability
in acting as a mesospace by mitigating the external air-temperature and consequently reducing the heat
dispersion through the confining building envelope. The same calculation was performed both in
summer (additional cooling needs) and in winter (mitigated heating needs).
T he heat transmission through the envelope for square units was calculated using the well-known
simplified expression – see for example [24] – that is also compatible with current standards as UNI T S
11300-1:2014 considering only the thermal transmission through the envelope, and UNI E N IS O 13789:
Q = (A*U*ΔT ) * t [(h]

(3)

(here Q is the thermal exchange through the envelope [( h], A is the area of the envelope [m2], U
represent the U-value or thermal transmittance [( /m2K], ΔT the difference in temperature between the
internal air and the air outside or in the mesospace, and t the calculation time [h]. If the envelope is
constituted by more than one element (e.g. opaque and transparent technical elements), a weighted
value of U has to be calculated.
F or the purpose of this paper, the simulated dynamic behavior of the temperature inside the sunspace
is used to calculated the thermal transmission through a square meter of opaque wall [k( h/m2]. The
differences of thermal exchange that arrive with or without the sunspace are further compared to analyze
the geo-climatic potential of this technology. S ince the negative effect of sunspace in summer was
expected to be significant [7, 8], a second sunspace case was simulated including counteractions. T his
last case includes controlled natural ventilation (� NV ) and shading systems – for a detailed analysis
defining the effect of � NV and shading together and alone on summer sunspace behavior see [8]. F or
this paper an external blind with medium reflective slats was considered for shading assuming a control
system based on both outdoor air temperature (activation set point 20°� ) and solar on window
(activation set point 120 ( /m2). Differently, the considered � NV is based on 6 ac/h (see IE A E �� Annex
62 reports) on a schedule 24h/7d, considering that the sunspace is unoccupied, and with an openable
window area of 50% (sliding windows).
F ig. 4 shows the results for U-value 1.7 ( /m2K, while F ig. 5 and F ig. 6 illustrate the results of this
analysis for respectively U-value 0.3 and 0.1 (/m2K. These three analyses were conducted using the
results of dynamic energy simulations of the relative level of insulation with and without sunspaces.
F urthermore, each location was simulated twice: for current and climate forecasted data, for a total of
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108 cases (6 locations, 2 climate conditions, 3 insulation levels, and 3 cases: without and with
sunspaces + sunspaces with � NV and shading).

F ig. 4: � alculated thermal exchanges through a square meter of wall with and without the sunspace for (a) heating
season, (b) cooling season – absolute values –, and (c) annual values – sum of absolute values. The analysis was
conducted for insulation level 1 in each location considering current and future climates.

F ig. 5: � alculated thermal exchanges through a square meter of wall with and without the sunspace for (a) heating
season, (b) cooling season – absolute values –, and (c) annual values – sum of absolute values. The analysis was
conducted for insulation level 2 in each location considering current and future climates.

F ig. 6: � alculated thermal exchanges through a square meter of wall with and without the sunspace for (a) heating
season, (b) cooling season – absolute values –, and (c) annual values – sum of absolute values. The analysis was
conducted for insulation level 3 in each location considering current and future climates.

As shown by these figures, in the heating season, sunspaces may considerably reduce the heat losses
through the building attached walls, even if, when high levels of insulation are considered, their effect in
absolute values is limited. Nevertheless, the counter-effect in the cooling season is evident even in cold
climates. Hence, the application of countermeasures, as � NV and shading, are highly suggested to
prevent a drastically reduction of sunspace potential in the yearly balance, as underlined by graphs “c”.
� onsidering the climate forecast, it is evident a slight reduction in heating needs especially in cold
climate, while in the southern ones, an increase in cooling loads is also suggested. E specially in this
last locations, the behavior of sunspaces without � NV and shading shows a negative yearly balance
since a growth in the absolute thermal exchange through the walls is underlined. This behavior is
particularly evident for higher insulation levels, not only on percentage, but also on the number of
influenced locations. Hence, if without insulation the negative effect is evident for R ome and Palermo, it
becomes stronger with medium insulation, and very evident for high insulation levels including locations
as �erlin, Innsbruck, and even S tockholm. S ee also S ection 4.
3.3 comparis on between climatic and building-related res ults
In this S ection the two analyses were compared in order to identify potential relationship between climate
and building-related indicators. � onsidering the purpose of this paper, thermal exchanges through the
envelope for square meter [k(h/m2] obtained in section 3.2 are analyzed with the local HDD and � DD
assuming as reference base temperature respectively 20°� and 26°� , which are the values used to
calculate ΔT values in expression (3). Hence, thanks to this choice, a perfect correlation is assumed
between the climate-related indicator and the building-one in the case without sunspace. Nevertheless,
this analysis only refers to the thermal transmission due to differences in temperature and do not include
heat gains on the surfaces.
F ig. 7 shows the correlations between climate and building related indicators for the 3 considered
insulation levels in all location under current T MY data. F ig. 7 (a) underlines that a direct relation
between these two databases is evident, even if the coefficient of determination (R 2) is reducing when
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very high insulation levels are assumed, due to the fact that in hotter location the thermal exchange
thought the envelope in the heating season is entirely covered by sunspaces. If these locations are not
considered, an almost 1 value of R 2 is reached also for insulation level 3. A similar behavior was also
underlined in a previous analysis based on a larger set of location [8], even if in that case the building
energy needs and not the exchange through the envelope was considered. In the summer case, good
correlations are reached by all dataset, especially when passive solutions are assumed. As underlined
by the grade of the regression lines, when any counteractions are implemented in the summer season,
cooling needs are considerably higher, and a lower base temperature has to be assumed in the � DD
calculation. A better behavior in this specific technological case can be reached in the 18.3°� case,
even if even a lower temperature may be considered – the R 2 for the insulation level 1 is in this case
0.934, but the ones for level 2 and 3 are respectively 0.8597 and 0.795 demonstrating that, with high
insulation levels, cooling needs have to be expected even with lower environmental temperatures. F ig.
8 illustrates the same analysis, but for the morphed series of T MY considering climate changes. In this
second analysis, a slight increase in the slope of the regression lines is underlined in the cooling season
and in the heating season. Nevertheless, as demonstrated before, for both seasons, the lines referring
to the reference case (no sunspaces) remain the same due to the chosen reference temperatures, with
a proportional increase between the two-plotted variables – HDD and Q.

4.

Discuss ion and conclus ions

R esults of S ection 3 show that the geo-climatic potential of sunspaces increases with the growth of local
HDD, as was also demonstrated on a larger set of locations in [8]. Nevertheless, this effect is especially
significant for low levels of insulation, in where the potential of sunspaces is evident also in the absolute
reduction of the thermal exchanges in the heating period. F urthermore, especially in hot climates, but
also in cold ones, the usage of passive cooling technologies is essential to prevent and/or dissipate the
summer heat gains in the sunspace. ( ithout any counteractions, the annual balance may even result
in a negative potential effect of the sunspaces, especially for high insulation levels and in centralsouthern E uropean locations. T he high difference between the case with the sole sunspace and the
case with sunspace, � NV and shading suggests that a bad usage of this passive heating techniques
(e.g. a not correct control of shading and � NV systems) may overturn the expected benefits. An attentive
education of users, or the installation of automatic controls, are hence suggested, especially if this
technique is used in temperate-to-hot locations.
(hen climate change forecast is considered, the importance of this result is even increased. Although,
sunspaces remain a useful solution to reduce energy needs for heating in building stocks, the effect of
climate changes will slightly reduce the potential of this solar-heating system. (hen sunspaces are
considered without summer counteractions, their geo-climatic potential under the effect of climate
changes doesn’t show a resilient behavior. F ig. 9 compares the percentage of variation between the
case with and without the sunspace in current and future typical weather conditions. As it is evident, the
differences in the local potential of sunspace is reduced in almost all locations. Only, the usage of � NV
and shading solutions may allow a resilience behavior for this indicator, reducing or counterbalancing
the loss in potential due to climate changes. E specially in cold climates, even with these counteractions,
the potential of sunspaces will be slightly reduced in the future.
In this paper a Key Performance Indicator for analyzing the geo-climatic applicability of sunspaces is
introduced, upgrading a previous work of the author, by also including an analysis of climate-change
resilience of this passive heating solution. F urther studies are under development to improve this
analysis, that in this paper is limited to the heat transmission through the envelope and doesn’t include
thermal exchanges related to heat gains, and to apply this method to a larger set of locations.
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F ig. 7: � omparison between the climate-related indicator and the building-related one for all considered locations
in (a) the winter season, and (b) the summer season. The used climate data are the current ones.

F ig. 8: � omparison between the climate-related indicator and the building-related one for all considered locations
in (a) the winter season, and (b) the summer season. The used climate data are the morphed ones considering
climate changes effect under the IP� � scenario A1� for 2030.

F ig. 9: � omparison in the differences of thermal exchange through the envelope with and without sunspaces under
the effect of current and future climates. The analysis was developed for the 3 levels of insulation and for sunspaces
with and without passive cooling summer counteractions (� NV and shading).
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Abstract
In the last decadesb the amount of energy consumed for space cooling and ventilation has raised
significantly. F urthermoreb cooling energy needs are expected to become one of the major consumption
voices in the building sector. T he aircconditioning market is growing faster and faster both in
industrialized and developing countriesb and even if the E E R of these systems are higher than in the
pastb the total energy consumption is rising. F or this reasonb and in accordance to the requirements of
the E U towards NZE B and the diffusion of renewable energy sourcesb the development of lowcenergy
alternative for space cooling is an important issue for the research sector. T he paper will focus on the
effect of passive cooling systems in reducing the cooling energy demand of buildings assuring users’
comfort conditions.
T he paper will report the results of a Ph.D. course on “DE S IGN OF INDOOR C LIMAT E cC ONTR OL
PAS S IV E S Y S T E MS IN BUILDINGS ”b that will be held at Politecnico di T orino in F ebruary 2018.
Different passive cooling ventilative techniques will be analyzed comparing different methods of
calculations ranging from very earlycdesign phases (building programming)b using simple ventilative
cooling potential toolsb to advanced design phasesb using dynamic energy simulations. The effect of
different design choices on the expected reduction in cooling energy needs will also be considered.
K eywords: passive cooling; didactical activity; indoor climate control; controlled natural ventilation; lowc
energy cooling systems

1.

Introduction

In our climatecchanging environmentb it is wellcknown the need for reducing worldwide oilcbased energy
consumptions and correlated GHGb as was discussed during the United Nations C limate C hange
C onference (C OP 21) held in Paris in 2015.
T he building sector alone is responsible of about 40% of the total primary energy consumptionsb mainly
related to space heatingb cooling and ventilationb and electricity for domestic and office appliances.
Policies and regulations at E uropean level have been adopted so far in order to reduce energy demand
in buildingsb e.g. Directive 2010/31/E U – E P BD recast. In spite of thisb energy consumption for space
cooling has been growing considerably due to several causes including climate changes and increase
in indoor thermal comfort expectations. T his consumption trend has been only partially counterbalanced
by an increase of the E nergy E fficiency R atio of the mostly applied space cooling systems [1]. T he
number of installed cooling units isb in factb growing fast in both industrialisedb and developing countries
[2].
T he increase in the number of mechanical cooling units suggests that alternative solutions are
essentials. Among these alternativesb passivecdissipativeccooling systems are a valid alternative to
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reduce solcair temperature peaks in buildings [3]. Howeverb the applicability of these systems is highly
local specific and requires expert analyses since the earliest design phase [4].
1.2 Paper objectives and organisation
T his paper represent the outcome of students’ work carried out within the C ourse “Design of indoor
climateccontrol passive systems in buildings” of the PhD Programme Managementb Productionb Designb
Doctoral S chool of the Polytechnic University if Turin.
T he main objective was to compare results on the potential reduction of cooling energy due to controlled
natural ventilation (C NV) in a space unit composed of rooms in sequenceb between dynamic simulation
through the software Design Builder and a simplified empirical method [5] and the IE A tool [6]. T he
simplified empirical method includes: a) the calculation of required airflow rate for cooling based on heat
gains determined by using monthlycaveraged daily solar irradiance on vertical surfaces of various
orientation and horizontal with diffuse radiation as well as parametric values for the shading coefficientb
solar glass factorb internal heat gainsb and thermal mass.
T he following specific independent variable were considered:
a) number of discomfort hours in free running with either only the IAQ infiltration rate (E N
15251:2007) or C NV ;
b) windcdriven airflow rate as a function of percentage of net opening of external windows;
c) solar radiation control threshold values for shading devices;
d) areal internal heat capacity.

2.

The model and the methodologies

T he simple model considered for the assessments is a onecstory building with a rectangular plan having
a total length and width of 12.6 and 8.6 meters respectively. T he building consists of two rooms and an
intermediate corridor with six identical 120 x 140 cm windows of as represented in the picture below.
T he northern and the southern windows are kept half open in the reference case and their opening
percentages are only altered in section 4 where the effect of opening area on the airflow rate is
evaluated.

F ig. 1: The sample office model used in the analysis.

In S ection 3b the evaluation of the results on variable (a) – mentioned above in the introduction – was
described. T he chosen room in this section is located in the southern side of the apartment. Main design
decision was to choose a scenario regarding only the fixtures infiltration limiting natural ventilation
actions. S imulation over the year was made based on the following data.
Using Design Builder® the internal wall had been selected as adiabatic by a full closure of the door and
adoption of appropriate insulation materials (MW stone wool). Also external walls were shielded (blind
with high reflectivity stats). Natural ventilation was set with 0.5 vol/h (Dwell_ DomLounge_ Occ).
T henb the approach using Ventilative cooling potential analysis toolboxb weather data were selected
from IW E C dataset for Torino (IT A_ T orino.160590_ IWE C .xls). Only the E xtracterrestrial Horizontal
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R adiation was obtained from IW E C E PW dataset (ITA_ T orino.160590_ IW E C E PW.xsl). V olumetric and
other data regarding the room were selected from the design file on Design Builder® .
T he evaluation of method and results of the other variables mentioned in § 1.2 are described in S ections
4b5b and 6. C omparisons between results derived by changing the opening percentage of the windowsb
their shadings and the thermal capacity of opaque surfacesb and the alteration of the corresponding
parameters in the simplified empirical method buildings were carried out c see also the methodology
description in R ef. [7].
T he simplified method is based in two parts: part A for calculating the required airflow rate either for an
acceptable indoor air quality (IAQ) or for summer coolingb and part B for calculating the building
performance in terms of airflow.
In order to secure an acceptable IAQb part A of the simplified method employs equation 1 in order to
calculate the minimum airflow rate based on the standards set for different kinds of space unitsb different
number of occupants and different hours of occupancy.
E q. 1

qrcIAQ = qrcIAQ(p) x Nocc x F occ

[m3/h]

Part A further uses equations 2 and 3 to calculate the cooling requirement based on the heat gains
determined by using monthlycaveraged daily solar irradiance on horizontal and vertical surfaces of
various orientation and the diffuse radiationb as well as the parametric values for the shading coefficientb
solar glass factorb internal heat gainsb and thermal mass. T he average monthly climatic data in this case
are extracted from the Design Builder database.
E q. 2

qrccool = H / (c a x ρx (ti – te))

[m3/h]

E q. 3

H = (Hsol + Hint) x F mass

[W ]

Part B of the empirical method regards the building performance by calculating the windcdriven airflow
rate which is generated due to the distribution of different pressure coefficients (C p) around the building.
In order to calculate the C p with more accuracyb a simplified software called C pC alc is utilized [8][9].
C pC alc employs several parameters including the azimuth angle of the buildingb the building
dimensionsb the plan area densityb the surrounding buildings’heightsb the wind profile exponent and the
wind direction to predict the C p values in different points of the building facades. T he C p values extracted
from C pC alc are then incorporated into the equation 4b within which the wind velocity at the opening
height and the aperture areas are also included in order to estimate the windcdriven airflow through the
building.
E q. 4

qv = v(z) x [(C p+ c C pc) / ((C d1.A 1) c2 + (C d2.A 2) c2 + … + (C dn.A n) c2)]1/2

[m3/s]

T he results from the two parts of the simplified method in terms of hourly air change (cubic meter per
hour or AC H) are then compared to one another and in case the requirements are not metb the opening
sizes are modified in order to adjust the building performance accordingly.

3.

Number of discomfort hours in freecrunning buildings

C omparison between two approaches using Design Builder® and the Ventilative cooling potential
analysis toolbox developed within the IE A c E BC Annex 62 c "Ventilative cooling" [6] for natural cooling
assessment of a room in the selected apartment.
3.1 R esults and analysis
T he reported required airflow rates in V C mode is found as 3.30 ± 0.79 ach.
Graph of Monthly average diurnal temperature swing [K] and Global horizontal radiation [W /m²]
comparison is reported in F igure 2(a).
T henb the internal heat gains that can be offset for a nominal unit nightctime ventilation [W /m²cAC H] has
been found between 6.9 and 7.8 limited to summer months (F igure 2(b)). C onsequent Nightctime C D
[K] is found of 284b 1524 and 981 for J uneb J uly and August respectively.
Globally (F igure 3) ventilative cooling is not required for most of 70% of the time (as yearly average).
Howeverb during summer around 50% of the time is found under potential comfort hours by direct
ventilative cooling with minimum airflow rates. T husb the total residual discomfort hours result as very
limited during cold and temperate months with a peak of 40% in J uly and in general in summertime.
F urthermoreb the hourly results from dynamic energy simulation considering an AC H of 3.3 where
classified in the number of hours in where a zone sensible cooling load “is” and “is not” presentc see
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F igure 4. In this graphb howeverb the number of considered hours is 24/7daysb which is based on an
occupation time schedule different from the one used in the climate tool. F urthermoreb in Design Builder
were not simulated the effect of different AC Hs nor the one of evaporative cooling (the specific module
of E nergyPlus is not included in Design Builder at present).
Neverthelessb the frame emerging from the dynamic simulation is coherent with the one of the simplified
toolb even if small differences can be underlined for the issues mentioned before.

F ig. 2: (a) Left: Monthly average diurnal temperature swing [K] and global horizontal radiation [W /m2] in the
considered location (Turin); (b) R ight: Internal heat gains that can be offset for a nominal unit nightctime ventilation
[W /m2cAC H]

F ig. 3: Distribution of hours (only occupation hours) in the five considered VC modes.
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F ig. 4: classification of hours (all hours) according to those in where cooling “is” or it “is not” needed – dynamic
energy simulation performed by Design Builder on the same building mentioned in the previous section.

4.

Windcdriven airflow rates V s net opening area of external windows

In order to assess the effect of opening area on the airflow rateb the aperture percentage of the northern
and southern windows were altered from 10 to 60 per cent with a 10 per cent interval in both Design
Builder and the Part B of the simplified empirical method. T he results of this comparison is reported
below.
4.1 R esults and analysis
According to Part A of the simplified empirical method and considering the model to have a residential
purpose with 3 occupants and a total occupancy time of 16 hours per dayb the required air change per
hour for securing an acceptable indoor air quality is calculated as about 0.21 AC H.
F urthermoreb the minimum airflow rate for cooling off the accumulated heat of solar radiation through
the 6 building windows and internal heat gains during the summer months from May to S eptember
ranges between a minimum of 0.55 AC H in August and a maximum of 0.66 AC H in J uly. In this part of
the analysisb the reduction factor due to the effect of thermal inertia (F mass) has been considered 0.7 as
for a medium mass structure and the shading factor (F shbor) has been assumed as 1b since no shading
has been employed.
In order to calculate the effect of net opening area on the monthly average air change using the Part B
of the empirical methodb the average wind velocity and its relevant direction for each month have been
extracted from the Design Builder database and are summarized in the table below.
Months
May
J une
J uly
August
S eptember

Wind speed (m/s)
1.8182793
2.2719445
0.46922043
0.44153225
0.16305555

Wind direction (degrees)
151.12903
148.51389
20.094086
25.013441
12.138889

Tab. 1: average monthly wind data for Turin extracted from Design Builder database

Howeverb the air speed at the barycentre of the windows according to equation 5 is calculated 3.647
times less than that of the Design Builderb considering the altitude difference and the dissimilarity
between the terrain roughness characteristics at the meteorological station and the building site that are
assumed respectively as flat open country with very few obstructions and low density suburban area
with the corresponding values of 280 and 390.
E q. 5

v(z) = v(zbsm) x (δ

sm

/ z sm) ʋsm x (z se / δ

ʋ
se) se

[m/s]

T he following table summarizes the required hourly air change and the calculated natural ventilation
performance of the building with different aperture percentages in the fivecmonth summer period
between May and S eptember. As explained in the methodologyb the pressure coefficient (C p) values
are extracted from the C pC alc software. F or ease of operation and despite the previous study by [10]
that suggests that the discharge coefficient (C d) values of windows vary based on size of the opening
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areab the window type and the temperature differenceb in the current calculationb the C d has been
considered 0.9 and 0.6 for the interior doors and the façade windowsb accordingly.
Months
May
J une
J uly
August
S eptember

R equirement (1/h)
IAQ
C ooling
0.208
0.641
0.208
0.611
0.208
0.663
0.208
0.555
0.208
0.589

Performance with different aperture percentages (1/h)
10 %
20%
30%
40%
50%
0.240
0.478
0.709
0.932
1.144
0.301
0.599
0.888
1.167
1.433
0.064
0.128
0.190
0.249
0.306
0.058
0.115
0.171
0.225
0.276
0.022
0.044
0.066
0.086
0.106

60%
1.344
1.683
0.359
0.324
0.125

Tab. 2: airflow rate (AC H) requirement and natural ventilation performance of the building with different percentage
of window aperture calculated using the empirical method

According to the tableb the indoor air quality is satisfied in May and J une simply by providing a 10 percent
aperture for both northern and southern windows. F or the months J uly and Augustb the requirement is
met by a 40% opening and for S eptember it is not met even with 60% due to the very low wind speed.
Likewiseb it is enough to have the windows 30% open in order to have the building cooled down in May
and J une. T houghb due to a low wind velocityb the cooling requirement in other months are not met.
T he results derived from the Design Builder that are reported in the following table are however quite
different from the simplified method. According to Design Builderb the IAQ requirement is satisfied in
Mayb J une and S eptember with a 10% window aperture and in J uly and August with a 20% one. The
cooling requirement is also met by 40% apertures in Mayb J une and S eptember and a 50% aperture in
August. W hile in J uly the air change rate does not suffice for cooling the building.
Months
May
J une
J uly
August
S eptember

Monthly average natural ventilation (ac/h) by different aperture percentages
10 %
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
0.266
0.445
0.608
0.759
0.896
1.029
0.232
0.380
0.520
0.651
0.775
0.892
0.123
0.212
0.303
0.393
0.484
0.574
0.157
0.268
0.380
0.490
0.598
0.705
0.225
0.387
0.538
0.682
0.819
0.950

Tab. 3: alteration of airflow rate (AC H) by increasing the northern and southern windows aperture sizes in Design
Builder

In generalb the results of the Design Builder and those of the simplified empirical method are only similar
for the month of May and for all other months Design Builder has overestimated the average natural
ventilation. T his overestimation is especially pronounced for the month S eptember in which despite the
lowest wind speedb the Design Builder has shown a performance improvement compared to the
previous monthb while the theoretical method having a linear relation with wind speed has shown the
contrary.

S olar radiation control thres hold for s hading devices
5.
In order to improve the energy efficiency of buildings some passive cooling solutions can be adopted to
cool buildings without or with minimal energy consumption.
Passive cooling solutions can be thermal control technologies for preventing and/or modulating heat
gains and natural cooling technologies for dissipating heat gains.
4.1 Methodology
In order to improve the energy efficiency of buildings some passive cooling solutions can be adopted to
cool buildings without or with minimal energy consumption.
Passive cooling solutions can be thermal control technologies for preventing and/or modulating heat
gains and natural cooling technologies for dissipating heat gains.
5.1 R esults and Analys is
Among the main thermal control techniques this paper analyses the effect of solar control through
shading devices with motorized operating mechanism linked to solar radiation sensors.
As to investigate the influence of the solar heat gains on cooling energy needb the shuttingcoff of solar
shading devices has been evaluated for 5 different hourly value of solar irradiance from 120 W /m2 to
280 W/m2 by step of 40 W /m2.
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F ig. 5: effect of shading with different solar radiation controls on a) sensible cooling and b) sunlit hours of different
windowsb calculated in Design Builder

F igure 1a shows that gradually increasing the value of solar radiation control of shading sensible cooling
for the analysed case study increases.
In F igure 1b the seasonal averaged sunlit hoursb evaluated by means of Design Builderb are related to
the façade orientation and the solar radiation control operated by shadings. It notices that the seasonc
averaged sunlit hours decrease progressively increasing the operating solar radiation control of
shadings.
T he following table summarizes the airflow rate values in terms of AC H calculated using the simplified
empirical method. According to the simplified methodb the shading factor responsible for the minimal
changes in the AC H values is derived simply by dividing the number of average sunlit hours of different
windows by the average daylight hours on a monthly basis.
Months
May
J une
J uly
August
S eptember

Airflow rate required for cooling [1/h] based on different shading intensities
No S hading 120 [W/m2]
160 [W /m2]
200 [W /m2]
240 [W /m2]
280 [W /m2]
0.64171503 0.63405651 0.63194578 0.63003815 0.62883673 0.62771985
0.61170175 0.60076401 0.59860476 0.59574029 0.59251804 0.59069678
0.66364778 0.64349756 0.63879709 0.63326094 0.62469852 0.62097173
0.55539210 0.54223140 0.53939309 0.53621201 0.53212256 0.52986384
0.58956623 0.57757271 0.57413153 0.57160369 0.56923498 0.56813329

Tab. 4: airflow rate (AC H) variation by increasing the window shading powerb calculated using the empirical method

C omparing the airflow rate results for different shadings driven from Design Builder are reported in the
table below. S imilar to empirical methodb Design Builder shows minor changes in AC H amount related
to the shading. Howeverb contrary to the methodb it shows an improvement of airflow by increasing the
shading intensity.
Months
May
J une
J uly
August
S eptember

Monthly average natural ventilation (ac/h) based on different shading intensities
No shading
120 [W /m2] 160 [W/m2] 200 [W /m2] 240 [W /m2] 280 [W /m2]
0.759345827 0.7519187
0.752676
0.75308
0.753359
0.753536
0.651744758 0.6489436
0.649659
0.649912
0.649997
0.650144
0.39362008
0.3938963
0.39374
0.393726
0.393604
0.393596
0.490362083 0.4906847
0.490774
0.49079
0.490807
0.490781
0.681956249 0.6817734
0.681776
0.681911
0.681731
0.681849

Tab. 5: alteration of airflow rate (AC H) by increasing the window shading powerb simulated in Design Builder

6.
Thermal inertia V s sensible cooling
R ecent study reported by Verbeke and Audenaerta [11] presents a literature review focusing on the
impacts of building thermal inertia on thermal comfort and energy use for space heating and cooling.
T he authors have concluded that for most buildings and climatesb higher amounts of thermal mass at
the inner side of the envelope are beneﬁcial to improving thermal comfort and reducing the energy need.
In case a building has high thermal massb the building envelope can work as an active element and
insure stability of air thermodynamic properties; thereforeb the thermal inertia of a building zone can help
to reduce overheating risks and cooling loads during summer.
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T he thermal inertia in intermediate seasonsb can help in generating satisfactory indoor thermal comfort
conditions as passive temperature control and without the use of technical building systems. In climates
characterized by high diurnal temperature ﬂuctuationsb the transmission heat loss can be signiﬁcant
influenced by the thermal inertia. By way of illustrationb Kendrick et al. [12] show that there is little
diﬀerence between lightweight and heavyweight building constructionsb provided that both natural
ventilation and solar shading are utilized.
Heavy structures may be up to 60% more eﬀective in retarding heat ﬂow than steady state thermal
transmittance [13]. Neverthelessb the thermal inertia could show adverse eﬀects on the thermal comfort
of occupantsb because it will be necessary more time to reach the set point indoor temperature of
intermittent system. Thereforeb the preheating or precooling the zone ahead of occupancy will lead to
an increase of energy need. F urthermoreb even if the environment is at set point temperatureb the radiant
heat exchange with slow reacting colder or hotter internal surfaces might cause discomfort to people.
R elating to the impact of thermal mass on cooling energy needsb the literature reveals some
discrepanciesb as some of the studies indicate that the cooling energy demand might rise due to increase
thermal inertia in warm climates. According to Long and Y e [14] for summer application an increase in
volumetric heat capacity of the materials causes a reduction in cooling energy consumptionb on the
contraryb Zhu et al. [15] states that increasing thermal mass in envelope the heating energy need
decreases but increases the cooling energy need.
6.1 R esults and Analys is
In this section the effect of the variation of internal heat capacity of the thermal zone on energy need for
space cooling was evaluated. T he thermal transmittance of the building envelope is kept constant. T he
internal heat capacity of the thermal zoneb was calculated according to IS O 52016c1 [16] by summing
the heat capacities of all elements in direct thermal contact with the internal air of the zone under
consideration. The heat capacity of single building element was evaluated by applying IS O 13786 [17].
A progressive variation of the thermal capacity of building zone was applicated. F ive configurations of
internal heat capacity were analysed for three different net windows opening area. T he analysis was
carried out using the zone capacitance multiplier of software DesignBuilder. In F igure 1 is reported the
absolute variation of the sensible cooling energy need related to the internal heat capacity for three
configurations of net opening area (10%b 20% and 30%).

Sensible Cooling [kW h]
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F ig. 6: V ariation of the sensible cooling energy need related to the internal heat capacity for three configurations of
net opening area.

F rom figure 6 it is visible thatb in generalb with increasing of the internal heat capacityb the sensible
cooling energy need decreases moderately. T his behaviour is present in every percentage of net
opening area configuration. As can be seen from F igure 6b an increase in ventilation leads to a reduction
of cooling energy need. The thermal inertia of a building zone reduces overheating risk during summer.
T he results agree with existing literature that high thermal mass structures are likely to be effective in
hot months especially if coupled with passive cooling strategies.
T he simplified empirical method suggests using three different mass factors for heavyb medium and light
structures with corresponding values of 0.5b 0.7 and 0.9 of the relevant cooling energy need. T he
calculated required airflow rate for cooling according to P art A of the method have a variation as
indicated in the table below. In this table it is shown that the higher the internal heat capacity of the
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buildingb the lower the C NV airflow rate needed for cooling. T his trend is consistent to the results of
DesignBuilder simulations as shown in F ig. 6b where higher net open areasb implies higher airflow rates
corresponding to lower sensible cooling energy.
Month
May
J une
J uly
August
S eptember

Airflow requirement for cooling [1/h]
Light structure
Medium structure
0.82506219
0.641715037
0.786473688
0.611701757
0.853261435
0.663647782
0.714075563
0.555392104
0.758013735
0.589566238

Heavy structure
0.458367883
0.436929826
0.47403413
0.396708646
0.421118741

Tab. 6: airflow requirement for cooling (AC H) for building structures with different masses.

7.
C onclus ions
In addition to the specific conclusions made in every abovecdescribed sectionsb a general conclusion
related to the whole experience is that simplified methods and tools to evaluate the potential cooling
energy reduction due to increase of openingsb shading coefficientb and thermal inertia can represent an
effective approach for early design phases. T he discrepancy of results for these tools as compared to
dynamic simulation software is somehow within a rangeb which was expected. This is due to the main
following characteristics: monthlycaveraged vs. hourlycbased input values; more complex algorithms
appliedb taking multiple factors into account (e.g.b buoyancycdriven in addition to windcdriven effect for
airflow rate calculation); application of transfer function vs. parametric factors for estimation of heat
transfer through walls. T he dynamic simulation tools are surely to be applied in the development design
phases. Howeverb for a didactic point of viewb it was important for the students to acquire the knowledge
of the abovecmentioned characteristics of both approaches in order to be aware of the design phases in
which they can be applied as well as their respective accuracy in evaluating the impact of the applied
passive ventilative cooling techniques.
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Abstract

T his paper is the result of wider research that aims to create a link between the most prestigious
architectural complexes in Molise, independently of their function, period of construction and state of
preservation, the intention being to catalogue and document them, but also to create tourist itineraries.
In this specific case, the complex in question is the sanctuary of the Madonna Addolorata at C astel
Petroso, a late 19th century Neo-Gothic design by the engineer F rancesco Gualandi. It is a unique
example of its type in this regional territory and its construction was a long and difficult process.
T his research has looked at documents, letters, drawings, and photographs with the aim of
reconstructing the building’s history and its design process. Documentation belonging to the bishop’s
see of C ampobasso, the architect’s papers belonging housed in the Archiginnasio Library, Bologna,
and those of some local cultural associations were examined as part of this activity.
T he research uncovered a substantial amount of information that provides an understanding of the
choices behind the decision to build such an original and important structure for the Marian cult in this
poor and uncontaminated area. T he inductive methodology used to analyse the drawings has made it
possible to appreciate the building’s conceptual, formal, distributive, structural, technological, and
theological aspects.
K eywords: Design, Neo-Gothic style, church, Marian sanctuary, sacred building

1.

Introduction**

2.

The S anctuary of C astelpetroso**

T he list of buildings made to create national symbols and local identities after the unity of Italy certainly
includes buildings for the Prefectures and Provinces, but it also includes courthouses, prisons,
hospitals, markets, schools, museums, railway stations, and religious buildings. It could even be said
that in the second half of the 1800s, the discussion about identity found new forms of dialogue
between the C atholic spirit and the national spirit in religious architecture. In Molise, an emblematic
example of this is found in the program promoted by the Order of S ervants of Mary and the S ociety of
S aint V incent de Paul through the work of a father-and-son pair of engineers from Bologna, F rancesco
and Giuseppe Gualandi. T he program entailed the construction of a sanctuary in a Gothic R evival
style in C astelpetroso, in the Province of Isernia, dedicated to Maria S antissima Addolorata (F ig. 1).
In the C hristian tradition, each appearance of the Blessed V irgin renews the strong desire of the
faithful to erect a temple in her honour where she appeared, for pure devotion and future memory.
T his occurred in the C ity of C aravaggio, in Italy, in 1432; in Guadalupe, Mexico, in 1548; in Paris in
1830; in La S alette and Lourdes in F rance in 1846 and 1858, respectively; in F atima, Portugal, in
1917; and also in the C ity of C astelpetroso, Molise, where she appeared on 22 March and 1 April
1888.
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F ig. 1: S anctuary of the Beata Vergine Addolorata seen from S trada S tatale n. 17, Appennino Abruzzese and
Appulo S annitica;

T he newspapers of the time gave prominence to the apparitions in C astelpetroso, first of which was
the Marian magazine “Il S ervo di Maria” from Bologna, which continued to be interested even later in
the news coming out of Molise. Actually, then director of the magazine, C arlo Acquaderni, went to the
site of the apparition in November 1888 and, due to his resulting devotion, became the standard
bearer and promoter of a popular initiative to erect a chapel there, in step with Monsignore F rancesco
Macarone P almieri, then Bishop of Bojano, whose diocese included the territory of C astelpetroso.
Once the idea was approved by Pope Leo X III, who was informed in the meantime by Bishop Palmieri,
Acquaderni used his magazine to began work to inform people and raise awareness— as well as to
collect funds— to build a sanctuary. Already in J anuary 1890, the engineer F rancesco Gualandi, who
had been asked to draft the project, delivered to the diocesan curia the designs for the new Marian
temple. T his was followed by a solemn groundbreaking on 28 S eptember 1890 in the presence of
Bishop Palmieri and 30,000–40,000 faithful followers. T he project experienced such great sudden
success that the two designers won gold medal for their design at the International E xposition of
R eligious Art in T urin in 1898 and it was exhibited in R ome at the C omplesso di P ropaganda F ide [1].
Despite the harsh climate in the winter months, the first years of construction were characterized by
incessant work up to 1897, when the first slowdowns in construction occurred due to an economic
crisis for the sanctuary and the death of Monsignor P almieri. F ortunately, the offerings began again to
arrive regularly and in abundance, especially from abroad, which meant the new rector of the
sanctuary, Don G iacomo Bellia, could restart construction. On 21 S eptember 1907, the first chapel
was consecrated: the “C appella dei polacchi” [P olish C hapel] named in honour of faithful followers in
Poland, especially from Krakow, who had made completion possible with their offerings. A new period
of difficulty in construction progress then began, first due the death of the rector of the sanctuary
followed by the death of C arlo Acquaderni in 1912, and second due to Italy's involvement in the F irst
World W ar.
A glimmer of light shone in 1919, but the economic resources were not enough to complete work on
the temple. A new push to continue construction came again in 1940, but even this was short lived
due to the S econd W orld War. In 1943, the rector of the sanctuary, Monsignor S econdo Bologna died
in bombing. W ith the end of the war, construction could finally continue and F rancesco Gualandi, son
of Giuseppe and grandson of F rancesco, the creator of the idea for the sanctuary, was called to direct
the works in 1948. F inally, in 1950, thanks especially to donations by people from Molise who had
emigrated to the United S tates, the external walls of the sanctuary were finished (F ig. 2). In 1954, the
roofs of the seven chapels were completed. Between 1955 and 1959, work was carried out to build the
drum on which the double-shell dome was set, with an interior height of 11 m and an exterior height of
13 m and a diameter of 17 m. Then it was the lantern's turn, which is 10 m high with a diameter of
3.50 m. In total, the roof of the nave reaches a height of 54 m. T he glass windows were completed in
the 1960s, along with the interior: the presider's chair, the altars, the gallery, mosaics, the flooring;
between 1968 and 1974 work on the large entrance doors was completed. On 6 December 1973,
Pope Paul VI proclaimed Our Lady of S orrows to be the patron saint of the Molise R egion. On 21
S eptember 1975, after other small building works, Monsignor Alberto C arinci, Bishop of Bojano and
C ampobasso, in the presence of all the bishops in Molise and a multitude of faithful followers, finally
consecrated the sanctuary of Maria S antissima Addolorata after more than 85 years since its
conception.
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F ig. 2: Image depicting the general façade and section taken from the series of complementary graphics created
by engineer F rancesco Gualandi, son of Guiseppe Gualandi and grandson of F rancesco Gualandi, creator of the
original project for the Marian sanctuary.

3.

The drawing: a tool and a means**

As is known, drawings are the primary means through which designers communicate their ideas and
projects to the world. However, in all design phases preceding the official pronouncement, the practice
of drawing is at once a tool and a means to establish and verify the architectural thoughts with oneself
first of all.
T he drawing and the act of drawing, never completely distinguishable nor reciprocally separable in
design processes, are fundamental and irreplaceable in defining and developing one's personal
architectural thoughts; they interactively play the role of activator and mental stimulator throughout the
entire design process. Both are irreplaceable tools when initially approaching the formal definition of
the project idea, as an intermediate phase to specify its component parts, and in the final phase in
which the steps for its realization are developed. They are a universe of what is possible, suspended
between the conscious design intent and the unconscious automatism of the hand that runs over the
drawing paper. As Henri F ocillon writes in an essay in line with our goals, "The hand is action; it takes,
creates, and sometimes says what you thinki" [2].
T hey are the graphical signs themselves, in the moment they unfold on the plane of the drawing, in the
way they continuously leave traces of possible spaces, and in their independent capacity to recall
formal suggestions and memories— other than those that are rationally desired— which become the
project, which are the project.
And yet, in an intellectual process aimed at comprehending the design value of architectural buildings
beyond the direct perception of the building and touch, as J ohn R uskin seems to suggest in the pages
of The S tones of V enice, what drawings it is useful to analyse at the drawing table? W hat graphical
scales offer a greater guarantee of success in critical reading?
In the 1970s, the architect Ludovico Quaroni, in one of his books that became celebrated among
architecture students, noted the need within the design process for a "continuous step from the minor
to major scale and vice versa". W hile recognizing that "the order of succession in the mental
formulation of the hypotheses, in their verification on other scales cannot be ... canonized, there will in
any case and for any person, be a better and a worse way to proceed", he highlighted the common
element of the use of "design scales intended as perceptual scales, in the sense that the capacity for
perception and evaluation of the architecture depends on the width of the visual body and the distance
between the observer and the object".
According to Quaroni, five "perceptual fields" lie at the basis of the architect's activity, ranging from the
minimal portions of a building to the entire building in its relationship with the context.
"The first perceptual field is the portions of architecture that, for their exact structure to be understood
(formal, technical, functional), are viewed from the minimum distance useful for the human eye, that is,
30–40 cm. ... The most common ratios of representation in this case are 2:1–1:5. T he second ... is
larger architectural portions or elements, to be viewed in and of themselves ... that is, the scale
suitable for observing a column, a window, a flight of stairs, etc.: an observation that is best ... from a
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distance of 2–5 m and in a ratio of 1:5–1:20 for the best representation. T he third ... is what refers to a
whole internal wall, an exterior wall that is not too large, and other similar portions of the building,
which are appreciated from variable distances between 5 and 30 m and which are commonly
represented in ratios of 1:20–1:50. T he fourth ... already deals with an entire façade or similar size in a
building of ordinary dimensions; it is therefore represented in ratios of 1:50–1:200 and viewed at a
distance no greater than 50–70 m. T he fifth ... is the assessment of a building of ordinary size in its
immediate surroundings, or a building of much larger size than usual, to be appreciated well as a
whole only from 100–150 m and represented in ratios of 1:100–1:500" [3].
R eturning now to the questions we posed above, we can respond by saying that all five visual fields
highlighted by Professor Quaroni are appropriate for our scope. All of these drawings as a set work
together to develop the "machine for living in", as Le C orbusier defined the architectural product [4].
T herefore, it is the drawings that in an inverse process should reveal the creative process, each in its
own way, each with its own magnifying lens, following a path that can sometimes be redundant when
expressing the formal, descriptive, and artistic values, but which are never common or cryptic.
However, in order to be pragmatic, knowing well that not all graphical production produced to describe
buildings has reached us— especially drawings of historical buildings— we focus attention on the
graphics in the fourth visual field, which are created mostly for clients such as public administrations to
approve projects. Due to their graphical elegance, precision of details, and representation of materials,
these drawings are beautiful, and appear to us first and more than any other thing, recounting a love
for drawing. Of no less importance, a large part of this extraordinary graphical production currently
constitutes the main body of iconography collected in private and public archives spread throughout
the national territory. A gracious fate has brought them together not only due to their official nature of
documenting the design proposal, but also due to their high expressive quality. Often, in fact, these
drawings were developed and made vivid and attractive from the visual point of view, so they are
decorated with accessory topographical and plant-like figures and elements. T he colour and shadows,
almost always present and obtained with thin traces of watercolour, evidence the plasticity of the
architectural solutions adopted, even to the untrained eye. These expressive details do not fail to
make the drawings strongly appealing for observers, who are then struck with a desire, sometimes a
strong desire, to own them and conserve them. What we are talking about are graphic arts that
certainly originated as architectural drawings and seem at first glance to be architectural drawings, but
are in reality something quite different: they are true artistic expressions.
But let us not linger any more, coming instead to the case study.

4.

The drawings of the Bas ilica dell’Addolorata di C as telpetroso*

T he series of graphics depicting the Basilica dell’Addolorata di C astelpetroso can be ascribed to the
fourth set of the five mentioned by Quaroni. It is composed of three panels: a horizontal section, a
front view, and a vertical section. T his, at least, is the extent of the graphical heritage we have located
via research in the rooms of the Archdiocese Archives in C ampobasso, the Office of R eligious Art, and
the Archiginnasio Library in Bologna, where the project drawings drafted by the Gualandi engineers'
studio are stored. Unable to find exhaustive documentation from which to extract the list of panels for
the project, delivered at the time to the diocesan curia in Bojano, we cannot know if what we found
corresponds to the complete original series or if it is only a segment.
Before illustrating the graphical panels, it is worth recalling how, gradually starting in the
E nlightenment and up to the mid-1800s, there was an evolution in graphical expression in the area of
architectural representation to obtain greater clarity in the project intentions. F rom a technique of
iconographic painting in which line drawings are coloured or shaded, the shift was made to techniques
with geometric symbols, where the line drawing is completed with shadows and often even colours
carrying symbolic value. F rom what can be seen, even the drawings made for the sanctuary of
C astelpetroso were affected by this expressive change, or they were at least partially influenced by it,
since while they do not exhibit any graphical simplification, they are characterized by coloured lines
and conventional shadows.
T his graphical peculiarity, which seems to constitute an expressive anomaly, is likely due to the
contemporary presence of two generations of designers, father and son, in the Gualandi studio.
Different still is the graphical tenor of the body of drawings made to complete the architectural project.
T hese were created by the engineer F rancesco G ualandi after the death of his father Giuseppe and
his grandfather F rancesco Gualandi, the creator of the original project, to definitively resume
construction after the S econd W orld W ar. In fact, in this series of project drawings made in 1:100
scale, there is no trace of the captivating graphical expression implemented in the drawings prepared
for project approval. Instead, a disarming expressive simplicity emerges strongly, pushed by assigning
a minor role to the graphics without a personality. T his expressive means as such cannot be called
general for the period, but it begins to be adopted until becoming almost common over time. In this
sense and in certain respects, the advent of the digital age, at least concerning the specific graphical
area previously theorized by Quaroni, represents the foreseeable result of this evolutionary state. In
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current project drawings, there seems to be a lack of any patient care and passion for the
development of an in-depth design practice, which is often replaced by undifferentiated recourse to
elements from precomposed libraries. T he drawing, however, it is good to recall, is not only the static
symbolic language of the project, but also an autonomous activity that is born and develops following
the fluid rhythm of thought. As people, humans have a record of creativity. In our work as scholars of
architecture, and therefore representation, and as designers we should favour those components that
risk being overlooked or deformed by the uncritical use of machines and look for those conditions in
which the inner, subjective element can best be developed. It is therefore necessary to maintain the
proper balance, which is often forgotten, between "the hand that follows thought" and the "machine",
which is capable only of impersonally reproducing the data it is given.
With regard to the drawings addressed here, it is important to note that the graphical technique
adopted to realize them was not tied to the possibilities and means of reproduction, if not with
photography, in that the drawings are made with India ink and watercolour on poster board.
T he panels have a rectangular format oriented vertically; the widths are similar, while the height is
greater in the panel with the plan of the building. T he name of the author, design studio, and the date
are not specified, nor is the graphical scale of the drawings, but by measuring the architectural
elements, one sees that they are identical and expressed in a ratio of 1:100. Another common element
present in the panels is the caption at the top, but while it is identical with regard to the content,
composition, font, alignment, and size, it is never in the same position. Indeed, on one panel, it is
situated on the left side, on another it is in the centre of the upper edge, and on the other on the right
edge. T his is a fanciful displacement that we find difficult to imagine as the fruit of chance. If we
interpret it together with the format of the panels, however, we glimpse a design scheme in which the
graphics constitute a polyptych: the section on the left, the plan in the centre, and the elevation on the
right.
T he graphical model was probably designed to respond to the needs dictated by the exposition of the
panels as well as to the needs of publishing— here we refer to the printed periodicals of the different
religious congregations that devoted space to this event after the official delivery of the graphical
designs of the project. Both steps were necessary to make the architectural layout of the new Marian
sanctuary known to the highest number of followers, with the hope of receiving broad approval and
thereby facilitating the arrival of private financing in the form of voluntary donations to the funds of the
committee to build the sanctuary of C astelpetroso, along the lines of what was successfully done for
the large works of the Italian R enaissance. The scheme was also probably used for the E xpositions in
T urin and R ome noted above.
T he text of the caption is situated in a single field and organized into five lines. Aligned at the centre, it
says the following: “S antuario |della B. V. Addolorata |da erigersi |in |C astelpetroso” [S anctuary / of
the B. Addolorata / to be built / in / C astelpetroso].
T he typographical composition appears as an overall compact block of words with signs and graphical
taste that show the first hints of avant-garde in Italian Art Nouveau. In fact, the text is composed in a
lively way, using initial letters, fonts with different characters and typographical bodies on each line,
colour to better capture the attention of those viewing the panel, and plant motifs for the graphics to
support the message made explicit with the written word, as can be observed in publicity flyers
created in this historical period. However, a precise dating of the names of the characters used in the
caption is not easy, given that it was written by hand and, in these circumstances, the graphical
uncertainty that may appear to some as distinctive signs of a given typographical character may
suggest to others a different font, perhaps similar but different in both its overall form and
typographical history. Nor is it easy to rationally understand the reasons that led to a preference for
such an elaborate typographical structure, if not for a desire to obtain an elegant and harmonious
combination of characters.
T o have a general idea, however, we can make a comparison and use the scale formulated by Aldo
Novarese to identify their style, that is, the particular overall design that allows them to be recognized
and collocated in a given historical and artistic context. T his comparison shows that there are four
styles of typographical characters used in the caption. In particular, we can recognize the decorated
capital "S " in the word "santuario", written in black, with the Lineare style for the remaining letters in
the word, which are written in capital letters using red ink and a typographical body much smaller than
the initial letter. T he same style, i.e., Lineare, was also used in the second line of text in upper and
lower case with a letter height smaller than the first, where the words “della B. V . Addolorata” are
reported. In the lower line with "da erigersi", the style of the character is S critto, while Bodoniano was
used for the preposition "in", which occupies the fourth line of the caption. In the last line of the
typographical composition, for the name of the city where the Marian temple is located, in analogy with
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F ig. 3: The original series of project drawings.

what was used in the first line, the dual typographical style was used: decoration for the capital letter
"C " and the style Bodoniano for the rest of the word, which, in contrast to before, is in lower case.
By analysing the graphical code adopted in the architectural drawings, we can observe some
peculiarities of the drawings typical for the historical era in which the drawings were made.
As mentioned above, the architectural system is ambitious and follows the dictates of the G othic
R evival style. T he nave has a central plan flanked by seven radial chapels. Its roof is composed of an
octagonal dome set on a drum, which is octagonal as well and accentuated vertically. T he roof is
completed with a cylindrical lantern characterized by a slender design topped by a right cone
structure, while the chapels are covered with rib vaults (F ig. 3). T he whole project is designed as a
steady allusion to the worship of Maria. In fact, in the designer's intentions, the layout represents the
heart of Mary, Our Lady of S orrows, pierced by seven swords, which are represented by the chapels.
T he graphical code employed can be understood by carefully observing the drawing of the plan. F or
example, one can see that the walls intercepted by the section are very thin and are crosshatched
uniformly with black India ink; in addition to the fixtures, the window apertures also exhibit windowsills;
while the elements of vertical connection are depicted by projecting the stairs with a continuous line
but do not provide information either about the position of the plane of the horizontal section nor about
the direction of ascent. In addition, the roof systems that define the volumetric conformation of the
spaces, like the vaults, arches, and architraves, are projected onto the floor and represented with thin
lines.
We recall that the original design for the sanctuary can be read in this drawing. T herefore, with a quick
comparison to the status quo, one can note some differences due to a changing vision probably
imprinted with economic savings. One of these concessions regards the entrance. In the solution
reported here, the three large entrances of the sanctuary provide access to three vestibules separated
by diaphragm walls, each equipped with independent access to the nave. T he design solution is
articulated and physically well connected to the distributional design of the internal supporting
structure, also maintaining in a quality manner the sense of hierarchy assigned to the three entrances.
T his solution was abandoned, however, to make way for a simplified idea composed of a single
rectangular environment accessed by three doors, allowing access to the nave even with crossed
flows.
With regard to the section of the building (F ig. 3), we note that the vertical plane used to generate the
drawing is not marked on the panel containing the plan of the building. Despite this, with a minimum of
good sense, one understands that this is a transverse section of the architectural layout with the high
altar at the centre. F rom a direct comparison of the original design intentions represented in this
graphical drawing and the construction of C astelpetroso, other exceptions made to he architectural
layout stand out. This time, it is the openings on the faces of the perimeter walls that differ. In
particular, the lancet window behind the high altar does not appear in the section. T his opening was
made possible in the current form of the work only after the idea of creating a body conterminous with
the church in this direction was abandoned, as evinced by the plan drawing. T his modification was
also repeated in the chapels. In fact, in the original project, the windows were designed to be closed to
the exterior; natural light in these peripheral environments would penetrate only through two rose
windows positioned high on the walls to the sides of the altars.
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T he intentions of the designer probably included a church that was little permeable to natural light in
general; out of respect for Our Lady of S orrows, the temple for the faithful should not provide any
distraction, not even what would be provoked by natural light. In other terms, the desire was that once
worshippers had entered the sanctuary, they would remain gathered in prayer with nothing to disturb
their meditative state.
Another verification that can be made regarding the differences between the original project and the
actual construction refers to the vault of the ceiling of the nave. It can be seen in the section drawing
of the dome that this has a pointed octagonal form, but its unique nature is also clear, that is, there is
no trace of Brunelleschi's technological solution, although, as we have documented, it is in reality a
vault composed of two spherical shells, one internal and one external. W ith regard to the graphical
sign and beyond what has already been highlighted, one notes a different treatment for the parts
sectioned in plan and elevation. In fact, in the elevation, the wall section is drawn with a thin double
mark in black and crosshatched uniformly with pink. Therefore in these drawings, there is no longer a
correspondence between the crosshatching in the horizontal and vertical sections. In addition, the
ceilings and vaults intercepted by the plane of the section are generally represented as finished,
without any technological definition, and the slopes of the roofs of the chapels that protect the ribbed
vaults contain no useful mark to understand the structural system of support chosen for this function.
T he panel in which the façade appears is a graphical drawing that can easily be classified as
captivating (F ig. 3). Under careful observation, in fact, one risks forgetting its function and inevitably
winds up paying less attention to the design operation contained within. In reality, this is an
architectural drawing in which the decorative parts are described in fine detail and made with precise
marks, watercoloured, enriched with shadows, and completed with a blue sky loaded with white
clouds.
In the graphical composition, the main tricuspidal façade stands out which, at first glance, presages a
church interior with three aisles. In dividing the façade into three parts and analysing it from below to
above, we find three doors topped with lunettes and spires. Above this, in the central portion, which is
wider than the others, a rose window is divided into twelve slices, while at the sides we find two
double-arched lancet windows. F ollowing these architectural elements, all three fields contain a
pointed arch, and between these decorative structures and the terminal spires of the façade we find at
the centre an image of Mary kneeling with her dead son at her side and two openings in the shape of
four-leaf clovers in the lateral fields. C ompleting the façade on the rear plane of the representation are
the bodies of the central chapels, those that stick out the most with respect to the mass of the main
façade. Above, on the longitudinal axis of the layout, is the large dome covered in copper, which
covers the nave, set on a drum and topped with a lantern, both of which contain windows.
A few differences can also be detected between the architectural lines shown in the façade panel (F ig.
3) and its real image. T he most evident is the insertion of two twin bell towers situated at the sides of
the main façade.

5.

C onclusion*

Observing the drawings of the initial layout of the sanctuary of C astelpetroso, it is abundantly clear
that at the basis of this graphical production there is none other than a great sensibility for architecture
and drawing.
In the way new computer-based tools are often considered, rather than a means to improve the
design, as alibis to produce uniform graphics that overlook the places, people, and cultures, the
drawings made by the Gualandi studio in Bologna at the end of the nineteenth century are configured
as a true "representation of architecture", as in the reflection of a very personal way of understanding
the design profession and the drawing that enables its manifestation.
T hese tables, therefore, in their images pertaining to the different perceptual fields that Quaroni talked
about, in their point-like realization of proportions, the masses and voids, the architectural solutions, as
well as in the penalization due to the format, fully reveal the correlation between the expressiveness of
the representation and that of the building. T hey highlight in the most effective way the fact that the
drawing is not only the static symbolic language of the project, but an independent activity that
originates and develops according to the fluid rhythm of thought.
As Gaspare De F iore has vividly stated, on similar occasions we find ourselves saying that in these
drawings, "the point of the pencil seems to trace and retrace all the moments of creation and then
define and fix those constructive elements that allow for the execution of the work as the author has
thought about it, and seen it, and intended to realize it" [5]. It is also for this reason that they offer not
only a lesson on drawing, but also on doing architecture in the broadest sense of the term.
This contribution comes from organic collaboration of both authors agree that attributed respectively to
paragraphs marked by asterisks (*Piero Barlozzini, **F abio Lanfranchi).
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Abstract
The Italian policies of incentive for road transport, the progressive depopulation of the internal areas
and the communication patterns of the digital age have contributed to a gradual abandonment of the
railway lines connecting the smaller centers. The increase of unused railways requires effective reuse
models, aimed at relieving the State Railways Company from the heavy management burdens of
assets which are no longer able to generate income. Ten years after the 2008 Finance Act, which
established a fund of 2 million Euros to start a reuse program of the abandoned Italian railways, the
unsuccessful cases of railway enhancement are several.
Referring to the law 128/2017, which provides for the creation of tourist railways by reuse of
abandoned lines in areas having particular naturalistic or archaeological value, the research illustrates
a model of resources integration based on the recognition of local cultural and socio-economic
potential, in order to activate spread regeneration processes.
The knowledge of the natural and cultural resources and the study of the current fruition models allow
to plan enhancement measures, according to the value and vulnerability of the assets, the social
benefit that may derive from them, the use needs and the ability to attract private investors. In the
management phase, the creation of thematic networks of cultural and environmental resources should
also help to optimize the cost of services and to increase promotion and usability.
Keywords: disused railways, accessibility, cultural and landscape heritage, sustainable tourism,
enhancement.

1.
The territory as a network system
If compared to the words ‘environment’, ‘space’ and ‘region’, the word ‘territory’ expresses a different
concept; it means the outcome of human action. The territorialisation process assigns emotional,
economic, legal, political, linguistic, ideological, religious values to the individual components and to
the whole of that context. The territorialisation process is constantly in progress, without any
theoretical possibility to specify in advance its conclusion and without the operational possibility to
establish its beginning, except for the few cases in which a given geographical space has been
occupied by the human species in a historically documented era (Cf. Territorio, Treccani). The
territorial components mentioned in the definition are not autonomous elements; the decoding of the
character of a territory takes place through the recognition of type of formal and informal relationships
that connect them. The object of the connections are men and things, which work together to achieve
given results [1]. Recognising the connections means interpreting the territory as a system of networks
- infrastructures necessary for the life of individuals - the development of social groups and the local
economy. In this perspective we analyse the topic of reuse of railway networks, which has been the
subject of many and different attention in recent decades. Reuse does not always aim at the
development of the territory, but sometimes derives from company policies and not consider local
needs, adopting decisions that can be shared and useful in other contexts.
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2.
The abandonment of Italian Railways
At the beginning of the twentieth century, with the establishment of the Autonomous Administration of
State Railways, the government chose a centralised public management of the Italian railway network
[7], which in 1907 extended to 13,075 km [15]. Over the century, the railway network events have
been linked to the history of the country, with the wartime destruction, the reconstruction of the 50s
and the demographic decrease of the inland areas, arising from the industrial development of the
leading cities. In particular, the growth of industrial cities led to the abandonment of many routes
originally used to transport agricultural products from the inlands to the main trade hubs, allowing
national supply and export in foreign countries.
There are several causes of the abandonment of so many Italian railway lines and such causes derive
from processes that are difficult to reverse. Italy faces the twentieth century as an agricultural country
with few industrial sites, which develop through various vicissitudes and with a significant State
support. In particular, the development of the automotive industry has been encouraged by the
government through subsidy programs and through the extension of the road network, to the detriment
of other transportation systems; after the Second World War, between 1955 and 1972, over 600 km of
railway lines managed by the State and about 1,400 km managed by private concessionaires were
abandoned [8]. This trend prevails in the internal areas of the country and lasts until the twenty-first
century, when investments are concentrated on the high-speed lines connecting the major cities.
The railway abandonment process started in the 50s of the twentieth century and has been fostered
not only by the development of automotive sector, but also by route changes and, recently, by the
high-speed lines. Many of the railways reuse projects - which include not only the rails, but also
stations, toll booths, warehouses, bridges, viaducts, tunnels - propose the transformation of the tracks,
making them suitable for other vehicles (e.g. bicycles). This decision aims to encourage ‘slow’
enjoyment of the territory, to make potential users aware of the need of protecting the natural
environment and landscape. According to these principles, the idea of greenway was developed and in
1998 the Italian Greenways Non-Profit Organisation was founded – related to many organisations in
other European countries. This organisation has supported and promoted several projects such as
Green Rails, in collaboration with Italian Touring Club, and the recent New Alliance for Sweet Mobility
(A. Mo.Do.), a platform of 20 associations working together to improve policies and events for walkers,
riders and users of tourist railways in the Italian landscape.
Even in science, many researchers have addressed the issue of the railway heritage and its reuse as
greenway. We can observe significant relations among use of greenways, socio-demographic and
landscape characteristics of the context, as well as accessibility and temporal variables; it is also
demonstrated that the density of the road layouts, the orography and the presence of cultural assets
foster green roads [13]. However, the abandoned railways may have different usage, depending on
the distances they cover, their structure (linear or network, such as multi-centre or polynuclear network
cities), the presence of an urban or rural community in the area [4]. Some research has developed
methods able to support decisions, aimed at assessing reuse options for improving the accessibility of
environmental and cultural resources, through unused rails [2, 5].
3.
Management policies for cultural and environmental heritage: the tourist networks
In recent years, the creation of new tourist networks has become a priority not only for the
management of railway heritage, but also in the planning of the State Property Agency, which is the
department of the Ministry of Economy and Finance responsible for managing of State-owned assets.
Indeed, the net model of assets system is the key idea of several enhancement programs launched in
the last decade (Country Value, Country Value - Houses, Lighthouses, etc.); such programs are aimed
at increasing the attractiveness of heritage buildings and sites, which are not included in traditional
tourist routes, through a system of links and integrated services for tourism.

Fig.1: Stations and warehouses of the Noto-Pachino railway, Sicily.
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The tourism industry is a complex economic sector, an integrated system of infrastructural, productive
and service activities, which are the main economic activity in the world. The tourist accommodations
are oriented towards increasingly large hotels, which guarantee efficiency and economic
management. These solutions usually do not match with the need to protect the environmental and
cultural heritage, causing negative effects on landscapes, cultures, societies and economies of the
countries in which are implemented.
Only in recent decades we have become aware of the risk of pollution, environmental and social
degradation that tourism can cause: until the 60s tourism was considered a "smokeless industry", able
to generate clean wealth. Today we are more aware to the environmental risks caused by an
uncontrolled development of tourism, highlighting the need to ensure sustainability in the use of
attractive resources. Sustainable tourism should respect the natural, cultural and human environment
with which it interacts; it should ensure changes compatible with the needs of protection of natural
resources and biodiversity, and guarantee resistance to impact and limit waste produced.
In line with these objectives, in the last ten years Italy has set up incentives to develop tourism in
areas not included in the main tourist routes of the country. The Finance Act of 2008, for the first time,
allocated 2 million euros to start projects to reuse abandoned railways for tourism. This law was
followed by further financing measures and, in order to encourage the implementation of bicycle tourist
itineraries, Law 29 July 2014, n. 106 allowed granting in concession for free the disused railway
stations to companies, cooperatives and associations – mainly made up of young people – for periods
of time not exceeding seven years.
The provisions of Law 106/2014 are a confirmation of what has already been implemented by the
Ferrovie dello Stato company, which has been involved since 2001 in social reuse of abandoned
railway stations and railway lines. The company entrusts the management of unused real estate for
free to local authorities or non-profit organisations. These undertake the task of keeping buildings in
efficiency and using the buildings for social and leisure activities, in order to activate widespread
enhancement processes in the territory.
th
The Law of August 9 2017, n. 128 – “Provisions for the establishment of tourist railways, by reusing
abandoned or underused lines, located in areas with significant natural or archaeological value” – has
taken the aim of safeguarding and enhancing the railway lines with significant cultural, landscape and
tourist value. Such law concerns railway tracks, stations, warehouses and historic and tourist trains;
the system of railway assets classified as “tourist railway section” will not be sold and will be managed
by owners or concessionaires, in order to guarantee its operation, maintenance and safety. The law
provides that “voluntary associations and organizations with specific experience and expertise in the
railway, tourism, cultural and environmental sectors” can be involved in the management through
special agreements, (Article 8). Moreover, on abandoned or suspended railway lines, the circulation of
railbikes – pedal-powered or electric-assisted vehicles, which move on rails - is allowed, if these lines
are not open to train traffic (Article 10).
Tourist transport services and related commercial activities, including exhibition spaces and tourismrecreational promotion activities, on board and in stations, are entrusted by the administrations to
private managers or non-profit associations, non-governmental organizations and social cooperatives.
In the scenario outlined by the new law, the Ministry of Cultural Heritage, Activities and Tourism,
through its local departments, has the role of checking the management proposals, to verify the
congruence between enhancement solutions and protection needs of cultural assets.
Four of the eighteen tourist railway routes identified by Law 18/2017 are in Sicily: Alcantara-Randazzo,
Castelvetrano-Porto Palo di Menfi, Agrigento Bassa-Porto Empedocle e Noto-Pachino.
4.
Aims and methodology
The abandonment of the railways requires careful consideration, due to the value in terms of
environmental sustainability widely recognised in this transport system, compared, for example, to
road transport. With reference to the international research and examples of reuse of tracks and
railway buildings, we drawn up a work program for a part of the Ionian Line, the coastal section of
eastern Sicily between Catania and Pachino, drawing up a registry of abandoned routes. The system
has been related with the context, to identify the excellences of the territory and to map the
environmental and cultural attractors.
Our research hypothesis outlines alternative reuse strategies appropriate to the quality of the territory,
considering the railway track as one of the networks which characterise the territory, capable of
supporting and strengthening the other networks of assets and services, that constitute the peculiarity
of each territory. The research releases the railway network from a rapid transport function for assets
and travellers, which are mainly interested to the departure point and the arrival, as well as the time
required to reach the destination; the goal is to verify the possibility of reusing the railway to connect
cultural heritage systems, tourist-accommodation facilities, valuable production activities, in order to
define a new model of life in the territory. In this framework, enhancement is not only interpreted as an
increase in accessibility, but also as an opportunity offered to users for knowledge improvement.
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Fig. 2: Historical residences and urban settlements, production sites, religious and cemeterial sites,
naturalistic sites in the area of the Siracusa-Noto-Pachino railway line.
Reuse projects should be able to change the network-context relationships and to highlight new
relations of closeness. This working hypothesis is also consistent with current regulations (D.D.L.C.
1178/2013) aimed at creating tourist railways through the reuse of abandoned or out-of-service lines,
in areas with significant naturalistic or archaeological value. The law also protects stations,
warehouses and historic trains as evidence of the evolutionary process of Italian rail transport system.
Therefore, the research aims to define new models for the use of abandoned railways, in order to
create a network able to enhance the architectural, archaeological and naturalistic heritage
widespread in areas with accessibility problems or not included in traditional tourist routes. The
analysis of the physical and cultural characteristics of the territory allows us to define not only the
constraints, but above all a hypothesis of an integrated system of use and management of the
resources. The basic elements of the effectiveness of this model, which combines use and
safeguarding purposes, can lead to the improvement of enhancement strategies, through a hypothesis
of use of urban, extra-urban and rural nodes-stations to provide services to tourists, to improve site
knowledge and facilitate monitoring and maintenance.
In Italy and in Europe there are many abandoned railway lines, crossing areas originally characterised
by agricultural production. Today we find many proposals and projects for the reuse of these sections
for tourism, because of the naturalistic and cultural resources of the areas they cross [3, 9, 14]. But
their reuse for management purposes has never been addressed, combining the tourist use of the
unused railways with the transfer of assets, resources and services.
Local administrations should define strategies for development and enhancement, optimising existing
resources and identifying design solutions appropriate to railway buildings, to ensure sustainability and
effectiveness of public land regeneration. If a single specific intervention can trigger widespread
regeneration processes, with targeted investments, a coherent system of actions can result in an
amplified effect in terms of enhancement of resources and increase of urban and regional quality.
The railway network can be a driving force for the productivity of the internal areas, an element of
attraction and promotion and an opportunity to foster the development of the territory, by new
activities. The ability of railway reuse to effectively perform this dual role requires a closer correlation
between protection and enhancement. In this sense, the Superintendencies (local departments for
cultural heritage preservation) should assess the effects of transformations required by the managers
and direct their investment for the benefit of the community.
The management models should be specified in relation to the system of resources and local
constraints. Therefore, the proposed methodology leads to the definition of management models
compatible with the context, starting from the knowledge of the territory, of the railway network that
crosses it and of its cultural and landscape heritage. The analysis of abandoned railway tracks and the
location of stations, stops and level crossings allows to identify connections between the network of
cultural sites and landscape values and that of infrastructures, checking the accessibility through the
railway line. Specific groups of resources are selected to outline thematic paths, which can be
customised according to user profiles.
5.
Italian and international experiences
From the Paris Plantee Promenade to the New York High Line, from the Spanish Vìas Verdes project
to the recent examples of reuse of buildings related to the Italian unused railway, we have been
wondering for many years about the destiny of infrastructures built to promote the industrial
development and to guarantee the connection between large, small and medium-sized centres.
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Technological innovation in the field of rail transport requires a progressive transformation of the
network: high-speed lines need differentiated tracks, as well as route variants are necessary to
optimise circulation; moreover, the preference for road transport and the poor use of the train,
especially in the southern regions of Italy, have fostered the policy of railway abandonment.
Therefore, today Sicily has almost 1000 km of abandoned railways; however, the abandoned railway
network is considered a territorial resource.
In the last fifty years, the coastline of the province of Syracuse underwent seasonal tourist flows,
attracted by the numerous seaside locations, which have caused the uncontrolled construction of
buildings along the coast. In this area, the de-seasonalization of tourism is a priority need; it is
necessary to create a network of services, able to attract tourists at other times of the year.
By its nature, the tourism industry is able to generate persistent and widespread growth effects on the
territory, influencing other productive sectors. The tourism represents a development opportunity for
small coastal centres, able to contrast the decline of local traditional production activities (such as
fishing, agriculture and crafts).
The Syracusan area, as well as much of the eastern Sicily, has a transport infrastructure that
highlights the need of integration and interconnection, if compared to prospects for growth in tourist
flows.
The topic of multimodality in transport is central and strategic, in order to attribute new roles to the
cultural and naturalistic resources and to the tracks that connect them. Human presence is the key
factor in the construction process of the territory and its landscapes. Today the history of this process
must find new forms of intelligibility. The analysis of roads, rails and maritime routes allows to identify
the connections between apparently unrelated layers and describes the economic development of the
territory in the industrial and specialized agriculture sectors.
In order to assess the effectiveness of the reuse proposals in terms of sustainability, the
environmental impacts caused by each reuse hypothesis have been preliminarily considered.
The overall strategic scenario involves the construction of a variable-speed intermodal transport
network. Table 1 summarise the results of such analysis.

REUSE OPTIONS

ADVANTAGES

CRITICAL ISSUES

ACTIONS

Tab. 1: Advantages, critical issues of each reuse hypothesis and actions to be implemented.
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The reuse hypotheses are:
• Reactivation of railway transport for tourism;
• Use of the railway track for the circulation of railbikes;
• Transformation of the ground in cycle/pedestrian tracks.
For each reuse hypothesis we analysed the following issues:
- advantages;
- critical issues;
- actions.
The abandoned sections of the Eastern Sicily railway network, where the tracks have not been
removed, have been analysed, in order to develop project scenarios capable of integrating cultural
and natural resources. The heritage enhancement requires a systemic approach, in order to contrast
the fragmentation of the cultural tourism offer. The tourism de-seasonalization project is based on keywords, such as mobility, accessibility, usability, practicability, promotion and communication, with the
aim of mitigating the flow peaks and reducing environmental impacts.

6.
From Noto to Pachino, baroque magnificence and local excellences
For each railway line of the analysed area, the strategic sections for significant cultural and economic
resources were identified. Assuming Syracuse as a territorial centre of gravity, a North railway line
parallel to the coastline has been identified. Such line, consisting of a system of parallel axes
Motorway/County Road/Railway, connects Catania with the industrial district of Melilli and Augusta.
Towards the South, in the route Cassibile/Noto/Pachino, we can find the same model, with western
branches towards Ragusa. In the southern area the road network is incomplete: the Siracusa-Gela
motorway is operating up to Rosolini, crossing Avola and Noto. Therefore, the traffic is diverted
towards the seaside resorts on the SS 15 (southern Sicula). Moreover, the Noto-Pachino railway, the
th
so-called wine railway, inaugurated on April 28 1935, is abandoned; due to these reasons, travel
takes place almost exclusively with private cars.
The Noto-Pachino railway line - abandoned but not dismantled - has an important historical value; at
the time of its construction, it was the branch to the south of Syracuse-Licata and was originally used
to transport products of the wine companies of the area, as well as fish and agricultural products. The
train stops were near the main farms of the districts of Noto and Pachino. The railway is about 30 km
long and its history is related to the Italian war events and the economic downturn of the post-war
period. The area crossed by the unused railway is characterized by cultural and environmental
relevant values.
Starting from these premises, related to the mobility organisation in the eastern Sicily, two research
projects have been developed, in order to regenerate of the Noto-Pachino railway.
The first one reuses the station and the warehouses of Roveto Bimmisca, in the natural reserve of
Vendicari, hub of urban areas and sites with archaeological, naturalistic and cultural value. The project
aims to facilitate the knowledge and the understanding of sites and guarantee a system of integrated
services for users, limiting the impacts on the natural and built environment.
The reuse model proposed for the Roveto Bimmisca station is based on a systemic approach to
enhancement, aimed at fighting the fragmentation of the cultural supply and ensuring accessibility to
resources. Visitors’ facilities are located in the station building (ticket office, luggage storage, catering,
etc.), while an outdoor exhibition area is in the warehouse, reused without restoring the collapsed roof.

Fig. 3: Reuse of an historical train for tourist services (info point, resting area and food service). The
reused wagons can be located in the sidings.
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Fig. 4: Reuse of the Roveto Bimmisca Railway Station.
The second research project assesses the possibility of returning identity to the area between Eloro
and San Lorenzo; the goal is to enhance the landscape resources, preserving the characteristics of
the place and promoting an integrated tourism model. This strategy has led to the hypothesis of
creating a Cultural District, an ideal space for getting to know the local heritage. The project introduces
elements able to renew dialogue between the Ancient and the New, building relationships between the
archaeological site of Eloro and the Vendicari Nature Reserve.
The project becomes a means of knowing the place and prefiguring its future transformations, using
new strategies. The aim is to characterise the area with a complex organization, which includes
access, reception, use and knowledge facilities, comparing cultural resources with development
possibilities. The results of the analyses led the project towards three coordinated hypotheses:
• To Recover the abandoned railway section,
• To Building the Archaeological Park of Eloro,
• To Ensure balance in the relationship between resources and users.
The area has been divided into Settings, with specialised usage, coherent with the hypotheses. For
the reuse of the railway section to be used by railbikes, two equipped areas have been designed, with
rest areas and an access to the Eloro archaeological site, to the north, and to the Vendicari Reserve,
to the south.
The third Setting is the Eloro Park, intended as an attractive pole of the Cultural System, whose
implementation is urgent and necessary to ensure not only the site usability, but above all the
protection of the archaeological finds.
The fourth Setting defines the overall accessibility system and consists of intermodal exchange nodes,
integrating the abandoned railway with local roads. The system has been created by connecting cycle
paths with Nature’s pedestrian paths, as well as routes along the railroad with the railbikes, carriages
operated by passengers, which allow the enjoyment of the local landscape.
7.
Conclusion
To date, the State and the local authorities are implementing multiple strategies for the enhancement
of the cultural and landscape heritage through railway reuse, without coordinated planning and with
serious failures in the involvement of private businesses. The complexity of the system and the scarce
financial resources are the main obstacles to the project’s feasibility and the fulfilment of effective
enhancement measures. The integrated enjoyment of abandoned railways, cultural and natural
heritage involves a number of subjects, which act independently (State and local authorities, private
businesses, non-profit organisations, etc.). Said subjects are often moved by conflicting aims –
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individual and collective interests – which should be mediated by the awareness of the shared benefits
that enhancement can produce.

Fig. 5: Reuse of the Railway line Noto Bagni - Roveto Bimmisca – S. Lorenzo Lo Vecchio. The tracks
are used by railbikes.
In addition, the feasibility is closely related to the availability of financial means and subsidies to
develop facilities for the enjoyment. Therefore, in order to compensate for the poor public funding, new
incentives for private businesses should be identified.
The attraction potential of cultural and natural resources does not only depend on the value that the
community ascribes them, but also on the quality of the local context, intended as the quality of
buildings and infrastructures, diversification of the supply, suitability of services for consumers and for
cultural supply-chain businesses, local administration efficiency, security.
The creation of a network of resources and services should be aimed at diversifying the supply and
promoting, with more incisive actions, even less attractive assets. The knowledge of natural and
cultural resources and the study of current enjoyment models allow to plan diversified enhancement
choices, directing public investments according to the value and vulnerability of the assets, the social
benefit that may derive from such assets, the needs of use and the different ability to attract private
capital.
Cultural and environmental theme networks contributes, as far as management is concerned, to
reduce the service’s cost and to increase promotion and enjoyment, especially for assets with lower
attraction potentials. An integrated supply of resources and services is a competitive advantage and
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strengthens local identity by creating an added value, through a system able to meet diversified
enjoyment needs [10, 11, 12].

Fig. 6: Reuse of the Railway line Noto Bagni - Roveto Bimmisca – S. Lorenzo Lo Vecchio.
Enhancement Settings.
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Furthermore the integrated management of resources allows organising services in a system
perspective, gaining positive network externalizations and promoting development in relation to local
objectives and resources (art. 28, Historic and Urban Landscape Recommendations UNESCO, 2011).
The current national scenario does not provide enough support to businesses, due to the scarce
availability of public financial resources and the difficult access to credit. This hinders the possibility of
growth for cultural and environmental resources related businesses. The creation of businesses
networks allows creating management economies based on cooperation, favouring the system’s
development in terms of both productivity and competitive potential, creating access to new and larger
market industries.
Acknowledgements: The authors wish to thank the architects Giada D’amico and Valeria Grillo for
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Abstract
In the present work, a broad legal analysis will be carried out on the changes that have affected the
growing environmental protection, starting from its identification as a principle of values up to the birth
of an environmental subjective right at the international, European and national level.
In terms of environmental protection, the scheme adopted by both European and national legislators is
based on the classic provision/sanction scheme, i.e. a command-control rule. Such a protection
model, however, causes an increasingly ecological deficit, to which contributes the lack of sense of
responsibility of the economic operators and of the community benefiting of goods and services.
The challenge presented by the new regulatory approach on environment protection aims to the
adoption of an environmental protection regulatory system mainly based on incentives and private
certifications as promotion of public loans.
Therefore, the scope of work is to encourage a reflection on the gradual support and/or replacement of
the State’s traditional powers of intervention and regulation on environmental protection with those
instruments provided for the environmental certifications, while analyzing the effects that such
approach would imply on the local authorities responsible for the territory.
Keywords: environmental protection, regulation, environmental market tools, incentives, private
certifications

1.

Legal environmental protection: brief introductory remarks.

In today’s international and European legal context, we are witnessing an increasing attention from
politics and law towards environmental protection issues. The environmental asset, in fact, is no
longer identified only as a value principle but also as a real subject of fundamental rights, to whose
protection the whole community must compete, also in the interest of future generations. The right to
environment is considered as a third-generation human right, which implies the State, the international
community and every subject thereto, to improve its behaviour, especially in the technological and
economic sector, in view of wealth and of a sustainable development process.
Even at the international level, environmental protection has had an ever-increasing echo: several
Declarations and Conventions have been executed by international bodies for the recognition of
common basic principles that should guide environmental policy. The principle of sustainable
development has also been emphasized at the international level, prepared when it was tried to
converge environmental protection instruments towards a common purpose of economic
development, capable of enhancing the environmental interest and the quality of life, also for future
generations.
Based on the new hermeneutical coordinates implemented in this field, and following the acquis
commaunitaire on the point, the environment has acquired also in the Italian legal system its own
transversal legal-subjective disposition (however, without direct constitutional recognition) and the
primary legislation has intervened on this point not neglecting the objective reach of environmental
protection, acknowledging the growing needs for environmental protection and enhancement at the
multilevel system of sources, until the introduction of the Environmental Code of 2006.
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Despite environmental law is characterized by intrinsic peculiarities especially in terms of effectiveness
of protection - as it is based on the polluter’s liability criterion as well as on instruments of preventive
and precautionary protection, since the environment is an asset of collective use - the scheme
implemented by both the European and national legislator on environmental protection is the
traditional provision/sanction system, that is, the command rule from which derives a control activity.
Indeed, in administrative terms, the concerned function type is mostly oriented to the authoritative
model as able to unilaterally and imperatively produce effects on the legal sphere of the recipient in an
extinctive, modifying or expanding sense.
The supremacy of the public interest towards the activities of those subjects - in particular private
individuals - who deal with the environment in the exercise of their business, is ensured through
command and control interventions.
The underlying reason for this type of remedy is linked to the peculiarity of the environmental matter,
since it must not only consider the authoritative activity of the Public Administration, but also the ways
in which it affects the actions of private and public entities, whose purpose is the specific public
interest that the public entity is obliged to guarantee.

2.

The “command and control” environmental protection model: light and shade.

3.

New environmental policy instruments for sustainable development.

The aforementioned command and control methods allow the Public Administration to intervene both
ex ante and ex post. In the first phase, the exercise of private activities is subject to compliance with
the environmental tolerability requirements provided for by general standards, in relation to activities
considered dangerous for the environment (think of administrative procedures in the environmental
field such as planning, setting the standards, environmental authorizations and authorization
procedures specifically provided for environmental compatibility such as VIA, VAS, AIA, AUA). In the
second phase, instead, the Public Administration intervenes by monitoring the observance of its
prescriptive rules of conduct and punishing any illegal conduct: these are the control and sanctioning
instrumental powers that can be implemented in order to protect environmental integrity, together with
the authorization function and the setting of standards. The sanctioning activity in the environmental
field, while endorsing the recovery moment, can assume a pecuniary or revocatory nature, and is
subordinated to the results of the control activity (which is carried out both by public bodies and private
subjects by following strict regulatory guidelines). In case environmental offenses are perpetrated, the
administrative sanctions system acts similarly to the criminal and civil system.
Thus, clearly emerges the importance of setting up administrative authorizations, technical
assessments and definition of standards that - without altering the nature of private power - set strict
operating limits as a tribute to the subordination of the private interest to the public interest according
to the principle of legality scheme.
As a result, the environmental sector and the territory government are nowadays strictly connected to
environmental protection which is achieved through the principles of community management. The
economic operators – who, in the context of increasing globalization, offer goods and services on the
market - are required to respect the environment by following regulatory requirements and trying to
reduce as much as possible the negative impact of the production/consumption chain.
However, preserving the environment asset for future generations requires the implementation of a
real environmental consciousness, as the environment needs to be protected as such and not only in
relation to man. Following the Rio Convention and the Aarhus Convention, the domestic legislator has
strengthened the public access to environmental information and participation in the determination of
related policies; also the market players, moreover, have taken note of this renewed collective interest
towards the environment, being themselves recipients of the juridical instruments for the
environmental matter as a preventive evaluations for the elimination of the environmental risk.
Therefore, new environmental policy instruments have become necessary. The establishment of a
sustainable economy able to blend progress and environmental protection gave the ecological factor
an ever-greater weight in the decision-making process of integration between politics and the market.
Indeed, it cannot be denied that the protection model based on the “command and control” scheme
has created an increasingly imposing ecological deficit, to which the lack of sense of responsibility of
the economic operators and of the community benefiting of goods and services have contributed.
The close link between ecology and economy thus arises (in this regard, the doctrine speaks of ecomanagement); environmental protection and territorial governance must be achieved by accessing key
concepts such as sustainability and reasoned reuse of resources, both by producers and consumers.
In this respect, new incentive measures arise for a responsible use of the environment that involve not
only production processes, but also environmental regeneration in a now circular economy.
The world economy looks favourably to the creation of a new system of incentives for environmental
research, including patents, authorizations for the end-of-life treatment of industrial products, product
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and process certifications, green and white certificates, new models of producer’s liability, the logic of
green procurement.
The major changes concern the waste and renewable energy sectors; it is therefore necessary to
remove the obstacles - even fiscal – to the adoption of such measures, having to be ensured, on the
contrary, the quality of materials and services to be offered on the market, by pursuing appropriate
standardization and certification criteria.
The innovative incentive measures for environmental protection, compared to the classic
prescription/sanction system, need to be included in a global and integrated approach to
environmental protection that must involve the Public Authorities, the Public Administration, the
economic stakeholders and the whole community. It is necessary to strengthen the sense of individual
responsibility so that a collective consciousness can develop towards environmental protection as a
primary and indispensable common asset.
By expanding the integrated environmental protection system and enhancing the role of private
individuals, a regression of government intervention on environmental protection could paradoxically
occur; however, this does not correspond to truth as the State, by enhancing the virtuous behaviour of
individuals, according to the sustainable development standards, better achieves its specific public
interest in environmental protection.
Therefore, where incentives - alongside the exercise of the authorizing powers - are increased in order
to ensure that market operators voluntarily make environmentally friendly choices, the recognition of
environment as a legally relevant and protected asset as such would be strengthened through a
liability mechanism to be implemented whenever a real danger of alteration of environmental
resources occurs.
This is the intervention model also supported by the European Union in the light of the principle of
sustainable development contained in the TFEU, on the basis of which an environmental liability
regime is implemented whenever a significant impairment of the environmental asset arises, even in
the absence of specific protective measures and consequentially of an applicable system of sanctions.
On the other hand, the critical aspects of the preventive and sanctioning public action system for
environmental protection are manifold; the costs related to public intervention for the regulation of the
environmental sector cannot be concealed, as well as the failures that have very often been
determined by the corrective and configurative intervention of the State on this matter.
Furthermore, today’s system of provisions and sanctions requires a precise determination of tolerated,
imposed or prohibited behaviours, without being able to diversify obligations and standards based on
the leverage of different economic operators and local peculiarities; command/control measures tend
to discourage and frustrate the market’s private operators’ contribution to environmental protection,
thus nullifying the interest in the research of innovative remedies or more flexible solutions for
improvement.

4.

Market tools for environmental protection: a new “green” accountability.

In order to restrain the above, environmental policies have begun to focus on the so-called economic
protection systems which affect the way the market operates and the conduct of the stakeholders
operating therein, in a perspective of incentives and disincentives that are effectively able to influence
business’ decisions, in order to make environmental policy the purpose of company policies.
The common purpose of these environmental protection’s economic and market instruments is the
internalization of the environmental variable in the exchange processes. Such intervention is
accomplished primarily by inducing companies and consumers to take account, in their respective
spheres of action, of environmental costs and benefits; this must be followed by the establishment of
artificial markets that, in the perspective of an ecological economy, shall allow the exchange of goods
pertaining to the environment value, but following rules imposed by the Legislator in order not to affect
the value of competition.
These new instruments for action and implementation of market logic in environmental protection
(and, therefore, of the public sector in the private sphere) are not coercive for operators, as they affect
the market choices: the doctrine distinguishes between instruments to protect the environment “in the
market” and instruments to protect the environment “through the market”.
The environmental protection instruments “in the market” are established as spontaneous regulations
adopted by the market in order to be sensitive to environmental issues; on the other hand,
environmental protection instruments “through the market” have an effect on market dynamics in order
to promote environmental protection.
Even the European Union is in favour of an ever-increasing implementation of market instruments in
the framework of integrated environmental protection. This is also the subject of the green paper
published in 2007 by the European Commission “on market-based instruments for environment and
related policy purposes”, issued following numerous similar requests codified in the environmental
action strategies of European nature. It is therefore desirable that the environmental system, more
correctly the protection of the environment asset, is pursued jointly by the government’s command and
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control and by the intervention of individuals in the enhancing of natural resources and services in the
market. These strategies must be implemented at the same time, since one without the other would
effectively render any government’s environmental policy unsuccessful.
Corporate’s liability is supported in order to integrate the operating standards of economic
stakeholders with ecological and social concerns.
To this end, by means of the seventh environmental 2013/2020 EU action program, the circular
economy is emphasized, that is, an economy that looks at production and consumption from an
environmentally friendly point of view, by combining balanced policies of economic incentives with new
environmental taxation and information for consumers.
In fact, if we classify the market instruments adopted to protect the environment based on how the
public hand interferes with the decision-making of the market stakeholders, at the lowest level we find
the guidance information policies aimed at producers and consumers. It is likely that, if the potential
customers’ informational sensitivity on product’s environmental impact increases, companies are more
encouraged to invest in environmentally friendly technologies whose costs would be amortized thanks
to the greater attractiveness to consumers of such products.
The implementation of sustainable development principles, therefore, means to consider the
environment not as a mere cost to business, but as an investment, since market operators must be
encouraged to behave virtuously in terms of eco-compatibility by accessing to an incentive system and
even to tax advantages.
That is when the products’ ecological labelling and the environmental quality certifications - defined by
the doctrine as examples of “collective brands” - become an instrument of reduction of information
asymmetries between companies and consumers in today’s market, as they certify the environmental
commitment of the producing companies.
In order to encourage eco-sustainable corporate policies, the public intervention should grant
certifications to companies voluntarily respecting rigorous and pre-set environmental parameters. This
also in order to make the consumer and the producer aware of their duties respectively when
purchasing a good or during the entire production cycle until disposal.
Eco-labels and EMAS eco-audit (environmental audit) instruments have been developed in Italy and in
the European Union. The firsts concern environmental measures on a voluntary or consensual basis,
which aim at the establishment of eco-labels able to broadly convey information on products in terms
of environmental impact and costs; the second, instead, refers to a European eco-management
system that companies can voluntarily adopt in order to improve their environmental aptitude and thus
maximize their competitiveness on the market.
The eco-label is given, as an instrument of the Environmental Management System (EMS), only to
certain products that demonstrate to have a minimum environmental impact. Such eco-labels are often
complemented with an ecological design and green procurement instruments in order to guarantee the
eco-compatibility of the products and materials used for production.
The environmental audit, instead, consists of internal activities that follow an initial environmental
analysis as well as the development of an environmental management system by the companies
involved; environmental declarations and internal audit activities are followed by verifier’s validation
(who may also be private, in compliance with appropriate accreditation) and by registration carried out
by the competent Member State’s office, in order to create a European network. The audit responds to
the need for assessing the companies’ environmental behaviour and may concern all or only part of a
company’s production facilities. The company will then benefit from the obtained certificate by
employing it in advertisings and customer relations.
Other EU incentive instruments in the environmental field are the drafting of eco-budgets and of
environmental self-regulatory codes, the incentive for the promotion of green contracts – so named
since environmental costs and benefits are internalized in public contracts (2004 Directives / 17 / EC
and 2004/18 / EC and 2014/24 / EU) - as well as, in conclusion, the Code of Public Procurement in
domestic law.
Among the market instruments established in order to protect the environment, there is also a specific
environmental tax system for companies that intend to keep their business within the limits of a strong
environmental friendliness. This can be achieved both through the establishment of corrective taxes
(i.e. instruments of correction of the costs to access to natural resources) and through subsidies or
incentives, capable of restraining environmental degradation through the internalization of the social
benefit deriving from the adoption of lower environmental impact measures.
Another economic measure is represented by the establishment, by the State, of artificial markets, that
is a result of public intervention for the negotiation of pollution permits (green certificates and white
certificates). The administrative authoritative choice falls on the quantum of the collectible
environmental resources, while the permits’ price determination, and their allocation to companies, are
left to the free market.
The economy of the environment has therefore been driven towards an ecological economy that, in an
interdisciplinary and transversal way, approaches with a renewed sense of responsibility. If the starting
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point of environmental economy was to propose instruments for bringing private cost to social costs as
much as possible by making the producer internalize all costs, more recently it has been necessary to
also involve consumers who have to be solicited to make eco-friendly decisions.
In fact, in order to face environmental pollution, all citizens, as consumers of the goods placed on the
market whose production affects the environment, must actively participate in the change of the socioeconomic context in which they live and operate. Through their action on the market, the citizens may
choose more eco-compatibility products, thus rewarding companies that invest in this direction.
Even the Public Administration shall take charge of the renewed environmental responsibility by
undertaking to carry out initiatives of training and awareness of the community as well as introducing
rules of behaviour and incentive systems.
The role of the Public Administration in green public procurement is also to be enhanced. The
European legislator encourages the preparation of “green public procurements” according to which the
Public Administration contributes to environmental protection by purchasing environmentally friendly
products. In this way, while respecting the rules of competition, the role of companies able to
demonstrate an adequate environmental reputation is enhanced.
The environmental certification system should be considered as the establishment of an integrated
environmental management system instrument which enhances further development plans with
respect to the minimum requirements provided for by international standards. The same stakeholders,
thanks to the incentives policy, will have to implement the environmental activities within the
production sites, for example by reducing the risk of emissions through the establishment of the socalled “zero waste” facilities.
The Legislator should promote the ecological planning in the economic activity through the saving of
resources, energy saving, waste recycling, products’ life extension and elimination of toxic
substances, in view of an environmental protection which brings innovation to the production system
and improvement to the products.
As a matter of fact, the legislature is now adopting such new requirements for environmental
protection, such as: certification and accreditation as external certifications that, under European
influence, now characterize the new environmental taxation.
The companies that voluntarily adopt recognized environmental management instruments will be able
to benefit from a reduction or exemption from further controls to be carried out by public
administrations (such as those provided for by Legislative Decree No. 28/2011 on incentives in the
electric and thermal sector under the responsibility of the energy service operator).
The establishment of a definite, clear and exhaustively applicable regulatory framework on the matter,
as well as the identification of the specific responsibilities of institutional and market’s operators, are
fundamental steps to ensure adequate levels of environmental control in order to protect health and
the environment, without limiting the competitiveness of companies.
The development of a specific Green Act, which will include environmental tax measures and
incentives for renewable energy in the perspective of enhancing the ecological circular economy, is
also a Government’s recent priority. The environmental policy will thus meet the implementation of
new measures in order to facilitate the transition to a circular economy, by improving efficiency and
sustainability in the use of resources, extending minimum environmental criteria to all tenders,
preparing a national action plan on sustainable consumption and production as well as a voluntary
national environmental quality scheme. Article 6 of the Green Act provides for that the Government
shall undertake to carry out a series of actions “regarding the circular economy and therefore the
interdependence of all the value chain processes, from the extraction of raw materials to product’s
design, from production to distribution, from consumption to reuse and recycling”.
As part of the proposals to be examined for the implementation of an environment’s integrated
management in the circular economy, it is also worth mentioning the possibility for companies to
transfer a part of the tax burden from labour to natural resources, thus obtaining a double dividend
both in terms of reducing the environmental impact and improving economic efficiency.
To consumers it is proposed to shift the tax burden from revenue to consumption, by differentiating
taxation between sustainable and unsustainable, depending on the chosen production process. Pay
as you throw schemes as well as returnable schemes, whose implementation models are regulated by
D.M. No. 142/2017, are also encouraged.
In conclusion, the challenge set by the new way of normatively approaching environmental protection
is addressed both to consumers and companies, in order to effectively achieve sustainable
development and responsible government on the territory.
The solution to environmental problems must be the result of a continuous information exchange and
a collaborative understanding between citizens, businesses and administrations, in such a way that
environmental responsibility shall not be delegated but shared. Achieving results in this context will
mean delivering a liveable world to future generations, so that they will not be forced to choose
between business and nature’s survival.
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Abstract
Through the regimentation of rivers, water has determined the evolution of anthropic development and
settled communities. The extreme climatic events of recent years have transformed the boundary
between inhabited lands and bodies of water through an illogical separation between control over river
flows (monitoring, safeguarding, regenerating) and the activities-lives of resident populations (moving,
recreation, open-air living).
On the contrary, this boundary has the potential to become the primary site in which to reactivate
resilience capabilities through an innovative design approach that incorporates the randomness and
uncertainty triggered by mutated climatic conditions to forecast variable structures of settlement and
guarantee a state of adaptive safety and healthy living.
This ‘interdimensional process of re-design’ may help define evolutionary scenarios of settlement
through a proactive re-composition of strategic, tactical and operational actions.
This symbiotic human adaptation to the natural environment permits the implementation of different
levels of resilience: the safeguarding of exposed natural/artificial elements (resilience of metabolic
flows); the safety and health of inhabitants (resilience of communities/organisations); the integrity of
architectural/infrastructural heritage (resilience of the built environment); the social-economic
revitalisation (resilience of social dynamics).
Keywords: Resilience, Tactic Metadesign, Inclusion, Technologic-Environmental Design, Healthiness

1.

The Boundary between Land and River in an Era of Climate Change

Water, the fundamental element of all life on Earth, has been the principal environmental attractor
driving the anthropic development of the territory throughout history. In proximity to human
settlements, the element of water has determined the survival of communities, primarily through the
regimentation of watercourses, distinct from the chaotic and ungovernable image of the oceans.
The systems between inhabited lands and naturally or artificially regimented rivers have been the
object of specific activities of design, construction and management that have contributed to defining
the morphological-organisational structures and qualities of manmade systems.
In the linear logic of intensive development practiced since the twentieth century the management of
riverine environments began to modify natural water cycles in a fragmentary and a-systemic manner.
The long-term effects of these instabilities have resulted in significant losses in human lives and the
degradation, in some cases irreversible, of cultural, natural and productive inheritances.
Design culture sensitive toward environmental issues has often interpreted inhabited areas near river
edges as a sum of unrelated elements: treated by scale (infrastructures, cities, territories) or specificity of
use (direct users, stakeholders, promoters of innovation) and, consequentially, as closed spaces (monofunctional/mono-cultural, dedicated and exclusive). Increasingly more common extreme climaticmeteorological events have exposed a disconnection in logics related to the monitoring, regeneration
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and evolution of habitats inserted between land and rivers. Plagued by flooding and overtopping,
these boundary-systems can thus be considered the principal sites in which to reactivate a territory’s
capacity for resilience and apply technologies focused on recomposing sustainable relations between
humankind and nature.
Beginning with the concepts of the reactivity of ecosystems, the adaptability of users and the
transformability of spaces, identified by Walker and Holling as fundamental components of the
resilience of complex social-ecological systems [1], land-river boundary can also make a significant
contribution to improving the resilience of a territory [2]. The hybrid nature of these boundaries, now
characterised by the contamination between artificial and natural elements, refers to at least four
problematic areas in need of new approaches:

integrated management of works to protect riverine environments, access to water as a
resource and the safeguarding of healthy conditions in a territory;

management of design links between ecological-environmental factors, the interaction
between artefacts/nature and the conservation of territorial resources;

governance of the participatory dynamics needed to initiate and implement shared actions for
the compatible use and transformation of areas situated between land and rivers;

controlling the technological-spatial coherence of projects, integrated at various levels, to bring
about a widespread improvement in the quality of life and people’s health.
The boundary between settled areas and rivers must be approached from at least two complementary
directions. Firstly, there is a need for innovative approaches that incorporate the conditions of
randomness and uncertainty triggered by mutated climatic conditions, forecasting the variability of
settlement structures while simultaneously guaranteeing a state of adaptive and inter-dimensional
safety. A second approach involves recomposing healthy equilibriums of settlement, considering the
boundary between land and rivers as a system of built entities that, other than defending inhabitants
against the devastating effects of water, also enable/limit or include/exclude [3] [4] access to activities
beneficial to their health.
There is a need for an ‘inter-dimensional and inter-systemic concept’ of design that re-connects
materials, techniques, architecture, cities and landscapes in a symbiotic vision of how the humankind
adapts to the natural environment [5].
Systems situated between land and rivers possess the basic requirements for becoming the
preferential spaces of technological-environmental design. Here it is possible to diminish situations of
vulnerability in a territory and, equally and primarily, favour a vaster “project for water” [6].
A project that introduces new capacities for resilience and reaction to adverse natural events,
reconstructing lost interactions between the physical, economic, social and healthful dimensions of the
human habitat.
Within this vision, building technologies can restructure the relationship between technology and the
environment within a new culture marked by the quality of dwelling. The objective of ensuring the
resilience of the system of settlement is not a substitute for the paradigm of sustainability. Having
recognised the need to halt the limitless growth of human civilisation at all costs, resilience constitutes
one of the principal vehicles for progressively increasing sustainability. It requires projects that
concentrate caring for, maintaining, optimising and regenerating the functionality, productivity and
healthiness of natural and man-made resources, both tangible and intangible, and in part already
existing [7].

2.

The Inter-dimensional Social-Ecological Resilience of Land-River Boundaries

Over the past fifty years the deregulation of building actions, the spread of transport infrastructures
and the dissemination of productive activities that consume vast areas of land have generated a
consistent rise in the vulnerabilities of settlements. One effect can be seen in the consolidation of
settled areas in spaces between land and rivers with elevated levels of environmental risk.
This process has also increased the exposure of people and goods to existing dangers and
compromised territorial environments, in some cases already extremely fragile. Consequentially, the
multiplication of so-called ‘natural’ catastrophes, often unpredictable and linked to flows of water, has
produced recurring phenomena of flooding and erosion, together with the collapse of buildings,
communication routes and infrastructures, with losses in human lives and significant damages.
No longer able to account for the innumerable relations existing in reality, the linear mechanistic
paradigm of cause-effect produces sector-specific and mono-thematic approaches to intervention.
The response lies in the adoption of a network of causes/relations, whose complexity depends on the
complexity of a specific system and its internal and external interactions with superior and subordinate
natural/artificial systems. The project for managing water resources in boundary environments
between land and rivers must be expanded from the traditional objective of reducing levels of
vulnerability in a territory to the new multi-scale and inter-dimensional objective of improving the
resilience of the system of settlement and its natural/artificial components.
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For the discipline of architectural technology, the definition of methods for implementing resilience
represents an important evolution that requires we leave behind the logic of restoration as a remedy
for past damages (restorative approach) and the notion of passive risk prevention (preventative
approach).
A project for water that pursues the resilience of settlement moves beyond specific interventions to
restore damaged or interrupted functions. On the contrary, it works to program actions focused on
diminishing levels of risk and maintaining levels of safety by improving a system’s reactive capacity.
This proactive approach may permit the definition of integrated scenarios for safeguarding exposed
natural and artificial elements (resilience of metabolic flows), and the ability of a settlement to provide
multi-dimensional forms of resilience. These multi-dimensional forms of settlement resilience are
related to: the health and safety of inhabitants (resilience of communities and organisations); the
integrity of built/infrastructural heritage (resilience of the built environment); the social-economic
revitalisation (resilience of social dynamics) [8].
The concept of hydro-geological risk and the resilience of the physical, social and economic system of
a specific settlement may produce a different landscape, with modified aesthetic, geographic and
above all semantic constructions. However, this is possible only when improved conditions of safety
and sustainability are intended as the search for variable relationships of balance between the
physical dimension of the landscape and the needs and aspirations of resident communities.
Still, the dimension of risk is neither static nor objective, but evolving and negotiated. It is one element
in the network of social, behavioural, cultural and technical-economic interactions.
Rethinking the system of settlement such that it is able to encompass attributes of reactivity,
adaptability and transformability [9] in the face of stresses induced by hydrological factors means
adopting the principle of resilience, its ecological peculiarities, coherently developed and applied to a
social-ecological environment modified by human intervention.
With this in mind, diminishing vulnerability, hydrological risk prevention and the reduction of possible
effects on the system of settlement must promote an adaptive symbiosis between natural and manmade elements through the integrated use of lightweight, reversible and interactive technological
innovations. A technologically innovative, mature and sustainable re-design of resilient systems of
settlement in land-river boundaries will thus be based principally on overcoming the traditional method
of ‘working by parts’ adopted to reduce the specific vulnerabilities of buildings, cities and territories to
the effects of water. This logic surpasses the linear vision of a design sequence of singular
activities/actions – separated in time (from policy actions to construction/maintenance phase) – and
promotes the development of an integrated decision-making process.
In this integrated process, multiple times, multiple actors and multiple dimensions of land-river
boundaries combine to fulfil the objective of inter-dimensional social-ecological resilience in an
interactive implementation modality (fig. 1) [10].

Fig. 1: Shifting from linear “by parts” vision (A) to interactive implementation vision (B)
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which to recognise inter-scalar relations between the territory, city, sectors, districts, spaces and
objects. At the same time, in terms of design artefact, the system of land-river boundaries must be
reinterpreted as system of spaces in which to rebuild and cultivate virtuous and regenerative relations
between inhabitants, relations that are reactive, adaptive, caring based, maintenance-oriented and
creative.
This presupposes a design approach that is not based on specific physical elements, but oriented in
multilevel ecosystem vision, in which the land-river boundary includes edges, borders and fringe areas
between artificial/natural ground and water. It is necessary to develop the project for land-river
boundaries in relation to three fields of volumetrically inter-dimensional interfaces:

Volumetric Fields of Interface (axes, patches, corridors, intersections, matrix patterns)
responsive to the needs of real users, planning forecasts and functional aspects (attractors,
infrastructures), flows (nodes, interferences, connections), micro-climatic issues (sunlight,
ventilation), behaviour patterns and landscape-environmental concerns;

Volumetric Units of Interface (edge/border areas, greenfields, abandoned areas, brownfields,
third landscapes) based on the technical-functional relations/connections existing between
and evolving in Volumetric Fields of Interface and the possibility to imagine meta-design
scenarios of tactical intervention;

Volumetric Sub-Units of Interface (ground-water-sky cross-sections) related to the tangible
components of the technological system (objects, buildings, infrastructures) and the intangible
components of the environmental system (spaces, natural resources, functions, flows) and
their interactions with the infrastructural networks of transport, mobility, access, pause and
activity.
4.1 The Analytical-Strategic Level and Volumetric Fields of Interface (VFI)
To favour the capacity of land-river boundaries to react and adapt to pressures exerted by climate
change (flooding, landslides), a first level of intervention can be identified in the notion of the landwater system as a complex system defined by the coexistence of social, technological and ecological
factors [19] [20].
Four areas of intervention can be outlined, within which the balance between natural and artificial
components define the fragility and vulnerability of the system: ecological-metabolic flows, networks of
governance, social dynamics and objects.
This first level of intervention assumes a specifically analytical-strategic connotation; it allows for
investigations of the fragilities and vulnerabilities of the system of land-river boundaries and identifies
possible environments for activating resilience and its degrees of artificiality, in other words,
boundaries of dynamic equilibrium in which technologies may contribute to achieving the reactivity of
the system itself.
This first level of intervention requires a reconstruction of the general framework of the system of landriver boundaries, considered as three-dimensional bio-functional spaces [21] [22] of relations between
natural and artificial elements (Volumetric Field of Interface – VFI) with territorial and extra-municipal
values (fig.2).
The analysis of VFI look at the roles, values and functions of interstitial areas situated between land
and rivers. This phase of analysis permits a survey of existing and critical balances in the hydrogeological system, reinterpreting riverine networks as a “system of systems” [23] in which to re-orient
the design of the built/natural environment toward resilience.
Various technological innovations can be incorporated at this level of intervention and contribute to
nurturing the capacities of resilience of boundaries between land and river:

surveying technologies (GIS and ICT) that use historic data, variations in local factors and the
principal elements with the capacity to induce the fragility/vulnerability of the system and
accelerate conditions of risk;

technologies for diagnosing/monitoring (UAV drone-mapping) the real vulnerabilities of the
system under extreme conditions, incoherence between planning instruments, the dynamics
of territorial transformation and critical situations induced by improper modifications;

participative technologies for strategies of intervention (interactive user networks, smart apps)
for forecasting and reorienting relations between hydro-geological/environmental resources,
territorial vulnerabilities, resident/user behaviour/needs and policies and projects for
transformation.
For its carefully considered use of “information” and intangible technologies the analytical-strategic
level plays an important role in designing for the resilience of land-river boundaries. This approach
moves beyond a traditional descriptive/prescriptive nature to guide the evolution of settlement toward
a reconnection of activities of learning, caring and decision-making.
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Fig. 2: Exemplification of Analytical/Strategic working level on VFI of river Pescara land-water boundaries.
Excerpt from BikeFlu research (M. Di Sivo/coord, F Angelucci, D. Ladiana, C, Cellucci).

4.2 The Meta-Design-Tactical Level and Volumetric Units of Interface (VUI)
Implementing choices at the analytical-strategic level requires the acquisition of knowledge also about
the organisational and social-economic dimensions of a territory, where general actions of planning
must be intermediated with specific local practices. In concrete terms, there is a need to identify a
second level of intervention for general strategies defined and developed as part of a vision of
scenarios and possible alternative tactics of design for implementing the resilience of the land-river
boundary system.
In a project of this type, water can be assumed as the foundation of a proactive and inclusive
regeneration of the system of settlement by developing:

scenarios for diminishing vulnerability and improving capacities to absorb a situation of crisis
and reorganise through modifications to the system of settlement;

scenarios for recovering or conserving components of the system of settlement that adopt
practices focused on risk prevention and the diminution of their possible effects.
At the tactical level, it is also possible to identify three-dimensional spatial entities of reference:
Volumetric Units of Interface (VUI) within which to define meta-design conditions for retracing a
technological coherence between general strategic actions and choices linked to local interventions
(fig.3). The meta-design-tactical level requires the definition of an open and reversible process in
which the needs of society (constantly evolving even in the wake of unpredictable meteorologicalclimatic events) are interpreted to define requirements and conditions for the optimal implementation
of possible solutions. Successively, the solutions implemented must be evaluated in terms of their
performance/responsive capabilities to respond to needs, and their ability to be repeated (best
practices) or eliminated (bad practices).
Design technologies introduced at the meta-design-tactical level [24] make it possible to [25]:

transpose problems-needs discovered at the analytical-strategic level into alternative actions
for the use of water resources (containment, collection, drainage, disposal, recycling) and
available spaces/resources (forests, uncultivated/unproductive terrains, open spaces);

identify quantitative requirements and qualitative conditions of intervention (Requirements
Framework, Design Performance Criteria) for specific technological-environmental
components (to contain, deviate or slow water, or protect against it), linear components (to
reconnect, reintegrate and reactivate processes) and land-based components.
The meta-design-tactical level is not used to develop a defined and detailed plan or to design finished
objects. Instead, it serves to define adaptive solutions able to reformulate relations between land and
water with respect to the variability of local factors (meteorological, climatic, geological) and the needs
of individuals and society.
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Fig. 3: Exemplification of Meta-design/Tactical working level on VUI of river Pescara land-water boundaries.
Excerpt from BikeFlu research (M. Di Sivo/coord, F Angelucci, D. Ladiana, C, Cellucci).

4.3 The Technical/Operative Level and Volumetric Sub-Units of Interface (SVI)
Pursuing the quality of the built environment in land-river boundaries by reducing the fragility of the
territory and improving the reactive capacity of its users, institutions and inhabited spaces, is a
complex operation that does not end with analytical-strategic and meta-design-tactical activities.
In these terms it is possible to imagine a third level, which could be termed technical-operative.
It works with the Volumetric Sub-Units of Interface (SVI), with the material, spatial and perceptive
characteristics of local context and with specific building solutions responsible for more than the formal
results of a project (fig.4). The Volumetric Sub-Units of Interface make it possible to retrace relations
and coherences between the different components (material resources, building technologies,
dwelling practices, management solutions) of processes transforming the built environment between
land and rivers. Similar to others, this level is also characterised by the co-presence of aspects of
investigation, implementation and management in which technology plays a key role. This makes it
important to specify, above all, the qualities to be assumed by these technologic resources/devices in
the morphological-functional configuration of a project that contributes to:

nurturing the proposal, construction and management of flexible and reversible works to
mitigate impacts on climate and reduce the vulnerabilities accumulated by the system of
settlement (and its sub-systems);

restoring relationships between residents, users, supply chains and the physical realties of the
territory and between the natural and artificial components of the built environment in landriver boundaries;

defining solutions that activate integrated methods of production, use, transformation and
economic management in land-river boundaries;

shifting design culture from a purely construction-based approach toward a dimension of
caring for land-river systems, enabling capacities for maintenance, regeneration/reproduction
of natural/artificial heritage and resources with healthy impacts on the quality of life.

Fig. 4: Exemplification of Technical/Operative working level on SVI of river Pescara land-water boundaries.
Excerpt from BikeFlu research (M. Di Sivo/coord, F Angelucci, D. Ladiana, C, Cellucci).

The operational level of SVI works less to develop spaces, buildings and infrastructures understood as
closed, finite and unchanging objects, and more with systems of territorial technological components
(whose specific, linear or area-wide characteristics are already modelled at the meta-design-tactical
level). They constitute a more complex network of interventions (units, axes, patches, areas)
integrated and localised according to specific time frames, layouts and differentiated methods and
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dimensions. Technical-operative works embrace specialised interventions dedicated to mitigating the
vulnerabilities of the land-water system and neo-ecosystemic components that foresee new forms of
co-evolution between society and nature.
In this regard, beyond the rethinking of policies for diminishing risk levels and improving conditions of
safety in the territory, another contribution may come from economic and social revitalisation. Climaticenvironmental crises can be approached as occasions for defining new landscapes marked by a
proactive coexistence between cities, users, institutions and natural resources.

5.

A New Landscape Model between Land and Rivers

The methodological approach proposed for planning the resilience of the system of land-river
boundaries must be implemented in a flexible and reversible manner. The entire design process
assumes the role of a regulatory system. As regulatory system, is based on the participation and
cooperation of all actors involved in the design process (users, technicians, designers, institutions,
administrations), and governs the dynamics of adaptation of land-river boundaries with respect to two
consistently variable regulated systems: factors of context (climatic, environmental, hydro-geological,
socioeconomic) and the needs and behaviour of inhabitants.
Current conditions, marked by the unpredictable evolution of climatic and environmental change,
demand a substantial alteration to how we approach design. The definition of relationships between
climate, how spaces are used and the healthy behaviours of inhabitants describe the central nucleus
of a project for defining the morphologies and technologies activated in the boundaries spaces
between land and rivers.
In this regard, a reflection on the broader theme of the altered relationship between anthropic
settlements and water sheds light on the most critical issue faced by contemporary design culture.
It is the absence of a method for local intervention able to recompose landscape design, ecological
and geological sciences, urban planning and architecture according to an organic and integrated
vision of dwelling systems at various scales and respectful of global performance-based and socialcultural dynamics.
There is a need to rethink and re-design the boundaries between land and rivers as emerging
landscapes that give form to the principle of capability [26], as spaces able to develop and enable new
reactive, productive and sustainable capacities within the territory (economic, labour-related,
behavioural, organisational, constructive, maintenance-related). In the not too distant future, this
approach will become priority in all situations of settlement that see human activities encounter natural
resources.
The result is a new landscape model based on productive, constructive and healthy activities able to
re-appropriate the resources and real capacities/abilities present in the territory, both artificial and
natural. In this new kind of landscape, the ‘project for water’ takes care of and makes human/natural
resources efficient, conserving them and promoting shred advantages and positive outcomes for the
safety and health of local communities, in the short-term and for future generations.
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Abstract
It's undeniable that cultural progress has generated the growth of sensitivity for the protection of
environment and cultural heritage. It's a process in continuous evolution that marks this matter by
intrinsic historicity. The seventeenth and eighteenth-century tendency to collecting made works of art
as indicator of wealth and, therefore, of social prestige. As a consequence, antiquities became object
of looting and illegal transactions. This phenomenon imposed the search for solutions focused on
protection and care of tangible cultural heritage. Later, the assertion of the principle according to which
works of art remain the most important witnesses of the past changes the aim of legal protection. In
order to keep the historical roots of the country alive, law must deal with the protection of the cultural
heritage from oblivion. The awareness of the civil function of cultural heritage requires own rules in
order to preserve the identity of the Nation.
But what can happen when war or natural disasters, such as earthquakes and floods, eradicate the
roots and impose the reconstruction? The ground on which the legislator fights his hard struggle is the
choice between the preservation of what remains and the reconstruction by falsifying historical
identity. The choice to define normative tools to redesign, restore and reconstruct is not neutral but
rich of consequences.
Keywords: cultural heritage, law, rules, oblivion,.

1.

To save the cultural heritage from looting: Pre-unification Italian States

«Il faudroit faire une loy dans Rome, que les principales statuës seroient immeubles et ne pouroient
point se vendre qu’avec les maisons ou elles seroient sous peine de la confiscation de la maison, et
autres effets du vendeur, sans cela Rome sera toute depouillée». [1]
During his journey in Italy, Charles Louis de Secondat, baron of la Brède and Montesquieu, describes
using these words the looting of antiquities in Rome. He wrote that new Rome sold the ancient one
“piece by piece”. The artistic heritage, tangible witness of the past, ended up feeding the private
collections satisfying the desire for wealth and prestige of collectors.
Therefore, Montesquieu's remark is fundamental: first, it documents, by synthetic but significant terms,
the depredation of antiquities happening in Italy in the 18th century; Secondly, it testifies the
awareness of the intrinsic value of the work of art as undeniable indicator of well-being and social
prestige.
Montesquieu’s assertion concerned the city of Rome, but in Naples the condition of what nowadays is
called cultural heritage was not different. With the ascent to the throne of Charles of Bourbon in 1734,
the Kingdom, finally independent, became proud of the new course undertaken. New ambitious
building programs led to the construction of wonderful royal palaces in Capodimonte, Caserta and
Portici: new symbols of power and prestige. The city gradually changed its image to conquer the
status of cultural metropolis. For the young king and his expert advisors, the rich Neapolitan artistic
heritage, beyond its intrinsic value and importance, constituted a providential political tool. From the
political point of view, it was necessary to rebuild the image of the king’s power. In order to transform
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the traditional technique of government and administration, it was necessary also to show the turning
point in progress through external signs. In this way, the capital of the new independent kingdom could
recover its prestige through the intense and powerful contribution of the artistic heritage. The political,
juridical and cultural dynamics cross each other in the search for an image of splendor capable of
legitimizing the sacredness of the monarchy. It wasn’t an adornment but a real condition of existence.
For the Bourbon court, it was a requirement because it was sign of its decorum and of its primary
position in Europe.
Under the protection of the King, the excavation of the towns destroyed by the volcanic eruption in 79
A.D. began. In 1738 they began in Ercolano and, ten years later, in Pompei: the amazing treasure of
antiquity was gradually brought to light. Naples became the focus of attentions of the researchers: the
most famous was Johann Joachim Winckelmann. As a consequence, the city became the favorite
destination for the Grand Tour’s voyagers. The myth of Naples begins. Journals, prints and paintings
describe the wonderful cultural heritage. Travel reports make the image of the city glorious by making
it known everywhere. What makes Naples different from other wonderful Italian cities is the beautiful
climate and, of course, the amazing heritage of antiquities. Nowhere else could antiquity be so three
dimensionally as on the Gulf of Naples.
In the 18th century, the myth of Naples is intimately linked with the appearance of the collections of
Etruscan, Greek and Roman antiquities. European aristocratic collectors found in Naples their
paradise and gave free rein to their passion for collecting. All the witnesses of the everyday culture of
the ancient world fed the passion for collecting.
The acquisition of the works, which followed the archaeological excavations, followed strictly
collectible criteria: there was no selection, everything that could enrich the private collections was
extracted. This way of working fed the understandable concern that the royal collection could be
deprived of some important exemplars. Uncontrolled thefts would have brought works of enormous
value on the antiquarian market, compromising the uniqueness of the royal collection. This concern
stirred the thoughts of the monarchy: the treasures of antiquity often went out of the borders of the
Kingdom to enrich the most important European collections. Furthermore, works of art illegally
removed were used for illegal negotiations among unscrupulous antique dealers. All these concerns
urgently required the adoption of rules able to protect the extraordinary artistic heritage finally brought
to light.
In Naples, on July 24, 1755 a Royal Dispatch of King Charles attributed, to the objects found through
the excavations, the quality of goods of public interest. All king’s provisions were collected in the
Prammatica LVII issued in Naples, on September 25, 1755. [2] The King considered that «le
Provincie, onde questo Regno di Napoli è composto, essendo ne’ tempi antichi abitate da’ Greci, e
da’Romani, che allettati dalla fertilità ed amenità del suolo, e dell’aria ne fecero le loro maggiori delizie;
hanno in ogni tempo somministrato in grandissima copia de’ rari monumenti d’antichità agli uomini di
quella studiosa. […] Ma, perché niuna cura e diligenza è stata per l’addietro usata in raccoglierli, e
custodirli, tutto ciò che di più pregevole è stato dissotterato, s’è dal Regno estratto; onde il medesimo
ne è ora assai povero, dove altri Stranieri de’ lontani Paesi se ne sono arricchiti, e ne fanno i loro
maggiori ornamenti, grandissimi profitti traendone […]». [3]
All the testimonies of the glorious history of the Kingdom had to be preserved: they could have an
educational function for the population and an attractive capacity for foreign scholars. These purposes
needed the prohibition of the export of excavated objects. Without the King’s license, nobody could
export works of art. The statement was clear: «Nessuna persona di qualunque stato, grado, e
condizione che sia, ardisca da ora in Avanti estrarre, o far estrarre, o per mare, o per terra, dalle
Provincie del Regno per Paesi esteri, qualunque monumento antico […] senza che vi sia l’espressa
licenza di S. M., e ciò sotto la pena della perdita della roba che s’estrae, e di anni tre di galea per gli
Ignobili, e d’anni tre di relegazione per li Nobili». [4]
From the criminal point of view, it is significant the rule according to which: « si avrà per consumato il
delitto per mare, non solo quando le robbe suddette si troveranno già imbarcate, ma anche allorché si
saranno ritrovate vicino le marine, i luoghi d’imbarco, in atto che si trasportano per imbarcarsi; E per
terra allorché l’Estraente sarà ritrovato vicino i confini». [5] The aim was clear: the looting and the
trade of archaeological works had to be prevented. Through his own officials endowed with «somma
perizia in sì fatte cose, ma anche di una gran probità ed onoratezza», only the King could grant the
license for the extraction of antiquities. On August 25, 1755 the King officially appointed officials who
would examine the objects of antiquity to decide to allow them to be extracted. [5]
More precisely, on September 25, 1755 the Young King issued two Prammatiche. The first is the one
now discussed, the second, LVIII, specified types of goods worthy of protection, penalties and
methods of publication of the ban. [6]
The Bourbon legislation, in its own structure was clearly inspired by the contemporary legislation
issued in Rome and in other towns to prevent works of art’s illegal negotiations. Particularly, important
precedents were the Edict of Cardinal Valenti, issued in Rome in 1750, and the Edict of the Council of
Regence, issued in Tuscany in 1754. The first, entitled «Proibitione sopra l’estrattione delle statue di
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marmo, o metallo, pitture, antichità e simili del cardinale camerlengo Silvio Valenti Gonzaga» was a
set of rules aimed at protecting the artistic heritage. The edict contained a copious list of artefacts and
materials that were recognized as worthy of protection. The existing restrictions and bans, aimed at
guaranteeing the physical integrity of the cultural heritage, were enriched with new measures for the
regulation of the export which, from that moment, was subjected to a license. At the same time, a new
discipline of the excavations imposed that they were subordinated to an act of assent of the
Camerlengo. The edict introduced several innovations: it required anyone who wanted to sell objects
of art and antiquities to inform the authorities. It also established heavier penalties for the violation of
the law up to the confiscation of assets, in case of illegal exportation. In order to prevent illegal
exportations the pre-existing administrative apparatus was redesigned: the jurisdiction in matters of
protection belonged exclusively to the Apostolic Chamber and to the Cardinal Camerlengo, who was
assisted by the secretaries of the Chamber. These officers were joined by the office called
“Commissario sopra le antichità e le cave”: it was a technical body which was subjected three
specialists in three important technical areas: painting, sculpture and other antiquities. [7]
In the same years, in Florence, on December 26, 1754, a new edict born to light in the belief that in
Florence and throughout the territory of the Grand Duchy the preservation of antiquities was
necessary. The discovery of the Etruscan tombs in 1731 had created great clamor around the
excavations but had also generated the need for legislation aimed at repressing both the phenomenon
of illegal trade of archaeological things and that of the creation of the fakes. The new edict issued in
1754 expanded the list of things worthy of protection: ancient manuscripts, inscriptions, medals,
statues, urns, pedestals, paintings were recognized as works of art worthy of protection. Nobody could
extract works of art without the permission of the Consiglio of Reggenza. The prohibition of the
exportation of works of art was the principal aim of the law. Differently from Rome, no new technical
body was set up for the issue of licenses. Although with less severity than the pontifical law, even the
Tuscan legislation punished the transgressors. These rules, partially reformed in 1761, remained alive
until 5 August 1780, when Pietro Leopoldo ordered the liberalization of the antiquarian trade, with the
possibility of exporting any ancient work, and the abolition of every limit for archaeological research.
[8]
The link between the Roman, Tuscan and Neapolitan Law is clear: cultural heritage needed to be
protect. In this way the bourbon legislation was the most clear: it gave primary importance to the
preservation of heritage and national identity against the export and illegal enrichment of foreign
countries. Indeed, the Caroline legislation was, not surprisingly, considered precocious and clear
expression of cultural awareness. [9]
Compared to the papal model, the bourbon legislation was surely carachterized from even more
repressive sanctions that expressed the trust placed by the King in the dissuasive power of the
penalties. [10] The emphasis was focused on the prohibition of export. The main purpose of the rules
was to prevent the release of the findings outside the borders of the State.
Despite the clarity of the rules and the harshness of the sanctions, the protection did not have to have
the desired effects. This legislation, therefore, could not solve the problem of illicit excavations and the
clandestine sale of the findings: all these activities in fact continued to be perpetrated. For this reason
in 1766, Bernardo Tanucci reproposed the regulatory provisions of 1755. On April 4, 1769, the
publication of another Prammatica confirmed the ancient prohibition «doversi estrarre dal Regno tutte
le reliquie dell’antichità, come in esse furono addittate, comeché era giunto a notezia del Re, che
tuttavia se ne faceva l’estrazione». [11] The attacks against cultural heritage were far from being
defeated.

2.

To take care of the cultural heritage: after the unification of Italy

Contrary to what one might think, the unification of the Kingdom of Italy led to a worsening of the
protection of cultural heritage. Indeed, from a legislative point of view, unification frustrated the results
achieved in the pre-unification states and in the early part of the nineteenth century. A set of
circumstances influenced the new order. One of the greatest obstacle in the formation of the unitary
state was the adaptation of the political-administrative structures to a condition characterized by the
pre-existing variety of legislative and administrative structures. From the juridical point of view, the
presence of very different systems made the unification a complex operation to be carried out.
So when the unification of Italy was politically completed, the new Kingdom did not issue any act to
take care of artistic and historical sites and to regulate the archaeological excavations. The obstacle
was clear: public intervention would have to restrict individual initiatives and private property. The
ideology of nineteenth-century liberalism opposed any form of public intervention aimed at limiting the
principle of free trade and the intangibility of property. In this field the article 29 of the Albertine Statute
was clear: all properties, without exception, were inviolable. As a consequence, the concept of
“heritage” and that of “cultural heritage” radically changed.
The political class did not go beyond the principle that the transformation and the destruction of urban
buildings were forbidden only if they were of great artistic value. This conception was also the result of
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a romantic idea well expressed by Victor Hugo: use and beauty coexist in every building. Use belongs
to the owner and beauty to the whole world. As a consequence, only monuments, great testimonies of
the past, were to be preserved. [12]
Works of art didn’t need a specific regulation because, as an object of law, they was already subject to
the negotiating discipline of the civil code. Their value was that expressed by the free trade. Moreover,
the disregard for restrictions on the right to property led to eliminate some legal institutions limiting the
free trade. The most important example is the abolition of the fedecommesso. It had played a
fundamental role in the protection of cultural heritage, but it was considered a «feudal residue»
against the circulation of goods, against the public economy and even against morals, because it
created unjustified discrimination in the family. [13]
In this way, under the new unified system very little space is given to the protection of cultural
heritage. On June 25, 1865, the law n. 2359 was issued to regulate the expropriation of monuments
sent to ruin by the carelessness of the owners. It was the only legislative sign aimed at protecting
cultural heritage.
In the absence of a specific system regulatory intervention, the permanent effectiveness of the
legislation of pre-unitary states was formally sanctioned. On June 28, 1871, the law n. 286 confirmed,
operating a kind of transposition, the pre-existing legislation. [14]
The effect was to keep extremely unhomogeneous legislation alive in Italy. Instead, it was undeniable
that a complete and organic law was absolutely essential. This conviction animated the debate among
many jurists, scholars and politicians. They tried to translate their awareness on the normative level.
On this field, the effort was to reconcile the intangibility of the individual economic sphere and private
property and the need to protect the historical and artistic heritage of the nation. This was the ground
on which they fought their hard struggle. The debate was arduous and rich. [15]
The absence of the adequate legislation to protect the cultural heritage created an extremely
precarious situation in those towns that held the greatest treasures of antiquity and art. So the delay in
the adoption of the appropriate legislative instruments to defend and protect the cultural heritage
determined serious damage to the nation's historical and artistic monuments. Thefts of works of art,
ruins, illicit negotiations became common.
This desperate condition lasted for about forty years. In fact, about forty years were necessary for the
adoption of the first organic law on the subject. After a long debate, on June 12, 1902, the law n. 185
was approved. It was the first organic text in which the protection of things of historical and artistic
interest get a unitary discipline. It represented a real compromise between the different ideological
positions and the culture of restoration. [16] It established that «le disposizioni della presente legge si
applicano ai monumenti, agli immobili e e agli oggetti mobili che abbiano pregio d’antichità o d’arte. Ne
sono esclusi gli edifizi e gli oggetti d’arte di autori viventi o la cui esecuzione non risalga ad oltre
cinquant’anni». [17] The definition of a precise field of application aimed to define that the legislation
did not introduce a new concept of public or private property. It aimed only to introduce rules for
protection and conservation of some goods. As a consequence, it introduced the obligation for the
Ministry of Public Education to form catalogs of monuments and objects of art and the obligation to
denounce any contract of sale or mutual possession of the contract when the objects of the contracts
were included in the catalogs with the consequent right of pre-emption of the State on objects reported
or ready for export. It introduced also the inalienability of the works of art owned by Communes,
Provinces and ecclesiastical bodies. The provision aimed to preserve the precious local heritage.
Moreover the law recognized to private persons the right to proceed with archaeological excavations
under government supervision and with the devolution to the State of a quarter of the value and price
of the objects. Finally, there were some provisions concerned the appropriations of sums necessary
for the conservation of monuments and the penalties for violations of all the provisions established.
But the Nasi law, although having an innovative aim, had a relative incisiveness. Several causes made
it ineffective. First of all, the provision of a catalog of monuments in which all assets to be protected
were to be included was a very difficult operation. The deficiencies and delays of discipline did not
give to it the desired success. An implementing regulation approved in 1904 gave the final coup de
grace to the legislation that appeared very difficult to apply. The new regulation was more monumental
than the monuments it had to protect. It had 418 articles, not always consistent with each other, so it
failed to reach the intent to help the application of the first law.

3. To restore the destroyed cultural heritage: after the second world war
Unfortunately, lootings, thefts and illegal contracts are not the only enemies of the cultural heritage.
Natural disasters and wars eradicated the roots of a population, destroying historical, artistic and
cultural heritage even millenarians. The damaging effect of a war or natural disaster is incredible.
Wars have always involved the destruction of cultural heritage: not only because a building or an
artifact can be an economic or military target, but more often because the artistic and cultural heritage,
which today we appreciate for its aesthetic value, are intrinsically political target. They are the most
significant symbols of power. The destruction of the monuments is the first step to destroy the past.
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The financial implications of these activities are disconcerting: they may be difficult to assess. They
included the high cost of repairs, restorations and reconstructions. All over the world, this
consideration is under the eyes of everyone. In this way, the enormous costs of repair or replacement
has been used by those responsible for the cultural heritage to try to persuade decision-makers of the
real cost of a preventive planning, where it’s possible. Of course, both war and natural disasters make
it difficult to estimate the risks of the event and the costs of prevention.
In Italy the consequences of the Second World War on the artistic treasures were incredible. During
the Second World War, deprivation and destruction of the documentary, artistic, monumental
patrimony were without precedent. First of all, the importance assumed in the military strategies by the
bombings, often indiscriminate, must be considered. In addition, more than a million are estimated to
be the number of works of art, many belonging to Jewish families or institutions, object of kidnapping
by Nazists. Allied governments soon became aware of this robbery. With the London declaration of
1943, every "robbery" of works of art and sciences was declared interdicted, even if carried out
through operations, formally, legal. [18]
In this dangerous situation, the destructive effect of the bombings was the final shock. And then? The
choice between the preservation of what remains and the reconstruction of what is destroyed falsifying
historical identity is the dilemma. As a consequence, the choice to define normative tools to redesign,
restore and reconstruct is not neutral but rich of consequences.
Moreover, after the destructive effect of war, an increasing interest is focused on historical
monuments: they are real witnesses of the past that shouldn’t be deleted. In this way the post-war
reconstruction stimulated the study of historical sources and the expansion of archaeological research.
Monuments and works of art are considered the main historical testimony both of the past and of the
war. The historical substance that has developed through the times must be preserved in all its
significant parts, even in those ruined. They testify to authenticity and origin of human history involved
in the destructive event. The restoration of historical monuments destroyed during a war must show
the evolution of the work of art from the origin to the present time. The restoration of monuments
destroyed by war becomes so significant because it is able to express the meaning of history: from its
birth to its contemporaneity. A strong sense of responsibility is needed.
On a regulatory level, when Italy faced these problems, the «Carta del restauro dei monumenti» was
in force. In 1932 the Superior Council for Antiquities and fine Arts had issued it: the first Italian official
law about restoration. A year earlier, similar principles had been codified in Athens. According with it,
the purpose of the restoration must be to preserve public and private works of art and monuments.
The Italian Carta aimed at the careful conservation of historical buildings giving real importance to the
assiduous care of them. All the elements having an artistic or historical value must be kept without any
elements being excluded. The principle of stylistic unity didn’t have to be followed. This resulted in the
refusal of selective removals and new rebuildings. All kinds of demolition were banned. It was
necessary to act in a not invasive way. Added elements must have a character of bare simplicity. They
must be designated either with material different from the original one or with the adoption of
development frames or with the application of acronyms or epigraphs that verify and give information
on the restoration work carried out. [19] All the principles responded to a single purpose: to preserve
the authentic historical meaning of the work of art.
This was the legal framework that still exists at the end of the second world war, but was it really
respected?
Referring to the case of Italy, in its preface to the «La ricostruzione del patrimonio artistico italiano»,
Roberto Pane remembered: : «abbiamo spesso sentito ripetere, specie dagli stranieri, che un paese
come il nostro, così eccezionalmente ricco di opere d'arte, non avrebbe mai dovuto entrare in guerra;
[..] ed altrettanto vero è che, se l'Italia si trovò militarmente impreparata, a maggior ragione essa fu
impreparata ad attuare, con quella larghezza di mezzi e tempestività che la guerra imponeva, una
completa e valida protezione del suo tesoro di arte e di storia». [20]
In 1947 the publication of the collection «Cinquanta monumenti italiani danneggiati dalla guerra»
produced a real alarm for the Italian monuments damaged by the war. Both in Italy and everywhere,
the image of devastation made it plausible to think, before so much ruin, that there was no possibility
of recovery. Yet, in spite of the tragic situation, in 1950 Pane wrote: «dinanzi a quanto invece è stato
fatto vi è ragione di chiedersi con meraviglia in cosa può mai essere consistito questo restauro dal
momento che tutto in talune fabbriche appare esattamente com'era». [21]
Despite the high-level of Italian theoretical elaborations and rules, the framework of destruction that
was achieved during the Second World War imposed hard solutions. The prevailing operative choice
of restoration was in favor of analogical falsification. The regulatory limits set by the Charter of the
restoration were incompatible with the situation occurred after the end of the war. The tools of the
philological restoration included precise interventions and excluded the possibility to rebuild. These
limits were unthinkable in a condition that required the recovery both of monuments of great historical
value and works of inferior artistic value but fundamental for popular affection. The theoretical validity
of the 1932 Carta was not in doubt: those rules continued to be valid. However, throughout Europe,
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the hugeness, gravity and urgency of the damage created a strong gap between theory and practice,
between norm and facts. Overcoming the thesis of the philological restoration, the new trend opposed
the "old" to a "new contemporary".
The effects of the War, on the other hand, had attributed to the restoration a new aim. Usually,
restoration was born from the desire to restore the primitive aspect of a work of art. Almost always,
cultural heritage was neither mutilated nor in need of urgent intervention. On the contrary, after the
war, a new request was born: it was necessary to save the ruins of precious forms of the past, which
were part of «una grande sinfonia […] elementi di un tutto unitario ed organico». [22] The efforts to
restore the great simphony had been imposed by the «imperiosa necessità, anche a costo di
compromessi che hanno rischiato di non essere del tutto conformi alle norme del restauro moderno».
[23]
In some cases, the choice was to reintegrate the pre-existing forms and the most ancient structures
eventually found. The restoration of the Basilica of Santa Chiara in Naples is an example. The
previous formulation of the monument, in fact, had greater qualities than that destroyed. The
intervention involved the restitution of the primitive aspect. This intervention was justified by the
exceptional nature of the situation. The church, dating back to 1328 and originally built in GothicProvencal forms, had been extensively renovated in 1735 in Baroque style by Domenico Antonio
Vaccaro. The building, hit by the Allied bombs in 1943 and devastated by a fire that lasted three days,
completely destroyed the Baroque decoration, reviving many 14th-century structures, which were
consolidated and integrated. [24]
Despite the problematic choices made from time to time, in Italy and in the other countries,
restorations became the tools through which recover the identity of a destroyed country. Rebuilding
had a civil function: to save ruins, witnesses of the past. Restoration didn’t satisfy an aesthetic aim, a
need for taste, a cultural predilection. The monument, the work of art should not be preserved for its
functionality: certainly it would have been much easier to break down churches and buildings and build
new ones.
The challenge imposed by the destruction was very different: the work of art, even if reduced to
fragments, testified to the history and claimed to remain alive. Therefore, despite the limits imposed by
the normative framework, greater ardor was required. The hard choice between the preservation of
what remains and the reconstruction by falsifying historical identity took place with the prevalence of
the second choice on the first. The destruction caused by the war imposed a forced solution,
necessary to rediscover the roots of a lost identity, to repair the wounds of a lost soul. It was not a
matter of saving the individual good, the work of art, that could be the purpose of a law. It was the tool
to save cities, environments and places. All them represented the stage of everyday life of resilient
people.
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Abstract

Generallly, the religious complexes, such as churches for example that arise in historical aggregates
have a great cultural impact on the aggregate those places.
The S.S. Salvatore and Trinity Church has had the characteristic of strengthening the community union
that grew up around it. On a square with a panoramic terrace of the Capocastello town stands the
Church that will be treated in the paper on whose front is given a date 1636 (date of its origin) and above
the stone portal there is another latin inscription "VIRGINIS HOC TEMPLUM CASTEPENETRARE
MEMETO - HANC SINE LABE COLASCVE SINE ALBE FUIT- 1739 D.A.". The oldest portal on the
façade seems to date back to 1558.
The particularly interesting trait from the morphological point of view is the formation of a single Church
derived from the union of two churches fused together by the S.S. Salvatore Confraternity.
The Church, in time, undergoing maintenance and restoration, presents a unique volume with a bell
tower. The material of the mannerist portal is stone. Next to it there is the sacristy entrance with a portal
with a carved stone frame. The architectural beauty of this monument well conceals and notable
structural problems that the building has shown since the beginning of its construction. The paper will
show how the bibliographic and cartographic surveys, the metric and photographic surveys will lead to
the demonstration of the structural evolution of the two churches and their morphological fusion.
Keywords: seismic risk, morphology, seismic safety, cultural heritage

1.

Introduction

This paper analyzes the SS. Salvator Church moriphology and its seismic risk. The church is located in
Capocastello (AV) that is a town known since the time of the ancient Romans as Mercurianum, then
Merculianum. On the southern slopes of the Massif feverfew, a 550 meters high, stands the town of
Mercogliano. For its landscape features is identified as the "door of feverfew and Irpinia". Inside the
Mercogliano town there is the ancient center called Capocastello.
In Capocastello area it can still today see the ruins of the medieval castle.
In the past there being born after the Samnite war a Roman colony, the place retained the name of the
place where, in fact worshiped the cult of Mercury, to the Middle Ages under the name of "Castrum
Mercuriani", hence the current name.
The analyse on the Church was performed by using a three-dimensional model: this model was
developed and shaped starting from a detailed geometrical-architectural representation and by using
the photoscan methodology. The model will be integrated by components with precise morphological
characteristics and mechanical properties, thus integrating and interfacing all the features of the
structural engineering. In the future paper will be show the arc behaviours.
The picturesque landscape of Capocastello (Figure 1) was selected for choosing the church example to
analyze. In this town there are both ancient local stone buildings and recent constructions and there is
a lot of masonry church (Figure2).
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Fig. 1: Capocastello

2.

SS. Salvator and Trinity church

The churches that arise in historical aggregates have a great cultural impact on the aggregate those
places.
The S.S. Salvatore and Trinity Church has had the characteristic of strengthening the community union
that grew up around it and it is located on a square with a panoramic terrace.
Some authors wrote that the Church origin was dated on 1636 (date of its origin) but above the stone
portal there is another latin inscription "VIRGINIS HOC TEMPLUM CASTEPENETRARE MEMETO HANC SINE LABE COLASCVE SINE ALBE FUIT- 1739 D.A."(Figure 3).
The church has two portal and the oldest seems to date back to 1558.
The Church derived from the union of two churches fused together by the S.S. Salvatore Confraternity
in 1739.
Inside the stone Church there is the SS. Crucifix caphel. After the restoration the morphology presents
a unique volume with a bell tower.
Next to it there is the sacristy entrance with a portal with a carved stone frame.
The path of knowledge and morphological investigation will develop through information levels:
•
study of the evolution of the historical aggregate in which the Church stands,
•
study of the wall structure of the ancient Church and of the subsequent that incorporated it,
•
study of the metric and material characteristics of the two structures,
•
study of the spatial rapport of the two churches,
•
conclusive analysis on the structural morphology of the Church as it appears today.

Fig. 2: SS. Salvator church before and after restoration
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Fig. 3: Stone portal with latin incision

3.

Structural morphology

The SS. Salvator church (Figure 4,5) has a typical morphology extremely common in historical buildings
and for this reason characterized by vulnerabilities that can strongly influence the structural behavior
under seismic actions.
Geometric inertial or stiffness irregularity (due to damage, changes and / or previous interventions),
presence of non-aligned structural components ...) and of large rooms are elements dangerous for the
stability. Under these conditions the macroelement approach is appropriate (construction portions a
independent behavior) as a tool to control the kinematic mechanisms induced up to failure as required
by NTC 2008.
In the historical Capocastello center, for this church aggregated to the buildings (result of
transformations subsequent), an adequate and preliminary knowledge is required to set a meaningful
interpretation of mechanical behavior through the structural modeling [1,2].
The investigation process should be developed on different layers of information:
- the relationships between the processes of aggregation and the main events that have influenced the
typological aspects of historical buildings;
- the alignment of the walls, (this helps to identify the walls and their own degree of connection);
- modularity to the different floors of the individual masonry cells;
- the misalignments and the tapering of the walls, walls lying "in false" on the floors
- the shape and position of the holes in the walls perspective (this allows to determine the weak areas
in the path of transmission of efforts and to identify their changes occurred over time) [3,4].
The conservation is not only an action aimed to the slowdown of the degradation, but also the act of
valuing, guaranteeing the assurance of the resources needed. An interdisciplinary approach now allows
unifying the professional competences that formerly did not talk to each other, typical of a professional
Taylorism, introducing the relationships between professionals who interact and become guarantors of
knowledge. The preservation of cultural heritage depends, first, on the nature of the materials of which
the buildings are made: for example, bricks have a different behavior from volcanic rocks. But, even if
in a different form, on the surface, all the rocks are vulnerable to atmospheric agents (humidity, wind,
rain) which accelerates the arc decay. With regard to the static safety issue, and specifically materials
and techniques to use, it should be noted that today there is a revival of traditional materials and
techniques. The configuration/conservation design process currently describes the representation–
structure binomial, since the information communication technology (ICT) has been introduced in the
field of cultural heritage as digital form of communication. In the architectural field, the same digital
representation phase is usually carried out to achieve the three-dimensional model, derived from the
cloud of points generated by laser scanners or photo scanning.
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Fig. 4: Actual church entrance (on the left side) and ancient entrance (on the right side)

Fig. 5: Lateral side perspective

4. Seismic risck classification on CH
The conservation is not only an action aimed to the slowdown of the degradation, but also the act of
valuing, guaranteeing the assurance of the resources needed.
An interdisciplinary approach [5] now allows unifying the professional competences that formerly did not
talk to each other, typical of a professional Taylorism, introducing the relationships between
professionals who interact and become guarantors of knowledge. The preservation of cultural heritage
depends, first, on the nature of the materials of which the buildings are made: for example, bricks have
a different behavior from volcanic rocks. But, even if in a different form, on the surface, all the rocks are
vulnerable to atmospheric agents (humidity, wind, rain) which accelerates the arc decay. With regard to
the static safety issue, and specifically materials and techniques to use, it should be noted that today
there is a revival of traditional materials and techniques.
The configuration/conservation design process currently describes the representation–structure
binomial, since the information communication technology (ICT) has been introduced in the field of
cultural heritage as digital form of communication. In the architectural field, the same digital
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representation phase is usually carried out to achieve the three-dimensional model, derived from the
cloud of points generated by laser scanners or photo scanning.

Fig. 6: Structural model under analysis

A naive use of modern materials, giving the illusion of stability to the architectural and archeological
heritage without compromising the aesthetic appearance, was the origin of the diffusion of materials for
decades considered "modern", such as concrete, which are instead characterized by a high
incompatibility. Modern materials, in fact, have been often the cause of a greater damage, not only to
the values of the historicity of buildings, but also to their survival and, paradoxically, their stability,
thusworsening the overall static performance. Their use seems to have failed right where it should be
strong, that is, effectiveness and durability.
Figure 6 shows the results obtain by seismic risck calculation for SS.Salvator Church. The procedure
was based on “Linee Guida per la Classificazione del Rischio Sismico delle Costruzioni” D.M. n. 58 del
28/02/2017. The seismic classification was realized adopting the conventional method. For this last
method eight risck classes were performed with level risck from A+ value to G value (Figure 7)
The
conventional method
allows
to
assign
to
the
building
one
risck
class
equal to the minimum between two distinct risk classes and a function of two parameters:
- the structural Safety Index (IS-V); (Figure 8)
- Average expected annual loss (PAM) (Figure 9)

Fig. 7: Safety factor
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Fig. 8: Structural Safety Index

Fig.9: Average expected annual loss
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So the risk class of the building becomes (Figure 10)

Fig.10 Church risck class
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Abstract

The S.S. Salvatore Church in Capocastello (Figure 1a) shows interesting structural morphology. Its
current morphology derives from two churchs of different ages union. For this reason the church structure
will be modeled by using structural engineering software.
The static-nonlinear analysis (pushover method) will be performed. By using this method structure will be
subjected to gravity loading and a monotonic displacement-controlled lateral load pattern which
continuously increases until an ultimate condition is reached. The analysis will be defined by using data
in the Italian building code (NTC 2008).
The preliminary knowledge phase considers the structural morphology of the church derived from the
merger of two churches, the degradation state, the restoration interventions, the materials mechanical
properties, the structure geometry etc…
The paper shows the relevant of an accurate structural model for the conservation assessment state and
vulnerability analysis of religious buildings deirivated by the historical stratification of the town of
Capocastello.
Keywords: seismic safety, structural modeling, pushover

1.

Introduction

I D.M. 14/01/2008 e 17/01/2018 consentono per il calcolo di edifici in muratura, sia metodi di tipo lineare
(statica e dinamica) che metodi di tipo non lineare (statica e dinamica). In particolare, i metodi lineari sono
molto restrittivi per cui inutilizzabili. Rimangono a disposizione i metodi non lineari. L’analisi dinamica non
lineare è molto complessa, sia dal punto di vista concettuale che computazionale, per cui l’unica possibile
(tra quelle proposte dalla normativa) è quella statica non lineare (pushover). Per i motivi sopra accennati,
si concentra l’attenzione solo su quest’ultima tipologia di analisi.
2.
General information about building calculation and choice of the type of seismic
analysis

The non-linear static analysis is divided into the following phases:
Structural survey and knowledge surveys of the structure (Figure 2b);
Identification of the resistant parts of the wall structure through the definition of the equivalent frame
(masonry walls, floor strips and rigid segments);
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Evaluation of the capacity curve. It is necessary to determine the curve of the real system (MDOF - system
with multiple degrees of freedom);
Transformation of the system to multiple degrees of freedom (MDOF) into the one with a single degree of
equivalent freedom (SDOF) through the participation coefficient G;
Evaluation of the bilinear equivalent mass system m *, stiffness k * and period T *;
Evaluation of the displacement capacity (umax);
Evaluation of the displacement request (dmax);
Comparison between displacement capacity and displacement demand.
The outcome of the verification is considered positive when the following relation is satisfied:

umax ≥ dmax

in terms of safety coefficients (s), in order for the result of the verification to be positive, the (1) must be
satisfied for all the load combinations carried out:

s= umax/dmax

≥

(1)

1

In addition to the foregoing, in order for the result of the verification to be positive, the structure factor q *
must assume a value no greater than 3 (point 7.8.1.6 of the D.M 14/01/2008).
PHASE A
For the structure in question, preliminary geomorphological investigations and the necessary geometrical
and structural surveys were carried out [1,2].
Based on the information acquired:
on GEOMETRY (paragraph C8.A.1.A.1 - Circular 02-02-2009 No. 617);
on BUILDING DETAILS (paragraph C8.A.1.A.2 - Circular 02-02-2009 No. 617);
on PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS (paragraph C8.A.1.A.3 - Circular 02-02-2009 No. 617);
the summary sheets that follow are compiled (Figures 2,3,4,5).

Fig. 1a ad 1b: SS. Salvatore church and its structural model

SUMMARY SCHEMES
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Fig.2 Building
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Fig.5: MATERIALS NON LINEAR CHARACTERISTICS

PHASE B
In this phase, the resistant parts of the wall structure were identified by subdividing the artefact into
masonry males, flat strips and rigid blocks (Figure 6).
As regards the verification of the masonry elements (males and fascias), given that these elements are
schematized by shell-like FEM elements (HP Shell), the agents are then determined to determine the
agent stresses, through the integration of the tensions performed. on at least three sections (on the head,
on the foot and on the middle for the males, on the right, on the left and on the centerline for the bands).
Once the stresses (normal effort, moment and cut in the plane and moment out of plane) have been
determined, resistance checks are carried out on these elements [3,4].
In particular, for the masonry males, the following checks are performed:
• Pressoflexion in the plane
• Cutting in the plane
• Out-of-plane deflection
• Slimming
For the masonry bands (or masonry coupling beams), the following checks are performed, if they have
been included in the structural modeling:
• Pressoflexion in the plane
• Cutting in the plane

Fig.6 structural modeling
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PHASE C) ANALYSIS METHOD

Structure factor q in the earthquake direction
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Fig.7: loads analysis

3.

Seismic dangerousness
Dangerousness poarameters
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1.34
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0.498
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Furthermore, the Topographic Amplification Coefficient (ST) of 1.00 has been assumed. Subsoil category
= [B] = Soft rocks and deposits of very thick coarse-grained soils or very fine grained soils. For the
structure under examination the following values were determined: State of Safeguard of Life Structure
Factor (qX) for horizontal earthquake in X direction: 3,000; Structure Factor (qY) for horizontal earthquake
in Y direction: 3,000; Structure Factor (qZ) for vertical earthquake: 1.50. Since the structure being studied
is an existing structure, the structural factor is instead calculated according to the indication Circular 0202-2009 n. 617 in par. C8.7.1.2.
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Capacity curves
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Abstract
Studies on Southern Etruria can play an important role in the comprehension of Etruscan and Roman
old roads. During the Roman period, the campagna Romana became a “filter area” where the ancient
roads originated and important settlements and resting places for travellers and troops arose. The
knowledge and the individuation of these archaeological remains allow for the developing of an
appropriate local planning and the preservation of the traces of the historical landscape. Between the
50s-70s of the last century, the studies carried out in this area led to important outcomes for the
comprehension of the ancient landscape, in particular with the aid of aerial photography realized for
military purposes. The analysis of the aerial photos allows recognising road layouts and archaeological
sites which were well visible at that time. The research aims at presenting the evolution of historical
routes of the Southern Etruria with a focus on the area between Rome and the Lake Bracciano, located
north of Rome and historically strongly linked with it. This paper proposes a possible archaic scenario
related to the ancient routes, starting from a morphological analysis. Differently from the beginning of
the 50s, nowadays it is possible to investigate the problem of the archaeological remains with digital
methodologies and techniques; in particular, the use of the digital photogrammetry allows
georeferencing the pictures of the past and to integrate these data in order to create a cultural heritage
documentation.
Keywords: Southern Etruria, via Clodia, aerial photo, cultural heritage, archaeological restoration

1.

Introduction

During the early 50s of the last century, the romantic landscape of Southern Etruria has been
transformed due to the introduction of a scheme of land-reform that provided a cultivation land-use; the
new provisions of law caused significant changes in the ancient landscape and archaeological damages
due to the use of mechanical equipment.
The urgency of the problem prompted the British School at Rome (BSR) to carry out a systematic study,
in particular performed by J. B. Ward Perkins, who made explicit some considerations: «much of the
damage to ancient sites is unavoidable, the inevitable accompaniment of any scheme to put the land to
agricultural use; much of it serves no purpose but the convenience of the contractor. The moral is the
same in either case: if this material is to be recorded, the record must be made at once» [1]. Such an
attention to the territory produced important outcomes for the comprehension of the ancient roads
system and for the reconstruction of the historical landscape.
The following notes represent a first part of an in-depth analysis focused on the study of the area
between Rome and the Lake Bracciano and aimed for identifying ancient roads layout and
archaeological sites with the use and the codification of aerial photographs; the final objective is
updating studies on the topic and creating a digital catalogue.
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2.

History of the places and topographic studies

Tracking simply and coherently a framework of Etruscan’s settlements and roads is a difficult operation.
What we know is that originally, they set on ridge paths which were structured from imaginary geological
lines traced by the River Tiber and the Tyrrhenian Sea.
The morphology of the landscape between Rome and Bracciano is dominated by the Sabatini Volcanic
District [2] from which two lakes, still existing, originate – the Bracciano and the Martignano; but from
observation of the orography of the area and the study of ancient cartography we know that at least
other four lakes were around the volcanic complex – Laguisello, Stracciacappa, Baccano and Lago
Morto (fig. 1). These four disappeared lakes are of crucial importance because their presence affected
the development of ancient viability; for example, in proximity to Lake Baccano, the via Cassia curves
in order to circumvent the obstacle represented by the lake.
Over the last 8000 years, the great Lake Bracciano had been undergoing substantial variations that
generated various fluctuations in the level of the waters and a rise of tens of meters.
Even during the Roman period – around 63 A.D. – the lake rose 4 meters more submerging several
villas, settlements and roads; since then, the lake stood at about 165 meters above sea level and its
variations were noted, as the literature shows [3].
First traces of human presence on the shores of Lake Sabatino date back to the Ancient Neolithic;
evidence is the discovery of a settlement located in Marmotta [4], in the municipality of Anguillara
Sabazia.
Although the reasons for the abandonment of the village of Marmotta are unknown, it is conceivable
that the change in weather conditions or the sudden raising of the waters of the lake forced the natives
to search for a more comfortable place to stay. Furthermore, it is supposed that the very first walkway
in the Protostoric age had to be traced back to a route to the lake and to secondary walkways that
radiated out from it around the lake.
During the first millennium B.C., the territory was controlled by Etruscan civility and in particular by the
city of Veio. Approximately in 396 B.C. the city was assimilated under Roman control, and the Empire
called it Municipium Augustum Veiens. This conflict – also known as battle of Veio – caused a radical
change in the road network that, from then on, had been characterised by street polarised towards
Rome, that still today affect the modern routes.
2.1 Ancient sources
The Austrian National Library preserves a unique cartographic document from Roman times: a copy of
a painted itinerary showing the road network of the world.
The so-called Peutinger’s Tabula [5] is one of the most important sources of the past in which it is
possible to recognize the ancient road system of the Roman Empire together with several cities and
places. It is a parchment with colourful details and its interpretation has been subject to numerous
topographic studies, over the centuries (fig. 2).

Fig. 1: Hydrography of the area, the dried-up lakes are red: 1 Monterosi, 2 Bracciano, 3 Laguisello, 4 Stracciacappa,
5 Martignano, 6 Baccano, 7 Lago Morto
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Fig. 2: Peutinger’s Tabula (from Miller’s edition). On the right, it is possible to recognise the personification of the
city of Rome; it is also detectable the path of the via Clodia and the mansio Careias

On that map, Southern Etruria is crossed by a network of roads, path for soliders, travellers and
merchants, that led to different places. The via Clodia is one of these roads, which constituted an
important link between Rome and the area of Northern Etruria. We do not yet know all about its path
and the sites which were along it, but its track is strictly related to that of the via Cassia. Cassia and
Clodia leave Rome together – following the same path – and fork at La Storta, near the ancient Veio;
while the Cassia continue towards north in the direction of Sutri, the via Clodia heads towards Blera on
the left of the Lake Bracciano. The unit of measurement of the Tabula is the Roman mile, corresponding
to 1482 meters [6]. Despite the many correspondences, the meticulous study of the cities, the stationes
and miles reported on T. P., highlight the possibility of copying errors or medieval interpretations of worn
parts. As for the route of the via Clodia some considerations should be given. As already mentioned, it
is supposed that the road was one adaptation of older routes rather than a real road of new construction.
The Etruscans limited the road maintenance works as much as possible using – for the most part – a
tread floor made of natural rock outcropping. When the Romans undertook the conquest of Etruria, they
exploited just these first ways of penetration to move the armies and for implementing the businesses.
A connection way between the ancient Litus Tuscus – the Etruscan side of the current Trastevere – and
the city of Veio, certainly had to exist originally as first connection element. In addition to partially tracing
this first route, the Roman artery seems to exploit the east-west connecting axis existing between Veio,
Careia and Caere, at least up to the current Osteria Nuova.
Osteria Nuova is very important for the topographic knowledge of the area under study because recently
an ancient Roman station was found, as hypothesized by Ward Perkins in 1955: «among other things it
involves the displacement of the second road-station out of Rome, Careiae, from what can now be seen
to be the relatively recent cross-road site of Osteria Nuova to a new and hitherto unsuspected site nearly
a kilometre to the east» [7].

Fig. 3: Graphic elaboration of the main Roman road system
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We nowadays know that the mansio Careias is located inside the extranational area of S. Maria di
Galeria, the Vatican Radio’s headquarters. This area preserves also a perfect segment of the ancient
via Clodia (fig. 4) together with different wall structures of Roman buildings [8]. In Roman units Careias
is about 15 miles far from Rome and this is confirmed by the Peutiger’s Tabula (figg. 2-3) and also by
the Itinerarium Antonini [9].

3.

Digital investigation and methodology

Starting from nineteenth century the area was subject of the archaeological survey and in-depth studies
of ancient monuments, performed by many scholars.
Exploiting the existing archaeological evidences and by means of the reconnaissance of surface
facilitated by plowing, Thomas Ashby [10] and Giuseppe Tomassetti [11] performed important studies
on the Roman campagna beginning to outline reliable scenarios for the developments of the Roman
road axes. In addition to the bibliographic material and the cartographic elaborations, the scholars took
hundreds of photographs of the sites, framing uncontaminated landscapes today in part unrecognizable;
such images represent a fundamental legacy not only for their usefulness in the reconstruction of the
history of places, but also for the contribution they offer in conducting specific analyses aimed at the
knowledge and restoration of individual monuments.
In the first half of the twentieth century the studies carried out by BSR revealed a large part of the line
of the via Clodia (fig. 5); the surveys, implemented with remarkable dedication, documented every last
detail on such an extensive territory.
The increasingly massive use of mechanical equipment due to the introduction of the above-mentioned
land-reform brought out the underlying archaeological layers causing irreparable damage. The
recognition of the Clodia layout by BSR was mainly based on the study of the aerial photographs.
Aerial photography is used in cartography (particularly for the creation of topographic maps),
environmental studies, land-use planning; in the archaeological field, it represents an instrument of
superficial survey that allows highlighting the presence of archaeological remains buried, e.g. wall
structures, cavities and roads, not perceptible with the traditional surface archaeological survey.
The use of aerial photography matured during the World War II, since reconnaissance aircraft were
equipped with cameras to check the explosions of the bombs and to record enemy movements. For this
reason, the British Royal Air Force (RAF) produced thousands of frames today preserved at the
Aerofototeca Nazionale of Rome. Aerial reconnaissance was accomplished with aircraft models such
as British Spitfire, Mosquito, American P-38 Lightning or P-51 Mustang. Photographs were usually
processed quickly and sent to the war operators specialists [12].

Fig. 4: The via Clodia inside the Extranational area of S. Maria di Galeria (from SIRA, see note 8)
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Fig. 5: The via Clodia near Crocicchie. BSR, 1954-1955 (from PBSR, vol. 23, see note 1)

This heritage constitutes one of the most important collections of aerial photographs of World War II in
Europe and a precious support for studies of ancient topography; it is also the most important source of
information that documents the urbanization of the Italian territory and the agrarian changes occurred.
The underground structures can be identified through minimal landforms or thanks to the different
growth of vegetation in certain areas causing "spots and halos" on the fields.
The reconstruction of the Clodia proposed by Perkins can be verified through aerial photographs from
1944. Observing these images meticulously, it is possible to identify the trend of the via Clodia along
about fifteen kilometres.
Differently from the 50s, nowadays it is possible to understand the evolution of the landscape through
cutting-edge technologies such as drones or multispectral cameras. As well as for topographic study,
these instruments are also used in agriculture providing information on the state of health of plants.
Today we have a series of satellite images that allow extending the cognitive framework offering never
presented reconstructions, in addition to aerial photographs. The large amount of data provided by
Google Maps and Google Earth allows many people to understand the evolution of the landscape from
above during the last twenty years.
For this scientific contribution, reference was made to satellite images provided by Google Earth; these
images have been compared with the RAF photographs in order to identify the via Clodia layout,
unknown archaeological areas or the presence of World War II bombs. In order to have a precise
representation, RAF photographs have been geo-referenced and superimposed on the current aerial
view; this led to the definition of the urban evolution of the landscape that could be explored in the future.
3.1 Examples of application
The aerofotogrammetric method proved its striking reliability in the application to the Vatican
Extranational area, which is crossed in the south-west quadrant from the via Clodia (Figg. 6-7-8).
The track of the Roman road is clearly visible in the 1944 photos and seems to be in sight even in
satellite images from the period 2003-2012.
The more intensive excavation campaigns conducted in the area since 2013 allowed determinating the
presence of a paved road, confirming – through archaeological evidence – the hypotheses developed
on the basis of photographic comparisons.
Extending the same method to the territory between La Storta and the Lake Bracciano, a complex
network of viability emerges, concentrated in the Olgiata area, which belongs entirely to the Clodia.
In addition to the aforementioned stretch and secondary roads, there are also wall structures, which can
be found in the chromatic contrasts, which lie buried waiting for in-depth studies.
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Figg. 6-7-8: The via Clodia inside de Extranational area. RAF (1944) and satellite images (2005 and 2016)

These are mainly shapeless areas, fragmented between the fields, which present clearer halos of the
ground.
In some cases, it is possible to identify traces of well-defined wall structures of quadrangular shape,
which highlight the presence of environments and foundations.
It is difficult to understand whether they are Roman structures or more recent (perhaps medieval)
buildings; however, they are more concentrated in proximity of the mansio Careias. In this regard, a
systematic study of the territory would be needed, which took into consideration the archaeological
surveys already carried out and tested the development hypotheses formulated on the basis of the aerial
photographs.
Some studies report that there is a possible coincidence between the via Clodia and the current
Braccianese, but this holds true only for three segments; two located close to Olgiata station, and one
close to Casale delle Mimose; for the rest it can be affirmed that the via Clodia has a completely
autonomous course with respect to the present Braccianese and that, before Crocicchie, it branches on
two distinct axes.
Further south of the Extranational area of S. Maria di Galeria – near Casale S. Isidoro – another segment
of the Clodia is well recognisable (Figg. 9-10). The RAF photographs show the via Clodia and a
secondary road that starts from it (diverticulum); this is also confirmed by the recent satellite images.
Thanks to the good visibility in the 1944 photographs, it’s likely that the ancient route was still used as
a connecting road to cross the cultivated fields.
On the image from the 40s, there are also several craters created by the explosion of bombs from the
World War II. One, the largest, near the diverticulum, and three others scattered in the fields.
Other portions of the via Clodia are distinguishable near the locality “Due Pini”. Both in the satellite
images and in the RAF photos it is possible to notice a long rectilinear track that goes towards the Mura
di S. Stefano. In this area most of the paving stones were destroyed due to the construction of boundary
walls between private properties. The archaeological remains of the Roman road, together with various
materials belonging to ancient buildings, are scattered among the fields and often keep on being
destroyed by mechanical equipment or by acts of vandalism.
Despite this, the route is still legible and in a private property the Roman road is perfectly preserved for
about one hundred meters.

Figg. 9-10: The via Clodia and a diverticulum between Casale S. Isidoro and Casale delle Mimose. It is possible to
recognise the presence of craters caused by World War II bombs (RAF 1944 – 2012).
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4.

Conclusions

The landscape of Southern Etruria, studied by eminent historians and archaeologists between the
nineteenth and twentieth century, still stimulates the reflection on the reliability of the proposed
settlement scenario, rekindling the debate on the development of the ancient routes.
In order to reconstruct the evolution of the Etruscan and Roman viability system, first of all it is necessary
to have a systematic knowledge of the territory, to study its morphological conditions and to understand
its anthropization processes.
This sequence of actions must be applied at different levels of reading that take into account the
territorial context and the specificities of the anthropized environment over the different ages.
In this complicated process, the aerial photos of the World War II play a fundamental role in the
understanding of the landscape evolution. They can provide important information for both civil
protection – think of the identification of unexploded bombs or the understanding of the phenomena of
hydrogeological instability – and for the identification of archaeological remains.
This last aspect is very important; enhancing cultural heritage means first of all becoming aware of its
existence. The present contribution showed that the application of the aerofotogrammetric method and
comparison allows identifying the archaeological remains accurately. This is useful for the development
of updated maps and the creation of digital catalogues in which photographs from the past can be georeferenced and pinpoint the archaeological areas to be protected.
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PCM in the energy redevelopment of social housing
In Italy there is a substantial building heritage of social housing built in the '70s/'80s with
industrialized/prefabricated techniques with low energy efficiency. These buildings require energy
redevelopment actions. However, the interventions that can be carried out must necessarily be
compatible with the building techniques, which are not very invasive and have fairly low costs. Therefore
only a very limited number of solutions related to the envelope and to the systems can be applied,
allowing users not to leave their accommodation. In most of the Italian climatic zones, the interventions
to be adopted on the envelope, generally related to the external insulation and to the replacement of the
windows, generate however an improvement of the energetic performance and of the comfort only in
winter regime. In fact, during the summer, internal comfort conditions get worse, because the internal
temperatures tend to raise of a few degrees. In addition to these solutions this requires also systems
that allow at least not to worsen the conditions of summer comfort.
This paper presents the application to a representative building of this historical period in Florence area,
realized with the SBS building system, adopting an external insulation, varying and evaluating the
thermal insulation materials, also applying phase change materials (PCM) and systems to prevent the
indoor overheating in the summer season.
Keywords: Social housing, Energy redevelopment, PCM.

1.

Introduction

The Workers House Management, GESCAL, dated back to 1963 by the Law n. 60/63, replacing the
management INA CASA, with the establishment of a social housing program.
The Regulation for the implementation of the law, of the D.P.R. n.1471/63, delegated the program
realization to the Autonomous Institutes for Public Housing, IACP. This law was followed by Law
n.865/71, Law n.166/75, Law n.513/77, up to Law n.457/78, whose ten-year plan was promoter of the
building activity of new residential building, subsidized or contracted, in the '70s and '80s in Florence. In
1986 with the Regional Law n.49 the IACP institutes were reformed, taking the name of Territorial
Company for Residential Construction, ATER, expanding their skills to the entire province of Prato.
In those years the practice of the contract competion was affirmed, which required companies to design
the buildings, which had to perform the performances required by the contracting authority, and the
relative construction. To contain the number of contract competions to be banned, several interventions
to be carried out in different locations in the provinces of Florence and Prato, were brought together in
the same entrusting procedure, according to the “design and construction with a standard project”
method. This process involved a serialization of the building activity, searching for repeatable models
throughout the local territory in order to reduce costs and increase the quality of the buildings.
Thus standardized and replicable residential building types were developed, in order to adapt a single
design to the different territorial contexts. This joined the rationalization of the buildings construction,
leading to the use of prefabrication/industrialization systems, in the logic of control of construction costs,
acceleration of the construction time and control of the buildings performance.
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Fig. 1: Total amount of social housing interventions carried out between the 70s and 80s using
industrialized/prefabricated techniques in the provinces of Florence and Prato.

On the other hand, the use of heavy prefabrication systems led to the construction of not very diversified
buildings and residence with rigid distribution schemes, without any spatial articulation. While from the
technological point of view the buildings were affected by low efficiency in terms of energy and poor
materials quality.
The experience of the IACP of Florence in the design and construction contract, albeit rather extensive,
was not overall profitable. It has led to the dissemination of buildings with simple and not very
characterized forms in the provincial territory, with internal articulations very limited by industrialized
production reasons and very rigid structural systems, which today certainly require a redevelopment, at
least from an energetic point of view.

2.

Research objectives and methodology

The research objective was the definition of guidelines to energetically retrain the many residential
buildings built in Italy using industrialized/prefabricated techniques. The focus was to define a range of
low cost possible interventions and that did not require the inhabitants to move away from the flats. The
development of guidelines has also allowed to reduce considerably all the activities, analysis and
definition of interventions, that are preliminary to the redevelopment, which are usually carried out by
public authorities achieving it. This regards also the sustainability linked to the resources saving in the
design phase.
Some redevelopment interventions have been considered extensible to many cases because of the
considerable number of common characteristics of the buildings, with the certainty of obtaining a
conspicuous benefit both in terms of energy saving and improvement of the flat comfort conditions.
These interventions turned out to be a redevelopment of the envelope by means of a ETICS system,
the replacement of external windows and window sills. Inside the apartments, the boilers were replaced
and a simple mechanical ventilation system was inserted, to be activated during the hours when the
outside air temperature was lower than the indoor one, combined with an indoor humidity control.
The paper, presented here only in a small part, has analyzed all the public residential interventions
carried out in the '70s and' 80s with industrialized/prefabricated systems in the Florence area. These
real estate complexes are all characterized by high energy consumption and low levels of internal
comfort [1] [2].
For the architectural analysis of the buildings, in addition to the inspections, an important research was
carried out at the Casa SPA Archive, which has allowed to accurately reconstruct all the building
processes, as well as the exact definition of all the constructive components.
Subsequently, the buildings were divided into groups according to their common characteristics, both
in terms of the environmental system and the technological one, in order to standardize specific
energy requalification measures for each group.
One or more representative “type” buildings were identified for each group, on which the energy analysis
were carried out. Consequently, the most suitable strategies for the redevelopment were identified, and
the effectiveness of their application was verified through energy simulations. In some cases, energy
analysis and subsequent checks have been carried out on several buildings belonging to the same
group, in order to validate the hypotheses conducted.
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The strategies identified and the techniques used in the energy redevelopment hypotheses resulted
thus also extensible to other interventions with the same characteristics and realized in similar climatic
zones.
Specifically, the research portion presented here focuses on buildings made of hollow panels with the
SBS type system, because in many Italian regions, but also in Europe, many residential buildings have
been built with such system [3] [4].
Among the systems that have strong similarities with the one under examination, we can mention for
example: Altan system, Ceci system, Forap constructive system, MGT flat panel system, Sacie Koncz
system.
In particular, the paper presents an intermediate portion of research aimed at:
- improving the thermal insulation of the building in winter, thus reducing energy consumption by simply
applying an ETICS;
- checking the comfort conditions inside the flats after the application of the ETICS, evaluating different
insulating materials to make it with;
- according to the criticalities resulting from the previous analysis, improving the comfort conditions in
the flats during the summer with the inclusion of PCM inside the flats.

3.

Interventions in the Florence area and the SBS System

Between the '70s and' 80s in the Florence and Prato areas many buildings were built with
prefabrication or industrialization systems.
Between 1979 and 1987 the IACP carried out 48 interventions, for a total of 1888 flats, of which 290 in
the municipality of Prato, 294 in the municipality of Sesto Fiorentino and 548 in the municipality of
Florence. If we consider the size of the interventions, those with a larger number of 48 flats are located
in the municipality of Florence, while in other cities buildings with a maximum of 12 flats were built.
The prefabrication/industrialization systems most used for the realizations in the two provinces
(Florence and Prato) were the following:
- TRIEDRO system: Prebeton Casa construction company (Montevarchi - AR);
- ELLE system: Italcase Prefabbricati construction company - Bertelli (Brescia);
- System K: Ices construction company (Cagliari);
- CA-AB System System: Immobiliare Scipione Sapece construction company (Naples);
- PICA System: Associazione temporanea d’impresa Unicoop Coarce construction company;
- SBS System: Sacep construction company (Bertinoro - FC).
Some systems are linear, therefore composed of pillars and beams, while many others are twodimensional or three-dimensional. In many cases therefore the building envelope consists mainly of
panels in reinforced concrete.
The SBS system is a prefabricated building system with panels in reinforced concrete developed in the
'80s by Innocente Strocchi and officially registered with PCT international patent in February 1986 (PCT
patent WO86/00947, international application PCT/EP85/00363). Its use was reserved exclusively for
the company Sacep S.p.A., Strocchi was the managing director of, who carried out the production of
the artifacts in four factories located in Bertinoro, Terni, Naples and Bari, and then spread over most of
the Italian territory.
The system was developed to standardize the building process as much as possible, to realize buildings
with box-like structure and try to guarantee a certain thermal and acoustic insulation of the vertical
perimeter wall, which typically represented the weak element of prefabricated systems with panels in
reinforced concrete.
The SBS system consists of two-dimensional modular elements in reinforced concrete, of standardized
dimensions, variable in width from 60 to 75 cm, connected to each other by means of casted joints. The
main components of the system are: foundations, vertical bearing panels, slabs and stairs. Added to
these there are elements that allow their installation.
The foundations are usually built on site, with grade beam or grade slab, although in the case of buildings
with fewer than three floors, and suitable land, they can be made with beams in reinforced concrete or
prefabricated beams. The interface between foundation and structures in elevation is constituted by
foundation bases in vibrated reinforced concrete with a width corresponding to the wall panels, to stiffen
the lower edge of the panels and create a balance for the implementation of the vertical structure.
The load-bearing wall panels have a total thickness of 25cm and a height of 306cm and are entirely
hollow. They consist of two layers in reinforced concrete, with interposed interspace. The reinforced
concrete layers are 6.5cm thick and are reinforced with concrete steel mesh; reinforcement cages are
present on the terminal ribs and the two layers are connected to each other by ribs in reinforced concrete
placed every 60-75cm.
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Figg. 2, 3, 4, 5: The wall-panels and slab-panels. Slab-panel connection in external and internal position,

The connection between foundation and load-bearing walls is made with concrete steel cages, ie vertical
concrete steel bars coming out of the grade beam, stabilized with elliptical brackets surrounding two or
more bars. The cages are placed at a not always regular interaxle spacing, but such as to guarantee
correspondence with the internal cavities of the wall panels. Balance tubes are also used to lay the
vertical panels on the foundation.
The vertical panels are also reinforced in the cavities to make the connections between panels and
foundation and panel/panel in the horizontal direction. The horizontal connection between the panels is
done by placing concrete steel bars in the contiguous holes of two adjacent panels, linked by brackets.
Later all the reinforced cavities are casted with concrete, while the free ones are filled with melted
insulating material such as polyurethane, rice husk or expanded clay.
The slabs are also of an alveolar type and therefore have a geometry similar to that of the walls. They
consist of two plates in c.a.v. of variable thickness from 2.5 to 3.5cm reinforced with concrete steel
mesh, between which longitudinal ribs 9cm thick are interposed, reinforced with a folded net, to
constitute a total height of 25cm. The maximum dimensions in length of the slabs reach 750cm, with the
possibility to realize spans already equipped with cantilever for the balconies, while the standard width
is 240cm.
The structural node between slabs and walls is represented by a curb in casted concrete on site,
delimited longitudinally by a portion of vertical panel working as a formwork. The slabs are placed on
the inner sheet of the panel-wall. The curb along the entire perimeter of junction between vertical
partitions and slabs is reinforced with two longitudinal concrete steel bars and elliptical brackets with a
distance of 60cm. Bars with an L-shaped folding and an interaxle spacing between 50 and 60cm
protrude from the head of the slab-panel, being inserted into the curb, creating in this way the
connection. In the side slabs these bars are also present transversely to the floor truss and exit from the
slab side. Since in the slabs there is no upper slab casted on site, the junction between contiguous slabs
is made by two perimeter pockets arranged on each major side, in each of which there are C
predisposed bars placed in the prefabrication phase, to which spiral bars are wrapped.
Once the floor slabs have been laid, the concrete steel of the curbs has been realized and the panels
have been joined together, the curbs and connection pockets are casted.
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In a similar way all the subsequent levels are realized up to completion of the structure.
The stairs are obtained through the assembly of three prefabricated components: the intermediate and
floor landing and the stair-holder panel, produced by integrating the slab of the cantilever ramps during
the making phase.
The joining of these components takes place on site, subject to the prior positioning of the walls of the
stairwell, followed by the subsequent support of the landings on the appropriate seats.
To complete the building, the work to be carried out can be summarized as follows:
- spread over the floor of the plumbing and heating systems;
- cast of lightened sub-floor with also thermo-acoustic performances;
- installation of preassembled external doors and windows;
- wiring of the electrical systems, whose channeling is integrated into the wall panels during the
prefabrication phase;
- laying of the flooring in vinyl materials;
- installation of internal fixtures;
- putting up of the toilet services;
- plastering of the internal walls and painting;
- realization of the works of tinsmithery;
- installation of parapets and railings;
- painting of the external walls;
- realization of the covering finishing package with asbestos-cement panels.
Each accommodation also has a natural gas boiler located in the balconies, as well as sinks and gas
meters. The toilets are generally equipped with a forced ventilation system.

4.

The case-type of the building in Sesto Fiorentino (FI) made with SBS panels.

The building is located in Zambra in the municipality of Sesto Fiorentino (FI), in the area called LOTTO
2 of the F-Zambra area of the P.E.E.P of Viale Ariosto.
The building was contracted by the IACP of the Province of Florence to the S.A.E.P. S.p.A. Bertinoro
(FC) and was completed on 21st March 1985.
The building is arranged according to the North-East/South-West axis and overlooks a large public
green area. The building, which has a gross surface of about 7300m2, has a rectangular plan with
prevalent longitudinal development. The dimensions in plan are equal to 214.17m in length and 11.38m
in transverse direction, the height is 11.62m.

Fig. 6: View of the real estate complex.

Fig. 7: Sequence of blocks in the complex.
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Fig. 8: Plan of the first floor of Block A.

The building has a line type, and consists of five blocks called A-B-C-D-E, separated by seismic joints,
staggered in height of 50cm, to follow the natural slope of the land. The blocks allow the construction of
78 flats overall. Each block consists of four floors above ground and has two stairwells, each of which
serves 6 flats, two per floor, starting from the first floor. On the ground floor there are technical rooms,
rooms for condominium use and cellars.
The ground floor has an interior height of 2.40m, while the flats of 2.70m.
The flats are of different size, called F-D-B-Fs, and are aggregated according to the following sequence:
Block A: FDDFFD
Block B: FDDFFD
Block C: FDDFFD
Block D: FFsDF
Block E: FBBF
The flats are therefore traceable to four size, with different distributions:
- The apartment type F has an area of about 80m2 and consists of a living room with kitchen, two
bathrooms, two double bedrooms and one single.
- The apartment type D has an area of about 65m2 and consists of a living room and a not habitable
kitchen, two double bedrooms, a master bathroom and a small toilet.
- Type B apartment has an area of about 45m2 and consists of a living room/kitchen, a double bedroom
and a bathroom.
- The apartment type Fs has an area of about 85m2 and consists of a living room and a kitchen not
habitable, three double bedrooms, a master bathroom and one of very small size.
The building system adopted for the large building is the SBS, the vertical, horizontal structures, the roof
of the building, including the eaves, and the stairs are therefore in prefabricated reinforced concrete; the
foundations were instead made on site.
The building envelope consists of prefabricated panels with a scratched finish in the factory and then
painted with acrylic. The fixtures are from the company "SECCO", in pre-painted iron and insulating
glass.
By briefly evaluating the characteristics of the envelope, consisting of the SBS panels, it is characterized
by a contained mass, due to the shape of the panels characterized by the presence of large cavity.
Where the cavity have not been filled with insulating material, the system is also strongly at risk of
condensation. Despite this, the filling of the cavity with polyurethane foam has meant that the walls have
a certain level of insulation, even if interrupted by the many thermal bridges.
The stairwells, on the other hand, have a U-Glass wall, with a "NACO" type opening that allows the air
exchange. The external overhangs are alternated, consisting of balconies with railings surmounted by
handrails in painted iron and others closed by full reinforced concrete parapets.
The apartments are paved with vinyl materials, laid on a thermal-acoustic sub-floor, with the exception
of the kitchen and bathrooms with ceramic floors. The interior walls are stucco-levelled and painted
with tempera paints.
The main doors and the doors inside the flats are in lacquered honeycomb wood.
In the design phase the building presented an independent thermal gas-methane system with a
modulating flame of 15.6kW and cast iron terminals for each accommodation. Currently, in each of the
78 flats, for the combined production of domestic hot water and for heating, there are autonomous
natural gas boilers with nominal heat output of 23.7kW and nominal useful thermal efficiency of 92.8%.
The energy analysis of the building, of which only a brief summary of interest is presented here, have
been carried out both in semi-stationary and dynamic conditions, with the TrnSys program, in order to
identify indoor comfort conditions.
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Figg. 9, 10: North-West and South- West façades.

The climatic data relating to the location of the building were examined.
The transmittances of all the components of the envelope were determined and the Glaser checks were
performed. The thermal transmittance of the external wall was calculated in 1.46Wm-2K-1, that of the
floor between ground and first floor in 0.54Wm-2K-1, that of external windows in 3.3Wm-2K-1.
There was evidence of condensation in the external wall in January and February. This is very evident
even examining the North façade.
Furthermore, a thermal camera test on the walls was carried out on 22.01.2013 which highlighted the
presence of large dispersing surfaces. An estimate was made with simplified methods about the linear
thermal transmittance of linear thermal bridges.
The analysis have allowed to determine the dispersions, the thermal gains and consequently the thermal
energy needs of the building in winter. The global energy performance index was also calculated in
137.93kWhm-2. The building was found to be classified in G class energy.
For dynamic analysis the building has been divided into 3 blocks, 2 lateral ones and a central one. The
case study presents the aggregation of spaces characterized by different thermal zones, therefore
having different internal temperatures: the flats are heated while the cellars and stairwells are not.
After the building has been modelled, the temperature variations were identified in the different thermal
zones with hourly step throughout the year.
In order to compare the temperature variations distinctly for the thermal zones, we have calculated the
average temperature of the zones with common values of temperature, internal gains and use of
systems. For accommodations, a setpoint temperature of 20° C has been assumed for the heating
system, considering a continuous management regime.

Figg. 11, 12: Thermal camera test on the N-W façade and dispersions, thermal gains and energy needs in winter.

Figg. 13, 14: T variation per hour in central block of the building and average of the hourly temperature in the flats.
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The temperatures inside the apartments during the summer vary from 20° C until reaching average
peaks of 32.54° C in August, with a maximum peak of 32.79° C in the hotter accommodation.

5.

Energy redevelopment hypotheses.

The architectural and energetic analysis of the building has led to energy redevelopment solutions that
allow the reduction of the thermal dispersions of the envelope and in particular of the external walls. The
solution that combines the low cost of the interventions, the possibility for the inhabitants to stay in the
accommodation and compatibility with the building systems, turned out to be the creation of an ETICS.
In this regard, evaluations were made about some types of mineral, vegetable and petrochemical
insulators. In the application to the wall, expanded polystyrene, rock wool, glass wool, polyurethane,
wood fiber and agglomerated cork were compared in relation to the thermal conductivity, density and
specific heat. Paying attention to the behavior in summer of the outer wall completed by the ETICS
made of different insulating materials, the thermal inertia provided was evaluated.
The study carried out on the dynamic parameters of the various materials applied to the building wall
shows that the cork and the wood fiber offer good performance in the shifting and attenuation phase,
leading the wall to a shifting value from 6 hours to 9 hours and improving the values attenuation from
0.54 to 0.4. In this way the wall offers sufficient performance.
A dynamic analysis was performed using all 6 external coating solutions. The analysis allows to evaluate
the peak temperatures in summer.
The analysis shows that the reduced mass of the wall does not allow significant improvements even by
varying the nature of the insulation used. The choice of the insulation can therefore be mainly carried
out to contain costs and environmental impact. In this case, therefore, the solution with a 10cm thick
wood-fiber has been adopted, reducing the energy needs of the building by around 44%.
At the same time the contribution to the transmittance of the wall offered by the ETICS presents negative
aspects during the summer, unequalled by the positive performances offered about the shifting phase
by the frontal mass of the wall. The ETICS provides much more thermal resistance, consequently the
accumulated heat is hardly dispersed and there is an unwanted increase of the internal temperatures.
The evaluation of sensible loads in the housing after the insertion of the ETICS has allowed a consistent
reduction lowering the peaks from 150kW to 81kW.
The ETICS results to offer a substantial positive contribution to the energy performance of the building
during the winter period, causing on the contrary a slight worsening of the summer temperatures in the
accommodations. This suggested a solution that would increase thermal inertia, trying to apply phase
change materials.

6.

PCM application

A dynamic energy analysis of the building was carried out, in order to study the periods and the ways in
which the application of PCM [5] could offer advantages conjugated with the ETICS. Two different
solutions have been studied: the first with PCM applied to the inner wall of the apartments; the second
one with PCM interposed between the ETICS and the existing wall on the main facades of the building
(East and West exposure).
The study also wanted to assess whether the use of phase change materials in the redevelopment
interventions is strictly connected to the presence in the accommodations of cooling systems, typically
absent in social housing.
The choice of the PCM type is linked to its melting temperature, therefore connected to the season in
which its performance has to be exploited. We therefore use:
- PCM with melting temperature equal to 26°C, in the case in which the decrease of the temperatures
of the internal environment is necessary during the summer;
- PCM with melting temperature equal to 21°C, when the decrease of the peaks of the thermal loads
is necessary during the winter season;
- PCM with melting temperature equal to 23°C, as an intermediate solution as it ensures the
temperature stability within the thermal comfort range of the environment in summer.
In the case study in question, the building does not have cooling systems; for this reason the use of a
PCM that can change phase in the presence of high temperatures is appropriate, thus opting for a
melting temperature of 26°C. We assumed to apply 5.2mm thick DuPont Energain panels.
In case of PCM application inside the flats, placed on the inside face of the vertical perimeter wall, the
simulations allowed to define how it had phase changes in the period between June and August.
Detailed analysis have been carried out for the months of July and August, the hottest ones. There were
different behaviours between the material applied in the walls exposed to South-East and North-West.
In July the best performances are obtained from the PCM panel exposed to the North-West. The
temperature trend shows how the material is kept at a constant temperature over the course of several
days, guaranteeing the shifting phase of the thermal wave that passes through the envelope.
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Fig. 15: Comparison table with all insulating materials analyzed.

Fig. 16: Comparison of internal temperatures in the current state and with the solution with a wood fiber ETICS.

In August, the PCM exposed to the North-West shows a less effective behaviour due to the temperature
peaks, present from the beginning to mid-August, higher than the melting temperature of the material,
which do not allow the phase change. In South-East, on the other hand, there is a good material
behaviour in the last weeks of August.
The trend of the percentage of solid and liquid matter can be evaluated in the two months mentioned
above.
The analysis of the internal temperatures of the flats in the two summer months shows that the PCM
solution on the wall inside face does not improve the conditions of internal comfort.
However, advantages could be obtained by adopting forced night ventilation in order to eliminate the
heat released by the PCM.
In case of application of PCM on the external wall, under the ETICS, the behaviour is even worse than
in the previous case. In this case, in fact, the material is activated during the half seasons, in May and
September, when the temperatures inside the accommodation are not very high.

Figg. 17, 18: Temperature of PCM applied in the walls exposed to South-East (red) and North-West (blue) in July
and August.
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7.

Conclusions

The present paper has the objective of evaluating the PCM application in the energy requalification of
social housing, realized through the prefabricated SBS system.
The analysis carried out in semi-stationary and dynamic regime have determined that the type of building
examined results in G class energy, even though the prefabricated system was among those with better
thermal performances offered by the constructive technological review of the period.
The numerous thermal bridges and the consequent dispersions that distinguish it have addressed the
need to achieve adequate thermal insulation by means of an ETICS.
An analysis was carried out about the performances offered by various types of insulating materials,
examining the thermal performances in stationary and dynamic conditions. With the application of 10cm
of wood fiber, an improvement in the quality of the envelope performance has been obtained, thanks to
good values of dynamic thermal transmittance, shifting and attenuation phase of the thermal wave,
perfecting the wall from a mediocre to a sufficient class. However, because of the high percentage of
the windowed surface compared to the opaque area, the replacing of the external window frames is
necessary, as usual, in addition to that of the boilers of the flats.
The intervention with ETICS greatly reduces the building energy needs, however, determines a slight
increase in indoor temperatures during the summer. A variation in ventilation rates has to be therefore
evaluated, that takes into account thermal peaks in the summer season.
On this scenario, the PCM, whose dynamic study is interesting, although complex, was assessed
because it changes its performance of thermal accumulation and release according to the time, contrary
to the classical materials used in construction. A PCM has been chosen that presents the melting
temperature at 26° C with reference to the criticality of the building behaviour during the summer.
Various positions for the PCM application were assumed, verifying that the best of them was on the
inside face of the outer walls. Different behaviours of the material have been highlighted in relation to
the exposure of the wall and this puts attention on an evaluation parameter in the design of the PCM in
the building field, that is its orientation.
In order to reduce internal temperatures, however, the design of the PCM application is necessary,
associating it with a differentiated day-night ventilation system, in order to remove the heat released by
the PCM at night. In fact, as the rate of ventilation increases, a more efficient behaviour of the material
has been recorded for a longer period of time, with a significant reduction in the temperatures inside the
flats.
The greatest efficiency of the material is obtained, however, above all in spaces with cooling systems,
where internal temperatures are kept in such a range that the material inertial capacities are better
exploited. Social housing designs are usually lacking in cooling systems, and therefore can not fully
benefit from the positive contributions offered by the material.
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Abstract
The need to collect, classify, eventually rediscover outstanding monuments as well as minor assets is
a fundamental step in any protection and recovery initiative. This necessity may meet the request for
knowledge and participation that comes from a conscious and motivated part of society. The space of
digital communication and the network appears increasingly as a place of integration between cultural
policies and community trends. On the Net it is possible to find websites, promoted by institutional
bodies, private foundations and museums that offer photographs, digital reproductions but also threedimensional models. These top-down initiatives coexist with innumerable spaces born of spontaneous
participation in which discussions and free contributions accumulate information and widespread
knowledge. An audience of enthusiasts can offer images and data often ignored on monuments,
works of art and archaeological sites. Finally, scholars cannot underestimate elusive communities of
lovers of the territory and anonymous explorers who are also ready to challenge legal restrictions in
order to access and visually reproduce abandoned spaces, often with remarkable architectural or
artistic quality. On the whole, we are in front of a phenomenon that is still evolving but probably shows
the future step in the new frontiers of heritage protection for which new forms of integration will have to
be studied.
Keywords: Communication for Cultural Heritage, Representation, Technology Platforms, Modeling.

1.

The digital revolution and the image of the world.

When Heidegger tried to overcome the concept of "Weltanschauung" by Dilthey [1] he coined the term
"Weltbild" (image of the world) [2] to indicate the position of the human being in relation to objective
reality, known through a mental representation that leads the subject in his daily experience. Despite
the fascination of this conception, technological development has strongly imposed again the
reflection by Marshall McLuhan [3] who recognized the role of communication in contemporary world.
Concepts such as the global village or the extension of consciousness through the media system have
now entered even the non-academic vocabulary. In recent times, what McLuhan had exalted as the
Gutenberg galaxy [4] was reformulated as the Internet galaxy by Manuel Castells [5], a definition that
can change the paradigms not only of society but also of culture and learning. If the great advantages
of the digital network such as money and time saving, distance shrinking and saving of storage
resources are now well known, it is more interesting here to emphasize the widening of horizons in
terms of access to knowledge. But, above all, it is the visual imagery that reflects the trans-media and
ubiquitous dimension of Web visualizations: places, monuments, landscapes and works of art are now
available through images that are entrusted to the immaterial space of the Internet. Among the various
denominations the most correct one to indicate this new dimension of knowledge through images has
been perhaps given by Merzeau who wanted to see in the "hypersphere" [6] the best metaphor to
define the fundamental component of the experience of contemporary reality that now invades
everyday life, communication and the conscience of millions of people.
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2.

Ordinary people, cultural heritage and participation.

The use of the Web to maintain relationships, have information, and enjoy entertainment is only one
aspect of the increase in the cultural level of the Western population (although the phenomenon, to a
different extent, affects all advanced societies). From the point of view of the conservation of
monuments, citizens' awareness is now recognized as a key aspect of the protection of cultural
heritage and this is clearly expressed in the European Landscape Convention [7].
Despite the differences in the various translations [8] it is indeed recognized that the term landscape
"... means an area, as perceived by people." (Article 1) and that it is necessary for the protection to
mobilize an "... .active participation of the interested parties ... . " (Article 6). The public opinion has
shown actually an increasing interest in landscape, monuments and cultural heritage. The English
experience of the National Trust [9] and the Italian Environment Fund, Fai [10], with its 7,000
volunteers, confirm the connection that is now consolidated between the non-expert public and cultural
heritage. The same UNESCO program annually calls for volunteers in various parts of the world [11].
It is clear that a cultural good is better protected if a population recognizes it as part of its identity and
if its destiny is made public. The public opinion can therefore have a strategic role when it is necessary
to provoke a debate about possible threats to conservation such as decay, destinations that do not
conform to the original one or subtraction from public use. The increased interest in cultural heritage
has now been gathered by the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage, which has realized the role of
communication in involving citizens and has started to monitor mass media on a specific page of its
institutional website [12]. The same recent reform, despite its critical aspects, tends to improve
financial sustainability and to promote the communication and attractiveness of museums and
archaeological sites.

3.

Heritage, images and media connections.

The request to be informed, updated and, in a certain way, educated on monuments, works of art and
cultural heritage perfectly integrates with the information civilization as it has been forming so far. It is
now inconceivable that a museum, an archaeological site or a monumental complex does not have its
own web address through which to communicate, attract visitors and supporters. This strategy can
work good only through the visibility of the monuments and a carefully studied image. There could be
many examples. One of the most interesting, among the many, on the national territory is that of
Venaria Reale. In the recovered complex of the Savoy residence, thanks to a successful collaboration
between public and private, a "Center for the Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Heritage" was
established [13] in which Imaging laboratories work to realize digital reconstructions of the palace
available on the web. A dedicated channel on YouTube [14] shows both the temporal accumulation of
the buildings in the different historical phases and the lost monumental parts like the "Fontana
d'Ercole" (Fig.1-2).

Fig. 1: Venaria Reale. Historical stages of construction.
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Fig. 2: Venaria Reale. Reconstruction of the fountain of Hercules.

An even more complete and effective example of this approach can be found in the virtual
reconstruction of the Palace of Versailles. The importance and the economic resources of the
institution responsible for protecting the monument has enabled the creation of a vast media project.
In fact, it is possible to visualize the palace in all the phases of its development starting from the
original hunting lodge of Luigi XIII, by immersing oneself in three-dimensional models (Fig. 3) realized
on the basis of past documents [15].

Fig. 4: Versailles 3D. Reconstruction of the first project for Louis XIV.

The possibility to visualize the palace in all its stages of construction and reconstruction, overlapping
the different projects, recalls in part the famous image of Rome envisioned by Freud to describe the
subconscious. The Freudian metaphor, dear to Aby Warburg, which is often cited by art historians,
comes from the writing: "Civilization and its discontents" (Das Unbehagen in der Kultur, Vienna 1929)
and is perfectly fit for the virtual reconstruction that can actually offer. : "... an entity in which nothing of
what once come into existence has disappeared, where all the previous phases continue to exist
alongside the most recent phase of development" [16].
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Collaborations with young emerging musicians have also allowed to create interactive musical
experiences that can carry the visitors away through a visual overview [17] into the palace and the
gardens (Fig.4). It is therefore possible to capture the entire museum complex in an uninterrupted,
concentrated sequence.

Fig. 4: Video Project: Chaos to perfection. A trip into Versailles. Source: http://www.chaostoperfection.com/

All this without neglecting the playful aspect through which you can participate to the virtual
construction of the castle [18] or download the three-dimensional model on a mobile device [19].
Videos, uploaded to the popular YouTube platform, help to make everything more interesting,
engaging and informative as well [20].
The development of this cultural communication has been possible thanks to the collaboration
between the institution that is responsible for the conservation of the palace and the "Google cultural
project" [21]. The American multinational technology company has undertaken in 2011 a collection of
works in collaboration with 17 museums all over the world (St Petersburg's Hermitage, London's Tate
Britain, New York Museum of Modern Art, etc.) to make them public on the Internet. Thousands of
images are so available on the Web. The collaboration with the institutions allows a high resolution of
the images and, according to most international laws, a copyright-free use. Moreover, Through the
channels of the Google cultural project you can also view lost or compromised, although famous,
monuments such as Angkor Wat (Fig. 5) whose three-dimensional model is freely navigable on a PC
screen.

Fig. 5: Google cultural project. Angkor Wat: aerial animation of a 3D model. Tom Chandler, Brent McKee,
Chandara Ung, Mike Yeats, Elliott Wilson (Monah Univesity).
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Clearly problematic issues arise about the representativeness of the selected works as well as on the
feared progressive irrelevance of the museums once the domestic vision tends to replace the physical
presence of the artworks. However, the possibility of instantly reaching planetary heritage worldwide is
certainly one of the key dimensions of the visibility of monumental assets and this is just one of the
endless possibilities that collaboration between public and private institutions, universities and digital
communication channels makes available today.

4.

Visions, places and discussions

The power of the "visual" to gather interest and to communicate even complex contents has now been
understood by public and private institutions in charge of protection and promotion of cultural goods.
But the awareness of the need to update strategies to involve as many people as possible is only a
reflection of the strength of visual communication to collect consensus, interest and, in some cases, to
provoke debates. This is perhaps the most significant contribution of 2.0 communication and of the
communities connected by the Network. In other words, the possibility that various subjects, through
the Web, can speak and discuss issues of their interest generates a knowledge that has been called
"collective intelligence" [22] and, more recently, "connective knowledge" [23] because of its close
dependence on the digital connection. Perhaps the most outstanding result of this phenomenon are
the discussion forums. These are free access platforms, through registration, where you can freely
post images, generate debates, discuss, exchange information on architecture, space, cities and
monuments. Perhaps the richest platform of forums is "Skyscrapercity" which, born in the Netherlands
to monitor projects of high-rise buildings, has evolved to become an opportunity of confrontation about
the most disparate issues on space and cities. The communicative and participatory dimension goes
hand in hand here with a real hunger for images that feed the discussions. The forums on the historic
city and on the monumental heritage are in fact innumerable. In the section "Photos and historical
architectures from Italy and the world" (surveyed in March 2018) [24] there are 538 "threads" (topics
for discussion) with more than 200,000 "posts" (messages). Only by way of example the forum on
Palermo discusses the reconstruction and restoration of monuments damaged or lost during the
second world war bombings. One of the discussions was born around the images concerning the
recovery of Ernesto Basile's Florio stand dating back to 1906 (Fig. 6-7-8).

Fig. 6-7-8: Stand Florio before, during and after restoration. Palermo. Posted by the users: huge, MAQVEDA and
stigghiolaro on March 2018.

A single comment summarizes the content of the debate arising from these images on heritage
conservation: "What would our city be if all the historic buildings were recovered ?!" [25] (posted by
huge on 16th March 2018). The experience of Skyscrapercity forums, which in many cases have lasted
for more than a decade, has given rise to similar digital platforms created by members of the forums
that have embarked on an autonomous but similar path, always with the urban focus as a key theme.
This is the case of "Urbanfile" [26] which includes the recovery of the historical image of the city and
the monitoring of restoration sites through a detailed survey (Fig.9).
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Fig. 9: Restoration of Casa Galimbetri in Porta Venezia. Milan. Posted on Urbanfile on 23r March 2018. Roberto
Arsuffi.

The immediacy of digital communication makes it possible to have an almost daily update of all the
restoration projects. The essential support of a community of people, spread throughout the city, can
report in real time each site, any degradation or neglect of the built heritage. Certainly not all
supporters are at the same level in the digital arena but a natural hierarchy is formed on the field and
evaluated according to the contribution that each user can give in terms of news and, above all, of
images. Although there are cities more affected by the phenomenon even small communities looking
for a memory of their urban identity present opportunities for discussion on the image of heritage and
its conservation. This is the case of the Ticino site "La nostra storia" [27] which is proposed as the first
digital, historical and participatory platform of Italian Switzerland. The aim is to build an historical
memory of the region by sharing the already digitized archives and the documentation of individuals
as well as memories and observations of a community. There are therefore historical photographs,
postcards, posters and original texts. A particularly interesting example is given by a controversy
arising from the colouring of a building in the Piazza della Riforma in Lugano following the
maintenance works (Fig. 10). The red tint given on one of the main buildings, initially contested,
brought out the correspondence of the original colour according to the declarations of those who have
taken part in the building site.

Fig. 10: Building (Vanini house) in Piazza della riforma in Lugano. Drawing posted by Giovanni Conte on
http://www.lanostrastoria.ch.
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The question is not really simple since the colour, now accepted and also extended to other buildings,
even by those who reported the event is suggested to have been the result of a probable chemical
reaction due to the flame-bleaching operation. However, even from these simple examples of
communication mediated by the image, one can understand how the image of heritage and its
conservation are now extremely reactive elements in the interconnected society of the Web.

5.

Across new borders? Clandestine images.

So far it has been relatively easy to reconstruct the opportunities and the moments of reflection that a
passionate public has tried to share by posting interests, opinions and images. But perhaps the most
interesting and in some ways obscure phenomenon of the relationship between network, image and
heritage concerns the search for images of abandoned places. This is a relatively recent form of
communication yet to be defined but which now involves crowds of enthusiasts. Probably the first
signs of the of a new emerging sensibility have been thrown by professional photographers like Will
Ellis with his reports on hospitals and factories abandoned in New York, by Matthew Christopher and
Rusty Tagliereni, authors of photographic projects on abandoned America or by Jan Stel, David de
Rueda and Anna Mika for Europe. Although in these cases we are faced with artistic expressions that
have produced publications reserved for a passionate public [28] [29] [30] [31] it is also true that a
growing number of people are interested in the past decay of the building heritage.
The interest aroused by the so-called "Uban explorers" is the anonymous and popular side of the
issue. Tribes of urban explorers find themselves in semi-clandestine groups to enter often private
spaces for the sole purpose to take photographs of places that are no longer used and often
degraded. The explorers then meet on the Net and share their shots in blogs full of images and with
evocative names such as "Ascosi Lasciti" [32], " I luoghi dell' abbandono " [33], " Vagabondi
squattrinati " [34]. Communities are often covered by secrecy and complicity because many of the
entrances are formally illegal and filming is done in hiding. The same action to violate a property is in
fact a crime and the security conditions are not guaranteed so the risk of injury is real. In case of very
large buildings or unfit for exploration it is also possible to get lost. The fruit of all this, however, is a lot
of anonymous images, most of times post-produced with care (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Images from Urban explores communities.

Therefore, it is not surprising that the amount of material deposited in the Web is enormous and that
groups of urban explorers are now widespread throughout Europe, witnessed by an ever-increasing
number of sites and communities that organize real expeditions and photographic campaigns. This
superabundance of images is perfectly consistent with the pre-eminence of the visual as a central
moment of communication and with the experience of the digital flows. For what has been said so far,
the production and exhibition of clandestine photographs appears as a "bottom-up" request to have a
visual contact with an heritage that is still considered important. The experiences that can now be
done, for example, in the virtual museum of the Tiber valley [35] or in the virtual visit of the Uffizi [36]
witness the evolution towards an immersive presence in the heritage and the request for an empathic
relationship with the images. These are in reality only the most formalized and successful
manifestations of encounter with a sensitivity still in embryo but of which many signals are to be taken
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into account for a strategic vision of the protection and promotion of cultural heritage. An enhancement
that takes together a multiplicity of aspects that are sometimes problematic but without doubt
anticipating significant trends.
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Abstract
In 973, the Fatimid caliph al-Mu'izz, abandoned the two royal cities of Tunisia, al-Mahdia and alMansuriya, for Cairo leaving power of the Ifriqiya to the Berber tribes of Beni Ziri. The capital city,
Ashir, was established in Algeria on the slopes of mount Lakhdar that dominates the entire high plains
of the steppes.
After some years, Prince Buluggin ibn Ziri abandoned central Maghreb and its capital, and transferred
it to Kairuan in Tunisia. The protection of the old capital of the Zirid kingdom was entrusted to the
Hammadids who, profiting from this new situation, built in 1007 a royal city: the Qal’a of Beni
Hammad, located in the Hodna Mountains in north-central Algeria.
Unfortunately, the glorious Fatimid palatial architecture has all but disappeared. Neither Mahdia, nor
al-Mansuriya, nor Cairo allows us to define the planimetric and spatial characteristics. To somehow
return to the Fatimid palaces, would require the studying of the design settings of other more direct
noble buildings constructed during the Zirid and Hammadid periods which also show certain analogies
with several Norman palaces.
Keywords: Islamic palatial architecture, Zirid and Hammadid, Norman architecture, Ashir, Qal’a of
Beni Hammad.
The heritage of Fatimid and its palatial architecture has unfortunately been totally destroyed. Not one
building survived. In fact, neither Mahdia, nor al-Mansuriya nor al-Qahira allow us to define its main
architectural features. Mahdia, the first Fatimid capital of Tunisia, had two palaces where
archaeologists discovered only the vestiges of a hallway outside the palace with an ornamental room
1
in the form of a large iwan [ ]. Even the ruins of archaeological remnants of Sabra al-Mansuriya do
not allow us to know anything more about the volumetric and stylistic configuration of the Fatimid
palaces. Until today field research has revealed only a residential complex “palace al-Bahr” with a
large water basin and a courtroom in the form of an iwan. The great palace of Cairo however, has
completely disappeared under the constructions of successive dynasties that have followed over the
centuries.
Actually, our knowledge of the concept of Fatimid palatial architecture is based more on the palaces of
their own vassals, located in the Maghreb and Sicily, rather than on the remains of their own buildings.
In fact, some Zirid and Hammadid palatial architecture is relatively well known.
At the heart of central Maghreb, the city of Ashir in Algeria occupies an ideal area for a capital,
situated on the hillside of the Lakhdar mountain dominating all the high plain of the steppes. According
th
to the Arab geographer al-Bakri (11 century) «Ashir is an important city, we are sure that throughout
the region there is no place that is more secure, more difficult to take over or more likely to deter an
2
enemy» [ ].
Ashir, the Zirid capital from 935 to 972, was founded by Ziri ibn Manad, head of the Berber tribe of the
3
Sanhaja. It consists of a city and a palace built around 947 [ ]. The residence can be considered the
main singular embodiment of the stately Fatimid and Zirid architecture in North Africa, for some of its
specific characteristics: entrance at avant-corps with an elbow passageway, a cross courtroom with
three alcoves, housing units opened around a courtyard. Moreover, in the palace of Ashir, an absolute
symmetry and a refined arrangement of the space, still visible in its foundations, emerge from the
ground. The regulatory layout of the Zirid residence starts from the central core forming a transversal
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symmetry that aligns North/South. Even if there is a complex internal articulation, the planimetrical
organization follows in the formula of a triparte division. In fact, the central core is flanked by two
lateral wings, in turn divided into two housing units of very similar volume.
Concerning its layout, the Ashir palace recalls an oriental tradition, in particular that of Qasr Mshatta or
Qasr Kharana in Jordan of the Umayyad era, and also in Iraq in the Abbasid palace of d’Ukhaidir
(erected around 775) maybe of Persian tradition. The entrance at avant-corps, fortified city walls, the
secondary dwellings, the cruciform throne room and the symmetrical courtyards are themes that are
4
equally followed by the oriental palatial architecture [ ].
The Architectural standard of the palace of Ashir is remarkable in a region that seems to have known
only dispersed and summary settlements. We know that caliph al-Qa’im ibn al-Mahdi helped Berber
tribes to build Ashir, sending architects, workers and materials, wanting to show them his gratitude for
services rendered after the 945 revolt of Abou Yazid the Sāhib al-Himār “Possessor of the donkey”.
th
The text of al-Nuwayri (14 century) shows us that al-Qa’im bin sent to Ziri «an architect more able
5
than the others of Ifriqiya» [ ]. It is likely that this is rare material evidence of what was once the
organization of Fatimid buildings in Tunisia.

Fig. 1: Algeria, Ziri palace in Ashir

Fig. 2: Plan of the Ziri palace

From 1007, the Hammadids founded an authentic royal city, taking inspiration from the model of Sabra
al-Mansuriya, in Tunisia, and not the model of Ashir. Al Qal’a of Beni Hammad, constructed by
Hammad ibn Buluggin ibn Ziri, extends to the slopes of Takerboust in the mountains of Hodna. The
site, relatively unexplored, has considerable archaeological value. The rich material, discovered during
the excavation campaign, gives a lot of information about the Hammadids heritage and the prosperity
6
in which they lived [ ].
Qal’a was surrounded by 7 km city walls, which have almost disappeared. Literary sources mention
artisanal and commercial districts and also magnificent gardens, a large mosque and several palaces.
in fact, excavations have identified a number of large palatial complexes, such as the Palace of
Health, the Palace of Star, the Palace of Emirs and the Palace of Manar.
In the middle of the ruins a wonderful minaret of the Great Mosque still standing, gives an idea of the
architectural standard of the whole city. The stone minaret divided into three vertical registers by
7
means of blind niches and overlapping arcades [ ].
The Palace of the Emirs is a big palatine complex that includes several private residences of the Emir
and his family separated by pavilions, warehouses and vast gardens. The most important building is
Dar al-Bahr, the Palace of the Sea, used only for official receptions.
The anonymous author of Kitab al-Istibsar left a detailed description: «Beni Hammad built Qal’a and
other important buildings, fortified castle, refined architecture located on the relief. Dar al-Bahr was the
one which stood out from the others, at its centre there was a large basin where nautical games were
held. This palace, which dominates an important waterway, adorned by marble and decorated by
columns, so as to present an architectural complex beyond any description. It included other palaces
8
and remarkable buildings inside its fenced area» [ ].
Dar al-Bahr has a rectangular shape with a clear planimetric longitudinal symmetry oriented to EastWest. At the centre of the eastern facade we can find the only monumental elbow entrance with avantcorps, which resembles the solution found in the Palace of Ziri at Ashir. This solution at the entry could
have a military justification, but also a goal of inserting it between the inside part and the outside of the
building.
The large courtyard, surrounded by arcades on all four sides, was entirely occupied by an artificial
basin. Describing this basin, the French archaeologist Lucien Golvin evoked the splendour of the
basins of Alhambra in Granada, Andalusia: «This enormous space located in an arid pebbly
landscape brings us back to riyād of Andalusia, built three centuries later, but it is much larger than the
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court of the myrtles of Alhambra and it is no wonder to admire this whim of the Prince in the
mountains, in a region where water is very limited despite the constant provision of the Oued Fredj»
9
[ ].
To the west, there is another building joined by three main rooms. Probably, at the beginning they
were covered with domes and they could be used for official events. The two smallest rooms, situated
on both sides were directly connected to the basin. The much larger central room was connected to
the second courtyard by an elbow passage. The layout of this building follows a tripartite division
formulation with a certain kind of primacy of the median side on the two lateral parts.
On the north side, there is a building composed of three rooms and the central one has three alcoves.
Semi-cylindrical niches sumptuously adorned the facade. According to Lucin Golvin, these buildings
could evoke a room for ceremonies or nautical festivals, mentioned by al-Istibsar.
The Palace of the Emir, composed of various residential units that developed horizontally, reflects the
typical layout of Arabic-Islamic palatial buildings. Dar al-Bahr with its large water basin and its luxuriant
gardens recalls the residences of the Norman Kings in Sicily: Zisa, Cuba, Favara and Scibene,
although the chronological antecedent is to be found in Sabra al-Mansuriya in Tunisia.
Still in Qal’a of Beni Hammad, the palace of al-Manar rises at the edge of a gorge, which dominates
the Fredj river. It is a remarkable palace, partially preserved, combining the functions of a reception
building, a fortification and a watchtower.
The keep of al-Manar was the main part of a palace. Archaeological studies still need to be completed.
The building was organized on two levels with a square planimetrics and it had vertical avant-corps on
both facades. Three sides are adorned by niches with semi-circular platforms. At the centre of the
western side there is an entrance with an avant-corps covered by a dome with painted muqarnas. The
interior had two rooms, one above the other. The basement, low and dark, was used as a warehouse
10
or prison [ ].
The largest room, located on the ground floor, has a cruciform layout made up of three alcoves with
rectangular niches with flat backs. Remains of pendatives in each corner indicate the existence of a
dome above. It could be very raised, as the poet Ibn Hammad (died in 1230) said, bringing out the
beauty of the palace: «I see again the arcades of al-Manar on bushy parterre with blooming cheeks/it
11
could be said that the domes rise on the horizon like stars appearing in the Aquarius sign» [ ].
Given its location and some other typical features of military architecture, the building could be
described as a fortification, but the elegance of the dome, the ample underlying space with its
representation function and some ornamental elements gives an idea of a fortified residence within a
royal city. In fact, the immediate proximity to a fountain and a portico shows how al-Manar can be
considered a place designated for vacation and receptions although Golvin assumes that it is only the
throne room.

Fig. 3: Algeria, Qal’a of Beni Hammad
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Fig. 4: Qal’a of Beni Hammad, palace of the Emirs

Fig. 5: Qal’a, Dar al-Bahr, East entrance

Fig. 6: Qal’a, keep of al-Manar

The stately Zirid and Hammadid architecture has some analogy with various Norman palaces of Sicily.
It is likely the design planning between Zirid, Hammadid and Norman residences can be compared to
Fatimid palaces, which were at the origin of this architectural and artistic tradition. In fact, the
Hammadids at Qal’a largely took up the stately Fatimid models and the ornamental innovations of
Sabra and Mahdia. We know that the monumental portal of Great Mosque of Mahdia that offers a
decorative and abstract collection of volumes carved in stone, very different from the older Aghlabid
example. This building, considered as the prototype of Fatimid architecture, will be recalled later in
12
Ifriqiya and in Egypt [ ]. Niches and arcades connected by cornice reliefs alternate the lateral facade
th
of Sidi Ali Amar mosque in Sousse (11 century), the dome of al-bahu of the Great Mosque Zaytuna
th
of Tunis (the end of the 10 century). We can notice this type of ornament on the different buildings of
the Cairo Fatimid, such as the Mosque al-Aqmar (1125), the Mosque al-Guyushi (1085), the
mausoleum Sayyida Ruqayya (1132), and others. At the same we can see the surface divided into
three vertical ranges, using blind niches overlapping on the minaret of Qal’a of Beni Hammad and on
the outside facade of the al-Manar tower.
Above all, the prestige of Fatimid-Zirid ha age, in the history of Muslim art, is due to the sobriety of
ornamental elements: niches, polylobed arches and blind arcades, reflecting the motif of the cornice.
These are all essential elements used for the outside decoration of buildings.
The same artistic elements are used for Norman palaces in Sicily. The importance given to niches,
often semi-circular arcades and recessed arches. In Palermo, the Tower Pisana of the royal palace is
cube-shaped with blind niches on the outside. Moreover, the external walls of Zisa have arcades like
those of the Tower Pisana. Cuba, built by Guglielmo II, has much in common with Zisa. Its facade is
crowned at the top by an Arab inscription that introduces the beauty of the building.
The muqarnas decoration particularly used to decorate iwan, alcoves and domes and it was attested
for the first time in the Maghreb at the Qal’a of Beni Hammad, where a very particular terracotta shape
was used, which later became one of the key elements of Islamic ornamental architecture.
This element of Sassanid origin was introduced in Sicily from North Africa. A spectacular example of a
muqarnas decoration in Palermo is the iwan of Zisa, but above all the wooden ceiling of the Palatine
chapel in the royal palace.
th
In the 10 century in Sabra al-Mansuriya and later at Qal’a of Beni Hammad a lot of water basins were
developed. The basins built in front of the buildings are a feature of Islamic provinces. It is not a
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coincidence that the palatine complex of Samarra in Iraq were preceded by large water basins. In
Ifriqiya the residence of Raqqada was equipped with rectangular tubs, of which some vestiges remain
13
[ ].
Other similar examples are known in the Arab world, such as the large basin of Menara in Marrakech,
Morocco, established by the Almohad in 1157, which covers approximately 3 hectares. Another more
recent example could be the Court of the Myrtles at the Alhambra in Granada, which gives us a clear
idea about the importance of this kind of basin, built in royal buildings.
In Norman Palermo we can find the huge basins. This is a probable legacy of the Kalbids, who
installed ingenious hydraulic systems that capture the springs to supply all the palaces. The origin of
the name Favara (from Arab fawwara “water source”) or Maredolce recalls the importance of water in
this residence and it evokes the great birka, which surrounds the building on two sides, where a small
artificial island was built. Cuba was considered as an island and it was built at the centre of a water
basin, where only a bridge allowed access. A pool with a pavilion, whose foundations were found
14
during the excavation campaigns, was realised at the foot of the main facade of Zisa [ ].
Actually, the basins represented a kind of mirror reflecting the facades of the palaces and they were
considered as a symbol of the power and wealth of the rulers. The presence of these large basins with
the construction of pavilions located in the centre allowed the kings to cool down during the hot
months.
The fountains inside the buildings were designed to aesthetic rules. In addition to the visual aspect
was added the sound of water, pouring continuously into a bathtub or on a shadirwan. The sound, due
to the murmur of water flows, served to accompany the rest and relaxation of the daily life of the
sovereigns. We know that the sound of water plays an essential role in the design of Islamic gardens,
considered as paradise on earth (jannat al-hard). The sound of water is regulated with great attention
15
and tuned as carefully as you tune the strings of a flute “‘ud” [ ].
The Cruciform room of Zisa preserves one of the most beautiful examples of a fountain that animates
the bottom of the central alcove. Water flows from the wall and then it flows down on a shadirwan,
then discharges at the salsabil by two small square tanks. The Hydraulic duct ends in an artificial
basin situated outside. This waterway system clearly resembles eastern salsabil and shadirwan.
Golvin’s research at Qal'a revealed the vestiges of a shadirwan very comparable to that of Zisa.

Fig. 7: Portal of Great Mosque of Mahdia

Fig. 9: Tunis, dome of al-bahu
of the Great Mosque Zaytuna

Fig. 8: Minaret of Mosque in Qal’a of Beni Hammad

Fig. 10: Sousse, mosque Sidi Ali Amar
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Fig. 11: Cairo, Mosque al-Aqmar

Fig. 12: Palermo, palace of Zisa

Fig. 13: Palermo, palace of Cuba

Fig. 14: Palermo, palace of Scibene

Fig. 15: Palermo, royal palace, Tower Pisana

Zirid and Hammadid influence introduced another important innovation in Norman Sicily, the
planimetrical formulation, namely tripartion and transversal and longitudinal axis of symmetry. In fact,
the search for an axis of symmetry determined by the central room, characterizes the throne rooms of
the Ziri palace at Ashir and the Dar al-Bahr palace at Qal'a of Beni Hammad.
No matter how many levels have been erected, the planimetric study of some Sicilian buildings
reveals a symmetrical organization of the interior space and a clear tripartite division. There is a very
evident prevalence of the median part, which determines the axis of symmetry with respect to the
lateral apartments. The central hall, generally with three alcoves, is intended for public functions or
ceremonies.
This organization, inaugurated in Caronia, is echoed in the palace of Zisa in a more sophisticated and
extended way. A similar distribution can be found in the small Scibene building. Cuba, the last
residence built by a Norman king, adopts the layout of Zisa with some variations. The inside tripartite
groove inside is constantly reflected in the external decoration of the monument. For Caronia and
Cuba, the cruciform room is located at the side of the central space. This is the reason why the layout
follows an axis of longitudinal symmetry. On the contrary, in Zisa and in Scibene, tripartite division
follows an axis of transversal symmetry that starts from the central room with its three alcoves.
Using symmetry and a tripartite layout for palatial architecture is typical of the eastern tradition, in
particular in the Sassanid Kingdom before the advent of Islam. In Persian buildings there is a very
evident prevalence of the median part over the lateral apartments, with the central body determining
the axis of symmetry. It can be noted that the model of Persian bayt, used for public and ceremonial
functions, consists of an large deep iwan with two adjacent rooms opened onto the central courtyard.
The iwan, the central courtyard and the sovereign’s apartments are aligned along a longitudinal axis.
Some of the most representative examples are the famous Persian palaces: such as the palace of
Ardashir I (224-241) at Firuzabad in Iran around the 3rd century, the palace of Taq Kasra of Khosrau I
th
(531-579) in Ctesiphon in Iraq at the beginning of the 6 century and also the palace of Khosrau II
th
(590-628) in Qasr Shirin in Iran in the 6 century.
This Eastern tradition was adopted a few centuries later by the Umayyads, who built numerous
palaces in the territory of Syria and Jordan. A singular example is the Umayyad palace of Mshatta
th
(first half of the 8 century), where the rule of symmetry and tripartition is evident. The layout of the
building is divided into three sections by two walls, the central part is wider than the two lateral wings
arranged parallel to the axis of symmetry that refers to the entrance, the central courtyard and the
cruciform room reserved for public hearings.
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Fig. 16: Iwan of Zisa

Fig. 17: Alcove of centre room of Cuba

Fig. 18: Muqarnas decoration in Qal'a

Fig. 19: Wooden ceiling of the Palatine chapel
in the royal palace, salsabil and shadirwan
th

We can see the same planimetric system in the palaces of Kharana, al-Tuba in Jordan (8 century)
th
and in the Abbasid palace of Ukhaide in Iraq (9 century).
The architectural lessons of the East probably came to Sicily via the Maghreb. In fact, the simple
comparison of the different types of planimetric organization shows some very surprising formal
similarities, especially between the Ziri palaces in Ashir and the Palermo buildings. However, in Ashir
16
the cruciform room and its antechamber are separate entities, without any lateral apartments [ ].
The tripartition appears clearly in the different monuments without being traced back to a strictly
identical model. Cruciform rooms are structured starting from a square or rectangular shape. This
setting, in Sicilian architecture, must be considered as a reception room, a transition marked by an
ornament without ever showing a stately character comparable to eastern or northern-African
examples. Sicilian architecture is inspired by the forms of the Arab-Muslim repertoire, adapting them to
its own criteria.
Sicilian architecture, Zisa, Cuba, Caronia, Scibene and also the Royal Palace with the Tower Pisana
and the Gioaria, show a clear and sharp stereometry of volumes. The wall surfaces are squared and
decorated only with by simple niches or mouldings that at the first glance, despite their Arab influence,
they retain in the globality of their architectural structures a typological origin, that must be sought in
transalpine residential and military buildings beyond the Alps. This is why volume and architectural
vertical development is a trait of Sicilian palaces, imitating the rectangular keep built in Normandy and
th
17
in England during the 10-12 century [ ].
In order to research the origin of the design matrix adopted by Norman architects to build the
residential buildings in Sicily after the conquest of the island (1061-1091) we must abandon for a
moment the idea of finding a direct formal reference in the nearby Arab architecture, while it is
th
necessary to focus attention on Northern France in the 10 century. In fact, it is in the buildings of the
Loire Valley, Anjou and Touraine (for example, the keeps of Langeais, Montbazon and Loches) that
th
th
the typological matrices of the Norman and Anglo-Norman keeps built during the 11 and 12
centuries must be sought (for example, the dungeons of Rochester in England and Chambois in
18
Normandy) [ ].
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Fig. 20: Iran, palace of Ardashir I in Firuzabad (3rd century)

Fig. 21: Cruciform rooms at Sicilian palaces

Looking more closely at Palermitan palatial buildings we could not find any of the defensive
components of Norman keeps, because they are open to the ground floor over the gardens or on the
basins that surround them. Norman residences of Sicily imitate the pomp and splendour of Arab and
Byzantine artistic tradition, that is still alive on the island, as Malaterra says: «thanks to the variety of
contributions coming from an experienced artistic workforce for the building carried out from faraway
19
places, such as Greek or Arab territory» [ ].
It is clear that the monumentality, represented by the significant heights of the Sicilian palaces, derives
th
from the architectural heritage related to the motherland, Normandy of the 11-12 century.
Analysing Sicilian monuments it should be noted, as for Zisa, that in the space surrounding the central
core, made up of two big overlapping rooms (the fountain room and the tetrastyla room), there is a
certain analogy with the reception rooms of the castles in Normandy, where we find a large reception
20
area and, behind it, the camara, namely the alcove for the rest of the feudal lord [ ].
One must not forget that Islamic buildings were composed of different independent housing units,
defended by town walls. As in the palace of Ashir and of Qal’a of Beni Hammad. Also the Fatimid
palaces of Cairo, described by al-Maqrizi (1364-1441), had many rooms (qa’at) and pavilions. In the
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text ʺal-Khitatʺ we read: «Know that caliphs possessed palaces and recreational pavilions in Cairo and
its surroundings; there were the big eastern palace founded by General Jawhar, the small western
palace and the palace Yafi, palace of Gold, palace of Prosperity, palace of Victory, palace of Tree,
palace of Spine, palace of Emerald, palace of Sapphire, palace of Harem, palace of River - all
21
organized with rooms (qa’at), belvederes and pavilions (manadhir)» [ ].
Given the high number of buildings in only one complex, we could suppose that they didn’t develop in
height because the apartments were, generally, autonomous and connected.
A famous example of an Arab palace, which confirms the typical horizontal organization with various
th
autonomous housing units, is the 8 century Umayyad residential citadel of Amman in Jordan.
Through the general layout you can easily see the various independent apartments, which are all
connected with the main patio and the throne room.
th
However, the Alhambra in Granada (half of 13 century) is still the most remarkable example of an
Arab royal palace. This Nasrid building is composed of several independent housing units including
the Comares Tower, similar in height to the Tower of al-Manar at Qal’a and very similar to the Tower
Pisana of the Norman Palace in Palermo. Its main function was military defence as well as residential.
It is well known that in the Arab world there is no parallelepiped building that develops in height with
exclusive residential functions. The only exception could be represented by the palace of Ashir, with
its external shape and height, although the interior has the classic layout of four apartments with small
courtyards, located around a central patio.
In conclusion, these brief considerations led us to suppose that the origin of the external volumes on
the Norman buildings in Sicily are the result of an inheritance coming from the North of France, while
the artistic decoration, the layout and the organization of the surface around, dedicated to the gardens
and monumental basins, remains wedded to the Arab cultural influence, of which Sicily was fully
immersed at the time.

Fig. 22: France, keep of Langeais in Touraine

Fig. 22: France, keep of Loches in Touraine

Fig. 23: France, keep of Chambois in Normandy
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Abstract
In Italy, knowledges and skills in shaping territories applied to areas characterized by different
morphological, geographical, cultural and social features, have brought about a large variety of rural
landscapes.
Rural landscape is a fundamental part of the cultural heritage of an area. Traditional rural landscapes
are not only an expression of cultural identity but represent also examples of a sustainable management
of cultivated land.
When full of historic-identity, ecological and environmental values, landscape represents also a resource
for rural development. This resource is presently threatened in mountainous and hilly areas, where the
progressive abandonment of agricultural land is one of the main causes of the degradation of both
traditional rural landscapes and cultural heritage.
In order to prevent these phenomena and to protect traditional rural landscapes, it is necessary to
identify governance models aiming at the restoration and enhancement of the characteristics of rural
areas, while remaining coherent with the present socio-economic structures.
This study describes a method for assessing the degree of suitability to a productive re-conversion of
abandoned hilly farmland and for the identification of strategies aiming at their productive and landscape
requalification. The method is based on a spatial multi-criteria analysis and it has been tested in
Compitese (Lucca, Tuscany), a hilly rural area where terraced olive groves with both high historicidentity and landscape value are predominant, but where there are evident processes of “renaturalization”.
Keywords: rural landscape, land abandonment, requalification, multi-criteria analysis, GIS

1.

Introduction

Public opinion and policies are currently showing a renewed and growing interest in the protection and
enhancement of landscape. In 2000, the European Landscape Convention (ELC) [1] highlighted the
need to extend landscape protection from landscapes of high beauty to those of daily life, i.e. all natural,
rural, urban and peri-urban area landscapes, including those of marginal and degraded areas. Indeed,
before the ELC enforcement, landscape protection was limited only to beautiful and historic landscape,
with the consequent need to create a repertory of these landscapes and to preserve them. Vice versa,
ELC stresses that landscape policies should be involved in maintaining and enhancing landscapes of
the whole territory, without any distinction.
In this new framework, the conservation and requalification of the traditional rural landscape, which is a
fundamental element of the cultural heritage of a territory, play a fundamental role for several reasons.
The main reasons why landscape is important are the following: a) it allows the local communities to
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maintain their historical-identity relation with the places; b) it has positive effects on the provision of ecosystem services and; c) it contributes to the development of local economies [2] [3].
For these reasons, it is necessary to set up new models of landscape governance, especially where
landscape modification and deterioration have been very intense and have compromised its heritage
and multifunctional value. These new governance models should aim to promote the recovery and
enhancement of some traditional functions of rural areas in order to trigger processes of socio-economic
development [4].
In Italy, the rural landscape has deep historical roots and is characterized by a wide variety of types
going from the north to the south of the country. This variety is the result of different choices made to
suit specific local socio-cultural and pedo-climatic conditions as regard fields organization and watermanagement structures, cropping systems and types of rural buildings. These choices have shaped the
image of territories over the centuries. Many places have acquired a specific identity thanks to the rural
landscape that, for this reason, has become an integral part of their cultural heritage.
Rural areas account for the main share of the Italian territory. They currently show an increasing
vulnerability as a result of ongoing abandonment processes, which are threatening the integrity and
quality of agricultural spaces. Indeed, the data provided by the Italian Statistic Institute (ISTAT) show
that abandonment phenomena have similar effects than soil consumption phenomena in terms of
negative impacts [5]. Both these phenomena have roots in the deep socio-economic changes that,
starting from the end of World War II, have brought about population flows from countryside to urban
areas. Outmigration from rural areas was especially important in mountains, where agriculture was
unable to guarantee the same income level than industry or service sectors [6]. Agricultural activities
abandonment has continued up to now and it is currently related to several factors, such as high cost of
agricultural production, low income, high farmland fragmentation, small size of the farms, difficulties in
ensuring a proper generational replacement. The effects of the above factors are worsened by a lack of
vision about the importance to protect the agricultural territory as a common asset.
The re-naturalization of abandoned farmland does not always have negative effects. Indeed, some renaturalization types may have positive environmental effects, especially where an adequate level of
ecological infrastructures is lacking. However, when considered from the point of view of rural landscape
protection, abandonment should be seen as a loss and a form of land degradation. The Tuscany
Region’s Plan of Territorial Guidance with value as Landscape Plan (PIT-PP) stresses that in some
specific cases ongoing re-naturalization trends have brought about an improvement as regard the
ecological continuity among woodlands. However, in most cases, abandonment has caused a significant
decrease or ever the disappearance of important traditional agro-pastoral landscapes, which has
resulted in a simplification of the landscape mosaic and a loss of biodiversity [7]. According to Agnoletti
[7 bis] “current socio-economic trends, favouring abandonment and industrialization and conservation
policies, supporting and promoting renaturalization, are threatening the loss of critical heritage
resources. (…) Complexity and historicity impart intrinsic value to rural landscapes, but this value is
easily threatened by forestation because of abandonment.”
This study stems from the awareness of the importance of rural landscape as a common asset. It
analyses as a case study a hilly area of Tuscany characterized by widespread farmland abandonment
and proposes a methodology for assessing costs and benefits of reversing this phenomenon, bringing
back this land into a productive use. The methodology is based on the use of a model of geographic
multicriteria analysis, which allowed us to single out intervention strategies aiming to recover and
improve the agrarian landscape of the area. The case-study analysis has been carried out in two phases:
1) territorial and landscape analyses aiming to gather an adequate knowledge basis; 2) development
and implementation of the assessment model.

2.
The “Compitese” (hills around Pieve di Compito, Lucca - Tuscany) and the
specific case-study area

The “Compitese” is a hilly area of about 4,200 hectares located to the far south of Capannori
municipality, in the province of Lucca (Tuscany), which includes the northern face of Monti Pisani (a low
mountainous rangeland behind Pisa). The villages located inside Compitese have specific geographic
and anthropologic features that distinguish them from the ones located in other parts of the Capannori
municipality. Population settlements are characterized by a fabric starting from the main centres and
spreading to the hills whichhills, which are mostly characterized by secular terraces. These terraces are
mainly under olive groves and have slopes held either by natural vegetation or by stone walls. Moving
on the hills to higher altitude, olive trees leave place to chestnuts and pine forests [8].
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Fig. 1: The location of Compitese inside Lucca province and Capannori municipality and the delimitation of the
case-study area inside this latter.

Fig. 2: Case-study area (TERRAFlyer2 © 2005/2012 Regione Toscana - ImageData Ortofoto_2013_AGEA_RT).

The case-study area, whose delimitation was made on the base of cadastral parcels, is a hilly face
including about 81 hectares and located between the two hamlets of Pieve di Compito e Sant’Andrea di
Compito. The case study area borders to the North on the hill ridges, to the South on the bed of the
Visona di Compito torrent and on the road network. The choice to analyse only a relatively small area
was motivated by the need to develop and test the assessment model before using it on a larger scale.
Tuscany PIT-PP1 includes this area in the morph typology of “traditional cultivation of olives on terraces”.
Olive groves cover the main part of the area and are cultivated on the band located on intermediate
altitude. Terraces, with or without stone walls, represent the distinguishing element of this hill face
morphology. According to Magnaghi [8 bis, p. 62] “a terraced hill system is a living system, a highly
complex ‘neo-ecosystem’ constantly evolving over time, produced through the constant work of
construction, transformation and maintenance of the stone terraces, determining new and more complex
balances between human action and nature: exposure to the sun, and the yield and fertility of the soil
increase; water is controlled and channelled, microclimates and hydro-geological safeguards are
created. This leads to special farming techniques and crops and therefore is an information, technical
and cultural heritage. In short, an anthropic landscape is created.”

1

Regione Toscana PIT-PP – PIT-PPRT – IV invariante
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Woods and thickets are located at higher altitude than olive groves on the northern part of the area,
where slopes are steeper. At lower altitudes, olives groves are replaced by settlements and by riparian
formations, which are growing along the torrent bed and its embankment.
The main feature of the local landscape is the presence of agrarian contexts of high landscape and
historic-identity values, which for many decades underwent abandonment phenomena and periodic
fires. The ongoing re-naturalization processes are bringing about an increasing deterioration of the
landscape, with the loss of the distinguishing landscape mosaic variety. These processes have also
negative effects on the environment, related to a lower hydraulic stability of hill slopes, an increase of
erosion phenomena and higher risks of fires and plant disease development. Indeed, Agnoletti et al. [8
ter] on the basis of the results of a research on three terraced areas in Italy, point out the importance of
terraces as a defence against surface erosion and landslides, especially on very steep slopes.
Furthermore, abandonment and renaturalization phenomena, in the medium-long run, might reduce the
production of the area’s typical product, i.e. the Extra-Virgin Oil of Lucca that is a Protected
Denomination of Origin (PDO) product, and negatively impact rural tourism and the success of local
events that attract many visitors, e.g. the Exhibition of the Ancient Camellias of Lucchesia.

3.

Territorial analysis

The territorial analysis has been carried out in two steps. The first step consisted in a survey aiming to
gather information on the whole Compitese area and was mainly based on the characterization provided
by the invariants of the Tuscany Region PIT-PP [7]. Then, the analysis focused on the case-study area
that was studied taking into account several relevant aspects. The whole phase aiming to gather data
and information was carried out on GIS environment where data and information available from the
Geoportal of Tuscany Region and those resulting from processing were stored in a single archive.
Among the data and information stored and analysed there were the following: historic-landscape
restrictions, environmental goods, permanence of historic elements, road system, drainage system
structure, farmland management systems and criticalities resulting from wood fires [9].
Traditional drainage systems and hydraulic works were given special attention since they represent a
distinguishing element of the territory and have also a high value from a historic and identity point of
view. In the case-study area, as in almost the whole area of Monti Pisani, it is possible to identify two
main water regulation and drainage systems: a) hill sides arranged in terraces with or without stone
walls, which are widespread at medium altitude where olive groves are located; b) ditches that follow
the line of maximum slope, among which it is possible to find simple ditches, ditches lined by dry
masonry dating back the 18th century and ancient paths with draining functions (“percorsi idraulici”) [10].

Fig. 3: Terraces bordered by dry stone walls – Pieve di Compito.
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Fig. 4: To the left, a ditch lined by dry masonry; to the right, a path with drainage function (percorso idraulico) –
Pieve di Compito

The territorial analysis focused on landscape changes that were analysed starting from trends on land
use. After the definition of a common classification to be used at the three times, the 1954, 1978 and
2013 orto-photos and the maps on land use in 1978 and 2013, which are available on the Tuscany
Region Geoportal, were integrated, thus allowing us to perform a diachronic reading of land use. Both
the share in terms of occupied surface by each land use class and the permanence and change of land
use have been analysed. Land use changes have been classified according to the land Cover Flow
(LCF) model. Analyses highlighted a significant decrease of the olive groves surfaces and a lower
decrease of wooded areas. At the same time, there has been a significant increase of woodlands and
thickets, which confirms the existence of ongoing processes of re-naturalization after crop abandonment
or fire events. Lastly, the territorial analysis focused on abandonment phenomena of previously
cultivated areas, taking into account, from the one hand, the methodologies adopted in previous
research carried out in Tuscany [11] [12] and, from the other hand, the relevant legal framework. On the
basis of the definition of “uncultivated or abandoned land” used in national and regional relevant laws
(Law 440/1978; Tuscany Regional Law 80/2012), the following two criteria to be met in order to define
previous farmland as abandoned have been chosen:
1. Absence of cultivation activities for at least three years;
2. Possibility to clearly identify the previous agricultural use.

Fig. 5: Spatial distribution of abandoned agricultural areas.
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Land use since 1954 have been reconstructed at intervals of about 10 years by means of the
interpretation of orto-photos. From the comparison of the situation at different times, it has been possible
to identify the agricultural areas, which have suffered for abandonment processes. Results have been
checked by comparing them with the more recent orto-photos and by transects aiming to control the
current situation and the ongoing processes of re-naturalization. The territorial analysis shows that about
22 ha, i.e. about 1/3 of the total case-study area, were affected by abandonment processes. These
processes have mostly been operating from 1978 to present. Currently, the area is characterized by
surfaces at different stages of the re-naturalization process. Indeed, while in some areas the
transformation to woodland is almost completed, in other areas thickets are prevalent with a heavy
presence of bushes and / or pioneer vegetation.

4.
A MCA model for drawing up intervention strategies to be implemented in
abandoned agricultural areas
According to the results of the territorial analysis, the abandonment of previously cultivated areas is the
main critical point for the case-study area. Indeed, abandonment causes a decrease of landscape
values and, more in general, of some ecosystem services and, consequently, it has to be counteracted
with adequate interventions. In this framework, a spatial MCA model has been developed with the aim
to identify a method for a preliminary assessment, able to rapidly highlight costs and benefits related to
the restoration of an agricultural use.
The model has been built on a cadastral basis and it assess each spatial unit (i.e. cadastral parcel)
according to the characteristics and information stored in the geographic information system previously
described. These characteristics and information, when processed, allow an assessment of costs and
benefits related to the restoration of an agricultural use. The choice of using cadastral parcels as
elementary units for the spatial analysis was made in order to guarantee a clear and unambiguous
individuation of the spatial units to be analysed. Besides, this choice allows to trace back owners or
farmers responsible for the management of farmland and this could be important for the implementation
of operational projects.
Going ahead with the next step characterizing MCA methods [13], the dataset of the cadastral parcels
which are undergoing abandonment and post-cultivation re-naturalization processes has been
“populated” with the information needed to assess costs and benefits caused by the restoration of a
productive use, according to the current and potential characteristics of each parcel.
The assessment matrix compares the 142 cadastral parcels that have been classified as abandoned.
According to the logic of the Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), cadastral parcels represent the
alternatives to be assessed. The matrix has been filled in GIS environment, in order to use the data
included in the above-described GIS archive and to exploit the processing power of the software [9].
Criteria, or attributes, provide the information on the characteristics of alternatives (i.e. cadastral parcels)
in terms of performances. Criteria summarize critical points and potentialities of each spatial unit, with
the aim to create a hierarchy among alternatives. The criteria selected for the assessment of costs and
benefits are shown in Figure 6.
“Cost” criteria
1. Time elapsed since the choice to stop cultivation
2. Surface of the abandoned area
3. Average slope
4. Species which have recolonized the abandoned
area and their density
5. Terraces, stone walls and drainage system current
status
6. External accessibility (degree of ease in reaching
the farm)
7. Internal accessibility (degree of ease in reaching
the various farm plots)
8. Management type

“Benefit” criteria
9. Historic and architectural value of ancient
ditches (dating back to 18th century)
10. Closeness to cultivated areas
11. Closeness to population settlements
12. Aesthetic and perceptive value

Fig. 6: Selected criteria to be used for the assessment of costs of benefits of recovering farmland to a productive
use.

The eight criteria on the left of table 6 represent cost criteria since they influence both the cost needed
to recover abandoned farmland to a productive use, and the cost needed to manage and maintain them
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after olive groves restoration. The four criteria on the right represent benefit criteria since they are
directly related with an improvement of community well-being and with a high environmental and
landscape quality. In both cases, costs and benefits are not expressed in monetary values but were
assessed through a value system ranging from 1 to 5. While in the case of cost criteria, the score 1
represents the most favourable situation (characterized by low costs), in the case of benefit criteria, the
score 1 represents the less favourable situation (lowest benefits). The following Fig. 7 and 8 respectively
show an example of assessment of a cost criterion and a benefit criterion, starting from the value
assigned to each attribute belonging to the analysed criterion.

SCORE
1
2
3
4
5

ADVANTAGES

SCORE
1
2
3
4
5

ADVANTAGES

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION
Soil average slope not exceeding 15%
Soil average slope higher than 15% and not exceeding 30%
Soil average slope higher than 30% and not exceeding 45%
Soil average slope higher than 45% and not exceeding 60%
Soil average slope higher than 60%
Fig. 7: 3rd Cost criterion: Soil average slope.

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION
Distance greater than 200 m
Distance greater than 150 m and not exceeding 200 m
Distance greater than 100 m and not exceeding 150 m
Distance greater than 50 m and not exceeding 100 m
Distance not exceeding 50 m
Fig. 8: 11th Benefit criterion: closeness to population settlements.

5.

AMC analysis result discussion

The AMC model implemented in this study has allowed us to perform an effective and rapid assessment
of the cadastral parcel that, since 1954, underwent abandonment and re-naturalization processes. The
assessment matrix highlights critical aspects and potentialities of each cadastral parcel (or alternative)
belonging to the case-study area. By summarizing costs and benefits, it is possible to calculate an Index
of land suitability to reconversion to agricultural cultivation. Two methods have been utilized to compute
this Index: weighted sum and Mill’s value index (which is computed as a ratio between benefits and
costs) [14].
Cadastral parcels have been classified according to the degree of land suitability to be reconverted to
cultivation. Then, specific intervention strategies have been proposed for each suitability class.
Intervention strategies have been validated on the base of transects on a sample of cadastral parcels
in order to check the consistence between intervention strategy (directly deriving from the classification
in term of land suitability to productive reconversion) and the actual conditions of the spatial units where
these interventions should be implemented.
After the above validation, the following intervention strategies have been identified:
CLASS 1 – natural transition to wooded areas (“null hypothesis” i.e. no interventions).
CLASS 2 – artificial or man-promoted transition to wooded areas;
CLASS 3 – reconversion to cultivation by means of land improvement operations;
CLASS 4 – reconversion to olive groves cultivation by means of exceptional maintenance works.
Class 1 includes olive groves mostly located on the area characterized by the steepest slopes whose
abandonment, sometimes caused by fire events, dates back many decades. In this case, the cost
needed to re-establish olive groves would be very high, since the reclamation of regenerated natural
vegetation may be costly. Consequently, the proposed strategy is to leave these areas to their natural
evolution whose last stage is the transformation into wooded areas.
Class 2 includes olive groves, which have unfavourable characteristics in terms of accessibility, and
present an advanced stage of natural vegetation re-growth, due to the long time elapsed since their
abandonment. In this case, the proposed strategy is the one to implement actions able to manage,
favour and speed the transition to wooded areas, with the aim to reduce erosion or landslide risks.
Class 3 includes the olive groves, which terraces and their dry stone walls require restoration, dead
trees replacement, etc.; consequently, they need significant investments in land improvement
operations.
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Class 4, which includes all the olive groves which have been recently abandoned; their productive use
can easily be restored by means of exceptional maintenance works, such as severe pruning and
cleaning from pioneer vegetation. Since these olive groves are mainly located close to population
settlements, their reconversion to a productive use significantly increases the perception of the aesthetic
value of landscape.
Managing the MCA assessment model in GIS environment allowed us to easily and rapidly represent
on map the spatial distribution of cadastral parcels belonging to the 4 above described classes.

Fig. 9: Hierarchy range values and classification of abandoned cadastral parcel according to the weighted sum
method.

Fig. 10: Hierarchy range values and classification of abandoned cadastral parcel according to the Mill’s Value
Index method.

When comparing Figs. 9 and 10, which represent respectively the spatial distribution of cadastral parcels
classified according to weighted sum index and Mile’s value index, with the information gathered by
means of transects, Fig. 9 shows a spatial distribution of parcels belonging to classes 3 and 4 that better
represents the actual on-field situation of these areas. Thus, in the specific analysis of the case-study
area, weighted sum method provides a more realistic representation than Mill’s value method, although
both methods consent to reach an adequate prioritization of intervention requirements and potentialities.
It is important to highlight that the hierarchy scale must be calibrated by means of adequate transects
and on field analyses in order to get results that adequately represent the actual situation of a specific
area.
Last but not least, it is important to stress that the intervention strategies associated to single cadastral
units have the aim to enhance the whole case-study area. In this framework, the decision about the
interventions to be implemented cannot rest on each farmer. Consequently, it is necessary to set up
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collective actions promoting agreements among all farmers. Indeed, strategies aiming to counteract
negative effects of land abandonment can be effective only in the case of cooperation among the various
operators who are involved in the process of re-conversion, including public operators able to provide
financial resources for promoting these strategies and actions. This is especially important when
interventions are targeted to areas, which are characterized by a high fragmentation of farmland and by
small field size, as in the case of the analysed territory.

6.

Conclusions

The analysis described in this paper allowed the authors to reach two main results:
 A detailed territorial analysis (knowledge-gathering phase) focusing on the transformations to which
landscape underwent since 1954 up to present, from which emerged that farmland abandonment
has been the main driver of negative changes;
 The assessment of the suitability degree to farming re-conversion of abandoned land and the
identification of the strategies that should be implemented to reach this aim. The assessment,
developed with a spatial MCA model, has taken into account also the hypothesis that no intervention
is justified by the comparison of benefits and costs.
The use of a spatial MCA model makes it possible to easily and rapidly interpret in an integrated way
the relevant factors. Besides data, management in GIS environment consents a regular control of
information and results through the assessment matrix under the form of table and the geo-spatial
visualization of the results of the suitability index.
Results show the need to adopt restoration and productive re-conversion interventions on a surface
accounting for 1/3 of the total case-study area. This with the aim of stopping and counteracting the
ongoing processes of landscape and environment degradation and of providing local farmers and
community with chances for a socio-economic redevelopment. The traditional olive grove landscape is
not only important for Compitese, but also for Lucca province, Tuscany Region and many other Italian
hilly areas. Therefore, the proposed methodology can represent a useful tool to be used in other areas
for defining interventions aiming to counteract abandonment, in particular in the framework of the
opportunities provided by the RDP 2014-2020 through the measure of cooperation.
The spatial AMC model can be utilized for the analysis of larger territories than the case-study area
when presenting the same characteristics, i.e. a high landscape historic and identity value and
widespread abandonment processes. However, it is important to stress the need to define criteria
according to data availability and specific relevant factors, such as rural planning constraints, closeness
to protected areas or to buildings of historic significance, and soil conditions.
The model can represent a useful tool for policy-makers when defining planning rules for rural territories
and setting priorities in the destination of financial resources that aim to enhance and protect cultural
landscape in hilly and mountainous areas, which are widespread not only in Tuscany, but in the whole
Italian territory.
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Abstract
Landscape is an extraordinary resource to read the past, the present and the future spatial organization
of a territory. At the same time, landscape is a common good whose conservation, maintenance and
enhancement are generally seen as a duty for local communities.
According to the retro-innovation approach, a historic rural landscape can be a development engine for
a territory when it is properly reinterpreted and redesigned on the basis of new local communities' needs.
This should be done by preserving its primary function of food production while, at the same time,
improving its ecological and environmental performance and strengthening (rather than losing) the
knowledge of the specificities of places.
The retro-innovation approach has been the guide for a study carried out on the reclaimed plain of
Padule di Bientina (LU), and in particular on a sub-area of 235 ha, cultivated with arable crops. This
area shows evident signs of abandonment or inadequate management and, at the same time, it presents
elements of naturalistic and environmental value and of historical-testimonial interest linked to the
presence of a traditional arrangement of the fields and drainage systems.
The proposed project was developed as a master plan of rural area re-organisation where the
redevelopment aimed to answer a multiplicity of needs and to develop local vocations, able to ensure a
balance among the productive role of agriculture, the naturalistic, environmental and ecological aspects,
the historical-landscape, the aesthetic-perceptive and the fruition of the territory.
Keywords: landscape protection, rural areas, humid zones, redevelopment, planning

1.

Introduction

Landscape is the result of the effects of anthropic and natural factors. People transform and manage
the landscape through their actions. These actions leave signs and elements witnessing anthropic
permanence on a territory, which is possible to trace according to a historic perspective [1].
The European Landscape Convention (ELC) [2] is concerned with the issue of landscape safeguarding
through actions aiming to conserve, maintain or improve landscape significant or distinguishing features.
Indeed, these actions stem by the heritage value that landscape has for the local communities and other
stakeholders. When analysing man-made landscapes, their value includes historic, identity and cultural
aspects. These aspects are the result of a mix of human knowledges and competences and of the
specific biophysical patterns and characteristics of a territory. The concept of “cultural landscape”
derives from the above approach, for which the cultural landscape can be considered as a potential
resource for the socio-economic development of a territory [3] [4] [5] [6]. Many rural territories increased
their attractiveness and reputation as a result of the acknowledgement of the cultural value of their
landscape. However, although cultural landscapes were able to guarantee an adequate level of socioeconomic development, in some cases this development was not able to guarantee a sustainable use
of environmental resources.
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Consequently, the issue arises of reconciling development with cultural landscape preservation and
conservation needs. Indeed, modernization processes aiming to reach an adequate efficiency of
agricultural activities in a globalized and competitive market have brought about profound changes in
the historic structure of the rural and agricultural landscape. These changes have had different impacts
on landscapes located in mountains, hills and lowland. Lowland landscapes, e.g., show a simplification
of landscape structures, such as an increase in field size and a decrease of ecological and biodiversity
infrastructures, that have caused an increasing standardisation of places.
This study stems from the acknowledgment of the plurality of values of a cultural landscape and their
potential role in the promotion of rural development. It presents a methodology for upgrading and
enhancing a Tuscany lowland landscape according to a retro-innovation perspective [7].
A retro-innovation perspective implies the re-interpretation and re-organization of original resources with
the aim to update their use to the current conditions. Rural sociologists and agricultural economists have
recently shown a growing interest for forms of social innovation among which the various forms of retroinnovations are included [8] [9]. Retro-innovations are defined as a well-established system updated to
new conditions. They focus on new uses for the original resources, thus creating innovations. Retroinnovations reflect the users’ experience and represent new products made keeping the old elements
that users know. The concept of “retro-innovation”, when applied to rural areas and landscape planning,
has the aim to strengthen the landscape cultural function. Agriculture modernization processes have
reduced traditional agro-ecosystems ability to provide ecosystem services [10]. The need to increase
land and labour productivity has determined a progressive simplification of the environmental and
landscape structure which, in its turn, has brought about negative externalities such as erosion,
groundwater pollution, decrease in resiliency, etc. Vice versa, each element of a traditional landscape
used to provide several fundamental functions, i.e. ensuring an adequate agricultural production in good
synergy and complementarity with the surrounding environment. In this paper we have interpreted the
retro-innovation as the restoration of forms and elements of the traditional landscape that formerly
played specific functions (e.g. trees used as living support for vines) and that currently are rediscovered,
restored and recreated with the aim to meet new functions required by the community [11] [12].
First, the authors collected and analysed data on the structural characteristics of the landscape and its
identity specific features. On the basis of the results of this phase, some project-design alternatives
were identified with the aim to bring to the surface new landscape functions in line with new territorial
needs. In this framework, a great importance was given to the need to guarantee that function carried
out by local agricultural activities present an adequate level of diversification. The choice to use a retroinnovation approach, which was based on agriculture and landscape multifunctionality with a special
focus on cultural landscapes, stemmed from the awareness that this model consents to reach a good
balance of economic, social, environmental and cultural functions [13], leading to more sustainable and
resilient systems. When consistent with the aims of the present study, the design project alternatives
have included some of the strategic aims of the “Piano di Indirizzo Territoriale - Piano Paesaggistico
della Regione Toscana” (PIT-PP), among which there are the following [14]:
- The representation and development of the richness of the landscape heritage and of its main
features;
- An integrated and synergic analysis of landscape elements, i.e. its hydro-geomorphologic, natural,
ecologic, environmental, rural and productive components;
- The promotion, through the redevelopment of territories, of the important role that landscape and
environment play;
- The need to assert and guarantee that landscape is a common good and, consequently, to ensure
its accessibility and availability for community use.
In summary, the project proposal aims to increase the awareness of two main aspects: a) the current
threats to landscape values and b) the response policies to be implemented to prevent and counteract
them.

2.

The case-study area

The case-study area, i.e. Padule di Bientina, is located in the lowland around Lucca (Tuscany) and it
includes part of the former bed of the Bientina Lake and marshland. Bientina marshland has been
designated as Site of Community Importance (SCI). It belongs to the Natura 2000 network of protected
areas and it is a wetland area covered by the Ramsar Convention.
The part of the Padule di Bientina, which has been used as case-study area, is a lowland of about 235
ha located in the Capannori municipality. It borders on the archeologic and naturalistic area of the “Parco
delle 100 Fattorie Romane” (Porcari municipality) to the East, on the “Canale Rogio” to the North and
on the San Ginese hills and municipality roads to the West and South-West.
Main features of the case-study area are the presence of scarce built-up areas and of large agricultural
areas. Agricultural areas are characterized by a prevalence of arable land and by fields with a small
size. The case-study area underwent major land reclamation works and, consequently, it presents a
dense drainage network. A small part of it is still characterised by humid depressions that are
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considered as naturalistic oases with great value as regards their ecologic and testimonial value of the
natural environment of lowlands [15].
Tuscany Region PIT-PP classifies this area inside the morph typology of arable land in reclaimed
territories, whose distinguishing features are the geometric form of fields, the regularity of the old division
in sharecropping farmland, the presence of a complex and hierarchic system for the drainage and
regulation of surface waters and the almost absolute predominance of arable crops [15].
The case-study area presents elements both of naturalistic and environmental and of historic-testimonial
value, which derive from the partial preservation of traditional rural infrastructures and field organization
that were typical of the rural landscape of Lucca.

3.

Territorial analysis

The territorial analysis has been carried out in a GIS environment; its main results are the cartographic
and geo-referenced representation of the case-study area main features. The characteristics which have
been considered are the following: landscape regulations and constraints; historic-architectural heritage;
environmental assets, land use and land management systems, road systems and elements defining
the agrarian structure. The analysis allowed us to highlight existing or potential points of strength and
weakness.
The case-study area is characterized by a prevalent agricultural land use, in particular irrigated and nonirrigated arable crops since the agricultural area accounts for 87% of the total surface. In the area, the
cultivation of four varieties of the “bean of Lucchesia” by using organic traditional techniques is
particularly important.

Fig. 1.a: Disappearance of mixed cropping and
disappearance of “Piantata and Alberata” landscape.

Fig. 1.b: Landscape modification and progressive
simplification of field organization.

Fig. 1.c: Farmland abandonment and re-colonization
by trees and bushes

Fig. 1.d: modification of the river system and
peri-fluvial areas.
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The study in its early stages has focused on the diachronic analysis of landscape changes between
1954 and 2013 [16]. The comparison of orto-photo maps related to different times has allowed us to
highlight the territorial evolution as regard the permanence of elements and the changes occurred. The
main findings of this analysis were: a) the disappearance of mixed cropping (Fig. 1.a) and the
simplification of field organization (Fig. 1.b); b) the modification and the progressive disappearance of
“Piantata and Alberata” [17] landscapes (Fig. 1.a); c) the abandonment of farmland and its recolonization by trees and bushes Fig. 1.c); and d) the modification of the river system and peri-fluvial
areas (Fig. 1.d).
The orto-photo analysis highlighted the following main critical points: 1) the abandonment of agricultural
land in specific areas, 2) the risk of water pollution, 3) the weakening and alteration of rural
infrastructures and their organization, and 4) the fragmentation of the agrarian fabric.
The territorial analysis allowed us to identify four homogeneous sub-areas that constitute four
landscapes units:
- Sub-area A, that is mainly suitable to production, due to the presence of farm enterprises
characterised by a good structure which manage owned or rented land;
- Sub-area B, that is characterised by the presence of a fabric of small irregular farms. Its
distinguishing elements are the density of the minor water drainage network and the presence to
the South of a woodland. This latter was originated by farmland abandonment and subsequent recolonization by trees;
- Sub-area C, whose organization in rectangular fields of about 95x48 m preserves the traditional
field organization of the historic landscape of the Lucca area. It covers a surface of about 4,500 m2
and presents a partial persistence of tree rows at the borders of fields (Piantata). These tree rows
formerly had a productive function while currently they represent an important ecological
infrastructure and have a testimonial value of the traditional landscape;
- Sub-area D, that is characterised by a high land fragmentation and by widespread phenomena of
land abandonment and re-colonization by bushes and trees.
On the above four areas, a SWOT analysis has been performed with the aim to identify their specific
suitability, potentialities of use and needs. The project proposal was based on the results of the SWOT
analysis.

Fig. 2: Orto-photo maps of the case- study area at 2013

4.

Fig. 3: Classification of the case-study area in homo-.
geneous sub-areas

The project proposal

In our proposed project, the retro-innovation has not been considered only as a landscape restructuring.
Although the traces left by the time elapsed have deeply and negatively affected the structure of this
rural territory, the choice of exactly restoring the old structure, as if it were a museum, has been
considered as anachronistic and threatening the survival of landscape, since the relations between
farmer activities and nature would have been totally broken. According to Magnaghi [18], over time
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anthropic action produces neo-ecosystems on the land cover. They are characterized by a high degree
of complexity and survive if practised by the culture and the rules generating them or by new cultures
and other rules, provided they are cared for, preserved and encouraged to grow through continuous
transformations [18]. The SWOT analysis has been carried out to guide choices, taking into account the
status of the area and with the aim to propose a balanced mix of ecosystem functions. Our proposal
consists of a landscape project, i.e. a masterplan for the reorganization of the rural territory, which is
based on the results of the SWOT analysis. This masterplan aims at a requalification of the landscape
through a set of interventions that aim to improve the landscape performances while not hindering
agricultural activities. In the specific, interventions should allow farmers to carry out with ease the use
of machinery, e.g. for ploughing etc., the maintenance of the hydraulic network also in presence of tree
rows, the environmental functions and the use of the area by the local population and by tourists.
The project starts from the functions that were typical of the traditional landscape and propose their
reinterpretation by a retro-innovative approach. The key concepts of this process were: 1) the natural,
ecological and environmental functions, 2) the role of agriculture as productive activity, 3) the
conservation of elements of the historic landscape, and 4) the beauty perception and fruition by residents
and tourists.
The interventions included in the project proposal were developed around three main functional systems
[16] that have a common feature, i.e. ensuring an adequate level of effectiveness of agricultural
processes.
4.1 The water system
This functional system includes interventions that aim at the rearrangement of the drainage network,
keeping into account from the one hand, system requirements and criticalities, and from the other hand,
farmers’ needs.
The project proposal includes the realization of a wetland area and the rearrangement of the agricultural
hydraulic network, which implies the reorganization of fields in terms of their size and shape.
The wetland covers all the 13 hectares included into the sub-area D, i.e. the one with high fragmentation
and the higher level of land abandonment. In includes a mosaic of areas with high ecological and natural
importance.

Legend
cane thickets
humid grassland
areas
woodland
water bodies cleared from vegetation
streams
paths/itineraries
accesses to the area

Fig. 4: Humid area plan (sub-area D).

The project proposes to not counteract the water drainage deficiency caused by the increasing land
abandonment of small plots, where it is not possible to mechanise most of the cultivation and harvesting
operations. This with the aim to promote the territorial suitability to widespread re-naturalization, by the
increase of woodland and riparian areas, i.e. elements of high environmental and ecological value.
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At the same time, this area can meet a specific requirement expressed by the surrounding areas, i.e.
can play the role of overflow basin for the nearby “Canale Rogio”, which represents the backbone of the
territorial hydraulic system. Indeed, most of the local drainage network discharges water into Canale
Rogio and, as a result, sometimes this area suffers for natural flooding.
Since the presence of an overflow basin is paramount for the hydraulic safety of the whole area, the
project proposes to locate it in the area that is less suitable for agricultural uses, due to its characteristics
of high fragmentation and widespread abandonment of agricultural land. The flooding area, according
to the re-naturalization trends that are already in place, can be transformed in an area of ecological and
environmental regeneration.
The wetland area will include:
- Marshlands including two water bodies of different size and connected by a small channel;
- Almost marshy areas surrounding the part of water bodies cleared from vegetation (“chiari”), with a
vegetation of Phragmites australis and Carex elata;
- Almost marshy areas consisting of two humid grasslands with marsh vegetation, which are
periodically flooded;
- Woodland that covers about 8.50 ha, i.e. the 66% of the wetland area total surface. The woodland
should include the following species of trees and bushes typical of the area: Quercus robur, Populus
nigra, Alnus glutinosa, Rhamnus frangula, Salix Alba, Sambucus nigra, Cornus sanguinea,
Crataegus monogyna, Prunus spinosa and Euonymus europaeus.
Local population and tourist usability will be promoted by specific accesses to the wetland and by two
naturalistic itineraries. The itineraries will allow visiting all the areas and include raised wooden
walkways and bridges over streams, flooded areas, humid grassland and cane thickets.
The project, in the sub-areas other than area D, proposes to rearrange the agricultural and farm structure
with the aim to maintain and improve the regularity of field organization through:
The conservation and maintenance of the drainage system, where present, and of the road network
both within and among farms;
- The development of new paths for accessing fields or the removal of furrows (the lowest works in
the hierarchy of drainage systems) with the aim of maintaining the morphologic consistency with
the general plan and the landscape context of the reclaimed lowland. The proposed reorganization
of fields and plots, in some areas takes into account the need to simplify the spatial organization of
fields while, in other areas, the excessive density of the drainage network.
The reorganization has as fixed points the roads that are necessary for accessing plots, the slope of
fields from the middle to the border (0,2%), and, in most cases the already existing system of furrows
and ditches. Main ditches should be 80-100 cm wide and 60-80 cm deep, while the following drainage
works might be 60-80 cm wide and 40-60 cm deep.
In the sub-area A, where farm and territorial features are most favourable to the productive function, the
project intensifies the simplification process through the creation of larger fields allowing for an adequate
mechanisation of the cultivation.
In the sub-area B, which is characterized by small and irregular fields, the project aims to an extensive
reorganization, able to make the characteristics of sub-area B similar to those of sub-area A.
In the sub-area C, the proposed spatial organization of fields and drainage system is very similar to the
current one. The choice is motivated by the aim to recreate in this sub-area the typical characteristics
of the traditional farm organization of Lucca area. Indeed, the traditional elements of this historic
landscape are still partially existing and consequently the sub-area might play the role of a “landscape
museum”.
In the sub-area D, the drainage system is scarce or either totally non-existent and, consequently, the
project proposes this sub-area reconversion into a wetland, as above described.
4.2 Ecological and environmental systems
The interventions included in these systems aim to safeguard and strengthen the ecological network of
the case-study area, which is a necessary requirement for the conservation of both the natural and
environmental values and the historic-identity and aesthetic values of the landscape.
From an ecological point of view, the project aims to requalify the agricultural component by increasing
the total permeability of the area and its ecological continuity. The project tries to reach this target
through the reorganization of the area ecological infrastructure - which has also a testimonial value of
the historic rural landscape - the maintenance of the connectivity through the requalification of the
existing ecological corridors and the strengthening of areas with high natural value through the
rehabilitation of woodlands.
Two types of ecological infrastructures are considered in the project: a) single rows, usually related to
multifunctional hedgerows (sub-area A) and, b) double rows of trees, in a modernized analogy to the
historic landscape (sub-area C).
The first type is considered for the sub-area A, which is a large agricultural area and is characterised by
a prevalence of the productive function. The retro-innovation consists in a modern re-interpretation of
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the linear system of “piantata”, with the aim to maintain and promote biodiversity within this area where
agricultural uses are prevalent. Piantata contributes to the ecological network by providing natural
corridors with high ecosystem value. The infrastructure is organized according to the hedgerow model
called “Frangola”, i.e. a multifunctional and multilayer single-row hedge where trees and bushes
belonging to species typical of the area are intermixed. These rows significantly influence the landscape
beauty and its perception while having other functions, such as: wind barriers, provision of flowers for
honey production, provision of shelter for wild fauna and provision of a buffer zone reducing the
distribution of herbicides and fertilizer, when organic farming is not adopted.
Trees and bushes are located within a strip of land 2.5 m wide, that has two ditches at its borders; this
allows easily maintaining the drainage system and does not create problem for crop mechanisation.
The choice of species to be used for these hedgerows is based on ecological criteria; as a result, only
well adapted to local pedo-climatic characteristics and native species should be used. Hedgerows are
organized in three height levels: high plants (height: 6-8 m), secondary trees or high bushes (height: 35 m) and medium-small bushes (height: 1.5-2 m).

Fig. 5: Hedge "Frangola" type: model of a multifunctional hedge with single row and three levels in height.
Legend: 1 High trees, 2 Secondary trees or high bushes 3. Medium-small bushes

The second type aims to recover and reproduce inside the sub-area C the intercropping agricultural
system typical of the “piantata” landscape, which was a characteristic of the area around Lucca. The
reinterpretation takes into account the modern requirements in terms of easiness in maintaining and
cleaning ditches and of use of modern machinery.

Fig. 6: Intercropping system of the historic Lucca landscape: double rows of vines using pollarded trees as a
support. The ditch is located between the two rows of trees.

The idea is that to recreate in this part of the case-study area a kind of “landscape garden” where the
natural and ecological components enrich the area from landscape, aesthetic, historic and cultural
viewpoints. In this case, the retro-innovation consists in the replacement of a system with two rows of
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trees and a ditch located in between with a double row system with two ditches in their sides. In this
second case, it is possible to have an easy access to ditches for their cleaning and maintenance and to
cut the grass between the two rows of trees without interfering with the cultivated land.

Fig. 7: Retro-innovation of the traditional historic landscape: double row of vines supported by pollarded trees on
the central strip and side ditches.

Fig. 8: Vine plants associated with rows of pollarded trees, which have the function of a living support.

These rows are located on the long side of fields where pollarded trees are kept at a height of about
2.5-3 metres. The species to be used as pollarded trees are chosen according to the zone: to the West,
Populus nigra is used, to the North-East Morus alba and to the South-East Ulmus campestris.
The retro-innovation consents to conserve the traditional appearance of the landscape while allowing
for the adoption of modern techniques and machinery.
As regard the existing ecological corridors, the project aims to their rehabilitation by maintenance works
and by the substitution of missing trees with Populus nigra, Salix Alba and Sambucus nigra, which are
widespread in the area.
The project focuses on the three ecological corridors that go through the area and have the function of
connecting the various landscape elements. At the same time, it aims to increase the area covered by
woodland in order to strengthen the role played by areas with high natural value and preserve sites with
high ecological value. This by favouring the ongoing re-naturalization processes while guiding them
through new tree plantations in order to enlarge the existing tree belts, thus increasing their
environmental quality.
Woodland rehabilitation and increase is especially promoted in the sub-area D (wetland), where also
the woodland buffer belt to the South-West road has been redesigned, by requiring the plantation of
local species such as Acer campestre, Populus nigra and Alnus glutinosa over a 6.80 ha area.
4.3 Itinerary system
The project focused on the definition of an organic set of interventions aiming to improve the use of the
area through slow mobility systems. This with the aim to create a synergy between the historic and
archeologic heritage of the neighbouring areas and the high natural, environmental and landscape value
of the case-study area.
The itinerary system includes walkways, bicycle paths and horse riding paths that cover all the casestudy area and derives from the development and completion of existing paths, carried out respecting
the local ecosystem. The itinerary system allows accessing and using the whole area and its specific
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assets. It is connected with the itinerary system of the nearby archaeological area and with two bicycle
paths.
In summary, the project identifies seven itineraries: two long paths developed to the longest side of the
case-study area; three short transversal paths, while the last two itineraries cross the wetland. All these
itineraries include only dirt roads.

5.

Financial resource requirements and their potential sources

There is a strong interest for the rehabilitation and enhancement of landscape; thus the Italian legislation
includes mandatory instruments, such as Landscape Plans, aiming to ensure landscape quality
maintenance and improvement. Nevertheless, there are scarce financial resources for promoting
projects, which aim at the same goals on a voluntary basis. The only instruments that can be currently
used for financing measures related to rural landscape are direct and indirect measures to this end,
included in the Rural Development Programme (RDP) 2014-2020 [19]. Tuscany, for instance, in 2017
issued a specific tender financing interventions on rural landscape made by farmers. The tender relates
to the development and implementation of Integrated Territorial Projects (ITPs), i.e. projects aiming to
face specific environmental criticalities at territorial level, through the involvement both of public and
private entities. ITPs gather financial resources from several RDP sub-measures. The tender had a
good response in terms of number of projects answering it, but the scarcity of financial resources allowed
the Tuscany Region to finance only few of them. Among the financed projects, there was none focusing
on landscape.
A further instrument for developing project proposals on landscape is the LIFE Programme [20], used
by EU to promote interventions in favour of environment and actions related to climate change. The new
programme 2014-2020 gives financial resources to public administrations, SME and research institutes
that want to implement projects relating environment and natural heritage conservation.

6.

Conclusion

Landscape is a common good and a testimonial of the rich heritage of a territory. For these reasons,
landscape should be maintained and preserved for the following generations. As a common good,
landscape reproduction requires not only protection, but also constant care and maintenance, but it
represents an extraordinary added value in terms of distinctiveness and attractiveness of a territory.
Antrop [21] affirms that a landscape need to evolve in order to stay alive but its evolution must be
coherent since it is the coherence among specific features and elements, which defines the identity of
a landscape and, consequently, its chance of being acknowledged as a cultural landscape. Our project
proposal, starting from the above aspects, proposes a retro-innovative approach for the rehabilitation
and redevelopment of a rural area on a reclaimed territory, which is currently undergoing, from the one
hand, increasing standardization phenomena and identity loss, and from the other hand, widespread
abandonment processes.
The retro-innovation approach allowed us to reinterpret the typical functions of the local landscape with
aim to promote a more balanced mix of productive, environmental and cultural functions.
The distinguishing elements of the case-study landscape, relating to the hydro-morphological, natural,
environmental, ecological, rural, productive and touristic components have been considered through a
synergic and integrated approach.
A critical point remains that of finding adequate financial resources for the implementation of similar
approaches. It highlights a mismatch between goals set by legislative instruments and the resources
allotted to attain them. This despite the results of many scientific researches that highlight the important
role landscape and natural heritage can play as resources in the economic and social development of
a territory.
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Abstract

The study about “the modern” architecture of Basilicata is an interesting field of research. Most of these architectures have yet to be completed or during the centuries, they had been object of several
transformations because of no one recognized their formal value.
In this way starting from the analysis of existent traces and from the info of archive documents, the
use of virtual models allowed to restore and relive the architectonic experiences of the early1900s.
Project Ophelia is an example in Potenza (Basilicata).
In Potenza, in an area now heavily urbanized, there is an ambitious project built in 1906, which involved the construction of a hospital for the mentally ill: it consists of several isolated pavilions and
service facilities. The project, designed with the most modern urban solutions and rational use of
space, has been signed by the architect Piacentini and the Eng. Quaroni, but has been never completed. The research carried out on the buildings of the «Ophelia Project» aimed at creating a database of information that can be used in the implementation of restoration of the important architectural
creations of the early'900.
The photographical, architectural and metric survey has been supported by the archival research.
The use of the virtual model, then, has made possible to study the project never completed in its entirety. Has been done, therefore, an integrated survey in which the traditional methods of documentation has been accompanied by an experimental model using the new tools of representation.
Keywords: survey, modeling, documentation, analyses

1. Advanced survey and representation for architecture history (Giuseppe Damone)
The tools of representation, linked to the path of knowledge in architecture survey, allows to operate
important analyses about buildings, then a decomposition and recomposition of the different elements
that make up a building, in order to read all the peculiarities that are settled on it, that otherwise would
not be easy to read.
Every artifact conceals a number of unreported information in plans, where these still exist, but derived
from construction needs, or amended. This analysis assumes an important role in the study of all
those buildings where an archival data project is absent because never made or lost in time.
Getting to know a monument means being able to decompose the object built by man and, therefore,
understanding the relationships between its individual parts, in addition to grasp the dynamics about
the creation and the transformations of the object or parts of this.
It is therefore necessary not just reading about the macroscopic aspects, like geometry.
If the geometrical survey allows to study and, then, to know an artefact, it becomes important to
conduct an historical and critical survey to understand structural dynamics that have interested it.
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Fig. 1: Historical material on the «Ophelia Project».

It can be necessary to “query” the artifact in order to gather useful information. Survey phase, in fact,
represents the basic step of building analysis, described in its simplicity or complexity. First step of
careful study about buildings is the pursuit of archival documents to it referred.
State archives or Municipal ones, historical libraries and private archives, represent the main locations
where track down original sources, that studied and reorganized opportunely, permit to trace a first
historical profile. Secondary sources constitute an other resource for collecting news.
Indeed, a careful revision of biographical documents allows us to be able to complete the historical
background, while secondary sources represent the only information resource when it is not possible
to track those original down.
Written records, graphic plans as projects, or ancient photos let to be able to approach to the historical
study of the building. Every architectural artifact is expression of a defined cultural context, about a
specific age. For this reason, it’s important not just collecting the simple metric and geometric data, but
it is necessary to reconstruct history and transformations, transferring these information on drawing
paper. Historical investigation has an important role in the practice of survey, because through
historical knowledge it is possible to decipher and to interpret the elements that compose a building or
an urban reality. Moreover a well determined analysis path is traced through it.
The knowledge of architecture history becomes therefore essential for who wants to analyze an object
built by the man, where the analysis, besides allowing the understanding of statistic elements, permits
to decipher all technical and constructive components.
It is necessary add other specific knowledge to a traditional survey in order to achieve a
multidisciplinary study. New survey equipment, in addition to traditional approaches, allow to
reproduce in virtual dimensions real buildings, besides formulating reconstructive hypothesis about
ruins or architectural project never realized. To study a building or an urban area entails to analyze
each element and to know lexicon, characteristics and architectural language. It become more
important when the object of the analysis is an urban area where it’s necessary to understand the
system of relationships among its single parts. The project of whole districts, in fact, is based on a
concept that evaluates all components as a system. The study about the architecture of the first half
the XX Century in Basilicata is born from this consideration, that has brought to the individualization of
several projects concerned public architecture signed by engineer Giuseppe Quaroni.
Not realized or incomplete plans, ruins and scholastic building interested by meaningful
transformations after the second war, emerge from archive records, allowing to trace a complete
profile about planner activity. In this examination, particularly, are introduced the results of a project
about an urban area of Potenza. It is the “Ophelia project”, created by a partnership among engineer
Quaroni and architect Marcello Piacentini at the beginning of the XX Century, about a complex idea
never completed.
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Fig. 2: The pavilions built of the «Ophelia Project» in the first half of the 20th century.

Starting from how much really realized and comparing with the few project stored, it has been possible
to complete a critical analysis using virtual models, in order to gather its original formal and functional
peculiarities. The digital modeling has been the tool that has allowed a direct comparison among two
realities: the original project (with survey and pictures) and real buildings (with technical drawings and
virtual model renders). History and survey become parts of a same knowledge path, both fundamental
to allow a complete description about the object of investigation.
Studying an urban center or an architectural artifact means to reconstruct their stories using
historiography tools, recognizing some general characters that make them similar to others, but, at the
same time, individualizing all intentional, unintentional or casual invariants that make them an unicum.
2. The competition and the failure to realization the «Ophelia Project» in Potenza (Enza
Tolla)
Before analyzing the project covered by this study, it is necessary to make a small digression to under
stand what were the causes that made it.
Since the end of the
19th Century in the Basilicata region there were no
facilities suitable for suffering patients that were admitted outside the region.
On the 20th of March 1865 a Law gives to the Province the obligation to provide assistance
to these patients, also confirmed in subsequent Law of 10 February 1889 and Law of 4 may 1898.
Mental disorders patients, in particular, were accommodated in the mental institution of
Aversa, and the Province supports a considerable cost to take care of them each year.
In order to reduce it, it was decided to build a mental institution inside the Basilicata region, its
management would have been directly controlled by the Province and the costs incurred by Cities
Councils to trasfer patients to structure would have reduced, to support Basilicata’s economy.
Authorised by the Provincial Council, some experts identified the most suitable area for building
the hospital. In particular, it was choosed an areamclose to the upper station, a not urbanized area
and with an irregular elevation map.
It was an upland in the North area of the city with a strong slant towards the South area. On the 29th
October 1905, it was published the competition announcement to build the provincial mental
institution, establishing the six-month period for submitting proposals.
This announcement stated that the new structure would be built in the “Santa Maria-Epitaffio” district
also, it was supposed to accommodate three hundred psychopathic and more and to take care of
them, according to specific laws. Seven proposals were arrived at announcement expire and, in
August 1906, the examination board decided that the winner was the «Ophelia Project» signed by
engineer Quaroni and architect Marcello Piacentini from Rome.
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In particular, their project was developed on the elevation 760 where the main buildings were located.
Moreover, the choice of this plan provided
to
guarantee
an
excellent articulation
of the
infrastructure than the road that played an important role to the entry to the service area.
According to the idea of the two designers, the mental hospital would be developed
on two axes: one on Southwest direction said "about services", and the second one on South-Northdirection. The whole project looked symmetric compared to the axe services, and it was
developed of 229 meters from it, while it had an articulation of 450 meters compared to the axes. The
medium distance between the two pavilion was about 65 meters. The main entrance to the psychiatric
took place at the intersection of these axes with the Provincial road, while another secondary entrance
was located in the crossing road to the station.
The two entries were linked by an inner path under the buildings of the general services. Besides, the
project was composed by different single buildings, destined to: the doorman's residence, gardener’s
house, farmer and undertaken’s residence, reception buildings for patients, administration palace,
kitchen, church and laundry.

Fig. 3: Original plan of the «Ophelia Project» by G. Quaroni and M. Piacentini, 1906.

Moreover, the project provided a series of pavilions, separated for males and females, and for different
pathologies. During the celebrations of the centenary of Potenza as main city of the region, in
September 1907, the first stone of the project was posed.
One of the first problems found for the realization of the ambitious project had been the financial one.
In fact, the proclamation didn't establish limits of expense and well soon they realized that the project,
even though functional and in conformity with demand requisite, was too expensive.
At the first time, it was decided to proceed step by step giving priority to the most necessary pavilion,
and then to proceeds to the realization of those less urgent, and completing the project with all the
other buildings finally. Once starting buildings construction, financial problems were still there, and
after few years the pavilions realized was destinated to other functions.
Given that there was an enormous request of public housing and considerated that it would not be
possible to complete the project, it was decided to convert those realized pavilion in households.

3. The info-graphic model to study the «Ophelia Project» (Antonio Bixio)
The
info-graphic
model
represents
effectively
a phenomenon or a real situation.
From this general definition that collects all types of model, it place the info-graphic model between the
most and modern devices about analysis of the architecture, city and territory, as a link among reality
and analytic, graphic and planning process. The innovation of representation tools weigh on
documentary production phases and on the graphic reproduction of survey data. In fact, in addition to
survey design representation, there are three- dimensional models to thematize, in an intuitive way,
data from knowledge path. The possibility to shape the reality to communicate allows to create digital
models representing a forgotten or a never existed reality, in a very reliable form.
The info-graphic model is composed by graphic design, identified by traditional representations (as
Monge projection, axonometric projection) becoming part of them.
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Fig. 4: info-graphic model for the reconstruction of the church of the «Ophelia Project» in Potenza ever realized,
as per archival documentation.

Graphic
traditional
projects
(maps,
perspective
drawing
and
sections)
are
already sufficient to represent a built reality integrally and precisely , but technological innovation and
info-graphic model are able to improve communication and knowledge, making it more intuitive and
immediate.
Instant disclosure of existing architecture or designed
is
realized through global communication, which is organizes through a network, without limits of space
and time. Experimentation of innovative tools to make urban and architectonic survey is a key step in
research activity and in teaching field related to the representation.
In fact, technology simplify some reconstruction operation about a non existed reality, through virtual
design, or through the realization of digital models to touch what doesn’t exist.
About the benefit of info-graphic model, after a traditional graphic analysis (bi-dimensional), as
planning tool or studying reality, it would be exist some trouble about its suitability and its use during
the invention phase or analysis of architectural form. In fact, cognitive process, under an analytic path,
puts together several data which are composed during a broken down of the reality in partial and
precise representation.
Being the architectural survey a non-default path, which is
full of unexpected events and nonprogrammable conditions, it is necessary that the graphic analysis is developed gradually, to acquire
useful informations and useful tools. Even if the model is made accurately, taking care about each
elements, it will be impossible to give us all the informations linked to the traditional representation in
different graphic scale.
For this reason, it is necessary to separate the step of traditional graphic analysis made on
bidimensional CAD from the info-graphic modeling to analyze. This approach, choosed in the analysis
of real buildings, allows to follow a knowledge path, using complementary but interconnect tools.
Although survey info-graphic model is not the unique analysis tool, it eliminates tangible reality and
resend to an untouchable reality. It is evident in the “Ophelia Project”, in Potenza, that put the infographic model in an important role about the analysis of the architecture and the city.
In fact, the same model has been the protagonist of virtual reconstruction of non-existent reality. The
model is becomed a deepening tool to study archival documents, depicting the original project on
1906.
The rendered model, comparing with ancient and modern pictures, allows to match directly the original
“Ophelia Project” and the realized one. The comparison between survey design and archival design,
as well as the match among pictures and rendered, make possible a deep analysis about the
production of the architecture and the city, and about how a project can have an interesting history.
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Fig. 5: Above example of a non-rendered digital model; below a info-graphic model rendered, with high definition
photorealistic.

For this reason, the info-graphic model is good to communicate and to disclose. The model, used to
conduct an historical and critical analysis of the architecture and the city, born from the interaction
between vector graphic (typical of info-graphic modeling) and raster graphic (relatived to digital form).
In fact, the info-graphic model is composed by:
- digital model based on mathematic and geometric parameter that defined the shape in CAD context;
- physical models of real light that allow to realize virtual scene with shadows, direct and undirect light;
- raster components defined on photografic maps, that make textures of digital model elements.
This model breakdown is realized by three operative moments after the rendering creation:
- management of geometry, shape and areas, as well the formal reproduction of the reality;
- inclusion of light sources in different types and parameterization of indirect light;
- allocation of materials features to parts of the model as well as their physical behaviour to lighting
input and to their cromatic and texture one.
Thanks to the control of this parameters, you are able to choose easily the special type of
representation of rendering. In fact, it is not necessary to realize in a photorealistic way your rendering,
perfectly. The photorealism has for sure a lot of potential, but sometimes, their are not usefull to
analyze the volume or solar irradiance during the day, or for a “plastic” representation.
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Fig. 6: info-graphic model with a photorealistic definition of some of the pavilions.

It’s important to define first of all the level of the details that you wanna give to your rendering given
that each parameters’ change could modify the deadline of your creation. In this case, in particular,
both kind of renderization are been used in order to have an unique global vision of the project. For
the pavilions that were been realized, was prefered a photo-realistic definition to catch an original
urban articulation of the project. Instead, for all these buildings never realized, a plastic representation
was choosed to reproduce the volume and their behaviour under the light, as well as the peculiarity of
this architecture.

Fig. 7: Frame sequence of the virtual reconstruction of the Chapel.
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Abstract
From its origins until today, the row house is claimed in a context of aggregate construction landscape,
enabling you to achieve high urban densities without having to give up a type of single-family dwelling.
In the course of the years there have been numerous trials of this specific building typology, which are
influenced by different cultures and different technologies, they have generated a great variety of
characteristics and compositions, from individual accommodation to the entire morphology of the
urban fabric.
The multiple aggregations of this building type are defined by the relationships between rooms, the
paths and pedestrian roads, with its connections to the parking areas, and open spaces public and
private. The experiments of recent years made on the construction industry, horizontal, urban, have
brought the architects and the landscapers to deal with the various needs and issues that affect the
scope of the terraced buildings. The design choices that are made concern, in large measure, the
density of population net and the possibility of access of vehicles.
Keywords: Terraced houses, Residential building, Urban fabric.

The origins of terraced house
The origin of the terraced house, the european goes back to the High middle Ages and is related to
the rebirth of urban life, mainly due to the formation of a class of artisans and merchants, settling in
the city, promote the restructuring and growth, particularly along the access roads, giving rise to
villages, settlements of the linear members of a path. The intense exploitation of the front and of the
lot, due to the need of thickening typical of the centers of trade, is, from the beginning, the stretch the
characteristic of this building type, which makes it a home that is eminently urban, able to achieving
high-density housing without sacrificing the individuality of the house and a close relationship with the
soil and with the road.
Since the early eighteenth century the dynamics of urban transformations are measured by the growth
and restructuring phenomena induced by an unprecedented concentration of productive activities that
modifies the spatial relationships between residence and work and opens the way to massive land
speculation operations. In the major European cities, this process is accompanied by a strengthening
of the bureaucratic apparatus that extends its control over the organization of urban space through
new regulatory instruments that regulate relations with land capital. Control and speculation are
developed at the expense of traditional forms of management and of the same building tradition,
supported by new techniques and procedures. From this picture emerges the residential types in line
that facilitating the punctual exploitation of the ground and axis, while supporting the demands of order
and representativeness of the public administration, are linked to the formation of the bourgeois city
which has its most representative example in the Haussmanian Paris . In this historical period the
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tradition of terraced housing also becomes an heritage of England. The London house of 700 stands
on a narrow and deep lot that allows you to economize on the front and on the development of the
road network. On the back there is a garden or a court and, in some cases, a shed with a stable
served by a secondary road. The ground floor, slightly higher than the road, is built on a basement
accessible directly from the outside with a short flight of stairs. Between the front of the house and the
street there is an underground basement that extends to the bottom of the sidewalk to form a coal
deposit in which the fuel can be lowered without entering the house, using circular openings closed by
iron manholes . This way of conceiving the home is conserved also throughout the nineteenth century
when the birth of big industry causes an unprecedented growth of the centers of production and trade.
The Victorian terraced house has no basements and has a forepart in the courtyard, intended for the
scullery and the pantry, where there are also toilets, coal storage and cinerary. After a period of
indiscriminate exploitation of the land in which houses built back-to-back are used, the legislation of
the seventies favors the diffusion of this type which assumes almost standardized forms. In the first
thirty years of the twentieth century, the garden city constitutes the widest field of application of the
new theories on single-family construction. The idea of a decentralized settlement that unites the
attractions of the city and the countryside and is built as an alternative to the industrial suburbs of the
nineteenth century. A happy continuity of experiences between the tradition of the garden city and the
theme of the worker neighbourhoods is carried out in the Netherlands where since 1902 there has
been an advanced urban legislation that allows municipalities to purchase building areas and build
economic construction. The Dutch experience takes place, from the end of the war to the beginning of
the 1930s, in a context that is particularly conducive to experimentation and the development of the
debate, so that ties with tradition, technological innovations and research on typology succeed to
settle in a climate of active confrontation, favored by the large number of achievements and the
exceptional personality of some designers. Traditionalists and modernists, scholars of building
economics and artists with mystical-philosophical tendencies-who for twenty years have been weaving
their experiences together with the building policy of the municipal administrations. The Dutch garden
districts developed the Howardian idea, which was implemented in Holland at the beginning of the
twentieth century, giving rise to a series of achievements that mediate the characteristics of the semirural village, with those of the working-class district. Already in the mid-50s by a group of intellectuals
gathered around the editors of "Architectural Review", reservations had been made towards the
artificially suburban character of the new neighborhoods of terraced houses. The lack of real public
places, even in the presence of a very high amount of unedited spaces, in strict application of new
standards on the size of roads and rest areas and the poor quality of construction were criticized by
the term "subutopia" (literally utopia) of the suburb to underline the heavily institutional aspect, as if to
indicate a direct relationship between the architectural quality of the results and the authoritarian
technicality of the procedures. Some state-of-the-art realizations, such as the Bishopsfield and Clark
Hill neighborhoods in the new town of Harlow, completed immediately after the 1960s, are used as an
example of a new way of conceiving single-family housing, in which they are taken as an example of a
new way of conceiving single-family housing, in which the aggregation of terraced houses and
courtyards is realized in a compact way, raising the coverage ratio from thirty to over fifty percent, and
urban planning search for a new and more urban quality of unmade spaces. However, the influence of
these researches also determines a turning point in the planning of single-family row houses. The high
density and compactness of the new schemes often require a double use of the land, favoring the
introduction of basement garages, covered by pedestrian access roads to the habitations that can take
the dimensions of spaces that can be used for certain activities, open. The use of modular structures
or design grids, favored by the continuity of the building, suggests new possibilities of association
between the dwellings, gives rise to new combinations between units of different sizes and opens the
way to attempts to modify and extend the house to vary the needs of the inhabitants. Until 1970 the
influence of horizontal building experiments on mass production is lower than the expectations of the
most advanced sectors of the profession. The reduction in the number of employees in the
construction industry, coupled with the growing demand for new housing, supported by economic wellbeing, pushes public sector managers to encourage the use of heavy prefabrication, acquiring and
perfecting patented systems in countries such as Denmark , Sweden and France at the beginning of
the decade. The orientation towards large interventions such as the coordinated Scandinavian
ensembles and the French "grands ensembles" prevails. Neighborhoods such as Toulouse-le-Mirail,
Bìjlmermeer, MarkischesViertel, built between the first and second half of the decade are indicative of
the trend towards large scale combined with the use of prefabricated multi-storey buildings. The same
district of Thamesmead in London, designed with very ambitious objectives, which also contains very
interesting examples of horizontal construction, represents the extreme case of a settlement for
60,000 people achievable with a single prefabrication patent. In this context, examples of horizontal
construction are limited to small-sized projects, sometimes designed and constructed in an exemplary
manner, but inadequate to experiment on a grand scale the consequences of the new way of
understanding the living fabric. To find the first hypotheses of compact horizontal cities developed on a
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scale suitable for the study of the relationships between residence, circulation, services and productive
activities it is necessary to analyze the evolution of the program of the new English cities after the mid1960s [1].
A contemporary example of the evolution of horizontal construction occurred in the first half of the 90s,
in the eastern part of the old port of Amsterdam, where the original mercantile functions have long
been abandoned, have been identified by the municipality as strategic places for a qualitative
expansion of the city, given their position on the water and their relative adjacency to the historical
core of the city. Thus the urbanization of the Borneo and Sporenburg peninsulas began, where a
system of about 2,150 new houses was planned. On the basis of the proposal by architect Rudy
Uytenhaak, a compact settlement was chosen, with narrow lots and lodgings leaning against each
other and arranged back-to-back, each with direct access to the ground and street and encompassing
spaces, private voids in the length of the relevant particle. In this way it was possible to ensure a high
density, without renouncing the direct relationship of each accommodation to the street, guaranteeing
a private free space for each building unit. On the basis of this approach, six architect's studies were
then asked to offer alternative solutions, both for the housing project and for the definition of external
common areas. Among the options was preferred the study of Rotterdam by Adrian Geuze, West 8,
which showed a greater adherence to the layout proposed by the commission. The plan summarized,
in a single image conception, the open space of the port, the water and the naval structures. On a
general level, then, the aggregate of small houses was interrupted by three large buildings that
organized common areas to the larger scale of the entire landscape. In its final version the executive
plan substantially corresponds to the hypothesis of the West 8. It consists of narrow and long lots
(about 6x20m), each occupied by a three-storey housing that differ from the current terraced types
due to the fact that incorporate much more space of individual nature, even if the traditional front and
back garden and houses are abolished the front and the backyard and the houses are built following
the back-to-back scheme.

Aggregation typology of the terraced house
The design choices that are made for the sizing of the housing, must be in the function of the whole
complex and the relationship of the single-detached house with pedestrian paths and vehicle. A
complex of terraced houses in which all rooms are reachable by car and equipped with garage or
parking place for a car, has road sections adequately large and requires certain measures segregation
of traffic, with a network of pedestrian paths in its own headquarters and a coverage ratio relatively
low, which imposes the use of houses of two-three storeys, typically to the face of the strait, developed
in depth. If, instead, the access of private vehicles and service is limited to a few points in which you
the focus of the parking garage, the common, from which you reach accommodations with pedestrian
routes reduced section, the minor development of the road network allows you to increase the
coverage ratio, adopting the accommodation of one or two plans in front of the middle-wide, which in
some cases may have only one view. The patterns of the urban fabric that you encounter most
frequently may be classified according to the relationships between the access roads and housing.
The hosts are simple with a street for each row of accommodations allow the overlooking of the
buildings on both heads, ensure a direct contact with the pedestrian paths and vehicular traffic,
allowing the possibility of private parking inside the house. (fig. 1)
The hosts double served in pairs by a road to allow the views of all the buildings on a single the front,
ensuring a direct link with the pedestrian paths and vehicular traffic, and limiting the possibility of
private parking on a single head. (fig. 2)
The hosts quadruples are served in groups of four from a mixed route allows the opening on a front of
just the core groups, allowing the private parking. The remaining hosts are reachable via pedestrian
walkways connected to the public parking in the mixed path central. (fig. 3)
The ranks to the closed block allow direct view of the buildings on the mixed routes, only on the sides
outside of the block. The other fronts of the rooms are only connected via pedestrian walkways, by
limiting the inputs of the private car park only to external routes. (fig. 4)
The armies to block open allow direct view of both ends of the buildings to the paths pedestrian and
vehicular traffic on the sides external and internal of the block, allowing not only the possibility of a
private parking inside the residence accessible from both sides, but also provides a public space in the
center of the court at the service of the houses. (fig. 5)
The armies to block pedestrian feature areas of the parking lots and common concentrated to the
outer sides the isolated, individual hosts are accessible only through a network of pedestrian routes,
giving the possibility to increase the public green within them. (fig. 6)
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Fig. 1: Aggregation of simple terraced houses.

Fig. 2: Aggregation of double terraced houses.
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Fig. 3: Aggregation of quadruple terraced houses.

Fig. 4: Aggregation of terraced houses with closed isolation.
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Fig. 5: Aggregation of terraced houses with open block.

Fig. 6: Aggregation of terraced houses to a pedestrian block.
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Abstract

Every year, in Europe about 1,000 km (i.e. an area larger than Berlin) of new land is urbanized, with
often irreversible environmental, economic and social consequences and costs. The increasing
limitation of building possibilities, the problem of building saturation, the increasing importance
reserved to landscape and environmental protection, the “zero” population growth and the increasingly
recurrent hydro geological issues have laid the foundations for an overall reconsideration of territorial
government policies, oriented towards urban requalification and regeneration rather than building
expansion. In light of the above, the paper will focus on the study of recent Italian (national and local)
public policies inspired by the needs to recover and reuse existing buildings and refrain from agronatural soil consumption, in order to verify its effectiveness also in the perspective of holding the
citizen called upon responsible - according to the principle of horizontal subsidiarity and to the recent
meaning of territory as a common good - no longer “to be subjected to” public choices, but to actively
participate both in the decisional and implementation stage.
Keywords: soil consumption – regeneration procedure – principle of horizontal subsidiarity
1. The polymorphic juridical notion of soil.
For about a decade in Europe has emerged in all its seriousness the phenomenon of "uncontrolled"
urbanization - that is the constant implementation of urban development policies based on the
consumption of new land, with significant costs and consequences of an environmental, economic and
social nature, often irreversible [1]. From this perspective, this paper will focus on the study of recent
Italian public policies (national and local) inspired by the need to recover and reuse existing buildings
refrain from agro-natural soil consumption, in order to verify its effectiveness also in the perspective of
holding the citizen called upon responsible. However, before proceeding with the analysis of the main
characteristics that connote public policies of containment of land consumption, it is important to dwell
briefly on what should be understood, from a legal point of view, for soil. The soil, in reality, has a
hybrid, heterogeneous nature [2]: first of all, it can be understood as property, thus distinguishing
between public and private areas, but this distinction - which founds a large part of the Italian system is not entirely satisfactory when it must be implemented with regard to public policies aimed at
reducing the soil consumption. The traditional bipartition (private property for the exclusive use of the
owner versus public property for use by public administration or granted to private entities for the
realization of public interest activities) leaves somehow discovered a grey area, relative to those
goods that by their nature (we will see, due to the function attributed to them) are today defined by a
certain doctrine "common goods", as belonging to the entire community [3].
In this context, again from a legal point of view, the soil can also be seen as an environmental good; in
fact, the only legal definition of soil in the Italian legislation can be found in the Consolidated Law on
Environment (Legislative Decree No. 152/2006), which defines the soil as an "environmental resource
consisting of terrestrial crust, mineral components, organic matter, water, air and living organisms".
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Evidently this definition focuses only on the soil as an environmental factor, that has the connotation of
being absolutely non-renewable once consumed. The environmental meaning must, however, be
associated with the urban connotation of soil, according to which it is configured in terms of territorial
area not yet destined to productive or residential functionalities or, in any case, occupied by a volume
(the so-called free area). Furthermore, a social value can also be recognized to the soil, understood as
a territory capable of representing an identity element for the community; and it is precisely in the
wake of this social value that it is possible to delineate the innovative notion of soil as a common good,
such as a physical place (area or building) belonging to the undivided community of all those whose
working and family life revolves around that specific territory [4]: from here, as will be clarified
hereinafter, arise both new rights (collective, but also individually exercisable) of participation and, at
the same time, new duties of social solidarity, in the light of the enhancement of the dimension of the
citizen as a protagonist and not a mere recipient of public choices.
2. The reasons of the debate around the theme of soil consumption.
A legislator who sets himself the goal of protecting the soil basically has two perspectives (not
mutually exclusive) in front of him: the qualitative and the quantitative one. The qualitative approach,
evidently, is that one which focuses on the problems of soil fragility, on the relationship between soil
and catchment, on the models of intervention in case of necessary reclamation of polluted sites. In the
Consolidated Law on Environment, there is a part specifically dedicated to the regulation and
protection of the soil, to the basin planning, to the basin authorities, to the powers of the public
administration suitable to impose the implementation of reclamation operations, etc. But the specific
object of this paper is the analysis of the (totally different) quantitative approach, which instead aims to
preserve the (remaining) portion of free land still existing in Italy [5].
The current situation of very high levels of land occupation that is recorded in most Italian cities is the
result of urbanization and urban planning policies that originate from Law n. 1150/1942 (the first
general state law on territorial governance), that is when the urban planning in Italy was introduced
and regulated for the first time. The purpose of urban planning expressed by that Law is linked to the
idea of urban plans intended as plans that are intrinsically expansive: in the idea of that time, a plan projecting the city into the future - could only hypothesize the realization of new volumes (residential,
economic, industrial) as well as related public infrastructures. The urban planner who was entrusted
with the drafting of a town planning was obliged to consider as the central element, the heart, of his
work the rational location of the new volumes and the identification of the related end uses. And this
even regardless of the actual needs expressed by that portion of territory: paradoxically, in the past
there have been hypotheses in which - despite an area was living, for economical and social reasons,
a moment of population decline or contraction of productive activities - the urban plan provided equally
(and contradictorily) the realization of new volumes, with the result of producing an unjustified (and
irreversible) soil consumption [6]. The need to preserve the territory not yet urbanized, as a scarce
resource, was not perceived (at least not at the level of scientific debate, nor parliamentary), also
because, it is useless to hide it, the planning function was (and sometimes still is) "used" by local
administrations also in clientele key, giving benefits to citizens (voters) through the concession of new
building capacity.
Another factor that has led to the current crisis situation in terms of free land use derives from the
building typologies through which the new building rights have generally used: especially in the
outlying areas, the architectural technique used for years was the realization of volumes with one/two
floors and no higher, with consequential dissemination of the volume on the territory and rise of the
phenomenon of the widespread city (the so-called urban sprawl) [7]. The rapid and disorderly growth
of cities, the lack of a clear separation between urbanized and free area, are not simply the result of
"short-sighted" urban planning in the last thirty/forty years. It also reflects negatively on the soil
consumption issue: to allow the realization of one small volume within an area not otherwise urbanized
- given the obligation to realize primary and (at least partially) secondary urbanization works - involves,
in fact, further soil consumption in a totally disproportionate way compared to the actual needs of
users.
Soil consumption, more specifically, configures the artificial cover of a free area, with waterproofing of
the territory: this operation, which is in fact irreversible, let that soil no longer an environmental
resource. The most recent data tell us that in Italia about 40% of soil consumption derives from the
realization of public infrastructures destined to the development of mobility. The creation of new
mobility infrastructures, as well as intermodal nodes, responds to the implementation needs of urban
and extra-urban mobility actually existing in Italy; it makes immediately perceptible the difficult
balancing operation that the public authorities are called to realize between environmental protection
interests, on the one hand, and interest in overcoming the public infrastructure deficit (functional to the
constitutional freedom of movement), on the other [8].
In light of these brief considerations, the complexity of the phenomenon of containment of soil
consumption and the difficulties (in terms of potential conflict with different public and private interests)
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that public sector policies are destined to meet clearly emerges [9]. This issue has been the subject of
doctrinal and political debate for about ten years, also thanks to the issuing of a series of European
Union documents aimed at laying the guidelines for a rethinking of land management policies, able to
take into account the containment of soil consumption (cfr. Report on the implementation of the Soil
Thematic Strategy and ongoing activities, 2006; The Roadmap to a Resource Efficient Europe, 2011;
Guidelines on best practice to limit, mitigate or compensate soil sealing, 2012; The 7th Environment
Action Programme, 2014). However, these configure soft law documents, and therefore not able to
bind the legislators of each European member State in the proper sense. In fact, the l. n. 1150/1942,
which as mentioned above represents the general national discipline in urban planning, does not
contain any explicit reference to the soil consumption profile; on the other hand, it is possible to see
the first effects of the aforementioned debate in some regional laws. In Italy the subject of territorial
government is one of those for which the Constitution establishes a concurrent legislative competence
between State and Regions: today at regional level emerges an urban planning discipline certainly
more advanced than the general state model, also in terms of taking seriously into account the issue
of containment of soil consumption. That’s why, for example, several regional laws impose a sizing of
the plans based on the actual need or absence of new housing settlements, which sometimes even
leads to "zero growth" plan, i.e. planning tools that are limited to rationalize the existing urbanization
rather than contemplate further increases in volume [10].
3. The fragmentary Italian regulation on the containment of soil consumption.
The absence of an organic state regulation on the containment of soil consumption (see below) should
not lead us to believe that this topic is currently completely ignored by the Italian legal system [11]. On
closer inspection, it is possible to identify some provisions, contained in sector regulations, which –
although not specifically dealing with the profile in question – inevitably end up producing effects also
in relation to this issue.
Consider, for example, the art. 3-bis of the D.P.R. n. 380/2001 (Consolidated Law on Building)
recently introduced (2014), pursuant to which each town plan is required to identify existing buildings
that - although not unauthorized - are no longer compatible with the new planning guidelines. By way
of example, reference can be made to the (legitimate) building rest on a lot on which the new planning
strategy involves the construction of a public park, with a consequent need to proceed with the
demolition of that volume. Well, in such cases, as an alternative to the expropriation procedure, the
aforementioned provision allows the municipality to redevelop the area through forms of
compensation: in other words, rather than expropriate (expensive procedure), it is possible to freely
acquire private area to redevelop it, granting in return compensatory advantages for the owner,
consisting in the recognition of new building rights to be realized on a different municipal area. At this
point, one could rightly observe that also the illustrated procedure would have the effect of occupying
further soil; but this is not the case: the volumetric compensation, in fact, could only be exploited in
height, with the consequence that the recovery of the area to be redeveloped would result in the
creation of new volumes but not in new soil consumption.
In a different context, consider the art. 135, co. 4 of the Legislative Decree n. 42/2004 (Consolidated
Law on Cultural Heritage and Landscape), where it is expressly stated, with a merely programmatic
formula, that among the objectives of the landscape plans must be ensured the preservation of the
landscape features "ensuring, at the same time, the lowest soil consumption". Much more concrete is
the content of the art.1, co. 460 of the l. n. 232/2016 (Budget Law of 2017), where it is established
that, starting from January 1 of 2018, all incomes deriving from the issue of an authorization or from a
sanctioning procedures in the building sector may be used solely for the implementation of
interventions not involving the consumption of new land, that is interventions intended "to the
construction and maintenance of primary and secondary urbanization works, to the rehabilitation of
building complexes included in historical centers and degraded suburbs, to reuse and regeneration
interventions, to the demolition of unauthorized buildings, to the acquisition of green areas for public
use, to the protection and requalification of the environment and the landscape, including the
prevention and mitigation of hydro geological and seismic risk and to the protection and requalification
of the rural heritage, as well as to interventions aimed at favoring the settlement of agriculture
activities in the urban field". The innovative scope of this provision is considerable, if only we consider
that in the past often the local administrations - once acquired such revenues – were used to distract
the same from the budget items related to the implementation of redevelopment interventions, to use
them for a different purpose, such as the reorganization of municipal debt. The current prohibition of
such an operation is intended, among other things, to make the planning of new volumes less
attractive to the local administrations, regardless of the actual needs, since they can no longer "make
cash" with the release of building permits.
In view of the legislation analyzed, it must be acknowledged that for several years has been discussed
in the Italian Parliament a draft law containing the introduction of an organic discipline on the
containment and reuse of soil. This draft law, to date, has been approved only by the Chamber of
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Deputies (Soil containment and reuse of the built up land, Act Chamber No. 2039, approved May 12,
2016), and - because of the recent parliamentary elections - it is not possible to predict with certainty if
and when the Senate proceeds to examine that draft law. An analytical evaluation of this draft law
would, therefore, be pointless for the purpose of this paper; conversely, could be important to point out
at least some particularly significant steps contained in this document, as indicative of the current
debate. In particular, I refer to the provision which establishes that non-urbanized land, regardless of
its proprietary regime (i.e., whether it is public or private land), must be considered a “common good”,
understood as an asset in which is interested the whole community. The second significant aspect is
that any intervention suitable to consume new soil must be seen as extrema ratio: the planner must
first postulate all possible alternatives to re-use the existing buildings and then, only in the last resort,
opt for the installation of new volumes on a part of the territory not yet urbanized. [12].
Passing to the analysis of regional legislation that, implicitly or explicitly, aims to tackle the problem of
containment of soil consumption, we can firstly refer to those provisions - contained in several regional
laws of the sector - aimed at requiring municipalities to carry out periodic mappings of the
phenomenon of unauthorized development. This operation - even if it responds mainly to different
purposes - can, indirectly, contribute to policies of soil use containment. In fact, the disciplinary
sanctions on building abuses envisage that – given the lack of spontaneous demolition of the
unauthorized volume by the owner – the building and the surrounding area is acquired free of charge
to the municipality's patrimony; this local authority is not obliged to break down the volume, well being
able to also reuse it, obviously only to destine it to activities of public or general interest. In other
words, the administration may discretionally evaluate not to demolish those volumes that - despite
being unauthorized - are in some way compatible with urban planning strategies: the need for a new
public infrastructure is thus met by attributing a destination of general interest to an unauthorized
building, without the occupation of new free areas.
In some regional laws there are also provisions intended to directly preserve the soil as a resource.
The most emblematic discipline, in this sense, is that contained in the Tuscany regional law n.
65/2014, whose art. 4, in a completely innovative way, requires town plans to perimeter the part of
territory already (completely or in its large) urbanized, so as to allow new occupation of free land only
within this area (i.e. the one defined as urban territory). The part of the municipal area not included in
this perimeter, including out-of-urban peripheral areas, is classified as a rural territory, on which it is
not possible to plan new soil consumption if not following a co-planning conference, which entalis the
involvement of all the administrations interested, including those aimed at protecting landscape and
environmental interests [13].
The perspective is, obviously, that one of the so-called "zero growth" plans, enhancing the idea of
planning linked to a notion of development not necessarily entailing the realization of new volumes,
but also the rationalization and redevelopment of the existing buildings. The main objection to this
approach is that the planning of new building capacity also acts as an engine of economic
development, creating job opportunities; whereas, on the contrary, the risk of zero growth plans would
be to lead to an "unhappy decrease", i.e. to a situation of economic depression. In reality, the
framework is not necessarily the one described: a plan that does not contemplate new consumption of
land is not (necessarily) a static plan, well being able to be a dynamic tool, especially when it does not
simply refer to mere reuse operations, but also to redevelopment and regeneration interventions,
whose realization is able however to act as a flywheel for the local economy.
4. Preservation of the soil resource through the implementation of urban regeneration policies.
In the light of what has been observed, the existence of a close link between public policies aimed at
containing soil consumption and public urban regeneration policies can be affirmed. For urban
regeneration we have to intend a complex territorial intervention which configures something different
and wider than the simple reuse of a pre-existing volume [14]. The reuse procedure consists in
attributing a different destination to a building, or in carrying out works aimed at making it functional.
On the contrary, urban regeneration procedures consist in the realization of an organic series of
interventions concerning both degraded or abandoned buildings and the surrounding area, with the
aim of achieving results that are not merely urban, but also economic and/or social. In this sense, the
urban regeneration intervention affect not only on the structure of the degraded or abandoned
building, redeveloping it, but also on the destination of the volume, letting it able to become "engine" of
social regeneration of peripheral (in the substantial and not only physical sense of the term) areas of a
city [15].
In order to make this operation as effective as possible, one of the characteristics of the most recent
urban regeneration policies is represented by the enhancement of the role of the citizens that resides
in the area of the intervention. A large part of urban regeneration procedures entail a high level of
citizenship participation: private parties are involved not only when choosing the typology of
intervention to be implemented, but also in the subsequent stage of the concrete management of
general interest activities, for which the regenerated building will be destined. With regard to the first
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"participatory moment", an evolution of the urban planning traditional procedural dynamics can be
observed: not the planner is the one who, abstractly, assumes the needs of the community and
identifies certain functions and uses, but is the same community that - through more or less "formal"
occasions of dialogue with the administration - brings out the real needs of future recipients of those
interventions. The traditional planning procedures are also shared; however, generally the
administration dialogue does not take place with individual citizens, but with their institutional
representatives, such as environmental associations, consumer associations, employers'
associations, etc. To this it should be added that in most cases the model of participation envisaged in
the planning procedures is formal, written; whereas, on the contrary, urban regeneration interventions
usually contemplate ways of informal participation, often materializing in the organization of public
inquiries, discussion tables, where all citizens interested in are called to contribute to the debate about
the destination of the area to be regenerated, the type of regeneration intervention to be carried out,
the functions to be attributed to abandoned or degraded buildings, etc.
Once the essential characteristics of the overall urban regeneration intervention have been identified,
arises a subsequent "active" participation stage, which is intended to stimulate the proposal of
initiatives by those interested in to be the protagonists of the urban regeneration operation, that is,
those who want to realize social or cultural activities through the use of regenerated buildings [16].
With this in mind, the citizen is no longer just the recipient of the public choice, however shared, but
becomes the actor of that choice, i.e. the one who actively collaborates with the administration to
realize the activities able to meet the needs of the same community of which he is part. We can find
the legal basis of this model of participatory intervention in the principle of horizontal subsidiarity (art.
118, co. 4 of the Italian Constitution), according to which the State is called to "promote the
autonomous initiative of citizens, both as individuals and as members of associations, relating to
activities of general interest". In other words, the State is called to take a step back in front of any
citizens who, spontaneously, demonstrate to be able to satisfy general interests of the whole
community, interests whose satisfaction, evidently, does not assume the exercise of public authority
(e.g. cultural or social activities). Faced with a large audience of citizens, individuals or members of
associations, engaged in non-profit activities, the State is today called to act as "facilitator" of the birth
of such initiatives (in this regard we talk of “Enabling State”) and our cities, their socially degraded
urban realities, represent the theater par excellence of such interventions [17].
On closer inspection, in Italian legal system there is already a sectoral provision containing a model of
public intervention somehow falling within the scope of the initiatives just described. I refer to the art.
189, co. 1 of the Legislative Decree n. 50/2016 (Code of Public Contracts), where it is established that
the areas reserved for urban public green zone and buildings of rural origin, destined to social and
cultural activities of the district, may be entrusted in management, "as regards maintenance", to
residents. That is micro-projects of street furniture, which the regions and municipalities can also
incentivize by reducing the taxes, but which have as their object the assignment to a private entity of
the simple maintenance of the area subject to intervention: it turns out to be, therefore, a type of
intervention that we could define "shy", to the extent that it does not go so far as to entrust to a private
entity the real management of the activities of general interest to be carried out within a building on
which an urban regeneration activity intervened.
Therefore, the role of both the administration and the private sector within a real urban regeneration
procedure is different and more complex. We can think of the hypothesis, increasingly common in our
cities, of the existence of a municipal property, degraded, not used, that the Municipality intends to
grant to the community to allow the realization of social or cultural activities. Today, to this end, the
administration starts publishing a call for proposals to acquire several ideas from the various
stakeholders, and then selects the best initiative in terms of more effective management of that urban
asset recovered and intended to the community. On this point, however, we should underline that it is
not infrequent that the administration receives proposals that - albeit heterogeneous - do not
necessarily prove to be contradictory, with the consequent possibility of accepting more than one
project proposal through an operation of coordination and sharing of regenerated spaces.
5. New legal instruments at local level: the municipal regulations for the use of urban
commons and the collaboration agreements.
In the past, because of the lack of clear state rules on this subject, the municipal administrations that
also aspired to carry out operations as the ones described above, ended up desisting for fear of
incurring state responsibility, or to be accused of bad or improper management and use of public
goods. More recently - in light of the greater attention demonstrated by both state and (above all)
regional legislators - a different scenario emerges, that shows an increasingly frequent realization of
urban regeneration (participated) initiatives at the local level. On the wake of part of the doctrine,
reflecting about the current role of "active citizen" – and on the basis of a "standard regulation” drawn
up by an association (Labsus) that for years has been studying new models of application of the
principle of horizontal subsidiarity – the City of Bologna has first adopted a Regulation on collaboration
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between citizens and administration for the care and regeneration of urban commons [18], contributing
to the dissemination of this new model of territorial intervention (to date, more than 150 Italian
municipalities have come up with similar regulations). Within this regulation there are rules that
provide a legal coverage to the participated regeneration process described, formalizing a sort of
standard procedure: it entails a first step consisting in the public selection of the best proposal
presented by citizens, and a second step consisting in the stipulation of a "collaboration agreement"
between the municipality and active citizens called to manage the urban common good [19]. From this
collaboration agreement, whose legal nature is still discussed (private contract or public law
agreement) arise a series of reciprocal rights and duties, all aimed at ensuring the satisfaction of the
public interest pursued, that is the regeneration of degraded or abandoned urban assets by allocating
them to functions of general interest, through the active involvement of the citizenship [20].
This operation obviously involves the need to qualify the goods subject to urban regeneration
interventions as urban commons, not ownership in terms (they remain public goods and do not belong
to the community in an undivided way), but in functional terms, being goods designed to meet
collective interests [21]. It is important to underline this last distinction in order to fully understand the
discipline of such urban regeneration interventions: the ownership of the regenerated urban volume is
not transferred to the association or to the committee selected to manage it; the latter, representing
"active" citizenship, qualifies as a legitimate occupant of a public building, which, however, is
considered "common" in the sense that it cannot be used except for activities of collective interest. In
other words, the association called to manage the (cultural, social, etc.) activities within that asset
cannot carry out activities whose recipients are its only members, having the duty to carry out activities
open to anyone, or, better, to any citizen is interested in being a user [22].
In conclusion, we can certainly affirm that the model of urban regeneration intervention described
represents one of the most interesting examples of innovative approach to land management, also in
light of the (indirect) effects it has in terms of reducing soil consumption. Nevertheless, also due to its
recent application, it also shows some critical issues, the weight of which can be verified concretely
only in the coming years. In particular, I refer first of all to economic profiles: once the initiative has
been selected, and the common good entrusted to the private entity destined to manage it, it is
necessary to identify those who are responsible for the economic charges both in relation to the
redevelopment operations, and, then, to the maintenance of the building [23]. An analysis of the urban
commons regulations adopted to date does not allow us to provide an unequivocal answer to these
questions, as the panorama is quite heterogeneous: many municipal regulations leave an "open door",
i.e. that they do not comment on the point, and delegate the choice at the time of stipulation of the
single collaboration agreement (where it is generally established that the active citizen is called to face
the economic burden only if it is actually sustainable).
Another critical issue is that the local administration, in most cases, enjoys a wide discretion in the
choice of those who are recipients of the urban common good, as the calls are not as stringent as the
typical calls for public tender procedure. This problem is, indeed, at least in part balanced by the
consideration that the recipient of the public building not only configures a non-profit entity, but is also
an expression of that active citizenship deriving by the implementation of the principle of horizontal
subsidiarity, placing itself, therefore, with a view to pursuing not the personal but the general interest.
A further uncertain profile is, then, represented by the risk of endorsing a misleading interpretation of
the notion of the urban commons, such as to "legitimize" illegitimate occupations. The idea that
abandoned or degraded public buildings should be understood as belonging to the community, albeit
only in functional terms, has in the past offered an argumentative support to some associations that
have decided to freely occupy these volumes, without prior agreement with the municipality and
without its prior selection. In this regard, there are examples of municipalities that - after verifying the
correspondence of the activities carried out to the pursuit of general interests - have legitimized ex
post unauthorized occupation of buildings: an emblematic example is represented by the former Asilo
Filangieri in Naples, an abandoned building and degraded belonging to the municipality, which was
initially illegitimately occupied by a group of citizens, in order to carry out cultural activities within a
socially degraded social area. Subsequently, according to a Municipal Committee Resolution, the
aforementioned occupation was legitimated ex post, through a complex operation consisting in the
classification of the property as "collective urban common good" and the contextual formal allocation
of the same building to the original illegal occupants, in order to realize (or, better, to carry on
realizing) general interest activities [24].
Ultimately, the model of urban regeneration intervention examined – if carried out respectfully of all the
aforementioned prerogatives and with the aim of achieving the satisfaction of the indicated interests –
may prove to be particularly effective from many points of view: from an environmental point of view, in
terms of containment of soil consumption through the reuse of abandoned assets for purposes of
general interest and, therefore, the failure to create new infrastructures; from an urban point of view, in
terms of redevelopment of degraded urban areas; finally, from a social point of view, to the extent that
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active citizenship movements are valued and the administration is allowed to reach objectives in terms
of social and cultural activity which, by itself, would not be able to achieve.
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Abstract

The Basilica of Collemaggio in L’Aquila, built in the late of XIII century by the will of pope Celestine V,
experienced several seismic events during its life that caused some damages to its masonry
th
structures. Particularly, the April 6 , 2009 earthquake caused the failure of the transept area where
the dome, the barrel vaults, the triumphal arch with the above supported wall, the two main pillars and
the roof structures collapsed.
In this paper, the reconstruction project of the two main pillars, characterized by an inner hollow
reinforced concrete column covered with the former outer layer of stone blocks recovered from the
collapsed main pillars, together with the new relative foundation system is presented. After a brief
description of the conceptual design on which the seismic retrofitting intervention was based, different
type of numerical analyses are reported. Finally, a short description of the construction stages during
their realization is presented.
Keywords: Structural rehabilitation, Foundation system, Numerical analysis

1.

Introduction

Seismic retrofitting of historical churches represents one of the most important and interesting
engineering topics today. The importance of these type of buildings, both from cultural and historical
point of view, requires the design of particular structural solutions according to the Cultural Heritage
th
Office’s conservation prescriptions. During the L’Aquila earthquake occurred on 6 April, 2009, the
Basilica of Collemaggio, built in the late of XIII century, suffered serious damages. In particular, the
transept area, including the two main pillars realized in masonry, collapsed. The analysis of the
implosion mechanism suggests that the collapse of the transept area was due to the failure of the
main pillars, rebuilt in seventies with a material characterized by poor mechanical properties. The
strong stiffness difference between the façade and the two main pillars results in an eccentricity
between the center of masses GM and the center of stiffness GK of the nave structures which is
responsible of strong torsional effects (with an increase of horizontal forces acting on the pillars),
leading to the collapse of the transept structures in case of seismic event (Figure 1) [1, 2].

Fig. 1: Mechanism of the transept collapse during L’Aquila earthquake.
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2.

The main pillars reconstruction

The transept area reconstruction involves the realization of two main pillars together with their
foundation system that, from the seismic design point of view, have to resist to the horizontal actions
caused by earthquake loading. For this reason, the new main pillars are characterized by an inner
hollow reinforced concrete column, covered by a former outer layer made of the original stone blocks.
The geometrical characteristics of the new main pillars are the following: 10 m height, 2.10 m outer
diameter and 1.30 m inner diameter (Figure 2).

concrete inner core

stone blocks

spiral stirrups
Fig. 2: New main pillar cross section.

As mentioned before, these structural elements have been designed to avoid the previously discussed
torsional problems of the nave structures, being one of the main elements of the seismic resistant
system of the Basilica. In order to obtain the actions, in terms of axial force, shear and bending
moment, applied on the new pillars for the considered load combinations, a FEM (Finite Element
Model) has been implemented (Figure 3) and a response spectrum analysis has been conducted.

Fig. 3: FEM of the Basilica di Collemaggio and of the two main pillars.

Through the results of the numerical analysis, it was possible to define the properties of the inner core
of the new main pillars that are characterized by the presence of 4032 longitudinal rebars, placed
along two concentric lines, each one composed by 20 rebars, and confined by two spiral stirrups 12
with a spacing of 7 cm (Figure 3).
The moment-curvature diagram of the section at the base of the main pillars, characterized by the
maximum value of the axial force, is reported in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: Moment-Curvature diagram of the base section of the new main, axial force N max=6427.31 (Constitutive
laws: Kent&Park).

3.

The new main pillars foundation system

The new main pillars foundation system consists in a couple of mixed structures realized by a circular
steel plate, 2.5 cm thick, embedded in an high strength concrete cast, where the 4032 longitudinal
main pillar rebars and 3050 steel micropiles are anchored (Figure 5) [3]. The longitudinal pillar
rebars and the micropiles are mechanically connected to the steel plate by tightening of washers and
nuts. Additional radial rebars are added, at the level of the steel plate, in order to complete the strut
and tie resisting mechanism for vertical loads and bending moments (Figure 6).

4032 longitudinal rebars

circular steel plate

30 steel micropiles 50
Fig. 5: New main pillars foundation system.
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Fig. 6: Hollow circular steel plate of the foundation.

For the evaluation of the seismic behavior of the foundation system, two different numerical models
have been implemented, taking into account the soil-structure interaction effects.
A simplified non-linear fiber model of the transept structures has been implemented (Figure 7) to
evaluate the stresses, transferred by the foundation plinths, acting on the so called “Breccia Aquilana”
rock at the foundation level and allowing the determination of the axial load acting on each micropile.

Fig. 7: Non-linear FEM model of the transept structures.

The constitutive laws of the materials implemented in the non-linear fiber model are as follows:
 Kent & Park model for the C40/50 concrete of the foundation system;
 Park model for the B500B steel of the micropiles;
 trilinear constitutive law in compression, with a no-tension material hypothesis, for the “Breccia
Aquilana” rock.
Figure 8 shows the fiber discretization of the cross sections of the upper layer of soil immediately
under the plinth. A horizontal fictitious load has been applied at the top of the pillars in order to obtain
the same values of the forces, in terms of axial force, shear force and bending moment, acting on the
base section of the pillars during the most unfavorable load combination determined by the global
FEM of the Basilica (including earthquake loads).
The results, in terms of axial forces acting on the micropiles and bond pull out check at the interface
between grout and rock, have been evaluated according to [4].
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Fig. 8: Fiber discretization of the foundation system cross section.

Another FEM, considering both structure and soil, has been also implemented (Figure 9) for the
evaluation of soil-structure interaction effects. In this model, the elevation structural elements (pillars
and foundations) were represented by linear elastic solid elements while, for the soil, a Mohr-Coulomb
constitutive law was adopted. Table 1 shows the mechanical properties of the “Breccia Aquilana” rock.
Breccia Aquilana
Elastic
Modulus
2

Unit
Weight

Poisson’s
ratio

Cohesion

Friction
Angle

3

[N/mm ]

[kN/m ]

[-]

[kPa]

[°]

400

21

0.3

32

39

Tab. 1: Geotechnical properties of the Breccia Aquilana rock.

The micropiles are implemented using interface elements, available in Midas GTS NX library [5], and
characterized by an elastic-perfectly plastic behavior.
The boundary conditions are [6]:
 vertical supports in the base nodes of the mesh to restrain the vertical displacements;
 horizontal supports in the lateral nodes of the mesh to allow vertical soil settlements.
The forces, in terms of axial force, bending moment and shear, have been applied on the top of the
pillars as in the previous fiber model considering the most unfavorable load combination determined
by the global FEM of the Basilica.

Fig. 9: Solid FEM of main pillars and foundation system.
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The obtained results show that the value of stresses acting on the “Breccia Aquilana” is lower than its
compressive strength, that is equal to 10 MPa, and the rocking effect is negligible (Figure 10).

Fig. 10: σzz stresses acting on the “Breccia Aquilana”.

Considering the complexity of the system, a detailed FEM model of the foundation steel plate has also
been implemented in order to evaluate the stresses acting only on the steel plate (Figure 11). The
hollow circular plate is modelled with plate elements having an elastic constitutive law while the
micropiles are implemented by elastic beam elements with a simply supported restrain.
The load condition is the same of the other FEM models. Also in this case, the results of the analysis
show that the stresses acting on the steel plate, characterized by a maximum value close to 200 MPa,
are compatible with the strength of the S355 steel.

Fig. 11: Steel circular plate FEM.

4.

Conclusions

In this paper, the conceptual design of the new main pillars, together with their foundation system, in
the restoration project of the Basilica di Collemaggio are described. These foundamental structural
elements have been realized according to the Cultural Heritage Office conservation prescriptions. A
global FEM model of the Basilica di Collomaggio has been implemented to evaluate the actions, in
terms of axial force, shear and bending moment, referring to the two new main pillars, representing
one of the main elements of the seismic resistant system of the Basilica. The results show that the
proposed solution for the main pillars reconstruction guarantee the seismic sefety requirements while
respecting the Cultural Heritage Office’s conservation prescriptions.
Furhemore, different FEMs of the new main pillars foundation system have been implemented to
understand the correct behavior of the seismic resistent system under earthquake loads. In particular,
a simplified fiber model has been implemented for the evaluation of the stresses acting on the steel
micropiles. The results show a good safety factor against bond failure between the Breccia Aquilana
rock and the grout. Another 3D FEM, characterized by solid elements, has been implemented to
evaluate the maximum stresses acting on the Breccia Aquilana and the possible rocking effect. The
obtained maximum compression stress is close to 2 MPa, significantly lower than the compressive
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strength of the rock (10 MPa). Finally, a third detailed FEM modelling the hollow circular steel plate
has been used to check the stress fields in the foundation steel plate.
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Abstact
Together with the traditional task of protection, the Italian ―Cultural Goods Code‖ arranges the main
aspects for the new task of the promotion of cultural heritage, in order to improve its use and
enjoyment by an increasingly large audience. The task of promotion is known as a complex activity,
which involves at the same time authoritative functions, public service performances, and both private
and public law contracts. Moreover, the complexity of such task is combined with the involvement of
private operators—most of the time, non-profit organizations —who are asked to support this public
activity by organizing the agenda and providing funds. Thus, it can be said that nowadays such an
issue has fully reached an economical dimension. For this reason, significant investments are needed,
most of the time with no fruitful return in the short-term. The complexity of such a task, the involvement
of the private sector, and the low gains related to the investments needed all raise a plethora of legal
dilemmas that require analysis. Amongst others, the most important are related to the distinction
between ―service‖ and ―function‖, competition protection, and scientific definition of such entangled
phenomenology, especially in terms of management models.
Keywords: Cultural heritage, protection, promotion.

1.

Protection and promotion of Cultural goods

The recent reform undertaken by the Italian government in the cultural field – the decree of the
President of the Council of Ministers no. 171/2014 – has implemented several measures to face the
crucial task of promotion of Cultural heritage. Together with the task of protection, promotion will be
key in Italy’s future policy in the attempt to ensure a more effective and smart management model of
the Cultural goods.
Nevertheless, while protection is a well-known field that has always been a priority for the Country,
promotion is a complex activity, hard to encapsulate in a single definition, which involves many
controversial aspects of Italian society, such as partnerships with private operators.
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Starting with the definition of protection, according to art. 3 of the Italian Cultural Goods Code, it can
be said that this consists in the exercise of the functions and in the regulation of the activities aimed at
identifying, on the basis of adequate investigative procedures, the properties constituting Cultural
heritage and at ensuring the protection and conservation of the aforesaid heritage for purposes of
public enjoyment. Fundamentally, protection involves functions and disciplines oriented toward the
detection of goods which have to be considered as part of the Cultural heritage and to ensuring
preservation of such goods, in order to enable its use by the population.
Moreover, according to art. 6 of the Italian Code, promotion consists in the exercise of the functions
and in the regulation of the activities aimed at promoting knowledge of cultural heritage and at
ensuring the best conditions for the utilization and public enjoyment of the same heritage.
Enhancement also includes the promotion and the support of work for the conservation of cultural
heritage.
Nevertheless, the Code, on the one hand, underlines that the task of promotion has to be carried out
in ways which are compatible with protection and which are such as not to prejudice its exigencies. On
the other hand, it establishes that the Republic shall foster and sustain the participation of private
subjects, individuals or associations, in the promotion of cultural heritage.
This specific rule is very significant because it reflects the tension between two different ways to deal
with the issue and seems almost a synthesis of such opposing ideas of managing Cultural heritage.
As a matter of fact, underlying that promotion is subordinate to protection’s exigencies unveils a
traditional approach to the issue, based on the preeminence of preservation of cultural heritage over
the needs of an economically-oriented management of it. On the contrary, opening this field to the
private sector, fostering the participation of individuals and associations in the promotion activity
discloses, first, the emergence of a more open-minded approach, thanks to which the idea of the
―mise en valeur‖ of the cultural goods is no longer seen as a blasphemy and, second, that more
economically-oriented management of this field is the only way to overcome the lack of resources that
affects the public sector. Before analysing the great number of dilemmas linked to the implementation
of this approach, it is key to examine the various aspects of promotion that, besides general
definitions, is universally known as a complex activity which involves, at many levels, several
controversial aspects.
According to art. 111 of the Code, promotion and enhancement of cultural goods is achieved through
the creation and stable organization of resources, structures, or networks, in the availability of
technical skills or financial or instrumental resources designed for the exercise of the functions and the
accomplishment of the goals indicated in Article 6 of the same law. Such activities are open to the
competition, cooperation, and participation of private entities. The same law states that promotion may
be carried out by public or private initiative. The public one has to conform to the principles of freedom
of participation, plurality of participants, continuity of activity, equality of treatment, economic feasibility
and management transparency. The private one is deemed a socially useful activity and its aims of
social solidarity has to be recognised. As many observers have already underlined, although
protection and promotion of Cultural goods have been originally conceived as distinct activities,
especially in order to share powers amongst the central State and Regions, these activities should be
considered as two sides of the same coin. This explain why the Italian cultural system has been
defined as ―circular‖. As a matter of fact, on the one hand, the incomes gained from promotion
activities and economically-oriented management allow spending more funds in protection and
preservation of cultural goods; on the other hand, the law affirms that protection has to be oriented to
ensure public enjoyment. In a nutshell, the more a Country gains from promotion, the more it can
ensure protection, achieving a virtuous circle of improvement.
Nonetheless, even the constitutional framework, after the reform in 2001, had foreseen tools to enable
cooperation between the central State and Regions, even involving the private sector, suggesting that
nowadays a hard-line distinctions between promotion and protection is untenable, even more if it is
considered that, after the d.p.c.m. 171/2014, the MIBACT has now reached completely a key role in
coordinating at every level cultural-related governance, ensuring institutional and social pluralism.
2.How to generate economic value with Cultural goods
In the past, almost any attempt to apply mere economic criteria to the management of public activities
has been seen as inappropriate, particularly in cases in which fundamental rights were involved.
Whether it was for an unjustified over-protection or a genuine attention on a key issue, the tendency to
contrast an economically-based approach to this field has been the main ideological break in
considering alternative ways to manage Cultural heritage, and still has its clout in the contemporary
debate.
Thus, the social protection of Cultural heritage has prevented a serious debate to a more
economically-oriented management of Cultural goods. Nevertheless, since the 1980’s the issue has
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become increasingly important, starting from the regulation of the so-called ―additional services‖,
which were the first manifestation of an economic approach in the field.
Together with this, such path has been slowed down by several problems.
First of all, the great number of Cultural goods has encumbered finding a unique model, able to face
the exigencies of the various structures of the Country, characterised by peculiar shortcomings and
different needs. As a matter of fact, Italy is acknowledged for its diversity among its Regions in many
fields: not just in culture and traditions, but more importantly in terms of tools, financial resources,
infrastructures, etc…for these reasons, choosing a common path adaptable to each situation was (and
basically still is) nearly impossible.
Second, the Cultural policy in Italy suffers the same shortcomings every other policy does, especially
in terms of institutional instability and the consequent difficulties to undertake efficiently long-term
policies.
From an ideological point of view, the main progress in this field seems to be that the concepts of
―economic value‖ and ―social value‖ are no longer in contraposition, as it was the main obstacle to the
application to the Cultural field of the economical criteria. Nevertheless, even overcoming this original
reluctance, it has to be decided which kind of economical approach is needed to ensure the so-called
―mise en valeur‖ and safeguarding the fundamental right to enjoyment.
Many observers claim that there are two almost antithetical conceptions to implement an
economically-oriented management to the cultural field, defined ―passive approach‖ and ―proactive
approach‖.
According to the passive approach, the main purpose of the cultural management is to attract an
increasingly large audience, focusing the efforts to create a supply able to met demand, and keeping a
hard-line separation between producers and users of culture. Thus, a successful strategy should be
determined in terms of audience and consequent incomes.
On the contrary, the ―proactive approach‖ is based on the willingness to involve the users in the
management of cultural goods, focusing on the role of the participants and measuring the success of
the undertaken initiatives not only in terms of incomes, but especially in terms of human development
and cultural identity.
According to the Italian Cultural goods Code, it seems that the legislator opted for a more dynamic and
proactive approach, especially because promotion is no longer exclusively conceived as a public
activity, since promotion has been opened to the private sector and not just in terms of opportunities of
exploitation of culture, but in terms of global participation and social inclusion.
As already underlined with the previous references to to art. 6 and 111 of the Code, the Italian
legislator has foreseen two main categories of promotion intervention, that have been defined as
―cultural enhancement‖ and ―economic enhancement‖.
The first kind of intervention consists in initiatives aiming at promoting cultural goods, operating on a
given good or facilitating a specific or general kind of audience to foster a larger enjoyment. The main
objective of such approach is to boost the development of culture by making a given good more
knowable and usable by national and international users, and –due to this- indirectly raising funds to
invest in protection activities.
Moreover, the second approach is based on the attempt of conciliating the first approach objective and
economically exploiting a given cultural good, creating an environment in which a good is not only the
object of a specific intervention, but its just the centre of a great number of lucrative activities able to
boost the economy of the related territory and to attract investors and private entrepreneurs.
This way, places of heritage significance could ensure themselves long term protection and
conservation and, at the same time, enjoying the benefits of economic and cultural development
policies.
Nonetheless, it is hard to imagine a shared common path able to ensure a pacific interaction between
the exigencies of protection and conservation and the needs for an effective ―patrimonialization‖
programme for such goods, since the market is dynamic and could easily led to potential conflicts.
Hence, promotion projects and activities should minimise negative impacts on the heritage and
lifestyles of the host community, while responding to the needs of the users.
3

Management models

Before analysing the potential problems of this shift in the cultural policy, it is key to examine the
management models nowadays available in the Italian legislative landscape and to which extent they
are able to respond both to the needs of a more virtuous administration of Cultural heritage and to the
interests of the private sector involved in promotional initiatives.
According to art. 115 of the Italian Code of cultural heritage, promotion of cultural public property
undertaken by private initiative could be managed directly or indirectly. Although the law officially
opens this field to the private sector, it is crucial to underline that the public administration is still fully
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responsible for the form of management, in order to ensure, even in cases of outsourcing, the use and
enjoyment of the Cultural heritage by the population.
The Code has foreseen two interchangeable management models, that have to be chosen after
comparative assessments based on targets, efficiency and economic sustainability.
So-called direct management is performed employing tools and structures that are part of the public
administration, that have to be provided with adequate means and given scientific and financial
autonomy, and the chance to cooperate with other branches of the administration at a central and
regional level.
Indirect management is performed by management of institutions, foundations, associations,
consortiums, corporations or other entities, which to a prevalent extent are incorporated by public
administration to which the property pertains or in which the said administration holds a major interest;
or, alternatively, by concession to a third party.
It can be said that the Italian legislature opted for a hard-line distinction amongst the planning phase,
in which only public subjects are involved at various levels; the elaboration of strategic action plan that could involve private owners of cultural goods and no-profit associations, that could be directly
chosen by the administration- and the management of the implementation of a given promotional
strategy, that can be alternatively handled by the administration itself or by the private subject,
selected with rigorous competition criteria.
Although public-private partnerships are no longer mentioned by the Code amongst the subjects which
are allowed to externalise promotion activity, it seems that law still admits this option only with public
procurement procedures, unless those subjects took part in the previous phases. This is because the
creation of an action plan does not involve economic interests, but is based on mere policy
assessments, to which participation of private subjects can ensure pluralism and create consensus at
various level, but that cannot be threatened by potential conflicts of interest that could emerge allowing
the same subjects to take part of the management.
Moreover, the Code arranges with a diverse discipline the so-called ―additional services‖, including in
this category publishing and sales services related to cultural property; services related to books and
archival properties; public relations services, including assistance and entertainment for children,
informational, educational and assistance services; catering services; and the organisation of cultural
events and promotional initiatives.
In summary, the Italian legislature has provided the administration with the tools to operate a serious
outsourcing of cultural services, in a framework that accentuate the importance of competitive
integrative services alongside activities of protection and promotion.
Nevertheless, the willingness shown in reforming and modernizing the Cultural field could be
insufficient to complete a concrete shift in this area.
In fact, the undertaken outsourcing-oriented model takes for granted that an external management
could reverse the negative trend in terms of resources in Cultural business, providing more funds for
the traditional protection task with benefits for the population. Nonetheless, this field is known for being
particularly hostile in terms of economic returns and for not having a great appeal for private
operators, due to the huge investments needed and the over-protection of such important goods.
Namely, it is significant that promotional activities will always be affected by protection and
conservation exigencies, but the law does not clarify to which extent those exigencies could
compromise a promotion-related business.
Although there are many dilemmas about a successful externalisation process, it has to be underlined
that, amongst other innovations, the reform undertaken in 2014 to enable a more economicallyoriented management to the most important Museums of the Country, according them financial
autonomy and specific promotional tasks, has been a concrete step forward.
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Abstract
Sardinia, the second largest island in the Mediterranean sea, is the Italian region that boasts the
largest number of old town centres with earthen architecture. Following the modernization of society
and the new methods of construction, the vernacular architecture of this beautiful island is going to
disappear: over the years, poorly managed municipality and negligence of citizens have destroyed
whole testimonies of an architecture that as lived for centuries and it has been an integral part of the
daily life of the Sardinians. The “Campidanese House” is the symbol par excellence.
Definitively losing a cultural heritage of such historical and testimonial value is unthinkable.
Through a careful study on the raw earth architecture culture, the peculiar constructive characteristics
of Sardinia have been defined, subdivided into five macro areas. The city of Quartu Sant’Elena, the
third largest in terms of the overall population in Sardinia, boasts the largest earthen historical centre
of the island and perhaps of Europe.
This essay illustres the study conduct on the whole territory of Municipality of Quartu Sant’Elena and
the hypotesis of an integrated strategy aimed at the recovery and enhancement of earthen
architecture heritage of its historical centre, today strongly compromised by changes and additions
with materials and construction techniques – such as reinforced concrete – absolutely incompatible
with the earthen architecture.
Keywords: Earthen Architecture – Historical Centre – Recovery – Integrated Strategy – Modulation of
the protection

1.

Introduction

The earth: poor construction material always used by men, since the birth of the first cities (Gerico,
Harappa, Catal Uyuk, Mohenjo-daro are just some of the ancient examples testifying to this
construction technique). The earth, as a material, offers endless opportunities of application. It is well
linked to the modern principles of eco-sustainability, not only the environmental ones, but also the
ones concerning the built. The high thermal comfort is due to the substantial mass allows low
dispersion in winter, and good insulation in summer; the breathability of the earth facilitates the action
of internal humidity, avoiding excesses of both dry and humid air. Plus, the disposal of “raw earth
buildings” is very simple. In case of their demolition, in fact, no special precautions are needed.
Rubbles of a building in earth can be almost totally reused through a selection in granulometry of the
same material, which will reused according to the same techniques of construction in earth.
Today we continue to build on raw earth all over the world, from the ziqqurat in Syria to mosques in
Mali, from monuments in Nigeria to buildings in Yemen, from houses in New Mexico to urban
aggregates in Morocco, even in territories that may not seem suitable for such material (notoriously
rainy areas such as Germany, France and England boast a substantial rural heritage in earth.
This because all the “lands” are suitable for construction if wisely used. Men, over the centuries, have
thus perfected the construction techniques, using at best the material at his disposal (be it richer in
clays, silts or gravels).
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CraTerre (the World Association that deals with earth in association with the School of Architecture of
the city of Grenoble) has catalogued the different “lands” and the construction techniques for which
they are more suitable. We will get that in Africa they used the Pisè technique, walls set in place by
wooden formworks on which the mixture of earth, straw and water mixture is poured, then beaten by
mechanical or manual pestles. In North of Europe are used the Torquis – it’s made of a wooden
framework on which they are wrapped of the “cylinder” of earth – and, most, the Adobe, widespread all
over the world – bricks formed with soft dough, arranged in wooden frames and dried in the sun, which
are subsequently positioned to form masonry through the laying of binder made of the same dough.
Adobe is the latest construction technique and it is the protagonist of the case study, the building type
of the Sardinian Campidanese house.
Sardinia boasts a substantial heritage built in earth. Many of the historic centres of the Middle and Low
Campidano – the sedimentary plain that embraces part of the island – have been built using this
ancient building technique, always symbol of a rural society that had over time an indissoluble link with
environment and territory. Over the years, however, this raw earth heritage is not only falling into
disuse, but it is too often subject to demolitions and substitutions with building types that have nothing
in common with the vernacular tradition of these places.
It is therefore necessary to develop strategies that can re-discovered the identity of these places,
communicating to its inhabitants the intrinsic value of these architectures so that they are the first to
protect the Sardinian building heritage, once rural and today is an integral part of small and large
urban areas.
This paper talk about the Old Town of Quartu Sant’Elena (Sardinia, Italy), which is one of the largest
built in raw earth in Italy, where an hypothesis of integrated strategy of recovery and renewal was
been formulated.

2.

Scientific analysis – Geolithology and Raw Earth construct systems

Before setting up a strategy for the recovery and redevelopment of the historical centre of Quartu
Sant’Elena, a methodological path on which to base the political and planning choices in urban
heritage areas was necessary undertook. Through a first survey on the geomorphology of Sardinia it
was possible to identify and to catalogate what are the so-called “territories of raw earth”, places that
are affected by the different types and construction techniques that then outlined different construction
features depending on their geographical location on the island.
We can divide Sardinia into two fundamental macro areas, the Territories of Earthen Construction
Systems – in the Centre and South – and the Territories of the Stone and Brick Construction Systems
– mainly in the North.

Fig. 1 Geolithological map of Sardinia and two typical Campidanese House in Quartu

!

Territories of the Earthen Construction Systems – visible in Fig.1 and marked mainly in orange – are
those territories affected by deposits of the Continental Area (Holocene and Pleistocene) and by
sediments of aeolian, lacustrine and coastal type. All this is quite obvious because these deposits and
sediments create those “lands” where it is possible to work and put in place the Adobe – raw earth
brick dried in the sun –, rich in clays, silts and gravel, fundamentals parts of the “inert” that constitutes
the very amalgam of the “ladiri” (from the Latin “later” - brick), the Sardinian name to indicate the

!
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Adobe, characterized by different granulometries and percentages depending on the place from where
it is taken the earth.
The areas in the north of the island are, instead, affected by different types of buildings, mainly made
of stone, quarried by large basalt and granite complexes – feedstocks therefore more easily available
for the rural population of Sardinia – that, since its origins, has built its monumental Nuraghe
complexes (as the Nuraghe Losa, the Nuraghe Santu Antine or the Nuragic Complex of Barumini, that
are some of the largest nuragic complexes among the more than 7,000 present on the island) with
megalithic basalt blocks that, still today, form the splendid landscape in which they are inserted.
2.1 Sardinia Raw Earth Territories Analysis
Taking into account the historical duality of the approach to construction, we probe into detail to codify
what the typical settlement patterns of territories of raw earth were, rather than those in stone and
brick:
1. STONE AND BRICK - All the central-northern territories of Sardinia are part of it (above all the
provinces of Nuoro and Sassari); here, the city is often born and arranged following the orography
of the ground, with often single-celled houses that develop in height – thanks to the mechanical
characteristics of the material itself. For simplicity, we will divide these territories into two distinct
models:
- NORTHERN SETTLEMENT MODEL (areas between Sassari, Olbia, Alghero and Porto
Torres) - The cityscape is dominated by the big road-square and the public space. The
house is the elementary house that aligns along the public paths and uses them as its
external projection in absence of private open spaces. The settlement model appears to be
particularly influenced by the example of urban structures of the Italian Middle Ages – matrix
paths and land parcels arranged in rows. From these models it follows an extroverted urban
landscape, regulated by the windowed opening of the fronts inhabited on the public space,
with a linear arrangement to mostly elongated and narrow blocks, with width of two or three
building cells;
- MOUNTOINS SETTLEMENT MODEL (areas included in the Province of Nuoro, inside the
Gennargentu mountain complex) - The heart of the central mountain is structured according
to different settlement cultures equidistant from the north and south models. In the centres
on the slope, the “third dimension” is the predominant factor and the building cell is an
element of terraced construction of habitable space. Even in this case, the house is
elementary because the economy of space and resources is extreme, the ground is disputed
on the slope and the public space is reduced to a path between very narrow dwellings. This
creates a dispersed urban landscape, which rarely has the unity of a village, but more often
the neighbourhood unit displays a natural and disordered image of the settlement, with the
housing cells arranged according to family clan rather than according to community
solidarity.
2. RAW EARTH - Generally diffused throughout southern Sardinia, especially in the territories of the
Campidano’s plain, they are characterized by constructions in raw earth, which reflect the socioeconomic morphology to which they are subject in the fabrics and in the basic housing form. They
are cereal lands and the Campidanese Patio House (as a single model) has not only a housing
function, but more properly a home-farm. In each area, different “forms” of the Campidanese
house are specializing, each with its own peculiarities, but maintaining the general rules thanks to
the presence of fixed elements such as the courtyard, the gallery facing south-east (sa “lolla”), the
enclosure and sometimes even the well. Also in this case we have two very specific settlement
models, which arise from the layout of the house within the lot:
- MERIDIONAL INSIDE MODEL (All the area south of the island, from coast to coast up to
the north with the Province of Oristano) - The patio fabrics of the Patio houses of the cereal
centres of the lower Campidano, with the housing cells oriented towards south, are made as
real medinas, urban labyrinths with the network of narrow and walled streets. The alley
works as a passage for housing units and the structure of the house is introverted in the
enclosure, with the patio that regulates the bio-climate of the dwelling itself. In this case,
public space is reduced to a minimum and sociality is achieved in the sphere of private life
and community relations. It follows an introverted urban landscape, with large blocks from
the blind perimeter and full of high walls, holes often unique from the access portals and
incised by alleys that also house three or four internal alignments of patio houses;
- THE EXCEPTION OF CAMPIDANO OF ORISTANO (Area included in the Province of
Oristano) - Oristano is located in the central-western part of the island and is the area where
the interaction among the various settlement cultures is particularly sensitive. Equidistant
from all three models (north, south and mountain), the mixed urban landscape is created
here, made up of “extrovert” (or “back patio”) patio houses that combine the connotation of
the northern public space with the private and family character of the south.

!
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The Oristanese “house with hall” defines an extremely rich transition on the cultural and
settlement level, which draws on the Tirso’s Valley urban landscapes that make the hall the
real border between public and private.
From this analysis it was decided to further subdivide the Geographies of the Construction
Systems in Raw Earth into five territorial areas, each with its own typological characteristics
and settlement models (Fig.2):
• Oristano’s Campidano, “House with back patio and hall”;
• Cixerri, “House with back patio and two-level development”;
• Campidano Centrale, “House with double patio”;
• Sarrabus, “House with courtyard in front or double patio”;
• Cagliari’s Campidano, “House with courtyard in front”.

!

Fig. 2 Subdivision of the territory in the five areas of Geographies of the Construction Systems

The definition of next three categories of housing types derive from these subdivisions and careful
analysis, not only to the individual architectural features of the dwelling in itself, but above all of how
they “aggregated” to then form the urban fabrics of the Sardinian cities.
2.2 Basic aggregate fabrics and systems
Depending on the place, the orography, the type of urban structure and the socio-economic dynamics
present in each single area, over time the cities – within the previously mentioned areas – have
produced aggregative models of the base cells that, according to of their layout in the lot, compared to
the road, generate different urban fabrics.
2.2.1 The Northern Campidano and the Cixerri: “Street - Hall - House - Patio”
The houses of the Northern Campidano, in the universe of patio houses, constitute a typological
anomaly, a subtype with a courtyard mainly behind it; in fact, the houses in the centres of Oristano are
almost exclusively presented with the direct view on the street and no longer the enclosure of the
patio. It is precisely the street to become the seat of social relations, a habit which, however, is still in
use. The morphological-typological relationship between public urban spaces and private property,
which defines the structure of the tissues in the inhabited centres of the Northern Campidano, is
transformed into a street-home-patio, generating a highly hierarchical road structure:
•
MAIN ROUTES - The sense of the built prevails over the void, it is no longer the boundary wall,
but it is the residential volume that becomes the element that dominates the fifth street;
•
SECONDARY ROUTES - Often lanes, they are necessary to guarantee driveway access to the
back patios. The surrounding wall is again the architectural and formal figure that draws the
urban landscape.
The body of the house becomes the element of mediation and permeability between the street and the
back patio and, a very particular room, the “hall”, constitutes – as it happens for the gallery in the
houses of the Central-Southern Campidano – the fulcrum of the distributive and functional conception
of the Oristano dwelling. The room defines the type of dwelling of the Northern Campidano: by the
entrance room you enter the other, the largest of all and it is the only one that communicates not only
with the road but also directly or indirectly with the backyard.
The house is different from the houses of the southern plains in terms of relations with the patio and
the street, internal distribution, dimensional consistency and height development:
•
the planimetric system is generally symmetrical, the factory body has at least double thickness,
often also triple. The room is arranged according to the axis of orthogonal symmetry to the road
and is the distribution space for the entire house. Usually on both sides of the room opens a
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couple of spaces destined to representation room and bedroom of parents; those directly facing
the street are the bedrooms and stores, the internal ones; in addition, a third row of service areas,
including the kitchen, closes the planimetric layout on the back facing the courtyard;
•
the architecture of the Northern Campidano has a predominantly horizontal character; the
houses, as a rule, are developed on a single level, presenting the two levels only on a limited
number of rooms, assuming a fairly widespread and asymmetrical road frontage typical of almost
all the centres of Oristano North of the Tirso.
The patio, although being more isolated from the public space, is considered exclusively as a work
space, and in this way loses the centrality that instead covers the South.
2.2.2 The Central Campidano and the Sarrabus: “Street - Patio - House - Patio”
The home of the Central-Southern Campidano is generally a medium-large house and preserves,
almost everywhere, a character that strongly represents its direct link with the rural world. It is a
residential model, generally with double patio, even in the case of small and minimal residences,
which reaches a degree of distribution and very high functional specialization. The basic elements in
this case are the double patio, the gallery and the portal:
•
The double courtyard allows double exposure and, consequently, also a double thickness of the
building: the front patio has a more civil use and plays a central role in spaces and domestic
activities; the rear patio has a more rustic character, there are attached the instrumental, the
stables and the sheds for the shelter of the livestock;
•
The gallery is the distributive element through which it is possible to access all the rooms on the
ground floor and the upper floor. The gallery expresses the relationship between the house and
the place, it is a sign of the identity of the culture of living in Campidano and highlights the care
that once lent itself to the specific climatic conditions of the settlements. It contributes to restoring
the bioclimatic balance of the house, shielding the rooms from the summer heat and limiting the
winter heat loss. The gallery is usually exposed to the south and its width varies from a minimum
of 2 meters to a maximum of 3 even 4;
•
The access portal to the patio is usually placed frontally or sideways; it is a singular element of
the architecture of the patio building type: it is the only point where the continuity of the “fence” is
interrupted, which makes the courtyard an introverted and invisible space on the outside, thus
representing the road projection of the home. As the only architectural element of permeability,
the portal takes on a very special symbolic value and becomes a hallmark of the dwelling.
The Sarrabus house is also single or double, medium-large sized. Also in this part of the regional
territory, the elements defining the patio type are recurring: the gallery, the portal, the distribution
organization of the variously specialized factory buildings around the enclosure, the prevalent
horizontal development of the building. In this case there is a greater rural connotation with the strong
presence of archaisms in constructive languages.
2.2.3 The Campidano of Cagliari: “Street - Patio - Gallery - House”
In Southern Campidano and, in particular, in the inhabited areas closest to the Cagliari’s area, the
building density increases with respect to the rural areas, responding to a greater degree of planning;
thus, the typological model of the patio house in front of it is spread as a necessary reduction of the
double patio model - the necessary space to be able to afford two patios no longer exists, the building
density increases.
The house is located at the bottom of the lot and maintains the orientation towards the south or
southeast on the courtyard, located between the building and the public path, including the high
separation wall.
The articulation of the house, however, does not differ from the double-patio house, with which it
shares most of the elements structuring the type: the gallery, the portal, the distribution structure, the
height development, the enclosure, etc.
The patio is always oriented south, generates a different overlook of the road thus creating fabrics in
opposing lots. The connection between the patio and the road is also ensured, in this case, by the only
opening of the enclosure where the access portal is located. However, with subsequent typological
changes over time, it is common to find a small entrance door directly to the house, without going
through the courtyard and then to the large portal – this only occurs in the case of layout of the
building on the side north of the lot.
The layout of the lot with respect to the street, in fact, constrains the position of the entrance to the
patio and involves two different typological variations:
•
the house with direct access to the courtyard (side or front);
•
the house with access from the north, where the passage to the patio crosses the residential
building modifying its distribution.
The house usually develops into a simple, only rarely double building, consisting of two or more cells
aligned along the northern side of the lot, on one or two floors.
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In the towns bordering the urban area of Cagliari, the rural bourgeoisie asserted itself as the dominant
class, while a good number of medium and large patio houses of centres such as Pirri, Quartu
Sant’Elena and Monserrato belong to rich families of Sardinian landowners. They only spent a few
periods of the year in these dwellings – during the harvest or the grape harvest for example – or they
permanently lived in these large farm-houses in order to better control their possessions and their
workers.
The compactness of the settlement, the logic of the enclosure that defines the building scale, the wall
as an exclusive structural element, the roofing with a wooden warp with a brick shingle and a system
of minimum openings that reduce the relationship between the private space and the public, highlight
the common traits of living in the Campidano’s plain, which has the introversion as the main cultural
matrix.

3.
Critical issues and potentiality of the raw earth. A new model of recovery for the
Campidano’s plain
In order to understand the extraordinary cultural, historical and identity value of the Campidano’s
territory and to put into practice a new model of recovery of the builded heritage, with reference to a
series of complex factors and phenomena, not attributable to the constructive-typological elements of
the single architectural structure, we must read the entire housing heritage in its similarities, as well as
its differences. For this reason, it is essential to understand first of all how the Casa Campidanese
type is born. The type of housing in the Campidanese Patio House, considered in its broader sense, is
a unique model of its kind. It has references to the Roman domus, to the Mediterranean Arab houses,
but it represents a special case. The Patio House is the social symbol of a countryside Sardinia, of
living together, and is the result of how, over the years, it has come to define the city through a landuse complex system, with collective rules of locations, modes and stages of work, agricultural and
pastoral. City inhabitants (“Bidda” in Sardinian, from “villa” in Latin) has always been theoretically selfsufficient individuals, from the residential, legal, administrative and productive point of view, organized
according to the well-defined following social hierarchy:
•
“Su Meri” or “Proprietarius Mannu”, in smaller numbers, were the heads of the family, endowed
with abundant properties, goods and resources (lands, animals and tools), which therefore
needed;
•
Small and medium-sized farmers or self-employed pastors, that we could define them as the
“middle class”, those who were not at the service of the great owners, nor did they possess such
vast holdings as to have labourers or helpers under them;
•
“Zeraccos” or “Serbidoris”, which represent a large number of families totally without or with few
own means of production, which serve the great owners (“Su Meri” or “Poprietarius Mannu”).
“Meri” and “Serbidoris” lived together in the same farmhouse, each according to their own spaces and
duties. In this context, the house becomes the symbol of well-defined social stratification, so that the
way of living is a typically local way of relating as social figures. Without this social organisation linked
to the territory, to cereal, wine, oil production - all activities that required large spaces for storage of
finished products – but also to pastoralism and breeding, there would be no such type of housing,
created to respond to specific needs of the community.
That was in the past of Sardinia, but, now, what are the dynamics that led to the abandonment of such
settlement patterns?
After World War II there was a massive abandonment of the productive sector of historical building
materials (raw earth). This is mainly due to a change in the social status of the population, from a
“peasant” population to a “working-class” population (in order to revive the Sardinian deeply
depressed economy, the Italian State, through the Cassa del Mezzogiorno, built large industrial areas
throughout the island, as well as in the rest of Southern Italy).
Therefore continuing to live in houses made of raw earth, one floor, with typically rural characteristics,
no longer reflected the social achievements obtained by the people. So, from the same years we are
witnessing a slow but inexorable transformation of the Campidanese house - splitting, raising,
doubling and saturation - so much so that today in many of the historic centres of Sardinia it is now
impossible to recognize them in the urban fabric.
With the passage of time, traditional masters and constructive practices disappear, as a profound
crisis in the design culture of the new urban expansions spreads, not retaining that deep historicalcritical awareness that has always existed in the traditional construction world. This crisis has
produced buildings of poor architectural quality and, above all, little attention to the context in which
they were inserted. The new models of consumption and building production strongly contributed to
the distortion of the historical centres, modifying not only the external facades of the buildings, but
above all the urban structure. Only in the 80s / 90s there was a first rediscovery of the Sardinian
“local” building tradition, through the researches carried out by the Universities of the island (Cagliari
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and Sassari), which mapped, cataloged and classified the traditional typological characteristics of the
architecture of the historical and rural centres of Sardinia.

Fig. 3 Table of the main objectives of the new model of Recovery for the Campidano

!

From all these considerations (and thanks also to the interesting studies carried out by the “Versus Heritage for Tomorrow - Vernacular Knowledge for Sustainable Architecture”, an important attempt of
international research with the main objective the acquisition of knowledge from the fundamental
principles of sustainability learn from the vernacular heritage, to explore new ways of applying these
principles in modern sustainable architecture) ) , the idea is born of a “Model of Recovery” that would
place the Campidanese house at the centre of each new initiative, as a symbol of union between
social, cultural, economic, environmental, as it has always been in past times. Therefore, we tried to
draw up a table (Fig.3) in which for each category (Environment - Society - Economy) 5 objectives
have been set and the related actions to achieve them.

4.

The Case Study. Quartu Sant’Elena Old Town

Quartu Sant’Elena, located on the coast of the Cagliari’s Gulf, is the third Sardinian largest city in
terms of population (70,925 inhabitants), after Cagliari and Sassari, and has an Old Town of about 56
ha. It has always been an important centre for cereal and wine production in the Cagliari area. The city
- and its historic centre - underwent major changes during the second half of the 20th century. Quartu
was chosen as case study due precisely because here the model of the purest Campidanese house –
in its forms, with valuable typological, technical and architectural characteristics – was born.
In this context, the modern principles of urban recovery have been applied, dictated by the
“modulation of protection” (Cerasoli, 2010), which is based on a scrupulous historical-critical reading of
the historic centre and its main objective is to prevent its “freezing”..
The process started from the identification of critical and potential present, not only within the historic
centre, but throughout the city, to produce a set of “best practices” to provide maintenance, restoration
and conservation of these areas o parts of the historical building heritage, remained substantially
unchanged (compared, for example, to the historical registers) and, at the same time, allows the
controlled transformation of the buildings that, in the past, have been transformed and today retain
only the function of “urban footprint”.
4.1
A hypothesis for the Quartu Sant’Elena Old Town
The historic centre of Quartu suffered only partially the negative dynamics linked to the historical
centres (especially the smaller ones): the abandonment and emptying of the building sectors or the
replacement of the original population, the disappearance of commercial activities and public services
or the excessive outsourcing, problems linked to mobility (lack of accessibility or congested traffic),
wild tourism, the absence of new technologies, but above all the degradation of buildings and public
space. The fabric of its historic centre, made up of medium-large courthouses, deeply linked to the
uses and consumption of the surrounding territory, has undergone a continuous densification over the
years. Unlike other cities, Quartu has not grown (or at least not too much) to its suburbs, but has
continued to build within the same houses that for years have represented a typological model of
“healthy” life, with the right architectural dimensions, with well-sized relationships between full and
empty spaces and with a relatively high overall quality of the building - despite the “poor” material with
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which they were built, the raw earth.
From the 80s onwards, the progressive clogging of the building cells, has contributed to transform the
historic center into a “dormitory district” of the Cagliari area, dislocating the various public services
outside the city or even in other nearby cities. To date, therefore, there are no activities that can make
this fundamental part of the city alive..
The objective of this study was to apply an integrated strategy for the recovery of the old town, aimed
at rebuilding those connections between the city and the territory has always been existing, valuing
the complex historical identity of the city and trying to give citizens the awareness of possess a
precious asset to be safeguarded. To this scope, the problems and the strengths of the Quartu’s old
town and its immediate surroundings was identified.
CRITICAL ISSUES
- Construction degradation (due to the lack of awareness, predisposition or possibility of property
owners to invest in the restoration and maintenance) and degradation of public space (due to the
low collective - and also unfortunately the municipal - interest to maintain and / or renewal streets
and squares;
- Progressive abandonment and transformation of the historic centre into “dormitory district”;
- Poor identity of the historical centre compared to the rest of the city (its characterizing aspects are
no longer legible, if not in some parts of it);
- Buildings in raw earth of particular historical interest abandoned or in a state of ruin;
- Inadequate and obsolete public lighting that makes the historic centre an “unsafe” and comfortable
place;
- Degradation of the Municipal Public Park and in general of the public gardens;
- Lack of places of aggregation (central places);
- Degradation or lack of information panels for monuments and main buildings;
- Poor economic activities in the historic centre, due to the fact that the population does not “live”
the historical centre anymore, but uses it as a “dormitory district”;
- Lack of cultural poles;
- Incompatible or critical driveway mobility;
- Replacement of the historical fabric and traditional typologies with buildings of low historical and
architectural value;
- Abandoning traditional construction techniques, replaced instead by techniques that provide for
the exclusive use of reinforced concrete;
POTENTIALITY
- Intrinsic urban quality, the historical urban fabric is in fact the product of knowledge that has
achieved over time a certain type of quality, rarely found in the contexts of the contemporary city;
- High historical-cultural value of the main architectural heritage (churches, noble buildings, etc.)
and also of the minor building heritage, the “poor” one;
- General environmental quality, due to the relationship between the historical city and the territory,
which has always been based on a profound respect for nature and the landscape (thus giving
rise to extraordinary urban insertions in contexts of very high environmental value);
- Quality of life and human scale of the historical city, product of a moderate growth over the
centuries and based on the needs of man (and not the car);
- Strong local traditions that can represent the start for a renewal of the economy at a local urban
level.
4.2
Strategy
The integrated intervention strategy for the recovery of the old town of Quartu Sant’Elena is therefore
divided into three project “layers” (Fig.4):
(A) MOBILITY PROJECT
Thinking of a project for the mobility of the Historic Centre of Quartu Sant’Elena means to face up a
model of urban mobility still totally linked to the use of private cars as the only mode of transport;
intervening on some dynamics, rooted in the costumes, gives the opportunity to open new scenarios
for the use of the Historic Centre.
The new mobility strategy has been designed through a general approach to ensure that the Historic
Centre is not only well connected to the outside of the city, but above all is well usable inside,
favouring pedestrian and cycle paths. The main objective is the displacement of the path of the current
municipal Circulars outside the Historic Centre, connecting them to the nodes of exchange and the
future surface metro that will connect the city of Quartu to Cagliari. At the service of the entire Old
Town there are two lines of electric microbuses that allow the use and the achievement of the main
places of interest, especially for those categories of users who can not easily reach them on foot.
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For the Historical Centre a Limited Traffic Zone is set up, equipped with electronic gates; the
pedestrianization of some roads is also foreseen with the insertion of mobile bollards that allow access
only to public transport and emergency services and authorized vehicles.
(B) PUBLIC WORKS PLAN
The new Public Works Plan wants to respond to the primary need of “attraction”: to enhance the role
of urban centrality, it is expected to include new services and cultural activities absent at this time
throughout the city (cinemas, theaters, exhibition spaces, spaces co-working, libraries and reading
rooms, etc.) and the strengthening of existing ones (private houses-museums). In this way, the
Historic Centre will have the opportunity to transform itself from a simple place of transition to the
fulcrum of urban energy and the core of the daily life of all citizens of Quartu. We worked on the
aspects of centrality integrated with a system of Infrastructures + Function: each “central place” will
correspond to a particular function, technological or not, as free Wi-Fi network points, info point,
services to tourists, parking for residents and main stops of electric microbuses. A very important
aspect is also the endowment of public green equipped, to be redeveloped or projected, and public
paved spaces as central places of the Historical Centre; the new pedestrian areas will be equipped
with eco-friendly flooring and homogeneous to the interventions already carried out in previous years
(eg Via XX Settembre, Quartiere Cepola).
(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 4 The three project layers: (A) Mobility, (B) Public works and (C) Modulation of protection

(C) MODULATION OF PROTECTION
The “modulation of protection” has identified the criteria behind a hypothesis of Recovery Plan for the
Quartu Sant’Elena Old Town. The plan, based on accurate analysis, primarily classified buildings and
areas, together defining a regulatory system, based on groupings of building work categories and
permitted uses.
In particular, the following classes of buildings are identified:
“A” - Monuments;
“B” - Buildings of particular historical, artistic and documental interest, for which the Plan establishes
the maximum protection to protect the very high historical value of documents;
“C” - Buildings with parts of particular historical, artistic and documental interest;
“D” - Buildings with testimonial value of the historical urban fabric, for which the Plan establishes a
“modulated” protection, to guarantee the historical value of their urban role and contemporary
usability, allowing some degrees of controlled transformability;
“E” - Buildings not coeval to the formation of the historical fabric, compatible with it, for which the Plan
allows the transformability in how much not having historical characters and therefore having
exclusively a consolidated urban role;
“F” - Buildings not coeval to the formation of the historical fabric, incompatible with it, for which the
Plan imposes the demolition, identifying at the same time measures of compensation;
Public paved spaces intended for parking, possibly drivable;
Pedestrian public paved spaces for pedestrian traffic;
Public green areas.
The Recovery Plan also identifies four groups of “permitted uses” for each of the previously identified
classes, with the aim of allowing various combinations of uses of buildings and areas, public and
private, compatible with the characters of the Quartu Sant’Elena Old Town.
4.3
Conclusions
After the 2008 (globalized) real estate crisis, which has led to a widespread arrest of urban growth,
urban planning policies may for the first time have the opportunity and the task of revitalizing historic
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centres. Thanks to their (historical) function of territorial defence in socio-economic and environmental
key, the historical centres can and must play a decisive role, as already mentioned, in the rebalancing
of the territory, reversing the (already historical) tendencies to urban and metropolitan concentration
and reactivating local economies.
In the specific case, we wanted to deal with a reality of very high specificity and historical and
documental value, a historical centre in the raw earth of the South of Sardinia, Quartu Sant’Elena,
applying to it the tested criteria of the “modulation of protection”.
Raw earth is a very sustainable, energy-yielding and therefore convenient poor material. It is linked to
a particular way of building the city that make historical centres in raw earth of unique and, in a sense,
non-repeatable testimonies. Their protection is therefore possible through the definition of integrated
recovery and enhancement policies, which preserve their characteristics and at the same time make
them adaptable to the needs of contemporary life.
A historical centre, whether it is raw or not, is a resource of immeasurable value from which the
contemporary city can be reborn.
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Abstract
Sicilian borghi rurali conglomerates arise during the Borghi rurali period. They were planned to boost
the revival of the rural world, while ultimately discouraging the historical institution of the latifundium,
typical of the island.
These modest aggregates were conceived as hub for primary services for the adjacent small farms.
The main services were located in these villages, inhabited only by those who were meant to work
there. Many architectural, urbanistic and socio-economical unique entities arose in this scenario. From
a technical, social and formal perspective, the hamlets were influenced by features of the rural world.
The examples under exam here represent the proof of an unprecedented architectural language full of
immaterial cultural contributions. Some of them are unmistakable, while others show only the potential
for a higher value.
The past joins the present within these settlements, yet the modernity is pushing them aside, as
background to a more complex society in its never-ending, rapid expansion. Nonetheless, although
the progress is threatening the existence of the hamlets themselves, it will not be able to erase what
they represent: a symbol of identity, connections and history.
Keywords: borghi rurali, latifundium, modernity, society, symbol
«The bad conscience of an era devoid of its own “style” […], was exploited by the winners who dwelt
without mercy on their works, distorting them all, lumping everything together, giving their most
adverse opinion». Paolo Portoghesi [21].

1.
From the garden and agrotown cities of the 1920s to the revolution of Sicilian
borghi rurali

With the Italian “borghi rurali” we identify those remote settlements, scattered across the Sicilian
farmlands, that were built during the twentieth century to dethrone the power of local nobles and to
dismantle the institution of the latifundium in the region. Today a few villages remain, mute witnesses
of the partial implementation of a policy that ultimately failed to deliver on its ambitious goals.
The abolishment of the latifundium was meant to happen via the convertion of the region from the
practice of extensive agriculture to an intensive approach instead [18]. The borghi rurali are but an
example of the numerous policies that the borghi rurali regime adopted in order to achieve this task.
There are the result of a strategy put forward by the Italian government, whose evolution is necessary
to understand the resistances that the government had to face in implementing its plan for the Sicilian
agrarian economy, while it also allows to contextualize the creation and the design of the borghi.
The idea of the allotment of the Sicilian land, together with the foundation of specific urban
agglomerations for the farmers, was first put forward during the 1920s, following the successes
achieved in the reclamation of swamps in the areas of central Italy. A first example of reclamation and
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development of the Sicilian land is the case of Mussolinia, a garden city designed in a wooded area
located in the municipality of Caltagirone. In 1923 a part of the land of Bosco di Santo Pietro, was
divided into lots and while some were destined to urbanization, others were cultivated.
In the same year, the first pharaonic design for a rural town, which should have been built over the
defined parcels, was elaborated by the architect Saverio Fragapane. This first general plan was
characterized for the presence of traits inspired by the agrotown model and the English garden cities,
combined with a deliberate celebratory monumentality. However, this scheme failed on a practical
level as the various elements were not reconciled in a satisfactory overview. For this reason, the
following projects became less impressive and more focused on the rural aspect, leading to the
discontent of the initial architects. This fact, combined with the chronic delay in the real urbanization of
the struggled agricultural foundations and the contemporary coexistence of more discordant designs,
caused the collapse of the initiative. The failure of Mussolinia is currently considered emblematic of
the failure of the policy of land division after the First World War [10, 25].
This failure involved a necessary revision of the Sicilian agrarian problem. The administrators
understood that, in addition to the delays and the lack of conjunctures, one of the most critical aspects
was the reticence of the Sicilian peasant to move and to acquire new properties. The economic
difficulties affecting most of the farmers prevented them from facing the expenses for a new home and
be able to reclaim their assigned lot [11].
Consequently it became evident that it was necessary to design functional aggregates of population to
tie the farmer to a new place of work far from the cities and from the villages where he used to live.
The common objective of the inhabitants of these centers and campaigns would have been the mise
en valeur of the farmland, their primary reason for living. In accordance with this vision, the model of
“rural-reclamation villages” experimented in central Italy was also introduced in Sicily. The aggregates
that were designed in the island during the late 1920s and the first half of the 1930s were similar to
those made for the reclamation of the Pontine Marshes. In Sicily though, unlike their roman
counterpart, the new centres had a double function: the buildings were in fact initially built to house
services and accommodation for the workers engaged in the reclamation operations. Only later, once
the work had been concluded, the structures were updated and permanently assigned to the incoming
farmers. The project seemed promising at first, but the reclamation villages built in that period were
few and short-lived. It soon became clear how problematic it was to convert the simple buildings used
by temporary workers into permanently habitable functional agglomerations. The success of the land
reclamation in the Agro Pontino was due to the simultaneity with which the drainage/ reclamation,
embedding and construction of the villages were undertaken [16]. Such convergence did not take
place in Sicily.
This further failure led to the last phase of the agrarian reform process in Sicily (fig. 1), the commonly
called “latifundium colonisation”. This operation started with the planning of a network of new rural
villages to be built from scratch that were meant to embody the actuation of the borghi rurali utopia in
the island. The legislative and administrative provisions, as well as the design characteristics inherent
in these small planned urban areas, were dictated and supervised by the ECLS (Agency for the
Colonization of the Sicilian Latifundium), a regional institutional body founded in 1939.

Fig. 1: Map of Sicily with the indication of the various villages built during the government of the Fascist regime.
The circles identify company towns, the asterisks indicate villages built by private parties, the squares identify the
borghi rurali [11, p. 361].
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The realisation of the rural-urbanistic policy was carried out with the construction of farms, spread
across the farmland, and with a general development of the allotments. At the same time, dedicated
borghi rurali were created in strategic locations to provide the services necessary for the local workers.
These made of the borghi a necessary hub for the surrounding areas, allowing the regime to exert a
rigid control on the local population (fig. 1).
1.2 The urbanistic and architectural configurations of the Sicilian borghi rurali
As stated above, the colonisation of the Sicilian latifundium was carried out through the planning and
construction of numerous hubs for the delivery of services, the borghi rurali, located at carefully
planned distances from each other. This design envisaged a sphere of influence of about ten
thousand hectares for each rural borgo. Furthermore, smaller villages, called “sottoborghi” or subborghi, under the influence of the closer larger centre, were built in order to extend the influence of the
main borgo even onto the most remote areas. [20].
The organization of the borghi, as well as the services provided and some aspects of the urban plan of
the village, was rigidly standardised. This was used as a trademark, to create an indisputable
association with the borghi rurali party. The actuation of the policies of the regime was responsibility of
the ECLS. The agency had clear instructions: the borghi were supposed to maintain a rural nature and
not to be expanded, even in the remote eventuality of an increase in the local population ((ACS, MAF,
b. 126).
The organisation of the largest borghi, categorised as “type A”, included primary services, such as
church (fig. 2) and rectory, school, nursery, Borghi rurali Party headquarters (Casa del Fascio, fig. 3)
and annexed offices for the various organizations established by the regime to organize the daily life,
as well as the free time, of workers and young people (G.I.L., O.N.D., trade unions and podestarile
delegation), post office combined with Carabinieri station, trattoria, medical dispensary with
accommodation for doctor, midwife and nurse, ECLS office, shops, veterinary clinic and
slaughterhouse, stud station for horses and cattle, mill and dwelling for the miller, stable and laundry,
and all specific annexed housing for the people that were employed in the village [11].
Furtheremore, two kinds of “sottoborgo” can be identified: type B and type C, were the number of
buldings and services decreased progressively with respect to the main borgo.
The structure of the colonization was first explained by Caracciolo: he indicated the farmhouse, built
on a specific plot of the land, as the primary element from which the farmers could then go first to the
sottoborgo or to the borgo, which offered a greater number of services and social activities [8]. We can
say that in this way borghi, sottoborghi and farmhouses formed a comprehensive and hierarchical
«rural-urban fabric» [23].

Fig. 2: Borgo Bonsignore, church (ph. Mendolia) [20, p. 286].
Fig. 3: Borgo Bonsignore, Casa del Fascio [20, p. 283].

Nothwithstanding the standardisation in the organisation of the borghi, each village was designed with
a proper artistic identity, a distinctive style, pursuing a design that was able to generate sober and
harmonious compositions. The search for a pleasant architecture was meant to facilitate the
acceptance of the new organisation in the local population and to avoid the unfamiliarity that identical
villages would have produced. Satisfactory results in terms of architecture and urban planning were
not always achieved, but in some cases a good level was attained. In these cases, the architectures
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were harmoniously combined with the urban design and the surrounding landscape, which often
served as scenery. Furthermore, even the location chosen for the installation of the villages was often
meant to convey particular meanings: the dominant position of these hub served as a tangible sign of
the presence of the regime in all region and, at the same time, a reassuring reference for the farmers
who lived in the bordering lands. Finally, we must specify that the designers responsible for the borghi
were explicitly asked to freely seek the original, unique and artistic expression that could best
represent the illusory social and political vision that the borghi rurali rural villages tried to embody,
always while keeping in mind the practical purpose behind the project [11].
The work of the architects was limited to the design of the rural villages, mostly generated around a
central piazza (fig. 3). This was usually designed as the focal point of the composition. The layout of
roads and buildings, together with the homogeneous general stylistic features were defined later on,
once the number of buildings and their functions had already been outlined.

Fig. 4: axonometric view of Borgo Cascino [11, p. 373].

The general plans of borghi (fig. 4) had to show that one or more buildings -generally the church (fig.
2), the torre Littoria or the casa del Fascio (fig. 3)- were planned by the architects to act as a central
perspective, to which the observer's attention would converge (fig. 5). Rarely, different solutions were
adopted: in some centres nowadays it is still possible to observe how the main road gradually reveals
the façades of some significant buildings, while keeping others hidden in secluded or lateral positions.

Fig. 5: Borgo Petilia, ex Borgo Gattuso [11, p. 381].
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From a purely architectural point of view, the buildings that make up the aggregates of the borghi rurali
represent a compendium of the most common architectural styles of the Fascist era: modernity,
rationalism and rural, rustic, Mediterranean characters are frequently present [4]. In many of them it is
even possible to find strongly geometric configurations that seem to be directly inspired by De
Chirico's metaphysical paintings, where it is easy to see uniform arcades (fig. 3), regular architectural
forms, perspective expansions and vanishing points that lead to beautiful and desolate landscapes.
We conclude that in the case of Sicilian borghi rurali planning, one of the main intent was to turn the
idea of a utopian regime city into reality. In this way a “placeless” was partially updated and
systemised thanks to the declaration of a structure, conceived as a global idea of the order, and of the
meaning of the way of being together of its inhabitants [19].

2.

The end of Fascist rural utopia and the abandonment of Sicilian borghi rurali

The “internal colonisation” of the Sicilian latifundium, although haimed at modernising and reforming
the island's countryside, strongly relied on the anti-modern and the anti-urban views that were popular
during the Duce’s government. The Italian involvement in the Second World War, the subsequent fall
of the Fascist regime and the numerous social, economic and political changes that took place during
the first years of the last post-war, caused the failure of the Fascist rural utopia, as well as that of the
land reforms.
The phenomenon of Sicilian borghi rurali came to a first stand still in 1943, when, as the forces of the
Alliance landed on the coast of the island, the state funding was interrupted. From that moment the
situation could only worsen: the collapse of the regime and the German invasion immobilized any
initiative previously launched. The construction sites were progressively abandoned and the provision
of services of the borghi was suspended. Negligence, plundering, looting, racketeering, as well as
tampering and brutal reconversions imposed by the war in progress, accentuated the unstoppable
processes of depopulation and degradation of these small urban centres. In 1945, at the end of the
armed conflict, a considerable number of borghi were uninhabited and partially or totally destroyed.
However, during the first decades of the second post-war, many Sicilian rural agglomerations were
recovered, tested or completed. Moreover, unlike the rest of the country, the creation of new rural
agglomerations continued until the end of the 1960s. In fact, it has been estimated that eighty-six rural
hamlets were built between 1927 and 1967 [22]. This number includes both the agro-towns and the
reclaimed villages, as well as the borghi rurali. It’s quite difficult to interpret these data: several factors
could be involved and identified as the causes of the persistence of a regional development that was
almost equal to that of the previous Fascist period. In fact, for example, this could be explained in
relation to the fact that in Sicily did not exhaust a certain line of thought in urban planning: according to
many eminent designers of the time, the global transformation of the territory had to take place
through the application of an idea of planning that, reconnecting to the experience of the colonization
of the latifundium, saw in the rural world a place from which to deduce teachings and where it was still
possible to freely experiment [20]. This, together with the survival of the borghi rurali administrative
bodies, determined an initial phase of continuity, at least in the objectives that were pursued by the
local administration.
This policy turned out to be bankruptcy: between the 1950s and 1960s the rural world was
overwhelmed by a dramatic crisis due to increasing capitalist pressure and modernization. The Sicilian
borghi rurali were again abandoned, but this time permanently.
The gap between the real condition of the land and the awareness of the political class played a
fundamental role in relation to the backwardness that for decades affected and still affects the Sicilian
rural world. The villages today represent the witnesses of the historical events mentioned above and
of the attempted agrarian reforms. As stated above, these succumbed because of the strong impetus
to the modernisation. This is current responsible in turn for a constant discontinuity of the patterns of
life, as well as continuous cultural conquests inscribed in the ever changing modern social structures
[11].

3.
The oblivion and the rediscovery of Sicilian borghi rurali: the tangible and the
intangible witnesses of a controversial heritage
After the fall of the fascist regime, revolts spread across the country. People started to chisel away the
fascist emblems, to remove the propaganda posters from the buildings and to destroy the symbolic
sculptures and the monuments erected during the Duce’s government. This resulted in the retaliation
against a specific cultural heritage, that was mostly representative of the liberating manifestation of
popular anger [10].
Following this first violent retaliation, in Italy began a period of silent condemnation of the country’s
recent history under the Fascism. This is not a surprising reaction, as the same reaction has been
observed in other countries both in past and more recent times. Nevertheless, as other authors
pointed out, Italy never experienced its own version of the Nuremberg trials: the celebration of the
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symbolic and commemorative aspects of the past was preferred to the rational analysis of the
responsibilities of a whole nation [5].
A substantial part of the heritage left from the time of the regime was used as a scapegoat, as the
uncomfortable evidence of a past that would have been gladly be forgotten. Although the borghi rurali
were a clear symbol of one of the most important agricultural reforms of the Fascism, they escaped
almost unharmed the retaliation.The permanence in Sicily, in the early post-war years, of Fascist
policies on land planning, preserved these hamlets from destruction at least until the 1970s, when they
feel progressively into oblivion in accordance with the agricultural crisis. Long decades of
abandonment and damnatio memoriae have been stratified on the surviving walls of the villages.
Recently, at the same time as the development of the first revisionist studies on the cultural heritage of
the Borghi rurali time, the borghi rurali and the history that they can tell us have been rediscovered by
the academic world.
An overall re-evaluation and rehabilitation of the Sicilian borghi rurali is possible only if we approach
the problem in a neutral way, trying to avoid rash judgments. In fact, one of the most common errors is
the imposition of negativity onto any aspects of the fascism's material remains purely based on the
political condemnation of the Fascist regime. The experience gained directly in the Sicilian borghi
rurali by Joshua Samuels, reveals how simple it is to fall into the “trap” of the stereotype. He spent
some time travelling in Sicily, trekking from borgo to borgo, places where he had the chance to meet
and talk with some of the rare inhabitants left there. During the dialogues with them Samuels noticed
that it was not easy to induce the settlers «to speak negatively, as he expected they would, about the
effects of the Borghi rurali land reform» [23]. His personal desire was to «hear stories about the
indoctrination, the abuses and the forced relocations» [23]. A curious thing is that Samuels, at the
beginning, was convinced that his judgment about the architectural heritage of the borghi was the
same that animated the minds of the local population. He observed how it could be shameful and
disturbing to live in the shadow of the tower of the casa del Fascio, a building so full of signs and
symbolism. But the answers that he collected there were very different from what he had imagined. In
fact, the inhabitants saw in the architecture of the villages only as service structures or as the places
to which they were linked since they were children, fixed references of their daily life [23]. Both sides
were clearly influenced by external factors and subjective opinions, which are representative of the
dualistic conception that defines a difficult heritage. We can conclude that Sicilian borghi rurali are part
of this category of heritage, defined as a vestige of the past that is recognised for its historical
importance and influential relevance on the present, but which at the same time represent an
uncomfortable memento, difficult to publicly reconcile with a positive, self-affirming contemporary
identity [15].
It is quite common to associate these ruins of the Fascist era with an obscure past and a utopian
design almost completely disregarded. But, if it's true that «it makes no sense to have a piazza without
a city, lost in a desolate countryside» [3], no one can say that these borghi are not unique witnesses of
a new interesting idea of urbanism based on «the of the city centre ontothe agricultural surface, or as
an organisation of urban character over vast extension of rural space» [8].
As stated by Samuels, the question that every scholar should ask when approaching the study of such
difficult heritage is the following: «do I really have the right to tell someone they should be ashamed of
their past?» [23].

4.
The historical essence as untouchable value and the pursuit of its tangible
essence

Since the 21st century a new notion of cultural heritage has been introduced, which questions the
previously established paradigms, especially concerning the process of estimation of an asset and its
management [25]. Nowadays Sicilian rural hamlets represent the vestiges of a recent past that, in the
act of creating them, as well as in their abandonment and destruction, gave them meaning in the form
of both tangible and intangible values
Intangible and immaterial testament, according to the UNESCO nomenclature, indicate all the assets
whose historical and social value resides in the intrinsic universal value they convey. Whatever an
unexpressed cultural heritage implicitly transmitted throughout time is currently considered a unique
“productive factor”. These concepts, thoroughly metabolized at present thanks to the Convention for
safeguarding intangible cultural heritage (Paris, 17th of October 2003), disagree with the old
Eurocentric and monumental theories inspired from the Conference of Athens (1931), which was
based on the recognition of “great monuments” and “great cultures”.
We aim at investigating whether the Sicilian Borghi rurali may represent both these definitions.
Specifically, we want to unveil if it could acquire an explicit immaterial value reliant upon what it
represents, represented and will represent, as well as an historical and anthropological value which
may involve a novel definition as a specific cultural heritage related to landscapes and itineraries,
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already promoted in The Global strategy for a Balanced, Representative and Credible World Heritage
List.
The historical landscape represented by the borghi and their cultural value is indeed evident; however,
the status of “tangible heritage” itself opens several questions. The borghi are abandoned. Their
architecture lacks a real function and is almost out of context. They have been deprived of their dignity
as “space” to such an extent that the attention moves from its clear intangible value to an unclear
tangible one.
It is debated whether these villages, realities dense of cultural meaning, might be considered as
places and not just as architectural shelves, now voided of their content. How much the value of a
place is related to the testament it represents, and how much that testament confers dignity to that
space are implicit questions of our research. We indeed aim at investigating the concept of place and
its denial, to interpret these realities in a totally different view, as well as their urban essence, to
imagine them into a future more complex territory where the borghi could become tangible realities
characterized by an intangible essence.
4.1 The borgo as implicit place: the dialogue between urbs and civitas and the pursuit of a
tangible value in the place/non-place
In 1992, Marc Augè defined the paradigm of “place/non-place” and in his thesis treated the
anthropological places, where the man could be protagonist within the space, which in turn mirrors a
society that undergoes a transformation. The anthropological place is at the same time a concrete and
symbolical human construct, and it is represented by the presence of three features: identity, a place
must mirror and distinguish the people living it; relationship, a place must be connected to the people
living it; and history, a place must be recognized for what it represented in the past. Therefore, the
absence of these characteristics outlines a “non-place”, namely a missing dialogue between urbs and
civitas.
Augè, whose study lays in a sub-modern scenario, explains the non-place with the concept of excess.
In the contemporaneous metropolis, we witness and excess of time, space and Ego: a phenomenon
defined «over-investment of sense» [6], where the excess itself distorts the place and the people living
it. Clearly, such definition concerns places like the shopping halls where the protagonists are the
goods and not the people anymore. The abandoned borghi instead are not characterized by the
concept of excess, but by an opposite concept: the shortage. The borghi lack the time and the Ego:
there is an urbs in the absence of a civitas. Even if we must acknowledge the presence of all the
characteristics that may outline them as a non-place, conferring them such definition would be inexact.
Similarly, they cannot be defined places according to the sub-modern classification. A different sense
is therefore required, which might be inspired to the Parisian passage studied by Walter Benjamin and
defined as «past becoming space» [6]. We should not talk of place or non-place, but of implicit
space, a topic faced by Carlo Galli in The rise and the fall of modern political space [13]. An implicit
space is a place apparently empty and uncharacterized that «instead represents the topological
structure of the existence, to which either consciously or unconsciously a political thought is
referred»[13]. Benjamin realized that every space, even if apparently aseptic and geometric, hides
histories, power and ideas that confer to it the dignity of a place to discover, exactly like the Sicilian
borghi. They need a revolution which should make them the subject of the “paradigm of function”,
nowadays totally absent mainly due to their state of abandonment. Acting IN and UPON a place
involves «a destructive and constructive action which conducts to a re-crystallization and reappropriation of time and space» [1].
If we would act upon the borghi and introduce a way to live them, they might lose their implicit nonplace status. By losing their aseptic and anonymous halo, they might express the reality they
represented and will represent, therefore transforming an intangible value into a tangible one in their
urban essence.

5. The research of a unifying istanza

Nowadays, we are witnessing a quick and easy satisfaction of the primary needs to such an extent
that we can invest our time in satisfying our cultural ones; the welfare of a Nation is indeed estimated
upon its cultural level [27]. The cultural heritage (e.g. the Sicilian borghi rurali) acquires then a central
role. The borghi rurali are assets, therefore they entail the value of relationship, which is their identity,
namely a strong historical, geometric and architectonic identity, which legitimates an action upon
them. Their immaterial values constitute their essence. Their identity is related with a unifying istanza,
clearly incomplete, which is satisfied only through the safeguard, the management and the esteem of
the places [9].
The reason for this incompleteness probably is the missing recognition of its value as a place,
reflection and result of a detrimental era for our Nation. In fact, the elements that start a process of
esteem originate from the recognition of an asset due to: a legitimization of its clear value, a further
legitimization from the academic community and a final one from the whole community. It is easy to
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think that the social and symbolic identity of these places does not match: the symbol that the borghi
represent for the academic community is stronger and worse than the social and cultural potential they
may represent for the region and the whole Nation. The features and the pit falls of the Fascism are
here evident, so that recognizing their value would implicitly justify the precepts that originated them.
Conversely, denying their status of places is clearly more immediate. Nonetheless, there is much
more beyond the military and ideological features of the Fascism. From an architectural and urbanistic
perspective, this movement initiated some unique and characteristic styles which are testified in the
borghi, that, even if full of limitations and urbanistic and social mistakes, represent the cultural heritage
of the 20th century.
Umberto Eco (1998) stated that a sign has no meaning if no-one considers it as the reference to
something which is missing: «something which was artificially produced, an artefact, a cultural
creation, even if originally made as a consumable, after being recognized as an evidence, it becomes
the sign of something, the synecdoche of a civilization, a pars pro toto» [12]. It is pivotal that these
places join a planned communication which deals with the pair form-sense typical of the reality of the
borghi rurali. The form testifies their era, the sense is their identity.
To conclude, the immaterial and material values of these places are unspoken and hidden, but not
absent. The research and the paradigm of their use should target the definition of a material value,
which should be recognized and then enhanced to make it evident. Clearly, we cannot analyze the
Fascist borghi talking of tangible or intangible as distinct concepts, since they are the example of how
this duality is an unicum and the inexpression of former needs to be found in the absence of the latter.
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Abstract

Over half of the world’s population lives in urban areas, while the coming decades the proportion of
the world’s population living in urban areas is expected to increase to 66%. To meet these challenges,
cities and national governments around the world are investing in the potential of smart cities at an
ever increasing rate. The main drivers for cities to become smart include: demographic pressures;
environmental pressures; fragility - vulnerability to natural disasters, preservation of collective identity,
preservation of cultural landscapes, etc.
Such pressures may strongly deteriorate urban resilience. To address all above issues, city
administrations must increasingly find novel, efficient, effective and economic approaches to
governance.
Based on these premises and using different examples, the paper attempts to explain the importance
of elaborating strategic plans as innovative and effective tools to define a vision of urban and future
development desired and to coordinate actions and solutions shared by public and private actors. In
this logic to start and measure strategic policies in cities, there is a need for realistic data on which to
base choices at every level, from environmental policies to individual users' choices; as a useful base
for a governance where engagement becomes active participation with Decision Support System
tools.
Smart technologies offer cities exciting possibilities for new services provision and integrated city
infrastructures, as well as supporting innovation and sustainable city development and can promote
equity, welfare and shared prosperity for all levels of human settlement, fostering national urban
planning for rethink the Urban Agenda.
Keywords: Smart city, Urban planning, Migrations, Cultural landscapes, Identity

1.

Smart cities and smart cultural resources

There are many competing definitions of what a smart city, or a smart technology constitutes.
A smart sustainable city is an innovative city that uses information and communication technologies
(ICTs) and other means to improve quality of life, efficiency of urban operation and services, and
competitiveness, while ensuring that it meets the needs of present and future generations with respect
to economic, social and environmental aspects [1]. However it is not very clear yet, the relationship
between smart technologies and historical context.
The construction of smart cities must necessarily consider the relationship between contemporary
reality and the historical city becomes an important factor in the re-thinking the policies of smart cities.
In fact the cultural resources represent a potential lever for improving local economies and the
attractive capability of the territories [19].
Smart cultural heritage, indeed, can be conceived as the identity of places through the implementation
of smart technologies, knowledge and social inclusion, for total participation in the promotion of
cultural heritage.
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Fig. 1: Six parameters of a smart city model. (source: https://mwf2014.museumsandtheweb.com)

Equally important is to understand how cultural heritage is managed in urban planning processes to
do that Smart city investments contribute to a strategic vision for the use of ICT in the city. A smart
city, allows the management of a complex process and interconnected system of preservation and
use of heritage assets. It is a factor of social and economic development. The conservation of cultural
heritage and cultural landscape must be conceived in the context of urban renewal. In plus in the last
few years, a multifaceted debate has spurred around the concept of “smart cities” [2]. Undoubtedly,
the Internet of Things [3] is changing the way we live and plan our connected world and recent
advancement in technologies might help the development of a new framework able to support
heritage-led policymaking in smart cities, in other words, a novel smart heritage agenda.

Fig. 2: Components of a smart city (source: https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/news/romania-publishes-smart-city)

2. Changes in the cities: vulnerability, risk and resilience

According to UNs “World Urbanization Prospects: 2014 Revision” [4] in today’s increasingly global and
interconnected world, over half of the world’s population lives in urban areas, while the coming
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decades will bring further profound changes to the size and spatial distribution of the global
population, also due to increasing migration processes. The continuing urbanization is projected to
add 2.5 billion of urban population by 2050, and the world population living in cities to increase to 66%.
Under these circumstances, sustainable development challenges will increasingly concentrate in
cities. To meet these challenges, cities and national governments globally are investing in the potential
of smart cities at an ever increasing rate.
The main drivers for cities to become smart include: demographic pressures; environmental
pressures; fragility - vulnerability to natural disasters, preservation of collective identity, preservation of
cultural landscapes, etc.
Such pressures may strongly deteriorate urban resilience. To address all above issues, city
administrations must increasingly find novel, efficient, effective and economic approaches to
governance. In plus such a trend places excessive pressure on the fragile cultural heritage of cities,
and may escalate to irreversible damage and ultimate loss.
Urbanisation and its various effects on the built cultural heritage is analysed in the several articles.
There is an interest in relating the cultural heritage to placemaking and using it to diminish what is
perceived as negative effects of urbanisation and globalisation, where all cities end up looking alike.In
fact cultural heritage has the potential to be a platform for developing the place-specific character of
urban regions.
Therefore it exists and becomes central the nexus between smart technologies, heritage conservation
and the progress towards inclusive, sustainable cities and communities.

Fig. 3: Municipal Resilience Cycle (Source: http://www.njresiliency.com/about/resilience-cycle)

A city that does not appropriately value and preserve its heritage is neither sustainable nor resilient.
Smart technologies are configured as tools to support decision making in the urban resilience process.
Based upon the Municipal needs assessment and experience, recognized there is a need for a big
strategy that can guide the activities of communities, as well as those of municipality and territorial
body seeking to support them. The picture show a Municipal Resilience Cycle that illustrates the
phases municipalities will need to move through to become resilient. The Municipal Resilience Cycle
provides a strategic framework for guiding collective work and investments in developing best
practices, strategies, standards and tools- as well as support programs and educational offerings- to
build local capacity for action at each stage in the cycle.
There is a great number of risks to which the cultural landscapes are exposed, arising mainly from
natural (both due to slow geo-physical phenomena as well as hazards) and anthropogenic causes
(e.g. urbanisation pressure, agriculture, landscape fragmentation etc.).
Therefore the climate and environmental challenges as well as the socio-economic changes that drive
the re-configuration of the city for the near future require coordinated strategies to achieve
sustainable urban transformation while preserving identities and values [5].
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3.Cultural heritage and sustainable development

The Cultural landscapes are witnesses of “the creative genius, social development and the
imaginative and spiritual vitality of humanity. They are part of our collective identity”, as it is
internationally defined and accepted (ICOMOS, UNESCO, etc.). The need for their protection,
management and inclusion in the territorial policies has already widely recognized [6].
The Cultural Heritage, also, can become a unique and powerful driver for regeneration, for sustainable
development and economic growth for the whole city, as well as a very interesting field to experiment
new regeneration formulas. The factors that afflict the city as alterations and degradation due to social
decay, lack of security, ineffective management of the spaces, inadequate use or under-use of historic
buildings and environmental pressures, can be effectively countered with the help of the smart
tecnologies.
For this reason, targeted strategies and action plans are needed, it is therefore necessary to define in
detail an Action Plan for regeneration - considering historical heritage as a common good (on the
basis of FARO Convention 2005, Council of Europe’s Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural
Heritage for Society) capable of generating new social, economic and sustainable environmental
processes, combining ordinary and extraordinary developments (in line with the objectives of the EN
Agenda for Culture) [6].
The new “shared responsibility” towards the heritage represents also the starting point to define a
common European political framework, providing useful inputs to develop the forthcoming EU Urban
Agenda (Pact of Amsterdam) [6].
In according with international guidelines Historic Urban Landscape UNESCO [9], for urban
conservation, the urbanistic debat particularly focuses on the positive roles that culture and heritage
can play in the process of city regeneration. In fact the UNESCO raccomandations define the
environment as the urban area understood as the result of a historic layering of cultural values and
attributes, and all feature characterizing the intangible dimension of heritage.
This approach is aimed at supporting the transition to a new urban sustainability, securing equal
access to infrastructure and knowledge, sustainable development, and protection of cultural heritage.
The models include integrated strategies for the protection of Cultural Heritage such as the adoption of
instruments for assessing risk factors and for managing critical situations (Large Crowd Monitoring
and Outdoor Parameters Tool); creative redesign solutions (co-elaborated during Living Labs) of
Cultural Heritage ensembles; application of technologies to ensure better accessibility for all by
adopting innovative ICT apps.

Fig. 4: Partecipation scheme of community resilience initiatives (source: https://www.mdchhs.com/what-we-do/productsservices/community-resilience-initiatives)

The protection of places, cultural heritage and local identities perform important functions of general
interest, on the cultural, ecological, environmental and social level and constitute a resource favorable
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to economic activity, which, if safeguarded, managed and adequately planned , can contribute to job
opportunities.
Several studies and research carried out have found that cultural resources constitute a formidable
potential factor of cohesion, civil development, territorial quality, economic growth and employment,
with indirect impacts also in other sectors of activity, contributing to the achievement of macro
objectives such as new models of development and consumption. Therefore the participation for the
sustainable development is very important and it must be built together with the local populations,
enganging them and focusing on training and on networks for connecting them and the decision
makers and also with the help of smart tecnologies.
All these actions are the core of sustainability: the communities organized for resilience and
empowerment.

4. Smart Tools and ICT solutions
A smart city, allows the management of a complex process and interconnected system of
preservation and use of heritage assets. It is a factor of social and economic development.
Smart technologies offer cities exciting possibilities for new services provision and integrated city
infrastructures, as well as supporting innovation and sustainable city development and can promote
equity, welfare and shared prosperity for all levels of human settlement, fostering national urban
planning for rethink the Urban Agenda [17].
A smart heritage agenda could consist of a policy framework in the first stage, but eventually needs to
be articulated into a proper ICT intelligent environment to support policy making related to the various
risks that heritage faces in contemporary cities [7].
The development of Smart solutions should be integrated into:
• A user-friendly platform/GIS-based intelligent environment based on agent technologies, to help
customize contents for different communities of users.
• An open heritage-mapping platform, building upon a unifying, open virtual globe,OpenCitySmart, with
an API for functionalities [18].
Earth Observation (EO) technologies can contribute to identify and evaluate the risks to which Cultural
Landscapes are exposed, taking into consideration specific phenomena, such as land movements and
soil erosion [8].

Fig.5: Geospatial information lifecycle (source: http://www.tankonyvtar.hu)

The process of using smart technologies refers to different phases:
 Definition of a collaborative platform that enables the management and visualisation of data
concerning the intervention sites following a multi-layer structure. The methodology that can
be identified requires to collect and manage a huge amount of data. Most of them are
currently available as separate dataset, typically used by different players; others are available
in form really connected to services and infrastructures management protocols. For this
reason interoperability is very important to make the data universally readable.
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Development of a collaborative method [10], aimed to promote citizens’ involvement in
urban process of restructuring and regeneration that is aimed to social inclusion, identity
increasing and economic growth.



Development of an innovative operation and maintenance program that is associated to each
intervention of adaptation and conservation. It aims to couple conservation issues dealing with
preservation of culturalphysical identity of the cultural landscapes and adaptation processes
to increase their functions and functionality according to new requirements [6].

Fig.6: Vector data model: example of multy layers approach (source: https://verderiver.org/overlay-zones)

Unfortunately the cultural heritage are an asset in which the ICT-based technological innovation has
not yet brought significant benefits, although desirable,regarding the management and use of assets.
It is still weak, for example, the receipt the paradigm of the Internet of Things, that is, the
transformation of cultural property from inanimate object to Smart object, source and destination of
advanced information [13].
Finally, it is still very limited the ability to interact with the popular Smart heritage, as for the users
citizens it is often not possible the acquisition of 'specific cognitive ability' (of perception,
understanding and use) that allow you to interact with digitized assets which main is to be threedimensional. The acquisition and return of knowledge in 3D form Digital is a still marginal cognitive
dimension to the benefit of forms of knowledge remain anchored, like the analog forms, in text-based
systems. To overcome this gap must identifying appropriate educational and teaching conditions that
educate the viewer on multiple levels [11].

5. Strategic plans for urban regenerations of historical centers
Is necessary a plan that considers the environmental and geomorphological naturalistic components
the historical cultural and settlement components, the components of the system infrastructure in an
integrated way. But also that consider the naturalistic values, the environmental and historical values,
the cultural settlement, the identity, the functionality ecological, the elements of the ecological
network, the components of historical cultural actions strategic [14].
An integrated management plan completes the Action Plan, including the identification of threats,
barriers (regulatory, organizational, economic, social and physical) and conflicts, to coordinate
policies, plans and procedures for historical sites implementation (beyond the visitor economy,
connecting Cultural Heritage to other emerging industries related to the digital economy, low-carbon
prospects, creative economy) [15].
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This strategic instrument, defined in line with the already existing urban planning, works as a common
ground of shared general objectives [16].
A strategic plan based on smart tecnologies for to preserve cultural landscapes and territorial
collective identity is therefore an instrument that:
1) does not have prescriptive value: its structure does not depend on a law; it cannot change the
current urban plans;
2) defines the allowed land uses for macro-areas and the current and future organisation of paths and
public spaces;
3) updates the existing information on the current planning instruments and on the present condition of
all areas.

Fig.7: Strategic plans phases scheme

The planning process addresses a series of questions that examine assumptions, incorporates
information about the present, and anticipates the world in which is necessary to work in, determines
how you will get there, and allows you to measure and adjust and you attain the sustainable vision.
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Abstract
The theme addresses the issue of the morphological evolution of the urban fabric in particular its
relationship with the monumental buildings. The main goal of the study is to understand how the urban
heritage was systematically transformed, created and invented, retrieve the processes implemented
that, from a theoretical point of view, can be transpose to the heritage intervention of today.
Methodologically, the study establishes a reconstructive analysis of the successive stages and
actions that make up the morphological dynamics of the heritage sites, particularly those that have
resulted in the reproduction of the urban object by copy or replication. Reproduction is a
(re)interpretation process of a past memory, aiming to restore the symbolic value that certain spaces
or singular buildings have had in society.
The approach to the case studies focuses on the critical reading of multiple operations of
production and transformation of the urban fabric over time, understood as examples of the creative
invention of the heritage sites. Complementarily, the concepts and processes applied in the Japanese
heritage intervention are approached as a counterpoint to the logic defended in the West, particularly
in Portugal.
As such it is stated that the urban heritage is a product resulting from a creative process of
invention. That is, it is a man-made physical and cultural identity that results from a constructive
process, settled and never stagnant.
Keywords: Morphology, Urban Fabric, Morphogenesis, Heritage, Built Monumental

1.

Concepts in debate

The meaning of the build heritage is an idea that changes according to the different cultures involved,
as plural fragments of a single continuous course. This notion makes the concept a hybrid element
that is shaping the society, knowing new interpretations of its past values and practices of action on
the urban patrimony. James Clifford, for example, argues that culture and heritage are a constantly
changing concept for an "unfinished modernity" in the Global Age, transcribing, translating, or
constantly reinventing its notion of culture, art and, consequently, heritage. [1]
The urban heritage reconstruction over time is representative of a timeless cultural diversity,
collective invention processes necessary to support the identity systems of the subsequent societies.
Culture is a heterogeneous concept, composed by multiple juxtapose elements in the form of history,
aesthetics, ideology and social. In practice, human experience is itself a notion based on the
displacement of concepts of meaning and not on simple transference or extension in time.
Man is constantly redrawing the past as a mnemonic and identity valorisation process.
However, it is understood that the built heritage is often transformed by inventions that intend to
represent an idea of what may have been in the past. The works of Roy Wagner's and Eric Hobsbawn
allows us to understand that the invention of culture and traditions is not the result of an unexpected
chance but the formulation of a hypothesis. It is the consequence of the dialogue between the
discovery and the proposal invented, such as, the interpretive expression of Viollet-le-Duc
interventions.
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Viollet-le-Duc defended the heritage restoration as an identity and local history valorisation
process, which he called "stylistic requalification". Its intervention method was based on a style
concept, a historical perception that allows the transformation of obsolete monuments. In this way
monuments can be restored in its original form or by a standard idea of what they might have been in
the past. [2]
The process of adapting space to the present time always implies its manipulation either by
loss or by the construction of a tradition that supports contemporary identity. Loss can thus result in an
imposition of modernity in the manipulation of local traditions. Sometimes, in this urban heritage
transformation, scenarios are created based on elements or facts already consecrated by their
historical value, a phenomenon that Kim Jane Sunders calls as "disneyfication" [3]. This phenomenon
is an emerging process that creates a false historical context around the heritage in itself.
For Ascensión Hernández Martínez, copies and replicas are part of Man's methodological of
everyday life. Historical centres are reproductions of "historic, restored and embalmed styles,
architectural clones" of the past, aesthetic simulations that resulted from the creation of a
"neomonument" movement. Reproduction is an industrial process of society acculturation. [4]
Copy, replica or even new constructions are social impositions over traditions, inventing
heritage as a method of identity production. To exemplify it can be highlighted the Simatai Village in
China, to welcome visitors to the Great Wall or the reconstruction of the Angkor Wat ruins, in Siem
Reap, Cambodia.
For Mark Jones, the notion of "false" is analysed as a work of art. Forgeries are understood as
a learning method, copying the past as a transmission process of artistic codes and styles. The
deceptiveness of work of art is valued, from a symbolic point of view, just like if they were authentic.
The built heritage, although reproduced over time, have the ability to become himself remarkable.
However, counterfeits are "only, secondarily, a source of evidence to look at who made them and
discovered them. They are, above all, the answer to a demand, a picture of ever-changing human
desires. Every society, every generation, falsifies the thing they greed the most" [5].

Fig. 1, 2: Reproduction of traditional designs Japanese on wood century, authored by Toshūsai Sharaku. The
drawing in its original state in 1794 and its copy in 1949.
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From the 80s of the twenty-century, in the heritage intervention context, were introduced
topics of discussion about the standardization and depersonalization of the historical cities, as well as
coherent development and harmonious adaptation to the contemporary life. These heritage and urban
problems culminated with Nara's 1994 recommendations on authenticity and, on Lisbon’s 1995,
recommending an urban rehabilitation integrated. It is precisely in this cultural context that new works
have emerged that focus on the of the origin and truth defence in the intervention process – as
opposition to the creative reconstitution works –, debating issues such as authenticity, standardization,
replica and copy, manufacture and metamorphosis, among others.
Nobou Ito describes the concept of authenticity in the Japanese heritage context, using terms
such as "genuineness" and "fiability". Taking into account the monuments and heritage buildings,
namely the Horyuji Temple and Himejijo Castle, it analyses the social, cultural and nature effects that
define the cultural heritage in Asia. For example, the renovation of traditional Japanese housing and
heritage sites, which for natural or even religious reasons require the cyclical renovation of their
buildings of historical value. This notion is at all different from Western reality. [6]
But, it is to be believed that for the built heritage to be authentic he must be understood as a
sediment element, acknowledged in all its each stages as truth and origin. Original characteristics,
cultural context and evolution over time are all fundamental to the understanding of his authenticity, as
well for the conservation and restoration planning.
It is assumed, therefore, that the authenticity of the built heritage is an abstract cultural value,
sustained by a set of constructive phases that adds singularity in the relation with its urban context.
Authenticity does not reside in a single moment but in the meaning that he transmits over time, both
single or by all stages in the evolution process.
And, it is precisely in this debate of opposite ideas that different forms of intervention are
identified, allowing the typification of action or processes whether by addition, subtraction or
reproduction of the urban heritage. In this particular study, the goal is to understand how often our
heritage legacy results from copies and replicas that seek to perpetuate the physical, cultural and
historical legacy for the future.

2.

Reproduction processes of the urban heritage

Reproduction is a repetition process of an existing or non-existent object that sometimes superposes
or even replaces the original form. Society has the ability to generate or simply reshape the
testimonies of history as a memory appropriation process for their social and identity well-being.
Quoting Ignasi de Solà-Morales, "each generation reinvents its architecture and, [currently], they have
to go back to the past and put it at their service. The culture of the past has to be in the service of the
present, and there are plenty of buildings that would be nice to see them again with current eyes" [7].
Reproduction is a cultural (re)interpretation of a past memory, intended to restore the symbolic
and sentimental value that certain spaces or singular buildings had in society. [8] Quoting Françoise
Choay "historical or fantasist reconstitutions, arbitrary destructions, undeveloped restorations have
become current valuation methods" [9].
Methodologically, the process has three intervention possibilities: reproduction by transcription
of an existing characteristic or elements; reproduction by restitution of other nonexistent; and, in a
certain way, the reproduction by displacement between different urban contexts.
By transcription are meant interventions that have copied characteristics between elements,
buildings or public space, which subsist together at the same time.
The restitution is the process of reproducing of a disappeared element in time and can be
evocative if the reconstitution pretends to be rebuilt its initial form or invocative if only applied in the
imagination or conceptualization of the intervention.
The displacement can be decomposed or composed. The decomposed displacement always
involves the object dismantling and its subsequent assembly in another context. In the process of
rebuilding the object new materials and techniques are used, as well as the transformation of there
surrounding context. Therefore, it is considered that the final result of the intervention is a reproduction
of the initial object, even if original parts are used. In turn, composite displacement is an action that
moves the entire object from one place to another without disassembling it. This is an unusual process
in the Portuguese heritage intervention but very common in other cultures such as the Japanese.
2.1. Transcription: copy a characteristic from one side to another
Transcription is a reproduction process of coping physical characteristics between objects that co-exist
simultaneously in the same time and space of influence.
The copy is a way to transport the representativeness of a singular element into another
distinct reality. For example, the replica of the Parthenon in Nashville Tennessee, USA (1895); the
Maria-Queen of the World Cathedral (1875), in Montreal, inspired by the St. Peter Basilica, Rome; or
the Sistine Chapel, in the Vatican City of Mexico City (2016). It should be also mentioned the
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construction of Christ the King (1934) in Almada, Portugal, inspired by the Christ the Redeemer of Rio
de Janeiro.
Copy and replica are reconstruction methods that allow the mnemonic valorisation of
destroyed historical and identity elements in the present. As examples, it can be referred cases like
the Venice Campanille, destroyed in 1902; the Ypres City Hall in Belgium, destroyed in 1919; the
Market Square in Warsaw in 1945 or the Globe Theatre, rebuilt 1990 in London.
In the Japanese reality, the reproduction process is used in the construction, renovation and
recycling of both Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines, such as the Hōryū-ji Temple in Ikarugachō/Nara and the Ise Shrine in Mie. The integral or partial transcription of these singular buildings is a
process of making eternal its form and meaning. In the example of the Ise Shrines cyclical
reconstruction, the copy is used according to their belief in the cycle of life as a method of purification.
Despite the intention to disassemble it, both remain side by side for some time. The old and the new
cohabit in the same space of influence.
In the Portuguese context, the similarity between the Oliveira and São Tiago squares in
Guimarães is another example of this type of process. The homogenization of the squares was
achieved through the duplication - transcription - of the design, texture and materiality of the public
space reunifying two homeotropic spaces, different in symbolism but identical in the scenic singularity.
The public space was design as an "urban continuum", enhances its morphologic characteristics and
still adds new uses in the social and historical both in the local and city scales.
On the other hand, transcription can lead society to create types of intervention that copy
identical solutions, become similar. These mimetic reinterpretations are creations by comparison,
images or characteristics copies of existing spaces. See, for example, the plastic solutions applied in
the requalification of cases such the 25 de Abril Square in Alcobaça, Comércio Square in Lisbon, D.
João V Square in Mafra, and the Coimbra’s School Herb Yards. Being different, they present similar
plastic and design solutions. Or, in an international context, the influence of Piazza del Campidoglio,
designed by Michelangelo in 1534-38, in the Japanese architect Arata Isozaki project for the Tsukuba
Civic Centre (Narita, Tokyo, Japan) in 1983.
2.2. Restitution
The restitution is a process of historical revival that seeks to recreate, through an evocative or
invocative reproduction, an earlier state of an urban set, building and public space. This means that
the process is obtained either in its full reconstruction, evoking by replica a past physical form that is
intended to be reintegrated, or its invocative representation, structured in the conceptual field, seeking
to recreate an past interpretation necessarily different from the original shape.
For Gustavo Giovannoni the [evocative] reconstruction – anastilose – of the image and
monument context, particularly in the reassembly of dispersed elements and fragments, it’s eligible if
according to its historiography. But the innovation is only possible when proven its inevitability and all
new forms added should be differentiated to avoid mimicries. The process should be punctual and not
an integral situation, and the uses suitable to its historical and artistic value, in order to ensure its
longevity.
On the other hand, cases of formal restitution are often related to copies or transcriptions,
trying to restore today's forms and styles of yesteryear. The copy of styles and ornaments is used to
fill up missing parts, but also for its embellishment.
The process of restitution is, even before the reconstruction of the public space, building or
any other physical structure, the (re)construction of an identity symbol. It is a process that changes
between the exact copy and the idealization of an original without following its form.
In the Japanese context, the Nihonbashi Bridge, in Tokyo, is a great example to illustrate the
reconstruction of an historical symbol without repeating its original form. The same applies to the
reconstruction of the Kinkaku-ji (Golden Pavilion) in Kyoto in 1955 as a copy of the original fourteenthcentury pavilion.
As a curiosity, Takahiro Kito arguing about Kinkaku-ji, says that it is impossible to make an
exact copy of a wooden building because the materials and carpenters are different from those
present in its initial construction. It exemplifies that the Ise Shrine is far from being a perfect copy of its
original, not entirely, but enough to understand that there is always the addition of small changes in
time. Or, even in the process of renovating old houses or temples it is common to reuse parts of the
structure by changing the position of the columns from the interior to the facade of the building. [10]
As Portuguese examples for this symbolic restitution by copy and replica, it can be highlighted
the nineteenth century transformations of the Pena Palace in Sintra and the Bussaco Palace Hotel in
Luso, both coping parts of the Belém Tower in Lisbon, and the neo-Gothic elements of the Leiria
Castle; or the 20th century interventions in the restoration of the Lisbon Cathedral and the old San
Francisco Church in Santarém, trying to restore their primordial image.
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Fig. 3: The old and new Hoden remain together during the Tsukiyomi-no-miya Shrine renewal process, 2014.

Fig. 4, 5: Similarities in the scenographic design of the public space of the Comércio Square in Lisbon and in the
Schools Yard in Coimbra

Fig. 6, 7: Invocative restoration of the Piazza del Campidoglio in the Tsukuba Civic Centre design in 1983.
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2.2.1.Evocative restitution
An evocative restitution is a “com'era, dov'era” [11] reproduction process based on precise
information of the monument original shape, given by archaeological, morphological, or written and
photographic history studies. Reproduction is a "justified historical replica" [12]. Restitution, either by
copy or replica, is a historical testimony justified by its artistic importance and its capacity to
perpetuate an event.
The theory of restoration of Luca Beltrani applies the copy as a recovery method of the
symbolic, artistic and urban value intrinsic in the character of the historical object. The result is a
mimetic reconstruction that intends to respect its original, although with application of new materials
and techniques such as new concrete structures. The Campanile reconstruction in 1902 in Venice is
such a case. The perfection of reproduction gives way to material falsification, ideas that prevailed in
Europe beyond the First Great War and Second World War.
Leonardo Benevolo, for instance, in the book San Pietro and the città di Roma, defends the
methodological use of the architectural replica, based on philological and artistic data, faithful to the
original and its materiality. Based on the intervention of Bernini in the Piazza di San Pietro, Benevolo
proposes the Via della Concilliazione neighbourhood reconversion to his previous state, before the
demolitions of Mussolini in 1936.
However, Françoise Choay adds that "this amalgam of objects linked to different practices and
logics, and whose heterogeneity is camouflaged under the common and fallacious denomination of
heritage, gives us, under the aspect of our built-up achievements, a global image, one and entire, (...)
of an intact identity” [13]. Thus, the reproduction process becomes an inventive method.
Some times, the reproduction is used to restore an idea that leads to the creation of a past
that did not exist. Reproduced or restored parts are added to new scenarios to emphasize a past
ideal, historical references as possible images of a lived reality. For Ascención Hernández Martínez,
"the denial of the absolute values demanded in the last decades, since there is no history but
interpretations of history, evidence that there can be no absolute authenticity, if not different variations
of the same” [14].
The urban heritage landscape is invented in an attempt to recreate a myth – historical
mythification – that produces an idea of historical or ancient beauty. An example is the Barcelona
Gothic Quarter partly built as a false-historical in the early twentieth century from archaeological
findings, dated but used in an invented urban context.
In the Japanese heritage intervention context the restitution process is a relatively common
method. Reproduction and restitution are recurring methods in the representation of past and missing
forms. These creative processes of looking the built history are a way of linking society to a past
identity context, to the symbolism and meaning of a perfect idealist spectrum. As examples can be
highlighted the concrete reconstructions of the Osaka Castle and the Senso-ji Temple in Asakusa,
Tokyo, in the 80s of the 20th century; the restitutions of the Golden Pavilion in Kyoto in 1955 and the
Tokyo Station in 2012; the Kosan-ji Temple in Onomichi, built from the copy of other shrines and
temples in Japan; or the garden Shukkei-en in Hiroshima, rebuilt in 1951 to regain its symbolism
before the Second World War.
In the Portuguese context the Padrão dos Descobrimentos (Monument to the Discoveries) in
Lisbon can be emphasised. This monument is an example of an ephemeral building, built and
demolished in the 40s after the Portuguese World Exhibition, and rebuilt in the 60s. Integrated in the
celebrations of the V Centennial of Dom Henrique Death, the monument was rebuilt in concrete based
on the initial project, although enlarged and moved from its original position to fit into the public space
arrangement.
2.2.2.Invocative restitution
The invocative restitution uses a physical memory of a past time but does not return it as an
exact copy. The process reproduces an idea of what it was originally but through a different shape and
materiality.
These abstract reconstructions of the urban heritage manifest their sentimental importance,
understood as a "historical document of the past", but that only serves as reference to a concept and
not to its real reintegration. Examples such as the restitution of the Casa dos Bicos upper floors in
1982; the Sagres Promontory new buildings conceptually informed by a primitive idea of the
monument in 1988; or the 25 de Abril Square in Alcobaça, invoking an idea of a medieval public space
in 2001.
The invocation does not mean a faithful copy, since its function and social relation will never
be equal to that which it had before, nor its materiality or aesthetic correspond to the original
technique. So, in the process of invocation, dissonant forms are used seeking, on a temporary basis,
to reconstitute an idea of the past. The ephemeral perspective of the object has a symbolic use and
reversible materials and chromatic differentiations are applied. Take for example the 1995
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interventions in Idanha-a-Velha. For the revitalization of monuments were used ephemeral structures
as constructive and mnemonic staging of the village in a past state.
The ephemeral restoration of parte of the defensive wall allowed the idealization of its original
function and relation with the village. This way "gives access by narrow alley between haystacks to the
interior of the village, allowing several alternatives to the visitor. The route will be marked by a walk in
material completely foreign to the wall, wood or iron, and will establish some semi-circular
enlargements partially reworking the design of the old turrets" [15]. However, this type of reversibility
intervention assumes a distant role in the public space, as if it were not part of it, prevailing the
ephemerality of the design and not the assertion of its time.

Fig. 8, 9: The original Monument to the Discoveries, in 1940, and its replica in nowadays.

Fig. 10, 11: Invocative restitution of the medieval tower ruin at Oporto in 2005

The invocation in its permanent condition, allow the symbolic creation of new buildings or
public spaces based on past references but without building them as an exact copy or replica, differs
in its materiality. An example of this type of intervention is the reconstruction project of the medieval
tower, known as Casa-dos-24, in Oporto.
The aim of the Rehabilitation Project for the Medieval City Hall ruins (1995-2005) was to
construct a mnemonic idea of an old tower of the XVI century, intended to reinsert the Oporto
Cathedral in the beginning of the twenty-century surrounding urban context. That is before the
demolitions of several urban blocks for the construction of the new Cathedral churchyard in 1940.
This volumetric and symbolic reconstruction had as purpose the "transformation into memorial
reminder of the long years of life and history of the city of Oporto, by the creation of an architectonic
object that invoke the original tower, in dialogue with the rest of the Cathedral and the former historical
context, possesses an internal space capable of thrilled its visitors reminding them of such a glorious
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past" [16]. Conceptually was promoted the confrontation between the two urban elements, distinct in
time, as a process of reinsertion and redefinition of the volumetric scale of the historical monument.
Through the recognition of the local history was promoted the continuity over time between the
materiality and the contemporary design – concrete, steel and glass – with its symbology - volumetry
and location.
2.3. Displacement
The displacement process is the action of moving the built heritage from one place to another. This
method can be used by decomposed or composed displacement. The difference between the two lies
in the action of moving a disassembled or assemble object.
However, the disassembled method can be considered as a reproduction or restitution of the
previous element. Reproduction because it reproduces a copy of the pervious state, since the
pathological effects often force the substitution of parts. Is restitution because the original element will
always disappear! The reconstruction will produce a copy, a mnemonic image of the original and not
the original himself.
2.3.1.Decomposed displacement
The decomposed displacement is an action of displacing a dismantled object, implying its
demolition and later reconstruction. It is a metaphorical process that allows the rewriting of a physical
and artistic state of the monument, copying the characteristics that it had initially.
However, in Japanese context, the reassembly process of wood temples and shrines may be
comprehensive. Even in cases of use change from spiritual ground to its musealization, the buildings
are dismantled and reassemble in another place exactly the same. See, for example, the Meiji Mura
Museum, in Inuyama, where the early twentieth century buildings were rebuilt; or the Sankei-en
Garden in Yokohama, which was built entirely with classified buildings as historical assets moved
mostly from Kyoto.
In the Portuguese context, examples such as the Our Lady of August or Tailors Chapel at
Oporto and the Portas da Cidade Monument (City Doors Monument) of Ponta Delgada, in Azores, can
be highlighted.
The chapel was demolished from the Oporto Cathedral front yard in 1935, set in blocks and
reassemble in another urban context in 1951. The chapel was rebuilt in the confluence of the Sun and
St Louis Streets with the intention of its safeguard and future perpetuation, recognizing its cognitive
value, preserving and perpetuating the local memories, historical and social values.
The creation of the Gonçalo Velho Square is an example of an addition process, resulting
from the landfill of the old fishermen's wharf for the construction of the marginal of Ponta Delgada, a
square juxtaposed to the Mercadores Street and new building fabric. This process of addition
definitively altered the scenography of the city, among other things, the public dimension of the old
Arcada da Feira (Fair Arcade) and its relation with the sea; and, in particular, the monument Portas da
Cidade transferred by displacement decomposed to the centre of the new square.
This historical monument, a historical and identity symbol that marked the city entrance by the
sea, was disassembled and reassembled in the new square as a museological piece. In the process
the monument loses its solemn function but prevails as a replica or local physical memory of a recent
past.
2.3.2.Composed displacement
The composed displacement method uses a mechanical process to move the monument
without altering its shape. This way the intention is to preserve the historical, architectural and cultural
values intrinsic in the monument through its physical shape, unchanged, as much as possible intact,
often retaining its original function and meaning.
To be a composed action, the monument has to be moved without dismantling it, in a process
very similar to the case of the Yuten-ji Temple in Tokyo.
The Yuten-ji Temple in Nakameguro, Tokyo. This seventeen-century temple is classified as
Important Cultural Property and suffered a structural intervention in 2014 to improve its seismic
capacity. The intervention involved the demolition of part of the pre-existing building, the construction
of a new concrete foundation, and the displacement of the remaining building. The method is to cut
the wood stakes that support it, lift the building without dismounting it, build a rail track – wood and
steel cylinders rail – under it and along the distance that is intended to move it and pull it. This type of
action is a very rudimentary and traditional method.
In Japan this process is widely used, as evidenced by the book edited by the Japan Hikiya
Association [17], which summarizes the different process variables, exemplified by the displacement
of a Torii, a Pagoda, or even a Temple. [18]
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Fig. 12-15: Displacement of the Portas da Cidade monument at Ponta Delgada, Azores, in 1953

Fig. 16-19: Displacement and rotation of the Yutenji Temple, Meguro, Tokyo, 2014.
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3.

The illusion of the past

The copy and replica are intentional gestures often accepted as an original cultural concept. The
object has been reproduced according to past supports, simulating exact shapes of essential
characteristics of other primordial elements. They are a complement to reality, processes of restitution
or construction of the urban heritage, whether based on a memory or a rigorous project. In both
situations what is created is an illusion of the original state.
The original is a momentary state of the urban heritage that exists only at the time it is being
created. Or, at the extreme of the question, it exists only when it is being idealized, in the conceptual
design and thinking, where it still subsists in its pure and unaltered state. Illusion is, in this specific
context, a process of perpetuating and transmitting the urban heritage over time.
The illusion is often born from a nostalgic perception of the past in the celebration of traditions,
crafts or artistic styles that are subsequently absorbed by society as authentic, transforming into
original realities. The urban artifact is an entity created, but also produced, manufactured in a process
of events that varies according to the cultural language of the moment.
The Illusion is often seen as an attempt at functional recovery, at least of its value and social
importance, which necessarily imposes a technical confrontation between its present-future utility and
its past, artistic, and historical value.
There for it is understood that the built heritage is the result of a cultural process that
constantly recreates its meaning in different societies over time. Its re-creation is an interpretive
process that seeks to give meaning to the past in the present time, synthesizing each lived moment,
History or stories of a specific community according to the different canons that they know.
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Abstract
Urban transformation generated by post-modern industrial and urban crisis has required new
methodological and operational references for sustainable and resilient regeneration strategies and
tools. These have highlighted a growing interest in historical, environmental and social issues. This
interdisciplinary framework can enable the valorisation of strategic parts of cities with the construction
of public spaces, facilities, transport and social housing and the “mending of urban fabric” in order to
improve cultural identity, landscape and ecological quality and social inclusion.
Italy has played a key role by initiating a debate on the recovery of the existing city by identifying
conservation as a place of innovation, extending – temporally and spatially – the attention to many
urban and territorial components. Nowadays, these components, such as industrial heritage and
modern city landmarks, represent the core elements of multi-scalar and integrated regeneration
strategies, as shown in the case studies of Venice, Naples, Florence and Genoa illustrated in the
paper.
Keywords: Urban Regeneration; Sustainability; Urban Heritage; Cultural Values; Urban Project

1.
The existing city in a sustainable perspective: towards an integrated
regeneration strategy
The issue of urban transformation is rooted in the 1980s, when the post-modern industrial and urban
crisis generated fragmented and degraded cities that required new methodological and operational
references. These references have highlighted a growing interest in historical, environmental and
social issues, emerging in the transformation of those parts of cities that are losing their former identity
as a result of their physical and functional decay. This complex framework allows us to seize the
opportunity to enhance such city areas through the improvement of ecological quality and social
inclusion as well as economic revitalization, and the valorisation of historic urban morphology and
values [1].
Today, references for urban transformation find a key to their interpretation in the principle of
sustainability, which orients urban planning and design towards new cultural values and new socioeconomic scenarios that converge in the idea of an inclusive, smart and resilient city rooted in its
urban heritage; a process of modernising urban forms and functions, as well as ecological networks
and social tissues, inspired by the concept of regeneration, combining physical improvements with
environmental, social, economic and cultural actions.
Based on consolidated principles raised in the scientific debate, the EU has strongly promoted this
integrated approach to the “existing city” [2], with the support of specially designed programmes and
funds, such as the ERDF (European Regional Development Fund), URBACT and LIFE.
These programmes have introduced new points of view in urban planning, new perspectives when
evaluating the feasibility and quality of projects:
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 the cultural point of view, which defines a project’s ability to interpret and enhance the
historical identity of a city’s heritage; it requires the presence of public functions that are
associated with the peculiarities of places and their construction, production, artistic and
recreational traditions;
 the social point of view, which deals with the ability to tackle the problems and the potential in
the relationship between society and places; it involves forms of social innovation and
inclusion as well as activities that address the factors that characterise contemporary society,
such as multi-ethnic cities and the precariousness and temporary nature of employment and
housing;
 the environmental point of view, which requires complex environmental restoration actions
addressing the various forms of pollution that have accompanied the urbanisation of European
industrial and post-industrial phase, as well as the climate change effects;
 the economic point of view, which demands new forms of partnership-based financing and
participatory management in global crisis scenarios that urge new models of a sharing
economy.
In this framework, Italy has played a key role by initiating a debate on the recovery of the “existing city”
by identifying conservation as a place of innovation [3]. This approach has extended the sphere of
urban recovery from the “historic centre” to the “historic city” and subsequently to the “historic urban
landscape” [4] [5], extended to marginal urban areas as well. In such areas, indeed, it is possible to
identify different types of urban heritage and to experience integrated regeneration actions [6].
At the same time, Italy has provided a setting for experimentation, putting in place new forms of
partnership involving planning tools that have evolved with each “programme generation”, starting with
PRUs (Programmi di Recupero Urbano, or Urban Renewal Programmes), which first appeared on the
scene during the 1990s. These were in keeping with an integrated urban development approach (Law
no.493/1993) and were funded by public and private resources. Later, PIUs (Programmi Integrati
Urbani, or Integrated Urban Programmes) were promoted at a regional level; these aimed to integrate
European and local resources.
Finally, the recent Programma straordinario di intervento per la riqualificazione urbana e la sicurezza
delle periferie (“Extraordinary improvement programme for urban regeneration and suburban safety”)
in 2016 [7] has promoted integration among public and private, local and national funds.
The following observations focus on four case studies, selected on the basis of the cultural and social
value of urban heritage and considered emblematic urban projects due to their integrated approach to
sustainability. These cases have therefore attracted attention to the different components that make
up a public city, components that can become pillars of regeneration work:
 public space in all its various different meanings: as a significant morphological and identityforming urban component and as a space for social inclusion and innovation;
 public equipment with cultural functions able to encourage social and economic-production
development;
 sustainable mobility as a tool for the promotion of a smart lifestyle, connecting “urban
centralities” [8];
 social housing as an element that reconnects urban fabrics and promotes social integration,
as economic support for new, flexible ways of living.
It is for these reasons that the following case studies highlight the specific characteristics of the
cultural, environmental, social and economic values of urban heritage, describing the different lines of
action that contribute to the definition of an integrated regeneration strategy and the various sources of
funding that support such projects.

2.

New references for urban regeneration

The case studies involve industrial brownfield sites that have been abandoned since the 1990s (as in
the cases of the Conterie PRU in Murano, Venice, and the PIU for the regeneration of the former
Molini Meridionali Marzoli complex in Torre del Greco, Naples). Moreover, they involve networks of
architectural landmarks typical of historic cities, such as Renaissance villas, and the equipment and
infrastructure typical of the Modern city, such as barracks, prisons, markets and stations (as in the
case of the Unified PRU for the former Murate prison complex in Florence and the Programme to
regenerate Sampierdarena-Campasso-Certosa in Genoa).
In spite of the specific characteristics of each case and context, it is possible to find, in these practices,
new references for urban densification and regeneration; at the same time, there are unsolved
planning issues and, consequently, lines of research that should be taken further.
2.1 The regeneration of Murano industrial heritage in Venice. The Conterie complex
Of all the main islands in the Venetian lagoon, Murano boasts an important industrial heritage in an
historical and environmental context of international interest. In the 1300s, the authorities that
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governed the area moved dangerous and harmful production activities from Venice to the island of
Murano, which has since experienced several periods of growth and crisis.
In particular, the glass industry became inextricably linked to the island’s identity and settlement
structure, turning into a main component of local economic development. At the same time, the glass
industry has fostered the cultural value of Murano as “the Island of Glass” at a national and
international level, in keeping with a growing awareness of its artistic value.
During the industrial phase, from 1898 on, production was mainly concentrated in the industrial
complex called Conterie (glass beads), which reached a surface area of 22,000 sqm. This complex of
industrial factories employed more than 3,000 workers from 1940 to 1970, until the crisis in the glass
industry forced the complex to close in 1993. As a result, the abandoned factories became the major
cause of urban and environmental decay on the island, especially due to the neglect of its buildings
and pollution in the soil, contaminated by heavy metals (such as arsenic, copper, mercury, lead and
zinc). Furthermore, the closure of the complex rendered a large part of the island inaccessible at a
strategic point, where the Canal Grande crosses the San Donato canal, next to the historic religious
complex of San Donato, an important local centrality. The large perimeter wall that encloses the entire
industrial complex could not hide the two tall chimneys, which have marked the historic urban
landscape of Murano until today. The other buildings were arranged around two open spaces. One of
the buildings is located on the edge of the complex, next to an old Gothic building. It became the
“Glass Archive” in 1861 and, a few years later, the “Glass Museum”. In spite of post-war architectural
development, a number of sheds already demonstrate their value as industrial heritage, particularly as
regards typical construction features: the wooden roofs and floors, the brick structure, the large arched
windows as well as the large halls where industrial machinery was kept.
The PRU was launched in the mid-1990s [9] in order to complete a range of actions that would ensure
the sustainable regeneration and enhancement of the building complex. At the same time, as has
occurred with the redevelopment of strategic industrial sites in other major cities, the project has
become an opportunity to regenerate the entire island of Murano.
Consistent with an analysis of the state of the buildings involved, the implementation of the PRU
required, first of all, the modification of the Masterplan (variante urbanistica), in order to introduce a
regulatory framework that would enable:
 a greater variety of functions, so as to go beyond the single-function industrial zoning
envisaged in the old Masterplan, and the enhancement of the glass industry as regards
production (with the creation of new craft workshops and business premises) and from a
cultural and artistic point of view (with the extension of the Glass Museum);
 specific morphological plans that could regulate the range of improvements from conservation
to demolition; preserving existing industrial architectural features whilst allowing the innovation
of architectural technologies and the redesign of interiors;
 the design of public spaces as a key element for the physical and social “harmonisation” of the
complex with its surrounding urban fabric;
 the introduction of new facilities and functions of collective interest, such as social housing,
which could guarantee quality of life in spite of the economic crisis, and the social
development of the inhabitants of Murano, characterised by a recognised sense of belonging
to the urban community;
 the reclamation of the soil, an essential condition for the creation of new residential and
collective activities and for preserving such a sensitive natural environment.
Moreover, these transformations have required a partnership-based process, integrating public and
private planning and funding resources. The partnership was set up by an agreement signed in 1995
by Venice city council, Veneto’s regional government and the former Ministry of Public Works. The
agreement envisaged national funding from the CER (the Comitato per l’Edilizia Residenziale, or
National Housing Committee) and committed the city council to making the area available. The council
also funded some development work, such as the creation of workshops, which it subsequently
assigned to private stakeholders. Veneto’s regional government funded the extension of the Glass
Museum. Other private and public authorities were involved, including ATER (the Public Housing
Agency) and private operators.
Later, in 2010, the complex was incorporated into Venice’s Strategic Plan and Murano Project [10], an
initiative aimed at overcoming the continuing crisis in the area’s industry. Recently, the project to
extend the Glass Museum has also received new funding from the ERDF’s Regional Operational
Programme [11].
The overall programme has only been partially implemented. The Glass Museum opened a new
section in 2015 and has launched new activities, putting into practice the project’s main sustainable
goals and serving the public interest in the best way possible. Other public improvements have been
completed, such as a series of workshops and some housing [12]. Private stakeholders have opened
a hotel. The main obstacle to the programme’s completion is the complexity of the improvement work
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involved and the enormous economic resources required for the environmental regeneration of the
industrial land and buildings.
From the methodological point of view of integrated planning solutions, the project can be considered
a best practice and an emblematic case of sustainable urban densification and transformation. It
reconciles the preservation of industrial architectural features with the introduction of innovative
structures. The combination of residential, commercial and public functions fosters the island’s
cultural, social and economic development, rooted in its industrial history and enhanced through the
renovation of the craft workshops and the extension of the Glass Museum.
Nevertheless, the high cost of environmental restoration and the partnership-based process, essential
for the funding and execution of the project, has seriously postponed (though not put at risk) the
project’s successful completion, which is difficult to assess in terms of the actual state of
improvements when they have been carried out over a protracted period. Issues such as the funding
that can cover the cost of environmental reclamation and the definition of a strict timescale within
which complex improvements are carried out in historic areas must be considered key points in order
to innovate the operational planning methods.
2.2 Urban heritage and cultural identity: the regeneration of the former Molini Meridionali
Marzoli complex in Torre del Greco, Naples
The city of Torre del Greco is part of a territory that has always been wedged between the mountains
and the coast and has continued to grow over the centuries. Vesuvian Renaissance villas – with their
beautiful gardens, cultivated land and stepped terraces – formed a unique “residential and production”
system that runs parallel to the coastline, overlooking the sea: an extraordinary landscape described
as the “Miglio d’Oro” (the “Golden Mile”, the Bourbon road, of one mile length, stretching from
Herculaneum to Torre del Greco, so called “golden” for the huge presence of oranges, lemons and
mandarins trees).
Torre del Greco’s social and cultural identity is rooted in this territorial context. Its economic and
manufacturing activities have always gravitated around the sea and the port. It was here, with its
scenic view of the entire gulf, that the city’s first industrial complex, the Molini Meridionali Marzoli, was
built in the early 1900s. The site’s strategic position was closely linked to the area’s maritime and
railway transport network and its terrain; automated machinery and a perfect design made it
technically as well as architecturally avant-garde. The mill, warehouse, silos and the tower where the
grain shipped in was first stored, as well as the complex’s highest chimney, were recognisable
landmarks that could be seen from a considerable distance. Indeed, the complex was built above a
basalt rock section of coastline formed in the volcanic eruption of 1754, 15 metres above sea level,
and soon became the emblematic manifestation of a unique natural and human transformation
process [13].
After the Second World War, demographic and economic growth – and the resulting rapid urban
development – changed the relationship between the city and the sea, leading to the decline of all its
traditional production activities. In 1978, Molini Meridionali Marzoli shut down its mill and from then on
it was only used as a storage site. In 1985, the factory was definitively closed and the buildings and
environment were left to decay gradually. In 1989, Torre del Greco’s city council acquired the entire
industrial complex with the intention of salvaging the area by introducing new functions of collective
interest for the enhancement of the relationship between the city and the sea, which has always been
the basis for the development of Vesuvian cities.
In the first years of the new millennium, the project for the enhancement of the Molini industrial
complex became an essential part of the PIU’-Torre del Greco in Europa, funded by the ERDF’s 20072013 Regional Operational Programme (ERDF, Objective VI: Urban Development and Quality of Life)
and run by Campania’s regional government to promote development strategies closely linked to
urban regeneration programmes.
The programme’s main objective was to enhance the attractiveness and competitiveness of mediumsized towns in Campania, through sustainable socio-economic regeneration, the urban and
environmental quality of improvements and a high profile for transformation actions focusing on
historical, environmental and social issues; a shared strategy that involves the entire Vesuvian coast,
its historic and natural sites as well as its production and urban heritage.
To this end, the Molini project has the following goals:
 urban transformation and sustainable densification in order to improve the morphological,
ecological and social conditions of the area’s relation with the city centre and the port;
 the creation of a functional mix that will turn the industrial complex into a multi-purpose centre
dedicated to coral craftwork, maritime culture and shipbuilding, traditional local activities that
represent its social and cultural heritage;
 an integrated vision of actions for the construction of quality public spaces, inside and outside
the industrial area, in order to “harmonise” the coastline with the inner part of the city.
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The final project, approved in 2013, envisages the creation of a Cittadella del Mare (a “Citadel of the
Sea”), over an area of 15,500 sqm, where the various buildings will be the site of a Sea and Navy
Museum, a centre for research and scientific innovation fostering an understanding of marine
biodiversity and its protection, and a cultural and educational centre specialising in activities
connected to the local tradition of shipbuilding and artistic coral production. The museum, which is
envisaged as a resource for collective identity and not merely as a container or storage area for
archaeological remains, will be part of a territorial museum system, involving various institutions all
over the region so as to guarantee high levels of quality conservation and cultural heritage
enhancement as part of a mutually agreed management strategy.
Moreover, an area set aside for temporary activities, such as cultural events, will open the complex to
local residents. Close cooperation between the Citadel and specialised high schools in Torre del
Greco – such as the Institute of Art, the Nautical State Institute, the Professional Institute for Maritime
Activities and its universities – will strengthen the social and cultural impact of the Molini complex’s
new purpose and its physical transformation. The open public spaces inside and outside the complex
will feature large pedestrian areas and car parks so as to encourage slow mobility as one enters the
Molini complex and port, creating new connections with the urban surroundings.
The complex, now partly renovated, has kept its original structure and preserved the buildings’
architectural features. One of the buildings has also been used as a site for research activities: a
training centre, a section of Federico II University dedicated to marine biodiversity, a business
incubator and a range of public offices. The Sea Museum project, however, did not see the light.
Due to the lack of a new, unified purpose mainly caused by economic problems, the complex has
missed the opportunity to become the core of a widespread regeneration project. The training
activities run in the renovated building are slowly losing their strategic role in providing a new social
purpose for the area because they are no longer part of a mutually agreed and incisive urban
transformation process.
Despite the fact that the overall project has not been implemented, local residents are extremely
interested in the complex, thanks to its cultural and social value. In March 2017, Torre del Greco’s city
council published a call for tenders for those interested in the complex’s concession, leading to the
possibility of delegating the management of this public heritage to a private stakeholder. The call for
tenders, which did not lead to a winning contract, has provoked open public dissent and has attracted
even more attention to the precious Molini complex. In July 2017, the enhancement of Molini has
become part of the improvement work envisaged in the Programme “Grande Pompei” (a programme
wanted by Unesco and the Ministery of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism and the
surrounding municipalities of the archeological area of Pompei finalized in the reconnection of cultural
entities of the Vesuvian coast in a shared and unitary program of urban and territorial regeneration
project and funded by the ERDF’s 2014-2020 Regional Operational Programme). This programme, in
line with the creation of a relation among the masterpieces of Humanity, the UNESCO World heritage,
and the “minor” heritage, which includes also environmental detractors (as disused factories), aims to
regenerate the natural and built heritage and limit the negative impact of such detractors. These can
become, if placed in a careful management action of the whole, part of a process of territorial
requalification [14]. A new joint effort that could finally return the Molini Marzoli complex to the city of
Torre del Greco and to human heritage.
2.3 The regeneration of urban historical heritage: the former Murate prison complex in
Florence
The Murate former prison complex is part of the largest regeneration project now underway in the
south-east sector of the historic city centre of Florence, Tuscany. Up until the 2000s, the entire
complex was abandoned and degraded, and it has proved a challenge for the city council due to its
size and architectural features, its strategic position on the inner edge of a medieval curtain wall and
its potential social impact.
The former prison is located in the historic and central Santa Croce district. Though facing profound
change due to the pressure caused by tourism and speculative construction, the area also boasts a
strong, deeply-rooted local identity.
The Murate complex occupies a wide block longitudinally positioned between the historic city centre
and the third circle of medieval walls, which acts as a kind of “hinge” between the historic centre and
the Campo di Marte district. It is highly accessible, as it is located on the outer boundary of the
restricted traffic zone, it is on the tourist circuit and is well served by public transport (regular buses
and City Line electric mini-buses serving the city centre).
Built as a cloister convent in the early 1400s (hence the name Murate, or “walled-up”), the complex
was turned into Florence’s prison in the late-nineteenth century when comprehensive renovations and
substantial extension work were carried out. It maintained this function until it was finally closed in
1983.
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These particular uses have resulted in its unusually introverted morpho-typology compared to its
surrounding urban fabric: the high perimeter wall, against which the buildings lean, enclosed an entire
urban block without exits to the outside and featured a number of courtyards inside.
The project to regenerate the complex is an Intervento Unitario di Recupero Urbano (as at Article 11 of
Law no.179/92), or Unified PRU, and was drawn up by the city council under the guidance of the
architect Renzo Piano on behalf of UNESCO. It was approved by the city council in 1998 and added to
Florence’s 1998 Piano Regolatore Generale (Masterplan) and, more recently, was included in the
PSC, the council’s Structural Plan, approved in 2011 and in the Regolamento Urbanistico Edilizio or
RUE (Planning and Building Regulation), approved in 2015. In particular, the council’s Structural Plan
identifies the complex as a “Centrality”, a role that is reiterated in the map of the “Collective Spaces
and Equipment”, where the overall project for a public city is expounded. The complex is also
identified in the RUE due to its historical, identity-forming value.
The project, which began with a call for proposals issued by the city council in 1996 [15], defined a
strategy for subsequent plans regarding all regeneration work, which was organised in two stages
(Stage I 1998-2010, Stage II 2010-2015) implemented using “intervention lots” (of which the first was
inaugurated in 2004), stages that are now almost completed.
The project’s aim was to respect the historical and architectural value of the complex and, at the same
time, turn it into an integrated part of the city, with a broad mix of primarily public urban functions and
various different open spaces connected to the surrounding urban fabric, so as to reflect the
complexity and richness of traditional urban space, successfully achieving a real functional polarity in
Florence’s historic centre and, therefore, becoming an important part of the public city.
The project has triggered maintenance and restoration activities and only a small proportion of
demolition work. Such demolitions were “minimal” interventions designed to maintain and enhance the
strong historical layering of the site, its peculiar morphology and, moreover, to ensure the urban and
economic sustainability of the improvements carried out. The design solutions adopted led to a vertical
layering of different functions. On the ground floor, public functions as well as commercial, craft and
social spaces include innovative, state-of-the-art activities specifically targeting young people, cultural
activities and new economy businesses.
The project particularly envisages an urban centre, a contemporary arts centre and a gallery as well
as business incubators, an arts and crafts centre and a Media Integration and Communication Centre,
the Kennedy Foundation, areas hosting the Smart Dissidents spaces, restaurants and bookshops. The
upper floors feature offices and homes, especially social housing and guest lodgings.
The structures that make up the complex are arranged around an integrated system of public open
spaces. Three pedestrian “squares”, each with its own character, are connected by a pedestrian path
that crosses the complex and integrates them with the urban fabric outside: Piazza Verde (“green
square”), Piazza Quadrata (“square-shaped square”) and Piazza Aperta (“open square”).
The project was managed by the city council’s Public Residential Building Office and implemented
entirely through the integration of different types of funding: local grants (Florence city council),
regional grants (Tuscany’s regional government, PIUSS Integrated Sustainable Urban Development
Plans, funded by the EU’s ERDF), national grants (the GESCAL Management Housing for Workers
fund, the CIPE Interministerial Committee for Economic Planning) and European grants (EU Funds –
the URBACT programme’s REPAIR network).
The project’s general approach, characterised by a strongly integrated procedural strategy, was to link
the physical and social regeneration of a degraded area, an urban enclave that was unused and
abandoned. With a special focus on issues regarding economic feasibility, the enhancement of
historical identity and the social sustainability of improvements, featuring a high level of innovation, the
Murate Unified PRU has tangibly achieved three important goals:
 the physical and morphological recovery of the complex’s structures and historical and
architectural spaces;
 the creation of a sophisticated and innovative functional mix, above all cultural and
recreational, but also production-centred and social functions;
 the construction of a network of quality public spaces, creating new urban squares and new
connections between parts of the city that were formerly separate from each other.
Today, these three goals have enabled Murate to become an important focus for the neighbourhood
and the community, as well as for the entire city, and it now plays an important role in the wealth of
activities that Florence’s city centre has always offered. The highly innovative process and the design
choices involved, as well as the high quality of the outcome, have been recognised by the European
Union as a best practice. Moreover, the European Union has also funded the Reprise project, which
has created a network of several cities, Florence included, with the aim of exchanging experience in
the regeneration of disused historic prisons. Furthermore, the project has been awarded numerous
national prizes, including the Gubbio 2012 Prize instituted by the ANCSA (the National Association of
Historic/Artistic Centres) [16].
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2.4 A new scenario for an historic suburb: the regeneration of Sampierdarena district in Genoa
The historic urban growth of Genoa, which has always been inextricably linked to its nature as a
harbour town, has combined considerable industrial and infrastructural development in the European
and Mediterranean context with strong cultural and environmental features. This combination can be
recognised, despite strong fragmentation, in its architectural landmarks and in its weakened
perceptive relationship with the sea.
Today, the environmental and architectural values of the Sampierdarena-Campasso-Certosa district
are particularly kept alive by the Renaissance villas. These villas, together with the sumptuous
buildings mainly constructed along today’s Via Daste and Via Dottesio streets, have contributed to the
area’s prestige since before the eighteenth century.
The unity of this urban heritage was disturbed during the industrialisation of the city, due to chaotic
urban growth, which coincided with the annexation of Genoa to the Kingdom of Sardinia. As well as
delivering the port, this process made Genoa one of the main terminals in European and international
maritime traffic. This leadership strengthened in the following century with the passage of the TurinGenoa railway line.
Moreover, during the Fascist period, the hill of San Benigno was stripped for the construction of the
port’s infrastructure. This transformation irreversibly changed the relationship between Sampierdarena
and the city centre, converting the recreational and environmental use of this part of the coast to
harbour and industrial functions. In the meantime, the morphology of the urban fabric suffered a
further significant distortion caused by the construction of the motorway, which damaged the public
space system and overall quality of life.
The post-war period has seen the worsening of urban conditions due to the spontaneous densification
of the area, produced by the increasing demand for housing generated by the economic boom. In the
1970s, when manufacturing industry began to relocate to other areas, causing a fall in the resident
population, this triggered an influx of immigrants, a process that lead to an increase in unemployment
rates and social imbalances.
This process has required a series of actions focusing on the recovery of existing building stock,
characterised, in large part, by high historical value that is now, however, generally impoverished or
unused. At the same time, it requires the reconstruction of the public space in order to provide the
urban structure with a shape and form, as well as the regeneration of existing infrastructures.
To this end, Genoa city council has proposed the Sampierdarena-Campasso-Certosa regeneration
Project as part of the “Extraordinary programme for the urban regeneration and suburban safety of
metropolitan cities, provincial capitals and the city of Aosta” (the Programma straordinario di intervento
per la riqualificazione urbana e la sicurezza delle periferie) [17], launched by the Council of Ministers
and published with the Decree of 25 May 2016 (Law n.208/2015). This national Programme aims to
carry out urgent work to regenerate the most deprived urban areas, proposed by city councils and
metropolitan city councils.
The Sampierdarena project, which has grown thanks to a participatory process, has operated in
keeping with the definition of a coordinated intervention programme that does not envisage land
consumption and involves an area located in an environmentally and socially deprived context
characterised by strong urban potential, as well as a limited range of public services. The project,
therefore, aims to pursue sustainable urban regeneration, increase urban quality and security levels,
as well as the social, cultural and economic revitalisation necessary to encourage the integration of an
area’s inhabitants, who mostly belong to underprivileged social classes. These goals are pursued with
an integrated strategy based on the construction of local centralities in order to reaffirm the lost
elements that typically characterise a public city and restore identity-forming values.
With this “extraordinary programme”, the national government has selected and founded the project
promoted by Genoa city council, which is an implementation of a larger regeneration urban project.
This complex project was launched with European funds some years ago, as the ERDF’s 2007-13
ROP proved insufficient to trigger a comprehensive regeneration process, which made new
complementary actions necessary.
These actions are geared towards achieving a general urban rebalancing strategy that involves four
fields of application found in the main components of urban regeneration:
 Public space renewal as an identity-forming urban component, able to define the form of
urban structure and contribute to overcoming social problems.
 Public building stock restoration, including social and educational functions that can lead to
revitalisation, improving its formal characteristics in order to preserve historic identity and
values.
 An increase in public equipment, necessary to restore cultural values and promote social
inclusion in support of a multi-ethnic city.
 Improvements in infrastructure, focused on rationalising the complexity of today’s network and
supporting a sustainable regeneration process.
These fields of application are reflected in many integrated actions carried out on all four components.
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They address public space using invasive actions, such as the demolition of the Gallino public library
and the former car pound, which will make room for a new public space.
The regeneration of public building stock of high historical and architectural value that is currently
abandoned or in disuse – or in any case scarcely used and suitable for hosting several functions and
services – is an action that goes hand-in-hand with an increase in public equipment. Of these, Palazzo
Grimaldi will be converted into the headquarters of cultural, social and recreational associations, while
Campasso market will be turned into a kindergarten. These actions perfectly complement the activities
already running at the Buranello Civic Centre and the market in Piazza Tre Ponti. Apart from
envisaging the introduction of revitalising functions, the city council has included particular
improvements on the formal characteristics of historic buildings in the project proposal, buildings such
as the Palazzo della Fortezza, Certosa cloister, the market and Piazza Tre Ponti, designed to salvage
their historical/identity-forming and architectural value. Moreover, the project involves their
surroundings and contributes to redefining privileged views and perceived values.
Improvements to infrastructure consist in the renovation of the railway next to Campasso railway park,
with the construction of public green areas and a cycle path.
All these improvements, which are closely linked to other actions produced by public and private
initiatives such as the building of new road lines and the renovation of the Sampierdarena railway hub,
combine to form a complex mosaic that can trigger sustainable urban regeneration processes.
The results expected by the project proposal, whose completion is scheduled within five years, are a
combination of elements: the overcoming of environmental issues, the restoration of identity-forming
and cultural values and the activation of a process of cultural and socio-economic revitalisation that
can improve living standards and the quality of Genoa’s urban heritage.
The significance of this case study lies in the partnership between public and private organisations
during the project proposal’s design phase, which has permitted the integration of different funds to
support the project’s total completion. Another innovative aspect of the project relates to fiscal
incentives set up to support management activities, so as to guarantee the actual achievement and
continuity of pre-arranged goals.

New approaches to urban heritage: a combination of innovation and
conservation

3.

These practices propose that urban heritage be put to use as a “common good” and as the “key
component” in fostering a new sustainable city model that can combine the innovation and
conservation of urban values and structure through an integrated strategy of regeneration that hinders
the loss of memory and belonging to a territory.
A regeneration strategy that requires:
 a functional mix that can encourage historical identity towards new production, cultural and
social models [18] that merge the modernization of uses and technologies with the continuity
of traditions (i.e. cultural and economic activities related to glass production in Murano and
coral handicraft in Torre del Greco);
 a public space “porosity” [19] that can “mend” the separate urban areas related to different
phases of urban development and transformation, using a structural system where open
spaces play, as well, an environmental and social role (i.e. the new articulated system of
public spaces in the Murate complex, passing through the former prison to connect opposite
sides of the city centre and in the Conterie complex creating a new access to the island of
Murano);
 a morphological approach [20] [21] to urban fabric that can guide the choice of which
elements should be preserved and regenerated, helping to interpret the signs on the urban
“palimpsest” [22] as symbolic references and architectural landmarks for the contemporary
city (i.e the Sampierdarena regeneration program).
In this framework, the conservation and the valorisation of urban cultural heritage – when associated
with consistent functional transformation – can constitute a “flywheel” for regeneration also of the
urban contexts in which it is located, by launching wider processes of revitalization and
redevelopment.
Moreover, in line with the concept of urban resilience that is now gaining ground, the main lines of
research worth exploring new low-cost participatory planning and management options as well as
temporary uses [23] [24], enabling a re-appropriation of common goods in term of heritage recovery
but also in term of social innovation and inclusion toward urban essential collective values.
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Abstract
A Smart city is "a city where digital technology embedded across all city functions" (Smart Cities
Council), originally born as a commercial adventure for new cities planned according to principles of
livability, workability and sustainability, futuristic cathedrals in the desert (Masdar City, Abu Dhabi).
The Smart ideology of the "over-planned" city has found its strength in the apocalyptic feeling that
phenomena such as climate change and the supply of water and energy have been routed in the
citizens through the mass media, and that the same multinational companies producing this new
urban model promise to solve, through standardized actions anywhere in the world.
Is this the future awaiting us? A city can be really defined Smart if it doesn’t lose its memory, if it
doesn’t forget its past and if it uses the most advanced ICT to rebuild public spaces, offering actions
and strategies built in adherence to the specific context, establishing a new civil conscience in human,
social and economic relationships. Especially in Italy, the importance of adapting technologies to
highly identifiable historical contexts, as places of historical memory and testimony of cultural heritage,
is a central theme for the construction of the contemporary city, putting "best practices" into action on
historical centers of large or small Italian cities, aimed at enhancement and revitalization, in opposition
to the current phenomena of abandonment and gentrification that pervade these urban realities.
Keywords: Smart city, Cultural heritage, Italian historical centers, ICT

1. Introduction
In a globalized world, the cyclical nature of economic crises, the market instability, the late
industrialization and de-industrialization, the climate change and the deterioration of ecosystems have
effectively changed both the traditional perspectives of urban development and settlement and the
socio-economic dynamics at all latitudes.
In the last twenty years the range of influence that the polarization of large cities is progressively
expanding invests the neighboring minor centers, creating a “metropolitan”[1] territory, a fragmented
and widespread urban continuum, dependent on economic dynamics and commuting from the big
main nucleus, which lives and rises as a car city and invades the rural space, contaminating it with
unprecedented functional mixtures, dismantling the structural plots[2].
These are territories that suffer from lack of basic services and public spaces, sounding boards for the
deepening of the phenomena of crime, ghettoization and social segregation, more and more difficult to
control and manage. This new face of the contemporary city is unsustainable from many points of
view, ranging from urban and life quality (such as difficulty in collecting demand for the structuring of
services and infrastructures for public transport), environmental quality (as consumption of soil or
transport emissions), social and community costs. The settlement polarization in large cities, where
the major job offers and services are concentrated, together with policies that have effectively
penalized agricultural activities, have had the effect of abandoning the smaller centers, that have been
transformed into shrinking cities; places often of great value, with a historical heart and a human-sized
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dimension that offer a high quality of life, rarely found in the metropolitan area of the big cities. These
are portions of territory that new technologies have so far made structurally irrelevant producing a
territorial inequality [3] that is the basis of urban fragmentation.

2. Technologies and cities
2.1 Dynamics underway in the contemporary city. A stupid city
The increasing complexity that the urban system is showing, both for the size of the phenomena and
for the subjects, interrelations, systems that interact on the territory, requires an integrated and
conscious intervention of the components that operate in such complexity. The city has been the best
place to live for centuries, because it allows a community life that builds fruitful relationships,
generates fertile synapses, produces new economies and accelerates innovation; cities were born and
have resisted all the alternative proposals and post-urban storms, becoming the predominant form of
human settlement, due to their ability to continuously create a platform for innovation, allowing the
largest number of spare parts, offering materials through which build new relationships or semifinished places on which to complete the process of metamorphosis and transition to the post-carbon
economy[4].
The complexity that characterizes the city, in fact, corresponds to an increasingly rapid technological
growth, that nowadays represents a revolution that includes more and more software and digital
players, and that assumes a primary role regarding all the evils that afflict the modern citizen. An
epoch-making shift from mechanical and analog electronic technology to digital electronics, which
began in every part of the world from the late fifties to the late seventies, with the adoption and the
proliferation of computers and digital memories, which has continued until today in alternating
phases[5]. The goal that is emerging is to achieve a holistic approach[6] to the urban system, in the
wake of Bacon's The New Atlantis (1614-16), an authentic manifesto of the Baconian ideal of science,
understood as experimentation that allows man to dominate the nature bending it to its ends and
placing it at the service of its moral values.
Today this is made possible due to the use and the development of technologies, both those
applicable in the design phase as GIS or Bim technologies or walk or traffic simulators (such as Mat
Sim), and those that are then applied, for an improvement of the project itself, to different contexts,
design of experience, sensors and new materials, Ngn, cloud, Internet of Things, new systems of of
people and goods mobility, data flows from different families of sensors: environmental sensors, which
measure temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, light, noise and vibration; air quality sensors,
which measure the presence and concentration of up to eight different gases, including pollutants
such as ozone, carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide; and activity sensors, which will monitor
stagnant water and urban floods while counting pedestrians, bicycles, cars, trucks and buses. The city
of tomorrow is an Augmented City, a place that values the collective intelligence of people, through a
paradigm shift, a spatial / cultural / social / economic tool to improve our contemporary, individual and
collective, informal and institutional life.
A flow of information and technology that pervades the everyday life of every inhabitant, a prefix Smart
that permeates everything with a new, technological and right aura.
2.2 Smart rhetoric
The urban valorization and the construction of an idea of the city have always gone hand in hand with
the evolution of technology, first mechanics, hydraulics and steam, later, more recently, electric and
digital technology of the current era[7].
The Smart City phenomenon was born in the USA during the nineties, in conjunction with the
liberalization of telecommunications and the rise of Internet services. The origins are traceable in the
planning movement Smart Growth, which proposed compact, pedestrian and mixed functions cities in
opposition to the phenomenon of settlement that already showed the first negative effects on the
city[8]. In the early years of the twenty-first century, some ICT companies used the term Smart to
indicate the application of technological systems to the integrated management of urban
infrastructures and services, and this term became widely used to indicate any form of technological
innovation applied to the design, development and management of the city. What has been achieved
are commercial adventures, new cities like Songdo (South Korea), Masdar City (United Arab
Emirates), PlanIt Valley (Portugal) where "digital technology embedded across all city functions",
following the principles of livability - healthy living conditions, free of pollution and congestion, where
urban services are available anytime and anywhere - workability - high quality job opportunities,
possible due to the use of infrastructure - and sustainability - service offer without affecting the
possibility of future generations to be able to use them (Smart City Council). Today the Smart City’s
issue seems to be the protagonist of the scientific debate, of the agendas of the administrations and of
the urban development programs of the cities, both at a national and European level[9]. Flying over
the ethical issues related to a Smart approach in the construction of cities in the desert such as
Masdar City, urban utopias governed by technology and a holistic control over the system, the
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elements that are emerging, also in relation to regenerating interventions of our cities in a
technological key, incur in many risks that this vision entails.
Quoting Italo Calvino, "Cities, like dreams, are made of desires and fears."[10]
Firstly, in fact, the proponents of Smart cities use "a great marketing rhetoric in which the theme of
safety, on the one hand, and that of environmental quality, on the other, become the pillars of a new
society"[11], offering simplistic solutions and necessary recipes to fight an apocalyptic future, made of
energy shortages, heavy traffic, pollution, widespread safety problems, and invasion by "diversity".
Thanks to the massive diffusion of images, data and news, through mass media, in these years the
fear and the manic obsession with security "have made the most spectacular of careers"[12], the
rhetorical aspect of the Smart City as a "response" to the ills that afflict our times is manifested in
idyllic renderings, in the rounded shapes and the bright colors with which the slogans of savings,
ecology and serenity are proposed. “The citizens that Smart city claims to serve are treated like
infants, they are fed cute icons of urban life, integrated with harmless devices, cohering into pleasant
diagrams in which citizens and business are surrounded by more and more circles of service that
create bubbles of control… Where is the possibility of transgression?”[13], what is that urban living
that eliminates any friction between the user and the city?
It is the generative mentality of gated communities all over the world, that increases social inequality
and segregation of those parts of the cities that don’t benefit from Smart interventions, thus building
cities of cities, confining and penetrating, that ignore each other[14].
Secondly, the aspect of the standardization of the interventions that this rhetoric offers, deriving from
the American dynamics for which the phenomenon was born in the 1990s, is re-proposed the same
way in every context. The evaluations for the "Smart technologies" are the same all over the world,
from Cremona to Seoul, even if some attempts have been made at a European level, but limited to the
size and not to the urban context in question[15].
The peculiarity of the Italian territory consists of many micro realities, of a strong historical connotation
that constitutes the heart of every Italian city and of phenomena, like the mentioned abandonment of
minor historical centers and metropolization of the territory, which requires a more in-depth analysis.
The biggest mistake is to consider a Smart City as a new city, as a goal to be achieved in a more or
less distant future. Cities are constantly evolving, and history teaches us that trying to crystallize parts
of the city as "historical" means to take away from them the vitality that constitutes themselves;
although in some cases this evolution is too slow and for that reason it is not appreciated, instead in
others it is too rapid and it is difficult to understand[16].

Fig. 1: A comparison between Paris Smart city 2050 (Vincent Callebaut Architectures) and Smart Historical
Strategy

3. Smartness and Historical Heritage: which kind of intelligence for historical centers
The part of the city that we recognize as historical can be considered as the product of an evolution
that has seen the succession of different ways of living over time, returning the contemporary city to its
inhabitants. The contemporary dimension of the historical city requires a continuous updating of the
themes and contents that are read and attributed to the historical forms through the insertion of new
meanings, new values and new forms[17]. Today the historic city is at the center of the theoretical
disciplinary debate and of the strategies of the contemporary urban project, as it has the role of guide
and direction for understanding and governing the structuring components of the territory and for the
definition of planning strategies.
“To treat the existing as it is, is not preserve the things that have already been placed as values or
have been settled in systems of codified values (the historical center as a collective work of art). It is
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simply to cure values and non-values together, thus affirming new values based on respect that is due
to the concrete 'presence' of being there"[18].
This extension of meaning does not only concern the era of belonging of the resources or their
location in the oldest part of the city, but also the formal, civil, managerial and symbolic aspects,
representing an expansion of interest on several fronts: temporal, spatial and of meaning. However,
this assumption derives from a long and complex theoretical and operational path which, in Italy, has
placed in the middle the theme of the valorization of historical centers; starting from the “Carta of
Gubbio” of 1990, the attention of the urban debate also moves "out of the city", affirming a renewed
philosophy of behavior towards the historical and natural heritage and its relations with the territories
of modernity. In the contemporary city, an innovative role that nowadays we entrust to the historical
centers is to talk about the culture of places and communities, a task that is submitted with the
assignment entrusted to historical traces and to the systematic reading of historical artefacts in
construction of the quality of the "urban territory". From the historical center the push towards
belonging to the whole city as a single thing from the physical, cultural, civil point of view can arise[19].
Today the historical centers are living and dynamic parts of the Italian cities, not only due to their
monumentality, which attracts increasing amounts of tourists, but also because the public space
welcomes events and citizens and hosts institutional, cultural and service functions, enabling
economic and social fabric enrichment. The contemporary historical city is once again a challenge and
an opportunity for the future of the communities and it has a central role in the strategic planning and
in the regulation of urban development. The planning activity should therefore be conceived as an
element aimed at achieving an integrated development, whose central axis is culture; it is not just a
matter of conserving and enhancing historic centers, but also a matter of incorporating them into the
dynamics of the contemporary city, ensuring them specific opportunities for sustainable development.
3.1 City and Historical Heritage
The traditional field of analysis of the physical city and urban redevelopment has extended from the
historical center to the existing city as a whole, involving the entire "historical territory" of which it is
part, looking for the "widespread and often dispersed plot of man's traces"[20] and overcoming the
traditional inclination to give historical legitimacy to the only "forma urbis existing at the time of the
city's transition into an urban organism"[21].
The historical center, which traditionally represented the place where the values of urbs and civitas
have been concentrating, and therefore the point of centralization of values linked to memory and
identity, is recognized in the “Carta of Gubbio” as part of a wider settlement structure:
"This structure, interpreted in its secular process of formation, today must be identified as "historical
territory", an overall expression of cultural identity and therefore subject in all its parts (existing city
and suburbs, built landscapes, rural territory) of an organic intervention strategy"(“Carta of
Gubbio”,1990, point 2).
The recognition of historical values to the whole "historical territory", in the fullness of its historical and
natural values and its spatial articulations, represents the starting point for an integrated and extended
project, which connects "historical center and suburb, city and territory" (“Carta of Gubbio”,1990, point
3) through an integrated and effective redevelopment methodology. The conditions of the settlement
patrimony, the socio-economic phenomena that invest cities and territory and the different forms and
types of landscapes express, in fact, two demands both considered indispensable: preservation of
historical memory, on the one hand, and innovation on the other.
"The understanding of the specificity and identity of the places is in fact an indispensable and
preliminary step for a possible development of quality, which is then placed with the story in a
relationship of stratification, aiming, at the same time, to recreate a system of relations between
community and environment"[22].
The passage that led to ratifying the conceptual extension from the historical center to the existing city,
to the historical territory, passage reaffirmed by the European Convention in 2000, has been further
innovated with the insertion of the theme "Historic Urban Landscape" (HUL) that UNESCO introduced
with the Vienna Memorandum in 2005 and which at the end of 2011 was consolidated in a special
"Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape". With the concept of HUL we refer "to the
formations of any group of buildings, structures and open spaces, in their natural and ecological
context, including archaeological and paleontological sites, constituting human settlements in an urban
environment over a relevant period of time, the cohesion and value of which are recognized from the
archaeological, architectural, prehistoric, historic, scientific, aesthetic, socio-cultural or ecological point
of view. This landscape has shaped modern society and has a great value to make us understand the
way we live today"[23].
Its field of application concerns the recognition of the quality of an urban landscape that is not limited
only to protected areas and historical buildings, but also refers to the surrounding environment,
anthropic or natural, with the aim of "considering the historic city as a site, rather than a group of
buildings”[24]. The HUL is an innovative approach to historical heritage that includes both the
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analysis-interpretation of physical and material heritage and the careful consideration of immaterial
data, that although the term "Identity" binds together, they need to be singled out. A design theme that
necessarily brings together protection and innovation, since the HUL includes the whole building and
its context. A project characterized by integration and strategy, but which necessarily incorporates the
management theme. The concept of Historic Urban Landscape is therefore an alternative to
globalization that threatens to erase local identities and it is in direct relation with the themes of
sustainable local development.
3.2 Smart methods and Smart approaches for the Historical city
Nowadays the contemporary urban planning debate requires the necessary effort to include the
historical territory issue, because of the fact that it represents a hinge on which the contemporary plan
of city is based and in particular all the projects capable of expressing a new "idea of city". "An effort
that doesn’t stop today, but that it’s destined to continuously renew itself based on the fact that
recognisability, stratification, quality and meaning are the pillars of urban identity" that, being static and
fixed in time, require a continuous work of interpretation and updating of their meaning[25]. It is in the
perspective of this new "idea of city" that the Smart concept comes in as an aptitude for the optimal
development of the historic city due to the active participation of inhabitants in the construction of more
intelligent urban forms within consolidated territories, respecting the existing cultural heritage. This
panorama sets out new forms of territorial development, starting from Smart approaches to the
historical heritage, which, underlining the importance of the city's identity memory due to a diversified
number of experiences of urban renewal and revitalization, seek a new territorial balance; so the
settlement spread and metropolization find this balance in a perspective of polycentrism based on the
creation of new poles of local development, with the aim to cope with the economic centralization of
large urban poles. To counteract the abandonment phenomena by the original inhabitants of the
historical centers, both of small and larger centers following a gentrification of the urban reality, and to
create an inversion of tendency respect to phenomena of settlement spread, it is possible to use the
"Smart tool” for the aspects that make up urban living. The size of the residence, and therefore the
interventions on the building heritage, often no longer suited to contemporary living standards, can be
read from these new tools; experiences of energy efficiency or home automation can return to make
this heritage, that holds an enormous intrinsic quality, "attractive". In addition to that, the other aspect
of living, i.e. the working dimension can draw new structuring aspects of relaunching through the
networking of historical, tourist, and above all economic resources, towards the development of
alternative tourism, of territorial thematic routes, of production of quality and specific products, as
specific are the micro historical realities that make up the backbone of our country. The application of
augmented reality to the use of cultural heritage can be tested in urban contexts and on public goods
deeply inserted into historical contexts, applying a technological solution that revolutionizes the
experience of "visiting" cultural heritage, enriching the sensorial perception of reality through additional
levels of multimedia information, with the aim of creating personalized routes for the discovery of the
city territory and its assets. In this way, the user (both the tourist and the inhabitant) becomes an
active subject and the protagonist of a unique experience, which arouses in him an emotional and
participatory response. In order to achieve a radical change within the urban structure from a Smart
point of view it is thus necessary the involvement of inhabitants towards a cultural and behavioral
change within the historical centers of the cities that today are the real poles of attraction and
development of the entire urban context[26]. The social and participation component of the inhabitants
in the composition of development strategies can be managed through methods of sharing and
coping, starting from new technologies, and can have a positive impact on the implementation of
forecasts and the sharing of choices. An alternative development of the historical centers will not only
involve the improvement of the material conditions, but also all the expansion of the social and political
participation of residents and city users. On the other hand, sustainable historical centers cannot be
imagined if design is not characterized by greater "reflexivity", i.e. greater attention for the recipients of
design - people and their daily lives - through a synergy between town planners and local
administrators. In conclusion, it is necessary to read the ancient territorial networks, made of
relationships, productions, supply chains, routes and proximity, in a contemporary perspective for the
pursuit of "urban justice", which offers the same opportunities throughout the national territory, thus
fighting the abandonment of these realities and the intersectoral congestion of the main cities. An
interscalar strategy, from the territorial network to the intervention on the single building, that works in
a coherent way towards a common and shared goal.
In this sense, even in the European Agenda these strategies appear, such as Smart Village[27], which
affects small municipalities with less than 20,000 inhabitants, with a series of initiatives in the fields of
research, innovation, energy, digital policies, and which aims to promote intelligent, social and
inclusive growth. Approaches that, in the face of a strategy of urban, economic and social
development, use technology, and therefore smartness, not as a purpose but as a tool to pursue a
broader vision of territorial rebalancing and social equality.
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4. Best practices

Fig. 2: Smart Heritage Strategy: L’Aquila Smart city (ENEA Smart Ring Project) and Union of the Romagna
Faentina

4.1 L'Aquila Smart City: strategies, projects and Smart interventions in the historic center
The theme of the recovery of the historic center of L'Aquila, after the earthquake of 2009, has acquired
particular importance and specificity in the national panorama, as part of a coherent and effective
reconstruction strategy, as an alternative to the emergency logic that led the first interventions postearthquake. The reconstruction process, oriented not only to the recovery of the physical dimension of
the city (with its buildings, streets and squares) but also of the identity, social and cultural dimension,
was the occasion for the transformation of the city of L'Aquila into a modern and innovation-oriented
Smart City [28]. The final report prepared in 2012 by the town planning commission appointed by the
then Minister for Territorial Cohesion Fabrizio Barca for the evaluation of the Reconstruction Plan
referred to in Law 77/09, and composed of Federico Oliva, Giuseppe Campos Venuti and Carlo
Gasparrini, underlines on the one hand the need to focus the project on the material and future
reconstruction of the city, assuming the historic center as a priority cornerstone, and on the other the
opportunity to start a Smart reconstruction process based on the creation of a system of
infrastructures and intelligent and sustainable networks. The involvement of citizens in the framework
of the post-catastrophe reconstruction strategy was very important to elaborate a shared strategic
vision of the city's future, its identity and role perspectives, and to rebuild the relationship between
urbs and civitas that was interrupted by the shock of the earthquake. Various meeting initiatives led by
the municipal administration have allowed us to gather the needs and demands of the civil society and
identify the interested parties and the stakeholders of the territory involved. Subsequently, a
permanent work table was set up and it saw the participation of various public bodies and entities
(such as ENEA, the University of L'Aquila) and private (IBM), in a logic of public-private co-planning to
define the most appropriate technological solutions and innovative interventions consistent with the
framework of the identified strategic priorities [29]. The adoption of Smart strategies and policies in the
territory of L'Aquila has resulted in a coordinated set of projects aimed at the sustainable exploitation
of urban transformations and the development of the system's resilience characteristics.
Among these, the project called "Smart Ring"[30] combines innovative technologies for energy
efficiency, sustainable mobility, ICT and computation intelligence, environmental monitoring and
cultural heritage. The project was developed as part of a collaboration agreement between ENEA and
the city administration of L'Aquila signed in 2010, and constitutes the application case of an extensive
research program developed by the National Agency for New Technologies, energy and economic
development on the theme of Smart Cities, called City 2.0. The general objective of the City 2.0
research program, which received funding from Miur, is the prototyping of a Smart town model that is
competitive and therefore replicable on urban systems of small and medium size, which is able to
activate not only the sustainable and technological regeneration of the physical city, but also a process
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of regeneration and revitalization of the social and relational fabric of historical centers, strengthening
social cohesion and enhancing cultural heritage. These innovative technologies are being tested in
L'Aquila where the Smart Ring was created, a 5 km ring-shaped ICT infrastructure that encloses the
historic center of L'Aquila. The priority of this structuring project is part of the theme, typical of planning
interventions in historical centers, of the definition of the city limit, which is declined with different
experiences in relation to the historical change and the needs that the city expresses from time to
time; from the ancient walls, which defined the urbe and what was extra urban, with different laws and
regulations, to the English experiences of the green belt, as a regulation of urban development against
the uncontrolled expansion of the city, up to the Smart Ring, an extremely ideographic expression of a
contemporary approach to classic planning issues. This annular infrastructure is integrated with the
public lighting system (Smart lighting): a network of sensors and communication systems, which are
able to detect vehicular and pedestrian flows, allowing the adaptive adjustment of the luminous flux
due to a point-to-point remote management system, with the double advantage of combining high
luminous comfort with low energy consumption. The intelligent lighting network also supports public
mobility (Smart mobility): its sensors are able to monitor in real time the operating parameters of an
electric bus, equipped with a fast charging system, which runs through the ring. The data collected
(position, speed, passengers,) are communicated to the citizen either at stops along the route or
through a service information service. Furthermore, the detection of vehicular flows through the
sensors, with the analysis of travel times, and the presence of the cameras, allows an optimized
management of flows in the historic center and monitoring of emergencies [31].
The Smart Ring project also includes a strategy for the optimized management of energy consumption
of public buildings in the historic center (Smart building): public buildings located along the ring are
equipped with sensors connected to an internet server for diagnostics, remote control and
management of thermal and electrical consumption. Through the control units integrated with the
lighting of the ring, the climate variables and the air quality (Smart environment) are revealed,
providing data to the administrations and to the citizens. Regarding other interventions included in the
strategy of Smart reconstruction of the city, the project «Infrastructure Smart grids for L'Aquila and its
role in enabling technologies and services for the Smart city» [32] started in 2013, with the Program
agreement signed between the municipal administration of L'Aquila and Enel, for the Smart
implementation of the electricity distribution network: the "grid automation" provides for the installation
of innovative automation devices and ICT solutions and the realization of a broadband communication
system (fiber optic network). The Smart grid is a bidirectional electrical network capable of intelligently
connecting all the connected users, both producers and consumers, throughout the territory of
L'Aquila, reducing energy dispersion through effective and efficient real-time monitoring of possible
failures and simple and immediate redistribution of energy produced by private micro-generation of
energy integrated into the Smart grid. The project, which earned the "Smart Communities Milano
2015"[33] award for the municipality of L'Aquila also stands out due to the provision of innovative
services to citizens such as the "Smart info", a device that communicates with the new intelligent
electricity grid, that allows users to monitor and optimize consumption, and due to the "Smart urban
service", an infrastructure system for charging both private and municipal electric vehicles for the
activation of the car sharing service in the area central of the city. In fact, at the end of the
reconstruction works, the historic center of L'Aquila can only be traveled by ecological vehicles.
Another project integrated in the Smart strategy for the historic center of L'Aquila is the reconstruction
of the underground services networks, which involves the construction of a new underground
infrastructure, which is characterized by the use of the most modern technologies in the sector in order
to achieve energy savings and efficiency. The "Smart Tunnel" is a technological box-like structure,
almost 13 km long, currently under construction[34], which contains the new network of main services:
water and sewerage networks, the electricity grid, the telephone and fiber optics network (excluding
the gas network). The tunnel is almost entirely viable, ensuring a more efficient network maintenance
and is fully implementable because it is designed to host new technological networks. The Gran Sasso
Acqua Spa, project’s actuator subject and investee company with the municipality of L'Aquila and the
other municipalities of the district and which deals with the management of the integrated water cycle
in the optimal territorial area, due to this project, that has a value of around € 80 million, earned the
Urban Prize of the 2017[35] edition in the category "Technological innovations for urban
management”.
This integrated and coherent strategy of interventions geared towards technological innovation can
make an important contribution to the reconstruction process of a historic center which, in addition to
the earthquake, experiences the difficulties and the fragility typical of Italian historical centers, linked to
imbalances of economic and social nature, which determine the progressive depletion not only of the
historical center physical structure, but also of all those networks of material and immaterial
relationships that make up the city and the sense of community. This best practice is thus configured
as a reference point in the Smart enhancement of small and medium-sized historical centers, which,
by rejecting an easy consumer approval on global formats, makes explicit an intrinsic urban quality for
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adhering to the urban context, for the enhancement of cultural identities stimulating the participation of
the local social fabric, and for the modulation of Smart intervention in terms of enhancing the historical
center as a single and unitary body, a symbolic place in which the community recognizes and
rediscovers its meaning.
4.2 From the Smart city to the Smart territory: the systems of smaller historical centers
As mentioned above, the Italian territory is dotted with smaller historic centers that are experiencing,
from the post-war period until today, phenomena of fragility and abandonment, following policies and
territorial choices that have effectively excluded them from the dynamics of social and economic
development. The abandonment by the original inhabitants, the replacement of the population settled
in weak social groups with consequent loss of a sense of belonging to the place and therefore for the
public space, massive use of the individual means of transport for commuting from large centers due
to a lack of job opportunities, lower quality of life. Many centers have become ghost towns, others
have become large, widespread hotels, and very few have maintained the vitality and beauty that has
distinguished them over the centuries, unique territorial garrisons of enormous historical value. The
enormous potential behind these places can still be saved and used for fundamental territorial
rebalancing; the opportunity that new technologies and Smart interventions offer can be the driving
force of an epochal change that, as for the case of the Smart Ring of L'Aquila, read in a contemporary
key those that were the strengths of the smaller centers, like the relationships and the ability to
network and to put resources and potential in the system.
An interesting example is the Union of Municipalities of the Romagna Faentina[36], established in
2012 by six municipalities (Brisighella, Casola Valsenio, Castelbolognese, Faenza, Riolo Terme and
Solarolo) with the ambitious goal of enhancing the territory in a Smart key, read as physical entity and
heritage of identity and cultural values. This type of inter-municipal-level governance offers the
advantage of experimenting with new operating models on typically critical areas compared to small
urban centers such as accessibility, implementation of ICT infrastructures, sustainable mobility and
energy efficiency, in a logic of collaboration for the implementation of shared projects implemented
with common sources of funding[37]. Among the municipalities that are part of the Union, an
emblematic case is represented by Faenza: the establishment of the Torricelli Technological Science
Park, an area of excellence and avant-garde for the development and innovation of advanced and
composite materials, with the active participation of various technological partners and national and
university research centers, has contributed to introducing innovation and technology transfer within
the Faenza territorial system, favoring the entrepreneurial development of the local fabric, the
professional qualification of citizens and the attractiveness and promotion of tourism in historical
centers (Smart economy). The strategy of enhancing the historic center of Faenza combines the
maintenance of traditional aggregative and economic functions with Smart innovation, introducing free
Wi-Fi (Smart people), experimenting with a plan among the most technologically advanced in the
country, together with the start testing of an electric shuttle bus in the historic center (Smart mobility).
In addition, citizens are actively involved in the planning and economic choices of the municipality and
the government of the territory through various initiatives, such as the social participatory budget
(Smart governance).
Conclusions
The basic question is if the historic centers of big cities can escape from a sectoral destiny, only based
on heritage excellence, on tourism and cultural activities, or if they can continue to play the role of
valuable parts of the city with a mix of ordinary activities and functions. There can be no preservation
without innovation, but innovation should concern the ways of living and the types of services offered
to a changing society within the historic city; it should take into account the size and aggregation of
housing in relation to the quality and consistency offered by the historical building heritage and in
relation to the possible user’s demand; it should take account of the role of public spaces read as
places of relationship within a city intended as a "common good" in which everyone can practice the
"right to the city". It will therefore be necessary to identify the most appropriate public policies and the
best operational strategies for the recovery and revitalization of historic cities, focusing the attention on
the concepts of urban identity, permanence, change, innovation, economic and social issues, on
public actors and private protagonists of the processes of recovery/redevelopment and on the quality
of project’s interventions related to both the exemplary reuse of the historical heritage and the
redevelopment of open spaces.
The Smart approach proposed should concern an integrated system of cultural heritage that manages
the revitalization of the historical territory through the restoration works on existing buildings but also
through a comprehensive management of the city in Smart City vision.
First of all, experimentation will move towards the integration of physical actions on the building and
on urban heritage, and social and cultural actions in compliance with the principles of sustainability,
participation and subsidiarity, supported by a solid and structured public government and by forms of
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public-private partnership. Starting from the dynamics that are taking place today in the historical
centers of large and small cities, strongly connected to the social phenomena that characterize them,
the experiences of L'Aquila and of the Union of Municipalities of the Romagna Faentina represent a
new attitude of technological innovation, adapted to the distances, to current needs and times, which
rely all on an ever-broader system of knowledge based on the importance of historical and cultural
heritage. A technological future for the historical centers is therefore not an oxymoron[38] but a new
perspective that collects the strong demand of inhabitants to regain the identity of the urban living of
the historical centers, as a place of the Community, against a progressive commodification, towards a
Smart Heritage Strategy.
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Abstract
One of the main challenges to be faced at European level is to contribute to an understanding of
cultural identity. In this direction, new technologies and digital cultural heritage should play an
innovative role, enhancing heritage accessibility for as many people as possible by using ICT
functionalities and applications. Nevertheless, we are witnessing to a more and more growing
dichotomy between engaging user experiences and the enrichment of the scientific knowledge. Within
this framework, the EU funded project “INCEPTION - Inclusive Cultural Heritage in Europe through 3D
Semantic Modelling” is consistently aligned by accomplishing the main objectives of accessing,
understanding and strengthening European cultural heritage by means of enriched 3D models where
semantic attributes are linked to geometric models for management of heritage information.
The interdisciplinary and user-centred project aims at developing an innovative approach for creating
interoperable 3D semantic models in H-BIM environment to be collected and shared on the
INCEPTION Platform for visualization, management, deployment and valorisation of heritage buildings
and sites. Advanced 3D documentation methodologies identifying different “layers” of data to be
surveyed and managed, and semantic ontology and data structure for information catalogue allow
accomplishing the main objectives of knowledge, protection, conservation, monitoring and
safeguarding of assets, respecting values of the pre-existing.
Keywords: Conservation, Digital Heritage, 3D data capturing, 3D semantic modelling, Inclusiveness

1.

Introduction

One of the main challenges to be faced at European level is to contribute to an understanding of
Europe's culture and intellectual basis. In these efforts, new technologies and digital cultural heritage
should play an important innovative role. New and innovative technologies are a great opportunity to
understand access, enhance and preserve cultural heritage. Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) are constantly evolving and new digital media are increasingly used for accessing
and understanding cultural heritage.
The enhancement of digital cultural heritage accessibility is the ability to access cultural contents and
resources for as many people as possible by using ICT functionalities and applications (websites,
databases, digital libraries, virtual applications, etc.) overcoming cultural, environmental and
management barriers for an easy and spread fruition. Nowadays it is possible to integrate different
information in order to access cultural assets in many different ways and for many different purposes,
thanks to new languages of interactive media aimed at innovative ways of communication of cultural
heritage.
Beyond the application of ICT for management, research, diagnosis, conservation and restoration
procedures, education and enhancement, new technologies allow the communication and
dissemination of cultural assets that become more and more accessible for new knowledge and
experiences; through digital technologies broad categories of users have access to tangible and
intangible cultural assets. The availability of databases collecting different information allows achieving
the widest accessibility and interoperability at a multidisciplinary level.
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New applications allow accessing sites and objects from the heritage site, or such as in labs,
museums, classrooms, or even in personal homes or offices. Users have more and more interactive
possibilities to access the knowledge about different sites and objects, to exchange the knowledge
between each other, and to enrich the knowledge with their findings and complementary insights by
means of interactive platforms and social media. The development of data capturing technologies and
graphics features has maximized the enhancement of digital contents for virtual tour applications,
serious games and many different immersive and interactive experiences that enable a sustainable
access and enjoinment of heritage sites even by young generations.
As part of 3D integrated survey applied to Cultural Heritage, digital documentation is gradually
emerging as effective informative support in addition to the shape, morphology and dimensional data
[1]. The implementation of data collection processes and the development of semantically enriched 3D
models is an effective way to enhance the dialogue between ICT technologies, different Cultural
Heritage experts, users and different disciplines, both social and technical.
Innovative strategies in heritage documentation can be achieved through the implementation of
effective data collection processes and the development of semantically enriched 3D models.
The increasing development of 3D laser scanner technologies allows creating high definition
databases based on even more detailed three-dimensional morphometric data. These “digital
archives” are an extremely valuable research tool in cultural heritage field: the “geometric memory” is
essential for knowledge, protection and sustainable conservation of Cultural Heritage, although there
are still some limits to the exploitation of 3D models obtained by laser scanner survey. The growing
numbers of un-exploited and “un-interpreted” 3D models points out the remarkable need for innovative
methods that could benefit from the informative value provided by new systems for surveying and
representations as well as data management tools.
In this direction, advanced technologies and digital data are becoming increasingly significant in
helping and supporting research, knowledge and activities related to conservation and enhancement
of Cultural Heritage. The use of new technologies allows great advances not only for the surveying
and representation of the built heritage during analysis phase but also for the management of the
resulting data to be used for conservation and restoration procedures in a single process no longer
divided into steps but unified into an overall digital model / database [2] for intermediate checks,
testing, monitoring, maintenance, implementation, etc.
In this framework, this paper will present methodologies developed under the EU funded project
“INCEPTION - Inclusive Cultural Heritage in Europe through 3D Semantic Modelling” focused on new
avenues for accessing, understanding and strengthening European cultural heritage by means of
enriched 3D models where semantic attributes can be effectively helpful in the protection,
conservation and safeguarding of cultural heritage and landscape, respecting the values of the preexisting.

2.

Overall framework

The possibility to achieve interoperable models able to enrich the interdisciplinary knowledge of
European cultural identity is one of the main outcomes of "INCEPTION - Inclusive Cultural Heritage in
Europe through 3D Semantic Modelling", funded by European Commission within the Programme
Horizon 2020 (Work Programme “Europe in a changing world – inclusive, innovative and reflective
Societies”, Call - Reflective Societies: Cultural Heritage and European Identities, Reflective-7-2014,
Advanced 3D modelling for accessing and understanding European cultural assets).
INCEPTION project methodology is based on five main steps. The first one is focused on an effective,
cross-disciplinary and collaborative work among partners, allowing to define the data collection
process, stakeholders’ requirements and case studies setup. The second one is related to the setting
up of an integrated and optimized 3D data capturing procedure, and the third step is aimed at the
integration of semantic attributes to the 3D digital geometric models in order to manage effectively
heritage information. The development of an interoperable Semantic Web H-BIM Platform is the fourth
step, preliminary to the deployment and valorisation of 3D models, enabling a wide and easy access
to the data by citizens, non-expert users and public at large [3].
Therefore, the overall project workflow is developed starting from requirements (what kind of data,
information and visualization issues can be collected and managed by a 3D model according to
specific users and needs), the integrated data capturing and holistic heritage documentation, the
semantic enrichment via 3D modelling in H-BIM environment, and the models deployment and
enhancement through the INCEPTION platform.
At the end of the third year of activity, the project is facing different challenging actions aimed at
models’ deployment and widespread sharing, starting from a methodological and technical
advancement in 3D data capturing and holistic digital documentation.
This paper will present the inclusive approach to digital heritage for knowledge and conservation of
Cultural Heritage, developed under INCEPTION, starting from the meaning of integrated 3D survey
within the wider framework of the “holistic digital documentation” (including all relevant data – in
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addition to geometries and dimensions – according to the purpose of the data capturing), up to the
approach to the semantic modelling, focusing on heritage buildings and sites. The 3D modelling in HBIM environment and the development of the platform for deployment and valorisation of enriched 3D
models will allow accomplishing the main objectives of accessing, understanding and strengthening
European Cultural Heritage. According to the overall INCEPTION workflow, the H-BIM modelling
procedure starts with documenting user needs, including experts and non-experts [4]. The
identification of the Cultural Heritage buildings semantic ontology and data structure for information
catalogue will allow the integration of semantic attributes with hierarchically and mutually aggregated
3D digital geometric models for management of heritage information.

3.

Integrated 3D survey and holistic digital documentation

Integrated digital documentation under INCEPTION is carried out through a holistic approach: holistic
documentation needs to cover assets of critical information regarding a monument’s main attributes
and characteristics, able to define it as a whole and to identify its significance and main needs.
The overall interdisciplinary approach is aimed to include documentation, analysis and management of
all the different data, in order to meet visualization, protection and preservation issues, involving all the
aspects of digital content management, representation and reproduction.
Through the 3D digitization of a monument, various aspects of recording concerning diagnostics
(building material and decay patterns), construction durability and architectural documentation, new
digital content management may be achieved.
Methods and processes for data collection are continuously developing and today are characterized
by an effective interdisciplinary. Skills on 3D laser scanner survey, diagnostic procedures and
historical research, as well as about environmental condition assessment or management of metric
and dimensional data support the vision of integrated digital documentation for cultural heritage
assessment [5]. The inclusive approach to digital documentation is focused on the 3D data capturing
and modelling of heritage buildings and sites, through the digital representation of the shape,
appearance and conservation condition, in addition to a set of semantic information able to enrich
research and deployment applications [6].

Fig. 1: Laurenziana Library, Florence, by Michelangelo, an example of complex architectural “geometry” to be
detected.

3D laser scanner technologies allow creating high definition databases based on even more detailed
three-dimensional morphometric data. These “digital archives” are an extremely valuable research tool
in cultural heritage field: the so-called “geometric memory” is essential for knowledge, understanding,
protection and sustainable conservation of Cultural Heritage. Starting from “geometric memory” it is
possible to extract not only geometric features but also many different data for the enhancement of
documentation and information for conservation, diagnostics, monitoring and restoration project, and
for heritage promotion and exploitation.
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This is the main direction toward INCEPTION is moving: setting up a methodology able to break
through the barriers caused by segmentation in collecting documentation data by establishing a
common framework through 3D documentation of Cultural Heritage buildings and sites.
From one side, applications under development allow accessing digital information both from the
heritage sites (via mobile devices) and off-site (offices, research labs, museums, etc.) in order to
improve access and knowledge possibilities, thanks to interactive experiences and improved digital
contents. On the other hand, enriched 3D digital models available in an open-standard format can be
easily accessible and reusable by researchers, scientists, experts, curators, and professionals in
different cultural heritage fields, facilitating cross-disciplinary research, dissemination, education and
business opportunities.

4.

H-BIM modelling and semantic enrichment

Semantic 3D reconstruction of heritage buildings and sites supposes an interdisciplinary approach
based on the collaboration of various experts from different disciplines towards the development of 3D
models integrating semantic data. If 3D data can be captured following a more commonly shared
procedure (set up, within INCEPTION, by the Data Acquisition Protocol), terminology and
interpretation have a large diversity and variability when looking at semantics, due to different
competencies, skills and languages.
Making data aggregable asks for a Semantic Web structure in order to give back to different users a
new way to look at the information in a Cultural Heritage context. A semantic web structure means
also that the relations, properties and composition of the “nodes” of the information give a new insight
different from a list of the same concepts or a database structure. Since now, consistently structured
data are missing in for Cultural Heritage architectures.
One of the main challenges in 3D modelling is related to an effective BIM approach for cultural
heritage knowledge, semantic enrichment and model management. Starting from an improved
procedure of 3D data capturing [7] and documentation, INCEPTION proposes an improvement in this
methodology by recognizing that buildings are a set of elements named by an architectural style
nomenclature and organized by spatial relationships. At the moment, a shared library for historical
elements does not exist. Starting from the Heritage Building Information Modelling (H-BIM) approach
the necessity of the libraries’ implementation is under development within INCEPTION by avoiding the
oversimplification of the shapes. When used in models of Cultural Heritage, semantic BIM [8] will be
able to connect different users (e.g. scholars, technicians, citizens, governments), supporting the need
for interpretation of the Cultural Heritage model, in addition to the common BIM features of 3D
visualization, technical specification and dataset [9].

Fig. 2: Schema of the INCEPTION methodology, based on the example of Istituto degli Innocenti by Brunelleschi:
from the holistic documentation and data capturing up to semantically enriched 3D models.
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4.1 The Ontology setting up
The first step in creating semantic BIM for cultural heritage is defining the ontology: a formal
representation of knowledge as a hierarchy of concepts within the cultural heritage domain, starting
from a definition of concepts and their relationship. The linguistic definitions related to the ontology
concepts can also be used as shared vocabulary to denote the types, properties and interrelationships
of cultural heritage aspects [10].
The issue of naming architectural elements can be tackled in different ways and by consulting different
sources. In the field of classical architecture, it is possible to check several books that deeply analyse
and summarize which “rules” were basically adopted in classical buildings. When mainly based on
classical orders, ancient architecture is easier to understand and name, even if the building practice
often differs from the theory. For instance, just to list some of the most known theoretical books from
the past, we can mention De architectura by Vitruvio; De re aedificatoria by Leon Battista Alberti; and I
quattro libri dell'architettura by Andrea Palladio, some of the major treatises that influenced
architectures all over the world for centuries. Nevertheless, local practices introduced several
variations, as well there are a lot of different constructive techniques, shapes and decorations that
were not standardized. Every building is the final result of different influences and combinations in
order to solve practical problems, as well as further additions and changes over time.
For this reason, aiming at the standardization in heritage documentation, data handling and
management, the INCEPTION project is developing common parameters, setting a nomenclature or
“glossary of names” as a starting point to semantic enrichment and modelling in BIM environment [11].
The recognition of shapes, either manually or automatically performed, is possible only if single
architectural elements (or their variations) are identified and univocally classified following a shared
procedure.
Over the years, several architectural dictionaries have been produced. Thousands of architectural
names have been collected and managed following a specific sorting. A traditional thematic dictionary,
for example, collects names in alphabetical order, for a specific language, describing every single
name and without the requirement of conceptually linking them together. On the other hand, an
architectural treatise explained by graphics gives more consistency to the nomenclature, setting up a
specific relation between elements.
This defines two different kinds of issues within INCEPTION: setting up of a common glossary of
names for all Demonstration Cases under development by involving scholars and experts; organizing
names following a structure that could ensure the linking between elements which could be re-used in
the IT development phase.
4.2 The Nomenclature setting up
The need for the definition of an international “glossary’’ for architectural heritage and by extension for
Cultural Heritage has arisen. This need has originated from the fact that there are various
methodologies regarding heritage documentation. As previously explained, various vocabularies and
thesauri are used in the field of conservation, while the variety of “uniqueness” of each cultural artefact
turns its categorization into a difficult effort. In addition, not only spatial information needs to be
standardized, but also the related metadata. In order to face this issue and start setting a methodology
to define a shared vocabulary, an extensive analysis of the State of the Art was performed. Herein in
the field of Architecture and Heritage, the UNESCO Thesaurus as a general Vocabulary, the UK
Archival Thesaurus as a general archive, the Centre National d’Archaeologie Urbaine for Archaeology
and Heritage sites, the Pactols Thesaurus by Frantiq in the Archaeology field and the Getty Art &
Architecture Thesaurus (AAT, but also TGN), are some of the Vocabularies checked.
The availability of so many different active sources providing valuable information that would be
interesting to be reused, means both valuable but potentially competing information needs to be
connected. Since this information is constantly in development, linking is preferable rather than
copying a “static” version at a certain date. This is even truer for Heritage nomenclature.
Semantic Web technology and Linked Open Data principles make it possible to define an open H-BIM
ontology without having the complexity of defining the complete schema as a copy of external
sources. This State-of-the-Art technology is developed by members of the W3C organization and is at
the moment a mature technology with mature supporting tools. INCEPTION makes use of the tools
available supporting these standards.
The above-mentioned vocabularies and thesauri define a nomenclature for the Cultural Heritage
domain. Before this valuable knowledge can be used as linked open data the following steps need to
be defined: (i) translate the vocabularies / thesauri in a technology that supports linked open data; (ii)
interlink the different vocabularies / thesauri and link them together; (iii) filter what is relevant for the HBIM ontology within INCEPTION.
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Fig. 3: H-BIM document ontology.

The starting point for semantic organization and glossary definitions for cultural heritage buildings is
the integration of the glossary with ifcOWL (in order to start working on H-BIM modelling defining
specific parts of the model), ifcOWL as Semantic Web serialization on schema level for IFC schemas
will be followed where possible for BIM content stored/exchanged via IFC. Even if the analysis of
available nomenclatures is continuously going on, by analysing national and international resources,
for the Web service set up, the Getty Vocabularies were chosen as a starting point, including AAT - Art
& Architecture Thesaurus, TGN - Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names and ULAN - Union List of
Artist Names.
The Getty vocabularies contain structured terminology for art, architecture, decorative arts, archival
materials, visual surrogates, conservation, and bibliographic materials. Compliant with international IT
standards, they provide authoritative information for cataloguers, researchers, and data providers. In
the new linked, open environments, the vocabularies provide a powerful tool to be adopted within the
INCEPTION project, even if a filtering activity is required in order to make them suitable. Furthermore,
where an existing vocabulary will not correctly cover a specific definition, it will be integrated. Current
work is creating an ontology as a valuable base for possible upgrading about what is
expected/required in H-BIM.
The AAT, TGN and ULAN contain structured terminology for art and other material culture, archival
materials, visual surrogates, and bibliographic materials. Compliant with international standards, they
provide authoritative information for cataloguers and researchers, and can be used to enhance access
to databases and websites. The Getty Vocabularies are produced by the Getty Vocabulary Program
(GVP) and grow through contributions. The procedure under INCEPTION is aimed at extending the HBIM ontology based on the classification available in Getty, integrating this with the ‘BIM’ classification
generated from the IFC schemas.

5.

Towards applications and digital tools for Heritage fruition

So far, the INCEPTION project has defined the approach and the methodology for semantic
organization and data management toward H-BIM modelling, and the preliminary nomenclature for
semantic enrichment of heritage 3D models. The organization of consolidated knowledge is performed
following a specific workflow in order to get them suitable for their reuse into H-BIM semantic model,
accordingly to digital documentation and capturing protocols that have been developed.
According to the INCEPTION workflow the H-BIM process starts documenting user needs, including
and engaging not only experts but also non-experts. The demand has been leading us to “how” and
“what” surveying information to be included in H-BIM. The surveying procedure produces a variety of
different data, formats and outputs. It is essential to process that data without losing important
information like metadata and paradata while editing and developing the digital elements of the H-BIM.
A methodology of archiving digital data and linking them to the final product is one of the main
outcomes. Before and during the creation of H-BIM, the nomenclature (vocabularies, thesaurus, etc.)
is critical to maintain a common typology and to support interoperability.
Starting from the standardization for H-BIM modelling, the methodology for merging IFC models and
semantic data has been defined. The development of a semantic 3D reconstructions, integrated with
intangible information and social environment, structuring digital representation of buildings and sites
will lead to the creation of models more accessible and implementable in a Heritage-BIM environment,
based on Open BIM standard (IFC, IFD, etc.).
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Fig. 4: Example of “on-site” application tested in the Italian Demonstration Case, the Istituto degli Innocenti in
Florence.

Thanks to the use of data collected by Demonstration Cases, the identified methodological workflow
and the technical tools and procedures will be further tested and stressed by end of the project. This
will allow, from one side, to check the real validity of what has been developed until now and, on the
other side, to upload several contents to the platform, bringing it into life and make it a significant
dissemination tool.
Now, each INCEPTION demonstration case will produce data that will be hosted by the brand-new
platform, allowing to test the validity of the platform itself (3D models and versioning, animations,
images, etc.) and further developments (immersive environments, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality,
etc.).
The INCEPTION platform will be populated by using validated Demonstration Cases’ results and
developing user-oriented applications to fulfil the user requirements, as well as to deliver exploitable
innovation with a long-term impact. The deployment of 3D models with integral narratives will be
tested on the heritage sites in on-site and off-site applications.
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Fig. 5: Digital reconstructions of the façade of Istituto degli Innocenti in different eras through the use of a BIM
model.

6.

Conclusions

The integration between BIM environments and three-dimensional acquisition technologies is one of
the challenges to be faced in order to guarantee an effective collaborative process in the heritage
preservation field.
Starting from the implementation of the integrated 3D data capturing procedure for heritage
applications and the identification of the Cultural Heritage buildings semantic ontology, the project is
developing guidelines for 3D parametric and semantic modelling in a Heritage-BIM environment,
based on Open BIM standard, improving a “BIM approach” for Cultural Heritage.
3D models generated through INCEPTION methods and tools will be accessible for many different
users. Semantic enrichment will generate 3D models for multiple purposes depending on the needs
and level of knowledge of the end-users. The semantic enrichment will link geometric information for
3D visualisation, historical information, and geotechnical data as well as structural information for
material conservation, maintenance and refurbishment.
The current work is to create an ontology as a valuable base for possible up-grading about what is
expected/required in H-BIM [12]. However, it is important to understand the difference between BIM
standards and the Semantic Web technologies. Indeed, the ifcOWL is defined as a serialization of an
IFC schema definition, in order to enable the use of contents semantically managed. For this reason,
within INCEPTION, H-BIM is meant to be an ontology to support storage of semantic knowledge
available for Cultural Heritage buildings and architectural complexes, as well as their related
information [13]. The integration of Getty vocabularies and ifcOWL is a complex but feasible task,
focusing on the actual queries, communications and current H-BIM work. Furthermore, within
INCEPTION, we have the chance to test such integration, achieving positive results as well as
beginning an implementation, thanks to the use of a “glossary of names” gathered by the
Demonstration Cases analysis.
Once data are collected and aggregated thanks to the use of semantic technologies, the most
valuable goal is strictly related to dissemination capabilities. Indeed, the richness of the INCEPTION
project is represented by accessibility to a crowdsourced database of both scans and reconstructions,
with different level of confidence by their source data.
Therefore, the INCEPTION platform will have to contain, visualize, manage, update, and exchange
technical and divulgative information regarding historical heritage, through the use of 3D BIM models.
Any form of digital or digitized content, stored or linked into a 3D H-BIM model, as well as semantically
indexed by the use of the INCEPTION ontology, will allow the use of different navigation systems.
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The need of a future re-use of such broad and descriptive source of measurement data demands new
applications to facilitate information accessing collected in three-dimensional database without
compromising the quality and amount of information captured in the survey.
Looking at the future development of the INCEPTION platform, the integration of qualitative and
quantitative data, beginning from the data capturing phase, will allow the possibility to make qualitative
query on quantitative data within a database of multiple CH buildings and, therefore, to better
understand the cultural European complexity from its tangible heritage.
Databases allow users to understand how each survey-phase was carried out (scans, topographic
support, images acquisition, etc.) and thus to obtain the maximum possible amount of morphological
information; this procedure means to work with complex interfaces that are based on the programming
languages of the software used to complete the survey itself.
Furthermore, tools for improved visualization and management of 3D models are becoming
increasingly important in the preservation, protection, and collection of our cultural and natural
environment; making easier the access to monuments, artefacts, building and culture, these
technologies are actually enhancing the learning process, motivating and understanding of certain
events and historical elements for the use of students and researchers [14].
Currently, efforts in developing the user interface are concentrated on providing direct or partially
controlled access to the large three-dimensional scale models, also by means of immersive
navigation. The creation of large digital spaces properly set up in terms of both form and dimensions,
will make possible to navigate, enter, and extract its qualities and specifications (measurements,
colours, materials, historical documentation, conservation records) in real time.
Current efforts are focused on creating immersive and easy-to-use 3D visualizations that can be
accessed from a wide range of users. The field of experimentation underlying the integrated,
interdisciplinary research effort shares many aspects (dimension and complexity of the data) with
heritage surveys, and the results obtained so far give us reason to hope that these optimization
processes can be exported.
New simplified navigation interfaces are also being developed for users with lower levels of expertise
to facilitate access to and navigation of the three-dimensional models. New visualization and
communication modes for the geometrical and measurement information have to be conceived and
developed in step with the development and application of three-dimensional surveys.
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Abstract

The end of the Napoleonic wars and the return to the peace in Europe opened a new phase of
relations between the Powers of the old Continent. With the end of the Continental System and the
consequent reopening of the international trade, Great Britain showed to the world the clearly
superiority of its productive apparatus which, together to the maritime dominions, projected it into a
position of absolute advantage over the rest of European countries.
Within this international scenery, the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, a country still predominantly
agricultural and with a very breakable production structure, had to confront itself in terms of
commercial relations with the dominating power.
To the model of British multilateral trade, the Neapolitan Kingdom responded, in a diplomatic
framework of a country with a “limited sovereignty”, with a highly protectionist model, aimed at finding
a commercial space within the new European market that was simultaneously structuring.
The commercial conflict that ensued, continued with ups and downs until the definitive collapse of the
Neapolitan Kingdom, highlighted the inability of the Bourbon Government to carry out a radical
transformation of the socio – economic structures of Southern Italy.
Keywords: Industry, Empire, Sovereignty, Free trade, Protectionism

Paper

1

With the age of the Restoration, England showed the results of the first industrial revolution , which
became evident with the end of the continental blockade and the consequent reopening of
2
international trade, "profoundly altering the existing trade balances” .
The naval victory at Trafalgar in 1805 and, a decade later, the battle of Waterloo, made Great Britain
the dominating power of the seas and the absolute winner of the ten - year fight against revolutionary
France.
3
The end of the Napoleonic wars and the return to peace marked, a sudden leap of industriousness in
which the transformations of the British economy, which took place since the second half of the
4
eighteenth century, gave rise to a particular type of international relations , in which an international
5
6
labour division was set up, which invested the entire system of continental economic relations .
7
The British Empire , which stretched now on all five continents, started to its undisputed maritime 1
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commercial supremacy over the entire globe throughout the nineteenth century; after the Congress of
8
Vienna to Great Britain were guaranteed the possession of Malta and the Ionian Islands in the
Mediterranean, of Helgoland in the North Sea, of the Cape of Good Hope, of the Seychelles, of
Mauritius and of Ceylon as stopovers on the route of India, and still of Tobago and Trinidad in the
9
Caribbean .
The clear superiority of the British industrial apparatus, in the previous decades, had transformed its
10
productive capacities in a radical way, so that it could be called an "economic revolution" .
Industrial development and maritime dominance put Britain in a position of absolute advantage over
the rest of the countries of the old continent. Advantage that allowed "to develop international trade in
11
an abnormally broad way simply thanks to its monopoly of industrialization" . The enormous
economic advantages, skillfully and opportunely used, were observed-they could bring ( to England ) a
12
prosperity and a world leadership, so far unknown .
There was no other way to the countries of the European continent than to protect their factories, still
13
embryonic, from the competition of British industry , expose at the risk of reducing their economies in
14
marginal conditions .
15
The analysis of the trade policies of the European countries in the nineteenth century saw the
flourishing of liberalism in the economic theories of international trade, and at the same time, the birth
16
of modern protectionism .
17
The protectionist reaction of the European countries was widespread , and in a few years a
continental market was deformed by the customs tariffs that the governments raised to protect their
productive apparatus.
England remained a free country, and the measures of the Huskinsson‟s Government had the
18
objective of "giving freedom of movement to a vigorous giant" that showed Europe and the whole
world its potential.
Within this political - economic scenario, the restored sovereign Ferdinand IV, now Ferdinand I of the
19
20
Two Sicilies , was faced with a serious crisis that invested the economy of the kingdom . "With the
Restoration and the commercial revolution, the economic relations between the Kingdom of the Two
21
Sicilies and the strongest European powers became more complex" .
With the end of the continental block the fragility of its productive apparatus, which reactivated
international trade, was showed in the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, and was unable to compete with
the developing industrial nations of northern Europe. They reappeared the manufactured products,
22
English species, of better quality and of lower price, and collapsed the artificial industrial flowering ,
23
built in the French decade in the shadow of the Continental block .
The main cause of the crisis was the fall of the prices of many agricultural goods produced in the
24
kingdom, of which, after the wars and returned to a peace economy, the demand had been reduced .
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25

At the return to Naples, after the Sicilian permanence , of the English diplomats, Consul General
William a ' Court received a memorial from the English merchants, settled in the capital, asking for the
restitution of the rights and privileges which they had enjoyed in the ports of the Kingdom of Naples
26
before Murat's usurpation .
27
Among the privileges claimed by the British merchants was the privilege of flag , which consisted in
the right of exemption from the customs visit on the English ships entering in the ports of the kingdom.
28
The procedure made it easy to smuggle and all sorts of fraud : this right had been purchased by
Britain following the Treaty of Madrid in 1667 with Spain, to whose crown were then united those of
the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily, and the same right was been reconfirmed to it in the latter Treaty
29
of Utrecht of 1713 . France, on the other hand, made it trace the Treaty of the Pyrenees of 1659 and
30
further conventions which had confirmed it .
In the summer of 1815, negotiations were opened in this climate for the restoration of British trade
privileges in the Kingdom of Naples; protagonist of the negotiation was the British Consul in Naples,
Sir William a ' Court.
Objective of the Neapolitan government was to avoid a trade treaty and a new general tariff, by
31
granting only the reduction of duties to certain clear and specified articles , on condition of the English
waiver of all privileges.
The British government initially responded with a request for a reduction of the duty on salted fish, but
shortly thereafter, following the timely intervention of the consul a ' Court, the request for a reduction
on all English merchandise introduced in the Kingdom, granting, in return, the abandonment of all
32
privilege .
On 26 September 1816 negotiations concluded with the conclusion of a convention, followed by
33
conventions with France and Spain.
Crucial point of the Convention was article 7, in which it was established that England would have
enjoyed "a reduction of ten per cent on the amount of the charges payable, according to the tariff in
force on the first of January 1816, on the totality of Merchandise, or products of the United Kingdom of
34
Great Britain and Ireland” .
This tariff reduction, which was granted to France and Spain, put in a state of inferiority the Neapolitan
merchant navy, in vain encouraged by the construction premiums leaving the entire volume of trade in
the hands of foreigners, English in the first place, who had free hand in the introduction of foreign
35
products, favored by the tariff .
36
For England the advantages were substantial ; with the entry into force of the Convention, the
Neapolitan market opened up to British trade, becoming increasingly dependent on its imports, mainly
37
textiles ( cotton and wool ), rolled iron and salted fish, but also colonial products ( sugar, coffee,
tobacco, cocoa, pepper ) of which the Neapolitan kingdom was wholly dependent on it; export
products, on the other hand, were wine, oil, fruit, salt, tuna, silk, flax, manna, wheat, sumac and
25
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38

licorice pasta. Britain became the first trading partner , incorporating the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies
39
into a vast and complex network of international economies and markets, complementary and
speculative to the British economy.
40
There was therefore an exchange between an industrialized country, which exported manufactured
products, and a predominantly agricultural country which exchanged foodstuffs and raw materials;
moreover, numerous and continuous were to be frauds, creating a vast trade of smuggling, to which
was subjected the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies by the English merchants, who managed almost all the
41
trade of entry and exit of the kingdom. That of smuggling was a problem of enormous importance,
which had accompanied from the outset the life of the Kingdom – "inhibiting development – and which
was at the base of the repeated attempts, experienced in the previous century, to arrive, through the
42
stipulation of treaties, to the clearing of privileges – the princely instrument of smuggling” .
The transformations of productive apparatus and social relations in the countries of north-Western
43
Europe and the need to bring out the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies from the economic and
44
commercial crisis
that had characterized the post-Restoration age, pushed the Neapolitan
government to change course in its customs policy.
45
The excess of imports from abroad had created a strong imbalance in the trade balance of the Two
Sicilies that the agricultural sector was unable to fill, due to the decline in prices of agricultural
46
products on the European markets .
47
The decrees of 15 December 1823 and 20 November 1924 aimed at reforming the customs tariff in
48
force; this tariff had made the Neapolitan imports of "foreign manufactories, also of lowest quality" ,
49
and parched the national production .
The change of customs policy of the Two Sicilies was immediately warned by British ambassadors as
an attempt to breach the treaty between the two countries on 26 September 1816, with the clear
objective of damaging the English trade in the country.
The effects of these decrees, according to the British Consul general in Naples Lord Lushington,
50
would have been to place the foreign manufactories on the same level as the English ones, which
had predominated on the market of the kingdom.
The decrees also provided for the extension of the 10% reduction also to the Neapolitan flag - added
the console - thus guaranteeing enormous advantages to the productions and manufactures of all the
38
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other countries, if imported with Neapolitan ships.
The country that before any other would have benefited, according to the same consul, were the
United States of America, which for a long time introduced large quantities of articles Indian, Chinese
and other colonial products through the ports of Marseille, Livorno and other ports of the
51
Mediterranean, which now enjoyed the exemption of 10% if imported with Neapolitan ships , putting
the Neapolitan navy in a position of advantage over the British.
The English consul immediately understood the attempt to initiate national manufactories, which
lurked behind the aforementioned decrees, and promptly informed its Government; on the other hand,
the Neapolitan government launched its project, which had as its objective the reduction the gap
between the south and the most developed part of Europe.
The turning point was such that it could be defined as "a new economic history of the Kingdom of the
52
Two Sicilies" , which, with alternating vicissitudes, determined a resumption of technical progress,
53
material, and an awakening of the commercial and entrepreneurial activities of the same.
The first effects of the decrees were visible on the volume of commercial traffic between the two
countries: the balance of the trade balance between England and Naples was considerably in favour
of the latter - communicated the British Consul at the beginning of 1825 - and he imputed the causes
mainly to the increase of the national productions, to the increase of the duties on foreign
manufactures, especially on some articles of British manufacture, which created a virtual prohibition,
54
and finally, with the extension of 10% reduction on Neapolitan vessels , which annul the advantages
enjoyed by the British, French and Spanish seafarers in previous years.
This last measure, according to the British Consul in Naples, had invalidated the Convention of 26
September 1816, which had as its object to leave to Britain certain privileges and exemptions to British
goods in the ports and dominions of its Sicilian Majesty.
But the measure had gone even further, to the extent that it had extended such privileges to the trade
of other countries, because many colonial products such as coffee, sugar, indigo and many others,
through the free ports of the Mediterranean, were transported In the kingdom on small Neapolitan
55
boats, enjoying the 10% reduction .
Highly protectionist customs policy and incentives to the national merchant Navy, had, in a few years,
altered the trade relationship between the two countries created by the Convention of 1816; the
commercial monopoly of the British industrial artifacts, as well as the trade in colonial products, that is
56
the two major voices that weighed on the imbalance of the Neapolitan trade balance , was thus
downsized.
Overall, imports of those products which had characterized British trade with the Kingdom of the Two
Sicilies, which were now the most affected by the new customs duties, decreased. On the other hand,
it was the imports of the articles made of cotton and wool, a clear sign of the state, still embryonic, of
the Neapolitan manufactories.
The English reaction to the tightening of the customs tariffs of the Neapolitan kingdom was not
57
expected; in 1828 a new English duty struck, with an additional, the oils transported on Neapolitan
58
ships ; the new tariff carried the duty on oil from 4 to 8 pounds a ton, and rose to 10 pounds if
59
transported on Sicilian ships .
According to the British foreign minister, Earl of Aberdeen, the rise of the tariff had become necessary
because of the discriminating between the national and foreign flags, present in the new Neapolitan
decrees; in such a case the government of His Majesty had been forced to take retaliatory
60
measures .
The restrictions on English trade were, according to the Consul general in Naples, Thomas Gallwey,
61
due to the tightening of duties on Neapolitan oils implemented in England . The consul did not hide
his opposition to the continuation of such measures in the light of the results obtained: "Most of the
Neapolitan oils were shipped to other countries, and they were transhipped in Great Britain with other
vessels, as their productions, prejudging our revenues, and damaging the maritime interests, now lost
51
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62

in this trade" ; in addition, he added in his report on English trade in the Two Sicilies that "the
customs duties of this kingdom are levied by a company that makes all foreign trade relations very
63
difficult and troublesome" . It was therefore considered appropriate, in the opinion of the Gallwey
Consul, to revise that measure.
64
Britain now consolidated its commercial primacy in Europe and the world and started at the second
65
stage of its industrial development; the rate of increase in British exports between 1840 and 1860
66
was 7.3% per annum, more than had ever been achieved before .
Since the 1830s, it was no longer just the textile products that invaded the European markets; iron,
67
steel and coal were the products that conquered the new spaces created by the development of
68
manufactures in the countries of the European continent . Iron production in England had grown in
an eight - fold forty, rising from 250,000 tons in 1806 to 2,093,740 in 1849, while exports increased by
twenty - three times; the production of cast iron was more than doubled, rising from 581.367 tons in
69
1825, to 1,998,568 in 1848 .
These enormous advances in the British production system were added to the transport revolution,
made possible by the construction of railways and steam vessels; between 1830 and 1850, about
70
71
6000 miles of railways were built in Great Britain, while the number of ships belonging to the
Empire tripled in the same years.
Europe remained the main export market for British products; throughout the first half of the nineteenth
72
century almost half of the entire volume of Britain's exports were directed to countries on the
62
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In 1835 the export of Neapolitan oils, on a total of 2,161.442 Neapolitan Staia, had thus distributed:
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Malta
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Marsiglia
53,259
This confirmed that the Neapolitan oils were exported to the free ports of the Mediterranean and then
to other countries, including Great Britain and France.
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The number and tonnage of British ships marks the following progress in the years 1824 to 1850:
Years Ships number
Tons
1824
126
15.740
1834
462
50.737
1844
988
125.675
1850
1187
168.474
It also decreased the use of wood in shipbuilding, from 72% in the years 1801-1811, to 36% in the
years 1831-1846. ( C. BARBAGALLO, Le origini della grande industria contemporanea, op. cit. p.310).
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Geographical structure of the foreign trade ( percentage of the total ) of the United Kingdom:
Years
Europe Africa America Australia Asia
1816-1820
46,3
1,0
44,1
8,6
1836-1840
40,5
3,3
41,5
2,7
12,0
1856-1860
36,8
4,8
31,6
8,6
18,2
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74

continent . The international economic policy of England was therefore aimed at overcoming the
75
customs barriers placed to protect the European markets .
It was this new scenario, stemming from the full industrial maturity achieved by the United Kingdom in
76
77
the 1930s, to set up relations with the Italian states and in particular, with the Neapolitan kingdom .
The need for a review of trade relations between Great Britain and the Two Sicilies had evident since
the early 1830s. The tightening of the commercial legislation of the Neapolitan Kingdom and the
subsequent British retaliation, which had characterized trade relations since the second half of the
78
1820s, had had no other result than to crack the diplomatic relations between the two countries,
making them increasingly tense and hostile.
The negotiations started, already in the early 1830s, for the British interest in concluding a new
agreement to regulate trade relations between the two countries.
Conditio sine qua non posed by the Neapolitan government for the launch of a negotiation for a new
treaty was the abolition of the 10% reduction granted to Britain by article 7 of the Convention of 1816.
Palmerston immediately started a survey to calculate the losses that such a waiver would have
79
brought ; to this end, the Board of Trade was hastening to draft a programmatic platform for
negotiation in the light of the request of the Neapolitan counterpart.
The abandonment of the 10% reduction on all goods imported into the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies
posed a series of problems; according to the Board of Trade it was not possible to sacrifice the 10%
80
reduction to have in return only an exclusive advantage on two articles" .
The Neapolitan government - continued the note - could not achieve this abandonment without
adequate compensation, or a concession of mutual advantages.
In a subsequent note of the Board of trade, addressed to Lord Palmerston, it underlined the need to
protect the main article of British trade in Neapolitan domains, refined sugar; the minister was
therefore warned to put the utmost attention on the issue when negotiating, as the duty on the product
81
continued to increase, while the duty on raw sugar had been lowered ; this was probably done –
concluded the note – to encourage trade with Americans.
The Government of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies was willing to negotiate. Ferdinand II established
82
a committee of experts with the task of evaluating the British proposals for the conclusion of a new
83
treaty; two factions were born within the Neapolitan kingdom, opponents and proponents of the
treaty.
84
An interruption of the negotiations was born following the "question of the sulphurs" , which saw the
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85

diplomacy of the two countries collide on a new ground. The controversy arose from the concession
of the Neapolitan government in 1838 to the French company Taix – Aycard of the monopoly of the
production and trade of the Sicilian sulphurs.
The question – which was exacerbated to the point of grazing the armed intervention of the British
fleet – appeared to be a difficult solution for the English claim to defend investments in the Sicilian
mining industry, whose product was indispensable to industries of Great Britain and, controversially,
because of the firm will of the Neapolitan government to regulate in freedom the economic policy of
86
the country .
The Neapolitan Kingdom, narrow in the grip of the naval blockade, powerless to counter the repeated
demonstrations, of the authentic piracy of the English naval fleet, the Bourbon government capitulated
87
and accepted the French mediation .
88
In 1841 became British Prime Minister Sir Robert Peel , champion of economic liberalism and free
89
trade. Britain went through a period of economic stagnation; annual deficits, decreased trade and a
90
growing population, to which previous Whigs governments had not been able to remedy . According
to the new British Prime minister, the cause of economic stagnation was an erroneous system of entry
duties which increased the difficulties of trade with its impact on exported artifacts and imported raw
91
materials .
From these considerations departed the great reform of the Peel government towards economic
92
93
liberalism ; after the more than ten - year Ministry of Lord Palmerston , personal enemy of Ferdinand
94
II , the minister was replaced by the Earl of Aberdeen, while the Ministry of Commerce was named
95
96
William Gladstone , follower of the liberalist theories of Peel .
The British political change paved the way for the conclusion of the new treaty with the Kingdom of the
Two Sicilies; they were the British a formally requires the reopening of negotiations in 1842. Ferdinand
II, caught between the two opposing currents, put aside his anglophobia and, accepting the opinion of
the Commission himself instituted, gave appointment to Cav. Giustino Fortunato to carry out, without
97
further interruptions, the negotiations with the British plenipotentiaries .
98
The new trade and navigation Treaty, concluded in Naples on 29 April 1845 , was ratified by the
99
respective plenipotentiaries of the two nations, and immediately entered into force.
Highlights of the new treaty were articles 1 and 2 in which his British Majesty confirmed the abolition
forever, even when the treaty would cease, the privileges and exemptions provided for in article 1 of
the 1816 Convention. Articles 6 and 7 guaranteed free trade in agricultural and industrial products, as
società in Sicilia dopo l‟Unità, Ginevra, 1988; M. COLONNA, L‟industria zolfifera siciliana. Origini,
sviluppo, declino, Catania, 1971; O. CANCILA, Storia dell‟industria in Sicilia, Roma - Bari, 1995; G.
BARONE, Zolfo: economia e società della Sicilia industriale, Acireale, 2000.
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In the context of the reform ( completed in 1845 ) Robert Peel had even reduced-without pretending
compensation-the duties on about thirty articles of the Two Sicilies, arousing the most favorable
impression at the Neapolitan court. ( in T. DEL CONTE, La politica commercial del Regno delle Due
Sicilie dal 1815 al 1858, op. cit. p.156 ).
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well as freedom of navigation between the two kingdoms. Article 7 narrowed the reciprocity to direct
100
sources only; on this point, Britain had also asked for an extension to the indirect
ones, but the
101
Neapolitan government had preferred to grant only direct provenance .
With article 14, Great Britain always renounced the 10% reduction granted under article 7 of the 1816
Convention; to achieve this, the Neapolitan Government undertook to conclude a similar treaty with
102
France which included the same waiver.
With the ratification of the new trade agreement, a new diplomatic - commercial season was underway
between the two countries, creating a more relaxed and friendly climate; the entry into force of the new
treaty did not mean abandonment by the Neapolitan government of the protectionist system, but of its
103
temperament, leading to a marked improvement in its foreign trade relations .
With Peel‟s government triumphed in economic policy the principle of perfect reciprocity, the principle
that launched the United Kingdom at the end of a series of trade treaties, based on reciprocity, with
104
the major European countries .
In conclusion, Britain achieved, on the whole, the objectives set: perfect reciprocity, freedom of trade
between the two kingdoms and a significant reduction in the tariffs of the major articles of British trade;
in return, he always renounced the 10% reduction. However, it was not possible to define a defeat for
English diplomacy because it was able to obtain the same rights for the Ionian Islands, Gibraltar and
105
Malta .
For the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies the ratification of the treaty could be regarded as a substantial
"diplomatic victory"; it had obtained the perennial renunciation of the 10% reduction and, in fact, the
abolition of the Convention of the 1816, equal treatment in the payment of customs duties both on
106
107
importation and exportation , the exclusive exercise for the national flag in cabotage trade .
The new treaty concluded with Great Britain – notes Bursotti – was to be considered a success for
three reasons: first, because it freed the kingdom from the conventions of 1816 and 1817; Secondly,
because the agricultural products of the Kingdom needed freedom of trade in order to be sold abroad;
finally, because the Neapolitan navy could have access to all the ports of the world, enjoy the same
108
treatment of the foreign flags, without any more retaliation .
It could not be denied that the new treaty redeemed a part of the sovereignty and independence of the
Neapolitan kingdom, which had yielded with unilateral and indissoluble pacts such as those enshrined
109
in the Conventions of 1816 and 1817 .
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Abstract

Montserrat, a British Overseas Territory in the Caribbean, has been experiencing a volcanic
crisis since 1995. This has led to significant internal displacement of persons as well as the
forced migration of two thirds of the pre-crisis population of 11,000. Many public and personal
records have been lost, misplaced or destroyed by volcanic events or during crisis-related
evacuations.
This paper considers the extent to which the Social Networking Media and other Web 2.0 tools
can be effectively used to assist in the reconstruction of memories and collections lost or
destroyed as a result of the volcanic crisis. Many displaced persons from Montserrat speak of
losing valuable mementos, simply because they assumed that they would get to return to their
homes as had happened with the two previous evacuations. In responding to the call to
evacuate many left behind that bag holding personal documents that were just clutter for
previous evacuations to shelters with space constraints. The pyroclastic flows that swept
through villages, destroyed not only buildings, homes but in many cases, treasured items that
held memories.
The current enthusiasm with exchanging photographs on Facebook may be of value to this
project which has the potential to create a model for collecting, curating, integrating and
sharing the historical heritage of societies that have experienced disasters.
Keywords: Cultural Heritage, Montserrat (West Indies), Restoration, Technology, Community
Engagement

Background
The British Overseas Territory of Montserrat has had its share of disasters. Its location in the
Caribbean chain of islands makes it vulnerable to a number of natural hazards including
earthquakes, storms, hurricanes, high winds, floods, and volcanic activity which sometimes
includes the potential for tsunamis. The island’s history is replete with evidence of the impact
of disasters including a devastating hurricane as early as 1667, an earthquake in 1672 and
hurricane and flooding in 1767. Disaster experiences during the 20th century include the 1924
and 1928 hurricanes and seismic crises during the 1930s and 1960s. In 1989, the island was
not spared the fury of Hurricane Hugo and was left with more than US$100 million in damage.
The rebuilding process after Hugo was in the final stages of completion when the volcanic
crisis, which continues today, began in July 1995. In his Budget Address, then Chief Minister
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Reuben Meade, proudly highlighted the achievements for the period 1991 to 1995. He spoke
of the completion of the new Port in Plymouth, the Government Headquarters and Parliament
Complex, Primary Schools in the East (Bethel and Harris) and a Teachers’ Resource Centre
in Plymouth. There was a 50% increase in cruise ship arrivals, increases in agricultural exports
and tourism revenue, and in exports from the manufacturing sector. (Meade, 1996: 2) Plans
were in place for an improved airport facility and the environmental impact assessment and
the archaeological evaluation of the Amerindian heritage site that would be impacted had been
completed. Instead, the Soufrière Hills volcano became active and started an unprecedented
economic decline for the island. GDP which was EC$122 million in constant prices in 1995
dropped to EC$57 million in 2001 and slowly crept to EC$59 million in 2006. As Tracey Skelton
describes it, “a dormant volcano on the tiny Caribbean island of Montserrat ‘woke up’ and
triggered a chain reaction of movements, decisions and life changes for the resident population
of just under 11,000.” (2000: 104)
The Impact of Volcanic Activity
The crisis started with steam venting, explosions and ash falls on Plymouth. Plans had to be
put in place for the emergency evacuation of people from the southern part of the island. It
was anticipated that more than 2,000 persons would be internally displaced with any escalation
of volcanic activity. On Monday 21 August 1995, later dubbed “Black Monday” Montserrat
experienced its first large phreatic eruption. The Government immediately ordered the
evacuation of 5,000 persons from Plymouth. Long Ground and the southern areas of the
island. However, the evacuation order was lifted on September 7 and Plymouth was reoccupied. When the first pyroclastic flow was experienced on December 1, 1995, a second
evacuation order was in place by the next day and 6,000 persons were relocated to the North
of the island and experienced Christmas from within overcrowded shelters and homes until the
evacuation order was again lifted on January 2, 1996.
In April 1996, pyroclastic flows down the Tar River Valley saw Plymouth and the Southern and
Eastern areas of the island evacuated for the third and final time. Later that month, the
Government announced its Voluntary Evacuation Scheme. Under this scheme, it was
understood that the UK government would allow persons from Montserrat, the right of abode
for 2 years. They were however expected to find the funds for airfare.
It was only in September 1996, that the full destructive power of the volcano became apparent.
On September 17, there was a magmatic explosive event that impacted Long Ground, an area
that once the first evacuation order was given, was fortunately never reoccupied. The Tar River
Great House along with homes in Long Ground were burnt.
In March the following year, pyroclastic flows down Galways’ mountain obliterated the Great
Alps Waterfall and the recently refurbished viewing platform at Galways’ Soufrière. Included
in the losses were the Galways’ Plantation Ruins, the subject of many studies and an important
historic site featured in the Smithsonian’s 1992 Seeds of Change Exhibition marking the
Quincentenary of Columbus’ arrival in the New World.
In June 1997, pyroclastic flows destroyed the villages of Harris, Trants (the area where the
airport was to have been extended) and Farms. Some 19 lives were lost on 25 June 1997
when several villages in the eastern part of the island were destroyed. The flows stopped
short of the airport but served as a warning. The airport was then closed leaving the island
without air access until travel by helicopter was introduced. By August 1997, more villages
and homes as well as Plymouth would be consumed.
The Scientists were initially confident that areas north of the Belham Valley would be safe but
on August 15, 1997, several areas north of Belham had to be evacuated as well. These
included Salem, Old Towne and Frith. The number of persons in shelters went up to 1,598
and within days, the British Government announced an Assisted Passage Grant for evacuees
wanting to go to the UK while an assisted Regional Voluntary Relocation Package was put in
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place shortly afterwards to facilitate relocation in the Caribbean. On Boxing Day, December
26, 1997, 50 cubic metres of material spilled over the Galways’ wall in an explosive event that
covered the villages of Kinsale, Gingoes and St. Patricks’.
Residents and visitors to the island were constantly reminded of the importance of being on
the alert, listening to the local Radio Station ZJB and of wearing masks in ashy conditions.
Medical reports had indicated that prolonged exposure to the ash which has a high cristoballite
content would increase the likelihood of silicosis later in life. Access to areas like Plymouth
and Bramble’s airport were prohibited and a maritime exclusion zone was established around
the southern part of the island.
Two-thirds of the formerly 39.6 square miles became off limits. Included in the infrastructural
losses were the fairly new deep water harbour in Plymouth, a recently refurbished Hospital
equipped with state of the art medical equipment, the new Government Headquarters, the new
Public Library, several hotels and guest houses in Plymouth, many restaurants and business
places. In the Northern Safe Zone, many businesses responded to the climate of uncertainty
by operating out of temporary facilities including containers and hastily constructed plywood
structures. Others took to offering mobile services from the backs of pickups and other
vehicles.
The population which for more than 100 years never shifted far from 12,000 dwindled within 2
years to less than 4,000. Although migration is not a new phenomenon for a Caribbean island
like Montserrat, the rapid population decrease was alarming and the reasons for this wave of
migration differed from earlier movements. Gertrud Shotte describes five phases of migration
spanning 160 years from emancipation that have affected the population in Montserrat. The
first phase ran from 1838 to 1885 and is regarded as post emancipation migration for
employment within the region. Migratory movements from 1885 – 1920 were for work within
the non-English speaking Caribbean on plantations in Cuba and Santo Domingo and on the
Panama Canal. The third phase covered the period 1920 to 1940 and saw migratory
movements for work in oil refineries in the Dutch Antilles. The post-war period 1940 – 1965
saw large numbers moving to the UK. (Shotte, 2007:15-18).
According to Philpott, “the migration of Montserratians during the 1950s and the 1960s was
both the largest in absolute numbers, in the island’s history and, proportionately, of any
Caribbean territory during the period.” (p.36-37). He notes that 3,835 Montserratians arrived
in Britain between 1955 and 1961. The fifth phase identified by Shotte covers the period from
1965 to the present during which small islands, including Montserrat, become migrant
receiving as well as migrant sending societies. Shotte then introduces a sixth phase to cover
the post-1995 period in Montserrat’s migratory history, a period of forced relocation as people
leave the social and economic upheaval resulting from internal displacement and the
partitioning of the island into a small safe zone and a larger unsafe zone. Shotte noted from a
Report by Panton and Archer (1996) that:
the authorities have evacuated 6,000 people who live in the southern half of the
island… Three evacuations have taken place during the current crisis. The first took
place in August 1995 and the second in December 1995 (each for a period of one
month). The third began on April 3 1996 and continues.
Those who have been evacuated have relocated either to the houses of relatives or
friends, or to official shelters which have been set up in schools or churches. The
evacuation creates problems for people at many levels. In addition to the overcrowding
(which is often quite severe), many people are not able to work and have lost their
income, while schooling for the children has been disrupted, and fresh vegetables, fruit
and meat (most of which are grown around the Soufrière Hills) is in short supply. The
main hospital has also been evacuated and temporary medical services have had to
be established in the school at St. John’s. (p.1.)
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While people in Montserrat initially left the island soon after July 1995 due to fear, it was only
after the British Government provided in 1997 an assisted evacuation package for those who
found it difficult to live with an active volcano that the number of persons relocated increased
dramatically. Records maintained by the agencies disbursing the assistance indicate that
almost 2,000 persons relocated within the Caribbean Region with neighbouring Antigua getting
almost 50% of the evacuees. Although this group did not qualify for assistance, a significant
number, just over 200, went to the United States under a programme offering Temporary
Protected Status. More than 4,000, went to the United Kingdom outstripping Philpot’s count
in the 1960s. Dittmer suggests that Montserrat’s story is that of:
“an island that is the vanguard of postmodern change in the Caribbean. The
postmodernity of Montserrat is the culmination of traumatic events that have
accelerated and destabilized life as it once was, not the result of accumulation and
globalization touted in academic treatises….
The anxiety associated with the transience of life in Montserrat now stands in sharp
contrast with the traditional way of life that had dominated Montserratian life for
centuries. The pace of change is increasing and now the sense of dislocation and
helplessness. These are hallmarks of the postmodern existence in world cities and
now the sense of dislocation can be witnessed in Montserrat, especially in the built
landscape, in the economy, and in the national identity….
The difficulty of nation building in the Montserratian case is that traditional models of
ethnicity do not fit. The assertion of common “roots” that is so important in the
construction of ethnic identity, has been disrupted by the morphology of the landscape
mentioned. Quite literally, the island is not what it used to be. For those who lived in
Plymouth, but have been gone since the volcano erupted, there is little to come back
to that has not been utterly transformed or barred from visitation.” (Dittmer, 2004:1)
Migration and Displacement: Impact on Memory and Identity
Both the migrant population and internally displaced persons have had to deal with the trauma
of evacuation. Ryzewski and Cherry note that as a result of “the constant threats and
inconveniences of what Tobin and colleagues (2010) have called a ‘‘chronic disaster,’’ the
approximately 5000 residents who remain on Montserrat have experienced major changes in
socioeconomic, political, and community relations.” (Ryzewski, 2012: 4) They recognise that
“Montserratian identity is also rooted in centuries of historical inequalities. Experiences of loss,
government neglect, legacies of plantation-based slavery, economic hardship, and racism
affect how people wish to remember (or forget) aspects of their community’s heritage. In this
regard, we should also remember that the most prominent heritage sites on the island are
plantation estates and military installations, relics of a painful colonial history, which some
islanders may wish to erase from memory rather than protect and restore.” These
observations have implications for the conversations that will precede the reconstruction of a
shared heritage.
In looking at the experience of the post-1995 migrants in the UK, Skinner (1999) observed that
they faced additional resettlement difficulties ranging from cultural and physical disorientation
to schooling and social services’ needs, all on top of employment, accommodation, and visa
difficulties to overcome. The sense of land loss was felt by both old and new migrants, perhaps
even more keenly than for the asylum seeker who in many cases at least lives with the potential
to return to their land.”
Skinner (2007:228) goes on to cite the sentiments of Cathy Aymer, a relocated Montserratian
who explains how she felt when she heard “the news of the major eruption [1997 blast], I felt
a sense of immense panic. My first words to my friend was [sic], “Oh my God, I won’t come
from anywhere.” Skinner suggests that “One way for evacuees to cope with the sense of
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dislocation was to create a version of their existing cognitive map, a simulacrum mazeway, an
approximate representation that they could live by, one without the formally recognizable
landscapes and taskscapes of island Montserrat. This practice was begun by the migrants to
the United Kingdom in the 1950s and 1960s who are reported to have reframed the United
Kingdom in terms of Montserrat’s landscape: economic migrants from east Montserrat who
settled in Stoke Newington referred to Birmingham as Long Ground, for example. In the late
1990s, natural disaster evacuees from Montserrat congregated about Ridley Road Market in
London and openly referred to it as “the Evergreen,” the name for a large tree at a junction on
the outskirts of Plymouth where locals “limed” and hung out.42 Though this original place was
destroyed by the volcano, sprigs of the tree were symbolically replanted and nurtured in the
north of Montserrat, and “the Evergreen” was used as an expression for the internet
newsgroups and discussion pages online, “the Electronic Evergreen.”
Shotte (2007) observes that “A strong 'sense of place' is also evident from a culture
perspective. From discussions held with some members of the post 1995 diaspora, I have
concluded that it is within this strong attachment to land that relocated migrants define, analyse
and interpret their feelings about a Montserrat cultural identity. Evidently, "the literal destruction
of their sense of place" has not obliterated the strong emotional attachment that relocated
Montserratians have to their homeland, but it has thrust upon them new concepts of place,
space and time. Thus, they cannot totally ignore the cultural shifts, no matter how small, that
are developing with their new lifestyle.”
A relocated educator, Shotte follows what is happening with Montserratian parents and their
children in the UK. She notes that “It is a common practice for relocated Montserratians to
chat about “what’s happening at home” whenever and wherever they meet. From these
informal discussions, I noted that the parents/guardians had followed a similar trend (as in the
students’ writings) with regard to reflections on life in Montserrat. This suggested that
attachment to land and place remains the backdrop against which relocated Montserratians
interpret their feelings about their cultural identity. And given that “sense of place” is central to
ethnic identity (51), it is reasonable to conclude that relocated Montserratians’ sense of place
is intricately linked to their attachment to land. (Shotte, 2009:35)
However, many Montserratians will not have this sense of place. With two-thirds of the island
considered unsafe and inaccessible for more than 20 years, there are teenagers who have no
sense of what life on the island was like prior to 1995. Social cohesion and connectedness
are at risk in the community of Montserratians at home and abroad. The ever changing
landscape also presents problems with identifying places and spaces and poses a challenge
for memory.
The volcanic crisis has been of interest to researchers from all parts of the globe. However,
most of the research is concerned with the earth sciences and physical aspects of the Soufrière
Hills Volcano. Some studies have addressed the health hazards and other risks faced by
those still living on the island. (Horwell and Baxter, 2006). Barnes (2000) has examined “the
meanings, psycho-social effects, and coping with the Montserrat Soufrière Hills volcanic
eruption and relocation to the UK.” Delsol Meade (2006) explores theological problems
including pastoral care and human suffering as encountered during the eruptions of the
Soufrière Hills Volcano on Montserrat. Karen Ring and S. Carmichael (2000) have looked at
the resilience of women in Montserrat in the face of the volcanic crisis. Those are among the
not so numerous publications that look at the human side of the volcanic crisis in Montserrat.
There is no evidence that there has been any attempt to capture the memories of
Montserratians at home and in the diaspora to create a national narrative.
There are however, several examples of projects that have made use of technology for
involving the community in heritage projects. The experience of the Smithsonian which
manages more than 500 social media accounts has revealed that appraising the value and
accuracy of such social media accounts can pose a challenge. Additionally, issues of privacy
and ownership need to be considered. StoryCorps which records ‘the lives and stories of
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everyday Americans’ provides some lessons but generally, the value of social media for getting
wide community participation and the involvement of previously unheard voices has been
widely acknowledged. McDavid’s experience with community collaboration using the Levi
Jordan Plantation Web-Site is instructive. (2002: 304). Her research sets out “to examine
whether Internet websites are effective communicative media for archaeologists to interact
with their publics in open, democratic, multivocal and relevant ways, particularly when the
archaeological interpretations themselves are ‘sensitive’ and ‘charged’ in contemporary social
and political contexts.” Her findings provide guidelines for using a conversational framework
and avoiding the impact of authoritative agendas on this approach.
Affleck and Kvan (2008: 278) suggest that “virtual communities offer the potential for
developing environments in which participants can join in the reconstruction of the past” and
that “participants in a virtual community can develop and communicate a sense of place from
sharing their experiences of space, time, and social interaction. Are there any benefits for
Montserratians who have found themselves displaced (internally as well as overseas) as the
volcanic crisis unfolded, if they are given an opportunity to share their experiences and
recreate a sense of place? Who is best placed to provide that opportunity? Terras suggests
that it should not be an institution. She makes the case that people “creating such online
materials are generally more successful in interacting with their relevant online communities
than memory institutions are.” (2010: 426). Based on their Flickr Feasibility Study, Jett,
Senseney and Palmer (2013) tell us that community curation “of data providers’ photographs
into communal collections. Marianne Hirsch (1997:12) explains that photographs “offer a prism
through which to study the postmodern space of cultural memory”, while Tina M. Campt (2012:
6) confirms that photographs are valuable historical sources that document the past.”
Brant Burkey (2014: 322) has looked at “how cultural heritage collections and archives are
using a multitude of digital devices, platforms, and networks to give users the power to control
and interact with digital content, including what is uploaded, viewed, commented on, shared,
and repurposed” and his work shows “that distinct modes of social practice are emerging that
explain how collectively shared memories are constructed, accessed, and distributed in the
digital landscape.” This suggests that online communities do have a role to play in collective
construction and sharing of memories and this can be of benefit to the Montserrat diaspora.
A research project that uses the platform provided by social media to reconstruct Montserrat’s
lost heritage, needs as a first step to determine who would be involved as participants and
what information already exists to guide their selection. Montserratians at home,
Montserratians in the diaspora and persons who having visited, lived and or worked on
Montserrat or conducted research on the island and who feel some sort of connection to the
place are considered to be the potential participants in this project. Many of these persons are
already active on Facebook.
According to Facebook’s Global Head of Diversity, Maxine Williams, Montserrat has the most
international connections. More than 50% of the island’s 5,000 population have internet
connectivity and a similar number of Facebook subscribers was documented in 2016. This
does not however take into account the many thousands of Montserratians in the diaspora.
The Facebook Group, Montserrat Connection which was created 8 years ago has 5,441
members. While these may not all be Montserratians, the group tries to bring together persons
who are in some way connected to the island. The Vintage Montserrat Group is of interest
since its purpose is to “create a place to post photos, memories, videos of Montserrat’s prevolcano days, 1995 and before. This group was started 6 years ago and has 1,142 members.
Other Facebook groups of interest include the closed group Montserrat Culture: Modern and
Tradition which has 665 members, Montserrat History which has 378 followers and a
complementary website and Montserrat Radio Echo which provides an internet presence for
the very popular Radio Montserrat or ZJB Radio as it is called interchangeably. Montserratians
at home and abroad are for the most part avid listeners while the week-day Breakfast Show
from 8 am to 11 am and the Saturday morning Cultural Show (8 am to noon) have been spaces
for discussing Montserrat’s culture and other topical issues.
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An invitation will be issued to members of these already established groups for interested
persons to become members of the Montserrat Heritage Facebook Group which will be created
once ethical considerations have been addressed. Other contacts including researchers who
have investigated aspects of Montserrat’s history and other individuals (expatriates, the clergy
and religious, academics, repeat visitors) will be invited to join the effort as well. Persons who
are neither using the technology or interested in Facebook involvement will be invited to access
the project through the Saturday Morning Cultural Show on Radio ZJB. It is anticipated that
Oral History testimonies captured during the Cultural Show will be accessible from Montserrat
Radio Echo.
There are numerous social networking sites but Facebook outstrips the other popular ones
(whatsapp, tumblr, pinterest, linkedIn, twitter, Instagram, vimeo, youtube, google+, skype and
messenger just to mention some) by its global subscription of over 2 billion. According to
Edirisingha et al, “Facebook helps overcome three challenges inherent to conventional
ethnography:
(1) negotiating access and immersion;
(2) developing multiple perspectives; and
(3) providing rich and thick interpretations “(2016: 417)
There is consensus that the widespread use of social media in general and Facebook in
particular present enormous potential as a research methodology. Harng Luh Sin cautions
that “we need to reopen numerous traditional discussions on the ethics of fieldwork and
consider how these might or might not apply on social media platforms. (2015: 678). The
vulnerability of participants has to be understood and considered since a platform like
Facebook allows despite privacy settings potential access to users’ profiles.
There are other challenges for diasporic populations which Facebook as a research tool
addresses. These are of concern to this project where we are dealing with a migrant
population. Montserrat has long had a history of migration but the volcanic crisis was the
cause of a massive exodus never before experienced. The pre-1995 population of almost
12,000 was reduced by two-thirds and now stands at approximately 4,500, thanks to the arrival
of other CARICOM Nationals.
According to David Joseph Piacenti et al.
As transnational (im) migration research develops over the life of an ethnographer’s
career, many if not all transnational (im) migration ethnographers experience frustration
with the four dualistic, structural barriers of academia. These four structural barriers
consist of: (a) geographic constraints, (b) travel funding constraints, (c) travel time
constraints, and (d) the logistical constraints of entrée into new ethnographic contexts.
(2014:225)
While the Facebook platform offers a range of tools that would enhance the project under
consideration, (it facilitates uploading photographs and videos) current use is a cause for
concern. The Vintage Montserrat Group which seemingly shares some of the objectives of
the project, that is, to identify and gather important details about artifacts that would contribute
to a national historical or cultural narrative, has not yet generated the kind of discussion that
would inform this narrative.
There are suggestions for teasing out this kind of input. As Cooke, King and Stark ( 2016:.15)
suggest, “digital tools for engagement offer the possibility of opening up a number of different
histories and historical truths about the past, and therefore can offer an opportunity for
democratizing the production of historical knowledge.” Alex York (2016)wil provides useful
guidelines for attracting an audience and maintaining participants’ interest on Facebook. He
suggests that regular sharing of short videos and images will drive engagement and noted that
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posts with images have 87% interaction rate over plain text posts. He also recommends
posting at least twice a day around lunch time and early evening when users are most active
but warns against becoming overly predictable. An effort should be made to post content that
resonates and this can be determined by regularly checking the Analytics provided by the
platform (like; comments). His advice for posts to be short and specific will be taken on board
to ensure that the online community collaboration works in the interest of the research project.
Kosinski et al (2016) have highlighted the ethical concerns that come with social media
research and lament that there are no clear guidelines on using Facebook or other social
media platforms for research. However, they suggest that where there is any doubt that it is
the researcher’s responsibility to defer to an ethics review board. The social media researcher
may feel like Emily Wolfinger that “the public nature of social media data meant I did not need
to concern myself with research ethics…” In the case of this project, participants would be
invited to join and contribute to a heritage reconstruction process. However, recognizing that
issues of consent, privacy and permission for future use of the material collected may be areas
of contention at some point, efforts will be made to address these before the data collection
process begins so that problems can be circumvented. There will be no assumption that
participants will be over the age of consent and parental consent will be requested if
youngsters under the age of 18 feel they can make a contribution to the discourse.
Participants will be aware from the outset that material collected, once authenticated, will be
directed to the companion website MontserratResources.ms which is to be made available for
the use of anyone wanting to conduct research on Montserrat. The success of the project will
be determined by the rate at which the website is populated with materials contributing to an
understanding of Montserrat’s history and culture and generated as a result of a diasporic
community collaboration and on-going discussion using the Montserrat Heritage Facebook
platform.
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Abstract
This paper aims to highlight the important meaning of ecclesiastical architecture in the construction of
the foundation centers of the Opera Nazionale per i Combattenti (O.N.C.) between the two world wars
in the last century. In a period in which architectural culture faced an important renewal in Italy, some
architects developed the theme of ecclesiastical buildings project in order to planning small urban
systems serving the areas of agricultural production. These professionals designed really interesting
buildings but very different between them. They realized variuous solutions, some inspired by the
heritage of history, others by local traditions, others to modern experiments. The different experiences
of this architectural season have produced significant results. Some ecclesiastical architectures built
during the fascism are still the center of the belonging urban systems. It is the case of the mother
churches of the “Pentapoli Pontina” cities – Littoria, Pontinia, Sabaudia, Aprilia and Pomezia – these
are appreciated by critics and historians of architecture and enjoy adequate actions to protect them. At
the present the attention of the scientific community must be shifted to the less known cases, so that
the buildings not rightly considered they too will receive the right measures for their conservation.
Keywords: ecclesiastical architecture, fascist architecture, urban planning.

1. The role of the ecclesiastical architectures in the O.N.C. centers
After the huge losses suffered during the First World War and the serious economic deficiency of the
post-war reconstruction, in Italy the advent of the fascist government created the illusion of a positive
turnaround in the social structure of the nation. Indeed, the Mussolini government established that the
national economic and social restart should have been based on agriculture, in opposition to the
contemporary expansion of industrialism in the other western countries. In the years of fascism the
O.N.C., the state institution founded in 1917 to provide for the reintegration of the veterans of the First
World War, controlled the environmental remediation of vast unproductive territories [1, 11]. At first the
O.N.C. technicians took care of the primary infrastructures construction. After they colonized the
redeemed lands dividing them into farms arranged around foundation services centers. The target was
to order large agricultural areas, populated by farmhouses built according to the principles of
functionality and economy. The farms were connected by a rational road system to the foundation
villages, in which were aggregates small public buildings suitable for functions of civil life: public
offices, medical services, schools, gyms, stores, workshops and churches In most cases the parish
churches were the fulcrum and the highest architectural quality building of the new urban systems [12,
17]. At the beginning of the age of fascism the relations between the government and the Catholic
Church were extremely critical. This condition improved after the agreement of the Lateran Pacts in
1929, because the government acquired the awareness that the practice of religion would favor the
social balance of the nation. Accordingly the architects reserved a central role to the ecclesiastical
buildings in the planning of the O.N.C. foundation centers. They faced strong compositional conflicts
subsequent the requirement of a modern language, considered the logical aftermath of fascist
ideology progressivism, but distinct from foreign models and also enclosing the respect for history and
traditional styles [3, 5, 6, 7]. Various interesting ecclesiastical buildings can be enumerated in the
urban centers founded during the fascist regime: from the mother churches of the major cities like
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Nuova Predappio or Littoria to the small churches of the apulian and sardinian villages and the
overseas colonies, like Dodecanese islands or Libya.
For example, the church of Sant'Antonio in the Nuova Predappio, built between 1931 and 1934 on a
project by Cesare Bazani, is an emblematic case of the monumental emphasis in the fascist
architecture. Located at the end of the central avenue that joins the two main squares of the urban
system, this church stand out for the stone facade and the imposing dome on a high octagonal
tambour [10, 12]. The church of San Marco in Littoria (nowadays Latina), built between 1928 and 1932
on a project by the architect Oriolo Frezzotti, is another significant example of an ecclesiastical
architecture realized in simultaneous with the new urban layout. The building, decentralized from the
Piazza del Littorio, the geometric and symbolic center of the city, takes anyway a monumental tone
due to the predominant dimensions respect to the contour constructions placed in the church square
[10, 12]. Like in Littoria, equally interesting are the mother churches of the other major centers in the
Pontine and Roman Agro - Aprilia, Pomezia, Pontinia, Sabaudia - in which talented architects
experimented original forms.
As in the Pontine plain, also in other geographic areas - Puglia, Sardinia, Sicily, the Overseas
Colonies etc. - they were built ecclesiastical architectures of considerable significance. In numerous
small churches of the rural villages built in the years of fascism it can found very interesting
architectural solutions, that vary from adoption of the local vernacular to experiments close to
rationalist style. The projects of San Michele and San Teologo churches in the rural villages for the
Italian settlers in Dodecanese islands of Kos and Lero convey a clear continuity with local architectural
traditions. In them the architect Mario Paolini used the typical curvilinear lines of Mediterranean
architecture in the arcades and vaults that form the exterior shape of these buildings [12]. The two
modern churches dedicated to San Francesco in the islands of Rhodes and Lero, built in 1939 on
design by the architect Armando Bernabiti, they are the expression of a completely opposite
architectural culture. In them the reinforced concrete structures found a satisfying use in the squared
shapes of ecclesiastical classrooms and bell towers, covered with local stones to establish in this way
a relationship with the surrounding built environment [12].
In many others churches of small villages built by the O.N.C. it can be found syncretic solutions of
mediterranean, historicist and rationalist styles [2, 3, 12]. Among the many they can be considered
some significant examples: the Madonna di Fatima church in Segezia near Foggia, designed by the
architect Concezio Petrucci in 1938, distinguished by the facade decorated with majolica tiles and by
the high bell tower decorated with overlapping arches [9]; the San Ponziano church in Carbonia
(Sardinia), built in 1938 by Cesare Valle and Ignazio Guidi, in which decorative elements inspired by
medieval architecture, such as the large rose window in the facade, are combined with modern
structural solutions, such as the reinforced concrete cylindrical tiburium [4, 14]; the Sacro Cuore
church in Fertilia (Sardinia), designed by the 2PST architects (Emanuele Filiberto Paolini, Concezio
Petrucci, Riccardo Silenzi, Mario Tufaroli Luciano), placed in the center of the village, in which the
simplicity of the shapes is enlivened by an arrear window bounded by a limestone frame [4, 9]; the
San Roberto Bellarmino church in Borgo Appio, about 15 kilometers from Capua, built in 1940 by
Mario Tufaroli Luciano and Emanuele Filiberto Paolini, that is characterized by the singular battlement
that revives the essential cylindrical body [16, 18].
In conclusion, it is important to stress that these buildings, and similar others realized in the same
historical context, constitute an important asset of Italian architectural and planning culture in the early
of the twentieth century. Consequently, the wish of the writer is to offer a contribution to the knowledge
of these architectures, especially of the less known ones, so that appropriate measures can be taken
to their protection.

Figs. 1-2: Project drawings of the Church of Santa Rosa (nowadays Church of Sant’Antonio) in Nuova Predappio.
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Figs. 3-6: Master plans of Littoria (1932), Pontinia (1934), Sabaudia (1934), Pomezia (1939).

2.

The churches of the main centers of the “Pentapoli Pontina”

The reclamation of the Pontine marshes represented a boast of the fascist government [10, 13]. In
the cities composing the “Pentapoli Pontina” – Littoria, Pontinia, Sabaudia, Aprilia, Pomezia – the
ecclesiastical buildings, designed complementary to the new urban structures, they represent
significant moments of the search for a typically Italian modernity, different from the contemporary
architecture of the other nations [3, 5, 6, 7]. In the church of San Marco in Littoria, designed by Oriolo
Frezzotti, the respect for tradition is manifested in the classical basilica plant but the portico with three
high arches represents a sign of modernity [10, 12]. In the one of Sant'Anna in Pontinia, designed by
Alfredo Pappalardo and Oriolo Frezzotti, the slender bell tower in the middle of the façade, which
enhances the perspective axis of the avenue connecting to the civic square, remembers the church of
Notre-Dame du Raincy by Auguste Perret, wich is considered an icon of the architectural renewal of
the twentieth century [10, 12]. The Santissima Annunziata in Sabaudia, designed by Luigi Piccinato
with Gino Cancellotti, Eugenio Montuori and Alfredo Scalpelli, represents for the geometric simplicity
of the volumes that compose the churchyard one of the best examples of the "Mediterranean
rationalism" [10, 12]. The church of San Michele Arcangelo in Aprilia, designed by Concezio Petrucci
with Emanuele Filiberto Paolini, Riccardo Silenzi and Mario Tufaroli, is distinguished by the large
exedra placed in the middle of the typical gabled façade, which finds a significant precedent in the
project of the church of San Saturnino by Clemente Busiri Vici [8, 12]. The church of San Benedetto in
Pomezia, designed by the same architects, is distinguished by the overlapping arches motive in the
middle of the façade, evocative of the Romanesque cathedrals but characterized by an essential
design without ornaments [12, 15].
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Figs. 7-8: The church of San Marco in Littoria (Latina), comparison between the project and the building.
Figs. 9-10: The church of Sant’Anna in Pontinia, comparison between the project and the building.
Figs. 11-12: The church of Santissima Annunziata in Sabaudia, comparison between the project and the building.
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Figs. 13-14: The church of San Francesco in Portolago (Lakki) at the time of the foundation and nowadays.
Fig. 15: The church of San Benedetto in Pomezia at the time of the foundation.
Fig. 16: The church of San Marco in Fertilia nowadays.

3.

The churches of the small agricultural villages

In the age of fascism the rationalist architects wanted to re-propose models of the glorious
architectural tradition of the Nation in original forms, giving the new buildings a "sense of modernity"
obtained revisiting shapes and constructive elements taken from the past. As in the main cities of the
lower Lazio, really interesting ecclesiastical architectures were built in the small rural villages of the
other reclaimed lands in Italy and abroad [7, 10, 12]. The parish churches of the O.N.C. rural villages,
usually placed in the center of the urban plants, show solutions that vary from the local vernacular to
experimentation near the rationalism, the latter favored in many cases by a simplification of the forms
and the ornaments made necessary by the limitedness of the construction costs. In the colonies of the
Dodecanese Islands, for example, they can be found ecclesiastical architectures that reflect the
curvilinear forms of Mediterranean tradition otherwise reinforced concrete buildings characterized by
squared shapes [12]. In the same way, during the fascism in the Italian regions of Puglia, Sardinia,
Sicily etc. very interesting ecclesiastical buildings were built, which deserve to be studied in depth.
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Figs. 17-18: Projects of a church for a rural village in Kos.
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Figs. 19-22: The rural village of Borgo Appio nowadays.

4.
The agricultural villages of Borgo Appio and Borgo Domizio
In 1939 the reclamation of land in the north and south of the last stretch of the Volturno river began
with the construction of drainage systems for alluvial areas and new farmhouses and the
establishment of the newly founded villages of Borgo Appio and Borgo Domizio [16]. Borgo Appio,
designed by the architect Mario Tufaroli and the engineer Riccardo Silenzi for a population of five
hundred inhabitants, was located at the intersection of the Brezza-Cancello national road and the new
road parallel to the watercourses of the Volturno and Agnena rivers. The new road network constituted
an orthogonal mesh that generated a central square, bounded by the road axes connecting the
external way and the surrounding farmhouses. The square was closed on the sides by buildings in
which the community functions were gathered: the office of the agrarian consortium, the municipal
office, the school, the church, the post office, the police station etc. The settlement should have been
completed by the construction of terraced and isolated houses, with front garden and rear garden,
arranged to the west of the urban center. Unfortunately, Borgo Appio was badly damaged by the
clashes between the Germans and the allies at the end of the Second World War. The war damages
caused the demolition of buildings such as the entrance arch and the circular church, the latter
replaced by an anonymous building of smaller dimensions [16, 18]. Similar principles informed the
project of Borgo Domizio, located along the connecting axis between Villa Literno and Castel Volturno,
near the ancient route of the Domiziana. In this case the nucleus of the Community buildings were
placed close to the extra-urban roads. The residential zone divided into rectangular lots should have
developed in the northern part of the settlement, close to the cultivated fields. Due to the war events
the construction of the center was interrupted. The only buildings completed were the municipal office
and the church of San Gennaro in Martinenza, still used by the local population, currently isolate from
the degraded context of the surrounding environment [16, 18]. Around the two villages the arable
lands ware divided into farms assigned to the veterans of the First World War. The veterans and their
families were assigned small isolated houses designed according to the characteristics of the agrarian
environment of the Basso Volturno [16]. At present both the buildings of the Borgo Appio and Borgo
Domizio centers and the surrounding farms they are in a state of degradation and abandonment.
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Fig. 23: Drawings of the church of San Roberto Bellarmino in Borgo Appio.
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Fig. 24: Drawing of the church of San Gennaro a Martinenza in Borgo Domizio.
Fig. 25: The church of San Gennaro a Martinenza in Borgo Domizio nowadays.
Fig. 26: The master plan of Borgo Domizio.
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Abstract
Social and economic conditions together with constructive features of great public residential housing
built in Italy, from the immediate second postwar period up to the early 1980s, is currently subject to
physical, technical and technological decay as well as to a significant functional obsolescence. Over the
last few years, this condition led to an important reflection on new opportunities for the whole society
thanks to the application of architectural and urban renewal strategies and approaches. At the same
time, up to now, from a more technical point of view, to reduce the enormous social, economic, cultural,
perceptual and environmental complexity typical of building technical form, in terms of both energy
consumption and spaces' thermo-climatic control processes, a reductive-energy approach has been
applied. Moving from the analysis of one economic and popular housing area in the city of Bari, selected
as case study, this paper aims at highlighting, firstly the significant technical and technological decay
state of these properties and then, the serious inadequacy of housing conditions for new contemporary
residences models. The paper wants to put the attention on how the research if is going to be exclusively
energetic and functional-type-resolution, even though the most immediate response, it is not necessarily
accompanied by the improvement of the quality of life and living standards for tenants. In fact, it is
necessary to redefine the residential quotients and the consequent typological / functional adaptation in
order to respond more adequately to the different needs of specific social groups (young couples,
singles, seniors ...) until now excluded from the Italian housing policies.
Keywords: affordable housing; social housing; housing regeneration; functional behaviours, housing
standards

1.

Premise

The aim of this paper is to define the frames of application of an Analysis Tool (ASS – Analysis Support
System) and those of a Decisional Support tool (DSS - Decisional Support System) finalised to
investigate the processes of social, economic and environmental decay which characterise one or more
complexes of residential buildings. From these, potential planning guidelines will stem, useful to their
architectonic-technical retrieval and able to guarantee, contextually, the highest outcomes in terms of
global effectiveness of the intervention. The latter is intended as a set of actions with the end of obtaining
an optimal mix of technical solutions, able to balance the relationship between social, economic and
environmental contextual phenomena. Hence, the contents of a “modern” technical design must
necessarily operate through a constant control of the systemic relationships which connect the
constructed space to the temporal, social, individual and environmental scale and the economicproductive scale of well-being. In addition, the value of a correct planning must be able to offer new
responses and opportunities, with respect to:
• individuals, who must live in the spaces it conceives finding a prompt response to their way of
living the contemporaneity;
• extended neighbourhood community which, in order to achieve its own social well-being,
requires places and services whose aesthetic and functional value can attract new sociality;
• public operators (local or supra municipal institutions and administrations) which must produce
a number of increasingly consistent responses with the housing demands of new social bands.
These are characterised by an increasingly vaster difference of needs and expectations with
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respect to the recent past and that, contextually, cannot neglect the urgent need for basic
services (scholastic, healthcare, sport,...) and infrastructures (roads, facilities, technologic,
energetic, ...) of the urban collectivity;
• private operators (investors, companies, ...) which, through the realisation and maintenance
of new housing spaces, must be able to produce profit offering technically and qualitatively
more effective responses to the housing and new services (commercial, recreational,
cultural,...) for their inhabitants;
• territory (on its social-economic-environmental scale), which must be able to find increasingly
durable and flexible responses to the management and the enhancement of its own
environmental, energetic and productive resources.
In particular, the essay concentrates on the public residential constructions, highlighting how this sector,
of strong interest for the national and European dynamics of the contemporary housing is, despite all,
at the mercy of a great technologic paradox. This, by regenerating buildings and construction
compartments, is often manifested in a simplicistic reflection on the energetic containment of the
buildings and the minimisation of the economic investment, while consiming and wasting important
opportunities for the development of the social and economic well-being of the urban territories. Hence,
the search for a different approach to technical planning which, by operating through a constant control
of the relationship, should be able to connect the constructed space to the temporal, social, individual,
environmental and economic-productive scale of well-being.

2.

The necessity of a holistic model for the housing regeneration

In contrast with what is traditionally observed in the technical field of architecture, where the project
often intervenes after a decisional process of political kind (with respect to which it loses any capability
of guidance to the choice), a really effective planning model should therefore manage to operate as a
dynamic, multiscalar and multidisciplinar system of continuous stimulation. Therefore, the attempt to
associate to a traditional planning process a cyclical system of decisional support moves in that
direction. Such tool has the objective, in first instance, of detecting a range of applicable solutions in the
intervention in object, allowing the choice between them (thanks to the possibility of reflecting on all the
scalar and disciplinary interferences of the project) of the most adapt to a determined social, economic
and environmental context. Furthermore, after reintroducing the planning choices in the previously
defined frame of analysis, it has the objective of monitoring cyclically new possible orders of revisions
on which to operate, for a range of specific boundary conditions of the field of intervention. The proposed
frame of planning support is, basically, a Systemic Map useful to the planning of retrieval interventions
of residential housing areas, and in particular public ones. For the reasons so far highlighted the study,
starting from the holistic approaches of the Systemic Thought and the Epistemology of Complexity (with
particular reference to the non deterministic, non-linear models, i.e. “chaothic”) [1] the study attempts a
combination between the more extreme and current formulations of the contemporary concept of
sustainability [2], as highlighted by the contemporary models of the “Triple Bottom Li-ne” [3] and by the
“Regenerative Thinking” [4], and the more aesthetic, identitary and innovative aspects of the “Urban
Space Design” [5] [6] [7] (scheme 1).

Objective ...n
Action ... 1

who pays fpr it
how much it costs

time for producing the
expected effects

Scheme 1. Qualitative definition of the Actions

In the following stage, after previously identifying the kinds of potentially interconnected effects between
them (systemic effects), it is possible to go through the Model in reverse order, coming to the
identification of those design actions which tend to guarantee higher interference and so produce greater
consequences in terms of total efficiency. (scheme 2)
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Scheme 2. Conceptual scheme of construction of the logic Map for the planning actions of public residential housing.

The pursuit of a principle of total effectivenes allows the highlighting and weighing of the single planning
actions, not only in relation to the effective results produced by them in a given time span, but also
according to their capacity to produce effects useful to sustain further planning actions. These,
apparently easier to pursuit, risk to produce isolated effects or low levels of total effectiveness. At the
same time, actions apparently isolated or secondary might become of relevant interest if related to other
high impact actions.

3.

Modellistic applicability in the field of replanning of the public residential
housing

Owing to its nature, the more the kind of identified planning manages to operate in an interscalar way,
the more effective such kind of modelling becomes, involving wide orders of users and various kinds of
parties of interest. The public residential housing shows all these characteristics and, both in the
operations of new construction and in those of retrieval, it appears as an extraordinary opportunity to
rethink the existing relationship between individuals and society between economy and production,
between resources and environment. The public residential housing, in its diverse interconnections with
social housing allows the operating on complex planning in which the sustainability cannot be any longer
intended as unidirectional (and therefore solely energetic, environmental or even social). The evident
risk connected to the generation of deep unbalance in directions previously not taken into consideration
in the preliminary planning can determine, in fact, the loss of effectiveness of the same interventions put
in place. In contrast, in the numerous areas dedicated to public residential housing, currently affected
by the new processes of social housing, a deep fermentation can be noticed which makes such places
incubators of great innovation. Here, at various levels, critical problems arise as well as high possibilities
of resolution and interconnection of the responses. In these areas, more than in any other place of the
city the deep interconnection can be read between interests and public and private investments;
between aspects typically connected to the urban transformation scale and others more strictly attaining
the retrieval of single buildings; between the presence of heavily disadvantaged social categories and
others in potential ascent (young couples, students, ...); between the necessity of rebalance in the local
occupational processes and the construction of enhancement strategies of the periferal markets;
between urban energetic policies and the integration of the local networks; between the enhancement
of the neighbourhood services and the construction of new services with a large body of customers;
between new degrees of connection with the environmental networks external to the city and the
realisation of new systems of ecosystemic services which transform the periferies in new places of
exchange between urban hubs and external residential outskirts; between the realisation of new markets
of proximity and the construction of places of exchange with the city. All this transcends the modes and
times of the traditional planning processes and finds particular affinity with interpretative and planning
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models able to reason in terms of complexity and multi-sectoriality of approaches. In these terms, the
interpretative map proposed reconnects the reflections on systematic models placed at the basis of the
“3Ps” approach (Planet, People, Profit) [9] and, of the more traditional models “triple bottom line" [10]
[11] e “3E’s” (ecology, equity, and economy) [12]. Hence, the research for a planning model intends to
overcome the traditional scales of economic, energetic and environmental convenience to become an
integrated system of appropriate choices for a specific context. The sustainability is translated, in all
this, into a process of dynamic and constant control of multiple levels of analysis which, in their totality,
have the task to accompany the city and its inhabitants towards a new idea of community. The integrated
and multilevel technical approach is therefore the only one able to favour the “transition”, or, better, the
reconstruction of the semantics of the periferal residential spaces and the definition of a new concept of
society and wellbeing of housing. It becomes possible, in such sense, to transform the tradional
binomial, public residential construction / urban perifery, which has always characterised the negativity
of space and the society related to it, in a reversal of the concept of social and urban perifery. The
control, through systemic planning actions, of the various factors (economic, social and environmental)
and the various technical and aestetic components (integration, impact, innovation) which interfere with
the production of the architectural space (residential and non) can lead to the realisation of a strongly
integrated urban space where the environment, the production and the specialisation of great social
function can create a new attractive value for the community, and where it is possible to find exclusive
services, product and (local) markets. This way, the use of new technologies applied to the housing
regeneration, the modifications of the functional distribution or the redefinition of specific technical
behaviours of the single buildings or the entire construction complexes, the increase of volumes of a
property through the expansion of the shell or the increase of floors, the redesign and variation of use
of the basement and underground floors of existing buildings to introduce new dynamics (social,
economic or environmental) between building and urban space, the strong differentiation (technical,
dimensional or of use) of initially identical and repetitive buildings, become all possible new expressions
of the redefinition of the local architectonic and urban scenary. These planning actions become, this
way, new ways to measure the efficiency/effectiveness of a complex planning intervention which
operates through “convenience” parametres greatly more extended than the ones of a single building
or the single economic (or energetic) reason, and which impose the consideration of the public
residential buildings through multiple magnifying lenses.

4.

Modellistic applicability in the field of replanning of the public residential
housing

Fig. 1. Urban endowments of the district in relation to the settlement under study. [13]
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The complex of economic and popular housing called “via Livatino” was realised, at the end of the 80s
in the perifery of the suburb Carbonara-Ceglie, one of the great suburban areas of the city of Bari. The
initial project involved a gradual reconnection, never realised, with the centre of Carbonara and, 30
years after its realisation, it appears as a “dormitory neighbourhood” which displays all the problems
which afflict the periferal neighbourhoods of Italian cities: absence of facilities, scarcity of public
connections with Bari, lack of neighbourood and urban facilities, isolation with respect to the suburb of
Carbonara. (Fig. 1) The complex is configurated as a double aggregate, each constituted by eight
buildings in line which, aggregated with a “L” confuguration, compose a semi-open internal court. (Fig.
2).

Fig. 2. The double aggregate of the “Complex of via Livatino”

The buldings display a constant height of four floors above ground and host two apartments per floor.
The orientation of the buildings displays, alternatively, longitudinal axis in direction N-S or E-W.
Technically, the construction is realised with great simplicity and seriality of the residential model and
finishes. The supporting structure, fully mirroring the IACP constructive technique of the time, is with
concrete frame with connected plynth foundation. The vertical closures, as in other popular
compartments of the time, are prefabricated, according to a module with constant rhythm. A compact
block architectonic effect derives, without aggregates, in which the only external space of the residence
is constituted by a porch and in which living and sleeping areas of the single apartments are alternated
without assuming special connections with the internal court. Other features include the gravinealla
landscape system or the axis of Via Rosario Livatino or, even, the lack of technical elements of the
facades or those spatial and distributive of the apartments undergoing any variation depending on the
orientation. Such circumstance stands without any reson attributable to the typologic organisation of the
apartments and in relation to climatic or panoramic aspects. It also highlights how, once the institution
took into account a series of standardised residential models on the base of construction techniques
and residential module, the areas of popular construction were realised through the repetition of blocks
which did not take into any consideration the orientation and the characteristics of the site and just
followed the guidelines of the Zone Plan. The architectonic choices, in fact, were entrusted to the respect
of some directions of the vademecum INA-Casa of the time which, to the end of guaranteeing variability
in the architectonic composition, proposed the rotation of the building module. Technically, the complex
displays a state of general decay due to the lack of maintenance. The tecnical obsolescence, underlined
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by hazards, pollutants and spread damp, is especially manifested in correspondence of the joints of the
prefabricated walls or, at the basement floor, with evident phenomena of damp capillar rising action.

Fig. 3. Typical floor blueprint. State of the art.

The antrhopic decay is surely the most significative one. The prospects have lost their formal
characterisation due to disomogeneous interventions by the single users. Almost all the porches were
closed and transformed into conservatories to respond to an endemic insufficience of space of the day
area, typical of the popular buildings of Bari of this period. The widespread presence of external units of
air conditioning implants, in particular on the facades facing south and west, clearly leads to the
deduction, regardless of the internal organisation of the apartments, of a overheating of the respective
facade, completely without screening. The typologic-funcitonal analysis (Fig. 3) highlights how the
buildings display an equal typical floor for all the levels and all the blocks with a surface of the apartments
always referred to five users of about 80 sqm. Each building block (15.6 x 14 m) displays, along the
middle section of the greater side, the typical technical-implant elements of a condo (elevator shaft,
staircase and technical cavedy for implants). The apartments are arranged, therefore, on the right and
left of such equipped belt, assuming a rectangular configuration of 7.7 x 14 m. Such condition, therefore,
standing the restraints on the positioning of the kitchen and the toilets, results slightly modifiable. In
particular, the living area (about 24 sqm) displays reduced size and functional spaces: the kitchen-dining
room is passing with respect to the sleeping area and the living room is undersized and hardly
arrangeable for a family of five people. The sleeping zone does not display any particular distributional
problems, but the presence of a single toilet provides a currently insufficient condition to guarantee
proper livability to a family of five users. The exam of the formal and functional characteristics of the
complex and its urban context highlight a strong rigidity in the conformation of the residential model and
a substantial incapacity to adapt to the social cultural transformations of living nor the new demands of
the complex urban spaces. All this highlights the necessity of a strong rethingking of these spaces but
also the opportunity for a challenge which would involve public investors (and not only those of the
popular building sector) and private and which would provide, to both, new opportunities for
differentiation and qualification of the housing offer, of enhancement and integration of areas of
environmental value as well as response to the necessity of facilities and new spaces of urban sociality.
The opening towards a “social building market”, must in such sense involve the reformulation of the preexisting housing quotient in relation to the new mixture of users, also thanks to the inclusion of new
volumes apt to the increment of the housing units and the remodulation of the existing one. By the same
token, it should involve the rethinking of perimetral areas and the basement spces of the complex
through the addition of not explicitely housing functions and connected to the more contemporary forms
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of shared work as well as to social functions and services. The single action of energetic retrofitting, so
acclaimed by the local institutiuons due to the limitedness of the finances required and the apparent
attention towards the weaker social classes, becomes, in this sense, a pretext to procrastinate by a few
years increasingly more relevant choices or to hide, more often, the substantial incapacity of integrated
management of those compex processes which now involve all the various degrees of planning.

Fig. 4. Typical floor blueprint. Project status: possible requalification.

5.

Conclusion

The most important goal of the described model of analysis is to highlight the systemic effects stemming
from the adoption of complex planning solutions. Such planning approach allows, in first instance, the
attribution of a more correct scale to the traditional “technologic-energetic” approach, strictly intended,
because it highlights the limited orders of repercussions which this kind of planning would determine on
the entire planning process. At the same time, it allows the highlighting of how the existing limit between
retrieval, refunctionalisation and reconstruction of entire complexes of residential buildings is strongly
connected to degrees of restraints (among which the social, economic and environmental ones of a
given local and temporal context) which can be reduced to single matters of efficiency. It can be
discovered, in this way, how some planning choices can produce better effects by operating in different
directions with respect to the previous low-investment ones. In addition, apparently anti-economic
choices, which renounce to the standardisation of the interventions or that come to strongly differentiate
initially similar buildings and, perhaps, arranged at short distance from one another, can generate a high
added economic value and a similarly high social repercussions for the context of belonging. In this
sense, the analysed case study is emblematic in the terms in which a simple operation of energetic
retrofitting would allow the rapid and immediate recollocation in the housing offer, but on the other hand,
such choice would lead to satisfy the demands of very limited social categories which, in general, would
continue to use these places as dormitory neighbourhoods, increasing social decay over time. In the
middle term, a high waste of the public resources invested would follow as well as a substantial
dissatisfaction for what regards the expectations of the specific social categories involved. In contrast,
a planning capable to produce a rethinking of the role of those buildings in the economic, social, cultural
and functional sphere of the neighbourhood and the new potential figures of residents, would be able to
positively interfere with the social-economic well-being of the community and would be much more
onerous than a traditionally intended planning, since it could count on both public and private forms of
financing.
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Abstract
Through a sequence of images that runs in parallel to the text, the contribution proposes a reflection
on the languages that allow the documentation of both the material and the ephemeral qualities of the
contemporary city. Three visions of the urban spaces are proposed; three projections, three visions
obtained from different points of view, from the sky or from the street.
The first vision of the city (concerns projections on the horizontal plane), is the view from above: some
photographers are interested in representing urban spaces through a point of view that seems almost
to simulate the abstraction of an orthogonal projection: Andreas Gursky (Bangkok, Ocean), Yiorgis
Yerolimbos (Orthographs), Andreas Gefeller (Supervisions).
A second vision of the city, (concerns projections on the vertical plane), allows the reading of the
endless production of Street Art, a language that conforms the urban space through its skin, the wall,
producing opportunity for urban recycling and artistic production
The third vision of the city (concerns the projection on the oblique plane), the photographic capture of
urban episodes is kept walking across cities, or ephemeral architectures.
The languages of the Drawing and the Photography are proposed as irreplaceable means of
expression and privileged places of experimentation in all phases of the knowledge of the architecture
and the environment.
Keywords: Photography - Aerial Photography - Street Photography - Street Art - Architecture
Representation

1.

-

Focus

The contribution proposes a reflection on the languages that allow the documentation of both the
material and the ephemeral qualities of the contemporary city.
A representation of the city starting from three different visions, three "glances" on urban spaces
where the images, both photographic and graphic, become keys of interpretation.
Images "at a distance" and images that overlap the city itself, making it alive and characterizing it.
This is how the three "projections" that have been proposed are born – true keys to reading – which
also symbolically meant to be horizontal, vertical and oblique.
The first visions of the city, concerning projections on the horizontal plane, is the view from above:
some photographers are interested in representing urban spaces through a point of view that seems
almost to simulate the abstraction of an orthogonal projection.
A second vision of the city, concerning projections on the vertical plane, allows the reading of the
endless production of Street Art, a language that conforms the urban space through its skin, the wall,
producing opportunity for urban recycling and artistic production.
The third vision of the city, concerning the projection on the oblique plane, dials with the photographic
capture of urban episodes kept walking across cities, or through ephemeral architectures.
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Fig. 1: Focus: three view-points on urban photography. a) Yiorgis Yerolimbos, Orthographs, SNFCC complex by
Renzo Piano, Athens, Greece (2016); b) Orticanoodles, PAZ (2015) and Zed1, I dubbi dell’animo (2014), San
Benedetto del Tronto (AP); c) Pescara at night, Pescara, Italy (2013) (ph. Antonella Salucci)

2.

Horizontal Plane

The zenithal view, as used in numerous graphic representation models, certainly offers one of the
most privileged visions of the city. And it is not uncommon to observe how many photographers - who
have always been fascinated by the aerial view - are interested in representing urban space (and the
landscape in general) from a point of view that seems to simulate the abstraction of an orthogonal
projection. (Fig. 2)
If the plan view constitutes the "key diagram" in the graphic representation, somewhere between the
concept of "footprint" in Vitruvian ichnography and that of the primordial entity in the Corbusierian plan
générateur, the choice of photographic orientation appears rather as the will to identify a viewpoint
capable of highlighting specific elements of reality. [De Fusco, 2001, 158] [1]
A "reality" that is almost always hidden when working within normal representations of architecture
and landscape. In additional to practical aspects, such as its use in aerial photography, the zenital
view is capable of lending us an alternative vision of reality.
When combined with the act of "watching from afar", – which is intrinsic to aerial photography
[Cosgrove, 2010] [2] and the "bird's eye view" [Stroffolino, 2012] [3] –, "orthogonal" vision assumes a
functional role in the search for an abstraction that, in some cases, transfigures the observed object.
Some of Mario Giacomelli's (Senigallia, Italy 1925-2000) work is certainly significant from this point of
view. In his series "Presa di coscienza sulla natura" (Awareness of Nature), he uses aerial
photography to interpret the landscape: in many photographs his use of zenital vision leads his search
for abstraction to extreme consequences. Despite being positioned at a finite distance (we are always
in the presence of a perspective view, as is implicit in any photographic shoot) we are forced to
simulate an "infinite" point of view that results in an unusual perspective on reality. Analysing the
works of some photographers seems to increase further the critical nature of the camera as a tool
capable of simulating the realistic vision of architectural spaces. [Zevi, 1948, 2000] [4]
Despite having become accustomed to the "aerial view" over recent years, thanks to tools like Google
Earth, the images produced by these artists are capable of highlighting a special dimension that allows
us to discover a genuinely new interpretation of reality.
The processes that are highlighted are those that, starting from the reality of space, act upon it by
implementing the same metaphorical attitude as proposed by Luigi Ghirri (1943-1992 Scandiano, Italy)
through the geographical maps in his work entitled "Atlante" (Atlas) Ghirri, 1999] [5]; and the real
space is transformed into a representation of itself through a selection process: "In this case, reality
and its conventional representation appear to coincide, so that the formulation of the problem shifts,
from that of signification to that of imagination". [Ghirri, 1999, 40] [5]
Among the most significant and interesting works in this field, we would like to highlight some of the
recent photographic projects by Andreas Gefeller, Yiorgis Yerolimbos and Andreas Gursky as
examples.
Andreas Gefeller (Dusserdorf, Germany 1970), [Uthemann, 2009] [6] “achieves his goal not by
manipulating the object to be portrayed but by developing a strategy for its representation in a new
and almost ‘impossible’ way”. [NorI et al. 2009] [7] The alienating view of the spaces represented in
his "Supervision" project distances us from the subject by offering us a singular vision of architecture.
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Fig. 2: Horizontal Plane. (a) Andreas Gefeller, Ohne Titel (Sieberei), 2003. (b) Andreas Gefeller, Ohne Titel
(Plattenbau 5), 2004. (c) Yiorgis Yerolimbos, Orthographs (SNFCC complex by Renzo Piano), 2014. (d) Andreas
Gursky, Bahrain II, 2007.

The German photographer captures the spaces, principally the interiors of abandoned houses in the
former East Germany, from a zenital point of view by taking as many as 2500 shots, which are then
"re-assembled" digitally in order to reconstruct a single image that succeeds in simulating a true
planimetric view: a slow and meticulous operation where the presence of the author is implicit within
the represented space and where "time" becomes an essential component of the process: “In addition
to a recasting of spatial perception within the photograph, Gefeller therefore develops a reappraisal of
time as prerequisite for image creation that goes against the trend towards ever-greater speed in
modern photographic techniques”. [Nori et al. 2009] [7]
All this manages to call the "statute" of photographic representation as "perspective view" into
question: the "mapped" and "reassembled" space takes on an abstract nature, amplified further by the
choice of chromatic treatment, which derives its reference principally from the graphic representation.
No less fascinating is the work of Yiorgis Yerolimbos (Paris, France 1973): his Orthographs series
[Yerolimbos, 2017] [8], covering a period of approximately 10 years, documented the construction of
the Stavros Niarchos Foundation Cultural Center, a complex designed by Renzo Piano and
inaugurated in Athens in 2017.
Using a series of unusual viewpoints - from cranes at heights of over one hundred metres - the Greek
photographer/architect presents us with a photographic record of the building site, throughout the
complex construction phases. Images that tell the story of the process and leave traces of transitory
moments. But what makes Yerolimbos' representation so seductive is how, from time to time, the
unusual viewpoint transforms the portions of the building site into "compositions" of signs that acquire
a force of their own, which transcends the mere function of documenting the process. The shots
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frequently employ a "grid" as a surface from which individual elements of the construction emerge,
thanks also to the presence of clearly defined shadows. The grid also acts as a geometric reference
framework, aiding the precision of the composition. The "plan" view is more than capable of
positioning itself as the ideal tool for interpreting the development of the building, so that photography
assumes the role of "organising tool". The transient nature of the moments represented and their
sequence lend particular importance to the temporal component: time and light intersect in the
creation of the photographic image, thereby "freezing" specific and incidental occasions. This means
that, to a certain degree, the story that emerges from Yerolimbos' images acquires its autonomy: “just
as the architectural drawing has its own life, separate and free from the bricks-and-mortar structure –
these photographs may hold their own meaning, as documents of this extraordinary building project,
and perhaps something more” [Yerolimbos, 2017, 137] [8]
Andreas Gursky (Leipzig, Germany, 1955)] also frequently uses zenith views for his photographic
constructions. [Hentshel, 2008] [9] In his work, however, the subject almost disappears, acquiring a
new "reality" as a component of an image that represents the result of a genuine composition of
abstract forms. Between his Bahrain (2005-2007) and Ocean (2010) and Bangkok (2011) series, we
are witness to an increasingly extreme loss of realism that springs from the subject and the
development of the image "as a construction" – a theme present throughout Gursky's work – which
finds its most immediate reference in abstract painting. The racing circuit in Bahrain, the satellite
images of Ocean, the surface of the Chao Phraya river in Bangkok, become opportunities to transform
the landscape into a figure. Thus, the result derives from the unique balance that exists between
abstraction and representation; although this is the simulacrum of a new reality rather than the
representation of the real: “ His singular achievement consists in bringing togheter abstraction and
representation on a methaphorical level. He menages to capture itinerant parts of the world that at first
sight seem to have no cohesion, but which from his perspective are ‘pieces in the puzzle’ that interact
when faced with totality of the world". [Hentshel, 2008, 31] [9]
While it is entirely normal to use formal models as instruments of abstraction in order to represent
reality in photography, in the examples cited above, this is taken to its extreme limits. Beyond its
function as a documentary medium, photographic representation is distinguished by its ability to
deliver "readings of the world", where the world in question is not only interpreted, explained and
mirrored, but also folded, re-defined and re-constructed.

3.
Vertical Plane
Mysterious figures lurk like brigands on the city walls, waiting to capture the attention of the
unsuspecting passer-by. Giant children, grotesque animals, rats or monsters of any size,
reinterpreted icons, geometric shapes or silhouettes are just some of the characters that
emerge every day, like mushrooms in front of our eyes, the fruit of the imagination of street
artists [Balderi, Senigalliesi, 1996] [1].
Part pictorial art, part illustration and part graphic design, the Street art medium covers a
wide range of expressive formulas, styles and techniques (sprays, brushes, stencils, posters,
stickers), creating images that invite us to stop and look, before gradually becoming an
integral part of our physical living spaces. And thus of our consciousness.
The rise of Street art is unstoppable; the capillary spread of the phenomenon is due in large
part to the medium on which it is created: walls themselves. “As everybody knows, walls
attract writing” and when an artist leave a message on it, his intention will be effective, with
the complicity of the (big) scale of the design and the almost unlimited (two) dimensions of
such canvasses. [Barthes, 1983] [11].
Whether we are talking about huge open-air paintings or a series of marks (drawings or
writing), distributed or scattered over the city's skin, in capturing the observer's attention and
directing his/her gaze and movements, the figures on the wall have also successfully
subverted the original hierarchies of architectural objects.
Consider the so-called "lateral façades" of buildings, faceless architectural features that the
artist transforms into prominent picture planes, with the capacity to generate new openings
for the overlooking urban space, simply by repositioning the point of view.
Different mechanisms come into play in the case of underpass walls or long boundary walls:
paintings are frequently not left alone to recount a single, minimal episode but give rise to a
viral dynamic, resulting in the adjunct of more graffiti by other artists, forming connections
almost like the pieces of a jigsaw and creating a continuous, collective work on the surface,
albeit consisting of a variety of differing individual styles.
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Fig. 3: Architectures drawn on architectures all over the world: Millo, Backpack home, Ascoli Piceno (2016)
[Screen shots from Millo’s website: www.millo.biz, which is conceived as an archive where all his murals are
collected year by year and connected by an interactive map]

Fig. 4: The whale disappears in a while: Poster-art by Andreco on the façade of the fish market in Ancona: a)
when installed in 2009 and b) today (ph. by Francesco Paci). For more information about the installation “Whales
in Ancona” visit: http://www.andreco.org/index.php?/installations/ancona-popup-2009-/

In this case the wall, in its role as a separating and dividing element, acts as a tangential
path, capable of subverting perception and transcending its original function.
From the point of view of urban decor, this phenomenon has the advantage of protecting
uncontrolled surfaces that are vulnerable to abuse and misuse. The urban refunctionalisation
process also benefits through the tendency of such images to orient the flow of pedestrians,
citizens on bicycles, joggers or other outdoor activities.
Some authors interpret Street Art as being on a parallel with, or even a return to the narrative
walls of Medieval Churches [Serra, 2007] [12]; in reality, the postmodern condition has
witnessed the definitive decline of the great metaphysical narratives [Liotard, 1981] [13], and
the art of today's murals no longer tells a universal story.
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The message is coded, not explanatory; provocative, not revelatory.A wall is a sign in itself.
The architect who designs it is fully aware of this fact, as is the semiologist who studies it: a
wall is a sign that defines prohibitions, limits and divisions. "But what happens if other signs
appear and proliferate on the sign that is the wall, covering the whole surface, from one end
to the other and from the bottom to the top? Nothing happens, the wall is still there, the "no"
has not been eliminated, the negation has not been denied, yet something has changed: the
sign has been debased, devalued, degraded, since, through the simple act of being there, it
provides a passive medium for other signs that, while not cancelling it, manage to ridicule
the stark power of its interdictory function". [Guarini, 1991] [14]
Think of the West Bank of the Jordan, the barrier that separates Israel and the Palestinian
Territories, or other dividing symbols, decommissioned but still visible, such as the Belfast
Peace Line or the East Side Gallery in Berlin, the transfiguration of the old wall, which today
is the largest open-air art gallery in the world.
This diatribe between wall and murals, between the sign of denial and the many signs of
liberation, merely represents the contemporary declination of that which, during the twentieth
century, became apparent as the didactic-political-ideological vocation of painting on an
urban scale: the latest chapter in the history of international muralism, which saw it "convert"
from instrumentum regni (as in the case of the murals financed by the fascist regime in the
early 1930s) into a gesture of protest and collective demonstration (such as the so-called
Counterculture in Italy during the 1970s). [Dogheria 2015] [15]
Even during the "illegal" early stages of graffitism, Street Art transformed walls into a
palimpsest for the dissemination of social communications: suggestions, messages and
values of urban regeneration. In fact, the novelty introduced by contemporary urban art is
that of having transformed an artistic practice into a "practice of aesthetic metropolitan
rewriting and of re-appropriation of public spaces by fringe figures who are subsequently
integrated into the field of art". [Mastroianni, 2013] [16]
With this in mind, development, reconversion and reconstruction (including post-earthquake)
projects involving individual buildings or even entire areas, as well as urban project and
architectural projects, frequently include the contribution of an artist: the overall operation is
the result of the synergy of the creative efforts of both the architects and the street artists
and, above all, the aggregating energy of the murals.
Design of architecture and design on architecture are required to dialogue and interact.
The two languages have many elements in common: not only the design methods and
strategies, but also cultural background or even formal training (the artist Millo, for example,
has a degree in architecture). Both view "man" as figure and end user. But while the artist's
work may or may not contain the human figure, its presence is essential in that of the
architect.
Indeed, the way it is represented reveals much of the architect's thinking and his idea of man
“Architects project themselves into the human figure. So, if we compare drawings from
different architects, we frequently find differences in body shape and body activity, for
practicing architects often represent their own ideologies as a reference for understanding
the human physical condition". [Makkiya, 2016] [17]
Thus, the presence of figures in the architectural design may be, at most, "implied", since it
represents not just a descriptive element of the spatial properties of the project on paper, but
also an element of measurement and proportion during the general conception phase.
In the architect's mind the rules for designing the figure resonate clearly from the first years
of training: "the figures define the scale of a drawing"; "the figures are subordinate to the
architecture". And again: "the figures should not cover the constructive elements that define
the space". [Random, 2014] [18] This is where street art comes into play, by subverting the
rules and overthrowing the hierarchy of signs.
The artist inserts the human figure (or that which stands for it, naturally) into the dimensions
determined by the architectural element so that the strategy of representation is reversed:
the human figure "occupies" the architectural surface, acquiring its scale; thus, if the wall is
10 metres high, the figure will be the same height, or even taller, but contorted in such a way
that it respects this dimension. But the opposite may also occur: a small, highly stylised
figure may suddenly appear, perhaps in a corner of a generic, nondescript grey wall.
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The centrality of man in the architectural project is mocked by this apparition, which, on a
paper drawing, would fulfil neither a constructive nor a descriptive function. The man
represented by the artist never coincides with the man that the space designed by the
architect is intended for, the architect's man has no voice, he is the ordinary man, the man in
the street. By contrast, the street artist's man, one way or another, appropriates the surfaces
of the city walls, and, thanks to the scale of the architectural project, acquires the necessary
authority to spread his message.
4.

Oblique Plane

The analogy of the photographic shot with the natural phenomenon of visual perception assigns an
indisputable primacy to the gaze. Every day, heterogeneous selections of visions from every part of
the world invite us to question our relationship with the theme of light, which, if captured correctly, in its
infinite range of colours, lies at the heart of photography.
The photographic image – a two-dimensional representation generated by variations in light – can be
defined as the relatively small portion of the electromagnetic spectrum perceived by the human eye,
which reveals some of the chromatic qualities of matter to our senses.
Before becoming an image, the light emitted by an object undergoes three steps: first of all, it is
perceived by a binocular system - the eye that observes it, it is then recorded using a monocular
system - the camera used to capture it, before finally being fixed/transmitted by means of a twodimensional, analogue or digital support.
To photograph is to enter into a relationship with light, identifying the value that lends value to the
spaces and capturing their essence by gauging the light correctly. It requires patience, familiarity and
empathy.
Briefly, and in accordance with the principles of this research, the observations set out in the following
section deal with four 'visions' of Italian architectural photography, deriving from as many different
declinations; the first concerns the city: the Quaroni brothers and Rome; the second deals with
architecture: Paolo Rosselli and Giuseppe Terragni; the third covers the ephemeral: Luigi Ghirri and
Aldo Rossi; while the fourth is concerned with the world of publishing: Giorgio Casali and Giò Ponti.
Reflecting on architecture photography and its relationship with the city, history and documentation,
calls to mind the work of Ludovico Quaroni (1911-1987), architect, urban planner and Roman
academic.
At a famous conference in Rome in 1979, entitled "Memory, culture, design and photography",
Quaroni emphasises critically the dichotomous relationship between drawing and photography and the
prevalence of the latter in the work of the architect and all those who rely on photography as a primary
means of supporting their work: "we are still a long way from the point where photography may be said
to fulfil the role once occupied by drawing, as a widespread means of cultural education (...) a new
phase of photographic culture, in which the use of photography is not limited to its function as a
technical tool for working professionals or artists, but also extends to a role as a personal vehicle for
analysis and memory, and the cultural construction of the person". [Quaroni, 1979] [19] These
reflections are pre-dated by a few years by the publication of "Image of Rome. Photographs by
Ludovico and Livio Quaroni", this work – which is fundamental to the formation of many of our
generation – presents a rigorous graphic composition, consisting of full-page B/W images with
captions, that stand out from the pages of a weighty volume.
The Quaroni brothers' work deals with Rome, its colours, its atmosphere and its 'fatal and eternal'
light, using shades of grey: "we will never be able to bend the light or the atmosphere of a place to our
will. Rome is, above all, an atmosphere, a light, a climate (...) air infused with pink powder ". Gold and
purple, "deep crimson" and "very heavy orange", summarise the history of the city of Rome "where the
colour of things has always had to give way to the illuminated form, to the coloured light that cancels
the chromatic effects, so that objects are subdued and altered into almost monotonous tonal world of
warm plasticity. In Rome, the actual colour, like the design, and the precision of detail in people and
objects has no reality. The colourful light of Rome represents the constant, total dominion of nature
over man and his environment: it is like a fatality, one of the many expressions of that 'eternal'
character that has always been attributed to the city ". [Quaroni, 1975, 2] [20]
A second area of reflection concerns architectural authorial photography and the transition from
analogue to digital photography. The transition from analogue to digital in the work of Paolo Rosselli
(1952), a photographer and architect, who learnt his trade under Ugo Mulas (1928-1973) at both the
easel and optical bench, coincides with his approach to the work of Giuseppe Terragni (1904-1943);
his photographs were published in atlas format by Skira in 2004. [Terragni, Libedskind, D. Rosselli,
2004] [21] The freedom granted by digital photography, with respect to traditional techniques, obliges
the photographer to prefigure the image in a new, more open way, filtering and selecting all the
available information through separate channels. A transformation of the speed of "photographic
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perception" generated by the "slide towards this technique that does not record implacably, but simply
stores images than can be modified at a later date (fortunately)". [Rosselli, 2009] [22]
Thanks to the use of the "raw" format and post-production procedures, it is possible to extract a
layered material that Paolo Rosselli defines as a "digital sandwich" from the captured fragment of light
and time, which contains all the data in a rough, overlapping, layered form: "I need to create a visual
experience. I love artificial things, heavily re-elaborated photographs with high visual impact, I need
layers, colours and reflections". [Rosselli, 2008, 104] [23].
The third area of investigation covers ephemeral architectural photography that uses light to translate
he subjects in the scene, so that they recount a permanent new story through the images.
Photography permits us to represent impermanence, the permanence of space over time, the
acquisition, in a static image, of a structure that has been conceived and constructed specifically for a
temporary duration, whether it be an exhibition or a musical or theatrical event.
A case in point is night photography of Aldo Rossi's (1931-1997) set for "Lucy of Lammermoor",
erected in the Rocca Brancaleone fortress in Ravenna in 1986. Luigi Ghirri's (1943-1992) images
depict the 'interior/exterior' of a small, imaginary gothic town, characterised by tall chimneys, steep
roofs and small windows that allow the light to filter, as described by Rossi: "The lights in the windows
are lit in some houses in order to signify that someone is present (...) Ghirri's photos of both my work
and my study represent that additional element that only the artist is aware of. And I found in them
something that I had been searching for without success (...) because, in the end, my belief is that
architecture is a collective work". [Rossi: 1992, 282] [24]
The work on light and architecture is the result of balance and reflection, while the attempt to capture
not the darkness, but the evening light where the light of the sky may still be glimpsed, is masterfully
realised in these images. Ghirri used 100 ASA speed film and a Pentax 6x7 camera for both day and
night-time shooting, while, for editorial purposes, he was required to use slide film: "I wanted an image
that offered just a glimpse of these small houses, and the illuminated apartment buildings in the
background, and a sky that was not totally dark but still had a hint of colour in it (...) I wanted the
scene to appear inhabited: in fact the figures are not perfectly defined, you may be able to see that
there is a person who has moved, while the orchestra can be seen quite clearly because they are
fairly still. I felt that this relationship, between the set, which is entirely static, and a slight movement
and between the movement of the light of the sky and the fixity of the scene as a whole, encapsulated
this idea very nicely or at least represented an appropriate way to view this type of subject". [Bizzarri,
Barbaro 1989] [25]
The fourth and last area regards the branch of photography that aims to promote the culture of
architecture through printed magazines, aided by the affinity that often exists between architects and
photographers. Indeed, it is through authorial photography that the complexity and contradictions of
architecture are rendered explicit, especially in the case of contemporary architecture.
This mode of expression is enhanced further by fortuitous partnerships between architects and
photographers, such as that between Giorgio Casali (1913-1995) and Giò Ponti (1891-1979), which
saw the photographer develop his technique in line with the philosophy of 'Domus', which Ponti
founded in 1928, creating innovative methods of communication and images that have yet to be
surpassed in the field of editorial design. In a typewritten document signed by Lisa Licitra Ponti (born
1922), daughter of Giò Ponti and witness to the thirty-year relationship between Giorgio Casali and
"Domus" starting in 1951, we read: "Casali foresaw the page in his photography. And his rigorously
frontal images, depicting close-up views parallel to the margins, never needed to be cut or cropped by
the layout designers.
The full-page photographs were almost always images of deserted architectural elements, pure
rhythms of space populated only by Casali's young son, Oreste, with his back to the camera, a small
human figure, motionless in the void, lending an idea of scale". [Maggi: 2013,100] [26]
Casali built a personal line of critical and expressive research on the representation of landscape and
architecture through unusual, spectacular points of view, sometimes aimed at creating a graphic
inventory of great emotional impact, in line with the philosophy of Domus.
In this context, Gabriele Basilico (1944-2013) describes a relationship 'through the camera obscura'
[Basilico, 2008, 105] [27] that involved reframing the images for the subsequent printing process, one
of the distinctive features of the 'Giorgio Casali Domus' style – a sort of trademark that appears in
italics at the edge of each published image –, fascinating and original, "'bleed' photographs', either full
page, or in narrow, elongated horizontal or vertical strips, frequent use of highly enlarged details,
images dominated by strong chiaroscuro and a slightly theatrical direction, dictated by a decidedly
formalist taste that amplified the aesthetic perception of architecture". [Basilico, Morpurgo, Zannier:
1983, 177] [28]
Giorgio Casali principally employed photo-reporting methods - taking a series of photographs rather
than a few individual shots - synonymous with exactness, precision, clarity and the use of apparent
'descriptive simplicity' while directing the user's perception through the choice of the viewpoint, as Italo
Zannier writes: "it inevitably expresses a personal judgment, with choices of 'points-de-vue' and of
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light; a stimulating, and therefore highly revelatory, light, as a 'privileged' critic and 'translator' of
architecture, his is a unique form of fruition, placing the chaotic elements in order: "from the close-up,
through the medium and long shots, to infinity". [Zannier:2013, 175] [29]

5.

Conclusions

"Photography is an immediate reaction, drawing is a meditation”, said Henri Cartier-Bresson (19082004) [Cartier-Bresson, 1999] [30]. In our times, this dichotomy sounds excessive: every medium has
been contaminated ad reinterpreted, subverting any pre-contemporary characterization. Dictionaries
themselves don’t offer univocal definition: “graffiti” is an instinctive action by unknown author, or a
writer’s tag, or a mural depicted by a consummate artist; at the same time, a photographer can use an
analog still camera or a digital one, his shots can be print after a minimum of postproduction, or can be
manipulated, cut and pasted, etc. Photography has been reinvented many times; it can be used as an
instrument to investigate reality, but also to visualize abstract theories.
From this point of view, even the axiom “the medium is the message” falters, especially when the
medium is not a market and consumerism instrument. For this reason, representation tends to
disregard the medium and concerns exclusively issues of image. In contemporary times, the
Baumanian “liquid modernity”, the image doesn’t possess any truth and is conscious of its transience.
Images, when take the consistency of pictures (photographs, drawings, etc.), become traces of
something in the precise moment it is changing. Every image flows together with its previous and next
ones, it is inherent part of a massive visual archive where all the media cohabit.
The city is part of this archive.
The city is an image itself, a content, and a container of images. The city is the subject and the object
of representations and messages: a set of signs visible just like the layered signs engraved on its
walls. Graffiti will disappear, just like walls: each steps of those transformations are confused, hardly
understandable in their interaction, but in a perfect relation of signification.
Author Contributions
This work was conceived and designed by Antonella Salucci, Marta Magagnini e Nicolò Sardo.
Nicolò Sardo has developed and edited the Section 2, Marta Magagnini the Section 3, Antonella
Salucci the Section 4.
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Abstract
The work aims to communicate local heritage to young people passing them a largest quantity of
information through different kind of experiences in temporary exhibitions and local museums.
The research try to collect the cultural and traditional knowledge to find links to the local territory to be
transmitted to new generation by engaging exhibition experiences. These ones are based specially on
stories, proverbs or recurring events which have been handed down orally for ages and now risk to
disappear. Besides the research intends to share the know-how as starting point for future
developments.
To this end, the work could suggest new uses of the ancient traditions adapting them to contemporary
needs. According to these goals the research also proposes the use of augmented and virtual reality
technologies to recreate the reference scenarios of the past for a better understanding of the current
cultural identity.
As a result the research traced the foundation to study a platform of open, collaborative and flexible
tools able to share the past knowledge, allowing new cultural re-workings starting from the tradition,
for possible future changes in different scenarios.
This work is dedicated to new generations so that, through their skills of "digital natives", they can
make the best use of new technologies without losing development possibilities offered by ancient
traditions.
Keywords: Local tradition, cultural heritage, exhibition, augmented reality, young people

1.

Local territory and tradition values

The research starts considering the ability of design to valorise all the aspect of a territory, from the
history to the knowledge. This attitude underlines the main role of design to promote cultural heritage.
Consequently the focus of the present research is the strategic role of design for the enhancement of
the cultural heritage or of elements characterising a specific territory.
The reflections on the relation between design and territory have always been at the centre of cultural
and scientific debate, but recently the idea of considering the territory as "design context" changed
perspective considering the territory as "design object". Two main factors are at the base of this
different thought. On one hand, the evolution of the discipline of design has progressively expanded
the concept of product towards more extensive and systemic dimensions in connection with the
cultural aspects of the society. Strategic design and the design of services are the main disciplinary
developments, towards product systems and services increasingly complex and intangible. On the
other hand the change of the economic scenarios and the new competitive value of the territories
leads to approach the concept of place to the concept of commodity. The cities and the territories are
emerging more and more as important economic actors: they become able to amplify economical,
cultural and productive systems with values to recognize and to communicate.
The first university’s research on the peculiarity of a territory was called DRM Design Research Map,
started in Italy in 1998.
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The aim of the DRM research was to map the experiences of design research in Italy. In particular it
aimed to identify the peculiarities of national design research contexts, to develop strategies for future
researches. Moreover it aimed to awakening the Institutions about capacities of design research for
participating to the development of the country. Above all, the research underlined new forms of
design applications to enhancing products of local culture and tradition in areas far from production
systems, design oriented. In summary the DRM research underlined the importance of the design
territory oriented.
To this regard Ezio Manzini, one of the most famous scholars of design for sustainability, talk s about
a “cosmopolitan localism" referring to a balanced intersection between local and global dimension,
closely connected to sustainable exploitation of local resource.
The territorial identity is able to become the starting point of any project planning for the developing of
a territory. An identity that it is necessary to be selected among the different ones that a territory could
express, recognized, rebuilt or "designed", and, therefore, shared and participated in the first place by
local actors.
The methodological process of territorial design can be synthesized through the following main steps:
building identity, detecting diversity, communicating the identity and individuating congruent scenarios
of development.
In order to design the identity of a place, to propose the development and exploitation of scenarios, it
is also necessary to trace the differences, in comparison to other contexts, because in a territory like
the Italian one, very rich of historical, artistic, cultural and environmental presences, it risks becoming
increasingly undifferentiated.
The territorial identity becomes the starting point of any project for the development of a territory. An
identity that must be selected from the different ones must be recognized, rebuilt or "designed", and,
therefore, shared and participated by local actors.
Reading and interpreting the territory, visualizing it, building areas of meaning and shared visions,
promoting forms of participatory planning, transforming visions into actions and viable initiatives,
designing service interfaces, promoting and implementing an effective communication of the whole
process, they are all capabilities of strategic design, service design, communication design and of
product design.
Therefore the design is able to participate into the processes of local development, both with a role of
overall direction of the whole process, and in the realization of specific actions.
In temporary exhibitions or in the exhibition of permanent collections in museums an innovative
approach allows to use the exhibition itself as a instrument to pass and promote different aspect of
local culture.
1.2 Context of reference
In order to outline a clear image of the intervention area, has been necessary to carry out a careful
analysis on what is the state of the art of exhibitions, fairs and museums, looking for possible
significant elements of innovation and strategy design.
According to this point the research collected and analysed of a large number of local museum and
temporary exhibition on the subject.
The museum contributes to strengthen the identity and social growth of a community. At the same
time, it is the cultural expression of a territory, historical memory, an economic opportunity and factor
of cultural promotion.
Starting from the traditional idea of museum, it is possible to state that the meaning of "museum"
changed: from container of “goods” to a conceptual space where it is possible, at the same time, to
organize customized experiences and to offer services not only for the conservation and fruition but
able to improve promotion, communication and enhancement of material and immaterial products,
artefacts, habits, oral tales and know-how of a territory.
The main factors of innovation consist in offering different experiences to all kind of visitors, from
tourist, to scholars, from families to students.
The classical idea of museum as monument changed to focus on enhancement of the “product” in
exhibits, the exhibition backgrounds become neutral and more attention is for illuminations and
interactive technologies.
According to the new trends in museology, and the increasingly spectacular exhibitions, virtual
solutions become responsible of changing the visit experience into the museum according to new
needs of society and visitors. The “objects” in exhibition become the expression of a community, a
culture and a territory.
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Fig. 1: Traditional exhibition. Harp Museum Victor Salvi at Piasco, Cuneo, Italy

1.3 The importance of Information and Communication Technology (ITC) for exhibitions and
applications to valorize territories
In order to outline a clear image of the intervention area, has been necessary to carry out a careful
In recent years, the development and dissemination of Information and Communication Technology
(ITC) has undergone considerable transformations, becoming an integral part of our daily lives and in
particular of young people are defined as “digital natives”.
Digital technologies have therefore become an infrastructure that enable much of human activity, from
training to working, from fun to socialization, from online payment to the delivery of different types of
services. The diffusion of ITC has also multiplied the number of relationships among
people, changing people behaviour, which is continuously surrounded by the flow of information.
These practices are able to influence the cognitive processes of the audience because of they prove
to be easy attractive and satisfactory.
As a consequence and effect of this change of society, digital skills (Innovation Communication
Technology) have also gained a significant place in the European education system as instance for
learning and teaching at school.
Starting from this consideration the research proposes the use of ITC as method to attract, involve and
pass culture heritage inside museums and exhibitions.
New digital technologies result a very effective method of communication also to be used in exhibition
systems for cultural valorisation.
Thanks to the support of 3D computer graphics educational films, holography, serious games and
augmented reality apps, emotional and participatory virtual spaces, the exhibition spaces are able to
establish an extremely engaging relationship with the visitors, making tangible what up to a few years
ago it was only the result of imagination.
Consequently these new applications of information technologies, becoming strategic one, offer
the material and technical support to implement visiting experiences , towards a wider systemic
approach that takes into consideration new relational qualities and peculiarities.
As instance all the values of an object in exhibition become more visible and understandable because
they are inserted in a wider referring system and every new and unexpected aspect helps to interest,
understand and pass knowledge.

2.

The aim of the research

The research mean to create new opportunities for pass cultural and territorial tradition: museums and
exhibitions are very interesting place for this purpose.
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The aim of the research is to greater promotion of cultural heritage to be realized also carrying out
technological innovation in exhibitions inside museums.
The employments of innovative processes of ITC are able to create exclusive experiences in museum
and exhibitions.
The main purpose of this work is to propose a referring methodological system to promote, pass,
valorise and actualize traditional products and culture of a specific territory .
The proposed systems allows to conserve the value and the know how of a territory and at the same
time offer a new point of observation for reinterpreting tradition by actualizing them using new
technological innovations.
The final objective of the research is to greater promotion of cultural heritage to be realized also
carrying out technological innovation inside museums.
The research demonstrates the necessity to find a series of different solutions to promote and
communicate cultural heritage to a very wide public inside exhibitions.
The use of augmented reality also allows the involvement of young people, the digital natives. This
kind of public is more attracted by this kind of entertain/exhibitions because of the use their
“language”. At the same time the Augmented reality allows to live a very innovative experience by the
visitors.
In this way the exhibit not only offer the state of art ( to conserve as memory) but it is able to pass
knowledge involving different senses. In the case of augmented reality the exhibition not only entertain
but it is able show the rebuilding of what it is not possible to see (i.e. the environment) and understand
it (i.e. the relations among people). This kind of information are not possible to communicate in
classical exhibitions.
This new kind of visit suggests to use the ancient knowledge in an innovative way according to the
contemporary society allowing it not to disappear but to be use in a contemporary way.
A new way to pass cultural heritage to new generations.

Fig. 2: Enhancing exhibition. Van Gogh Alive. The Experience.

Fig. 3: Exhibition with multimedia products. MARO Provincial Archeological Museum, Alicante, Spain.
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3.

Method and referring public of visitors

The research uses a multidisciplinary approach involving different disciplines from museology to
architecture, from psychology t educational science, from sociology to ITC. For instance, the
sociological science are necessary to individuate the socio-demographic profile of user, while the
psychological one helps to understand if the visit experience has been useful and educational
The Design has the main role of director of the entire process able to connect all the discipline
involved. Furthermore the design uses as starting point the user experience and the human centred
design. The Human factors are at the centre of the proposed solutions for exhibitions. In fact the
research studied the needs and behaviours of different kind of visitors in Museums and exhibitions in
order to propose ad hoc solutions visitor-centred.
In particular the research investigated young people which are very important as visitors because they
represent the future generation. Nowadays museums and exhibitions visitors are embodied by a very
wide and heterogeneous public. According to the evolution of society In the last thirty years, also the
museum systems changed their relationship with the public..
Once ago the museum were oriented to a specific public of reference, today, following the
improvement of higher education took place the increase of many kind of visitors with different needs
and knowledge.
The present studies allow the museums to evaluate the visitor experience starting from the motivation
to the learning process and the choice of the services. The results of these analysis allow the museum
to improve and plan activities and services underlining strength and weakness of visitors experiences.
In order to determine new strategies for museums and temporary exhibitions it is necessary to
consider not only the single” object” in show but the “use” scenario and contest of reference at 360° its
culture and connected society.
The present study suggests the extension of the investigation from the “object” in exhibition to the
context. According to this idea the "material object", using augmented reality, become not only the
historical memory, the “witness” but a new way for describing traditional, social, cultural, historical and
territorial phenomena.

4.

Insights from case study, result and conclusion

The case study is an exhibition on the Lombard culture that was set up inside the Scuderie of the
Visconti Castle of Pavia; the exhibition used ITC for the transmission of concrete knowledge related
to the territory.
The exhibition makes available to the public numerous materials inside traditional displays,
furthermore theoretical concepts developed through interactive videos.
The use of a strategic system able to reconstruct historical fragments of a population which
contributed to the construction of the cultural foundations of Italy, within a thematically significant
reality such as that of Pavia (which became the capital and seat of the coronations from 620 AD, until
the end of the Lombard domination) is a clear example of cultural enhancement of the territory.
The will to put together the fragments recovered within a territory and to unite them together in a single
context with the aim of realizing a real "cultural reconstruction" is the starting point to study a strategic
system that integrates traditional display materials with innovative technologies.
It is precisely the use of technology to make more universal and contemporary the possibilities of the
new system of exhibition that uses both the traditional method of exposing tangible elements, (such as
historical artefacts and works of art, ) and interactive monitors and video projectors showing intangible
heritage as traditional knowledge or local stories
Therefore reconstructing culture means passing on the knowledge, culture and history of our society.
The system can be defined as strategic one because it aims not only to present the contents, but to
communicate their tangible and intangible values.
The use of technologically advanced solutions allows the visitor to detach almost completely from the
material object, which is anyway exhibited reconstructed or reproduced,
in order to give the visitor a fixed point of consultation. At the same time it involves the user in an
emotional experience unlike the traditional museum experience.
The main purpose is therefore the transmission of traditional culture with messages made evident by
the virtual reconstruction of ancient scenarios and traditional elements , which, however fragmented or
difficult to render, allow to recompose the past to build new foundations for the future through
experience.
The paper opens the debate on the surrounding relational network and the way in which it could
enhance the design process. Through the analysis of some case studies, and
integrating with sociological and anthropological theories, the present work outlines some research
hypothesis on how to involve a wide number of visitors and in particular young people stimulating
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them in new relation with people culture and objects. The exhibition in this way could enhance and
facilitate visitor attraction, acceptation and satisfaction.
Innovations and processes mentioned are able to led to the increase in the number of
visitors enhancing knowledge passing and besides facilitating the relationships among people and
new uses of this know how , transforming the exhibition into amazing effective useful experience.
Therefore the Design is able to participate in the processes of local development, with a role of
general direction of the whole process, and at the same time proposing specifics targeted actions,
using a set of skills and tools useful for the realization of specific solutions.
The design solutions are chosen among methods and techniques differentiated and flexible
indispensable for the promotion of the peculiarity of specific territory in constant evolution.
The present research try to bring technological innovation within the local museum structures with a
view to greater promotion of regional cultural heritage to young people.
The interactive solutions using ITC allow a wide audience of people, and in particular young people
“digital natives” to understand local culture and consequently enabling them to use this knowledge for
future applications. Finally the research propose the visitors, at the end of the museum experience, to
use the knowledge learned in the exhibition itself for further application and to share the own
experience in a dedicated platform on the web and on the social media.
This later activity it is able to involve a lot of other people becoming a multiplier event in order to
communicate, pass and spread more and more culture and values of cultural and territorial identity.

Fig. 4: Design proposal: the use of augmented reality to “rebuilds” damage artifacts easily

Fig. 5: Design proposal: the use of virtual reality to rebuild and show the life inside the Longobard huts
(thesis titled Fragmentum of Andrea Pellegrini) A way to involve, interest and passing culture heritage to young
people
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Abstract
Historical background of stone architecture and changes taking place shown by means of five different
filters unambiguous with the functions of stone in architecture.
Since the time of the first sanctuary of 9,600 BC, documented during archaeological excavations
conducted in 1994 -2009, the stone was given different forms and the significance of this material in
architecture changed. Apart from external factors and focusing on the analysis of the five basic roles of
stone in architecture, in selected examples, it is possible to examine trends: how has the meaning of
the stone changed in history and what are the consequences for contemporary architecture.
The analysis of stone applications, in selected periods, important for the development of stone
architecture, showed the continuity of searching for new aesthetic, constructional and technological
solutions with a well-established and permanent symbolic meaning. The role of stone as a link
between the newly designed architecture and the context of the place gains weight along with the
intensification of globalization. As a process that opposes the unification of cultures and architecture, it
forms part of the main assumptions of the Critical Regionalism trend. The conceptual significance of
the stone is not limited to the role of a passive resistor, but drawing on the originality and uniqueness
of a specific location increases the creativity.
five basic rules : aesthetic, constructional, simbolic and technological have never passed and
contextual tended to develop despite of competition between new materials.
'Made in Italy' is usually perceived as good quality product with original design – 'Made in Stone'
means architecture that combines: natural sources, specific place, potential of local culture, tradition of
building, local character with global technology and global heritage. Contemporary solutions referring
to local context and global knowledge can bring anexpected, new quality solutions.
New requirements of users and of the architecture creates challenges as for technic aspects of
elaboration of stone as for the way of design.

Keywords: Stone architecture, History of architecture, Role of stone, Critical Regionalism, Context of
the place

1. Recreating vs. creativity
The rebirth of Gothic architecture in England was accompanied by admiration for a medieval craft
combining the sincerity of construction and the beauty of the form expressed in stone. In the revival of
stone architecture at the turn of the 20th and 21st century, construction and aesthetic properties are
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still appreciated, however the importance of stone in architecture has undergone significant
transformation. Both Gothic Revival, Arts-and-Crafts and Critical Regionalism are movements of
resistance to the modernization process; expressed in return to what is known; reaching to the roots.
'This is the first concerted reaction on the part of "tradition" to the process of modernization as the
gothic revival and the Arts-and-crafts movements take up a categorically negative attitiude towards
both utilitarianism and division of labor. Despite this critiqe modernization continues unabated' [1].
The origins of gothic revival date back to the gothic and focus on the artistry of traditional
craftsmanship, expressed in creating individually each stone elements and in stating the purpose this
precise craftsmanship was to serve.
„In pure architecture the smallest detail should have a meaning or serve a purpose; and even the
construction itself should vary with the material employed, and the designs should be adapted to the
material in which they are executed” [2].
The purity of the structure, which is at the same time an expression of beauty, was dedicated to
churches and high-ranking public facilities. Thus, the architectural style was assigned to the function
and the rank of the object, and in particular to the symbolism of the Christian religion.
The tradition of erecting important public buildings and churches in England continuously in the Middle
Ages was expressed by Charles Barry and Augustus W. Pugin in the reconstruction of the
Westminister Palace. A thorough search for a proper stone, on the area of the whole country,
proceeded the beginnings of the reconstruction works in 1839. The team of geologists and stone
masons chose limestone from Anston, Yorkshire.
Gothic Revival resisted neoclassicism by nurturing and reproducing Gothic construction techniques.
As assumed by A. W. Pugin, publishing in 1841. "The True Principles of Pointed or Chrisitan
Architecture", contemporary craftsmen, wanting to imitate the style of medieval craftsmanship, should
reconstruct his methods.
John Ruskin in "The Seven Lamps of Architecture" enumerates architectural values such as sacrifice,
truth, power, beauty, life, memory, but also names obedience. Obedience which excluded
innovativeness and was supposed to be restricted to mere recreation of a form previously recognized
as ideal: "no originality for its own sake, but conforming to the finest among existing English values, in
particular expressed through the 'English Early Decorated' Gothic as the safest choice of style"[3].
Repeating and imitating previous patterns leads to a copy and limitation of the creative design
process.
Critical regionalism - the term that was first used in 1981 by Alex Tzonis and Liliane Lafaivre in the
essay "The Grid and The Pathway” - opposed rigorous regionalism. Called by Hamilton Harwell
Harrisa Regionalism of Liberation, it recognizes the possibility of combining local values' potential with
the new creative thinking: "A region may develop ideas, a region may accept ideas” [4].
Kenneth Frampton, who extensively and thoroughly described the guidelines of Critical Regionalism in
"Towards a Critical Regionalism", recognized as the fundamental guideline the balance between what
is universal and what is local: 'the fundamental strategy of Critical Regionalism is to mediate the
impact of universal civilisation with element derived indirectly from the peculiarities of a particular
place' [5]. Architect Renzo Piano, who for couple dozens of years worked in the profession,
experienced that the 'conflict between the past and the present, between the individual and society,
between memory and originality(...); they are the salt of life, the essence of architecture. The architect
works by bringing materials together, not separating them”.[6]
So the interaction between what exists and what is being designed is inevitable and it depends on the
architect, how in-depth the analysis of the existing environment will be and how great influence will the
local context have on the new concept. Setting the proportion between regionalism and universalism
influences the level of the work's originality. By duplicating the universal solutions applied commonly
through the world and by abandoning completely the local influences, one achieves low level of
originality - and often a copy of a building found in a totally different apart of the world is created.
Creativity, which is the ability to invent a large number of ideas with a high degree of originality, can be
achieved by drawing inspiration from the unique character of the place.

2. Local vs global
The context of the place, by Kenneth Frampton described as Place-Form, was important for many
architects of the end of the 20 th century. Renzo Piano noticed the inseparability of architecture and the
place in which it is created: 'Architecture is local by definition: local in the etymological sense, i.e.,
linked to the place, the topography, the terrain'. Outstanding architects such as Peter Zumthor, Mario
Botta, Tadao Ando design in different locations but treat each of the place's uniquely. An in-depth
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analysis of the local context allows the creation of an architecture in harmony with the environment of
a high degree of originality.
Each of the places is unique and has a set of features that define the context of the place.
The first group characterizing the place's context is the natural environment: topography, climate, light,
availability of natural materials. To the other, however, everything that man has created: urban
planning, local architecture, cultural heritage, construction and craft traditions.
Being conscious of the place's uniqueness, not allowing some relationships functioning in the specific
region to be ignored, searching for inspiration and its creative transformation enables to avoid creating
placeless architecture.
It does not mean, that the architecture created today, should not meet the actual construction
standards or the users' expectations. The development belongs to the most prime aspirations of the
mankind. Progress and optimized technologies' introduction, which are also based in economy, belong
to the natural course of events. 'Material constraints aside, innovation is,in this sense, contingent upon
a selfconscious rereading, and re-collection of tradition, including the tradition of the new, just as
tradition can only be revitalized through innovation' [7].
The ever-faster social changes, the impact of globalization and the interpenetration of cultures can not
be ignored in architecture, which from its beginnings is an expression of the progress of civilization.
The effect of tensions between globalization processes and local culture is glocalisation - an impact on
local societies, which changes the pattern of the place to a lesser or greater extent.
To the external factors penetrating to the regional architecture one can include technology and the
availability of the materials and solutions, the speed of communication, but also the architect, with his
or her knowledge and the way of perception. It is the architect who makes the decision balancing the
degree of new solutions' convergence to the region. External factors that penetrate into regional
architecture include innovative technology with access to materials and solutions, communication
speed, but also an architect, along with its knowledge base and perception. It is the effect of a series
of earlier decisions that creates smaller or larger tensions at the contact of the external skin of the
building with the surroundings
The most recent technologies provide a range of solutions that provide facilities with structural safety,
appropriate thermal, humidity, air exchange, lighting, control and building management, but increase of
attention is paid to energy-saving and operational aspects as well as the re-use of building materials or
their utilization and even biodegradation.
For the reasons mentioned above, more and more often we return to natural and local materials, the
production and transport of which does not adversely affect the process of entropy. Looking into the
future, it may turn out that care for the climate that requires highly advanced solutions and effective
activities on a large scale will circle the circle to appreciate the simplest and natural - local material.
'How to become modern and to return to sources' Paul Ricour [8]
3. The role of material in architecture
The building material is the basic element which, due to its physical properties, allows to create wall
barriers, protecting the users of architecture from the undesirable atmospheric effects. One can try to
separate the space with light, the temperature difference, however, without the physicality of materials,
having its mass or density, you cannot talk about building and architecture.
Primarily, people were looking for shelter, creating households from the materials available in the
specific area. Gradually, they started to notice that some materials possessed greater durability than
others. This gained importance when people started leading a sedentary lifestyle and when they
started to care more for their buildings' perseverance. Deriving from the experience of previous
generations, building techniques characteristic for particular regions stared to develop. Most
frequently, the solutions typical for a specific location made use of the building material available there.
In the initial phase, the materials were used mostly in the same form in which they occurred in nature,
only slightly processed and adapted. With the passing of the time, people learnt to adapt them to
specific needs. As a result, the type of material and the ways of using them became an indication of
progress and development of particular civilizations.

4. The role of stone in architecture
Stone in architecture fulfilled the role of a basic and widely-used building material. It worked perfectly
as a construction material - subjected to compressive forces, less suitable for stretching elements - in
attempts to faithfully imitate beams and wooden structures. The role of stone as the carrier material
was interfusing with the aesthetic function. At first the decorations imitated bundles of reeds from
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wooden buildings or were a kind of a stone book, on which the Egyptians, using inscriptions and
figurative images, saved the messages of a dying old culture and beliefs [9].
As a very durable material, resistant to external atmospheric factors, to fire, structurally resistant, with
a wide variety of natural colors and rich textur, it was used in important public facilities and became a
carrier of symbolism, construction, aesthetics, technology and a link between the newly designed
object and the context place.
Analysing the stone's role during the 12 000 years of the so far studied architecture, in chosen
periods, crucial to the development of stone architecture and in important civic buildings, we can
observe relationships, as well as the reinforcement of some of the stone's functions and the
weakening or modification of some others.

5. Symbolic role
Since first documented archeological site 9.600 years B.C. In Göbekli Tepe (Turkey), free-standing Tshaped stone pillars (3.4-3.6 m) were discovered, which are the first example of megalithic stones.
Although the size of stone megaliths excavated at the foot of the mountain arouse admiration for their
arrangement on the plan of oval circles and covering bas-reliefs on both sides, they testify to the role
of a higher order than the construction itself, testify to the dimension – symbolic. It was for this lofty
cause - the building of a sanctuary- that it was worth transporting monolithic block on the distance of
half a kilometre, shaping them and decorating with base reliefs. Later examples of mesolithic
architecture (Two Temples in Ggantija in Malta, 5,000-4,300 BC) and neolithic one were also created
as the religious places or sacral objects. In megalithic constructions known from the Northern Europe
(Stonehenge 2450 BC), stones in their natural, base and unadapted form were used in order to build
the stone complex arranged in circles (Kromlech). It is worth noticing that some of those stones were
nine meter high and some of the smaller ones, called bluestones, were transported from
Pembrokeshire in Wales, 250 kilometres away. Another testimony to the symbolic usage of stone are
collective tombs "a camera", covered, in the most stenographic cases, with apparent domes, built from
the solid blocks on top of each other, up to the construction's tip.
The stone's durability and the fact that it was used in monumental buildings that stood the test of time
resulted in ascribing to stone the symbolic meaning: prestige, preciousness, indestructibility.

Fig. 1: Stone architecture in the Stone Age: 1. The world's first temple in Göbekli Tepe - is an
archaeological site in the Southeastern Anatolia Region of Turkey; 2. The Ggantija Templesin Xaňra,
Gozo, Malta; 3. Stonehenge – neolithic monument in Wiltshire, England

6. Construcional role
The primary function of stone in architecture was the constructional role, which was based on the
stone’s durability and hardness and thus allowed creating buildings much more durable than those
from mud brick, wood or cane. The transition from the ephemeral materials to the more durable one,
meaning stone, occurred from 7th to 6th century BC, however in the ancient Egypt this process lasted
till the time of the Third Dynasty. A German Egyptologist Hans Events called Egypt “The country of
stone”[10], due to the fact that pyramids, temples, countless base reliefs and inscriptions were made in
stone; the material proved durable enough to testify to the technological greatness and artistic
achievements of the ancient civilization. The earliest large-scale cut stone construction, a complex of
funerary buildings with the step Pyramid of Djoser, was built from the stone which form and the
technique of lying closely resembled the brick walls. The entrance to the Pyramid was decorated with
bas-reliefs imitating well-known and previously used mats and reed bundles or gouging in the ceiling
imitating the form of palm trunks. So the overriding aim was to achieve the well known aesthetic
patterns, but in a more durable material.
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Using stone in 2650 BC in Saqqara entailed introducing a new material and an unknown construction
solution, which required discovering individual aesthetics, identical to the stone's structure and virtues.
'Pure stone style' [10] was achieved only during the Fourth Dynasty of Egypt, while building the
Pyramid of Khafre in Giza (2570 BC), where the construction was consciously separated from the
outer stone veneer. Because of the intended aesthetic effect, red granite from the quarry in Abu
Simbel was used. Additionally, alabaster of high quality (2,5 ton slabs) was imported from Sinai
Panisula, to create a plain, polished outer surface. What was achieved by that was a plain
architecture, without any decorations, almost minimalistic and pure. It was surely outstandingly
modern and dominating the environment and was making full use of the potential of the material from
which it was built.
Conscious and harmonious combination of the constructional and aesthetic roles occurred also in the
architecture of Ancient Rome (300 BC), where Stone Arch was used instead of Greek architrave and
Solid Walls instead of columns. The beauty of arches and massive walls resulted directly from the pure
construction rules and the proper use of material's characteristics (ten times greater resistance to
compression than to tension).
The contradiction of the architrave's stone construction in the work for compression and stretching,
interfering with exceeding the maximum range of four meters, was solved thanks to the Romans'
discovery of arched coverings. In them, the double work of the material made way for usually only one,
compression.
The evolution towards arches and arched coverings starts from the ancient construction of the "house
of cards" type, meaning two stone plates supporting one another, and goes to the omcni9nation of
three blocks closing the span. Increasing the number of wedges was the matter of quantitative
development of the arranged wedges. It allowed to expand the range of the stone span in the Roman
bridge at Narni to 34 meters, and in the Ada Bridge nearby Terzzoi (14 th century) to 72 meters.
New construction, which allowed in stone to solve the problem of range, caused many technical and
aesthetical problems. The arch consisting of stone wedges supporting one another added a vertical
pressure of its own mass of covering an additional horizontal strut of its parts that are balancing one
other.
Understanding this issue is also found in the predecessor of Vitruvius - Varro, who believed that "in the
vaults of the right, the part no less holds to the left than the left one". Vitruvius, on the other hand, gave
the work of the vaults a completely engineering perspective.
Roman architects replace round, free standing columns and the architrave carried by them with a
unified motif of an arch spread across the massive quadrangular pillars. Where columns were
supposed to be used, frequently it was decided upon engaged columns, tight bond with the wall or
even blended with it into one, inseparable part. The massiveness and weigh of the stone walls were
emphasized by the vaults drilled deep. 'The tendency to tightly bound specific elements and to
abandon their autonomy is recognized in case of the Romans. Instead of the flat ceiling of the Greek
temple, contrasting with the clear horizontal line from the vertical lines of the colonnade, we have here
massive barrel and groin vaults as the rooms coverage; additionally the horizontal and vertical lines,
support and the weight interfuse, creating one entirety, which components cannot be distinguishe' [11].
The problems of arch and vaulted constructions connected with the new engineering and technical
structure (thickness of supports and archivolts, geometric shape, arch arrow, increase of the span,
method of laying stones) were probably solved in the same way as the task of changing the ceiling
ratio of architrave, at the expense of patient searches, and sometimes also construction disasters.
Some of these problems were only solved much later in metal and concrete.
Early Christianity considered the powerful Roman vaults to be too earthly.
Not one of those erected in Constantinople (Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem (335), Nativity in Bethlehem
(530), Hagia Sofia (532-537)) and in Rome churches (former Church of St. Peter, St. Paul in front of
the Walls and St. John in Lateran (325-465) has no vault.
The central building developed from the round shape of a Roman tomb. In Byzantium, central
buildings became a model type. The domes were erected above the central buildings, on the plan of a
Greek cross with arms of the same length. The main dome was at the intersection and four smaller
domes were placed on the corners. Building the domes above the quadrangle was an invention of the
East. The round shape of the dome base was obtained by placing small arcs over the corners of the
square, increasing towards the center and upwards of the room (so-called trompas), so that the almost
octagonal shape of the structure on which the dome could be easily erected was reached.
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In the 11th century, technical skills have evolved considerably. Due to the continuously threatening
danger of fires of roof trusses, as well as for purely artistic reasons, the covering of the nave of the
main basilica with a barrel vault became the aspiration of the masters of Romanesque building. The
barrel vault is technically the simplest, but at the same time the most massive form of the vault. Its
weight is based on the entire length of the side walls.
The limit of material and structural possibilities were achieved in the Gothic style when the full
Romanesque vaults were replaced by arrangements of stone ribs, closed with richly ornamented
keystones. 'The architects of the middle ages were the first time. Gothic expressed in stone, in
accordance with its natural properties, tectonic construction principles.
On the basis of selected examples from the history of architecture, one can observe a gradual
transformation and improvement of stone construction techniques and a wave alternate reference to
two basic archetypes of building: tectonics and stereotomy. Tectonic (Greek tecton - carpenter or
builder) - thin, linear elements combine into a spatial skeleton. Stereotomy (Greek stereo - solid,
volume - cut) - where the mass and solid are formed by laying subsequent layers of heavy elements.
Walls erected from earth, clay, stone - are characterized by mass, continuity of matter, most often
subjected to compression. The technique is mainly used by the countries of the Mediterranean basin.
Tectonic, although originally referring to the principles of wooden buildings, was also used in stone
architecture.
'Necessity also forced people in many countries to use stones instead of wood, because nature itself
provided them more with quarries than with forests. Because the method of building with wood
seemed so obvious, it was considered beauty to imitate this construction. For this reason, we have
used columns in ancient architecture, as well as round pillars and des Perches in Gothic architecture'
[12].
Although the architectural solutions of Ancient Greece did not fully exploit the natural properties of the
stone, one can not underestimate the sense of proportion, the introduction of order, aesthetics and a
huge contribution to the progress and development of construction techniques. It was the Greeks who
were the first to use reinforced stone and complex stone walls - emplecton - using stone as a selfsupporting, composite, external cladding.
It is also impossible to imagine architecture without the presence of stone, which was perfectly suitable
for expressing the principles of stereotomic constructions.

7. Aesthetic role
Aesthetical values are coherent and compatible with the thinking about architecture. Because
architecture is art combining construction and beauty, exceeding the simple sphere of engineering
actions. IN the ancient times in Greece, the aesthetic role became the dominant.
The process of gradual transition from wood to stone in ancient Greece occurred around 7th-6th
century BC. Early Greek temples were in fact wooden buildings made out of stone. Greek classical
form, Doric order, basic form of tample reminded unchanged. 'In order to make this imitation perfect,
the ancient people made their columns out of one piece, whenever possible, in the shape of a trunk.
They did the same with the architraves, where they replaced the main beams supported by the
columns with stone elements”[15]. However, the attempts to build with stone the same as with wood
failed- the buildings collapsed, when the range of the architraves exceeded their height by six times.
This space, which equals to three thicknesses of the columns and was boundary for architects, the
ancient Greeks called a diastyle. In aerostyles with big interlocutory, according to the Vitruvius' rule,
the beams should be only wooden.
On the example of the Palace of Xerxes in Persepolis (the endo of 6 th- 4th century BC), where the
wooden beams were nine meters long and on the example of the Propyleye (the building started in
438 BC) of the Acropolis of Athens, where the distance between columns amounted 3,75 meters we
can see how the range and ration in the column and beam system have changed in the transition from
wood to stone.
Using stone architrave in Greek architecture conditioned the outstanding role of columns and
colonnade (in the form of poles, peristyle and hypostyle). However, with the transition from wood to
stone the ratio of the support changes from 1/24 to 1/5-1/10.
Certainly, the change in the ratio cannot be ascribed only to the change in the material. A. Ohl
analysed a number of stone porticos and concluded that often enough "the architects looked for the
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solution of this issue in the direction opposite to the natural evolution of technology". "Constructive
possibilities" made concessions to "aesthetical necessity".
The analysis of the development of stone masonry techniques shows that gradually more and more
attention was paid to the aesthetics and durability of erected walls. This is indicated by ever more
precise selection and processing of material in particular phases of application of a given type of
masonry. The better matched elements ensure greater stability.
In case of the opus caementicium technique, the construction rule has not changed, yet the outer
walls, fulfilling the role of the stay-in-place formwork, can be divided into various types, depending on
the way in which specific elements were arranged in them (Opus Poligonale, Opus Quadratum).
As Pugin wrote, 'the ancient masons obtained great altitude and great extent with a surprising
economy of wall and substance; the wonder full strength and solidity of their buildings are the result,
not of the quantity or size of the stone employs, but of the art of their disposition' [13]. That is why it
was important to think how the stones in the walls would be arranged.
Aesthetic improvement of the opus incertum outer layers is divided into three phases. Starting from the
laying of stone blocks of very different sizes (first phase from the third century), through multi-walled or
oval solids (second phase to 1st century) to the third type (used in the first half of the first century) - as
Giuseppe Lugli specifies - "the opera incerta is a subject of special care both in the selection of the
caementa, which were to be placed in the façade, as well as the method of their arrangement.
Plastered or not, the wall was perceived as a work of art, which is why the raised wall created a
precise drawing. If the material from which the wall was made was limestone, a rounded form of
stones was preferred, if built of tuff, rectangular shapes were used' [14].
On the basis of the above examples, one can notice an increasing saving in the use of material, which
translated into more and more sophisticated aesthetic treatments within the facade itself. The
rustication widespread for aesthetic reasons during the Julian-Klaudian dynasty (in ancient Rome in
the years 27 BC-68 AD. The rustication consisted of shaping the stone blocks so that the central part
of the wall remaining in view was more protruding and raw, while the walls connecting with neighboring
the blocks were made flat and the rustic appearance of the wall was achieved in this way.
Ornamentation was also to emphasize the massiveness of stone blocks. Such effects were achieved
thanks to various types of face blows (Palazzo Pitti, Italian Renaissance, year 1446) and by edge
chamfering (rustication).
Apart from the above stone decorating procedures, the very method of laying the layers, shape, size
and position of individual stones in the supporting walls played a significant aesthetic function. They
were a composition that often testifies to the level of sophistication of stonemasonry craft.

8. Technological role
In the technological aspect, stone has gone a long way from being a simple tool (pebble stone) to
being a perfectly adaptable constructing material. Depending on the construction and aesthetic needs
that one wanted to meet, different ways of adapting the stone were invented, allowing the reach the
desirable effect. Thus technology has always followed the architectonical thought and the need for
development. Iron as the building's reinforcement was probably first used by the Greeks, already in
470 BC [16]. Greek settlers in Akargas (Sicily) used reinforcement iron beam of 12x30 centimetre
crosssection and of length of 4,5 meters. And in 437 BC the builder of the Propylene of the Acropolis
of Athens, Mnesikles, used as the reinforcement of the architrave beams iron bards of the length of
two meters, which were bricked up in specially groved in the marble mass grooves. The beginnings of
the stone covering reach ancient Egypt and the invention of the walls integrated with the stone
covering (Emplecton).
The introduction of the mortar (Hellenistic period 323-30 BC), on the lands around the Gulf of Naples
enriched the masonry works in new technical and figurative possibilities. Mortar became the
surrounding mass, in which stones, even the most unshaply and irregular, were "trapped". This
invention lead to the creation and great success of the roman opus incertum.
Opus caementicium - the first way for the concrete's creation- was a mixture of mortar (lime with the
pozzolano sand) and stones (caementa) and it constituted the inner layer, which on the outer side was
covered with walls, built almost simultaneously. Those walls were fulfilling the role of a formwork,
between which the caementicium was poured. Building technique opus caementicium was widely used
in ancient Rome from the second century BC, giving a breakthrough in Roman architecture. Since
then, in the shaping of internal spaces, the architectural order of the Greek tradition ceased to perform
a supporting function and played only a decorative role. Along with the improvement of the tools and
introduction if the mechanical stone adaptation processes, which accompanied industrial progress and
the process of new construing materials introduction, stone stopped being the massive and
construction material and became thicker covering. Finally, it took the form of a three-centimetre-thick
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stone plate, hanging on the steel anchors. This type of stone covering, due to different working of two
materials (steel and stone), cause, under the temperature change and weight issues, many problems,
including the coming off of the stone plates. Nowadays, when the loadbearing construction is in the
majority of cases unseen, there is the necessity for producing covering materials. As a result, many
substitutes that fulfil the role of the outer thin skin better than stone were created (quartz sinters, hpl
plates, tinplate, ceramic and plastic cassettes).
Technological possibilities and economical factors are the reason for producing materials imitating
stone. However stone has symbolism of durability, prestige, richness and the characteristic enabling
attaining many aesthetic solutions, deeply rooted in history, that none of the modern technologies
possess. Stone's uniformity enables different technical adaptation methods and obtaining different
types of factures. Stone can be used in unlimited ways. Any of the newest materials (apart from wood)
is a natural resource that needs no energy in the process of its production. Stone's superiority
expresses itself also in its contextual value - it refers to a specific location and enables to combine the
building in the place's context. That is why the creativity of modern creators, inspired by the originality
of the local cultures, challenges the technology and stimulates technological development.

9. Material as e link to the context
For many cultures, cities and regions, stone as the local material is a part of the language used in this
region. Application of the local material in newly designed buildings has, for many architects, become
one of the tools facilitating fitting the place's context, allowing mediation with the historical town's
centres, blending into the natural mountainous landform.
Referring to the local material proves to be a movement adversary to universalism and the possibilities
of importing materials from any places on Earth. It is a safe procedure, compared with reaching to the
grammatical rules of the autochthon language, if we want to use the linguistic metaphor. The language
of the stone is changing in the same way that the local language, the words used in it and the way of
speaking are changing - the changes appears in the ways of the stone's usage.

10. Conclusions – Modern trends in the use of stone
Modern architecture creators have the legacy of the industrial revolution and the ferroconcrete and
steal constructions being introduced into common use. Having the choice restricted to stone and brick,
which was the case on still in the early neogothic, is no longer valid. "A pointed church is the
masterpiece of masonry. It is essentially a stone building; its pillars, its arches, its vaults, its indicate
intersections, its ramified tracery, are all peculiar of stone, and could not be consistently executed in
any other material”[17]. Selecting stone due to its durability, resistance to compression, solidity,
hardness is, in the postmodern times, rather a conscious choice than a necessity.
The expanding range of material solutions, the speed of communication and globalisation processes
seem to leave no place for stone in architecture. However, in the short period of two decades at the
turn of 20th and 21st century (the period of this research), building that use stone in ways never
previously used were created.
The tendencies arising in the period of creating stone architecture in accordance to the Critical
Regionalism show what functions survived till today and what are the direction of future development.
The constructional role of stone, apart from few examples of its appearance as a loadbearing material,
proves itself beneficent as a self-bearing stone coverage, 6-12 centimetres thick. In addition, many
stone's usages previously unknown in architecture are appearing, such as gabbions or recycle stones.
It turns out that modern creators try to show interesting aesthetic procedures and thus creates new
solutions and ways of applying stone. this, in turn, leads to the technological development. Symbolical
and timeless importance of the durability and prestige make stone a material still widely used in civic
buildings.
Creativity and high level of originality, inspired by regionalism and the local tradition sets new goals for
stone architecture and creates new unique dialogues with the place's context.

Figures:
Fig. 1: Stone architecture in the Stone Age: 1. The world's first temple in Göbekli Tepe - is an
archaeological site in the Southeastern Anatolia Region of Turkey; 2. The Ggantija Templesin Xaňra,
Gozo, Malta; 3. Stonehenge – neolithic monument in Wiltshire, England
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Abstract

Most protected areas follow a strict management model, often called “fortress approach”. It generally
restricts activities within these areas to hiking on assigned paths or observing flora and fauna. This
often fuels tensions or conflicts over existing strategies of using protected areas, or unaddressed
development needs of surrounding populations. Consequently, the legitimacy of protected areas is
undermined and thus, biodiversity conservation is at risk. One way of addressing these shortcomings
is to integrate the governance of protected areas into the wider field of sustainable regional
development and to align it with the principles of environmental justice.
Based on the case of the National Reserve Coyhaique (NRC) in Chile, we show how this can be done.
The introduced project aims at transforming the NRC into a 100% energy-self-sufficient reserve. It
includes retrofitting existing infrastructure, installing renewable energy systems and improving forest
management, which allows for the creation of jobs, training opportunities for marginalized parts of the
population, and opportunities for local businesses. Additionally, the project addresses the need for
environmental education by showcasing energy-efficient housing and heating systems to reduce high
air pollution in the city. A multi-stakeholder platform accompanies planning, implementation and
monitoring of the project’s activities. This triggers new bottom-up institutions that aim to integrate the
management of protected areas into the wider field of sustainable regional development.
Keywords: Protected areas, participatory local governance, integrated management models,
sustainable regional development, Chile

1.

Management of protected areas

Currently, around 15% of the world's terrestrial surface is covered by protected areas and this number
is growing constantly [1]. The protection of biodiversity and pristine landscapes led to the first national
parks in the US at the end of the 19th century and inspired many countries around the world to follow
that example. Several causes are mentioned for this global increase of protected areas. These include
growing degradation and contamination of natural landscapes and wildlife, which is linked to growing
awareness for nature; strengthened power of states that extends over their entire territory [2]; or the
business opportunities of protected areas that present themselves in neoliberalist thinking [2].
Although several management approaches to protected areas are conceivable and also defined by the
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), states often follow a protection model that
strictly limits the access to these areas and the activities allowed within their territory [3]. International
biodiversity targets call for a 17% protection of the earth's land areas and other authors even demand
up to 50% [4]. Proponents of strict protection argue that this is the most effective and necessary way
of protecting remaining global biodiversity [5, 6, 7].
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The debate whether strictly protected areas are more suitable than those that include local
communities and related activities in the management model is not a new one. Instead, proponents
and opponents of both sides discuss this issue at least since 20 years. Despite this ongoing debate,
the strict protection model comes with drawbacks. Hayes [8], for example, demonstrates that
protected parks do not fulfil their core goal of biodiversity protection sufficiently, which means they do
not perform better in fulfilling this goal than community-managed areas with clear user rules but
without protection status. Martin [9] examines the whole question of justice in relation to conservation
and explains how, in the name of conservation, local people have regularly had to suffer from
displacement from their former lands. He advocates for aligning conservation with social justice goals
through alternative models to strict protection. West et al. [10] point to the same direction and ask for
more attention to how space, in the sense of the surroundings in which people live, is created and
used.
Especially the social justice questions around strict protection led to a strong argument for alternative
ways of managing these areas and the inclusion of local populations in designing such management.
However, debates around social justice in the realms of environmental conservation moved further. A
growing number of authors argue for integrating the notion of social justice into the wider field of
environmental justice [11, 12, 13]. Referring to the work of Schlosberg [14, 15], we define
environmental justice as a mode of governance that recognizes the rights of local people to share the
economic and social benefits related to protected areas (distributive justice); to participate in
development and management of such areas (procedural justice); and to consider the culturally
specific notions of the relationship between human beings and non-human beings of nature (rights of
nature or, justice among living beings).
Sustainable regional development is understood as development that incorporates the principles of
environmental justice into governance and that recognizes potentials and constraints at the local level
while accounting for their links with societal structures and institutional dynamics at regional levels [16,
17].
In the following sections, we will explain how existing protected areas can be integrated into
sustainable regional development that satisfies the principles of environmental justice, mainly evolving
around the establishment of a participatory local governance platform in a project in the South of
Chile.

2.

Protected areas and sustainable regional development

Instead of establishing areas with strict protection, it is sensible for several reasons to think about
alternatives, which are based on local knowledge and include local actors in the design and
management of those areas. First, as already mentioned in the introductory part of this paper, it is a
question of environmental justice to consider the circumstances of people who live in areas that are
meant to be protected. Since many protected areas are established in remote areas, people who live
there often belong to the more vulnerable sections of society and accordingly find it much harder to
adapt to displacement [9]. On the other hand, people who are in favor of protecting areas often live far
away from these remote areas and belong to the better off sections of society [9]. It is therefore not fair
to put all the burden of protecting new areas on people who are vulnerable anyway.
Second, displacing people from their former land will not ensure their support for maintaining and
supporting protected areas although this support would be desirable. Local actors usually have a rich
and detailed understanding of biodiversity in their area and know about connections that outsiders do
not. Furthermore, it is much better to have the support of local actors who care for and cherish their
protected areas than to have to endure their sabotage [9].
Third, win-win situations can be achieved if protected areas provide an income for local actors and
induce sustainable regional development that crosses the boundaries of protected areas and involves
their surroundings. The best-known example of such regional development is tourism: if paying
tourists can be attracted to a protected area, local actors can offer food and accommodation to those
tourists, serve as local guides within the protected areas, or work in their maintenance. Tourism on its
own does not induce a sustainable development per se. Instead, this is a difficult process with a lot of
normative questions and decisions, which should ideally not just involve a few leaders but the affected
local actors in general. Negative examples of tourism that exceeds local thresholds of sustainability
are manifold (e.g., Torres del Paine, Chile, Fiordland National Park, New Zealand, or the UNESCO
world heritage site Machu Picchu, Peru). These protected areas display stunning natural and cultural
beauty and attract thousands of tourists each year. With these tourists come challenges of water and
wastewater treatment, dealing with household waste, accommodation and food provision, pressure on
biodiversity, or traffic collapse during peak seasons. Furthermore, the bulk of tourists often comes in
seasons and not evenly distributed over the year and thus, demands the provision of infrastructure
during specific periods while remaining unused for the rest of the year. On top of these points,
reaching those remote areas usually involves a considerable contribution to greenhouse gas
emissions and climate change. Hence, protecting areas while benefitting local populations with the
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advantages of sustainable tourism demands value discussions and good planning processes, which
cannot just be the responsibility of a few leaders.
Apart from just relying on tourism, there are additional options for protected areas, which allow for
sustainable regional development and for different forms of activities. De Fries et al. [18] explain how
varying restrictive rules other than strict protection can be useful and beneficial in different settings. It
might, for example, be enough to apply building restrictions or restrictions for seasonal activities in
certain areas with migrating animals. Different zones according to permitted activities are also possible
or restrictions for specific economic models. For example, extensive agro-ecologic food production
with a variety of agricultural crops, trees, hedges, and animals can be beneficial for local biodiversity
[19, 20] whereas industrial production puts a burden on it as well as on water and soil quality or social
networks [21]. Another example is food production in agro-ecological agroforestry settings such as
coffee, cocoa, and other fruits in tropical zones, which are beneficial for local biodiversity and
livelihoods of smallholder farmers [22]. Since context varies from place to place, there are no
blueprints for the "right solutions" and it is crucial to consider social, political, economic, cultural and
biophysical backgrounds in different areas. Deliberative processes among local actors, decisionmakers, local administration and experts can help to decide on appropriate economic models,
activities and restrictions for the region in question.
The discussion of values and contexts is crucial when working with the term sustainable regional
development. Although the international community agreed on a common framework for sustainable
development when adopting the 2030 Agenda, the implementation of the 17 sustainable development
goals (SDGs) still provides scientists and policymakers with question marks and are subject to heavy
critiques for being too unspecific and not implementable [23]. Challenges of implementation include
the inevitable emergence of trade-offs as well as the difficulties to hold actors accountable for their
actions and to provide adequate spaces for inclusive decision-making [24]. Even more, the integration
of affected actors in designing and implementing governance is important when acknowledging the
wickedness of conflicting values and expectations. Finding consensus might not always be possible in
such processes, which puts a focus on how trade-offs are approached. This is also true for the
governance of protected areas and presents a core reason for our claim for participatory local
governance. However, participatory processes might not yield the expected outcomes and
participating actors might have different ideas on what is right and what is wrong than the official
opinion of their authorities.
We use the term participatory in the sense of a transdisciplinary or co-design and co-production
tradition [25], meaning a process that evolves in an atmosphere of mutual respect where other
opinions are listened to and decisions are made together and not imposed by some participants on
others. This implies a bottom-up process of institution building, which integrates emic perceptions in
the establishment of new institutions, and which is sensitive to power asymmetries. Such a process
should build on preexisting institutions for collective action, interact with outside catalyzing agents that
strive for higher-level state recognition, and support locally built institutions [26].
An atmosphere that allows for such a process needs to be cherished actively and it is important to
balance power when facilitating it. It is in the nature of managing protected areas, that different
opinions, expectations, and disagreements are present, sometimes even conflict. This has to be
considered when planning and conducting participatory local governance meetings. By participation
we mean a process towards deliberative empowerment [27] and not, as it has been criticized fiercely,
a proforma exercise that is used to justify funders' requirements [28].

3.

Participatory local governance in Coyhaique, Chile

We now present a project in the city of Coyhaique in the South of Chile in order to highlight how
participatory local governance can be established in relation to the management of protected areas.
This local governance platform has been developed around a project for supporting sustainable
regional development around the National Reserve of Coyhaique and is built on five pillars. These
include energy efficiency for existing buildings in the reserve, environmental education for
schoolchildren and the public in general, dissemination of information through a homepage and a web
application, energy-efficient mobility to and from the reserve, as well as a participatory local
governance platform to implement the project. The project is financed by a consortium of Swiss (Repic
Platform) and Chilean governmental departments (FIE) aiming at the reduction of CO2 emissions and
an increase of renewable energies. The project partners the Centre for Development and Environment
(CDE) at the University of Bern, the University de la Frontera in Temuco, Chile, as well as the Swiss
Chilean consultancy EBP Chile, which is based in Santiago. The project team works in close
collaboration with the municipality and administration in Coyhaique, the governmental forest and park
agency in Chile (CONAF), local tourist organizations and schools, citizen organizations, and NGOs.
The initiation of this project emerged from a Swiss Chilean energy alliance that links the cities of Bern
in Switzerland and Coyhaique, Temuco, Renca and Vitacura in Chile. Furthermore, we regard a new
law in Chile to reduce air pollution as a window of opportunity. This law forces cities and Coyhaique in
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particular to change because Coyhaique is one of the most polluted cities in Chile and the world [29].
The disastrous air pollution stems from a combination of burning green wood in the houses for heating
and the valley location of the city, which suffers from inversion of air layers in winter. This combination
results not only in a constant layer of smog over the city during the winter months but has also in
severe health impacts for the population and especially for children [29].
The improvement of infrastructure in terms of energy efficiency includes the refurbishment of an old
building to accommodate a visitors center and a new construction for administrative offices at the
reserve's entrance. The aim is to work with natural and local material from the area that highlights the
historical and cultural heritage of Patagonia. The local employees of CONAF, who will be working in
those buildings, and local authorities were involved in the planning process from the beginning in order
to design buildings that are comfortable to work in. CONAF also contributes to these works with
material and working hours. Additionally, the CONAF agreed to adjust forestry management
(production of seedlings for the city of Coyhaique and reforestation in the reserve) towards more
sustainable practices. All these activities are carried out by un- or underemployed people and are
supported financially by a social program of the municipal government or by local businesses. This
contributes to the creation of jobs and training of marginalized people in more environmentally sound
practices. As these people are otherwise excluded from the economic and social benefits provided by
NRC, this approach increases the relevance of the protected area in terms of social justice.
Environmental education was seen from the start as a core component of the project to spread various
information on topics related to climate change, local biodiversity, energy efficiency and cultural
history. So far, the majority of the local population in Coyhaique does not know much about the
national reserve or the mentioned topics. We want to change this through the project because we
firmly believe that for valuing and protecting natural environments, people must know and understand
them. The approach is twofold through, on the one hand, addressing schoolchildren with the idea that
they will discuss what they have learned at school with their parents at home. On the other hand, we
address adult tourist of all ages from national and international backgrounds for raising awareness of
the beauty and uniqueness of the natural environment in this part of Patagonia. Furthermore, the
planned contents will also include the topic of air pollution and what can be done to address it in terms
of improving infrastructure of buildings and heating. Therefore, the project includes new exhibition
components in the refurbished visitors center as well as the design of outdoor lessons in the reserve
for schoolchildren and guided excursions for national and international tourists. Both of these
components are elaborated in close collaboration with the local schools and tourist guides, and they
are tested within separate pilot studies. The process of improving existing infrastructure explicitly
considers local cultural knowledge on flora, fauna and material, as well as narrative-symbolic and
aesthetic patrimonies. This contributes to the revitalization of nature perceptions, which emphasize
intrinsic values, and provide space for enhancing action and reflection on the rights of nature and
justice among human and non-human beings.
For broadly accessible information, the project includes the setup of a webpage and the construction
of a web application. This pillar serves to generally inform about the different topics of the project, to
guide individuals through the reserve and provide them with information on the different trails of the
reserve and will hopefully help to make the reserve more known to locals and tourists.
Until now, there exists no public transport between the city of Coyhaique and the reserve. Interested
visitors have to arrive in their own car or by taxi. This insufficient accessibility limits visitors without car.
One component of the project is therefore, to organize public transport to and from the reserve, which
should ideally be an energy efficient form of transport. The municipality of Coyhaique is supportive of
the idea and together with them, we currently think about options to procure electric buses for this
purpose.
Finally yet importantly, why is a participatory local governance platform necessary? The presented
project has many components to spark regional sustainable development and a participatory local
governance platform is a requirement to, on the one hand, shape the project outcomes in a way that is
desirable for local actors. This includes opportunities to make small businesses around the project
components such as guided tours for local tourist guides, offering local food around the reserve, or
alternative accommodation options for tourist who visit the reserve. On the other hand, the platform is
a structure, which can help to ensure that project results will be ongoing after the project ends, and
which has the potential to be the starting point for follow-up projects. Apart from further projects to
improve air quality and energy efficiency in infrastructure, we could also imagine to have projects
related to sustainable food systems, planning processes, or renewable energy, just to mention a few.
The advantage of a participatory local governance platform is that issues can be discussed and
compromises can be found before final decisions are made.
The participatory local governance platform has been established and local actors are on board after
the first meeting. In total, we planned four meetings over the course of 18 months and are now in the
middle of the project. Meetings are held when new decisions on planning or implementation are due
and the project team always prepares inputs for these meetings to get the discussion going. The
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establishment of the governance platform is a key element in assuring a bottom-up driven process of
institutional innovation that takes up the principle of participation or procedural justice and aims at
systematically linking it to issues of social justice and the right of nature. Hence, it represents the core
of a process, which integrates the management of protected areas into the broader field of sustainable
regional development.

Fig. : Discussio s du i g fi st pa ticipato y stakeholde wo kshop i Coyhai ue, Chile

4.

Requirements and challenges for functioning local governance

The establishment of the local governance platform is a crucial point in time because the process can
decide on success or failure of a project. While a project can achieve remarkable things during its
running time, it is quite a different question whether these achievements carry on after the project
finished. Enough examples show that durability of achievements can be difficult and this is also a
concern of the involved local actors. We encountered this concern at the beginning of the project when
local actors asked: "What is different with your project? We have had several projects from other
countries and when they left, nothing permanent stayed." Hence, the first step in the process of
establishing the local governance platform was to create trust and to show how the project's benefits
could go on after the 18 months running time. This step requires a good introduction to the project but
also an attitude, which demonstrates that the project builds on the expectations and concerns of the
local actors and does not just impose the ideas of the project team. In addition, actors want to see that
the project is anchored locally. This local anchor is, of course, necessary to establish structures, which
take up the responsibility for changes but equally important, it addresses local pride and selfconfidence to work on existing problems and to contribute to their solutions.
Another important point for the establishment of a local governance platform is the question of power.
We need to ask, who has the power to implement certain actions? What are existing institutions in the
area and how can these be incorporated in the process? Who are actors with important opinions and
contributions to the project but not necessarily a lot of power and how can they be part of the process?
And who has to be considered because of their power but maybe with little interest in the project? We
summarized these questions in a diagram (Figure 2) that highlights participating groups and
institutions and shows how power and interest are distributed among them for the example of our
project in Coyhaique. Reconciling all these different groups and institutions and their ideas about
sustainable regional development is not always easy and therefore, professional facilitation expertise
is important. Preparatory meetings with individual groups or institutions prior to the gathering of all
might be helpful to sound out the situation and think about how to get them on board.
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Once the first hurdle of establishing the participatory local governance platform is overcome, the
timing of further meetings is important. If meetings take place too often without concrete inputs or
decisions to be made, actors can grow tired and see the meetings as a waste of time. On the other
hand, if too much time elapses between the meetings, actors can lose trust and start to doubt the
seriousness of the engagement. The succession of meetings must mirror a growing sense of
responsibility of local actors. Towards the end of the project time, the participatory local governance
platform should be ready to carry on with project changes and to initiate new project ideas if
necessary. This requires a certain openness because follow-up projects might need the involvement
of other actors than the existing ones. The ideal of a local governance platform would be one that
involves affected local actors in planning and decision-making processes, while addressing different
needs and expectations and trying to find acceptable compromises for sustainable regional
development. In this sense, protected areas can be the center for such development because they
have the bonus of natural or cultural beauty and can attract paying tourists more easily.
One of the difficulties of such projects is to learn to accept and address involved uncertainties. These
uncertainties relate to unknown values, positions and expectations, but also to unknown outcomes of
the process itself. Outcomes of such processes are not always plannable and conflicts among actors
might lead to unexpected consequences. The facilitator's role of channeling the different positions into
a direction that benefits the ultimate goal of sustainable regional development around the protected
area is difficult and demands an ability to mediate conflicts and help to find compromises.
Eventually, we want to point to the fact that community is a difficult term when trying to incorporate
ideas and wishes of different local actors such as citizens, local administrations, NGOs, private
companies or research. As Brockington et al. [30] discuss, there is no such thing as a homogenous
community of people who act jointly in pursuing their common goals. Especially in the search for
sustainable regional development solutions, a multitude of values, goals and expectations exist and
approaches that fall short of addressing them are likely to fail. It is therefore worthwhile to think in
networks when striving for broad impacts. Networks, which sometimes span from local to regional and
global scales and connect different power structures, can be very effective in creating change [31].

5.

Conclusion

In this paper, we review different approaches to the management of protected areas and discuss them
in the light of the principles of environmental justice and sustainable regional development. We explain
why the imperative of social justice and fairness demands protection strategies, which are based on
local values and expectations and are driven by local preferences. The strong normative component of
sustainability solutions for regional development makes it necessary to engage in often complex
participatory processes for designing and implementing strategies, which consider more than just
biodiversity and integrate the social component as well.
We further introduce the different pillars of a project in Coyhaique, Chile, where we established a
participatory local governance platform to implement a project in the national reserve of Coyhaique.
This local governance platform is an integral part of the project's design and is explicitly funded as
such. Whereas the focus of the project lies on the national reserve, the design integrates topics, which
go beyond the protected area and presumably will have impacts on sustainable development of the
whole region.
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A core point of our argument is the necessity to deal with conflicting values and uncertainties in
outcomes. Such processes are complex and this complexity needs to be embraced for sustainability
solutions that hold on the long run. Sustainable regional development is never and end in itself but an
ongoing process that needs to be supported constantly. Hence, sustainability solutions might not
develop the desired big change but come in small steps.
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Abstract

Cultural Heritage is increasingly threatened with destruction not only by traumatic events, but also by
rapidly changing social and economic scenarios, which consider the reuse of existing buildings in the
same way as building preservation. Thanks to both the technological maturity and increased
accessibility of ICT tools, the current digitalization of the building sector has brought about a way to
increase the resilience capacity of cultural heritage. Moreover, the interoperability of systems and the
new ways of sharing competences, among all the players involved, has lead to awareness of existing
cultural heritage assets and risk factors related to transformation processes in the built environment.
Consequently, it is possible to identify sustainable maintenance and enhancement strategies to make
the preservation effective.
The current “BIMtoB Academy” research project focuses on an impact assessment of BIM-based
digitization in the construction sector for existing building project management. The study is based on
the application of Integrated Project Delivery Methods (IPD) in order to define, among the Universities,
enterprises, real estate asset managers and Public Administrations involved, tailor-made information
with different levels of detail and representation according to the type of intervention. Diagnostic
analysis, safety, maintenance and an inclusive approach for the project are certainly emerging as key
findings in order to drive more effective results.
Keywords: Digital documentation, Construction management, Cultural Heritage, Resilience

1.

Introduction

If they are properly managed and integrated, the increasingly available ICT tools can support the
resilience capability of cultural heritage, supporting more effective decision-making processes, by
forecasting rather than managing risks related to the construction process.
The historic built environment is the result of long-term continuous processes and adaptation, both of
individual and collective actions, to climatic, social, economic and cultural challenges. While in the
past slow adaptation processes, except for traumatic events, characterized that scenario, the
phenomenon has recently become increasingly quicker due to frequently changing social and
economic aspects. Obviously, the recognition of the heritage value of a built environment, and its
intangible attributes, is the first action, which leads to a preservation and valorization project.
Moreover, recognizing, preserving and enhancing cultural heritage assets is an integrated and
complex process for the improvement not only of tools and technical applications but also for sharing
knowledge, which can lead to prevention awareness.
The paper looks at resilience in terms of the result of a technology transfer process, between
Academia and Industry, in order to support cost-effective results in terms of existing building
management.
The project “BIMtoB Academy – Integrated competencies for a BIM-based existing buildings project
management” funded within the “Regional high competencies Work Programme for research,
technology transfer and entrepreneurship” (European Social Fund, 2014/2020, topic 10) aims to
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evaluate the impact of the digitization of the construction process in order to optimize integrated data
acquisition and diagnostics analysis in relation to project complexity. [1].

Fig. 1: Integrated survey and diagnostics methodologies applied to existing building management: 3D time of
flight laser; scanner survey; topographic survey; spectrophotometric survey. It is possible to obtain CAD
representations, solid models by 3D printer, structural analysis and conservative specifications for specific
purposes, according with different level of detail and representation for each user.

2.
State of the art
The restauration project and both the renovation and reuse projects involve several phases in order to
perform on-site data acquisition, data processing and data outputs, which are as complex as the
building typology, the building technologies and the project scope. Managing this scenario is less
effective and efficient if we refer to the widespread traditional construction process, which is still
manual or paper-based.
Nowadays the wide range of devices and technologies available makes the digitization of the
construction process more effective, from cradle to grave, and allows all the phases of the traditional
project cycle to be redefined from a preventive risk management point of view.
Increasingly, it is possible to make some changes effective, in a similar way to other production
chains, such as the transition from preventive or corrective maintenance, based on repairs, to
predictive maintenance based on automation and data management decision making. In fact,
predictive maintenance is based on techniques that help to determine the condition of in-service
equipment in order to predict when maintenance, as well as conservative actions or restauration
projects, should be performed [2].
The fact is that the impact of digital solutions for the construction industry is closely related to both the
construction phase and the in-use phase too [3]. The introduction of digital tools, such as Building
Information Modeling tools, can allow:
- Automatic schedule updating, among all the players involved, through real-time modifications
managed by mobile devices;
- Identification, tracking and supply of materials reducing waste, time and errors;
- Remote site inspections;
- Real-time information for predictive maintenance.
However, some gaps in the procedure of integration of diagnostic and survey data still occur due to
the lack of interoperable ICT solutions between the BIM tools and ICT tools in use at organizations.
Moreover, this scenario is strictly linked to the lack of optimized procedures and methodologies of
integrating data models from existing buildings, with reference to project complexity and aims. [4]
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The “BIMtoB Academy” will provide designers, industries, Public Administrations and Real Estate
owners and managers with optimized data acquisition and processing procedures for existing building
management.

3.

The project methodology: applying the technology transfer method

Starting from the state-of-the-art concerning BIM software and tools, laws and recommendations
related to the digitization of the construction process, such as the New Italian Procurement Code,
Legislative Decree no. 50 of 18 April 2016, main surveys and diagnostic technologies available and
the digital skills of professionals, the project will develop procedures for an adequate level of detailed
digital representation. Based on on-site and off-site case studies, the study aims to make integrated
ICT information systems effective, in order to manage existing building project and facility
management.
This objective will be achieved by:
- Enhancing data management integration through system interoperability;
- Developing strategies for adequate assessment surveys and diagnostics, related to project
conditions, cultural heritage and existing buildings based on data analysis and real-time
monitoring;
- Identifying cost-effective strategies for 3D digital surveys and integrated diagnostic analysis.
In order to maximize the impact, the project will adopt a broad Stakeholder Panel within, first of all, the
Emilia-Romagna High Technology Network in order to provide a significant relationship between
Academia and Industry, both of the construction and ICT markets, and the effective sharing of good
practices among all the players involved.
The members of the Stakeholders Panel are involved in:
- Identifying more relevant on-site and off-site case studies in order to provide research with
better and transferable results;
- Defining quality evaluation criteria and both qualitative and quantitative indicators to assess
the most effective digital strategies and automated data output in H-BIM and e-BIM (existing
Building Information Modeling) environments;
- Evaluating research results in relation to the availability of technologies and organization
capability.
Moreover, the project moves from the results of the 2nd level master eBIM: existing Building
Information Modeling for construction management, which involves both architects and engineers [5].
In fact, as results of all the traineeships carried out by students in public as well as private
organizations, it is possible to highlight the need for current ICT tools, adopted by the organizations
themselves, integrated with a new BIM-based process.

Fig. 2: 3D visualization of the database of the existing state of the Paulista Museum, “Museu do Ipiranga”, Sao
Paulo, Brazil. DIAPReM, University of Ferrara, in collaboration with Universidade de São Paulo (São Paulo,
Brasile), Leica Geosystem Brazil, Consorzio Futuro in Ricerca. Scientific Responsible: Marcello Balzani.
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4.

Competencies and new skills for the digitization of Cultural Heritage assets

To ensure that new opportunities for the management of Cultural Heritage assets and existing
buildings support effective data-based decision making processes, the introduction of ICT
technologies is not sufficient.
Despite the increasing demand for digitized processes, the sector is among the least digitized [6]. The
reason for this is not only the lack of digitization competencies and skills among the professionals and
technicians involved, but also the poor digitization among all the users involved [7]. As a result, this
phenomenon threatens to prevent the conservation of both Cultural Heritage and existing building
assets, since more value is attributed to ICT tools rather than to their function [8].
In order to maximize the impact, the research is based on the application of Quality Function
Deployment (QFD), a user-centered design methodology, which allows the most effective engagement
strategies to be identified in relation to the behavior of the end users involved.
Consequently, the higher the value acquired by data processing and management, the higher the
value obtained by the representation of the project, with reference to all the end users involved.
The case study of the regional social housing management, as part of the project consortium,
highlights the opportunity to make the digitization process effective. While in the past important ICT
investments were made in order to adopt a common data environment, current integration with BIM
tools is not immediately feasible. This is firstly because of the lack of aggregation of the big data
available. Secondly, no criteria have been chosen in order to process all the available data. Certainly,
no specific criteria have been identified in relation to technicians, employees, customers and end
users.
In fact, real-time monitoring and sensors offer new possibilities to engage all the players in a feedback
process, from a “pull-manufacturing” point of view, so that the application of integrated ICT systems
provides assets managers with new predictive risk assessment tools.
Consequently, it has become urgent to verify how responsive the solutions identified are in order to:
- Apply integrated mobile solutions;
- Define the adequate information level of details, according with target user;
- Develop interactive maps to make comparing different scenarios effective;
- Address data security.

Fig. 3: Building Information Modeling for existing buildings project management. Integrated data management,
processing and visualization. Example of mobile devices adoption in the workplace.
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5.

Results and long term fallout: tools and methods for the BIM-based project

The introduction of digitization tools and methods could represent a great opportunity for improving the
productivity of the construction sector. However, to make the digitization of the process effective more
efforts have to be made, despite the availability and accessibility of the BIM software and tools [9].
Definitely, the main issue is still providing owners, Public Authorities and asset managers with casestudies in order to effectively evaluate the interoperability between BIM software and systems and
applications adopted by each organization.
The “BIMtoB Academy” will contributes defining this issue through integrated research and
educational activities such as:
- 1 II Level Master eBIM: existing Building Information Modeling for existing buildings
construction management;
- 1 research activity (WP1) “BIM standards for Public Procurement”;
- 1 research activity (WP2) “Optimized surveys for BIM as-built”;
- 1 research activity (WP3) “Optimizing integrated survey and diagnosis activities for the BIMbased project”;
- 1 research activity (WP4) “BIM for SMEs. Methods and criteria to improve the usability and the
accessibility of both Building Information Modeling (process) and Building Information Model
(product).
Starting from a variety of case studies and from the results of a nearly ten years research activities,
the field of experimentation takes into account the integrated, interdisciplinary research efforts in order
to define new visualization and communication ways to make effectively the communication in the
project management [10].
As a result, a comprehensive and integrated approach to the restoration project as well as to the reuse
one can be put into practice [11]. All the phases of the project cycle are taken into account as a whole
such as: concept, detailed project, building technology criteria, construction phase, testing, monitoring
and predictive maintenance.
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Abstract

The UNESCO site of Old Havana and its colonial defensive system is located in the middle of the
current Havana´s administrative borders and includes an interesting mix of baroque and neoclassical
monuments. On the other hand, in the western end there are the National Schools of Art currently
nominated for UNESCO’s WHL. They constitute outstanding examples of Cuban Modern architecture.
Between these two sites more than 50 buildings built during the 20th century merit the enhancement of
its acknowledgement as significant examples of the Cuban Modern Heritage. Based on this situation
the paper proposes a methodology conceived to constitute open-air museums. The purpose is
twofold: capturing the economic value of a selection of emblematic buildings and promoting forms for
their direct and indirect enjoyment. The proposed methodology aims to generate stakeholders’
involvement strategies that can promote a new kind of “cultural tourism” through the guiding principles
of inclusion, transparency and feasibility. The result is a participatory process to design a cultural
visitors route able to extend and diversify the potential visitor targets and destinations. As a result an
innovative cultural visitors route connecting Havana´s Modern Heritage and the old city center is
produced. This project can represent a real opportunity for Cuba that is living a phase of
transformation, probably a crucial historical period that might positively foster many opportunities at
urban level.
Keywords: Economic enhancement of Modern Heritage, stakeholders involvement strategies, openair museum, innovative cultural visitors route, Havana (Cuba).
1.
Introduction
During the last few years Cuba has been at a very important political juncture: the socio-political
context changed and the demise of Fidel Castro in 2016 and the election of the new President in April
2018 mark important historic phases. Currently Cuban people are living a crucial transformation and
transition period that can represent an opportunity to foster both positive impacts and new
perspectives nationwide. In particular, some development strategies and policies could be activated at
urban level to incentivize cultural heritage enhancement processes and to promote new forms of
tourism.
Today, the main issue for many local authorities is the difficulty to attract private investors and raise
funds for the development of restoration projects, as well as for the implementation of maintenance
and management programs. The lack of financial resources often depends on the policies that guide
the resource allocation. This is the case of Havana, where most of the resources available for
restoration have been invested in the ancient and most valuable buildings of the old city center
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(Habana Vieja), and the other parts of the city have not benefited in any comparable way from them
[19, 15]. On the other hand, most of the foreign capital deriving from tourism had been generally
invested in beach resorts and in the Cayo´s, i.e. the little islands of the Cuban archipelago specialized
in “sol y playa” tourism.
The National Institute of Statistics (ONE - Oficina Nacional de Estatistica) published its annual report
on tourism in Cuba in 2017 [27]. Probably the most important result is related to the increase of
touristic flux: from 2012 to 2016 the increase is roughly an outstanding 30%. Conventional tourism
reaching Cuba seems to be mainly attracted and interested in visiting the Country Island in order to
discover its beaches with “Sol y Playa tourism” packages, visiting its colonial cities, and looking for
some Revolutionary landmarks [26, 25, 24]. Most tourist guides suggest visiting the following places in
Havana: Old Havana, Centro Habana, Castillo de los Tres Santos Reyes Magos del Morro, Necrópolis
Cristóbal Colón, Parque Histórico Militar Morro-Cabaña. These places represent only a little part of the
complexity offered by Havana. Its richness and the sites worth a visit could make a far longer list.
Within the island, an active debate has been calling for the promotion of Cultural Tourism. Some
events in that direction have started to appear particularly related to music and dancing. The Cuban
art market is a hot area nowadays. Havana´s branding is diverse. This however has remained a
marginal sector when it comes to foreign visitors. Thus finding ways to make this offer more robust
can be fairer to the real cultural value embedded in the city and also capturing more added value so
necessary in order to improve living conditions there. In this endeavour Cuban Architecture can play a
significant role [12, 20].
Eduardo Louis Rodriguez [22] wrote about major concern for Cuban architects from the mid-1930s to
the mid-1960s, who were looking for the symbiosis between the international style and the specifically
local. In this publication there is the following quotation from that time: “Today, architecture has two
aims. The first is to have a consistent social content (...) The second is to have an architecture that is
less international, more rooted in the local tradition (...) Tradition does not stand for a faithful copy of
the past (…) It is the result of a people’s way of life, with specific customs and habits (...) It is the
perceptible incarnation of their mind setting”.
Furthermore another interesting reflection was given by Max Borges del Junco, who lived in Sweden
and when he came back, he pointed out: “From Scandinavia, I have seen Cuba more distinctly than if I
had stayed here and this has allowed me to perceive the rich heritage of the ‘criollo’ architectural style.
Yet, we should not copy it, but rather preserve and restore in a responsible way what is artistic and
valuable in it, and create a work of continuation (…). We should prevent Havana from becoming an
architectural annex of Miami.” ‘Criollo’ means literally, Indian-Spanish mulatto. Today, this word is
generally used in Spanish-speaking America to describe anything native, indigenous, national, as
opposed to what is foreign.
With particular regard to the Cuban Modern Heritage, even if is still not sufficiently enhanced, selected
studies and initiatives demonstrate an increasing interest for it [23, 22, 18, 9, 1, 5, 21]. For example
Roberto Segre (Segre, 1992) described the capital as the only first Modernity museum city in Latin
America: “La Habana es la única ciudad “museo” de la Primera Modernidad en America Latina”. It is
also interesting to notice that in 2015 and 2016 Docomomo US organized the educational travel tour
of modern architecture in Havana “Modern Cuba: Continuity of Past and Present”, addressed to a
limited visitor target due to the high registration fee [28].
Starting from the growing awareness of the Cuban Modern Heritage as a potential tourist attraction
and assuming some existing open-air museums as reference points [29-32], the aim of this paper is
the definition of a methodology based on stakeholders’ involvement strategies with the aim of
developing Modern Heritage open-air museums. The first steps of the methodology are applied to the
case of Havana, in order to design an innovative cultural visitors route to connect the UNESCO site of
Old Havana to the National Schools of Art, currently nominated for UNESCO’s WHL. Havana´s
Modern heritage consists in numerous buildings, squares and parks. In relation to the aim of this
paper, a selection of emblematic buildings is identified in order to enhance their economic value and to
promote forms for their direct and indirect enjoyment.
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 presents the methodology, Section 3 introduces the case
study. Results are discussed in Section 4, and the conclusions illustrated in Section 5.

2. The methodology for the constitution of Modern Heritage open-air museums

The enhancement of the Modern Heritage is strictly based on the possible ways to enjoy and access
the buildings and the related urban contexts. Strategic hubs have to be identified and connected by
creating a network that can support the visitors to understand and appreciate the cultural value of the
site. The constitution of an open-air museum constitutes an important objective for any urban context
to be redeveloped as a touristic area able to draw new visitors segments, with several socio-economic
impacts. Therefore, the process that leads to the buildings selection and to the design of the cultural
visitors route needs to be carefully planned and shared.
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The proposed methodology aims both to design an itinerary able to enhance the selected buildings
and to define stakeholders engagement strategies based on the guiding principles of inclusion,
transparency and feasibility. The methodology is based on 2 phases and 11 steps (Fig.1). The first
phase (Phase A. Preliminary stakeholders framework) is meant to outline the stakeholders framework.
During this phase a series of analyses and actions are developed in order to define a preliminary
design and to activate and support the subsequent direct involvement of the stakeholders. The second
phase (Phase B. Stakeholders involvement) is intended to manage a co-design process, during which,
thanks to the stakeholders involvement, the open-air museum is designed and its economic feasibility
evaluated.

Fig. 1: The methodology for the constitution of Modern Heritage open-air museums: phases and steps (Source:
Authors’ Elaboration).

Step 1 – Knowledge acquisition: Information and data are collected in order to study and analyze the
history and the current situation of the Modern Heritage of the city [8]. This initial core of data is then
integrated and significantly expanded with two kind of additional information drawn from direct and
digitized surveys, archival and bibliographical researches:
• Information collection for assessing the local context, with a view to capturing the economic and
cultural value of the site and its existing heritage asset;
• Information collection for assessing the territorial and socio-economic context
Step 2 – Stakeholders and demand analysis: The stakeholders that can be directly or indirectly
involved into the process finalized to the constitution of Modern Architectural Heritage open-air
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museum are clearly outlined and mapped. The identification of the interests and the potential impacts
on public (public bodies, municipalities) and private actors (buildings’ owners, self employed actors
and cooperatives, associations, citizens) constitute a fundamental aspect to complete the knowledge
acquisition process (Step 1), as well as to define the stakeholders involvement strategies and later
activate a participatory process [3, 6, 16]. Simultaneously, the demand is deeply analyzed, in order to
also forecast potential dynamics.
Step 3 – Preliminary buildings selection: A first preliminary selection of the most emblematic buildings
designed in the 20th century and acknowledged to be significant examples of the “Modern Movement
Heritage” is made by considering both their architectural and cultural value and the stakeholders that
should be involved for their enhancement and enjoyment. The collection of data and information
related to these buildings is meant to be supported by a Geographic Information System: for this
reason, Step 3 runs parallel with Step 4.
Step 4 – Geographic Information System (GIS) design: The Steps 1, 2 and 3 are supported by a GIS
that is to be designed and structured on the basis of preliminary analyses and the specific territorial
context. Layers and metadata are structured and all of the information are collected, georeferenced
and registered into the GIS, considering the interoperability with other existing GIS at the national,
regional and municipal level. It is assumed that the initial user of the GIS should be the Public
Administration (Municipality): indeed the public institutions are expected to play a central role in the
cultural heritage enhancement processes and in the activation of initiatives such as an open-air
museum, regardless the role of private institutions or the PA itself will be in charge of its management.
In developing the GIS a hierarchy of territorial classes (from buildings to the urban context) can be
adopted along with an “element-relation” structure in which each smaller-scale element is contained
within a larger-scale element, inheriting its general characteristics [2].
Step 5 – Preliminary visitors route - Design and economic feasibility analysis: As a first result of Phase
A, a preliminary visitors route is designed by identifying elements at a strategic level: hubs and
connections among the selected buildings, the “pre” and “post” visit spaces and the direct and indirect
enjoyment and accessibility modalities, possible thanks to the support of new IT/ICT technologies,
addressed both to citizens and tourists. Furthermore, the realization (parametric) costs are assessed
in order to set the economic evaluation of the project.
Step 6 – Geographic Information System (GIS) implementation: The previously structured GIS is
implemented in order to support the design of the preliminary visitors route (Step 5). Data are also
managed to improve the economic value of the whole site and to promote forms of indirect enjoyment.
Using the information collected in the GIS, a number of elaborations can be provided, regarding for
example: architects, construction periods, buildings’ state of conservation and a series of information
about the related micro-surroundings. Furthermore all of the multimedia material available (such as
historical and actual photos and videos) can be used for the indirect enjoyment of the assets.
Step 7 – Collaborative platform: The GIS is developed in a collaborative platform to support the
involvement and the interaction among the stakeholders (Phase B). A co-design process is activated
in order to improve the platform itself and especially to define the final design of the open-air museum.
The platform combines online and offline activities and translates it into a geo-referenced interactive
map, used by the public to point out places of memory, suggestions on the public space, urban places
of socialization: this strengthens the role of active participation by the public and of potential
governance of the area by the local authorities [13, 7, 11].
Step 8 – Participatory process: With the support of the collaborative platform, data and suggestions
from the stakeholders (previously mapped) are collected and shared. The process is supported by IT
solutions and tools that adapt and enhance networking, such as crowdmapping approach and the
Gephi visualization, an open-source network analysis. In order to guarantee community involvement,
the crowdmapping operations and the consequent overall contribution of individual reports are
combined with the effect of community sharing [10].
Step 9 – Final visitors route - Design and economic feasibility: As an important result of the Phase B, a
final visitors route is designed by identifying at a technical level: hubs and connections among the
selected buildings, the “pre” and “post” visit spaces and the direct and indirect enjoyment and
accessibility modalities, possible thanks to the support of new IT/ICT technologies, addressed both to
citizens and tourists. Furthermore, the realization costs are assessed in order to set the economicfinancial evaluation of the project (Step 10).
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Step 10 – Economic-financial evaluation and management: The economic-financial feasibility of the
open-air museum final project is evaluated in order to explicit its convenience in terms of incomes and
benefits. To this end also investment costs and management costs are considered, assuming a
specific timeframe and calculating the return on investments and the Pay Back Period.
Step 11 – Final validation: The stakeholders´ involvement is aimed not only at defining the final design
of the cultural visitors route, but also to validate the entire project feasibility from an economic-financial
point of view. The willingness to pay of potential visitors is investigated and a series of prices ranges
are defined. Furthermore, on the basis of the management costs, the tickets prices, the minimum
visitors number necessary to guarantee a balance between costs and financial incomes is calculated
by means of the Break Even Point Analysis.
3. Case study: the Cuban Modern Heritage in Havana
The first step is to acquire knowledge of the context, overcoming the clichè of Cuba. Recognition of
the tangible components of the largest Caribbean Island is often related exclusively with a few
elements: its white beaches, old colonial cities, “almendrones” vintage American cars. The vast
majority of Cuba's tourists gravitate to the attractive arcs of white sand. But Cuba has more interesting
attractive elements. The sources of authenticity related to the Cuban culture go far beyond that
benchmark. Authentic Color Cubano, the Cuban spirit, is mestizo. This definition was offered by
Nicolás Guillén _ the National Cuban poet, well known by his lyric of social protest and musicality. In
his poem Sóngoro cosongo (1931) he reflects this feature of Cuban identity i.e. the fact it is the result
of a mixed culture. Thus his tangible and intangible cultural heritage is a complex consequence of
historical assets.
So it is important to consider the Cuban Capital as the result of the sedimentation of historical layers. It
is also key to remember that the city is a manifestation of the conflictive and intertwined interaction
between primary political, economic and social models. Thus its architecture is a translation of these
interactions that becomes a genuine unique celebration. As everywhere the urban development of the
Cuban capital in the twentieth century is inextricably linked to the political and economic events of the
period. These events show very peculiar contrasts: The succession of independence, neocolonization, Revolution, Socialism, Crisis after the collapse of the socialist Eastern Block…
Consequently the construction of the historical-political periodization is crucial for an understanding of
the architectural episodes of the Modern Architecture Cuban Movement. From the colonial period to
the architectural episodes linked to Art Decò and Art Nouveaux, to the Modern Movement, that is the
reflection of Western, American, European and Socialist block influences. Cuban Modern Architecture
is a harmonious mix of all these confluences and contradictions.
Development of the city took place through three fundamentals stages:
● Spanish colonial times: Foundation in 1519 by the Spaniards till the occupation by U.S. forces
in 1898
● Republican Period, from 1902 to 1958
● Revolution 1959 onwards
During almost four Centuries, from mid 16th to the end of 19th Century, urban development had been
slow and not extensive. At the beginning of 20th Century, after Cuba obtained its independence from
Spanish dominion in 1898, and after Republic foundation in 1902, La Havana grew exponentially:
population exploded in the entire capital territory. At the start of the twentieth century, modernity
intensified its presence and accelerated its evolution in Cuba: The first Modern Building was built in
1931. Notwithstanding Eduardo Luis Rodriguez [23] identifies two phases of the Modern Cuban
Movement:
● 1926-1944 introduction and formation;
● 1944-1965 development and maximum expression.
Notwithstanding the presence of modernity could be traced back beyond the latest period i.e. after
1965. Within these phases it is possible to identify formal and conceptual differences influenced by the
prevailing political milieu of the moment. In fact the first period, shows strong American and European
influences but during the second one there was an extraordinary attempt to link the production of
modernity to the local identity. Later, from several years after the advent of the Cuban Revolution to
the end of the eighties, architectural production was trapped by housing mass production that
hindered previous explorations giving more space to expressive trends often associated to the models
that prevailed at that time all over the former socialist block but also in Sweden, or France. Even
though all over the periods the key components were the search for “change and progress” within this
oversimplification there are buildings that are unique from a formal point of view, standing outside the
generalized classifications, such as the Escuelas Nacionales de Arte (ENA) from now on in this paper
National Art Schools of Havana.
The reconstruction of a historical timeline allows us to understand the history of Modern heritage,
inevitably connected with history of the best Cuban architecture (see fig.1). Even though today ENA
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buildings are only partially active and with a large share of its facilities underused, and unfinished it
remains still closely connected – functionally and conceptually – to its original purpose as a center for
the promotion and formation of the most talented and gifted youngsters into arts at the highest level.
The National Art Schools bring an added value to the urban configuration of the capital labeled as the
Blue Strip by Peña and Schmid [18], With its construction in today´s Cubanacan district, on the site
that use to pertain to the wealthy elite, the National Schools of Art introduced a period of prestigious
innovative and socially concerned modern architecture.
Apart from the precise ideological reasons that led to build them the site of the former Country Club,
whose club house still stands, the architects Porro, Garatti and Gottardi chose to adopt universal
architectural forms, together with expressions related to local resources and practices. The
morphology of the Schools is eclectically inspired by vernacular references and allusions to Cuban
traditions, with the use of the curved form in the cupolas and the planimetric profiles of the buildings,
an expressive ‘emotional’ architecture intimately part of the landscape, in harmony with the genius
loci. In the Vittorio Garatti´s Music School, unfinished and in practice abandoned, it is possible to see a
mixture of traditional and innovative construction techniques, with the use of brick (easily sourced
locally) for structural purposes, forming vaulted roofs set on concave ribs in reinforced concrete. The
scarcity of building materials (mainly steel) forced it the use of autochthonous construction techniques
as a prerequisite for the School project in 1961. The fate of the schools complex was marked by
various events. Although the School of Plastic Arts and the Modern Dance School _ both by Porro _
are effectively completed, while the Drama School (Gottardi) and the Ballet and Music School (Garatti)
have remained incomplete for more than half a century. In particular, we underline the bitter moments
in which prevailing dogmatic Manichaeism systematically deleted differences and smothered
individuality: during a period whose extension is difficult to determine for architectural production [33],
after the first years of the Revolution, increasing mediocrity imposed depersonalized productions and
any manifestation of creativity was condemned. National Art School is a manifestation of originality, for
this reason for many years some intellectuals criticized his uniqueness and singularity. The ideological
crossfire of the nascent revolution that fermented explosive rivalry between those in the trenches that
defended beauty and those in the side of a shortsighted technocratic approach to architecture can be
largely blamed for its incompleteness. Other reasons associated to the priorities given to other social
programs competing for the allocation of construction materials had also an impact in the paralysis
that lasted 50 years. Since the seventies, after being promoted to the status of University of Arts
Studies, the unfinished schools were progressively neglected, at least with regard to the architectural
content: no maintenance has been carried out; they have suffered from vandalism and looting. Since
the late twentieth century the school complex has been the focus of an animated international debate:
in 2000 _ amid a revision of the Cultural Policy of the Revolution _ the Cuban government considered
completing the work with the involvement of the three architects. Nevertheless the project never got
fully underway and in 2002 the World Monuments Fund included the complex in the list of one
hundred monuments around the world in need of salvation In February 2003 the complex was
included in the UNESCO World Heritage Tentative List. Later, during the second decade of the 21 st
Century, the School of Ballet was threatened by an initiative that could had brought Global forces to
the site when a famous Cuban Ballet Dancer attempted to involve the Star Architect Sir. Norman
Foster in the refurbishment of the unfinished spaces of Garatti´s Ballet School. No other facility in the
country mirrors in such an effective way the kaleidoscope of situations faced by the Country island
since the Revolution triumphed in 1959 till the moment in which the Rolling Stones played in Havana
likely marking a repositioning of the country Island in the ever changing map of globalized culture.
In spite of these controversial evolutions the complex still operates as a teaching area for the Arts,
even if only partially and in an unfinished state. Only the music school looks like will never be
completed. In 2000, due to order of Fidel Castro, the local administration made a schools restoration
program, that was completed in 2008. Nevertheless, during this period only the schools designed by
Porro had been restored. Unfortunately the Government reduced the found allocated to the school
restoration, so the schools designed by Garatti and Gottardi are abandoned until now. To complete
and restore the existing fragments the Cuban Government had to invest about 15-20 million euros:
“only an international partnership could make this dream tangible” [14, 17].
4. Results: an innovative Modern Heritage visitors route in Havana
The first five steps of the methodology illustrated in Paragraph 2 have been applied to the case of the
Cuban Modern Heritage in Havana, in order to design an innovative cultural visitors route to connect
the Modern Heritage to the old city center. In this paper we focus our attention on the step 5
“Preliminary visitors route - Design and economic feasibility”. This first preliminary result represents an
important starting point for a future constitution of an open-air museum. It can be considered a
strategic action in order to preserve and enhance the Cuban Modern Heritage and to foster new forms
of tourism.
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A series of emblematic buildings have been identified in order to be directly and indirectly enjoyed by
citizens and tourists and two alternative routes have been hypothesized: a complete route and a
shorter one (from step 1 to 15 step) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: An innovative Havana Modern Heritage visitors route to connect the UNESCO site of Old Havana to the
National Schools of Art (Source: Authors’ Elaboration).

The complete Havana Modern Heritage route includes 18 milestones, which represent important and
emblematic examples of the Cuban Modern Movement. The route is a circular 23 km-long route, that
visitors can enjoy by walk (duration: 1 full day) or by bike or by shuttle/car, on the basis of their
preferences and time availability. The shorter route includes 15 milestones and can be more easily
enjoyed by walk (duration: half a day). Due to the length of the route it would be recommended to
enjoy the route with a local guide or a dedicated app.
The beginning of the route is in front of Pavilion Cuba, in the hearth of El Vedado district. The route
could end at the National Art School, in Cubanacan, Playa district, or could continue until FAC,
Fabrica de Arte Cubano, a contemporary cultural center, where local Cuban artists, writers,
photographers, intellectual, filmmakers and performers promote their works. In Tab. 1 each step is
described.
STEP

1

2

3

BUILDING

ADDRESS

ARCHITECTS

CONSTRUCTION
YEAR

CURRENT FUNCTION

Calle 23 esquina a N, El
Juan Campos,
PABELLON CUBA
1963
PAVILLION FOR FAIR
Vedado
Lorenzo Medrano
It is located in the Vedado district on the part of 23rd street which is called La Rampa. It is located near coastal street Malecon. First function
had been seat of the main exhibition of the 6th Congress of the International Union of Architects. The building is entirely built of pre-cast
concrete in a deliberately referential manner of traditional Cuban wooden design and construction: the coffered ceilings, the portals and a
system of reinforced concrete columns.
Calle L, 425,
W. Becket & C, Arroyo,
HOTEL HAVANA LIBRE
1958
HOTEL
El Vedado
Menendez
This tower with 630 rooms on 27 floors has physical prominence and high visibility from nearly all of Western Havana because of its location
on the hillside at the boundary of central Havana and the Vedado district. In spite of its size and location, the tower has a minimal impact on
the immediate neighborhood. The Habana Libre occupies a full city block between La Rampa and 25th Street, L and M streets. Its shopping
arcade is three stories taller on the lower end due to the sloping site. The architects placed the tower structure on a wide pedestal, a
signature Hilton feature of the 1950’s intended to create separation from the street; and to provide a level platform for the pool and cabanas
above and an organizing line for the retail shops below.
Calle 23, L, 21 y K, El
HELADERÍA COPPELIA
Mario Girona
1966
ICE CREAM PARLOUR
Vedado
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According to various publications, the design reflects the main features of Cuban architecture in the first four decades of the revolutionary
period and constituted, among other aspects, the merits that earned Girona the first National Architecture Award (1996), and three years
later, the National Culture Distinction. The construction resulted in a work of art in the form of a spider. The concrete prefabricated system
was used to achieve the repetition of structural elements such as beams and roofing elements: its six rooms are covered by a single nerved
roof. The structure included the concrete cast in place to built pillar and columns.
Calle 17, M, 19, N, El
E. Gómez Sampera,
COMMERCIAL
FOCSA BUILDING
1956
Vedado
M. Domínguez
RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
4

FOCSA (Fomento de Obras y Construcciones, Sociedad Anónima) is the tallest building in Cuba. It is considered one of the seven wonders
of Cuban civil engineering, due to Its modern technology. The building is 121 m high, consists of 39 floors, 9 of which were dedicated to
commercial purposes and the other 30 floors for residential use with a total of 373 apartments with views of the sea and the Malécon (of
which 7 are penthouses and 2 are duplexes). There is a total separation of service and tenant corridors creating perhaps a new typology for
high rise residential buildings. There is a 500-car parking area in four levels, a swimming pool and a club, among other facilities.
HOTEL NACIONAL

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

McKim, Mead and
White

1930

HOTEL

The site chosen for the hotel is strategical, in front of the sea, on the Malécon. The ground plan is in the shape of H. in the great foyer is
clear the Seville influence. The heavy decorated wooden beams on the ceiling set up a transverse rhythm in a space which is very long.
Calle 13 y I,
CULTURAL CENTER
Aquiles Capablanca
1953
El Vedado
SYNAGOGUE
The two façades are different to identify two different functions. The entrance of Berthold Brecht Theatre has a dual ramp access.
PARQUE DEPORTIVO
Malecon y G,
Octavio Buigas
1960
SPORT
J. MARTÍ
El Vedado
B.BRECHT THEATRE

The concrete structure has recognizable element: the light cover made of concrete, it’s in the shape of a vault and identify the building
CASA DE LAS
Calle 3ra y G,
1959
CULTURAL CENTER
AMERICAS
El Vedado
Founded by Haydee Santamaría, just three months after the Cuban Revolution, it quickly became a fundamental link between the cultural
vanguard in Latin America and the Caribbean on the one hand and a diplomatically isolated Cuba on the other. Over the course of almost
six decades it has amassed a vast amount of information, thus creating a unique record to study the history of both the institution itself as a
cultural hub, but also that of the protagonists of a remarkable era.
TEATRO NACIONAL
Plaza de la Revolucion
Arroyo y Menéndez.
1960
TEATRO
Renew in 1979, the theatre is consisting of two concert halls: la Avellaneda with 2500 seating and Covarrubias with 800 seating. The
convex façade plaza large glass sheets. The building is surrounded of a terrace with sculpted pieces, ponds and vegetation.
E. Luis Varela, J.
PLAZA CIVICA Y
Labatut, P. Otero,
MONUMENTO A
Plaza de la Revolucion
1958-1996
MEMORIAL BUILDING
J.José Sicre, M.
J.MARTÍ
Girona
The monument was erected in 1958; the pyramid obelisk, (139 m above sea level) with a star-shaped base was built in 1996, according to a
project of Mario Girona and José Linares. At the top of this building there is a belvedere on urban panorama.
TRIBUNAL DE
Aquiles Capablanca,
Plaza de la Revolucion
1953-1962
MINISTRY OF INTERIOR
CUENTAS
José Fornés.
Stone overlaying was used in façade for the smooth part, combined with large glass panes. The audit office included a mural by Amelia
Pelaez and a sculpture by Domingo Ravenent.
BIBLIOTECA
Rancho Boyeros e/ Paseo y
Govantes y
1957
LIBRARY
NACIONAL
Aranguren
Cabarrocas
The library belongs to the modern monumentalist tendency. The main entrance consisting in a grand portico, this leads to the double height
hall, lit by two stained glass panels crafted in Paris by Galerie Labouret.
CABARET TROPICANA

13

Calle O y 21
El Vedado

Calle 72, n° 4505 Marianao

Max Borges- Recio

1951

CLUB

This project won the Golden Medal Prize by the National College of Architects. The aim of the project was to realize an extension of the
existing Tropicana. Max Borges Recio projected concrete vaults that represent the signature part of this icon of Havana nightlife. Thin
concrete shells, the most spectacular is the “Arcos de Cristal” hall, composed of six slender concrete vaults placed off center in decreasing
order of height, producing a telescopic effect.
ESCUELAS
Calle 134,15 y 23,
EDUCATION: SCHOOLS
NACIONALES DE
Porro, Garatti, Gottardi
1965
Cubanacan, Playa
OF ART
ARTE
(see description in paragraph 3)
152 D
CLUB NAUTICO
Max Borges-Recio
1953
CLUB
Playa
The Club was originally built in the 1920s. By the 1950s, an increase in membership necessitated expansion of the original premises and
Max Borges-Recio designed an enormous set of porticos covered by vaults, it is a similar to recently constructed for Tropicana Club.
Alexander G.
Rochegov, Basilio
1985
EMBASSY
Piasecki
This building has clear Soviet influence, it is an example of brutalist/constructivist architecture.
MAQUETA DE LA
Calle 28 n° 113, entre 1ª y
Orlando Martorell
MODEL OF HAVANA
HAVANA
3ª, Miramar
The detailed model of Havana, was built at a scale of 1:1000 and spans over 144 square meters (1,550 sq ft) which is equal to 144 sq km. It
is approximately 22 meters long and 10 meters wide and weighs six tons.
FAC FABRICA DE
Calle 26, esquina 11,
Ernesto Jiménez
CULTURAL CENTER
2016
ARTE CUBANO
Vedado
García
Contemporary cultural center. It is an example of factory reuse. Cuban Art Factory is composed of five spaces which we call “Nave“. Nave 1
is located on the ground floor where there are the main entrances. In this nave there are exhibitions of plastic arts, architecture, graphic
design, industrial design and a place for concerts, and also there are bar and an outdoor terrace. In Nave 2 there are photographic works
and other installations; Nave 3 is the most versatile and in this hall plays, dance, classical music, films and fashion shows are presented. It
also has an area for photography exhibitions & visual arts, as well as a cafeteria. Nave 4 is dedicated to medium format concerts. Nave 5
holds the culinary arts hall, a small theater and the artists’ hall.
EMBAJADA RUSA

Calle 66, entre 3ª y 5ª
avenida, Playa

Tab 1: The 18 steps and buildings of the Havana Modern Heritage visitors route (Source: Authors’ Elaboration).

Inside the Pabellón Cuba (step 1) it is possible to design an area for the visitors center, where digital
totem with ICT can be installed and where the visitors could consult the Modern Heritage route map,
read history of La Havana, as well as specific information about each building included into the route.
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The objective is twofold. Firstly, a modern cultural center where new technologies support the tour of
the city can be developed. Secondly, each building could be enjoyed by means of virtual and
multisensory experiences, centered on interactive structures equipped with state of the art
communication systems such as digital totems.
After the route is preliminarily designed, the economic-financial feasibility study has to be provided.
The economic, social and management appraisal suggests that the project would have positive
effects, even just in terms of social externality. The open-air museum could be a considerable
attraction for national and international tourism: the utilization is based on culturally sustainable
formulas, ensuring good management of the new cultural system and the organization of a permanent
restoration and maintenance department for the entire complex.

5. Conclusion

Starting from a critical analysis of the state of the art, from the reading of the current political and
economic conjuncture, from the critical review of some theoretical-conceptual assumptions about the
cycle of valorization and from the reflections on how to use the Cultural Heritage, the final result is the
proposal of an innovative cultural visitors route. This result is built through phases of a process in
which it is necessary to achieve strategic objectives that fall into four dimensions: 1) identification of a
methodological process and roadmap of actions, 2) awareness actions regarding the protection,
preservation and memory of architectures like those of the Cuban Modern Heritage, census and
rediscovery local values also in terms of use, 3) involvement of stakeholders in the decision-making
process, 4) verification of the feasibility of the operation.
With regard to these aspects, below is the articulation of the outcomes and reflections:
1) The circuit proposal is the core of the project: it involves a process of actions in steps and results
in progress that also include the aspects of objectives 2, 3 and 4;.
2) The new scenario combines the questions of conservation of the memory and the ‘copyright’ of
the architectural artifacts, today at risk of transformation, with the financial income, economic
aspects and social impacts of activities linked to the new functions. In view of the scarcity of
public resources, the income, cash flows and benefits generated by management of the complex
become available resources. To these aspects we must add other criticalities, such as the
disorganised nature of the urban cultural offer: the Modern route project generates also a new
cultural offer, more linked to local values;
3) The proposed methodology is destined both to design an itinerary able to enhance the selected
buildings and to define stakeholders engagement strategies based on the guiding principles of
inclusion, transparency and feasibility. The new scenario is meant to discover the authenticity of
the places by foreigners but also by the Cubans themselves;
4) The conservation and restoration of the Modern Heritage system proposed are programmed with
a low cost in a self-building process, with the involvement of citizens as part of the valuation
process and active maintenance in an ongoing relationship and shared with local community: a
creative/social accounting, which generates awareness in the community of residents and new
needs for cultural consumption in the tourist sector, also with financial benefits. With a view to the
valorisation the questions of resources to be invested in the activities of conservation and
restoration, and the prefiguration of differentiated catchments and types of users, who respond to
the different perceptions of value of this heritage (not only its value in use) are of prime
importance.
Nowadays, the proposal, according to the methodological process and the roadmap - configured in
Phase A (Fig. 1) - has addressed and is facing the whole set-up of the knowledge and knowledge
construction phase, as well as the identification of the stakeholders to be involved. This phase would
be supported and tested also thanks to ICT. The future actions will be dedicated to the development of
phase B-"stakeholders involvement" (Fig.1), which provides for the application of the methodology
with the promotion of the tour on Modern architecture, combined with policies for promoting a new
"cultural tourism". The forecasts of the revenue and cost beginning with the start-up and for the entire
phase of management of the activities suggested, in parallel with the social impact and the externality
that this operation could generate must be studied in depth. The feasibility study that accompanies
every candidature does not neglect these aspects and foresees scenarios that are verified also in
terms of costs and benefits for the community and the planning of actions for safeguarding,
maintaining and managing the projects.
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point of no return, on the other hand, also core areas are affected from their unexpected growth. We
can notice a general lowering of the urban quality of life and of social cohesion, which lead the French
historian Françoise Choay to talk about “the death of the city” [4].
For this paper, we will focus mainly on the "inner peripheries" case. This term is preferred to "non-core
areas", which only considers the relation to a centre. On the contrary, «Inner peripherality represents a
complex, multidimensional phenomenon which, unlike purely geographical peripheries (those
associated with distance to population and economic activity centres), also suffer the effects of socioeconomic processes that cause disconnection with neighbouring territories and network. Their
distinctive feature is, therefore, their degree of "disconnection" and not (or not only) their geographical
position in relation to centres» [5].
This definition is proposed by the European applied research “PROFECY” (Processes, Features and
Cycles of Inner Peripheries in Europe), addressed to overcome the marginalising effects for inner
peripheries, and we can also mention the Italian concept of “inner areas” which, in the same way,
considers mainly the characteristic of accessibility to services rather than the geographical features
[6]. These are some encouraging signs that inner peripherality is becoming an emerging theme in
political agenda and that some institutions want to deal with this issue.
1.2 Cultural Landscapes: a more dynamic approach for Cultural Heritage
Several recent texts from the international community addressed the concept of "landscape". It seems
that this notion tends to replace the term "heritage", corresponding to the evolution of this concept and
may reveal a new and shared vision for its management.
The reference text regarding the landscape is the European Landscape Convention from 2000. The
first article defined landscape as «an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of
the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors» [7]. The term "landscape" means
recognizing that making a difference from natural and cultural features is becoming pointless and
placing itself in a “biocultural” approach [8] where human and natural evolutions are connected and
inseparable. It also recognizes the role of the citizen in the definition of what composes their shared
heritage.
The Recommendation published by the UNESCO in 2011, introduces the notion of Historic Urban
Landscape, which means «the urban area understood as the result of a historic layering of cultural
and natural values and attributes» [9]. It reveals the importance of the construction processes of the
city: the historic natural and cultural ones but also the «social and cultural practices […] and the
intangible heritage» [9]. According to the meaning of the term "landscape", this document promoted
the idea that the human actions are part of the heritage and should be integrated in the preservation
strategies.
Thereafter, in 2014, the Florence Declaration on Heritage and Landscape as Human Values from
ICOMOS takes up the concept of "cultural landscapes" and features it as a driver for development. It
declares notably that «the concept of landscape […] is increasingly becoming a new paradigm for
harmonious development» and that «cultural landscapes should not only be interpreted as
conservation areas but as places where sustainable development strategies can be successfully
applied» [8]. It portrays heritage as a living organism, which can be resilient and survive finding new
functions. «Landscapes currently face unexpected threats that need be managed by applying new
approaches to safeguarding the relationship between cultural and natural heritage by sharing practical
experiences».
Each one of these official texts offers a renewed vision of cultural heritage, by considering it as a
landscape. It translates the awareness that not only the physical objects have to be preserved, but
also the human and natural processes that make them exist and evolve. This vision also squares with
the spontaneous trend of the local communities to consider always more as a heritage the craft and
agricultural traditions, local food and beverages. Indeed, these are part of the human productions that
shaped the physical landscapes.
1.3 Cultural Landscapes in Inner Peripheries: heritage in danger or territorial resource?
Cultural landscapes in inner peripheries have peculiarities that distinguish it from medium-large cities.
In one hand, it is submitted to major risks but in the other hand, it generates a certain sense of
belonging, which let us think that it could become an important asset to territorial development.
We first have to state that the cultural landscape is threatened in both metropolitan and inner areas. If
we look back at the UNESCO “Convention concerning the protection of the world cultural and natural
heritage” (1972), the various involved States already declared their incapacity to manage on their own
the heritage, because of «the insufficient economic, scientific, and technological resources» [10] of
every single country. We also can notice that cultural heritage was rarely a priority in the various and
successive governments after the post-war reconstruction. With the recent economic crisis and the
increasing quantity of heritage to manage, the management capacity of the States didn’t improve. In
the inner areas the situation is even worse: depopulation leads to the abandonment of the built and
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natural heritage. If, in one hand, this situation increases the number of “objects” that require attention
and conservation, in the other hand, there are less and less inhabitants to provide maintenance, to live
in or to visit these places. It seems to be a downward cycle. The issue is even more serious since the
abandonment in Italy increases the vulnerability of the inner peripheries to the seismic and
hydrogeological risks: for instance, a terrace cultivation that is not anymore maintained doesn’t retain
running water and can create some landslides. We are not just talking about the abandonment of
physical places, but also about the loss of agricultural and craft traditions that are integral part of the
cultural landscapes. Unfortunately, the little municipalities don’t have the material and human
resources to face the whole problem. Moreover, we can also notice that the lack of attractiveness of
some inner peripheries and their soil availability give the idea to political or economical actors to
exploit the lands: giant wind farms or rubbish dumps, oil drillings, etc. Even if in some cases it could
bring some advantages to the territory (such as electricity production), it is often carried out without
dialogue with the inhabitants, doesn’t bring any advantage to them, and generates a relevant impact
on the landscapes. Indeed, it can be a drag for the tourism development and for the quality of
agricultural productions.
Despite all these negative aspects, cultural landscapes seem to get the local citizen’s attention. In the
academic society, we can notice a growing attention about inner cultural landscapes as possible
«"activators" of local awareness» [1], which could help people recognizing the values of their
environment and imagine solutions to reuse the abandoned spaces. Cultural heritage is a «unifying
theme» [11], whose decay affects people and pushes them to act in favour of its safeguard: it “moves”
them in both emotion and action ways. We can speak of «empowerment of the local community» [12]
driven by the cultural landscapes. This consequence can be a relevant asset, because national and
international authorities are always more asking people to be “actors” in their territory. Territorial
policies switched between a top-down strategy - identifying places that needed help and investing in
them - to a bottom-up approach - by giving financial support to those who present a project [13]. So
the inner peripheries that have an empowered community get more chances to attract funding and it
may help the development processes.
In addition, cultural landscapes are also participating to the uniqueness of a territory. Indeed, as we
already said, each territory tries to show its best assets to attract people and companies and each one
has to aim on its specific resources in opposition to the generic ones: «The generic resource can be
mobilized everywhere, through an optimal combination of the production factors. The specific resource
is considered as a construction, stemming from actors interactions, dedicated to a place and a use,
defining new spheres of operation liable to create advantages compared with other territories» [14]
Cultural landscape is a specific asset, inseparable from the place where it belongs because it results
from the interactions between human actions and nature evolution in a particular location. Then, to
become a resource and not only a potential asset, it needs to be “activated” and yet again, the
empowerment of the community plays a big role.
The conclusion is that both themes of "cultural landscapes" and "inner peripheries" seem to be great
challenges for present and future policies. They may be faced together as cultural heritage could be a
driver to social empowerment, which is a condition for inner peripheries development. However, one of
the main conditions to succeed in this undertaking is adopting a renewed vision of heritage, which
recognises it as a specific resource rather than a problem to solve.

2.

Ongoing socio-economic and cultural dynamics of the inner areas

2.1 Political actions of territorial safeguarding and development
Both in political and cultural fields, at the European scale such as at the national (Italian) scale, we can
already notice some encouraging examples, putting together the questions of inner peripherality and
cultural landscapes.
At the European scale, we already mentioned the PROFECY project (Processes, Features and Cycles
of Inner Peripheries in Europe), which is an applied research activity and which has the «main
objective […] to develop strategies for inner peripheries at European level to overcome the
marginalising effects» [5]. Through several case studies across Europe, they will try to understand the
global and local issues and reflect on some scenarios to imagine their possible evolution and which
strategies could be appropriate. This project is very close to the European Spatial Development
Perspective (ESDP), which is an agreement between all the Member States of the European Union
about the common goals to reach in the spatial development fields. «The aim of spatial development
policies is to work towards a balanced and sustainable development of the territory of the European
Union. In the Ministers' view, what is important is to ensure that the three fundamental goals of
European policy are achieved equally in all the regions of the EU: economic and social cohesion;
conservation and management of natural resources and the cultural heritage; more balanced
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competitiveness of the European territory» [15]. This document directly connects the perspective of a
different management of the cultural heritage with the objective of more balanced territories.
At the national (Italian) scale, the government promoted a National Strategy for Inner Areas, which
proposes to create participating processes to put together the major actors of the involved areas and
to invite them to rediscover the «untapped regional, natural and human capital, seen as strategic for
the recovery and growth of Italy’s entire system» [6]. The strategy recognises that the Italian
development can’t improve without facing the issue of marginalization of a large part of the national
territory and demonstrates the awareness that the objectives can’t be reached without the involvement
of the local communities. It will use all the available Community funds (ERDF, ESF, EAFRD, EMFF)
for the two steps of the strategy: the first one aims at balancing the accessibility to services across the
national territory; the second one will help local projects regarding «territorial safeguarding,
valorisation of natural and cultural assets and sustainable tourism, agricultural business and
production, renewable energy supply chains and energy saving, handicraft and local knowledge» [6].
We find several of cultural landscapes aspects back, as declined in the first part of the paper.
Moreover, always at the national scale, 2017 was “Italian Year of the Villages”, a year to enhance the
huge Italian heritage. At enhancing the cultural landscape is, likewise, targeted the activities of the
association “Most Beautiful Villages of Italy”, which gives a label to villages in order to lead to the inner
areas more visitors and balance also the tourism flows on the whole Italian territory. In fact, one of the
other important Italian challenges is to decongest from tourism in the main cities, which aggravates the
urban issues of these metropolitan areas. To close this special year, in October 2017, was adopted
the law No. 158, named «Measure for support and promotion of little municipalities and for recharacterization e restoration of their historical centres». The Italian government decided to dedicate
15 million euro each year to the municipalities under 5000 inhabitants, for maintenance of roads,
bridges and public spaces; historical centres restorations, diffused hotel creation, etc. This financial
support is not only steering to the tourism issue but can also benefit all inhabitants by improving the
infrastructures and so the accessibility and the everyday environment.
Another top-down process, settled at a more local scale, is carried out by the Puglia Region. In recent
years, it promoted an innovative way to encourage young people to create their own activity. Indeed, a
part of their “Bollenti Spiriti” project aims at connecting abandoned buildings with reusing projects
carried out by groups of young people. Some projects show amazing results, such as Ex Fadda: the
projects consisted in the transformation of an ex-winery into a cultural centre, mainly self-restored by
the local community, which offers lots of activities, like music or craft courses, building or gardening
workshops, etc. There is also a “social restaurant” which is lead by persons with disabilities. The place
is always animated and new projects and events continue to emerge.
2.2 Spontaneous socio-cultural processes
These political experiments are accompanied by some spontaneous cultural and social dynamics, in
which the fluid encounter between returning inhabitants, those who find the motivation to stay, new
permanent and temporary users, generates opportunities for the development of the territory and for
the renewal of the local material culture.
First, we are now witnessing cases of migration from the city to the inner areas. The loss of urban
quality of life and the high mobility of young people created a real interest to the "rural" or
"mountainous" areas and some of them decided to go there. It doesn’t seem a fad phenomenon.
Some premises were already noticeable in the 80s; when French sociologist Bernard Kayser coins the
term "rural rebirth" [16]. The phenomenon didn’t slow down and become actually a real trend, which
could change the inner peripheries’ destiny.
The cases of return are reflecting a multiplicity of situations and reasons to make this choice [17]:
some people choose to start from scratch a farm, while others come back to continue the family
activity; some of them are attracting by a better quality of air and the direct relationship with forests
and prairies; try teleworking or become pendular. These examples show that inner peripheries could
become a "laboratory", a place to experiment new ways of life and work [18].
Secondly, we also noticed an increase of the examples of community empowerment. Inhabitants who
choose to remain in the inner areas are developing their own “place-consciousness” [19]. The
phenomenon is visible throughout the Italian country, according to the Territorialist School
Observatory. It results in a cultural movement, which often arises from the necessity to defend some
environmental or social causes and then turns into occasions to rediscover the cultural landscapes
and promote them [19]. These actions help the networking of local actors that are sharing a vision of
the territory and objectives for its future, and trigger some concrete projects.
We can observe, for instance, the high number of temporary cultural events in the inner peripheries,
which are often attempts of the community to convert their cultural heritage into a resource: in the
inner peripheries of southern Italy, we can talk about the annual artistic residence in Latronico (Pz) or
about the theater and cinema workshops in Cairano (Av) which propose new uses of the public
spaces to offer a new vision for these small town and attract some visitors and maybe new
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collective actions that can now be identified in inner peripheries leads us to think that they are able to
become laboratories of new productive or living practices. It is like the marginalization and the lack of
development of these areas are finally making these spaces the new "places of all possible", a blank
sheet from which restart and promote the “re-territorialisation of the world” [19]. The encouraging
examples we introduced are nevertheless only isolated experiments, which would have a real impact
only if they are relayed and supported by the leading class. We saw that also in political fields things
were evolving, but, until today, the political actions often offer a response to sectorial problems (the
marginalizing effect, the high density of population in core areas, the hydrogeological or seismic risk)
ignoring the others issues, when it needs a more global approach.
The predisposition of inner areas to become "laboratories" and the need of new and more specific
tools to face the various territorial issues lead us to consider the concept of "resilience" as an
interesting approach to explore. If properly understood and experienced, infact, the "resilience
thinking" can represent an effective tool to enhance the response capacities of inner areas to local and
global risks and accelerate the change towards sustainability goals.

3. Applying Resilience thinking to the cultural landscape of the inner areas
3.1 Resilience thinking and operational tools
The concept of resilience is increasingly used in the debate on the models of regeneration,
development, management and maintenance of the social urban systems. It evokes the need to
change the approach in order to continue to ensure sustainable policies to face the environmental,
social and economic changes that are investing our territories [20]. In particular, it evokes the
necessity to combine the dynamic and adaptive dimension of the urban systems with the necessity to
strengthen and innovate the identity values. The term refers to «the capacity of a system to absorb
disturbance and reorganize so as to retain essentially the same function, structure, and feedbacks – to
have the same identity» or more simply «the ability to cope with shocks and keep functioning in much
the same kind of way» [21].
Therefore, a resilient system is characterized by a capacity for persistence (strong identity), at the
same time by a capacity of learning (reorganize) to adapt, or to transform, part or all of the system,
into a different kind of system (in the case of an irreversibly undesirable state) [22].
In recent and intensive years of studying about resilience, theoretic framework and methods have
been developed in order to apply resilience thinking to the complex systems (especially socialecological). However, researchers and policy makers still note the absence of operative tools to make
resilience thinking effective in response to a growing and diversified demand [23]. The Resilience
Assessment Workbook for Practitioners [24], whose 2007 version is the first and the most advanced
and used scientific text in the field of natural resources management, offers a solid theoretical basis
for understanding the dynamics of complex systems, through the concepts of adaptive cycles and
panarchy [25], and a methodological path for the evaluation of their specific and general resilience.
However, the workbook is lacking of guidance on process design for the construction of a resilient
system and its management [26].
The interest in resilience has led also to initiatives dedicated to helping cities around the world to
become more resilient, as the campaign “Making cities resilient” of the UNISDR (2017) and the “100
resilient cities” of the Rockefeller Foundation (2015). The first is specifically addressed «to make
disaster risk reduction and climate change a policy priority», the second to support the «adoption and
incorporation of a view of resilience that includes not just the shocks -earthquakes, fires, floods, etc.but also the stresses that weaken the fabric of a city on a day to day or cyclical basis [...] (e.g. high
unemployment; an overtaxed or inefficient public transportation system; endemic violence; or chronic
food and water shortages)». Both initiatives highlight the importance of: considering resilience (and
sustainability) in the urban planning regulations, plans and development activities; instituting
multistakeholders consultations and supports; establishing education/ awareness/ training
programmes, also at global network scale.
The traditional risk management tools of the public administrations are, in fact, sectoral and lack an
integrated and dynamic vision for dealing with the different challenges and changes urban systems
have to face with. It is necessary, alike, that «people are empowered to participate, decide and plan
their city together with local authorities and value local and indigenous knowledge, capacities and
resources» [27].
From these premises, it is clear the need to experiment resilience thinking, especially in reality with
deficits in critical social infrastructure and local investment capacity [28], in relation not only to shocks,
but also to global sustainability challenges of socio-urban systems (e.g. migration, weakening of social
capital, urbanization or depopulation, uncontrolled exploitation of the territory, erosion of cultural
capital and of the identity of the places, degradation of the landscape, etc.), that are less experienced
issues in the field of resilience.
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The research proposes to design a Resilience Laboratories to help increase a complex and dynamic
knowledge of the most vulnerable socio-urban systems and to define new tools and ideas for their
regeneration and sustainable development.
3.2 Resilience Laboratories as places of complex shared knowledge and co-creation for inner
areas
Inner areas represent an interesting study laboratory to deepen a complex and shared knowledge and
to experiment with the application of resilience thinking. These, where not violated by territorial
exploitation or uncontrolled reconstruction following calamitous events, keep mostly their material
culture and present a "latent territorial capacity" [6] which offers high potential for innovation [29]. At
the same time, inner areas are vulnerable landscapes because their material culture is entrusted to a
fragile built landscape, subjected to natural risks and anthropic pressures, to the memory of an elderly
population, and to an agricultural and natural landscape subjected to the pressures of the economic
market.
The approach of resilience for inner peripheral areas can represent an effective strategy to face with
the specific stresses they are subjected to (depopulation, reduction of employment and sustainable
use of the land, degradation of the landscape caused by hydrogeological, seismic, anthropogenic,
environmental factors), starting from the enhancement of local resources and identity values, and from
the enrichment of social capital, through community capacity building actions [29].
The present research proposes to establish Resilience Laboratories, at the aim to answer to some
basic questions for the implementation and management of the resilience in the inner areas: how do I
identify the physical and functional identity of these socio-urban systems? What are the variables that
control adaptation processes? How do I calculate the amount of change the system can absorb? How
do I define critical thresholds? And again: what are the actors and what are the institutions that deploy
the "resilience machine"? [31] What forms of participation in the "resilience project" can be
implemented, and with which instruments? What does adaptive governance mean for these areas?
In order to answer to these questions and start a process of complex knowledge for the inner areas,
the research proposes to design Resilience Laboratories [32] as places of learning, participation and
decision. They must implement the start-up of the process of building a resilient, sustainable
landscape and, in the medium to long term, act as a permanent support to the traditional planning and
management tools of the territory, through monitoring and co-creation actions.
The Resilience Assessment Workbook for Practitioners [24] and The Transition Handbook [33] are the
main theoretical and methodological references for the Resilience Laboratories project. The
experience carried out by Sellberg and the Stockholm Resilience Center, aimed at improving
participatory resilience assessment, has indeed suggested the cross-fertilization of the Resilience
Alliance and Transition Movement approaches, demonstrating the effectiveness of combining "expert
knowledge" with the "common knowledge" in a series of participatory workshops. The two approaches
«have complementary strengths and weaknesses». In particular, strengths of the Transition
Movement are its address to global sustainability challenges, as well as practical tools promoting
learning and participation. On the other hand, the Resilience Assessment’s conceptual framework is
effective for understanding the context-specific resilience and its keys elements, but provides little
guidance on implement and manage transformation processes [25]. Combining the Resilience
Assessment’s theory and practices with the Transition Movement’s methods for learning and
participating can represent an effective way to start up the process of fostering resilience and
sustainability goals.
The project of the Resilience Laboratories involves different stakeholders, who in various way
intervene in the process of planning and adaptive managing of the landscape:
- the local population, as custodian of the complex of cultural, social and economic values
of the landscape, with a role of prosumer, i.e. producer and manager of services and at
the same time user of the places;
- public bodies and local administrations, as guarantors of rules and procedures, with the
role of activating and managing the phases of the implementation process of resilience
thinking, in collaboration with citizens;
- the University, with researchers and students in the fields of urban planning, architecture,
design, management, etc., as producers of knowledge and innovation, with the role of
supporting the process of implementation of the resilience thinking;
- local small and medium-sized enterprises, acting as innovation intermediaries, with the
dual role of producers and users of local services;
- voluntary associations, cooperatives and social enterprises, NGO, with the role of
supporting participation, learning, implementation and management / maintenance;
- tourists and occasional users of the places, with the role to build a cultural interaction with
the local community, strengthening their own sense of self-worth and identity.
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The potential local benefits of the Resilience Laboratory, on an inter-municipal scale, are:
- support for public administrations in achieving sustainable development objectives;
- empowerment of the population and stakeholders (community capacity building) aimed at
achieving environmental and social sustainability and resilience goals;
- the territorial capital enhancement and social cohesion strengthening, with an impulse to
new organizational forms. Circular subsidiarity dynamics among citizens for the comanagement of the landscape are a predisposing condition for a social entrepreneurship,
able to intercept the conservative and transformative potential of the landscape;
- the definition of an adaptive and complex dynamic vision of the landscape;
- the adoption of management forms and adaptive landscape governance, in a logic of coplanning and co-creation;
- the creation and strengthening of a governance based on network and interscalar logics.

4. Conclusion

Cultural landscapes in inner peripheral areas have peculiarities that distinguish it from medium-large
cities for social, cultural, environmental, economic aspects. The enhancement of this heritage,
together with the social awareness strengthening are keywords for contrasting abandonment and for
reducing social exclusion [1].
In a widespread and long-term perspective, the goal that Europe has set itself is to achieve a more
balanced territorial development and social equity between core and non-core areas [8]. In order to
operate this new scenario, we need above all territories that apply to be laboratories for the
development of good practices to be progressively extended to the entire national realities [34] [30].
The adaptation approach of the Resilience Laboratories can help inform the government decisions
and incorporates flexibility to enable social learning, co-creation, experimentation and iteration,
scenario planning and livelihood innovation. Resilience thinking captures the capacity of people in a
social-urban system to learn, innovate and adjust responses and institutions to changing external
drivers and internal processes [22].
In the inner peripheral areas, the operation of the Resilience Laboratories can stimulate bottom-up
reactions, as requested in the international documents [9] [8] [35], and represent effective support to
meet global and local sustainability challenges.
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Abstract
Pope Paul II’s fortress at Cascia was erected in 1487. After excavation campaigns, priority was given
to the consolidation of the surviving wall fragments, taking care to avoid jeopardizing the particular
character the fortress has taken on as a ruin down through the centuries; it was decided to entrust
concise, distinctly contemporary marks with the task of suggesting hypotheses for recomposing the
fragments; at the same time, environmental cleanup operations made it possible to contextualize the
archaeological structure, setting it into the environment.
It seems evident than in the past as in restoration in archaeological areas is manifested today greater
attention to debris-formal aesthetic aspects, namely those arising from the architectural language still
expressed by the pre-existence.
The interpretation/return of the text, just as an act of preservation prevalent, will therefore inevitably
characterized by a formative process, designed to facilitate, in a critical path, the reconnection of the
fragments, in an intense and constant dialogue between material signs of the past and language of the
present. The parts added, although not directly put in relation to the ancient material, must be
arranged in accordance with the pre-existence, within a large conservation project and in keeping with
the vocation it expresses through its transformation process and its new space in which the values
assumed formal 'insert' is delegated the task to demonstrate the process.
Keywords: Fortress, excavation campaigns, interpretation, architectural language

1. Paul II’s fortress
Between the first and second half of the fifteenth century, the concept of fortification understood as a
“fortified city wall” was replaced by that of a fortress that stood on its own, also militarily, as in the
thought of Francesco di Giorgio Martini – an architecture also marked by its close dialogue with the
nature of the places, taken on as an additional element for the city’s defence. The defensive system
therefore demands a design submitted to rigorous scientific rules: abandoning the practice of making
the walls thicker, the more scientific direction was taken towards shaping the walls; the theory and
practice of fortified architecture require in-depth analyses that lie outside the tradition of the
architectural field, becoming a field that is autonomous and wholly new in comparison with the longestablished practices of military architecture.
In line with these new tendencies, the Cascia fortress (fig. 1) was built starting in 1487 by Francesco
da Pietrasanta and Antonio da Settignano; According to historical sources, the works were supposed
to go on for a short amount of time, bearing effective witness to the real attention Pope Paul II, who
commissioned the fortress, devoted to this project. The design showed an irregular trapezoidal
configuration, delimited by highly scarped cylindrical towers at the corners (called “rondelle”) with the
function of ensuring defence of the section of wall between them. The towers’ particular resistance
was a result of their rounded shape, which meant that the only effective blows were those directed
normally at the diameter, as other blows were deflected by the rounded surface. A bull-shaped
stringcourse ran the entire defensive perimeter with the aim of deflecting the blows reaching the tower
along the scarp wall; at the top was a jutting structure where the chemin de ronde was placed, from
which molten lead could be rained down on the enemy.
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To the west, a deep moat protected the city wall; the main entry was through a corridor “flanked”
between the two southern bastions, from which it could be defended by grazing fire; on this side, the
wall shows a considerable convex contouring, patterned after the San Leo fortress in the Marche
region, a construction built by the Sienese Francesco di Giorgio Martini, the first to theorize this
defensive work.
The fortress’s downward defence was entrusted to artillery pieces placed in the towers; along the
perimeter wall, round arquebus slits notched at the top for aiming, similarly attributed to the fifteenth
century, may still be seen.

Fig. 1: The fortress of Paul II. View from west.

After repelling an initial uprising in 1505, about a decade later, in 1513, following the fortress’s
occupation by exiled Ghibellines, Leone X, having declared the Cascians to be in rebellion, ordered
lawfulness to be restored to the municipal territories, and the fortress to be torn down: a military
expedition commanded by Spoleto’s Pietro Ridolfi was sent to siege the castle which, according to the
sources, was “demolished and destroyed… from the foundations”; more likely, the destruction went no
further than to dismantle the defensive works and to transfer the guns.

2. Survey, archaeological investigations, restoration
The geometrical and constructive aspects of the architecture and its arrangement of openings were
examined in a survey of the surviving masonry structures, done with the aid of stereo photo rendering;
this enabled greater speed in carrying out the survey campaign, with no appreciable reduction in the
descriptive effectiveness of the discovered elements, and maintaining margins of error in line with the
tolerances established in the adopted representation scales.
The complexity of the data obtainable in the study of this architectural construction made the analytical
approach essentially interdisciplinary.
All the data found through direct observation were sequenced, and inserted into study chapters
relatable with one another; a multi-level analysis was then performed: an initial level of investigation
consisted of the detailed recording of any element found on the structure of use for identifying the
construction phases or bearing witness to some suffering (alignments, changes in elevation,
differences between apparatus, cuts, collapses); a second level of investigation involved the structural
nodes, whose assembly phases were identified through the mutual relationships between the parts;
lastly, a third level consisted of the mapping of the masonry apparatus, whose texture, interpositions,
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and breaks were studied. Along with the excavation activity carried out between 2001 and 2004, a
sampling was done of the masonry apparatus and of the finds discovered, organized in accordance
with the documentary sequences, on the strength of sample analyses.
Diagnostic surveys were also prepared, aimed at ascertaining the chief characteristics of the materials
brought to light, and their state of conservation; dynamic surveys, repeatable over time and
comparable with one another, aimed at providing a diachronic interpretation of the phenomena.

Fig. 2: The fortress of Paul II. View from the south.

The use of georadar equipment made it possible to compare the excavation hypotheses formulated
earlier and at the same time to reconstruct the state of the locations prior to the nineteenth- and
twentieth-century arrangements that irremediably modified the prior conditions; in particular, research
cast light on the presence of “man-made structures of considerable size,” clearly underlying a
historical presence that was highly articulated over time (fig. 2).
3. Construction techniques and decay
The fifteenth-century masonry apparatus consists of a “sack” system with cortical elements in opus
incertum made with blocks of hewn limestone of different sizes, placed, in accordance with pseudohorizontal levels, on beds of coarse mortar composed of lime, sand, gravel, and sparse brick
fragments.
The masonry apparatus presents irregular repetitions with a prevalence of orthostats on the diatones –
a characteristic that partially compromises the features of adhesion between the septa, especially
given the places’ high seismicity.
Cascia’s fortress in fact rises on a terrain marked by high seismic risk, and earlier seismic events had
generated, in the masonry apparatus, a series of stresses that, due precisely and above all to the
construction’s structural incoherence (amplified by a diminishment of appropriate adhesion/cohesion
characteristics) had consequently determined a widespread process of discretization into minute
elements with a tendency to disaggregation, a symptom of a clear structural incapacity to sustain
thrusts – mainly transversal ones.
This led to adopting widespread consolidation interventions or supports suitable for “binding” the
construction in order to increase its stiffness, while at the same time reducing the possibility that
significant detachments might take place among the masonry elements that, consequently, should
have resulted in disastrous collapses.
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4. Archaeological research and restoration
Documentary historical study and stratigraphic investigations conducted on Cascia’s fortress have led
to some considerations on the relationship between archaeology, restoration, and the collateral
spheres of analytical discipline.
The hermeneutical approach typical of archaeology, or, more specifically, of stratigraphic analysis,
allowed the study object to be revealed in its material reality, including the signs left by decay – an
indelible sign of the passage of time: both loss and increased value at the same time; matter is
understood, then, as the chief testimony of history, given that, albeit only in part conservable and
transmissible, it still constitutes “much of our cognitive experience” (Bellini, 576).
Archaeology, then, changes its role as (research) (object) to “study method” capable of extending its
validating force, in this sense, even beyond the historic confines already defined for becoming a
privileged instrument to investigate segments of history that appear less documented through written
sources (fig. 3).

Fig. 3: The fortress of Paul II. Eastern sector of the excavation.

Here, a specific aspect of archaeological restoration is consolidated: the relationship between
excavating and restoring the structures that have re-emerged, from which it appears that research and
analysis cannot proceed hand in hand with conservation: “if, then, the end is conservation, the means
is knowledge – a complete, in-depth knowledge that finds precise correspondence in the definition of
the prospects for intervention” (Vassallo, 163). The main objective (and, at the same time, the limit) of
reconnaissance investigations and of stratigraphic excavation thus lies in orienting, along with the data
emerging from archival research, the process of revealing the investigated historical text.
On the other hand, it is to be stressed that the design direction must, in an absolute sense, be derived
from a deepening of knowledge rather than from a value judgment; otherwise, by radicalizing the
terms of the question, a line might be affirmed according to which, once the data are archived with the
process of stratigraphic analysis, the permanence of said matter becomes superfluous. By conserving
what survives, with no tampering, the information recorded in its stratigraphy, in its structures, and in
its stratigraphy survives, too. The activation of a selective process on the monument, (a set
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fragmented, in archaeological research, into chronologically circumscribed sectors) involves the risk of
definitively precluding the possibility of reconsidering the monument in its contradictory nature and of
certifying an interpretation of it as authentic; this may give rise to a line of methodology (which we
might call “ostensible”) that reduces restoration to the formulation of a descriptive and evocative
language in which, as A. Bellini states, “a romantic idea of the artwork, to which one ends up
attributing values of meta-history, justifies every choice” (Bellini, 272); the contemporary image of
discovery will, rather, have to conserve the traces of time, and those induced by the factors of
deterioration: “The unit of the whole… if physically shattered, must continue to exist potentially in
every one of its fragments, and it will be possible to demand this potential in direct proportion to the
formal trace surviving in the fragment” (Brandi, 1963, ad vocem). On the other hand, the reading of the
stratified matter offers a precious way to grasp an organic, diachronic vision of the monument:
interwoven in the “restoration of the ‘material remains’ capable of historic/testimonial, documentary,
and evocative value” (Carbonara, 1992, 28) are conservative functions and revelatory perspectives;
this means a sort of a vivid “active memory” that becomes interpretative memory, substantiated by a
solid mastery of the documentary data.

Fig. 4: The fortress of Paul II. The reintegration of the north wall

5. Lines of methodology
The consolidation of the fortress’s masonry apparatus was preceded by a large-scale excavation work
conducted mainly on the northern front and at the base of the northwest tower, aimed at restoring the
perception of the monument one had until the mid-twentieth century (in its original blend of nature with
architecture in ruins) when the desire to enlarge the space in front of the Rutiloni gate, as well as the
collapses of large summit portions of masonry that took place on the occasion of the seismic events
that struck the region in 1964 and 1979, had determined the filling of the late-fifteenth-century moat
and concealed the western front in the fortress up to the stringcourse.
The disconnection of the stone elements required the refilling and pointing of the joints using lime
mortar, as well as a consolidation work done by means of low-pressure injections of fluid binding
mixture based on hydraulic lime, making sure of the operation’s successful outcome by means of
thermographic instruments; this intervention made it possible to restore the masonry’s initial continuity
while at the same time guaranteeing a considerable increase in its mechanical characteristics.
Operating in this seismic area, the consolidation project was aimed at identifying, within the original
structural vocabulary (also investigated in the prior interventions and in the consequent reduction of
the initial capacity for resistance), completions and additions that might lead to an “improvement” of
the monument’s own anti-seismic effectiveness. Work was then done by introducing “minimum”
interventions aimed at a point-by-point structural consolidation, by exploiting the interaction among the
parts, and by verifying or reconstructing the effectiveness of the links by means of modest ligaments
and the injection of mixtures containing a high index of elasticity.
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In this perspective, static consolidation is not configured as an operation distinct from architectural
restoration and, as a consequence, must by necessity be subjected to the careful critical assessment
underlying it.
The reduction of the masonry section of the north wall and the northwest tower, which may be
ascribed to the collapse of a large portion of the cortical wall, had led to a state of suffering in the
structure; as a consequence, the masonry face had to be redone, through the installation of ashlars of
regular, squared stone, with open, rough face (bush-hammered, or quarry level).
Integrations, done only where absolutely necessary, have left unaltered the balance struck between
the monument and its natural environment, without in any way compromising the special nature of
ruins that the fortress has taken on over the centuries (fig. 4); the “additions” are in harmony with the
pre-existing elements, repeating the same language (through the use of stone recover elements
placed in accordance with a similar ductus of construction).

Figg. 5 - 6: The fortress of Paul II. Phases of the construction of the corten path.

The “distinguishability” of the current intervention is entrusted to the laying of the mortar in the
interstitial joints, arriving, in the integrated parts, almost flush to the outer facing of the stones, in such
a way as to reduce its natural shading due to the consumption of the binder, which the action of time
has impressed upon the original face – and leaving to synthetic, distinctly contemporary signs the task
of suggesting possibilities for completion: reconstructions contained and supported by rigorous
scientific acquisitions characterizing the restoration project, not as “restitution of the past, but rather
mediation, done [mainly] by thought, with present life” (Carbonara, 1999, 146).
The same line oversaw the careful work of pointing of the stone elements constituting the masonry
crest, a solution deemed less invasive than the more common interventions with screed in
conglomerate of lime and pozzolan (“capping”). Restoration therefore also aimed at maintaining
unaltered the upper profile of the fortress, now fully inserted into the natural setting, without
excessively weighting its sign, but not hindering a clear interpretation of the whole, either.
The broad excavation work performed on the northern and western faces led to the discovery of the
vault, built in 1571 to bridge the moat and allow the nearby Madonna delle Libere church to be
reached; the level of the road accessing the fortress was placed to rest on top of on the ancient
structure built using well-squared ashlars put in place practically with no mortar placed between them;
its general conditions of stability required an urgent consolidation intervention that was done using a
co-operating hood in reinforced concrete anchored on the extrados using stainless steel bars. The
reconnaissance and archaeological excavation campaign aimed at the unveiling of the fortress’s
fifteenth-century structures also necessitated the preparation of a pedestrian and vehicular path near
the access archway, on the fortress’s internal face, done by means of a “light” frame in weathering
steel; this, with the interposition of Teflon “cushions” (in order to limit the effects of any earthquakes),
was rested upon concrete supports, in order not to weigh – by its own load and by the greater load of
operation – upon the historic walls (figg. 5 – 6).
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The project aimed not to neglect, to the extent possible, the conservation of the symbiotic relationship
established over time between architecture and environmental context; the passage of time, and
natural and manmade factors, have in fact transformed the original morphology of the places,
delivering to us a new image that has become consolidated in memory.
The conservation intervention, like the introduction of new “signs,” was carried out responding to the
substantial need (inherent, in some way, to restoration in an archaeological setting) to reconnect and
provide continuity to spaces and history, taking on the idea of monument as something that does not
have a value “in and of itself,” which implies reference to a broader historical, cultural, and aesthetic
context (fig. 7).

Figg. 5 - 6: The fortress of Paul II. The corten path.
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Parallel processes of environmental restoration have allowed the archaeological find to be
contextualized: interest in the landscape therefore rose to become an essential element of continuity
between past and future; in this perspective, conservation was shown to be the privileged instrument
for achieving this persistence of time and of actions, in the search for an “authenticity” of the
monument that is to be understood as the “sum of its initial formulation and subsequent stratifications”
(Carbonara, 1999, 145); a “path” through history that could not exclude that phase, more close up,
marked by the integration between the built and the surrounding landscape. Reliance on integrations
with the use of plant elements, to guarantee the necessary and absolute reversibility, thus suggested
(or, better, guided) the reconstruction of lost architectural elements.
This perspective did not determine the development of a romantic idealization of a nature that reclaims
and reabsorbs architecture etched by time; rather, it guaranteed the activation of a project
experimenting with an alliance of skills: restoration as an amalgam – critical, organic, and of design –
working together as a unit towards recovering architectural form and at the same time a territory’s
historic identity.
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Abstract
The process of assessing railway infrastructures as an object of heritage interest has a recent history
in Chile. Departing from methodological background used in the declarations of Monumento Nacional
applied to industrial structures, we propose to develop a methodology for evaluating historical railway
infrastructures. This method transcends object analysis and focuses on the landscape in which it
inserts. Characterization and time-evolution analysis of this landscape makes possible to recognize
the dialectical relationship between the infrastructure and its surroundings, enriching the interpretation
developed historically on these technological objects. This research applies the method, focusing on
three viaducts built in the second half of the 19th century on the Victoria-Temuco railway line, La
Araucanía region. The analysis reveals how infrastructure transforms the interpretation of the
surrounding landscape. It also helps to understand how landscape contributes to revalue the object
through a contextualization process.
Keywords: landscape analysis, railway infrastructures, bridges, landscape dynamics, Araucanía

1.

Introduction

The inclusion of civil and industrial works within Chilean heritage catalogs has a relatively recent
history (the first industrial work to be declared a Historic Monument was the Humberstone Saltpeter
Office, in 1970, the first railway work was the Mapocho station in Santiago, declared in 1976 and the
first bridge was the Bridge of Cal y Canto de Santiago (actually, its remains) in 1986). The case of
railway infrastructures is particularly interesting. They were decisive transforming the territory and the
society from the second half of the nineteenth century onwards. Their role in the construction of
identity and collective memory is fundamental and allows us to understand the evolutionary processes
of modern societies. In the case of Chile, the railway infrastructure was a tool that shaped the
landscape. Not only because of the impact that the work itself produced on landscape, but also
because of the changes brought about by the arrival of the railroad to a territory as part of the
country's industrial development process (Guajardo, 2007). Thus, the Araucanía railway represented a
fundamental element in the colonization of this territory, affecting the processes of land division,
natural environment and land uses. This work presents several remarkable constructions in steel that
supposed important challenges from the engineering point of view. The case that we study in this
work, corresponding to three bridges (Quino, El Salto and Quillén) along the Quino-Quillem section of
the Victoria-Temuco line, was executed in the last two decades of the 19th century, and allows us to
understand the dimension that the railroad played through the relationship between infrastructure and
landscape.
The exercise of characterization and evaluation of these bridges has three parts:
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In the first place, this work undertakes the analysis of the object itself. Therefore, we carried out an
exhaustive study of the technical features, structural scheme and constructive development of the
bridges, analyzing the technological and industrial context and making new drawings that reconstruct
the work in order to assess its conservation status. This work follows the classical method to
characterize and evaluate the structure focusing on its intrinsic value.
Secondly, we have studied the territory in which the work is inserted. The process of revaluation of
civil works in terms of heritage cannot be limited only to the object, but must be completed with the
analysis of the environment, as well as the role that the infrastructure plays in the generation of new
dynamics in the place. It is, therefore, a transformation of the selection criteria that goes from
monuments and typical areas to heritage landscapes (Gómez-Mendoza, 2012). Railway infrastructure
has a particular configuration, as far as it is deployed in the territory as a series of interconnected
works that must be studied and understood as constituent elements of a large-scale network. The
study of every work, therefore, requires a double analysis: On the one hand, the object alone must be
considered together with the industrial and design processes that intervene in its construction. On the
other hand, the way in which the oeuvre and the territory make up a whole that can be explained
coherently and must be studiedas such. It is, therefore, a process of work contextualization that not
only studies the object temporarily at the local, regional and national scale, but also studies it spatially,
as far as it is related to the territory that it contributes to modify. In relation to the Araucanía railway,
the purpose of the analysis is to reveal the historical importance that is evident in the territory, which
no longer corresponds to the Mapuche way of living, but to a new social structure that incorporates
techniques and objectives typical of the colonizing culture. This work, therefore, departs from the
analysis of cultural representations as a basis to make an interpretation of the ideological aspects of
culture (along with the power structure, the economy, etc.) that are objectified in the territory. Thus, as
Lash and Urry established, the landscape not only reflects the culture; it is part of its constitution and it
is the active expression of an ideology. (Lash and Urry, 1993). This work is based on previous studies
that analyzed the occupation process of the Araucanía from the territorial point of view. They were
developed in recent years by authors such as Flores and Azócar (2017), Montalba et al. (2017), Pinto
and Órdenes (2015), González and Bernedo (2013), Flores (2010), Vilaboa and Schiappacasse
(2007) or Cisternas and Torrejón (2002). From the point of view of the environmental and landscape
transformation, it is worth highlighting the work of Lara, Solari, Prieto and Peña (2012), Solari, Cueto,
Hernández, Rojas and Camus (2011) and Otero (2006). However, the works of some authors
constitute the fundamental background for this work: Flores (2012), has analyzed the process of
disarticulation of the Mapuche territory of the Araucanía and the rearticulation of the Chilean territory
at the end of the 19th century; Montalba, Vera and Vieli (2011), have studied the transformations in
the Araucanía from the perspective of the cultural landscape; finally, Antivil (2017, 2018) has
discovered a complementary perspective when approaching the territory from a purely morphological
perspective, recognizing the role that the railway had throughout the 19th century as a construction of
the Chilean occupation and the relationship that infrastructure established with the rural land division.
In the third place, we have studied the perceptive dimension of the current landscape. The relationship
between the civil work and the landscape is not enough if we analyze it only from the historical
perspective. It is necessary, therefore, to study the way in which we perceive the landscape today in
order to appreciate the permanence of the original territorial elements and the way in which they have
evolved. The landscape approach proposes the study of the territory initially linked to its perceptual
surface aspect in order to understand the structural elements and underlying dynamics. "The
landscape, therefore, can be interpreted as a dynamic code of symbols that tells us about the culture
of its past, its present and also its future." (Nogué and Sala, 2008). This vision of landscape as a code,
as a symbolic system, emphasizes the interpretive dimension, it is, the man’s cultural projection on the
physical environment.

2.

Methodology

The aim of this study is to analyze the historical cartography under a double, cultural (Cosgrove, 1998,
Cosgrove and Daniels, 1988) and morphological (Cárcel (2016)) perspective that allows to analyze the
territory under a landscape perspective, understanding the landscape as a cultural construction
(Maderuelo, 2005). As explained, the landscape characterization and assessment methodology is
composed of three different parts: the analysis of the oeuvre as an independent object, the analysis of
the territory in which it inserts and the perceptive analysis of the close environment.
For the first part of the work, we carried out an analysis of the three bridges that make up the section
under study. These are the bridges over the Quino River, El Salto River and Quillem River. The
analysis consists of the study of the conditions, both technological and industrial, in which the three
viaducts were built, proceeding to make a planimetric survey of the structures and a typological and
structural description.
For the second and third part, we followed the methodology used by Legouy and Boulay (2015) that
analyzes the landscape and its evolution through the variations that it has over time, both from the
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point of view of its land division, as well as land uses and perceived image. This method uses the
analysis of current and historical cartography to detect changes in land property of a series of selected
landscapes related to every bridge. From this analysis, we make views of selected landscapes to
observe the present elements and detect those that may be of interest for the conservation of the
landscape.

3.

Results

Part I: The analysis of the work as an independent object: typological and structural
characteristics of the Victoria-Temuco steel bridges.
Parallel to the construction of the railway sections from Santiago to the south, the Chilean state
understood the need to integrate the area of the Araucanía into the national territory. In 1860, this
territory was still in the hands of the different Araucanian peoples. There are many reasons for the
decision of the State to finally occupy this territory, however, the economic variable and the possibility
of finding space in the south for productive and industrial development was the main argument.
Thanks to the annexation of mining territories in the north after the Pacific War, the state treasure was
favored during the 1880s. That is when the period of the boom of the construction of steel viaducts
begins in southern Chile, traced by Chilean, Belgian, French and German engineers, and especially
prefabricated in France by the world-renowned firm Schneider & Cie., Le Creusot.
The use of steel as construction material for bridges and viaducts responds to the search for the
structural and constructive efficiency of infrastructures, reflecting the new spirit of engineering during
the industrialization era. Through the prefabrication of cross-linked systems of arc and beam bridges,
it was possible to optimize the structural capacity of these, supporting higher loads with less mass and
material, allowing their use to support new dynamic loads of locomotives and greater tonnage trains.
These qualities gave the bridges an aesthetic dimension, based on the idea of the work as a synthesis
of the progress of modern industry and part of the spirit of the new technological era.
The bridges in the Victoria-Temuco line, correspond to straight section beam bridges, with lattice
components, composed of vertical uprights, upper and lower cords and diagonals. These railway
viaducts belong to the reticulated steel beam typology, composed of a large number of prefabricated
steel riveted profiles. These large beams (of rectangular section, approximately 7m high by 5.30m
wide in the case of Quillem) are supported on embankments or abutments of stone and concrete
masonry at their ends, with sliding supports that allow them to handle the beam expansion. Also in its
extension it is supported on two or more cross-linked piles at both ends of the river (14 m high) resting
on rectangular bases of stone and concrete masonry that transmits the compression loads to the
foundations (10x10x2m ).
According to the study, the three bridges have the following characteristics (figures 2 and 3):RAILWAY
VIADUCT ON QUINO RIVER: Railway line: Victoria-Temuco. Rail layout design: Gustave Verniory
(Belgium). Client: Government of Chile, through Ferrocarriles del Estado Company. Construction
Year: 1893. Design and construction of the viaduct: Schneider & Cie. (Le Creusot, France). Typology:
Beam and reticulated steel pillars. Length of the viaduct: 198 m (long beam). Height: 28 m, (from the
ground to the beam base) 32 meters (from the ground to the railway line level).
RAILWAY VIADUCT ON EL SALTO RIVER: Railway line: Victoria Temuco. Rail layout design:
Gustave Verniory (Belgium). Client: Government of Chile, through Ferrocarriles del Estado Company.
Construction Year: 1893. Design and construction of the viaduct: Schneider & Cie. (Le Creusot,
France). Typology: Beam and reticulated steel pillars. Length of the viaduct: 204 m (long beam).
Height: 10 m, (from the ground to beam base), 16.5 meters (from the ground to the railway line level).
RAILWAY VIADUCT ON QUILLEM RIVER: Railway line: Victoria-Temuco. Rail layout design:
Gustave Verniory (Belgium). Client: Government of Chile, through Ferrocarriles del Estado Company.
Construction Year: 1893. Design and construction of the viaduct: Schneider & Cie. (Le Creusot,
France). Typology: Beam and reticulated steel pillars. Length of the viaduct: 202 m (long beam).
Height: 15 m, (from the ground to beam base), 22.5 meters (from the ground to the railway line level)
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Fig. 1: Elevation of the three bridges of the Quino-Quillem section, Victoria-Temuco line: Source: Own
elaboration
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Fig. 2: Partial elevation and cross section of the three bridges of the Quino-Quillem section, Victoria-Temuco line:
Source: Own elaboration
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Part II: The morphological analysis of the territory in which the work is inserted
We carried out the analysis of the surrounding territory at two different scales and at two different
historical moments. The aim was to recognize to what extent the railway infrastructure conditioned the
land division that was delivered to the new settlers who arrived in the territory. Therefore, we carried
out a first study of land division around the infrastructures in order to know the general land division
pattern that was used. It also tried to understand the way in which land division had changed up to
now. Then, we registered the permanence in time of land division, which constitutes the main
characterizing element of the agricultural landscape together with roads, infrastructures and buildings.
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Fig. 3: Schemes of 1917 and 2017 territory of Victoria-Temuco line on the Quino-Quillem section, which includes
the agricultural subdivision. The red areas around the three viaducts will be analyzed later in the close analysis of
land division, evolution and the landscape perception. The drawing criterion has privileged the scale before
planimetric adjustment. Source: Own elaboration from Bologna (1917) and 2017 aerial view (Google Maps).

The analysis of the 1917 scheme (figure 3, left) and the land division on both sides of the road makes
possible to recognize different situations. To the east the land plots have a greater dimension,
averaging 20Ha of surface. To the west, however, the plot size is noticeably smaller, averaging 5Ha.
On the other hand, it is possible to distinguish different structures in the transverse direction of the
road. Thus, the fluvial valleys contain, logically, smaller plots, linked to the existence of better lands
and smallholdings in the surroundings of the Quillem, El Salto, Quino and Cautín rivers. The high hills,
on the other hand, have larger plots.
The comparison with the current plane (figure 3, right) shows notable differences. Although the original
allotment lines remain in general (except for a clear alteration of the land division orientation in the
northwestern periphery of Perquenco), big plots fragmented progressively into smaller units. This
subdivision is particularly abundant in plots facing a road. Thus, if the first subdivision was sensitive to
the quality of the land and the consequent proximity to the watercourses, the current subdivision gives
priority to road access. The analysis obliges to clarify the statement of Antivil (2017) that states:
"around specific sections of railroad smaller and more concentrated plots are grouped. Many of these
concentrations of small parcels belonged to the first colonies of foreigners, which shows how the
structure of the railway forms some systems with these groups and, in some way, articulates with the
division of rural land”. Although these stretches can be recognized in the general plan of Bologna, we
must take into account that the allocation of plots have Mapuche and foreign names in plots with
similar characteristics and surfaces, as in figure 4. The only particularity is that mapuche lands are
situated preferentially adjacent to the river.
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Fig. 4: Schemes of the immediate territory to the three bridges (which are shown with a thick red line). The
column on the left represents the three bridges with the land division of 1917. The central column shows the three
bridges with the current subdivision. The third column shows the original lot divisions that remain in the current
allotment (in red). The shaded plots belong to owners with a Mapuche surname. Source: Own elaboration from
Bologna (1917) and 2017 aerial view (Google Maps).

When evaluating the presence of the historical landscape at present, it is fundamental to carry out a
detailed analysis of the place around each bridge in order to draw conclusions from the perceptual
analysis that will be carried out later. Thus, we made a detailed analysis of these environments to see
the changes in the land division that have taken place in a century (figure 4). Therefore, in relation to
the landscape structure currently remaining, we observe that the original land division lines remain
largely intact within the current fabric. Although the progressive subdivision has added some confusion
to the allotment (with land operations that often divide the original plot by twenty) we can say that the
original lines have hardly been altered, except for small discontinuities. On the other hand, subdivision
processes are very irregular and obey multiple reasons, without a clear and regular identification
pattern.
Part III The perceptive analysis of the current landscape
The analysis of bridges as objects of heritage value cannot be complete unless we study the way in
which the environment is perceived in relation to the infrastructure to contextualize the oeuvre as a
piece that fits into the interpretive mosaic of the landscape. The perceptual analysis technique has its
basis on the use of photographs taken from the height of the observer to interpret their visual horizon.
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The photographic technique presents characteristics of immediacy and universality, both in its
elaboration and in its observation, which empower it as an ideal mode of representation and collective
reading of the landscape. The method used, according to the classification established by Bisbal
(2016) is called "Manual delimitation of homogeneous sectors on the image". This technique consists
of manually drawing the contours that delimit sectors on the image. These sectors represent
homogeneous categories that can be used to analyze different structures of the landscape, such as
land cover types, land uses and their transformation dynamics, alterations in the coastline, advance or
regression movements in glaciers or others. Historically this method was applied by direct drawing on
the image or on a superimposed sketch. Currently it is carried out on the digital image with a graphic
editing program such as Photoshop ©, with other techniques of image editing (López and Bisbal,
2015). From a complete graphic report of the landscape that surrounds the bridges, we selected three
views that we considered representative as far as they combine the civil work and the agricultural
landscape, synthesizing a complete vision. (figures 5 and 6)

Fig. 5: Schemes showing the surroundings of the three bridges, showing (left column) the point of view and the
vision cone represented in figure 6. Besides (right column) the main elements present in the landscape (land
cover, infrastructures and buildings). Source: Own elaboration based on current aerial photography (Google
Maps)

The results of the analysis of the images (figures 5 and 6) combined with the surroundings schemes
and the territorial schemes is as follows:
RAILWAY VIADUCT OVER QUINO RIVER: The Ferroviario del Quino viaduct is located on the
section between Púa and Victoria stations, close to the junction between Highway 5 South and the
road to the city of Traiguén. The viaduct saves the river and stream of the same name. The Quino
River has a great flow that rises in the mountain range, and is seen in the landscape only through a
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close distance, since it is surrounded by a dense native forest. Unlike the previous cases, this viaduct
is surrounded by houses distributed along the edge of the valley, so the viaduct is frequented by
people who cross it or use it as a place of recreation. Access goes through a path that borders both
sides of the valley. In the image, the viaduct can be seen from a closed perspective. The riparian
vegetation touches the lower part of the bridge deck and the distant landscape is composed of
pastures limited by alignments of large trees.
RAILWAY VIADUCT OVER EL SALTO RIVER: The Puente del Salto bridge is located on the stretch
between the stations of Púa and Victoria, where formerly the Victoria-Temuco line was crossed with
the sections to Traiguén and Lonquimay, parallel to the road that connects these two towns in the
region of the Araucanía The railway viaduct is located on an extensive valley through which the Salto
stream passes, surrounded by the existence of plantations, meadows and mainly by wheat fields in
most of its extension. A large plain at the bottom of the valley, under the viaduct, allows the growth of
different plant species, mostly wild flora and shrubs. The presence of large trees, isolated in the
meadow, as well as vegetation forming a gallery around the river, and forest plantations in the distant
plane, closes the perspective.
RAILWAY VIADUCT OVER QUILLEM RIVER: The railway bridge over Quillem River (or Quillén) is
between the stations of Lautaro (7 km) and Perquenco (3 km), parallel to the road that connects these
two towns of the Araucania region. A little more than half a kilometer appears the small town of
Quillén, a town that is directly associated with their colonist roots, mostly Swiss immigrants. The
landscape surrounding the viaduct stands out for its gently sloping valleys and for the punctual
presence of native trees and green agricultural crops, typical features of the araucanian landscape.
The viaduct appears suddenly, interrupting the horizontal monotony, and appearing monumentally
over the extension of the valley. The image shows the large riverside vegetation, as well as the
average vegetation that separates the agricultural lands, mainly composed of pastures. The distant
plane is dominated by groves in alignment that separate agricultural plots. The railway viaduct is
located on the winding valley of the Quillem River, which is characterized by its gentle slope and the
presence of various crops and plantations that border the calm flow of this tributary. This is easily
accessible and can be reached through the vehicular bridge that faces the railway viaduct to watch the
horizontal structure that sits 20 meters above the river bed and its valley. From there, it is possible to
descend to the pastures and wheat crops, advancing upstream to reach the northern pilaster of the
viaduct. From this point it is possible to climb up to the surface of the beam, from where it is possible
to contemplate not only the extension of the viaduct on the railway branch, but also the amplitude and
extension of the plain.

Figure 6: Representative view of each of the landscapes around the three bridges (left) and analysis of the visible
landscape through manual delimitation of homogeneous sectors on the image (right). Source: Own elaboration
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4.

Conclusions

The analysis of the civil work in relation to the surrounding landscape allows an in-depth
characterization of these engineering products, completing a richer reading of the contribution of the
infrastructure to the construction of the local and regional landscape. In the case of the railway bridges
of the Quino-Quillén section of the Victoria-Temuco line, this reading allows us to understand how the
train was the trigger that allowed a rapid colonization of these lands with immigrants who cohabited
with the Mapuche population, introducing new techniques of exploitation and domain of the territory
that deforested the predominant forest and built a characteristic agricultural landscape that has
evolved from medium-sized plots towards a predominantly small-scale structure, with well-delimited
plots by hedges and groves, occasional presence of large trees in the fields, and forest plantations of
modest size. These plots frequently have a road access on their short side and their subdivision is
predominantly irregular as a result result of the adaptation of the original plots in smaller ones. The
aggregation of plots is practically non-existent. In this panorama, the bridge appears as the symbolic
element of progress, exemplified in engineering structures that provide a monumental scalar change
to the small valleys of the region. This landscape exemplifies the dominion of the foreign culture,
creating a new territory that changes definitively land use and landscape perception. Thus, those
properties that remain in hands of mapuches cannot be distinguished as far as they have introduced
the techniques and practices of the new culture. This complex reading of the territory highlights the
need to develop landscape protection regulations, as well as the necessity of completing the definition
of the technological object with the context in which it is embedded, opening the possibility to define
protection areas to focus the experts’ action from the historical monument to the patrimonial
landscape.
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Abstract
The Egadi Islands, at the western end of Sicily, preserve a peculiar architectural and environmental
heritage. The work of people – related to tuna fishing, stone extraction and agriculture – has created,
over time, an exceptional landscape.
The nature, colour and texture of the local stone have given shape to a traditional architecture that,
today, risks to disappear and to be replaced by new anonymous buildings. Furthermore, the pressure
of tourism threatens to damage this delicate balance established, over centuries, between people and
environment.
Therefore, the Local Administration decided to adopt a Colour Plan to manage the inevitable
processes of territorial transformations. The Architecture Department of the University of Palermo and
the INBAR (National Institute of Bio-Architecture) collaborate with City Council to define the Guidelines
of Colour Plan.
In this process, the architectural representation is used as a fundamental tool for analysing,
understanding, interpreting and communicating the specific characteristics of the landscapes. The
language of drawing is indispensable for the relief of architectures, traditional colours and connections
with the landscape.
Also, the local population has been involved with augmented reality applications, meetings and
debates to implement the principles of participatory planning. In particular, young people, middle
school students, high school students and university students were asked to express, with their
drawings, the perception of the current landscape and expectations concerning the desired landscape.
Keywords: Colour Plan, Participatory Planning, Architectural Representation, Augmented Reality and
Nanotechnology, Egadi Islands

Fig. 1: Favignana Island. Florio tuna factory, now a tuna fishing museum.
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1.

The Colour Plan for Egadi Islands

The cultural dimension of the development promoted by UNESCO requires that cultural policies of
preservation and enhancement of identity enter, in a structural way, in the model of development of
local communities. With this aim, the Colour Plan of the Egadi Islands express cultural and ethical
ideals aimed at preserving and recovering the historical image of landscape, through which the identity
of the territory and its inhabitants is expressed.
The presence of the Colour Plan on the agenda of the Town Hall of Egadi represents an important
manifestation of an executive political intention; the local authority, takes on the institutional
commitment of the protection of landscape. Desired consequence is the development and
strengthening of the individual and collective awareness of the importance of developing a culture of
quality and legality as a tool to fight consumption and degradation of the territory. To this purpose, the
Town Hall has started an experimental project, entrusted to the SUAP-SUE Special Office [1] under
the scientific advice of the National Institute of Bio-architecture (Trapani section) and of the
Department of Architecture of the University of Palermo, which develops, as Third Mission, the use of
scientific research to contribute to the social, cultural and economic enhancement of the society.
The Colour Plan intends to orientate the development of a particularly sensitive territory, identifying in
the conservation-maintenance or recovery of the constituent factors of visual identity a determining
factor to protect and nourish the historical identity of places.
This cultural approach to the dynamics of urban transformations is also a significant strategic choice
capable of triggering significant economies linked to tourism, the most important sector of the local
economy. Moreover, important jobs are recovered by involving a niche workforce related to historical
architecture (cabinet makers, stone cutters, carpenters, smiths, potters, artists, etc.). Far from
celebrating 'Arts and Crafts' as another folkloristic event, it would open the way to new significant
economies for local development.
The Colour Plan is an operative planning instrument that implements the UNESCO Recommendations
on the historical urban landscape [2], the objectives of the Code of Cultural Heritage and Landscape
[3] and the indications of the Territorial Rehabilitation Plan of Sicily [4].
The indications of the Plan are set on the following principles:
- preservation of the values of the urban landscapes of the archipelago and reconstruction of
degraded landscapes;
- environmental compatibility, in terms of explaining the links between architectural, material and
chromatic characterization of the built and geolithological and mineralogical nature of the territory;
- cultural enhancement and technical updating, in terms of recovery of traditional techniques,
technological updating, improvement of energy efficiency and durability performance;
- social sharing, with the launch of participatory processes capable of arousing the appreciation and
shared vision of the city and territory;
- ease of implementation, providing indications for the landscape compatibility of maintenance and
new interventions, aimed at simplifying public and private management [5].

2.

Landscape, Architecture and Environment of Egadi Islands

The entire archipelago of the Egadi Islands is subject to landscape constraints due to the high value of
its constituting elements, that are configured in their entirety as Cultural Heritage.
The landscape of the islands of Favignana, Levanzo and Marettimo is the result of a long process of
transformation of nature by the setting communities and clearly expresses its identity and history.
Alongside the very high naturalistic values of the marine environment (the marine protected area of
the Egadi Islands, with its almost 54,000 hectares, is the largest in the Mediterranean Sea) and the
terrestrial environment (woods, beaches, inlets, caves), urban settlements complete the picture of the
island landscape (fig. 1).
The traditional architecture of the islands is closely related to the territory: building materials come
mainly from the bioclastic calcarenite quarries of Favignana. It is a compact stone of light beige-golden
colour, easy to work, well suited to build constructions [6]. Limestone dominates the natural landscape
and gives an indelible imprint to the human landscape, creating a particular continuity between nature
and culture, urban and rural environment [7]. Extracted since the fifteenth century until 1950, it was
partly used on site for the construction of urban settlements, but mostly exported for the construction
of numerous buildings in Trapani and Tunis, the reconstruction of Messina after the earthquake of
1908, the restoration of historic-monumental buildings such as Palazzo Steri and Palazzo Abatellis in
the historic centre of Palermo (figg. 2-5). The most important building complexes of Favignana are
made with building blocks of calcarenite, including the Palazzo Florio and the tonnara (figg. 6-7)
which, with its 32,000 square meters, has been the economic engine of the islands for more than a
century [8]. The calcarenite powder, a quarry residue, was also used as an inert for the preparation of
mortars and plasters, conferring the characteristic light beige-golden colour to the urban landscapes of
the urban settlements.
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Figg. 2-5: Favignana Island, calcarenite extraction quarries.

Fig. 6-7: The tonnara building (designed by architect Damiani Almeyda) was built using local calcarenite.

3.

Main Risks for the Historical Architectural Heritage of the Islands

Atmospheric agents, including the strong wind, the marine aerosol and the summer sunshine, are
particularly aggressive in the Egadi Islands and are the main factor of deterioration for the facades
made of calcarenite (fig. 8). In the building tradition of the islands, the walls were protected with
seasonal maintenance works such as shale, veils and paint based on lime and calcarenite powder,
obtaining various shades of light-golden-beige which, unlike whitewash, do not produce dazzling effect
when illuminated by the sun. The plasters that are used today instead of traditional techniques, as well
as elements unrelated to the materials and the local colour, are attacked by rising damp that causes
their detachment. Recently, the use of plinths to attack the ground of buildings, made of marble or
other materials not conform to tradition, has spread; this solution does not solve the problem of rising
damp, instead worsens the damage and riuns the traditional urban landscape.
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Figg. 8-10: Main risks in Egadi Islands: wind erosion and marine aerosol; introduction of colors extraneous to
tradition (white, blue); partial maintenance and transformation of the facades according to the property regimen.

Fig. 11: Favignana Island, fishing village. Geometric surveys of some significant contexts of urban settlements by
students of the high schools for Surveyor "Duca Abruzzi-Libero Grassi" of Palermo and "G. Caruso" of Alcamo.

The facades are repainted following generic indications (white plaster, blue fixtures) (fig. 9) that are
foreign to local tradition. In particular, some buildings in Art Nouveau and Déco style are now
disfigured by the use of colours that are extraneous to the architectural tradition of the early twentieth
century.
Representing the most important economic income for the islands, tourism is of a great importance.
However, it also represents one of the most threatening factor that risks to alter the same feature it is
attracted by: the beauty of landscape. Freestyle renovation of residential buildings for touristic
accommodation facilities, not appropriately guided by specific rules, is altering the historical urban
landscapes with incompatible add-on from the stylistic and chromatic point of view.

4.

Architectural representation for Urban
restoration, redesign and resilience

Regeneration:

an

instrument

for

To write a draft of the Colour Plan of Egadi Islands, a Multidisciplinary Laboratory (directed by the
writer) was set up at the Department of Architecture of the University of Palermo. The Laboratory has
conducted specific technical analyses in the three major islands of the archipelago.
The theme of colour has been addressed not only for colour palettes; indications have also been
elaborated for the following: the different properties of building materials, construction techniques, the
correct laying of materials, energy saving, the biocompatibility of building materials, the recycling of
building debris. At the same time, traditional extraction and processing techniques of building
materials were also taken into consideration: their recovery was guided by recent data of scientific
research, in order to start an innovative and environmentally sustainable building / maintenance
process.
The architectural representation (reliefs and graphic-chromatic representations of the existing, design
proposals with the selection of specific colour abacuses, simulations in augmented reality) has been
the indispensable guiding tool for the development of this process.
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4.1. The Work of Analysis
An experimental methodology was adopted for the work of analysis. Architects, urban planners and
experts in architecture technology were gathered together by elderly residents of the islands
(depositaries of local culture) and young students (the future generations to whom the outcome of the
Colour Plan is destined to).
151 students participated in the workshops, divided into groups and objectives:
- the students of the middle school "A. Rallo " of Favignana produced two drawings: the first
represents what their homes look like; the second how they wish their homes to be (figg. 12-14);
- the students of the high schools for Surveyor "Duca Abruzzi-Libero Grassi" of Palermo and "G.
Caruso" of Alcamo carried out the geometric surveys of some significant contexts of urban
settlements and of typical architectural typologies of the place (fig. 11);
- the students of the artistic lyceum “R. Salvo” of Trapani redesigned the architectural scores and
represented the colours of the Art Nouveau and Déco buildings in the islands (figg. 15-17);
- the students of the Master's Degree course in Architecture of the University of Palermo have reelaborated the analysis material with project proposals inspired by the original colours of the
settlements.
4.2. The practical experimentation of nanotechnologies and innovative products for the
building industry
Thanks to the participation of the company Heres, a company specialized in the production of mortars
for the restoration of historic buildings, an operative workshop was held in Favignana on innovative
technologies and reconstruction techniques of masonry covering mantles, with specific considerations
of the material, atmospheric characteristics and of the typical degradation factors of the territory.
The laboratory analyses carried out on the materials and sea water of the Egadi Islands have allowed
to develop specific mortars that can be made with local raw materials and able to withstand the risk
factors thanks to the use of nanotechnologies.
Some prisoners of the Favignana House of Detention were involved in the workshop, in order to train
them as potential future workers and teach them skills of technical-practical applications of the Colour
Plan.

Figg. 12-14: Drawings of the students of the “A. Rallo” middle school on the theme “My island, my home: how it is
and how I wish it was”.

Figg. 15-17: Drawings by the students of the artistic high school “R. Salvo” of the architectural details.
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4.3. Methodology adopted
Three methodological approaches were developed, applicable to the whole archipelago, and
separately applied – experimentally – as follows:
- the "contexts" approach was developed for the island of Favignana;
- the approach for "overall perspectives" was developed for the island of Levanzo (fig. 18);
- the approach for "particular buildings" was developed for the island of Marettimo (fig. 19).
The analysis methodology was divided into the following phases:
- analysis of the historical evolution of settlements and of the structure of urban centres with the
identification of weights and measures of urban systems;
- identification of contexts in visual interrelation with respect to urban settlement;
- identification of recurrent architectural types;
- description of the current status and characteristics of the context; description of the critical issues
detected; description of the characteristic chromatic and material elements; graphic rendering
through photographic straightening, geometric and chromatic relief of the prospects facing the
context;
- drafting of the rules of intervention and project proposals for the single context through description
and graphic representation, aimed at a preview of the effects resulting on the context from the
application of the rules;
- cataloguing of building units and design standards for sample buildings;
- cataloguing of building units and design standards for particular buildings (buildings in Art Nouveau
or Déco style or featuring particular architectural features typical of Egusan construction).
4.4. Construction of the Abacus of Colours and Intervention Rules
The colour abacus reproduces a chromatic range of reference taken from the study for contexts and
proposes the colours of the local building tradition. This is not a mandatory colour choice, but a
reference palette.
The colours are indicated through three formulations: description of the inert that gives the colour in
the case of plasters based on soils or stones; RAL code in case of glazes or painting of decorative
details of the facades; CMYK code for all the colours used (this code will allow to reproduce the colour
in printed documents, the owner willing to modify its own property will thus be facilitated in the
production of documents for authorization) (fig. 20).

Fig. 18: Levanzo Island, waterfront of the settlement. Urban analysis and approach for "overall perspectives".
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Among the rules of intervention [9], below is a selection of indications elaborated according to the
architectural typologies and the traditional colours:
- for the unplaster walls made with regular blocks of calcarenite obtained from the Favignana
quarries (so-called "Tufo di Favignana"), as ordinary maintenance, the appearance of the original
material must be maintained by the cleaning of accumulated dirt and subsequent protection with
appropriate treatments, as specified in the Guidelines;
- for already plastered facades that have colour ranges from chromatic-white to yellow-ochre-lightgold, as routine maintenance work, it is necessary to use plasters prepared according to local
building tradition, obtained with a suitable granulometric selection of aggregates coming from
several quarry residues of the so-called "Tufo di Favignana"; it is necessary to unify the facades of
the single building units, regardless of the ownership regime; it is opportune to differentiate
between different colours belonging to the same colour range, the neighbouring building units that
present a different register of architectural scores, in order to return an ordered sequence of the
rhythm of the openings and finishes;
- for the already plastered facades that present colour ranges from brick-red to the different
intensities derived from the use of the "cocciopesto" plasters in different percentages, as ordinary
maintenance interventions, plasters obtained with suitable granulometric selection of aggregates
coming from the “cocciopesto” must be used, respecting the original colours or different colours yet
belonging to the same colour range;
- for facades that have structural or decorative elements in exposed stone, these elements must be
kept in their appearance; as routine maintenance, cleaning of accumulated dirt and subsequent
protection with appropriate treatments, as specified in the Guidelines provided;
- for the facades that have decorative elements in relief or with scores of different colours, these
elements must be kept as important witnesses of the local constructive and artistic tradition; it is
necessary to provide for their restoration, although the conditions in place allow to recover the
original image and colours, avoiding in any way historical fakes;
- for the fixtures, maintenance interventions of the traditional type with wooden shutter are foreseen.
From an analysis carried out on different cases, the treatments of wooden frames with opaque
enamel painting in the dark green and dark brown colours were prevalent in Favignana and
Marettimo. In Marettimo, the painting of the fixtures in light blue has been recently introduced and
its use is not recommended in order not to alter the traditional urban landscape. In Levanzo,
wooden window frames have been treated with opaque enamel paint in the light blue colours, a
chromatic element that distinguishes the urban landscape and therefore its use is suggested. In the
fishing village of Favignana, have been detected treatments of wooden frames with enamel paint in
the different colours of the paint of fishermen's boats (blue, green, brown, yellow in different bright
shades), chromatic factors characterizing the visual identity of the village; the use of a specific
colour range indicated in the reference sheets is envisaged;

Fig. 19: Marettimo Island. (Arial – 9 pt, Lower case letters – Left aligned – Number style 1, 2, 3).
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-

-

-

in the Egusan building tradition, the rainwater collection was done by channelling the flat roof
surfaces to the cisterns built below the road level through channels made of clay material placed in
the inner corners of the cloisters or close to the facades. In keeping with the traditional
configuration, the downspouts must have the least possible impact on the facade. Therefore, the
white water drainage ducts may be inserted in the internal cloisters or in special cavities inside the
masonry work and pass under the road level inside the building unit served by a white water
collection network. The pluvial waters, where it is not possible to include them in the masonry work,
can be built in adherence to the external masonry. They must follow the architectural pattern of the
facades and be allocated (vertically) along the connecting lines between the building units. The
downspouts can be made: in copper up to a minimum height of 2.00 m from the ground, with a cast
iron end up to the road level; in clay with a functional diameter, as similar as possible to the
diameter of traditional downspouts, and painted in the same colour as the facade; alternatively, in
pvc and painted in the same colour as the facade;
for house numbers, a design solution has been proposed, in line with the recent indications of the
PRG (green ‘ramina’), which is integrated chromatically with the colours suggested for the various
components of the elevations;
particular attention has been given to plant furnishings as aesthetic and functional additions to the
urban space. The traditional use, found particularly in Marettimo, to plant vines in the ground,
through holes made on the sidewalks and protected with ceramic pots open at the bottom, enriches
the urban landscape; contributing, in summer, to the mitigation of heat along the roads and on
buildings thanks to the shading of the leaves; in winter, the cyclic loss of leaves ensures greater
brightness and warming of buildings thanks to solar radiation; in addition to the functional aspects
of the vine, the fruits can also be appreciated.

Fig. 20: Favignana Island, Vittorio Emanuele street. Analytical-proactive elaborations: analysis of the current state
of the buildings, definition of the intervention rules, selection of the colour abacus, design simulation.
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Fig. 21: Application of augmented reality realized for the Color Plan of the Egadi Islands.

4.5. Augmented Reality
In order to make the purpose of the Colour Plan more easily comprehensible to the wider audience of
users, an augmented reality application has been developed (Fig. 21). The application, developed for
smartphones and tablets, allows anyone with a device to frame the facades of buildings and preview
design solutions; in this way, the intervention rules and the selection of colours from the Abacus of
Colours can be visualized.
This will allow individual owners, or designers, to make in advance assessments on the choice of
colours consistent with the urban context, thus contributing to the recovery and maintenance of the
historic urban landscape.

5.

Participatory Planning

The landscape is a cultural heritage to be safeguarded respecting its original characteristics through
the constant care of all those who live and enjoy it. Therefore, the maintenance of landscape is the
key word on which the conception of the Colour Plan was set up, an instrument at service of the
individual citizen, to make actions consistent with the values of the environment, whether natural or
constructed, and shared with the community.
Starting from the principle of a broader active and collective participation in the planning processes,
the followings have been called to participate to the preparatory work: from Public Administrations to
Citizens, from Scholars to Students, from local economic Operators to Companies specialized in the
building maintenance.
A staff of 151 students (from the Middle Schools to the University) enthusiastically collaborated on
focusing the generative principles of the Egusan landscape, thought its investigation and drawing, by
expressing opinions, criticisms and wishes. Their drawings, surveys and different landscape readings,
analysis and design solutions with different chromatic simulations were shown to the citizens of the
Egadi Islands in the City Hall, in an exhibition launched by a "Participated Event" (fig. 22).
The whole community was invited to take an active part in the preparatory work of the Colour Plan,
presenting suggestions and proposals, in order to develop shared guidelines for the care and
maintenance of the landscape of the Egadi Islands.
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Fig. 22: Participated event and exhibition of the analysis works for the preparation of the color plan of the Egadi
Islands. Favignana, City Hall, 14 March-14 April 2018.

6. Purpose of the Colour Plan
The outcome to be achieved is to contribute to the formation of a detailed plan shared, in the first
place, with the community established in the territories of the Egusan archipelago; the plan is
consistent with the protection activity carried out by the Superintendence for Cultural and
Environmental Heritage, which is responsible for the territory.
The purpose of the Plan is to interpret the basic characteristics of the identity of the places: the
Intervention Rules direct the interventions on the built to restore an image of the urban landscapes
consistent with the imaginary perceived by the local population; the rules reproduce techniques and
practices that draw on the deep roots of tradition, in the wise use of local materials.
The Colour Plan contributes to the maintenance / construction of the landscape, which in this context
is intended as a grafting between the conservation of natural, human and historical components and
the generation of new landscape qualities that can respond – consistently – to the needs of
contemporary society.
The Colour Plan of the Egadi Islands, in the wake of the most recent addresses of UNESCO, is a
solidly technical, ambitiously social, convincingly ethical and therefore eminently political operation.

[1] DPR 380/2001. One building text. Establishment of municipal offices for administrative
simplification. SUAP: single point of contact for production activities; SUE: single point of contact for
building.
[2] UNESCO, Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscapes, Paris, 2011.
[3] DL 42/2004.
[4] REGIONE SICILIANA, Assessorato dei Beni Culturali, Ambientali e della Pubblica Istruzione,
Dipartimento dei Beni Culturali, Ambientali ed Educazione Permanente, Centro Regionale per la
Progettazione e il Restauro e per le Scienze Naturali ed applicate ai Beni Culturali. Piano di
riqualificazione territoriale della Sicilia, Palermo, 2005. Plan drawn up in compliance with the
provisions of the government bill of the "Plan of the Colour of Urban Decor and Landscape for the
cities, the seaside and mountain villages of the regional territory", elaborated in 2003 by the Region of
Sicily.
[5] DPR 31/2017. Regulation identifying the interventions excluded from the landscape authorization
or subjected to a simplified authorization procedure. The Decree provides for the exemption from the
obligation of landscape authorization, for buildings subject to landscape restrictions, for particular
categories of intervention; in particular, the reconstruction of the facades in the Municipalities
equipped with the Colour Plan. The Colour Plan consequently assumes the responsibility to regulate
the interventions so that they are compatible with the maintenance of the original features of the local
landscape.
[6] LA ROCCA, Teresa. Gli indistinti confini. Palermo: Medina, 1995.
[7] GUARRASI, Vincenzo. Le forme della pietra. In BUTTITTA, Antonino. Le forme del lavoro. Mestieri
tradizionali in Sicilia. Palermo: Flaccovio, 1990.
[8] LENTINI, Rosario. Favignana: il “calatu” dei “prirriaturi”. In MODICA, Monica. Favignana tra mare e
terra. Palermo: Fondazione Ignazio Buttitta, 2011.
[9] Cultural assets, referred to in Articles 10 and 11 of the D.L. 42/2004, are excluded from this
regulation.
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Abstract
The paper aims to introduce an innovative framework aiming at preserving the traditional museum
models while facing the new technological challenges to protect cultural heritage (CH).
Moving from the assumption that Europe is the most culturally rich continent in the world the EU
institutions and Member States are fully committed to implement cultural heritage policies through a
vast range of tools and financial support, also celebrating 2018 as the European Year of Cultural
Heritage.
Within this framework the Virtual Multimodal Museum (ViMM), a high-visibility and participative
Coordination and Support Action funded under EU Horizon 2020 programme, is introduced. The ViMM
brings together global and EU leading public and private sector organisations working on Virtual
Museums (VMs) and digital cultural heritage (DCH), to support high quality policy development,
decision making and the use of technical advances to protect cultural heritage.
Its main objectives are investigated throughout the paper: analyse and promote the role of VMs as a
strategic resource in Europe; establish key economic drivers for the establishment of VMs, due to their
added value for society, their economic impact and their potential for investments; promote
consultation and mutual support with international and EU organisations (e.g. UNESCO, ICOM,
ICOMOS); support the inclusion of VMs in the integrated policy approach of the 2018 European Year
of Cultural Heritage.
Keywords: cultural heritage, virtual museum, digital technology, EU Horizon 2020, 2018 European
Year of Cultural Heritage

1.

Introductory remarks

Virtual Multimodal Museum (ViMM) is one of the most relevant Coordination and Support Actions
(CSA), funded within the framework of the European Union (EU) Horizon 2020 programme (CULTCOOP-8-2016), to be implemented for 30 months from October 2016 to March 2019. It is aimed at
developing and managing a sustainable platform to engage a large number of key stakeholders and
individual and collective practitioners in order to improve large comprehension and extensive
collaboration among interested actors along the basic common goals of its roadmap.
ViMM involves a great amount of European and global leading public and private sector organisations
working on Virtual Museums and in the wider field of Digital Cultural Heritage (DCH), to support high
quality policy development, decision making and efficient use of technical advances.
The partner consortium is guided by an expert Advisory Group composed of decision-makers and
expert practitioners whose mandate is to identify and propose solutions concerning seven interlinked
Thematic Areas („the 7 Ds‟): Definitions - Directions - Documentation - Dimensions -Demand Discovery – Decisions.
The focus objectives of this complex activity are the following:
- A highly interactive and wide-reaching ViMM communication Platform which enables focused
contributions and targeted discussions, and provides access to innovations, cases of
excellence and decision-support;
- Key events at policy and practitioner/ stakeholder levels and extensive use of social media;
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- A clearer and evidence-based assessment of the impact of Virtual Museums and Digital Cultural
Heritage on society and the economy;
- A Manifesto and a Roadmap for Action to be validated at the final ViMM international conference
in 2019.

2.
The EU framework: cultural heritage protection under the lens of policies and
funding
2.1 The European context: preliminary considerations
The cultural heritage (CH) throughout the EU territory represents a rich and diverse mosaic of cultural
and creative expressions, our traditions from previous generations and our testimony and legacy for
the generations to come. It encompasses natural, historical buildings and archaeological sites;
museums; monuments, artworks; historic cities; literary, musical, folkloric and audio visual works. It
voices our origin, the European history, the knowledge, practices and traditions of all European
citizens. It could be considered as a complex inheritance impacting on individual lives of citizens; it is,
at the same time, a driving force for the cultural and creative sectors; it plays a central role in creating
and enhancing Europe's social capital. It is also an important resource for economic growth,
employment, new skills and social cohesion, offering the potential to revitalise urban and rural areas
and promote sustainable tourism.
According to the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union (art. 3.3 TFEU) “The Union shall
respect its rich cultural and linguistic diversity, and... ensure that Europe’s cultural heritage is
safeguarded and enhanced”. This clear recognition of the cultural dimension was confirmed with the
adoption of the European agenda for culture, approved by the Council of Ministers in 2007, articulated
to promote (a) cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue, (b) culture as a catalyst for creativity in the
framework of the Lisbon Strategy for growth and jobs, and (c) culture as a vital element in EU external
relations.
Globalisation is increasingly shaping our lives. It fosters the exchange of peoples, goods, services and
ideas. Larger trade flows and stronger economic growth have increased prosperity, transforming the
lifestyles of European citizens and lifting millions worldwide out of poverty.
For a digital single market to become reality, Europe must embrace the digital revolution and open up
digital opportunities for people and businesses. Revolutions in e-commerce, e-business, e-learning
and Cloud-computing offer new opportunities to CH stakeholders, citizens, academia and business. In
a globalised world structural adjustments are needed in the CH sector, especially when increased
competition calls for a greater input from small and local stakeholders (such as CH authorities and
small museums). On a more general note the digital market challenges require an intense
restructuring of policies and strategies at all levels of CH and promoting continuous innovation in
areas such as digitisation, ICT, vocational training, smart cities, management, administration and
processes, and human and social capital.
th
Yet CH is a fragile and non-renewable resource: during the 20 century, including two World Wars,
nearly 50% of Europe‟s tangible cultural heritage was lost. Much of what remains is under pressure
from environmental factors and climate change, socio-economic pressures, urbanisation, tourism and
from forgery or trade in stolen artworks. Looting (illicit trafficking) in art is a multibillion dollar industry.
The need for a high-quality Pan-European Strategy in this area is now more pressing than ever
before. This demands urgently collaboration among all the stakeholders: policy makers, heritage
managers and urban and regional planners, tourism and construction sectors, civil society groups and,
above all, among researchers, conservators and industry.
2.2 European policies and investments in the field of CH
EU CH policies are defined, promoted and implemented by EU Member States. At the same time
relevant policy-tools and the financial resources to support complex actions and interventions in this
field are available at European level to complement national and regional programmes.
European heritage has benefited from a range of EU policies, programmes and funding. In 2007-13, €
3.2 billion was invested in promoting and protecting heritage from the European Regional
Development Fund; a further € 1.2 billion on rural heritage from the European Agricultural Fund for
th
Rural Development, and around € 100 million worth of heritage research was funded through the 7
Research Framework Programme (FP7).
Three major EU actions specifically dedicated to CH are the European Heritage Days, the EU Prize for
Cultural Heritage (Europa Nostra Awards), and the European Heritage Label.
To realize interventions in all these three areas, the EU has supported more than 200 CH projects
involving both tangible and intangible CH assets in relation to sectors such as archaeology,
agriculture, climate change, culture, education, environment, development, research, technology, etc.
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Under the above mentioned FP7, research efforts attempted to better assess and understand the root
causes putting at risk and/or damaging CH and to find optimal measures and means to ensure that
tangible cultural heritage is protected.
At least 50 EU projects relevant to virtual museums have been funded under various EU programmes
in fields such as: applied technologies for museums; the digitisation process; 3D and virtual reality
(VR) technologies; methodologies of virtual renovation; remote access; metadata management,
robotics in museums, web access and structuring metadata/semantics. Large-scale national
digitisation processes have been carried out in Spain, Italy, France, UK, Germany, Estonia. These
efforts have generated a very important body of experience and know-how as well as advanced
scientific methodologies related to each of the disciplines involved in a creative cultural heritage
approach. Most recently, the V-MUST project, as a wide Network of Excellence in the field of VMs
provided an important contribution, promoting the common understanding of the public as well as of
experts and practitioners about standardization, classification and terminology.
In May 2014 all the EU Ministers whose mandate concerns the promotion and protection of culture
over the European territory called for the „mainstreaming of cultural heritage in national and European
policies‟ as a core factor to draft and adopt a strategic approach for the development of CH as a key
resource for a sustainable Europe‟. Responding to this call, in July 2014 the European Commission
adopted the Communication “Towards an integrated approach to cultural heritage for Europe”.
The need for a reinforced global partnership with several relevant IOs was endorsed by the EU by
collaborating with UNESCO, ICOM and ICOMOS and with some of the major IT companies such as
Google and Microsoft, in line with the EU Digital Library Europeana initiative. This partnership is aimed
at promoting open access to shared CH collections, facilitating collaborations among researchers to
support joint actions on digital humanities and creating formal and informal education networks.
All these experiences have huge potential to bring about growth and beneficial impact in a wider range
of social, economic and professional areas: they are intended to look for the provision of a solid
theoretical framework associated with practical methods and tools, and for a concrete cooperation
among the concerned stakeholders, together with elaboration of policies and actions in each of the
Thematic Areas identified in the ViMM framework.
In this respect, targeted action is needed to: facilitate the decision-making process of the stakeholders;
improve the design capacity of the actors involved in the VM domain; justify and enhance the support
of local societies, countries, and the EU Europe for DCH; assure the permanent access of the
stakeholders to updated scientific and technical resources and know-how.
2.3 2018, European Year of Cultural Heritage
At the end of the Luxembourg Presidency, EU Ministries for Cultural Policies adopted the EU Council
Conclusions on participatory governance of cultural heritage. In line with the key contents and
objectives of this document, in September 2015 the European Parliament agreed that 2018 should to
be designated as European Year of Cultural Heritage and approved new policy recommendations for
funding and management of European CH, including: heritage impact assessment of European
legislative proposals, availability of financial resources and the urgent need to give CH a central role
within the European Commission‟s Investment Plan for Europe. Following the ad hoc proposal from
the European Commission of 30 August 2016, the EU Council and the EU Parliament adopted on 17
May 2017 the decision to celebrate the European Year of Cultural Heritage in 2018.
According to data collected by the Eurobarometer the European citizens deserve a specific relevance
to the role of CH for its full enjoyment by individuals, communities, regional and national stakeholders,
apart from the EU Member State where is factually located. The collective thinking is very aware about
the fact that its protection represents an added value for people lives, that wider basic educational and
training opportunities should be addressed to young generations on this matter and that more national
and EU funding is essential to preserve the CH at its best.
Major funds have to be considered as a target investment both for EU and EU Member States, due to
the contribution from the cultural environment impacting on European economic growth and job
opportunities. The recent Cultural Heritage Counts for Europe report shows that heritage creates jobs,
encourages investment and can improve social cohesion. An estimated 300,000 people work directly
in the CH sector in the EU and as many as 7.8 million jobs have been created indirectly.
The celebration of the European Year of Cultural Heritage encompasses several key-objectives: on a
general note the collective aim is to encourage and support the efforts of the EU, the Member States
and regional and local authorities, in cooperation with the CH sector and broader civil society to
protect, safeguard, reuse, enhance, valorise and promote European CH.
So far the European CH should be retained as a pivotal component for cultural diversity and
intercultural dialogue. On one side, fully respecting the competences of EU Member States, the EU
institutions are called to define the best means to ensure the conservation and safeguarding of the
European CH as well as its enjoyment by a wider and more diversified audience, including through
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audience-development measures and heritage education. On the other side they should enhance the
social and economic impact of the European CH, granted by its direct and indirect economic potential,
which includes the capacity to underpin the cultural and creative sectors, including small and mediumsized enterprises, and to inspire creation and innovation, to promote sustainable development and
tourism, to enhance social cohesion and to generate long-term employment. Furthermore the role of
the CH as a key tool to empower the relations between EU and third countries, building on the interest
and needs in partner countries and on Europe's expertise in CH, is a relevant issue.
During 2018 a large amount of initiatives, projects and events are going to be realized with the
common intent to promote a renewed approach to CH that is people-centred, inclusive, forwardlooking, more integrated, sustainable and cross-sectoral. The agenda is composed of at least ten key
actions, that correspond to the four principles defining the basic meaning of CH in the EU:
engagement, sustainability, protection and innovation.
As it concern engagement, the concept of shared heritage is the basic requirement to promote
relevant and innovative participatory governance and management of CH, involving all stakeholders,
including public authorities, the CH sector, private actors and civil society organisations; this sharing
approach also has the great potential to impact on society and economy through research and
innovation paths, while preserving positive synergies between the cultural and environmental
components of the European heritage and encouraging local and regional development strategies
based on a correct and positive use of the potential of CH.
Access to CH for younger generations should be improved at school, moving from the need to raise
their awareness of the importance of European CH heritage through education and lifelong learning.
The sustainability of CH has to be pursued starting from a new approach, i.e. re-imagining industrial,
religious and military sites and landscapes, inspiring contemporary creation and innovation for its
enjoyment, and also highlighting the potential for cross-fertilisation and stronger interaction between
the CH sector and other cultural and creative sectors.
The protection of CH is a milestone objective, demanding for the development of high quality
standards for interventions on CH, for the elaboration and adoption of strong measures to protect CH
at risk as well as to debate, research and promote the exchange of good practices on conservation,
safeguarding, innovative reuse and enhancement of CH.
Finally the innovation component entails the most challenging heritage-related skills: better education
and training for traditional and new professions promoting solutions which make CH accessible to all,
including via digital means; support the development of specialised skills and improve knowledge
management and knowledge transfer in the CH sector, taking into account the implications of the
digital shift; improve the opportunities to link research, innovation, science and technology for the
benefit of heritage. The accomplishment of this principle is definitely based on the cooperation
approach, facilitating stronger ties within the EU and with third countries, also in terms of sharing and
disseminating the results of joint research on innovations for CH to all concerned stakeholders, public
authorities, private sector, the public. The cooperation is aimed also at preventing, managing and
repressing illicit trafficking of cultural goods.
With the participation and support from competent IOs (i.e. UNESCO, Council of Europe, ICOM,
ICOMOS etc.) the European common goal is to help trigger real change in the way the EU citizens
and communities enjoy, protect and promote heritage in the short, medium and long term.

3.

The ViMM project

3.1 The idea of the virtual museum (VM)
A virtual museum (VM) is not a real museum transposed into the web, nor an archive or a database of
virtual digital assets but a provider of knowledge and stories in an exhibition room, in a museum or on
heritage sites. So far a VM is not in competition with real-world exhibitions of museums, galleries or
sites. It should enhance the experience of the visitors by allowing them to explore the exhibition
through different avenues of personal interest and can also be used to combine items and objects
from digital repositories to create exhibitions or other products on demand.
The VM provides for ad hoc services addressed to people asking for access digital content before,
during and after a visit in a range of digital „encounters‟. These forms of representation are a key to
success in disseminating the content of the VM.
These services are technologically demanding, especially in terms of Virtual Reality (VR) and
Augmented Reality (AR), storytelling and 3D experiences, located online. Computer vision can
accomplish a high attractiveness through sophisticated soft and hardware solutions but must be
balanced and adapted to the environment, behaviour and experience of the user in order to be widely
accepted. Moreover the VM needs to be responsive and open to up-coming technologies, to support
new media formats as well as accessibility on all platforms, devices and environments.
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The challenge lies in giving further emphasis to improving access, establishing meaningful narratives
for collections and story-led interpretation through the development of the VM, in particular using
technology to reach those who are not visiting the „physical‟ Museum.
The VM should not represent existing exhibitions or repositories of collections or archives but rather it
proposes a new framework for storytelling and learning tools explaining the context of the exhibited
items or collections, making use of modern communication technologies and interacting with the users
through personalisation relevant to their experience and intentions and depending on their interest and
level of understanding.
The digital objects and functionalities of the VM as independent "collections" require a curatorial
concept, operation and conservation within a new type of museum: the multimodal museum (MM).
The single-mode museum, as we know it today in its traditional model, is transformed into a more
complex and flexible system with its own concept, character and structure, to coordinate and conciliate
various interests and objectives, taking various organizational forms. The multimodal museum of the
future is not a single-purpose institution but could be retained as a node of communication between
the public and the institution, where cultural added value is created by curators, archaeologists,
historians, creative people, local stakeholders and citizens.
The social dimension of a museum visit is not to be underestimated; most visitors come in pairs or
groups and create meanings through immersion and shared interaction. This aspect must be
facilitated in the VM as it is in physical spaces. Virtual museums should therefore develop tools that
allow real-time social learning among visitors to enhance their participatory approach and feedback.
3.2 For a basic definition of the virtual multimodal museum (ViMM)
According to the International Committee of Museums (ICOM) definition a museum is a non-profit,
permanent institution at the disposal of the community, open to the public, that acquires, conserves,
researches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its
environment for the purposes of education, study and enjoyment.
Conversely the VM could be defined as a digital entity that draws on the characteristics of a museum,
in order to complement, enhance or improve the museum experience through personalization,
interactivity and richness of content on the World Wide Web. The VM can perform as the digital
footprint of a physical museum, or can act independently, while maintaining the authoritative status as
bestowed by ICOM in delivering the traditional definition of the museum.
According to this preliminary consideration the ViMM project has been focused on how to better
decline this definition in line with the following approach: “addresses legal, technical and conceptual
definitions relevant to Virtual Museums. A common understanding and language is needed in order to
have a fundamental basis and reach common standards; modernize the legal framework; promote reuse; identify research and innovation needs; and obtain complementary investments. Above all, sound
and effective policy discussion needs to be founded on solid common understandings”.
Following this consideration, the project could be outlined in relation to its institutional features and
operational working methodology, focusing on selected Thematic Areas and impact areas to facilitate
its implementation at the best.
3.3 The ViMM platform
In the contemporary communication world a collaboration platform is crucial to improve the quantity
and the quality of virtual information flows. ViMM is intended to facilitate the open dialogue to create
evidence and to promote a strong knowledge base on how technological changes, new business
models and scientific progress impact and accelerate developments, determine policy and social
change, support new public and private investments from different stakeholders with diverse stakes
and agendas, progress new types of partnership and identify new benefits in sectors such as
education, tourism and smart cities.
ViMM has the scope to structure, organize, encourage and enable debate and discussion on relevant
technical, scientific and cultural issues which could also enrich the knowledge of experts, specialists
and practitioners working in cultural sites.
ViMM deploys a communications platform to engage and sustain the involvement of all interested
stakeholders throughout the implementation of the project roadmap. The platform has three core
functions:
a) to sustain communication and interaction between stakeholders on the whole range of specific
issues relevant to VM;
b) to provide a repository and linkage mechanism for specific cases and representations from the VM
field, representing a wide range of VM practices;
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Fig. 1: ViMM partners consortium.

c) to provide a tool enabling stakeholders to understand and discuss the various stages of the
decision-making process in the development of new VM.
In addition to its core partner consortium, as already mentioned, an international Advisory Group of
public and private sector experts has been appointed with the task to advise, drive and ensure the
quality of the project. Through the platform links with major international bodies in the CH field such as
UNESCO, ICOMOS, ICOM, CIPA and Getty will be cultivated in order to maximize the value of
international knowledge and work towards global consensus. The Group will act as a vehicle for
constant communication between all the involved and potential stakeholders in this field.
The starting premise of ViMM is that EU can be the worldwide leader in the promising and growing
field of CH. Many the most relevant VM cases are recorded within the EU territory: they have been
implemented by European industrial entities, academia and research groups. Many of the most
notable researchers in this field are educated, skilled and work in the EU. This leadership can be
achieved by soliciting a common effort to assess the imitations emerging from all VM experiences,
identifying challenges and answers through awareness, networking activity, policy dialogues, and
finally consolidating a Pan-European network consisting of stakeholders, professionals and policy
making leaders.
In addition to organising its own international conference, as a culminating event of the project, ViMM
partners and the Advisory Group members will participate in and present at a wide range of sectorial
conferences and meetings where stakeholders in VM are represented. Major events connected to the
European Year of Culture in 2018 will be co-organised in cooperation with some of the members of
the Advisory Group or in collaboration, for example, with the Sub-Committee on Culture, Diversity and
Heritage of the Council of Europe in Strasbourg.
Up to 210 individual stakeholders, either identified and invited as experts on a voluntary basis, will be
members of the 21 Working Groups created to promote dialogue and active discussion on specific
topics within the seven Thematic Areas at the core of the project. This will in itself present strong
potential for onward communication and „virality‟: indeed through its plan of work and communications
platform, ViMM will engage many active stakeholders from public and private sectors with a variety of
interests in VM.
3.4 The ViMM working methodology
The method of work adopted by the ViMM project is to hold a mixture of „physical‟ and remote
meetings (no less frequently than once per month) to discuss progress and resolve issues and to
communicate and share documents by means of an online project management tool. The Terms of
Reference, proposed outputs, Chairs and members of each Working Group are published on the
ViMM Platform.
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The ViMM process moves from an open, brainstorming approach towards ever greater structuring and
granularity of results based on the achievement of wide consensus. This is an important concept and
driver of the work of ViMM.
In terms of a broad chronology, the ViMM roadmaps is composed of the following stages of work.
An opening event was organised in Cyprus in November 2016, designed to flush out the widest
possible set of issues and aspects for the achievement of the goals and interests of each Thematic
Area of the project. As a result of this event, 3 Working Groups for each Thematic Area were
established with specific coordination objectives, work to be undertaken and detailed outputs to be
produced by December 2017.
The communication platform (www.vi-mm.eu) was launched in early 2017 to become the main forum
for communication, interaction with and presentation of the ViMM throughout its lifetime. The platform
is used to gradually integrate the decision making procedural methodology results and will be
available after the end of the project for the sake of its sustainability. Exemplary representations of
excellence relevant to each Thematic Area were preliminary identified and enabled to be presented
through the communication platform: of course this action is constantly performed to fill in the platform
with relevant cases.
During late 2017 and throughout 2018 the practical potential for economic growth and social benefit
will be explored in depth in the real-world settings of three less EU developed regions drawn from
countries in Southern Europe (Cyprus, Greece and Spain). This approach will deserve specific
attention to create relevant opportunities for exchange of information, awareness about models and
practical experiences, assessment for replicability of the methodology in other settings.
In the final stage of the project, a consensus-building workshop is planned where key stakeholders are
invited to make proposals for widespread adoption or implementation among the digital CH
community; on this occasion the drafting process for the development of a Manifesto and Action Plan
and Roadmap for the digital CH to cover the following 5-year period will take place, also through the
communication platform. This Plan will include proposals for sustaining both the ViMM community and
its platform. A final 2-day international conference will draw together the findings of the whole Action
and seek the endorsement and support of international bodies involved in VM.
3.5 The ViMM Thematic Areas
As above mentioned, in order to distinguish between key issues and to allow sufficient granularity and
clarity of approach, the ViMM project is articulated into seven Thematic Areas (TA): Definitions Directions - Documentation - Dimensions -Demand - Discovery – Decisions.
Each TA is put under the responsibility of one partner, which is an experienced actor on the European
scene and whose mandate is to bringing together a wide community of interest on the concerned TA,
so far establishing a competent Working Group (WG). Also the creation of a Support Partner has been
scheduled to provide complementary expertise and back-up relevant to coordinating the agenda for
each TA. In addition, all the consortium partners share their knowledge to the work of each TA, as
appropriate.
Synergies, linkages and overlaps emerging between the TA undoubtedly exist and will be addressed
through action-wide coordination activities.
As it concerns VM, legal, technical and conceptual definitions have to be provided for. This is an
essential prerequisite to have a fundamental basis of common understandings in order to elaborate a
draft list of types of VMs taking into account relevant aspects such as historic sites, digital collections,
tangible and intangible, curators and audiences, benchmarks and connections with factual
conservation examples. According to this methodology a further step could insist on how to describe a
VM in terms of single elements, objects, entities and actions: the identification of key-components is
based on the collection and analysis of metadata standards to be released among interested
stakeholders, to be collectively endorsed and, ultimately, integrated. The progressive and final results
achieved in the TA about definitions should be shared with IOs working in this field: so far partnerships
should be enhanced to support activities related to VMs in a coherent and constructive manner.
On the very technical side, innovative tools have to be explored “which can improve the „digital
encounter‟ and help establish the main technical „pipelines‟ for Virtual Museums”. This work moves
from the definition of standards for art technologies, platforms and tools as required from museums as
well as from art users. It could be developed around the following topics: design, suitable for the public
in terms of graphic styles, accessibility and interaction; user experience, as for interactive
personalisation depending on individual interests, age, technical skills and depth of understanding; CH
ICT tools available within museums‟ management activities; user interaction through social media;
technologies assessment and development. Also the application of new technologies on CH has to be
translated into meaningful narratives to be understood by the public at large. Furthermore the social
and economic sustainability of the digital approach to protect CH is a relevant component of the TA –
Directions.
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A comprehensive overview of the framework of virtual entities (e.g. virtual exhibition/ digital exhibition,
virtual visitor, hologram, virtual reconstructions, 3D object, etc.) represents a fundamental step for the
project, directly linked with the TA of Definitions. They have to be collected and examined for a
common definition, for their application in terms of documentation of 3D objects in digital and virtual
exhibitions, and for testing local projects as well as automatic information extraction from CH virtual
databases.
A targeted analysis on the VM dimension in presenting its art collections using the digital technologies
is proposed in a specific TA. Starting from the definition of interactive storytelling, the ultimate aim is to
provide for a state-of-the-art of storytelling methods and how each method affects learning, user
experience and immersion. All the collected information are going to be published on the ViMMplatform. At the same time the TA on Dimension embraces the study of hardware technologies and
how they affect user presence and immersion in the virtual environment, also through the interaction
with a virtual narrator. Moreover the gamification factor needs to be explored: it can provide in fact the
necessary motivation elements that can achieve a more interesting and interactive VM enriching the
user experience.
The challenging role of VMs has to be further investigated in terms of economic and social
development of the CH sector “by capitalizing on developments such as the multiplier effect of use of
digital cultural resources in many fields, such as tourism, education, urban and environmental planning
and development and revalorization”. Within the Demand TA the preliminary step consist of identify
target areas and sectors for the creation of ViMMs, collecting information on the key-issue “The need
and demand for Virtual Museums” to be published on the ViMM-platform, including references to
success stories, failure cases, EU-funded projects, private profit and non-for-profit initiatives. The
multi-stakeholders environment will be progressively empowered by providing draft guidelines on
governance models, sustainable policies, funding strategies for engagement and socioeconomic
impact, evaluation tools, improvement in knowledge and education and concrete citizens‟ engagement
in relation to all VM-ViMMs cases.
The dynamics of digital CH are a matter of fact: in the Discovery TA the analysis of new ways of taking
into account the state-of the-art in cloud computing, smart technologies and big data management has
been discussed “in order to enable discovery for Virtual Museums of European digital content which
was previously inaccessible, buried among huge amounts of data and/or not sufficiently tagged with
adequate metadata”. A flowchart on the digitalisation of ViMMs as far as tangible and intangible assets
used for CH contents will be released on the ViMM-platform; an overview of available tools and
technologies surrounding 3D data and metadata handling - that are, can or should be used by CH will be provided for; cooperative multi-stakeholders‟ processes already in place or to be planned to set
up a sustainable content strategy for online publication of digitized cultural objects will be another
relevant goal of the Discovery TA to be pursued.
The last TA is devoted to Decisions, to be conceived in terms of proposed step-by-step processes and
pathways for the design of sustainable strategies and new VMs, made available through the ViMMplatform for the community of CH managers and policy makers. Due to the technological – and fast –
developments, further ad hoc investments are needed to support VMs according to their attractiveness
on visitors, while searching for an optimal use of funding to be balanced with affordable costs and an
effective VM curatorial and scientific concept creation. The role and impact of VMs should be
enhanced through traditional channels such as training, learning and dissemination tools addressed to
selected partners, experts and practitioners, creative industries. This could also advance the potential
of social media and crowdsourcing, published on the VIMM-platform, for VMs financing and for the
personalisation of users interfaces and interaction within the platform and VM applications.
3.6 The ViMM Impact Areas
As above explained, it is clear that the ViMM project seeks impacts in a wide range of areas and, to
this scope, is essential the development of ad hoc indicators to measure the achievement of
objectives in terms of concrete outcomes of each TA. This said, the Impact Areas (IAs) identified
within the project concern several issues.
The first relevant impact has an internal relevance, that is the establishment of a strong collaboration
between well-selected partners and the members of the Advisory Group across a well-balanced
choice of all the TAs. This means that the ViMM project is intended to create the conditions for a
strong professional, political and societal impact.
The second impact is external and consist of the challenge to define and create widespread
awareness, understandings and support among practitioners, policy makers and stakeholders, based
on common principles and evidence in relation to the development and goals of VMs, for their rapid
growth in their implementation, accessibility and use across Europe.
According to a geographical ratio, the ViMM project deserves special attention on the potential of the
VM in EU countries which have less developed and/or recession-hit economies but, at the same time,
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abundant cultural history and heritage. Along these circumstances ViMM will help create knowledge
and incentive to exploit the opportunities presented to promote measurable impacts and growth in
these areas.
A conceptual impact of the project is represented by the work on common clear terminologies and
standards, in order to add clarity and momentum to the development of documentation initiatives
which integrate the Semantic Web and enable the derivation of new and more disambiguated
knowledge from VMs.
From the conceptuality to the practical stage, the project aims also at identifying the components of a
new and complete „pipeline‟ for the creation of a VM from existing and emerging developments and
information, assembled and represented in a way which VM practitioners and support industries can
easily respond to.
Furthermore ViMM will pave the way for defining new types of users experiences that arise from the
current „hardware and software revolution‟ in connection with CH/VM. Indeed by addressing clearly
identified target markets, ViMM will sharpen the focus on sectors where VM can achieve significant
engagement and interactivity, such as humanities research, popular enquiry, tourism, creative
industries and smart cities.
The practical stage entails targeted decision-making by VM stakeholders in most key areas as a result
of access to a more structured and organised approach and tools. To this scope, the ViMM platform
could definitely contribute to coordinate, integrate and widen contributions and discussion in relation to
all of the outputs of ViMM and to provide access to representations of excellent VM initiatives in
Europe and globally.
Additionally the most relevant ViMM project impact is represented by the chance to enhance and
promote the socioeconomic development through its actions, in terms of ICT market and related job
opportunities.

4.

Conclusions

Pan-European coordination within and among institutions needs an organised, coherent and effective
roadmap for project development: selection of adequate technologies and methods in-line with cultural
entities and competent bodies; building and management of relevant partnerships; setting up
administration processes; and producing coherent operational processes and persuasive business
plans. The need for a step-by-step decision-making process, based upon a solid methodology and a
corresponding collaboration platform is crucial, in order to simplify and make effective and reachable
for all stakeholders the development of new MMs.
Towards this end, ViMM is based on the opportunity to openly and fully engage experts, practitioners
and stakeholders wishing to contribute to decision making processes, agreeing on objectives and
priorities and sharing experiences, policies and practices.
The core of the ViMM project results in the partnership and collaboration between public and private
stakeholders, in the extensive programme of relevant Working Groups activity, in reaching a full
consensus building, in the organisation of workshops and conferences and participating to major
external events, in the coordination and collaboration with major stakeholders and in carrying out
awareness-raising actions by social communications channels and media (TV, radio and newspapers
at European, national, regional and local levels).
The VM/ViMM model is the new challenging approach to protect the European CH through digital
means and innovation tools: the results of this unconventional working methodology will definitely
support the cultural added value of our common principles and traditions.
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Fig. 2: ViMM roadmap 2016-2019.
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Abstract
The use of maiolica bricks as artefact for surface decoration is widespread both in monumental and
ordinary architectures in the Mediterranean regions, harmonizing the local construction traditions with
the Islamic influences. This study presents an in-depth analysis of examples of spires and domes in
Sicily featuring earthenware maiolica cladding serving both as decoration and structural element. Due
to the limited knowledge of these artefacts, incautious construction operations led to an alteration of
their material and technical features, putting at risk a centuries-old heritage.
The systematic investigation on more than a hundred samples categorises these architectural
polychrome elements for typology, construction and decorative systems, formal and geometric
aspects, in relation to the multiple forms and dimensions of the spires while detecting both originalities
and similarities with other works found in Italy and rest of Europe. These new in-depth studies here
presented were possible thanks to surveying methods and digital representation techniques, which
allowed the implementation of operative solutions and the elaboration of hypothesis of guided
restoration operations, while innovating and enforcing traditional investigation methods.
Keywords: Polychromatic maiolica tiles, wedge-shaped bricks, parametric model, geometric patterns,
conservation practice.

1.

Introduction

Maiolica floors and finishing surfaces have always been considered works of high craftsmanship. In
some cases, they would be commissioned by famous artists, thus subject to various studies. In more
recent times, architectural ceramics and decorative earthenware, have been subject to accurate
research studies. This allowed to add them to the vast field of ceramic manufacturing, while in the past
they would be considered mere construction elements.
In particular, a study on more than a hundred of maiolica bricks spires and domes located in Sicily –
based on typology, construction, and decorative elements – allowed to identify their value and find
similarities with other works in Italy and rest of Europe.
These architectural elements date back to the sixteenth century – though an older dating is not to be
excluded – and define the extremity of spires or tall steeples, which outline the landscape and tend to
be part of the iconography of urban centres.
The geometric designs with high-contrast colours raise the profile of the corresponding buildings. They
can be found both in minor works of small urban centres or in rich sacred architectures in major cities.
The most interesting aspect is the complexity of such structures. The unusual and original shapes of
the single earthenware elements and the brickwork are in contrast with geometrically complex
surfaces. The maiolica brick is both a structural and a finishing element, while also representing a tile
of complex geometric motifs with evident references to the Middle East tradition.
The analysis of such complex architectural elements, where the manufactured piece needs to comply
both with static stability norms and aesthetic taste, can contribute to expand the knowledge in this field
by identifying a link between art, craftsmanship, architecture, and construction techniques.
The multidisciplinary study thus unites history of art and architecture with an in-depth construction and
structural analysis, surveying methods, computer-aided representation, and last but not least,
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restoration disciplines. The stories of numerous collapses has shown that these architectural
structurally daring topping elements have scarce thickness and are intrinsically fragile.
Though commonly located near the most important centres of ceramic manufacturing, the
dissemination in Sicily of such spires and domes – often with different formal and structural features,
while all ascribable to the same centuries-old tradition – suggests a contextual investigation on much
broader geographic areas. This may help identifying a tradition adopted from other civilizations, in
particular Middle Eastern, which developed political, commercial, and cultural relationships in the
Sicilian area over the centuries (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Sicily, examples of spiers with different geometrical type of coating: Acireale (CT), Gagliano Castelferrato
(EN), Palagonia (CT), Enna, Barrafranca (EN), Lucca Sicula (AG), San Mauro Castelverde (PA). (Up, Conical and
pyramidal conformation; down, hemispherical and bulboid conformation).

Rather than analysing maiolica bricks as tile elements for flooring applications, the study focuses on
the application of special wedge-shaped bricks both as decorative and, in most cases, structural
elements. The study also identifies specific construction/decorative motifs of these elements, in
relation to the correspondent manufacturing origin.
An ongoing careful investigation has allowed to examine many of these unusually shaped bricks. Most
of them have been collected by private collectors and specialised museums, retrieved from collapsed
structures, or left forgotten in bell towers since the construction. Some were dismantled during
consolidation and restoration works or used inadequately.
The study offers an original collection of digital models, developed from data acquired through digital
non-invasive structured light techniques. The application of this indirect surveying method allowed,
through virtual anastylosis, a better observation of the construction techniques and the evaluation of
intervention works on collapsed elements.
The benefit of such study is more evident if we consider the scarcity of documentary material and
specialised literature. This resulted into a knowledge loss of the construction methods where these
particular bricks were used.
The need of a deeper and well-structured knowledge on the subject is shown by a number of
uneducated – and thus detrimental – works of consolidation, conservation, and restoration of spires
and domes. These works, either old or recent, have been carried out by different operators in the
construction sector without an adequate knowledge.
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2.

The authenticity of constructions featuring wedge-shaped maiolica bricks

The use of maiolica bricks as decorative element for surfaces, rather than as construction element, is
by many ascribable to the Islamic tradition. However, though these elements can carry figurativecolouristic motifs typically found in Moorish architecture, this reference rarefies when comparing mere
detail and construction aspects. This may be due to limited documentation as well.
Nevertheless, considering that this is attributable to cultures where attention to colouristic aspects of
the daily environment and high architecture is customary, the existence of a broader relationship is
indisputable, since spires featuring wedge-shaped elements can be found in other regions of the
Italian peninsula. Noteworthy examples are the spire of the Cathedral of Parma, recently
“rediscovered” after a fire ignited by a lightning in 2009 brought to light the old maiolica cladding,
which was hidden beneath the more recent copper coating; the bell tower of Santa Maria dell’Anima
church in Rome, featuring maiolica bricks; the spire of San Moisé church in Venice; Sant’Andrea
Basilica by Leon Battista Alberti in Mantova; the spires of Palazzo Ducale in Urbino, though these last
examples feature non-polished bricks, most commonly used in Lombard areas.
The presence of earthenware non-maiolica spires in many Romanesque, or later, architectures in the
Italian peninsula suggests that the Sicilian counterparts, of more recent realisation, may be
reinterpretations of a construction typology already established elsewhere. These elements may look
isolated, scattered, modest in size and craftsmanship, if taken individually. Nevertheless, though they
are part of a more extensive – and perhaps lost elsewhere – work, they identify an architectural and
construction typology which fulfils an iconic, historical, documentary, and identity-making role yet to be
defined.
Within the context of Sicilian ceramic art, an in-depth analysis of the formal and technical
characteristics of these base elements may allow to detect those references to the major and most
ancient centres of production, which are well-known among scholars and enthusiasts.
The relocation of whole families of ceramists determined import exchanges and spread of
manufacturing techniques and models already experimented in the origin areas, which would be used
in major urban centres and new territories centuries later.
The styles, forms, colours, and decorative elements contaminated and hybridised the local culture. In
the same way, this happened for the production of high-value maioliche. The same wedge-shaped
bricks are moulded and adapted, while preserving the construction principles already present in the
original examples, in order to bring together complex and yet inventive spires and domes.
Though in light of a widespread construction culture, the originality of these structures allows only
partially to discuss about real reference models. Rather, it is clear to see multiple cases presenting a
common archetype matrix, while featuring a singularity of both the elements and the construction
techniques.
The encoded and well-described state-of-the-art practices were replaced by oral tradition, as normally
happens to local customs, family- or workshop-based. This would leave substantial room for
variations, depending on the economic conditions, availability of qualified workers or, simply, taste.

2.1 Spread of maiolica spires in Sicily from the sixteenth to the twentieth century
In-depth historical-archival analysis, shed light on existing relationships between different historical
areas of ceramic productions, and allowed to relate the appearance of the first maiolica spires in main
ceramic manufacturing centres (Caltagirone, Burgio, Sciacca, Collesano, Santo Stefano di Camastra,
etc.) and neighbouring regions, with stories of families of ceramists, who would move to new areas,
and spread not only new manufacturing methods of base elements, but also construction techniques
of more complex structures.
Manufacturing of wedge-shaped bossages for Sicilian steeples is documented since the second half of
the sixteenth century. However, up to the nineteenth century, and even in more recent times, new
samples would be created. At the same time, partial and total restoration works took place with use of
newly-manufactured wedge-shaped bricks, similar to the ancient ones in shape and colour, to allow
conservation or restoration of the original appearance of the entire artefact.
Production of maiolica bricks for the realisation of spires and domes is common among all the ceramic
manufacturing centres in Sicily – from Enna to the Nebrodi, and in particular in the Madonie area.
Numerous examples of maiolica spires, together with a number of archival references, testify the
existence of a construction tradition far from being archaic and recurrent over many centuries.
Judging by the examples found in a wide area covering most part of south-east Sicily, it can be
confirmed that over the centuries, the variations in shape and size of the base maiolica brick are so
minimal that it would be safe to assume that they are linked to the craftsmen of Caltagirone in all those
cases where their origin is not documented.
Conversely, in other areas of production (Burgio and Sciacca, for example) a variety of original
shapes, sizes, and construction techniques can be found. Here is much more complex, in absence of
archival references, to identify the place of origins of the elements (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: Dissemination of wedge-shaped bricks spires in Sicily in the eighteenth century.

2.2 Structure and form
The spires feature a variety in form, similar to their single elements, which is a result of an
harmonisation attempt between the surrounding architectures, the belonging geographic area, the
local workers capabilities, or the clients’ taste. The high formal value of these pieces and their visibility,
would affect ultimately their geometries. The cone-shaped spires, particularly elongated and
commonly widespread in mountain regions, would be more curvilinear and sinuous in other regions.
The typologies found can be classified based on the horizontal section and the elevation geometries.
We can find conic shapes (more or less elongated); pyramidal (square-, hexagonal-, octagonal-based,
equal-sided or symmetrical coupled, more or less hollowed); bulboids (with simple plane curve,
vertical section curve, or double-curve); hemispheric (with continuous extrados, or with horizontal
mixtilinear section), with or without vertical maiolica bulges (Figs. 3-4).
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The outermost element is usually made of a stone slab which sections horizontally the artefact, and
acts as a base for the top part. This features a sphere made of stone, metal, or ceramic, where the
shaft carrying the wrought-iron cross and the metallic top, the so-called ventarola, is inserted.
The addition of these three elements can be dated back to the Middle Age, when the sphere would
often carry the relics of the saint whom the church was consecrated to.
The most frequent ensign-shaped fluttering ventarola would sometimes be replaced by animal shapes
(a lion for the Church of San Sebastiano in Chiusa Sclafani; a bovine for the Church of Sant’Antonio
from Padova in Cattolica Eraclea), which recall the old tradition of carrying a rooster-shaped ventarola
– the rooster crows the break of dawn, and similarly it was symbol of the preachers (Dizionario di
erudizione storico-ecclesiastica, Venice 1841).
From a structural analysis, two main typologies can be identified. The spires, whose structural frame is
mainly made of an apparatus of wedge-shaped earthenware bricks; and the endings where the
wedge-shaped bricks either act as cladding or are only partially part of the structural frame. Within
each of these two typologies, a further distinction can be made whether other structural support
elements, either wooden or iron, are present.

Fig. 3: Sicily, examples of wedge-shaped bricks used in the same spire with different tapering angles.

The choice of structural wedge-shaped bricks, featured in many conic spires and domes, seem to be
unrelated to the base diameter of the spire itself. In fact, many renown examples can be found where
the bricks have a structural function, and the structure’s thickness is limited to that of the composing
elements (18 centimetres on average).
Conversely, the wedge-shaped bricks known as “bulboids” feature an internal structural frame with
shape approximated to that of a dome made of traditional bricks or rough stone blocks, though the
latter cannot be considered simply a cladding, but rather an external counter structure. This is due to
the size of the bricks used (long up to 20 cm as in diamond-shaped bricks).

Fig. 4: The accurate staggering of the vertical joints and their geoemtric tapering allow an effective seam between
the superimposed rows with the addition of brick flakes.

With regard to the wedge-shaped bricks, which characterize the spire both for its function and
technical value, these elements recall at the same time the complex craftsmanship of the construction.
They constitute both the structure and the finish — a hybrid between a common brick and an artefact
plastically moulded.
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This construction-decorative typology is mentioned in the consulted literature only sporadically and
incidentally, and never in any in-depth study. The reason for this is also attributable to the objective
difficulty of an in-depth observation of the wedge-shaped bricks, since the investigation is often limited
to the external and visible part, thus hindering the study of the aggregation system.
Despite the numerous variants, all the bricks produced for the construction of maiolica spires share
common features. These are elements where the maiolica part is limited to the visible extremity,
featuring variable thickness and length, from 3 to 6 centimetres and from 12 to 25 centimetres
respectively. Generally, the same element could be used in different applications with different
functions (structural, collaborating, cladding, or simply decorative).
Common feature of all the examined elements, from which the “wedge-shaped” definition comes from,
is the presence of a tapering, more or less marked, of the long vertical sides. In some cases, the
tapering also occurs on the main horizontal faces to secure the geometric continuity with the shapes
originally planned, though most probably to minimise the visual impact of the mortar joint.
On one of its two main faces the brick often features a depression, with variable depth and extension
depending on the geographical origin and period of production. The opposite face sometimes features
some rifts or blind holes made with specific tools, that is fingers, to improve the mortar adherence.
An in-depth analysis allowed to highlight the smart construction solutions and the refined technical
expedients which grant such simple and modest elements sufficient durability and aesthetic value.
Examples are the almost invisible horizontal joints and the vertical ones carefully pointed, or the
individual bricks configuration which is functional to the observation from below.
Even though the investigation took place in a context of unitary typology, it led to the identification of
different practices, as well as innovations and originalities not always linked to shapes and dimensions
(Fig. 5).

Fig. 5: Sicily, examples of different geometrical patterns: Aidone (EN), Piazza Armerina (EN), Ciminna (PA),
Leonforte (EN).

The most complex aspect certainly pertained to the correct configuration of the bricks, which would
serve as protection against the rainwater, decoration, and as structural element in case of selfsupporting spires.
Within the same conic spire, up to four types of bricks would be used, identical in the external
configuration of the maiolica heads while different in total length and tapering angle. This would occur
due to the necessity of following the circumference reduction of the horizontal rows of the impost up to
the vertex of the structure. Each of the above mentioned typologies was used for a series (more or
less numerous) of courses adapting, within the same series, the vertical joints’ thickness and the total
number of bricks per layer to comply with the geometric variation.
The lowest course features a bigger width on the vertical joints, while the higher courses reduce the
joint progressively while maintaining the same number of elements. Higher courses, in fact, develop
on circumferences with a decreasing radius on each course, while being staggered by half a brick.
When the joint becomes excessively thin, a certain number of bricks are removed and the joint regains
width. The limit is reached when the configuration of the single brick is not compatible anymore with
the course where it is supposed to be laid on. This determines the necessity of switching to the next
type of elements featuring a bigger tapering angle and shorter length.
In domes, the constant double-curve requires each brick to have a double tapering, both on the
horizontal and the vertical faces, so that these will face the geometric centre of the structure.
The visible maiolica face of the bricks features different outlines: diamond extremity (more or less
marked), toric extremity, prismatic extremity with bevelled edges, curved extremity (with more or less
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simple orientation). In almost all cases, recurring notches in undercut are present – these would allow
the dissimulation of the vertical joint and simplify the grouting operations.

2.3 Geometric patterns

While the main feature meant to catch the eye of the passersby was the steeple’s height, which
topped every surrounding building, the decorative apparatus, featuring the variously ordered chromatic
sequences of the maiolica bricks, had no smaller role.
The combination of shape, colour, and pattern attracts one’s attention regardless of the positioning or
fabrication of the single elements. The visual impact is greatly influenced by the way in which the light
bounces off of the external configuration of the bricks and their joints, as well as by their vibrant
chromatic quality and strong chiaroscuro effects.
The only apparently simple geometrical decorative effect (which basically consists of bands,
diamonds, and spiral strips), obtained via the juxtaposition of wedges of different colours, reveals itself
as actually quite difficult to realise, to the point that one could hypothesize the use of preparatory
cartoni. Recurring colours are yellow, copper green, blue, and manganese. The richness of decors
and colours recalls the folk carpets called frazzate, traditionally woven in Sicily near Erice, in the
surroundings of Trapani, and in the Madonie and Nebrodi areas.
One main difference can be established between structures consisting of continuous surfaces
(effectively cones, cupolas, and double-curved surfaces), and structures where the shape is made of
planar faces, horizontal and vertical edges (pyramidal, ribbed, polygonal chains, single-curved
surfaces). If the latter ones typically saw the pattern being described within one of the geometrically
defined portions, and then repeated on the other similar ones, the decorative project for cones and
other continuous surfaces was quite different.
The more complex solutions involved a unique pattern that developed throughout the entire curved
surface progressively tapered upwards. While the motif had to contain, on each direction, a multiple
number of whole bricks, it also had to be subject to the continuous reduction of the total quantity of
elements for each subsequent course moving upwards. For the spiral motifs with ascending
diamonds, this implied the reduction of the strips’ width wrapping the spire or of the diagonal bands,
and a subsequent reduction in the number of same-colour wedges.
Thus, decorative patterns spread throughout the whole external surfaces were rarely employed
especially for larger spires and domes. It was preferred to interrupt them strategically with horizontal
bands (Fig. 6).
An ongoing observation suggests that this interruption was placed to coincide with the rows where the
vertical joint became excessively narrow and, as mentioned before, some wedges needed to be taken
out from the overlying layer.
The finishing of simple surfaces granted an increased freedom for the choice of the decorative motif,
since the pieces’ layout could carry on without having to adhere to the laws of Statics. For spires
where wedges were load-bearing and constituted both structure and finishing, vertical joints between
two overlapped courses could not be aligned.

Fig. 6: Virtual simulation of a decorative geometric pattern on surfaces of
different geometric types (cones, cupolas, pyramidal, ribbed, polygonal
chains and double-curved surfaces).
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3.

Geometrical analysis and digital acquisition

The integrated application of digital procedures of Computer Aided Restoration on chosen buildings,
employing current non-invasive technologies, provided useful information to support comparative
geometrical and dimensional analyses.
With the aim of preserving the centuries-old know-how heritage, it is crucial to determine operating
strategies aimed to restoration, reconstruction and/or maintenance that would take into account both
the technological and material features (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Digital acquisition phases using by light structured scanner of three different bricks.
Examination of the maiolica wedges through surveying and direct analysis has thus required a series
of observations regarding the methodology to be employed in order to be able to discern amongst
their many characteristics (shape and size; construction technology; layout; manufacturing and
finishing).
The heterogeneity of the samples required the cataloguing of the acquired data, while the drafting of
summary sheets allowed to identify and compare geometric typologies and predominant
characteristics in relation to the geographical and historical context.
The process used on some of the elements is called Reverse Engineering, while the technique
employed was 3D Scanning. The non-invasive, non-destructive, information-rich methodology is
based on the acquisition of the spatial position of points composing the surface of the real object. A
digital 3D model is then returned, characterised by a high geometric correspondence. The specific
system used falls within the structured light scanning category, employing light as a surveying tool to
extract a 3D scan. The structured light system works through a light source that projects a set of fixed
and precise light patterns on the scanned object. The reflected image is then captured by one or more
cameras, allowing the determination of each point’s position on the surface to be acquired through the
analysis of the distortion of the patterns.
The comparison of about ten maiolica elements highlights a clear evolution and refinement of the
shape suggesting how, starting from simple bricks with a rough finishing of the visible part for the older
buildings, they became more and more technologically, structurally, and aesthetically refined.
The acquired digital archive allowed further in-depth studies and new applicative scenarios which
contribute to the implementation of operative solutions and to hypothesis of guided restoration
operations, while innovating and enforcing traditional investigation methods.
New digital manufacturing technologies allow to replicate even elements with complex shapes (digital
prototypes), as well as to integrate missing parts. This can be done through the direct 3D printing of
the missing piece, or indirectly via the manufacturing of a cast that is then used to craft the element
with traditional materials, which is then connected to the original structure via composite fittings (Figs.
7-8).

3.1 Virtual anastylosis of the Santa Maria «La Fontana» church spire in Petralia
Sottana (PA)
Through a new parametric approach, the study allowed the reconstruction of the overall structure of
the spire of Santa Maria church in Petralia Sottana, the existence of which is testified by documents
from 1770 found in the parish archive, and from the only photographic source dating back to before
1874. The latter shows the spire, probably damaged by the 1818 earthquake, together with the
topmost part of the church bell tower.
Both geometric and dimensional features, though incomplete and uncertain, can be partially inferred
from the fifteenth century manuscripts.
By setting some initial data (e.g., radius of the spire directrix; number of wedges needed for the supply
divided by size; height of each course; width of the vertical joint), it was possible to define a digital
interactive model, continuously editable with reference to the initial data and to the transformations
and operations linked to it. This provided the presumed value of the original spire’s height.
The process of generation of the geometric shape of the spire is controlled by affecting the various
elements-wedges and their interaction, which are subject to rules set via a certain number of
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parameters. These take into account the correct spatial layout of the bricks; their total number for each
course; their geometric variability (length and tapering angle) in relation to the reduction of the
circumference of the horizontal courses from the impost until the structure vertex.
The envelope of the spire is subdivided into horizontal strips constituted by wedges courses staggered
by half module. The number of wedges is the same for each course, requiring the assembly of smaller
elements with an increasing tapering angle after a fixed number of levels.

Fig. 7: shaped wedges: three-dimensional reconstructions of some of the most
frequent cases.

Fig. 8: Collection of synoptic data sheets of some of the most frequent cases.
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The generative algorithm, within the Grasshopper plug-in, constitute a valid tool for research, analysis,
and control, capable of exploring through a single algorithm the complex spatial articulation of the
artefact for the various geometric typologies of spires found (conical, pyramidal, single- and doublecurvature surfaces). It describes and controls, through an associative approach, the aforementioned
geometric-spatial relations of the elements constituting the whole structure, allowing the exploration of
multiple configurations of the system while editing in real time the geometric characteristics of each
component (Figs. 9-10).

Fig. 9: The representation technique and the parametric procedure adopted for the generation of the model of of
the Santa Maria «La Fontana» church spire in Petralia Sottana (PA).

Fig. 10: The representation technique and the parametric procedure adopted for the generation of the model of
the Santo Stefano Protomartire church spire in Leonforte (EN).
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4.

Degradation, instabilities, interventions, and strategies for sustainable
valorisation

Human and natural events determined collapses, damages and/or simple deterioration of single
pieces or whole portions of the artefacts. We discussed the losses already occurred (documented,
hypothesised, or passed on orally). However, factors such as the high altitude, the constant exposition
to adverse weather conditions, as well as the manufacturing quality of the maiolica bricks, the mortar
bedding, and the layout itself, clearly result in a progressive decay. It seems that past interventions
resulted mostly in disassembling and reconstructing with similar methods and materials, rather than in
visible and strong modifications on the formal appearance and often even on the constructionstructural layout.
A relevant number of case-studies has been examined, both in the site surroundings and in the whole
region, allowing to identify a record of damages to which these artefacts are usually subject.
Lightning is one of the major causes of spire collapses, both due to their usually sharp shapes and
presence of metallic elements on the top. There is a rich documentation of destructive events both
quite old and fairly recent ascribable to this natural events.
The most common damage affects the topmost part, where the simultaneous presence of heavy
decorative elements such as slabs and banner-holding stone spheres, together with a core made of
mortar and irregular earthenware, constitutes a greatly disadvantageous condition of concentrated
load on the upper part, especially when subject to seismic actions and wind gusts.
The washout of the joints’ mortar, ascribable to heavy rain and seepages – a common damage
especially for gypsum-based mortars – determined a gradual reduction of the load bearing capacity of
the whole structure and the subsequent formation of localized failures (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11: Human and natural events determined collapses, damages and/or simple deterioration of single pieces
or whole portions of the artefacts.

Conclusions
Strains caused by external actions or by structural deterioration are some of the most common
damages, causing an evident variation of the overall geometries of some artefacts. The achievement
of new equilibrium configurations resulted in asymmetrical and abnormal profiles and buckling, and,
where an internal finishing is present, in its detachment from the wedges of the envelope.
The soil deposited in the many gaps between wedges and joints fosters the growth of weeds whose
rooting disrupts both the maiolica surfaces and the earthenware structure, as well as the mortar inside
the joints.
Moreover, the condition of difficult access determined a practically non-existent maintenance for
prolonged periods of time, such that grass formations and even large shrubs are not rare. Here, the
pushing force from inside the very joints can lead to the collapse of the whole spire.
The insufficient knowledge of these artefacts resulted in interventions (to eliminate rainwater seepages
or to consolidate the whole structure disrupted by the weathering of the mortar) that altered both the
material and the technological features, as a trade-off for a greater constructive simplicity,
endangering a centuries-old know-how heritage.
While acknowledging the objective difficulties, it appears quite clear how maintenance, restoration,
consolidation, and reconstruction interventions, both historical and recent, have rarely been respectful
of the decorative and technological quality of our spires and domes.
The scarce familiarity towards historical techniques; the superficiality and lack of interest that plagued
both designers and bodies responsible for protection for many years; the lacking operational skills of
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workers and contractors; the little interest of local communities, who should oversee to conserve the
qualifying traits of their own heritage, are all reasons that contributed to the disappearance or to the
defacement of many of these maiolica artefacts.
Less recent interventions replaced the parts that were beyond recovery with significantly different
materials, e.g., simple rough-faced bricks, witnessing an effort to make the replaced parts
recognizable at the expenses of the aesthetic unity. Meanwhile, due to the increase in awareness
endorsed by Superintendencies, more recent occurrences saw the manufacturing of faithful
reproductions of the missing elements by ceramists working to this day in the old production areas.
The on-going study strengthens the idea that Sicilian culture reprocessed various influences coming
from outside the island in the field of maiolica manufacturing, while generating original and completely
new artworks to recognize, promote, and protect both their material features and their overall artistic
expression.
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Abstract

Archaeological researches carried out in the Castle of the Monte in Montella (Avellino) between 1980
and 2008 have underlined a multi layered complex to whose first phase of employment as village of
huts, going up again to the VI century, follows a curtis evolved it in the IX century in a gastaldate. On
the fortified center between XIII and XIV century an elegant residence was built thanks to the work of
an important person of the Angevin court, probably Charles II, which created an ample park of around
3 hectares. To this last phase of use belong unpublished fragments of pottery recovered in the castle
area and in the underlying “rasole” 1 and 20, characterized by a variegated decorative repertoire
articulated in geometric motives, vegetables and zoomorphic, whose examination gives new data
about the production and circulation of the manufactured articles in hinterland of Campania.
Keywords: Medieval archaeology, archaeological excavation, castles and fortifications, pottery

1.

Historical and topographical background

The area of Irpinia between mounts Terminio and Cervialto groups, the center of Bagnoli Irpino and
the Picentini mountains, Nusco, Cassano Irpino and the Cruci pass towards Vulturara was controlled
by the large basin of Montella, where a residential settlement was built during the Middle Ages. The
town, with its castle that still stands today on the 'Monte', was in a strategic place for transhumance
routes, but especially at the center of routes that connected the area with the territories of Avellino,
Nola, Benevento, Salerno and Puglia.
Evidences of a settlement activity were collected for the phase pertinent to the VI-VII century, when a
settlement was built on the Monte; it had multiple phases of use. The most important stages certainly
correspond to the so-called second period (VII-VIII century) when a settlement rose up with masonry
houses built in opus incertum with slightly rough-hewn stones. The houses surrounded the hill, which
was marked by the Dominican nucleus of a curtense company, attested by a judgment of Arechi II
(762).
Between the end of the eighth century and during the ninth, probably under the impulse of the
Lombards who resided in Benevento, the settlement was surrounded by a defensive circuit, whose
large tracts have been traced. It is in this period that the gastaldaga rose at the top of the settlement.
Its remains were incorporated by the magna turris of the twelfth century, built by the Normans, who
inhabited the area by downgrading its role from a „galstaldato‟ to a committee.
A real transformation of the places occurred only during the XII-XIII century, when Charles II d'Angiò
built a garden park for the leisure activities of the nobles and the „rasole‟ were built a terracing that
surrounded the area around the castle. They were implanted with walls of substructure, crossed by
aqueducts and fountains, indicated in the eighteenth-century Pianta di tutto il Monistero de P.
Riformati sotto il titolo di S. Maria del Monte (fig. 1).
The excavations, which were carried out from 1980 until 1992 and continued between 2005-2007 [1],
under the responsibility of Professor Marcello Rotili, allowed to identify the remains of structures and
consequently the roles attributable to each area under investigation. Thanks to the excavation
activities carried out especially in the north-eastern area, emblematic materials have come out from
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the soil of the castle area, as well as from the rasole 1, 19 and 20 [2]. Here we want to examine
carefully the ceramic findings (painted „invetriata‟ and protomaiolica) that have peculiar characteristics
in the decorative, as well as formal, arrangement.
G.L.

Fig. 1: Pianta di tutto il Monistero de P. Riformati sotto il titolo di S. Maria del Monte.

2.

The castle area and rasola 1: archaeological context

The south-west area of Montella‟s settlement is located on the highest part of the Monte and it‟s the
administrative center of the Lombard principality of Salerno, in Irpinia (fig. 2). After the X century, the
administrative offices showed the first signs of decline, resulting from the gastaldate‟s transformation
in a county. In the middle of the XII century, on the top of the hill, the Norman vassal Symon de Tivilla,
or maybe his brother Guglielmo, built the monumental magna turris, a structure which had both a
defensive and residential purpose. The palatium behind the surrounding northern wall was also
rearranged and became a residence. As the population moved to the valley floor, between the XIII and
the XIV centuries, the castle started to be frequented by the Angevin court that made a garden of
delights, entirely changing the appearance of the place: the rasola 1, a terracing located on the east
side of the upper area, which had been location for residences and a production plant for the
processing of iron between the VII and the IX centuries, disappeared after having been covered by the
soil used for the creation of ample and long terraces, sustained by walls and crossed by aqueducts
that irrigated the gardens and supplied the fountains in which water games were realized [3]. The
walls were doubled within the works related to the whole walled area, and then strengthened between
the XIV and the XV centuries; this operation also included the rasola 1, that was renewed through the
extension and the construction of a new bastion with passageway on the west side. Between the XIII
and the XIV centuries, the magna turris and the palatium built in the XII century were renewed. A
residential dynamic displaced on integrated poles was confirmed and continued until the upper floor of
the palatium was frescoed thanks to D‟Aquino, feudatory of Montella after de Tivilla, who gave the
palatium a prominent role [4]. Despite this, the magna turris was used continuously up to the threshold
of the XVI century, when also the palatium turned out to be unsuitable to the demands of the
Cavaniglias, the new owners, who decided to move to the populated area of Montella [5].
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Fig. 2: planimetry of castle area (highlighted in green) and rasola 1 (in pink).

2.2 The decorative repertoire
The table ware found in the castle area [6] and rasola 1, whose preliminary analysis is presented here,
is characterized by a wide and varied decorative repertoire. Painted “invetriata” and protomaiolica
pottery show a decorative repertoire articulated in geometrical, vegetal, zoomorphic and abstract
motifs; the polychrome decorations are made with green, yellow, red and brown, the latter also used
for the contours of figures. The decoration is arranged inside the open forms, such as bowls or cups,
on the outside in the case of pitchers or jugs, using the available space on the vascular surface. The
motifs are inserted into decorative patterns, the first of which is defined as "band" , which is adopted
above all on the cups and consists of a conspicuous decoration of the wall that frames the main motif
on the bottom. The second scheme, called “radial”, employs a single motif that radiates from the
centre over the entire surface and mostly recurs on open shapes. The third scheme is the "central"
one and it uses only one motif, generally of small dimensions, placed at the centre of the object. The
fourth, called "carpet", consists in the complete coverage of the surface through a dense and
continuous decoration. The fifth is defined as "panels" and mainly recurs on closed forms where the
ornaments are circumscribed by linear frames. In the open shapes the ornaments are arranged on the
inner surface forming secondary motifs and main decorations: the secondary motifs - mostly
geometric, vegetal and abstract - are placed on the edges and on the walls, whereas the main ones
are on the bottom and refer to a very varied repertoire, which may nevertheless constitute a
trademark. In the closed forms the main motif is realized on the shoulder and on the belly, while the
secondary ones are painted on the neck and beneath the rim. In the open forms, the secondary motifs
that occur more frequently are geometric, vegetal and geometric-abstract: among these we can
recognize the type 1, characterized by concentric lines of green and/or brown colour and present on
the edges of cups or bowls (fig. 3a-c); type 2 is recognized in the bowls, on which concentric and
sometimes wavy brown lines are visible immediately below the rim (fig.3d); type 3, typical of truncated
conical bowls, consists of double brown vertical lines alternating with green bands (fig. 3e). The main
decoration in the open forms is essentially geometric and phytomorphic, as compared to a low
incidence of zoomorphic ornaments; it is therefore possible to find cruciform motifs, formed by a Greek
cross in brown attested on the bottom of open forms in a potentiated variant and on the walls of the
closed forms (fig.3f). A heterogeneous group consists of numerous cups that hold a green cross
surmounted by one pluripotentiated in brown, sometimes rendered in lanceolate form, enclosed by a
green ring; in some specimens the core is enhanced with straight or curved lines and the ring is
surmounted by brown arches (fig. 3g-i). Among the geometric motifs it is recognised the asterisk
obtained by the overlap of brownish lines visible on the bottom of the cups (fig. 3j); ribbons are also
attested, whose parallel brown lines intersect forming a "mat" pattern whose meshes are covered with
a dot in brown, as found on a sauce boat (fig. 3k). Trilobed or quadrilobed flowers are rather frequent,
with brown profiles and green or brown areas on the bottom of cups (fig.3l-m). Less frequent are the
zoomorphic decorations depicting birds: they are identifiable on cups, in whose centre the lower limbs
are painted, together with the plumage made with a scaly brown pattern - the same used in the
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secondary motifs of a geometric type - or the bird's head surrounded by a brown line depicted bent,
probably in the act to collect food (fig. 3n-o).
I. D.

Fig. 3: decorative repertoire from castle area (a-f, j, l-m, o) and rasola 1 (g-I, k, n).

3.

Rasola 19 and 20: archaeological context

The rasola 20 is referred to as 'cultivable land rasola' in the eighteenth-century Pianta di tutto il [...]
Monistero and is located in the north western area of the castle, separated from the rasola 19 by a
considerable differences in height. The latter borders the fence that divides the inland from the area
outside the castle. During the excavation operations in 1990, a trench was opened here to investigate
the surrounding area. The few materials that have been found do not allow specific study, but they
contribute to ascertain the frequentation of the area during the High and Late Middle Ages, up to the
Modern Age. For these reasons, the findings resulted from the excavation operations in the trenches
13, 17 and 18 of the rasola 20 are preliminarily examined here.
Unlike whath appened in the area of the castle and in the relative rasola 1, immediately outside the
fence that separates this area from the rest of the „Monte‟, an organic arrangement of the entire area
occurred first under the control of the Normans (whose presence and transformation has been
witnessed thanks to the finding of some structures), then with the Angevins: specifically when Carlo II
d‟Angiò created a real park-garden with the help of his son Filippo prince of Taranto. The area was
surrounded by a new fortification and aqueducts and fountains were built across the various terraces,
named rasole. In the rasola 20, the ninth century cistern, obstructed after an earthquake and then
covered and unused, came to form the base of the retaining wall that divides it from the underlying
rasola 2. During Late Middle Age and early modern age this area was slowly abandoned and its
frequentation is attested by rare materials, especially pottery fragments.
3.2 The motifs and types of the decorative repertoire
Here we present the decorative repertories that decorate the ceramic artifacts (fig. 4) of painted
„invetriata‟ and protomaiolica. As it has already been possible to analyze, the two classes intersect
each other, especially from the decorative point of view. In fact, the decorative repertoire of the
protomaiolica is taken up by the painted „invetriata‟, determining a coincidence of the two productions.
They represent 0.84% of the ceramic material found in the excavation of the trenches 13, 17-18 / 88.
Regarding the forms, the open forms prevail on the closed ones, revealing the privileged destination of
the artifacts, used above all for meals. Especially the cups / bowls are attested, whose decorations
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cover most of the internal bottom. Colors range from brown to green and beige. Less frequent are the
closed forms like jugs, testified by some walls with a concave profile. They are characterized by
decorations that develop in the center of the ceramic body and if they are provided with a handle, the
latter is often decorated with horizontal lines. Less perceptible, because of the fragmentary nature of
the finds, are the dishes: only in one case it is possible to analyze the shape, whit the decoration
developed on the wide brim.
On the 35 fragments analyzed, it was possible to find a typological seriation of the decorative range:

Fig. 4: Glazed Pottery and Protomaiolica from Rasola20.

-Vegetal motifs: they are a type of decoration that develops on the ceramic body especially on the
belly of the closed forms (fig.4 n.1) or on the inner walls of cups / bowls (fig. 4 nn. 6, 14). Generally,
the decoration consists of brown-green leaves with brown profiles (fig. 4 n. 1) on the outer walls or
„lanceolate‟ leaves in green (fig. 4 n. 14) or the plant motif can accompany a geometric decoration,
such as on the inside wall of a cup in which there is a leaf profiled in brown and green in color with a
wavy brown line (fig. 4 n. 6). Only in one case there is a flower whit a point pattern in brown (7.5YR
5/3 brown) and vegetal type with brown and green leaf (7.5YR 5/3 brown) joined to a circumference
profiled in brown and yellow (fig. 4 n. 16). This decoration recurs on jugs found both in the Irpinia, as
for example in Torella dei Lombardi [7] and in northern Puglia [8], dating back to the period between
the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries.
-Zoomorphic motifs: although rare they are a type of decoration that recalls representations of animals
like birds or horses that enrich the center of the internal bottom of plates or bowls; in some casesthey
are represented on the external wall of pitchers and jugs. In the specific case, a type of decoration
which presents a scaled motif on named „a graticcio‟ is exemplary. Probably the fragment (fig. 4 n. 9)
was relevant to an open form characterized by an animal (bird?) at the center of the belly. This
typology is characteristic of open forms found in ceramic containers of high Irpinia, such as in
Montella, Torella dei Lombardi and Sant'Angelo dei Lombardi.
-Cruciform motifs: this type of decoration is present in the center of the internal bottom of cups / bowls
and glazed and protomaiolic dishes especially in the late Middle Ages in Southern Italy [9]. The
analyzed finds show an enhanced brown cross enclosed in a green ring (fig. 4 n. 4) or a pluripotential
cross in light and dark brown enclosed by a green ring (fig. 4 n. 5). This decoration is attested not only
in Irpinia, such as Ariano Irpino [10], but also in the Neapolitan area [11] and Benevento [12].
Secondary motifs are also found:
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-Geometric motifs: they usually develop on the inside and outside edge of open shapes and on
external surfaces. Three types can be identified: the first (Type 4) is called 'almond' (a mandorla) and
it is present on the belly of a closed form (fig. 4 n. 3), characterized by almond shaped elements in
brown and green; the second type(Type 5) is 'arched or multi arched‟ and it is present on a cup as a
motif of three arches profiled in brown with green spots; the last type (Type 6) is 'semicircular' with the
presence of a semicircle usually composed of a thick brown line and painted green (fig. 4 n. 10).
'Striped' motifs: they enrich the brims (fig. 4 n. 13) and rims of bowls and cups, especially of glazed
(protomaioliche) productions. The horizontal bands follow the trend of the outer rim and in some cases
decorate the outer surface between the rim and the wall attachment. Different types of bands have
been identified, differing not only in thickness (3-5 mm), but above all in the color used. They may be
brown (fig. 4 n. 14), dark green (fig. 4 n. 12) or light green (fig. 4 n. 15); more subsequent horizontal
bands may occur (fig. 4 n. 11) or they can be located below the outer rim (fig. 4 n. 8).
G. L.

4.

The circulation of glazed and enameled artifacts in the internal Campania

Painted “invetriata” and protomaiolica, the former attested in Campania from the XII to the XIII
centuries [13], the latter documented in Sicily in the XII century [14] and diffused in southern Italy
between the XIII and the XIV centuries [15], offer a lot of data to understand the circulation of ceramic
products in the inner Campania. The study of Irpinia artefacts has demonstrated the close link
between these two ceramic classes, revealed by the substantial continuity of the decorative repertoire
[16], a characteristic that can also be found in other regional and non-regional contexts. It is the case
of the secondary motif, type 3, widely found in the glazed artefacts of southern Italy [17] and also
characteristic of the glazed pottery found in Leopoli-Cencelle in Lazio [18], in the province of Foggia
[19] and in many sites of the inner Campania [20]. The cruciform motif is also widespread in the
southern Italy productions [21], as showed by the artefacts from Naples [22], Benevento [23] and,
more generally, Irpinia [24] and Puglia [25]; in particular, the enhanced cross is found in the glazed
table-tops of Ariano Irpino, Rocca San Felice [26] and Salerno [27]. The variant with a Greek cross
surmounted by a brown cross, sometimes lanceolate and closed in a ring on which small arches are
drawn, finds comparison, for example, in the archaic maiolica of Pisa [28], in the archaic Ligurian
maiolica [29], in the finds of the S. Lorenzo Maggiore complex in Naples [30] and at Castel Fiorentino
[31]. Typical of glazed and enamelled productions dated between the XII and the XIV century, the
geometric motif with an asterisk is present in Ariano Irpino, Naples, Salerno, Capaccio, Benevento,
Sant'Angelo dei Lombardi [32]; "mat" decoration is attested, for example, on a small cup from
Benevento [33] and Ariano Irpino [34]. Among the phytomorphic motifs, the three-lobed and four-lobed
flowers are typical of the Campania‟s production [35] but they were also found in the castle of
Lagopesole [36], in Ruffo‟s Castle in Amendolea [37] and in the sites of Rocca San Felice and
Sant'Angelo dei Lombardi [38]; similar decorations are also present on open forms of protomaiolica
found in the castle of Magliano, in the province of Campobasso [39]. Even if the finds are fragmentary,
the ornithomorphic decoration can be combined with similar motifs present in S. Lorenzo Maggiore
[40], Rupecanina [41], Benevento [42], Lucera [43] and Palermo [44]. As it can be seen from the
analysis presented here, late medieval artefacts are characterized by a wide range of decorations,
differently from the productions that precede them; overall, the punctual comparisons with materials
from Campania confirm the hypothesis that we are facing a sub-regional production, perhaps
localizable in the inner region of Campania. The archaeological research carried out in the last few
years in Irpinia highlighted the probable local origin of at least a part of the glazed and enamelled
artefacts dating back to the XII-XIV centuries [45]. In this regard, attention was paid to Ariano Irpino
centre, known for the production of popular ceramic artefacts between the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries [46], but already operating in the Middle Ages, considering that in 1301 those who worked
the clay and traded ceramic products were taxed [47]. Although not verified by any archaeological
data, it is likely to assume that part of the tableware used in the Norman court before and Angevin
afterwards was produced in Ariano or in the other coastal centres of Campania, as for example in
Naples, where a scrap was found, connected to a furnace that was active in the middle of the XIII
century [48]. The topographic location of Montella, a wide basin close to the crossroad of paths (also
transhumance routes), facilitated connections with the areas of Avellino, Nola, Benevento, Salerno
[49] but also Puglia [50]. This explains the presence of artefacts from the Neapolitan area and pottery
typical of Puglia production, thus testifying dynamic commercial flows and specifically the diffusion of
ceramics and decorative and morphological models.
I. D.
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Abstract
Increasingly, heritage site restoration projects require conceiving beyond their disciplines to develop
analysis, strategies and design concepts with other fields of expertise to overcome challenges that
threaten eternity, unity, and the other heritage sites conflicts. Cultural Landscape restoration in
heritage site, plays the crucial role in reconnecting tangible and intangible aspects of heritage site with
considering the natural, historical and cultural aspects in an interdisciplinary restoration plan.
"Bisotun" site as an outstanding universal value and a testimony to ancient Iranian civilization is
inscribed on ICOMOS world heritage list (2006, No 1222). This research emphasizes on the principles
of the cohesive restoration plan to converge conservation and design frameworks according to
valuable layers of this heritage site as an asset for all humanity. With defined viewpoint to cultural
landscape restoration, conditions of applicability and feasibility will be preserved for long-term benefits.
Research results show that, during the last fifty years, the natural-historical succession of the site has
lost its coherence and connection. The descriptive-analytic with correlation research methods have
been applied to present and codify the principles in this site. Research in multi scaled zones is
inevitable and description of observation including the content of opportunities and threats in the site
will be applied.
Keywords: Heritage -Persian history-cultural landscape-Bisotun

1.

Introduction

Cultural Heritage Site refers to a place, locality, natural landscape, settlement area, architectural
complex, archaeological site, or standing structure that is recognized and often legally protected as a
place of historical and cultural significance [1]. Heritage, in our view, is a very comprehensive term that
includes three major entities: material culture (cultural properties) and the geographic and human
environments. To insist above all on the great importance of landscapes and natural sites, which have
a unique esthetic and/or panoramic value. Finally, that the people in their environment, who have their
own customs and traditions, whose memory is furnished with a particular folklore, and whose way of
living is adapted to this specific setting, are a human and social treasure that also requires protection.
[1] The international heritage community has always maintained that the heritage of one is the
heritage of all, and that respect for all cultural heritages is a major instrument for peace-building
through mutual inter-cultural understanding [2].Considerably, in nowadays territories of Iran and
exactly in its historic Persian Empire borders as the heaven for archeology and heritage sites we
witness the unique natural landscapes which are the milestones of the historical, artistic and cultural
heritage of human civilization in this region of the world. ”Heritage is our legacy from the past, what we
live with today, and what we pass on to future generations” [3].
In the recognition of the historical sites in Iran, Bisotun heritage site is a blend of layers of
interconnected cultural landscape. The natural landscape of the area is unique; since the mountains,
springs and rivers create special herbaceous and wildlife species, and on the other hand, the historical
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aspect of Bisotun has a worldwide reputation. So, in fact, Bisotun is a cultural landscape because "it is
a unique feature of the land, and a drama composed of natural and human works"[4].
Intensively research the site to determine the threats it faces and the specific phases it requires for
restoration planning is the priority step in this research.
In parallel with recommended policies and advent design strategies in this research, suggestions and
cohesive restoration policies for applying in the other similar heritage site in the world is considered.
Provide insights into how reviving the intangible values of the heritage landscape could be a creative
solution for retrieving and enhancing design processes to “Finding the Spirit of Place” [5]. Cultural
Landscape Restoration cause to convert threats into opportunities and vibrant the site with a brighter
future.
In fact natural features of Bisotun were an introduction to formation of culture and human history in
this region. At least 28 historical-art pieces in this region has so far been inscribed by Iranian Cultural
Heritage Organization. Ecological and aesthetical values , foaming springs ,several caves deep inside
the mountain and also Gamas-ab and Dinevar-ab rivers ,native vegetation and wildlife features which
had motivated the building of bridges and hydro-plants for Sasanian kings, all were influential in the
occurrence of cultural-historical events, artistic relics, and pivotal points in Iranian identity around
Bisotun mountain. Furthermore, there are many fictions and folklores mingled with Bisotun.
Research Aim: survey the Bisotun heritage site in the province of Kermanshah evidences the
presence of a unique and vast cultural heritage landscape, resulting in innovative method in
restoration policy decisions and defining the strategic valorisation principles of the site.
Maintain or introduce functions that are useful to society and that are compatible with the structure
and nature of the buildings, spaces and sites of which it is made up.
Economic and social activities of the surrounding community should be preserved.
Continuous use of heritage, without any interruption of occupation.
Whenever we decide to make new use of heritage material, we must ensure the preservation of all the
important characteristics of that material.
Any changes that are made must, at all times, be reversible.


Avoid excessive use and the deterioration that would result from such use.Such reconstructions go
against internationally accepted scientific approaches to conservation and violate the principles of the
Venice Charter, Nara Document of Authenticity as well as the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention [9] [10]
Maintain or introduce functions that are useful to society and that are compatible with the structure
and nature of the buildings, spaces and sites of which it is made up.
Economic and social activities of the surrounding community should be preserved.
Continuous use of heritage, without any interruption of occupation.
Whenever we decide to make new use of heritage material, we must ensure the preservation of all the
important characteristics of that material.
Any changes that are made must, at all times, be reversible.



Avoid excessive use and the deterioration that would result from such use.Such reconstructions go
against internationally accepted scientific approaches to conservation and violate the principles of the
Venice Charter, Nara Document of Authenticity as well as the Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention [9] [10]
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2. Proposed methodology:
This research applied mixed research methodologies as considering the interdisciplinary content of
the studies that related to the subject. The case study method and correlation method to interpreting
the results are two main strategies, on the other hand, inductive reasoning method has the main role
in concluding surveys and achievements of investigation in the case studies site The descriptiveanalytic method has been applied to present and codify the principles in this site. Survey the
information as a detailed description of observation including the content of opportunities and threats
in the site will be applied.

3.

Cultural landscape Restoration :

Cultural Landscape restoration is the restoration of the relationship between nature and human being
that means the difference between a vigor and vital landscape with a mass of useless and ruined
ancient monument. As the last cultural restoration approach that implemented by ICCROM and IUCN
which emerged as a response to the growing concerns over the divide between nature and culture, it
is mentioned that “One of the defining characteristics of the World Heritage Convention is that the
protection and management of both natural and cultural values of Outstanding Universal Value should
fall under one international instrument [6].”Furthermore Promoting People-Centred Approach aims at
contributing towards the new paradigm shift „from the care of heritage to that of pursuing the wellbeing
of both heritage (natural and cultural) and society as a whole. Its goal is to strengthen practitioners‟
understanding of people and communities as a core component of heritage management, thus
ensuring that natural and cultural heritage has a dynamic and mutually beneficial role in society today
and long into the future [6]. The revival of our heritage must be compatible with the maintenance and
even the improvement, of its specific identity, integrity and cultural values [1].
Recognition and restoration of national identity are influencing factor on Cultural landscape
Restoration: Reviving the intangible layers, ancient traditions, and rituals for any cultural landscape
cause to promote life meaning for local communities and reduce social harms and immigration to
cities.”Responding to the current and future challenges in the site and defining new functions and
activities in the framework of cultural heritage values [8]” and reviving the immaterial values of the
cultural landscape could be a creative solution for retrieving these sites.
”The Interpretation and Presentation of cultural heritage sites should relate to their wider social,
cultural, historical and natural contexts and settings. Interpretation should explore the significance of a
site in its multi-faceted historical, political, spiritual, and artistic contexts. It should consider all aspects
of the site‟s cultural, social, and environmental significance and values”. [1]
Maintenance, consolidation, repair, safeguarding, preservation, restoration and reconstruction are
different phases of a comprehensive heritage landscape restoration that regarding to the results of
survey the cultural landscape meticulously could be defined as policies and strategies, considering the
below cultural landscape restoration policies, as critical in comprehensive, multidisciplinary approach :

4.Bisotun, world heritage site:
Heritage is defined as "the combined creations and products of nature and man, in their entirety that
make up the environment in which we live in space and time. Heritage is a reality, a possession of the
community, and a rich inheritance that may be passed on, which invites our recognition and our
participation." [11]
4.1 BISOTUN historical landscape:
Bisotun is located along the ancient trade route linking the Iranian high plateau with Mesopotamia and
features remains from the prehistoric times to the Median, Achaemenid, Sassanian, and Ilkhanid
periods. The principal monument of this archaeological site is the bas-relief and cuneiform inscription
ordered by Darius I, The Great, when he rose to the throne of the Persian Empire, 521 BC. The basrelief portrays Darius holding a bow, as a sign of sovereignty, and treading on the chest of a figure
who lies on his back before him. According to legend, the figure represents Gaumata, the Median
Magus and pretender to the throne whose assassination led to Darius‟s rise to power. Below and
around the bas-reliefs, there are ca. 1,200 lines of inscriptions telling the story of the battles Darius
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waged in 521-520 BC against the governors who attempted to take apart the Empire founded by
Cyrus. The inscription is written in three languages. The oldest is an Elamite text referring to legends
describing the king and the rebellions. This is followed by a Babylonian version of similar legends. The
last phase of the inscription is particularly important, as it is here that Darius introduced for the first
time the Old Persian version of his res gestae (things done). This is the only known monumental text
of the Achaemenids to document the re-establishment of the Empire by Darius I. It also bears witness
to the interchange of influences in the development of monumental art and writing in the region of the
Persian Empire. There are also remains from the Median period (8th to 7th centuries B.C.) as well as
from the Achaemenid (6th to 4th centuries B.C.) and post-Achaemenid periods.
BISOTUN, (Bīsetūn, Bīstūn, Behistun), the modern name of a cliff rising on the north side of the ageold caravan trail and main military route from Babylon and Baghdad over the Zagros mountains to
Hamadān).[12] The name clearly shows that the place had been holy from time immemorial and
Darius‟s monument was well known to the ancients the various archeological remains at the site,
reflecting almost continuous use since prehistoric times,the most important remains in this heritage
site is described below:
3.1.1.Darius’s Inscriptions:The monumental relief of Darius I, King of Persia, representing the king‟s
victory over the usurper Gaumāta and the nine rebels (cf. ii, above), is surrounded by a great trilingual
inscription in Old Persian (text DB in Kent, Old Persian), Elamite, and Babylonian. This inscription is
the most important document of the entire ancient Near East and a major key to understanding its
languages. It alone made it possible to decipher cuneiform writing and thus to open the door to
previously totally unknown ancient civilizations; in that sense it has had a value comparable to that of
the Rosetta stone for Egyptology. [13]
3.1.2. Prehistoric remains. Some Paleolithic cave finds are the earliest evidence of human presence
at the spring-fed pool of Bīsotūn[13] Next come traces of a 2nd-millennium settlement on the “Parthian
slope” [14]
3.1.3. The Median fortress. This name has been given to the remains of a fortress on the mountain
slope because a bronze triangular fibula of the 8th/7th century b.c. was found in its wall [15]
3.1.4. Heracles :Beside this gateway a relief depicting Heracles was erected in the Hellenistic period.
His lion-skin cloak appears to be a separate figure and was taken by D. Stronach to be a Median gate
monument [16]
3.1.5. Parthian remains. These comprise reliefs of Mithridates II (123-87 B.C.) and Gotarzes II (ca. 50
b.c.) and the Parthian stone [17] .These rock carvings were among the earliest discoveries at Bīsotūn.
The relief of Mithridates depicts four satraps in a line before the king, with all the figures in profile, and
thus is still strongly within the Achaemenid tradition.
3.1.6. Sasanian remains. The three large sculptured capitals (Plate XIV, Plate XV). These capitals
were the first Sasanian remains at Bīsotūn to attract attention, [17]. After the relief of Darius, they are
the most significant monuments at Bīsotūn, constituting important documents for the history of
Sasanian art [18]
3.1.6. Pol-e Ḵosrow. Remains of a bridge by this name were mentioned by Rawlinson , and the name
is still current among the local people. The masonry consists of a rubble-concrete core faced with
stone blocks. Nine piers, each pointed on both sides, are still standing, but none of the superstructure
remains.
3.1.7. Tarāš-e Farhād .This section of the cliff is of key importance in understanding the entire
Sasanian building program at Bīsotūn. It is a chiseled rock face approximately 200 m wide and 30 m
high, with a retaining wall ca. 150 m in front of it; it is thus the biggest such work in Iran [17]
3.1.8. The Mongol building. This structure was discovered by the writer in a reconnaissance along the
bank of the Gamašāb. A mound of debris could be seen there on a site roughly 25 m wide and 30 m
long ,and the presence of 14th-century potsherds and fragments of cut brick immediately suggested a
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Mongol building. The building was a sort of kiosk facing the river, decorated on the outside with cut
bricks. The interior rooms were decorated with glazed bricks.
3.1.9. The Safavid caravansary and bridge. The Safavid caravansary was built by Shaikh ʿAlī Khan
Zangana, the same man who destroyed a large part of the relief of Mithridates to make way for
his waqf inscription. This handsome structure, built in 1092-96/1681-85, is of brick on dressed stone
socles and measures ca. 80 m wide and 90 m long; the interior courtyard is 50 x 52 m and has
four ayvāns. The adjacent sleeping rooms are vaulted, and there is vaulted stabling behind. This plain,
monumental building is one of the larger Safavid caravansaries still in a good state of preservation,
though now lacking its original entrance pavilion. [17]
3.1.10.The surrounding district and the “Paradise of the Ḵosrows” Bīsotūn must not be viewed simply
as an isolated site containing historical monuments. It formed instead an integral part of a larger
district, which was particularly well defined in the Sasanian period, as can be seen from other
contemporary remains found throughout the entire area. The evidence thus suggests a distinct cultural
area on this fertile plain. The most important is, of course, Ṭāq-e Bostān (q.v.), 30 km away, which is
also connected with Ḵosrow II[19]

Fig. 1:BISOTUN historical landscape. (Author)
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3.2 BISOTUN natural landscape:
"The connection between nature and culture is unique in every region of the world and
returns to the attitude of every culture to nature. Failure to take into account these
differences will lead to inappropriate decisions to protect cultural landscapes [20]" In a
comprehensive view of the Bisotun region, ecological studies should be prioritized. Studies
on ecological layers the region is being carried out and could be the base for any plan with
comprehensive vision of landscape restoration.
Understanding the ecological, cultural and historical layers helps the designer to hear the
sound of the studied landscape and identify its values and threats, so that it can come up
with a plan to solve deficiencies and strengthen values in the evaluation and summing up of
problems and, on the other hand, provide a plan and outlook for the future development of
the region.
By summarizing this chapter, we are looking to know which lands are inherently suitable for
what they use and protect [21]
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"The special natural features of Kermanshah province, such as high altitude mountain,
forests and abundant fountains are a good habitat for wildlife, so that in the past not so long
ago, Kermanshah province has enjoyed a great diversity of habitat [22] "Natural vegetation
cover of Bistoun plain has caused the longest pasture times and one of the most important
breeding centers of high quality horses [23], "Therefore, this plain has a military value. The
twenty years in the Mongol era and The Timurid seems to have been the main horse
breeding
center
for
the
army
[24]
"In the eastern, southern and western parts of Bisotun Mountains, there is a vast and green
plain. The Gamasiab River, which originates from the Alvand Mountains, crosses the region
with the Dinevar river and passes through the Bisotun Mountain and plain. [25] ."This plain is
one of the most fertile fields of agriculture and is one of the oldest places where cultivation
has begun. [26].

Fig. 2:BISOTUN natural landscape. (Author)

3.3.Cultural values of Bīsotūn:
Bisotun cultural landscape has the irreplaceable memories and ancient stories that hidden in this site
as the immaterial and authentic values during the history .The most important epics ,poems and
paintings that relate to old stories and common Persian memories about this cultural landscape are as
significant as historical monuments in this unique and original heritage site. Neẓāmī ()is one of the
most famous poet that tell epic stories about Farhād, Šīrīn in bisotun site.Neẓāmī mentions three
great works of Farhād: the milk channel, the passage cut through the mountain at Bīsotūn, and the
portrait of Šīrīn. Miniature paintings: are particularly helpful in clarifying matters at Bīsotūn. The story
of Farhād and Šīrīn was a favorite theme for miniatures, stucco work, and paintings on tiles and under
glass from the 9th/15th to the 14th/20th century which depicts a meeting of Farhād with Šīrīn in front
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of the pool at Mount Bīsotūn; a slab carved with effigies of two lovers is set into the hillside, which is
clearly identifiable as the great rock face . [27]
4. Bisotun cultural landscape analysis:
Therefore, all heritage management and conservation approaches ought to be based on the
identification and consideration of this interrelationship and provide a shared vision—within a global
context—through the adoption of cross-disciplinary methods of analysing, evaluating and monitoring
cultural landscapes in all their dimensions over time. [28]
Historical site of Bisotun is 30 km northeast of Kermanshah city and on the road of Kermanshah,
Hamadan. In fact, the road to the historical site of Bisotun is drawn at the confluence of the plains and
the mountains."It has been deduced from the surveys that in the last 50 years the natural and
historical layers of the site has undergone an unbalanced change, including the rapid change of the
fast-moving network on the one hand and the construction of many factories on the other. [29]
“Unfortunately, despite the ecological potential and natural resources of the area that can provide
beauty and paradise, with a dull and indifferent view of factories, abandoned buildings, agricultural
land without any special features, barracks and military use. Which appear more than anything else.
The unobtrusive exploitation and neglect of the landscape language of the region have led to a
degraded view. Bisotun has the ability to present a beautiful, amazing and even lucrative landscape
and increase quality of life of native residents and attraction for visitors. Mismanagement and hybrid
plans in the form many different organizations in the region caused nowadays issues in this site ."The
unsustained experience (the construction of factories, highways and roads within historical and natural
sites) as a contagious disease threatens many historical and natural sites, and it is hoped that in future
regional projects, such as the highway crossing, the route and the establishment of industrial and
production units , governers, planners and designers paying attention to these valuable sites.
Analysis of various ecological and historical layers of the region have been carried out in accordance
with surveying documents such as area photos, maps, reports of the Cultural Heritage Organization
and the environmental organization of the past and present situation In fact, in order to understand
and analyze different parts of the region, we divide this study into two main zones.
Zone 1: Natural Landscape Studies: The area includes the protected area of Bisotun with an area of
50,000 hectares and the area of Bisotun Wildlife Refuge with an area of 45,000 hectares, as well as
parts of the Bisotun Plain and the Gamasiab River, located near the historic site of Bisotun,
Landscape views are studied.
Zone 2: Historical Studies: Review of the Historical Monuments in the National and World Beyond
union and revising its historical narratives
Considering natural restoration of Bisotun, protection of springs, river rehabilitation,regeneration of
native plants, limitation of agricultural uses and restoration of ancient meadows seedling and planting
native species, is recommended.on the other hand preservation and restoration the historical
monuments is the other primitive policy in this site.
In parallel with recommended principles, following strategies suggested to employ in the historical and
natural restoration of the project:
1.
Design Wildlife corridor to the respect of landscape flows in connection with the mountain and
the Gamas_ab Riverbank features.
2.

Restoration of the historical hydro structures around "Khosrow" bridge according to its trace.

3.
Eliminating the old sugar factory which has been built on parts of archeological lands in the
region. The factory serves as a polluting factor for the river and contributes to the landscape
destruction.
4.

Eco-Restore lagoons designed aiming at reviving the River and creating aesthetical values.

5.
Restoration of Sassanid Bridge of "Khosrow" based on the documents and researches about this
in completed bridge.
6.

Rebuilding the ancient route trail passing through the bridge toward Bisotun inscription zone.
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7.
Changing the agricultural function and using lands as meadows covering native plants so that
plant species and plain animals living beside the river could be grown. Furthermore, the possibility of
destruction of the archaeological lands might be out of sight.
8.
Designing symbolic elements and artistic statues for reviving mythical narrations at the site. The
ideas for these elements are extracted from literary works (Khosrow and Shirin ode).
9.
Defining special routes for walking, bicycling, and horseback riding (horseback riding and horse
breeding have roots in the history of this area).
10. Designing the cultural terraces considering the folklore music, traditional dance, and drama.
11. Farms that are parts of cultural landscape narrating the story of farming, should be preserved
12. Building a new capacity for recreational and service facilities like restaurant, café, and hotel in a
rural region near the site for tourists. With this strategy without constructing new structures in this
historical landscape, we can reinforce local economy and enhance the underlying identity of the
physical and social form of local community

5. Conclusion:
Research results show that, during the last fifty years, the natural-historical succession of the
site has lost its coherence and connection. A cultural landscape losing its unity and being
violated and disrespected cannot preserve the spirit of the place. Unfortunately, construction
of the inner-city freeway through the ancient site, disposing of the sewage of factories in the
riverbanks, vacant lands and destroying the pastures are examples of disregards to the
language of the landscape in the region. In fact, all of these one-sided decisions and
ignorance, damage the glory and dignity of the landscape; the elegance which attracted
Persian Empire kings (from 500 B.C.) and many artists, architects, and poets. By detailed
research on the characteristics of the region, an area of about 600 acres around the river
containing a historical bridge and hydro-plants of Sassanid period (600 A.D.) and its
surrounding lands with archeological, value following results should be expected:In this
phase, the national and world defined boundaries of Bisotun historical site and the trail of
ancient route that contains 3,700 acres of natural landscape are studied. cultural landscapes
should remain safe for future generations to” enjoy and learn to care [30] as irreplaceable
cultural and economic asset for all humanity. With restoration, conditions of applicability and
feasibility will be preserved for long-term benefit. Cultural landscape restoration must be a
mission of every humanitarian outreach to” transform the monumental glories of civilization
into essential, relevant parts of our shared human culture once again” [31]
Defining principles in comprehensive restoration plan in Bisotun heritage site should regard
these three main aspects coincide: natural landscape ecological rehabilitation,historical
monuments preservation and restoration,cultural and folkolar intangible values valorization.
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Abstract
In recent years, architecture, considered as a mere architectural organism, has gradually expanded its
boundaries acquiring an increasingly broader meaning. We have thus come to see as an integral part
of it what can be considered intangible, but which is nonetheless essential to contribute to defining its
identity.
The diffused visual culture and the tools available gave rise, once, to forms of representation that
could be defined as 'progressive', articulated according to a sort of conceptual linearity that certainly
ensured the structuring of an effective gnoseological path, but that, from another point of view, could
always be considered partially focused on a few aspects at a time and above all, in some of its forms,
addressed only to readers with specific skills.
In recent years the expressive potential has grown so as to allow the involvement of users once excluded from a specific technical language.
The growing awareness of the fragility of the landscape makes crucial the chance to focus more on
collective awareness on certain issues in order to trigger "active elements" that make possible virtuous
actions.
The study proposed here addresses this theme with an experimentation focused on the terraced landscape of Liguria in virtue of its complexity consisting of historical, landscape, geological, agricultural,
social and architectural factors.
Keywords: Landscape, communication, image, representation.

1.

Landscape and its border: new points of view

If we try to visualize what we can trace back to the concept of Landscape, today, it appears that it can
be traced back to a plurality of factors that not only contemplate what is tangible in it but are also
enriched by perceptive factors that go beyond the boundaries of what is directly visible.
This expansion, or rather, this diversification of the points of visas from which to observe a part of
landscape opens the way to a series of considerations on the vectors and communication registers
most effective for its representation.
These were structured according to a sort of conceptual linearity that certainly ensured the organizing
of an effective cognitive path, but which, from another point of view, could be considered always
partially focused on few aspects and especially aimed at readers with specific skills to decode some of
his expressions.
Moreover, the ever growing awareness of the fragility of the landscape, especially in certain contexts,
makes the importance of being able to focus more collective awareness on certain themes crucial.
The research proposed here aims to present some reflections that compare methods of representation
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applied in a study prior to the age of digitization with the potential of those available today, i.e. trying to
evaluate how that summ of knowledge, expressed in graphic form, today could see expanded their
value, at least on the educational level, by virtue of contemporary instruments.
A final reflection is needed precisely on the questions of method: the acceleration that the supply and
the technological evolution of the instruments is undergoing for the survey and the representation,
make even more compelling the need to define in a well clear way the importance of methodological
awareness and the ability to discern narrative paths, according to the pragmatic adequacy of which,
from time to time, we intend to use with the intent of achieving an effective communication of a
figurative project.
In this sense, therefore, a complex of knowledge, even articulated in heterogeneous phases and
forms, can be transformed into an active principle which, thanks to a communicative renewal, can
trigger awareness and sharing of actions taken for the redevelopment of certain contexts.

2.The Ligurian landscape with terraces: identity and image of a cultural reality

Fig. 1 Terraced landscape of Cinque Terre and wide landslides on the eastern Ligurian coast

We have chosen to focus the attention of this study on the theme of the terraced landscape not only
because of the complexity and the multiplicity of valences that run into it but precisely because, by
virtue of this versatility, it is well suited to represent a character that It traces back the physiognomy of
the Ligurian landscape to a wider and more sharable identity as that of many parts of the
Mediterranean agricultural landscape [1].
The research has been substantially articulated according to some issues considered strategic, which
can be traced back to 4 substantive points: the first is related to the constructive techniques, i.e. those
relating to the wall apparatus (or in grass clods) which guarantees the Containment of the soil (mostly
authocthon soil) and the network of open or underground channels that help the process of disposing
of excess water.
The second important aspect emerged from the research, and in particular from those carried out in
the primary scope of the representation, has highlighted the rich evolution not only technical but also
symbolic that this practice has taken over the centuries.
The first medieval representations, which saw in terraced land a form of landscape shaped by man,
were examined, up to the late sixteenth representations that, in the sense of the terracing ennobled on
the aesthetic level they see a symbol of the economic and social power of a specific figure; it was then
the nineteenth century representations that pour into the terraced landscape the representation of a
peasant culture carrying a set of values.
The third very important aspect is the wide spread of this practice throughout the Ligurian arch and the
peculiar differences of construction techniques detectable according to the specific geological and
cultural conditions in which it has developed.
The characteristics of the stone, the typologies of techniques for the elevation of the walls, the crops,
the structure of the various distributive and connective elements and the relations with the built areas,
define the specific local identity within a wider facies at regional level and, in a broader sense, we
could say Mediterranean [2].
The last, but substantial, aspect is that of degradation which in many cases is reaching really troubling

2
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forms and extensions.
The difficulty in the management of agricultural practices in conditions, in which the accommodation in
terraces is abitual, little by little, has aggravated the general process of abandonment of agriculture.
This phenomenon has therefore, today, a double relevance: if on the one hand the problems linked to
the abandonment cause the evident damage in landscape terms given by the lack of garrison of a
portion of territory by the man, on the other hand we are seeing a gradual return of the landscape to its
natural structure, i.e. to a pre-intervention of man, with very serious consequences.
It seems obvious how all the work of breaking the stones and filling with land, that led to the realization
of the terraces, has produced in the centuries profound changes, introducing large quantities of stones
and land where, at the origin, there was other than a natural rocky profile and, only in some cases, a
thin layer of soil.
This alteration, with its progressive deterioration and the return to the original state, is bringing serious
consequences: everything that had been artificially brought "up" is dramatically crumbling with
disastrous consequences in numerous contexts including the area of the Cinque Terre.
The theme of the recovery of terraced areas, just because of its improperness and extension, is the
subject of continuous experimentation and what is evident as a common trait to these is the need to
introduce changes in approach to the problem, or how to deal with the theme of the terraced
landscape recognizing the fragility but also the complexity of it.
In this sense, therefore, representation and, even more, communication through visual language, can
be an important vector for greater and more extensive sharing and understanding of the phenomena in
progress.

Fig. 2 Typical terraced tecniques and elements made to carry on the agricultural activities. There is an evident
connection between the techniques used for the terracing system and the building practice for other elements
such as repairs, or water rises.
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2.1 Communicative models between icons and symbols

Fig. 3 Different kinds of languages used to describe the complex evolution of terraced landscapes.

The critical reading of the forms of representation with which the newly synthesized concepts have
been expressed refer to a "lexical" panorama that takes advantage of the main methods of
representation declined from time to time according to the specific needs. Orthogonal projections for
site sketches or to exemplify the different construction techniques, isometric projections for the
explanations of structures of particular formal complexity or still, artistic representations or excerpts
from repertoires, given by manuals, to understand not only the consistency of the phenomenon over
the centuries but also its iconic valence, and finally representations in orthogonal projections but on a
large scale to try to understand the functioning of specific parts of landscape such as example parts of
the Cinque Terre complex. What unites these methods of representation is not only a certain
characteristic of reading difficulties, linked to the knowledge of certain specific codes but also to the
need to be read in sequential form and above all, hardly in synchronic form.
What is today the possibility of communicating a system of terracing such as that of a small portion of
the Cinque Terre? We want to illustrate here a conduct experience that has tried to convey in an
interactive path much of the knowledge developed in the research just exposed trying to highlight the
advantages. The subject of the experimentation is the Valle del Buranco, in the municipality of
Monterosso, where at the end of the seventeenth century, to indulge the growing demand for citrus
fruit for the fleets on direct transoceanic routes, large lemons grows were built arriving to realize
Architectural works of great impact including the underground channelling of a whole rivo in order to
obtain fairly large flat areas, protected from the winds and especially oriented in a favourable way to
the cultivation of the lemons. This system of terracing has been deepened and detected with a system
of representations which, as mentioned, refer to a setting which could not avail itself of certain digital
instruments. The experimentation presented here analyzes how, today, the content of this study could
be disclosed according to a more diffusive language and that at the same time contributes to underline
the deep cultural value of these apparatuses.

4
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3 A virtual travel proposal: knowledge as an opportunity to retrain
There are many examples, especially in the areas of southern France or in some areas with intense
agricultural activity in Switzerland, where visiting paths have been experienced within terraced areas
characterized by a high level of Architectural articulation [3].
The purpose of these actions is to make this practice known, its culture and, at the same time, to
redevelop the areas affected by these interventions. In fact, knowledge and the sharing of a part of the
productive culture of a place constitute important factors for its valorization: some areas of Burgundy,
although there is already a very high qualitative level of the structures and of the agricultural
landscape, still today have undertaken a process of dissemination of culture related to them with the
establishment of museums and extensive cycle paths within the magnificent vineyards.
This is how the experimentation presented here, aimed at the conception of a virtual path within a
reality identified as a case study of particular interest, is born.
What are the basic elements of such a choice? It is crucial to identify the pros and cons of a choice
that deviates from what has already been done in similar contexts, that is, a static communication and
entrusted to posters or paper guides: the latter offers the possibility to manage an extended quantity of
Information thanks to the text, for example, and ensures the presence of the visitor at the exact spot
where the panel is placed, according to the structure of the path, but by contrast, can hardly be
updated, has costs of maintenance and above all can only be consulted on site.
The choice of a virtual path [4], however, albeit with the limitations due to the type of consultation
especially if this happens through a mobile phone or a tablet, offers the possibility of a sort of
interactivity visitor-place-virtual application. A specific APP could, by GPS detecting a certain position,
send the notification to consult some micro-cards in depth on what surrounds us: a sort of virtual
Cicero that refers to a structure of thematic focus, also available on other occasions or in a different
context.
The proposal, focused on the Buranco valley in Monterosso al Mare, collects, summarizes and
reprocesses the information and languages of a more extensive research, in forms that lend
themselves to effective communication under certain conditions.

Fig,3 - Buranco valley in Monterosso (5 Terre). It’s possible to distinguish the great walls that close the lemon
groves. The rio Buranco was completely covered, in this part, during the XVIII century to create this terraced
structure, in order to create a protected area for cultivations.
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Fig. 4 - Underground cistern, built under the great lemons grove and near the covered rio Buranco.

Fig. 5 - Images from the virtual tour about lemon groves in Monterosso, with a mix of 3d models and
historical news. Virtual images and elaborations by Ruggero Torti, Unige. 2018

6
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Basically the route consists of 4 stages: 1) historical and cultural reasons that have necessitated the
construction of the large lemon groves; 2) the peculiarity of the underground structures for water
regulation; 3) The technique for the realization of Terraces 4) visual culture and narrative related to the
context.
Defined these four themes have been defined textual and visual content for the structure of the virtual
path: Short and clear textual content, visual content of easy interpretation, apparatus of signs that
define the structure of the path by helping the visitor in the choices.

Fig.6 - Different messages available by the APP, focused on the historical origins of lemons groves in Monterosso.
Virtual images and elaborations by Ruggero Torti, Unige. 2018.

4 Conclusions
The analysis of the possibilities of integrations between different types of references within a narrative
leads to the conclusion that this new proposition can only be possible when in fact there is a deep
knowledge of a phenomenon and of Dynamics that have characterized and structured it over time. It is
not a question of simplifying tones and content but rather of finding new communicative models.
Moreover, the potential of new technologies introduces the possibility, unusual respect to the past, of
making accessible, at least visually, places that are not more or for the change of certain conditions or
even for the consequences of a degradation that now makes it unrecognizable compared to the glories
of the past.
This process certainly does not replace and cannot substitute a reality that by its nature is taking on a
path of progressive weakening of its valence, if not even of abandonment and consequent breakup,
but it can establish, thanks to a form of intellectual resilience, a sort of reappropriation of a piece of
local culture in which the sense of discovery plays a decisive role.
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Abstract
The interpretation of Lecco’s "forma urbis" and its historical remains is a useful tool to understand its
development process, especially with the aim to preserve the historic value as a resource for
relaunching the territory. Lecco became a fortified city in the middle Ages: the ancient walls partially
remain as a neglected, misunderstood part of the city that became mainly industrial in the 18th century.
After a consistent urban sprawl and renovation of the built landscape during the 19th-early 20th century,
the remain historical features appear without a clear connection. Despite the municipality continuous
effort, in the historic center only few palaces went under restoration and have recognizable and
compatible new functions. On the other side, vehicle circulation and pedestrian flow is strongly
influenced by the city structure. The city unintentionally is divided into different parts which changed
the way of people moving.
In this paper, the authors connected cultural heritage and social theories through the study of flow. A
flow is a purposeful, repetitive, programmable sequence of exchanges and interactions. This brief
definition explains that this notion encompasses more than movement. Not every movement produces
flow, it has to be directed, repeated and supported. Through deep analysis of these factors, the map of
the city of Lecco is divided with a gradient from the most frequented streets to the least ones. The
results show that the higher number of visitors is located in the places around the cultural and
industrial heritage.
The proposed approach can be a tool to create new ways of using lost spaces, towards a more
resilient and dynamic city, able to adapt to historical and global changes and to preserve its cultural
identity.
Keywords: Urban flow, People’s flow, Resilience, Cultural heritage, Lecco.
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1.

Introduction

In the last centuries, the development of the city of Lecco has always been linked to the expansion of
its industries. The use of iron and its handcraft are testified by the excavations in Erna plains dating
the pre-roman period. In the 80s of the 20th century the iron industry, metallurgical and mechanical,
has persisted over the years in the same places and with the same characteristics of production. The
metallurgical industry is specific to Lecco area. The city has a peculiar territorial development: the city
center has walls and fortification because Lecco was a city on the defense. At present, the ruins of the
walls, the Visconti Tower and the Visconti Bridge still remain. The walls were built in 1300 and
strengthened in 1600. In the center, that was a military garrison, tertiary activities have their
headquarters, like banks, trades and services[1].

Fig. 1: Map of Lecco, 1637 [2] and photo of the remains of the city walls (2017).

Fig. 2: Historical picture of Lecco, 1920 [2] and photo of the Visconti Tower (2017).
The northern part of Lecco, up to the connection with Valsassina’s valley (districts of Castello, Rancio,
San Giovanni and Laorca), was specialized in iron industry starting from 1300 until 1600. The Spanish
Army productions were made in Lecco and transported to Milan (for manufacturing) trough Adda river
[6]. The processing of iron is an important specificity that since 1700 has had a great acceleration of
the iron production in small units. The town plan of Lecco was a bit chaotic because the districts had
different functions compared to the function of the center. At the end of 1700 the walls were destroyed
and many factories began to relocate in the city center, especially around the castle area and later
along the railway axis, to facilitate transport. This location of the factories along the railway, together
with it, creates a division of the city into two parts, despite the various attempts to have a unified city.
Lecco kept growing and expanding outside the walls, towards the surrounding valleys. All the small
neighbourhoods expanded until they became a unique system, acquiring the ultimate configuration
that Lecco still shows. The area between Lecco and Pescarenico, a district in the southern area,
became prone to develop residential buildings and industries, which developed mainly along the
rivers. This choice was due to energy production and transportation possibility.
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Lecco had its most important changes in the nineteenth century. During the second half of the century,
the traditional steel and iron industries became the most important in the city, after being weakened by
silk production for some years. From that moment the development and the growth of Lecco has
always been linked to the industries. Indeed, they assumed the guiding role in the development and
new factories for steel and iron manufacturing were set up; an example is Badoni factory, the first one
ever built, and Arlenico one.
During the 19th century, the city began to develop its transportation system, starting with the realization
of the train station in 1863. Since train system was particularly important for industries to get materials
and sell their products, the railway station improved its connections with other cities (Milan ,1873;
Como, 1888 and Sondrio, 1892).
At the beginning of the twentieth century roads and infrastructures were not much developed: inside
the city most of them looked more like paths than roads and Azzone Visconti Bridge was the only
connection between the two sides of the lake. To improve the connection with other cities and to
decrease the traffic jam on the Visconti Bridge, the road system was extended and branched out, also
with the construction of two new bridges connecting the sides of the river: Kennedy Bridge (in the
Sixties) and Manzoni Bridge (1985) [4].
When the crisis of the metallurgic industry began around 1970 all factories were closed except the one
of Arlenico.
Between the 80s of the Twentieth and the Twenty-first century the de-industrialization process had a
great acceleration that caused the neglect of industries with many employees and a large
entrepreneurial footprint.
For several years Lecco remained in an intermediate phase between the demolition of those buildings
and the idea of a new urban plan. From ‘city of iron’, the image of Lecco quickly changed: commercial
activities started on, although this aspect has never been considered fully satisfying the touristic
service needs of the city. From the industrial crisis, Lecco improved its touristic image.

Fig. 3: Lecco in 1730 and 1754 (Lecco’s Municipality)

Fig. 4: Lecco in 1830 and 1910 (Lecco’s Municipality)
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The first Plan of the city (‘piano regolatore generale, PRG’) is a project of expansion of the city and it
dated 1899. The main problem of this map was the absence of a project for the outskirts, which grew
in main directions without rules. Anyway, the city centre has been saved from demolition thanks to its
small dimension and because it is closed to the lake and does not have possible territorial direction of
expansion.

Fig. 5: PRG of Lecco, 1899 (Lecco’s Municipality)

2.

The Urban Flow in Lecco

In order to physically understand how the industrial past molded both spatial and social configuration,
in the paper it is studied the urban and service flow of people in Lecco.
“The Urban Flow Model” is a resilient concept that is useful to identify critical dependencies,
vulnerabilities and measures to ensure the functionality of cities. By considering both hard
infrastructure and social aspects, this model includes six urban flows: people, goods, services, money,
energy and information. They are mutually independent, although they have an impact on social
inclusion, good care and attractive living conditions. Especially the last one has a big impact on where
people decide to “flow”.
The study shows the main streets of the city, studied during the Sundays of one month. It was chosen
this day because of the weekend free hours that the tourist or citizens are supposed to go out and
explore the city. In the photo below, graphically we have three layers of the city center. The main
street “Via Roma ( left side) and after it one piazza”Piazza Affari” inbetween buildings and small
streets “Via Nazario Saurio”, which are completely emtpy. In the end of the section the lake as the
main point of attraction.

Fig. 6: Section of historical center from “Via Roma” to the “Lecco” Lake
2.1 Questionnaire
To understand this phenomena, the authors questioned 25 pedestrians crossing the center. People of
all ages were asked why they prefere to spend time mostly in specific streets in the center. The result
of the interviews are shown in the graph below. Most of them walk through these paths to fulfil their
needs for gathering, green spaces or other services, which they can not find where they live or along
the streets that remain empty.
Also some turists were asked and they defined some streets as completely unknown, or areas out of
any interest, because of the lack of information flow direction. As a result of the interviews we
understand that the attractivness of historical centers, streets, urban spots, depends on how well,
sustainable, and smart are the flow of services and people and how well they interact together.
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Fig. 7: Summary of the interview with the citizens.

2.2 Map of Service Flow
The map of servicies (Fig. 8) shows the four main service flows in Lecco and how they intersect each
other. The center is mostly crossed by the Heritage and Commercial paths, wheather the Agriculture
and Educational path are more present in the ex industrial areas. The starting point of the study is the
train station: since Lecco is the capital of the province, a lot of people come from the areas around to
visit, shop and studying purposes (including Politecnico Di Milano and other High Schools.

Fig. 8: Map of service paths in Lecco.

As a result, the service flow (Heritage and Commercial) dominates more in the areas near the lake
and centre, whilst the other parts remain less functional.
The presence of commercial activities; memory of places like monuments, squares, well known
streets; create a possibility for these places to generate a directed, repeated and supported flow, in
oder to attract more people.
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2.3 Map of People’s Flow
The map of people flow (Fig. 9) shows the concentration of people in Lecco by means of a range of
colours from red to black. The center is the most populated area, whilst the other parts of the city are
almost empty. For all the reasons and studies mentioned above, the center has a higher urban flow
than other parts, even though the historic values of the surrounding areas are important [5, like the
area of Pescarenico ( in the south part of the map). This area even though has an historical
importance, because of not having a good orientation, is lacking of flow of people.

Fig. 9: Map of people’s flow in Lecco.

The two photos show two adjacent streets at the same hour: one is crowded, the second is empty

Fig. 10: Photos of Via Roma and Via Carlo Cattaneo.
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Fig11: From left to right: Via “Varlo Cattaneo”, Via “Marco D’Oggiono”, Via “Raffaello Sanzio”

3.

Facades

In cities which a complex historical past, sometimes contrastual, the “Urban Flow Model” touches also
the facades of the buildings . A different use of the city can cause different architectural perceptions
and interventions. Fig. 11 (on the left) shows a very well preserved liberty building, settled in Piazza
Cermenati, which is the heart of the city center. The other building (on the right) is settled in Via del
Pozzo, a secondary and less sought-after street, that is distant about 100 meters from the first. The
facades have totally different level of degradations and maintenance.
This results come because one is more present in the life of the citizens/tourists (first image) and is
more identifiable with services that they need. On the other hand the second façade, even though
near the center, is not associated with some memory or service for the people.
We can say that the vitality of these streets influence the importance of conservation and maintenance
of the buildings around them.
“The Visconti Tower” as part of the Cultural Heritage of Lecco and the buildings around it, are also
conserved in an excellent way,but only in the main facade in front of the square, the secondary
located in a not much sought after halley is damaged like the closed buildings. The piazza in front of it
“Piazza XX Settembre”, is always active and a point of interest and meeting for people. This is an
example that how conservation and urban flow, both work together as part of developing historical
centers in cities.

Fig. 12: Facades in Piazza Cermenati and Via del Pozzo (2017)

Fig 13: Visconti Tower , from the left the main facade and the secondary(2017)
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4.

Solutions

The first step to develop some proposals for improving the use of different areas of the city center, is
to make a “SWOT” analysis.The picture below is an extract of the swot analysis of abandoned areas
closed to the city center.

Fig. 13: SWOT analysis of abandoned areas in Lecco
The second step is to identify the main elements of the architectural heritage and valorize them
singularly, to increase their attractive power and their power as catalysts. The value of each building
can be increased also by introducing punctual interventions, like proposing artificial lights and green
elements in the open spaces. Moreover, an easily identifiable route will connect them to increases
also the value of the surrounding areas, redirecting the flows of people in the streets of connection
among the different areas [7].
Fig. 13 shows an example of concept plan (students of the course of Conservation, 2016-2017 A.Y.
Master of Building Architectural Engineering, Politecnico di Milano). The concept plan shows how it is
possible to identify through the analysis the historical areas of interest (shown with light orange) which
can be valorised and improved (in this case the Old Walls of the city, Piazza XX Settembre and Saint
Nicolo Church). The purple arrows symbolise the connection between them, as a tool to reactivate the
streets and buildings (shown examples in the photos). In the concept there are also localised some
small, narrow, streets near the main piazza, which as we analysed before in the paper, are almost
empty. Those streets can become a real point of interest, if introduced with the right functions and
conservation proposals.

Fig. 13: Plan of the connection route and valorization of Lecco center.
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5.

Conclusions

First of all we must consider the sense of conservation of the witnesses of men in the past, even the
remains must be preserved wherever it’s possible. The purpose is to create a possibility for people to
reconnect themselves with their historical memory, which is also connected to historical and industrial
buildings. It’s important to preserve the historical memory of a people.
The preservation of the historical fabric of the built, widespread in our landscape, must be used as a
resource for the re-launch of the territory towards a more resilient and more dynamic city able to adapt
to historical changes and to preserve cultural identity.
The result of the paper bring us closer to the conservation concept of heritage weather it is cultural
heritage or industrial one. In order for a city to be resilient, to adapt to the changes it should embrace
its past and use it as a potential for the development and not anymore as a constraint. Even though
divided into two parts by the railway Lecco, has the possibility to conserve the historical buildings in
the center and to reactivate the industrial heritage, so it can preserve its cultural identity but at the
same time be open to the global exchanges.
The areas that need to be re-launched and which suffer from degradation can be identified by
measuring and understanding the three flows mentioned in the paper: Service Flow, People Flow,
Façade Flow.
Once that these areas are identified, the easiest way to increase their value is to link them to the
closest cultural heritage, once it has been valorised. The operation of linking abandoned areas to
cultural heritage is a good way in our opinion to save them from degradation and a possible
demolition. A stronger bound between different areas of the city increase even the strength of every
part and so even the resilience of each part and of the city is increased.
For small cities like Lecco, these bonds can be created through the lake, the historical centre and
small open piazzas inside buildings. The fishermen village of Pescarenico has also a big potential in
reconnecting with the older parts, “inside the old walls” of the city, by valorizing the cultural heritage
traditional houses and giving more services to the area.
The difficulties of this approach stand in the complexity of the historical and urban situation where
Lecco is. The next step that we propose is the detailed analysis of the all the nodes of intervention.
Social, urban and historical analysis are needed to understand the best function, maintenance and
outcomes that this method can have.
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Abstract

The beginning of the 20th century brought a new typology of architecture based on the use of
geometrical laws of nature, the use of a new material such as reinforced concrete, and the use of
plastic calculus as a tool to mold continuous, adirectional structures, such as the long cylindrical shells
of Eduardo Torroja or the hyperbolic paraboloids shells of Felix Candela.
This type of architecture allowed the creation of large diaphanous spaces of great plastic beauty due
to its close connection with the laws of nature that generates them.
Little more than 100 years later we see how the necessary legal protection has not been given to
these buildings to consider them part of the heritage and we are witnessing a process of
disappearance of most of the structures that have defined an important period of modern architecture.
From this research we have made an inventory of the main structures made with these techniques
and their state of preservation today and the possible measures for their possible rehabilitation, and
real or virtual reconstruction through the use of digital tools, 3D scanners or lifting using photography,
and especially its inclusion in the catalogs of buildings that are part of the architectural and cultural
heritage.
The process culminates with the possible construction on a real scale of the models lost by digital
manufacturing systems or the diffusion through augmented reality.
Keywords: World Heritage, Reinforced concrete, laminar structures, 3D Scan, Virtual construction.

1.

Introduction

Throughout history, man has taken advantage of the close relationship between architecture, nature
and geometry [1]. The result of this connection is the approach to beauty imitating the proportions of
nature [2] or making the most of the resistant capacities of the materials both for their shape and for
their resistance [3].
He passed from life in the existing caverns, to the construction of temples in the city of Petra, (Fig. 1)
in which the mountain is excavated creating polyhedral geometric spaces almost perfect as the Tomb
of the Urn (19 x 21 m) of the first century after Christ.
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Fig. 1: Urn Tomb. Petra. Jordan

The need to expand the spaces of worship transforms from the lintel forms to the use of arches or
triangular vaults as in the acropolis of Tikal (350 a.C) where the capacity of resistance to the cutting of
the small flights of the lintel pieces is used. With the use of the semicircular arch, the barrel vaults, the
pointed arches or the domes can cover increasingly larger surfaces at the expense of compensating
the lateral thrusts created and knowing how to make the most of the shape of the pieces and of the set
created using the geometry in both formal [4] as constructive [5] and as support for structural
calculation [6], [7].
2.
The reinforced concrete and the laminar structures.
The invention of reinforced concrete at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th
century allows the creation of a new typology of buildings based on the geometric laws of nature, with
the support of plastic calculation taking advantage of reinforced concrete as a building material and,
fundamentally, its good behavior in the face of fire and economy, innumerable patents arise for its
commercial exploitation. Before the First World War, the two construction companies that took the
initiative in the theoretical and constructive study of reinforced concrete were Dyckerhoff & Widmann,
founded in 1865, and Wayss & Freytag, founded in 1893; both German firms.
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Fig. 2: Perspective of Dywindhalle. Fr Dischinger and U. Finsteerwalder. 1926 “Die Dywidag-Halle auf der
Gesolei” Der Bauingenieur 7, figure 1, p.929 [8].

After the First World War, research on thin layers of reinforced concrete multiplied to try to find new
methods of calculation, control and construction procedures, as well as to obtain more precise and
scientific criteria to define the real behavior of these structural typologies. In 1922, the company
Dyckerhoff & Widmann built, for the firm Optical Zeiss, a hemispheric dome to cover what would be
the new Jena Planetarium (Fig. 3), similar to the first geodesic dome, executed for the first planetarium
and built in it. year for the Deutsche Museum in Munich.

Fig. 3: Dome of the Jena Planetarium under construction, 1924. “Kuppelbau für das Planetarium in Jena”.
Umschau Heft 38.

It will be in the field of utilitarian constructions, such as stations, markets, industrial buildings, etc.,
associated with their construction to this point in steel, where concrete will begin to develop as a
material capable of competing in large structures. The unlimited formal possibilities of the sheets will
oppose the need for rationality, the geometry that imposes its tensional and constructive analysis [9].
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In this way, continuous and adirectional structures were obtained, such as the cylindrical vaults of
Recoletos’s Fronton of Eduardo Torroja in Madrid (fig. 4 & 5) or the hyperbolic hyperboloids of Felix
Candela. This type of architecture allowed the creation of large diaphanous spaces of great plastic
beauty due to its close relationship with the laws of nature that generate them.

Fig. 4: Interior view of the roof of the Recoletos Fronton. Eduardo Torroja 1935. Madrid. Spain.

In the Recoletos Fronton project, Torroja covers the rectangular space of the court and the stands by
means of two long reinforced concrete cylindrical shells, 55 m long, each one with different
circumferential arcs that start from the same height with vertical tangent and are at right angles,
spacing a width of 32.5 m. For the execution of the shells it uses the same system, Zeiss-Dywidag
[10], used by the German engineers. Dischinger and U. Finsterwalder [8] in the execution of the
Grossmarkthalle in Frankfurt or the same one that used E. Freyssinnet in the hangars of Orly.

Fig. 5: Execution of the assembly and formwork of the long cylindrical shells of the Frontón Recoletos cover,
Eduardo Torroja 1935, Madrid. https://www.pinterest.es/pin/302726406178912601/
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3.
Example case into the UAH Campus.
We will take as an example case a laminar structure of reinforced concrete built in 1943 attributed to
Esteban Terradas at the military airfield of Barbera and Collar near the city of Alcalá de Henares [11].
This airfield was operative between 1934 and 1951 and then the land was ceded to the University of
Alcalá together with the old facilities of Cardinal Cisneros in the center of the city to reinstall the
University of Alcalá de Henares in 1977. The hangars are an installation formed by three naves of 157
meters in length and 32 meters in width, closed at both ends by prismatic structures. The central nave,
covered by a long cylindrical layer of reinforced concrete, 13 meters high; the two sides, also covered
with concrete, hanging cantilevered from the central structure, 9 meters high. In the original project, it
was part of a group of six linear hangars, as an extension of the four rectangular hangars next to the
runway (fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Current status of hangars.

3.1 Historical Evolution
This structure was never completed or used due to the early closure of the aerodrome, remaining in
the state that remained until today. There have been several attempts to use this majestic structure for
the use of the University. In 1990 as Botanical Garden within the Technology Park of the Sciences of
the University of Alcalá (Fig. 7), and between 1997 and 2000 with ideas for its rehabilitation as the
Royal Botanical Garden Juan Carlos I (fig. 8).
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Fig. 7: Cross section of the contest to turn the hangars into a large greenhouse at the University of Alcalá. 1990.

Fig. 8: View of the model of the contest to turn the hangars into a large greenhouse at the University of Alcalá.
Carlos Ferrater 1997.

3.2 Actions to achieve the “immortality” of architectural heritage.
The uses of this type of structures are very varied, and the property of them also. Its state of
conservation has undergone alterations more or less important, sometimes even disfiguring the
building until it is almost unrecognizable. Through the analysis of the state of this type of
constructions, we have seen how they have been altered, and in very few cases they have been
preserved as they were designed by their author. Special mention deserve those that have been
demolished, especially for speculative reasons.
This lack of protection to the contemporary architectural heritage, inheritor of the historical heritage, on
the part of the competent authorities leads us to propose two lines of action: Protection and / or
exhaustive documentation.
With regard to the protection of heritage, it would be advisable to follow the indications of the Charter
of Krakow, "Principles for the conservation and restoration of the built heritage", of the year 2000,
where it states that the measures to guarantee the protection and conservation of the built heritage
are more effective if joint legal and administrative actions are carried out. In the case of Spain, it would
therefore be advisable to reduce the procedures for the inclusion of these buildings in the lists of BIP
(Assets of Patrimonial Interest-Bienes de interes Patrimonial) and of the BIC (Assets of Cultural
Interest-Bienes de interes Cultural) drawn up by the Autonomous Communities and subsequently
used by the City councils for the realization of their Catalogs of Protected Buildings. In this process
should also intervene the institutions that work to regulate the work of architects, such as the Superior
Council of Architects of Spain and the Official Associations of Architects of each territorial
demarcation, acting as catalysts and collaborators. The work of the Colleges would be much more
useful if the City Councils were also obliged to protect those buildings included in the Architecture
Guides they publish, with criteria far removed from the speculative approaches that Urban Planning
Regulations often allow.
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Taking advantage of the existence within the Unversidad de Alcalá of the structure of the hangars, we
proceeded to compile the existing information both in the Military Archive and in the archive of the
University. Later, the model was built virtually using the 3D scanner and photo restoration programs,
such as the photoscan pro. With all this we have obtained a real model, at scale, in which all the
characteristics and all the pathologies that currently attribute the structure are reflected. With this
virtual model, we have built, with the collaboration of the Laboratory Technician of the Department of
Architecture, Mr. Álvaro Mozas, a module of those that make up the structure and we can see how it
works (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9: Construction of a 3D model using a laser printer based on 3D construction using the LASER laser scanner

4.

Conclusions

In relation to the exhaustive documentation that must be available of each building to be protected, we must
return to the 19th century mentality where the revolts of the ruined places proliferated [12] to document and
safeguard the inherited memory. In the same way, the new tools should be used at the service of the architect,
through the use of the 3D scanner applied to those buildings considered of interest to, at least, preserve their
image in a database and be used in case of deterioration or loss, or as an object of dissemination. One of the
most important and relatively inexpensive tools to know and preserve heritage is based on any of its forms. [13]
This type of initiative has been developed under the auspices of private foundations (CYARK 500) whose
objective is to guarantee that in a period of approximately 5 years, at least 500 elements declared World Heritage
will be digitally documented in 3D. This and other similar initiatives would have maximum diffusion through
prestigious international congresses (CYARK, CIPA, ISPRS, La Vie dei Mercanti), and its purpose is to serve for
the study, dissemination and, above all, proceed with a hypothetical reconstruction in the case of accidental or
intentional damage or loss. The goal of everything is to know how to preserve our rich architectural heritage for
future generations, especially the most recent and at the same time most unprotected.
100 years after its creation, we see how legal protection has not been granted to these buildings to consider them
part of the heritage. We are witnessing a process of disappearance of most of the structures that showed the way
of an important period of modern architecture.
From this research, we make an inventory of the main structures made with these techniques and their current
state of conservation. All this work will allow us to establish the possible measures for its possible rehabilitation,
and the real or virtual reconstruction through the use of digital tools, 3D scanners or photographic studio, and
especially its inclusion in the catalogs of buildings that are part of the architecture and heritage cultural at a
national and international level.
The process will culminate with the possible construction on a real scale of buildings lost by digital manufacturing
systems or the dissemination of their data through the augmented reality technique.
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Abstract
Syracuse, great Byzantine capital, seat of the “Stratega”, knew a medieval decline but became a focal
point of fortified structures during Early Modern Age within the Kingdom of Sicily. This wonderful and
challenged city faced a new decline at the beginning of the contemporary age. In fact, many hopes of
economic development were born in the 1950/60 with the start of a process of industrialisation but
actually it was a heavy failure. A new era appeared at the end of the 20th century with the urban
planning, restoration and regeneration, and the final success, obtained as tourist capital of the
Mediterranean. This important goal is representend by the island /district of Ortigia, connected to the
main land, through two bridges.The aim of this paper is to examine the long term urban history and the
different phasis which followed during thirteenth centuries in an “accordion city”.
Keywords: Syracuse, decline, resilience, history, Mediterranean

Syracuse is the most important Greek cities of Sicily. With its 200 thousands inhabitants is a
megalopolis among the biggest ones of the ancient world and it’s so marvellous to cause the
envy of Athens; on the military fields will be the two Dionisius – father and son – (V-IV
centurury B.C.) to give it a Mediterranean and international role. The expansion thought by
the two tyrants in on the sea; maritime routes acquire great importance: Syracuse’s power
increases following other cities logics and strategies, where navigation techniques are
continuously improved. If we consider the Hellenic cities in their whole, it emerges that they
form a civilisation which has passed the Mediterranean bounderies to think the oceans.
So Syracuse becomes an example of major classical urban growth.
Beginning in 485 BC, its tyrant Gelon forcibly moved the population of Camarina to
Syracuse, and then the richer citizens of Megara Hyblaea and Euboea, selling the poor
into slavery. Around 475, Pindar already spoke of
Syracuse’s great size, and Diodorus of Sicily commented that by 463 the
population had grown greatly through imports of slaves. Thucydides had
Alcibiades refer to the swollen populations of Sicilian cities in a speech set in 415 BC,
and speaking in his own voice observed that in 413 Syracuse was no smaller than Athens.
Beloch (1886: 281) estimated the population of Syracusan territory at 250,000 in 415, a
density of 53-75/km2. The fifth-century walls encircled 120 hectares, but by the 470s
settlement had spread beyond them (Finley 1979: 52). If the urban density was like that
Athens’, the population of the city itself was also about 40,000. Syracuse withstood an
Athenian siege in 415-413, which must have reduced its population, and in 405 the citizens
of Camarina and Gela who had been moved to
Syracuse escaped to Leontini. But the new tyrant Dionysius I (405- 367) took Syracuse from
strength to strength. Plato could even say that he “united all Sicily into a single city”. He
incorporated freed slaves into the population and made new relocations. He substantially
extended the city walls to protect his new community. We cannot make a precise estimate
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for Dionysius’ city, but it was clearly larger than that of 415. It was probably the first
Greek settlement to exceed 50,000 people, and may indeed have reached Beloch’s
estimate of 100,000. Most Sicilian cities had 10,000-20,000 residents. At least
five had walls enclosing 100+ hectares, although normally only about half was used for
housing. Diodorus says that when Carthage sacked Selinus in 409, there were 21,000
people within its walls. Many were probably rural refugees, and De Angelis (2003: 146-49)
estimates the normal urban population as 6,664-10,000. The texts suggest that the fourthcentury wars that swelled Syracuse’s population brought ruin to the rest of Greek Sicily.
Plutarch even
calls Sicily apolis, “cityless,” by 350. The causes, scale, and even historicity of this urban
crisis are open to debate; and in any case, it was apparently short-lived. According to
Plutarch and Diodorus, drawing on the contemporary writer
Athanis, by 337 BC Timoleon of Corinth had brought 60,000 colonists from Greece to
Sicily and resettled the cities. Archaeological evidence shows flourishing cities in the late
fourth century. Beloch suggested that Syracuse held 200,000 people by 300 BC.
Athens and Syracuse stand out from other classical
Greek cities: both were imperial administrative centres. In 478, Athens took over the
league that had been formed in 481 to resist Persia. By 441 BC, it included 205
communities, nearly all paying tribute, which funded a league fleet. Most contributions
were small, but the total, 407 talents of silver, was enough to feed 7,000-10,000 people at
subsistence level for a year, and supported the greatest navy in the Mediterranean. Most
ships were Athenian, and most of the revenues flowed into the pockets of Athenians who
rowed them. Athens taxed movements of goods within the empire, and
diverted other economic benefits to the centre. According to Aristotle, this produced
enough wealth to support 20,000 people. Syracuse’s food supply has received less attention,
although the city not only fed itself but was also a food exporter. Herodotus says that in 480
Gelon offered grain for the entire Greek army fighting Persia, and according to Thucydides,
one
reason for Athenian intervention in Sicily in 427 was to cut off grain exports to the
Peloponnese. In the late fourth century there is abundant evidence for Sicilian grain
coming to Athens. Like Athens, Syracuse drew wealth from its empire, paying much of it to
poorer
citizens working as wage-laborers on vast building projects, although Syracuse never
instituted pay for public office. Also like Athens, Syracuse was a major naval power. Asheri
(1992: 151) speaks of the Tyrrhenian Sea “becoming a Syracusan lake” in the 470s. In 453,
Syracusan fleets ravaged Elba and Corsica, and in 439 Syracuse built 100 triremes. This
fleet defeated Athens in
413, and Dionysius I built a further 200 ships in 385. But despite these similarities to Athens,
Syracuse was probably supplied largely by land, despite the higher transport costs. Its
territory covered 4,685 km2, more than twice the area of Attica, and Diodorus commented on
Syracusan farms’ wealth in 463. Plutarch preserves a tradition that the tyrant Hiero (478-467)
promoted husbandry, and all the Syracusan tyrants redistributed land. Some of Syracuse’s
territory was worked by non-Greek serfs called Killyrioi, recalling Sparta’s helots. Other
scholars suggested that these serfs farmed the territories of cities whose populations were
relocated to Syracuse, sending part of the produce to the main city. The tyrants founded new
cities, such as Aetna in 476, for which Hieron confiscated native lands and divided them up
into 10,000 properties. These new cities probably also supplied Syracuse. The tyrants placed
Syracusan officials or puppet kings in other conquered cities, and Syracusan coins attest
trade with the Sicels of the interior. Like fifth-century Athens, Syracuse was very much a
consumer city. The wealth
of empire flowed to a famously rich urban administrative elite. They spent lavishly on
retainers and public buildings, making money available to poorer citizens to buy food brought
in from other parts of Sicily. Only Athens and Syracuse, the administrative centers of
revenue-generating empires, broke through the carrying capacity of their immediate
hinterlands to become cities of 40,000+. Other militarily strong cities, like Sparta in the sixth
and early-fourth century or Thebes in the
360s, did not make this breakthrough, because they did not administer other cities so as to
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channel wealth back to the metropolis and into the pockets of urban consumers. The
fifthcentury
wall at Thebes incorporates 328 hectares, but Symeonoglou notes that only a quarter was
settled. He estimates the population at 20,000 by 431 and nearly 25,000 in 362. He assumed
densities of 300 p/ha, which seems high, and 15,000-20,000, comfortably supportable by
Thebes’ hinterland in good years, may be more realistic.
With the Romans landscape will change, and people too; Sicily becomes a land of
latifundium and wheat. Thde Punic wars had produced a great abundance of slave as they
represented the war prey. But the real change is represented by the role of Sicily on the
Mediterranean scene. Syracuse tyrants had thought to build an empire and their politics was
projected beyond the island.
The island which preferred being Greek is forced to become Roman; slaves were “branded”
with their “owner crest” and the whole island by a spike: symbol of wheat, a strategical
element of mainland. In a certain sense the new importance acquired by wheat redoubles the
attractiveness of a land between East and West.
Sicily unites and divides the Mediterranean, as Braudel writes, is a sort of bridge that can be
crossed in peace or war. With the fall of the Roman empire it becomes again a frontier land.
Above all in Catania and Syracuse the Greek soldiers are welcomed by the inhabitans. Sicily
is Byzantine until 827, and again in the cities and in the harbours the Greek language
prevails on the Latin language: the island is completely “suspended” between East and West.
But things had to change: as wrote Teodosio Monaco in one of his letters, 21st May 878
(A.D.) represents an unforgettable date for the city of Syracuse but also for Sicily and the
West: after nne months of a siege, Arabs enter Syracuse. “Massacrati gli abitanti, predate le
ricchezze, distrutte le fortificazioni, la città è abbandonata all’incendio. La capitale della
Sicilia greca e romana, la più nobile città dell’isola, la più insigne della sua storia, perisce nel
ferro e nel fuoco, e il suo fato si compie in quella stessa isoletta d’Ortigia, dove, sedici secoli
prima, erano approdati con Archia i coloni dorici dal Peleponneso (735 a. C.)”. The island
conquered by Arabs changes its face because this land is rich in water and greenery so its
conquest is of great importance for the new rulers. It is divided in the bid administrative
districts: Val di Mazara for the centre-west area, Val Demone
– where are concentrated Christian people – northern-east area, and Val di Noto, southern
area. Nature suggested the cult of beauty. During the Greek age the island inserted temples
and theatres on the big Mediterranean stage. But the cities too become scenic setup: the
foating urban devices of Syacuse become a seabed, the war machines of Archymedes have
a war impact but also a theatrical one. The Arabs are the dominants able to exalt the
enchantment of this land. They transform the countryside in scenic systems made of land,
plants, rivers checked by expert “landscapers” called by North Africa. Architects use stone,
water and vegetation to create layouts destined to elevate minds: their two favourite figures,
cube and sphere, symbolically evoke land and the celestial vault.
Normans have different needs. They are a young people and civilisation, the spectacular
manifestations are affected by the need to show the legitimate power of the dynasty. They
maintain many Arabic customs but take up the ceremonial of the Byzantine court, their rites
are edifying and didactic. In the dense fabric of stratifications that characterizes the city, it
may seem difficult to rediscover the significance and beauty of the Syracuse architecture of
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. A treasure sometimes hidden that can be unveiled to
those who stop to look at the multitude of Hispanic portals with the squared off-set stones,
the wall hangings of small blocks, the mullioned windows and three-light windows that soften
the facades creating embroidery of light with elegant light-dark; it can appear to the curious
visitor that crossing the wide cordate portals suddenly finds himself in a fascinating corner of
Catalonia. In his eyes there are airy courtyards, sometimes full of vegetation and palms,
porches or with "open-air stairs" of clear Catalan influence. Many buildings of Ortigia, the
ancient urban centre of Syracuse, reveal cultural intertwining of Spanish origin. From
Catalonia and Barcelona come the echoes and the major suggestions that refer to Palazzo
Centelles, Palazzo Nadal or Palazzo Major de Rei. The elegant three-lights of Palazzo
Bellomo recall those of Palazzo Finestres and the Provincial Deputation of Barcelona, and
more. Many other cities of the Iberian world seem to reflect themselves in the
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fourteenth-sixteenth century palaces of Syracuse: Lleida, Girona, Villafranca, Valencia.
Familiar appear the “stereometrie”, analogous the portals even if not cordonati, the mullioned
and the “trifore”. We are attracted by the same brightness of the wall surfaces, by the clarity
of the palatial designs, pure geometries of squared blocks in which the portal is the first sign
of an ancient affinity, to which numerous other linguistic details contribute.
Despite the social conflicts and natural disasters, Syracuse is currently experiencing a period
of great prosperity, which does not fail to be reflected in the urban decorum and in the
architecture in which marked Hispanic characters but with a new sign persist.
With the return of Syracuse to the royal domain, after the rule of the queens, the city also
acquired a strategic role of prominence in the imperial defense system, becoming a military
stronghold and "key to the kingdom "in the fight against the Turks. In this framework, the
reinforcement of the city walls - which is not only about Syracuse, but all the coastal cities
that have become strongholds of Sicily - and the redefinition of the urban design through
bastioned works "to the modern" are inserted in this framework; a widespread military
expansion on which the advances of the Renaissance treatise in the field of fortified works
are reflected in the island. These are the results of the Renaissance linked to the design and
the techniques of the new bastionate walls that reconfigure the city boundaries in eastern
and western Sicily. Syracuse is an obvious example of this in the Spanish defensive system
of coastal cities (from Carlentini to Augusta, from Catania to Messina, from Palermo to
Trapani). Parallel to the construction of urban works and fortification, the clergy and the
aristocracy work to increase the decor of the city. The Syracusan annalist Serafino Privitera
recalls:
“le fabbriche di nuovi palazzi che innalzavano i signori e i ricchi, dei quali gli avanzi, che ve
ne ha non pochi, si discernono tuttavia per il gusto e lo stile di quell’epoca, che ancor
ritenevano del gotico, tutti di pietre palmari riquadre con finestroni intagliati a fregi e
colonnette sottili nel mezzo, e con portoni adorni di sopra di un arco a ventaglio.”
In the aftermath of the conquest of Tunis (1535), Charles V entrusted Sicily Ferrante
Gonzaga, who set up a strategic military plan. The marinas of the known valley constituted
the areas most at risk. In that period, Syracuse saw its role as a city reduced to a mercantile
and military stronghold. It was always a crossroads of Catalan merchants, and in fact
Syracuse had maintained until the early sixteenth century the juridical-administrative status
of the capital of the regular chamber and had returned, in 1536, to the royal domain. From
1533, during the Viceroyalty of Ettore Pignatelli, the old walls of Ortigia were replaced by a
ramparts wall designed by the famous engineer Ferramolino. However, the earthquake of
1542 caused a setback in the fortification work. the reopening of the construction sites - after
the appointment of the Viceroy Juan de Vega - it was an opportunity to reorganize the
defenses and re-found some cities (like Carlentini, designed by the engineer Pedro Prado).
after the defeat of Algiers (1541), the economic commitment for the fortification of the stateowned centres was really consistent. In the southern part of Syracuse territories, the situation
was problematic: the area up to the tip of Capo Passero was an important centre of wheat
production, but at the same time vulnerable, because it was close the African routes.
As wrote George Dennis in his “Handbook for travellers in Sicily”, “Syracuse, in spite of siege
after siege, and of retaining of population, through all periods of her history, can still show the
traces of three of her ancient temples ; two now represented by mere fragments, the third
intolerable preservation, incorporated with the Cathedral. She can also boast of a theatre, the
largest of such structures in Sicily ; an altar of vast size length, which 5 centuries before
Christ supplied the city with water, and have performed that office to the present day ; tombs
carved in the rocks ; and large portions of her ancient fortifications. The quarries, ever
memorable as the prison-house of the vanquished Athenians, now
belie their ancient horrors by the display of the fairest flowers and choicest fruits. But the
most wonderful relic of this celebrated city is the Castle ofEuryalus, the most complete and
best preserved fortress of Greek construction now in existence. Acrse, a colony of Syracuse,
has also a theatre, anodeum, numerous sepulchres, and mysterious figures sculptured in the
cliffs”.
But another important era had to come, the artistic revolution represented by baroque.
The historian J. A. Maravall wrote of the baroque as a mass culture of European size,
typically urban, comparing the layout of the shows to the modern film industry: not just for the
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high costs, but because behind the artistic ideas and elaborate tastes arrive in the suburbs
somewhere else. Serial productions have the task of impressing the people, resolving their
feelings towardsauthority in a full respect of fear. What we see is a theocratic power, by its
nature fearfulof every change, which wants to arouse feelings that lead to obedience and
does it by using surprise, admiration, emotion. The few individuals remained unrelated to the
emotional drift in which they move urban populations observe what happens with well
another wonder, tinged with dismay. Like the economist Martìn Cellorigo, reflected: "It seems
that they wanted to reduce these kingdoms to a republic of bewitched men, living outside the
natural order ". It was the first one mass society, far removed from the simplified idea that we
are able to have today about the pre-modern societies.Actually, historical centres of
Mediterranean cities are characterized by buildings, especially monumental ones, whose
external surfaces are often stone cladded. The historical buildings of Syracuse, from the
Greek era until the nineteenth century, are an example. The use of stone was consistent in
the past, both for structural parts and for elements of façade, ranging from monumental
works, like boundaries, castles, churches and buildings, to smaller popular buildings. Today,
instead, this tradition has got lost.
In contemporary architecture, especially during the twentieth century, the idea of stone has
changed deeply. It is as if this material had opened itself to a permanent revision that makes
it extraordinarily suitable for new languages. This innovation influences all the aspects that
concern the use of stone material: composition of the finished material, techniques of
production and installation, countless possibilities of use. In the last century studies and the
experiments of designers and manufacturing firms have mainly been aimed at the
improvement of material performances, creating new products such as agglomerated,
composite and recomposed stone. These use the chromatic features and the durability in the
time of stone, joined to contemporary materials like resins, fiberglass or steel, for improving
characteristics of mechanical strength, bringing out aesthetic features and allowing the
boldest of uses. Today it is possible to use large armed blocks or thin marble brise-soleil, still
choosing a traditional material, often extracted locally, with a low environmental impact and
the awareness of making an innovative but also sustainable choice. Unfortunately, in 1955,
66% of available investments have been employed in the petrochemical sector; over Ragusa
are interested also other areas, between Augusta and Syracuse come installed fertilizer
industries and refineries for petroleum derivatives that give life to one of the main ones
petroleum poles of southern Europe. At the end of the year the Gulf had 17 active wells,
between 1956 and 1959 the area begins the drilling of the first offshore well of Europe.
A new era appeared at the end of the 20th century with the urban planning, restoration and
regeneration, and the final success, obtained as tourist capital of the Mediterranean. This
important goal is representend by the island /district of Ortigia, connected to the main land,
through two bridges. In the modern day, the city is listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage
Site along with the Necropolis of Pantalica. In the central area, the city itself has a population
of around 125,000 people.
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Abstract

The Sanctuary of “Santa Maria delle Grazie” is located at Fornò in the countryside near Forlì (Italy).
The first temple, built in 1450, assumes today's configuration at the beginning of the sixteenth century,
to undergo various modifications, due to static necessities and to changes in tastes related to the time,
as well as due natural disasters and war damage. Structurally, the Sanctuary consists of an external
masonry cylinder, around 33m diameter and 15m in height, with four semicircular niches protruding
outwardly; inside there is a similar concentric structure, the oldest temple, about 14m diameter and
20m tall, covered by a dome supported by an octagonal masonry structure. The space between the
two circular structures is covered with a wooden roof resting on thirty-six main wooden beams. In the
last years the Sanctuary has been subjected to numerous studies, surveys and analysis, including
FEM structural analysis (also due to singular curvilinear typology of the masonry structures). In regard
to the seismic risk, the building was studied focusing on the Guidelines (2011) for the "Evaluation and
Reduction of Seismic Risk of Cultural Heritage.". Today, following the entry into force of the new
technical standards NTC2018 (January 2018) we have scheduled an update of the structural analysis
and a series of proposals for restoration, anti-seismic improvement and dehumidification works, in
regard to the effects of decay caused by soaking on the mechanical characteristics of the masonry.
Keywords: Sanctuary at Fornò, historic masonry, laser survey, FEM analysis, seismic analysis

1.

Introduction

This is the third contribution that the authors write together on the Sanctuary of Santa Maria delle
Grazie in Fornò, Figures 1 and 2. In the first work [1] we have shown a general overview of the
building with a summary of all the activities carried out for this study. It is in fact since 2007 that the
Laboratory of Archeoengineering of the II Department of Engineering (headquarters of Forlì) of the
University of Bologna and the Department of Architecture the University of Rome La Sapienza have
undertaken a research project on the architectural and artistic complex [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]. From 2009
until 2013 have been carried out the study campaigns, the metric and topographical survey, the
thematic surveys on materials, the morphologies of degradation and the evaluation of the conservative
status on the context and geology. In the second paper [7] the part concerning the structural analysis
was deepened, starting from the reworkings of the laser scanner survey and the degradation and
damage, with reference to the current (at the time of writing) Italian standards [8] [ 9], and specifically
to what is provided for in the guidelines for the assessment and reduction of seismic risk of cultural
heritage [10].
We presented in detail the indications of the characteristic structural form of the Sanctuary and the first
results of some finite element modeling performed with general purpose calculation codes [11] and
also specialized to respond to the verifications required by the national legislation [12].
In the present work some aspects concerning the structural modeling of the building are investigated,
especially with models with non-linear behavior of the masonry. Moreover, following the entry into
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force of the NTC2018 [13], which among other topics introduced significant changes in the field of
existing buildings, some comparisons with the previous rules are shown, even if the absence of the
Explanatory Circular does not allow a complete analysis of the differences.

Fig. 1: E-O view of the laser point clouds alignment of the Fornò Sanctuary survey, in Autodesk Recap Pro.

Fig. 2: On the left: plant of the Sanctuary of Fornò; on the right side: portion of the inner area, in the Recap Pro
environment by Autodesk.
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2.

Sanctuary’s structural analysis

The Fornò Sanctuary is structurally formed by two coaxial wall cylinders [1] [7]. The inner cylinder is
the oldest. The circular ring between the two cylinders was initially covered with a masonry vault
which, due to the non-contrasted outward thrust and perhaps to seismic events, collapsed, also
causing a flaring of the larger cylinder with out of plumb exterior, and has been replaced by a wooden
cover. On the outer cylinder wall, four large openings have been opened, with vertical side walls and
arched top closure, to create just as many chapels. Then there are three entrances, seven rectangular
windows and a circular one, figures 1 and 2. The inner cylinder wall originally presented 16 ogival
arches, one half of which were turned into wider accesses with upper round arched closure and the
other half were buffered (two only partially). As cover for the innermost space it has been realized an
octagonal dome with four lunettes set on as many circular openings to the outside, which is also
covered with a wooden structure, figures 1 and 2 on the right. The dome is supported by an octagonal
wall, partially set on the inner wall cylinder, which unloads on the ground on eight masonry pillars
leaning against the inner cylinder and connected to each other with round arches, figure 2 on the right.
The nature of the connection between the octagonal masonry that supports the dome and the
masonry of the original inner cylinder is uncertain and the space between the extrados of the dome
and the overlying wooden roof is equally undetected. Regarding the definition of the mechanical
characteristics, it was not possible to carry out direct tests and we adopted the values taken from the
current legislation [7]. The whole structure is unconventional and presents several modeling problems.
Analytical methods, assessment levels and simplified models were presented in [7]. Below we add
some analysis insights, first with a simplified three-dimensional model of the sole external cylinder and
then with some more complete models studied in non-linear static analysis.
2.1 3D FE for static analysis
The external masonry ring was modeled using the code SAP2000 [11], with 3D finite elements (solids)
subjected only to their own weight. The model was made up of 8352 8 node quadrangular elements,
assembled in 29 layers, 50 cm high, composed of 72 elements along the circumference and 4 along
the radius. In defining the material properties, for the elasticity moduli were adopted those identified in
[7], and for the Poisson’s ratio the one, most suitable by the program, closest to 0.5 value. The
stresses in the model are very sensible to the boundary conditions of the nodes at the basis. In
particular, for the individual weight alone, which should provide an average stress value equal to the
total load divided by the base area, since any peaks have certainly dampened over time, instead,
stresses concentrations occur, even exceeding the limits of regulations, according to the various
choices of constraint at the base.
If the nodes at the base are restrained by fixed supports, both for displacements and rotations, an
average compressive tension value is obtained, equal to the total weight divided by the base area,
only by an average of all the values of the vertical compressive tensions on all the nodes of the base
layer solids elements (72x4x8=2304 nodes). The punctual values are higher up to about 10 times the
average value and exceed the allowable limits. A similar result, figure 3, is obtained if all the nodes at
the base are hinged (constraining the displacements along the three Cartesian axes and freeing the
rotations around the same axes): the tensions at the base vary from about 7 kg/cm2 (traction on the
inside) to 25 kg/cm2 (compression on the outside).

Fig. 3: Left: global deformation with all hinges at the base; on the right: detail at the base.
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Fig. 4: Left: deformation of a vertical section with simple support constraints to at the base; on the right: detail of
the case with the central nodes at the base supported by hinges.

If for the nodes at the base a constraint of only vertical support is imposed (free rotations and
displacements in the horizontal plane) the punctual values practically coincide with the average values
(however the system is labile for horizontal actions). The deformation consists in an increase of the
base diameter with consequent radial displacements, figure 4 (on the left): the tensions at the base
vary from -3.13 kg/cm2 inside to -2.12 kg/cm2 on the outside, the radial displacement results 1.9 mm.
If, finally, for the nodes at the base, we have all vertical supports, except for those of the inner circle
(or alternatively the central one) which is hinged, it is obtained that on the hinged nodes there are
peaks of vertical compression tension, up to three times the average value, while the other nodes
have tensions similar to the average value. In figure 4, right side, for the central hinged nodes, we can
see a traction tension on the internal nodes and compression on the external ones, a variation from
1.5 kg/cm2 of traction on the inner side to 0.89 kg/cm2 of compression on the outer side and a value on
the support equal to 5.39 kg/cm2 in compression. Performed a modal analysis, figure 5, with central
nodes at the base hinged and all the others with simple vertical support, we obtained for the first mode
a period T=0.31065 sec, similar to the one calculated by the regulations equal to 0.372 sec. If all the
nodes at the base are hinged, for the first mode a period T=0.30348 sec is obtained, with the same
shape. Finally, if all the nodes at the base are fully constrained, we obtain the same value of the
previous case for the period of the first mode and the same modal shape.

Fig. 5: Zenithal view of the first modal shape with all the nodes hinged at the base.
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2.2 Non-linear static analysis
The nonlinear static or kinematic analysis [7] evaluates the displacement capacity of the structure,
inter alia the ultimate limit state, in comparison with that required by the earthquake, in spectral terms.
This method of analysis can be applied globally and locally (for macro-elements) for local checks
(where the sum of local checks can also represent the overall behavior of the structure). In general,
this method appears to be the most suitable for the analysis of seismic behavior and therefore it has
been used for the Sanctuary of Fornò. Non-linear static analysis was performed with the Sismicad
code [12]. The non-linear analysis attempts to follow the real behavior of the building in the penetration
of the plastic field, and the non-linear static analysis is expressly indicated by the regulation
(paragraph C7.8.1.5.4 [9]) as the most representative method of the real ultimate behavior of masonry
structures.
Within the used code it is possible to model the non-linear behavior of the masonry in two ways: with a
beam model or with a shell model.
The beam model, more common, involves a modeling of the structural elements with beams and
plastic hinges. Through this approach the plasticity and the non-linearity of the masonry material are
concentrated in plastic hinges arranged at the ends of one-dimensional beams, representing the
masonry walls bay and the masonry coupling beams. The connection between the various elements is
made with infinitely rigid one-dimensional elements. The beam modeling is conditioned by the
introduction of such elements, which can produce unwanted behaviors, and above all by the
hypothesis of maintaining the plane sections.
The shell model, generally more adherent to the reality of phenomena, manages:
- the loss of rigidity of the uncompressed elements by implementing a non-reactive traction on the
plane of the horizontal mortar joints;
- an elastic-plastic compression behavior with limitation of the normal stresses to the resistant value
0.85 fcd;
- a shear elasto-plastic behavior with determination of the maximum resistance for sliding, or diagonal
crack breakage.
In the case of shear breaking by sliding, the breaking criterion is the one provided for in paragraph
7.8.2.2.2 of NTC2008 [8], where the shear strength of each structural element is evaluated by means
of the following relation:
Vt = l' t fvd
where:
l' is the length of the compressed part of the wall,
t is the wall thickness,
fvd = fvk / gM is defined in paragraph 4.5.6.1, calculating the average normal stress (indicated with sn in
the cited paragraph) on the compressed part of the section (sn = P / (l' t)).
In the previous expression, in the case of non-linear static analysis, shear strength can be calculated
by placing
fvd = fvm0 + 0,4 sn
with fvm0 average shear strength of the masonry (in the absence of direct determination we can set
fvm0= fvk0/0,7), and the maximum displacement can be assumed equal to 0.4% of the height of the
masonry panel. However, the fvd value cannot be greater than 2.0 fbk, where fbk is the characteristic
compressive strength of the elements in the direction of the force application, nor greater than 2.2
MPa. The NTC2018 [13] make some changes that, net of some differences in the symbols used,
concern a limitation of the average shear resistance fvd (now fyd), that must be less than or equal to fylim
(with fylim equal to fyk/0.7 unless otherwise evaluated), but without the maximum value of 2.2 MPa, and
an increase, at 0.5% of the masonry panel height, of the maximum displacement, for the collapse limit
state.
In the case of shear breakage due to diagonal breakage, the breaking criterion is that foreseen by
paragraph C8.7.1.5 of the Circular [9].
Sliding shear resistance is well suited to the analysis made with two-dimensional elements. The value
of the stress is evaluated at the integration points based on the real normal stresses, or in
correspondence with the compressed zones only. The application of the shear strength by diagonal
breakage, allowed, however, by the regulations only for existing buildings and in few specific cases, is
less directly extensible to a modeling with two-dimensional elements as it relates to a section in its
entirety.
When creating the capacity curve, the program checks compliance with the resistance criteria at each
load increment. Once the element reaches the ultimate values for combined compressive and bending
stress and shear stress, it keeps them until the maximum displacements are reached. These
displacements are evaluated for each masonry macro-element, either wall bay or coupling beam. The
limit values are those imposed by the DM 14/01/2008 [8], equal to 0.008H (0.006H for existing
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buildings) and 0.004H respectively for compressive plus bending (maximum compression) and shear,
where H is the height for the masonry wall bay or the length for the beam. The non-linearities in
compression and traction are considered in the orthogonal direction to the horizontal mortar layers for
the walls bay and in the horizontal direction for the coupling beams.
The above is designed for walls with plane surfaces between more or less rigid building levels and is
ill-suited, as in the case of the Sanctuary of Fornò, in the presence of curved walls with very flexible
levels, such as that represented by a wooden cover. It is therefore necessary to approximate the
cylindrical wall rings with a certain number of rectilinear septums, masonry walls bay and coupling
beams in correspondence with the various openings, which approximate the shape, obtaining
calculation models that are strongly influenced by the choices made.
The outer ring of walls was modeled with 72 masonry walls, with holes in correspondence to the
niches, entrances and windows. The inner wall ring, corresponding to the original core, was modeled
with 36 masonry walls, with eight access arches openings. More internally, the walls which support the
octagonal dome, were modeled with 16 septa supported by 8 masonry pillars connected by arches.
The 36 wooden roof trusses of the annular space were modeled in each frame element (being in
sight), while the octagonal dome's wooden cover was hypothesized according to the one on the ring
space. The dome, with the openings of the 4 present lunettes, has been modeled with a thickness of
20 cm. For the evaluation of the mechanical characteristics of the walls, refer to the information given
in [7].
Below are some models that illustrate the problems encountered.
In the calculation operations, it was decided to use a masonry model carried out with shell-type finite
elements instead of equivalent beam elements, since in the beam modeling there were some
problems in the schematization of the rigid constraints.
A first model considered the behavior of the structure in the absence of the niches and the entrance
vestibule (figure 6), as they are structurally not connected to the outermost wall ring.
The quantitative assessment of the connection between the innermost wall, which supports the
octagonal dome, and the one which supports the large wooden roof, the masonry of the innermost ring
corresponding to the original core of the Sanctuary, was made possible by the assembly of the laser
point clouds, and within the model the connection was made by introducing kinematic constraints
(figure 7).
At the date of writing of the article, not being available yet the calculation code update for the nonlinear static analysis of the walls according to NTC2018 [13] (and not having been published yet the
explanatory Circular), we presented the results achieved with the previous rules.
Figure 8 shows a typical screen related to the non-linear static analysis of the wall structure of the
Sanctuary. The results obtained are strongly dependent on the choice of the displacements sequence
imposed at the control point, which has been identified with the node at a higher level.

Fig. 6: Structural model of the Sanctuary of Fornò in Sismicad v.12.12 by Concrete.
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Fig. 7: On the left: detail of the laser point clouds that allows to reconstruct the thickness of the inner wall
cylinder; on the right: detail of the analogous portion of the model with a kinematic constraint highlighted.

Fig. 8: The environment for non-linear analysis in Sismicad.

In Figure 8, related to the first loads combination for Group 1 [8], ie the main distribution with
horizontal forces proportional to the static loads, the sequence of the increments for the control point
displacements was selected at a constant pitch of 2 cm and was obtained, as highlighted in the box at
the bottom right next to the capacity curve of the structure, an excessive value for q* (ratio between
the total shear stress, acting on the basis of the system equivalent to a one degree of freedom
calculated by the elastic response spectrum, and the shear stress acting on the resistant base of the
system equivalent to a one degree of freedom obtained from the nonlinear analysis) which determines
the non-fulfillment of the security verification at the SLV (life-saving limit state). In this regard, it is
noted that NTC2018 brought the limit value of q* from 3.0 to 4.0. The displacements of the structure
shown in the central box are out of scale, affected by a multiplying factor of 50.
It is further underlined that the choice of the displacement path imposed at the control point, provided
that all other settings of the calculation model are equal, can determine different capacity curves and
therefore it is advisable that the displacement intervals are short and regularly distributed.
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2.3 Non-linear static analysis subsequent to the anti-seismic improvement design
Even in the case of a monumental building such as the Sanctuary of Fornò, it is possible to
hypothesize a series of structural works that would lead to an overall improvement of the building's
anti-seismic behavior, with the utmost respect for the building current external appearance.
These interventions include the reinforcement of the arches of the four niches towards the exterior, the
reinforcement of the architraves of the various openings with the insertion of chains at all the arches
springer present in the various masonry rings, and finally the creation of summit curbs at the base of
the wooden coverage of the central area, above the octagonal dome, and at the base of the large
wooden covering of the ring between the two wall cylinders. Another important intervention, also from
the overall static point of view (and therefore also in an anti-seismic key), is the reduction, possibly
elimination, of the imbibition of the walls by capillary ascent (see the following paragraph).
For the purpose of numerical verification, the above-hypothesized consolidation works were modeled,
and a non-linear static analysis was carried out, with displacements imposed at the control point
between zero and 38 cm, with a pitch of 1 cm, obtaining the results shown in Figure 9. The capacity
curve shows a regular and increasing trend in relation to the set limit states took from the national
rules [8] [9]: the reduction of the SLD shear stress and the 20% reduction of SLV shear stress. In all
the load steps, however, the breaking of the wall panels is observed in order to overcome the shear
strength, the resistance to compression plus bending, and the out-of-plane breakage of the masonry
wall. Moreover, the presence of significant shear stresses, in the orthogonal plane to the masonry
wall, is reported. These circumstances, even if strongly dependent on the model, lead us to think that
a series of injections of binder mixtures, for all the walls, could lead to an overall improvement of the
structural behavior.
Anyhow, the result obtained shows that all the above-mentioned consolidation works have led to
comply with the regulatory requirements, the NTC2008, but, since the implementation of the new 2018
standard is still not available, and above all, the explanatory Circular is still missing, it is not possible to
draw a definitive conclusion.

Fig. 9: Results of non-linear static analysis after anti-seismic improvement designed works.

3.

Dehumidification works design

As recalled in [1] and [7], the walls of the Sanctuary generally show signs of deterioration due to the
capillary rise of water from the ground, ascent started or, in any case, increased by the presence of
the perimeter ditch, which constitutes a place of accumulation and stagnation of rainwater.
The capillary ascent especially is evident towards south, figure 10, as well as in the walls’ junction
points between the external cell of the building and the four apses towards the outside. This
phenomenon has favored, especially on the north side, the growth of plant organisms capable of
disintegrating the brick elements of the external face. Inside the building, along the walls that form the
innermost ring, the phenomenon of capillary rising acquires significant extensions; the internal line of
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ascent, figure 10 on the right, reaches a height of about 2 meters in average, with peaks over 3.5
meters, and affects the entire thickness of the masonry, even if on the outside we have lower rising
heights, with the consequent partial detachment, total in some points, of the plaster layers. Inside the
curved walls that define the central area, in order to increase the load-bearing capacity of the
masonry, metal chains have been inserted, which, due to the capillary rise, appear to be strongly
degraded and no longer able to perform any function of collaboration in the static system. This
process has caused swelling phenomena with detachment of all the layers of plaster, as well as
cracks in the brick elements of the structure. Even the brick pillars facing the center of the internal cell,
especially on the east side, present significant degradation phenomena related to the capillary rising,
which is manifested through the presence of efflorescence, pulverization and detachment of the most
superficial layer of the material. Also visible are degradation phenomena related to the presence of
rising damp in the apses on the north-west side, the intrados, and on the south-west side, in a
widespread manner. The walls of the outer ring of the building, in the part facing inward, have a
continuous band of rising water from the ground, which has led to a widespread degradation of the
plaster along the entire perimeter of the building. The presence of imbibition produces a reduction in
the mechanical characteristics of the masonry, which have been taken into account with an additional
reduction coefficient [7] [14].
In order to reduce, and possibly eliminate, the phenomenon of imbibition, two types of interventions
have been hypothesized: an adjustment of the external meteoric contribution with the creation of
shallow and deep drains equipped with pumps to maintain the water level at a fixed height; an internal
system, like Domodry®, for masonry dehumidification, based on charge neutralization electrophysical
technology: the emission of weak and harmless electromagnetic impulses, which interrupt the ascent
of the humidity by neutralizing the differential electric potential when water and masonry come into
contact. The excess moisture is then expelled gradually, over 12-36 months, by spontaneous
evaporation, more or less quickly depending on the construction characteristics of the wall and the
amount of water initially present.
Following the positive results of the dehumidification works, the subsequent restoration works of the
degraded parts and the consolidation of the walls will be activated.

Fig. 10: On the left: paved areas where humidity is present; on the right: humidity rising fronts in internal and
external walls.

4.

Conclusions and developments

Some structural models of the Sanctuary of Fornò were presented. The peculiar annular shape of all
the walls does not fit the usual structures intended by the law. The results obtained are strongly
influenced by the model adopted and by the sequences of displacements imposed at the control point
in case of non-linear analysis. Nevertheless, the analysis performed allow a comparison of the results,
with the same model, for various types of stress and improvement works, and show the benefit of a
possible series of such interventions, such as the insertion of architraves, tie rods and curbs, largely
common in the consolidation practice, which combined with dehumidification interventions can lead to
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an increase in the earthquake-resistant capacity of the building. As a consequence of the entry into
force of the new technical regulations, but in the absence of the related explanatory Circular, the need
for a complete update of the structural verifications remains. In addition, a deepening of the
thermographic survey on the upper part of the walls of the outer ring [1], which showed the presence
of internal structures, perhaps in timber, and a set of full-thickness assays of the walls, to date only
partially executed, will certainly determine a more precise structural modeling.
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Abstract
The transformations of the contemporary city (in particular in the European context), from the
construction of new buildings to that one of infrastructures, often cross ancient architectural fragments,
thus implicating forced conditions of proximity between ancient and contemporary constructions. These
occurrences undermine the architectural criterion of “separation” based on the “ancient vs new”
dichotomy.
Therefore, the hypothesis of “continuity” arises as a design criterion to go beyond this dichotomy. This
hypothesis, encouraged by the real cases and the narrative potentiality of the ICTs, is recognizable in
literature, from Rossi to Panella, with the attempt to consider the archaeological remains as architectural
design materials. Nevertheless, it does not exist a unanimous vision of it in the practice.
This continuity concerns with the architectural space and its meaning related to the time. Moreover, it
requires the possibility of the alteration of both remains and contemporary architecture, to some extent.
Analyzing the architectural projects that deal with the problem of the forced proximity and that are in
according with the features of the hypothesized continuity criterion, we can sketch a possible framework
of interventions, articulated by spatial purposes (to reproduce a previous condition or to look forward)
and levels of interaction between pre-existence and contemporary architecture.
Keywords: architecture, archaeology, continuity, cultural heritage

1.

Undetermined archaeological spaces

This paper reports the partial result about a PhD research in architectural and urban design that deals
with the contemporary forms of the continuity as design criterion in place of the criterion of separation,
which is based on the “ancient versus new” dichotomy. The study objects are the archaeological remains
that come to light with different characteristics and in different places of the city as a sprawled
phenomenon. For this reason, we can call them sprawled archaeology. Except for some cases, this
paper deals with ancient or medieval archaeology for two reasons. The first one is the importance
connected with the ancient fragment, for which its transformation is more difficult than other types of
pre-existence. Thus, the intervention considered valid for them are acceptable also for other less
restrictive cases. However, because of the multiple elements that the word “archaeology” includes, it is
possible to force the variable of the time, applying, when it is possible, the design methodology used for
the most recent buildings to the most ancient ones. In fact, the adjective “archaeological”, the meaning
of which is not a topic of this paper, seems to depend more from the methodology used for studying
than from the chronology of the findings [1a; 1b]. The second reason is that many European cities have
in common the same stratifications from the Roman age, so that it is possible to analyze different cities
in Europe without significant differences. Some examples are the transformations of similar urban
fabrics from a Roman building in Florence, Lisbon [2] and Naples, (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1: the transformations of similar urban fabrics from a Roman building in Florence (a), Lisbon (b) and Naples
(c). The figures a and b are taken from [2].

For these reasons, the study cases belong to the European geographical area, with a focus on Italy and
Portugal (where the research is being conducted), even if the main theoretical interest is the Italian
debate. Moreover, in recent years, many new agreements and international charts confirm the common
cultural route in Europe about the protection of the cultural heritage.
The research starts from the recurring problems of interferences between contemporary urban
transformation and the archaeological areas. New buildings and infrastructures bring to light ancient
layers of the city and more and more often cause relationships of forced proximity to them, independently
of the urban location. The Roman theatre of Braga (Portugal), the Roman thermal bath in Pollena
Trocchia and the archaeological area of vico Carminiello ai Mannesi in Naples are similar cases (Fig 2)
that require the choice of their role in the contemporary urban context, not only for a touristic use.
These three cases have a relationship of proximity with the ancient remains, but in other cases, the
relationship is a real intersection and interference. Some examples are the building of new
infrastructures such as metro stations of Municipio (Fig. 3-4) and Toledo in Naples, and railways such
as the Italian AV train line where many archaeological site were bring to light: between Naples and
Rome about one site every five hundred meters came to light [3]. Above all in these last cases, the
interventions depend from the importance of the site, the technical limits and the agreements between
developer, superintendence and local authorities. Generally, in every case, activities of investigation,
documentation and dissemination of the results of the studies are conducted. Instead, from the technical
point of view, the interventions go from the alternative designs of less impact on the archaeological site
to its dismantling and re-assembling in another place.
At the end, there are tiny cases composed by archaeological remains heaps, having different contents
of shape, abandoned at the margins of public spaces and of infrastructural lines. Piazzetta Manila in
Rome or the archaeological remains of the Casa of Mitreo in Mérida are some examples (Fig.3-4).

Fig. 2: a) post 79 A.D. Roman villa and baths in Polena Trocchia, Naples, Italy, photo (2015); b) Roman theater in
Braga, Portugal (photo by Miguel Silva, 2017); c) Archaeological remains in vico Carminiello ai Mannesi, Naples,
Italy, (photo 2017).
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Fig. 3: Interference between archaeological remains and urban transformations.
1) Piazzetta Manila, Roma (photo 2016); 2) Casa del Mitreo, Mérida, Spain, (photo 2018); 3) Alcazaba, Mérida,
Spain (photo 2018); 4) Piazza Calenda, Naples (photo 2017); 5) Piazza Bellini, Naples (photo 2017); 6) Arch in
Santa Maria Capua Vetere, Caserta, Italy (photo 2017); 7) Roman theater in Braga, Portugal (photo by Miguel
Silva, 2017); 8) Roman villa and baths in Pollena Trocchia, Italy (photo 2015); 9) Archaeological site of vico
Carminiello ai Mannesi, Naples (photo 2017); 10-11-12) Metro station “Municipio” in Naples (photos 2017); 13-14)
residences in the Aragonese walls in Naples (photo 2017); 15)Roman theater in Naples, (fonte
https://napoli.zon.it).
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Fig. 4: Comparison between two different scales and level of fragmentation of the remains. Archaeological
fragments in Mérida, Spain (Left); Urban layering visible in Naples during the excavation for the building of the
metro station “Municipio” (Right).

The transformation of the city produces archaeological remaining areas that are different for size and
shape of the excavation, content of shape of the archaeological fragments, fragmentation level and
location (Fig. 3). These characteristics make them similar to the abandoned spaces (Fig. 4) like the
cases of Tiers paysage [4]. The forced proximity between very different realities cannot be solved only
with the touristic use of the archaeological findings. The strong interference between different layers of
the city undermine the architectural criterion of “separation” based on the “ancient vs new” dichotomy,
which developed from the XIX century. Therefore, the hypothesis of a continue transformation of the
architecture arises and leads to go beyond this dichotomy. However, if this transformation happens
without a critical design control, it causes an abuse (Fig. 4.13 - 4.15), thus, it need to investigate the
contemporary limits and possibilities of the continuity criterion.

2.

Pre-existence as design material

The hypothesis of “continuity” as a design criterion to go beyond the ancient vs new dichotomy is
recognizable also in two different research lines that probably have their point of convergence in the
urban design. On the one hand, there is the issue of the relationship between the pre-existence and the
contemporary architecture, which has particularly discussed in Italy since the Second World War, and
which seems to have nothing to do with archaeological sites. On the other hand, there is the issue of
the protection of the archeological sites. In both cases, there is a shift of interest from the individual
object (monument, building, and archaeological finding) to the relationship between this last and its
context. The first research line has produced argumentations both in support of the separation criterion
based on the ancient vs new dichotomy and in favor of continuity, up to hypothesize a new role for
ancient materials in the urban project. According to Andreina Ricci, the fascist regime played an
important role in the separation of ancient and modern in Italy.[5] In fact, during the Ventennio, the
regime attempted to establish ideal connections with the Roman Empire in an attitude that Ricci defines
a sort of “consecration of the places of the past to the political religion” [6]. The isolation of monuments,
such as the Colosseum, the Arch of Constantine and the Mausoleum of Augustus, and the demolition
of urban fabrics, such as in the case of Via della Conciliazione in Rome are some examples. However,
as Ricci says, it is not easy to establish how much this has influenced the design of those years. In fact,
at the beginning of the twentieth century, the theme of the value of monuments emerged, through the
Riegl’s theory of values, which opposed, among others, the value of ancient and the value of novelty
[7]. After the Second World War, the debate about ancient and modern architecture moves from the
single buildings (or sites) to their context using the locution of environmental pre-existence, as Ernesto
Nathan Rogers does. Later the hypothesis of managing the insertion of the modern architecture in the
oldest one by the city planning arises. However, the failure of the ancient vs new dichotomy for the
description of the city comes out through the strong debates among personalities like Bruno Zevi e
Roberto Pane. While the first one suggests the identification of “authentically ancient zones”, Pane
maintains that is impossible to define an authentically ancient environment [8].
Thus, new visions arise as alternatives to the ancient vs new dichotomy. For example, according to Aldo
Rossi it is wrong to treat the issue only from the point of view of the relationship between ancient and
new architecture and maintains the unavoidable transformation that each intervention produces [9]. At
one time Vittorio Gregotti disapproves the concept of environmental pre-existence asserting that “the
purpose of the [architectural] design is not only to control the relationship between ancient and new, but
to create new value goals” [10]. These theoretical positions are contrary to that one of Cesare Brandi.
According to him, the Historicism of the XIX century produced the awareness of the monument as
untouchable document. This is the reason because Brandi excludes the possibility of modifying the
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constructions dated before of the XIX century [11]. Instead, according to Gregotti the interpretation of
the phenomena made by the Historicism make the History a self-justification, “a huge tautology that may
be a sort of paralysis of decision capabilities” [12].
Under this theoretical debate between conservatives and innovators, Aldo Rossi moves forward the
hypothesis of the transformation of the pre-existence, until to involve the archaeological artifacts. This
hypothesis bases on the idea that the concept of environmental pre-existence is confused with the
picturesque and sentimental value of the building that have nothing to do with the community, because
they concern the individual or a small group of people. It follows that it necessary to accept the rapid
consumption cycle of the residence and to let the city develops itself on the basis of fixed points
(generally monuments), which have a slow consumption cycle. According to Rossi, two possible choices
exist: or to make easy the process of destruction of the picturesque sections of the cities or to preserve
them, when it is possible, as open museums [13]. About the first choice, which is interesting for this
research, Rossi hypothesizes the compositional vision of the ancient element [9]. According to him, the
subject of the architecture is the shape, which is totally independent from the ephemeral values such as
uses and strictly personal emotions. Because of its independence, the architectural shape opens to
further transformations. Therefore, the ancient architecture can be used as a “formal structure” of the
contemporary design. In order to clarify his prospective, Rossi gives some examples such as the
Diocletian’s Palace in Split as a model of continuity that uses the ancient city as a “formal structure” for
the contemporary design. The Roman aqueduct and theater in Budapest, the first one located in an
industrial zone, the second one used as a soccer field. The Le Corbusier’s plan for Paris in which some
monuments take part to the urban composition. However, the research is totally open, because the
Diocletian’s Palace is a model of the past, Rossi himself does not approve the use of the Roman theater
as soccer field and the Plan for Paris was not carried out.
The just mentioned ideas also belong to Rafael Moneo’s thought. In fact, we can find similar concepts
among his writings dated between 1965 and 1985 [14]. According to him the architecture changes
unavoidably and the shape of the architecture is independent after its building. He also talks about the
“formal structure” of the building and the possibility of changing it along the time by basing the
contemporary design on that “formal structure”.
In spite of theoretical position oriented to transform and to use the ancient pre-existence as material of
the architectural design, the ancient vs new dichotomy continues to influence the design, especially in
the case of the archaeological areas, and it often causes the formation of the archaeological enclosures.
The second field of research above-mentioned moves from early protective coverings for archaeological
sites and, in the most recent years, deals with the theme of the narrative use of the architecture. The
architectural research has made the edges of the archaeological enclosures more and more permeable.
At first the coverings go beyond the sole protective use and become instruments for the reconstruction
of the original configuration of the archaeological artefact (ex. Franco Minissi’s covering for the Roman
villa in Piazza Armerina), and, in a second time they become support devices for the narration of the
site. In particular, in the field of museology, the architectural project deals with the issue of the
communication of the cultural framework of the architectural fragment [15]. In this area of interest, the
Information and Communication Technologies are an efficient support to describe the evolution of the
site without modifying it (ex. building mapping on the Roman Forums in Rome), but they could be used
also as narrative devices in the case of the transformation of the site.
Between these two investigation fields, the top-down approach of the urban design and the bottom up
approach of the museology one, a point of convergence needs to be found solving the follows problems:
the interaction between ancient and contemporary urban systems; the use of the archaeological areas
different from the touristic one; the definition of the role of the architectural design inside the
archaeological area, previously exclusive jurisdiction of the archaeologists.
Currently the city appears multylayered and multy-connected (not only in a material way) and the crisis
of its interpretative models has caused the no-sense of the dichotomies center and suburbs, suburbs
and country, compact city and sprawled city, ancient and new architecture [16]. In this scenario, many
authors suggest the use of the ancient fragments as architectural elements and of the urban design as
an instrument to solve the above-mentioned problems. [17]. According to Raffaele Panella, when the
urban project deals with areas that include archaeological sites, the architect has to consider the remains
of the ancient city as material of the modern design. So, into the archaeological space the remains
become materials that architecture can manipulate, in a relationship of interaction (or continuity) [18].
On these hypotheses, it is interesting to investigate the role of the archaeological fragment into the urban
design: the fragmented nature of the archaeological finding, which becomes ruin, objet trouvé or matter
with no shape, in relation to the research in urban design dealing with the relationship between the
architectural fragment and the loss of the urban shape. However, as Daniele Manacorda says, when
the architectural design deals with the archaeological space, the role of the archaeological fragments
must be defined as a combined critical choice of both the architect and the archaeologist, both
responsible of the urban shape defined by means of the archaeological excavation [19].
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Fig. 5: Arrangement of archaeological fragments in Castelo de São George, Lisbon (photo 2017).

Contemporary shapes of the continuity criterion
To summarize, both the observation of urban phenomena and the theoretical investigation point out the
inadequacy of the ancient vs new dichotomy to rule the contemporary urban design. So, the hypothesis
of continuity arises as a design criterion to go beyond this dichotomy. Continuity means creation of new
purpose of value and transformation of pre-existence. Continuity is not necessarily about the use, the
morphology, the material or the surface of a building. Continuity means to put the pre-existence, in this
specific case the archeological one, into a new order of shape, according a process that characterizes
many architectures built before the XIX century. Thus, it is necessary to investigate the contemporary
manners of the continuity criterion.
For this purpose, by means of a comparative analysis between architecture dated before the XIX century
(when the process of design was more affine to the continuity criterion) and contemporary projects, we
can sketch a scheme capable of describing the contemporary forms of interaction-continuity. Moreover,
analyzing the relationship between the currently and the previous spatial configuration, it is possible to
collect them into three different categories that represent the following spatial purposes. To look back,
when the purpose is to give an idea of the previous configuration of the architectural space. To stand
by, when the purpose is to create new architectural space by freezing the ancient structures as they are
in the present moment. To look forward, when the purpose is to design a space with no reference to
previous configuration of it.

Fig. 6: Archaeological fragments used as design materials: a) Bell tower of Pietrasanta, Naples (photo 2017); b)
Alcazaba, Mérida (photo 2018); c) wall of the Stato Maggiore dell’Aeronautica, Rome (photo 2017), d) Pedestrian
paths, Athens, (photo by Luigi Stendardo, 2017).
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Fig. 7: Scheme with some interventions divided for categories: 1) Duomo of Siracusa; 2) Aqueduct of Evora; 3)
Bell tower of Pietrasanta, Naples; 4) Theater of Sagunto, project by Giorgio Grassi; 5) Thalia Theather, Lisbon,
project by Gonçalo Byrne; 6) Municipio metro station, Naples, project by Eduardo Souto de Moura and Álvaro
Siza; 7) Casa na Av. Da Boavista, Porto, project by Eduardo Souto de Moura; 8) Casa dos bicos, Lisboa, project
by Manuel Vicente and Daniel Santa Rita; 9) Palace in Piazza Bellini, Naples; 10) Castillo de Luna, Alburquerque
(Spain), project by José María Sánchez García; 11) Pedestrian paths, Athens, project by Dimitris Pikionis; 12)
Toledo metro station, Naples, project by Oscar Tusquets Blanca; 13) Archaeological fragments used to limit the
pedestrian path in the Alcazaba, Mérida (Spain).

Imaging to put (in a qualitative way) the analyzed projects on an oriented axis that represents the spatial
purpose from “to look back” category to “to look forward” one, the projects belonging to the first category
will be on the negative side of the axis. The projects belonging to the second category will be in the
middle and the other ones will be in the positive side of the axis. The positions on the axis does not
mean that a project is worst or better than another one, but it is only a qualitative way to highlight the
different spatial purposes. So, the theater of Sagunto, designed by Giorgio Grassi, could be placed in
the first category, because Grassi designs a contemporary building with the purpose of giving back the
imagine of the Roman theatre typology [20]. On the contrary, the project for the Acropoli of Athens, by
Dimitris Pikionis, could be placed in the positive side of the axis together with the ancient example of
the bell tower of Pietrasanta in Naples. In the same area, the examples that use the archaeological
fragments as elements of a collage will be placed. An example is the wall of the Stato Maggiore
dell’Aeronautica in Rome, composed by earthenware and marble fragments with inscriptions. The case
of the Alcazaba in Mérida represents another example of use of archaeological fragments for the
purpose of the design. In this case, the archaeological fragments limit the paths for tourists or mark out
some point of interests. Between these two extreme positions, all other examples are placed. For
example, the Hotel in the Luna Castle in Alburquerque (Spain) which José María Sánchez García adapts
to the bastions of the castle and the Toledo metro station in Naples, by Oscar Tusquets Blanca, that
integrates the Aragonese wall into the construction of the entrance.
The above-mentioned examples are in according with the continuity criterion defined in this paper. This
criterion excludes the projects of reconstruction or demolition of the ancient building, because in the first
case the purpose of designing a new architecture starting from the ancient one is out. At the same time,
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the continuity does not include the projects whose main theme is to highlight the difference between
ancient and contemporary intervention (generally, the cases of musealisation belong to these category).
The purpose of the proposed scheme is to give a first imagine of the hypothesis at the basis of this work,
i.e. to use the archaeological pre-existence as a design material, and to define some architectural
themes of investigation based on the continuity criterion. Moreover, the qualitative positioning of the
projects in the scheme highlights conceptual proximities and distances among them and between them
and the project based on the ancient vs new dichotomy. The scheme, if articulated in a taxonomic form,
could also arrange all cases into intervention categories, thus sketching a framework of possible design
strategies useful in the decision-making phases of the transformation of the city, for example in the case
of infrastructures that interfere with archaeological areas.
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Abstract

The processes of structural change that are currently taking place in countries situated in the Southern
Mediterranean involve rapid and radical transformations. The effects of modernisation are often
associated with the loss of relevant elements of heritage which are especially strategic from a long-term
perspective: environmental resources, settlements models, building techniques, local productions. The
crucial challenge in these contexts is to reconcile pressures for change and innovation with identity
preservation and sustainable development. In this respect, systems of heritage knowledge can play a
key role since they express practical and technological expertise which is very strictly connected to the
environmental and cultural characters of places. These sets of knowledge are rich in historical value,
but most importantly of functional value: in this sense, they can be interpreted as design rules and
principles that can be re-actualised with contemporary technological solutions. This paper presents a
research in progress aimed at producing multidisciplinary design guidelines based on the enhancement
of heritage knowledge at the territorial, urban and architectural scale in the Fès-Meknès region
(Morocco). In this project, geographical information systems are central tools that allow the georeferencing of heritage knowledge and a wide dissemination aimed at the construction of integrated
projects.
Keywords: Morocco, Cultural heritage, tangible and intangible dimensions

1.

Introduction

For the past few decades the emerging countries of the MENA area (Middle East and North Africa) have
been at the centre of interests and radical transformation processes, connotated by common macrophenomena such as demographic increase, rural exodus and urban drift, massive urbanisation, large
investments by multinationals on fertile land and raw materials, appearance and consolidation of mass
tourism [1; 31].
In this context Morocco has been able to achieve a leading role, also due to strategical factors such as
its geographical position as a hinge between Europe and Africa, its long Atlantic coast, the fact of its
being culturally part of both the Arab and Mediterranean worlds, an “enlightened” and reform-oriented
political leadership which during the Nineties and the first decade of the 21st century promoted an
ambitious process of legal, political, institutional and economic reform [8, p. 19]. The result of these
policies were soon visible in terms of economic growth: the rate of growth of the per capita GDP (Gross
Domestic Product) shifted from 1.5%-2.00% in the decade between 1990-2000 to almost 3.5% for the
period between 2000-2015, visibly reducing the difference which existed in the past vis-à-vis European
countries, to which the crisis of 2008 certainly contributed [8, p. 20]. The positive repercussions of the
modernising policies of the past twenty years are also evident on the social sphere, through an
eradication of extreme poverty, an increase in access to elementary education, as also, generally, to
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basic public services [8, p. xxv]. However, the structural transformations that Morocco is undergoing are
not exempt of contradictions and grey areas, which can be summarised in the following points:
- degradation of the natural or environmental capital related to polluting activities, to the massive
urbanisation and infrastructure processes, and to tourism-related pressure on certain specific
areas [8, p. 63];
- risks of a geo-hydrological nature derived from the increase in anthropisation, functionalisation
and artificialisation processes [6] and their interaction with natural events which have become
increasingly extreme due to the effects of climate change (floods, landslides, subsidence,
sinkholes, fast decay of the environmental matrices that constitute the territory, such as soil and
water, resulting in loss of functionality or which have an impact on the living conditions of the
population);
- loss of identity of historic centres under the pressure of tourism, especially concerning the
Medinas of Fès and Meknès (referring to the region studied on our project), both listed as
Unesco Heritage [4; 7];
- growth of large suburbs/villes nouvelles, characterised by low urban and building quality [30;
18];
- persistence of slums and informal settlements [5];
- loss of traditional building, manufacturing and artisan knowledge and techniques [26; 15]
- problems related to structural security linked to interventions that are not compatible with the
built historical fabric, to additions, decay and abandonment of areas which belong to the historic
centre.
The ensemble of these phenomena represents important risk factors for the conservation and
reproduction of the Moroccan heritage and for a lasting and sustainable development. The answer
to the challenge of how to balance the pressure of change and growth with the conservation of
cultural identity and sustainable development does cannot lie exclusively in the promotion of the
conservation of the existent and a refusal of renovation. The crux of the matter lies instead on the
ways and intensity with which these massive transformations should be regulated.
From this point of view, the systems of knowledge concerning heritage are to be considered key
elements since they are both an expression of cultural diversity and the depository of practical and
technological knowledge highly related to the environmental, economic and social needs of places
[14]. As a result of the meeting between community and place, the ensemble of heritage values
expresses a high degree of contextuality, since it is based on answers to the needs of the
community, derived from the resources available in the environment in question. In this specific
sense the components of the heritage have both a testimonial and, more importantly, a functional
value, and as such are interpretable as design which can be updated, also with the contribution of
contemporary technological solutions [11]. In this sense the territorial heritage is a strategic resource
in view of the construction of scenarios of local sustainable development, based on the “territorial
capital” [28] present in every context and its valorisation through projects of “territorial intelligence”.
This contribution proposes a reflection on the use of the material and intangible heritage as a
strategic resource for the design and management of transformations and illustrates an on-going
research project on the Moroccan region of Fès-Meknès, based on the application of the said
approach. In paragraph 2 the article presents the heritage approach, illustrating the main theoretical
contributions that have codified it and presents particularly significant applicative experiences.
Paragraph 3 presents a research project which originated from an academic educational and
research experience carried out by the authors at the École Euro-Méditerranéenne d’Architecture,
Design et Urbanisme de Fès (EMADU), co-created in 2016 by the Université Euro-Méditerranéenne
(UEMF) and the Università di Firenze, as part of a larger agreement undersigned in 2015 in Rabat
by the Italian and Moroccan Ministries of Higher Education. The educational project of the school
represents the foundation of a joint process of conservation and valorisation of the EuroMediterranean cultural heritage, and can represent as well the starting point for the diffusion in
Morocco of a multidisciplinary approach to the management of transformations, based on criteria of
environmental, social and economic sustainability. The concluding paragraph summarised the
contribution of innovation concerning the use of material and intangible heritage in the management
of transformations in Morocco.

2.

The heritage approach to sustainable development

2.1 Methodological framework
The concept of heritage, as is well known, is in constant evolution, since its recognition depends on the
meeting between an “object” and the gaze of the society that identifies it as such [29]. The notion of
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heritage, which is relatively recent, was formally codified during the 20th century when, especially
following the destruction that took place during World War II, an increasingly mature awareness
developed regarding the need for conservation. This process resulted in the 1972 UNESCO Convention
concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, which commendably recognised
as heritage not only a few monumental assets (mostly historical remains) of exceptional value, but also
a wider range of both natural and cultural sites. Another fundamental step for the codification of the
concept of heritage was the UNESCO 2003 Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural
Heritage, which is defined as the ensemble of all “the practices, representations, expressions,
knowledge, skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artefacts and cultural spaces associated
therewith – that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their cultural
heritage. This intangible cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to generation, is constantly
recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, their interaction with nature and
their history, and provides them with a sense of identity and continuity, thus promoting respect for
cultural diversity and human creativity.”
In the context of this and other so-called soft law documents, numerous reflections were developed at
the international level by a vast corpus of studies concerning the heritage approach [9; 12; 19; 21; 10]
and further developed in a particular direction by various research projects undertaken by the Florentine
school concerning the fields of architecture, urban studies and design [23; 25; 26; 22; 17]. Reference is
made in particular to an interpretation of the territorial, urban and architectural heritage understood as
the depository of both material and intangible sediments produced by the processes of co-evolution
between man and the environment, which are endowed with meta-historical rationality. This attribute
has conferred to them a capacity to resist to the transformations of history, as the many “continuities”
present throughout most of the Mediterranean region demonstrate. Following are some examples from
Morocco:
- In rural areas, traditional hydraulic-agrarian systems, consisting of dry stone walls and
terracings that carry out multi-functional roles, allowing cultivation in often highly-sloped,
supporting the soil and preserving it from processes of erosion, structuring the landscape from
an aesthetic-perceptive point of view, and enhancing (in some cases) the quality of the final
agricultural product as a consequence of the heat released on the plant by the sun-heated
stones.
- At the architectural scale the traditional dwelling typologies, such as courtyard houses, which
are capable of responding to environmental needs, thanks to the bio-climatic features of the
patio, but also to socio-cultural needs, since once again the patio serves as a place for social
interaction, production and protection of family intimacy, which is a sacred value in Islamic
culture [2].
- At the scale of technological systems, the use of solar screening and natural ventilation devices
made in wood, such as the Mashrabiyya, serve a bio-climatic function since they enhance the
comfort of interior spaces from a thermo-hygrometric point of view, while also providing
protection from indiscreet gazes and constituting a quality decorative element for the facade
(Fig.1).
From these concise examples it can be understood how the elements and structures of heritage value
referred to:
- Correspond only to a minimum degree to elements with monumental or exceptional features,
and mostly to cases concerning rural landscapes, the fabric of settlements, traditional
technological and building solutions which are widespread throughout the entire territory.
- Coincide with material objects (for example: terracing), which makes them part of a material
heritage, yet correspond as well to the principle which underlies the said material solution (for
example: an efficient capacity for preserving the soil for agricultural purposes), and in that sense
can be identified as well as part of the intangible heritage.
- In many cases they represent an important provider of eco-systemic services, understood as
“the multiple benefits provided to mankind by ecosystems” [27], divided into 4 categories of
services which provide support to life, supplies, regulation and cultural values. As such, heritage
also has an economic value, and furthermore, its correct management and valorisation
contributes in a decisive way to contain/prevent calamitous events and the damages which
result from their repercussions.
- They have evolved and adapted through time to the environmental, social, economic and
cultural circumstances of the contexts in which they developed, and have therefore
demonstrated to be highly flexible and resilient to variations in external conditions.
- When adequately analysed, described and translated into design principles, the elements and
structures ascribed with heritage value can help address in an integrated and interdisciplinary
manner the criticalities and compromising factors generated by transformation processes.
- The knowledge of such a complex system requires a multiscalar study which includes a variety
of scientific viewpoints, capable of analysing the identity features and elements (both material
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and intangible) necessary for codifying its structure, and which are instrumental for its
regeneration, sustainable growth and resilient management.

Fig. 1: interior of a courtyard house in Chefchaouen, Northen Morocco, and detail of a Mashrabiyya in Fés. Credits:
L. Dipasquale

2.2 Projects and applications of the heritage approach
The topic of heritage as a motor for sustainable development is the subject of numerous international
research programmes.
An extensive body of studies concerning the heritage approach at the urban and territorial scales is
represented by the research carried out by the Italian territorial school and by the critical reflections
applied to it, reflected in some texts [3; 13; 16; 24; 25; 20] and in urban tools and planning documents
(such as the PTCP for Prato of 2003, the Territorial Landscape Plan for the Region of Puglia of 2015,
the Territorial Orientation Plan, which is also a landscape plan, for the Tuscan Region, of 2015).This
approach has also become affirmed at the European level, through the following research-design
experiences (in which the authors participated):
- The 2012-2015 research project, « Biorégion. Des parcs naturels régionaux pour un projet territorial
auto-soutenable pour la region Aquitaine », which saw the participation of the Université Michel
Montaigne de Bordeaux, the Conseil Régional d’Aquitaine,the Syndicat mixte du Pays Médoc, the Parc
Naturel Régional des Landes de Gascogne, the Università di Firenze, and the Assessorato
Pianificazione del territorio, Urbanistica e Paesaggio di Regione Toscana, and concerned the
constructions of scenarios of virtuous relationships between settlement and agro-forestry systems.
- The establishment of the Schéma de Cohèrence Territoriale de la Région Aquitaine, in particular the
axis: « Stratégie Nature-Expérimentation des Parcs Agricoles Multifonctionnel et de la démarche
territorialiste au service du SCoT 2030 de l'aire métropolitaine Bordelaise » (ongoing), which pursues
the objective of building at the scale of the area as a whole a project strategy based on the multifunctionality of agricultural parks and on the identification of heritage values of open territory.
- The Atelier de projet « L’Archipel des horizons possibles. Penser l’insularité depuis les trois îles
d’Hyères », promoted by the École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Marseille in collaboration
with Parc National de Port-Cros and the Università di Firenze (2016), which includes teachers, students,
and institutional entities in a process of research-education-action concerning the establishment of
scenarios for the sustainable revitalising of small islands.
The project «VerSus. Lessons from Vernacular Heritage to Sustainable Architecture» (20122014): funded by the EU Culture Programme 2007-2013, which involved the Department of Architecture
of the University of Florence in partnership with Escola Superior Gallaecia, Università degli Studi di
Cagliari, Universitat Politècnica de València, and CRAterre-École Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture
de Grenoble. The project was aimed at identifying the principles of environmental, socio-economic and
socio-cultural sustainability of vernacular architecture, with the purpose of determining innovative
strategies and solutions for the conservation of historical centres and the design of an appropriate and
resilient architecture.
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The project «MONTADA. Forum de promotion de l’architecture traditionnelle au Maghreb.
Récupérer les valeurs sociales, économiques et patrimoniales de l’architecture traditionnelle» (20092012), funded by the EU Programme Euromed Heritage 4, in collaboration with Rehabimed-Collegi
D’aparelladors, D’arquitectes Tecnics i Enginyers D’edificacio De Barcelona, École D’Avignon, Office
de Protection et de Promotion de La Vallée Du M’zab in Algeria, and Association de Sauvegarde de La
Medina de Kairouan. The project aims to promote the conservation and safeguarding of the traditional
architectural heritage through the involvement of local individuals and entities in the appropriation of
their own cultural values, with the purposes of triggering a process of valorisation of the cultural heritage,
understood as a motor for sustainable development.
The project «Réalisation d’un Centre de Formation pour la valorisation et l’innovation des
techniques constructives traditionnelles à Chefchaouen – Région Tanger – Tetouan en soutien de la
reconstruction après le tremblement de terre du février 2004». This project was funded by the Tuscan
Region (Regional Law of 23 March 1999 n. 17, and is aimed at the reconstruction of the heritage
represented by the technical know-how linked to traditional building in the medina of Chefchaouen, in
order to determine strategies and solutions for innovation and the use of the said technologies both for
restoration purposes and for new constructions.
The project for the region of Fès-Meknès presented in the following paragraph is supported by the rich
scientific and cultural baggage which has been obtained through the above-mentioned experiences, in
which the authors have contributed as members of the research team or of the laboratories in charge of
their development.

3.

A project concerning heritage and sustainable development in the region of
Fès-Meknès

3.1 Premises and objectives of the research
On the basis of these premises a line of research was initiated, which resulted in the DAR-MED Patrimonio e Progetto Euro-Mediterraneo research unit, consisting of a group of teachers and
researchers belonging to the Department of Architecture of the University of Florence, who carry out
academic duties at the École Euro-Méditerranéenne d’Architecture, Design et Urbanisme de Fès, as a
result of which they developed a common and interdisciplinary interest for combining knowledge and
specific competencies within the context of a common vision focused on the role, in terms of the project,
of material and intangible heritage in the Euro-Mediterranean context.
A first project was funded by the region of Fès-Meknès, thanks to the funding programme for “Projets
de Recherche-Developpement-Innovation”, destined to public institutions of higher education.
The proposal, entitled “Patrimoine bâti et développement durable” has the main objective to develop
knowledge and to recognise the values linked to the material and intangible heritage of the region of
Fès-Meknes, with the purpose of orienting project-related choices and guiding the decision-making
processes necessary for carrying out interventions on the existing heritage in a manner that is
compatible with the values identified.
The project initiated in October, 2016, has a duration of two years, and involves the École EuroMéditerranéenne d’Architecture, Design et Urbanisme, of the UEMF University in Fès as coordinator,
with the collaboration of the Department of Architecture of the University of Florence and with the
partnership of CCIS Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Services of the region of Fés-Meknès.
The activities of the project are organised on two separated and complementary levels: on the one hand
the establishment of an instrument for the management of the knowledge and resources related to the
heritage, in the form of a web-based Observatory, and on the other knowledge is implemented and the
involvement of local individuals and entities is encouraged, as well as the recognition of heritage values
through the carrying out of study and analysis workshops in historical contexts, with the participation of
Italian and Moroccan students, teachers, and local workers and experts.
3.2 The “Patrimoine Bâti & Durabilité” Observatory”
The “Patrimoine Bâti & Durabilité” Observatory originated with the aim of providing a coordinated
research structure concerning heritage in the region of Fés Meknès, capable of cataloguing it,
monitoring its state and the resources available for managing it, as well as of assessing its architectural,
environmental and cultural values.
The Observatory is offered as a tool for accessing documentation and for disseminating knowledge
about the heritage among both scholars and professionals working in the various and numerous fields
linked to this topic, and at the same time as a means for involving the community through a collective
implementation and participative management of the portal. Furthermore, the Observatory can also
provide an opportunity for creating a network of the various entities involved in the safeguarding of the
heritage, including the public administration, especially the region of Fés-Meknès, which besides being
a promoter of the project will also be in charge of the online management of the Observatory. Moreover,
the Observatory is offered as a basis for the development of future research concerning heritage aimed
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at research and documentation, monitoring and identifying risks, planning, conservation and
management, as well as generating awareness among the public at large and the relevant authorities.
The project for the Observatory “Patrimoine Bâti & Durabilité”, began from a benchmarking operation
which was carried out through research and comparison with other online observatories and interactive
cataloguing systems of resources linked to heritage. The examples studied were developed with the
common general objective of monitoring and managing information and data regarding various types of
heritage: those which are disappearing, abandoned or in danger (for example the Observatoire du
patrimoine culturel syrien, promoted by Unesco or the Osservatorio Riuso, created by the Direzione
Generale Arte e Architettura Contemporanee e Periferie Urbane of MiBACT for promoting the re-usage
of abandoned public spaces for creative, artistic and cultural purposes); landscapes, whether protected
under conservation policies or not (Observatori del Paisatge de Catalunya, Observatoire
photographique du paysage); regarding intangible heritage (for example the Osservatorio Sul
Patrimonio Culturale Regione Basilicata, Observatoire de la viticulture française), or more generally
resources and research in the field of cultural heritage (as in the case of The Heritage Portal, created
by the JPI Cultural Heritage as part of the Strategic Research Agenda programme).
The management and communication to the public at large of data concerning the observed cases can
be classified into two main categories:
- static listing and cataloguing of data;
- interactive management of data on GIS maps.
Both respond to the general objective of gathering, documenting and monitoring, but in the second case
the relationship between the documented objects and the territorial context is underlined, the location
of heritage in space is highlighted and it is possible in some cases for the community to implement data.
In a second work phase, the structure of the Observatory Patrimoine Bâti & Durabilité for the region of
Fés-Meknès (Fig. 2), was determined through the identification of the two categories according to which
data regarding heritage is to be classified:
1.
material geo-referenced elements: built fabric, roads and places, buildings, street furniture
and urban decor, building techniques, archaeological artefacts, landscapes, panoramic
viewpoints, rural buildings. The state of conservation, the presence of regulated
safeguarding policies and the existence of rehabilitation and/or valorisation projects will be
specified for each documented object, as well as the historical-testimonial, environmental,
aesthetic-perceptive, monumental and socio-cultural values associated with each of them;
2.
heritage resources: documents (maps, drawings and graphic representations, photographic
research, historical photographs, aerial photographs, multi-media and videos, surveyscataloguing of assets, publications), regulation and management tools (technical
regulations, legislation concerning the conservation and safeguarding of heritage,
management plans and programmes), socio-economic structures and stakeholders
(educational and training institutions, associations, public entities, architectural projects and
interventions, cooperation and development projects).
In parallel to the structure of the Observatory a web platform was identifies for the management and
implementing of the elements that compose the built heritage of the region of Fés-Meknès. Known as
Arches, it is an open source territorial information system (GIS) developed together with the Getty
Conservation Institute (GCI) and the World Monuments Fund (WMF) with the purpose of creating digital
inventories that describe types, places, dimensions, cultural periods, materials and conditions of the
heritage sites and determining the many complex relationships between the said sites.
The Arches platform incorporates regulations adopted at the international level concerning the inventory
of the cultural heritage, semantic models and information technology for permitting a better management
and exchange of data regarding heritage. Through Arches it is possible to draw, import and modify
geometries directly from within the system and at the same time to import any form of map (for example
those provided by OpenStreetMap, Google and Microsoft), satellite images available online or other
images (for example historical maps). Geospatial data are processed based on standards and
guidelines determined by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), and thus the system is compatible
with various GIS applications (ArcGIS by ESRI, Google Earth or Quantum GIS).
The online Observatory is currently in the process of being implemented and will include the results of
the workshops that have involved and will involve the collaboration of teachers, researchers, students
and the local communities in the reconstruction of traditional knowledge systems linked to building in
historical centres.
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Fig. 2: Studies on the structure and the web interface of the Observatory Patrimoine Bâti & Durabilite

3.3. Two workshops for the systematic knowledge of the built heritage
The investigation methodology aimed at the reconstruction and sharing of the heritage of knowledge
linked to settlement and building types developed historically in the region of Fés-Meknès, was based
on active and participative fieldwork, through workshops in which the knowledge and competencies of
the various stakeholders (scholars, researchers, students, inhabitants, local workers) were combined
for achieving the final objective, which is that of interpreting, knowing and codifying settlement,
architectural, building and performance features, application technologies, and the expressive and
constructive project innovation potentialities of traditional architecture.
A first workshop was organised in May, 2017 at the Medina of Sefrou, located 30 km from Fés, and
involved the participation of a group of 10 students, among which two PhD students and 5 teachers of
the School of Architecture of Florence. The Medina of Sefrou shares some typological and building
features with that of Fés, both being similar in origin and cultural context, yet has some original elements
in terms of the building language and of the recurring typologies. The study concerning the Medina of
Sefrou was summarised in a series of tables which are appropriate for a travelling exhibition (Fig. 3).
A second workshop will be carried out in May, 2018, in the Medina of Fés, with the participation of 54
Moroccan students and 3 PhD candidates from the École Euro-Méditerranéenne d’Architecture, Design
et Urbanisme di Fès, as well as of a team of teachers, researchers, PhD students and undergraduate
final-year students of the University of Florence.
The workshop will focus on the interpretation of the architectural and building language of a
neighbourhood in the Medina of Fés and envisages on field research which, through interviews with the
local inhabitants and workers, guided observation and direct survey, will be aimed at the identification
of building typologies and techniques with the purpose of assessing their qualities, criticalities and
vulnerable aspects linked to the physical, environmental, socio-economic and socio-cultural context.
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Fig. 3: Exhibition with the results of the first workshop in the medina of Sefrou. Florence, July 2017.

4.

Concluding remarks
Both at the scale of building and territorial systems, the codification of elements that constitute the
material and intangible heritage implies interpreting the results of a stratification of empirical
knowledge, signs and languages that have developed in strict relationship with the morphology of
places, local resources, climate and environmental conditions and the socio-economic, cultural and
environmental protection needs of a given community. Building and settlement cultures are a
fundamental part of the identity not only of buildings, but also of the technical thought of a human
group in a spatio-temporal interval, and constitute an important vehicle for learning about adaptive
evolutionary processes that have allowed to establish a wise relationship with the environment.
In the case of Morocco, these aspects are even more strategic and capable of orienting a site-specific
design due to the fact that this territorial context belongs to the Mediterranean basin, historically
composed by a variety of civilisations, which have in common, despite their irreducible differences
and peculiarities, a constant dialogue between nature and culture. The heritage approach – with its
concern, on the one hand, for historical depth and long term processes, and its awareness, on the
other, of the importance of the coevolutionary dialogue between nature and culture in the structuring
of places – represents an analytic and project-oriented methodology that has proven to be especially
fertile in this context. Furthermore, Morocco over the past twenty years has undergone a dynamic
and turbulent process of transformation and modernisation, which is somewhat similar to the one
Italy, went through between the Fifties and Seventies. A radical structural transformation, which
brought about great innovation but also generated homogenisation, as well as critical situations,
especially in environmental terms, at various scales.
The awareness that the disciplines that reflect and operate on projects related to places have
generated regarding the faulty products of a certain type of “development” and to the multifactorial
risks connected to it, is at the basis of the intention of promoting a type of approach which is based
instead on the valorisation of local resources and innovation concerning traditional knowledge and
techniques, so as to increase the degree of awareness of institutions, technicians, and local
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communities with the purpose of preventing risks and promoting an intrinsically sustainable model of
territorial management.
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Abstract
The importance of Derna and its strategic position within history and tradition of Libya has been often
undervalued. Its crucial role, in recent months, in Mediterranean politics and in the fight against Islamic
extremism, shows how this territory is still an important centre of relations and ties that run along the
entire Mediterranean and that in the city of Derna have settled and summed up in an extraordinary
way through an ultra-millennial path. The analysis phases lead to the recognition of its crucial role as a
gateway to and from the Mediterranean and as a place of sedimentation of the knowledge and forms
of adaptation to the territory that come to Libya from the East thanks to the Berber and Islamic
peoples, but also from the sea through the Greeks and Romans.
Hence the search for hidden but still vital elements on which to base the vision of a possible "Rebirth
project" for the city of Derna and of its multiple systems of anthropic landscape. The aim is therefore to
support the reconstruction of the memory of such a complex urban place and to support the birth of a
new urbanity that is resilient and aware of its strength and its link with the Mediterranean peoples. For
this, a proper understanding of the settlement system in its historical, cultural, spatial and hierarchical
dimensions is essential for the definition of effective projects for cultural, urban and landscape
enhancement, and in appraising the repercussions of alternative urban programmes.
Keywords: Derna, identity, urban and landscape analysis, rift- settlement, post-war reconstruction

1.

First theorem: The ethical value of identity

1.1
The importance of protection for urban and landscape heritage
The importance of an energetic policy of protection and enhancement of the architectural and
landscape heritage of historical settlements is of great importance for the rebirth of territories deeply
wounded by wars and destruction. The death of individuals, the physical cancellation of places, must
be contrasted with the re-appropriation of memory, the power of identity of history and the "resistant
forms" of these places, to stimulate the ability of local communities to invest in their own social and
economic growth. Only in this way is it possible to return to local communities the strength and tools
for a peaceful and conscious development of its role in the contemporary world. Only in this way, as
highlighted in the “Territorial Agenda of the European Union 2020” [1], is it possible to resist the
homologation of places and knowledge, guaranteeing the maximum diversification of cultures
(material and immaterial) and human experiences.
This principle is particularly true if projected along the coasts of the Mediterranean and if, in this
historical moment, referred to terrorism of Islamic matrix and to its premeditated attack on memory,
society and civilization carried out as a form of "cultural cleansing" [2]. In this context, the choice of
studying the deep and multiform urban culture of the city of Derna is placed.
Derna is today the extreme outpost of the advance of Islamic radicalism in the Mediterranean. At the
same time, however, Derna, by a strange paradox, is the sum of many different settlements produced
by different cultures: these, for centuries, have alternated in the same place without ever erasing a
part of it, but always adding something new that, by osmosis, has learned to talk to the rest of the
settlement. This has led to the creation, over the centuries, of a settlement whose extraordinary
identity and multicultural value is important to bring to light and protect as an indelible testimony to its
extraordinary role as the crossroads of many different cultures.
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1.2
Derna: The need for a collective and stratified memory of places
A stronghold of Islamic extremism, which has its roots here since the battles against the Italians in
1911-1912, Derna in the 80s and 90s became a real thorn in the side of the Gaddafi regime, until it
became the home of numerous kamikaze in 2011 and, in 2015, the first caliphate of the Isis on the
shores of the Mediterranean.
Today, it is one of the last cities in Libya to still be controlled by Islamist militias and factions. In recent
months the city of Derna suffers a deep humanitarian crisis caused by the continuous air attacks that
affect residential districts causing civilian casualties and urban devastation [3]. Soon we will have to
ask ourselves what this place should become for future generations. Whether Derna should be
condemned to erasure or whether it can be reborn from its ashes to continue its millenary history by
recomposing the fragile storylines of its memory. If its community can rediscover its identity and
understand, once again, how the shape of this place is the sum of many cultures and knowledge that
have wisely shaped the landscape and given meaning to their specific way of life [4]. If Derna, finally,
can return to be the important gateway to the Mediterranean that history has handed down to us.
In this direction, the recognition and recomposition of the complex stratified memory of places
becomes an essential necessity for the safeguarding of identity and collective memory of fragile
communities that, because exposed to the action of totalitarian regimes, are easily likely to incur
phenomena of falsification or mystification of the past as a form of control and manipulation of
communities.
For the same reason"... the first Christians systematically constructed their churches on the ruins of
the pagan temples and the Spanish missionaries raised their cathedrals on the summits of Aztec
pyramids." In this way "The falsification of the past was tested on a grand scale by the totalitarian
regimes of our century, according to the formula made famous in Orwell’s 1984: “Whoever controls the
past, controls the present and future as well.” Among the most demanding tasks of the "Ministry of
Truth" was in fact the incessant, propagandistic erasure and reconstruction of the past according to
the will of Big Brother....." [5] So “When bulldozers cancel the territory, when young people leave for
the city or when "allochthones" are installed, it is in the most concrete, most spatial sense, that those
of identity are cancelled with the references of the territory”. [6]
1.3
The birth of Derna's memory loss process
Modernity, even in the absence of violent and sudden transformations of the anthropological territory,
with its need to standardize materials, processes, construction techniques, forms, productions,
lifestyles, needs, had already begun from the second half of the last century to erode the territory of
Derna and, with it, its natural, landscape, cultural and social resources and, therefore, its identity.
The Italian colonial phase (1911-1941), the last of the phases still clearly identifiable in this settlement,
has partially contributed to the birth of this misunderstanding, introducing the seed of a first strong
change. The latter, in fact, while trying to understand the deep meaning of these places, committed the
mistake of interpreting the territory and the settlement of Derna itself in a nostalgic and pro-European
way. This has contributed to the generation of the myth of Western modernization that from the second
half of the twentieth century would corrode the communities and major urban centers of Libya.
1.4

The loss of Derna's identity

Fig. 1 View from the east coast of Derna in 1827 with in the foreground the enclosure of the oasis corresponding
to the current Mansur el Tahatani district and in the background the fort, the kasr (above) and immediately below
the oasis corresponding to the current El Magarah district and the oasis corresponding to the current El Medinah
district (below). [8]
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Fig. 2 Becchey, J. W. Plan de Derna, côte nord d'Afrique... / d'après le capitaine anglais J. W. Becchey, 1828
(Source: Bibliothèque nationale de France, GED-4013)

Fg. 3. The city of contemporary Derna and its expansion on the coast in an urban continuum of about 13 Km

The impact on the historical centres of Libyan cities and on Derna became profound when, already
from the 1960s onwards, modernization became synonymous with westernization. This has led to a
clear break in the continuum of the evolutionary processes of urban space, as well as the rejection,
first, and then abandonment, of the architectural heritage of the past, monumental and not. The
anxiety for development and the urgency to satisfy immediate needs have made the historic centres of
the Libyan cities particularly vulnerable in this sense [7]. More and more, local communities saw urban
services increase but lost the physical sense of their "being in a place" to the advantage of the idea of
"existing only in modernity". Thus, the boom in the development and construction of housing, schools,
services and infrastructure to meet the pressing needs of local communities has contributed
significantly to the continuing destruction of the urban and landscape cultural heritage without, at the
same time, finding formal and architectural solutions adapted to the local climate and cultural context.
In this way, the idyllic image of the Derna oasis of the early 1900s was superimposed on a new and
increasingly unnatural image that has led to several dramatic transformations:
 the cancellation of the walls surrounding the traditional Oasis village corresponding to the current
district of Mansur el Tahatani. The new portion of modern city that has leaned against it has made
us forget the art of protecting itself not so much from enemy attacks as from the sand of the desert
and, above all, from the strong winds of the Mediterranean or from the malarious winds of the
marshes and to give the settlement a defined border that limits its exponential growth and provides
a psychologically important reference to the inhabitants;
 the addition of new portions of urban fabric to saturate the space between the traditional oases
arranged in cluster along the wadi. These additions are in stark contrast to the traditional logic of
land use based on the creation of self-limited settlements (not expandable to an excessive extent),
very concentrated and compact settlements with narrow, shady streets and few open spaces. This
does away with a process of recognition of urban space as a social space in which the hierarchical
structure of paths and buildings, the articulation of groups of families in space, the sequence of
places dedicated to sociality, commerce and learning give way to roads that can be used by cars.
Here the main theme of urban design is not people but the speed of the passage and circulation of
machines; not the quality of environmental and climatic control through the modulation of light and
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shadows but the use of a dilated settlement grid in which light solves an alleged problem of
sanitizing places.
 the modification of housing types. “At the level of the individual dwelling, by far the most common
type is that of the courtyard house, usually sharing common walls with neighbouring houses on
three sides and with a doorway to the street on the fourth side. These houses usually have one or
two storeys with the rooms opening onto an interior courtyard. …” [9]. The new housing models,
mainly of European origin, the changing of orientation, dimension, articulation and degree of
connection of domestic spaces have determined, after the conquest of the new concept of
modernity, the progressive loss, from one generation to another, of domestic family traditions;
 the loss due to lack of protection and preservation of important monuments of Arab memory such
as the Ksar, the mosques, the fonduck or nozol, the suq (of El Medinah);
 the overcoming of the use of local materials (mud, stone, brick, wood) that guaranteed a very low
environmental impact and the maintenance of construction types of absolute value.
Hence the alteration of the processes of cultural identification that the mode of housing a place, first of
all, determines on individuals and their cultural identity. Hence the loss of the cultural forms and
expressions that had characterized this place and the entire Mediterranean landscape for several
thousand years, constituting a clear urban and settlement archetype.
The passage of time and the stratification in this place of different human and cultural experiences, but
always aimed at a strong adaptation to the context, has allowed, until the middle of the last century, to
provide an extremely coherent response to the concept of human adaptation to a specific physicalclimatic environment. The very survival of the settlement over time, even after invasions and
devastation, becomes proof of the ability of its community to have learned not to modify the
environment more than it could bear.
This condition of climax, of maximum equilibrium and symbiosis between man and environment, is at
the base of the principles of resilient settlements that, paradoxically, the contemporary world and
above all Europe are beginning to study and pursue. It is important not to forget, on the other hand, it
is neglected that the modern Western colonial (economic and cultural) model was the first to start, in
times of no suspicion, a slow process of loss of memory and the removal of the millenary knowledge
of local communities from their places of origin.
The disconnection of the relationship between community and territory, or better, of the necessity
relationship between the place with its resources and its potential and the different interpretations that
a specific community makes of this, often determine processes of cancellation of their history and
identity. The resulting urban continuum progressively erases entire logical structures of the
anthropological site, be it a built-up plot, a neighborhood, an entire inhabited center or an extensive
portion of landscape, and then, in the end, alienates the individuals who live there.

2.
Second theorem: Towards a theory of Anthropogeographic Places. The ideal
structure of anthropic space and the theory of bridge-places
In his essay "Comporre l’Architettura" Franco Purini defines the ideal structure of the space as "...
constituted by the juxtaposition of closed, simple and complex figures. These figures with a continuous
perimeter cover the entire Earth's surface without leaving any gaps between them. Each region is
autonomous, although it shares its margin with other figures. This creates interference and vibration
around its border. When crossing the contact lines of the various regions, voltages and conflicts are
encountered as if they were traversed by electricity. …” [10].

Fg. 4-6. Representations of homogeneous spatial regions and the territorial continuum. The spatial regions (such
as the forms that insist in the space) do not necessarily end where their physical perimeter arrives. They have an
aura (sphere of influence) that surrounds them and that can be defined as being part of their territory. [11]
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Friction, social and cultural tensions are generated along these edges, but it is precisely from them
that the earthquake is generated that allows societies to evolve. These borders are not exclusively
manifestations of the geophysical space and their limits are often unstable (they can move over time
assuming ever different configurations and spatial consistencies) and not clearly definable. Their
thickness is variable and they are basically of two types:
 The "Cordons": connecting (or fusion) edges;
 The "Rifts": separation (or break) edges.
The "Cordons" are less stable structures because the "space regions" that share them tend to
approach and may tend to disappear over time to bring more homogeneous space regions to merge
or, again, to manifest themselves again after a certain period of latency. They are essentially areas of
sewing between spatial portions and we could imagine them as a sort of "portico" placed along a line
of demarcation through which it is possible to pass without considerable friction. The contiguous
spatial regions have a considerable degree of affinity in this case.
The " Rifts" are much more complex. From them often comes the magma that allows societies to
reinvent themselves. The spatial regions arranged along these rifts are profoundly different and tend
not to communicate with each other. The "rifts" can be thought of as two thick, high-fortified walls
separated by a deep moat. Sometimes, along these rifts, it is possible to detect the presence of
openings which, appearing as small doors along the thick wall, allow to connect these spatial regions
thanks to the construction of a bridge. These gates are also highly unstable because the bridges
between the two gates may collapse at the first deviation of the contiguous space regions. Despite all
these openings are fundamental to ensure the relationship between these regions so always, after
each earthquake, although with alternating fortunes, tend to rebuild.
The places that occupy these rifts are bridge-territories, urban gates through which it is possible to
pass from one landscape, one economy, one culture to another. For these reasons, these places are
characterized, during the course of their history, by a high instability. In fact, as points of intersection of
complex physical structures (paths, geographical limits, environmental systems) and intangible flows
(cultures, religions, traditions, ...), these places are often subjected to profound transformations and
even destruction by the events of history, but are still destined to return to always in vogue until that rift
remains open. The value of these places lies, particularly, in their extraordinary historical stratification
and in their ability to be witnesses of the past. As such, they have extraordinary capacity to become
example from which to start to redefine, in the contemporary world, new orders of equilibrium of the
anthropic space, in the physical sense of the organization of the landscape and urban space, and of
the cultural and social ones. The territory of Derna is one of these very special places.

3.

Derna: a mediterranean gateway

3.1
The reading of the “rift” in the extended geophysical landscape
Derna is located on the coast, where the only perennial river in Cyrenaica meets the Mediterranean.
The Derna wadi system, descending southwards for over 8 kilometres, where a series of small springs
give rise to the Derna Shallal Falls, deeply divides the Libyan plateau of Jebel Akhdar into two parts.
The presence of wadi has strongly influenced the orographic structure of the urban landscape. It
originally penetrated between the different settlements in which the oasis was divided, feeding the
agricultural areas of the mouth, once rich in palm trees, and now occupied by the modern expansion
of the city that from here expands along the coastline for about 13 km (see Fg. 3).
Throughout its long history, Derna has always been characterized as a complex territorial crossroads; a
nerve centre on the long Cyrenaica crossing from Tobruch to Benghazi. Here Tobruch was the last point
of arrival of the caravan routes of the eastern desert and first point of access to the Gulf of Bomb as well
as to the eastern Mediterranean, while Benghazi was the first point of access to the Gulf of Sirte and
western Mediterranean. In this context, Derna is the only stable and self-sufficient settlement on the
Cyrenaica route. Through it, it is possible to heal, on the mainland, the relationship between eastern and
western Mediterranean as well as that between the deep African desert and the Mediterranean. This
condition makes Derna a territorial gateway of extraordinary cultural, historical and political interest.

Fg. 7. Pacho M.J.R.. Carte de la Marmarique et de la Cyrénaïque, 1826
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3.2

The reading of the “rift” in the local geophysical landscape

Fg. 8. Representations of homogeneous areas and caravan routes on Derna

The evident “rift” that can be found on Derna at the level of the extended landscape is overlaid, at local
level, by the recognition of some important homogeneous areas [11], whose margins, characterized by
paths and geophysical or perceptive boundaries, find their natural point of arrival or transit in the city of
Derna. Among these, it is possible to recognize:
 The two macro-regions of Cyrenaica and Marmarica. They are divided by the great furrow of the
Wadi Derna and see the settlement of Derna as the only crossing point.
 The coastal region immediately East of Derna. It is extremely discontinuous and reaches the coast
with a rocky plateau that exceeds 100 meters above sea level. This makes that Derna is the only
point of access to the sea after the settlement of At Tamimi (ancient Paliurus), coming from
Tobruch (ancient Antipyrgus).
 The territory west of Derna is composed of at least four distinct homogeneous regions:
o The thin coastal strip. This becomes crossable thanks to the presence, inside it, of a coastal
route that is therefore able to relate all the coastal settlements of Cyrenaica, and especially, in
the past, the settlements of the Greek Pentapoles. In this case, Derna is the last coastal outpost
reachable by coastal routes coming from west.
o The plateau region of the Gebel Acdar region (Jabal Al Akhḍar). This is divided into two subregions parallel to the coast thanks to the presence of a very long morphological step. This
orographic threshold dissolves in correspondence with Derna, giving way to another small region
placed on a low slope plateau that feeds several wadi including the same Wadi Derna. In the
middle of this region, a crossing path opens up, which, taking advantage of the small slope, is
positioned in the middle of the highest step (the innermost region) of the Gebel Acdar plateau.
This route, organized parallel to the coast and ending near Derna, enters the internal territory and
reaches Tocra and from here, joining the coastal route previously defined, reaches Benghazi.
The Wadi Darnah is in fact an insurmountable separation between North East and South West of the
Cyrenaica and the settlement of Derna becomes the only crossing point between these two systems.
This explains the extreme strategic importance of the settlement of Derna from a geopolitical and
commercial point of view. Without his control, otherwise, to cross over, one would have been forced to
undertake the very long and dangerous desert crossing along the Tobruch - Ajdabiyah corridor or along
the caravan routes of the small oases, now disappeared, of southern Jabal Al Akhḍar, from Tamimi to Al
Mari (and from here to Tocra). The conquest of this outpost has always ensured, therefore, since the
Greeks and Romans until today, the monitoring of Cyrenaica and, with it, not only the control of traffic
from East Africa to West Africa but also between the desert and the Mediterranean.
It is therefore not surprising to note that there are a rather large number of major routes converging
and departing from the settlement of Derna. These seem to be distributed in such a way that:
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the main caravan routes arrive from the southeast:
- the route from the Siwa oasis to Tobruch and from there, through At Tamimi, to Derna;
- the route that from the oasis of Giarabubub, through that of Fialia, leads to At Tamimi and from
here to Derna;
 the secondary caravan routes arrive from the south. These, at the Oasis of Zauia el Aga (?)
deviated from the great route that connected the Siwa Oasis with Benghazi, generating two routes:
- the route from Zauia el Aga to Derna via the Sciafa Oasis;
- the route from Zauia el Aga to the present Mechili and, from here, to Derna going north-west and
to Lamlucah going north-east;
 two separate routes depart from Derna from the east:
- the large caravan route linking Derna with Tocra;
- the large coastal route linking Derna with Benghazi via Tocra.
3.1
The reading of the “rift” in the historical landscape
Although the Cyrenaica has become the principal Mediterranean watershed since the Greeks, Derna
landscape apparently has has not kept any traces of this phase. Daims-Zarine (Darnah) is in fact on
the eastern edge of the Greek colonies system. During the development phase of the first Cyrenean
Pentapolis (seventh century B.C.), characterized by the development of the settlements of
Euhesperides (Banghāzī), Barce (al-Marj), Cyrene (Shaḥḥāt), Apollonia (Marsa Sūsah), Tenchira
(Tūkrah) and later Ptolemais (Ṭulmaythah), founded in the Hellenistic period, Derna became the
capital of Marmarica, the eastern part of Cyrenaica. During the Hellenistic period and in conjunction
with the foundation of Ptolemais (Ṭulmaythah), Darnis (Derna) probably became part of the Greek
region. Its condition of urban gate was born from then on, becoming an essential point of cultural and
commercial exchange between the indigenous populations of the desert and the Greek colonies but
also an important point of defence for the internal territory.
After the phase of Roman colonization and the devastation of the Vandals, the Byzantine domination (sixth
century A.C.) restored agricultural prosperity to northern Libya with its trade and commerce, but their rule
ended in the seventh century with the invasion of the Arabs. In Cyrenaica, the Arab period (seventh century
A.C.) saw a change in the relative importance of the various Cyrenaican towns and a re-orientation towards
the interior and the west of Cyrenaica [12]. Thus Derna, once again a border territory, this time between the
Mediterranean of the Byzantines and the Cyrenean hinterland of the Arabs, progressively declined until the
15th century A.D., when it was refunded on its ancient ruins. The Cyrenaica was only subject to Turkish
rule from 1640 onwards. Only from this moment Derna officially returns to assume an important role,
together with Benghazi, becoming an administrative city and then returning to prosper, in the 18th century,
under the rule of the Karamanli family. At the time of the Battle of Derna in 1805, wanted by the Americans
to counter the power of the Ottoman Barbarians in the Mediterranean, the city stood out once again as the
gateway to the Ottoman Empire of Africa and the Berber desert.
In 1835 the Second Ottoman occupation began. “During this time the Turks realised the backwardness of
Libya and started to initiate serious urban, social and economic schemes. It was during the Second
Ottoman occupation that the Sanussiya, a powerful religious order, gained the confidence of the Libyan
people. The first lodge or zawija of the order was founded in 1843 at El Beida in Cyrenaica and soon the
order spread throughout the country until its network of lodges embraced the entire tribal system. Each
zawiya consisted of a mosque, a school and other buildings, and the Sanusi encouraged settlement on the
land by establishing agricultural and stock rearing activities to support members of each lodge, Zawlyas
were built on Greek, Roman or Turkish foundations. …” [13] This condition has important implications for
the reading of Derna's urban structure: first of all because the traces of the various historical phases are
only partially recognizable. Secondly, because the immediate consequence of this settlement process is
the almost total abandonment of the coasts and the retreat to the inland agricultural areas, a condition that
is also evident in the almost total abandonment of the coastal strip of Derna.
Finally, because during the Second Ottoman occupation and until the Italian colonization of 1911, there
was a tendency on the territorial system of Cyrenaica to return to a pre-urban condition. In this phase, a
deep capacity to adapt settlement forms to the environmental and geographical context and to share
specific cultural, formal and constructive codes is still alive. Above all, a type of settlement structure is
experienced, composed of small, self-sufficient, interconnected and self-limited settlements based on the
water and productive resources of the place. This condition is perfectly evident in the urban behaviour of
Derna, which keeps this structure almost intact until the end of the Italian colonization.

4.

The need to link the long historical process of Derna to the present day

To read the earthquake that has struck Derna in recent years, so much so that its "rift" has brutally
reopened, we need to go back less than a century ago. In this regard, the map of the English explorer
and cartographer Frederick William Becchey, (see Fg.2) who in 1828 reads an oasis-city organized
into five nuclei, characterized as cluster villages, formally distinct from each other but firmly
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interconnected, takes on great interest. The same image can still be seen in the 1941 urban
cartographic restitution of the U.S. Army.

Fg. 9. Map of the City of Derna by the U.S. Army of 1941 with identification of the districts

Through these maps, it is possible to observe some specific behaviours.
The nuclei of El-Magarah (Upper Derna) and Mansur el Tahatani (Upper Bou Mansour) have an
acropolis condition and seem related to the first phase of Berber settlement. Gehelak, close to the
port seems related to the Greek phase. El Medineh (Beled el Sur or Lower Derna) and Mansur el
Fakkan (Lower Bou Mansour), on the plain, seem refer to the Roman phase.
The resulting urban system is clearly divided into three distinct physiographic benchs:
 the highest, which is characterized by the first Berber settlements;
 a middle terraced flat (where the greek and Roman settlements are then born), in which they develop the
gardens, with palms and fruit trees, with small farmers' houses interspersed among streams and gardens;
 a sandy last terrace, situated at sea level but hidden at this from a folding of the dune coastline,
ideal for growing (the vine in particular), but brackish and unhealthy;
To the above nuclei is added though, with the Italian colonization, by the sixth nucleus of Collina
Duazzo. This, located at the bottom of the settlement, near the coast, aimed to create a new coastal
district and a promenade that the city had never had before. In this way, a construction invasion of the
coast began after the '70s, which in only fifty years would have led to its almost complete saturation
(see Fg. 3). At the same time, the Italian colonial phase is the starting point for a policy of urban
clogging limited to the construction of few specialist buildings. Immediately after the '70s the
expansion policy started along the edges of the individual oases will start the complete interclusion of
the palm groves and the loss of the original structure of the system of the cluster oases of Derna.
Finally, a profound policy of modernization, with creation of new roads, water and sewer
infrastructures, and also of founding a large number of rural settlements, is carried out during this
period. This, in some way, further strengthens, albeit with very different settlement choices, the
political strategy already begun with the second Ottoman domination, aimed at building a constellation
of small settlements linked to the cultivation and maintenance of the agricultural landscape.
So the “The new urban developments undertaken by the Italians represented the first modern
departure from the traditional urban fabric of the Arab world … [14]. This, on the other hand, was also
the last attempt to think this place still as an oasis, although this image is largely influenced, in the
Italian urban master plan, by the explosion of European research on "Garden Cities".
The experiments of the Italian colonial architecture, although rich in strong interpretative errors often
connected to an exotic imagination and an ignorance of the territory and the populations living there,
considered barbaric, timidly tried to decline in a modern key a settlement model with high resilience. They
were brutally wrong to ignore and not respect the meaning of places and to not reinterpret specific formal
and cultural historical models. On the other hand, the Italian research on new agricultural settlements and
productive farms had in fact anticipated by more than a century issues such as the policy of integrated land
management, their maintenance, the fight against urban centralization and desertification of peripheral
areas. This attitude, if properly continued, would perhaps have avoided the phenomenon of macro urban
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agglomeration and undifferentiated consumption of Derna land and landscape. This today is important to
counter in order to bring the identity structure of this place to the fore again.

5.

The value of Derna's re-foundation

On these places, starting from these profound signs of loss of identity, of meaning of places, of social
and cultural sense of local communities, it is now possible to think of starting again.
Derna can thus begin to reborn from its ashes and once again become a gateway city between African
and European culture, but this time following an inverted logic.
Derna can thus become the ideal terrain for a refoundation based on the construction of a new model of
urban development with limited growth, a highly resilient settlement model or ecological farms with low
environmental impact, postulating in an innovative vision, this time truly Mediterranean, the knowledge
acquired on the places and their spatial and social formalisations. This is where the great capacity of this
place to create, over time, a new settlement model, truly Mediterranean, able to distinguish itself from the
hyper-technological models of smart cities, transitional settlements, slow towns, green cities, … difficult
to interpret in climatic-cultural contexts like this one. In this way it is possible to glimpse the strength of
the Derna wadi, to regenerate woods and palm groves transforming them into "innovative ecosystem
networks and services", in “local markets”, in “short agri-food supply chains”. Here, local materials can
once again become high energy performance materials and high LCA. Here, finally, the urban
aggregative forms of the past can become "heat islands" with high energy performance.
Derna can therefore return to the contemporary world with the strength of its roots, having only need
to be aware of its value as a gateway territory.
In all this, the words of the Italian geologist and paleontologist Paolo Eugenio Vinassa de Regny
resurface from the past. In 1913, in his compendium on the journey to Cyrenaica, he stated: "As for
the beauty and wholesomeness of the climate, however, everyone agrees that the Cyrenaica, and
especially the enchanting garden of Derna, is one of the most beautiful places in the Mediterranean. ...
(and the water of the Uadi Derna,) which is fed by two strong karst springs ..., is good and perennial
and is what contributes to making Derna a tropical garden”. Here “the prickly pear hedges ... seem to
us transported from the fields of Sicily, and Sicilians seem to be citrus gardens and almond groves
(and) … the fruits of some wild olive trees, ..., are as big as dates.” And finally he concludes by saying
that: “... the proximity of the sea and the mountain, the magnificent surroundings, the perennial water,
the woods that can soon be expanded, the archaeological riches will make Derna's stay superior to
that of Cairo, for example.” [15]

6.

Final consideration

Hence some important considerations.
1. Derna is a “bridge-settlement” as it is located at the border point crossed by different homogeneous
regions.
2. These homogeneous regions are profoundly different from each other, so the territorial edge thus
identified is characterised as a “rift”.
3. The rift territories are "fragile territories" because they are subject to strong tensions and changes
during the course of their history, but they are always destined to take on a nerve-racking role in the
territorial evolutionary processes.
4. In the last half century, uncontrolled changes and the excessive westernization of the community have
contributed to create social friction but also an idea of backwardness that had to be quickly removed, and that
has generated a complete urban and cultural collapse, with a rapid worsening of the lifestyle of its inhabitants.
5. In this moment of maximum crisis for the city of Derna, the invariant ones emerge, often from the
reading of the past and the structure of an apparently lost territory, useful to start a new process of
urban and social rebirth.
6. The territory of Derna has physical, historical and cultural elements in it that can give a glimpse of
new prospects for urban rebirth and of which the local community has often lost its memory.
7. Until the mid-twentieth century the city still appears to be characterized by a harmonious and unique
relationship between wadi, medina, settlements and palm groves and the rich terraced gardens and
the large amount of water are mainly mentioned in local oral news.
8. Today, these elements can become extraordinary strengths for a new urban redevelopment
program that transforms Derna into the bet of a new Mediterranean model of resilient settlement.
9. Careful international support aimed at the fair development of the territory and its resources is the only bet
capable of liberating this land rich in history and culture from the Middle Ages of war and fundamentalism.
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Abstract
Ten years have passed and I still remember him: green eyes, curly hair, slight build, all nerves, he
leapt around the classroom while I was trying to explain art history to teenagers. The sound of the bell
put an end to that lesson. I was exhausted by that constant leaping around, which had spoiled my
concentration and prevented me from holding a good lesson. Suddenly he stopped, looked me straight
in the eye and with an air that was both curious and arrogant at the same time asked me: “teacher, but
what use is this art history?”
Stunned, I mumbled something but could not manage a proper reply. Driving home, I turned those
words over and over again. I wondered where I had gone wrong and, at the same time, I looked
around me. I looked at those wretched apartment blocks, lacking any attractiveness of form, lacking a
defining colour, lacking any expression at all that could be defined as architecture. Just shapeless
boxes with small holes for windows. And yet, I thought, at university they had made us read a lot about
the genius loci, about the relationship between solids and voids, but in these boxy buildings I could
find nothing of all that. Above all, I found none of that passion that must drive a good designer to
create a work of architecture. Around them were no green spaces, only unkempt attempts at flower
beds, and much decay. I wondered, ultimately, where is the beauty?
Keywords: art history, the beauty, monsters, the suburbs

1.

I have the answer now

And here, perhaps, was the answer I should have given my pupil that morning: the point of art history
is to show you beauty and to be able to create it even where none exists.
It serves to show you the wonders you have never seen, to refine your taste, to take you into a world
that you do not know, because the reality that surrounds you - the result of superficial policies and
projects - does not allow you to appreciate and discern what is beautiful from what is not.
Unfortunately, after several years of teaching in suburban schools I can say that the urban and social
degradation of the suburbs, the denial of "beauty" in architecture for the less well-off classes,
generates generations of "monsters".
We must not forget, as Renzo Piano said in an interesting interview with the press, that, "The suburbs
are the city of the future, which we have created and will leave as a legacy to our children. We must
remedy the havoc caused and remind ourselves that 90% of the urban population lives in marginal
areas.”
The suburbs, too, must become part of the city. As long as this clear distinction persists, we will never
be able to totally define ourselves as a “metropolitan city” – and this will always be a limit to
development.
And it is true that these very suburbs are the source of projects, associations, free citizens whose
hard, unremitting efforts manage to transform something that was unlovely into something beautiful.
The forces that derive from the suburbs are not always positive, but this is the very place where we
must work and transform awareness; we must educate young people, from their earliest years,
towards beauty, which signifies respect for the common good and the ability to transform what is not
beautiful into something beautiful. I would like to take inspiration once more from the architect Piano,
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when he says: “that urban disadvantage is a chronic disease of the city, a suffering that in some
moments becomes more acute. An evil that is generated by social unease but also by the degradation
and ugliness of the places, by the disaffection with which the suburbs have been created. We must
work on the dignity of places – this is fundamental. A well-built neighbourhood is a civic gesture. A
well-built city is a gesture of peace and of tolerance.”
And so my pupil, like all the future generations, has to learn how to look at and how to appreciate
beauty and, above all, how to transform the degradation into beauty, even or only with small gestures.
Today, unlike 10 years ago, starting from that strong statement by my pupil, I ask my students, do you
know what the history of art is? What do you think you’ll learn in my subject? Invited to think about
this, the youngsters come out with... you will explain what's in the museums, you’ll tell us about some
statues, you’ll teach us how to draw well, and eventually someone raises their hand and exclaims
"you'll show us some beautiful things from antiquity", so I go on to ask: “what is beauty for you?” They
reply: “those things made in ancient times”. It almost seems that beauty, for them, only belongs to the
past, and maybe in modern buildings they see nothing worthy of appreciation.
Something happened this year that left me astonished. First year of secondary school, first lesson in
art history, when asked what beauty was, many youngsters, as usual, began to express their most
instinctive ideas. They all spoke at once, their hands stretched up to the ceiling to ask for permission
to speak, and then suddenly a young girl who had been listening in silence raised her hand. I looked at
her, big dark eyes, behind a pair of glasses with heavy black frames, small in stature, she told me with
a disarming awareness and with deep conviction "Teacher, beautiful things are those that are
proportionate and harmonious, both in the individual parts among themselves, and as a whole”.
Heavens! I said to myself, what if the definition of beauty might be contained in every one of us from
when we are small?
There are those who can define it with precision, those who can’t, but the sense of beauty is perhaps
inherent in each of us since childhood.
How is it possible that we forget it when we are grown-up? All the more so, when being architects?
1.2 Draw a house…
Every child, when drawing a house, draws it beautiful, colourful, some with a gable roof and curtains at
the windows, and surrounded by trees, lawns and flowers.
Yet often the child looks around and the building panorama does not always offer the same vision of
“lovely houses”. Especially in the suburbs, you cannot see beautiful architectural complexes, but only
"boxes", boxes that are repeated, each one like the other, without interruption. It almost seems that
the architects have forgotten their original designs and have confined themselves to doing “cut and
paste”.
In recent years, some have had the courage to design and build houses and entire neighbourhoods,
especially those of social housing, which have nothing to do with those beautiful forms of primordial
houses, colourful and pleasing to look at. This has generated a huge gap between the historic city and
that arising from 1950s construction. In building the latter, we have often concentrated on cost-saving,
on poor materials, on materials that also ensured speed of construction, losing sight of the aesthetic
factor.
At this point, I would like to recall something said by Buckminster Fuller:
“When I am working on a problem, I never think about beauty. I think only of how to solve the problem.
But when I have finished, if the solution is not beautiful, I know it is wrong.”
1.3 What can I do for future generations?
I have considered that the youngsters I find before me today will be the adults of the future, those who
in their lifetime will find themselves choosing between what is beautiful but expensive, and what is
cheap at the expense of beauty. I have thought that it is worthwhile, in my small way, to lead the
younger generations to develop the sense of beauty “at all costs” because beauty has no price and
can be achieved even without excessively increasing the costs.So every year I organise projects and
activities that develop the sense of beauty. I want it to be a concept from which my youngsters, adults
of the future and future ruling class, understand the value of "beauty" as a concept that we cannot
ignore. And so I accustom my pupils to take care of parts of the school that they find “ugly” or
unattractive, transforming them into beautiful spaces through the use of colour. I accustom them to
observe the badly kept flowerbeds of the school, full of weeds and not very pleasing to the eye as they
are in the month of September, and then redesign them using the colours of the flowers. Then they
compare them before and after “the treatment”. Thereby developing in the youngsters the ability to be
the protagonists of change, the protagonists of cancelling out ugliness in favour of beauty. It is from
them that we must start to encourage respect for things and for the common good, and to get them
used to always choosing in favour of beauty. One of them might manage to become a politician, a
manager, appointed to decide, to make decisions on projects and solutions for the common good. I
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hope that, in their decision-making moment, they will let themselves be charmed by an idea of beauty
and not merely of financial convenience. As Italo Calvino wrote, even the most dramatic and the
unhappiest cities always have something good. However, that “something” is for us to discover and
nurture. So we will have better cities.

2.

A school that is beautiful inside and out

The project was inspired by a reflection/observation on the external spaces of the school structure: the
flowerbeds. These areas were not maintained, so we thought of beautifying them with flowers, while
another part of the flowerbeds was proposed for use as a learning garden.
Taking photos of before and after, first the “degraded space and then the redeveloped space” has
nourished in the youngsters the meaning of “beauty” in their own work environment and a sense of
respect for nature. The educational projects for the youngsters are designed to project them towards
respect for the environment. Respecting nature and consequently eating healthy, organic and
wholesome foods that come from your own garden is definitely a way to understand how to approach
nature and to understand what knowledge and skills can be learned from this project. Cultivating a
garden at school means understanding the mechanism of how the agricultural process reaches the
table of every family. Cultivating a garden at school also means respecting in every way all growing
things and every kind of vegetable that is grown, starting from the seed up to the actual production of
the vegetable.
For each child/youngster it is important to understand the process and biological cycle of every food
product. Cultivating a garden at school means constructing an enjoyable experience, full of
significance, which once again unites society immersed in the city with an experience that is totally
immersed in nature. Through this particular project, the pupils can be in direct contact with the earth,
and they will be able to observe with their own eyes the meaningful growth of the seedlings, the
sprouts and the different vegetables. Every pupil can therefore verify how each product must grow at
the correct time of the year and how it is necessary to take care of each individual seedling.
It is essential to bring pupils into direct contact with a learning garden following a previous lesson
dedicated to biodiversity, and to the general study of the most common plants, root and leafy
vegetables. It is important to explain to each pupil how to take care of a seedling beginning from the
seed. With a project of this kind, the sensitivity of the pupils and their education will undoubtedly be
improved.
The idea of creating a greenhouse and a learning garden as places of communication, integration and
interaction arose from the need to create a safe space in which to develop and maintain all the skills
that the individual possesses and also the affective and relational maturation, especially in those with
difficulties.
It was decided to start up this project also in relation to special educational needs, with particular
inclusion of all those pupils who follow a differentiated didactic plan. Courses were set up that had as
their objective the acquisition of professionalism and/or skills at the highest level allowed by the
disability, thereby facilitating social and educational integration.
This situation serves to encourage the reinforcement of autonomy, where the learning garden aims to
be a safe environment that brings the disabled person closer to plants and natural growth cycles, in a
context where practical activity is king and one only learns by experimenting.
This is also an opportunity for inclusion of foreign students who, by approaching the practice of
gardening, have shared with their classmates moments of learning and fun, to further consolidate the
knowledge and discovery of the “other different from me”, as an opportunity for cultural and human
growth.
3.1
Aims of the project
The project’s aim is for children to make the concept of beauty in their study/work environment their
own, with simple daily gestures, as they learn to understand that this is achieved with great care,
patience and dedication. This type of activity gives rise to great enthusiasm in the students, and also
waiting for the appearance of the first sprout of the seed/bulb planted puts the pupils in a state of great
agitation. A generation accustomed to immediacy of result with a click/send is now required to have
patience and endure waiting that is difficult to contain.
For the first time they perceive that they are taking care of a living organism, they feel responsibility in
that the “life” of the small bulb depends on them, on the care and attention they have been able to
devote to it. The enthusiasm goes sky-high when, on seeing the first shoot peeping out from under the
soil, they exclaim: it’s growing!
When all the buds, which have now become strong, are coloured with petals and the vision of the
flowerbed embellished with colour makes everything look different, and the awareness that all that
beauty is the result of their painstaking work, then their satisfaction is indeed great.
But beware of touching their flowers! They are ready to “kill” for them.
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So yes, without having been told, their brain has been automatically programmed to respect nature
and to safeguard beauty at all costs.
By the end of the project, my pupils, “confirmed city dwellers”, will also have learned to manage their
“fears” at the sight of insects and worms and will have learned to observe the “homeless” snails,
describing them as “having been evicted”.
Thus we will have created, in our small way, future adults capable of respecting the common good.

Fig. 1: Flowerbed before the project “school that is beautiful inside and out”

Fig. 2: Flowerbed after the project “school that is beautiful inside and out”
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Fig. 3: Flowerbed before and after the project “school that is beautiful inside and out”

Fig. 4: Children at work for the project “school that is beautiful inside and out”
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Abstract
Thanks to contemporary technologies for representation, the expressive means of drawing has been
strongly used in the fields of virtual reality and augmented reality. Through the drawing we are able to
give shape and visibility to heritages that seemed to have been lost or that are now difficult to reach
and to use.
The photorealistic representation of what is existing, is integrated with the virtual reconstruction of
what no longer exist, in an interpretative process that necessarily requires a subjective component and
a historical knowledge.
In this context it is necessary to re-define the figure of the drawerr as the scholar who, starting from
humanistic knowledge (history, art, etc.), develops new technical skills with the aim of have the
conscious use of digital tools.
The study of the hidden heritage of the Genoese artificial caves is an opportunity to test current
technologies for the protection, enhancement and communication of cultural heritage: the digital relief
of the caves becomes the virtual base on which applying the knowledge of history to define their
structure and their original aspects.
The virtual model thus created will allow a new management and use of the heritage itself, thanks to
the new possibility guarantee by the digital representation and the awareness of the draftsman.
Keywords: Representation, Heritage, artificial caves

1.

An opportunity

During an exhibition organized by the University of Genoa, concerning the Genoese works of the
Renaissance architect Galeazzo Alessi, six buildings of certain paternity of the Perugian architect and
still existing in the city of Genoa have been studied: the Basilica of Nostra Signora Assunta di
Carignano, the dome of the Cathedral of San Lorenzo, Villa Cambiaso (current seat of the Polytechnic
School of the University of Genoa), Villa Sauli in Bisagno, Porta del Molo (home of the Luzzati
Museum), and Grotta Doria, currently annexed to the Palazzo del Principe Doria in Fassolo.
For each of these six works an in-depth study by professors and researchers from the different
departments of the Genoa University has been carried out involving professors and researchers from
the different departments of the Genoa University, with the aim of developing interdisciplinary research
to celebrate the fifth centenary of the birth of Galeazzo Alessi. The work carried out, in particular on
the Grotta Doria, has highlighted the need to make this extraordinary asset accessible, but difficult to
visit because of its state of preservation and the difficulty of opening it to the public.
The Basilica of Nostra Signora Assunta of Carignano is one of the most famous Genoese monuments,
as well as the Cathedral of San Lorenzo; the Porta del Molo, seat of the Luzzati Museum, is habitually
frequented by visitors and tourists; the Villa Cambiaso is used daily by students of the University, while
the Grotta Doria, although included iinto Palazzo del Principe Doria in Fassolo museum path, is
scarcely visited, as it is located far from the palace itself and now separated by a roads and the
railway. This is why it is difficult to access to the public.
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Fig. 1: The six Genoese works by Galeazzo Alessi: the Basilica of Nostra Signora Assunta di Carignano,
Villa Cambiaso, Porta del Molo, Grotta Doria, the dome of the Cathedral of San Lorenzo and Villa Sauli in
Bisagno.

Although the exhibition was an opportunity to spread the knowledge of the work of Galeazzo Alessi
thanks to panels illustrating the results of the research, the installation was planned directly on site
and would have required the use of the building in question.
These circumstances have opened the debate on the need to develop a new system to disseminate
research related to that artistic and architectural heritage hardly usable by the public and, for this
reason, sometimes even difficult to be valorized.
Grotta Doria is emblematic example of the hidden heritage of which the city of Genoa is particularly
rich: the artificial caves. These particular constructions, which artificially repropose natural hypogeal
spaces, have the prerogative of being by now difficult to access for the public, often almost unknown
and always very expensive for their maintenance. They represent, then, the ideal field to apply these
new techniques of survey and representation, developing a new communication system finalized to
theirat protection and enhancement.
The research that involved experts in history, art, survey and representation, must now also be
integrated with digital technologies the skills for surveying and communication. To the traditional figure
of the draftsman, capable of translating the results of the survey operations into a drawing, it is now
necessary to replace the figure expert only in drawing with one that can combine with the
communication in the age of the new media.
From these assumptions arises the awareness that it is necessary to re-define the training of future
architects by combining traditional technical and humanistic knowledge, whit skills of digital tools for
surveying and virtual modeling, and whit knowledge of communication. These people should convey
the humanistic aspects and knowledge with the conscious use of digital tools.
1.2 The Alessian itinerary
The exhibition curated by the Ateneo Genovese, entitled "Un itinerario alessiano" has set the goal
designing a hypothetical path through the six buildings of Galeazzo Alessi, who has designed in
Genoa some un-known, at national and international level, Renaissance masterpieces.
The mapping of the six buildings inside the city showed how the works of the Alessi in Genoa involved
different - and differently shaped - parts of the city: from the sea (Porta del Molo), to the hills of Albaro
(Villa Cambiaso) and Carignano ( S. Maria Assunta), up to the Bisagno Torrent plain (Villa Sauli); from
the historic city center (San Lorenzo cathedral) to the surrounding areas (Grotta Doria in Fassolo).
These buildings had also different functions (religious, residential, military or, as for the cave, simply
ludic), but are united by a careful and rigorous formal research and a special link with the surrounding
area.
The exhibition has developed through some posters that showed, in each building, the results of this
multidisciplinary research, becoming a scientific on site guide for understanding the architectural
heritage of the place.
If some of these works (Basilica, dome of the Cathedral, Porta del Molo, Villa Cambiaso) are now
easily accessible and visitable, others (like Villa Sauli and Grotta Doria) are difficult to be reached:
Villa Sauli because it has been transformed into a complex of private residences; the Grotta Doria as it
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is too expensive to take visitors to a place so far and difficult to reach from the Palazzo del Principe
Doria, to which it is annexed.
Some limitations on using the posters on site raised, as the exhibition itself would also be affected by
the difficulties of being visited by the public. The private spaces of the Villa Sauli would have been
difficult to access for the visitors and it would have been ineffective to set up an exhibition inside them;
the location of the cave would have allowed only sporadic guided tours whit personnel in charge of
opening the architectural structure.
From these considerations emerged the need to develop a more adequate system to disseminate the
results of research and, above all, to know these splendid Renaissance artifacts.
In particular, we wanted to study the possibility of applying digital technologies for surveying and for
subsequent communication of the cave, extending then the applicability to other similar architectures
existing in Genoa.
1.3 The Doria cave
The words of Giorgio Vasari (in the "Life of Lione Lioni, et al., 1568") deal with the "Source of Captain
Lercaro, close to the city, which is very notable": witnessing the importance of the Grotta Doria in the
sixteenth century society.
Designed by the Perugian architect Galeazzo Alessi in the mid-sixteenth century, it was model for the
subsequent development of the theme "rustic source" in Genoa and its surroundings: the environment,
a mixture of underground cavity and garden place, is configured as an octagonal hall surmounted by a
dome divided into eight sections.
The cave was lit by a lantern with small windows placed at the top of the dome and an atrium (which
no longer exists) that preceded the cave itself. In 1847 Alizeri still describes the cave and the atrium
that will probably be destroyed in conjunction with urban changes due to the construction of the
railway in the mid-nineteenth century. In those years it changed radically the urban layout of the City
and, in particular, the area north of Palazzo Doria. It will no longer be possible to have an overall view
of the cave in the garden space, which has founded in this environment the final point of a journey in
direct contact with the mysteries of nature.
The cave is damaged during the bombings of the Second World War, and is forgotten and considered
lost at the end of the twentieth century, when - almost thirty years ago - Lauro Magnani manages to
locate it in the cellar spaces of a residential building built in 1910. Basically the cave is now
incorporated into buildings of more recent construction and is accessible through a private passage.
In 1999 the cave was bought by the Doria Pamphilj family and, after a cleaning operation, it was
included in the museum itinerary of the Palazzo del Principe, although it remained disconnected from
the palace itself and was difficult to reach.
The interior of the room has a very rich polymatheric decoration, which covers the entire perimeter of
the hall, punctuated by large round arches interspersed with eight large herms. On the wall facing the
entrance there is a deeper cavity, characterized by the presence of artificial stalactites.
All the decoration of the environment is linked to the symbolic theme of water, the generating source of
life: the subjects of the eight scenes depicted in the dome, the river gods and the representation of the
winds recall this element, and evoke the marine landscape that opens in front of the entrance to the
cave.

Fig. 2: Views of the exterior and of the internal part of the Grotta Doria
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1.4 The Genoese caves
In 1584 Giovanni Paolo Lomazzo in his "Treatise on the Art of Painting, Sculture and Architecture",
indicates the main centers for the development of the fashion of artificial caves “in Francia, a Fontana
Bleo, in Roma, in Genova et in molti altri luochi […]”. This fashion spread in the sixteenth century in
major European cities, including Genoa, which in the sixteenth century will be one of the most
important centers of artistic experimentation.
Thanks to clients such as Tobia Pallavicino, educated and in close relationship with the Roman world,
this type of work was financed. The recovery of suggestions of Roman antiquity and the identification
of the cave site as a deputy to the revelation of the deepest secrets of nature will make these artifacts
an essential element for the aristocratic elite of the time.
The culture of the sixteenth century cave expands from Rome to the main Italian and European
centers, giving life to works of exceptional culture and representativeness: the artifacts of Pratolino,
Fontainebleau, Lyon, are just some of the examples in which the Late Renaissance and the
mannerism experience finds perfect fulfillment.
The cave is a space of wonder, a place dedicated to the representation of the mysteries of nature and
creation; the Genoese caves, around the mid-sixteenth century, become the space of an elitist
aristocracy that is in contact with the main European centers. The palace, the villa, the garden and the
cave are an opportunity to demonstrate their wealth and their cultural updating.
Important architects such as Galeazzo Alessi, aware of the main Roman innovations and very skilled
in the management and "in the modern key" declination of the lexical and grammatical components of
the ancient, and as Giovanni Battista Castello (the Bergamasco), are sought for the design of these
artifacts, of a value that is all the higher the more they have no utilitarian function.
Culturally avant-garde families like the Grimaldi, the Pallavicino and the Centurione, exponents of a
culture spread within the city landscape, make realize within their properties, extraordinary artificial
caves, whose water games and polymaterial surfaces will arouse the curiosity and admiration of
foreign visitors for the following centuries.
The cave of Tobia Pallavicino for the Villa delle Peschiere, that of Gerolamo Grimaldi for the Palazzo
della Meridiana, the bathroom designed by Alessi for the large Villa Sauli in Bisagno, the lake and
island of Adamo Centurione and the same Fonte del Capitan Lercaro (Grotta Doria) are also an
expression of scientific, alchemical, neoplatonic and neopitagoric interests, favored by the ambiguity
between nature and architecture and by the presence of earth and water in an underground place,
where the perception of the mysteries of the creation was considered simpler and in continuous
transformation.

Fig. 3: Interior and entrance to the caves of Villa Durazzo-Groppallo at the Zerbino and Villa Di Negro
Rosazza
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2.

The survey of the caves

The Lauro Magnani's re-discovery of the Fonte del Capitan Lercaro in the late 80s has rekindled the
interest in this type of artifacts so unique and extraordinary. The Genoese case study was developed
both from a historical point of view (primarily from Lauro Magnani) and from an architectural one
through a series of graphical surveys coordinated by Luisa Cogorno. The most important Genoese
caves have been surveyed and graphically represented on a detailed scale, with very accurate and
suggestive works. Part of the results of these studies were published by Luisa Cogorno in the book
edited by Paolo Marchi "Pietre di Liguria", published in 1993.
Many degree theses have been developed concerning this theme with the aim of fully detecting and
cataloging the precious heritage of the Genoese artificial caves. These are artefacts that, although
presenting a very rigorous planimetric plant (the result of the design choices of the Renaissance
matrix), show - in the use of organic or mineral coating materials - a high complexity when analyzed in
detail. Precisely for this reason they must be analyzed at two different levels of graphic scales: the
architectural one (1:100-1:50) and the detailed one (1:20-1:1). The first allows the study of the
planimetric system and its proportions, while the second allows the investigation of the whole complex
decorative apparatus.
Thanks to recent research conducted by the Genoese University on the Alessian heritage, after almost
thirty years, attention has been focused on one of these artefacts, resuming investigations and studies
with the use of new digital technologies. We now have the opportunity to complete a great research
work using the potential of new technologies for surveying and, above all, for the dissemination of
outcomes, in the hope of achieving the primary objective of preserving and enhancing a so unique and
exceptional heritage.
2.1 The traditional survey
The challenging campaigns coordinated by the teachers of the Istituto di Rappresentazione of the
University of Genoa, between the end of the 80s and the early 90s, allowed the creation of a valuable
archive of drawings related to the Genoese caves. These are drawings that visualize the direct
measurements made with traditional analogical techniques: substantially in situ measurements, using
water-level, ruler and other 'historical' tools that were routinely used until a few years ago for detailed
surveys .
The archive has many photographs and, above all, many hand drawings (above all eidotype) used for
the first survey steps of the artefact. In addition to this material in the archive there are the final works:
china drawings made on tracing paper and subsequent hand colored heliographic prints.
Since these are drawings made by different teams of designers, each cave - although always
represented in an attentive and refined manner - presents different graphic qualities and shows the
personality of the different draftsmen. The comparison between the works shows drawings particularly
cared for in color reproduction, others more attentive to the synthesis of the shapes, but in any case
they allow to clearly visualize the hypogeal spaces of the caves through extremely effective and
recognizable choices and graphic signs.
Since these are analogical drawings, the choice of the graphic scale with which were made was
carried out upstream of the work itself and consequently required particular attention during the survey
phase.
The generally adopted scale (1:10) required the survey of each single part and, above all, the graphic
representation of the details of the coverings. The coatings - composed of countless polychrome
tesserae of organic origin (shells) or mineral (stones and majolica) required a great job of
"interpretation". They have been designed with a graphic synthesis that maintains the formal aspects
of the represented iconography and, at the same time, effectively visualizes the multitude of pieces
that compose them.
2.2 The digital survey
To develop a new communication system to divulge the knowledge of the Grotta Doria in the context
of the Itinerario Alessiano, an important survey campaign was launched using digital tools with the aim
of obtaining a virtual model of the cave itself.
In this case, laser scanners, panoramic head, and reflex camera were used together, developing two
different approaches to the digital survey: the photogrammetric and the laser one, in order to
interpolate the scans performed with the 3D laser scanner, with the photographic images high
resolution. This was developed as part of an agreement with the company Modus, for the
development and research on the theme "Virtual representation and fruition of the architecture
obtained through the integration between laser scanner technology and multimedia".
Unlike the surveys of which it was already in possession, the digital one allowed the generation of a
virtual model for the three-dimensional visualization of the architectural space. This model can also be
used to create virtual tours accessible remotely, solving, in part, the problems of accessibility that often
have these artifacts. It is, however, a model that derives from the survey of the artefact and all its
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imperfections: the photographic quality of the model itself, does not require particular operations of
'interpretation' of the collected data, with the advantage of having a photorealistic effect, but with the
limit of not suggesting and simplifying specific levels of reading.

3.

Critical reading: from historical knowledge to the survey

Comparing the existing reliefs of the Genoese artificial caves with the results of the surveys that can
be performed with digital technologies, one can not ignore the historical knowledge of the artefact and
of the events that produced it. This phase of historical investigation has already reached a very high
level of depth, thanks to the studies conducted in these three decades by a team of teachers of art
history of the Genoese University. Based on these assumptions, the research in question is set which,
through historical knowledge and the accurate visualization of what is still existing, leads to the correct
spatial reading of the heritage of the caves.
Many Genoese caves are today partly damaged; sometimes they have lost their relationship with the
landscape context (fundamental element at the moment of their conception); they are often found in
degraded and unidentifiable areas like gardens. Then the careful reading of historical documents and
the correct interpretation of the graphic reliefs allows, thanks to the digital tools for modeling, the
visualization of the artefact in its original conditions and in every other intermediate phase up to the
state in which it is found today. This is a valid tool for the eventual restoration and recovery of the
building itself and, in a rapid way, it can virtually show the results of project solutions proposed for
recovery.
3.1 An investigation between art and history
The cultural context existing at the time of the conception of artificial caves has produced artifacts
whose value goes beyond the artistic-architectural aspects. The cave is interpreted as a means to
penetrate the mysteries of the nutura and its elements. In fact, water plays a fundamental role in the
conception of the hypogeal space; the space system is a particular union between the formal
renaissance rigor and the unpredictability of the natural element.
All the decorative elements are closely connected to the mystical world of nature and, in particular, to
the water: nymphs, creatures and marine and river deities are the subjects of the iconographic
apparatuses contained within the architectural geometries of architecture.
Leon Battista Alberti, in Chapter IV of Book IX of the De Re Aedificatoria (1443-1452) dedicated to the
ornaments of the villa describes the caves in antiquity: “Nelle grotte e nelle spelonche usavano gli
antichi di farvi una corteccia di cose aspre e ronchiose, commettendovi pezzuoli piccoli di pomice, o di
spugna di travertini, la qual spugna è chiamata da Ovidio viva pomice; ed ho veduto chi vi ha messo
cera verde, per fingere quella lanugine di una spelonca piena di muschio. Piacquemi grandemente
qual che io viddi già ad una simile spelonca donde cadeva una fontana d’acqua, conciosiachèe’ vi era
una scorza fatta di varie sorti di nicchie e di ostriche marine, altre arrovescio, ed altre bocconi, fattone
uno scompartimento secondo le varietà de’ lor colori, con artifizio molto dilettevole1”.
These architectures reflect the refined Renaissance archaelogical taste: cryptoporticus, thermal
environments, nymphaeums of ancient Rome thus become true models of reference for the design
and decoration of these environments. The cave becomes the place where the culture of the ancient
(of the client and the designer) can be expressed at best.
In the Doria cave there are many legible references in this sens: the river gods that welcome the
visitor inside the two large niches are in fact inspired by the Roman statuary, as well as the sculptures
of two sleeping nymphs (now disappeared), whose model of reference is identifiable in the Vatican
Arianna. The entire architectural composition is modeled on references to the ancient: the octagonal
vaulted domed environment, preceded by an atrium and whit zenital illumination, incorporates the
typologies of the Roman baths.
Also the rhythmic partition of the walls, marked by eight large herms that play the role of a major
architectural order and anthropomorphic, are attributable to Vitruvian models.
3.2 Comparison of survey techniques. Between past and future
The surveys conducted with the new architectural detection technologies allow today to reach a level
of accuracy greater than what happened until a few decades ago when tools that required a greater
interpretation by the detector were used.
For this reason, if we compare the analogical drawings made in the 90s (when digital instruments for
architectural surveying were rarely used) with the results of the most recent surveying campaigns
1 "In the caves the ancients made a covering with small pieces of pumice or travertne sponge (called by
Ovidio" viva pomice "); I saw who put green wax on it, to simulate the moss. I really liked a cave from which
fell a fountain of water, which had a coatng made of marine oysters, subdivided according to color, with a
very pleasant constructon ".
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(made with laser scanners and photogrammetric instruments) there are discrepancies due to for
different interpretation and representation during the drawing phase.
The bases on which the research has been set up are mainly two surveys: the first carried out in the
context of the activities carried out by Professor Luisa Cogorno in the Survey courses of the Faculty of
Architecture of the University of Genoa, the second performed on the occasion of recent studies about
the Alessian heritage carried out by the University of Genoa and the Franzoni Foundation, with the
collaboration of the Modus company from Genoa.
In the first case, the graphic works are analog drawings, executed by hand following trilaterations
(direct measurement of the sides of the triangles considered necessary for the evaluation of the entire
artefact) carried out on site with traditional instruments (metric wheels, water levels) , etc); in the
second, on the contrary, the returns are the result of 3D laser scans, interpolated with high resolution
photographic images.
The considerations that emerge comparing the two different survey methodologies (deriving from
different execution periods) mainly concern two aspects: one exclusively parametric-dimensional,
(recent surveys have greater reliability, since digital instruments allow a higher accuracy) and another
linked to aspects of representation.
As far as the graphic representation is concerned, the traditional survey (which allows greater
interpretative margins to the detector, including greater immediacy and graphic synthesis in the final
drawings) favors a simpler readability of the geometric-compositional structure of the artefact itself
even though there may be small discrepancies in the measurement. Beyond the differences between
the two surveys, both are therefore useful and effective if used consciously for different purposes.
This material can fully describe the Doria cave as it appears today in the eyes of the visitor and allows
a further comparison with the oldest still existing design of the cave itself, of an anonymous author of
the eighteenth century. Although the eighteenth-century relief is not accurate in terms of size, it is still
very useful to suggest the image of the building before the twentieth century destruction, when there
was still the entrance space and the adjacent accessory room, accessible via a ramp.

Fig. 4-5: Grotta Doria: comparison between analog and digital survey: vault planimetry and longitudinal
section
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4.

The comunication

The results obtained open the debate on the use and disclosure of the information collected. Today we
have a rich documentation (both for the Doria cave and, more in general, for the rich heritage of the
Genoese artificial caves) produced by the research of experts from the different sectors over the last
decades (historians, historians of art, architects, engineers, linguists, etc.). To the existing
documentation (thanks to digital survey) is added the possibility to develop virtual models that show
the individual caves in their current configuration; the small size of these masterpieces of Renaissance
hypogean architecture also allow easy management of individual models.
At this point it is necessary to consider all the results obtained and identify the priority objective that
unites all the specific researches according to the typical principles of the era of new media and social
networks. Sometimes the traditional reliefs made in the early 90s by skilled designers have remained
only good draw, appreciated for their graphic qualities. Now there could be the risk that the complex
digital surveys performed with the laser scanner and interpolated with photographic images remain an
archive documentation difficult to be used by the public for the purpose of knowing the artifact itself.
Why should a visitor stop to look at the virtual reproduction of what exists in reality? If the artifact were
not accessible, the answer would be obvious and immediate, as well as if the visitor (for his personal
reasons) could not reach the place where it is located. In all other cases, however, the virtual model
would risk losing its effectiveness unless it is used to improve communication and spread the
knowledge of the asset.
4.1 The new media
The new mass media allow a type of communication that is neither univocal (one-to-one) nor multiple
(one-to-many), but collective (many-to-many). This allows to 'pack' and convey each message based
on the specific characteristics of the end user, opening the way to new possibilities in the
dissemination of knowledge.
For this reason it is of primary importance to integrate the research carried out in these years with the
new virtual elaborations and with the new communication channels. Only in this way can full
dissemination of the results achieved be guaranteed. This also implies a different reading of the
results of the research that must be calibrated from time to time on the different types of targets to
which reference is made.
The wide dissemination of information through the use of new means of communication, leads to a
further study about the type of message: the communication addressed to experts in the field
(historians, scholars, etc.) will be different than that aimed at tourists who, in turn, they can be divided
into different categories based on their personal interests and their cultural education.
What happened in traditional communication is now further amplified thanks to the knowledge of the
characteristics (and interests) of the individual users. A message in a traditional exposition could be
developed on two or three levels of reading distinct according to the expected user segments; thus
also the specific graphic elaborations (and the relative language) proposed through the new media will
have to be adapted to the specificities of the single user.
It is therefore a matter of reading and interpreting the results of the research, knowing that we are not
addressing a homogeneous mass, but rather different specific groups. The ultimate goal must be to
achieve the maximum dissemination of information and knowledge and, consequently, the
enhancement of the asset in question.
4.2 The real space between virtual reality and augmented reality
The use of new media answers the question about the use of virtual models of architectural and
artistic assets. Beyond the specificity of the contents and, consequently, of the related graphic
languages used, it is necessary to clarify a fundamental point concerning the differences between
virtual reality and augmented reality.
In the case of the Genoese caves, the digital model allows the visualization of the artefact through
sections, elevations, axonometric views and allows to make virtual tours at a distance without the
visitor being physically inside the cave. This can already partly solve the problems linked to the access
difficulties that the Genoese caves have (they are almost all private and closed to the public). This
possibility could increase the spread of knowledge of a good that, otherwise, would be visible only
through photographs or video footage.
In addition to this, the virtual model could be elaborated up to hold representations that show the
artifact in its original conditions and in its original appearance. All this is possible with the means that
the public has now commonly available (tablet type devices, smartphones, etc.), but it is only a
different mode of vision (dynamic) than what has always happened with traditional media (audio
guides, posters, etc.).
The use of augmented reality can, however, open new horizons to popularization and, above all, to the
fruition of the heritage itself. Being able to integrate a virtual model elaborated with reconstructions of
the missing parts with the real vision that one has of that artifact would lead to an absolute innovation
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in the fruition of the good itself. The "augmented reality" is a very flexible and interesting possibility of
communication, which allows us not to cancel the user's surroundings, but to increase it through
further visions, perceptions and information.
It is a totally new way of representing the architecture and the existing heritage, in which digital tools
are flanked by traditional means of communication and representation, and contribute to providing
effective visual suggestions. It is an overlap of images that happens almost instantaneously before the
eyes of the observer, generating a surprising effect of interaction with the virtual dimension.
The augmented reality, however, today still has great application limits due to the scarce potential of
mobile devices that the user has at his disposal. In fact, it must be considered that the application of
augmented reality requires very high computing performance at the hardware and software level,
which mobile devices currently on the market can not achieve due to their small size. Beyond the limit
imposed by the technology in use (which will soon be surpassed), it is necessary to study the visual
aspects of the language that must be used to integrate real images. It can be graphs, texts, virtual
models perfectly synchronized and aligned with the real vision that the user has of that artifact at that
precise moment.
Then the work of the draftsman and, more generally, the contribution of the representation will have to
follow new paths that are able to respond to the solicitations induced by the new means of
communication.

5.

The new competence in the disciplines of representation

Following this, it emerges the need to re-define also the role that the draftsman (the researcher of the
disciplines of representation) must have, both in the professional field and, above all, in the scientific
training of architects, engineers, designers and of the communicators.
The multidisciplinarity that derives from new technologies and new media requires that the draftsmen,
also intended as experts in the field of image, maintain the sensitivity needed to understand and read
critically the history, documents and built heritage that has come down to us, but at the same time
acquire new skills by virtue of the evolution of technological tools used in surveying, drawing and
communicating.

Fig. 6: Development project of augmented reality applied to the Doria Cave
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Abstract
The contribution illustrates the conservative restoration of the painted facades of Palazzo BoschettiDalanzo, then Avagnina in Carrù, an ancient noble palace of seventeenth-century structure located in
the historic center of the Piedmontese town.
The image of a city reappears in our mind through the memory of the network of streets, alleys and
squares: light and shadows, full and empty, views and perspectives, colors and materials, frescoes
and decorations. The public spaces that we cross and travel are defined by the architectures that
become the face of the city. The facades of buildings - diaphragms between public and private interior
- can express the structural elements of the architectural and urban object, or be independent and
become support for other stories, they can arise from the planimetric development or hide it. In fact
some squares are legible and identifiable in the façades of the buildings, others in the plant;
essentially they are real stages for stable theatrical performances.
The research shows - with relief drawings, analysis and restoration charts, photographic images
before, after and during the construction site - the operating method used in each phase of the
intervention. During the construction, the best practices for the conservation of historic buildings were
used, choosing the most appropriate solutions for each single restoration phase.
The conservative restoration, completed in 2007, has put into the field, integrating them, different skills
and brought back to its former glory an important noble palace, cultural heritage of the whole
community.
Keywords: restoration, drawing, relief, painted facades, image of the city

1.

Introduction

The image of a city reappears in our mind through the memory of the network of streets, alleys and
squares: light and shadows, full and empty, views and perspectives, colors and materials, frescoes
and decorations. The public spaces that we cross and travel are defined by the architectures that
become the face of the city. The facades of buildings - diaphragms between public and private interior
- can express the structural elements of the architectural and urban object, or be independent and
become support for other stories, they can arise from the planimetric development or hide it. In fact
some squares are legible and identifiable in the façades of the buildings, others in the plant;
essentially they are real stages for stable theatrical performances.
The painted facades of Palazzo Boschetti-Dalanzo, then Avagnina a Carrù, an ancient noble palace of
seventeenth-century structure overlooking Piazza Dante in the historic center of the Piedmontese
town, take on the role of the urban scene of the city. Their restoration brought the building back to its
former splendor by reassigning its role to it, that of the fulcrum of the urban architectural space.

2.

The historical events

The ancient palace overlooks Piazza Dante, an area that, prior to its formation, was occupied by
modest homes, sheds, private courtyards, fence walls; only in the second half of the nineteenth
century was placed in the square. Currently, the emerging buildings are, beyond the Boschetti-
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Dalanzo palace, the church of the Confraternita di San Sebastiano or dei Battuti Bianchi and the
current civic library.

Fig. 1: Derossi’s map, Cadastre Napoleonico, 1807, Historical Archive of the Municipality of Carrù (top); Project
by the engineer Bonelli, 1870, Historical Archive of the Municipality of Carrù (below).

The cadastral map De Rossi of 1807 shows how the building was planimetrically different from today.
Its layout included a body placed perpendicular to the current main elevation and originally the view
was on a fenced yard.
The graphic document following the De Rossi map is the Bonelli Engineer Project, commissioned by
Conti Costa as an alternative proposal to the road layout for the railway station wanted by the
Municipality of Carrù, which is dated 1870. In this plan, where the blocks of the historic town are
represented in gray, our building is presented with the current development. In fact, the fenced yard is
gone, but there is Piazza Statuto (now Dante) and the part of the building perpendicular to the long
façade disappears.
The building is structurally built of solid brick with vaulted ceilings, a gable roof with a wooden
structure, a roof covering in coppi and is characterized, on the east and north sides, by an interesting
decoration of the façades. Internally it presents vaults and constructive characteristics that underline
clear adhesions to typical seventeenth-century formulas. There are various subsequent interventions
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due to adaptations and accommodations. Some pictorial decorations - mostly dry - that characterize
many ceilings, are attributable to the second half of the nineteenth century and the early '900.

Fig. 2: Relief drawing and photographic straightening of the main façade.

The frescoed façades of the building represent one of the most fascinating figurative pages of charm
in the area. The pictorial decoration is played on fake architectural elements, such as the cornices of
the windows and the corner bugnato, which are combined with delicate naturalistic elements. Among
the most tasteful representations there are the cage with the little bird, the vase of flowers, the broken
glasses painted and the smiling figure of a lady who looks out from a window with the spindle in her
hands. The turban frames the woman's round and cheerful face, the protrusion of her belly under the
folds of her dress reminds one of motherhood. The lady is a fresh image, which seems to tell a
moment of time stopped, a distant fragment of everyday life, a "metaphysical" dialogue with those
who, today as many years ago, stop to look at it. The vast surface of the decorated façade is one of
the oldest exterior decorations of the country's concentric.
During the various inspections at least two decorative phases were identified, one referable to the
seventeenth century and the other to the eighteenth century. The decoration that includes the fake
painted windows with broken glass, the cage, the female figure is dated to the first decades of the
seventeenth century. Other decorations around the openings would belong to a later phase.
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Fig. 3: Facade on Piazza Dante before and after the restoration.

In the historic center, other buildings also retain traces of decorations on the external facades,
expressions of a taste that from the early seventeenth century to the early twentieth century through
the variation of modules and formulas, although many have been canceled by subsequent
interventions. The decoration of the building is inserted, for the most ancient part, in a widespread
taste particularly in the areas of Saviglianese and Saluzzese; due to the exuberance of the
perspective decorations, the reference is the vast and complex commissioning round that developed
in Carrù with the presence and work of Giuseppe and Nicola Dallamano.
Of the eighteenth century also seems to be the fresco with stucco frame that should depict Virgin Mary
of the Assumption, patron of Carrù, located on the north facade of the building overlooking Piazza
Curreno.

3.

The conservative restoration

From the architectural point of view the most important intervention was the demolition of the long
balcony on the first floor of the east façade, on Piazza Dante. It presented itself in a state of complete
dilapidated and danger due to the lack of timely and appropriate maintenance interventions, and to the
progressive state of degradation.
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Fig. 4: Facade on Piazza Cenacchio before and after the restoration.

The balcony was datable to the late nineteenth-early twentieth century and was made of stone slabs
with cast iron railing. The demolition of the balcony was decided by these causes: poor surface
condition of the stone that was flaking too easily especially in the lower part of the slabs and in the
upper area of the modillions; detachment of some slabs from the perimeter wall of the building;
modillions placed at a distance between them not symmetrical and very wide (light of m 3.40 - 3.50
between modillion and modillion for a thickness of slab equal to 7-8 cm.); cracks and bends on the
extrados of the slabs and vertical cracks of the stone modillions.
With this intervention the facades were freed from electric cables and all the metal elements present.
On the ground floor, the travertine coating was removed around the shop window, the plaster was
restored and the aluminum window was replaced.
The maintenance intervention has also affected the roof with the re-covering of the roof covering and
the partial replacement of the wooden strips, the treatment of wooden beams with pesticides and
fungicides, the arrangement of the numerous chimneys on the roof of the building and the
replacement of the existing gutter channels with others in copper.
The window frames have been rearranged or replaced and all repainted, but the most important
choice was the elimination of the external shutters that would have prevented the complete reading of
the decorations.
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Fig. 5: Figure of a lady who looks out from a window with the spindle in her hands, before and after the
restoration.

Fig. 6: The main facade with and without the long balcony. Photographic straightening.
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4.

The pictorial restoration

The restoration work on the painted facades has put in place all the necessary interventions to restore
the spectacular decorations of the building to its former glory. The work performed was: the restoration
of the cohesion of the plasters by inhibition of acrylic resin in aqueous emulsion; the removal of nonoriginal filling mortars and the grouting of gaps on the facades; the consolidation of deep plasters by
infiltration of synthetic resin; fixing the paint film with acrylic resin; the cleaning of the painted surface
by means of a compress with a demineralised water solution; the pictorial reintegration with watercolor
colors, with the addition of binder, resist outside in terms of the figurative scenes and the decoration
elements, while on the more extended surfaces the pictorial restoration with lime colors was carried
out; application of a water-repellent final protective coat based on silicates over the entire decorated
surface of the facades.
On the ground floor there was a paint stripping with pickling, the removal of the façade parts treated
with synthetic paints and the homogeneous painting with the use of lime paints.
The solar quadrant with italic hours - meridian - on the east façade of the building has also been
restored. The works carried out were: the cleaning and consolidation of the plaster, the functional
restoration, the reinstatement of walls and lime paintings; moreover a gnomonic intervention to
reinstall the orthostyle according to the original gnomonic structure, the retracement of the
disappeared graphic elements and the redefinition of the solstice references compromised by the
degradation.

Fig. 7: Images of the deterioration of the stone slabs of the balcony and the modillions.
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The operating method used during the restoration site - completed in 2007 - used the best practices
for the conservation of buildings by choosing the most appropriate solutions in each single restoration
phase. The conservative restoration has brought into the field integrating them, different skills and
brought back to its former glory an important noble palace, cultural heritage of the whole community.

Fig. 8: Decorations of the facades before restoration. Details.
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Fig. 9: Decorations of the facades after restoration. Details.

Fig. 10: Detail of the sundial at italic hours on the main facade.
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The Dryline project, of the BIG office of New York, is an emblematic design strategy for Resilience.
The authors of the paper, after a long process of knowledge of this design strategy though contacts
and interviews with some of the designers, want to put in evidence the complex approach for
Resilience as carried out by the project. Against Southern Manhattan coastal flooding the projects
means to create a complex barrier incorporated in a global renewal strategy for the area which is
chiefly addressed to people living in the place: parks, green areas, improvement points for quality of
the place, with a social involvement of the people. The idea should be repeated for any design solution
which aims to be really Resilient: not only environmental solution, not only social activities, not only
beautiful new space, but first of all an osmotic place with a multidisciplinary approach which really
could demonstrate to be incisive for the place and for the people.
Keywords: Adaptability, Social Design Strategy, Resilient Environment

1.

"Resilience" and Creative Social Involvementi

"Resilience" is a word that has recently been used and abused, we find it in the most disparate
contexts, which often render meaningless this term. But let's see what is resilience and how it is
related to cities and to the planning of resilient organizations.
In general, resilience is the ability to withstand changes. Initially this definition was part of the scientific
vocabulary, referring in particular to materials and their ability to resist deformations and breakages.
This concept was then borrowed from other areas of knowledge such as psychology and ecology; in
many contexts there are in fact systems that, in order to survive, need to change and the cities are no
less. If we think of the most recent and current climate changes and the stress to which the population
are subjected, the strategy to be used can no longer being defensive; so it is necessary to turn crises
into opportunities.
Let’s star from the definition by Walker, “the Resilience corresponds to the concepts of adaptability
and convertibility and is seen as one of the fundamental aspects that govern the dynamics of socialecological systems” (such as the landscapes on a regional scale). These concepts, transferred within
the framework of the project of settlement architectural, urban or landscape, have interesting
similarities with the idea of built environment, where you can experience interpretative procedures and
new instruments capable to highlight the potential of the places, such as in a qualitative sense
redefining operating models. A resilient city is in fact an urban center that adapts to environmental
problems, climate change and social difficulties, building new replies at a political, economic and
environmental level. Planning a resilient future in an appropriate way would be a successful solution to
reduce expenses and reduce mortality due to catastrophic events. We must therefore rethink the
spaces in which we live.
Hence the idea of sustainability of the settlement system takes on the role of new ideal design horizon.
In the logic of a more comprehensive and balanced relation between environmental factors,
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ecosystem ability, user needs and technological knowledge, it becomes more useful to think in terms
of adaptability of the settlement system.
The ability to configure, manage and transform living space, adapting it in a manner compatible with
the available resources can be coincided with the construction of the natural environment.
This concept allows you to redefine the field of operation of the project, which will no longer be
reported to the quality of the individual components, but can be interpreted as the result of a multidisciplinary projects, aiming at the preservation and transformation of the qualities necessary for using
the housing space.
The exploitation of these places has also the purpose of creating new economic opportunities for the
community, designing a sustainable and an attractive space through targeted interventions, which are
able to organize the offer for people and for the benefit of the place.
Social environment are spaces in which there are multiple resources, but they are often neither
organized nor connected in system that allows a coordinated management.
In order to realize a resilient perspective in contemporary urbanization processes, it is important to
initiate a creative process. Another key aspect is the need for awareness and social participation in the
processes of landscape management and considering the resilience itself as a process not only
planned and designed, but that should enhance the spontaneous actions, with organized and
institutionalized policies and processes.
Therefore it is not only necessary to think in terms of specific territorial restructuring, but it could be
also useful involve the people such as to achieve sustainability, wellness and health both at a global
scale, and in the local one.
With these criteria, you can redefine a new perspective, able to move towards the concept of Resilient
Environment, where the importance of integration between man and ecosystem becomes the great
challenge of local communities.
2.

From Antique Roman Architecture to Dryline Projectii

Sea level ever increases because of climate change, presenting potential flood risks everywhere.
Consequently “Avoiding Flood” is becoming a global imperative. And, as above told, Earth Design is
one of the useful strategies for taking up this imperative.
Here we refer to case studies which have a particular relationship with water: they, instead of
defending themselves against water, temporary collect it. The idea should be repeated for any design
solution which aim to be really Resilient: not only environmental solutions, not only social activities, not
only beautiful new spaces, but first of all an osmotic place with a multidisciplinary approach which
really could demonstrate itself to be incisive for the place and for the people.
In this perspective the Dryline project, of the BIG office of New York, can be considered an
emblematic design strategy for Resilience against flood. In one of the poorest area of Southern
Manhattan along the coast, the project intends to create a complex barrier, designed with an
interdisciplinary approach, with attention also to people who live in the area: increasing of green and
vegetable portions of territory, new design qualities, spaces apt to community associations.

Fig. 1: BIG Dryline Project
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We have had a long process of knowledge of this design, though contacts and interviews with some of
the designers, who had stressed the complex approach for Resilience as carried out by the project.
Here there are three kinds of protection options: flip-down panels, big bench and berms, in an
articulated organization which will be defined with bioengineering techniques.
The DryLine has been thought with the urgency of hurricanes, like Sandy, but it is not only a piece of
infrastructure but also an instrument of social life at the same time. Jeremy Alain Siegel, BIG’s
responsible of the project, so has said to us in an interview about technical and social aspect of the
project: “In the places where we are working both needs are equally strong and they are related. A lot
of places that are affected by floods in the worst way are places that sit on landfill, that was originally
created for industry. Once industrial activity declined on the waterfront often what would go there were
things thought of as undesirable like public housing”.
The primary lesson learned from the analysis of this case study is that a project should be always
done with an interdisciplinary approach in order to have real resilient results. In-fact many urban
problems may be solely solved with a cross-disciplinary approach and the solution is often found once
the design has risen above any kind of confinements. However, even If “resilience” is a new concept,
we must say that this approach is really not completely new as the “putting yourself at the borders of a
discipline, thus at its avant-guard” was amply experimented in the Modem Movement. The Bauhaus, a
historical foundation of Modern Architecture, springs then to mind and Gropius’ interest in the
intersection of different discipline is still an example to be followed.
Only understanding of the coordinated and interdependent effects of urban vulnerability, thinking not
only of places but also of people, demonstrates its capability of affording at the same time natural,
socioeconomic, and definitively also aestetic requirements for an urban design.
Speaking of water management particularly, our study has indicated how it would be possible to find
adaptable solutions for various conditions: both when there is water and when it there isn’t. This
approach isn’t actually completely new, it is in fact characteristic of the Dutch culture, that has been
defined “amphibious culture”. And, moving back in the history, we can also remind Roman
architecture. Let’s think of the Piscina Mirabilis.

Fig. 2: Piscina Mirabilis at Antique Miseno (P. A. Paoli)
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The Piscina Mirabilis had been built in Augustan age. It was a huge cistern collecting water to be used
by sailors of Roman Navy in Miseno harbor. The water, gathered in a big swimming pool, through
machines which were very advanced, despite the age, was then channeled towards the harbor.
This one is only an example, because the whole Roman culture was permeated with the idea of water
as an element of architecture. It was considered dynamic, flexible and apt to be accommodated and
exploited both from a functional and an aesthetic point of view. And this approach could also today
constitute a contemporary innovative guide for urban resilience with respect to the impact of water.
Moreover in many case it could at the same time be a symbol of social rebirth.
The basic idea is the use of discontinuous structures along border between land and water. They in
absence of rigidity could have remodeling joints, in order to assume various continuously redefining
assets. This choice can also be adapted to the climate and to the change of seasons, with accordance
to the needs of community life during spring and summer, leaving sometimes open spaces which,
when there is no water, are opened to open-air life.
As a result, we assume that it is impossible for an architectural project to be conformed in relation to
flood disaster according to requirements which are definitely stabled in advance, while on the contrary
it is better remaining opened to various alternatives possibilities for resisting to the force of water. And
this is valid both if we think of it in strict terms of static resistance, and if we give to the term
“resistance” a broader meaning that includes the idea of urban life in all its aspects.
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Abstract
As everybody knows in Italy after the tragedy of L’Aquila earthquakes, scientists of Italy's
Commissione Grandi Rischi (National Commission for Forecasting and Predicting Great Risks) were
indicted not on their inability to forecast the magnitude 6.3 earthquake that struck L'Aquila in April
2009, but on their provision of “incomplete, imprecise and contradicting information” (Nature 477, 264–
269; 2011). At the end of the 3rd level of Justice, all the scientists were acquitted, and only one was
sentenced as guilty. The case highlights, on my view, a central problem in Italy, but also in other
Countries: the incestuous relationships between science and politics. When the American Geophysical
Union and the American Association for the Advancement of Science issued statements in support of
the indicted Italian scientists, I pointed out to these organizations that the international scientific
community should be made aware of the real content of the indictment made by Attorney Fabio Picuti
before they sent statements of support to President Giorgio Napolitano. Otherwise, it would have
appeared that the scientific community was trying to influence the Italian President on the basis of a
false premise. In Italy and in other Countries a conflict of interest between some scientists and politics
is the norm. In too many cases, scientists prefer to go along with, and even to defend, political
decisions, rather than to act independently. In addition to the L’Aquila tragic earthquake, examples of
this behaviour include the building of the largest civil hospital in southern Italy on the slope of the
active volcano Mount Vesuvius and plans to dispose radioactive waste near the southern town of
Scanzano Jonico, in salt beds, in a seismic area near oil and gas fields, where the water table is close
to the surface. Anyway the two afore mentioned cases proceeded with the support or silence of most
of the Italian scientific community. I, basically alone, took a stand against both insane decisions, but
there are anyway many other such cases of public concern, with a complete silence of scientists.It is
not a strange case, e.g., that the big majority of the scientists in Italy (and the Commissione Grandi
Rischi), continue to cover with its silence the fact that the largest Civil Hospital of Southern Italy has
been constructed on the slopes of the Vesuvius only at 7,5 km from the crater, inside the bizarre Red
Zone delimited around the Vesuvius. I have denounced on international media (see Australian TV
ABC, History Channel, National Geographic), such insane decision, challenging the scientists of the
Commissione Grandi Rischi to take a stand on the location of such public building. Before a future
Vesuvius eruption, somebody of the Commissione Grandi Rischi, will probably take care to instruct Mr
Vesuvius to take an accelerated course on topography, so that its pyroclastic flows can stop or change
direction when crossing the Civil Hospital area! In the case of the disposal of radioactive waste near
the Scanzano Jonico town, my standing against such plan, had the full support of the local population,
and at the end, with the decisive support of Physics Nobel Prize, Carlo Rubbia, the Government
project plan was cancelled. I am strongly convinced that scientists should speak loudly and clearly
when insane decisions, which put at risk human lives, are taken by politicians (under the coverage of
friendly scientists), because the value to preserve and to protect primarily is human life, and dealing
with nature, should be always privileged the precaution principle, abandoning arrogant attitudes and
the blind faith in the infallible technology!
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1. Volcanic hazard and Civil Defense. Somma-Vesuviu
The Italian Civil Defense (DPC) is the government agency responsible for assessing, defining, and
mitigating the risk associated with volcanic hazards in Italy. Vesuvius volcano, due to the close
proximity of a densely populated area and the city of Naples, presents a most serious hazard in terms
of human and property risk. The volcano and the area around it have been divided by DPC into 3
zones: the Red Zone, the area with the highest hazard and volcanic risk for pyroclastic flows; the
Yellow Zone, the area affected by fall-out deposits; and the Blue Zone, the area prone to mud flow and
lahar deposition. The Red Zone includes 27 municipalities (town territories) within which live about
600,000 people (in 40,000 buildings). Surprisingly, up to few years ago, the Red Zone was defined
using the jagged limits of the municipality administrative borders, rather than any scientific criteria, and
based on this, an important risk-management measure adopted by the Regional Government was to
forbid, correctly, any further building in the Red Zone. But paradoxically, the largest Civil Hospital of
southern Italy (the Ospedale del Mare - the Hospital of the Sea) is built, at 7.5 km from the crater, i.e,
entirely within the Red Zone, that is, in the zone at maximum risk to be hit by highly destructive
pyroclastic flows (90% of the past pyroclastic flows in the 25.000 years of Mt. Somma-Vesuvius history
occurred within the Red Zone). The main weakness of Vesuvius risk management is the lack of full
disclosure to the public of the severe difficulties of eruption prediction for such a complex volcano.
Contradictory messages should not be given to people living at risk on the volcano slopes. How can
the DPC convince the people to relocate from the risk zone, if the largest public Hospital in southern
Italy is being built in the same risk zone?

2. Campi Flegrei
The Campi Flegrei (CF) is a volcanic field formed inside a 12 x 16 km caldera system as a result of the
3
15ka Neapolitan Yellow Tuff (NYT) eruption, which produced about 50 km of trachytic magma.
Caldera collapse developed within a regional tectonic extensional regime, where local faults mirror
regional fault trends. The result was a complex caldera architecture, indicated by multiple features
attributable to interaction between trapdoor and downsag geometries. A large number of drill-holes
show the presence of NYT located above or in close proximity to the current sea-level, encircled in a 5
x 6 km area. This clearly indicate that after the collapse phase, the NYT underwent resurgent uplift of
the central area. Resurgence was developed together with a very important post-caldera volcanic
activity, which evolved through two phases separated by a repose period.
● The first post-caldera volcanic period occurred between 13.5 – 9 ka, characterized by the absence
of volcanism in the area occupied by the resurgent
● The 9 - 5.8 ka period was an inter-eruptive phase characterized by 3.2 ka volcanic quiescence. In
this phase, the peak of the Flandrian transgression occurred ca. 6 ka, and, due to the
contemporaneous phase of post-volcanic subsidence, the area was mostly invaded by the sea;
● The second post-caldera volcanic period occurred between 5.8 – 3.7 ka. The final stage of
resurgence was marked by a significant decrease in the general consistency of the resurgent dome,
which allowed the development of a magmatic plumbing system there through.

3. Are we moving towards a third post-caldera volcanic period at Campi
Flegrei?
At around 3.7 ka, a new resting quiescence phase began, during which there has been a general
subsidence in the caldera area. Later, even more precise information was obtained from the Roman
period to the Middle Ages. There is clear evidence that the maximum subsidence was achieved in
1430 AD, when the floor of the Serapis temple sunk below the sea to a depth of c.a. 10 - 11 m. From
that date until the beginning of the sixteenth century, we know through historical documents, that the
soil was raised by about 16 m near the central zone of resurgent dome (Bellucci et al. 2006). This
event was an indication that a new pressurization of fluids from trachytic magma occurred at depth,
responsible for the small scale eruption of Monte Nuovo which took place in 1538 AD (Parascandola
1946; De Vivo e Lima, 2006; Bodnar et al., 2007; De Vivo et al., 2009, 2010; Lima et al., 2009). It is
important to note that the position of the new volcano is displaced to the west with respect to the
maximum up-lifting area centered nearby the Pozzuoli harbor. Within the eruption area a precursor
was a 7 m bell-shaped up-lifting of the soil (Rolandi et al. 1985). Based on such past behaviour, could
the current period of quiescence result in a new post-caldera volcanic activity? In the 500 years that
followed the 1538 eruption, a new period of subsidence (positive bradyseism) occurred until the 1969;
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from that date, ground downlift (negative bradyseism) has taken place (Bellucci et al. 2006). The latter
has evolved through the major crises occurred in 1969–1972 (ground uplift of 177 cm), mainly located
in the western part of the Pozzuoli Bay, and in 1982–1984 (ground uplift of 179 cm) located in the
central area of maximum deformation, between the harbour of Pozzuoli and Solfatara volcano (Fig. 12
c) (Orsi et al. 1999a). Different hypotheses have been advanced to explain the 1969-1982 crises: a)
magma degassing and fracturing at the brittle-ductile transition in a magmatic–hydrothermal
3
environment, associated with crystallization of ~0.83 km of H2O-saturated magma at 6 km depth (De
Vivo & Lima, 2006, Bodnar et al. 2007, Lima et al. 2009), b) magmatic source (Dvorak and Berrino
1994, Woo and Kilburn 2010, Trasatti et al. 2011). According to the hypothesis a) short to intermediate
time-scale phenomena associated with fluid decompression and expansion in the crust with large
variations in permeability, can be seen as key elements for recent uplift at CF. The hypothesis b) could
only become more likely if it would be demonstrated the emplacement of new magma that triggers an
increase in eruptive pressure in the magma that is gradually solidifying; but so far there is no evidence
of arrival of new magma in the deep CF system. It is important in this context also consider the
evolution of ground motion after the peak of the 1982 up-lifting. In the twenty years following 1982 uplifting there was a new phase of subsidence exhausted in 2004. Starting from November of the same
year, CF has experienced an accelerating ground uplift rate. A maximum uplift of 0.04 m was reached
in 2006, and in very recent years, during the April 2012 - January 2013, the caldera has shown a
faster rising of about 11 cm, with a peak rate of about 3 cm/month during December 2012.If the
current pattern of deformation follows previous medieval trends (1430-1538), with a mean uplift rate of
-1
150 mm/y , uplifting would continue for other one hundred years (Bellucci et al. 2006), terminating at
the end with a new eruption, which would represent a major disaster in terms of volcanic risk
management in light of the about 1 million inhabitants of the CF area.Based on the above overall
premises, the DPC has provided a map that identifies the Red Zone for the CF. It is based on the
concept of a preventive evacuation from the territories potentially exposed to the invasion of
pyroclastic flows. The plan proposed displays numerous incoherences which need to be re-evaluated
based on the knowledge of past and recent CF volcanological history.The plan of DPC equates the
area with the highest probability of invasion of pyroclastic flows with the CF caldera. In addition,
because of the uncertainty of the location of the vent in the CF, the DPC has suggested to extend a
greater hazard to the Naples Municipality territory, i.e., east of the CF caldera, namely to the hills of
Posillipo-Chiaia, Vomero-Arenella, and to Quarto and Monte di Procida Municipalities, north and west
of CF caldera.

4. Concluding comments on Somma-Vesuvius and Campi Flegrei
The volcanological history of SV shows that fall of volcanic ejecta and invasion of pyroclastic flows
have affected areas much larger than contemplated by DPC. Important modifications should be made
without delay: 1) the limits of the Red and Yellow Risk Zones should be changed to reflect the
scientific reality directly related to the knowledge of fall, surge, and pyroclastic deposits of SV; 2) the
risk-management plan should consider the consequences of only a 1 or 2 day warning of eruption. In
addition to the above, the volcanologists of INGV and DPC, in charge of Vesuvius risk management,
“guarantee” that they will be able to predict a future eruption weeks or days in advance, allowing the
safe evacuation of at least 600.000 people living on the slopes of Vesuvius (including those hosted in
the Ospedale del Mare!). The precise moment of an eruption has been difficult to predict even in areas
of active volcanism such as, e.g., Montserrat (Young et al., 1998) and Saint Vincent (Robertson, 1995)
in the Antilles Islands. For volcanic areas where the last eruptions occurred decades or centuries ago,
this prediction is even more challenging. Sherburn et al. (2005), in a recent study of the Auckland
volcanic field, estimated the duration of pre-eruption seismicity to be a few days to a few weeks long
and emphasized the need for more monitoring and research. We suggest that a main weakness of
Vesuvius risk management is the lack of full disclosure to the public of the severe difficulties of
eruption prediction for such a complex volcano. Contradictory messages must not be given to people
living at risk on the volcano slopes. How can the DPC convince the people to delocate from the risk
zone, if the largest public Hospital in southern Italy is being built in the same risk zone? In
consideration of the above difficulties in forecasting an eruption, and as it is impossible to delocate
about 700.000 people living at immediate risk within the real Red Zone, it is fundamental that the DPC,
in agreement with regional and local Municipalities build up large escape routes, departing radially
from the crater toward the external areas up to a minimum distance of 12 km, to allow a fast (within 24
hours) escape of the people to safety.For CF it is necessary to continuously monitor the process of the
magma degassing and fracturing at the brittle-ductile transition in a magmatic–hydrothermal
environment, and at the same time, continue to collect data to check if the volcanic system could
evolve towards a third period of post-caldera volcanism. In any case, the present emergency plan is
inadequate, because of its numerous incoherences. The most relevant of the latters, is the fact that it
is not considered at all the possibility that at CF could occur a large plinian eruption of Agnano-Monte
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Spina type, but at the same time, large western areas of the Naples town are considered at high
volcanic risk. For the CF, as for Vesuvius, it is fundamental the building of large escape routes
departing away from the Red Zone.

5. Radioactive waste disposal: Scanzano Jonico case
For the case of the project to dispose the radioactive waste at Scanzano Jonico in 2004, the following
considerations have to be made:






to choose the site the Government used data of the National Geological Survey of the years
70-80, when all the new investigation technologies were not available;
the water table is permanently above planned repository within salt beds and the safety of the
site is based on a clays layer, whose hydrogeological and structural characteristics were not
investigated at all;
the presence of the larger gas deposit, underground, only few hundred of meters distant from
the potential nuclear waste salt beds repository, should have been a cause of very great
concern because of the subsidence phenomena which the gas extraction determines. This
also in consideration of the fact that the clay permeability to the gas is 10,000 times higher
compared to the permeability to water;
it was not made any hydrogeological modelling at regional scale.

In addition to the above concerns, the most important criteria dictated by the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), when choosing a possible site repositery for radioactive nuclear waste, were
not taken into account. The criteria dictated by the IAEA for the potential site repository are as follows:






it has not to be located in a seismic or volcanic areas;
it has not be located nearby rivers, lakes or in areas with very shallow underground table;
It has not to be located nearby urbanized areas or in areas where it is forecasted a future
urban development;
It has not to be located on mountains or coastal areas prone to undergo to landslides,
erosions, and floods;
It has not to be located in areas where are present natural oil or gas deposits.
The site of Scanzano Jonico was characterized by the all above 5 negative criteria dictated
by IAEA.

In the general evaluation of a site as potential nuclear waste repositery, it has to be individuated a site,
which will be geologically stable, at least, in the next 1,000 years (period for the radioactivity decays of
high energy). For such reason, the following has to be evaluated carefully:







Climate changes (increase of the rain and infiltration);
Eustatism (related to increase of sea level, due to global warming);
Lowering of the topographic level, related to erosion;
River erosion;
Dyapirism phenomena;
Quaternary tectonics.
None of the above evaluation was carried out for the Scanzano Jonico site.
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Fig. 1: Campi Flegrei and Somma-Vesuvius, located at southern limit of Campanian Plain

Fig.2
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The first studies of ground
movement at Campi Flegrei
involved sea-level markers at the
Serapis Temple archaeological site
in Pozzuoli. Boreholes left by a
marine mollusk (Lithodomus
lithophagus) on columns of this
monument attracted the attention of
early researchers that reconstructed
the history of secular ground
movements using the boreholes.
The ancient Roman marketplace of
Serapis in Pozzuoli, Italy, shown
during periods of uplift (left) and
subsidence (right). The dark areas near
the bottom of the three columns
contain mollusk shells and borings,
indicating that the columns were below
sea level at some time in the past. The
three large columns in the right
foreground are each approximately 9 m
tall.
Fig. 3
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Abstract
Strengthening systems based on organic matrices (i.e. resins) and high performance fibers (i.e.
carbon, glass or basalt) have proven to be efficient to increase the seismic capacity of existing
buildings. However, for some structures not every system can be applied to perform retrofit strategies.
In particular, wide part of the existing building stock is made of masonry. Furthermore, many masonry
structures are subjected to special historical and architectural constraints. For this reason, some
strengthening systems could be incompatible with the restauration criteria. In this work, strengthening
systems typically applied on masonry structures have been investigated: composites made of basalt
with inorganic matrix. The ultimate behaviour has been estimated starting from the bending momentcurvature diagrams. A numerical model in the framework of the incremental analyses has been
proposed to assess the ultimate capacity of curved masonry elements strengthened with composites.
In many engineering applications the unlimited ductility represents the base assumption into the
numerical analyses. However, it could provide some drawbacks for numerical analyses of
strengthened masonry elements. The incremental analysis approach allows the continuous monitoring
of the ductility demand up to the ultimate state of the masonry element.
Keywords: Non-linear analysis, masonry vault, strengthening system, ductility

1.

Introduction

The existing heritage buildings showed high vulnerability under seismic actions [1]. Many of them are
made of masonry structures and recent calamitous events have remarked their vulnerability. The
strong vulnerability is due to several aspects: absence of building codes, strong heterogeneity both in
the materials and in the building techniques [2]. Without specific measures, most of them show
collapse modes due to local mechanisms rather than global mechanisms. This remarks that the
strengthening strategies are the prior need to safeguard the existing heritage buildings. Furthermore,
masonry buildings are often characterized by curved elements like as: arches, vaults, etc.. These
structural components increase the concern previously discussed. The present work focuses on these
particular elements.
The modelling of curved masonry elements represents a crucial aspect. The critical aspects increase
when the attention focuses on poorly built structures. The last scientific researches on innovative
materials have confirmed the modern strengthening techniques to be very effective to improve the
seismic behaviour of masonry elements. Several materials can be used to perform retrofit strategies.
Present work focuses on composite materials made of inorganic matrices and synthetic fibers. Many
engineering applications disclosed the performance of composite materials made of synthetic fibers
(carbon or glass) and organic matrix (resin). Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymers (CFRP) and Glass
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Fiber Reinforced Polymers (GFRP) were widely used in many applications on several case studies [34]. However, for some masonry these strengthening techniques may show some issues [5-6]. In fact,
they could be incompatible with the restoration criteria, especially when the intervention strategies
involve heritage buildings. For these cases, the inorganic materials usually replaced the resin, like as
lime or cementitious-based mortar to bond carbon, basalt, steel or glass fibers. These strengthening
strategies have a higher compatibility with masonry substrate [7-9]. Similarly, the more compatible
materials, like as basalt and natural fibers generally replace the higher performance fibers. Synthetic
fibers could show compatibility issues when the strengthening system are applied on weak masonries
like as adobe [10]. In this case, fiber elements made of natural materials would ensure greater
compatibility with the masonry substrate [11]. Furthermore, natural fibers show several advantages
like as: recycling, reduced pollution and ready availability (i.e. sustainability requirements).
The improving effects of the strengthening systems previously discussed were demonstrated in many
scientific studies through theoretical [12-13] and experimental activity [14-15]. These studies constitute
the base to support numerical activity [16-17].
The common experimental approach is based on statically or dynamically tested masonry specimens
before and after the strengthening intervention. Without normalized design approaches many
intervention strategies are characterized by low efficiency. In fact, analytical models are available and
inserted in modern building codes for strengthening strategies applied on concrete or steel structures
only. In the past, the interventions on masonry were performed without a specific design method or
simply according to suggestions by manufactures. This favours low efficiency of the strengthening
systems or a deleterious behaviour of composites. In fact, composites applied in unnecessary amount
present low internal stresses (low efficiency) and they could favour a brittle behaviour of the masonry
elements, pushing the failure to the masonry.
The structural analyses in this study were focused on composites made of inorganic matrix and
synthetic fibers (basalt). The experimental results allow to numerically modelling the composites. A
solver algorithm was implemented to assess the ultimate behaviour of strengthened masonry
elements. In a first step the ultimate behaviour was assessed in terms of failure surface, P (maximum
axial load)-M (maximum bending moment).
The maximum bending moment of the strengthened masonry element was evaluated starting from the
bending moment-curvature diagram. This approach allows to monitor the internal stresses of the
composite up to the ultimate state of materials. Furthermore, it allows to assess the impact of several
parameters on the structural behaviour of masonry elements. It is a critical aspect in order to perform
non-linear analyses. The bending moment-curvature diagram provides important information on the
ductility capacity of the masonry elements strengthened with composites.
For this reason, the bending moment-curvature diagrams were bi-linearized to estimate the ductility
capacity of the masonry elements strengthened with composite materials. Furthermore, key
information about the efficiency and the failure modes of the strengthening system and masonry
system can be obtained by using the proposed analytical model.
The information obtained by the proposed analytical model establishes the base to develop
normalized capacity models to perform non-linear analyses on masonry structures strengthened with
composite materials.

2.
Incremental analysis method: advantages of the incremental analysis
Lower or upper bound theorems can be applied to estimate both the ultimate capacity and the
collapse mechanism. They are relevant methods to assess exclusively the collapse condition of
structures with high plastic capacity. The theorems of limit analysis are based on equilibrium and
kinematic conditions without taking into account the limited ductility of the structure. Therefore, the
collapse condition occurs under the perfect plasticity assumption.
When a brittle behaviour occurs, these theorems could surely show some drawbacks. In this case,
masonry structures could show brittle behaviour under seismic actions [1]. Furthermore, brittle
behaviours can be favoured by strengthening strategies applied on the masonry. This key aspect is
shown in figure 1 where the structural capacity is achieved before the global mechanism. It is due to
the reduced rotation ductility of a plastic hinge (e.g. third plastic hinge).
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Fig. 1: a) Typically collapse of a slender masonry barrel vaults, b) bending moment-curvature diagram at collapse.

For this reason, the ductility capacity cannot be neglected in the modelling approach. A masonry vault
can be modelled with several approaches. It depends on the characteristics of the masonry elements
(geometry, physical and mechanical characteristics).
The geometrical characteristics of masonry barrel vaults allow to model the structure under simplified
assumptions [18-19]. The three-dimensional effect can be neglected for these structures. Therefore,
they can be analysed according to plane stress models (i.e. modelled as an arch).
Structural analyses of masonry elements are generally performed under no tension assumption [20].
The low tensile strength typically found in masonry confirms that it is an acceptable assumption. Under
this assumption, for a generic load pattern, if the thrust line is entirely contained within the arch
boundaries, all the blocks are able to carry the load through compressive stresses without tensile
stresses [21]. However, this assumption could be unacceptable for slender masonry vaults (i.e. with
high span to thickness ratio) and without backfill [22]. In particular, the reduced thickness of the cross
section or the low axial load level requests a minimum of tensile strength. It can be necessary both
under static and dynamic loads. For such structures, the no tension assumption provides inexact
solution even under vertical gravity load (for structures that are standing up, collapse is predicted
under gravity load).
Under tensile strength assumption, the thrust line can be external to the arch boundaries because a
tensile stress can exists in the material. In particular, a fictitious geometry can be defined [22]. It
represents the new boundaries within which the thrust line must be contained. Therefore, the fictitious
geometry represents the maximum eccentricity that the thrust line can assume. For each section, the
eccentricity of the thrust line depends on the actual maximum bending moment M capacity and actual
axial load P. The maximum eccentricity is equal to the ratio between the flexural capacity Mrd and the
axial load value P. The envelope of maximum eccentricities provides the fictitious geometry instead of
the arch boundaries [22].
For a generic load history, starting from the gravitational load up to collapse, the thrust line can be
tangent to the geometry of the arch (if no tension is assumed). Under tensile strength assumption, it
can be tangent to the boundary of the fictitious geometry. The maximum number of tangent points
depends on the constraint conditions. In fact, for each tangent point, one plastic hinge occurs.
Therefore, the maximum number of plastic hinges is the one able to produce a global mechanism. It is
interesting to note that a global mechanism occurs only if the structure has sufficient ductility capacity.
According to a brittle behaviour, hinges show a limited rotation ductility [23]. In this case, the ductility
demand could be higher than the ductility capacity of the hinges as shown in previously figure 1.
Approaches that do not take into account the limited ductility capacity (i.e. the limit analysis) would
lead to an overestimate of the load capacity of the structure. In this background, the incremental
analysis fixes the drawbacks of the static and kinematic theorems. In particular, the actual load
capacity both of unreinforced and of strengthened masonry vaults characterized by limited ductility can
be assessed by means of this approach.

3.

Numerical modelling of strengthened masonry arches

3.1 Mechanical characterization of materials
The goal is to assess the ultimate behaviour of strengthened masonry barrel vaults. They are made of
several materials (masonry and composite). These structural systems can be modelled with several
approaches [22]. In this work, two different approaches were performed to model the masonry and the
strengthening systems.
The masonry in compression was modelled according to the ideal mechanical model of Eurocode 6
[24]. The stress-strain curve is composed by two mains parts (figure 2): a first parabolic function (red
line) from zero to the plastic strain, ε0 conventionally fixed equal to 2‰. For strains higher than ε 0, the
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stress is constantly equal to the compressive strength of masonry σ 0 up to the maximum compressive
strain εmu (blue line), conventionally fixed equal to 3.5‰. A brittle model was implemented for masonry
in tension (magenta line). In particular, a linear stress-strain curve is considered up to the low tensile
strength of masonry, σt (figure 2).

0

t

0

t

m

cu

Fig. 2: Ideal stress strain model for masonry.

Then, the tensile strength of composite was modelled starting from the experimental tests performed
on several strengthening systems [7, 8 and 24]. The structural analyses in this study focused on
composites made of inorganic matrix and synthetic (basalt) fibres. The experimental results allow the
composite to be numerically modelled.
A multilinear model was adopted to model the experimental stress-strain curves. It can be easily
implemented into a solver algorithms. The available experimental results support an even more
simplified approach. In fact, the strengthening system can be modelled by linear or bi-linear
relationships. For strengthening systems made of inorganic matrix and basalt fiber, the experimental
results confirm the linear (figure 3 a) and the bi-linear (figure 3 b) trends. The behaviour trend depends
on the characteristics of composite. For composite with high performance matrix the cracking
threshold (σcr-εcr point of figure 3 a) becomes not negligible on the stress-strain curve of figure 3 a.
Conversely, decreasing the mechanical characteristic of the matrix the cracking threshold can be
neglected (figure 3 b).

a)

b)

fu

fu

cr
cr

fu

fu

Fig. 3: Ideal model of strengthening system made of inorganic matrix and basalt fibers: a) linear, b) bi-linear model.

A solver algorithm was implemented to parametrically assess the ultimate behaviour of strengthened
masonry barrel vaults. In a first step, the ultimate behaviour was assessed in terms of the failure
surface starting from the bending moment-curvature diagrams. When the strengthening system was
applied on one side only, the symmetry of the failure surface is missing. Then, a solver algorithm in
the framework of the incremental analysis was developed. It allows to assess the structural capacity of
masonry barrel vaults strengthened with composite materials.
3.2 Bending moment curvature diagrams
Recent scientific studies show the load carrying capacity of the masonry cross section strengthened
with composites to be not influenced by the elastic properties of masonry (Young’s modulus and the
tensile strength σt). However, it is interesting to assess the entire bending moment-curvature (M-χ)
diagrams while changing these parameters.
Recent studies show the impact of these parameters on the ultimate capacity of strengthened and
unreinforced masonry [23]. The M-χ diagrams are strongly influenced by the stress level of the
composite system. This is crucial to assess the efficiency of it. Under no tension assumption, the
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Young’s modulus provides negligible impact on the failure surface domains. In fact, the several failure
surfaces are overlapping and this parameter provides no influence on the bending moment-curvature
diagram [23]. The mechanical model used to simulate the composite (i.e. linear or bi-linear) provides
strong differences in terms of the maximum bending moment. In many cases, the efficiency reduces
when considering a linear model for the composite (about 40% and 50% for the linear and bi-linear,
respectively) [23]. Assuming a tensile strength for the masonry, the bending moment-curvature
diagram depends on the Young’s modulus of the masonry. In particular, when the Young’s modulus
increases, the cracking point becomes clear on the curve [23]. Furthermore, the efficiency of the
composite decreases when the Young’s modulus of masonry increases [23].
The tensile strength of masonry provides an increase of the initial stiffness and a small decrease of
the efficiency on the composite [23]. This effect is shown for both the ideal mechanical models for
composite (linear and bi-linear). The impact of the tensile strength of masonry σt for the linear model is
higher than for the bi-linear model. When tensile strength σt is assumed for masonry, the bending
moment-curvature curves present a cusp, and the Young’s modulus has an influence on them, due to
the cracking behaviour. Increasing the axial load P, the Young’s modulus has less influence on the
bending moment-curvature diagram [23].
Another key parameter is represented by the stress level achieved in the strengthening system. When
basalt fiber is applied on weak masonry substrates, its stress level remains low. In many cases, the
stress level is lower than 50% of the tensile strength of the composite. This result confirms that the
strengthening amount is frequently excessive [23]. For higher compressive strength of the masonry
(i.e. high quality of masonry) the stress level of the composite increases (i.e. increase the efficiency of
the composite) [23]. Therefore, the compressive strength of masonry has a significant influence on the
efficiency of the strengthening system [23].
3.3 Ductility estimation to perform incremental analysis
The ductility estimation represents a crucial aspect to assess the structural capacity of a strengthened
masonry barrel vault. The ductility capacity can be assessed by using several approaches. They
depend on the bi-linearization of the bending moment-curvature diagram. Furthermore, the bilinearization of the bending moment curvature (elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour) becomes necessary
to implement these diagrams into global numerical non-linear analyses.
Several bi-linearization approaches exist in the scientific literature [23]. A safe-side approach (i.e.
minimum ductility estimation) fixes the maximum bending moment and changes the stiffness of the
initial linear curve (i.e., elastic-linear behaviour) to match the two areas under the curves (figure 4).
This bi-linearized curve provides the minimum ductility capacity. However, this approach can provide
an inexact estimate of the stiffness of the initial curve.
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Fig. 4: Bi-linearization of the bending moment-curvature diagram.
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The minimum curvature ductility of the masonry cross-section strengthened with composites can be
calculated as follow:
�=

��
��

where χu is the ultimate curvature and χy represents the yielding curvature read on the bi-linearized
curve (figure 4). The bi-linearized curves depend both on the elastic properties and on the ideal model
used for the composite. The strengthening system modelled by means of a linear stress-strain curve
mainly provides a curvature ductility lower than the bi-linear model [23].
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4.

Solver algorithm in the benchmark of the incremental analysis

The incremental analysis represents a valid approach to assess the full history of a structure up to
collapse. For masonry barrel vaults the collapse occurs when a sufficient number of plastic hinges are
activated [20, 22]. The structural capacity can be lower than that related to a global mechanism if the
structure has a limited ductility (i.e. a brittle collapse occurs).
For the incremental analysis, the plastic hinges were modelled with an elastic-perfectly plastic
behaviour according to the bi-linearization approach previously discussed. However, the incremental
analysis must be conducted with a constant monitoring of the rotational demand because ductility is
limited. In this way, the rotational demand with the corresponding capacity can be compared. The
analysis must be stopped if the rotational demand is higher than the corresponding capacity.
Furthermore, the incremental analysis provides both the push-over curve (i.e. horizontal load to
increase the displacement of a control section) and the evolution of the collapse mechanism.
A solver algorithm has been implemented to perform incremental analysis on strengthened masonry
barrel vaults. These analyses are generally performed under a fixed gravitational load assumption.
Therefore, the collapse condition is due to a variable horizontal load only. The structural capacity is
assessed by means of the multiplier λ of the gravity load. The λ value corresponds to activation of the
collapse.
4.1 Discrete model of the masonry arches
The solver algorithm was implemented according to the several phases. The incremental analysis of
the strengthened masonry barrel vault was assessed with a discrete model. The entire masonry
element is discretized into a finite number of elements. For each discretized element two control
sections can be fixed (each single element presents different orientations) as show in figure 5. The
discretization level depends on the accuracy of the calculation. The load pattern is discretized
according to the geometrical discretization. In this way, any shape of loads can be implemented.

i
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Horizontal load distribution

Horizontal load distribution

Vertical load pattern
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Maximum bending moment

Sd
y

Genereic control section
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Hinge activated
Hinge which can be activated

Strengthening system
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Fig. 5: Discrete model of a masonry arch.

The internal stresses can be easily assessed for each control section by using equilibrium equations.
In the framework of the incremental analysis the variable load pattern can be scaled by means of the
multiplier λ until to collapse. For ordinary masonry barrel vaults the vertical accelerations due to the
seismic load can be neglected.
The incremental analysis allows to estimate the ductility demand for a each step. The entire
displacement field can be assessed during the entire load history. In this way, the rotation demand ϕn
can be compared to the rotation capacity ϕnu only where the plastic hinge occurs. Critical is usually the
rotation capacity of the first plastic hinge that activates.
The goal is to assess the cord rotation for the element where the plastic hinge occurs. Figure 6 shows
the case when the plastic hinge occurs at the begin of the discrete element. Everything remains
unchanged and repeats when the plastic hinge occurs at the end of the element. The nodes n and n+1
will have some displacements along x and y direction.
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Fig. 6: Rotation of the plastic hinge estimation.

The rotation values can be assessed starting from the vertical and horizontal displacements. The
coordinates of nodes n and n+1 are xn, xn+1 and yn, yn+1, respectively, once an arbitrary reference
system is defined. The rotation demand can be assessed as follows:

where the displacements un,dir and un+1,dir must be considered with their signs. The subscript “dir”
identifies the horizontal or vertical directions (x and y respectively).
The rotation demand must be compared to the corresponding capacity. The maximum curvature value
remains the same as it is in the non-linear curve, χu. Conversely, first threshold can be assessed
according to the end of the first linear curve χy (i.e. ideal initial plasticity of figure 4).
The ratio between χu/χy provides the index of ductility capacity (i.e. curvature ductility) ηχ of the generic
cross section. The index of ductility capacity in rotation ηϕ can be evaluated as the ratio between ϕu/ϕy,
where ϕu represents the ultimate rotation achieved at collapse and ϕy= ϕ1a provides the rotation value
according to the first plastic hinge.
However, the rotation ductility ηϕ is generally higher than the corresponding curvature ductility ηχ [23].
Therefore, comparing the ductility demand index in rotation ηϕ with the ductility capacity index in
curvature ηχ, is on safe side. Conversely, the ductility capacity is estimated starting from the bending
moment-curvature diagram. The rotation demand must be assessed at each hinge formation and
compared with the corresponding capacity, as follows.
�,�
��,
≤ ���,�
where, the superscript refers to the plastic hinge that is monitored. If the previous condition is not
satisfied the analysis must be prematurely stopped. This must be linked to the exhaustion of the
ductility capacity of each plastic hinge.

5.

Conclusion

Present work discusses the ultimate behaviour of strengthened masonry barrel vaults. A numerical
model in the framework of the incremental analysis was proposed. The proposed model allows to
assess the structural behaviour of masonry barrel vaults with limited ductility. It is based on a discrete
approach. The failure surface of strengthened masonry was assessed starting from the bending
moment-curvature diagrams. Different ideal models were used for the masonry and for the
strengthening systems. The bending moment-curvature diagrams were bi-linearized to estimate the
ductility capacity of the plastic hinges. During the entire analysis, the model allows to compare the
ductility capacity with the associated demand. The comparison between ductility capacity and ductility
demand was performed according to a safe side criterion (the rotation ductility index is generally
higher than the curvature ductility index). The proposed model allows to assess the impact of several
parameters (masonry and strengthening system) on the ultimate behaviour of masonry barrel vaults.
For these structures the limited ductility can be crucial to actually assess their structural capacity.
Finally, the model represents a useful tool to assess the ultimate behaviour of curved masonry
elements strengthened with composites and where the collapse occurs for limited ductility.
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Abstract
Reinforced concrete is a construction material widespread in the 20th century. Its composition based
on a “stone matrix”, which include concrete and bars, defines a material with a strong compression
and tensile strength; its characteristics allow complex architectural forms. The mechanical resistance
and the durability are guaranteed by the respect of design rules, material confection and siting
operation, specified by several national and international regulations that define the limits of
technological and structural parameters. The ongoing research starts on the observation that often
substantial inconsistencies ensue between the design and the construction phase, due to a low
deepening of technological details in the design phase and to a lacking application of regulations as
well. This work aims to deepen the aspect connected with the determination of an appropriate
concrete cover and the spacing of bars in the design phase, considering the real interferences in the
execution phase. The research, developed on a case study, has promoted a wording of some rules for
the interferences reductions between bars in structural nodes and shall promote a methodology that
aims to realize the overlap of bars, solving critical issues by ensuring a proper structures durability.
Keywords: concrete, durability, bars, concrete cover.

1. Concrete: composition, parameters and Regulations
Without any doubts concrete cover is the material largely dispread in the XX century, because of its
high mechanical resistance, its really good physic characteristics and its architectonical freedom that it
guarantees.
The combination between iron bars and additives, that could be blend in the mixture, gives to the
conglomerate more tensile stress proprieties and more possibility to be used, at fresh state, in several
physical and environmental conditions. According to the “Norme Tecniche delle Costruzioni” (N.T.C.)
concrete characterization is substantially defined by:
Resistance Class – Consistence Class – Exposure Class – Durability
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Resistance class expose the cubic resistance characteristic value (Rck) and the cylindrical one (Fck)
after 28 days of maturation and it is valued by compression tests conducted on ruled cubic and
cylindrical specimens.
“Concrete consistency at fresh state means the compound attitudes to preserve its form” [1].The
regulation provides for different approaches for its classification: Vebè class, compliance class, slump
class and Abrams’ slump test. The last one is frequently used due to its versatility and ease of use in
yards. Five classes are identified in ascending order of fluidity: stiff (S1), plastic (S2), soft (S3), very
soft (S4) and fluid (S5), regulated by the concrete guidelines UNI-EN 206-1. S1 and S2 are almost
exclusively used in prefabrication, S3 class allowed to realize sloping concrete cast lowly reinforced,
S4 class allowed to execute vertical structures lowly reinforced and S5 class is widespread in yards
because of its attitude to be used for casts with a horizontal plan and strongly reinforced structures [2].
The exposure class, introduced by UNI 11104 [3] and UNI-EN 206-1[2] regulations, defines
constructive parameters values of concrete (Minimum cubic resistance class Rck- Maximum A/C ratio
- Minimum cement quantity – Minimum concrete cover value) according to risk factors to which the
concrete structure is subjected during its useful life, showing five classes: X0- no attack or corrosion
risk; XC - corrosion induced by carbonation; XD - reinforcement corrosion induced by chlorides
excepting chlorides which come from sea water; XS - corrosion induced by chlorides which come
from sea water; XF - freeze-thaw cycles attack, with or without icing salts; XA - chemical attack from
soil water and flowing water [3]. The exposure class introduces the durability concept, strictly
connected with the mixture design and the technological parameter definition.
Durability is “The structure attitude to withstand severe agents of different types, maintaining the
same mechanical and functional specifications” [4]; in reinforced concrete structures, durability is
strictly connected with concrete capacity to protect steel bars from corrosion phenomena due to
external agents (exogenous causes) and internal ones (endogenous causes) [5].
The awareness that correct design and placing of the materials affects on useful life of structures and
that durability is not strictly guaranteed by resistance class is defined by the “Norme Tecniche delle
Costruzioni 2018”, that in paragraph 2.2.4 quote:
“An appropriate durability level could be guaranteed designing buildings and its maintenance, in a way
that structure degradation, verified during its project nominal life, does not reduce construction
performances under the estimate value. This requirement could be satisfied through the adoption of
appropriate measures, established considering environmental and maintenance conditions on the
bases of each design peculiarity:
a) an appropriate material choice;
b) an appropriate structures dimensioning;
c) an appropriate constructive details choice […]
Environmental condition has to be identified in the design phase in a way to assess relevance with the
durability.”
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1.2 Regulations and Parameters
The correct elements realization is defined by voids lack and the complete bars confinement. For this
reason the compatibility between aggregates dimension and voids is essential and so, the D max value
enables the mixture to slide through minimum spaces between bars and formworks (concrete cover)
and between bars (spacing of bars); these conditions have to be verified in the mostly reinforced
sections and in laps. For this purpose, national and international Regulation fix minimum values for
technological parameters and dimensional ratio between: concrete cover, spacing of bars, laps,
median radius of formwork and maximum diameter.
Concrete Cover
“Concrete cover is the distance between the surface of the reinforcement closest to the nearest
concrete surface (including links and stirrups and surface reinforcement where relevant) and the
nearest concrete surface” [6].
Nominal concrete value used in projects is the sum of minimum concrete cover and a value for the
detours, that considers the execution uncertainties.
Cnom = Cmin + Cdev

(1)

The minimum cover is a quantity that provides a safe transmission of bond forces, the protection of
steel against corrosion (durability) and an adequate fire resistance. The Cmin value to use is the
greater for satisfying the following requirements:
Cmin = max {C min,b; C min,dur + ΔC dur,γ – ΔC dur,st – ΔC dur,add; 10 mm}

(2)

Where:
cmin,b : parameter aimed to guarantee grip between steel and concrete; differs according to bars
disposition;
cmin,dur : parameter aimed to guarantee durability; depends on structural class and exposure class;
Δcdur,γ: safety margin by National Appendix [7]. Recommended value is 0 mm, in absence of
additional requirements.
Δcdur,st:

minimum concrete cover reduction when stainless steel is used, dictated by National

Appendix [7]. Recommended value is 0 mm, in absence of additional requirements.
Δc

dur,add :

minimum concrete cover reduction when additional protection is used, dictated by National

Appendix [7]. Recommended value is 0 mm, in absence of additional requirements.
cdev : (allowance in design for deviation): in the calculation of the nominal cover is recommended a
minimum value of 10 mm [6].
Spacing of bars
In concrete structure, spacing of bars represents the distance between the external surface of bars. It
is a function of the diameter of longitudinal bars and at least has to be 20 mm. Spacing of bars
dimensional limits are defined in a not univocal way by National and International Regulations, as
shown in table 1.
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Laps
Laps are placed in compressed sections and dimensioned with the aim to assure the transmition of
the stresses between bars, through an appropriate lap length forecast [6].
“The laps should be staggered in areas of high moments or forces paying attention that the clear
distance between lapped bars should not be greater that 4 or 50 mm. Moreover it is important that
the longitudinal distance between two adjacent laps should not be less tan 0.3 times the lap length
and, lastly, that the clear distance between adjacent bars should not be less tan 2  or 20mm” [6,10].
Median radius of the formwork
The median radius of the formwork ( represents the ratio between the surface of the more reinforced
portion of the formwork without encumber of bars and the perimeter of the same portion in contact with
concrete casting. It is a significant parameter since that in the areas where it is observable a high
concentration of bars, should be paid attention to the selection of particle size to avoid the wall effect.
Indeed, according to DIN 1045, the ration between the maximum diameter and the median radius of
the formwork () should be more than 0.8 and less than 1 [9].

The maximum diameter for aggregates
UNI EN 12620 regulation establishes that the maximum diameter is the dimensional requirement that
represents the maximum nominal dimension for the aggregate in the mixture [11]. Dimensional limits
of the Maximum Diameter are defined in a not univocal way in National and International Regulations,
as is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Regulations Table

DIN 1045
i

i
i ( l )

i

NTC 2008-EC2

, dmax

0.8< d/
-

DM 1996
i

i
d max i
d max

( l )

i ( l )

i -5 mm
/ c

Dmax < ¼ s

d max i

i -5 mm
-

In order to verify the compliance with regulations, many design projects have been analysed followed
by many visits on yards; from these, a series of discrepancies between design and execution phases
has arisen, which can lead operators (carpenters), without taking into account constructive aspects, to
find the solution for the interferences that are being generated. Throughout the design phase, the
sizing of technological and dimensional parameters is carried out with respect to current sections,
while neglecting any issue that the thickening of structural nodes and laps could bring; wherever
design prescription determines a conflict or an interference of bars, which will lead to a substantial
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modification of the expected value for the concrete cover and spacing of bars, therefore compromising
a correct realization of the product.
In particular it has been noted that by using the same value for the concrete cover of all the structural
elements (beams and pillars), it’s inevitable to find interference conditions between bars thus leading
the carpenter to arbitrarily resolve them during the placing of the bars, using the deviation that the very
same bars that determine the modification of the characteristic section parameters – i.e. concrete
cover, spacing of bars and arm of the internal couple – thus affecting the durability or the resistance
values of the sections.
At the same time, the bars thickening that occurs near the nodes generates a reduction of the
minimum value for the concrete cover, compared to the design parameter estimated for the current
section. The modification of the concrete cover and spacing of bars values affects the design
estimations and especially affects the determination of the maximum diameter value that will then
become incongruous with the real spacing present. This condition has implications on the concrete
cast, which is not able to pass easily though the bars, thus generating a great number of voids,
especially near the nodes, that will bring repercussion on the local ductility, as well as on the
resistance and on the interaction with the steel.
Afterwards, the research moved towards the reviewing of the bars overlapping technique, in particular
between the ones positioned in the corners, which are pictured with a simplified notation during the
design phase. That’s because, this will certainly lead to a translation of the longitudinal bar axis and
consequently, to the loss of continuity of the brackets. Once again, the skills of the carpenter are
called to resolve the implicit incongruity of the design project, by shaping locally the bar along its
length, and thus restoring the axis and its bracket function.
Starting from the analysis of the projects and of the real conditions of the construction site, this study
generates some considerations, which allow to obtain a set of simple designing rules, in order to
restrict the carpenter free will and to favour the durability and structural safety, strictly linked to
technological features and of placing of the concrete (figure 1).

Figure 1. Interferences in yard
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2. New design rules
According to the consideration mentioned above, a meticulous study on building details is developed,
aiming to propose some design shrewdness that allows interference reductions and the correct
definition of design parameters [12].
2.1 Concrete cover
In structural elements design generally is used a unique concrete cover value, dictated by
Regulations; this eventuality lead to an unavoidable circumstance that bars in structural nodes are
posed in the same plan and so there are interferences. In particular in the beam converging case, bars
conflicts are upper and/or lower, due to the same concrete cover vertical value; otherwise in beampillar converging case, the conflicts due to the same concrete cover lateral value (figure 2).

Figure 2. Concrete Cover in Beam

Therefore the first observation concerned the necessity to define different values for vertical and
lateral concrete cover in beams.
2.1.1

Lateral Concrete Cover- Pillar-Beam node

Convergence in node, for vertical bars in pillars and horizontal bars in beams, shows the first conflict
case. The shaping in yard is usually done on beam bars, because of their higher deformability than
pillar ones; this defines a concrete cover reduction and brackets continuity loss.
Conflict resolution can be solved in the design phase increasing the lateral concrete cover value in
beams in order to allow the external passage of vertical pillar bars, that are confined in the node by
brackets (figure 3).

Figure 3. Bars Intersection in Structural Node
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The design choice preserves pillar concrete cover value, do not reduce the moment arm and,
consequently, the resistance moment of section.
Simultaneously lateral concrete cover increasing in beams does not affect on resistance
characteristics in sections and favours durability.
Therefore, concrete cover value in pillar is fixed (CP) according to the minimum Regulation and lateral
concrete cover value in beams (CLT) is obtained through:

CLT = CN + St.P + P-St.T
Where:
CLT = lateral concrete cover in beam;
CN = nominal concrete cover;
St.P = bracket diameter in pillar;
P =

maximum vertical bar diameter in pillar;

St.T = bracket diameter in beam.
If pillar and beam brackets have got the same diameter, there is a simplification that concern into:

CLT = CN + P
This simple rule application allows to avoid interferences between pillar and beam bars, keeping
unchanged resistance values of structural elements and vertical bar axis, thus, aimed to give brackets
continuity, either for pillars, either for beams in section strictly close to nodes.
2.1.1 Vertical Concrete Cover – Beam-Beam node
Bars converging in beam node defines several cases depending on sections typology and dimension.
In these case conflicts are always in upper bars and, only in case of same beams sections, in lower
bars too. Also in these cases the problem is solved in yards by carpenters that made arbitrary
shaping, allowing bars intersections. This operation determines concrete cover reduction and brackets
continuity loss with consequent effects on structure durability.
In order to define simple design rules aimed to solving interferences, several intersections were
investigated: [emerging beam – emerging beam] – [emerging beam – thick beam ] – [thick beam thick beam].
Emerging Beam – Emerging Beam Node
In case of intersection between emerging beams, conflicts are always verified for top bars, while in
bottom bars only when beams have the same section. In this case, a double conflict is recognised that
has to be solved in design phase, adopting two different sections for beams arranged in main two
directions.
With a minimum increase in height is possible to differentiate section, for measurability reasons in
yard, it has to be 5 cm, thus, define two beam classes is essential:
with a height of H2 ), like is shown in figure 4:
H2 = H1 + 5 cm
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( T1 with a height of H1 ) e ( T2

Simultaneously conflict in upper bars is solved increasing vertical concrete cover in beam 2 with a
dimension equal to:
CT2 sup = CN + St.T1 +

T1 Max -  St.T2

CT2 sup = upper concrete cover in beam 2;
CN

= concrete cover by Regulation;

St.T1

= brackets diameter in beam 1;

 St.T1

= brackets diameter in beam 2;

T1 Max = maximum bar diameter in beam 1;

Figure 4. Emerging Beams

If beams brackets have got the same diameter, there is a simplification that concern into:
CT2 sup = CN + T1 Max
Emerging Beam – Thick Beam Node
In this case, the difference between beams heights defines interferences in top bars (figure 5).
Therefore, considering that thick beam height is bonded to floor height, solution is located in involving
highest vertical concrete cover in emerging beam, according to:
CT.Em = CN +  St.Tsp +

T.sp -  St.T.Em

Where:
CT.Em

= concrete cover in emerging beam;

CN

= concrete cover by Regulation;

 St.Tsp = bracket diameter in thick beam;
T.sp

= maximum bars diameter in thick beam;

 St.T.Em = bracket diameter in emerging beam.
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Figure 5. Emerging- Thick Beams

If beams brackets have got the same diameter, there is a simplification that concern into:
CT.Em = CN + T.sp
Thick beam- thick beam node
In the following case, beams sections are bounded by floor height and interferences are verified in
both bars (upper and lower) (figure 6). In order to preserve structural performances, acting on both
beams is essential: increasing in the first one the upper concrete cover and in the second one the
lower concrete cover in a way to preserve the distance between bars. In such a way both beams
shows the same resistance arm and technological parameters shall be guaranteed.
Upper and lower concrete cover in beam 1 and 2 is determined in this way:
CT 1= CN +

st.2 + 2 -st1

Ct 2= CN +

st.1 + 1 - st.2

Where:
CT = beam concrete cover;
CN = concrete cover by Regulation;

st = bracket diameter in beam;
 = maximum bar diameter in beam.

Figure 6. Thick Beams

If beams brackets have got the same diameter, there is a simplification that concern into:
CT 1= CN

+ 2 Max

Ct 2= CN

+ 1 Max
9
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3.

Conclusions

The ongoing research, keeping inspiration by real casts conditions that are usual in yard and that may
give rise to drastic reductions of durability and resistance characteristics, due to inaccurate forecasts
of minimum dimensions (concrete cover and spacing of bars) that define the main technological
concrete parameters (with particular focus on maximum diameter), proposes to define some practical
rules in design that solves interferences and guide to a coherent execution according to the project.
In the specific case, interferences between bars in structural elements converging in nodes have been
analysed. The solution of this problem is often neglected in design phase, thus carpenters have to
solve conflicts arbitrarily, modifying, subconsciously, resistance and durability parameters values,
envisaged in design phase. The analysis conducted shows a suitable choice of concrete cover,
differentiate by structural elements classes, that lead to a simple solution for analysed interferences
and allows confirming design assumptions in executive phase and reaffirming resistance and durability
values.
In conclusion, it is possible to observe that legislative evolution, not always coherent, and the growing
commercial need in space-saving for structural elements in building sector, lead to the realization of
organism that hides an internal vulnerability, due to the concrete difficulty to pass into reinforcement
cage and the consequential formation of voids, concentrated into nodes. Otherwise, nodes should be
elements with more ductility and resistance.
This research aims to deepen some constructive details design and to extend the investigation to
create new materials that are able to comply with efficiency at effective conditions that materialise in
executive phase.
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Abstract
The paper aims to investigate which strategies and actions could be put in place in order to involve the
inhabitants in the preservation and maintenance of their traditional architecture. The case study is
Tunja - the capital city of Boyacá Department in Colombia, where the preservation and conservation of
vernacular heritage is in great danger: the demolition of original construction systems (adobe or tapia
pisada masonries, slabs, roofs called “par y nudillo”), the removal of traditional components
(carpentry, floors, upholstery), as well as the integration of the structures with inconsistent temporary
elements are a common practice, here and in other Colombian cities.
In order not only to address experts in the field, but also to involve inhabitants in raising awareness
and capacities, the so-called "cartillas" - well-spread means in South America –are identified as an
excellent support.
The cartilla here proposed is conceived like a guide to help people of Tunja identifying and
acknowledging their traditional heritage, and to raise awareness of adequate prevention and
maintenance of the city historic buildings. The manual is divided into three parts; the first describes the
main features related to the architectural heritage; the second analyses the main causes of decay that
endanger the local architecture.; lastly, the final section aims at finding possible solutions and actions
to be taken to protect the heritage.
Keywords: heritage, earthen architecture, preservation, maintenance, manual

1. Introduction
Traditional architecture, built with local resources - materials, techniques and abilities -, represents the
most authentic cultural attitude of a community and its relationship to nature and scenery,
spontaneous expression of basic needs of land occupation and planned response of space
organization.
Different forms of settlement refer to this architecture, starting from the rural habitat, of crucial
importance for the humanisation and organisation of territory, to the city, clear representation of a
community’s life and of the optimization of resources and social relationships.
The analysis of relations between natural resources, social forms and productive organization, gives
us an opportunity to reflect on the specific characters of the concept of “sustainability”.
The earthen architectural heritage fully represents a sustainable system [17]. It covers a wide
geographical area with different expression and languages [16]: from the well-known ksar in Morocco
or in Egypt [9], to the less known places in which the economy, determined by the widespread
availability of raw material, has ruled the development of such construction technique.
Different kind of people and cultures have attached several values to the earthen architecture, over
the years [7]. Therefore, its conservation has to pay attention both to tangibles and intangibles
aspects, for social considerations (it is a useful, rational and available resource in meeting the
functional public and private necessities); cultural reasons (thanks to the technical development and
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the mastery of the technique, there is an established operative knowledge good for the future);
environmental considerations (it is an indefinitely recyclable material, consistent with the criteria of
sustainability, cost saving, energy efficiency and with production cycles, environmentally friendly).
In operational terms, traditionally the use of such material and technology does not need mediators in
specialised or constructive areas. The earthen architecture represents one of the oldest expression of
self-build, as well as a family and collective experience of social value.
Today, the architecture made of earth is under enormous strain and profound changes, running the
risk of loss of its own character. The continuous environmental degradation is not caused by natural
and climatic factors, but by the indiscriminate pressure on local resources: the models of existence,
production and the consumption patterns lead to the native resource depletion, causing the
destruction of natural heritage and the interruption of appropriate knowledge and skills to the future
generations [10].
In rural areas, many villages are depopulating due to the lack of alternative of development, others are
changing under the pressure of property and tourist speculation, in total absence of planning. This
trend is disrupting the original balance between Man and Nature, converting the rural landscape to a
landscape without activities, where the vernacular architecture loses its own sense and function.
In the same way, in urbanised areas, the fracture of traditional world and the tendency of cultural
homogenisation, caused by globalisation, are decreasing importance of awareness in terms of identity
and knowledge of minor architectural heritage, considered as symbol of poverty, whose values and
attributes differ from the common concept of modernity [10].
International institutions like UNESCO and ICOMOS are committed in public awareness and direct
measures in the struggle for the protection of constructed traditional heritages. International
recommendations, came out of International Conferences about earth building (e.g. SOSTierra,
REStapia, Versus), show the development of interest in its exploitation and, at the same time, need to
improve the level of competence through the scientific research, the training of specialists, the wording
of guidelines for the conservation, the exchange of experiences, as well as the active involvement of
local population about structural issues, in order to facilitate process of appropriation of places,
rediscovering of values and correct conservation practices [8].
The topic that the paper intends to address, by applying a case study in Tunja, in Colombia, concerns
the design methods and tools – specifically a cartilla de mantenimento – aimed at raising awareness
and involving inhabitants with regard to their architectural heritage, with a view to holding phenomena
of abandonment or inappropriate maintenance.

2. The context: the city of Tunja, Boyacá Department, Colombia

2.1 The city of Tunja
Tunja, capital of Boyacá Department, 130 kilometres away from the north of Bogotá, is a city of
foundation dating from 1539, when the conquistador Gonzalo Suárez Rendón settled on the lands and
capital of the chibcha’s chief, Zaque Hunsa. In 1610 the reporters described it as follows: “Tunja es
una ciudad en el Nuevo Reino de Granada, mediterránea, apartada del mar doscientas leguas poco
más o menos; llamóse así porcue tomó el nombre dal cacique principal que vivía en este districto
cuando los españoles entraron. Tambíen la provincia que ahora tiene el nombre de esta ciudad y se
llama la provincia de la ciudad de Tunja (...)” [14].
Tunja is the city of Muisca’s fences, of the colonial era’s nobility, the cradle of liberty during the
Independence and a student city since the nineteenth century.
With its altitude of 2.775 m.s.l.m, Tunja is the highest capital of Colombia and therefore one of the
coldest. It’s located on the eastern mountain range, on the Altiplano Cundiboyacense, surrounded by
hills on west and east side, however unprotected and flat on south and north; its position allows winds,
which cross it, to make a mild and periodically very cold climate. Moreover, it is placed inside a system
of natural drainage channels, called Càrcavas, necessary for water supply in ancient times, which
have conditioned and limited urban growth in the only north-south direction.
The spread of spanish Encomienda system and some orders given by the Real Corona, in July 1573,
called “Nuevas Ordenanzas De Descubrimientos, Población Y Pacificación Delas Indias”, had
produced a certain type of private and public architecture and of expansion of the colonial city.
Even from 1523, the Ordenanzas of Charles I had forced the colonizers to use cuadriculas in order to
organize the urban fabric, by imposing: “y cuando hagan la planta del lugar, repártanlo por sus plazas,
calles y solares a cordel y regla, comenzando desde la plaza mayor, y sacando desde ella calles (…)”
[11].
Therefore, in 1539, Tunja had to be similar to the other colonial urban centres: the urban fabric was
composed of an orthogonal grid made up of manzanas of 100 x 100 side meters. Each manzana was
divided into different properties: some of them were private, with residential function, others belonged
to temporal power and became the great public buildings and, at last, others were owned by religious
class. About the latter, the Ordenanzas established that “l’edificio religioso deve essere (…) isolato
dalle altre costruzioni di sua pertinenza (…). Affacciati sulla piazza dovranno trovare posto tutti gli altri
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edifici civili, quali le case reali, la casa del Consiglio, il Cabildo, la Dogana, ma essi non dovranno
recare fastidio all’edificio religioso” [3].
Depending on the wealth and importance of the family, the private house could occupy different
dimensions of the manzana: from a very small area assigned to modest families associated with
commercial activities, "casa baja" or "de un piso", up to a solar corresponding to the fourth part of the
block, "casa alta" or "de dos pisos", belonging to noble families [5].
2.2 The vernacular architecture of Tunja
In Colombia and Latin America, the first buildings after the conquest were born spontaneously; new
inhabitants from Spain needed to ensure adequate protection in the new and unknown territories.
Therefore, they built simple enclosures with stakes to fortify, wooden fences and huts to defend from
bad weather and possible indigenous retaliation, only later they constructed some foundations of
stone and walls of tapia pisada. In earlier periods, the Spaniards constructed rudimentary shelters and
buildings with techniques similar to those used by the indigenous population.
The first permanent Spanish architectures done by the Creoles, can easily be found up to this time in
Tunja, one of the few lucky cities spared from natural disasters such as earthquakes, corsairs or
indigenous attacks, popular revolts. The Colombian architect Corradine Alberto highlighted that “(...)
queda así sólo un ejemplo válido de importancia y del cual ha sido posible allegar alguna
documentación por parte de historiadores serios, ese es el caso de Tunja” [5].
Retracing the stages of birth and development of Tunja, giving greater importance to the period
between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries as the most important ages for the development of the
urban fabric and old town, these recurring characters can be identified: the court type and its
consequent distribution schemes, the traditional construction techniques of raw earth masonry and of
par y nudillo roofs, different styles and ornaments, which almost always include the use of balcony on
the façade or on the central patio.
2.3 Problems related to the conservation of earthen architectural heritage in Tunja
The POT_Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial Tunja Boyacá 2001 - 2009 - Dimensión urbanistica, with
reference to the fabric of the urban city centre, has recently drawn up a list of problems affecting
historical buildings, still present today: social ignorance about respect and knowledge of the assets;
gradual destruction of buildings by the owners themselves in order to get some funds for the
construction of more fruitful shopping centres or parking areas; lack of resources for the conservation
of the buildings; vandalism and graffiti on the basements and walls of the façades (fig. 1);
concentration of commercial activities in the old town, that deteriorate the original urban structure;
voluntary departure of the inhabitants; churches and buildings of high patrimonial value with important
museum resources (paintings, sculptures, furniture...) without signposting that can orient the tourist or
security measures which can guarantee protection. The lack of awareness of inhabitants with regard
to the value of their architectural heritage, is a widespread problem, not only local, compounded by the
fact that the team of professionals, architects and engineers have received an academic education
mainly focused on contemporary architecture, so they can hardly affect the conservation of traditional
heritage [2].
In Tunja, the practice of demolishing historic buildings during the weekend, when there cannot be any
adequate administrative control, is frequent; after having demolished the building, the residuals are
totally removed, waiting for the inspection of authorities the following day. The roof and the wood of
openings carpentry are withdrawn, in order to leave the adobe or tapia pisada walls vulnerable to
weather conditions, like sun and rain, and to wait for their slow destruction (fig. 1); then the sad
communication “la casa se cayó” [2], the house collapse, is submitted to the jurisdiction, pretending it
happened because of its extreme state of decay.
In other cases, owing to the long lead times involved in the building interventions, temporary protective
systems, propping or pit-propping of walls or roofs, are used to prevent decay; they are necessary, but
also a factor of further visual and structural degradation when are left on the spot for too many years.
Another problem, as serious as widespread, concerns the heterogeneity of materials and construction
techniques, inconsistent with earth material peculiarities. Insertion of elements made of reinforced
concrete, steel, asbestos-cement or drywall on colonial buildings, can produce visual amenity and, on
several occasions, structural degradation.
A further negative decay phenomenon relates to the buildings facades of the old town. The law about
conservation of historic areas in Colombia prohibits the use of plastic, neon or flashy signs, or even
the utilization of acrylic paint and aluminium on the facades of historic roads. Nevertheless, it would
suffice to look at the second floor of the municipal building of Tunja, to establish that, from 1885 to
1887, the city mayor violated the law installing large glazed areas with aluminium directly on Plaza de
Bolívar [2].
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3. Institutional and regulatory framework for the conservation of minor architectural
heritage in Colombia and in Tunja
The legislation described below refers to the so-called "minor" architecture, better defined by the
architect and engineer Gustavo Giovannoni like that “(..) minuta congeria delle case (che) ha valore
spesso maggiore dei grandi monumenti” [12]. The values of common buildings are usually associated
with the concept of monumental architecture, in the name of which, under the pretext of enhancing
and isolating it, the historical centres have always been destroyed.
3.1 The existing legislation of Tunja: POT and PEMP
Tunja is one of the "Sectores Históricos" considered by the BIC legislation. On the 30th of November
1959, the Law 163, with the Article 4 “declara monumento nacional los sectores antiguos de Tunja,
Cartagena, Mompox, Popayán, Guaduas, Santa Martha”.
Written between 2001 and 2009, the POT_Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial Tunja Boyacá, and
especially the chapter 4 Patrimonio historico cultural urbano, highlights, with reference to the casco
histórico or, better yet, to the sector antiguo that “ha sido la parte central del último plan de desarrollo,
1986, y durante la última década ha causado un polémica sorda, con una opinión ciudadana que
rechaza la conservación” [2].
The inventory sheets drawn up by the Universidad Nacional, Facultad de Artes, directed by the Arch.
Alberto Corradine from 1972 to 1973 [2], show that, already at that time, more than 60% of the
buildings belonging to minor earthen heritage of the old town, have suffered changes or demolitions
due to the strong deterioration. Moreover, in the historic centre, 43% of the 83 manzanas was affected
by visual contamination on the facades caused by cables, advertising and commercial signs. Today
the percentages remain virtually unchanged or even increased.
Indeed, this POT has mainly defined the overall problems in Tunja in relation to the conservation of
the heritage and almost never proposed any solutions. In order to manage this absence, the POT of
2008-2011, has drawn up a list of some benefits that can be devolved to current and future owners of
buildings that belong to the historical heritage in raw earth. One of these, the Article 49 of the Law 388
of 1997, defines a form of compensation for all owners “de terrenos e inmuebles determinados en este
Plan (…) o en los instrumentos que los desarrollen como de conservación histórica, arquitectónica o
ambiental (che) deberán ser compensados por esta carga derivada del ordenamiento, mediante la
aplicación de compensaciones económicas, transferencias de derechos de construcción y desarrollo,
beneficios y estímulos tributarios u otros sistemas que se reglamenten.” [1]. In this way, maintenance
and intervention are better encouraged on those buildings filled of historical and cultural values, which
are otherwise abandoned to themselves.
Another implementation tool for the heritage law, that has been formulated from 2005 to 2015, is the
PEMP of Tunja, that proposes less concrete answers to these problems. The approval of the Plan
Especial de Manejo y Protección del Centro Histórico de Tunja, takes place with the Resolución
Number 0428 of March 2012.
This legislation tries to give a general proposal relating to the development and preservation of the old
town, by identifying other aspects of its current state. It addresses the theme of its double character: of
urban centre, where are concentrated institutional functions, trade and services, and of foundation
centre, the place of its cultural identity. The PEMP shows how a significant part of the heritage has
been completely lost and how other parts of it have undergone tremendous changes, with reference
both to the architectural heritage and the loss of historical knowledge, the sense of belonging to the
traditions and habits.
1

2

Fig. 1: View of a building façade of the old town affected by structural and visual deterioration (ph.: Elena Zanet)
Fig. 2: Three students of the Escuela Taller de Boyacá applying pañete on a wall of the patio. (ph.: Elena Zanet)
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The PEMP of Tunja suggests various solutions to be implemented in the future and an integral urban
proposal. Regarding the minor architecture of the old town, it includes: the rehabilitation of buildings
and reconstruction of facades as well as immediate interventions on architectural heritage in
dangerous state; the increase in residential activities and in supply of houses in historic centre,
improving the habitability of existing buildings; the conversion of Tunja as an attractive tourist hub, at
national and regional level, taking advantage of its central position through the road between Bogotá
and Villa de Leyva and other tourist destinations [18].
In general, it can be said that unfortunately none of the proposed projects has been applied, even
though citizens are certainly getting worried about the situation of them city.
3.2 Actors actively involved in the conservation of heritage
Among those actors that actually work according to the recovery and awareness of citizenship, stands
the Fundación Escuela Taller de Boyacá, that is part of the National program "Taller de Colombia
Herramientas de Paz" [20], required by the Ministerio de Cultura de Colombia through the work of
Dirección de Patrimonio. The Escuelas network program involves young Colombians people, between
the ages of 18 and 25, in the learning of traditional jobs linked to cultural heritage, in spaces of
inclusion and coexistence where equity and respect for diversity prevail.
Colombia currently has eight Escuelas, spread in some of the main cities: Barichara, Bogotá,
Cartagena, Mompox, Popayán, Salamis, Tunja and Buenaventura.
The Claustro Santa Clara la Real, headquarter of the Tunja school, is located inside a typical
construction of colonial architecture recognized as a building of national cultural interest (BIC). Indeed,
it fully expresses, through its spaces, the redemption of traditional heritage.
This school supports citizens in vulnerable situations, people with scarce economic resources, young
people upset by armed conflicts or victims of violence, even women householder, educating them as
technicians, through many practical exercise in accordance with the "aprender haciendo" process, that
is simply learning by doing.
Currently, the Escuela is taking care of the restoration of the Claustro of Santa Clara la Real; it is
interesting observe that the students who aspire to become technicians for the recovery of
architectural heritage and carpenters are making their practical contribution to the maintenance and
repair of the building itself. Some of the tasks that they are attending are: application of the pañete
(fig. 2), repair of cracks and construction of the carpentry of doors and windows. The students are
also involved in the realization of some of the earth building techniques most used in the area of
Tunja, like walls of adobe, tapia pisada e bahareque, BTC (bloque de tierra comprimido). During the
courses they are sensitised to use these techniques and to knowledge the history of earth buildings in
order to better understand their colonial legacy.
Thanks to this work environment, Tunja’s citizens are progressively approaching to the knowledge of
the heritage and to the importance of its conservation, maintenance and enhancement.

4. The Casa del Balcón as an iconic case of physical and anthropic degradation
In order to make the earthen architectural heritage of the Colombian city more understandable, an
emblematic colonial building of the old town has been investigated through field work. The building,
located on the north-west side of Plaza de Bolívar, at the corner of Calle 20 and Carrera 10, is known
by everybody in Tunja due to its important position in the urban fabric and the architectural, historic
and symbolic values that represents.
3
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Fig. 3: Plan de las Parroquias de la Ciudad de Tunja, 1623. Conserved in the Palacio Arzobispal of Tunja
(source: Martínez Rubiano & Bautista Estupiñán, 2003)
Fig. 4: View of Plaza de Bolívar and of the urban fabric, from the Town all (ph.: Elena Zanet)
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4.1 The Casa del Balcón and its transformations over time
The building was originally a private house and, even though it has changed in commercial intended
use and it has been radically transformed over the last years, it continues to maintain such a major
role that adds value to overall of the city centre. The Casa del Balcón, in fact, is classified as “Bien de
Interés Cultural del ámbito Nacional” of 1 level of conservation according to the PEMP of Tunja.
Being a construction located in a relevant place like the main square, it would probably be a two-story
structure and it would form part of a group of houses, which was mentioned by the historian Germán
Colmenares: “Hacia 1610, Tunja había (…): 313 moradas cubiertas de teja y paja, de las cuales 88
eran de dos pisos, 163 de uno solo y 62 cubiertas de paja (...)” [4].
Under the writings, it can be said that the building already existed from the colonial era.
The Plan de las Parroquias de la Ciudad (fig. 3), illustrates how its position on the main square,
provides continuity and homogeneity to the urban fabric of damero (fig. 4). The study of historical
record suggests a building with a central patio and in particular Corradine Mora defines it such as:
“Casa alta de tapia y techo de teja, (...)” [6].
The building is currently in a so terrible deteriorating state to put at risk the total deprivation of its
values. The causes of its state of decline are various; the most serious of them are the lack of
maintenance of the roof, deficiency caused by its division in several properties and the simultaneous
absence of an adequate management plan of co-ownership. Indeed, the latter should ensure
coordinate operations both in interventions of functional adaptation and in periodical preservation
actions of the parts forming the entire structure. Furthermore, the continued presence of moisture on
masonries and wooden elements of the roof is another reason of decay, direct consequence of the
lack of human maintenance. In light of this, during the period spent in Tunja, many actions, like
technical studies, reports and general projects, were carried out to accelerate the operations for the
conservation and the required temporary health and safety works of the building.
Regarding the spaces, the central patio of Casa del Balcón, that was once a two-level courtyard, has
been covered on the ground floor after its privatisation. It is virtually impossible to recover it for its
original function and to recreate its character as linchpin and as connection point between the groundfloor rooms, because of the disagreement among owners and traders. Indeed, the ground level
spaces have all become commercial premises and so accessible only from the outside calle, without
any link between them; this kind of situation is common since the XVIII century, while from the middle
of the past century it can be seen, in colonial old towns, the proliferation of “usos comerciales en
planta baja y deterioro del nivel residencial (…) bastante generalizado” [11].
Fortunately, while the layout of ground-floor rooms makes the interpretation of original house
conformation and paths too difficult, the first-floor makes it possible. The central and lateral patios, the
colonnades around them, the wooden roof, the earthen masonries and the galleries in the north and
east side of the patio are, in fact, all present and visible on the first level.
For all those reasons, especially for the absence of sensitivity and consciousness toward this BIC
building, the majority owners have requested the rehabilitation project only for the first-floor where
there are the roof and the long balcony on Plaza de Bolívar (fig. 5), two of the most critical and
emblematic elements of the property, recognising its impracticability for the ground-floor.
Overcoming the difficulties and the efforts required to make the different owners aware, the Colombian
Ministry of Cultural Heritage, with its headquarters in Bogotá, have received all the reports that support
the rehabilitation project of the building.
4.2 Conditions and causes of deterioration
The reasons for the state of decay of the Casa del Balcón are both physical and anthropogenic, for
absence of maintenance or inadequate design and execution of new elements, inconsistent with the
existents structure.
According to the analysis locally done, the causes of erroneous interventions in this house, and in
others similar, are essentially the incomprehension and the insignificant application of the advanced
studies in earthen structures. Despite the buildings made in tapia pisada, adobe and bahareque
masonries typically have a strong efficacy and response to the natural phenomena, like earthquake for
example, in most Colombian centres persist the belief that they have a bad structural behaviour.
The reason for the deterioration of the building, in fact, is only its bad conservation status.
Anthropogenic factors and specifically a series of inadequate interventions with incoherent materials,
therefore, have compromised the Casa del Balcón integrity. Thus, some of the incorrect operations
made on the building structure in the last fifty years are described below: replacement of most of the
roofing slate made of original tiles with eternit foils (fig. 6); presence of steel trusses and support
pillars and beams made of reinforced concrete, to support the slab used as a coverage of the patio;
drywall with metal or wooden frames used to cover the original earthen masonries, the openings or
used as false ceiling; pañete, in other words plaster, with cement, instead of the traditional and natural
sandy soil and vegetable fibre, for the binder and also acrylic, vinyl and artificial coating, both actions
which drastically increase the permeability and reduce the breathability of the earthen structure.
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Figs. 5, 6: Two views of Casa del Balcón from Plaza de Bolívar and from a gallery of the patio (ph.: Elena Zanet)

From a cultural and historic point of view, the interventions which more distort the original features of
the building, undermining its values, are: the closure of central patio on the ground level and the full
coverage, with scaffolding and permanent structure (fig. 5), of the traditional roof and eastern balcony.
The physical deterioration is, instead, caused by the presence of water and lack of maintenance.
The expression “Buenas botas y buen sombrero”, that is generally used in Colombia and throughout
Latin America, expresses the necessary proper functioning of foundations (botas) and roof (sombrero)
in an architectural frame. Many of the degradations described below are actually the result of a terrible
construction and conservation state of such fundamental components.
In the process, thought must be given to the soil, good construction material that still deteriorate
rapidly when it is in contact with water [13] [19]. The Casa del Balcón have especially been damaged
by humidity from above, because of the collapse of the roof, which lets the rainwater pass through the
tapia pisada masonry; this humidity leads to other phenomena such as efflorescence, pulverization,
structural cracks or superficial micro-fissures, surface run-off. Secondly, the water has caused
putrefaction, cracking, bending and xylophagous attack on the wooden par e nudillo roof.
In addition, the façade shows, on the masonry and base, dark spots, swellings, presence of vegetation
increased by the absence of adequate protection of the coverage and lack of maintenance.
Causes and effects of such deteriorations can be found in other earthen buildings of the old town.

5. The Cartilla de Mantenimiento
Cartillas are tools commonly used in Colombia and more generally in South America. The aim of the
cartillas is primarily to sensitise citizens to the recognition of minor architecture, an essential condition
in order to contribute to the preservation of historical constructions.
The manual herewith illustrated has been realised in the framework of a research study and fieldwork
during the development of a MSc degree thesis (Elena Zanet).
The manual aims to illustrate the distinction between colonial-era buildings, with their symbolic and
aesthetic historical values, and buildings or architectural components of modernity, which are actually
the main cause of degradation of the minor architectural heritage. Hence, another purpose of the
Tunja’s cartilla is the encouragement for the maintenance actions of vernacular constructions.
5.1 The working method and target
The method chosen for this manual assumes intention to immediately approach people of Tunja,
experts or not experts in the construction field, who have to deal every day with buildings of the
historical hearth of the city. Considering for whom the manual is intended, a simple language has been
adopted, composed largely by illustrations and drawings, accompanied by short captions that allow an
easy, quick and little weighted reading without long textual descriptions.
The applied methodology has led to the division of the cartilla into three sections [15], which constitute
three different but related units, diversified by colours, to make their comprehension more immediate.
The first part proposes to identify the characteristics of the minor architectural heritage of Tunja from
the general to the specific, namely from the urban structure up to the elements that distinguish the
patio building type in the past and today. In the second part, the main causes that endanger the
colonial buildings of the old town are described; the main reasons of their strong deterioration con be
seen in water effects, combined with minimal human maintenance on the structure. In the last part, the
manual recommends some periodical recovery and repair operations of the decays, specifying when
the intervention can be done by a common citizen and when the action of a specialist is required.
Each section also divides the contents with a same logic. Heritage, deteriorations and interventions
are described according to the constructive elements that compose them, such as vertical or
horizontal closures and openings. This division allows, in fact, a light reading of the contents and a
simple link between the three fields of investigation.
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The cartilla has been drafted getting ideas, both for the contents and especially for the structure,
following various templates of handbooks currently used in Colombia and Italy: “Bienes Immuebles,
cartilla de mantenimiento” by Mejía Arango, “La terra cruda dei Campidani, del Cixerri e del Sarrabus”
by Sanna, A. Atzeni, C., & Musso, “Traité de construction en terre”. However, with regard to
illustrations, drawn by the author, some Italian manuals of the 1990s have been consulted: “Manuale
del recupero di Città di Castello: le tavole degli elementi costruttivi dell’edilizia storica” and “Manuale
del Recupero del Comune di Roma”.
Furthermore, the study of the Casa del Balcón, the knowledge of Tunja and the opinions picked up
from some of its citizens have been necessary in order to develop the working method.
5.2 The development of the cartilla
The contents raised in the manual are mentioned below.
The first chapter (fig. 7) is divided into two units. The first one concerns the architectural heritage of
the old town of Tunja, which is described according to its transformations in different historical periods.
The epoch that better identifies the architecture of this city is certainly the one included between the
XVII and XVIII centuries, when the “colonial” patio and balconies on the façades were constructed.
The second section describes the Casa del Balcón as an exemplary case, among many built in Tunja
during the colonial era, actually abandoned in a high state of decay, and highlights its ancient values
and contemporary modifications.
The second chapter (fig. 8), also divided into other two sections, shows the effects and causes of the
most visible decays in the buildings of earthen minor heritage of Tunja.
First of all, the manual describes the deteriorations related to the presence of water, which can be
summarized as follows: incorrect installation, design or construction of the entire structure or parts of
it, which cause a consequent infiltration of water inside the frame, through vertical and horizontal
closures; low resistance to water and humidity of the earth construction techniques, such as tapia
pidasa and adobe, which constitute a large part of the BIC fixed heritage of Tunja.
Secondly, the cartilla outlines the principal degradations related to the bad human behaviour in the
process of construction and maintenance, occurring when the man uses inadequate raw materials (as
soil, sand, wood, lime, stone) with original flaws; or when, during the construction on the spot, he
realizes constructive systems (as the traditional earth masonry of tapia pisada, adobe or bahareque)
without using the building good practices; or even when he increases the state of abandonment of the
building don’t caring about maintenance tasks and, on the contrary, he distorts the original frame by
adding structural and finishing elements that are inconsistent with the existent; finally when he directly
commits acts of vandalism on the surfaces.
The third and last chapter (fig. 9) proposes the maintenance and repair works of earthen
architectures, considering all the building components to which they relate; this kind of description
contributes thus to facilitate comparison of recurrent deteriorations with actions that can, on a case-bycase basis, prevent, reduce or delate them.
Furthermore, this section identifies the stakeholders: who between citizens and specialists in the field
can do or fail to do a specific intervention, giving greater weight, with particular indications and
drawings, only to the operations which can be done by the community. It is also specified the
seriousness for each deterioration, its gestation period and final appearance. This chapter clarifies, in
order to avoid any misunderstanding, the distinction between the terms preservation, maintenance
and repair, as well as the frequency with which it is necessary to act on the architectural heritage.
Finally, the cartilla proposes a section in which are summarised the periodical necessary interventions
and the harmful practices that shouldn’t be done to preserve earthen architectural heritage of the
historic city of Tunja; the citizen, thereby, can synthesize and apply the content of the entire manual.
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Figs. 7, 8, 9,10: Some illustrations of the cartilla, by way of example (pic: Elena Zanet)

6. Conclusions
Considering the totality of the sites [21], in 2011 over 10% of the World Heritage properties incorporate
earthen structures; while at the same time about 25 % of the heritage inscribed on the World Heritage
List in Danger are made of earth. The World Heritage Programme on Earthen Architecture (WHEAP)
aims at improving the state of conservation and management of earthen architecture sites worldwide.
It is now internationally accepted the significance both of awareness-raising or training strategies and
of involvement of inhabitants, all activities associated with practices of conservation, maintenance and
development of the heritage, and in particular of what is called “minor heritage”, in which the delicate
balance between preservation and use determinates the quality of interventions on the existent.
The cartilla, as has been designed and developed, aims to increase the consciousness of the
population towards the values of heritage and memory inherent in the traditional architecture.
The manual here proposed is based on an already established practice in Colombia and in many other
countries of Latin America, and it introduces – using a new approach – more effective communication
tools, essential for a better understanding of the citizen. And actually, the cartillas that are currently
widespread in Colombia are not always easy to understand or read by not qualified people, due to the
presence of a few pictures and too much, text as well as too general descriptions.
On the contrary, the use of this intuitive manual, both as a tool for raising awareness and as a guide to
avoid the interventions which can undermine the stability and proper functioning of the buildings,
would have a significant impact on the conservation of the minor architectural heritage.
Therefore, the drafting of this manual aims to directly involve the inhabitants of Tunja – thanks to the
engagement of the Fundación Escuela Taller de Boyacá – in the protection of heritage, by giving them
the necessary tools to better reed every sign of deterioration and its respective maintenance works.
Such involvement of people could encourage and persuade others to follow suit; over the long term,
also the city could benefit from this attitude. Moreover, in the medium term, the cartilla – being a pilot –
could be used as a guide for the realization and implementation of other manuals.
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“The jacket had marvelous intricate patterns and images drawn from
Norwegian folktales, but since they were done in dim browns and purples,
colors without much chromatic contrast, they were almost invisible to normal
eyes. Britt, however, responding to luminances only, could see them quite
clearly. ‘It is my special, secret art,’ she says. ‘You have to be totally
colorblind to see it.’”
O. Sacks, The Island of the Colorblind. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1996. pp.
44-45.

Abstract
Over the centuries our gaze incessantly fell upon fine under-paintings which, imitating architectural
elements and classical and vegetal decorations, have favoured the illusion of depth and space in a built
space. Mastering sophisticated techniques of rendering created “areas” of color perceived as real,
erasing the traditional boundaries between what is real and what appears to our senses, and raising
interest in an illusory three-dimensionality enclosed in a two-dimensional material reality. The two
suggested examples, the first regarding an ecclesiastical context and representing a religious message
aimed at “educating” the faithful through the depiction of well-known martyrdom episodes, the second
regarding a private context in which emerges a clear impression of splendour in an attempt to ennoble
the austere front of a Palladian Villa, have a common denominator: they both increase the physical
space creating an illusory one in which the narration conveys ethical, moral and religious messages. In
both cases the perspective restitution applied to the high-resolution orthophoto, the first obtained
through a traditional photographic approach, the second through an accurate photography survey
(Agisoft software) allowed a reconstruction of the finctae et pictae architectures. Their virtual clones
pointed out visible and partly-non-visible spaces, verifying their accuracy of execution, their technical
and geometrical complexity and their visual and fruitive strategies.
Keywords: perspective restitution, 3d modeling, descriptive geometry, graphic analyses.

1.

Introduction

Over the centuries, it is with amazement, admiration and sometimes a sense of loss that our gaze
incessantly fell upon fine under-paintings which accurately and skilfully imitated not only valuable
architectural elements, elaborate Classical decorations and noble materials, but also complex nature
glimpses and suggestive landscape views. The many subjects represented, fluctuating through urban
prototypes of ideal cities, architectural artifacts of the Classical order and minute and detailed still-lives,
showed a particular emphasis on the idea of mimesis, aimed at reconfiguring a new perceptual space.
This colour deception has not only favoured the illusion of depth and space of the interior living space
but also, conversely, breaking through the brickworks of vaults and outstanding ceilings, has revealed
new images, full of daring glimpses, projected on the external landscape.
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The mastery of refined painting skills and a realistic use of colour have deceived and still deceive the
eyes of the viewer, raising interest in an illusory three-dimensionality enclosed in a two-dimensional
material reality in which the attempt of invading the individual perceptual space is evident. The illusory
depth achieved through several architectural elements painted with perspective and through a skilful
use of shading makes the artwork extremely credible and dynamic by altering the monochromatic
appearance of simple plaster coatings. Even though these 'areas' of colour are not physically real they
are perceived as such, since the artist so effectively aims at erasing the traditional boundaries between
what is real and what appears to our senses. The visual credibility relies on principles of optics and
perceptual psychology with regard to, first of all, the figurative techniques needed to achieve eye
'deception' (perspective, chiaroscuro, colours, shading); second of all with regard to the perceptual basis
in connection with environmental conditions. It is through these elements that the ideal optical illusion
for the viewer is achieved.
The majority of paintings have a single, specific observation point corresponding to the punctum
optimum on which Albertian perspective is based, thus implicitly accepting the limit of losing visual
consistency as soon as the eye, unmovable and motionless within its space, gains freedom of
movement.
In other instances, projective geometry analyses showed alternative possibilities of fruition by pointing
out multiple projection points corresponding to visual resting places which create a diverse scenario with
a local perspective reference point and perceptual paths strategically orchestrated in order to recreate
a more credible space over a longer period of time.
1.2
Discussion
Two particularly striking examples of illusory space where colour offers to the eye architectural
compositions and the viewer is able to read a narration are the frescoes inside Ovetari Chapel of the
Church of the Eremitani (mid-15th century) and the ones on the front of Villa Soranzo on the Riviera del
Brenta (residences built between the 15th and 18th centuries) in Padua. Certainly, the two works of art
are very different in terms of subject, dimensions, support and fruition. The first example regards an
ecclesiastical context and represents a strong religious message aimed at “educating” the faithful
through the depiction of well-known martyrdom episodes. The second one instead regards a private
context in which emerges a clear impression of splendour in an attempt to ennoble the severe front of
the villa through scenic representation.
In 1448 Andrea Mantegna (1431-1506) starts to decorate Ovetari Chapel (second half of 14th century)
together with Antonio Vivarini (ca. 1418-1480), Giovanni d’Alemagna (ca. 1411-1450) and Nicolò Pizolo
(ca. 1421-1453) in Padua, a city where many other important painters such as Paolo Uccello (13971475), Filippo Lippi (1406-1469), Andrea del Castagno (ca. 1421-1457) and Donatello (1386-1466) had
the opportunity to work. It was Andrea Mantegna who painted the entire series of the Stories of St.
James and part of the Stories of St. Christopher, both destroyed – except for a few scenes moved for
a restoration – after an aerial bombardment during the Second World War.

Fig. 1: A. Mantegna, Martyrdom of St. Christopher and Transportation of Saint Christopher Beheaded Body, Ovetari
Chapel, Padua.
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The scenes of the Martyrdom of St. Christopher and the Transportation of Saint Christopher Beheaded
Body (fig. 1) are inserted in a Renaissance context aimed at reshaping the urban space through a search
for unity and formal and dimensional balance in which each building is harmoniously integrated in the
composition and planning of the new, ideal city of the 16th century. The artist, even taking into
consideration existing architectural artifacts which in some instances can be traced back to buildings
present on the territory, creates a rigorous picture of a well-planned city controlled in all its specific
elements by perspective technique, which is essential to visually entice the viewer's gaze. It is on this
modern urban scenery where the viewer can find the characters-actors whose physicality and inclusion
within the structure make the narration seem real. Figures in motion and purposeful gazes integrate into
a welcoming environment and make St. Christopher's suffering experience credible. The space,
respecting the strict rules of perspective, leaves behind its real two-dimensionality to increase, even if
illusorily, the depth in which the faithful is encouraged to 'enter'. Even if just for a few seconds, the
tactile surface increases and the painted area becomes the space of perception, our individual space.
The spatial metamorphosis found in a religious context inside an ecclesiastical building and mastered
with the use of colour and perspective technique is very similar to another type of spatial metamorphoses
found on the external surfaces of buildings in secular contexts. In most cases the discoloration is justified
in order to ennoble and enrich severe and monochromatic fronts.
A little-known example remarkable for technique and dimensions can be found in a Venetian villa which
is part of a group of sumptuous residences built between the 15th and the 18th centuries on a strip of
land bathed by the waters of the Naviglio del Brenta and called Riviera del Brenta, an ancient trade
route which connected the Venetian Lagoon to Padua. The abovementioned sober and well-balanced
residences usually hold inside them the most refined and precious pictorial contributions, concealing
the splendour and the daring painting techniques to the external audience.

Fig. 2: External view of Villa Soranzo, Fiesso d’Artico (Venice).

Villa Soranzo, also called “la Soranza” (fig. 2) – located on the left bank of the river Brenta in the town
of Fiesso d’Artico (in the province of Venice) – surely seemed to be more 'humble' than other nearby
residences. The quadrature on its front are attributed to Benedetto Caliari (1538-1598), brother of
Veronese, even though they meet the fundamental theoretical requirements of the Palladian style
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(marked symmetry, tripartite layout, string-course mouldings and Classical window frames...). Thus, the
owners' decision of enriching the front with parietal paintings, monochromatic on the first and third level
and with bright hues on the piano nobile, gave the villa more splendour and made it immediately
distinguishable for its triumphant nature. In figure 3 the proportional correspondence among different
architectural elements, highlighted with red and orange marks, compares the original aspect of the front
(to the left) without any painting and covered in mere layers of plaster and the successive one (to the
right) characterised by a sumptuous, painted architectural and decorative structure.

Fig. 3: Graphic analyses of the front of the villa: geometrical analysis on the left, redesign of the painted
decorative structure on the right. Digital processing by Gabriella Liva.

The 16th century frescoes, visible both from the road and the canal, complete the 'full spaces' of the
front with rhythmic and elegant architectural and pictorial elements. These elements are created through
an illusory three-dimensionality constructed by a number of painted architectural elements in
perspective and by a mindful use of shading. Bright hues, now partly faded by time, made the artwork
convincing and dynamic. Its mythological characters, framed by Ionic and Corinthian architectural
orders, were and still are a source of iconographic messages of family tradition. It is not only the strategic
location of the villa, but also the pictorial composition (presence of colonnade halls and openings
towards domestic spaces) and the persistence of the red colour which suggest that the front might be a
skene, a typical theatrical scenario attributable to "parade fronts" described by Vitruvius — ‘[The
ancients] made such a progress as to represent the forms of buildings, and of columns, and projecting
and overhanging pediments...' Vitruvius, De Architectura. VII, 5.2. — which are still visible in ancient
patrician Domus in Pompeii. Monumental arches, latticework and Classical orders are part of a typical
language of the theatrical and scenic tradition aimed at re-enacting credible scenarios in which actors
played their part. Even in this case study, colour, with all its persuasive power, causes a suspension of
the sense of credibility through a perceptual wall-breaking in which the ratio between internal and
external space changes. Real and ideal life, virtually breaking the limit of the wall, chase each other
through a scenic space in ancient Hellenistic and Roman style, in perfect symbiosis with a Renaissance
and Classic context thanks to the timeless presence of allegorical figures deliberately placed at the edge
of the proscenium, with some body parts within the 'ancient world' and some others caught in an attempt
to cross the wall/border between the two eras. The element of theatre, usually found inside the inner
rooms, is exhibited on the outside by staging a visual spectacle made true and uniform in all its parts by
the pictorial strategy of perspective.
The modus operandi adopted for the analysis, study and representation of the examined painted areas
provided for three different stages of work: physical data acquisition, projective geometry analysis and
data processing. Both the frescoes have been observed with photographic devices: owing to the more
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contained dimensions of the frescoes of Ovetari Chapel, it was possible to approach the study and the
analysis of the subject-matter with just a few photographs required to get a parallel view of the fresco.
In the case of Villa Soranzo, an accurate survey has been performed through 'passive' optical sensors
(image-based) which, thanks to a precise mathematical and geometric formulation, turned the data
contained in photographic images into three-dimensional metric coordinates capable of generating
spatial models with exquisite fidelity for both points and areas. The Russian software Agisoft PhotoScan
Pro handled approximately 400 photographs (full-frame digital camera - Nikon D800e) in order to get a
high-resolution orthophoto on which to start studying and analysing the front with particular emphasis
on the four wall-parts painted in perspective. Once the calibration of the system (camera and lens) has
been set up, the software proceeds with the recognition of the homologue points of the various
photographs with computer vision algorithms.
Thereafter the perspective restitution based on the homology method and set in a CAD environment
has allowed to proceed with the geometric genesis of the shapes and the modelling of the painted area,
thus obtaining maps and elevations, essential elements for a 3D model (figg. 4-5). Taken into
consideration possible errors due to the lack of pigments — now consumed — in the case of Ovetari
Chapel and due to inaccuracies of the fresco painter owing to the usage of multiple preparatory sketches
composed together at different points in time in the case of Villa Soranzo, the digital clone has been
instrumental to better understand the dimensional aspects of the painted areas and the differences and
similarities with the surrounding environment, as well as to verify the correctness of the technique used
and to detect a possible position for the optimal point of view for observing the paintings (figg. 6-7-8).

Fig. 4 – Graphic analyses of the fresco of Ovetari Chapel: perspective restitution from which to obtain the
orthogonal projections of the various buildings. Digital processing by Gabriella Liva.
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Fig. 5 – Graphic analyses of the orthophoto of Villa Soranzo: the main lines of the perspective restitution are
marked in red. Digital processing by Gabriella Liva.
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Fig. 6 – Modelling of the digital clone of the painted architectures of the fresco of Ovetari Chapel. Digital
processing by Gabriella Liva.
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Fig. 7 – Modelling of the digital clone of the painted architectures in the right half of the front of Villa Soranzo.
Display mode: wireframe and shade. Digital processing by Gabriella Liva.

Fig. 8 – Possible position of the frescoes point of view. Overlapping of the digital clone (shade mode) of the painted
areas on the redesign of the front of Villa Soranzo. Digital processing by Gabriella Liva.
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1.3
Conclusion
In both these examples the colours, laid on a flat surface, 'break' through the walls to create an inhabited
'place', though virtual, in which the viewer can find not only a narration, but also ethical, moral and
religious messages. A skilful use of colours, precise painting techniques and detailed visual and fruitive
strategies in both religious and secular contexts and in public and private environments increase the
physical space that appears in front of the viewer's eyes and create an illusory space suspended
between reality and perception in which the mere protective casing which encloses domestic and
religious spaces becomes a container of human and godlike actions. Biblical events, kept and protected
inside ecclesiastical buildings, widen the gaze towards a new city prototype while illusorily moving the
viewer from a closed space to an open one. Conversely, on the front, theatrical scenes move the viewer
from the outside in, directing the gaze from the outside world to the depiction of household rooms. The
common denominator is the representation of space: within its suggestive metamorphosis, space
dilates, it stretches towards the outside, sometimes materially with overhangs, mouldings, specific threedimensional elements, increasingly approaching the space of the viewer to the extent that it simulates
a continuity between the real dimension and a virtual, painted three-dimensionality. In the context of
such optical experiments it is correct to talk about the first attempts of augmented reality in which the
visitor ‘enters’ an alternate world, evading the limits of the real space and taking part in the life performed
on the front. The front thus becomes a screen for performing or, as alleged by Giuliana Bruno in her
recent book Surface: Matters of aesthetics, materiality, and media, a surface which can contain depth
connected to ‘sediment of experience and past and signs of accrual and transformation of time’. The
materiality of the surface comes to life through colour and becomes a place of contact which brings
together different time dimensions by allowing a ‘movement’ of both the viewer’s space and that of the
scene observed. Even if for a few seconds, in front of the geometrical consistency and consistency of
representation of daring architectural perspectives and trompe-l’oeil, the viewer lets go of his or her
bodily, material state and allows himself or herself to be guided by the perceptual experience towards
an alternate place where sight takes precedence over the other senses. Thus, colour encourages
thought by turning the action of seeing into a deep cognitive and scientific action. In addition to
exceptional perspective depictions, anamorphoses and large quadrature depicting both solemn
historical and religious events and shallow and apparently frivolous episodes, it is possible to
acknowledge a great technical and pictorial knowledge inevitably belonging to the ‘science of art’.
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Abstract
The protection and structural retrofitting of architectural heritage are fundamental issues for both modern
architects and structural engineers and require a great combined effort of different skills. Historical
constructions accumulate damage during their lifetime due to materials deterioration, repeated loads
and exceptional events. In this sense, it is important not only to evaluate the safety of these structures
under traditional loads, but also their structural response to propagation of damage.
Thinking about robustness, indented as the capacity of a structure not to be too sensitive to local
damage, whatever the source of damage, in the present paper a methodology able to increase the
robustness of historical structures is proposed. The paper aims at evaluating the contribute of an
additional strength (i.e., overstrength) in the retrofit of key structural members and in the development
of several collapse resisting mechanisms of the whole construction.
The procedure proposed in the presented paper suggests a strategy that is suitable for monitoring an
historical construction, considering the effects of overstrength in damage propagation.
Keywords: Overstrength, damage propagation, robustness, structural monitoring.

1.

Introduction

Restoration and conservation of the architectural heritage have an important role in the modern era and
are complex topics in continuous developing. Nowadays, these topics have different types of approach,
including the conservative restoration and the requirement of technical criteria, often related to heavy
interventions. In many case, the restoration approach gives particular attention at the degradation and
at the recovery of the historical materials. At the same time, technicians who aim providing adequate
resistance to the structure according to the current standards, deals with the problem in a too mechanic
way, often with too invasive methods and especially looking at the structural behaviour [1].
An important feature for conservation and restoration of architectural heritage is the multidisciplinary
approach. The investigation of historical structures requires an interdisciplinarity approach that goes
beyond standard technical considerations, indeed historical research can discover phenomena involving
structural behaviour while historical questions may be answered by considering structural behaviour [1].
Therefore, it is of fundamental importance to establish a high-competence investigation team, able to
incorporates a range of adequate skills for a complete preliminary study of the structure and for the
definition of interventions.
A program of interventions for conservation and restoration of architectural heritage should be based on
both qualitative methods, based on documentation and observation of the degradation of materials and
structural damage, and quantitative methods based on experimental and analytic techniques, that
consider the effect of the various phenomena on the structural behaviour [2].
The knowledge of the history of a structure is important for a complete comprehension of the structure
itself. However, in historical building is difficult to know the structural and material transformations that
developed during the centuries. Then, there is the necessity of refining analysis and interpretation
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techniques of buildings by means of the accuracy of historical research, of the damage evaluation and
of structural problems.
At the actual stage the geometrical, structural and damaged survey of the building are evaluated. The
main objectives of this stage are the identifications of the structural elements, the evaluation of the
presence and intensity of deterioration in function of different types of materials, the evaluation of
structural damage in progress.
In addition, it is important to discover how the environmental may be damaging a structure, since this
can be aggravated by poor original design, the use of unsuitable materials, inadequate maintenance.
In this type of analysis can be adopted different means for evaluating the global and local behaviour of
the structure at present. Non-destructive tests should be preferred to those that involve alterations to a
structure. As said, continuous deterioration plays one of the most relevant hazards for historical
constructions [3].
In recent years, a strategy for evaluating such progressive damage is represented by the installation of
smart monitoring system [3]. In this approach various issues can occur.
In the present study, a strategy for the restoration of an historical structure is illustrated. This strategy
focuses on the behaviour of the key structural elements of an historical building. These elements are
endowed with a certain additional strength, i.e. overstrength, that can be employed to enhance the
capacity of the whole structure in order to withstand a damage scenario and avoid damage propagation.
The overstrength has an important role in the retrofit of structural members and in the development of
several collapse resisting mechanism of the whole structure. Furthermore, the strategy is suitable for a
restoration-oriented approach, involving specific solutions in terms of redundancy, local resistance and
the mechanical properties of the structural members [4].
In the second part of this paper, the influence of the overstrength on the propagation of damage and the
ways the forces are transferred is theoretically reported. At the end, this strategy is related to a
monitoring approach of historical buildings.

2.

The structural scheme and damage evolution

The structural behaviour depends on the characteristics of the materials, the dimensions of the structure,
the connections between different elements, the soil conditions, etc.
The real behaviour of a structure is usually too complex to fully model, so it is usually represented with
a simplified structural scheme, i.e. an idealization of it that shows, to the required degree of precision,
how it resists the various actions. Thereby, the structural scheme shows how the building transforms
actions into stresses and ensures stability.
A structure may be represented by different schemes with different complexity and degrees of
approximation to reality. The structural scheme adopted has to take into account any alterations as a
result of damage, such as cracks, disconnections, crushing, leanings, etc., whose effect may
significantly influence the structural behaviour [1].
In recent years, considerable research has been carried out in the field of the behaviour of structures in
the presence of damage scenario. Consider that a structure is robust if the consequences of structural
failure should not be disproportional to the effect causing the failure. Different strategies have been
proposed to enhance the robustness of structures [5].
A strategy consists in guaranteeing the continuity and integrity of structures, indeed, these features can
provide alternative for a load to be transferred from a point of application to a point of resistance.
However, if potential alternative load paths are not provided with adequate strength to effectively
withstand and transfer the additional loads occurring after an initial damage, then a collapse propagation
is possibly not prevented but, rather, promoted [5].
In a previous work of the authors of this paper, a methodology capable of increasing the robustness of
structure has been proposed [4]. In this method the role of additional strength, i.e. overstrength, has
been highlighted in the robust design or retrofit of structures. From this viewpoint, providing an
overstrength to certain structural members of a structure in the design or the restoration stage can
enhance the capacity of the whole structure to withstand a damage scenario.
The concept of overstrength in a robust design can be adopted in two main ways. The first is to increase
the strength of the unperturbed system and can thus be adopted to reduce direct damage due to
accidental events (i.e., local strengthening).
Secondly, the overstrength guarantees the formation of alternate load paths and, thus, the capability of
the structure to redistribute the loading due to local damage among the remaining structural
components.
2.2 The role of overstrength
The broad use of the term “strength” is often considered as a synonym of the term “robust”, but in many
fields of science and engineering their meanings are well distinct. Consider a generic system that be
able to sustain a generic action load, which can be mechanical load, energy, etc. The strength of the
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system is the maximum load that can be sustained. On the contrary, robustness is the ability to preserve
functionality in extreme scenarios.
A system preserving adequate strength in presence of perturbations due to extreme events is robust
toward these events. According to Masoero [6] robustness is therefore related to the strength �� of the
system subjected to the generic �-th perturbation
�� = �0 ��,� = �0

(1)

��,�

where �0 is the strength of the unperturbed system, while ��,� and ��,� are the residual strength and the
strength loss fractions associated with the �-th perturbation, respectively.
Therefore, robustness can be improved either increasing �0 in Eq. (1) or minimising the strength loss by
optimising the system.
In structural engineering practice, the term “strength” is adopted to express the resistance of a structure,
or a particular member.
Figure 1 gives a conceptual representation of the behaviour of a structure and the different levels that
should be considered when evaluating member safety, system safety and system redundancy. For
example, the solid line labelled “intact system” may represent the applied load versus maximum vertical
displacement of a substructure system of an historical building [7]. In this case, the load is incremented
to study the behaviour of an “intact system” that was not previously subjected to any damaging load or
event.
If the structure has sustained major damage due to the brittle failure of one or more of its members, its
behaviour is represented by the curve labelled “damaged system”.
A damaged structure may be a structure that is subjected to damage such as degradation of materials.
Other damage scenarios may include the failure of a member due to fatigue fracture or if some extreme
event led to shearing off the member.
The overstrength of a section considers all possible factors that may contribute to strength exceeding
the nominal value. These include steel strength greater than the specified yield strength, additional
strength of steel due to strain hardening at large deformations, concrete or masonry strength at a given
age of the structures higher than specified, strength enhancement of the concrete due to its confinement
and strain rate effects [8]. The overstrength may be obtained by increasing the required strength by a
factor, i.e., overstrength factor [4].

Load Factor

LFu
LFf

Intact system

LF1
LFd
Damaged

First member
failure

Ultimate
capacity of
damaged
system

Loss of
functionality

Ultimate
capacity of
intact system

Fig. 1: Representation of typical behaviour of building systems.
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Response

As stated above, the concept of overstrength in a robust-oriented approach and in the restoration of
structures can be adopted to increase the strength of the unperturbed system and can thus be adopted
to reduce direct damage due to damage events (i.e., local strengthening).
Furthermore, the overstrength guarantees the formation of alternate load paths and, thus, the capability
of the structure to redistribute the loads among the remaining structural components. The outcome is a
better understanding of the collapse behaviour of a structure and the different resistance mechanisms
associated with each structure, together with structural measures that have the aim of improving
collapse resistance.
The authors of this paper have yielded new considerations regarding the role of overstrength in the
design or retrofit of key structural members of a building and in the development of several collapse
resisting mechanisms of the whole structure [4].
As an example, the performance of a building in the initial design and after the application of certain
overstrength (i.e., overstrength design) is compared.
The comparison is performed in terms of force-displacement reaction curve (Figure 2). In particular, the
vertical displacements of a control point are evaluated as much as the damage evolves on the
structures. The vertical displacement (i.e. unloading displacement) can be plotted in function of the load
applied in the building. This feature can explain the capability of a structure to redistribute the loads.
Consider a typical situation, the curves in the two designs are depicted in Figure. In conformity with the
reaction curves depicted in Figure 3, an overstrength indicator can be evaluated as:
Ω=

−

(2)

The proposed index, Eq. (2), is a local measure of overstrength for a given damage amount and is a
dimensionless factor varying in the range [0,1].
The index has a value Ω = if the overstrength makes the structure robust. On the contrary, Ω =
states that structure does not have sufficient overstrength to avoid collapse and damage propagation.
This index can be useful also if a parametric analysis is performed.
As an example, assume a frame-equivalent scheme the controlling parameter can be represented by a
shape factor �, that is � = �/ℎ; where, ℎ is the length of the columns and � is the distance between
columns. Consider the value of � ranging from 0.033 to 4. In other words, saying that ℎ is kept constant
at 3 m, � � = . m and � �� =
m. In this parametric analysis, the monitored quantity is the
overstrength index Ω.
In Figure 3, the overstrength indicator of the framed-equivalent structure (i.e., Ω) is plotted as function
of �. As can be seen, as the distance between the columns increases, the frame tends to have
overstrength index equal to 0 (i.e., collapse situation). This tendency highlights the fact that the
additional overstrength of the key members is not able to guarantee the efficient redistribution of the
loads in the resisting part of structure. As illustrated, as the distance between the columns reduces, i.e.,
� → , the overstrength index is always equal to 1.

Fig. 2: Reaction curves in the case of initial and overstrength designs.
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Fig. 3: Typical reaction curves for initial and overstrength design.

Fig. 4: Overstrength index as function of the � ratio.

This parametric analysis is reported as an example, however it indicates how the geometric
configuration and the connectedness of the system influence the effect of a restoration. Therefore, the
strategy proposed in this work is to subject the structure to other sort of additional overstrength in order
to activate other load paths in the structure and highlight all the possible damages.

3.

Structural monitoring for damage evolution

In the past few decades, numerous historic structures have suddenly lost their structural integrity
resulting in partial collapse; some of the more notable examples include the Civic Tower of Pavia, Italy;
Cathedral of Noto, Italy [7]; the bell tower of the St. Willibrodus Church in Meldert, Belgium;
“Maagdentoren” in Zichem, Belgium [7]. These and other incidents have increased the relevance and
awareness of safeguarding culturally significant structures through periodic evaluation and
assessments. This is currently accomplished using localized techniques (such as endoscopes,
thermographs, ultrasonic, acoustics, radiographs) that are limited in effectiveness when the vicinity of
damage is unknown or inaccessible. In this light, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has the potential
to be a fully automated, long-term diagnostic approach for use in the continuous monitoring of structural
behaviour [9].
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Structural observation over a period of time may be necessary, not only to acquire useful information
when progressive phenomena is suspected, but also during a procedure of structural restoration. During
the latter, the behaviour is monitored at each stage and the acquired data used to provide the basis for
any further action.
There are a large number of historical buildings currently in service that have been built adopting old
construction techniques. These structures experience the degrading effects of aging and accumulated
damage over their lifetime. If the structural integrity of these buildings is not proactively maintained,
these may be subjected to sudden loss of integrity without warnings [9].
In particular, SHM techniques based on global vibration measurements are particularly advantageous
when structural problems occur internally, making visual identification of impending loss of integrity
difficult. Through early diagnosis, sudden collapse of the structure can be avoided and, thus, the costs
of reconstruction can be reduced significantly in addition to the life-safety of the occupants [10].
The basic concept of the vibration monitoring of a structure is that the dynamic response of a structure
is dependent upon physical properties such as mass, stiffness and damping. If the structural state of a
building changes, then these properties will change, which in turn modifies the vibration response [9,10].
The underlying observation is that changes in vibration response, as measure through in situ
measurements, can be related to the structural state of a building.
The vibrations tests are typically accomplished by exciting a structure and capturing the response of the
system over time. These time history responses are adopted to estimate the vibration parameters of the
structure i.e. the natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping ratios are obtained by applying various
signal processing techniques. However, the application of this technology to structures presents some
issues.
A fundamental obstacle to the successful application of SHM in existing structures is lack of guidance
in making suitable decision about two major aspects. From one side, the selection of suitable damage
indicator for diagnosis of degradation of structures, such as peak response, amplitude, natural
frequencies, mode shapes [9]. In the other side, there is the placement of sensors in optimum locations
so that vibration response is sensitive to damage [11].
As stated in the previous section, because of the redundancy in the structural schemes and the role of
overstrength for developing alternate load paths, could be some issue for a direct evaluation of the
health of the structure.
The propagation of damage in structures is a function of the distribution of stiffness and the position and
magnitude of the external loads. In structures with high redundancy, such as structures with high degree
of static indeterminacy, the whole building behaviour is determined by the contribution of all the elements
belonging to the scheme [12,13].
In a system identification methodology, the information about the condition of the system is provided by
the measured data. The sensor configuration should be selected such that the resulting measured data
are most informative about the condition of the structure or, equivalently, the uncertainty in the
parameter estimates is the least possible [11].
The location optimization of sensors is a crucial problem in a structural monitoring system. In this
optimization process, the role of alternate load-path has to be considered. This feature is directly related
to the restoration procedures and the additional overstrength considered in the structure.
Diagnosis and safety evaluation of the structure are two consecutive and related stages on the basis of
which the effective need for an extent of treatment measures are determined. If these stages are
performed incorrectly, the resulting decisions will be arbitrary: poor judgement may result in either
conservative measures or inadequate safety levels.

4.

Conclusions

According to the findings shown in previous sections, the following conclusions can be shown.
The role of overstrength in restoration of historical buildings is highlighted. This strategy adopts specific
solutions in terms of local resistance, develop of alternate load-paths and mechanical properties of the
structural members.
The overstrength permits to put into evidence the capability of structures to redistribute the overloads
as a consequence of a damage scenario [14]. The response of the system is governed by the
propagation of damage, the capacity to redistribute of loads.
The evaluation of the safety and restoration of the building should be based on approaches that take
into account the effect of the damage phenomena and the retrofit on structural behaviour.
This fact is important in structural monitoring and the strategy to subject the structure to additional
strength, i.e. overstrength, is a suitable solution to overpass this issue.
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Abstract
While Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have been extensively used in the field of
conservation and restoration of Heritage, they can be also applied to support learning by relevant
stakeholders.
ICTs offer extensive opportunities to provide multimedia data and to promote both expert-to-learner as
well as peer-to-peer knowledge and experience sharing. Additionally, they offer extensive flexibility in
terms of space and time of fruition, so as to care for various needs and contexts.
In recent years, a particular form of ICTs-supported training has emerged, namely that of MOOCs –
Massive Open Online Courses. They combine Open Educational Resources, hence freely available
online, with a course structure. Moreover, they can provide several interaction opportunities as well as
a certificate of participation.
While several studies have covered the emergence of MOOCs and related practices (e.g.: the role of
short videos in learning), few research has tackled the Tourism and Heritage field.
In this paper, the case of a recent MOOC on “Tourism Management at UNESCO World Heritage
Sites” is presented and discussed. In particular, a profile of participants is provided, with a specific
focus on their educational background, professional experience, and reasons to learn.
Keywords: MOOC, eLearning, Tourism, Heritage

1.

Introduction

Tourism is an industry where continuous education is needed. With one of the highest levels of skill
shortages and staff turnover [1], training personnel becomes an important and recurring issue [2]. To
work in destination management, and to do so efficiently, an updated set of skills is vital: both tourism
trends and tourist’s demands and preferences change fast. Furthermore, the industry is made up not
only of large, but mainly of medium, small and micro enterprises, a complex mix which presents
challenges in coordinating each of them, or all together, as each has different operating dynamics. In
the case of large tourism enterprises – take for instance hotel chains, airlines, or car rentals – they
often have branches all over the globe, which makes it difficult and costly to reach an alignment in
strategy and skills’ set. With respect to travel agents, they need regular training on how to sell
destinations, and for this goal they have, first, to know about such destinations [3,4]. Hence, training
constitutes a critical success factor for the tourism industry, and is thus crucial and central for it [5].
It is in this context that ICTs can make a difference. Digital technologies can be exploited to solve
issues of accessibility, time and cost, this way allowing flexibility in learning and training so as to
match specific work conditions [6]. eLearning is “the use of new multimedia technologies and the
Internet to improve the quality of learning by facilitating access to resources and services as well as
remote exchanges and collaboration” [7]. Different terminologies have been used to refer to the same
type of activities, such as: web-based learning, computer-based learning, virtual classrooms, distance
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learning/education. A wide number of companies has adopted eLearning in the last twenty years, to
improve learning outcomes and reach, as well as to save traveling and other costs.
Among the many types of online courses, so-called MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) stand
out as a particular kind of educational phenomenon. The term was coined in 2008 to describe a
specific model of open online courses developed by Canadian academics Stephen Downes and
George Siemens, which they based around a distributed peer-learning model. MOOCs are online
learning environments providing open access for an unlimited number of participants to different
learning resources, such as video lessons, ad-hoc written texts, quizzes and discussion forums [8].
MOOCs are among the so-called open education resources (OER), which encourage academics and
institutions to make educational resources available to all, for learners and educators to reuse,
repurpose and remix [9]: as a matter of fact, anyone in the world with Internet access can register for a
MOOC, for free, without meeting any admission requirements such as course prerequisites or prior
education [10].
Since MOOCs were first launched, a total of 9’400 courses have been announced as of 2017 [11].
There have been different courses centered around tourism or heritage, however, no complete list of
them exists. Some studies, such as [12], identified at least 30 tourism MOOCs (only 0.3% of the total
number of announced MOOCs). In an article by the Europeana Foundation, the approximated number
of heritage MOOCs is calculated as 400, but their identification is generic at best: these courses were
listed as dealing with arts, humanities or cultural heritage, and without any mention of the purpose
pursued [13].
In this paper, the case of the MOOC “Tourism Management at UNESCO World Heritage Sites” [14] is
presented and serves as the basis in order to outline the learners’ profile of a course about tourism in
heritage places. The MOOC was developed by the UNESCO UNITWIN Network “Culture, Tourism,
Development”, led by Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne (Paris, France), and it is the result of a one year
collaboration of 21 professors and researchers from eleven institutions of nine different countries. The
MOOC was launched on January 15, 2018 and, as the name suggests, enables learners to gain
knowledge about different aspects of Tourism Management at UNESCO World Heritage Sites, from
UNESCO’s principles and doctrines to Communication Technologies, Economy, Management and
Planning. The course is developed for and geared towards policy makers, site managers, students,
and people active in the tourism industry.
Before presenting the case at stake, some of the main issues, which have been so far investigated
about MOOCs, are briefly outlined.

2.

Studies on Massive Open Online Courses

The following sections present a brief overview on the studies devoted to MOOCs in general, and on
those in the area of Tourism and Hospitality in particular, as well as on the literature on MOOCs’
design principles.
2.1 Studies on MOOCs
MOOCs are a fairly new phenomenon. As their popularity grows, studies are being conducted to
investigate various aspects of this learning method.
Most research has focused on the learners’ perspective: studies on learner motivation and selfdirected learning, for instance, state that the control of learning is now more and more in the hands of
the learners [15], while specific types of motivations, such as gaining knowledge and skill, seem to be
prevalent in learners of any kind of MOOC [16]. Furthermore, it is also important to have a clear idea
of the participants of these courses, as learning analytics draw and rely on user-generated data, by
creating participant profiles. In doing so, learner styles and motivations become clear, and help
highlight engagement, which, according to [16], is a “promising MOOC measure”.
Other studies have tried to close the gap in existing MOOC literature by focusing on the instructors’
experience, which follows the three stages of the innovation-decision process: decision,
implementation, confirmation. In [17], semi-structured interviews found out about the instructors’ own
motivations and drivers to create and develop a MOOC, as well as more detailed data about the
creation and development process they adopted.
Another focus can be identified by exploring MOOC research trends: knowing the most used research
methods, themes, and models, as well as theories, concepts, and frameworks allows for studies that
are targeted at the gaps in the MOOC research literature [18].
2.2 MOOCs’ design principles
According to [19], five principles should be taken into consideration while designing a MOOC, in order
to differentiate it from other typologies of online courses. First, keeping content meaningful and on
point (by avoiding large flows of ideas) in spite of the characteristic massive feature of the course and
the platform. Second, the engagement of the enrolled students: this is a challenge partly related to and
caused by the size of the online courses, which precludes the instructors from having individual
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contact with each individual student, as well as influence their will to finish what they started. However,
with the help of social engagement, of networked interaction of forums and chat rooms, this can be
accomplished. Third, the measurement of the student’s progress and the course’s effectiveness.
MOOCs’ online characteristics enable an assessment of the course’s efficacy, which is useful for both
students, who can see their own improvement, and instructors, who can improve their materials when
and where needed. Accessibility is another fundamental aspect of MOOCs: the education level of the
students who enroll may vary from none or basic (at the level of higher education) to PhD. The same
can happen for the extent to which they are familiar with the topic they want to explore. Last but not
least, scalability: it refers to the ability of MOOCs to grow rapidly in size without making significant
changes to the existing structure.

3.

Objectives

The advantages, challenges and opportunities, as well as relevance, of MOOCs for tourism and
hospitality education have been acknowledged only recently; among them, the fact that the Internet in
general, and eLearning in particular, offer great flexibility in specific work conditions within the sector
[8].
Based on the importance of eLearning in an information intensive domain such as tourism, as well as
on the absence of other courses/MOOCs about tourism in heritage places, the purpose of this study is
to identify and outline one or more profiles of the learners of such MOOCs. The main research
objectives were, therefore: (a) identifying the main characteristics of learners of a MOOC focused on
tourism management at World Heritage Sites; and (b) identifying the learners’ motivations for
attending such a MOOC.

4.

Methodology

In order to meet the research objectives, a survey was prepared to be launched at beginning of the
course on January 15, 2018, and posted in the Introduction section of the course. After fifteen days,
i.e. on January 30, the responses of the learners to the survey were collected and amounted to 909 on
that day’s 3’423 total enrolments (accounting for 26.6% completion rate). The data collected regards
demographic aspects, education, motivations to participate, and prior eLearning experiences.
Additionally, some demographic data have been collected by the platform during the enrolment
process (but due to the anonymity of the survey, both data could not be reconciled).
Collected data was analyzed and interpreted in order to identify one or more learner profiles; for that
purpose, cross tabulations were used. The results were compared for one or more variables in pivot
tables. Specifically, this method allows for the analysis of sub-groups within the total survey
respondents’ results. For instance, cross tabulations have been used to find correlations between the
student’s age, their highest completed degree and their employment status.

Table 1: Cross tabulation of the most common age groups, highest completed degree and
employment status of learners.
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Other pivot tables were used to find the field in which learners work in (if the persona is employed), in
which field they obtained their highest completed degree, which statement(s) about the reasons to
learn apply to the various personas, if they had previous experience of eLearning related to tourism
and hospitality, and if they had prior knowledge on tourism management at UNESCO World Heritage
Sites.

5.

Results

In the next paragraphs, the results to each survey question are shown, as well as the participants
profiles that were created by means of cross tabulations.
5.1 Demographics
Data about gender, age, and geographical provenance were not asked in the survey, but provided by
the learners at the time of the creation of their profiles on FUN MOOC, hence covering the full
universe of enrolled people.
Starting with the geographical distribution, out of 3’423 students, the 15 countries with the most
enrolled students were: France (32.1%), Italy (6.1%), Slovenia (4.1%), Indonesia (3.4%), Brazil
(2.8%), Morocco (2.7%), Spain (2.0%), USA (1.9%), Argentina (1.9%), Portugal, Greece and the UK
(each with 1.8%), Algeria (1.6%), and Germany (1.4%).
Regarding gender distribution, the data collected shows an imbalanced distribution between males
and females: more than half of the respondents (68.4%) are female, whereas male students amount to
27.2% of the sample. Some students (4.4%) did not indicate their gender.
In regards to age, respondents were born between 1940 and 1999. The most represented birth
intervals were as follows: 1970-1979 (20.1%), 1980-1989 (31.4%), and 1990-1999 (28.7%), i.e. most
learners were aged between 19 and 48.
The educational level of respondents leaned towards the graduate level, with 50.1% of learners having
completed and obtained a Master degree. Undergraduate level students followed with 29.0%.
Respondents with a PhD were quite numerous: 10.5%, while respondents who only finished high
school or a secondary school amounted to 10.2%.
The academic background of the learners was mostly in the fields of Travel, Tourism and Hospitality
(23.3%), Humanities (20.5%), Heritage science (12.1%), Social sciences (8.5%), and finally
Management and Marketing (8.4%).
More than half of the respondents were currently working, either full-time (48.0%) or part-time (13.8%),
while 22.8% were still studying. Smaller portions of the sample were taken by unemployed learners
looking for work (12.3%), learners with no occupation (1.5%), and retired people (1.2%). The
remaining 0.4% didn’t answer the question.
Of the total of employed MOOC participants, 79.6% were active in tourism- and culture-related
sectors, whereas the remaining 20.4% were employed in other fields or industries.

Fig. 1: Field of employment of survey respondents.
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5.2 Reasons why they attend the MOOC
In regards to the learner’s reasons behind taking the MOOC on Tourism Management at UNESCO
World Heritage Sites, they can be divided into intrinsic or extrinsic motivations. According to [20],
intrinsic motivations are defined as an activity done because it is inherently interesting or enjoyable,
whereas extrinsic motivations are about “doing something because it leads to a separable outcome”.
Looking at the motivations for choosing to take the MOOC, the one that is most shared is intrinsic:
“because I have pleasure and satisfaction in learning new things” (79.4% strongly agree with this
statement, and 15.5% somewhat agree with it). Another relevant intrinsic motivation is related to
participants’ self-efficacy: “to prove to myself that I am able to follow this course” (24.6% and 29.9%).
Extrinsic motivations also play a major role: “because in my opinion it could be an asset in my career
(or my future career)” (56.2% and 30.1% respectively); “in order to access a better job” (22.8% and
32.9%).
A further possible motivation, “to get a degree”, was somehow polarizing the respondents: 13.4%
strongly, and 20.7% somewhat agree with it, while 7.9% strongly disagree, and 12.3% somewhat
disagree with it.
5.3 Previous knowledge of content and experience of eLearning
In terms of how knowledgeable the learners were about tourism management at UNESCO World
Heritage Sites, results of the survey showed that the largest group had no familiarity or experience in
the field (35.2%); altogether, the largest portion was however occupied by participants who had either
basic (33.8%) or some knowledge (25.3%) of the topic. Only 5.3% had extensive knowledge before
enrolling in the MOOC.
Furthermore, most of the enrolled students had never taken eLearning courses on subjects related to
tourism and hospitality before (78.2%). Out of the 21.3% who had already followed tourism and
hospitality online courses, 52.7% had taken online academic courses, 12.6% online corporate or
product-related courses, 16.7% online destination courses, while 18.0% reported having participated
in other types of online courses.
117respondents provided, in an open answer, the title of one to three best examples of eLearning
courses they have followed within the topic of tourism and hospitality. The following are the ones that
were named the most:






eTourism: Communication Perspectives (by USI – Università della Svizzera Italiana,
Switzerland);
Arts and Heritage Management (by Università Bocconi, Italy);
Le tourisme culturel aujourd'hui: quels enjeux? (by Université de Perpignan Via Domitia,
France);
Behind the Scenes at the 21st Century Museum (by University of Leicester, UK);
Certificate Program in Hotel Real Estate Investments and Asset Management (by Cornell
University, USA).

5.2 Participant profile
Based on the analysis of the data presented above and the consequent cross tabulations, three
different learners’ “personas” of the MOOC can be sketched, as outlined in Table 1.

Gender
Age
Provenance
Highest degree completed
Field of degree
State of employment
Field of employment

Reasons for following the
MOOC

Profile 1
Female
35
Europe
Master’s degree
Travel, Tourism and
Hospitality
Employed full-time
Education /
Academic institution
(Tourism)
Pleasure and
satisfaction in
learning new things

Profile 2
Female
26
North Africa
Bachelor’s degree
Travel, Tourism and
Hospitality
Still studying

Pleasure and
satisfaction in
learning new things

Employed full-time
Economy and
Finance or Tourism
NGOs
Pleasure and
satisfaction in
learning new things

Asset in (future)
career

Asset in (future)
career

Asset in (future)
career
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Profile 3
Male
42
South America
Master’s degree
Humanities

Access to a better
job

Previous participation in
eLearning courses related to
tourism and hospitality
Prior knowledge on tourism
management at UNESCO
World Heritage Sites
Table 2: Learners’ “personas”.

Access to a better job

No

As a proof that she
can be able to follow
the course
No

No

Some knowledge

Basic knowledge

No

In order to find the profiles’ basic aspects, the demographic distribution was put in relation with the
learner’s highest level of education and state of employment. Connecting the two most obtained
degrees, Master and Bachelor, it was clear that the learners born between 1970 and 1989 had
graduated from a Master’s program, whereas millennials born in the 1990’s had obtained (already) a
Bachelor’s degree. As for their work situation, in the older age group most participants are employed
full-time: either in education in an academic institution (1970-1979), or in fields not necessarily linked
with tourism (1980-1989), for example in Economy and Finance, institutions working with policies for
Culture, or NGOs, whereas the younger group is still studying.
The three learner profiles have some points in common regarding the reasons that pushed them to
follow this MOOC. All of them have chosen the course because they enjoy learning new things, as
well as recognizing that participating in the course can give them further, useful assets for their
present or future career. The two younger learner profiles also saw the course as an opportunity to
widen their knowledge in order to get a better job, and the youngest persona also saw in the MOOC
an opportunity to boost their self-motivation, by proving to herself that she could be able to follow the
course.
Linking the fields in which the three profiles earned their degree to their knowledge about tourism in
heritage showed that, even if heritage sciences or tourism were involved, their familiarity with it ranged
from none (profile 3) to some (profile 1 and 2). The reason of learning new things about tourism and
heritage is further supported by this fact. In addition to this, none of the profiles had previously
participated in eLearning courses related to tourism and hospitality.

6.

Discussion and conclusion

Having outlined the profile of the MOOC Tourism Management at World Heritage Sites, the question is
how they compare with the profiles of other MOOC participants. The identification of trends in MOOC’s
participants might help to tailor the offer accordingly, so to best tackle the challenges that diverse
classrooms pose.
In a review of almost 100 MOOCs, the age of participants ranged from 10 to 80 years, with the largest
cohort being from ages 25 to 34 [21], which is not far off from the reality of the MOOC presented here,
in which the age range was mainly comprised between 19 and 48 years old.
Globally, with regards to gender and country of residence, MOOCs seem to be mostly populated by
English speaking, male registrants coming from elite universities [22]. In this case, instead, most of the
attendees were females coming from Europe, North Africa, and South America. While global trends
show a large degree of geographic variability [16], in the case of this MOOC, French learners were by
far the largest group with 1’167 learners. This was probably due to the fact that FUN MOOC is the
French national platform promoting the use of MOOCs [23]. Only four other countries had more than
100 participants, with Italy ranking first among them with 221.
Regarding the participants’ education, global trends show an abundance of graduates and
undergraduates participating in MOOCs. For example, in [16], the two most represented groups
consist of learners who have obtained a Bachelor’s (36.6%) or a Master’s or professional degree
(27.8%). This is also the case for the MOOC presented here, although graduates at the Master level
were more numerous than learners with a Bachelor degree. However, the percentage of high school
graduates and PhD’s differed greatly: in the case of the global MOOC trends, secondary/high school
absolvents amounted to 28.5% and participants with a PhD were 6.4% of the total sample, versus the
11.0% of high school graduates and 10.0% of PhD holders of the MOOC in Tourism Management at
UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
Enrollees have diverse motivations that drive them towards following a MOOC, but rather than
completion, they strive to gain knowledge and skills [15]. This is also true for the Tourism Management
at UNESCO World Heritage Sites MOOC as was seen in 5.2. In fact, most participants had a very
basic knowledge on the subject of tourism in heritage places.
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The data collected was retrieved from a survey opened at the beginning of the course, and a
comparison with the final survey’s findings will show the learners’ level of satisfaction, if their
expectations at the beginning of the MOOC have been met, and how they engaged in the MOOC.
Future research might rely on comparisons to other MOOCs, in particular tourism and heritage
MOOCs. Other aspects, such as engagement, course structure, or instructor feedback, should be
investigated to understand the specificities of MOOC for tourism and heritage.
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Abstract
The aim of this project is a study of feasibility that allows to start up the experimentation and the
consequent introduction of some innovative methodologies in the managing of the leather production
waste, the waste produced during the cutting process.
The leather production sector, takes on great importance in the Italian economy. More than 1/4 of the
national production and about 1/5 of the whole E.U. production is made in Tuscany. For this reason, our
study will be based on the Santa Croce sull’Arno leather district and will theorise some guidelines that
can also be adapted to other districts.
The tanning industry gives a high “added value” material to a series of initial production chain, in
particular in the fashion and design sectors (interior design, transportation design). The skins waste
material is today considered a special waste according to the CER 04 01 08/09 codes. This waste is
mainly produced during the leather cut process and at the moment it is disposed of in different ways.
The present study is aimed to make the leather production waste a secondary raw material for new
materials/products, representative of a local identity, to put onto the market and to get to a “zero waste”
production chain cycle.
Keywords: Leather, Recycling, Eco-design, Fashion, Network

1.

Context

1.1 From Made in Italy to Made in Tuscany
The expression Made in Italy contains all the Italian manufacturing production made of excellences,
know-how and traditions bond to its territory and worldwide acknowledged. Industrial districts (IDs), a
cluster of interconnected companies, mainly SMEs, operating in a small geographical area are a
phenomenon of Italy. Specifically, Italy has found in this organisational model a peculiar trait of its
economy and a relevant source of socio-economic development and growth. The industrial districts are
characteristic elements of the Made in Italy production; they are homogeneous local productive systems
characterised by a high concentration of micro/small and medium size companies with a high productive
specialisation. This kind of organisation allows to divide the productive cycle into different phases; each
phase is entrusted to independent companies which are part of the same geographical and productive
net. This allows a high organisational flexibility and at the same time economies of scale that can make
the finished product highly competitive, even in comparison with the product of bigger companies. Santa
Croce sull’Arno is one of the Tuscan districts spotted by the Regional Decree 69/2000 (starting point of
our study in order to define a net model to adopt in other contexts); it is situated between the provinces
of Pisa and Florence and it can boast companies specialised in the whole leather production chain, from
the tanning to the finished product, both in the shoes sector and in the leather industry (bags, clothing
etc.).
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Other important leather districts are: the Valdinievole district, specialized in footwear, the upper Valdarno
district where an extensive network of medium size companies is connected with big companies of
Tuscan origin (Prada, Gucci and Ferragamo) and with international brands (Fendi, Louis Vuitton,
Chanel, Dior and Céline) and the Castelfiorentino industrial district (leather, hide and footwear). The
textile-district in Prato is one of the biggest Italian industrial site and one of the most important worldwide
centers in the field of yarns and woolen fabric. The textile and clothing district in Empoli, the third in
Tuscany as for its dimension, and the Casentino and Val Tiberina textile and clothing district, situated
in the province of Arezzo, which is famous for its Casentino cloth. The goldworking district, based in
Arezzo, can boast a production that from the 70s up to now has ranged from modern and old style top
jewellery to fine goldworking without stones, up to tableware sets and home decorations. The Capannori
paper district, situated between the provinces of Lucca and Pistoia, holds 80% of the paper national
production and about 40% of the national corrugated carton production. There are also a lot of
manufacturing and service enterprises, connected with the paper production chain, in the mechanical,
electrical and electronic sector, with a strong vertical integration of the production cycle. The Poggibonsi
wood and furniture district‘s strength is the production of kitchens, furniture and accessories and it can
boast some successful top design companies. Besides the furniture sector, there are enterprises
ranging from caravanning to mechanical, getting to the famous marble mining and working district in
Carrara.
As Tuscany fulfils one fourth of the tanning national production and one fifth of the EU whole production,
our study will be based on the Santa Croce sull’Arno tanning district and will theorise some guidelines
that can also be adapted to other districts.
1.2 The tanning district in Santa Croce sull’ Arno
The leather art in Tuscany is a secular tradition that dates back to the Middle Ages. The first important
tanning settlements go back to the beginning of the 1800, but only after World War II this activity expands
and becomes a part of the existing urban context, getting to its maximum development in the ‘70s. The
Tuscan tanning district is the second in importance (after the Veneto region) and its distinction is due to
the style of its craftsmanship production, mainly intended for the high fashion sector. The fashion
production chain (shoes, leather goods, clothing) is the main customer of the Italian tanning companies,
with more than 80% of the production absorption. In more detail the shoes sector is historically the main
recipient of the national leather (42% of the total tanning production), followed by the leather goods
sector (25%), upholstered furniture (16%), car interiors (10%) and clothing (5%). [Data from the 2015
annual report of the National Union of Tanning Companies]. A little more than half of the Santa Croce
production is intended for the national market, while the remaining part is intended for the exportation.
The number of the destination markets is increasing: besides the European markets, that take about
half of the export, there has been an expansion to the North American and Asian markets. In the past
difficult International context, that has badly affected many economic sectors, the Tuscan tanning
companies have endured better than other companies that have a similar production and the same
market destinations; and even if they have been affected by the standstill of the international demand,
they have been able to recuperate during the economic upturn. In the present phase, in which we can
see some positive signals coming from the overseas markets, the district strength will be appreciated
for its ability in competing on the quality, design and making of a diversified product, often upon final
customer’s request, able to foresee the national and international fashion trend. A highly characterised
product that can express its uniqueness through all those intangible values that connect it with its
territory (the “ambient” asset is becoming an important factor of competitiveness, an intangible added
value to the Italian production). All these factors have permitted and will permit to the Tuscan sector to
overcome difficult phases and to cope with the worldwide competition, that is often based on low cost
production processes and not very keen on the environmental protection.
1.3 Characteristic processes
The tanning production process is made up of a series of chemical and mechanical workings whose
nature and sequence can vary considerably depending on the kind of leather and the final product.
Every year a tanning firm’s production includes hundreds of articles and these can vary according to the
season and the market demands; as a consequence of this, the production process go through
continuous changes and/or improvements.
Traditionally, the production process can be divided into the three following phases:

preliminary workings and beamhouse process;

tanning process and dyeing process;

post-tanning finishing operations.
The skin that undergo a tanning process is composed by three parts:

the epidermis, that is the outer layer (the fur);
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the dermis, that is the 85% of the remaining thickness and is important because it will become
the finished product. It is made up of an upper layer, called the flower, and a lower layer, called the
crust;

the subcutaneous tissue, that is about 14% of the whole raw-skin, it contains fats and proteins
and it is removed during the first steps of the process.
When the raw-skins arrive at the tanning firm, they go through a conservation treatment, in order to slow
down its decomposition and to keep them in good conditions, until the working process starts.
There are two tanning processes: the chrome tanning and the vegetable tanning.
The chrome tanning is still the most common system all over the world, because it permits to produce
almost all kinds of leather and because its production is cheap, functional and it can be easily integrated
in the computerized processes. The chrome tanned leathers, called “wet-blue”, are intended for the
clothing sector and for the shoes’ vamps sector. The vegetable tanning is carried on through the use of
vegetables tannins like chestnut, mimosa, etc. that give a peculiarity to the finished product. The
vegetable tanning can be aimed at the production of hide for shoes soles or the production of leather
goods like belts, bags and recently also vamps for shoes. The high technological standards of the
companies in this sector, have allowed not only to improve the quality of their products, but also to widen
their range. At present the district can process all kinds of skins, including bovine, ovine and reptile
skins. This has enabled the district to satisfy the “fashion” side of the demand, characterised by a
production based on small lots, high quality, not standardised products and fast delivery times. It very
often happens that the district itself can anticipate the fashion trends combining its centuries old
experience with evolution, technology, inspiration and creativity.
1.4 Type of waste
The disposal of the leather waste has produced in the last years a special waste, according to the CER
040108 code (tanned hide, waste, cuttings, powders originated from the polishing process and
containing chrome) and the 040109 code (waste coming from the operations of making up and finishing).
All this waste is mainly produced during the leather cutting process in different quantities and qualities
and at present it is disposed of in different ways. An inductive estimate based on a survey carried out
by the body Quadrifoglio, assumes a yearly waste of about 1700 tonnes. But we do not know anything
about the expenses for the disposal of this waste, that actually could find a more natural position as
material of reutilisation or by-product. However, an important contribution to the matter could come from
a direct recycling of the waste coming from the production, during the production process itself. That is
not news, but not always the most economical conditions can be found. Today the general increase in
price of the raw materials is an important incentive in the evaluation of any possible saving solution.
However, if we examine the problem from the point of view of a manufacturing company that produces
waste, we immediately realise that the many technological or dimensional restrictions often leave a
company no solution but disposing of it. In the best case the waste can be reused, reworked and mixed
with other raw materials. Considering these data, it is clear how important this sector could be and
consequently how it would be necessary to make some interventions aimed to support the small/medium
businesses in the leather production chain and to find a new way to give value to the product, thanks to
a cooperation with similar companies (but not only) interested in the reutilisation of the waste, that could
thus become an “added value” to some products.

2.

Methods

2.1 Research phases
The aim of this project is a study of feasibility that allows to start up the experimentation and the
consequent introduction of some innovative methodologies in the managing of the leather production
waste, the waste produced during the cutting process.
Our analysis is aimed to make the leather production waste a secondary raw material for new
materials/products to be put onto the market, (possibly also in other sectors) in order to get to a “zero
waste” production chain cycle. This prospect intervenes directly on the possibility of reusing and
recycling the waste locally and it could lead to a waste reduction, in particular of the waste that today is
not intended for recycling but only for disposing of; in this way there would be clear advantages for the
environmental impact.
In order to reach the above mentioned objectives, our research has been divided into the following three
phases:
Phase 1
The first phase consists of an economical-environmental analysis, aimed to focus on the real dimension
of the situation in terms of quantity and leather waste disposing costs, according to the current
regulations.
Actions
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A1 In this phase there has been the analysis of the data of the main Tuscan, National and International
associations. In particular: Associazione Conciatori of Santa Croce sull’Arno (PI), Consorzio Conciatori
of Fucecchio, Consorzio Conciatori Ponte a Egola, Consorzio Vero Cuoio, Consorzio Vera Pelle Italiana
Conciata al Vegetale, Unione Nazionale Industria Conciaria, Cotance - European leather Associations,
Conseil National Du Cuir, China Leather industry Association (CLIA), Leather Industries of America,
U.S. Hides, Skin and Leather Association, Associação Portuguesa dos Industriais de Curtumes,
Verband Des Schweizerischen Leder, Verband Schweizerischer Gerberein, Federatie van Nederlandse
Lederfabrikanten, Türkiye Deri Sanayii Işverenleri Sendikasi.
In the districts, the concentration in regional areas, the small business dimensions and the homogeneity
of some situations, have been an incentive for the environmental matter. Thanks to the cooperation
between the Consortiums and the Public Bodies, there has been the realisation of the following:

purification centralised plants;

new equipped industrial areas;

plants for the recycling of the working’s by-products;

plants for the reuse of the purification’s waste muds;

a consortium plant for the extraction and reuse of the chrome III;

the Technological Tanning Centre for the vocational training and research.
A2- In order to know better the problems connected with the leather production waste, the sector
operators have been given a questionnaire to answer.
A3- Workshops and local tours at some small/medium Tuscan companies have been organised
(Legnotan in the tanning sector, LogicArt in the marble sector and Up to Be in the textile sector). In this
occasions some experts have explained their production processes and the problems related to the
disposal of the waste.
A4- Spotting of the product categories for which the waste could be reused.
A5- In order to find new uses of the waste, there have been some meetings with the main Italian
companies in the field of the solar filters frames and ophthalmic lenses (Luxottica, Safilo …) in
cooperation with La.Mo, the frames laboratory of the University of Studies in Florence.
The second activity was intended to spot some guidelines that could be used not only in the Tuscan
tanning district, but also in other business contexts.
2.2 Re-producing uniqueness: case study
The analysis of two model –experiences has been essential in our research. In fact, in the light of the
waste reutilisation, we have got to some interesting results: re-producing uniqueness thanks to some
creative interventions able to blend the industrial and semi-industrial production systems with the small
systems.
Case study 1: OneOff by Richard Ginori
During the fair Maison&Objet, the designer Paola Navone from Turin, has made some unique pieces,
to buy by weight, out of the flawed or out of production china by Richard Ginori. The Tuscan company
has been able to relate to the design sector and to involve designer Navone in a project that is very
interesting not only for its decorative results, but mainly for its idea of valuing a flaw and giving a second
life to materials that were supposed to be disposed of.“I have taken 1000 kilos of flawed and unmatched
white porcelain and in a month’s time I had it decorated with decalcomanias’ fragments, brush strokes
and colour spots. A metamorphosis that has given a second life to a product and has brought to a new
method of sale; unique pieces sold by weight,(at the Merci concept store in Paris) like offcuts stockers:
everything was sold out in 15 days’time”.
Case study 2: The Meat Project, developed by Atelier Monté
In this project , a Belgian designer that lives and works in Rotterdam, analyses the food waste,
focusing mainly on the meat waste. He has used expired meat coming from supermarkets and has
decellularized it in a laboratory. Thanks to this procedure, that is at present the most used in the textiles
regeneration process, meat loses all its cellular part, becomes almost milky white and stringy. As soon
as this process finishes, the material obtained becomes highly moldable and can be used to make
design objects and home decorations.

3.

Results

3.1 New synergies
In Tuscany, more than in the rest of Italy, the leather sector, the hide sector, the textile sector and the
clothing sector are considered “excellences”.
Tuscany is a region characterised by some of the general Italian economy factors and also by other
factors that on their regional territory become more important; it is a region aimed to the international
trade, thanks to the fashion sector. But Tuscany has gone beyond: among these commodities sectors
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there are some synergies that, thanks to small/medium companies networks, can create know-how and
excellences connected with its territory.
In fact, it is the creation of an industrial network that has given value to the Tuscan product, that is to
say communication between different but complementary companies. The high specialisation and
organisation of the work has been granted by a reciprocal exchange of products, know-how and
competences; the exchange of know-how and products becomes a fundamental principle of growth of
all the “actors” involved in the process. Unlike those countries where the production costs are
dramatically low (manpower, energy, taxes) only innovation, trends anticipation, but mainly the
importance of a territory and the opening to the external contributions, can collocate the “Made in Italy”
production one step ahead of other countries.
Today, more than it used to be in the past, it is important to have a wider view of the added value, given
by the productions that involve different entrepreneurs in the same territory; an effective network that is
able to grant a systematic, multi-dimensional and multidisciplinary innovation, as it creates synergies
between different realities (industrial-craftmanship, innovation-tradition, etc.)
We can assume that the small/medium companies need to comply with the market deep change: that
is to stand out of the crowd and become an excellence, defend the quality of their own products by using
technologies and being innovative, but mainly including in their business relations similar or
complementary companies and create with them business networks or partnerships.
The partnership is in fact a good means to connect with other companies and the Italian small/medium
companies should activate this co-investment involving one or more market variables in order to obtain
more benefits in the approach to their own market sector. A partnership can be vertical if there is a
hierarchy between the bodies, organisations and companies involved, while it is called horizontal if there
isn’t a substantial difference between the actors involved.
The present study has spotted vertical and horizontal partnerships. In both cases the aim of these
“virtuous alliances” has been to support the small/medium companies in the management of the waste
produced during the production processes through the formulation of some guidelines tailored to the
different regional experiences.
3.2 Uniqueness as added value
In accordance with the laws of the market, uniqueness is a value that defines the price of a product. The
more the offer of a product reduces, (getting to the limit case of one-of-a-kind, as it happens for the
pieces of art), the more the price is not affected by the confrontation with other objects of the same
category. That is because rarity and not quantity has got an inestimable intangible value. But uniqueness
is not only morphological differences. There is also another immaterial uniqueness, connected with
some intrinsic intangible worths. The focus shifts from aesthetic reasons to reasons connected with the
same” life” of the object, (e.g. the value of its use). Uniqueness is in fact a different way of placing an
object in its own context, from its sale, to its use. If we consider it in more detail, today the value of a
product is not only determined by a different shape, but it lies more in the ability of re-shaping these
identities and re-producing the uniqueness of a product in its local identity.
There are two modalities that bring to the creation of a kind of” Genius loci” in the light of
contemporaneity and globalisation:

vertical partnership: small/medium company + big company


co-branding: small/medium company + small/medium company

In both cases these operations of ecodesign or design are targeted to an environmental sustainatibilty:
from the waste (that is often small waste in the leather sector) to traditional products but with an added
value and even to new kind of products.
3.3 Conclusions
The Italian product is very rich in intangible values and cultural meanings that have their roots in their
own territory, in the social context and in the strengthened techniques. It stands out of the international
landscape thanks to the quality of its forms, its care of details, but also the shapes and materials taken
from its territory. The Italian product, characterised by a product-territory symbiosis, expresses its own
human, social and historical values through a blend of intellectual and tangible knowing that eventually
becomes know–how.
The present study (whose main objective has been to support the small-medium companies in their
search for new synergies, innovative and “unique” products obtained from the waste of their production)
has enabled to pilot projects that will test the feasibility of this organisational model and the possibility
of using it also in other contexts.
These projects have given birth to co-branding partnerships and to partnerships between big well
structured companies and small-medium companies. The ethicality of this project is based on the
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realisation of products with a high added value, given by their uniqueness and by all those intangible
aspects that connect it with a territory and its unique traditions.

Fig. 1: Post-tanning finishing operations of reptiles leather.
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Abstract
This paper reports the results of a multidisciplinary research activity aimed at enhance the knowledge
of the triggering factors of sinkhole phenomena in urban areas mainly due to the presence of preexisting cave networks and obliterated access shafts. The study started from the research and
collection of both caves and past sinkholes in a GIS database. It contains information on coordinates,
access location, year of collapse, triggering factors, diameters at ground surface, D, and depth of
sinkholes, H. Furthermore, it is coupled with location and stratigraphy of 383 logs and the available
subsurface networks. A detailed field survey of occurred events permitted to define the stratigraphical
and geometrical setting of the pre-existing caves and collect undisturbed soil samples for the
geotechnical characterization. The numerical back-analysis of one case study allowed validating the
cave-collapse models and identifying the most relevant parameters that influence the triggering of
sinkholes in the study area. These parameters were here utilized in order to define a procedure for
evaluating the hazard assessment in this area due to cavity collapse. This procedure will be useful
consequently to implement strategies for the management and risk mitigation.
Keywords:Sinkhole, geological model, geotechnical model, triggering factors, hazard evaluation

1.

Introduction

Collapse sinkholes are often related to subsurface void collapse, where stress conditions exceed
material strength in the surroundings, frequently related to sudden water-level changes [1, 2]. Several
case studies are also recorded in mine area, or due to the interaction with underground tunnel or
leakage from pipelines [3, 4].
In Italy, many underground quarries still exist below urban areas. In fact, they were adopted to extract
several types of rocks, spanning from Cretaceous or Miocene limestones to Quaternary calcarenites
and tuffs, used in historical times as both construction and ornamental materials [5; 6]. In many cases,
the quarries were located at few meters below ground level, causing the development of complex
networks of underground tunnels [7, 8]. Their location is often unknown, until a new sinkhole is
formed.
The paper deals with the sinkhole phenomena occurring in the metropolitan area of Naples, Italy. The
phenomena are better described with the adjective anthropogenic [3, 4, 9, 10], because both the
predisposing and triggering factors are related to anthropic activities, namely, the underground caves
and tunnels come from historical mining activities, while sinkhole triggering is mainly due to leakage
from sewers or aqueduct pipelines [11].
Based on accurate data reported in the literature and in previous studies [e.g. 3, 10],approximately
25% of the surveyed sinkholes occurred due to collapse of underground cavities or accesses. In many
cases the collapsed cavity or shaft was unknown before the event.
Several papers [3, 9, 10] pointed out that sinkholes occurred in the study area are related to the
presence of a network of pre-existing man-made caves in the tuff formation of the Campanian
Ignimbrite (CI) at small depth below ground level. The collapse frequently occurred along the
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abandoned or not maintained access shaft. The availability of underground waters (i.e. sewers,
aqueducts and their intersections) is a relevant factor, as punctual or systematic water loss can slowly
saturate the ground at the roof of the cave, affecting its stability. For this reason the research started
from the acquisition and in situ survey of the geometry and on the geological and geotechnical data of
the involved deposits. A parametric analysis was carried out in order to evaluate the stability condition
of the vault of the cavity. The parameters that we have to know are: the shear strength of the rock, the
thickness, the length, the state of stress on the roof. According to the extensive numerical analysis
reported in Scotto di Santolo et al., 2018 [11] the main predisposing factors are the presence of the
man-made cave at low depth from the ground level and the presence of the well. All data were used to
determine a susceptibility index, discussed later, that could allow defining risk levels if integrated with
information on the interacting structures.

2.

Study area

The study area is located northeast of Naples in the Campanian Plain, Figure 1. It is a flat wide area
constituted by the infilling of a deep carbonate graben covered at its base with terrigenous MioPliocene successions while, at the top, more than 200 m of marine, alluvial and pyroclastic deposits
from the Late Pleistocene bury the bedrock [12]. The pyroclastic deposits come from the volcanic
activity of the three Campanian volcanoes, namely Roccamonfina, Phlegrean Fields and SommaVesuvius. The main deposits are two tuff formations: Campanian Ignimbrite (CI, 39 ky BP) and
Neapolitan Yellow Tuff (NYT, 12 ky BP), which constitute regional volcanic markers [12, 13]. The
former broadly covers the whole plain, while the latter crops out in the surroundings of the city of
Naples. During the Holocene, the study area was also affected by pyroclastic falls (HPF) originating
from Plinian eruptions in both the Phlegrean Fields and Somma-Vesuvius volcanoes; these deposits
can be found at the top of the tuff formations and mainly consist of interbedding of pumice layers,
ashes, sands and paleosoils.
The two tuff formations are characterized by fair mechanical parameters, low specific weight and are
located at shallow depths from the ground level, which are properties that made them suitable for
mining in historical times, starting from the Graeco–Roman period [5]. The shape, extent and volume
of the mining chambers and tunnels are extremely variable according to the use and historical period.
Some of them were parts of aqueducts, less than half a meter wide, while others were quarries for
building materials, with depths up to 30 m, accessed from above by means of vertical shafts. These
excavations were also possible because the groundwater table is located some meters below the floor
of the tunnels. Indeed, the deepest portion of the tuff consists of a sand facies with a considerable
groundwater flow. Due to this historical mining activity, Naples and its hinterland inherited a very
dense and complex underground cave network, often unknown, which frequently results in sinkholes
[9, 10].

Fig. 1: Sketch of geological map of the Campanian Plain. Keys: 1) Holocene pyroclastic and alluvial deposits; 2)
Holocene volcanic deposits; 3) Mesozoic carbonate deposits; 4) Study area.(modified after Scotto di Santolo et al.
2018).
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The distribution of man-made caves and anthropogenic sinkholes occurring in the study area is shown
in Figure 2 together with the contours of the depth of CI. The latter gently slopes in the northern part,
where it can be found between 6 m to more than 20 m b.g.l., while southward, it has a steeper trend
and is located at higher depth. As expected, the highest density of caves can be found in the northeastern area where the shallowest contours are located.
According to Guarino and Nisio (2012), in the city of Naples more than 190 sinkholes have occurred,
while more than 100 have been recorded in its metropolitan area. The former events mainly occurred
between 1915 and 2010, with a noteworthy increase in frequency after the 1960s, and involved the
NYT formation. Conversely, sinkholes in the hinterland area affected CI. They occurred with a
frequency of four events per year from 1990 to 2000, while from 2010 to 2016 at least two events per
year are reported [3].
Figure 3a reports pictures of typical sinkhole and cavity in the study area. The depth of caves is
usually related to the depth of the tuff, which in the study area generally lies between 10 and 18 m
from the ground level (see Figure 2). The plan geometries vary from trapezoidal sections to simple
barrel-vault sub-circular chambers (Figure 3c) or tunnel networks usually less than 10 m wide (L).
They are generally between 3 and 15 m high (h), most frequently around 10 m. Tuff vaults (t) are
usually between 1 and 1.5 m thick, often with the access shafts for excavations still present and
covered with tuff bricks to sustain the soil (Figure 3b). In many case the caves are abandoned and
often affected by remedial measures that are not always effective (such as often suspended piles and
unsuitable fills, Fig. 3d).
According to Guarino et al. (2017), more than 45% of sinkhole triggering occurs due to leakage from
underground water and sewer systems, sometimes during heavy rainstorms, while no direct
correlation with seismic events is recorded. Hence the failure mechanism is mainly due to the
presence of water infiltration (i.e. sewers, aqueducts and their intersections), which can saturate and
reduce the shear strength of the soil. Furthermore, case histories of sinkholes show that the weak
element is represented by the ceiling of the cave or the abandoned access shaft. In the latter case,
seepage toward the shaft induces a high gradient pore water pressure that erodes the soils and
triggers piping.
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Fig. 2: Caves (green circle) and sinkholes (red circle) in the hinterland of Naples with the contour map of the CI
depth (modified after Scotto di Santolo et al. 2017). Numbers refer to sinkhole: 1: Grumo Nevano 8/3/2010; 2:
Casalnuovo 12/08/2011; 3: Napoli 12/02/2012; 4: Afragola 21/03/2016.

a)

c)

b)

d)

Fig. 3: Pictures of: a) typical sinkhole; b) access shaft; c) cavity; d) remedial work in the study area.
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Fig. 4: Failure of shaft wall.

1.2 Geotechnical characterization and cave stability evaluation
The database contains information on coordinates, access location, preliminary evaluations of the
stability conditions for caves, year of collapse, triggering factors, diameters at ground surface, D, and
depth of sinkholes [1, 9, 10, 11]. Furthermore, it is coupled with location and stratigraphy of 383 logs
and the subsurface networks when available. These data permitted the statistical analyses of the
geometrical features of both man-made caves and sinkholes. In order to evaluate the stability
condition of the roof cavity a geotechnical characterization is necessary. This was carried out on
undisturbed rock and soil samples collected from both the CI and HPF deposits together with in-situ
investigations, namely CPT, (Cone Penetration Tests), DH (Down-Hole Tests) and SPT (Standard
Penetration Tests). Laboratory testing was carried out at the Department of Civil, Architectural and
Environmental Engineering (DICEA) of Naples University.
Roof cave stability analyses were carried out with limit equilibrium methods, following the methods
proposed by Evangelista and coworkers in 2002 [14]. It permitted to investigate local or general failure
mechanisms of a flat cave roof evaluating a safety factor, SF, calculated as ratio between the critical
roof span (Lc), which would lead to the general collapse, with the actual width (L) through the following
equations:

Eq.(1)

Eq.(2)
where:
tis the thickness of the tuff roof;
σv is the total vertical overburden stress of the soil and rock before digging;
σc is the unconfined compression strength of the intact rock.
SF was calculated for the different values of t according to the geometric data available on the caves
and on the variable depth of the CI.
The main physical and mechanical properties of Campanian Ignimbrite are reported in Table 1. More
details are reported in Scotto di Santolo et al., 2018 [11].
Table 1. Main physical and mechanical properties of CI
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3.

Susceptibility index

The method for susceptibility analysis of sinkholes adopted in this study is a simplified overlay
mapping. The methodology accounts for a score attribution approach based on several parameters.
The scores were assigned to the each parameter in a heuristically or statistical way, choosing weights
ranging between 0 (low triggering influence) and 3 (maximum influence) as reported in Table 2.
The inputs into the assessment and their characteristics are described below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Presence of an underground man-made cave;
Depth of the Tuff;
Thickness of the tuff roof;
Progressive distance from sewer and aqueduct network;
Compression strength of the tuff;
Safety factor according to equation 2).

Table 2. Scores adopted in sinkhole susceptibility
Parameter
(C)

Presence of cav e

(D)

Depth of Tuff
Distance from aqueduc t (buffer)
Distance from sew er (buffer)
Factor of Safety

(A)
(S)
(FS)

Scores
yes
3
< 10 m
3
5m
3
2m
3
<1
3

no
0
10 – 15 m
2
10 m
2
5m
2
>1
1

>15
1
20m
1
10 m
1
-

In particular, the relevance of the depth of tuff comes from the analysis of the sinkholes occurred in the
study area. In fact, the shallower the depth of the chamber roof and the lower the thickness of the
vault, the higher is the frequency of sinkholes. The distance from aqueducts and sewer network is
analysed as buffer area, whose importance also come from the statistical analyses of occurred events.
The final index of susceptibility (IS) for sinkholes triggering is obtained by adopting the following
relationship:
Eq. (3)
A scoring scheme has been developed: the final results are a 3 subdivision ranking of 1 to 10, where
none when IS is lower than 5, within 5– 7 is low susceptibility medium 7 – 9 and the highest is >9.
The manipulation of the numerous digital layers hasbeen undertaken using ArcGIS and the final
results are showed in Figure 5.
In order to taking into account the variability of the compressive strength of the rock measured in the
lab and reported in Table 1, two scenarios were adopted. Scenario 1 assumed a σc equal to 1.1MPa
and scenario 2 a σc equal to 3.4 MPa. The results are illustrated in Figure 5a and b; it is evident that
the first scenario, Fig. 5a is very precautionary even if compared to the events occurred in the study
area reported in Fig 2. Instead a good comparison is observed in Figure 5b where the high index area
correspond to the main event occurred in this area.
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Fig. 5: Hazard maps: a) scenario 1; b) scenario 2.

4.

Conclusions

The paper reports the definition of a procedure aimed at the hazard evaluation of sinkhole triggering
factors in urban areas. The study focused on an area characterized by the presence of underground
caves dug in tuff, starting from the research and collection of their location together with past sinkhole
events.
In particular, the paper presents the results of sinkhole occurrence assessment at metropolitan scale
based on some previous local studies [3, 9, 10 and 11]. A detailed field survey of some occurred
phenomena permitted to define the stratigraphical and geometrical setting of the pre-existing caves
and collect soil and rock samples for the geotechnical characterization. The dataset are reported on
digital information system GIS (geological map data, superficial deposits thickness, DTM slope model)
that allow to integrate easily the information and update the evaluation of the susceptibility index, SI.
The results permitted to evaluate preliminary hazard maps of the study area at metropolitan scale
validated on the basis of real events occurred in this area.
This procedure represents a valuable support for future planning strategies of risk mitigation and it
would be used by environmental regulators, the insurance and construction industries.
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Abstract
In our society, there is a growing concern for the environment, with subsequent focus on the retraining
of our construction heritage - for an improved urban life quality.
Bearing in mind the above, I found it intriguing to redesign the former NATO Headquarter area of
Naples-Bagnoli/Agnano – in particular the main plaza.
First, I carried out a careful analysis of the historical and environmental area aspects. It was the
essential support for a better identification of the origins of every existing feature. Then, I analyzed the
critical issues and the area potential in order to draw a plan combining the “past” with all the ethical,
aesthetic and performance aspects.
The plan foresees a multipurpose settlement for young people aimed at their cultural and social
th
growth. The plaza shows the rigour and the rationalism of the Italian architecture of the 20 century.
The intervention on such area will aim at mixing the older heritage and the new buildings. The plaza
itself would not undergo a complete change: the new buildings will modify its look.
The plan includes a “culture and arts house”, a two-block structure for exhibitions, art galleries,
designers’ ateliers as well as a library.
History and culture inspire the plan itself, the opinions exchange, the paths as well as the final aims.
Light structures, essential designs, a bright and well-defined horizon. Soft tints brightened by
canvases and panels. The “different” would thus naturally find its place within “the existing”.
Keywords: Urban requalification, history, project, “the different” and “the existing”

1.
Introduction
In a period of strong redemption and growing cultural interest for the environmental issues, the
present contribution aims at making interventions and upgrade the buildings in order to create unique
opportunities between the new and the existing. Giving value and redeveloping the building heritage
meets the need to improve the quality of life in urban areas, having regard to the surrounding context.
Therefore, for redevelopment, we intend to intervene on all existing spaces (internal, external and
collective) with an organic strategy that aims at the cultural and social rebirth of cities.
In Italy, there is a huge public and private heritage consisting of artifacts, buildings and very large
abandoned areas, which are neglected and underused; they could return to new life.
To understand the origins of the features, which are still in our territory, historical and environmental
analyses need to be made; then the issues and possibilities have to be analysed in order to set up a
project keeping the ethical, aesthetical and performance dimensions.
To use of, presupposes an appropriate knowledge of the available resources, of their characteristics
and of the possibilities for changing them to better mix the old and the new.
The result will be a hybrid that, at the same time, preserves and gives value. It will play new roles to
satisfy new needs without upsetting the historical and environmental balance.
The district of Bagnoli is perfectly fit for such projects; particularly the former NATO area can have its
original social role again; it can be open to the public use within urban life relationships.
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1.2 History
This district was set up in 1885, under Candido Giusso - a wealthy Neapolitan Marquis. He wanted to
build a tourist village. Yet Bagnoli developed in a different way and, in the twentieth century, it became
one of the industrial districts of Naples.
No street furniture, no organized public areas, reigning randomness. The dull colours and the
"angular" architecture created barriers between people living in this district.
The project proposal is to mend the fragmented urban landscape of this district - starting from the
disused area of the former NATO base.
It is the history of an agricultural area of about 30 hectares, owned by “the Counts of Salluzzo di
Corigliano” family. It was sold to “the Banco di Napoli Foundation for Child Care”, which allocated 20
hectares to build the “Collegio (boarding school) Costanzo Ciano”. It was inaugurated in 1940. It was,
at that time, an absolute novelty in social architecture for its goal of becoming a great centre of
hospitality for children in need. The area was designed as a real youth citadel with 18 buildings,
schools, dormitories, infirmaries, sports facilities, a church and a theatre, for about 2500 children. The
dream of making it an area open to all, especially to the poorest, was never achieved. Actually, a few
weeks after its inauguration, precisely on June 10th, 1940, Italy entered the Second World War and
the Boarding school became the seat of the Italo-German forces and then, at the end of the war, of the
Anglo-American forces. Due to diplomatic matters, the Boarding school was leased to the Supreme
Command of NATO, remaining there for over 50 years, until 2013, when the transfer of all the
American soldiers of the NATO headquarters was definitively completed. Thus, a history of injuries,
urban negatives, conflicts, forbidden spaces that some Neapolitans had forgotten and others, even,
never known, was back to light.
1.3 The project
The project, as a multifunctional settlement, is mainly aimed at young people and focuses on training,
research, culture, sport and leisure; a city in the city, a hub of aggregation, not only for the district of
Bagnoli but also for the metropolitan city of Naples. The objective of the design study is to trigger in
short time a process of open spaces and buildings reactivating, to allow citizens to rediscover and to
take back this city area.
Space is re-designed by including new and non-invasive geometries - outlining a new layout,
according to the different and further activities planned. A new road system that enhances the central
square and the longitudinal church-theatre axis.
The result is a dynamic but at the same time conservative masterplan with fixed points, dictated by the
place history. It guides the individual along a gradual path that leads to the square, the core of the
intervention and the cornerstone of the architectural setting and interpersonal relationships - a bridge
connecting the five compounds to the surrounding area. It is possible to perceive the essence of the
place, i.e. the rigour and the rationalism that characterized the Italian architecture of the 20th century,
keeping alive the memory of 20 years of Italian history.
The user does not suffer any visual violence; the aim is to be in a completely different place, result of
our society and our time, while reading in some glimpse the pre-existences, as evidence of the great
historical value of the area subject to the intervention. History and culture inspire the project, the
exchange of ideas, the paths and the aims. Actually, the intervention is not a denial of the past; the
structures exist and coexist with the new. The square is not completely changed. An adjustment has
been thought - thus removing the original difference in level, making it possible to develop areas at
different altitudes - an environment in which the functional aspects overlap, in a complementary way,
with the natural landscape.
It will incorporate the new buildings that will revolutionize it. The design is aimed at creating an "art
and culture house", two buildings that will host exhibitions, art galleries, artists' studios and a library.
Therefore, different and flexible functions are set up, even just for temporary use, which can trigger
social and integration processes.
Light structures, clean lines, clear and defined horizon. Soft colours made alive by canvas and panels.
The "different" is integrated in the existing.
1.4 Conclusions
To complete the upgrading of some areas, it is therefore necessary to breathe new life into all that the
city has abandoned, by legitimizing some changes, which do not deny the cultural history and the
traditions of the places. This principle must follow an integrated and multidisciplinary logic - no longer
sectoral or disciplinary - in the specific planning stage. In this way, it is possible to re-create areas
triggering occasions, opportunities and a virtuous process of city renewal as for sustainability and
improvement of life quality. They may take back their identity and the past important role - becoming,
at the same time, new urban centres for the territory development and economic recovery.
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Fig. 1: Area subject to analysis
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Fig. 2: Historical photo

Fig. 3: Functional diagram
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Fig. 4: Concept development

Fig. 5: Masterplan
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Fig. 6: Ground floor plan

Fig. 7: Buildings prospect
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Fig. 8: Buildings prospect

Fig. 9: Buildings sections
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Fig. 10: Render view

Fig. 11: Render view
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Abstract
To reactivate an urban landscape, through a complex system of relationships, needs a goal: trigger a
course of identification based on cultural heritage like an “ID card” [16]. To do this without losing the
historical common memory [32], culture doesn‟t have to be only for the “elite” but has to begin the raw
nerve of the development.
When Kevin Lynch wrote about wayfinding, it was not for tourists but for inhabitants whom daily live in
that place: the field of “orientation” [31] was essential for him like it was for Camillo Sitte. This theorist
of urban planning (not fully understood) said that “the space and the city are important if they are
active” and Wieczorek [33] explains that “active” means the rule of the spectator in the perception
process.
Recently, the experience of study, design and realization of Wayfinding Agrigento, has a aim: a local
sustainable development that causes Agrigento to be a creative city, to re-start from its own identity,
from its abandoned places, from its neglected architectures, from the difficult orography that
characterizes its urban pattern. This project guides urban users throughout Girgenti (the historical
center of Agrigento), into a slow rhythm of life, to stand out to the urban patterned identity, in a social
progress of discovering and rediscovering of the historical heritage.
The suggested paths are connected with a website that can also analyze city users‟ movements in the
historical center to plan services and public urban “gears” for the community.
Girgenti starts to begin a real living organism that communicates and interacts with its urban users,
reacts and dialogues with them, produces knowledge and triggers its regeneration.
Keywords: urban landscape, public space, cultural heritage, regeneration, wayfinding

1.

Cultural heritage, city and public space

Cultural heritage belongs to the “community”, because it‟s the result of a group of people who live in a
territory and it‟s the "Identity Card" of the community itself [16]. We all need to have a relationship with
this genetic heritage, material and immaterial [29] [30], knowing that it isn‟t a rigid data, but it "renews
continuously its meanings and it begins in a new from following development trend of a society" [32].
And if this "heredity - cultural heritage" must be considered "a set of resources inherited from the past
that populations identify, regardless of who owns the property, as a reflection and expression of their
values, beliefs, knowledge and traditions, in constant evolution" [15] and if the "community" is "a group
of people who values specific aspects of cultural heritage, and who, in the framework of public action,
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wish to support them and pass them on to future generations", it is important to make these objectives
operational.
Among these, the Convention [15] reiterates that it‟s essential: to recognize that “the right to cultural
heritage” is inherent in the right of participation in the cultural life (as defined in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights); to recognize an individual and collective responsibility towards the
cultural heritage; to stress that the preservation of cultural heritage, and its sustainable use, have as
its objectives human development and quality of life.
To take the necessary measures in order to implement the provisions of the Convention concerning:
- the role of cultural heritage in the construction of a peaceful and democratic society, in the process of
sustainable development and in the promotion of cultural diversity;
- greater synergy of competences among all public, institutional and private actors that are involved.
The "identity of a region, like the existence of a milieu, is the enduring result of a long process of
coevolution among the community and the environment" [22] and in the world of atopy [8], in which we
live, is really important the „history‟. This is that sense of places matching their historical depth,
memory and identity value. Recognizing the common origins allows us to identify the necessary
references to activate virtuous circles of development, also in the socio-cultural spheres.
The „history‟ is kept and remembered only between the city‟s borders, in its forma urbis and in its
historical monuments. This forma urbis, with its strong iconic influence, designs the city with its
intellectual activities or cultural services. Roland Barthes (1974) defines the city as the place where all
the values of the civilization are “gathered”, in fact also Amin and Thirift [3] write that cities are full of
“footprints”, one of the more suitable urban metaphora.
In the well-known couple urbs/civitas; urbs regards the physical settlement made of walls, streets,
squares, buildings. While the other one – civitas – means the community of citizens with the same
rights and duties to respond aims and conflicts of contemporary age. Therefore, cities must now return
to being a civitas, understood as a community of "united citizens" that are self-governing.
Since "the city in its history is the continuing experiment of shape contradictions" [6], it should stop to
re-read itself, the criteria and principles that underlie the definition of urban planning as a science,
which occurred upon the second industrial revolution following a long debate and practical
experimentation. A long process in which Patrick Geddes (1915) emerges with his admonition: "the
city is a one whole and living organism" to be treated with a multidisciplinary approach, studying
themes such as economy, history, sociology and landscape .
But what‟s crucial in the city is the existence of physical places those guarantee “social order” [17],
therefore “public open spaces” and not longer “spaces for public use”. This because, for example, the
“excess of shopping and leisure centers in the suburbs kills life in the urban centers” [19].
Already the Leipzig Charter on Sustainable European Cities [18] exhorted to enhance the role of
public space with physical quality and not just virtual, as modernity forces us to imagine. Public spaces
often became unsuitable to be “a meeting place and a debate of private suffering and public issues"
[5].
If spaces for collective life have conventionally represented the center of the city, with the ảγορά as a
place for the development of political life, the industrial revolution changed this situation. So the central
role of the space for „public use‟ has moved to coffee shops, parks and theatres, while over time,
streets and squares became places to experiment the new individual mobility, the driveway.
Nowadays, we are conscious that the quality of public spaces is the main benchmark by which the
social cohesion of a community is measured and it can contribute to improving the quality of life [20].
Is necessary to reflect about this fact that implies more pedestrian areas and slow roads.
The theme, confronted in the project presented in this paper, has the following goal: restore dignity to
the entire historical settlement and "slow down" the use of urban landscape. Slowing down the urban
historic landscape that will be revitalized, experienced and perceived by inhabitants - or not - thanks to
their re-appropriation with a "public" key of the roadway, hoping that "the sense of the public" is
recovered [13].

2.

Urban landscape: from Sitte to Lynch

The new urban planning in the recycling age [12] must decrease land consumption and reduce the
ecological footprint. However, to make this happen, it is essential to understand the interactions of the
urban ecosystems "with the social systems". The role of the social systems is to support significantly
the economic recovery and "can find an effective response to the creative recovery of urban materials"
[12]. This role goes beyond the simple safeguarding. Is about proposing policies of active interventions
on the urban abandoned areas and promote material as symbolic actions on the city.
If planning a city implies what just mentioned and to restore historical centres requires us to preserve
and protect all of cultural stratifications of civilization with the re-use architectural heritage, here is the
relevance actuality of the Sitte. Sitte's work [14] is probably the first western theoretical survey that
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analyzes problems related to urban landscape design with a "visual" approach: studying open spaces
and the "ways in which soil irregularities can produce attractive effects" [9]. The problem of the visual
content in the urban space occupies a position will make him a point of reference, years later, for
Giulio Carlo Argan with his "aesthetic value of the city" and on "city as a visual space" [2].
In 1889 [27], with "Der Städtebau nach seinen Künstlerischen Grundsätzen” (Art of building the cities)
by Sitte, a new interest in the urban form was born and spread throughout Europe. In its wake,
comparisons are made with the cities of the past that, by the end of the century, appear more suited to
individual needs and to collective needs: the quality of the spaces and the diversity of architectural
solutions create, in fact, a far more fascinating scenario than that offered by the monotonous “chess
boards” of the expansion areas [34].
Giovanni Astengo [4] emphasizes that the "slow process of recovery of urban space through the
rediscovery of its constituent elements and the identification of methods and principles for a renewed
and coherent spatial reconstruction begins with the analysis conducted by Camillo Sitte on the
compositional criteria of urban public spaces" and writes about the devastating role played on cities
and public spaces by the advent of mobility for people in the nineteenth century, when cities change
and adapt to the needs of railway, tram and car. He points out that Sitte was well aware of the need to
curb this phenomenon. This process, in fact, still makes today's cities uninhabitable and inaccessible.
Sitte directs his attention to the system of public spaces "which (...) represent the privileged field of art
in that part of the city which, for the values it is invested with, is able to represent everything" [9].
In fact, already Leon Battista Alberti, in the De Re Aedificatoria, invited to make sure that the streets
inside the city should not pass in a straight line, but bend in wide curves, like loops of a river, several
times on one side and the other. It almost seems that, with these words, Alberti anticipates the idea
that the “beauty of the city” is linked to the dynamic - perceptive - experience of its spaces. Wieczorek
writes [33], "space and the city are important (...) only to the extent that they are active" and „active‟
refers to the role played by the viewer in the process of perception: a problem, that of the subjectivity
of experience, widely debated at the time of Sitte.
Certainly the work of Sitte will condition that of Kevin Lynch [21] and Lewis Mumford [23]; this last one
- in particular - with “The culture of the cities”, operates a study of the urban form from a sociological
point of view. These two scientists, in turn, influenced Argan [2] downstream with his reflections on the
art of the city and his conviction of urban planning as a humanistic science.
Subsequently, Kevin Lynch - echoing Camillo Sitte - underlines, "in the evident chaos of the modern
city, the importance of orientation defined as a fundamental factor of the urban quality planning [31],
inviting - as already indicated by Sitte - to design "a modern version of the small traditional town with
its squares, towers, identifiable monuments and (...) simple to remember" [31].

3.

Strategies for Agrigento

3.1 Wayfinding
The word “wayfinding” has been used for the first time, in the context of architecture, to refer to the
user experience of orientation and choosing a path within the built environment. Kevin A. Lynch used
this word in his book "The Image of the City" [21] to define "a consistent use and organization of
definite sensory cues from the external environment".
Wayfinding is therefore the way in which it is possible to organize the built space, to help, to support or
to direct the orientation.
It refers to people's experience of orientation and facilitates the identification of a particular route to go
through the urban landscape, helping tourists and city users to successfully get to their destination.
But not only, wayfinding also educates people on boundaries, and the key features of the urban
environment as a “teaching tool”; cognitive maps are defined as mental representations or overall
spatial image and layout of settings [1].
3.2 A project for Agrigento
The case study is a middle city in the south of Italy. Famous in the world for its archaeological area,
2
UNESCO site since 1997, Agrigento (245,32 Km ) is a fragmented, scattered and complex city [26],
grown influenced by many elements: the articulated orography, the archaeological area and the sea.
It‟s historical center, recently re-named Girgenti, full of irregular buildings realized after the Second
World War, has many problems of depopulating as also shown in Tab.1. There are many abandoned
places, neglected architectures and monuments (Fig. 1). Just in the last few years there‟s only a
awakening of accommodation services: a loss of identity.
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Year
31/12/2010
31/12/2015

Total
55.550
58.329

Historic city (Girgenti)
8.219
7.435

%
14,80
12,75

Tab.1: Percent of the inhabitants of Girgenti (historic center of Agrigento) as compared to total (data by the
Municipality of Agrigento)

Fig. 1: Girgenti. Elaborated by L. Vitellaro (Graduate thesis in Architecture, University of Palermo)

Girgenti needs some strategies for its sustainable local development that causes the city to be
creative, to restart from its identity, from the difficult orography that characterizes its urban pattern; it‟s
necessary to transform it in a more livable city and recently, the experience of study, design and
realization of Wayfinding Agrigento has had this goal.
1
This project “Wayfinding Agrigento”, realized in 2017 by an Association , consists in the planning and
implementation of a system that allows a better use, knowledge and enhancement of the urban fabric
and the historical/artistic emergencies of Girgenti, historic center of the city of Agrigento.
The idea aims to trigger the recovery of the identity by the inhabitants and also acts as a lever to
stimulate cultural tourism, activating a self-sustainable economic activity. A strategy of re-activating
the historical fabric of Girgenti, that re-starts from its abandoned spaces, from its disused architecture,
from it‟s complex orography, from it‟s urban fabric.
The project consisted in identifying and designing of thematic itineraries (Fig. 2) that allow citizens,
tourists and patrons to choose pedestrian routes that lead them to know, visit and appreciate the
historical fabric of the City.
Inhabitants, tourists and city users, in this way, can "live" the streets and the squares, open public
spaces.
Itineraries defined through mapping routes and sites, captions and indications signals - on the one
hand - and the use of multimedia technology (QR codes that connect to the database on a website) on the other.
Panels placed in strategic locations in the city allow the user to have:
• an intuitive guide to follow with the three suggested itineraries and the relative travel times, added to
the following thematic routes;
• scientific information in graphical and didactic formats on the sites/points of interest;
• easy access (via smartphone) to a database that can be implemented with historical / architectural /
landscape and current information on each route, individual sites.
To guide the re-discovering of the historic urban fabric, have been defined two distinguishing paths,
that crossing each others made a third one, dedicated to Pirandello‟s places.

1 The project has realized (2017) from Lions Club Agrigento Host (President Avv. G. Ilardo) to celebrate the first Centenario of
the Lions International Club Foundation. Wayfinding has been approved and has been had the support from different local
Institutions: the Municipality of Agrigento, the University of Palermo (Agrigento site), the Archaeological Park of the Valles of the
Temples and others. The project has been realized by a team of architects: S. Augello, S. Gueli e J.B. Reyes (with the scientific
coordination of Valeria Scavone).
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1 - The "long" route allows how to go into the alleys of the historical city to appreciate its architectural
and landscape qualities, but also sounds and smells, in order to revitalize parts of the less frequented
historical fabric.
It is expected to last for about two hours (walking distance, round trip, considering a walk of about
3Km/h in consideration of the orographic trend) to which will be added the time dedicated to stop at
each site.
2 - The "short" route provides for a smoother and faster walk that highlights the historical-architectural
heritage but also panoramic views. Expected to last for about half an hour (of walking distance, round
trip, considering a pace of about 5 Km/h.), which will be added to the time spent in each site.
3 - The “Pirandello” path, finally, marked with red symbols, allows instead, in about an hour to know
the places narrated by Luigi Pirandello in his written production.

Fig. 2: Wayfinding. Elaborated by S. Augello, S. Gueli, J. B. Reyes (Wayfinding Agrigento team)

The paths suggested are connected with a web site that can also (through Google Analtiytics) analyze
the city users movements, in the historical center, to plan services and public urban “gears” for the
community.
The project, as planned, can be easily implemented and improved in the future on the basis of specific
needs by the city users (tourists and inhabitants).

4.

Effects and prospects

Even if Italy is still awaiting the ratification of the Convention on the value of the cultural heritage for
the Council of Europe society (signed in Faro in 2005), it is believed that the process of shared and
participatory valorisation hoped for is already coming true. And initiatives like Wayfinding Agrigento based on the synergy between private institutions and associations that consider the role of cultural
heritage as a priority to promote sustainable development that leads to an increase in the quality of life
in the cities – should bear fruit in the long term, especially for the new generations, to whom it will the
task of managing the planned transformations of cities and territories that lead to "processes of
economic, political, social and cultural development and planning of land use" [5] based on cultural
heritage.
The concrete application of the article n.5, according to which "anyone alone or collectively has the
right to contribute to the enrichment of cultural heritage", has been achieved with the promotion of the
bass of an association that wanted to make a process of identification, study, interpretation, protection,
conservation and presentation of cultural heritage. Citizens become protagonists of "actions to
improve access to cultural heritage, in particular for young people and disadvantaged people, in order
to raise awareness of its value, on the need to conserve and preserve it and on the benefits that can
derive from it" (article n.12).
In the hope of generating a "cultural dividend" [11] of the conservation and valorisation policies of the
archaeological, architectural, historical-artistic and landscape heritage, similar project initiatives
indicate the path to follow: through partnerships between the private sector and civil society, activating
the widest range of funding for new policies, urban planning, projects and cultural infrastructures.
Because culture doesn‟t has to be only for an elite, but for all. It has to begin a raw nerve of
development. In fact, when Kevin Lynch wrote about wayfinding that it was not for tourists but for
inhabitants, who daily lives in that place.
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To nourish the new alliance between Heritage and Creativity [11] it is necessary an urban, human and
territorial environment capable of triggering the new actions able to strengthen the cultural armor. The
existence of a rooted cultural structure and a creative ecosystem are necessary conditions to start a
process of culture-based renaissance for a territory of its community. This community, for example,
could also (in synergy with this project) activate the Storytelling process: in many parts of China,
storytelling is commonly used to pass on knowledge and share collective memory [24].
Such kind of approach could renew the attention to the ordinary and the marginalized, while this
process could begin a common journey using a participatory public process.
Town planning must find "its own public role, emerging from the condition of simple accompaniment of
the trajectories drawn by the market and economic forces". To do so it must not "be alone" instead
must building "new alliances" with different disciplines [28]. Looking for an intermediate language to
build a dialogue among the knowledges, but such alliances must also concern with the community that
is formed by individual citizens and the world of Associations.
It is believed that small and timely actions, such as those proposed, can cure the redemption of a
community's cultural identity and trigger the revitalization not only of the affected area but of the area
surrounding it, in a beneficial and pervasive effect.
This experience of re-activation of a historic urban landscape and its community, Wayfinding
Agrigento, can become replicable in other contexts to produce and distribute the cultural dividend.
Territorial planning, urban planning and urban policies must have the capacity to transform the
numerous "islands of excellence" of the Sicilian cultural and landscape armor. Starting from the
awareness of the identity value of cultural heritage, we consider that the urban landscape can become
"connective tissue, a unifying thread of the various elements of cultural heritage" [32]. A thread that
triggers a process of "collective" rebirth in order to protect and conserve the genius loci, concretizing
"the essence in ever-new historical contexts" [25].
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Abstract

Kayseri had always been an important administrative center throughout its history. After Istanbul’s
conquest, it kept its importance as a Central Anatolian city. Talas, which is a town in Kayseri region, is
situated at the slopes of Ali Mountain at the northeast of Erciyes Mountain, about ten kilometers from
city center. Talas is an important historical town having an outstanding traditional vernacular texture
occupied by Turkish, Armenian and, Greek population in the late Ottoman period. Harman District,
where the two surveyed houses are located, is the core of the housing texture of Talas. In addition,
this part situated at the center of Talas, attracts attention with its unique dwelling buildings. In this
district, two specific houses present different characteristics compared to other traditional Talas
houses. These houses have two extra sections with different functions that the other types do not
have. These sections are called haremlik, which is the private quarters of the house owners and the
selamlık, which is a place for meetings and greetings of the men of the family. Selamlık is designed
with more architectural concern than the other areas. The design of these houses was based on
cultural needs and appreciation of the users who live in them.
Keywords: Talas houses, vernacular architecture, extra compartments, selamlık, haremlik

1.
Introduction
Kayseri, is a city in Turkey and it has been a scene for many important historical events and housed
various ancient civilizations from past to present. It was the biggest city of Anatolia after Bursa during
the 16th century [1]. One of the most developed towns of Kayseri is Talas (fig. 1). According to
Cömert, as there are no precise results of 1831 census in the tax book, Talas had approximately 8600
inhabitants consisting of 7000 non-Muslims and 1600 of Muslims [2]. Talas should be a region where
the Muslim population is less than the non-Muslim population. Therefore, the houses reflecting the
characteristic of the Muslim houses should be few in Talas. The two selected examples should be the
rare houses in Talas if they are thought to be the houses where rich Muslim families live in. The main
aim of this study is to analyze the two specific houses that present different characteristics compared
to other traditional Talas houses. These houses have two extra compartments with different functions
that the other types do not have. These sections are called haremlik and selamlık.

Fig. 1: Location of Kayseri on the map of Turkey and location of Talas on the map of Kayseri.
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2.

Analysis of the two chosen examples of vernacular architecture

The most important feature of these houses is to have two separate sections, these are ‘‘haremlik”
and elaborated in detail ‘‘selamlık’’. The sections of these houses attract attention with both plan and
facade. According to İmamoglu, traditional interpretation of Islam led to separation of woman and man
thus houses were divided into two separate compartments [3]. The haremlik is the name for women
and the selamlık is for the men. Haremlik, contains private zones for family and service zones and
selamlık is usually used for welcoming male guests. Moreover, according to Çakıroğlu, in Kayseri
houses, in the past, the selamlık had started to consist of one room, later, was situated as one
separate house in rich families [4].

Fig. 2: The selamlık and haremlik of the ground floor plan of the first example.

In the first example, selamlık which was attached to the haremlik (fig. 2). The house has two separate
entrances from the street. The selamlık entrance that is an arched opening is larger in scale (fig. 3).
This entrance door has a basket handle arch with pilasters with Doric capitals. These capitals shaped
as rectangular. The ground floor is mostly occupied by service areas.

Fig. 3: The street facade of the selamlık and haremlik of the first example.

Moreover, the selamlık section of the house has unique features that the other houses do not have.
This house has a semi open space named iwan which used both as a social area and also for
entertainment of guests. This iwan which has a height two floors, also has an ornamental pool inside
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and faces the garden. The floor of iwan is raised thirty centimeters from the garden floor. There is a
stone sedir at the north side of iwan. Sedir which is an element of the plan is used for sitting by putting
a cushion on it. The iwan has five rectangular windows with wooden frames and shutters from north
and east side. Three rectangle skylights stand at northern side (street facade) of the iwan above the
windows. The garden side of iwan has a pediment with semi hexagonal opening at same level of the
column capitals. Furthermore, this unique house has a portico (fig. 4). This portico has arches that a
stone figure with semi volute “S’’ shaped on the key stone of it. These arches have rested on the stone
columns with Corinthian capital with volute in the four corners of it, and rectangular bases. The
selamlık of the house is related to the garden in this example. This relationship of the selamlık with
garden should be had advantages.

Fig. 4: The portico of the selamlık of the first example.

The stone stairs were situated as console in the portico for the upper floor (fig. 5). At first the stairs
reach to the hayat at the first floor. The northern facade of the hayat (the street facade of the hayat)
had wooden columns, column capitals and pilasters before restoration, however, today, these
columns, column capitals and pilasters are not there. There is a hall at the western side of the hayat
working as a passage to haremlik. This hall is only passes from selamlık to haremlik in the house. The
hall has a hearth that its facade ends with corrugated shape. This hearth is smaller than other hearths
in Talas. So, this hearth can be used for heat. There is a large room which has a stone sedir and thin
cupboard, at the first floor at the eastern side of the hayat in the selamlık. This room has right-angled
projection as the construction techniques of angle braced. Additionally, there is another smaller room
at the southern side of the hayat that faces the garden with a small balcony.

Fig. 5: The selamlık and haremlik of first floor plan of the first example.
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Another section of the house is the haremlik. The entrance door of the haremlik has stone lintel with
rectangular form and moderate size that is more suitable for human use according to selamlık
entrance door. The door also has a rosette with diagonal shape over the lintel. This wooden entrance
door is opened from the street to the haremlik section of the house (fig. 2). At first, is noticed the
garden such as the selamlık, after entrance doors. One of the advantages of entrance doors at the
garden walls creates guests can chat and refresh in the garden without having to enter in to the
house. Another advantage provides a protected entrance for owners of the house if entrance doors
are at the garden walls. Toilet is situated at the entrance on the ground floor of the haremlik. There is
a hall on the ground floor, surrounded by four rooms and stairs. The material of the stairs is stone. At
first, on the first floor, sofa is reached by these stairs (fig. 5). The sofa has a stone sedir in front of the
garden facade of sofa. Four rooms were situated on the northern and southern side of the sofa. Two
of four rooms have had cupboards. In the eastern side of the sofa, there were a door and windows of
the passage which provides access to the selamlık section.
At the ground floor, the eastern side of selamlık, there were five small buildings in old houses named
“tol” (fig. 2). Their facades end with five pointed arches in this house. This semi open spaces take light
from one side and are used as a social place also resting area in Talas. The first arch and the last two
arches are closed together to create a service zone. These units are now being used as a toilet and
store. In addition, there is a hearth in the one of them. The two arches at the center of the building
stayed open to create a semi open space. However, after restoration, these openings were closed.
There is a terrace roof above of the tol. This terrace is continuous from above of entrance door to east
wall of iwan.

Fig. 6: The selamlık and haremlik sections of the layout plan of the second house and respectively, the ground,
the mezzanine and first floor plans of the selamlık of the second example.

Another example has two separate buildings as selamlık and haremlik in a big garden (fig. 6). The
selamlık is situated near the street, while the haremlik is located at the back of it, inside of the big
garden. The entrance doors of the selamlık are arched, wooden double-wing doors on the street
façade of the house. There is a basement floor with a room under the semi part of taşlık of the ground
floor. This room is reached by stairs near of the hearth on the ground floor. On the ground floor of the
selamlık, there are taşlık, a niche, a hearth, a room of northern side of the taşlık, stone stairs for the
upper floor, a passage for a well and a toilet inside of the back courtyard. Taşlık has three arches at
the southern side of the taşlık and two arches at northern side of the taşlık. These arches have rested
on the columns capitals and columns and pilasters and their bases. Thus, both a big opening and a
magnificent space is created (fig. 7). The ground floor of the selamlık consists of a big gap being used
for service or other needs.
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In the mezzanine floor, there are two rooms which are reached from the intermediate landing of the
stairs. In this landing of the stairs, there is a niche, too. On the first floor, was situated a sofa with
decorated pavement of the floor and the ceiling (fig. 7). “U’’ shaped stone sedir is in front of street
facade of the sofa. The handles of the stone sedir are in the shape of semi-volutes. A room that is
adjacent to the sofa, a toilet and a terrace were situated on the first floor. This terrace is named hayat
in traditional houses.

Fig. 7: Respectively, a picture of the ‘‘taşlık’’ which is divided by walls later; and two pictures of the ‘‘sofa’’ of the
selamlık of the second house.

The sofa windows of the house in figure 8 have two arches resting on columns with capitals and
bases. These windows are visible on the outer facade. The semi-circle iron consoles in front of them
were later added to put flowerpots. The most decorated room of the selamlık is sofa. The selamlık of
the house is related to the street in this example. This relationship of the selamlık with street should be
had advantages.

Fig. 8: The street facade of the selamlık of the second example.

The haremlik section of the second house is located inside of the garden (fig. 9). In haremlik, the
entrance door is placed in a niche that makes a retreat from the facade. Here the niche is higher
approximately two meters from the garden level (fig. 10). Stairs are used in order to reach the
entrance in the niche. These stairs are shaped according to the location of the door and the width of
the niche. On the first floor, at first, a hall is situated in front of the entrance door. Only one room is
reached from the hall. Then, five stairs are climbed for upper floor from hall to a sofa and a hayat. The
stone frames of the windows of the sofa have ‘‘S’’ shapes (fig. 10). These stone frames of the
windows of the upper floor is visible from the outside of the haremlik. The floor of the sofa has white
marble as a big circle shape with an ellipse form in the center of it. The sofa has a stone sedir in front
of the garden façade such as the first example. There is a niche situated at northern side of the wall of
the sofa. The niche has a pointed arch. This arch rests on columns with Corinthian capitals and bases.
Moreover, there is dentil motifs at the bottom of the niche.
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Fig. 9: The selamlık and haremlik sections of the layout plan of the second house and first floor plan of the
haremlik of the second example.

The projection of the sofa has right-angled forms as the construction techniques of cantilevered
beams (fig. 10). The sofa is surrounded by two rooms as the northern and southern side of the sofa.
One of two rooms, which is at the northern side of the sofa has a cupboard with inside bath. The bath
is situated inside the cupboard that is a common feature of Talas houses. The ground floor of the
haremlik cannot be seen. Because, the owner of the house said that this floor was not used during the
years, and he could not find the key.

Fig. 10: The facade of the sofa and the entrance niche of the haremlik of the second house.

According to Eldem, as the plan type is best expressed by the position of the sofa, it is in reference to
that position that we shall make our classification [5]. The plan type of the first example is dış sofalı
(With an Outer Hall) plan type. The plan type of the selamlık of the second example is also dış sofalı
(With an Outer Hall) plan type. In Talas houses, in dış sofalı plan type examples often include a space
type which is known as Hayat. These houses are also called the Turkish Hayat House. According to
Kuban Hayat is an opened enclosed space remained in use in many regions [6]. Moreover, in both of
them, there are hayat with columns and pilasters. However, later, these parts of the houses were
closed with glass or wooden pavements. Finally, the plan type of the haremlik of the second example
is dış sofalı (With an Outer Hall) plan type, too.
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2.1 Construction Technique
The commonly used material in Talas houses is stone due to geological conditions. The construction
technique is stone masonry in Talas. According to the local names used for stone; “yonu taşı” (broad
stone) which is a volcanic tuff that is used on the facades and black stone is used at the construction
of the sub-foundations. The wall thickness is between 25 to 100 centimeters that change if there is an
inbuilt cupboard or not. The stone bond beams are constructed on the masonry walls. After, the wood
beams are put on these stone bond beams about 50 centimeter distances or consecutively. These
wooden beams are covered with wood pavement (5cm *20cm), later, earth fill is filled on these
pavements and finally stones are covered. The local name of these stones is “sal taşı”. These stones
are about 5-6 centimeters in thicknesses and are used in different lengths according to spaces where
they are little size in sofa or 80 centimeters in the other rooms.
The flat earth roofs have similarly been constructed using the wooden beams one on the top of the
others, covered with wooden pavement and finally placing earth produced by thatched. Slope of the
roof has provided transferring water to the scuppers.

3.

Conclusion

Local vernacular architecture is connected to region, culture, economy, society and so on. The life
style, socio-economical structure, topography, building materials and techniques effect the character
of the houses in the town. Requirements, adaptation, appreciation of the users who live in the region
create certain harmony. In Talas, character of the dwellings presents the living culture of the local
community.
When forty houses in Talas were searched, the houses which have two separate sections are only
these two houses that were in this paper according to current data. According to the analysis results of
two outstanding houses with separate sections as selamlık and haremlik;
 in the first example, the selamlık is designed as attached to the house, while the other
example is designed as a separate building.
 the selamlık has fewer rooms even though they have more spaces than the haremlik. The
selamlık is not a unit that is divided into rooms. It is a unit which there are large single space
where visual items are more important. These large spaces are elaborated in detail in these
houses with floor and ceiling decorations.
 the first example is a unique example of Talas with portico and iwan.
 in the first example, although the selamlık is dynamic, it creates a contrast by giving a more
closed structure view from the street facade. There is a modest street facade, while creating
the familiar atmosphere attractively with the decorative pool inside the iwan for another
facade.
 in the first example, the selamlık of the house is related to the garden, while the selamlık of
the second example is related to the street. With these two examples, we can analyze
advantages or disadvantages of the street and garden.
 the ground floors of the haremlik were used as small spaces as the service areas, while the
ground floors of the selamlık were creating large spaces as resting areas with columns and
arches.
 it is understood that the people living in these houses, which are considered as haremlik and
selamlık, are Muslim families. Moreover, in the first example, there is the stone rosette over
the rectangle entrance door that is carved with ‘‘bismillah’’ (the name of god the merciful and
the compassionate) and ‘‘1858’’ (the date of completion of the house) as Ottoman Turkish.
This paper aims to present two different examples of vernacular architecture in Talas, Anatolia. This
study also intends to open a discussion on how and in what ways the forms of the traditional elements
could be used in accordance with the new conservation regulations at Talas. Moreover, the
documentation of the vernacular architecture of Talas will have an impact on the conservation of the
historical texture of the settlement as well as transferring the data to the future generations.
Furthermore, this data could be a guide for the restoration in the area for the site management
projects prepared by the local municipality.
Nowadays, the existing historical texture is gradually disappearing. One of the most important issues
of urban areas is the complex and unhealthy settlement environment which brings negative
developments in community relations. Historic texture of the town can reflect the construction
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techniques tradition of the region with major losses; however present circumstances indicate a risk in
the transmission of this architectural heritage for to the future generations if no action is taken.
Recently, a local tourism has started in the region. Traditional residential houses turn into cafes, live
music venues and are used as favorite areas by the young people, mostly by university students.
However, there are many shortcomings. It will be possible to conserve traditional texture of the
settlement efficiently if these outcomes are investigated. Some of the common problems and the
proposals for their solutions are given in this survey.
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Abstract

th

At the beginning of the 20 century, the buildings of the French Benedictine monk and architect Paul
Bellot (1876-1944) respond to the need to create a religious ―style‖ suitable for modernity. In particular,
the restoration, reconstruction and completion of religious structures –St. Paul’s Abbey, Oosterhout
(1906-1907); Quarr Abbey, Isle of Wight (1907-1911); Solesmes Abbey; St. Gertrudis in Heerle;
Oratoire Saint-Joseph du Mont-Royal and Abbaye Saint-Benoît-du-Lac, Québec- as well as the
construction ex novo -Saint Chrysolus at Comines, Nôtre-Dame de l'Immaculée Conception at
Audincourt, Notre-Dame des Trévoies in Troyes; Nossa Senhora da Conceição in Porto- reveal a dual
artistic instance: on one side, the attempt to resist the destruction caused by French anti-religious
policy and by First World War by recovering traditional techniques and materials; on the other, the
search for a language capable of combining classicism and technological progress through the
recovery of the most authentic medieval lesson. Widely appreciated in life and considered one of the
greatest architects of the new century, Bellot has been neglected by the most recent critics, although
his style has given rise to an architectural vocabulary widely attested in Northern Europe and Canada,
where he influenced several architects and his figural language is known as "Bellotism". His
theoretical writings constitute an ante litteram attempt to conjugate cultural landscapes, sustainable
development, resilience and transformation.
Keywords: Paul Bellot, reinforced concrete architecture, modern Gothic idiom, eclecticism, golden
section.

1.
The life and the work
Paul Bellot (1876-1944) was an architect and Benedictine monk whose contribution to 20th
century architecture has yet to be fully explored.
Trained at École des beaux-arts in Paris, he designed monastic buildings in France, Holland,
Belgium and England before moving to Canada in 1937 where he was trapped with the onset
of the Second World war.
Considered by Nicolas Pevsner in 1967 a new Gaudì, and defined from time to time student
of Choisy and Viollet-le-Duc, Bellot tackles the problem of style, with which confronts the
culture at the beginning of the twentieth century.
n this we can identify many points of contact with the epistemological research of the major
representatives of the Avant-garde, as well as of the architectural debate of the early
twentieth century.
Although he worked almost exclusively for monastic commissions and in determined
geographical areas, at least until the departure for Canada, he proved to be very up-to-date
on the research of his colleagues involved in the sacral, so that his expressive vocabulary
can be approached, in some respects , to that of designers such as Antoni Gaudi, Adolf
Muesmann, Carl Anton Meckel, Fritz Höger, Joseph Diongre.
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Fig. 1: Oosterhout (Belgium), closter (arch. P. Bellot, 1906-1907)

His first works –St. Paul Abbey, Oostrhout (1906-1907), Quarr Abbey, Isle of Wight (19071911)- already show the attention to conjugate cultural landscapes, sustainable
development, resilience and transformation.
Student of Marcel Lambert, when he entered upon monastic life in 1902, he had no
expectation of continuing the profession he had so recently assumed. But shortly after taking
monaster vows, he was sent to the Netherlands in 1906 to help construct a monastery for
the exiled community of Wisques at Oosterhout and in 1907 was recalled to the Isle of Wight
and asked to design another monastery, Quarr Abbey. The new monastery was built in three
stages. The architect chose to work with cheap, imported Belgian bricks throughout and
showed himself a pioneer in breaking away from contemporary French practice wich
preferred to hide the humble brick beneath stone and plaster.

Fig. 2: Quarr Abbey (Isle of Wight, England), St. Mary Church (arch. P. Bellot, 1909-1919)
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Fig. 3: Troyes (France), Notre-Dame-des-Trévois church, vaults system of the nave (arch. P. Bellot, 1931-1934)

Dom Bellot showed that it was possible to build on a monumental scale with brick alone and
he achieved a sense of massive solemnity, which appeared modern at the time, and has
since been called a brilliant example of twentieth century expressionism in architecture.
Among its most famous churches: the Immaculate Conception in Audincourt, St. Crysole in
Comines, Notre-Dame-des-Trévois a Troyes.
2.
Bellot architecture
The architecture of Dom Bellot is based on harmony: The proportions of a building should be
based on the sizes of the équerre mysterieuse, as he defines the golden section and the
golden tri-angle. A building of Bellot is ment to fit in its environment. A church should be
among the people and not above. Bellot uses materials wich are often used in the country he
is building: In the Netherlands it is often brick, elsewhere –like in France- he uses also
concrete.
Important in Bellots churches is a free sight at the altar, as in the buildings of German
architects Rudolf Schwarz (1897-1961) and Dominikus Böhm (1880-1955): that's why the
pilars are as far at the side as possible. The room at the sides is used as walkingspace.
The roof is supported by a series of brick or concrete arches. The arches of Bellot are
parabolic (brick) or multi-angled (concrete). This construction is the skeleton of the church.
Everything is visible from the inside, even the wood of the roof.
The parabolic arch of Dom Bellot is often named a "chainarch", like the chainarch used by
the Spanish architect Antoni Gaudì, though Gaudì used indeed chains to define arches,
instead Bellot used mathematics: his arches and measurements are all based on the triangle 31º 43" by 58º 17" (Campone 2018). Bellot calculates each arc in six steps. The height
of a pilar, the beginning of the arche, was the key for all the measurements of the total
building. Altering one of the measurements (i.e. the length of the nave, the height of the roof)
would affect all measurements of the building and they are all connected to each other.
To Bellot, geometry’s immutable verities were related in kind and form to the workings of the
Divine.
It is hardly surprising that Bellot and others who shared his attitudes should have been
fascinated by the way that proportional systems had been employed in architectural practice.
As the twentieth-century American architect and expert in proportional systems Claude
Bragdon aptly remarked, «If a work of architecture is, in the well-known phrase, 'frozen
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Fig. 4: Annecy (France), St. Joseph-des-Fins basilica (arch. P. Bellot, 1937-1941)

music', it is so only by reason of a harmonious relation subsisting between its various parts otherwise it is only frozen noise» (Bragdon 1910: 41).
In the words of one twentieth-century critic, «...beauty shows herself in a manner surprisingly
allied to mathematics, for no medium exists through which beauty can be disclosed to the
senses but depends ultimately upon proportion for its success» (Coleman and Coan 1920:
XVI).
Bellot quotes several times in his writings the Benedictine monk Desiderius Lenz (18321928) who was a founder of the Beuron Art School and author of very important works, such
as Zur Ästhetik der Beuroner Schule (1898) and Der Kanon (1921) (Campone 2010).
The first important source for Bellot's knowledge of proportional systems were Viollet-le-Duc
and Lenz. Bellot had to admire in Lenz and the Beuron school, first of all, the architecture
based on sacred geometry was consistent with Catholic intellectual patterns during the first
half of the twentieth century -specifically, the neo-Thomist character of this period of
Benedictine formation. Bellot developed both a theological and an intellectual attraction to
beauty and order. Geometry was proof of order; that in itself was considered a demonstration
of God’s graceful decision to become incarnate in the world.
Dom Bellot attached a great deal of importance to the use of proportional systems in
architecture -both because of the order that they imparted to the work, and also because of
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Fig. 5: Opwijk Affligem Abbey (Belgium), section (arch. P. Bellot, 1929)

the underlying symbolism that he attached to this order. The hieratic style of Beuron found a
perfect foil in Bellot’s geometrically based architecture. He recognized a consanguinity
between these works and his own, which was similarly oriented towards the timeless, that
which did not change, rather than the ephemeral, the changing.
He devoted one chapter of the Propos to proportions, and his work bears witness to the use
of the Golden Section and other proportional systems. We are fortunate to possess some of
Dom Bellot's original sketches used during his 1934 lectures in Québec (Campone 2018:
130-152): in addition to showing how the Golden Section could be devised according to
Euclid's formula, he drew the whirling rectangle, and the geometrical means of drawing a
pentagon (Campone 2018: 175-190). In this regard, it seems clear that what he termed the
«équerre mystérieuse» ought to be taken into consideration: it is a triangulated crossing
system based on the Golden Section who features prominently in his architectural drawings
(Simmins 1997).
A figure of this square, drawn by Dom Côté, shows that the fundamental form is derived from
the 3:4:5 triangle—which, as we have shown above, was known to antiquity, and also to
Viollet-le-Duc. From this triangle a number of other relationships were established. If Bellot
utilized proportional systems as a pragmatic tool, there can also be no doubt at all that they

Fig. 6: Audincourt (France), Immaculate Conception church (arch. P. Bellot, 1932)
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Fig. 7: Quarr Abbey (Isle of Wight, England), St. Mary Church, vault of the sanctuary (arch. P. Bellot, 1909-1919)

Fig. 8a: Troyes (France), Notre-Dame-des-Trévois church, detail of the decoration (arch. P. Bellot, 1931-1934).
Fig. 8b: Quarr Abbey (Isle of Wight, England. Arch. P. Bellot, 1909-1919)
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Fig. 9: Bloemendaal (Belgium) Adelbertkapel (arch. P. Bellot, 1923)

possessed symbolic meaning for him. The symbolic meaning was consistent with his
religious vocation, and even more particularly, with the neo-Thomist strand of Roman
Catholicism in the twentieth century that, as we have seen, exerted such an important
influence on his formative years. We may quote again from a letter to Dom Côté to
demonstrate this point. Arguing that even a simple form could be beautiful, he revealed to
Dom Côté why this could be possible due to the employment of a Golden Section
proportional system in the design (Campone 2018: 183).
Recently, an analysis of the cross-section of the chapel of the Augustinian College in
Eindhoven (Netherlands) shows the use of the golden section angle of almost 60o in
combination with triangular tracing (Dewitte 2015) . Dom Bellot used this set angle to
construct harmonic geometry in an effort to create universal beauty and to divide greater
parts into smaller parts in a harmonious way.
If one accepts the proposition that Bellot used sacred geometry to mediate between the
human and the divine, perhaps one will also be receptive to a related argument: that Bellot
sought to humanize the architectural system based on sacred geometry, and thereby to bring
the ―natural‖ world into conscious, crafted harmony, with the divine. Bellot did this by means

Fig. 10a: Comines (France), St. Chrysole church (arch. P. Bellot, 1925-1929). Fig. 10b: Noordhoek, St. Joseph
church (arch. P. Bellot, 1921-1923)
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Fig. 11a: Troyes (France), Notre-Dame-des-Trévois church, baptistery (arch. P. Bellot, 1931-1934). Fig. 11b: St. Benoît-du-Lac
(Québec), closter floor design (arc. P. Bellot, 1937-1939)

of two complementary stratagems: color, and light. Both color and light were strategic tools
that Bellot employed to humanize the abstract properties of geometry.
Proportions represented the underlying order of the Divine; color and light represented the
transitory, the human, nature, and the seasons. Bellot achieved polychromatic effects in his
buildings by using two complementary but separate techniques: contrasting materials; and

Fig. 12: Quarr Abbey (Isle of Wight, England), refectory (arch. P. Bellot, 1907-1911)
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Fig. 13: Audincourt (France), Immaculate Conception church, aisle (arch. P. Bellot, 1932)

raked mortar joints. The former interest seems to have much in common with architecture
from the mid-nineteenth-century forward, while the latter technique is very difficult to link with
specific traditions in architecture. Bellot used colored masonry joints both on the external
masonry, and inside on the brick walls. It has sometimes been asserted that Bellot’s
architecture is ―Mozarabic‖ in its sensibility (Campone 2017). Perhaps a closer comparison
might be drawn between Bellot's architecture and that of the Catalan architect Antoni Gaudí.
Like Bellot, Gaudí's work is richly and idiosyncratically polychromatic. But Bellot does not
mention Gaudí in the Propos . Moreover, Gaudí's intererest in polychromy is not precisely
the same as Bellot's: Gaudí uses contrasting materials, but does not seem to employ tinted
mortar joints.
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Fig. 14: Comines (France), St. Chrysole church, aisle, detail of the decoration (arch. P. Bellot, 1925-1929).

Bellot carefully manipulated the windows in the monastery so that light penetrates within the
cloister and interior spaces, resulting in a great many different effects. Sunlight provides very
different effects according to the seasons and the times of day, and thus the perception of
the user or visitor is also changed.
3.
Conclusions
For Bellot, architecture served a larger reality than what could be discerned by the ordinary
senses. He held that architecture should reflect an immutable order, and sould strive after
perfection. Only the Divine is perfect; but architecture conceived of with respect to
proportional systems could allude to and reflect that perfection.
Finally, Bellot was also an architect who thought very carefully of the users of his buildings.
He designed buildings in response to local climates, and local building materials. This is
another reason why he would not mechanically apply proportional systems.
He is considered one of the major representatives of the twentieth-century architect, since he
incorporates in a completely original way many instances common to the cultural debate of
the last century.
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Abstract
The paper aims to deepen the theme of the Greek mercantile communities in the Mediterranean sea,
both as a Western area of Orthodoxy and as an expansion of the commercial rights recognized in the
treaties with the riparian countries.
The mercantile nations and the Greek commercial diaspora, as a result of the creation of a figure of
intermediary merchant between the Eastern Mediterranean and the Western markets, will be the
object of s particular analysis about the great international trade routes within the Modern age. The
relations held by the Greek merchants of Messina and Naples with the various diaspora communities
and with the mother country will also be examined. The conclusions will concern the influence of the
Greek mercantile “nations” with respect to the affirmation of new social and mercantile groups in the
Kingdom of Sicily and in the Kingdom of Naples.
Keywords: Greek, Orthodox, merchants, Messina, Naples

Paper
When the foundations of the Eastern Roman Empire were shaken, Southern Italy was the natural
outlet to the West for so many Greeks and for the Byzantine merchant class.
After the fall of Constantinople in 1453, the main destinations of the Greek Orthodox refugees were
Naples and Messina: in the two cities there was a favorable background; in fact, since the times of
iconoclasm, monks, clerics and lay iconodules had moved from the Byzantine Empire to the Southern
Italy, which was an ecclesial dependency of the Patriarchate of Constantinople since the 8th century.
It is therefore correct to speak of a Greek commercial diaspora, as the paths of the Greek migrations
follow the routes of international trade, in which the Greek merchant had been the intermediary
between the eastern Mediterranean and the Western markets. The polycentric network of mercantile
communities had thus created a continuous exchange with the Levant. The Kingdom of Naples and
the Kingdom of Sicily were fully integrated into these networks, being in the centre of the
Mediterranean. The two states are places of transit not only for numerous Orthodox merchants,
soldiers and ecclesiastics coming from the Levant, but also for a variety of other subjects, coming from
the Genoese or Venetian dominions, as well as from the Habsburg or the Ottoman Empire. Naples
and Messina were also centres of reference for other smaller communities: for example, in the area of
Bari, the Greek merchants were Epirotes mainly from Ioannina, capital of Epirus, and were fully
included in the circuits of local economy, in land economy and in the transportation and marketing of
wheat; in some cases the Epirote colony also participated in the management of the city institutions,
as the merchants almost always married local women and maintained close relations, especially on
the economic side, with the Latin clergy. At the same time, through the Strait of Otranto, they
maintained continuous relations with Corfù and Epirus; although the mechanisms of trust were not
founded exclusively on the common geographical origins or on confessional bonds, the Greek
merchants of the province maintain relations with their fellow countrymen resident in the other ports of
the Peninsula, acting mainly as an intermediary between the centres of the Tyrrhenian Sea and the
Adriatic, but always through close relations with the Orthodox merchants of Naples.
Moreover, in Mediterranean Europe, not only civilizations but also States and Empires designed their
own mobile and porous borders, continually crossed by flows of men, goods, ideas and cultures, but at
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the same time identifying lines, in the measure in which the origin from and the landing within them
entailed the attribution of a specific political status.
When, starting from the 16th century, many Christians of the Greek rite arrived in the western
Christian world from the Venetian and Ottoman Levant, they founded new settlements or settled in the
port cities of the Italian Peninsula and in the neighboring islands, creating communities of foreign
nationals, as all the groups of foreigners coming from the same state structure or from a same
historical-geographical or confessional area were generally called. These communities were included
within the urban fabric, subjected, depending on the places and times, to the secular and
ecclesiastical authorities of the place and based on a more or less formally organized social and
institutional structure. Elsewhere, as in the rural hamlets of the provinces of the Kingdom of Naples,
the migratory flows from the Levant led to the formation of “new” populations of allogenes, juridically
subjects and vassals of the Catholic King: here they were holders of a certain degree of administrative
autonomy within a social context “regulated” by a tangle of feudal proprietary and juridical rights, which
extended over all the “universitates” of the Kingdom, from the inland hamlets to the provincial ports of
the coast with their mercantile “nations”and their traffic on the Adriatic.
In contact with the local society on the one hand and with the wider Mediterranean context on the
other, new social identities emerged, shaped in some cases by widespread transcultural practices,
which redefined, within the single settlement and on a wider horizon, the borders and the community
logics.
Moreover, from the social point of view, beyond the local and institutional horizon of each colony or
community, the Orthodox presence tended to structure itself along the webs of a network, woven by a
multiplicity of different subjects: clerics and prelates, merchants and artisans, soldiers and clerks, who
in the territories of Latin Christianity reorganized their collective existence within various forms of
community, around churches, new ecclesiastical hierarchies and, sometimes, in the absence of cult
and lay association structures. The plurality of the subjects involved in this space of relationship, the
continuous crossing of the confessional borders, the widespread dissimulatory practices that shaped
this space, to varying degrees according to the contexts, show how ambiguous, mobile and porous the
border between the two Christian societies was. Precisely the confessional ambiguity of the
Mediterranean, which other studies have already brought to light, helps to reinforce the idea of a
space in which the distinctions between East and West – which in official documents order religious
and Mediterranean space according to strict taxonomies – are in practice blurred and the phenomena
of intersection, relationship and conflict constitute the only real and intelligible dimension.
Another element that in the long run shaped the appearance of these mercantile communities, at the
same time determining the trend and distribution of migratory flows, is constituted by commerce itself.
The terrestrial routes and those of the sea, although not always divergent, allow to identify in the
territories of Latin Christianity two great regions of immigration, Central Europe and the CentralWestern Mediterranean, each of them connected in different way with the two main linguistic and
cultural areas of the Orthodox Balkans. Commercial immigration to the territories of Central Europe
mainly followed the terrestrial routes linking the Balkans with Austria and Hungary and above all
involving Greek and Aromanian (neo-Latin-speaking populations in the Balkans) inhabitants on the
highlands of Thessaly, Epirus and Macedonia and the Slavic-Orthodox peoples of the Western
Balkans. A constant flow of merchants from the Greek territories of the Venetian and Ottoman Levant
and from the coastal centres of the Balkan peninsula, since the early centuries of the modern age,
created a dense network of relations and trade between the two shores of the Adriatic and the Ionian
sea, whose western poles were the cities of Messina and Naples. From the 18th century onwards, the
immigration of Orthodox merchants to the Venetian lagoon and other Adriatic ports became part of a
wider mobility and a polycentric network of trade relations: from the Central-Western Mediterranean
regions (Italian peninsula and adjacent islands, Spain and the Iberian islands) this network crossed
Northern European ports (London and Amsterdam) to the North, the Black Sea coasts to the North
and South, passing through Egypt, extended to India.
Within the Kingdom of Naples Ferdinand IV of Bourbon, wishing to expand the commerce of the
Kingdom with the territories of the Levant, tried to persuade in the last decades of the eighteenth
century wealthy Greek merchants to move to Naples, Messina and Brindisi to settle there with their
families: to this end the Bourbon sovereign in 1784 with a royal edict declared the city of Messina
again as a free port (which had been suppressed following the anti-Spanish revolt of 1678) and from
1789 tried to promote some interesting colonization projects in the port Brindisi and its hinterland,
through the arrival of Greek families from Crete and the Peloponnese.
In Sicily, the Greek merchant community of Messina, formed following the arrival of entire family
groups, filled the gaps left by local merchants and other foreigners; many of the Messinese Greeks
knew how to write in Italian; after two generations, in a not always laudatory sense, the were called
“Levantines”. Gathered in the confraternity of St. Nicholas, Greek merchants in the eighteenth century
will specialize in maritime transport, expanding their traffic considerably and taking advantage of the
wars to enter the markets where the main carriers could not operate at that time. This growth
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occurred, especially during the Seven Years War (1756-1763) and the Russian-Turkish Wars (17681774), reaching its peak during the Napoleonic wars (1793-1805), when the Greek-owned ships, flying
flags of different nations, then as today, carried three quarters of the total Levantine trade.
Despite the discontinuities and differences, the historical framework just outlined suggests the
existence of a single long and complex migration process.
The introduction within this framework of a division between different linguistic and social groups, such
as to justify the existence of a Hellenic and mercantile diaspora distinct from the contemporaneous
Albanian migrations that led to the founding of new merchantile colonies and communities in the
Kingdom of Naples and in the Kingdom of Sicily, does not therefore seem plausible from the historical
point of view. The various cultural and social subjects that make up the body of Western Orthodoxy,
as we shall see, co-existed in some cases within the same communities. Albanian refugees went to
Lipari
and Messina, where they created another merchantile colony; still in the eighteenth century an
Albanian population of Greek rite survived in Sicily also in the farmhouses of Piana, in the diocese of
Monreale, in Santa Cristina Gela, where a group from Piana had founded in 1691 a new settlement, in
Palazzo Adriano and in Contessa, then in the diocese of Agrigento, and in Mezzojuso, in the diocese
of Palermo. In the latter city, in 1732 the Greek-Albanian Seminary was established for the formation
of the local clergy, attached to the parish of Saint Nicholas, a Byzantine church in Palermo that in the
past served by Sicilian-Greek clergy, before being entrusted to the Albanians.
Greeks and Albanians of the Diaspora shared the same social and confessional behavior, often
marked by the practice of the dissimulation of their Eastern identity or the instrumental use of their
religious identity.
The different attitude that individuals and communities of Greek rite assumed before the Catholic
Church did not constitute an obstacle to the establishment of mutual relations. The integration
between the various places of immigration was not achieved only through economic relations and
interests, but also through the network of missionaries, priests and clerics of the Greek rite which,
starting from the seventeenth century, was established through Europe and the Mediterranean around
the Sacred Congregation of Propaganda Fide.
This wave of migration is also part of a continuity of relations and political complicity between the two
shores of the Adriatic and the Ionian sea, fed by Spanish interests in the eastern Mediterranean.
Together with the safeguard of the Greek rite, the other fundamental objective to which the Pontiffs’
initiatives were addressed since the end of the sixteenth century, was the extinction of every link
between the Italian-Greeks or Sicilian-Greeks and the Eastern ecclesiastical hierarchies. To this end a
Catholic Bishop of Greek rite, without jurisdiction, was created in Rome, with the task of providing
exclusively for the ordination of the clergy who was entrusted with the pastoral care of those
communities. The first Greek bishop was the Cypriot former Orthodox Germanos Kouskonaris, elected
in 1581, while in the centuries this seat would have been mostly occupied by the students of the Greek
Pontifical College, many of whom came from the Albanophone colonies of southern Italy. The students
of the Roman College were obliged to sign a series of oaths (including that of remaining united to the
Roman Church and of dedicating themselves to the teaching, the sermon and the conversion of their
coreligionists) and a profession of Catholic faith. Despite the often formal signing of these
commitments, many, at the end of their studies, refused to receive priestly ordination from the GreekCatholic Bishop of Rome. The application of these obligations and prescriptions became more rigid
only starting from the pontificate of Urban VIII, when in 1634 an analogous profession of faith was
made obligatory for all the Greek clergy present in the Western Christendom, who was then subjected
to a careful doctrinal examination by the diocesan ordinaries. Through this practice, the Latin bishops
continued to denounce even in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the so-called abuses among
the Italian-Greeks of Calabria, Puglia and Abruzzo and more in the Greek parishes of Venice, Livorno
and Messina. The abuses reported were attributed not only to the exercise of liturgical practices
considered schismatic; a widespread and persistent problem, especially among the Albanian
communities of southern Italy, was the lack of priests of the Greek rite, in some cases favored by all
means by the same diocesan ordinaries, who in that condition hoped to be able to more easily
implement their own Latinisation projects. This lack was due mainly to the absence of an Eastern
Bishop on the ground for ordination and of seminars for the education of the local Greek clergy.
A not negligible aspect that allows us to affirm the unity of this Mediterranean space, however
fragmented and composite, is given by the fact that the urban world of the Levantine merchants and
the rural one of the settlers, of ancient or recent immigration, the Catholics and the Orientals, the
natives and migrants, came into contact with each other. The capitals and the mercantile cities,
starting from Messina and Naples, constituted a centre of attraction for all the Orthodox clergy, even
the original one of the rural colonies of southern Italy, Corsica or Abruzzo. In some cases, the natives
of these colonies reached the Levantine communities of the coast and the schismatic merchants of the
Levant attended the Greek-Catholic Churches of Malta and Messina. What is most important is that all
these groups shared the same symbolic, political and cultural references: Russia, in its role as
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protector of all Orthodox Christians, and the Orthodox East, through its itinerant clergymen, the
missions of the Italo-Albanian clergy in Epirus, the ties with the homelands of origin or in virtue of the
simple memory of the origins, constituted the main poles of this cultural and confessional space with
fluid and internally heterogeneous and fragmented outlines. Here, as we shall see shortly, Orthodox
ecumenism penetrates and transforms itself in a different way, in contact with different regional, social
and state realities, within a shared and interrelated space.
The careful reading of the “Imperial Concessions”, of the “Pontifical Bull”, of the “Royal Decrees” and
of the “Local Official Documents”, clearly proved that the construction of a church, like that of
Naples,the presence of Tommaso Paleologo and the hospitality granted to the merchants, were
among the main reasons that pushed the Greek Orthodox refugees since the sixteenth century to rush
into Campania with hope and optimism focusing, above all, in its most important city, Naples, full of
commercial activities and spiritual ferments, in which still the first beneficial “Decree” (30th August
1488) of King Ferdinand I of Aragon was in force. Thanks to this act, the Orthodox people could freely
and without any impediment celebrate their religious rites and be governed according to the laws of
their own country.
The organization of the first Greek refugees in colonies or communities was conceived and realized by
Thomas Palaeologus. He not only built the first Greek Orthodox Church of the Holy Apostles (later
dedicated to Saints Peter and Paul) in Latin Europe, but also founded the first “Philanthropic
Association of Orthodox Greeks”, composed of lay people only.
Before the foundation of the Church of the Holy Apostles, Thomas Palaeologus, enjoying the
benevolence of the Aragonese sovereigns and obtaining the protection of the Pope, managed to buy a
chapel that was inside the Basilica of San Giovanni Maggiore, and bore the name “Panaghia
Parthenos of Constantinople” Chapel. In this chapel the first Greek Orthodox refugees took part in
religious life, when the first church dedicated to the Holy Apostles had not yet been built. The Greeks
obtained the assignment of the church for the Orthodox cult only in 1544 and in 1617 the religious
building was enlarged, also annexing a conservatory for the Greek girls; at the time of this intervention
also the new dedication to Saints Peter and Paul of the Greeks occurred.
In Messina, in the eighteenth century, the fleet attributable to the Greek merchant community was
composed of about twenty units of the most varied: frigates, brgantines and above all feluccas. The
boats transported wool, tobacco, cheese, tar, etc.
The tolerance towards the commercial activities of the Greeks had positive consequences also for the
various Greek churches present in Messina; the rich Greek merchants and the Greek ship-owners of
the boats in transit used to offer money to the national churches for their decent maintenance. To have
some eloquent data to analyze for the period from the late eighties of the eighteenth century up to the
first period of the following century, it sufficient just to consult the rich archival documentation,
concerning the presence of foreign ships in the port of Messina, even if it provides partial and
extremely fragmented data.
Therefore, in Messina as in Naples, the Greek mercantile communities represented the main centres
of the Western area of Orthodoxy and as a source of expansion of the commercial rights for the
Greeks in the treaties with the riparian countries.
The mercantile nations and the Greek commercial diaspora have been the cause of the creation of an
intermediary merchant between the eastern Mediterranean and the western markets, producing
migratory and cultural flows along the great international trade routes in the modern age. In this sense,
Greek mercantile “nations” in the Kingdom of Naples and Sicily were indissolubly linked to the
affirmation of new social and mercantile groups in the two states, often retracing the same paths that,
since ancient times, made frequent relations between the two sides of the Ionian sea.
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Abstract
As a part of cultural landscape research, how to integrate the protection of cultural landscape into the
urbanization is always a complicated issue, because of the inherent characters of evolution of cultural
landscape. Orléans (France) and Yangzhou (China ) have established their partnership in
terms of urban cooperation since 2015. As the starting city of the Loire Valley registered in the World
Heritage as cultural landscape, Orléans has common elements related to the urban development with
Yangzhou which as an important city of the Grand Canal heritage site: natural watercourse, canal and
historical district. Both cities are facing the common issue concerning the protection of
watercourse cultural landscape in urban and rural development. Orléans has alr eady launched
a series actions and regulations for the planning and management of cultural landscape since
2000, making effort to integrate the protection of cultural landscape into the policy of urban
development; while Yangzhou promote the protection and management of Grand Canal with the
surrounding watercourse into the urban development during recent years. This article explores the
relations between the protection of watercourse cultural landscape and urban development, discusses
the influence of planning policy and management on the evolution of the cultural landscape, compares
the two „Integration‟ modes between Orléans and Yangzhou, including the manage system and
structure of the governance of this two sites.
Keywords: Cultural landscape management, Orléans and Yangzhou

1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction of cultural landscape

Cultural landscape, as one category of World Heritage, presents “the combined works of nature and
humankind, express a long and intimate relationship between peoples and their
natural
1
environment” .
Generally, the research of Cultural Landscape is a branch of the research of Human Geography. As a
forerunner in the field of cultural landscape, Otto Schluter first formally used “cultural landscape” as an
academic term in the early twentieth century. In 1986, DeBlij gave a more broader definition of
cultural landscape in “Human geography: culture, society and space”: Cultural landscapes, including
all the discernable changes by human in natural landscape. Furthermore, the basic idea of “The
European Landscape Convention” is ”an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result
of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors.” And “all the landscapes are important,
and the landscape itself is a cultural concept (Council of Europe 2000).”
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1.2 The Val de Loire and the Grand Canal
As a typical cultural landscape, Val de Loire represents the evolution of human civilization since a long
historical time. Through the improvement of the classification of world heritage, it is registered in the
list of World Heritage in 2000, attracting more attention for its‟ graceful cultural landscape.

Fig. 1: Regions of The Val de Loire registered in UNESCO

Large scale, Trans-regional, as a combined works of nature and human beings, Loire valley shows the
transformation and utilization of river in different periods according to the requirements of social life of
men. This particularity increases the difficulties of cooperation among the cities and stakeholders, and
how to make the regulations of protection and management in accordance with the region and urban
development are the important issues for discussing and study in this article.
As a long linear heritage site in China, the Grand Canal is registered in the World Heritage list in 2014.
The first excavation of the Canal starts from 5th century BC. It begins from the North city Beijing and
arrives until the South city Ningbo, the total length of waterway is 1,011km, including 2 municipalities 6
province, 25 cities, 20,189 hectares of nominated property, 52,747 hectares of buffer zone, totally
2
73,566 hectares . The Grand Canal is principally consists of ten main canals3. As it crosses from the
north to the south of China, the heritage site is divided into 31 important sections, which representing
the most valuable technics and historical evolution of canal construction. The construction of canal
was mainly influenced by the ancient navigation activities. Even nowadays, the Grand Canal still
undertake an important function role for the navigation, water supply, flood discharge, drainage,
irrigation, and improvement of urban landscape, requires of desilting, dredging, widening, bank
4
reinsta tement, embankment reinforcement .
There are points of similarities between the Val de Loire and the Grand Canal, however in some
extent, there will be a question for comparing Val de Loire with the Grand Canal, especially
that the Loire Valley is a wild river while the Grand Canal is an outcome of natural transformation by
human beings, from the point of riverine configuration and its‟ scale, there are indeed the differences.
So the reason for choosing Val de Loire as a reference example for the Grand Canal is the
policy and management mechanism.
1.3 Valuable meaning for the study of these two sites
Even though there exists some similarities in the linear fluvial heritage sites, each of them has
its‟ own unique cultural and historical background which determined and influenced by the
requirement of regional development.
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Fig. 2: Channel of The Grand Canal
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As the starting city of the Loire Valley registered in the World Heritage as cultural landscape,
Orléans has common elements related to the urbandevelopment with Yangzhou which as an
important city of the Grand Canal heritage site: natural watercourse, canal and historical
district. They are both the heritage sites with large scale and trans-regional cooperation. In fact,
although wild river and canal have a fundamental distinct of their natural attribute and form,
there are many similarities for the protection and development of river. The construction of canal
is one kind of transformation and improvement based on the natural river in order to meet the
particular needs of production and living, it could be viewed as a typical cultural landscape also.

Fig. 3: Relation of different cultural landscape elements of Orléans

At present, the development of modern canal should be an infrastructure not just meet the navigation
function but also should pay attention to the reserve of nature resource and biodiversity,
serve the demand of local residents and tourists as a public place. The canal is an inseparable
cultural landscape heritage with the rural and urban environment around it, Val de Loire has try to
build a comprehensive system to improve and integrate the natural resource, rural land-scape, and
historical urban together for the regional economic and environment development; the projects for
ameliorating of rural life and riverside could be an useful experience for the protection and
management of Grand Canal. Due to the length of article, it is impossible to elaborate all the cities and
sections along the river or canal, so this article try to generalize the system and structure of these two
sites through a brief introduction and summary of the policies of the heritage site.

Fig. 4: Relation of different cultural landscape elements of Yangzhou
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2. Polices and management of sites
2.1 The protection of cultural landscape in Orléans
For facing the issues related to the protection of watercourse cultural landscape in urban and rural
development, Orléans has already launched a series actions and regulations for the planning
and management of cultural landscape since 2000, making effort to integrate the protection of
cultural landscape into the policy of urban development.
Since registered in the list of UNESCO, one interregional institution, Mission Val de Loire was
established in 2002 as a platform of cooperation and communication among the regions
anddepartments. On 2012, the Mission Val de Loire published the «Management Plan» as a guide for
the planning and development of this cultural landscape site including the Orientations for the
protection of site. The main orientations are determined by the Territorial Conference hold by the
Mission Val de Loire organized every 1-2 years.
In order to implement the orientation strategies, the operation of the management includes
thre e important parts under the State Service department. First from the regional level, the
5
DREAL is principally in charge of the environment and nature part for the Loire heritage site, and
6
DRAC takes care of the cultural heritage and landscape of the heritage site. Then from the
department level, the
7
DDT sector is directly subordinate to the DREAL implements the politics and promotes the
8
sustainable development; the STAP sector is directly subordinate to the DRAC controls and
conserves the cultural heritage. The exchanges of departments take place 3-4 times a year.
Finally, for well organize the cooperation of all these service sectors and implementations of the
management plan, Mission Val de Loire is the third key role in the operational procedure, it is a mixed
interregional organization working on the coordination for the States, the associations and
stakeholders of the heritage site.
Taking the Orleans as an example, the protection of cultural landscape achieved mainly through the
following measures: through the urban planning - the documents of SCoT (Scheme of
territorial coherence), PLU (Land-use Planning), and ZPPAUP (Architectural, Urban and
Landscape Heritage Protection Zone) / AVAP (Area of Development and Promotion of Architecture
and Heritage). The SCoT includes the orientations and structures of urban planning, the PLU is the
document with more details about the regulations and implementations for the land development, the
establishment of ZPPAUP is the document specially for the protection of heritage is the urban and
suburbs areas. The AVAP were established in 2012 for replacing the ZPPAUP. The elaborations of
these documents are mainly based on the «Heritage Code» and «Code of Urbanism» of France.

Fig. 5: The protection mode in the urban area
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The city has the charter of ZPPAUP for analyzing and explaining the protected area in details for the
protection and management of cultural heritage. Along with the ZPPAUP, the local administration also
issued the Regulations of ZPPAUP. In the part r elated to the bank, it stipulates that the realization of
structure shall be reversible; and for anchoring structures, the ancient components should be arranged
carefully in order to reconstitute later. In the urban projects, many works have already launched for the
„Orleans dock project‟ for redevelop the docks.
The protection of cultural landscape is implemented by the cooperation between the urban planning
and heritage protection. The different categories of protected areas should be considered and
coordinated in the urban planning. Normally, the protected areas as heritage site in the city include:
Classified site/ Registered site (Sites classés/inscrits), historic garden, protected historic district and
historic Monument. The Classified sites / Registered sites were established by the law of 1906, which
is the earliest law for protecting the cultural landscape in France; they are managed and supervised by
the Ministry for an Ecological and Solidary Transition (Minister of the Environment, 1971 -2007). As
the categories of cultural heritage, the Historic Garden (Jardin historique), the Protected Historic
Districts (Secteur sauvegardé) and Historic Monuments (Monuments historiques) are charged by the
Ministry of Cultural. The documents of ZPPAUP should conclude all these protected area and indicate
the limit of these different zones.

Fig. 6: The structure of management of cultural landscape in Orléans

In China, the heritage protection could be traced back to the early 20th century, «The
Antiquities Preservation Act» was enacted in 1930s. Subsequently, the most respected pioneer
of heritage protection, Liang Sicheng, has compiled «The National Important Monument
Synopsis Catalog» in 1948. The State Council promulgated the «Interim regulations on cultural relics
protection management » in 1961, based on this regulation, the State Council published the «Law of
the People‟s Republic of China on the Protection of Culture Relics» in 1982, which formulated
with further supplementary revision, clarified the ownership of the relics and strengthening the
establishment and management of cultural protection institution. In 2013, the Cultural Relics
Protection Law was revised again and elaborating a more comprehensive definition and
classification of responsibilities and provisions.
According to this Law, there are mainly three levels for the cultural heritage protection:
Famous Historical and Culture Cities, Towns and Villages. The evaluation and publish of the Historical
cities started from 1982, the promulgation of Towns and Villages appeared until 2003. These
famous historical heritage sites should be assessed by two primary State administrations: State
Administration of Cultural Heritage, and Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development. The
State Council promulgated the administration regulation «Regulation on the Protection of
Famous Historical and Cultural Cities, Towns, and Villages» in 2008. It points out the
responsibilities of different levels of government department. It means the „State Administration of
Cultural Heritage‟ and the „Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development‟ are in charge of
the administration of protection and supervision of the historical cities, towns and villages from the
national level; the local government is responsible for the historical cities, towns and villages in their
own respective administration area. In the «Urban and Rural Planning Law of the People's Republic
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of China», it also stipulate the compilation of urban planning should protect the historical and cultural
heritage, traditional scenes of the city, local characteristics and natural landscapes.
In China, the National Park is a place not just valuable for its‟ nature resource, but also for its‟ cultural
landscape. It is considered as a National Park from an international concept and consensus, literally it
called Scenic Areas in Chinese. The Scenic Areas contains the national level and provincial level, first
Batch of the National Scenic Areas was published in 1982. The State Council promulgated
the «Regulations on Scenic Areas » in 2006, it designates the definition of Scenic Areas in the Article
2: The “scenic area” referred to in these Regulations means the areas that are, having scenic,
cultural or scientific value, with concentrated natural, human landscapes and scenic environments,
available for sightseeing or scientific, cultural activities.
The Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development under the State Council is responsible
for supervising and administrating the national scenic areas, meanwhile draw up the Scenic
Areas development plans, policies and implementation. The provincial and municipal level of
administrational department is responsible for the Scenic Areas in their own respective
administration area, so the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development and State
Administration of Cultural Heritage are jointly liable for the declaration, protection and management of
Historical cities, towns and villages. And for the Scenic Areas, it is principally under the responsibility
of the Ministry of Housing and Urban - Rural Development.

Fig. 7: The Structure of Governance of the Grand Canal
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For the Grand Canal, it is a very complicated case in the heritage protection and
management. It contains of Historical Cities and also Scenic Areas, it assumes multi-functions
in the regional development: navigation, flood discharge, urban and rural landscape, tourism and etc.
The Ministry of Culture promulgated the «Measures for the Administration of the Grand Canal» in
2012. The State Administration of Cultural Heritage attached to the Ministry of Culture is in charge of
the overall protection of the heritage of the Grand Canal, and in cooperation with the competent
authorities of the State Council such as the Ministry of Land and Resources, the Ministry of
Environmental Protection, the Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Water Resources, etc.
The administration of Cultural Heritage of provincial and municipal level along the Grand Canal shall
be responsible for the protection of the Grand Canal Heritage within their-own administrative
regions (Figure 7). In order to better manage the Grand Canal, a inter-provincial and interministerial negotiation group was established by the country: Grand Canal Heritage Conservation and
Management Alliance which is responsible for coordinating, organizing and implementing the
protection and management of Grand Canal.
The State Administration of Cultural Heritage promulgated the «Master Plan for the Conservation and
Management of the Grand Canal (2012-2030) » in 2012, and the «Management Plan for the Heritage
of the Grand Canal» in 2013. The planning and management system of Grand Canal consist of overall
plans, provincial level conservation plans and prefectural-city level conservation plans. The overall
plan are formulated by the State Administration of Cultural Heritage at the national level, and the plans
of the provincial level and municipal level are compiled by the local administration department.
For example, the HY -03 Section of the Grand Canal is in the city of Yangzhou of Jiangsu Province.
Parts of the regulations related to the Grand Canal are: „The Grand Canal (Jiangsu Section) Heritage
Conservation Plan (2011—2030) of the Provincial Government‟, „Regulations of Jiangsu Province on
the Administration of Navigation Channels‟, „Regulations of Jiangsu Province o n the Protection
of Cultural Relics‟, „Regulation of Jiangsu Province on the Protection of Famous Historical and Cultural
Cities, Towns and Villages; „Master Plan for Slender West Lake Scenic Area‟, „Measures for
the heritage protection of Yangzhou Section of Grand Canal‟, „the Overall Urban Planning of
Yangzhou‟ which indicate the measures of protection of historical and cultural resources in municipal
regions.
The policies and management of the Grand Canal is more complicated in the practical operation,
some parts of the Grand Canal is also the canal for South-North Water Transfer Project which
increase the difficulties of meeting multi-function of the Canal. Even though the relevant department
has already compiled and promulgate a series regulations and actions, there are a lots of
contradiction and problems in the practical operation, it is hard to coordinate the interest of all
the stakeholders.
For example, the cultural heritage protection has strict regulations for the property zone, for avoiding
the activities or constructions that could affect the nominated heritage; but from the „Water
Law of the People „s Republic of China‟, there maybe have realistic demands of some construction
for the flood precaution, water transfer, etc. Most of the time, people takes Canal as an immovable
heritage relics, but actually it is a cultural landscape, it is not a monument, the evolution
continuing since the 5th Century.
The perspective regards of the heritage protection need to be extended to a more broad range in
China, by understanding the nature of cultural landscape. Anyway, searching a balance between the
protection and development is always a big issue for the planning and management of heritage site.
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Fig. 8: The Protection area in the Yangzhou HY -03 Section of the Grand Canal, Resource: Nomination file of
Grand Canal of UNESCO

Yangzhou section has two categories of protection areas at national level: Yangzhou is listed in the
National Famous Historical and Cultural Cities, and it has also the Slender West Lake which
is registered as National Level Scenic Spot (National park of China). This two protected area
are overlapped in some area, but they have separated plan for each other. A new «Plan of
Yangzhou Famous Historical and Cultural Cities (2015-2030)» was adopted on 2015 for
integrating these two plans together, which is more reasonable and effective.
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3. Reflections and Conclusions
Comparing these two systems of protection of linear watercourse, there are mainly three
important points of distinction between the Orléans and Yangzhou.
First, from the general level, we could see that the Grand Canal has a more complicated situation due
to the urban expansion, urbanization of rural area, region development and South -North water
transfer project. The ifferences of these two sites are: the Val de Loire has a general «Management
Plan» for the entire heritage site, but this guideline doesn‟t has force of law; concerning the municipal
level, the heritage protection is integrated into the overall urban planning and the ZPPAUP. The Grand
Canal has plans specific related to its‟ conservation at every administrative level: state level, provincia
l level and municipal level. And the Yangzhou has specific the regulations of «Measures for the
heritage protection of Yangzhou Section of Grand Canal», «the Overall Urban Planning of Yangzhou»
which including a new «Plan of Yangzhou Famous Historical and Cultural Cities» from 2015.
Second, the difference of the delimitation of buffer zone between these two sites. In the part of Val de
Loire of Orléans, the buffer zone includes a very large area of the surrounding of the watercourse;
instead, the Grand Canal has very limited area as the buffer zone, the surrounding area is designated
as a “construction control zone”. In the 2017 SOC report (State of conservation) of UNESCO about the
situation of conservation of Grand Canal, it states the necessity for modification of the buffer zone of
other sites: “considering whether or not the other component parts forming the Grand Canal
serial property necessitate buffer zone adjustments.”
Although the Yangzhou section of Grand Canal has many cultural heritage and archeology site, the
buffer zone should not be limited around just 50 meters away from the property zone. This delimitation
is lack of connection with surrounding environment. The decision of the limitation of buffer zone for the
property area should be adjusted according to the specific circumstances of the site, it should not be
the same distance for every section, concluding more large area integrated into the buffer zone.
Third, since the cultural landscape site is composed by different categories of protected areas, for the
protection of Classified site/ Registered site in France, there are “Superior Commission of
sites, perspectives and landscapes” and “Departmental Commission of sites, perspectives and
landscapes” for the classification, review and supervision of sites. The government establishes
these specifics associations for the protection of heritage site; the responsibility and the composition
of the commission are detailed listed in the legislation related. While for the two categories protected
area in the Grand Canal, “National Famous Historical and Cultural Cities” and “National Level
Scenic Spot”, the commission charged of the classification is stated in the related regulations,
“the Ministry of Construction has established a multi-disciplinary National Scenic Spot
Evaluation Committee to be responsible for the evaluation and review of the national scenic
areas”, but it is not a permanent government department established by the law, it is organized
according to each application.
Even though the Grand Canal undertakes a more diverse function in the regional and national level,
there are not much effort spending on the improvement of local public service in the planning
and actions. The public service mentioned here doesn‟t mean the development of tourism, it means
taking account of Grand Canal as a multi-functional public space serving mainly for the local residents
living along and around it, meanwhile as a tourism resource for the visitors. Most of Chinese historical
town and scenic areas are facing a critical problem, over-developed tourism, the scenic area is turning
to be a homo-function area, serving mainly for the tourists, it changes the local production activities
and living style. Throughout the observation of heritage sites of Val de Loire, the regional economical
structure is diverse, the agricultural products, wine production, tourism and other economical activities
compose together the local economical structure. The rurality development is considering an important
essential in the heritage management and planning.
In the process of protecting cultural landscape, there are four important roles for an appropriated plan
to balance the interests of different stakeholders, the function of integration and cooperation of these
four points is to meet the multiple needs, to consider the sustainable development from a long -term
perspective. So I concluded the relation as a “Tetrahedron relation” model. These four points
are: Government, Research Institute/Organization, Company and Public. Every three points
need cooperation to make one surface of this Tetrahedron completed; and it is not a simple
“Pyramid Relation”, every point could be a dominant role in different process of planning.
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Fig. 9: Tetrahedron relation model

Further more, besides the suggestion of Tetrahedron system for the Grand Canal, the
government should improve the information technology for promotion and education of the heritage
site, increase the education and cultural activities for enhancing the public awareness of participation
in the planning and protection of the place where they live.
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ENDNOTES
1.Definition of Cultural Landscape designated in Article 1 of the Convention of World Heritage.
2. 2 Municipalities: Beijing, Tianjin, 6 Provinces: Hebei, Shandong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Henan and Anhui
3. Tonghui Canal, Bei Canal, Nan Canal, Huitong Canal, Zhong Canal, Huaiyang Canal, Jiangnan Canal, Zhedong
Canal, Tongji Canal, Wei Canal(Yongji Cannal)
4. Nomination file of the Grand Canal of UNESCO, 2014
5. Directions régionales de l’environnement, de l’aménagement et du logement
6. Directions régionales des affaires culturelles
7. Directions départementales des territoires
8. Les services territoriaux de l'architecture et du patrimoine
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Abstract
Radon gas impact to the inhabitants may cause serious health damage, including cancer illness.
Russian approaches to radon radiation estimation in conditions of urban territories are discussed.
Different sanitary normative indexes using in Russia are described, including radon equivalent
equilibrium volume activity, density of radon flow etc.
Sources, peculiarities and results of monitoring of radon radiation of urban territories are analyzed.
Requirements for radon measurements are discussed. Measurement results of radon radiation on
living territory of Samara region of Russia are considered. Analysis of measurement results have been
carried out. The most dangerous zones of territory of big towns of Samara region are determined.
Maps of radon radiation of the territory of Samara region of Russia have been designed. Approaches
to radon negative impact reduction are suggested.
Results of radon radiation estimation are showing that there is serious problem of radon negative
impact to the health of population.
Keywords: Monitoring, radon, estimation, measurements, mapping

1.

Introduction

Modern stage of development of human civilization is tend to increasing of impact of different
pollutions to the human's health and to biosphere. Among of them are biological, chemical and
physical pollutions. The impact of physical pollutions is growing especially significantly, [1-7]. One of
the kinds of physical pollutions is radon radiation.
Radon is inert radioactive gas occurring naturally as the decay product of radium. Radon is
accumulated in some areas of living territory, including living houses and industrial buildings.
Radon impact to the population may cause a number of illnesses, including cancer. Elevated lung
cancer rates have been reported from a number of cohort and case-control studies of underground
miners exposed to radon and its decay products. It was determined that more than half of dose of
ionizing radiation of man is causes by radon and by the products of radon decay.
Radon-222 has been classified by International Agency for Research on Cancer as being carcinogenic
to humans. The World Health Organization released a comprehensive global initiative on radon that
recommended a reference level of 100 Bq/m 3 for radon, urging establishment or strengthening of
radon measurement and mitigation programs as well as development building codes requiring radon
prevention measures in homes under construction. British scientists from Oxford University have
described that in Great Britain annual death caused by radon in living houses is reaching 1000
people. In total in EU countries the number of death of inhabitants from radon impct is approximetely
equal to 20000 people.
In Russia presently researches of radon impact to the inhabitants and biosphere are increasing. For
new industrial constructions it is necessary to carry out environmental impact assessment, including
radon radiation estimation. This paper is devoted to the problems of radon radiation estimation and
monitoring in conditions of Russia.
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2.

Main approaches to radon monitoring and estimation in Russia

In Russia requirements for the impact of radon radiation to the population are determined in main
document – Norms of radiations safety NRS - 99 (Sanitary rules 2.6.1.758-99) and by the other
documents: methodical instructions 2.6.1.715-98 etc. Equivalent equilibrium volume activity of radon,
density of radon flow, volume activity of radon and other parameters are estimated. There are three
categories of radon safety of territories.
Requirements for norming of impact of dencity of radon flow from the ground surface are also
described in methodical instructions 2.6.1.2398-08. Radiation control and sanitary-epidemiological
assessment of land sites for construction of living houses, buildings and constructions of social and
industrial purposes in the part of provision of radiation safety. Normative values of dencity of radon
flow from the surface of ground are restricted not to exceed 80 mBq/m2·s.
Volume activity of radon and thoron in equilibrium with a subsidiary of the decay products (SDP) is
certified in the paragraph 5.3 of Norms of Radiation Safety – 99, p. 5.3.2. During design of buildings:

SDPRn  4,6SDPTn  100 Bq / m3 ,

(1)

According to the paragraph 5.3.3 of Norms of Radiation Safety – 99 in operated buildings mid-annual
equivalent equilibrium volume activity of radon and thoron is determined as

SDPRn Tn  200 ÁBq / m3 ,

(2)

According to the paragraph 5.3.3 of Norms of Radiation Safety – 99 it is determined that level of
intervention for radon-222 is equal to 60 Bq/kg. According to the requirements of methodical
instructions 2.6.1.715-98 a number and dislocation of rooms for inspection are selected from the
requirements that firstly, all kinds of rooms should be inspected, having different functional purpose
and, secondly, rooms, situated in each floor of multistory building.
Method of measurement of density of flow of radon from the ground surface is described in Russian
methodical instructions 2.6.1.2838-11 "Radiation control and sanitary-epidemiological assessment of
living, social and industrial buildings and constructions after finishing of it constructions, overhaul,
reconstruction according to the parameters of radiation safety" and also in user manuals of
meashuring equipment, e.g user manual of measuring complex for monitoring of radon, thoron and it
daughter products "Alfarad plus".
Choise of displacement and a number of monitoring points for measurements of density of flow of
radon in limits of site of district is regulated by normative documents in construction, which are valid
for certain terrotory.
Around of monitoring point horisontal site development having dimensions at least 0,2х 0,2 m2 for
measurements is carried out. Development is means claning from snow, waste, vegetation and large
stones tilling to the depth of 3÷5 sm and site surface alightment.
It is requred to start measurements at least than 20 minutes after site development.
During sampling it is necessary to observe the following conditions:
- environmental temperature is from minus two degrees Celsius up to plus fifty degrees Celsius;
- relative humidity up to 100% during the temperature plus 25 degrees Celsius.
It is not admitted sampling from the surface of frosen or water-filled ground.
Two methods of measurements of density of flow of radon are admitted:
- radon sampling into samplers in field conditions with the following measurement of radon in probes
withg using of block of radon measurement on the place of sampling or in stationary conditions;
- radon sampling directly to the chamber of of radon measurem in field conditions and measurement
on the place of sampling.
First method is intended for express measurements of density of flow of radon and is recommended
for the primarily inspection of site.
First method is recommended for secondary masurement of density of flow of radonin monitoring
points for which values of density of flow of radon exceeding the limited value 80 mBq/m2·s according
to the results of primary research.
In Russia radon monitoring includes monitoring of environmental objects, systematization and
generalization of the information, forming of the data bank, assessment of the total and local radiation
situation as well as forecasting of potential situations. Radon monitoring system consists of mobile and
stationary control facilities. Mobile facilities include motor and water complexes. Stationary facilities
include regime monitoring system, system of environment control and water basin.
Also there is a system of automated devices for radiation background measuring – posts located at
highways, large enterprises and in areas of mass people migration in all districts of the city. These
posts form a totally automated element of the regional monitoring. Its functions are the following:
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continuous radiation background measurement during automatic monitoring of target background
levels as well as connection with the information center in a case of their exceeding. Reading of
devices is carried out round-the-clock and this information is given to the population on display panels.
Decay products of radon coming from the air indoors make the main contribution to the city population
irradiation with natural radio nuclides. Thus, regular control of child preschool and school institutions,
as well as living and public buildings it is necessary to carry out.
Radiation situation in Russia is controlled systematically (e.g. in Moscow since 1987). Control of
environmental objects radioactivity and radiation dosage on the territory of the Moscow city is carried
out with reference to the “Concept and Program of the Moscow Radio-ecological Monitoring”,
approved by the Moscow government. Every year during the monitoring procedure of radon in
Moscow more than 3 000 environmental samples are taken and analyzed, about 2 500 km of motorgamma surveys are performed.
The monitoring results are used for making the Moscow annual radiation- hygienic passport, which
includes summarized description of the main sources of environmental contamination, the population
irradiation structure and annual effective dosage.
In the whole, the Moscow radiation situation is considered to be satisfactory as shown in the radiationhygienic passport. But a lot of radiation dangerous objects in the city doesn’t allow to reduce
significantly probability of radiation accidents.

3.

Results of radon monitoring and mapping in Samara region of Russia

Measurements of volume activity of radon-222 in air and of density of flow of radon on the territory of
living area and of industrial site of Samara region of Russia were carried out. In total over 300
measurements were carried out.
For measurements "Alpharad plus" measuring complex was used. Nominal values of the main
technical data and characteristic of measuring equipment:
1. Range of measurement of value of density of flow of radon from the ground surface, mBq/m2·s is
variated from 20 up to 103.
2. Limit of admitted relative error during the variations of value of density of flow of radon-222 from the
ground surface is not exceeding ±30%.
3. Limit of admitted additional relative error of blocks during the variations of temperature from +1
degrees Celsius up to +35 degrees Celsius is not exceeding 10%.
Estimation of measurements results was carried out. Analysis of measurements on the living areas
and in industrial sites of Samara region of Reussia is showing that there are some zones with
increased volume activity of radon-222 in air. For exhample, on the living territory of city district
Togliatti increrased volume activity was observed on the territory of Komsomolsky district in the
following points of measurements: point N2 (Vokzalynaya Street 150), point N4 (Makarov Street, 47),
point N11 (Kommunisticheskaya Street, 97), point N14 (Yaroslavskaya Street, 25), point N19 (Liza
Chaykina Street, 26), in a number of points of Fedorovka settlement. In Syzran town in Novosibirskaya
Street, point 8 it was determined significant exceeding of edmissible sanitary norms of volume activity
of radon-222 in air. On the territory of Samara and Zhigulyovsk towns there was not found any exceeding of sanitary
norms of volume activity of radon-222 in air.
On the several industrial objects of Samara region of Russia there were also measured density of flow
of radon-222 from the ground surface and volume activity of radon-222 in air. In the year of 2017 density
of flow of radon-222 from the ground surface was measured in industrial sites of "Kuibyshevazot"
public joint stock company: reconstruction of production of unconcentrated nitric acid; production of
nitric acid, solution of ammonium nitrate and installation of granulation of ammonium nitrate,
reconstruction of storage facility of liquid ammonia with construction of additional ispthermal storage
and in industrial site of "Volgatechnool" joint stock company: production of sulfuric acid and oleum.
In total more than 70 measurements of density of flow of radon-222 from the ground surface were
carried out. Analysis of results of measurements shows that there were not found nay exceeding of
sanitary norms.
Radon mapping of the territory of Samara region of Russia was carried out using program provision
developped by Samara state tecnical university and by "Institute of Chemistry and Engineering
Ecology" limited liability company. In fig. 1 map of volume activity of radon in air for the territory of
Samara city of Russia is shown. In fig. 2 map of volume activity of radon in air for the territory of shop
N10 of "KuibyshevAzot" public joint stock company of Togliatti city of Russia is shown.
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Fig. 1: Map of volume activity of radon in air for the territory of Samara city of Russia

Fig. 2: Map of volume activity of radon in air for the territory of shop N10 of "KuibyshevAzot" public
joint stock company of Togliatti city of Russia

4.

Conclusions
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Radon impact to the inhabitants and biosphere is significantly increasing and may cause serious
illnesses and health damage, including cancer illness.
Russian approaches to radon radiation estimation in conditions of urban territories were considered. In
Russia requirements for the impact of radon radiation to the population are determined in main
document – Norms of radiations safety NRS - 99 (Sanitary rules 2.6.1.758-99) and by the other
documents: methodical instructions 2.6.1.715-98 etc. Requirements for norming of impact of dencity of
radon flow from the ground surface are also described in methodical instructions 2.6.1.2398-08.
Radiation control and sanitary-epidemiological assessment of land sites for construction of living
houses, buildings and constructions of social and industrial purposes in the part of provision of
radiation safety. Normative values of dencity of radon flow from the surface of ground are restricted
not to exceed 80 mBq/m2·s.
Results of measurements of volume activity of radon-222 in air and of density of flow of radon on the
territory of living area and of industrial site of Samara region of Russia were described.
In total over 300 measurements were carried out. Analysis of measurements on the living areas and in
industrial sites of Samara region of Russia is showing that there are some zones with increased
volume activity of radon-222 in air.
Maps of radon radiation of the territory of Samara region of Russia have been designed.
Results of radon radiation estimation are allowing conclude that there is serious problem of radon
negative impact to the health of population of Russia.
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Abstract
Noise negative impact to the health of population presently is one of the most significant problems.
Noise levels in towns are increasing every year causing discomfort and health damage of more and
more inhabitants.
Approaches to noise influence perception by the population are described. Criteria of risks to health
damage during noise impact are suggested. Possible illnesses caused by noise impact are discussed.
Method and results of correlation-regressive analysis of population illnesses from noise negative
impact are described. Dependences of population illnesses from noise are shown.
For noise perception by different groups of population special questionnaires were developed. Results
of population questionnaire survey are analysed. It was obtaned that the older the age of inhabitants
the most negatively they are percepting noise impact in the same conditions with the people of other
ages. It was also shown that the more the duration of peoples living in housed in noise dangerous
zones the better thay are estimating the living conditions.
Noise measurements in living territories of Samara region of Russia with questionnaire surveys were
carried out. Maps of noise pollution of the territory of Samara region of Russia have been developed.
Results of research are showing that methods of noise estimation and perception by population are
should be improved taking to account additional conditions and factors.
Keywords: Noise, impact, estimation, health, population, measurements

1.

Introduction

Negative acoustical pollution is presently one of the main factors of inhabitant discomfort [1-10].
Damaging influence of intensive noise to the human's health is not restricted only by impact to ears. It
is known, that noise is affecting to the human's central and vegetative nervous systems, influencing to
the human's psychological condition etc.
Statistic data about noise affection to the human population shows, that approximately 100 millions
people of West Europe and North America are suffer from noise "inadmissible", exceeding 65 dBA,
and 300 millions - from noise "undesirable", exceeding 55 dBA. There are statistic data about cities
population disease growth due to increased noise levels, [2, 8]. Equivalent noise levels in such cities
as New York, Paris, Rome, Mexico, Moscow, Samara etc. are achieving 75-85 dBA. The city noise is
tend to increase. More than 60% of population of large cities is living in exceeding noise conditions [8].
Noise sources of urban territories may be divided on two main groups: separate noise sources and
complex noise sources. Separate noise sources are: separate vehicles, electric transformers, holes of
ventilation systems, plants of industrial or energetic enterprises etc. Complex noise sources are
transport flows at highways and street roads, train flows at railway, industrial enterprises with complex
noise sources, stadiums, sports grounds etc.
Thus, main noise sources of urban territories may be determined as following:
• Noise of separate vehicles;
• Noise of automobile transport flows;
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• Noise of railway transport;
• Aviation noise;
• Noise of trolleybuses and trams;
• Noise at the open lines of metro and underground lines;
• Noise of industrial enterprises and energetic;
• Noise, generating during different kind of construction works;
• Noise inside of living areas etc.
This paper is devoted to the problems of discussion of approaches and of results of estimation of
noise impact to the health of population.

2.

Approaches of noise influence perception by population

In Russia for estimation of noise influence to the health of population typically different approaches are
used:
- analysis of inhabitants complaints to noise disturbance;
- analysis and comparison of population sick rate in database of Russian medical institutions
(polyclinics, hospitals etc) with measured results of noise measurement for the certain territories;
- Inhabitants self-estimation of health state depending on the conditions of protection from noise
disturbance etc.
As an example of approaches to estimation of noise influence to the health of population used in
Russia let us show some results of estimation of noise impact to the health of population of
Komsomolsky district of Togliatti city of Russia. Investigation of noise impact to the health of
population included statistical data analysis of illnesses related with biological impact of noise to the
inhabitants. The group of such illnesses includes in total 14 units of illnesses: cardio-vascular system,
nervous system, alimentary canal etc.
3 kinds of comfort of living conditions were selected: poor, satisfactory, good.
A number of inhabitants in houses is different, therefore it is necessary to transform the primary data
in the wat to compare the values. In our case the optimal solution is transforming of primary
information according to the equation (1):

хˆ 

х
,
к

(1)

where x – is a number of cases of morbidity in investigated house;
к – a number of flats in house;

х̂ - transformedd value of morbidity.

Table 1 is showing the data according to the measured equivalent (L А ecv, dBA) and maximal (L А max,
dBA) sound levels and transformed (or relative) meanings of morbidity (Z), received by using of
equation (1).
Value Zо is including all illnesses according to nosologies, Zs – cardio-vascular illnesses, Zn –
nervous system desease.
Due to the fact that equivalent and maximal sound levels were measured in day and night time, for
which normative values are different it is reasonable to use the value Fn, determining deviation of
measured data form the sanitary admissible norms.
Primary statistical processing of existing information by using of standard method was carried out. In
result points with addresses Matrosova Street, 1 and Yaroslavskaya Street, 61 may be considered as
artifacts and not to be taken into the further consideration.
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Table 1: The data of the measured equivalent and maximal sound levels and transformed (or relative)
meanings of morbidity
Study area
(address)

L А ecv, dBA

L А max, dBA

Relative value of
morbidity (Zо)

57
66
62
63
63
57
68
59
60
54

66
79
71
75
76
71
89
70
78
89

0,067
0,520
0,035
0,018
0,029
0,049
0,061
0,082
0,067
0,076

Gromova Street, 46
Matrosova Street, 1
Matrosova Street, 8
Matrosova Street, 36
Matrosova Street, 60
Mekhanizatorov Street, 16
Chaykinoy Street, 67
Yaroslavskaya Street, 9
Yaroslavskaya Street, 11
Yaroslavskaya Street, 61

Analysis is showing tendency of growth of morbidity from the factor determining deviation of noise
levels from sanitary admissible norms (figures 1-3).

Zo
0,1
y = 0,0065x + 0,0435
2
R = 0,8016

0,05

Fn
0
-4

-2

0

2
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6

Fig. 1: Dependence of illnesses of population of Komsomolsky district of Togliatti city of Russia
according to the all nosologes taking into consideration (Zо) from the noise load (Fn)
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Fig. 2: Dependence of illnesses of population of Komsomolsky district of Togliatti city of Russia
according to the cardiovascular illnesses taking into consideration (Zs) from the noise load (Fn)
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Fig. 3: Dependence of illnesses of population of Komsomolsky district of Togliatti city of Russia
according to the nervous system desease taking into consideration (Zn) from the noise load (Fn)
Thus, taking to consideration results of measurements of nose load of living territory and medical
statistic data of morbidity of population of Komsomolsky district of Togliati city of Russia, it is possible
to state that there is exist reliable statisitically important dependence of growth of morbidity according
to considering nosologies from acoustical pollution.

3.

Estimation of noise perception by population using questionnaires

Questionnaire was developed allowing to estimate the dependence suscetibility of population from the
general sate of health, age and duration of living in the noisy territory.
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Survey of population living in the territories with different levels of noise load was done according to
the following questions:
1. Sex.
2. Age.
3. Duration of living in the noisy territory.
4. Conditions of operation (increased noise load (+) or not (-).
5. Estimation of comfort of living conditions from the point of view of increasing of noise level (good
(G), satisfactory (S), unsatisfactory (U) and poor (P)).
6. Estimation of own state of health (good (G), satisfactory (S), unsatisfactory (U) and poor (P)).
Analysis of collected questionnaire data allows to make the following conclusions:
 inhabitants of houses situated in zones with combined increased noise and electromagnetic fields
levels the worse are appreciating their own living conditions the longer term of their living in the
territory of investigations;
 the older age of inhabitants, the evidently their negative perception of presence of combined
acoustical and electromagnetic fields pollution;
 the worse the respondents are appreciating the state of their own health, the negatively (from the
point of view of noise impact) they are appreciating the comfort of living conditions.

4.
Analysis of noise sources, noise measurements and mapping in Samara region
of Russia
Samara region is one of the leading industrial regions of Russia. The biggest towns of Samara region
are Samara (the capital of region), Togliatti (automobile capital of Russia), Syzran and Zhigulyovsk.
As typical industrial towns Samara, Togliatti and Syzran have as a number of large industrial
enterprises as considerable automobile transport park, making significant acoustic impact to abutting
dwelling territory. Samara also has railway transport, trams and metro; Syzran - railway transport. The
problem of noise impact in these towns is intensified by the fact that some industrial enterprises and
highways are closely adjoining to cities dwelling areas. As result significant part of cities population is
affected by increased noise level [3, 4, 8, 9]. The peculiarity of Zhigulyovsk town is that it is situated
near to the Zhigulyovsky reserve and Russian national park Samarskaya Luka. In a meantime
Zhigulevsk has transport roads with intensive traffic and some industrial noise sources.
Thus, there are several main noise sources on the territory of Samara region. But the most important
source of disturbing noise for the population of Samara region is automobile transport. Noise of
moving automobile is induced by the noise from the engine and its systems, automobile aggregates,
oscillating body, tires, noise of auxiliary equipment etc. Taking to account continuous growth of
transport number of the region, the problem of transport noise impact to the inhabitants is coming
more significant with every year.
Togliatti city of Russia has as a number of large industrial enterprises as considerable automobile
transport park, making significant acoustic impact to abutting dwelling territory. The problem is
intensified by the fact that some industrial enterprises and highways are closely adjoining to city's
dwelling area. As result significant part of city's population is affected by increased noise level. It
should be noted that such situation is typical not only for Togliatti, but also for many other tons of
Russia and West Europe, especially for towns with ancient history.
Automobile transport is the main external noise source affecting to Togliatti city dwelling area. Specific
city peculiarity is large automobile transport park, the most part of which consist of cars. This causes
intensive transport flows at city's streets, which are generating significant noise impact. It should be
noted that for Togliatti city comparatively homogeneous composition of transport flows is typical railway city transport is absent, impact of aircraft noise is excluded.
In years of 2001-2017 collaborators of R&D laboratory "Vibration, Acoustics, Ecology and Life
Protection" of Togliatti State University and of R&D center of limited liability company "Institute of
chemistry and engineering ecology" have investigated external noise sources levels on the territory of
Samara region. Measurements were carried out by using of "Octava 101 AM" sound level meter and
other equipment.
Analysis of measurement results of external noise levels in living territory of the towns of Samara
region o Russia is showing that there are noise dangerous zones of dwelling territory for significant
number of inhabitants. Values in a number of measured points are exceeding or extremely close to
maximally admitted normative requirements. For example, population of Togliatti city is approx. 750
thousands people, and at least 100 thousands are living in areas with increased noise levels. The
most serious problem of noise influence is for the dwelling territories of Central district adjoining to
transport highways. The most significant excess of standard equivalent noise levels is observed for
the point 6-1, Central district, Mira street (near to bus stop "House of Nature") - 6 dBA; point 5-2,
Central district, Banykina street - 4 dBA; point 7-1, Central district, Komsomolskaya street - 3 dBA.
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Noise maps creation in city area is efficient way of noise evaluation and forecasting, [1, 4, 8]. Using
noise mapping it is very convenient to determine the zones with increased noise levels, to calculate
expected noise levels near to transport road and inside of the buildings near to the road, to choose
and evaluate the measures of noise reduction etc.

Fig. 4: Noise Map of the North Industrial Unit Zone of Togliatti City

There are the different methods of noise mapping. One of the methods is using of topographic data,
schemes etc. of living territory. Measured and calculated results in very of points of measurements are
drawing to the map, noise dangerous zones are marked. There is possibility of noise situation
forecasting in the living territories which are similar to the investigated territory. The scale of map may
be completely different and depending on the required task: city map, districts maps, neighborhood
units maps and even living houses maps.
Method of indication of equivalent noise levels may be also different. The most clear method is varying
of color intensity: from light for low noise levels to dark – for high noise levels.
Rapid development of computing technique allows to automate the process of noise maps creation.
Modern computers with high velocity proceeding huge volume of information as static, as graphical.
As result, a lot of companies are suggesting different types of city noise maps. For example, well
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known «LIMA» and «SoundPLAN» program provision. Widely Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
are used to provide accurate visual information about noise in city.
The main disadvantage of existing noise map is that it only reflecting the current stage and allowing
only to determine the most polluted zones and to estimate the level of pollutions, but not allowing to do
efficient forecasting. Therefore it is suggested to create maps of new type developed in a following
way. In a certain points situated in some dangerous zone (zones) from the point of view of physical
pollutions negative impact the results of all previous measurements of levels of pollutions and
conclusion about dynamics of levels variation is obtained. Method of representation of results may be
different – video-levels, tables, graphs etc. (it is possible also spectral representation of results of
measurements). For such type of maps it was suggested the name: dynamic maps of pollutions [4].
The essence of it development is that measured data are stored in points in which directly
measurements were carried out. There points are showing on the map. In result during carrying out of
the cycle of measurements of acoustical and other pollutions it is possible to get graphs of variation of
values of levels of pollutions, which is making possible to carry out significantly precise forecasting of
dynamics of it variation. One of advantages of suggested type of noise maps is also high precision of
values в in a certain point of measurements, which allows to develop efficient measures of noise
reduction.
Under author's supervision development of program provision «Physic-City-Test» have been done for
calculation of physical pollutions of external sources and for development of dynamic maps with using
of principles of object oriented visual programming on computer language C++ Builder. Such program
product is assigned for visualization and for obvious graphical representation of measurements data.
Different versions of program provision are developed. For work with subsections of different physical
pollutions ("Electromagnetic radiations", "Ionizing radiations", "Noise", "Vibration" etc.) special subprograms are using. One of the programs is noise mapping.
Using this software noise maps of the different towns and zones of Samara region of Russia were
developed. As example dynamic noise map of the North Industrial Unit zone of Togliatti city is shown
in fig. 4. taking into account the fact of exceeding of sanitary norms in the points of measurements.
Orange color was used for the points with equivalent noise level in the range from 65 to 70 dBA, red
color – points with equivalent sound levels over 70 dBA.

5.

Conclusions

Approaches to noise influence perception by the population are described. Criteria of risks to health
damage during noise impact are suggested. Possible illnesses caused by noise impact are discussed.
Method and results of correlation-regressive analysis of population illnesses from noise negative
impact are described. Dependences of population illnesses from noise are shown.
Taking to consideration results of measurements of nose load of livingterritory and medical statistic
data of morbidity of population of Komsomolsky district of Togliati city of Russia, it is possible to state
that there is exist reliable statisitically important dependence of growth of morbidity according to
considering nosologies from acoustical pollution.
Analysis of collected questionnaire data allows to make the following conclusions:
 inhabitants of houses situated in zones with combined increased noise and electromagnetic fields
levels the worse are appreciating their own living conditions the longer term of their living in the
territory of investigations;
 the older age of inhabitants, the evidently their negative perception of presence of combined
acoustical and electromagnetic fields pollution;
 the worse the respondents are appreciating the state of their own health, the negatively (from the
point of view of noise impact) they are appreciating the comfort of living conditions.
Analysis of measurement results of external noise levels in living territory of the towns of Samara
region o Russia is showing that there are noise dangerous zones of dwelling territory for significant
number of inhabitants. Values in a number of measured points are exceeding or extremely close to
maximally admitted normative requirements.
Noise maps of the different towns and zones of Samara region of Russia were developed. As
example dynamic noise map of the North Industrial Unit zone of Togliatti city is shown.
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Abstract
Transport noise impact in town conditions is increasing together with towns growth. It is shown that the
most typically acoustic radiation in towns is mainly determined by the impact of automobile transport.
The problem is intensified by the fact that significant number of automobile highways is situated very
close to the living areas. As result are increased noise levels for some dwelling houses.
Approaches to automobile transport noise modeling in towns are discussed. Transport flow is
considered as the model, consisting of infinite number of incoherent noise sources with equal sound
power, situated on one line with equal distances from each other. Generally noise source is
considered as complex source of pseudo cylindrical sound waves. To simplify the process of
calculation transport flow may be also considered as linear noise source.
The results of experimental measurements of transport noise levels are considered. Methods of
measurements are described. Experimental data analysis is showing that many points of urban
territory with increased noise levels are determined.
Automobile transport noise modeling and experimental measurements results are allowing not only to
reduce existing noise levels, but also to forecast automobile transport noise levels for the different time
periods of noise influence.
Keywords: Transport, noise, modeling, estimation, measurement

1.

Introduction

Among of the other noise sources, almost in all towns the input of transport noise is the most
significant [1-7]. Transport noise impact in town conditions is increasing together with towns growth.
When the scale of city transport flows is bigger, acoustic discomfort zones are considerable increased.
Noise level in large cities is growing every year approximately up to 0,5 dBA. Transport park in cities is
increased every month. Therefore the problem of transport noise reduction in large cities is very
important.
Generally, from the point of view of ecological impact, automobile transport is considered as the main
noise source creating 60-80% of total acoustical pollution impacting to the town's population and
giving up to 90% from all population complaints to negative noise influence. The problem is intensified
by the fact that significant number of automobile highways is situated very close to the living areas. As
result are increased noise levels for some dwelling houses.
Noise of automobile transport flows is depending on the traffic intensity and transport flow
composition. Approximately transport flow noise (dBA) depending on the traffic intensity (I,
automobile/hour) for high intensity 1000-5000 automobile/hour may be evaluated by the following
equation:

L A  72  10 lg

l
,
100
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(1)

Environmental pollution by vehicles is forming during the movement in transport flow. Therefore
transport noise in city it is necessary to reduce first of all at transport flow level. Transport flow may be
considered as independent object of control.
Influence of automobile transport noise sources to the population depends on the many factors:
mutual arrangement of noise sources and of living area, transport flow intensity and composition etc.
Therefore it is necessary to develop efficient methods of transport noise modeling, estimation and
forecasting in town conditions.
This paper is devoted to the problem of automobile transport noise modeling and estimation.

2.

Approaches to transport noise modeling and estimation in Russia

Propagation of noise at the territory of living area is difficult process, characterizing by such
phenomena as divergence of sound waves, superposition (interference), diffraction, refraction,
reflection, scattering, absorption by the elements of external medium etc. All these phenomena
making significant influence on the sound field of living area and must be taking into account under
noise calculation process.
In modern multi-stored building of living territories near to highways with long houses and front houses
arrangement along the streets reduction of sound level is determined mainly by divergence and by
screening effect. In little-stored building effect of screening is slight, role of sound reflection is
increased, significant role is gaining surface type of the territory, and main input is given by the straight
sound energy, or sound energy, diffracted on buildings butt-ends. Some influence to noise
propagation may give greenery: trees, shrubs. Significant influence on noise propagation inside of
living territories are input the screens: solid walls, land embankments, slopes of hollows etc. Noise
propagation inside of the living houses is occurs through the protective constructions, total sound
isolation of which is determined by the most weak elements, and first of all by windows and by balcony
doors.
There is a big tool of mathematical modeling of noise propagation. The task of mathematical modeling
and software development for noise propagation in ducts and noise radiation into environment by
open pipe ends is decided by using of several approaches. E.g., mathematical provision of acoustical
calculation of intake vehicle noise, [3], intake system is divided into three types of elements: noise
sources, noise emitters and the elements transmitting sound energy from sources to emitters. As a
prototype of the main noise source the mass flow sources was used imitating the process of cylinders
charging according to the piston motion law. Air-suctioning open pipe end was taken into
consideration as the main emitter. Generalized currents and voltages were used as variables
modeling the elements. Software for automobile internal combustion engines intake & exhaust
systems acoustic design started to develop by using of Borland C and running with Windows. Program
allows to evaluate insertion loss of the gas-exchange
system mufflers
installation, sound
pressure level at the air-suctioning or exhaust pipe open ends etc. Program is based on the
principle of electro-acoustic analogies and using of four-pole method.
Modeling of noise propagation in the open space is more difficult task [1, 3]. Concerning transport
noise evaluation it is necessary to modeling not noise of separate cars, but transport flow noise.
Mathematical model have been developed to evaluate transport flows noise propagation to the
dwelling territory. Transport flow is presented as a model, consisting of indefinite number of incoherent
noise source of equal sound power, situated on one straight line on the equal distance each from
other. In general such noise source is considered as complex source of pseudo cylindrical sound
waves (sound pressure level of which is reduced for every doubling of distance in limits from > 3 up <
6 dB depending on the distance between noise sources).
Differential equation of such waves propagation is following:

p 
2 p
1 
 c 2  n { r n } ,
2
 t
 r r r 
where

(2)

1 < n < 2.

If n = 1, we have equation of propagation of cylindrical waves, if n = 2 - equation of propagation of
spherical waves.
Transport flow (independently on it density) may be also considered as linear noise source, what is
significantly simplifies calculations. But it should be bear in mind, that this admission is valid only for
the cases when noise characteristic of flow is equivalent sound level for the period of time, exceeding
duration of vehicle passing.
Sound pressure level (dB) with its location on the acoustically rigid surface Lp, is determined by
formula:
L p  LW  10 lg 2  r ,
(3)
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where r is the distance from linear noise source.
Formalization and modeling of transport flows it is convenient to do by using of influence diagrams.
Such diagrams are usually describing some formalized presentation of modeled categories (objects,
processes, properties etc.) in a form of multitude of graphical symbols (assemblies, vertexes) and
relations between it. The most popular presently are three types of influence diagrams: in a form of
flow graphs, trees of events and functional nets.
Flow graphs are including variety of vertexes and a set of regulated and of unregulated couples, using
for visual presentation of modeling process. Trees – non orientated graph, not having cycles, finite and
coherent.
During last time semantic or functional nets are rapidly developing, which are present graphs, but with
additional information in it assemblies and rib. The most popular functional nets are РЕRТ (program
evaluation and research technique) and GЕRТ (graphical evaluation and review technique).
For mathematical description of street-road nets of city methods of graph theory it is reasonable to
use. Carriers of information about city street-road net geometry may be automobile road schemes,
road atlases, drawings etc. But for noise maps creation it is necessary to convert graphical information
to analytical [3].
Mathematical apparatus of description have been analyzed and mathematical model of street-road
transport nets have been worked out. Variables and constants, meaning graph assembles-vertexes,
are indicating as symbols set:
U = {1, 2, 3, ..., j, ... u} - assembles-vertexes multitude;
V = {v1, v2, vj, .... vu} - multitude of variables corresponding to assembles-vertexes;
j = {1, 2, 3, ...} – set of meanings of j-variable;
f j  F – density of probability of distribution of variable у;
  - function of accessory of linguistic variable.
For indication of relations between variables corresponding symbol mass data are using. These
mass data may be presented as:
Dij = {d1, d2, d3, …} - multitude of ribs, connecting assembles i and j;
Aj - vector of bows-predecessers;
Bj - vector of bows-successers;
Рij - vector of probability of transition between i and j;
Тij - vector of resource spends (e.g. time) during transition from assembly i to assembly j.
Geometry of two-side graph G is determined by incidence matrix (setting a numbers of vertexes) and
corresponding coordinates matrix {y(i)}. To each rib {x(i1) , x(i2)} of graph G numerical characteristic are
comparing, which are describing street-road net:
n - number of traffic paths;
α - road profile;
- quality of road surface;
- directives about structure and dynamic of transport flow;
- meteorological conditions;
- surrounding landscape;
θ – other characteristic (lighting, presence of traffic distribution zones etc.).
Thus, graph is totality of vertexes and ribs. Information about graph structure is determined by matrix
form.
By using of developed mathematical model street-road transport nets have been created. Transport
nets are consisting of the roads with intensive load (marked in the program by black bold strip) and a
net of local roads. Numeration of graph assembles-vertexes is using.
Algorithms of coding and of information restoring about street-road graph structure have been
developed.

3.

Transport noise measurement in Samara region of Russia

Measurements of noise levels in places of living territory of Samara region of Russia adjoining to
transport noise dangerous zones have been carried out.
Method of noise measurement in noise "dangerous" points have been carried out according to InterState Standard 23337-2014 Noise. Methods of noise measurement in residential areas and in the
rooms of residential, public and community buildings (corresponding to ISO 1996-1:2003* Acoustics Description, measurement and assessment of environmental noise - Part 1: Basic quantities and
assessment procedures and ISO 1996-2:2007 Acoustics - Description, measurement and assessment
of environmental noise - Part 2: Determination of environmental noise levels). In total over 100 points
have been investigated. For measurements in every of these points according to 23337-2014
Standard requirements of equivalent sound levels values of equivalent and maximal sound levels have
been determined. Measured noise levels were evaluated according to hygiene requirements, stated by
valid Sanitary norms SN 2.2.4/2.1.8.562-96, according to requirements of which normative parameters
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for unstable noise are equivalent sound levels LАecv and maximal sound levels LAmax, dBA. For
evaluation of obtained results following normative values of equivalent and maximal sound levels were
used:
LА ecv norm = 55 dBA + 10 dBA = 65 dBA,

(4)

LА max norm = 70 dBA + 10 dBA = 80 dBA,

(5)

Analysis of external noise sources of Togliatti city and of peculiarities of it influence to the living
territory shows, that main part of impact to city's dwelling area is foaming by transport flows noise.
Moreover, conducted earlier investigations shows that the most acoustically unfavorable are dwelling
areas of Central district, adjoining to the transport highways. For Komsomolsky district investigations
earlier practically not were carried out. This have helped to determine measuring range: living territory
of Central and Komsomolsky districts, adjoining to the transport highways.
Noise of transport flows is unstable, oscillating in time. For this kind of noise some main requirements
to carrying out the measurements:
- Time of noise evaluation Т in houses of dwelling and public buildings and in living territory should
be accepted in the day-time - continuously during 8 hours, at night - continuously during 0,5 hour (in
the most noisy periods of day).
- Measurement of unstable noise should be carried out at the periods of time of noise evaluation Т,
which include all typical variations of noise regime in evaluated point. Duration of every measurement of
unsteady noise Тm in every point should be at least 30 minutes.
- During noise measurements equipment should not be influenced by affection of vibration, magnetic
and electrical fields, radiations and other unfavorable factors, influenced to measurement results.
- Measuring microphone should be directed to the side of main noise source and be removed at least to
0,5 m from the operator, carrying out the measurement. In case, if in house impossible to determine the
main noise source, microphone axis should be directed perpendicular to floor surface.
Measurements have been conducted in daytime in weekdays mainly in rush hours and also during to
the lunch-time and in night time(since 23.00 till 7.00).
As a measuring parameters equivalent sound levels LA and maximal sound levels L A max (dBA),
octave and 1/3 octave spectra of sound pressure (dB) were used.
Results of measurements in every point have been presented as measurements registration forms,
which including date, time and place of measurements carrying out, measuring points numbers and
digital data of readings of noise levels in measured point, as well as in form of spectral presentation of
sound pressure levels [4, 7].
In Samara city noise levels were measured in some of the most important streets. The most significant
exceeding values of sanitary norms requirements were obtained in Kuibyshev Street, Stara Zagora
Street, Stavropolskaya Street and Moskovskoye Highway.
In Zhigulevsk town the most significant noise levels were fixed near to the living houses situated near
to railway station and highway Moscow-Chelyabisk. The most significant noise levels in Syzran city
were measured near to the Central Supermarket and railway station.
For Togliatti city comparatively homogeneous composition of transport flows is typical - rail city
transport is absent, impact of aircraft noise is excluded. Transport and industrial enterprises are the
main noise sources for Togliatti city. As object of study living territory of the Avtozavodsky, Central and
Komsomolsky districts of Togliatti city was selected near to the streets with intensive transport
movement and near to industrial zones. In total over 150 points have been investigated [4, 7].
As we may conclude from the results of measurements, the most significant excess of standard
equivalent noise levels is observed for the following points. Komsomolsky district, night time: point K07, Matrosova Str., 60, the value of exceeding of normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 8
dBA, maximal noise level - 6 dBA; point K-12, Yaroslavskaya Str., 11: the value of exceeding of
normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 5 dBA, maximal level - 8 dBA; day time: point K10, Chaykina Str., 67, the value of exceeding of normative requirements of maximal noise level is 9
dBA; point K-13, Yaroslavskaya Str., 61, the value of exceeding of normative requirements of maximal
noise level is 9 dBA. Central district, night time: point C-18, Lenina Str., 98, the value of exceeding of
normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 10 dBA, maximal noise level - 5 dBA; point C-23,
Mira Str., 60, the value of exceeding of normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 12 dBA,
maximal noise level - 12 dBA; day time: point C-6, Central district, Mira street (near to bus stop
"House of Nature"), the value of exceeding of normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 6
dBA; point C-5, Central district, Banykina street, the value of exceeding of normative requirements of
equivalent noise level is 7 dBA; point C-7, Central district, Komsomolskaya street, the value of
exceeding of normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 6 dBA, .point C-24, Mira Str., 114,
the value of exceeding of normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 4 dBA, maximal noise
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level - 3 dBA. Avtozavodsky district, night time: point А-32, Dzerzhinskogo Str., the value of exceeding
of normative requirements of equivalent noise level is 8 dBA, maximal noise level - 3 dBA; day time:
point A-04, Topolinaya Str., 21, the value of exceeding of normative requirements of maximal noise
level - 19 dBA.
Analysis of measurement results of external noise levels in living territory of Samara region is showing
that there are noise dangerous zones of dwelling territory. The most serious problem of noise
influence is for the dwelling territories of Samara region adjoining to transport highways. Values in a
number of measured points are extremely close to maximally admitted normative requirements.
Thus, it is possible to speak about the existing of real problem of noise safety of Samara region
provision.

4.

Conclusions

It was pointed out that propagation of noise at the territory of living area is sophisticated process.
Mathematical model have been developed to evaluate automobile transport flows noise propagation to
the dwelling territory. Transport flow is considered as the model, consisting of infinite number of
incoherent noise sources with equal sound power, situated on one line with equal distances from each
other. Generally noise source is considered as complex source of pseudo cylindrical sound waves. To
simplify the process of calculation transport flow may be also considered as linear noise source.
For mathematical description of street-road nets of city methods of graph theory have been taken.
Analysis of measurement results of external noise levels in living territory of Samara region is showing
that there are noise dangerous zones of dwelling territory. The most serious problem of noise
influence is for the dwelling territories of Samara region adjoining to transport highways. Values in a
number of measured points are extremely close to maximally admitted normative requirements.
Automobile transport noise modeling and experimental measurements results are allowing not only to
reduce existing noise levels, but also to forecast automobile transport noise levels for the different time
periods of noise influence.
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Abstract
The bell tower of San Paolo Bel Sito, in the province of Naples, is a building dating back to the early
sixteenth century and has played, over time, an important urban and landscape function
Its structure, in the parts that emerge from the building context of the center, bears a series of
"majolica riggiole" decorations with the presence also of sculptural inserts in "petenated terrecotta" of
sure interest for their high testimonial and artistic value.
In different parts these decorations show the lack and loss of portions of decorations that need to be
reintegrated with the clear awareness of representing contemporary grafts in a more ancient artifact.
Modern technologies help to propose integration interventions respecting the ancient remains and
able to maintain the degree of aesthetic usability of the building.

Keywords: riggiole, restoration, reuse, sustainability, traditional know-how, design

1.

Traditional know-how, historical built and design

One of the most representative products of the traditional building site in Campania must be
recognized in the "riggiola", which concretizes the result of greater value that the practice of building
has poured into the wider sphere of economic production.
In fact, over time it has allowed the transformation of the brick into an autonomous component of
constructive experience aimed at improving the habitat dimension.
In other respects, the majolica coatings of the buildings of the territory can also synthesize, in an
effective way, the contemporary concept of cultural landscape
Indeed, they change with the changing weather conditions and make the landscape of southern urban
centers particularly evocative. Eugenio Montale reviewing a volume by Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti, in
1952, recalled: «l’arte spettacolare è visiva e appartiene dunque al dominio delle arti figurative. Film e
commedia sono figuratività svolta nel tempo e non solo nello spazio; in ciò differiscono dalla pittura e
dalla scultura, ma la differenza non è tale da farle escludere dalle arti figurative. Anche un quadro o
una statua contengono un tempo -non solo psicologico, ma storico- che si deve sdipanare come un
gomitolo per intenderli effettivamente. (E qui, aggiungo io, mi fa piacere veder implicitamente combattuta
la tesi secondo la quale -si veda la recente Storia dell’architettura moderna di Bruno Zevi- il tempo, come
quarta dimensione, sarebbe entrato nella pittura solo con l’avvento del cubismo, il quale distruggendo
la terza dimensione, il volume, permetterebbe di vedere contemporaneamente un oggetto da più lati.
Solo Montaigne e Bach, Wagner e Proust e non Masaccio e non Piero, avrebbero dunque costruito col
1
fattore temporale quanto Picasso e Braque?)» .
The mutation character of the landscape scene, sometimes shaped into 'design object' through the
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Fig 1. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, facade (detail)

translation of the postcard image, which, in the past, was nothing more than a graphic reading of the
landscape, and, on the identity plane, a chorographic reading of a place , a conspicuous connotation
of the scriptural semantics of the landscape is found in the figurative note of the roofing majolica.
Another peculiarity of the case of the Parish Church of San Paolo I eremita in San Paolo Belsito,
illustrated in this brief exposition, is represented by the sustainable use of resources, for which, once

Fig 2. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, facade (entrance)
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Fig 3. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, Bell Tower (particular coating with riggiole)

used in the liturgical hall, riggiole are used to external to preserve, because majolica, important parts
of architecture from the invasive action of atmospheric precipitations.
Eighteenth-century riggiole were reused in the north-west flank of the outside of the religious hall,
while 19th-century artifacts were placed to protect the symmetrical north-east facing slope. Other 19th
century riggiole are semi-umbrella coverings of the extrados of the niches dedicated to the side altars.
The oldest earthenware partitions have been reused within the gray stone frames used in the
decorative and structural motifs of the bell tower. The upper part of the Tower houses, still quite intact,
the sculptural image of the head of the prophet Daniel in majolica terracotta inserted in a semispherical 'basin' obtained within the wall thickness of the wall.

Fig 4. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, Bell Tower (particular coating with riggiole)
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Fig 5. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, reuse of 19th century riggiole

Some parts of the overlapping volumes constituting the building, like the octagonal crowning, have
seen, over time, the closing of some arcades, perhaps due to problems of a static nature; these voids
of blind windows have been covered with majolica riggiole of about 13 cm on each side.
The missing parts to be integrated can be re-lined with putty on which it can be engraved or scratched,
or printed with slight pressure on the fresh mixture, a decorative motif that alludes and reinstates the
figurative oasis of the coating.
Modern 3D printing technologies make it easy to realize, independently, the prototype useful for
reconfiguring all the gaps in the reflective surface filling.

Fig 6. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, reuse of 19th century riggiole
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Fig 7. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, sculpture in majolica (prophet Daniel)
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Fig 8. Nola, Church of the Immaculate Conception, Bell tower (summit coating in riggiole)

Fig 9. Nola, Church of the Immaculate Conception, Bell tower (summit coating in riggiole -detail-)
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Fig 10. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, Bell Tower (particular coating with riggiole)

Notes
1

MONTALE E., L’arte spettacolare: Recensione a Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti, Cinema arte figurativa,
Einaudi Torino 1952, in “Corriere d’informazione” 27-28 maggio 1952, qui ripreso da E. Montale, Auto
da fe. Cronache in due tempi, (a cura di G. Zampa), Mondadori Libri, Milano 2016, p. 91 [ISBN 97888-04-60395-5] [«Spectacular art is visual and therefore belongs to the domain of the figurative arts.
Films and comedy are figurative over time and not just in space; in this they differ from painting and
sculpture, but the difference is not such that they are excluded from the figurative arts. Even a picture
or a statue contains a time - not only psychological, but historical - which must be treated like a ball of
yarn to actually understand them. (And here, I add, I am pleased to see implicitly combated the thesis

Fig 11. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, Bell Tower (particular coating with riggiole)
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Fig 12. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, facade (detail)
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Fig 13. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, Bell Tower (particular coating with riggiole),

that - see the recent History of modern architecture by Bruno Zevi - time, as a fourth dimension, would
enter into painting only with the advent of cubism , which destroying the third dimension, the volume,
would allow to simultaneously see an object from several sides: only Montaigne and Bach, Wagner
and Proust and not Masaccio and not Piero, would therefore have built with the time factor as Picasso
and Braque?»]

Fig 14. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, facade
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Fig 15. San Paolo Bel Sito, Church of San Paolo I Hermit, facade (detail entrance)
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Abstract

The acquired awareness regarding the protection of the environment requires us to take steps also
towards the quality of the urban environment, with reference to the redevelopment and improvement
of the building. The regeneration of the built must be conceived placing at the center the expectations
of the residents in the reality of the built environment and of the modifications that will be made. The
impact of the current crisis has reverberated on the reduced capacity of the city to mobilize resources
and activities related to change and development, to overcome the obstacle will have to equip itself
with integrated programs, form coordination groups to face the most difficult challenges such as the
fight against poverty and specifically the redevelopment of historical centers and suburbs.
Urban regeneration is a process to give a name to the things and to the settled spaces and a sense of
recognition common to the living spaces. A flash inherent in the redesign of a building inserted in the
urban renewal designed by Filippo Juvarra in 1729, whose past has been unraveled for three
centuries becoming an intervention of Social Housing that has constituted a moment of mending with
the surrounding urban fabric, the social economic revival , the relational integration of the inhabitants
with the territorial reality and the unequal settlement purposes. Located in the heart of the city of Turin,
characterized by the presence of the city market, inserted in the historical fabric, but with problems of
sociality and development and variety of the type of building and multiculturalism.
Keywords: community, redevelop, live, space, Social Housing

1.

Introduction

The knowledge about the process of environmental sustainability has started a debate on the
maintenance of specific life standards linked to the technological development.
The picture, or better the environment storytelling, enabled to show that the alert level of the natural
resources consumption and of the exploitation of the territory was very high. Therefore the protection
of the environment has become necessary for the current and the future generations as well as
looking for solutions in order to guarantee the stability of the ecological system.
A first and very significant message about the ecosystem crisis for the decrease in the biodiversity and
the environmental degradation was stated in the “Conference about the human environment”
sponsored by the U.N. in 1972 in Stockholm. Indeed, the conclusion of the conference underlined the
necessity to cooperate among the Countries with the purpose of preserving the environment in which
we live.

2.

The urban difference

As the overall population aims to live in the city, the activity of the research and experimental
laboratory of the cities, between tradition and innovation, is more and more an on-going process.
In order to answer the needs of the citizens we need to create communities able to update the needs
and demands and to start some actions which encourage the interaction between the citizens and the
Administrations. This should be done to orient and define again the actions of urban renewal, under
the economic development and social cohesion.
The aim is to re-engage the urban diversity in the spirit of sustainability, especially the relations linked
to the pedestrian accessibility. That is because social life takes place mainly on the streets during
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events, meetings which gather a multitude of people, daily or extraordinary shopping closely related to
the urban context. Man and his community are the experts, culturally aware and rich of the necessary
resources for enhancing public spaces which become the focus of the change. Furthermore, every city
has its own historic, artistic, economic, social and environmental heritage to preserve.
Those are actions which, starting from the bottom trigger constant development changes, culturally
aware, sensitive to the context, to the innovations and to the environmental sustainability.
The urbanistic principles are supplemented by people’s needs who live and work in the context. This
leads to the birth of a feeling of belongig and relations among neighborhoods. The feeling of safety
and the social equity increases. The process appears dynamic, constantly updated, aimed at the
esteem of the territory, by creating livable and charming places which meet the users’needs.
We must change our way of thinking. In contrast to the traditional urban redevelopment the
placemarketing procedures enclose multidisciplinarity which ranges from engineering to social studies,
passing through architecture and “biophilic” urban planning, based on scientific method, to their
interconnection with the environment. Thus we notice a valorization of the resources and of the
community abilities, an encouragment of the economic development and the smart innovations.
The focus should be on people who will live there, starting from defining a profile of community about
new residents. This means: young guys, adults, singles and couples with or without children, also
belonging to the current “grey armband”, which is that group of people with such a low income to enter
the real estate market and too high to enter the publicly owned housing.
It is a creative and significant urban-renewal project which reviews the traditional urbanistic rules. We
are not talking about a simple urban make-up, because policies of engagement and involvment have
come into play, creating meeting points, information booths, working groups, public consultation and
some entertainment moments.
Redesigning a building whose history unfolds along three centuries, becoming an intervention of
SocialHousing has meant an occasion of joining together with the surrounding urban fabric, economic
and social regeneration, the inhabitants inegration with the local reality and the unequal purposes of
settlement. In the hearth of Turin, it is a central spot which focuses on the figure of the human being.

Fig. 1: Milano street and the building.
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Surrounded by the images of Piazza della Repubblica – Porta Palazzo – and neighborhood which
points out how vital is that place in which we can deeply have an experience of the interaction among
different aspects of urban life. A non-ideological glimpse on the alchemy between people and the
environment shows a bloom of human experience. Here it is possible to meet four actions as part of
the urban renewal geared to the eradication of the social unrest.
The recovered buildings are intended as a sharing, according to the social construction process which
spreads into the square. Here the building stands on via Milano 20 and runs on Piazza della
Repubblica. It is part of the Juvarra urban renewal of 1729 and includes the street and the square that
is the north entry point through the city.
“Vivo al Venti” is a kind of recent and permanent residential experience, an innovative way of living. It
combines the quality of the construction, the economic sustainability and the caring for the
neighborhood relations.
In Piazza della Repubblica we find the biggest open market area of Europe, a combination of local
traditions and multi-ethnicities. It is a changing area, under a redevelopment plan, a mixitè of cultures,
life styles, food and traditions, connected to Europe through several international projects.

Fig. 2: Place of the Republic. The market of Porta Palazzo, and the context

“Vivo al Venti” is carrying out the creation of common spaces which create a better and more livable
residential space by offering to the inhabitants the chance to know each other, interact, self-organize
and cooperate in order to find solutions to daily problems. (i.e. children care, short supply chain food
purchasing, recycle and small repairs, etc.) and share their free time (i.e. leisure, artistic and cultural
activities, etc.).
Common spaces consist of a room over 90 square metres, on the forst floor of the building; in the
architectural design they have been though as flexible spaces so that they can be adapted to the
residents’ needs, through their active involvement.
“Vivo al Venti” aimes at encouraging the active participation of local people in the management of the
residential area, particularly the common spaces.
As we are talking about a complicated step-by-step process, professionals in the field are handling all
of it. Thus, from the beginning of the project, the definition of the activities, the common spaces usage
rules and, overall, the management of the area, are supported by experts and by the property’s
manager.
The flats are divided in 35 Social Housing for rent and 11 for sale and there are one-bedroom flats and
bigger ones.
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The 35 Social Houses are rent at a reduced rate to the advantage of that part of population for which it
is hard to find a house, despite they have an income. These are families, young couples, university
students and singles.
In 1996, Turin municipality set up the project “Porta Palazzo – The Gate-living not leaving” through the
creation of a no-profit committee with public and private participation. The methodology and the
approach is renewing and it aims at redeveloping an area rich of resources and opportunities to
rediscover.
We are facing broad-based urban and social regeneration projects which touched also food and
contemporary art, as well as the establishment of new activities, workshops, architecture office, artists
and stylists’ ateliers, showrooms, cultural events and trendy spaces. Some examples are: Cohousing
Numero Zero, the new Centro Direzionale Lavazza Nuova, the Art and Design Institute IAAD, the
Luoghi Comuni, the Med Emporion Project and the Scuola Holden.
By now the whole Contrada of Porta Palazzo is a breeding house of reconciling activities intended to
maintain or integrate the existing functions by improving the areas quality, both from a physical and
strucural point of view as well as social dynamics.
That place is also called the “belly of Turin”, not only because it is as the crossroads of the worls but
also because it is center of important social measures which define the human face of the city. Those
are Sermig, Beato Cottolengo Hospital and rescue centers for young people and immigrants.
Furthermore the Gran Balon has been there for over thirty years; it is the antique market which calls
vendors and purchasers from all over the world. This is a urbanistic work-in-progress area, at the
same time business incubator for youth start ups having a multiplier effect on the revival of trade.

3.

The Social Housing “Vivo al Venti” via Milano

The property is located in the heart of Turin, via Milano n. 20, with a side facing on Piazza della
Repubblica, which is the historical market of Porta Palazzo and another side facing via Milano. It is
owned by the Fondazione Ordine Mauriziano and consits of about 5.500 square metres, of which 46
dwelling units. The 70% of those is for rent and the rest is for sale. It is possible to draw up some
common spaces. The ground floor is about 750 square metres and is designed to a business purpose.
The entire building is part of the block called Santa Croce, in an area of urban sprawl which has been
developed outside of the Baroque perimeter of the city.

Fig. 3: Porta Vittoria in the XVIII century.

At the beginning of the 18th century the block, at that time known as Contrada di Porta Palazzo was
involved in a massive urban renewal process requested by the Savoy Vittorio Amedeo the Second. He
meant to redesign the area crossed by travellers to enter the city from the north side. In 1701 the gate
with the same name was built and in the following decades the Filippo Juvarra’s project was approved.
It envisaged the implementation of a majestic Piazza d’Armi. Other construction projects followed
Juvarra’s one: obtaining public housing to be demolished to make room for refined buildings. At the
beginning of 19th century, after Napoleone Bonaparte imposed to dismantle the old city surrounding
walls, that changing area was mended to the central urban fabric. During the Restoration the area was
affected by new changes: the architect Gaetano Lombardi, in accordance with Juvarra’s legacy, used
to preserve and enhance the existing buildings.
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Fig. 4: Filippo Juvarra, urban restructuring project of the Contrada di Porta Palazzo, 1729. Drawing.

Fig. 5: Giovanni Battista Borra, view fo Piazza and Contrada di Porta Palazzo, 1749.

In 1819 he completed the project of the wide octagonal square as we can see it today. In 1830 the
engineer Carlo Bernardo Mosca was in charge of the extension and restoration works of the Hospital
and some years later its stretch towards the new square, Emanuele Filiberto, today called Piazza della
Repubblica. On the 13th November 1887 the Ordine obtained the royal authorization to sell the old
premises in via della Basilica. The following year it was sold to realize a public Galleria which will be
named after S.M. Umberto I. The Galleria presents workshops on either sides and is covered by
glasses, according to the project drawn up by the engineer Lorenzo Rivetti. The architectural
ensemble represents an historical and cultural important event for the city, both for its construction
features and for its proximity to the ancient city.
The building, five floors above-ground with an inhabitable attic, still keeps the original features thanks
to its vertical fully masonry supporting structure, vaulted coffered ceiling, pitched roof and bricks
roofing slate. The facades adorned by admirable shapes are smoothly plastered and two-colour
printed with grayscale. The decorative fitting is ocher painted and it is composed by giant order
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lesenes, belt course and friezes with triglyphs and assorted medallions. Windows and French windows
are rectangularly opened, topped with triangular and straight tympanums. The balconies are
flagstoned with wrought-iron banisters.
The ground floor, faced on Piazza della Repubblica is characterised by a high porch finished with a
false smooth bossage and flower arrangements. It does not run on via Milano, where the fronts show
simpler decorations.

Fig. 6: Place of the Republic. “Vivo al venti”. The building.

The building has been declared as a historic building by Ministry of Cultural Heritage, pursuant to
Legislative Decree 10,12 of 22 January 2004.
The restoration and preservative recovery of the property maintained its commercial use as for the
premises on the ground floor. The ones on the first floor have been transformed to residential areas
while on the third floor from the service sector to residential.
The original valuable wall decorations together with the coffer ceilings have been saved.
In the property there are two lifts.
Via Milano project has been promoted by Fondo Abitare Sostenibile Piemonte, an ethical investment
Fund funded by resources coming from different banks from Piemonte, adding to capitals coming from
the investment of Cassa Depositi e Prestiti.
In this kind of context it is quite hard for young people to be considered because of the lack of chances
and spaces which allow them to promote new activities and way to live the area.
For that purpose the process of creating a community for future inhabitants of “Vivo al Venti” will be
structured in multiple individual and group meetings in order to promote and encourage the knowledge
of the dynamics to share and involve each other through real experiences.
On of the main goal of “Vivo al Venti” is to make the focus on people and families who will settle down
there, starting from defining a profile of new dwellers. This should help cohesion and positive
interactions.
Talking about that community, the priority is given to young people, single adults and couples without
children who belong to “gray armband”, which is that group of people with such a low income to enter
the real estate market and too high to enter the publicly owned housing.
In Porta Palazzo that kind of population has many problems to become visible to all the society
because they don’t have any chances and spaces which allow them to promote new activities and
new way of living that area.
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Thus the project is supposed to offer occasions to develop new relations, planning and sharing so that
it will be possible to see a revival and new development of the sorrounding area. It has been thought
to host different life styles and various ways of living.
In big cities it is easier to feel the duality of space between the city centre and the suburbs. The
downtown, beating heart of business and culture and the outskirts, fringe of the urban fabric
characterised by people’s precarious conditions of life, economically and socially vulnerable.
That condition, widely spread in Europe and in many Countries, also touches the city context. The
social change has caused socio-relational discomfort, economic insecurity (also temporary) which hits
part of population traditionally not disadvantaged.

Fig. 7: Place of the Republic. “Vivo al venti”. The building. The apartments

4.

Conclusions

The interaction between sustainable development and urban planning seeks to improve the quality of
life and it goes with the memory of places and the cultural horizons. The aim is to retrieve all the
historical, social and economic values which characterises the existing settlement.
The urban strategy shall involve the update of transport links, the adjustment of public services and
the reconciliation between the social relation with the surrounding environment.
The thorough study about architectural and technologic precautions ensures the greatest comfort,
together with the care for the materials, the color of the buildings, the green areas for children and the
promenade area. All those places enable people to feel emotions and fulfil the inhabitants’ needs.
The physical-scenic urban axis enables to make clear the knowledges useful to citizens into the
symbolic trip of perception of the place and inclusion of architecture images, the representative
symbols which reflect the place identity and their link with the land. The essential soul of the space will
be the site image which enables the direction and the integration with the new spatial variety.
The requalification of the existing building requires methods and knowledge so detailed to outline the
new way of living which the citizens will accept. They will be attracted and will be encouraged to
establish a relation also in the public domain, on the street and during leisure activities.
Territory, house, family, job and social networks represent the great area of interest on which we have
to focus in order to give an answer to the “new poverties” which are not able to plan long-term
economic and emotional investments. They could take satisfaction from the Social Housing.
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Fig. 8: Place ok the Republic – Porta Palazzo, the interventions of Social Housing.
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Abstract
The damage analysis of historical masonry buildings and in particular of churches, following the
seismic events that recently affected the Italian territory, has shown how vaults and domes, which
represent architectural valuable elements, are characterized by a very high structural vulnerability.
Over the centuries, master builders, architects and engineers designed and built vaults relying on
intuition and practical geometry knowledge, especially with in situ experience. The construction
techniques of vaulted structures varied according to the skills of the different builders, as well as the
choice of materials depended on socio-economic factors and the formal result to be achieved.
Architectural treatises concerning the “best practice”, between the 15th and the 19th centuries, greatly
influenced the design and constructional procedures of vaulted structures, providing indications on the
proportions and geometric shapes to be adopted. Based on this premise, this paper provides a
typological classification of existing structural types in order to identify geometric and structural
affinities among different vaulted architectural elements.
Keywords: arches, vaults, masonry structures, seismic vulnerability, structural design

1.

Introduction

Considering their importance from an architectural, structural, but also artistic point of view, that of the
vaulted structures, their construction techniques and their formal characteristics is an ever-current
topic, especially in the study of historical masonry churches. The various – not so numerous –
architectural treatises between the 15th and the 19th centuries, which contain more or less detailed
descriptions of the vaulted structures are often affected by an involuntary localism, and so also
contemporary studies.
The analyses carried out on damaged masonry churches, after earthquakes that affected Italy in
recent years, highlighted that vaulted structures are among the most vulnerable elements. A specific
knowledge of arches and vaults is necessary to understand their structural behaviour, evaluating their
stability under vertical and seismic forces and, where appropriate, set up effective consolidation
interventions. Therefore, an in-depth study of the different construction techniques has been
undertaken, considering logistical and socio-economic factors, proportions and shapes chosen in
accordance with the best practice and many other aspects that have to be examined with the aim of
discerning the rules that governed the original construction.

2.

The origins of vaulted structures: construction techniques

2.1 From Antiquity to Middle Ages
Arches, vaults and domes were the first stable structural forms that men used, instead of the massive
trilithons, since ancient times, to cover public and private spaces and for the construction of
infrastructural works. The reasons that led to the use of these elements, usually made of stone and
bricks – materials easily available in nature – are clear: their geometric shapes are able to transfer
loads to the ground, through the only compressive strength of the constituting materials.
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Fig. 1: Barrel vault with sloping arches in Khorsabad, Assyria (left). Treasure of Atreus in Mycenae, section
(right). Natural arch scheme (below).

The first evidences of masonry vaulted structures were discovered in the Mesopotamian region and
lower Egypt [1]: a sort of barrel vault, built as a succession of side-by-side inclined arches, with brick
laid edge on. These type of structures, were generally erected without centering and used to cover
long (not so wide) spaces. The construction process involved the realization of a wall and a
succession of arches, making the structure self-supporting, thanks to frictional forces. Barrel vaults
with sloping arches were found in Khorsabad, Assyria, as part of the water system network of the
Fortress of Sargon (about 700 BC). The profile of the Khorsabad aqueduct was an ogive [Fig 1, left].
This technique for the construction of vaulted structures without centring was taken over by Byzantine
builders many centuries later. Even domed structures have ancient origins, as evidenced by observing
the ruins of primitive dwellings’ roof systems. The first attempts were aimed at reproducing the
principle of the so-called natural arch: above an inflected architrave, a part of masonry can detach
from the wall, it can also collapse, but this will not affect the static of the remaining part of the wall [Fig.
1, below]. This creates a natural arch above the detachment line (crack between masonry and moving
masonry). To exploit this principle (observed in nature or in many damaged structures), tiers of ashlar
masonry were laid in rings so that each successive tier projected slightly farther inward. This
technique gave rise to the corbelled arch (Lions gate in Mycenae) and to the corbelled vaults (Tholos
of Treasure of Atreus in Mycenae), which were the first domes built with proper stone masonry (about
1500 BC) [Fig 1, right]. To ensure the stability of the structure, the equilibrium should be guaranteed
for each element, for this reason a stabilizing load consisting of masonry or incoherent material was
generally positioned at the extrados.
The vaulted roofs were built by Ancient Romans to cover larger areas. With the improvement of
construction techniques and, above all, with the introduction of pozzolan-lime mortars, particularly
resistant, mixed with aggregates of various sizes, concretion vaults in opus caementicium became one
of the characterizing elements of Roman architecture. One of the earliest existing examples is the
vault of the temple of Jupiter Anxur in Terracina, built in the early 1st century BC. Due to the limited
tensile strength of the opus caementicium, the concrete vaults often cracked, thrusting on the side
walls. This was probably the reason why, starting from the 1st century AD, the Romans began to
realize the vaults in opus caementicium with meridian ribs (semilateres) [2]. Making ribbed vaults
allowed to divide the mortar, which was thrown between the voids left between the ribs, and to
accommodate the natural cracking that would have been created within the structure. The excessive
weight of concretion structures led the Roman builders to adopt techniques of lightening of the vaults,
varying the density of the aggregates of the construction materials, from the bottom to the top of the
vaults. In the Pantheon, for example, the heaviest aggregate, mostly travertine, were used at the
bottom and lighter materials, such as pumice, at the top of the dome [Fig 2, left].
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Fig. 2: Pantheon, section (left). San Vitale, Ravenna, plan and section and particular of the clay pots. In Tav.
LXIX [6] (right).

Thereafter, in order to lighten the masonry mass, vaults were also built by inserting amphorae (olle) at
the haunches of the dome; an example of wise use of this technique, already recognized and
described by Leon Battista Alberti in De re Aedificatoria [3], is in the dome of the Temple of Minerva
Medica (4th century), where the insertion of the olle is accompanied by the use, in the upper part, of
pumice blocks. Over time, this technique evolved, to the construction of vaults with inserts of tubi fittili,
clay pots arranged one inside the other in the concrete, with the function of lightening the mass. The
most representative example is the Church of San Vitale in Ravenna (5 th century) [Fig. 2, right].
With the transfer of the capital from Rome to Constantinople (330 AD) and the political subdivision into
Eastern and Western Roman Empire (395 AD), the Byzantine Era began. The fundamental innovation
of Byzantine architecture for the vaulted structures, which were moreover built of brickwork rather than
concrete [4], was the construction of domes, with circular generators, on square-plan areas, using
pendentives [Fig. 3, left].

Fig. 3: Pendentive dome, scheme (left). Reims’ Cathedral, section (right).
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Fig. 4: St. Paul double-capped dome, in London (left) [11]. Saint-Geneviève triple-capped dome, in Paris (right).

The brick vaults were lighter and more elastic than those in concretion and this allowed the
experimentation of new forms and new structural schemes, in which the thrusts of the domes could be
contrasted, in the complexity of the typical spatial articulation of Byzantine architecture, from other
vaulted structures. The best example of these technique is the dome of the Constantinople Cathedral,
Hagia Sophia, (4-6th centuries).
In the Middle Ages, the establishment of churches and monasteries led to the development of stone
architecture that elaborated vernacular Roman forms, from which the term Romanesque is derived.
Where available, Roman bricks and stone buildings were recycled and the transition from the
Romanesque period to the Gothic period was marked by the construction of increasingly daring
vaulted structures. The true formal and technical evolution of the Gothic style does not lie so much in
the pointed arch – which was already well known in the early Middle East and even in the antiquity
(e.g. the above-mentioned Treasure of Atreus, that can be considered as a natural overcoming of the
trilithon system) – but in the use of flying buttresses and ribs, which conveyed the thrusts of the cross
vaults to the large external counterforts, as a new static-constructive system, with different interaction
between load-bearing and carried elements [5] [Fig. 3, right]. The cross (or groined) vault was well
known by the Romans but, while it was very heavy (needing wall masses of counter-thrust in the
corners as well as support at the springing), the cross ogival vault was much lighter, reporting the lines
of thrust on dimensionally contained areas and making the curtain walls between the arches
independent. This allowed the gothic master builders to launch the vaulted structure to a greater
height than the Roman one, being less the thrust on the piers with equal spacing, as well as to avoid
the walls around or to open in the same walls big windows.
2.2 From the 15th century to Modern Age
In the 15th century domes, domical (or cloister) vaults and sail vaults, which had long been
abandoned, were built once again in both religious and civil structures. The vaults, made of brickwork,
were generally lightened with a sequence of lunettes and were consolidated with the construction of
abutments to the extrados, to be then filled with crushed stone or gravel. In the Renaissance the
preferred architectural scheme was the central-domed one and numerous examples were built: from
the double-capped domes, such as Santa Maria del Fiore in Florence, to those with a spherical cap,
such as St. Peter in Rome.
In the Baroque era domes with elliptic plans and elaborate lanterns were also built; Wren’s doublecapped dome for Cathedral of St Paul’s in London, Soufflot’s triple-capped dome for Sainte-Geneviève
in Paris [Fig. 4 left and right] and Guarini’s vaults with crossed arches were some of the latest
examples of masonry domes.
With the advent of new materials such as steel and reinforced concrete, the increased resistance
allowed to enormously extend the size of the vaults’ span and the continuity of the structures allowed
to considerably decrease the thickness and to shape new forms that were once unimaginable.
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Fig. 5: Representation of empirical rule for the sizing of the piers of an arch.

3.

Historical construction and dimensioning approach between Ars and Scientia

3.1 General
Examining the oldest treatises, it emerges that these were nothing more than a collection of rules and
instructions, which limited themselves to describe ways of designing and drawing, without considering
the theory, when this is meant by an attempt to find no longer single solutions to individual problems,
but general principles based on scientifically verifiable facts. The medieval writings, like those of
Villard de Honnecourt (13th century AD), limit themselves to describing what things can be done and
how they should be done, without providing explanations on why: Ars seems to prevail over Scientia.
Even in the study of arches and vaults, geometric rules have prevailed for so long on scientific
theories. The ancient builders had sensed the need to limit the thrusts of the vaults and this was
guaranteed through the study of a proportional design, which tightly bound the thickness of the arch
(and of the vault) to its span and therefore to the width of the piers. From the Middle Ages derives the
most widespread empirical rule for the sizing of the piers (Rondelet will attribute the paternity to the
Father Dérand) [6]: dividing the round arch or the pointed one in three equal parts, determine the
points A, B, C and D. With center in the extreme D and drawing a circle of CD radius, the point in this
circle encountering the prolonged vertical of the radius, determines the thickness of the piers. The rule
immediately showed that the thickness of the pier for a round arch is greater than that of the pointed
arch, translating the intuition of the thrust into a proportional ratio [Fig. 5].
3.2 The architectural treatises
A first significant example aimed at defining a theory of architecture will be the one offered by Leon
Battista Alberti (15th century) who, in the specific case of the study of vaulted structures, will be the
first to provide a typological classification. Alberti, in the third book of De Re Aedificatoria [3], in
chapter 14, exposes the problem of a shared nomenclature not already existing, that he himself will
provide, to be clear and direct. Arco, camera and dritta sferica (barrel vault, cross vault and dome) are
the three types of vaulted structures that he identifies, sensing that these originate all the other vaults.
He also gives indications on the type of filling to be used above the vaults, asserting that the ancients
understood the need to use heavy fills at the bases and the lighter ones, such as pumice, at the top.
Finally, Alberti gives details about the construction technique of all the vaults, inviting the builders not
to remove centring immediately, but to loosen them slowly, in order to guarantee a balanced load
distribution, without any consequently crack in the structure.
A further contribution to the typological classification of the vaults was given by Andrea Palladio in The
Four Books of Architecture (16th century) [7]. In the first book, in chapter 24, Palladio makes a detailed
description of four typologies used by the ancients (à crociera - cross vault; a fascia - barrel vault; a
remenato - a sort of segmental vault, formed by a portion of circle, less than a semicircle; ritondi domes) and two typologies used by modern builders (a lunette - barrel vaults with lunettes; a conca, a
trough vault, with the rise equal to a third of the span). Also in this case the nomenclature becomes a
problem, since the terms are denoted by a strong localism (Venetian dialect), however Palladio
accompanies the writing with a series of drawings of the types identified, providing indications on their
use depending on the type of room to cover [Fig 6, left].
In the 16th century the studies in the field of Stereotomy began to acquire new dignity, until it became a
real science; at the same time, a theoretical basis was laid for a new discipline: descriptive geometry.
It is with Guarino Guarini (17th century) that the study of vaulted structures benefits of a first
theorization from a geometric point of view. In his Treatise on Civil Architecture [8], in chapter 26 of the
Third Treatise, he takes up the typologies of vaults already identified by Palladio, providing a
geometric explanation that is at the base of their design. Therefore, Guarini introduces the concept of
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Fig. 6: Series of drawings of vaults typologies, by Palladio [7] (left). Scheme for the measurement of the solidity of
a barrel vault, by Vincenzo Lamberti [9] (right).

primary and secondary vaults: according to him, the domes are generated by cutting a sphere in half,
which can give life to a segmented vault if the section thus obtained is lower than the half circle; the
barrel vaults are instead generated by cutting a half-cylinder, that, further divided according to the
diagonals, can give life to cross or cloister vaults. Another distinction is made between cylindrical
cross vaults and gothic vaults, that have an ogival profile. A description of the volta a vela (sail
vault/sail dome) also is provided, as a vault generated by a hemisphere sectioned by four orthogonal
planes; the sail vault, according to Guarini, has to be realized only to cover square rooms or otherwise
regular spaces.
In the 18th century, the Neapolitan engineer Vincenzo Lamberti published Voltimetria Retta [9],
concerning the measurement of vaults. Lamberti expresses mathematical formulas for measuring
vaults, identifying geometric relationships between surfaces, volumes and faces of the considered
solids. In the case of the cylindrical barrel vault, for example, Lamberti specifies that the volume of a
parallelepiped circumscribed to a half cylinder is the volume of the hollow semi cylindrical
parallelepiped in a ratio of 14 : 3. Referring to [Fig. 6, right]:
• if the span is AB = 10 and the rise is OK = 5;
• assuming that the thickness of the vault is KL = 1 and the length is BE = 20;
• the product AB x OK x BE (i.e. the volume of the parallelepiped ACDBE) will be 1000;
• setting the proportion 14: 3 = 1000: X ,
the volume of the AKBDCE hollow parallelepiped is equal to 214,28, a measure to which we must add
the volume of the parallelepiped CG, which is equal to 200. The volume of the AKBEGH cylindrical
barrel vault will be then 414,28.
This measure allows an easy calculation of the constitutive material of barrel vaults, based on simple
geometric measurements of the intrados. The ratio to be used for the calculation of the volume of a
Gothic vault, according to a similar procedure, is instead identified as 433:176. We must however
specify that the Lamberti does not speak about volume but of measurement of the solidity of the vault.
At the end of 18th century, Francesco Milizia, in Principj di architettura civile [10], established the
subdivision in simple and composite vaults, to which he joins the category of flat roofs. According to
him, the simple vaults are those which are not interrupted in their surface by any change in direction
(e.g. barrel vault, circular or segmental); instead, the composite vaults are those in which some
portions of simple curves are assembled, to form a single vault composed of similar or different figures
(e.g. groined or cloister vaults). Milizia also provides valuable information on the thickness to give to
the keystone of the vault (crown), a measure that according to him varies depending on the types of
vaults used and their intended use. For the vaulted structures used to support heavy weights, such as
the arches of the bridges, over which heavy vehicles pass, he suggests making the thickness of the
key equals to the 1/12 of the diameter of the arch, taking into account that in some ancient bridges it is
even the 1/10 (Leon Battista Alberti prescribes never to make less than 1/15); for the vaulted
structures that support little weight, as are the vaulted ceilings of the houses, he instead suggests a
1/24 ratio, which meant increasing the thickness of the vault by half an inch for each foot of the
diameter of the vault. According to Milizia, for those vaulted structures that have nothing to support, as
most of the vaults of the Churches, whose wood roof lays on the lateral walls, it is possible to dare
with very reduced thicknesses taking into account that, there are some Gothic vaults of 44-45 feet in
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Fig. 7: The lever mechanism in a barrel vault (above). Scheme of the different thrusts in the various
types of vaults (below) [10].
diameter, which have a 5-6 inch large key. Trying to explain these last data with a ratio, considering
that 1 foot = 12 inches, Milizia states that there are Gothic vaults with a thickness/diameter ratio of
about 1/100. This datum is actually found in the measurements of some of the major Gothic
cathedrals, among the most audacious from a structural point of view. For example, in the cathedral of
Mallorca, for a span of 17.8 meters, the vaults are only 20 centimeters thick, with a thickness/span
ratio of almost 1/100 [12].
Milizia also proves to know the recent theories of the French school that focus the study of the vaulted
structures on the concept of thrust. To explain the problem of the thrust of the vaults, he takes as an
example a round barrel vault, composed of stones that are all the same in length and width [Fig. 7,
above]. Considering a center of gravity in each stone (e.g. A, D, F, ...), around it three forces affect
each voussoir: the gravitational weight force and the two forces that each wedge-shaped stone
transmits – both right and left – to the adjacent ones, which have a direction perpendicular to that of
the inclined sides of each voussoir (e.g. AP, ...). Considering now two hinges at the base of the
abutments (S and X), each voussoir that makes up the arches of the vault will have a different lever
arm (e.g. SP). This lever mechanism, according to Milizia, is at the base of the concept of thrust for all
typologies of vaulted structures. With this premise, in fact, he states that the vaults have the more
thrust the closer their curvature approaches the line of springing (and the longer the lever arm of each
voussoir is). So, the flat vaults have the greatest thrust; mirror vault has less thrust of the flat ones and
the thrust decreases as the area of the upper rectangle of the vault decreases; the round vaults have
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less thrust; the pointed vaults have less than the round ones and the thrust becomes even smaller the
higher they are raised [Fig. 7, below].
Among the last theoretical treatises for the study of vaults, in the late modern era, there is certainly the
Traité theorique et pratique de l'Art de Bâtir (1802-1817) by Jean-Baptiste Rondelet [6]. In the ninth
book of this encyclopaedic work, Rondelet states that the vaults must be studied considering three
different points of view: in relation to their form, following the rules derived from stereotomy and from
the design of the curves; in relation to the way in which they are built, studying the concepts relating to
the construction of vaults; in relation to their thrust, considering the recent theory of vaults, which
refers to the laws of statics and mechanics. Regarding the third point, Rondelet writes that the historic
builders have always referred more to the laws of Art than to Science, so much so that the first
scholars, like Vitruvius, followed by others and up to de La Hire and Frézier, have never dealt with
cutting stones. The exceptionality of his remarkable work is impossible to summarize here, except by
highlighting those aspects, certainly influenced by other economic and social factors, which for the first
time have changed the way of approaching the study of vaulted structures. In the so-called practical
architecture treatises (described in this section), technical and operational descriptions would be
sought in vain; inspired by the evolution of 18th century theories instead, the work of Rondelet is
enriched with construction details, with the description of the materials, their characteristics and even
their commercial dimensions (even with prices), placing as much attention in the description of
reinforcement systems (iron pins to hold the segments together, iron tie-rods, etc.).
3.3 The evolution of structural analysis
As we have seen, the diffusion of the manuals of architectural theory has sought to communicate
through models and redesigns that illustrate in detail the most complex constructive problems. The
historical treatises on architecture are still today the proof of how refined the craft sensitivity of ancient
culture was; unfortunately, modern structural engineering has not been able to learn from these
important manuals, which were largely forgotten at the beginning of the 20th century. This happened in
parallel with the new researches on the resistance of materials and on the analytical interpretation of
structural behaviour, that led modern engineers to almost completely ignore the ancient building
techniques, with disastrous consequences for the preservation of the historical and archaeological
heritage. More recently, research has focused on reinterpreting the historical fabric in terms of
mechanics, using the powerful resources of modern structural analysis, connecting theoretical
research and numerical processing. The theoretical research was founded by Jacques Heyman: his
most appreciated literary work, The Stone Skeleton (1966), proposed to reconsider the art of building
rediscovering the ancient construction techniques, through a new interpretation based on modern
theories.; this approach, which in recent decades has become part of the research of structural
engineers, is struggling to have the right influence in the drafting of the regulations regarding the
preservation of historical buildings.

4.

The role of geometry in modern theories

To date, the vaulted structures are conventionally classified into simple and composite. The simple
vaults are delimited by a surface which have not solutions of continuity, that is, does not present points
in which the curvature changes (barrel vault, sail vault). On the contrary, the composite vaults have a
surface which is made up of several parts of different curvature (cross vault, cloister vault). The vaults
are also distinguished between those obtained by translation of a curved directrix (barrel vault) and
those obtained by rotation around an axis (dome). A classification can also be made basing on the
curvature of the directrix (circular, segmental, ogival, etc.) or distinguishing vaults in which the thrust is
concentrated on single piers at the corners (cross vaults) from those which the thrust is supported by
continuous walls (cloister vaults).
These common geometric schemes are reported in all the texts dealing with the construction of arches
and vaults, from those that address the topic to a purely educational and popular level, to those aimed
at a more rigorous and scientific treatment. Usually these schemes tend to emphasize geometrical
differences and elements of distinction rather than constructive and behavioural similarities, which
would help to give a clearer and more correct view of the problem.
Faced with the many possible geometrical configurations, one wonders what factors have led to prefer
certain types to others. Surely the economic factor and the executive difficulties, as well as the
knowledge and diffusion of techniques that allowed the workers to work quickly and safely and, last
but not least, the availability and characteristics of the materials that are best suited to certain types.
Static requirements such as the distribution of weights and thrusts on the walls, as well as the need to
obtain openings in the perimeter walls and other constraints related to the conformation of the spaces
and the specific intended use, offer a rather complete picture of the factors that can lead to the most
suitable choice. One of the factors that significantly influence static behaviour is the weight of the
vault, which is directly related to the geometric configuration of the structure. In order to fully
understand the mechanical functioning of the vaults it is appropriate to look for the affinities between
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these structural elements, which share the natural ability to resist, thanks to their shape, the stresses
induced by static and dynamic loads. Knowing the common thread that binds the different types of
vaulting is an important step in the interpretation of the resistant mechanisms that regulate the
equilibrium and a useful key for the critical analysis of the kinematisms induced by possible
pathologies and also to direct towards a correct work of static consolidation.

5.

Conclusions

In the ancient world the so called best practice developed through a slow acquisition, day by day, of
the rules of art handed down from generation to generation and, sometimes, improved by new master
builders. Building according to the best practice could be as simple as complex, especially for those
techniques reserved by special secrecy [13]. Italy is a country characterized by a considerable
presence of historical goods, especially churches, distinguished by exceptional value. This cultural
heritage is however exposed to multiple forms of degradation and damage (natural degradation,
anthropogenic degradation, lack of maintenance, damage due to extraordinary natural events). In the
same way in which the major architectural examples were slowly carried out, still witnesses of our
time, the faster they can be vulnerable if exposed to major risks, such as the effects of an earthquake.
The techniques used for the analysis and conservation of built heritage must start from a preliminary
knowledge process, which can provide theoretical information (historical research) and practice (study
of treaties, construction techniques, geometric relationships) to scholars. To date, while the non-linear
analyses are constituting an important branch of the structural engineering, several scholars are
focusing on limit analysis, as an important tool for assessing the structural safety of non-conventional,
complex masonry constructions, composed of separate macro-elements, like the vaults [14].
The approach from which this analysis derives has an ancient origin linked to the necessity to
overcome the difficulties to interpret the structural behaviour of masonry arches. Although of an
empirical nature, the researchers of the past show a good understanding of the stability of vaulted
structures under gravity loads, but it does not seem this is true also in case of seismic actions.
Therefore, looking at the large presence in cultural heritage buildings and the high vulnerability of the
vaults revealed by recent earthquakes, this topic still represents an open issue, for which further
researches are still requested.
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Abstract
During the last years the building construction has been characterized by a deep transformation due to
the use of Information Technologies that are changing the way of life, work, production and exchange
information (BIM).
The BIM (Building information modeling) overcomes limits of the traditional organization of the design
activity, in which specialized technicians work in sequential steps to elaborate the project. Its use has
increased as tool for the control and management of the architectural project for both new buildings
and for the redevelopment of existing ones.
This paper will present the results of a study developed on the technological, economic and
procedural advantages that can be obtained from the application of BIM method for the redevelopment
of historic buildings using innovative shells realized with advanced computerized technologies.
The work has been organized in different phases. During the first phase, the main potentials of BIM
were identified through the wide selection of commercial software applied to the redevelopment of
emblematic historical buildings, then the result of this phase has been used to the experimentation of
complex shapes developed for a study case in which constructive, productive and adaptive aspects
of the shape have been optimized. The aim was to demonstrate how it is possible, through the
definition of different parameters, optimize the shape of the envelope in order to adapt in different
condition, obtaining the least number of different constructive elements, minimizing the weight of the
whole structure.
Keywords: BIM; Historical Buildings; Redevelopment; Innovative Systems.

1. Historical buildings and BIM innovation
The BIM method used for historical buildings is proposed as an integrated system for the
representation, maintenance and conservation of the built environment. It is involved in an
intermediate phase of the life of the building, whose starting point is not the project of 'new', but the indepth knowledge of the redevelopment of an existing estate.
If in the new buildings the parametric and integrated design is spreading rapidly thanks to the issuing,
in many countries, of directives and regulations regarding the introduction of BIM in public works, from
the research conducted it was possible to verify that as far as concerns its use on existing buildings for
maintenance, renovation, energy requalification, demolition and reconstruction, the Building
Information Modeling is still being tested for the existence of many difficulties especially related to
geometric, technological, performance, part of the constructive elements of which an ancient building
is composed.
In this sector of historical building, the use concerns mainly aspects related to the decorative
apparatuses making use of advanced graphic detection and output. This happens because they are
characterized by a more complex and irregular geometry compared to new buildings, which requires
libraries of parametric models that are difficult to reuse and manage. In relation to this aspect, a
declination of BIM has been configured, the HBIM Historic Building Information Modeling, in which the
libraries derive from surveys of historical artefacts realized through different methods, tools and
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technologies such as digital photo modeling and laser scanning. This last technique, in fact, makes it
possible to obtain a 3D model of highly detailed geometric point cloud that can be used as a 'guide' to
the modeling, which however does not contain all the input data defined in the BIM environment, as
happens instead the new buildings.
This new methodology allows activating a system of collaborative intervention on the recovery and
restoration of a historic building. While in the past we proceeded according to a linear methodology
that went from the relief of the building up to the definition of the recovery hypotheses and the
subsequent construction, today it is possible to relate all these phases generating a continuous
workflow.

Fig. 1: Comparison between traditional and BIM methodology.

The diffusion of this new methodology can give an effective boost to planned building maintenance, a
fundamental practice for the conservation of historic buildings, and a necessary condition for their
valorization, which is rarely implemented in our context.
Furthermore, the size and potential of the heritage of historic buildings and the need for new spaces
for the community requires new systems for redevelopment and management. Moreover, the BIM
method applied to the historical building heritage could also become a valid tool for the Public
Administrations for the formation of a 'cultural heritage smart cataloging'.
The intelligent cataloging of the historical heritage, or the creation of a database of BIM models of
buildings that require functional and formal recovery intervention, would facilitate the design by
reducing the time, interference and risks of failure.
One thinks about the amount of European funds that every year Public Administrations are not able to
spend because of the absence of operative instruments.

Fig. 2: Satellite view of the historic center of Palermo and Catania where is possible to appreciate the
consistence of the different typology of the historical buildings (Taken from: Google Earth).
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2. Analysis of the software used in the renovation study cases
In order to substantiate what has been represented up to now, we report the analysis of some
emblematic cases of intervention in which the application of the BIM methodology allowed the
realization of visionary projects. In particular, the salient aspects of the BIM procedure and the used
software have been highlighted.
In the case of the re-functionalization of the British Museum in London, the court project was
entrusted to the architect Norman Foster together with the structural engineers of the company
BuroHappold Engineering. Work started in September 1999 was concluded on 6 January 2000. The
project by Foster and Partners Study was focused on the re-reading of the large square court of about
6000 m2. For the sizing of the frames and the shape of each triangular panel, constituting the covering
surface, a modeling program has been specially created that can interface directly with the software
already operating in the BIM environment.

Fig. 3: The Great Court at the British Museum (Taken from: https://www.fosterandpartners.com) and the hooking
system of the metal structure. (Taken from: https://ealongi.wordpress.com)

The particularity of glass cover’s shape represents a perfect interaction between structural needs and
engineering innovations. The steel cross-linked shell represents both the main structure and the
framing for the glass, through which it is possible to illuminate the space below with natural light. The
roof, which seems to float on the courtyard without apparent supports, is instead supported by a ring
of 20 columns in steel and concrete, hidden by a stone covering that surrounds the entire tympanum
of the reading room, located at the center of the courtyard, and by a concrete ring beam on the
perimeter resting directly on the masonry bearing walls designed by Robert Smirke. This beam acts as
a sliding bearing and causes that the elements near the quadrangular perimeter work flexing and
compressing. The covering structure consists by a grid of 5162 steel box profiles of dimensions
80x200x4 mm and by 1826 structural knots cut from plates with a thickness of up to 200 mm,
connecting six elements. The connection between the different profiles and the node is made by
welding and is useful for the transfer of the forces and bending moments between the structural
elements. There are 3312 triangular panels all different from each other, composed of double glazing,
that is from tempered stratified screened glass outside (12 mm thick) and laminated glass inside (12
mm thick), separated by an air chamber of 16 mm. The covering also has a curvature such as to
assume a behavior like that of a dome. Completing a project of such complexity in a short time was
only possible through a parametric modeling that allowed, in synergy with CAM programs, to make the
structural elements of the roofing realizable.
In the case of the restoration of the Ex Unione Militare building in Rome, the terrace has been
redesigned through the design of a new roof: the glass and steel "Lantern" crosses the four floors of
the building and emerges with the roof of the panoramic terrace. The restoration of the exterior, begun
in 2008 and completed in 2013, has focused attention on the recovery and enhancement of the
building’s original architectural lines, proposing two types of approaches: light on the façades of the
building, whose first nucleus dates to the end 800, engineering for the "Lantern" and for coverage. The
structure, designed by Massimiliano Fuksas, reaches a maximum height of about 7.50 m from the
walkable level and houses a panoramic space of about 300 m2. The interior, bathed in natural light,
takes the contours of an irregular mirror, while at night it lights up artificially, resembling a large lamp.
The project involved the use of two types of glass: a double highly selective for coverage, and a single
layer for the "Lantern". The entire steel structure of this and the distinctive covering element, both
made by Stahlbau Pichler, has been divided into approximately 1000 triangular modules, each of
which has different dimensions. By adopting Tekla Structures software, it was possible to model the
complex three-dimensionally structure, interfacing with specific engineering calculation programs.
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Fig. 4: Construction design using Tekla Structures software (Taken from: http://www.ilnuovocantiere.it), fixing of
glass panels on the roof (Taken from: https://www.stahlbaupichler.com) and detail of the connection between
profiles through the cylindrical node (Taken from: http://www.ilnuovocantiere.it).

Fig. 5: The glass and steel diamond with variable geometry set on the top of the Palazzo dell’ex Unione Militare
has redefined in a contemporary key the urban landscape of the historic center of Rome. (Taken from:
https://www.arketipomagazine.it).

The self-supporting structure consists of rolled steel profiles, which have a section of dimensions
equal to 100x50x5 mm. The connections between these were made using 1000 hollow cylindrical
nodes, 465 for the internal lantern and 580 for the cover, to which they are bolted. Once the
connection is made, the nodes are closed with metal disks. For this project Stahlbau Pichler has
literally conceived and created a unique system able to handle all inclinations thanks to a radial seal.
The use of BIM platform, which defined an innovative mesh structure, was very important in the
management of all the phases of the process, from modeling to structural calculation and production.
Also, at the DZ Bank, built in 1998 by architect Gehry, the specificity of the Gehry Technologies group
showed the conception mode’s advantages with the CATIA software in relation to the traditional
design, and the possibilities of optimizing the architectural design. In this project the architect seems to
have given up the typical enclosures that characterize his style because of the strict building
regulations for the district in the heart of Berlin. Despite this, the true nature of Gehry is found inside,
particularly in the atrium which is the main element of the structure because it hosts a conference
room and combines the residential and commercial souls of the building. Right here there are in fact
two glass and steel structures: the "Crystal Whale", a structure that almost completely occupies the
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foyer space, and the "Glass Floor", a glass structure placed at the entrance, whose bulge shape
draws the image of an ice surface suspended in a vacuum. Both are completely in contrast with the
geometric and structural severity of the structure.

Fig. 6: The “Crystal Whale” and the “Glass Floor” (Taken from: https://architizer.com), application of glass panels
and bolting between profiles and star-shaped knot (Taken from: Transparent Shells: form topology structure).

The shape of the conference hall, 29 m long, 12 wide and 10 high, was derived from a physical model
that was then digitized into a three-dimensional surface model with CATIA, a fairly common software
for parametric modeling in BIM. The cover, divided according to a triangular mesh, is made up of 2490
rectangular-section stainless steel profiles measuring 40x60 mm. These are connected by a starshaped node, cut by cutting a thick sheet and then worked on a CNC milling machine. In this way the
knot adapts to the mesh of the cover and the straight bars with standardized forks on both ends only
need to cut to the correct length. The rigidity of the bolt connection is determined by the moment of
inertia on the forks and therefore requires a precise drilling of the holes. There are also 826 different
knots and 1500 glass panels fixed by neoprene gaskets. The panel consists of a sheet of tempered
stratified glass with a thickness of 12 mm on the outside, an air chamber equal to 14 mm, and
laminated glass with a thickness of 8 mm inside. The same type of structure was used for the
realization of the "Glass Floor", in which cables for stiffening were also used. The project was carried
out in collaboration with the structural engineers Schlaich, Bergermann & Partner and Ingenieur Büro
Müller Marl GmbH.
The analysis of the present case studies has been useful to the knowledge of the different typologies
of structures realized today, besides the potentialities of the software on the market, that lend
themselves to the modeling and the verification of the single elements that make up the cover later
planned.

3. Methodological verification for a simple envelope

The introduction of new methodologies and tools for project’s control in the restoration, therefore for
the redevelopment of the existing architectural assets, can offer new possibilities of conversion of
traditional architecture’ spaces for new uses.
In fact, this phase of the research concerned the study of re-functionalization’s hypothesis of historical
buildings and Sicilian architectural assets through the modeling of adaptive transparent closing
systems.
The experimental research was conducted during the Graduate Laboratory of the Building Engineering
in Architecture of the University of Palermo, coordinated by professor Antonio De Vecchi, whose
objective was the formal and productive optimization of closing systems with variable lights, even of
considerable size (about 20 meters).
Different conditions were simulated through the application of dedicated calculation softwares,
according to the chosen solutions, using some evaluation criteria of performance calculations aimed to
the system optimization, that is composed by the constructive element and the form. In particular, we
wanted to demonstrate how it is possible, through the definition of dimensional parameters, to
optimize the shape of the envelope in order to obtain the least number of different constructive
elements, minimizing the weight of the whole structure.
The occasion to apply the methodology studied has been the refunctionalization project of the the
historic sighting towers, present throughout the Sicilian territory, whose work of re-functionalization
and restoration above all of the roofing elements, involves a noteworthy redevelopment of the entire
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structure which, due to its technical nature, has a notable robustness and, at the same time, a scarce
usability of the roof. The new envelope should have been flexible, light and simply to remove. So, the
choice fell on a metal structure that could easily be adapted to different dimensions and formal
configurations.

Fig. 7: Examples of Sicilian towers: Torre di Gaffe (AG), Torre della Colombaia (TP), Torre di Guidaloca (TP),
Torre degli Inglesi (ME), Torre di Mondello (PA), Torre di San Nicola L’arena (PA) (Taken from:
http://www.licatanet.it/,
https://www.turismotrapani.net/,
http://livesicilia.it/,
http://www.strettoweb.com/,
http://palermodintorni.blogspot.it/, http://mapio.net/).

The potential of the new method was exploited using BIM-based software, starting from the geometric
modeling of masses, such as Visual Scripting and Computational Design programs, processing the
management of a single model, data and information, and modeling elements as envelopes
To define the type of optimal envelope, the reference parameters to be included in the modeling
program have been set. Based on the analyzes carried out, it was decided to work on the design of a
regular hemispherical shape with a radius of 10 m consisting of steel profiles and glass panels.
For the geometric modeling and the optimization of the structural elements have been applied
interoperable software able to automatically update in real time the chosen reference model.
For the parametric modeling of the cladding panels, the triangular shape was chosen initially, followed
by the rectangular one, by setting the number of panels to be obtained along the subdivision grid of
the object. For the design of the individual panels, a specific family has been created, making the
element as an adaptive component, that is able to adapt to different design scenarios.
These can be used in repeated systems generated by the creation of a series of components that
conform to user-defined constraints.
A surface has been created for the characterization of the glass, defining the thickness and the
parameters of the glass material, and the section of the desired profile was drawn to characterize the
panel’s steel structure applying it automatically to the entire perimeter of the element. At this point the
lengths of panel’s sides have been set as instance parameters, so as to be visible in the schedules
automatically processed by the software.
By loading the family into the project, the software automatically places the panel in the correct
position, paneling the entire surface with immediacy and simplicity.
Finally, the partition of the sphere has been further optimized by making a new modeling of the shape
through a 4v frequency geodesic sphere that can be created starting from the design of the Golden
Rectangle, whose dimensions become the new reference parameters: Golden ratio = (1+sqrt(5))/2 =
1,618034; Length = Width * Golden ratio; Width = sqrt(4* Radius sphere ^2/(1+ Golden ratio ^2)).
Reiterating the process of the Golden Rectangle’s insertion, an icosahedron and, consequently, the
sphere with the desired frequency are constructed.
Once the geometrical configuration has been defined, the structure can be modeled using software
that can interface directly with the one previously used through .smlx format. Selecting all the lines of
the model, these are characterized in profiles, choosing the section, the size and all the features
necessary to define the properties.
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To fix the glass panels directly and more simply on the main structure, hollow rectangular section
profiles have been chosen.
However, these have generated interference in the automatic arrangement of the elements due to the
geometry of the profiles, resulting in variations in the mechanical response of the individual rods.
Therefore, for these considerations and since the welding in the building involves an increase in the
times and a modification of the optimal galvanizing conditions in the affected area, it was decided to
use a connection with joints.

Fig. 8: Subdivision of the surface and definition of the triangular motif family’s parameters, using Autodesk Revit
2018 (student version).

Fig. 9: Subdivision of the surface and definition of the rectangular motif family’s parameters, using Autodesk Revit
2018 (student version).

From the analysis of the case studies, it was decided to use a polygonal base joint in order to realize
straight cuts to optimize production costs.
Joints made up of hollow profiles with pentagonal and hexagonal base have been modeled.

Fig. 10: Rectangular section profile and interference check.
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For the connection of the nodes to the rods, plates with threaded holes to be welded to the rod,
hexagonal head bolts also completely threaded and non-riveted toothed elastic washers were loaded
into the modeling program.
By making the automatic numbering of all the elements, it is possible to extract executive drawings
and production lists automatically generated by the software in real time.

Fig. 11: Modeling of the pentagonal and hexagonal section of the cable joint and checking the interference.

Fig. 12: Executive drawings and 3D views of joints and structural profile automatically processed by the software.

To complete the paneling of the sphere, it was decided to fix glass panel to the main structure by
means of a system consisting of an aluminum connection profile with a thickness of 1.3 mm which is
placed on the main structure’s profile and fixed to it by screws with a diameter of 3 mm and a length of
7.5 mm.
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In the latter, two laterally placed housings for the EPDM gasket and a central one, in which the
insulating spacer is positioned, are created.
Another important element is located in the upper part, it’s the presser which stops the whole system
through a 3.5x50 mm screw fixed to the center of the connection profile.
The presser is also covered by an aluminum casing with a thickness of 1.3 mm.
For the cladding panel, it was decided to use the double glazing with a thickness of 36 mm consisting
of three layers of laminated glass.
MATERIALS
ELEMENT
MATERIAL
Rectangular hollow profile
Steel
Connecting profile
Steel
Set-screws
Steel
Internal glass seal
EPDM
Insulated spacer
EPDM
Double glazing
Glass
Waterproof case
Bitumen
External glass seal
EPDM
Presser
Steel
Set-screw
Steel
Aluminum

NUMBER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

DIMENSIONS (mm)
50x90x5
s=1,3
3x7,5
30
s=36
s=1
s=1,3
3,5x50
s=1,3

Fig. 13: Constructive detail of the connection between the main structure and the glass panel.

In conclusion it has been possible to optimize the shape and the weight of the envelope. From the
geometry’s parameterization made up of hollow profiles with a rectangular section of dimensions equal
to 90x50x5mm, weighing 10154.40 kg, it has been possible to proceed with the quantitative
optimization of the materials through the modeling the geodesic dome, characterized by same type of
profiles, whose weight has been reduced by more than 3000 kg. From the comparison of the different
solutions studied, it can be seen how the geodesic dome is the one that optimizes at best all the
constituent elements.

SET
PARAMETER

NUMBER NUMBER
KNOTS PROFILES

WEIGHT (kg)
PANELS
PROFILES TYPOLOGIES

NUMBER
PANELS

Number

128

407

10154,40

28

224

Number

226

450

7992,90

8

225

Value of one of
the triangular
panel heights

105

334

9713

5

188

Geodesic dome
frequency (4v)

91

250

7073,40

10

160

Fig. 14: Table of comparison between some formal and structural solutions of the dome.

4. Conclusions
The work carried out wanted to present the advantages obtainable from the application of the BIM
methodology in terms of formal and structural optimization as well as the industrialization of the
technical elements. From the foregoing it has been possible to verify that:
- the automatic regeneration of the changes in all the software used allows to speed up the design
processes, taking advantage of the complete interoperability of the work platforms;
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- in every step of the process, continuous control tends to minimize the possibility of errors and / or
omissions, causes of unforeseen costs;
- the extraction of bills with executive details directs the production/construction towards a more
accurate implementation of the products;
- the ease of data transfer to numerical control machines greatly reduces the production processes of
the individual designed elements.
Therefore, the main objective that this methodology seeks to pursue remains unconditionally the
reduction of the times and costs of the building process, through a series of interventions aimed at
perfecting the steps that the traditional method fails to optimize. This has been developed for new
buildings, but we hope to have been demonstrated that it is can be applicated in the scope of historical
building: the new envelope designed, that has been set up on one of the watchtowers, by way of
example, could be easily modify to other different cases of the Sicilian coastal tradition’s historical
architectural heritage.

Fig. 15: Example of geodesic dome’s insertion for the new envelope of one of the sighting towers.
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Abstract
In 2015, the Norman Arabic itinerary of Palermo became a World Heritage Site. Among the
monuments of this itinerary, the Zisa palace is an extraordinary example of building typology
presenting some unique technological and environmental characteristics because, originally, it was
characterized by the integration of some conditioning passive systems for the improvement of the
indoor comfort.
Zisa was built in 1160 by Arabian; it was characterized by the presence of an evaporative cooling
system and natural ventilation that guaranteed levels of comfort that could be satisfactory even today.
The research proposes the results obtained through the application of a fluid dynamics software able
to simulate the internal comfort conditions obtainable with the presence of some of the conditioning
passive systems present in the Zisa.
Some specific computerized simulations have been carried out to prove the hypotheses concerning air
movement and temperature control in the interior of the building.
A computer model has been created; it considers the architectural configuration of the building, its
position and its orientation according to the proposals of different historians.
The work has achieved results that could enable some of these systems to be put back into operation.
The application of this results could represent an added value in the enhancement of the Zisa for the
benefit of the entire UNESCO cultural route.
Keywords: Restoration; UNESCO; Indoor comfort; Passive Systems.

1. The World Heritage valorization
Every year UNESCO declares its world cultural heritage throughout the world. Finally in 2015, the
Norman Arabic itinerary of Palermo became a World Heritage Site. Palermo, is a tourist destination of
thousands of visitors from all over the world thanks to the presence of buildings of high historical and
monumental value of the Norman Arab period and the Baroque period.
The Cathedrals of Cefalù and Monreale and their cloisters and the Palermo’s monuments as the
Palatina Chapel, the Royal Palace, the Zisa palace, the Cuba, the Ammiraglio bridge, together with the
churches of San Giovanni degli Eremiti, Santa Maria dell’Ammiraglio and San Cataldo constitute a
unique itinerary for cultural syncretism regardless of religious and political differences, an ArabNorman and Byzantine heritage that has settled in history while maintaining its connotative
characteristics. An extraordinary and evocative itinerary but also a major challenge for Palermo, which
until now has not been able to enhance its potential and of which the Zisa palace represents an
emblematic example enclosed between poor quality construction difficult to reach from a distracted
tourist. The Zisa palace constitutes a wonderful example of Arab-Norman architecture that today,
thanks to a substantial restoration, is rediscovering its position in the architectural panorama of the rich
history of Palermo.
On March 2018 an event was organized for the valorisation of some monuments of the itinerary. Along
the east side of the Zisa palace, films have been projected that allowed us to review how the original
decorations of the building should have been.
But the importance of Zisa lies mainly in keeping the passive systems for the improvement of
environmental comfort impact.
This building is an exceptional a "bio-climatic machine" accessible to everyone.
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Fig. 1: The World Heritage itinerary in Palermo, with its representative monuments.

2. An important tile of The Norman Arabian itinerary in Palermo: the Zisa Palace
The Zisa palace, if seen in its historical context, is not a singular architectural phenomenon, but it is
linked to the Fatimid architectural tradition that from the north of Africa, with the expansion of the
Islamic culture, had crossed the whole Mediterranean area even before the Normans arrived in Sicily.
Technological and constructive solutions, aimed to obtain the best indoor climate comfort, are already
found in all the Islamic architectural tradition that goes from the ninth to the twelfth century.
In Egypt, in Syria, as in the entire Maghreb area, we could find palaces and residences where the
constructive wisdom - realizing those systems of natural air building conditioning - goes far beyond a
simple and empirical experimentation.
The complex was a place dedicated to the sovereign’s rest and solace. Even today, it looks like a
massive parallelepiped with two protruding volumes on the short sides.
It was characterized by the presence of an evaporative cooling system and natural ventilation, that
guaranteed levels of comfort that could be satisfactory even nowadays.
With its 36.40 meters of length, 19.60 meters of width and 25.70 meters of height, it spread itself over
three levels with a longitudinal North-South orientation. This arrangement is not accidental because,
being a royal summer residence, the most important rooms were oriented to the East, exposing them
to the low and warm sun in the morning. The rooms arranged on the West side, receiving more solar
radiations, are protected by insulating elements, such as the thick stony walls and the inner cavity
space, consisting of corridors that make up a thermal mass of protection from excess summer heat.
On this façade there are also only small windows, in order to prevent the heat to spread during the
hottest days.
The building is articulated around a squared room that is really the pulsating heart of the complex: at
the ground floor it is located the room of representation, the so called Fountain room with its stony
Salsabil. This room - with its double height, the rich wall decorations and the presence of water - is a
distinctive feature of Islamic architectures.
Among the various design features, the most important role is played by natural ventilation system
inside, which, before the several changes which the building has been subjected to over the centuries,
could ensure a constant flow of fresh air and the expulsion of the warm.
In addition, the upper terrace that originally opened in the middle allowed rainwater to fall into the
impluvium of three open areas on the second floor and then be channelled into conduits cut into the
ceilings of the floors. In front of the East façade there is a large tank for collecting water coming from
the internal fountain called Peschiera. This large body of water as well as hosting colourful fish and
lake plants, had the function, of a bio-climatic type, to further cool the sea breeze that passed through
the Genoardo park around the building.
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Fig. 2: Actual aspect and a painting of Zisa palace by Rocco Lentini (1935)

3. Passive system for energy efficiency
For the ancient Norman-Arabic builders, at those latitudes, the main problem to solve - wanting to offer
to the royal court a pleasant place as well as a "climatic comfort" according to the artistic and
naturalistic point of view - was to ldecrease the air temperature in order to make the hot heat of torrid
Palermitan summers less suffocating. The Zisa architects and engineers thought more about obtaining
summer cooling, rather than winter heating, using passive systems.
The passive systems have ancient origins: they were developed to mitigate the summer heat and the
winter cold. They have been developed mainly in Mediterranean and Middle Eastern countries.
These kind of techniques for building air conditioning do not involve the use of artificial energy, but use
physical-technical mechanisms, natural or induced, designed to ensure the thermal comfort without
consumption of exogenous energy.
Empirically designed and developed, they have become popular in hot countries to mitigate the effect
through natural expedients: these systems utilize different principles such as natural ventilation,
evaporative, cooling, control of solar radiation, the building thermal mass and the heat exchange with
the ground.
The first analogy that we notice compared to the current bio-architecture is the importance that the
Zisa designers have given to the orientation of the building both with respect to the path of the sun and
above all with respect to the incidence of winds.
A model has been created and georeferenced to Palermo’s latitude and longitude coordinates
(Latitude 38.11°, Longitude 13.65°) and solar radiation values have been assigned in a summer day
(26th August) in order to guarantee a certain amount of shaded areas and thermal gradient.

Fig. 3: Stereographic diagram of sun (on 26th August), developed by Autodesk Ecotect Analysis 2010.
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Fig. 4: Big windows for the best captation of sea-wind from East side and smallest windows on West façade, in
order to reduce the solar irradiation.

The study of the solar path through a simulation program made it possible to verify the behaviour of
the building with respect to solar irradiation.
The result is that the East façade is equipped with openings capable to capture the cool breeze of the
morning and the portico protect the most internal environments of the Fountain room On the other
hand, the West-facing façade consists of a double wall with small windows. This constitutes a system
of thermal mass capable to contrast the warmer afternoon solar radiation.
In particular, it has been used rubble-filled limestone wall (called “a sacco masonry”) for the external
walls (having a tickness of 3.2 meters at ground floor, 1.9 meters at first floor, 1.7 meters at the
second floor, while the thickness of internal walls is about 2.2 meterst at ground floor, 1.4 meters at
first floor, 1.2 meters at the second floor).

Fig. 5: Fountain room – the Salsabil – Simulation of the Water particles nebulization

We would also verify the working of natural passive cooling systems employed in the ancient building
of the Zisa palace throughout CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamic) software application. Particularly
we have define, through computational tools, a model to compare and to set proposals, able to
actualize the original passive systems conceived and developed in an empirical way.
Nowadays the scientific knowledge and the modern technologies allow to understand the working of
passive systems in order to apply them on buildings to improve indoor comfort.
This can be obtained through a new approach that involves the elaboration of design strategies based
on the development of techniques and on computational and control tools.
The model created considers the building architectural configuration, its position and its orientation.
The adopted architectural configuration is the most shared, proposed by Prof. Bellafiore.
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Fig. 6: Natural Ventilation hypothesis of prof. Giuseppe Bellafiore: (1) Upward movement favored by the pressure
gradient,(2) Channels operation as a exhaust fans of fresh air, (3) Evaporative cooling due to the Salsabil.

4. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
Specific simulations were carried out using the Ansys Fluent CFD software to test the hypotheses
concerning the movement of air and temperature control inside the Zisa.
The time interval analyzed is between 6 a.m. and 12 a.m. Moreover, between 12 a.m. and 3 p.m., it
has been considered the wind action, in order to simulate the effects of sea breeze, which is
generated in those hours. It comes from East and it is considered with low intensity (0.5 m/s) and an
initial temperature of 25°C, in order to analyze the model under the most unfavorable conditions.
With regard to the building, the rubble-filled stone wall has been schematized by setting a material
whose thermo-physical properties are the weighted mean between real materials values.
Particularly, density (1306kg/m3), specific heat (1362J/kgK) and thermal conductivity (0.64W/mK)
have been considered. Air has been schematized according to Bousinnesq density model
(1.225kg/m3), with a thermal expansion coefficient of 0.003 Salsabil main action consists of water
particles nebulization due to the roughness of surface. It has been simulated by creating a surface
injecting water particles with a diameter of 10-4mm, with a flow rate of 0.5kg/s and with a speed of
0.1m/s.

Fig. 7: 3 p.m., temperature on second floor
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In the software the temporal development of the phenomenon is not-continuous, therefore the
simulation considers "time steps" lasting three hours. Looking at the results obtained at 12 a.m. and at
3 p.m., it can be observed that solar radiation heat on exposed surfaces cannot entirely conduct itself
through the wall, but affects only the outer portion. The wall dissipates heat, due to radiation, during
the day and acts as an insulator, thanks to the constituent material features, but more importantly
thanks to its high thick: only the thinnest walls (40cm) on the South side are completely traversed by
heat, because they had already underwent solar irradiation over nine hours.
With regards to the effects of natural ventilation, in the daily hours with no wind (6-12 a.m.), it can be
observed that a natural ventilation rises up in the rooms. It happens because of the thermal gradient
which is established between external and internal environments. It is more evident in the rooms on
the East front of the building, which undergoes only a soft radiance in the morning. It is shady during
afternoon hottest hours and is cooled by the basin, the “peschiera”.

Fig. 8: 3 p.m., temperature on longitudinal section.

Fig. 9: 3 p.m., temperature on ground floor.
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Chimney effect starts in the Fountain Room and in the central hall (probably the real "sollatia" of the
sovereign); this entails that hot air is expelled from the top and the fresh air is drawn from outside
through the openings (Fig.12-13). The particular shape of these rooms makes them fairly cool (2829°C), but in the rooms placed in the two wings of the building, that are less ventilated, the hot air piles
up and stratifies itself, reaching temperatures up to 30°C (Fig.13).
The building shape facilitates the use of the pressure gradient due to the breeze. Particularly, at 3
p.m., air flow rises into the building, following different paths from east to west. The air movement
involves many different rooms until the maximum value of 1m/s. In this case the internal temperature
does not exceed 30°C, because the breeze has an initial value of 25°C. The upwind rooms, thanks to
the shape of the openings, are the most cooled, especially the lobby (the Fountain Room), at the
ground floor, and the corresponding room above, where the highest temperature is 27°C. From the
Fountain Room, which is in overpressure due to the wind effects, the air is transmitted to the adjacent
areas on the ground floor and first floor at a maximum speed of 0.85m/s.
The western locals, are warmer, because the breeze comes in them with less intensity and after being
heated. The analysis of the results obtained from simulations on the Zisa Complex shows the
thermodynamic behaviour influenced by the room position and the wall stratigraphy finalized to indoor
control, as it’s possible to see in many old buildings.
It has been observed that most of the elements present in the Zisa complex respond to the functions
assigned to them in literature, and some of the hypothesized phenomenon have been verified by the
results (building orientation, activation of natural ventilation, the presence of thermal mass, etc.).
The assumptions that consider fundamental, for the purpose of thermal comfort, the air movement
inside the building for thermal gradient or pressure gradient and the control of the solar radiation
effects, have been substantiated by the obtained results.
In the more stately parts of the building, in fact, there are always good thermal conditions during the
day, especially in the vestibule and in the central rooms.
For this reason the devices particularly effective are the arrangement of internal and external windows,
the three openings in the original roof, the considerable thickness of the building envelope, the northsouth orientation and the eastern large openings of the portico that allow to capture the sea breeze.

5. Conclusions
The aim of the research was to focus attention on the exceptional correspondence that is found
between the Zisa air conditioning system and the technological solutions that a new way of doing
architecture is experimenting in today's landscape of construction.
Currently, a project is underway to re-activate the evaporative cooling system of the salsabil fountain.
This operation would make it possible to use the fountain room as it was originally used. Furthermore,
with a closed-circuit duct system, the external fish tank could be reconstituted with the possibility of
ideally reconnecting the path to the fountain system of the new garden.

Fig. 10: Detail of the functioning system of the salsabil fountain.
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Fig. 11: The water route start from the fountain room end connects the new fountain park.

The rainwater drainage ducts could be completely rebuilt, putting the fountain system and the fish
pond in front of it up again. This could represent an added value both from a tourist and a scientific
point of view, as it would allow a campaign to be carried out on the real microclimatic conditions that
have until now been only hypothesized. It would be important, even and especially for those who
today experience the functioning of these systems, to give new life to this bio-climatic machine that
remains a testimony of knowledge lost in the centuries and to which today we look with renewed
enthusiasm. The best climatic comfort was obtained by combining together the intrinsic characteristics
of some natural elements, such as air and water, with the forms of the architectural envelope. This is
the great lesson of the past, this is the "sustainable" way of responding to the human needs of living. It
is from this point that we must start again
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Abstract
Over time vaulted masonry elements have been designed to withstand mainly symmetrical permanent
load conditions (e.g. due to own weight), but many other environmental actions, such as earthquakes,
may produce asymmetrical loads, which can undermine the whole structural system. Recent seismic
events in Italy highlighted the vulnerability of masonry structures, in particular of vaulted structures,
which should be somehow limited by applying preventive structural interventions. To interpret correctly
the structural behaviour of masonry vaults, it is necessary to take account for their interaction with the
entire building organism as well as to consider the relevant resisting mechanisms, which is governed
by internal stresses induced by the static and dynamic loads and by any existing structural pathology.
This paper aims at better understanding the structural response of vaulted masonry elements, based
on the historical constructional periods, architectural style and geometrical types, in order to acquire
useful information for a preventive analysis of the major potential structural vulnerabilities in case of
seismic events.
Keywords: arches, vaults, masonry structures, seismic damage, historical constructions.

1.

Introduction

In the field of conservation and restoration, the structural analysis is a good way to study the main
structural characteristics of the historical buildings, which are subjected to slow aging processes.
These must be monitored, in order to prevent irreversible deterioration of materials and structural
damage. It is important to understand their behaviour under different actions, i.e. effects of gravity
forces in the long term, wind, earthquake, environmental effects (chemical or physical attack) and
anthropogenic actions.
The techniques used for the analysis – and therefore the conservation – of the built heritage cannot be
separated from a preliminary knowledge process, which can provide a series of starting data, from the
historical to the geometrical ones. In this regard, the Icomos/Iscarsah Committee recommendations [1]
established that the structural analysis of historical buildings should not only based on calculation, but
should be done with the cooperation of specialists from different disciplines, constituting a multifaceted
activity [2].
Italian cultural heritage consists of a large number of valuable historical buildings, characterized by
several chronological, typological, constructive and structural peculiarities. Most of the main structural
systems are masonry elements, composed of stone, bricks and mortar, so that old masonry churches
can be considered as the most important assets of Italian historical built heritage. A lack of knowledge
of the intrinsic features and details of the complexity of masonry structures makes difficult the correct
interpretation of their seismic behaviour and the application of accurate analyses. The main factors
often contributing to the vulnerability of masonry churches are: the structural complexity and the planheight irregularity, according to the building period; the stratification of historical construction
techniques over the centuries; the bad state of conservation with inadequate successive interventions
[3].
It is well known that the vaulted structures are among the most pushing elements of masonry
churches. The crisis of masonry vaults may typically occur under both horizontal and vertical
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settlements or static and seismic loads [4]. To acquire useful information for a preventive analysis of
the potential vulnerabilities in case of seismic events, it is important to analyze the historical
constructive techniques of the vaults. It is also necessary to recognize their geometry, highlighting the
affinities between the various types, both in their constructive genesis and in their structural behaviour.
In this paper, a preliminary study of the main typologies of simple and composite masonry vaults is
provided, analyzing their structural behaviour under vertical loads.
2.

Main features of masonry structures

2.1 General
Before expressing any opinion about the stability of masonry structures and their different elements, it
is important to analyze and interpret distribution of cracks (if any), which can generate kinematisms of
one or more parts of the construction, which are called mechanisms. By monitoring cracking, it will be
possible to:
• know the behaviour of the structures through the analysis of possible causes of instability, i.e.
external stresses (e.g. earthquake), internal stresses (e.g. settlement or overload) or stresses
due to load redistribution;
• know any cause of deterioration due to negligence, natural aging, loss of cohesion of the
mortar, material failure.
2.2 The material
The structural performance of historical masonry structures can be understood taking into account the
properties of the material masonry: its composite character (units – stones or bricks – in combination
with infill and mortar); its heterogeneous nature; its good compressive strength; its very low – near
zero – tensile strength [5]. The masonry, classified for convenience in styles, has been recognized by
scholars as having common structural actions, resulting from the properties of the material itself.
Mortar should not be understood as an element that gives resistance to the structure, as it tends to
deteriorate over time. The behaviour of the mortar is strongly influenced by the binder used and, inside
the masonry, its joints and lodging constitute preferential cracking directions.
In the study of vaulted structures, the difficulty of having different arrangements for the same shapes
and dimensions represents an issue in the definition of typological models. In general, the stone
arrangement is the most common for availability and workability: an example of the durability of this
appliance are the concrete Roman vaults, made of cemented stone and pozzolana (opus
caementicium) [6]. Unlike those in stone, brick vaults allow for a reduction in weight, making
thicknesses more pleasant. Usually, the brick vaults are formed with brick laid edge on, following the
generators of the cylindrical surface; in other cases, the bricks can be arranged on the rib with brick
laid flat, on the main face, saving about 2 items out of 3 (quantity and weight) for the same surface
area.
2.3 The role of geometrical proportion
In the last decades, research has focused on reinterpreting the historical fabric in terms of mechanics,
using the powerful resources of modern structural analysis, connecting theoretical research and
numerical processing. The theoretical research was founded by Heyman [7], who stressed that every
structure has to respect three structural criteria:
• strength: the structure must be strong enough to carry superimposed loads, even its own
weight;
• stiffness: the structure must have no material deformation;
• stability: the structure must not generate large displacements. Stability is relevant for masonry
structures, because at a certain value of the load, an unstable mechanism of collapse can
occur.
In the study of arches and vaults, geometric rules have prevailed for so long on scientific theories. The
ancient builders had sensed the need to limit the thrusts of the vaults and this was guaranteed through
the study of a proportional design, which tightly bound the thickness of the arch (and of the vault) to its
span and therefore to the width of the piers. Both Ars and Scientia have tried to solve the fundamental
problem of structural design, i.e. to design safe structures, understanding what makes a structure safe
(or not safe). The ancient builders, pursuing the so-called best practice and following the rules of
thumb, had clearly understood that a safe state of equilibrium depends on the right geometric
proportion. Historically and theoretically, the equilibrium approach is the best approach to the analysis
and design of masonry structures [8].
Among the various factors that modify the behaviour of the vaults, in addition to those of a geometric
nature, there are the interactions with the springing walls and adjacent structures. The distribution of
the stresses in the thickness of the vault is influenced by the characteristic of the material, the
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aggregates’ connection system and the consistency of the mortars, but also by the conditions at the
boundaries of the structure.

3.

Masonry vaulted structures: static schemes and collapse mechanisms

3.1 General
The structural pathologies that may affect vaulted structures are related to three main damage
mechanisms:
• formation of plastic hinges for bending;
• rotation at the base of the piers with consequent structural failure;
• sliding failure.
These mechanisms depend on several factors: the geometry of the structure (type of vaults, shape of
the directrix and thickness), the construction techniques, the characteristics of the materials used and
the loads currently agents on the structure.
3.2 The masonry arch
The arch is a structural element which, thanks to its curvilinear trajectory, is able to convey the
stresses produced by the loads, transforming them into prevailing compressive forces.
The calculation of the static behaviour of the arch solves in the so called Navier-Mèry solution (19th
century), used to study the voussoir arches (and so vaults and domes), assembled with mortar or in
the dry-stone way. Imagining the arch as two half-arches that connect themselves at the top through
the keystone (which is wedge-shaped), the latter serves to counteract the tendency of the left half-arch
to rotate clockwise with the same tendency of the right half-arch to rotate counterclockwise. The twoopposite parts contrast with each other, making the arch structure stable and resistant, able to bring
not only its own weight, but also superimposed loads. To make the arch effectively stable, the thrust
transmitted by the two half-arches must be counteracted at the base. With the same span and carried
loads, the thrust decreases as the rise of the arch increase [Fig. 1]. Navier and Mèry had well known
the studies that Hooke had developed on the concept of catenary. Hooke had first intuited the
relationship between a hanging chain in equilibrium under assigned loads and an arch subject to the
same loads having the same – but reversed – shape [Fig. 2].

Fig. 1: 1. Segmental arch; 2. Round arch; 3. Pointed arch. S = span; F = thrust; H = rise. FA1/B1 > FA2/B2 > FA3/B3.
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Fig. 2: Analogy between hanging chain in tension and arch in compression.

The funicular of the loads, better known as the line of thrust, represents one of the infinite equilibrium
configurations for which the stability of the arch is ensured.
In the Plastic Theory, it is not so important to study the actual state of the structure, but rather to
understand how it can collapse, verifying whether the structure has a sufficient safety margin with
respect to collapse. The equilibrium state analyzed is not the real state in which it is found, but a
possible state: if the designer can find a way in which the structure behaves satisfactorily then it will
surely succeed.
In the voussoir arch, collapse can occur when it is no longer possible to draw the thrust line within the
boundaries of the arch. Therefore, one can understand the importance of a geometric safety factor,
which establishes a minimum thickness for the masonry arch, within which the catenary can be
contained; from this circumstance it derives also that the most suitable profile for an arch is that whose
axis line is arranged according to the line of thrust. Based on these considerations, Heyman set the
behaviour of the masonry arch in the context of Plastic Theory and exposed the Master safe theorem:
"if any one such position can be found for the line of thrust, then this is an absolute proof that the
structure is stable, and indeed that collapse can never occur under giving loading" [9]. The collapse
mechanism of an arch is identified by the formation of hinges at the points where the line of thrust
comes out of the median section (middle third) of the arch, and can be tangent to the intrados or to the
extrados. The loads to which an arch can be subjected are symmetrical (like the own weight) or
pointed.

Fig. 3: Minimum and maximum abutments thrust (above). Collapse of an arch under a pointed load (P).
Schemes based on the drawings by Heyman.
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In both cases, until the formation of 3 hinges, the structure is isostatic and the arch can be considered
still stable. When the centering of an arch with yielding abutments is removed, and it is subjected to its
own weight, the abutments tend to move away and physiological lesions can occur. The horizontal
thrust (Hmin) of the abutments will be at its minimum [Fig. 3]. On the contrary, when there is a force that
pushes the abutments towards each other, as in the case of an internal arch of a bridge with several
spans, their horizontal thrust (Hmax), is maximum [Fig. 3, above]. In the case of an arch subjected to
concentrated loading, the mechanism can be explained by observing the deformation of a catenary
equivalent to the inverse shape of the arch, subjected to a load (P). In this case, in fact, the geometry
of the line of thrust comes out of the arch and, at the formation of the fourth hinge, the structure
collapses [Fig 3, below].
3.3 Domes
The domes are often used in valuable architecture, placed at the crown of important buildings, with a
clear symbolic meaning both in Western and Eastern architecture. For this reason, as well as for the
considerable size, they are distinguished from the ordinary vaults. For the construction, a circular
springer is required, generally consisting of a cylindrical drum that emerges from the volume of a
building, to create a complex vaulted system that finds admirable evidence in classical and
Renaissance architecture. The dome can be considered as a revolution membrane generated by
rotation of an arch around its central axis; the generating curve may have a circular, parabolic or a
more complex profile. A membrane can be mathematically idealized as a curved surface whose
thickness is small compared to the other dimensions of the structure (R/t > 20) capable of transmitting
only internal forces lying on the tangent plane. The forces acting on the membrane are transformed
into tensile or compressive stresses contained in its thickness. The hypothesis of membrane
behaviour implies that the round dome does not transmit any thrust; the tensions that act along the
meridians grow from the key to the springer; the parallels are compressed in key and in tension at the
springer, with constant tensile stresses along the same parallel [Fig 4, left].
While in the arch the thrust line changes as the loads applied to the arch vary (as the Hooke catenary
deforms due to the loads applied to it), and the arch is funicular for a single load condition, the
meridians of a dome are funicular for any symmetrical load condition for the hoop action carried out by
the parallels. In order that a pure state of membrane tension develops at the boundary, it is necessary
that this can be moved outwards: if this does not happen (as it is in reality) a bending stress is
produced in proximity to the boundary. This happens whenever the boundary reactions are not
tangent to the meridians (e.g. if the dome only lays on some points of the abutments). In a masonry
dome one cannot expect that the circling action carried out by the parallels will be effectively realized.
Once the tensile strength of the masonry has been overcome, which friction between the blocks may
contribute, lesions are formed in the meridians: the tensile stresses in the parallels are cancelled out;
the hypothesis of membrane behaviour loses its meaning. The dome slices that remain intact behave
like struts and their inclined reaction pushes against the springer [Fig 4, right]. A dome can therefore
be considered as a series of arches that meet in crown, obtained by slicing the dome along the
meridians. If in each of these arches you can draw a line of thrust, then the dome is safe, otherwise a
collapse can occur.
Giovanni Poleni conducted a study (1748) on the cracking state of the dome of St. Peter 200 years
after its construction [Fig 5, left] [10]. He observed that the cracks had divided the dome into halfspherical segments and wondered if the cracks were dangerous or not. The starting hypothesis was
that the condition of stability of the vault was in the fact that the thrust line was contained in its
thickness. He imagined a dome made of an ideal material having a uniform average density, to
compensate the relationship between solids and voids. He divided this ideal solid into 50 slices

Fig. 4: Static scheme of the dome where the hoop action carried out by the parallels cancels the thrusts of the
meridians (left). Crack pattern of a masonry dome (right).
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Fig. 5: Elevazione della cupola, by Giovanni Poleni (left). A scheme for the study of St. Peter’s dome, based on
the catenary concept (right).

corresponding to 25 arches and studied the equilibrium of the quasi-two-dimensional arch formed by
one of these segments. To each arch Poleni attributed the total weight of 2 million pounds which he
added the weight of 160000 pounds of the lantern. Subsequently, he divided each half-arch into 16
parts and, referring to Hooke's catenary, he loaded a flexible curve with 32 unequal weights
corresponding to the section of the arch [Fig. 5, right]. The inversion of the catenary seemed to be
contained in the thickness of the arch. However, the solution that he obtained was one of the possible
solutions and, to exclude that the state of the dome could worsen, he felt it necessary to insert tie
rods.
3.4 Barrel vaults
The barrel vault can be considered as generated by the translation of an arch along an orthogonal
direction [Fig 6, left]. If the vault lay continuously along the longitudinal abutments, the behaviour of
each section is of the arch type. For this reason, it is understandable the importance of creating walls
that can adequately contrast the thrusts transmitted by the vault, in order to prevent the formation of
cracks and, in more extreme cases, the collapse of the structure. The movement of the abutments
can, in fact, activate the 3-hinged mechanism typical of the arch, which, as before mentioned, can
degenerate. The mechanism manifests itself with continuous lesions at the keys, parallel to the
generatrix of the vault [Fig 6, right]. The barrel vault is present throughout the history of masonry
construction, as one of the most common types of coverage of monumental buildings of a civil and
religious nature. In the traditional conformation, the barrel vault is often surmounted by a wooden roof,
whose trusses bring the loads directly on the side walls, thus exposing the vault to the only actions
(vertical and horizontal) deriving from its own mass [11].

Fig. 6: Static scheme of a barrel vault (left). Crack pattern of a barrel vault (right).
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Fig. 7: Cross (left) and cloister (right) vaults are obtained from the intersection of two barrel vaults: the cross
vaults are made up of the union of 4 groins, while the cloister vaults are made up of the union of 4 webs.

3.5 Cross vaults
The first step towards the Gothic dissolution of the wall consists in the positioning of transverse arches
to the barrel vault, up to the use of intersected orthogonal barrel vaults, i.e. the cross vaults [Fig. 7,
left]. These solve the functional problem of covering large spaces by distributing the weight on each
single pier in the corner, without impeding the free movement of people. If the barrel vault can be
considered as a succession of arches laying on the two side walls, the cross vault, as a two-barrel
intersection, can be imagined as constituted by 6 arches: 2 diagonals and 4 frontals. These six arches
behave like the ones analyzed previously, thrusting on the piers with compressive forces, transmitting
thrusts to the base [Fig. 9, left]. In this way, their thickness can be considerably reduced and they turn
out to be much lighter than other vaults.
The intersection of the vaults at the ribs determines a concentration of forces due to the sudden
change in direction of the tensions. The ribs perform the function of stiffening the vault: in the vaulted
structures with strong changes of curvature they also serve as reinforcement. The realization of
buttresses is essential to convey the thrusts, when they emerge from the diagonal ribs. The visible
geometry of the ribs of the masonry vaults is structurally misleading: the thrust does not follow the ribs,
but escapes from the masonry of the vault, when the support is reached, passing into the fan of the
vault. Thus, from inside the church, the vault seems to start from a certain height, but the flying
buttress is positioned at a higher level on the outer wall of the church [12]. Ungewitter, studying the
churches and the Gothic cathedrals, involved in the analysis the entire building, from the vaults, to the
flying buttresses, to the external buttresses [13]. He made tables for the calculation of thrusts in the
vault according to some parameters, as rise/span ratio, material and thickness of the vault. [Fig. 8].
The simplest form of the cross vault is the one given by the intersection of two equal semi-circular
barrel vaults, which form a square plan span, with the angles at the diagonals. Over the centuries
there have been geometric problems in cutting the stones at the diagonals, up to the decision to build
the ribs in stone first and then the webs, drowning the stones of the latter in the mortar, near the joints
and hiding the imperfections behind the ribs. With this scheme, that is the Roman architectural one,
with round arches, there was a problem: the diagonal edges, at the intersections of the two cylindrical
barrel vault, were ellipses. The voussoirs obtained by splitting an ellipse, in fact, would have been all
different from each other.
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1.5-1.6

d

5.0

9.5-10.0

5.7

4.2-4.5

7.0

2.8-3.2

7.5

2.2-2.5

9.0

2.1-2.3

e

8.5

16-17

10.0

7.1-7.5

12.0

4.8-5.5

13.0

4.0-4.3

15.0

3.5-3.7

h/f

0.90

0.85-0.75

0.80-0.70

0.80-0.72

0.80-0.75

a. ½ lightweight brick; b. ½ strong brick; c. ¾ strong brick; d. 200 mm sandstone; e. 300 mm
rubble.
V0 = vertical loads; H0 = horizontal thrusts; f/l = Height/span; h/f = lever arm.

Fig. 8: Part of Ungewitter’s table as reinterpreted by Heyman. The values can be read in the figure on the right.
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Fig. 9: Static scheme of a cross vault (left). Crack pattern of a quadripartite ribbed vault as suggested by Pol
Abraham (right). 1. Hinging cracks; 2. Sabouret cracks; 3. Wall cracks.

Instead of the elliptical curve, which was given by the intersection of two semi-circular barrel vaults,
the gothic master builder employed the semi-circular arch for the diagonal ribs. This raised the centre
of the vaulted square-bay, above the level of the transverse arches: to meet its summit, the pointed
arch was employed. In this way, the transverse arches could be made to range in height with the
diagonal rib. Pol Abraham identified [14] the possible crack pattern in a quadripartite ribbed cross
vault, because of a displacement of the abutments [Fig. 9, right]:
1. cracks in the main vault, at the key (formation of hinges according to the scheme valid for
masonry arches);
2. cracks parallel to the walls but at a certain distance from the wall, towards the inside; they
involve the separation of the webs of the vault (Sabouret cracks);
3. cracks separating the webs of the vault from the walls.
3.6 Cloister vaults
If the cross vaults are the lightest, the cloister vaults are much heavier than these and the barrel
vaults, due to the greater structural volume. From a geometric point of view, this difference is
understandable if one think that to get a cross vault one has to subtract two groins from a barrel vault,
while to get a cloister vault, two groins must be added to the barrel vault [15] [Fig. 7, right]. The cloister
vaults, like the domes, can be seen as three-dimensional structures made up of arches that
collaborate with each other. The maximum thrust is concentrated at the key and progressively reduces
towards the springer, due to the contrast offered by the arches [Fig. 10, above]. In the absence of
concentrated loads, the stress state can be considered of a membranous type. Unlike the domes,
however, the shear forces between the slices are not zero everywhere, but, due to the boundary
conditions, they are maximum along the diagonals and zero in the centre of the web. Also for the
cloister vaults, the actions which are parallel to springer and the shear stresses allow to force the
thrust line along the middle line of the slices, until the tensile stresses, which are usually generated in
the parallel direction to the springer, do not exceed the strength of the masonry, causing cracking. The
lesions are concentrated in the weakest points (diagonals) and cancel the hoop actions, giving rise to
a redistribution of the internal stresses. At first the lesions will be in the springer area and
subsequently, due to the redistribution of the stresses, they will extend towards the top of the vault.
After cracking, each web of the vault will behave like a portion of arch collaborating with the other
webs only in the upper part, favouring a certain eccentricity between the thrust line and the middle
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Fig. 10: Static scheme of a cloister vault (above). Crack pattern of a cloister vault (below).

section of each slice that ideally constitutes the vault. For certain loads and thicknesses the thrust line
cannot be contained within the middle third, then, in those points, cracks will form along the parallels.
After a plasticization of these cracks, a collapse mechanism will be activated. [16] [Fig. 10, below].

4.

Conclusions

Until the 18th century, there was no real scientific structural science, based on the results of the
strength of the materials and the laws of mechanics. Notwithstanding this, many masonry buildings,
such as Pantheon, Hagia Sophia, were built according to empirical rules and to experience gained
from practice, and they are still standing. Therefore, it is desirable to deal with the topic of masonry
vaults and of the analysis of the arch with a scientific approach, within the frame of contemporary
structural theory, but it is also important taking into account what the historical interpretation of preexistences can teach us.
Understanding the structural behavior of masonry vaults is still a challenging task in the field of
conservation of architectural heritage and further efforts are needed. A correct study of the typologies
and of the proportional geometric rules, through adequate historical researches, before an in-situ
survey, can provide valid bases for approaching a general stability check. This paper, which follows a
research work of the authors on historical sources concerning the topic, aims at representing a starting
point of the study, as the basis of a parametric analysis and at the same time be a practical reference.
A good understanding of the stability of masonry vaults under gravity loads is now highlighted in the
literature on structural analysis. However, many doubts arise in relation to the behaviour of structures
under the action of seismic loads, which still constitute a challenging topic.
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Abstract
For far too long we have dedicated our lives to using nature’s resources to achieve our own
goals and ambitions, in many cases pushing it is natural qualities to the brink of extinction.
Regarding a person’s well-being and living standards, architecture stands in the spotlight. Our
pursuit of housing the world population on a universal scale, using costly and pollutant
materials, would soon fell victim to the environmental crisis of the 70’s and so on. When it
comes to finding environmental solutions we seem to underestimate the cleverness, the
simplicity and the efficiency of our ancestors’ designs or nature’s adaptability, just because
they do not carry industrial ACs, don’t follow a universal style and aren’t mass-produced in
steel, concrete, and standard shapes. In this paper, we seek to understand the inner working
of the North African Cultural Heritage in the village of Tamnougalt in the Zagora province, the
secrets for its connection to its region (Critical Regionalism), its relationship with nature
(Biomimicry) and how it can be mimicked through parametric design and digital fabrication in
order to achieve energy efficiency. Based on these fields of study, a new urban plan will be
designed to demonstrate that it is possible to create a sustainable, affordable and ecological
community without heavy reliance on artificial means of survival.
Keywords: Critical Regionalism, Biomimicry in Architecture, Parametric Design, Digital Fabrication,
Zero-Energy Buildings

1.

Part I – Introduction

1.1 Theme
The purpose of this Master Degree lies in understanding the known relationship between Critical
Regionalism and Biomimicry. Through this research, the desert village of Tamnougalt in the Zagora
Province in Morocco will be used as a case study for the creation of an urban master plan. This project
will seek the likeness of typical Arabic Architecture fused with biomimetic principles and examples while
achieving zero-energy efficiency. Furthermore, Parametric Design and Digital Fabrication will be the
main tools for design and construction to make the final product both time and cost efficient. In the given
context, the development of affordable, ecological and energy-efficient buildings is paramount for the
accomplishment of this Master Degree..
1.2 The Site
As previously mentioned, the village of Tamnougalt is a typical Arabic settlement in the Zagora Province,
in south-eastern Morocco near the border with Argelia. Geographically, the land is described as a valley
surrounded by mountainous terrain intersected by the River Draa. The latter generates humid fertile
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fields on its shores, which the local community uses for agriculture. The local population avoids building
their homes on top of their fields usually settling for the nearby infertile clay grounds. The stark difference
between the green fields and the sandy brown fields shows the true nature of the harsh Sahara climate.
Tamnougalt was chosen as the area of study for this Master Degree due to its almost untouched
character. Whoever visits this remote location will find an almost natural, rural culture utterly reliant on
the natural world for survival. The Oasis that follows the river provides the village with most of the
resources it needs for self-sufficiency, while the desert provides the clay for building construction. During
the past century, this location remained unshaken by the modernist and post-modernist movements that
completely reshaped the Eurasian and American lifestyles under the premise of a “universal” way of life,
therefore, Morocco rejecting regional cultural values. By keeping its traditional identity on display, it
serves as the perfect location to implement Critical Regionalist and Biomimetic principles.

Fig. 1: The “Kasbah” in Tamnougalt

1.3 Goals & Issues
Starting Point: In what way can the Architectural Proposal be connected to the landscape of the region
in question while also creating a synergetic relationship with the Natural World?
Goals
This Master Degree hopes to ground the knowledge and workflow acquired during the exchange
experience at Lund University, Sweden while supporting a different approach focused on utilizing the
natural landscape as test site and basis for the overall design. The project will consist of a Critical
Regionalist Medina assembled through Parametric Design, using parameters that respect the following
criteria: climatic conditions specific to the site under study, the orography and other natural elements
(the river, the oasis, the mountains, etc.).
Therefore, in what way can the Architectural Proposal be connected to the landscape of the region in
question while also creating a synergetic relationship with the Natural World?
Based on the starting point aligned with the current research, an inquiry will be made into examples and
elements found in both architecture and the natural world that better adapt to the region’s environment.
Afterward, these elements will be used as parameters for the project’s design. The final goal of the plan
will be to create a liveable, adaptable and expandable product-module that respects the Critical
Regionalist and Biomimetic principles of the region under study. This way, the development of local,
affordable and energy-efficient construction becomes a possibility.
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Issues
Q. I – Can local architecture and Biomimicry help create sustainable, energy-efficient and easy to
assemble buildings?
Q. II – Can the crossing of these two approaches (Critical Regionalism and Biomimicry) subscribe to
the architectural project?
Q. III – Can Parametric Design and Digital Fabrication add to this interdisciplinary crossing?
Hypotheses
I – Limited resources found at the site of study, plus the lack of technological support we have today
forced the local populace to build their community in a fast and practical manner using whatever they
could find to secure their survival and self-sufficiency. Meanwhile, the local wildlife and plant life
developed biological processes to adapt to the “cosmic” environment. One example can be found in the
rouged surface of cacti for thermal control. Studying cases like this will be crucial to secure the Master
Degree’s prime goal.
II – The synergetic relation between the two fields of study has been on going for centuries if not for
millennia. The very process of constructing and maintaining the community is inspired by the location’s
natural elements and survival strategies. The influence brought over by the former would end up passing
the natural character of place on to its architecture. Understanding these elements and their influence
will be a guiding beacon for this Master Degree.
III – In recent times, design and production capacity suffered unprecedented advancements.
Accordingly, this gave the opportunity to architects like Frank Gehry and Zaha Hadid to create
pioneering parametric designs. Today we can create from the most organic forms to the smallest details
with only a few microns of size without any additional cost or time consumption. Moreover, we can now
mass-produce, customized parts under an assembly line while using a greater variety of materials.
Going into detail, we can now make adjustable parameters for our architectural designs to optimize
material usage in buildings as well as energy efficiency. Using these new tools, we can enhance both
space configuration and resource management while breaking with conventional laws imposed by
industrial mass production.
Strategy
The approach towards this Master Degree in order to create an urban fabric and architectural design in
harmony with biomimetic elements and the features that make the region, will imply an intensive
research into a variety of sources regarding interdisciplinary fields (websites, books, articles, notes, etc.)
aligned with the keywords that were mentioned prior. This project has further support from a trip
previously taken to the site of study, plus, the experience of living in nomadic settlements in the Sahara.
The information to be gathered should cross a vast array of knowledgeable topics to satisfy all of the
parameters of the architectural design.
The fulfillment of the project at hand requires the investigation, the creation and the exhibition of charts,
diagrams, and maps of the diverse climatic, material and landscape features of the site of study.
Moreover, resorting to the analysis made to the village’s architecture during the trip, understand its inner
workings, how it is built and how it resists the stark climate of North Africa. Lastly, biomimetic research
cases related to the region to assist the future buildings’ passive performance.
Mix and matching the gathered data will generate an urban aggregate drawing inspiration from old
Arabic villages. The former will be created and generated continuously by parameters applied to a
parametric design workflow, which will align with the research mentioned earlier. Once the urban plan
achieves a proper form and layout in accordance to both the site and intended living conditions, the
project will start to dive further into detail, taking into account a specific city block’s design, afterward a
specific home or a block of flats and eventually settling on a specific biomimetic building detail.

2.

Part II –Theoretical Framework

2.1 Critical Regionalism
“The fundamental strategy of Critical Regionalism is to mediate the impact of universal civilization with
elements derived indirectly from the peculiarities of a particular place. It is clear from the above that
Critical Regionalism depends upon maintaining a high level of critical self-consciousness. It may find its
governing inspiration in such things as the range and quality of the local light, or in a tectonic derived
[1]
from a peculiar structural mode, or in the topography of a given site.” – Frampton, 1983
Critical Regionalism can best be described by one of its pioneering theorists, the British architect, and
historian, Kenneth Frampton, who pushed this concept into mainstream thinking through his contribution
to the book: “The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture”. The chapter “Towards a Critical
Regionalism: Six Points for an Architecture of Resistance” details how the premise of universalization,
or though, an advancement of humanity, can lead to the destruction of the basis on which we interpret
life, provided by the creative nucleus of great cultures. Regarding Universality, the Author mentions that
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our constant search for modernization creates a basic consumer lifestyle on a universal scale, therefore
creating a stagnant mediocre global culture. Today, we have buildings that are so universally
conditioned by optimized technology that creating significant architecture in alignment with the local
lifestyle seems nearly impossible. Regarding Regionalism, architecture remains bounded by traditional
customs while rejecting almost all foreign influences, let alone the idea of a universal society. As the
historian states: “Regionalism, by way of general definition, we can say that it upholds the individual and
[2]
local architectonic features against more universal and abstract ones.“- Frampton, 1983 . From these
perspectives, Critical Regionalism is born as a middle ground, a term coined by Alex Tzonis and Liliane
Lefaivre in “The Grid and the Pathway” (1981) that follows a process of double mediation between
universal architecture based on scientific, technical and political rationality and local traditions,
[3]
individualist values as well as natural phenomena that is unique to a specific place.
Tamnougalt in the Zagora Province, Morocco proves to be an interesting case study for Critical
Regionalism in North Africa. Since its architecture remained essentially untouched by modernist forces,
it shows its true regionalist roots, therefore, exposing the way of life and the patterns by which the local
populace live. This community demonstrates its cosmic architecture in response to the cosmic
landscape typical of North African and Middle Eastern settlements. Its urban form spreads out in a
geometrical pattern like an open, broken grid, surrounding the Oasis it deems so valuable, but will never
build upon. The housing is flat-roofed, clay and straw-built, usually acting as a protective envelope to
the harsh outside. The interior surrounds a central courtyard, which reflects the pleasant atmosphere of
the green fields where the community takes care of its crops. The locals paint or tile their chambers with
the colours that symbolize life (green, blue, white) and place a fountain and/or vegetation in their
[4]
courtyard to help cool the hot air, giving the sense of a personal, “indoor Oasis”.
History has proven that shifting towards a Critical Regionalist mindset can be a challenge, especially in
a society, which looks to a self-absorbed Western Civilization for guidance to the future. As the Dutch
Architect Aldo Van Eyck describes: “Western civilization habitually identifies itself with civilization as
such on the pontifical assumption that what is not like it is a deviation, less advanced, primitive, or, at
[5]
best, exotically interesting at a safe distance.” – Frampton, 1983 However, air-conditioned,
technologically optimized, structurally ambitious Westerners could glance at this simple, passive way of
life as both primitive and ignorant. However, the locals’ connection to their landscape could prove a
much more intelligent and efficient way of solving problems without the use of additive and synthetic
means.
One of the first Critical Regionalists from the North African Region, Hassan Fathy, a rebellious Egyptian
architect, who refused to conform to the ideals of universalization that spread at the time, pioneered
critical regionalism in Egypt by using the one traditional material most familiar to his homeland, mud. In
his book, “Architecture for the Poor” the architect explains: “… in every hovel and tumbledown hut in
Egypt, was the answer to my problem. Here, for years, for centuries, the peasant had been wisely and
quietly exploiting the obvious building material, while we, with our modern school-learned ideas, never
dreamed of using such a ludicrous substance as mud for so serious a creation as a house.” – Fathy,
[6]
1969 . Another rather recent example is the Preschool of Aknaibich built in Morocco by BC architects
+ MAMMOTH. With a budget of 25,000$ plus an intensive study of the local lifestyle, gave birth to a
[7]
bioclimatic learning environment built with natural materials, especially mud bricks and wood.

Fig. 2: Preschool of Aknaibich, Morocco

Fig. 3: New Gourna Village, Luxor, Egypt

1.2 Biomimicry in Architecture
“Human-designed solutions, (…), are crude and additive. They rely on using more materials or energy
to accelerate reactions—both costly expenditures. Natural processes rely on unique geometry and
[8]
material properties.” – Zach Mortice, 2016
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American Biologist and Author Janine Benyus, founder of the homonymous institute, coined the modern
term for Biomimicry in her 1997 book, “Biomimicry: Innovation inspired by nature”. Her contribution
pushed the term into mainstream thinking, especially due to the lack of efficiency in developing new
products, since their creation would usually be inspired by former products and designers and not from
[9]
the natural world . As she states in her book, “Biomimicry uses an ecological standard to judge the
‘rightness’ of our innovations. After 3.8 billion years of evolution, nature has learned: What works. What
is appropriate. What lasts.” In essence, Biomimicry, or Biomimetics, is a science that studies nature’s
[10]
models and processes and mimics them to solve human problems . Regarding the design process,
approaches to biomimicry usually fall into either a Problem-Based Approach or Solution-Based
Approach. The former is achieved by looking at the natural world for solutions to solve a current problem,
biologists need to find and mimic an organism that has solved a similar issue in order to tackle the
situation assigned to them. The latter, on the other hand, is accomplished when the collaborative design
process is initially dependent on individuals with biological knowledge, not the specific need to solve a
problem. Finally, within these two approaches, there are three levels of Biomimicry: Organism, Behavior
and Ecosystem. As Salma Ahmar, describes in her thesis: “The organism level refers to a specific
organism like a plant or animal and may involve mimicking part of or the whole organism. The second
level refers to mimicking behavior, and may include translating an aspect of how an organism behaves,
or relates to a larger context. The third level is the mimicking of whole ecosystems and the common
[11]
principles that allow them to successfully function.”
Tamnougalt, North Africa may show a rough environment, but not even Seth (Egyptian God of the
Desert) can stop life’s ingenious ways of survival and adaptability, for millions of years, animals and
plants perfected day-to-day tactics to carry on in the harsh desert. In 2010 British architect Michael
Pawlyn gave a TED talk explaining some of these fascinating techniques, such as how a Namibian fogbasking beetle manages its water scarcity with its matte black shell, plus how this inspired the creation
[12]
of the Seawater Greenhouse for arid coastal areas . While in Morocco, one can observe how the
Berber natives make Bedouin tents out of sheep or camel wool to remain cool, a process that might
sound counterproductive given the use of the color black, which attracts heat. “When the sun hits the
black roof of the tent, hot air starts to rise above the cloth and forces air to be drawn out from inside the
tent. This creates a cooling wind effect during the hot days. On rainy or snowy days the woolen fibers
[13]
absorb water and swell, creating a thicker and tighter tent membrane.”
Moreover, it is possible to
look into how several species of cacti, like the Peruvian Torch Cacti, regulate their temperature thanks
[13]
to its self-shading surface composed of cooling ribs, irradiating one side to protect the other .
Diving into detail on the Seawater Greenhouse example, previously mentioned, it captures seawater
from the coastal breeze through its evaporator grills, therefore cooling the interior, allowing its plants to
[12]
grow. On the opposite façade, the same coastal breeze is then condescended into fresh
. Even
though Tamnougalt is located inland, the same tactic can be used to collect water from the river Draa
without necessarily building a damn and hindering the natural stream. Another example that can be
applied in the Moroccan village is the natural ventilation strategy found at the Eastgate Centre in
Zimbabwe. The building uses no artificial air conditioning; instead, its design is inspired by a termite
mound’s passive ventilation and temperature regulation system, thus creating a stable indoor
environment. Also, it mines and cleans sewer water under the building to mimic how termites use the
[14]
proximity of their mounds to an aquifer for evaporative cooling . An exciting aggregation of similar
biomimetic strategies can be found in the Sahara Forest Project, by Michael Pawlyn’s firm Exploration
Architecture. A combination of a Seawater Greenhouse shore front, with shaded crops and concentrated
solar power fields, provides closed loop opportunities to help reverse desertification. Ultimately,
following this mindset, it becomes possible to rejuvenate resource-scarce areas merely following
nature’s way.

Fig. 4: Eastgate Centre, Harare, Zimbabwe

Fig. 5: Sahara Desert Project
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1.3 Parametric Design
“Parametric design enables the designer to define relationships between elements or groups of
elements, and to assign values or expressions to organize and control those definitions. It is usually
applied within a three-dimensional CAD program. (…) The underlying principle here is of connectivity
and relationship. Parametric design addresses the constraints of traditional CAD operations by
supplanting the designer’s direct interaction with the design elements—adding, subtracting, copying,
etc.— with the development of a series of relationships by which elements connect and build up the
[15]
design.” – Nick Dunn, 2012
By the start of the digital age in architecture, one tool quickly became the protagonist of the digital design
scene, the spline modelers. Invented between the late ‘50s and early ‘60s by French automotive
engineers, Pierre Bézier and Paul de Casteljau. Through Math, they found, each in his own way, how
to join a set of non-aligned geometrical points with a continuous curve, thus, beginning the era of
Parametric Design. The idea of designing through adjustable parameters gave way for a more precise
and efficient design of organic shapes based on mathematical formulas. Nevertheless, the spline is
nothing more than a purely mathematical object; therefore, it does not fit with the real world we inhabit.
Architects and designers can only create physical, material approximations of the stripped-down math
based scripts they draw. After the success of the spline, digitally intelligent designer, Greg Lynn,
[16]
introduced the blob, cementing his claim of using calculus as a primary tool for design . Today, a
variety of CAD-based software, both premium and open source, such as Rhinoceros, Grasshopper,
AutoCAD, Blender 3D, and so on, work with Parametric Design, either to its full extent or just some
degree. For the development of organically shaped details to justify biomimetic principles, Parametric
Design will take a prominent role.
Due to Parametric Design being a somewhat recent practice, its application been done on individual
buildings in Western countries and Asia and only barely passed the concept stage on the urban scale,
its no surprise that some if any parametric based designs can be found in North Africa, especially in an
area such as Tamnougalt. The region’s heavy reliance on either industrial age reinforced concrete
imported from the West or millenarian old construction techniques with little design resilience complicate
the spread of such a new practice. Nevertheless, Parametric Design will play a vital role in the overall
strategy for the Tamnougalt Master Plan, respecting above all the local customs and following to a
certain extent several ideals implied by German architect, Patrik Schumacker. Or through the primary
goal isn’t to build organic-shaped buildings for the sake of the visual doctrine founded by Parametricism
there is one key aspect for the project at hand that the German Architect mentions: “The key issues that
avant-garde architecture and urbanism should be addressing can be summarized in the slogan:
organising and articulating the increased complexity of Post-Fordist society. The task is to develop an
architectural and urban repertoire that is geared up to create complex, polycentric urban and
[17]
architectural fields which are densely layered and continuously differentiated.”
Regarding
Tamnougalt, building a cohesive urban plan, which can oversee the very adjustment of its street
dimensions, wall thickness, building height, overall form, building variations according to location, terrain
features, biomimetic details, and so on, following a set of predetermined parameters, nevertheless,
respecting and integrating the values that give Arabic architecture its natural character. The end result
should be a dynamic, biomimetic urban fabric in which each part can relate to its neighbouring parts in
a continuous synergetic environment, like mimicking plants in a prairie field.

Fig. 6: Kartal Masterplan, Istambul, Turkey
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As mentioned earlier, there is little to any examples of Parametric Architecture directly observable in
North Africa at this time. However, several examples of parametric designs, both conceptualized and
entirely built in the West and Asia can be explored and later adapted to fit the regional environment and
landscape. One interesting case study is the Kartal Masterplan by Zaha Hadid Architects 2006 winning
[18]
competition proposal as a residential, commercial and transport hub 25 km south-east of the city .
The plan seems to resemble a neuron or an aggregation of nerve cells assembled to meet the location’s
needs, organizing its roots to match traffic flow. Even though this project was designed for a metropolitan
area, the principles used for the urban assembly can be articulated to a smaller more rural lifestyle such
as that of Tamnougalt. In addition, other examples such as designing a wall or a mashrabiya pattern
according to a rooms thermal mapping or a building’s skeleton managing its weakest and strongest
point for material efficiency, show possible ways that Parametric Design can impact the Tamnougalt
Master Plan.
1.4 Digital Fabrication
“For many years, as the process of making drawings steadily shifted from being analog to digital, the
design of buildings did not really reflect the change. CAD replaced drawings with a parallel rule and lead
pointer, but buildings looked pretty much the same. This is perhaps not so surprising—one form of twodimensional representation simply replaced another. It took three-dimensional computer modelling and
digital fabrication to energize design thinking and expand the boundaries of architectural form and
[19]
construction.” – Lisa Iwamoto, 2012
Digital Fabrication has gained traction in recent decades, primarily as a consequence of ever-increasing
access to Computer-Aided Design software packages and others of similar kind. As Nick Dunn explains:
[20]
“Architecture is fundamentally concerned with two core activities: designing and making.” . Therefore,
an increasing offer of digital design tools in the three-dimensional realm encourages a higher demand
for fabrication capabilities. 3D/2D printers are designed to work with a variety of techniques from the
Micro to the Macroscale, recently even the Nanoscale. We are now able to produce materials with
comparable features to engineering-grade plastics and go to such a detail that we can manufacture
stable structures with wall thickness as precise as 400 micrometres, thus beginning to blur the line
[21]
between material and form . As machines become ever more in sync with the software packages we
use to do their digital fabrication principles: Cutting (considered the most widely used method, e. g. 2D
Laser Cutter), Subtraction (follows a milling or routing process to remove excess material, e. g. CNC
Milling), Addition (accumulative process of layering, e. g. Stereolithography Printer), lastly, Formation
[21]
(material deformation through processes such as heat and steam, e. g. blacksmith) .
Regarding the harsh landscape of Tamnougalt, machines can either be deployed on site for fabrication
of hard to transport objects (e. g. full-scale buildings) or create parts as installations (e.g., mashrabiyas)
to be quickly transported and assembled at the location. The main materials of focus for rapid
prototyping are clay, timber and metal. In some cases, production on site for the desired result might
not even require heavy machinery, as traditional methods of construction might be sufficient, a practical
example can be seen in the techniques used for the Preschool of Aknaibich, mentioned earlier, which
[7]
used locally made mud and straw blocks . In “Dwellings: The Vernacular House Worldwide”, Paul
Oliver briefs on some of the ancient techniques used by the locals: “A mixture of mud and chopped
straw is left for several days to cure. Later this is mixed with water to a plastic consistency and moulded
into balls. The wall builder presses these balls obliquely in a spiral sequence, expelling the air and
compacting the material. A lift of perhaps eighteen inches is completed and allowed to dry before
another layer is added, often with a lapped joint between layers, which assists the throw-off of rain and
lessens the risk of cracking and penetration. The structure may be required to support transverse
[23]
wooden beams at roof level, which penetrate halfway deep into the wall” . When the walls are finished
either they can be given a mud plaster or be washed down to produce a skim, that when it dries, can be
[24]
whitewashed or receive other finishing treatments . One interesting experience would be to 3D print
an entire building in clay the same way several companies are attempting to print in concrete.
When dealing with large designs, deploying a CLAY KIT with LDM WASP Extruder for 3D printing by
addition walls in clay can be a quick and affordable solution for efficient house building, especially if it
implies developing sculptural features for bioclimatic, biomimetic purposes, in a fast and easy manner.
An alternative can be a fast brick-making machine using the same recipe as quoted earlier from Paul
Oliver utilizing a ClayXYZ desktop printer. For other biomimetic details such as a bimetal “breathing”
mashrabiya, something as simple as the two-dimensional laser cutter and a CAD based Islamic pattern
drawing should be enough to get the desired result. Mud-based buildings cannot sustain wide spanning
roofs without the use of a vault structure. Thus, in the interest of keeping roofs and ceilings flat, for
maximum use for solar-panels, a timber structure is integrated into the design. To avoid the need for
nuts and bolts, beams and pillars can be assembled with the help of Japanese wood joints, which in
turn can be fabricated through CNC milling. In conclusion, a combination of all these factors will allow a
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balanced marriage between traditional architecture and free-form design, thus achieving, affordable,
ecological and energy-efficient architecture.
1.5 Zero-Energy Buildings
“A net zero-energy building (ZEB) is a residential or commercial building with greatly reduced energy
needs through efficiency gains such that the balance of energy needs can be supplied with renewable
technologies. (…) Despite the excitement over the phrase “zero energy,” we lack a common definition,
or even a common understanding, of what it means. At the heart of the ZEB concept is the idea that
buildings can meet all their energy requirements from low-cost, locally available, nonpolluting,
renewable sources. At the strictest level, a ZEB generates enough renewable energy on site to equal
[25]
or exceed its annual energy use.” – Paul Torcellini, 2006
From the times of Imperial Rome until the Industrial Revolution, the lack of resources to build and sustain
homes meant that the majority of the population had to live of energy-conservative and locally available
inputs for survival, only the aristocracy could afford luxurious spaces such as thermal baths and
orangeries. However, from the nineteenth century onwards wealth and cheap energy became widely
diffused, therefore, resulted in the increasingly widespread consumption of the latter, disregarding the
principles learned in the past about its conservation. Simultaneously, mass production gave way to
affordable materials and their fast transportation, nevertheless, with the successive oil crisis of the ‘70s
the need for energy conservation resurfaced. Thus, governments were prompted to seek and secure
alternative sources of energy to lessen their dependency on imported fuel, especially oil. Eventually, the
imperative for a green, sustainable design as well as zero-energy buildings would go beyond the need
to search for alternative energy sources, and instead address to a full extent the global environmental
crisis. Today, not only do we take into account the building’s energy consumption, yet also the ability of
[26]
the former to produce it, thereby to a certain extent, becoming “off the grid”.
Energy Efficiency is an interesting study aspect in rural communities such as Tamnougalt, especially
since electricity became part of their lives far later than in most metropolitan centres. Even though
electrical energy does not impact these communities’ daily life with the same magnitude as Westerns,
who substantially depend on electricity as much as they depend on fresh air, they seem to show a
natural cleverness when it comes to energy conservation. Not long ago, the United Arab Emirates began
construction of a vast, square-shaped urban complex in the outskirts of Abu Dhabi to house the new
[27]
Masdar Institute, giving the new city it is homonymous name
. Masdar City is to become the first
zero-waste, zero-energy efficient, green city, yet all the sophistication placed into developing the
research complex seems to disregard or neglect the synthesis and simplicity of the rural communities
of the same region. For a region with very hot, sunny days and cold nights, aspects such as the careful
use of cold colours in the interior, as mentioned previously, can prove to be much more efficient in
tackling temperature than a remote-controlled air conditioner. Another example is designing rooms with
high ceilings and small ventilation openings near the top to keep the heat up and out the fresh air down
and in or building very thick walls to conserve energy during the night and avoid heat penetration from
the outside during the day. Moreover, designing atriums and courtyards in which the height is superior
to the length of the former allows for better shade, adding a small fountain or lake can also help cool the
air. Finally, looking at the very introvert “attitude” a house has towards the outside, usually with few or
no windows at all works as an energy-conservation technique.
“Necessity is the mother of invention.” – Plato, Republic

Fig. 4: Windcatchers

Fig. 5: Mashrabiyas

When it comes to survival in harsh climates, the “sand dwellers” are highly inventive, even when faced
with few options. A truly ingenious invention developed by Middle Eastern Arabs is the Windcatcher,
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high towers for catching the cold wind for ventilation, concerning efficiency; even the most
technologically advanced air conditioners show some jealousy. As architect Susan Roaf pointed out, “In
the extremely hot interiors of Iraq, the parapet ventilators are linked by narrow ducts to the basements
rooms only, occupied on hot afternoons, to provide nominal ventilation as the air entering the spaces
from the roof may well be at temperatures in the mid-40s C. In the cooler desert city of Cairo
windcatchers have been used for millennia as large roof ventilators passing air down through the high
living halls in conjunction with cupolas at the apices of domes above the halls called in Arabic Qa’a.”
[28]
. Evaporative cooling is another area in which North African residents are specialists, the Mashrabiya,
wooden frames that can be built in various sizes due to their modular nature, act like screens to filter
the sun and allow privacy for those on the interior without necessarily blocking the view to the outside.
However, when wet, the hot, dry air passing through it is cooled down thus cooling the interior space by
evaporation.
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Abstract
The paper deals with the preservation of the historical village of Sant’Agata de’ Goti (BN), a typical historical town in
the Central-Southern Italy resting on a soft rock slab crossed by cavities. The research is aimed to evaluate the
seismic hazard considering the interaction among soil-foundation-structure and the cliff stability taking into account the
presence of cavities. In detail, the focus is on the connection between super-structure and foundation usually reported
as a “black line” in representation and redesign projects. After a historical introduction on the development of the
village, the paper describes the multidisciplinary studies carried out on the ancient urban center in order to assess the
hydrogeological and seismic hazard. The main geological and geotechnical properties of the soil deposits are
reported. Two prestigious masonry buildings were identified on the opposite sides of the rock slab and analyzed in
detail: “Cervo Palace” and “Seminario”. In the first case, the geometrical survey of the underground cavity below the
Cervo palace through an advanced approach useful to increase the accuracy of the numerical model is discussed. In
the second case, instead, the architectural and functional redesign project of the ancient Seminar based on the
evaluation of its seismic safety is discussed.
Keywords: representation, soil structure interaction, Campanian Ignimbrite, redesign, preservation

1.

Introduction

Seismic and landslide hazards affect the historical towns in the Central-Southern Italy resting on soft rock slabs, lying
on thick deformable soil layers. In many of such towns, the rocky ridges are crossed by anthropic cavities, which affect
their static and seismic stability [1, 2 and 3]. Following the recent seismic events that hit the Central Italy, awareness
has increased about the vulnerability of the Central-Southern Italy towns, which preserve historical memory and
artistic value to protect, constituting one of the most identifying elements of the whole Italy. Among these, there is the
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investigated site, Sant'Agata de' Goti, a Southern Italy picturesque medieval village. The charm of S. Agata de' Goti
derives in part from its subsoil, i.e. from its strong relationship with the surrounding landscape, due to the identity
between the material that constitutes the nature and the architecture of the site. In the territories in which the subsoil is
made of rock, the ancient builders used to extract the material useful for the above-ground structure constructions
directly on site.
The now happened passage from the protection of the single monument to that of the entire "urban or rural setting in
which the evidence of a particular civilization, a significant development or a historic event is found” (Venice Charter,
1964), led the geotechnical and the structural engineering to play a central role in the safeguard of historical centers
for which surveys on the seismic vulnerability of the buildings can’t be disregarded, since there is no clear boundary
between natural and built heritage. For this kind of approach, multidisciplinary studies have been carried out in
Sant’Agata on various types of buildings and underground cavities of the historical center. The currently research
activity is aimed to assess the seismic vulnerability of historical buildings taking into account the interaction among
structure, soil and underground cavities, integrated by proposals for architectural, urban and environmental redesign.
In this paper we describe two historical buildings chosen as prototypes of the building heritage to preserve (Fig.1) and
illustrate two different phases of the geotechnical and structural studies needed for any architectural and functional
redesign project. In the first case (Cervo Palace) we describe the preliminary phase of the seismic analysis consisting
in the methods adopted to detect the geometry of an underground cavity in order to elaborate a structural model that
responds as much as possible to the reality. In the second case (ancient Seminar), we describe the architectural and
functional redesign project of the building based on the evaluation of its seismic safety level.

Fig.1: Sant’ Agata de Goti: location in Italy and Campania region (left); historical center map with the location of the two
buildings (right).
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Sant'Agata de 'Goti is one of the seven most beautiful villages in Italy, and tourism is its main economic source.
Besides having a historical center of natural beauty, it is also rich in monuments.
2
The first nucleus of the town consists of an ancient center that rests on a 14000 m steep and narrow tuff cliff
delimited by two valleys caused by the erosion of the Riello creek, to east, and Martorano creek, to west. It represents
a small part of the entire town that includes numerous hamlets located in the rest of the land.
The archaeological evidences found near the city testify that the territory was inhabited as early as the IV century B.C.
During the Second Punic War, the siege by the roman dictator Lucio Emilio lasted two years, before the Romans
captured the ancient town. A dedication to Cesare Ottaviano Augusto is inserted on the front of the cathedral to testify
its belonging to Rome. The center was culturally renewed when it was chosen by the Lombards as the seat of the
gestaldato. It was part of the Duchy of Benevento and in 886 A.D. was an ally of the Byzantines.
The construction of the cathedral dates back to this period, it was built in its first version in 970 A.D. and repeatedly
rebuilt until 1700. In 1066 the town was conquered by the Normans. During feudal age it belonged to several noble
families until 1696, when it was bought by Marzio Carafa, Duke of Maddaloni, whose family maintained its possession
until the subversion of feudalism [4].
The century of the greatest splendor of S. Agata is undoubtedly the XVII when there were radical restorations, mainly
due to the damages caused by the 1688 and the 1702 earthquakes, like the reconstruction of the cathedral and of the
seminary (Fig. 2).

Fig.2: XVII century’s west view by Martorano valley [Acquaforte XVII century, private collection].

The medieval center is preserved unchanged with three longitudinal north-south roads: via Riello, via Martorano and
the main via Roma, and numerous transversal secondary roads that branch off in a herringbone pattern. Basing on a
study carried out in 2009 [9], the northern part of the city is the oldest and the current buildings on the perimeter of the
cliff dates back to the X century A.D. while the central zone was built between the IVX and the XVII centuries (Fig. 3).
The original city was accessed through three gates, one to the north, known as the Ferrari gate, one to the south near
the Ponte Vecchio and one to the east, known as Porta S. Marco, still accessible through a stairway.

Fig.3: Expansion of the historical center phases.
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2.

Subsoil and the system of cavities

The rock formation constituting the ridge of Sant’Agata is the Campanian Ignimbrite in its yellow and grey tuff
lithofacies, lying on a thin loose layer of pyroclastic soil and a Miocene flysch formation (Figure 4a). Man-made
hypogean rooms extended in the shallow yellow tuff below the foundation of the superstructures (Fig. 4b). Cellars
were located in the rooms accessible only from private houses, otherwise the cavities were used as shelters for
animals or descent trails to the torrents Riello and Martorano. Due to the labyrinthine aspect and the forced
connections between some isolated cavities, it was hypothesized that in the past they were also used as hiding places
or escape routes. Often the excavation walls of the cavities constitute the laying surface of the masonry walls of the
above buildings leading to complex relationships between excavated and built spaces. More than two hundred cavities
are articulated in the yellow tuff of Sant'Agata de' Goti, of which 160 were investigated during the 1994 recovery
project. Unfortunately, this subterranean treasure is left in abandonment; in fact few cavities are open to the public,
due to the state of degradation. To the usual lack of care, the cavities are affected by the typical stability problems of
the excavated environments, i.e. the relationship between the height and the span, the typical problems of stone
constructions, such as elements in tension with consequent cracking and injury the typical problems of dated
structures, such as age and overloads related to new constructions, the problems typical of hypogeal environments,
such as direct contact with aqueducts and sewers.
The interaction between cavity, foundation and building is more hazardous along the Martorano creek, where most of
the cavities directly overlook the valley. Their precarious stability is testified by the damages, consisting of block
detachment from the roof and the walls that occurred during the 1980 Irpinia earthquake [1].
A comprehensive investigation on the subsoil was carried out through the whole historical center in 1994, when 40
boreholes, georadar measurements and down-hole tests were performed. The boreholes, drilled down to 40 m,
intercepted about 4 m of made ground, sometimes mixed to pyroclastic soil (MG-PS), about 10 m of Lithified Yellow
Tuff (LYT) and the Welded Grey Ignimbrite (WGI), without reaching the Miocene flysch formation (MFF). Both the grey
and the yellow tuff lithofacies are crossed by joints belonging to various sets, which are evident along the slopes of the
cliff (Figure 4 d) and inside the cavities. The discontinuities are partly the result of the sudden cooling of the
volcaniclastic formation (syngenetic), partly related to mechanical processes, such as stress relief due to the proximity
to the slopes, excavation and overburden load. The physical and mechanical properties of the main were identified
through past and recent on-site tests (Down-hole, HVSR) and previous laboratory tests [7] and literature data [1].
Table 1 reports the main parameters adopted in the preliminary seismic response analysis carried out by [8]: the soil
unit weight γ, the shear wave velocity Vs, Elastic modulus E and Poisson coefficient ν, friction angle ϕ, cohesion c’,
tensile strength σt.

Fig. 4: Sant’Agata de’ Goti: (a) geological section; (b); map with known cavities (c) aerial view (with the location of the
two buildings and the relevant investigation sites are identified); (d) photo of the welded grey Ignimbrite on the
Martorano creek.
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γ
(kN/m3)
MG-PS
14.97
LYT
15.23
WGI-up
15.67
WGI-low 15.67

Vs
(m/s)
235
666
320
494

ν
(-)
0.40
0.18
0.28
0.28

E
(MPa)
234
1624
419
999

φ′
(°)
35
29
34
32

c′
(kPa)
0
900
300
600

σt
(MPa)
0
0.1
0
0

Table 1: Physical and mechanical properties of the soil layers

3.

Case studies

3.1 Representation of the underground floor level: the use of photo-modelling for Palazzo Cervo’s cavity
Cervo Palace was built in 1629 by the Cervo family (Fig. 5) above a pre-existing military structure located on the
western side of the cliff, by the Martorano creek. By the time the building was divided into different residential units.
The building is on three levels above ground, plus the hypogeum level and an attic that occupies a small part of the
entire planimetric development. The load bearing walls are made of squared Neapolitan Yellow Tuff (LYT) stones
assembled with mortar joints. The floor systems consist of traditional wooden floors and a pitched roof with wooden
trusses covered with clay tiles. The building develops around a central courtyard, where service rooms and deposits
are located, as well as the access to the hypogeum cavity. At the first and second floor instead there is the main
apartment that still maintains the original painted decorations on the walls and ceilings and hosts a private library with
ancient and rare books. The decorations were realized in three different phases: the original decoration ascribable to
1629 was covered by other decorations in the second half of the eighteenth century painted again during the Bourbon
period. This is the reason why it was designated as monumental building in 1980. The underground cavity consists of
two different rooms connected by few stairs. The first room has a rectangular shape, placed just below the building
and covered by a barrel vault made of LYT stone masonry. The second room shows the typical funnel shape adopted
in quarrying activities and develops under Via Martorano, overlooking the valley (Fig. 5)

.
Fig. 5 Cervo Palace aerial view and front by Martorano valley.

The geometrical configuration of the hypogeum cavity was obtained at first using traditional metric survey [8], thanks
to which some differences in the shape of the rooms emerged, if compared with a previous survey acquired from the
documentation dating back to 1994. For this reason and for the difficult geometric survey due to the irregularity and
the state of conservation of the cavity, existing data were integrated with the results of the photo-modeling technique
by Structure from Motion (SfM) approach for the rectangular room, which has already been applied in to detect
accurately complex geometries. The diffusion of this technique of Image-based Modeling and Rendering [10] is the
result of the integration of principles derived from the field of 3D digital stereophotogrammetry. Starting from simple
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photos, the photo-modeling allows to obtain plans, sections, and elevations for the metric documentation of the
buildings and also for the analysis on its state of conservation. However, for the exhaustive photographic acquisition of
a building, a single type of photo shoot is never enough. In fact in this case, two different techniques have been used:
converging axes photo shoot and parallel axes photo shoot (Fig. 6.1). Both types of shots were taken by each “site
camera station” in multiple strips, in order to capture images of the entire height of the spaces. It is important that each
point of the space is at least into two different photos, so it is possible to overlap the photos in the software to locate
each point into the space. The data obtained from the photographic survey were uploaded into a photo-modeling
software. The creation of the point cloud model starting from the images, finalized to create a specific 3D model,
consists of two phases: a first one of alignment, in which the software aligns the photos and creates a cloud of
scattered points that forms the basis of the model (called sparse cloud); a second one in which a dense cloud is built,
having a higher definition. The accuracy of the two phases depends on the number of images and the quality of
execution that is imposed to the computing process (Fig. 6.2-3-4). Then the 3D model has been sectioned to obtain
the two horizontal and vertical contours. The horizontal contour has been scaled and aligned according to the
measurements of the diagonals of the room directly taken in the cavity. The vertical contour has been scaled
according to the horizontal one and gave back the configuration of the cavity in vertical section, from which in
particular it is possible to understand the shape of the vault. The resulting alignments and dimensions are sufficiently
comparable with the available measurements, but some differences emerged from the overlap between the survey of
the plan acquired from the pre-existing documentation and the contour extrapolated from the dense cloud with
reference to the alignment of the west wall of the cavity with the corresponding wall in elevation. Therefore, the vertical
contour obtained can be considered very close to the actual configuration (Fig.6.5)

Fig. 6: Cervo Palace cavity’s photo-modeling phases.
In conclusion, some gaps were observed in the 3D model where few images were available and the overlap was
partial. This problem is mainly related to the shape of the staircase. Even though the software did not merged the
whole geometry, the dimensional and morphological information necessary for the elaboration of the geometric and
structural model were found satisfactory (Fig.7).
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Fig. 7: Cervo Palace cavity’s plan and sections of the whole building.

3.2 Redesign of a historical building: a cultural center in the ancient Seminar
The ancient seminary is located in a central area of the historical center of Sant’ Agata de’ Goti, (Fig. 1), between via
Riello and piazza Umberto I. It was built in 1300 as a monastery of the monks of Montevergine attached to the church
of "Santa Maria delle Grazie". The original structure was razed by the 1688 earthquake and rebuilt on the old ruins.
The current shape dates back to the XVIII century, when restoration works were carried out [11].
The structure is composed by three levels plus a basement located only below the west side of the building, due to the
morphological difference in height between piazza Umberto I (150.60 m a.s.l.) and via Riello (146.40 m a.s.l.). The
2
1530 m square-shaped building (Fig. 8) develops around a courtyard surrounded on the first level by round arches
that close an open-covered path that leads to the rooms on the ground floor. On the upper floors there are the rooms
where the friars attended lessons and slept. The basement, instead, consists of rooms partly made of tuff walls and
partly excavated in the yellow tuff. The foundation system directly resting on the tuff can be observed in the
underground level. Most likely these rooms were used as cellars, the bearing walls of the upper levels are made of
square blocks of tuff masonry, while irregular blocks were used to build the older basement. The building has a
structural solution consisting of three walls on each side, the floor systems were replaced by one-way joist systems
composed of steel I-beams and perforated flat bricks, except for the first floor where the original tuff masonry vaults
were left. The original wooden trusses support the pitched tile roof.
To give new life to the beauty and vastness of the spaces, the functions already present in the historical center have
been analyzed, and this study reveals a lack of aggregation spaces to share cultural and ludic activities.
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Fig. 8: (a) Aerial view of seminar, plan and section of the seminar (b)-(c)

The project idea [3] is based on the transformation of the seminary from school, to a socio-cultural center, with the
insertion of functions that can spread culture and at the same time be attractive for tourists. It was decided to allocate
each seminar plan to a prevailing activity (fig.9 a):
-The basement is designed to host a series of exhibition spaces, both for the projects produced within the center
(those attending courses or any workshops that the center can host), and for third-party exhibits;
-The ground floor will host activities related to literature and theater, with multi-purpose rooms that can be used as an
auditorium/conference room or cinema;
-The first floor will host activities related to knowledge, with a library and related reading room and a multimedia room;
-The second floor will host the workshops of creative art, painting, ceramics and music.
The basement lends itself to hosting an exhibition space, thanks to the succession of open spaces covered by vaults.
The ground floor instead will host the theme of literature and theater, as we find very large and more easily spaces
that can be used by people with disabilities. It is also designed a bar, which thanks to the openings on the internal
garden, gives the opportunity to enjoy this outdoor space. Also on the ground floor there is a play area where children
can play as well as learn. From the main stairs you get to the first floor, here on the left there is the multimedia room,
where you can do research or attend lessons. Crossing the aisle there is the area for administration on the right,
followed by the classrooms, while turning left there are the rooms of the library, the reading room and the relaxation
area. Going up to the last floor (fig. 9 b-c) there are the laboratories, the first is the music one, provided with storage
for the instruments, rooms intended for changing rooms, and the classrooms, laboratories of painting and ceramic.
Being a building that in the '60s has undergone a change of use from seminar to classical high school, the materials
for interior finishes are typical of that period, so it was decided to replace them with modern materials that at the same
time respect the style of the building.
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Fig. 9: Explanatory diagrams of the project idea (a), plan and section of the seminar (b)-(c)

4.

Conclusions

In this paper we describe two historical buildings chosen as prototypes of the heritage to be preserved in Sant’Agata
de’ Goti and illustrative of two different phases of the geotechnical and structural studies conducted as a starting point
for any architectural and functional redesign project. The study was developed in the frame of a deeper research
activity aimed to assess the seismic vulnerability of historical buildings taking into account the interaction among
structure, soil and underground cavities.
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Abstract
The article studies the social and economic impact of the soccer stadiums in Brazil and Portugal through
the 20's century. The technologies that were used to build them, and how the process of conservation
and preservation of those until today. Most of the soccer stadiums later became landmarks and
architectonical icons because of the architectural impact and cultural heritage left by them for the next
generations. The process in which the stadiums become a city brand and the values they incorporated.
Not only as the urban equipment itself because of the new design approaches, but also as a way to
legitimate the pre-existing areas. The improvement of the quality of life of the people who live there and
the political, economic and social attractiveness for the new focal point of the city. In our opinion, it is
imperative to enhance how the finest and digital technologies can be used to preserve, protect and
safeguard the "old" (previous heritages). Also, must be used with a clear conscience of the impact they
can have not only in the process of construction but, in the lives of today's and the future generations to
come.
Keywords: sports architecture, soccer stadiums, conservation, technologies

1.

The history of the practice of sports

Sports in these days can be identified as a sacred phenomenon and are practiced in the military all over
the world as a body-builder tool. They are practiced in a competitive or in a hobby way and also as an
element to project the power of the military institute. The practice of sports was incorporated into the
military in several regions all over the world, under many different perspectives through the twentycentury. [1]
Notwithstanding it is difficult to know for sure, it is accepted that wrestling and boxing were the first
sports ever played. Competitions using the simple model of human transport, running, would also have
been among the first sports played. Competitions involving hitting, kicking, throwing a ball like an object,
as well as sports related to hunting and throwing, would be likely to have been played in the old ages.
There as many sports that created competitions such as horse riding and canoeing, and as in the military
the arch. At the first Olympic Games, dated from 760 b.C., it was a unique event: footrace. The games
that followed included other sports like wrestling, boxing, equestrian, discus, javelin, and jumping. The
most popular game ever played in all over the world, the soccer, had its origins in China.
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There is evidence in China that military forces around 2nd and 3rd century BC (Han Dynasty) played a
game, originally named "Tsu-Chu", that involved kicking a leather ball stuffed with fur into a small hole.
Like soccer, no hands were allowed during the play of the game. [2]

Fig. 1: Tsu-Chu in China.

2.

The history of the game of soccer

It is known that soccer emerged around 3000 b.C. in China - "Tsu-Chu": O Tsu-Chu, which means "kick
with the feet" (Tsu) a "leather ball" (Chu), it was created to military training by Yang-Tsé, an integrant of
the emperor's Huang-ti guard. The ball was kicked by the Chinese soldiers in between two sticks on the
field. One small detail: in war times, they used to use the dead enemies skulls as the ball.
The origin of soccer in Japan: the Kemari: Since 1400 was created the Kemari and brought to China
and Japan at the same time as the Buddhism. Being a ceremonial game, it had no winner or loser. It
used to work like this: before the match, the players blessed the ball and the temple. The ceremony was
called Tokimari. A man called Edayaku prayed for prosperity and world peace. After this ritual, the game
started with 6 to 8 players that formed a circle passing the ball to one another.
Even though, in soccer history is possible to find others game references during the Agen times, without,
of course, the detail of the "balls" the Chinese soldiers used. In Ancient Japan was developed the Kemari
(8 players in which team, the balls were made of bamboo fibers, the Greeks created the Episkiros (9
players in which team, the balls were made of the cow's blatter), among other examples.
In the Middle Ages, emerged a game very much like the soccer we know today, but with a certain
amount of violence associated: the "gio del calcio". In this game, the players are allowed to give
punches, kicks, and other violent blows in one another with the objective of introducing the ball into the
armed tends at the end of each field. All this intensity, which resulted in the many player's deaths, made
the game prohibited by king Eduard II.
One can say the game - gio del calcio - was a draft of the modern soccer game, though it was in England,
in the seventeenth century, that the game was systemized and organized, to have clear, rigid and
objective rules. The British had a particular contribution to the soccer history, namely in its evolution and
gradual popularization. During all second half of the nineteenth century, lots of improvements were
idealized and added, as the creation of the goalkeeper (1871), the time of 90 minutes (1875), the penalty
(1891), among others. [3]
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2.1 The history of the soccer game in Brazil
The soccer game arrived in Brazil thanks to Charles William Miller (1874-1953). At the age of 10, he
was sent to England to study in a public school in Hampshire, where he learned to play soccer, rugby,
and cricket. After returning to Brazil, his homeland, in 1894, bringing with him two used balls, and a set
of Hampshire FA rules. Later, he suggested the creation of a soccer team within the British immigrant's
community at the São Paulo Athletic Club in 1894. In 1989, a new team emerged with the Associação
Atlética Mackenzie College.
In a few years, the sport conquered adepts throughout the country, but first, it attracted the most
unfortunate ones, and only then it achieved the lower classes in the country. In 1923 the Vasco reunited
with the suburbs teams from Rio so the lower classes players could practice the soccer. The black
people only begin to be accepted in soccer in 1920. At the Vargas government, in which the soccer
grew with government's help.
The first team had the participation of Charles Miller because he brought the firsts couple of soccer balls
to the country on June 9 of 1894. The match was won 4x2 by the first team. In 1901, was created the
Liga Paulista de Futebol (Paulista Soccer League), and after they realized the first Campeonato Paulista
(Paulista Championship). Charles Miller team was a sensation and a three-time winner of this
championship. The clubs that were emerging and organizing, until 1919, almost all of the Brazilian states
already had a regional championship and their state federation. In 1914 was created the Brazilian Sports
Confederation, which also organized other sports. [4]
2.2 The history of the soccer game in Portugal
On March 31st, 1914, few months before First World War started, the Federação Portuguesa de Futebol
(Portugal's Football Association) leaders of Lisbon, Porto, and Portalegre, reunited to constitute the
União Portuguesa de Futebol (Portuguese Soccer Union). Dr. António Joaquim de Sá e Oliveira was
the first president and had its corporate headquarters at Praça da Alegria in Lisbon. However, soccer
did not arrive in Portugal that spring day, but some thirty years before.
There is no concrete about the exact moment the soccer game was played in Portugal. Some historians
defend it was at the Madeira's island, Camacha district, at a place called Achada, where it was the first
soccer match, in the year 1875. It would be the British Harry Hinton, a young Madera's resident that
studied in London, that we owe the introduction of the "foot-ball", in Portuguese soil.
Thirteen years later, in 1888, Guilherme Pinto Basto, according to his brothers, brought the first ball to
the mainland and organized an exhibition about this new game in October that same year. A first match
was played on a Sunday afternoon at the Parada de Cascais, that the organizer Pinto Basto called
"rehearsal". This name would become a jargon at the time. For all effects, it was the first time the soccer
game was played on the continent of Portugal.
However, the first game, in fact, would only take place on January 22nd, 1889 at Campo Pequeno, in
Lisbon, again by the hands of the Pinto Basto brothers. A Portuguese team went against the British; the
victory smiled by the national color (Portuguese) in an auspicious first time to our soccer.
Due to the failure to reorganize the Club Lisbonense (1892) and the Grupo da Estrela, lead the way for
the creation on December 8th, 1902 of the Club Internacional de Foot-Ball (International Club of FootBall), with the collaboration of the Pinto Basto’s brothers. They were also the responsible for the
implementation of tennis in this historic club in Lisbon.
The club, representing Lisbon, had gone against the Foot-Ball Club do Porto on March 2nd, 1894, at
Campo Alegre, in Oporto Cricket Club field. The run of Taça D. Carlos I in the first soccer match between
Lisbon and Oporto teams. The match was won by the Lisbon team, and the Oporto team was based on
the genesis of Futebol Club do Porto. Born on September 28th, 1893 by António Nicolau de Almeida's
(1873-1948) hands, who like Pinto Basto brothers, was in aware, falling in love immediately by the
beautiful game.
Soccer, as others activities from England, lived some difficulties after the "English Ultimatum" of 1890.
The people's reaction and the Republican revolt failed on January 31st, 1891 at Porto, spread the seeds
to the unhappiness of the anti-British reaction.
Was at this time "A Portuguesa" ("The Portuguese"), written in 1890 by Henrique Lopes de Mendonça
(1856-1931) and music by Alfredo Cristiano Keil (1850-1907), who soon became a patriotic symbol of
the Republican cause. The famous part of the lyrics we sing today "against the cannons, march, march"
in the original was "against the Bretons, march, march", well enlightens of the anti-British spirit at the
time.
Soccer arrived at the country by the hand, even better, by the feet of the "foreigners" from the upper
bourgeoisie and aristocracy, who imported from Britain all the latest fashions, among them, of course,
those of sport. It would be almost unthinkable today to conceive of such an idea, but in Portugal in the
late nineteenth century, football was far from popular, with the lower classes completely divorced from
the "madmen of the English" practiced by the elites.
Supported by the idleness of the ruling classes and the taste for new amusements, the game spread
slowly throughout the country through new clubs, associations and practiced in private schools and
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colleges. By the end of the nineteenth-century there were already associations and clubs in the principal
cities of the country, such as: the Lisbonense Club; Carcavelos; Braço de Prata; Real Gym Portuguese
Club; Estrela Futebol Clube; Academic Football; Campo de Ourique; the Oporto Cricket; the Sport Club
Vianense; or the Portuguese Club Gym. [5]

3.

The sports and the city

The sport configures itself as a "part of the civilization process, as an element of the urban and city
culture". [6] But, too many times the city has not had the respect that the sports earned. Bento defends
that "the city is not a sports city still (...) confirmed every day and overall on the weekends by the
numerous people who look for the stage to have a recreational, ludic activity and body-sportive in and
out of the cities limits. [7]
It is on this freedom relation we think of the sports and the green environment in urban spaces, as a
fundamental element in the cities. It is not about the hygienist visions pro sports, or naturalist visions, or
a come back to nature, by the green urban spaces. It is only about allowing the compatibilization of a
spaces typology, with the uses typology, maximizing this relation.
“Like all social practice, spatial practice is lived directly before it is conceptualized; but the
speculative primacy of the conceived over the lived causes the practice to disappear along with
life, and so does very little justice to the unconscious level of lived experience per se.” [8]
The city development, urban expansion after World War II, incused by the neoliberal neo-capitalism,
resulted in a "social spaces exploration", so that "the given value to the relations of exchanges overcome
the pleasure value associated". [9]
Bento says the city has had with the sports a conflictual relation and in some paradoxical way "from
some strange and marginal in the city, when not clandestine, it is driven far away to the suburbs,
exemplifying the urban-nature conflict.". The sports city reflects "the city of quality of life and leisure,
with natural habitat for "homo ludens", for "homo sportivus", for "homo humanus". With opportunities
and playful spaces and sports-corporal spread naturally and not as prosthesis implanted in the urban
plan. [10]
3.1 FIFA's recommendations
These regulations are intended to make organizers of FIFA events aware of their duties and
responsibilities before, during and after matches about safety and security at the stadium.
These regulations contain the minimum safety and security measures that event organizers and stadium
authorities must take to ensure safety, security, and order at the stadium.
LOCs/event organizers, associations and clubs/stadium authorities must take all reasonable measures
necessary to ensure safety and security at the stadium. LOCs/event organizers, associations and
clubs/stadium authorities are responsible for the behaviour and competence of the persons entrusted
with the organization of a FIFA event. [11]

4.

The soccer stadiums

Stadia are by definition designed to accommodate thousands of people in one place to view and
experience an event. Inherent problems are associated with the gathering of such large numbers of
people. While solutions have been developed, the ever-changing nature of the society that
encompasses them requires an evolution in the stadia themselves. While today’s stadiums are being
designed, and constructed with extremely high standards and reviews, this was not always the case.
Historically, stadia design, in general, has been described as lacking or inadequate, with many examples
of this all over the world (Sheard, 2008).
While the Stadium at Olympia is often credited as the first stadium, the original Panathenaic Stadium
(built in 338 b.C.) provided the first concept of a spectator-oriented stadium (Hellenic Olympic
Committee, 2011). Spampinato (2012) does begin to examine the way the designs evolved, from the
initial Greek amphitheatres built in excavated hillsides such as the original Panathenaic Stadium, but
does not elaborate to a large extent. The Hellenic Olympic Committee (2011) details the initial specifics
of the Panathenaic Stadium construction in both its original (ancient) form, its revival for the first modern
Olympic Games in 1896 and its renovation for the 2004 Olympic Games in Athens. [12]
White City Stadium, in London, is often described as the precursor for the modern seated stadium. It
was constructed so that almost the entire Olympic Games could be viewed from anywhere in the
stadium. By today’s standards it would be considered crude and obsolete; however, at the time of
construction in 1908, it was hailed as a structure to behold. Unlike previous stadia, it was designed to
hold a variety of events, as evident by the 536m running track, 600m cycle track and swimming and
diving pool all incorporated into the field of play.
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The materials used for the construction of White City Stadium were also of considerable difference to
previous stadia. While past stadia employed the use of stone, marble, travertine and timber, the main
feature of White City Stadium was its steel frame structure. Steel was used for the seating tiers, as well
as to support the simple roofs that spanned sections of the straight lengths of the spectator seats within
the stadium. White City Stadium is often described as the precursor for the modern seated stadium.
Indeed, this stadium was a pioneer in the ideology of the seated stadium, however of its ultimate capacity
of 150,000 spectators only 68,000 had seats, and of those only 17,000 of those seats were under cover
of the roofs along the straight lengths of the stadium. [13]
The availability of materials and evolutions in technology and the way that those materials can be
employed within a stadium play a significant role in the way a stadium is designed. Primarily, this is
related to the overall look, definition and aesthetic qualities of the stadium; however, it also influences
the functionality, the size and is the reason for some key or unique features in modern stadia. Today,
designers and engineers involved with stadium design and construction are looking more and more
towards new technologies to improve stadium functionality, design, overall look, environmental footprint
and long-term sustainability. This has led to the incorporation of many new and unique elements in
modern stadia as engineers look to create the most memorable, sustainable and environmentally
sensitive stadiums. [14]

Fig. 2: White City Stadium in London, England (BBC News 2012).

4.1 Soccer stadiums in Brazil
Maracanã stadium was built to the FIFA World Cup 1950, it has the capacity for 74,738 thousand people,
and a total area of 150,000m² was projected by the architects Miguel Feldman, Waldir Ramos, Oscar
Valdetaro, Rafael Galvão, Orlando Azevedo, Antônio Dias Carneiro e Pedro Paulo Bernardes Bastos.
Immortalized as the unforgettable stage of the final match Brasil and Uruguay, one of the most striking
chapters of the tournament, the Jornalista Mário Franco stadium, at Rio de Janeiro, take back the lead
in Brasil 2014 FIFA World Cup. Morumbi stadium started the building process on July 1, 1953, but it
was only finished on October 2, 1960. It has the capacity of 72,809 thousand people and an area of
85,000m². It has given name is Cícero Pompeo Toledo in honour of the man who presided the club at
the time, and it is placed at Morumbi - São Paulo.
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Fig. 3: (above on the left) Maracanã stadium.

Fig. 4: (above on the right) Morumbi stadium.

Mineirão stadium, in Belo Horizonte - Minas Gerais, was built by Eduardo Mendes Guimarães Júnior e
Gaspar, Garreto, BCMF, GPA&A. The capacity is for 58,170 thousand people in a 209,000m² area.
Although the building process started in 1959, it was only concluded on December 5, 1965. Its official
name is Governador Magalhães Pinto stadium.

Fig. 5: Mineirão stadium.

4.2 Soccer stadiums in Portugal
Restelo stadium is situated in Belém, Lisbon and has the capacity for 19,856 thousand people. Carlos
Ramos is the architect and was inaugurated on September 23, 1956. It used to be called Almirante
Américo Thomaz stadium. [15] Bessa XXI century stadium was opened in 1972 in Boa Vista - Porto. It
has a capacity of 28,263 people and was signed by the Group 3 and Arquitectos Associados. The
stadium itself was built even before 1972, but was in his year it was remodeled an inaugurated. It has
been invaded by the Victorians people a few times when there were matches between Boavista FC
(home team) and Vitoria de Guimarães (rival team). [16]

Fig. 6: (above on the left) Restelo stadium.

Fig. 7: (above on the right) Bessa stadium.
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5.

The conservation and legacy

It is the most common of the stadiums to be left at the care of the clubs administration. The soccer
stadiums often are used for some other events in between matches, so they have lots of
recommendations for each event, so they do not harm the field especially, but the whole complex overall.
Regarding maintenance, there is not much to do in the structural terms, but the cleaning and keeping it
with a good aspect it has to be well done and is high maintenance.
Though in the past stadiums were typically designed for one purpose (i.e., one type of sport such as
football or basketball), modern stadiums are often built with a multipurpose mindset. This is however
dependent on the nature of the primary use. [17]
The stadiums have a significant impact on the city, and it can even put them on the map. Lots of cities
benefit from the stadiums to increase the tourism and it the economy, not only for the soccer events but
also attracted investments from all over the world. The biggest events like the World Cup and Olympic
Games have the most impacts on the cities. They draw worldwide attention and because of that many
city's stadiums ended up as the city's brand, and it increased their market value and attracted more
money into the city. A lot of the smaller cities became famous only for the stadiums; it became instantly
the "face of the city".
After the most significant sports event, the majority of the stadiums become underused, and some even
become what people call "white elephants" because it had no other utility and was built specially for
such an event. The population who lives there do not enjoy as much as it was supposed to. There are
lots of new studies about this topic, and every day and the stadium constructions can be more
environmentally friendly and more flexible so they can turn into something else when the event is over
and the population can explore them the best way possible.

6.

Final considerations

The construction of a stadium causes an impact on a city at so many different levels, such as social,
economic and political. It can increase the value and attract people to an otherwise unknown city, but it
can also become obsolete if it has no proper maintenance. The economic and political impacts are the
primary focus when it is decided to build the stadium, but it affects a lot of other elements as the people
and the environment for instance. Urban equipment has a built-in green technology that is less harmful
to the environment, not only inside the material but also in the way the stadiums are built, in our days
there is an effort to waste as little as possible especially nature's resources.
The modern stadiums are built to be as flexible and multi-functional as possible so it will not be an issue
to the city after the big events like the World Cup and the Olympic Games. Some of them are built to
transform themselves in schools, and others so they can add value to the community around them.
Moreover, these transformations are each day more and more critical to the decision if its worth to built
such urban equipment.
In the beginning, the stadiums were used to be built with low technology, and it could damage the hole
environment at the surrounds. Also, there was not a conscience about it at that time. Today's stadiums
have to consider the costs, the impact on the city and the environment because the concern about the
sustainability is on the primary focus.
While there is some literature on the future of stadia and the direction they are headed in, it is somewhat
limited and restrained. This also verifies the need for the future study and further research into the field
of stadia design and construction, as a new evolutionary phase of stadiums is seemingly imminent.
Knight (2010) offers the view that the future of stadia is most likely geared towards the development
portable and modular stadia. Panganiban (2012) agrees with this insight, stating that the common
understanding among experts is that modular structures for stadiums is the new trend, and the initial
effects can already be seen in stadia such as the 2012 London Olympic Stadium. The prevailing theory
is that this trend will continue into the future. However, the concept of a truly portable and modular
stadium is yet to be fully realized and is a glimpse of what the future holds for stadia design and
construction. The increased focus on sustainability within such stadia will also be a challenge to ensure
we are creating the best stadia possible for spectators and the environment alike. [18]
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Abstract

This article proposes a methodology to make the survey of complex and high buildings, with the Antoni
Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia (Fachada del Nacimiento) as case of study, with high resolution Topography,
Terrain Laser Scanner (TLS) and Photogrammetry technology. An architectural survey of huge
complexity due to the difficulty on the data taking and the volume of the recorded data, considering the
height (107 m), the incidence angle and the self-occlusions; the geometric complexity of the façade, and
the needs of a resolution, precision and covering higher than 95% of the heritage building, that allows
the detection of pathologies in restauration processes.
The TLS survey was made using different kind of equipment, tripods with telescopic arms, a telescopic
pole of 8 m and lift platforms of 16, 20 and 26 m high; with more than 4530 TLS positions, all related to
each other. The photogrammetry survey was made with cranes and stabilizing systems.
These solutions require of some quality controls during the taking data with sensors and while
processing the data [1], validating every position, the alignment between them and during the
photogrammetry process. Obtaining in this controls an average statistical error less than 7 mm,
comparing the support high resolution topographical network to the TLS model and the photogrammetric
orthophoto.
With this methodology, some useful products for restoration works are obtained, achieving such high
resolution that pathologies can be detected anywhere in the building; even creating material to study
the top of the towers at 107 m high with the information validated from topography, TLS and
photogrammetry.
Keywords: Heritage, High precision survey, Terrestrial Laser Scanner, Quality control, Sagrada Familia
1.
Introduction
This paper proposes a methodology to do a massive architectural survey of buildings with huge
geometrical complexity and height, in both exterior and interior. In particular, how to face such a project
with the technique of Terrain Laser Scanner (TLS), which in order to plan it and have validation controls,
it requires a supplementary work of a topographical survey that allows to georeference, support and
control the final point cloud, in both exterior and interior of the nave and the towers; and in addition, a
complementary photogrammetry survey (façade plans). Because of the extension of these two
additional surveys, this article doesn’t go in depth on these topics, and just mentions them relating them
to the TLS technique.
The case study of this article, in which this proposed methodology has been developed and validated,
is the Antoni Gaudi’s Fachada del Nacimiento del Templo Expiatorio de la Sagrada Familia located in
Barcelona. A building, that combines sculpture and architecture [2], with this characteristics: 107 m high
isolated towers (there are no high buildings near from where it can be scanned), some interior spaces
that are communicated in each level with outside and inside corridors, complex geometries, it has mobile
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elements in the tourist and builder’s zones and sculptures that create occlusions in the exterior surface
of the façade.
This proposed methodology includes from the planning of the survey, keeping in mind the techniques
to use, to how to do the survey and where to set-up the scanner. Everything taking into account a
rigorous quality control, that validated the consolidation of the project, considering that all the façade
zones are registered from different positions to achieve the required covering of the façade’s surface;
with the result that one bad aligned point cloud can alter all the obtained results.
The survey starts with the definition of the goals to achieve, a point cloud model that allows to document
the geometry of the architectonic entity (shapes, sizes, and spatial and temporal context), this model
must be a reference to identify the conservation state of the architectural and sculptural entity.
Complementary to his, the generated material has to be useful to draw a quality auxiliary cartography
of the façade and its surroundings, and to create multimedia material with dissemination purpose.
At the beginning of the project, its minimal requirements were:
•
Digitalization of the 95% of the façade surface
•
The general positions alignment of 20 mm resolution can’t have an error of 15 mm in 3D and 25
mm compared to the topography net
•
The detail positions alignment of 2 mm resolution can’t have an error of 5 mm in 3D and 10 mm
compared to the topography net
These requirements were achieved, even surpassing them, as the final result was a point cloud that
covered more than the 95%, but with a homogenous model of 5 mm resolution. The final model was a
single one that didn’t separate sculptures from the architecture in the model construction, in which a 2
mm distance between points resolution model was granted in the sculpture’s surfaces (understanding
the height difficulty), in both exterior and interior. When it comes to the quality control related to
topography [3], an average error of 7.8 mm was obtained, with 140 control spheres for TLS (replaced
by topographical prisms). In this project, 4530 positions were realized, but discarded by the color or the
quality control, reaching a total of 2032 useful positions.
1.1 Case study: Fachada del Nacimiento de la Sagrada Familia
The Fachada del Nacimiento de la Sagrada familia, located in the northeast of the Basilica, together
with the apse and the crypt, are the parts of the Sagrada Familia building that Antoni Gaudí worked
directly and which finished his immediate successors These parts of the Temple were declared a
humanity monument by UNESCO on July 17, 2005, at the meeting that took place in Durban of the
South African Union.
This facade presents an exultant decoration that merges with the architecture itself. It is divided into
three porticos, the Hope Portico on the left, the Faith on the right, and Charity in the center, with the
Jesus Entrance and completed by the Tree of Life. The facade culminates with the four tower-bell towers
dedicated to San Bernabé, San Simón, San Judas and San Matías. The complex is completed with the
doors and the first sections of the side cloisters - built during the life of Gaudí -, dedicated to the virgin
of Montserrat on the sea side and to the Virgin of the Rosary on the mountain side.
1.2 Precedents
The planning of the project is based on a preliminary survey carried out by the VIMAC in 2008, with a
RIEGL z420i scanner, which allowed to understand the problems of incidence angles, viability of some
areas to be scanned, methodological limitations and the ones of the used instruments, such as scanning
near areas where the subway generates vibrations in the instrument.
Other documentations and massive surveying projects were considered as references, such as [4] and
[5], because of their approach in the field of restauration, height problems and complexity.
2.
Surveying methodology
Such a precise survey must be based on a good planning and zoning of the data acquisition, taking into
account mainly the time zones available to scan without interfering with the tourist. For example, to scan
the exterior façade, he scans were done before the basilica was opened to the public, from 7.00 to 8.30,
considering the sunset to take the pictures, as during some periods the sunset is at 8.15 am (December)
and others at 6.15 am (June), from that hour, the light increase progressively until it reaches a suitable
illumination. The weather conditions were also taken into account, not just the rain, but the windy days
when the scissor lift couldn’t be used, or the data from the scan had instrumental errors [6,7] by
movement while scanning that failed the quality control. It was also kept in mind, possible alterations of
the planning due to zones that were under constructions and were uncovered just for a few days of the
year, or modifications in adjacent zones to the façade or zones that were unable to work.
2.1 Planning and implementation
The data taking was planned to be done with the scan Faro Focus3D X 330, which allows to configure
every scanning process based on the desired resolution and quality (table 1). For the zones were the
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highest resolution was required, it was used a configuration of 1/1 (it creates a point cloud of 711 million
measures if done to 360º), the ½ in the zones with high resolution but with time restriction (177 million
measures), the ¼ to scan close zones (44 millions) and 1/32 to repeat the pictures with different white
balance, mainly in the first hour when the sunset damaged the colour balance. In relation to the quality,
at the beginning it was scanned at 6x, but analysing the results, it was decided to change it to a 4x
quality, since it was proved that the final precision was enough and it reduced considerably the time it
took.
In the tourist zone, where it could just be worked during 1.5 h/day, there were planned a total of 360
positions, what meant 9 moths of data acquisition. For the other zones, where wasn’t a time limitation,
there were planned a total of 2790 positions, that meant 22 moths.
Scanner laser
Focus3D X 330
Focus3D X 330
Focus3D X 330
Focus3D X 330

Scanning Angle
90ºH-300ºV
180ºH-300ºV
360ºH-300ºV
360ºH-300ºV

Resolution
r 1/1
r 1/2
r 1/4
r 1/32

Quality
4x
4x
4x
4x

Time by position
60 minutes
32 minutes
11 minutes
4 minutes

Points by position
177.7 million
88.9 million
44.4 million
Solo color

Table. 1: Data acquisition parameters and 3D point cloud post-processing

The project was zoned into 117 groups of scanners, these areas were grouped into 11 large groups,
which bear the following names 00 Coronation of the Virgin (85 positions), 01 street (28 positions), 02
main facade (226 positions), 03 interior facade (209 positions), 04 rear facade work (94 positions), 05
lateral work (27 positions), 06 side facade shop (26 positions), 07 interior towers (262 positions), 08
interior towers lid (31 positions) , 09 stairs (592 positions), 10 Street and terminals (249 positions), 11
facade sculptures (189 positions). The mentioned positions are the final ones, after discarding all those
that do not fulfil the quality control because both precision and colour; a total of 4530 positions, with
2032 final useful positions. These positions were carried out in two schedules, before the tourist entry,
working continuously for 9 months in the data acquisition, with a total of 1052 useful positions, scanning
1.5 hours a day, and in areas where no tourists were allowed and the data was captured during the rest
of the day, the work lasted 20 months in non-continuous periods, with a total of 980 useful positions.
To scan, besides using normal tripods, some auxiliary equipment was utilized, such as telescopic tripods
of 8 m; horizontal extension arms; inverted and lateral positions, and scissor lifting platforms of 16, 20
and 26 m. This special scans required a validation and control one by one, with sensors during the
process and afterwards in the software.

Fig. 1: From left to right. Horizontal extension arm, telescopic tripod and scissor lift platform

2.2 Planning the general survey
The heights used to scan with the scissor lift depended on the produced vibrations. Scissors lift with
different maximum heights were used, the highest was 26 m, a strong scissor hydraulic lift of 26 m with
a platform big enough to use the 6 m telescopic mast, then reaching heights of 28 and 32 m. To choose
the platform, it was taken into account its robustness, the rigidity of the body and the time it took to be
stabilized after the motor was turned off. For the quality control it was used a gyroscope, that allowed to
rule out positions with instrumental errors; a direct comparison vertex to vertex with positions from the
floor, and another against the topography net.
For the planning, the complementary works had to be taken into account, such as the one developed
by the photogrammetry, the data acquisition of both surveys couldn’t interfere. The photogrammetry
survey was realized with a resolution of 1 pixel/5 mm, and 1 pixel/2 mm in the pinnacles at the top of
the towers, what meant to take pictures from 5 m to the façade. For the towers and the Tree of Life, the
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pictures were shot in a circular path, while the others were realized distributed in a frontal plane. Some
photoshoots were done hanging the camera from a crane, so it required to design some anchoring for
the crane that allowed to work from the floor by remote control with a radio control transmitter, a video
receptor, a video transmitter, two servomotors and assembly.

Fig. 2: First Stage. General survey with a Faro Focus3D X 330. General data taking of the facades, balcony and
context. From left to right, frontal and top views.

3.
Positions alignment methodology and quality control
The quality control of the TLS point cloud starts with the high precision topographic survey, this one
allowed to have quality control position by position, so errors in the data taking process could be
detected during preliminary stages. In a project of 4530 scanning positions, that for example in the
Fachada del Nacimiento at the Marina street, more than 700 positions were done, overlapping the 70%
of the surface scanned, in which the instrumental or methodological errors could affect the general
model obtained.
3.1 Planning and implementation
For the implementation of the topographic net, the survey was divided in two groups: external and
internal net. The last one is subdivided by areas: ground floor, basement, basilica interior and towers.
The exterior net is the principal one, as it includes all the temple and have to allow for doing future works
and extensions anywhere on the temple. Based on this one, the internal red is created with its own
divisions.
Based on the topographic bases, coordinates from 144 physical points were given, points that are
directly identifiable on the monument. On the right hand, they are used to georeference and support the
TLS and photogrammetric surveys; and on the left hand, as a quality control. Moreover, 1070 natural
points were measured by topography all over the scanned surface, to do another quality control.
To guarantee the durability of the topographic references during all the period this project is being
realized, and the repeatedly and validation of the measures, those topographic references must be fixed
by steel nails, the “spit” kind which were recommended, in the technical specifications, drilling the façade
and using eproxy resin since they don’t add material and therefore, those references don’t exceed the
façade surface. What’s more, according to the requirements sheet, those one should be intervisible and
allow the assembly of any kind of measurement equipment (spheres, bull’s eyes and prims).
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3.2 Georeferencing and relation with topography
For the alignment and georeferencing of the project two techniques were used, processes of alignment
by iterative vibration of nearby points of a Grid, considered an Iterative Closest Point ICP method, with
the program PolyWorks (PolyWorks|InspectorTM Standard, of the company InnovMetric). Generating
with this method groups of closed point clouds in three groups of clusters for the base of the project.
Once a group from a significant area was obtained, the second alignment process was carried out using
the object detection technique (spheres, planes, lines and natural points) in the Faro Scene program
(version 5.5.3), for this union are taken into account points generated by topography, allowing to have
a fixed reference, which allows georeferencing the project. For this process was used the Coronation of
the Virgin area, we proceeded to its georeferencing. From this union, georeferenced and related to the
topographic survey, it was possible to introduce the coordinates of the spheres, to be validated as control
points in the ICP alignment process, with which the project keeps been aligned. Afterwards, this
technique of union between positions is explained in depth and because it was used as a main
registration strategy, after it was georeferenced.
The method of alignment between positions most suitable for this project is the ICP. Since it is the only
method that will allow the union of potions between all the areas in a building with the described
complexity, that is to say, in the first stage of general registration, it will be possible to join the exterior
facade with points from the bridges of the towers, relating distant and near points with very high levels
of precision. In a building where the number of scanners is of such a volume, it will require a system
that appropriately distributes the alignment errors with very high levels of precision when comparing
each of them to the points of all the positions. And one that allows the validation of specific points from
a parallel topographic survey, which will verify the accuracy achieved. All this without compromising or
altering the information of the heritage building.

Fig. 3: Comparing point cloud – point cloud during the alignment process

For this type of alignment, it is required that the positions have no information that could compromise
this process like invalid data due to the conditions of the data collection, due to instrumental error and
to the registration from mobile elements. Therefore, previous to this process, the structured point clouds
are checked one by one and the points that could affect the union are deleted. In addition, automatic
detection of spheres is also carried out in the cloud and they are assigned a category by scanning area
to be able to control possible errors, allowing it to be editable between zones.
3.3 Project structure
The registration is carried out in three stages (figure 3), a first stage of a general model to create a base
in which the rest of the positions can be attached; at the second stage, other large areas of the building
are added to the union, and a third stage based on adding positions of specific areas. Each of the stages
is checked and validated with topography to move on to the next one.
The first stage, making a base point cloud in which all the project is referenced. It was done in 5 steps
that guarantee correct alignment of the point clouds with the topography survey.
1.
Making a closed polyline with exterior scans, ground floor interiors and level 20
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2.
The cluster of the aligned positions in step 1 is approximated to the topographic references and
it is checked that it hasn’t a greater distance to the topographic control points of an average of 20 mm
with any of the references
3.
Once the clouds are in their correct coordinates, position by position are checked, verifying that
none of the scanned topographic references have a greater distance to the topography control points
than 20 mm.
4.
With the positions that have passed the validation with topography, the alignment process is
repeated as it is understood that these are more valid data points and therefore will give a more accurate
general point cloud to be a base
5.
A comparison of the final cloud with the topographic bases is made, to verify that the general
survey meets the requirements.

Fig. 4: Registration methodology and precision control of the TLS and topographic surveys

This process allowed to reduce the distance to the TLS survey with the topographic survey, reaching an
average distance of less than 6 mm between TLS and topography at the highest point of the terminals.
In the second stage, the internal positions are registered by zones/rooms, which are linked to the
positions registered in the first stage, which are already validated and fixed. During the union, each
position is reviewed with the topography references and once registered all of that area is evaluated
between themselves and the average error of the set to the topography.
In a third stage, the alignment of specific scans, with a sculptural resolution of 2 mm between points,
cantered on the sculptures of the exterior facade, ground floor and interior facade sculpture. These
positions, being partial, are not scanned at 360º, but with closed angles, which reduces having reference
to topographical control points, therefore, they are validated mainly during the union by comparing the
distance between the mesh of the base cloud and the mesh of the cloud to align. In addition, as the
whole group of scanners is a single well-united cluster and it is validated that the bases seen in the
cluster are at the required distances with respect to topography, if it is well aligned to it, they pass the
comparison with topography.
Finally, a final check of all the bases registered in the point cloud of the entire project is made comparing
it with the topography references, analysing the error of the average, the standard deviation and the
maximum error of each base. In addition to the comparison between the natural points of topography
and the final point cloud.
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Fig. 5: Exterior general base model and final model interior and exterior

3.4 Checking the alignment order of the positions
The process and order of aligning the point clouds from the scanner is a determining factor in surveys
of these characteristics because it is such a large building, with so many positions and that relates
interior and exterior.
In this work, two alignment methods were tested:
 Alignment of a specific area containing several topographic references as a base point cloud to
add the remaining positions. So from a particular area, it grows until a global model is built, to
which, finally, the positions at the sculptural level are added.
 Alignment of the point clouds that form a general envelope of the façade including interior
positions from the Ground Floor and Level 20, therefore it is obtained a point cloud with all the
topographic references located in the façade and some interiors. From this global envelope,
scanners from different areas were added to have complete model, and finally adding the
positions at the sculptural level.
3.4.1 From a particular area (Coronación de la Virgen) to the general
For this method of aligning positions, the Coronación de la Virgen was used as a particular area. An
area that had 8 topographic references and 58 natural points to control the positioning of the point cloud.
This base cloud had a maximum distance error to the natural points of topography of 12.7 mm and a
minimum of 0.8 mm, and to the fixed references, a maximum of 12.1 mm and a minimum of 2.4 mm.
As this area met the precision requirements regarding topography, it was used as a base to align the
other areas of the building. So, by joining several adjacent areas between them through closed
polygonal and chain, a general model of the building was achieved. This general model, which should
work as a basis, must have scanned of all the fixed topographic references (28), and be checked to
verify that they accomplish with the minimum error. From there, if it is validated, the model continues to
be filled with the remaining areas with their proper checks, and then filling in detail areas at the sculptural
level.
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Fig. 6: Alignment closed polygonal (particular to general) interior and exterior, and relation between levels

3.4.2 From general to particular
This second method is based on making a general point cloud of the building envelope by a closed
polygonal around the building, one that relates interior-exterior through the level 20 and another that
relates the interior (PB and N20) and exterior. The resulting point cloud is an envelope of the building
that can be used as a skeleton to join all parts of the building to it. This enveloping and first union already
has data of all the fixed topographic bases in the project, thus guaranteeing that, if all of them fulfil the
requirements, all of the following ones to be aligned should accomplish them too. The statistical analysis
of the process of aligning topography with TLS varies between the following distances: a minimum of
2.4 mm to a maximum of 19.7 mm, the sphere with the average distance between topography and TLS
of 19.7 mm is an interior point of the staircase in the Matías tower, which has been assessed as not
very representative since nearby upper and lower references have a distance of less than 13 mm. By
having a base that meets the precision requirements, the model continues to be completed with the
positions of the missing areas, with their verifications, and then the detail zones.
Once a point cloud of the envelope of the building was fixed with the best scanners according to the
topographic control, those discarded positions in the second union were aligned to it using strategic
scanners. Taking into account those that had more coverage and more precision, in this case
highlighting a position perpendicular to the building, which covered the whole facade and the entrance
to the temple, allowing multiple approaches to the interior of the basilica at different levels. In each area
of the facade, a base scanner was selected to carry out this process, so that the base cloud had the
minimum possible error due to information overlap.
For registrations of interior areas, they are aligned making a closed polygonal that always see a part of
the base cloud of the outer envelope, looking for the general base model. The series of clouds to be
joined, always goes from a scanner that overlaps the envelope, to another that also does it from another
point.

Fig. 7: Alignment closed polygonal (general to particular)

3.4.3 Results comparison
The two methods of joining from particular to general and from general to particular, use the same
system of alignment and the start from the creation of a base that meets the requirements regarding
topography. The first method proposed, from particular (Coronación de la virgen) to general, only of a
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specific area of the outer zone of the building could be verified with the topography net, consisting on 8
topographical bases very close to it. This verification guaranteed that this area accomplished the
specifications, but when the other point clouds were added to this base, the error was increasing, giving
connection problems and once they were aligned to have a cloud that corresponded to the building
envelope, which allowed to verify the model with the 28 topographic bases, it was found that, the furthest
reference from the particular area of the first cluster, had an error higher than 78.1 mm, so that it was
not possible to continue with the registration of the rest of scanners.
While, on the other hand, in the second method, from general to particular, the basis from which to begin
to complete the project, it is a base of the envelope of the entire building, which already sees all the
fixed topographic bases and therefore they all can be checked from the beginning, and as they meet
the precision requirements, once this is guaranteed, the project can be continued knowing that at least
at the beginning all the new control points will also meet the requirements if they are well aligned to this
base skeleton. At the end, starting from an enveloping base with a topography-TLS distance maximum
of 19.7 mm in the 28 fixed bases. The union of the whole project was completed, obtaining a maximum
error in the 144 total bases of 19.2 mm.
Spheres

L24 - X
L24 - Y
L24 - Z
F61 - X
F61 - Y
F61 - Z
F64 - X
F64 - Y
F64 - Z
L23 - X
L23 - Y
L23 - Z
F48 - X
F48 - Y
F48 - Z

From particular From general to
to general (mm) particular Final
model (mm)
12
06
15
03
05
02
09
04
11
02
05
06
04
02
06
02
03
02
66
04
17
20
38
17
58
05
36
13
43
17

Height: 81 m

Height: 70 m

Height: 62 m

Height: 81 m

Height: 70 m

Fig. 8: Examples of absolute distances between topographic spheres and TLS. Example interior and exterior
spheres

4.
Conclusions
This article proves that with a good planning and methodology to carry out a massive TLS survey in a
building of huge complexity, it is possible to create a 3D model of a high-resolution point cloud. A point
cloud, from which can be drawn general plans of the building at scales 1/50 and 1/25 for sculptural
areas, allowing to generate detailed plans for studies of pathologies for restoration and to perform
geometric studies of the building. A model that allows to make relationships of elements in heights higher
than 100 m with elements in the basement.
The quality control with topographic bases made in each stage of the alignment and the steps followed
to register all the positions, allowed to have the survey that was a single continuous cloud of a useful
thickness to work with and that the two works carried out in parallel (TLS and photogrammetry) could
be perfectly combinable.
In addition, it was proved that, for surveys of such large buildings, and with interior and exterior, the
registration methodology, especially as regards the order of registration; such a large model requires
going from a general union, creating a general envelope as a skeleton in which to attach different areas,
instead of starting with a specific area of the building and to be completed from there. Regardless, how
well that starting particular area is registered and referenced. In this process it was essential to align the
model to the highest point, so removing the safety protections of the pinnacles was essential in the initial
stage, since without this termination, alignment errors would be generated at the end of the project.
The results in the comparison of the TLS point cloud to the topography, supported this last conclusion,
where it was possible to see that, on the one hand, following the methodology of particular to general,
the references that are within a radius of 10 m in relation to topography (Coronación de la Virgen zone),
present a distance to topography less than 7.8 mm on average, but when extending this radius, the error
increases reaching the pinnacles. On the other hand, the union of general to particular, which starts at
these same references with an average distance to topography of 9.1 mm (greater than the previous
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method), when this radius is extended reaches a maximum distance of 19.2 mm, in an area average
interior of stairs, in the tower of Matías, which allowed us to guarantee that the project fulfilled the
requirements of precision required at the beginning of the work. This workflow guarantees that all the
fixed bases (spheres) of the envelope (28) and totals (144) fulfilled an error smaller than 20 mm. Similar
results were obtained with the 1070 natural points identified by topography, these reference points were
difficult to contrast, due to the noise presented in the TLS point cloud.

Fig. 9: Example of the project’s alignment: transversal section that shows the connections between levels and
relation of architecture, interior areas and sculptures (red line section of the first 10 mm of the model and in black
the section of the selected area, levels 15 m and 21 m)

Finally, it can also be concluded that, in such massive surveys, a quality control by position allows to
make a selection of the clouds with different levels of quality, which allows to reduce the instrumental
and methodological errors in the data acquisition, allowing to generate a series of enclosures, such as
closed polygonal, that allow to generate a reliable base in which to continue adding higher resolution
scanners (due to the proximity and tangency to the scanned element) and scanners with non-standard
scanning angles, with auxiliary elements designed for the project and with the use of lifting platforms.
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Abstract
The essay proposes theoretical reflections on the evolution of the observing modes of territory aimed at
the tutelage, conservation and enhancement of cultural heritage and landscape. The history of
cartographic representation and figurative sources teaches us that the image of the territory is the result
of visions of the world linked to the culture of every age. By shifting the observation point, with the man
in space, the worldview and then the approach to data have changed again. The availability of images,
the aerospace ones and those managed by the territorial information systems in the institutional portals,
offers us a lot of information that, often, we are not aware of. Moreover, the spread of open data, due to
their accessibility features, and of algorithms to realize different types of mapping, guide the knowledge
of the territory and allow to go further the morphological reconstruction of the earth's surface. Therefore,
some considerations emerge: the transcalar management of information; the increasing interoperability
of data and the tendency to create software environments able to simultaneously manage different types
of information. The acquiring of a scientific awareness on reading, managing and returning of the
available data, will allow us to broaden our knowledge and set new objectives in the strategies of
foreseeing and managing the territory.
Keywords: tutelage, territory, representation, images, remote sensing

1.

Introduction

Reaching a knowledge of the territory and transferring it to prevision and management strategies, useful
to the governing agency, is a responsibility belonging to the architect's professionalism. Reaching a
knowledge of the territory and transferring it to those who live there, in order to generate awareness of
the environment and the place where they live, is a responsibility of those who have chosen to govern
countries and states. The protagonists of this chain are the expert knowledges, the political knowledges
and the citizens that today are led to interact at different scales, with different instruments, as never
happened in history before.
Advanced technologies on the acquisition of spatial data, management and use have now structured a
network of knowledge on the territory, which produces visions each time derived from the acquired
knowledge and set objectives.
J. Fontcuberta, in his recent text La furia delle immagini, speaks about image inflations, forcing us to
reflect on the challenge of the political management of the images. He emphasizes that images have
changed their nature since they no longer have only a passive role of illustration. After the bases of
Visual Studies provided in the 90s by G. Boehm and W.J.T. Mitchell, he notes that the situation has
changed and we need to understand (through philosophy, theory and art) the malleable and mutating
condition of the images. Thus he writes "[...] we are immersed in a new and different visual order, which
appears to be marked above all by three factors: the immateriality and the transmissibility of images;
their multiplication and availability; and their decisive contribution in making encyclopedic the knowledge
and communication" [1].
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In the territorial area, for example, if every man today can (apparently) access the satellite view of the
earth and every man can implement the Street map systems, not everyone has the competence to
manage the real data that those visions contain, or that those systems relate. Thus, people often focuses
only on some potential for exploration of images. Also pushed by the admonition by Salvatore Settis
that, in his essay Architettura e democrazia. Paesaggio, città, diritti civili, identifies the architect's neutral
attitude as an obstacle to the protection of the territory [2], the authors propose some reflections as an
attempt to identify the salient aspects that characterize the territorial images, their production and
management, at a time when the professional skills that deal with it are multiple and belonging to
different disciplinary areas.
Furthermore, the authors believe that this essay can be a small piece in the field of research seeking
for the identitarian role of our disciplinary sector and our expertise [3].
Now the terminology must be clarified so as not to fall into misunderstandings.
The representation of the territory is considered the way of communicating territorial information,
according to models that the historical era produces from time to time. The vision is considered as the
cultural conception that characterizes every epoch that therefore influences the modes of
representation. The images are the products of the representation.
Therefore, information is what is represented, which is a vision of reality, the result of a mediation, of a
data processing and interpretation/measurement. The datum is therefore an objective and uninterpreted representation of reality, what is before any elaboration, a stable, non-subjective, and
therefore not mediated element. We may perhaps come to say that yesterday only information about
the territory was available, which is to say already processed data, a static knowledge, while today both
information and data are available, and that everyone can autonomously obtain information from them,
therefore dynamic knowledge. The representation is intended as the result, or better a transcription, of
information produced by three dimensions, that of observing, measuring and returning, which have
evolved over time, demonstrating their dynamic value. In the following paragraphs, we will analyse their
meanings, through comparisons between the past and the present with the aim of extracting continuity
and discontinuity, developments and in-depth analysis in the light of technological developments and
the shifting of the point of view.
Below we have chosen to highlight some scientific foundations of remote sensing, because they are strictly
indicative of the relationship between the vision of the territory and the content of the territorial images.

2.

Observing, Measuring and Returning

Looking back over the changes between yesterday and today, we can say that the techniques of
observation, acquisition and restitution have evolved, but neither the meaning nor the intentions of the
three operations have changed.
The first of these dynamic dimensions is the observing. Looking, paying attention, examining something,
means choosing a subject to observe, choosing where to observe it and how much to observe it. If
before the drawer had to identify the elements of the territory and look them from the earth's surface,
today anyone can observe both from the surface and from the space (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: The progressive point of view shifting (diagram by authors).

The progressive raising of the point of view is a key to understand how the intentional and non-random
framing of the territory has followed this movement, passing from the pseudo-perspective view of
"something" to the zenithal view of "everything". The displacement of the point of view is traceable in
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history in the two representative paths that, today, have found, in the three-dimensional satellite models
available on the web, a moment of synthesis where views at a man's height, vistas and zenithal
representations coexist dynamically one in each other (eg Google Earth, Bing Maps, Open Street Map
etc.) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: The parallel representative paths of the zenithal territorial representations and of the perspective territorial
representations (diagram by authors).

The measuring is closely linked to instrumental developments and to the need for a reference system
that makes that measures communicable and understandable. With the yesterday’s topography, the
unit was local, cultural and anthropometric and the amount of data collected was discretized and
rearranged in itinere. There was a coincidence between the collected data and the elaborated data, that
is, between raw data and information. Today, the aerial photogrammetry and remote sensing have been
added to the topography, we measured through universal units and the data, although discretized in
itinere through the choice of the acquisition parameters of the instruments according to the scale, are
"cleaned" at a later time. A "processed data" was introduced between the raw data and the returned
information, and the connection between the raw acquired data and the returned information was
definitively lost (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: The evolution of land survey techniques (images from Geometria Prattica di G. Pommodoro 1603; aerialphotogrammetry survey diagram and a diagram of the Sentinels satellite system).

Lastly, there is the returning, a key moment where what is observed is shown in relation to the set
objectives and according to appropriate languages and codes. Returning, strictly connected to
visualization, involves some choices that, in line with the times and with the "digital revolution", have
also changed: the choice of physical support. Once limited, now it can also be digital and therefore
infinite. Previously, the scale and the projection system were a choice of the drawer, instead now they
can be at the discretion of the user who sets the display at his choice. The digital technique, combined
with the analogical one, has in fact opened the doors to the interrogation of territorial images, which in
the returning phase are organized by the operator, but can also be analyzed and managed by those
who use it, varying the final output.
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3.
The Representation as a Transcription of Data and Information between past
and present
The transition from traditional representation to the contemporary one, numerical and digital, has set for
a progressive image objectivity, which before was mediated by the drawer himself and now is more and
more influenced by the techniques. "[...] From an allusive, qualitative, perceptual and "tactile" modality
- which often operates as a complement to writing - to a declaratory, quantitative, measured and
"neutral", which progressively frees the cartographic document from a close relationship with the text .
[...] And again, if we consider as revolutions those in the sphere of world representation, there is "on the
one hand the rapid imposition of a cartography not only aimed at indicating - with ever greater precision
- where objects are and what form, natural or artificial, objects have, but also careful in outlining the
quantitative characteristics of "things" and "phenomena", their correlations, in order to trace a possible
explanation and then formulate laws of behaviour of that phenomena" [4]. The information technology
associated with geographic information (GIS systems) and the free access to spatial data (Open Data)
have directed this transition. The raw data are potentially accessible to everyone, they can be
accumulated in an unlimited way and can be digitally analysed and managed. Each territorial
representation can contain several themes or rather have more legends depending on what you "want
to ask" to that image. The cartographic sign, once material, analogical and non-modifiable, is now
immaterial, digital and modifiable. It is a container of information, it has more meanings and the legend
in fact, once iconic and plausible, nowadays is symbolic and abstract.
Therefore, the representation is no longer assertive but has more keys of reading; it is also dynamic and
contains real time updated information. The widespread diffusion of digital geography has also made
"participatory" what was previously "univocal" or otherwise filtered.
The IT tools, now present in all stages of territorial representation, are also a protagonist in its phases
of visualization and fruition. The dedicated software, each using their own programming language,
convert the numeric data detected into data that can be viewed and then queried. The advent of
numerical language has also allowed to observe, measure and return, in addition to what is known
(visible), what is unknown (invisible).
Today the transcription possibility of spatial-territorial data has been expanded: it takes place through
two formats, the raster and vector one.
In the vector format, the information is displayed through vectors, of a punctual, linear or areal type, that
are the geometric primitives, and their form is associated with the metric, graphic and descriptive
attributes. By reflecting, the territorial vector representations can be considered the most direct
descendants of the historical graphic representations since they are based on the adoption of signs,
provided with different values of iconicity and symbolism, to which it is possible to apply a wellestablished semiological praxis [4] [5]. In the raster format, which we consider to be more in-depth
analysed because it contains the possibilities of application and development of the vector, the
information is displayed through the pixel. The pixel quantitative value is associated to parameters
related to the acquisition of the data. The raster territorial representations present some novel features
that require some specific reflections regarding their acquisition methods and the definition of resolution
concept. First of all, it is useful to remember that we can understand as territorial raster images both the
historical documents acquired through more or less refined digitalization methods [6], and the new digital
images acquired through airplane-photogrammetry and remote sensing applications. This opens up a
further field of consideration on the meaning of what is digital and what is digitalised. Additionally, it is
useful to point out that the concept of resolution, referring to raster images, must be extended with
respect to the one most commonly adopted. One must speak of four different types of resolution: the
geometric resolution, the one commonly known, referred to the smallest amount of real space acquired
by the image; the radiometric resolution, referred to the colour depth of the images, ie the number of
bits used to indicate the colour of each pixel and therefore to the smallest colour variation that can be
recorded; the temporal resolution, referred to the temporal acquisition of data, which determines the
smallest unit of time that can be compared between two different images; and finally the spectral
resolution, referred to the band of the electromagnetic spectrum, visible and invisible, which was
acquired by the sensor. It is evident that both digitized and digital raster images always share the first
three kinds of resolution - geometric, radiometric and temporal - while the digitized images may not have
the spectral resolution and, if they had, this would refer to the properties of the digitized support, not to
the territory that had been represented on that support.
A characteristic of the open data raster images is that they appear as raw data but, also on this aspect,
it is useful to reflect briefly. Keeping in mind the definitions of data and information provided at the
beginning, if it is obvious that a digitized image can not be considered a raw data because its analogical
original had an author and therefore reflects his interpretation; it is less obvious to remember that every
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digitization takes place through hardware and software tools provided with specific characteristics and
that these acquisitions are guided by operators who can perform pre and post processing operations
before delivering the final digitized image. This type of information can be deduced retrospectively
through the image metadata, such as the EXIF data of the cameras, and from the technical
documentation that can generally be found regarding the adopted methodologies for digitization.
However, the problem of unknown pre-processing is common to photogrammetric and remote sensing
digital images to. Even in these case operations of correction, improvement and filtering of the images
can be performed. End-user must be well aware of this. Examples of these types of pre-processing can
be the improving and colour balancing interventions on orthophotographic images or, with reference to
the remote sensing data, those of filtering and cleaning applied to the SRTM data (Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission) described by the U.S. Geological Survey [7] about the portions of the Earth's
surface covered by the seas. From this point of view, it can be said that the scientific quality of an open
data source is represented by the quality and quantity of the information it provides regarding the
methodologies adopted for data acquisition and processing. Wanting to place the different sources of
available spatial data in the categories of raster and vector data, we can therefore say that the first category
belongs both those obtained by digitizing analogical originals, such as cartography and historical photos,
and digital data, such as images obtained through air flights and satellite shooting (Fig. 4, 5).

Fig. 4: Excerpt from the Rome orthophoto (from: http://cartografia.regione.lazio.it/cartanet/viewer).

Fig. 5: Excerpt from the Sentinel-2 satellite data, band 1 (coasts and aerosols), false colors visualization of the
Rome area (from: https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home).
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The data obtained by digitizing historical sources, with the proper specifications regarding possible preprocessing, are generally distributed without further processing but there are cases in which they are
presented in a geo-referenced form to simplify the operations of analysis and comparison with the data
concerning the current status [8].
The category of vector data includes both the two-dimensional and three-dimensional digital
cartographies composed, in the latter case, by layers and two-dimensional objects positioned at the
respective altitudes of belonging (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Excerpt from the Regional Technical Charter, Rome (from: http://cartografia.regione.lazio.it/cartanet/viewer).

The discussion concerning the models representing the earth's surface is more articulated. These can
occur in the dual declination of DSM (Digital Surface Model), which includes both the vegetation and
the anthropic elements, and DTM (Digital Terrain Model), which exclusively includes the territorial
morphology and that are distributed in both raster and vector form. In fact, satellite shots are available
in specific raster formats, such as the geoTIFF (Fig. 7), which, once interpreted by specific algorithms,
return the vector data of the territorial morphology in the form of Mesh or NURBS surfaces, depending
on the software used.

Fig. 7: Excerpt of a geoTIFF from satellite land survey of Lazio, Rome area (from: https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/).
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Data obtained through active (LiDAR) and passive (aerial-photogrammetry) survey techniques are
instead distributed either through raster formats, like the previous ones, or through vector formats that
include a regular grid of surveyed points or the surfaces themselves (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8: Excerpt from the Lazio Region DTM, Rome area, points cloud (from: http://dati.lazio.it/catalog/it/dataset/).

4.

Reflections about data interrogation and management

The two formats, raster and vector, and therefore their digital numerical data, can be queried and
managed (examined and calculated). The query provides information that associates the numerical
value (in the form of pixels or geometry) with a geographical position (coordinated). The territorial open
data are provided with their relative metadata, "information describing a set of data", grouped according
to specific categories organized according to multiple and implementable cataloging standards.
Regardless of the geographical data nature, the querying of metadata allows operations of reading,
localization, searching and selection. The information traced in the metadata is then managed. The
semantic interoperability between the multiple cataloging fields takes place through a series of
equations, algebraic-mathematical input, also possible between different disciplinary fields. The
management of the numerical data, according to these algorithms, defines the visualization of the spatial
analyzes. More compared views define the transformations of the analyzed territory. Regarding to the
vector data, the geometric shape visualization changes according to the temporal, spatial and
typological parameters (geoprocessing). Therefore, the forms can overlap, join, exclude, intersect,
divide and have areas of relevance (buffer zone). For the raster format, the different visualizations
depend on the digital management of the pixel mosaics: the photointerpretation is then automated in
the image processing. The most recent territorial images are generated by satellite sensors which, as
mentioned, are characterized by four different resolution parameters. The spectral resolution records
the electromagnetic radiation (EM) produced by the Sun which is absorbed, transmitted and reflected
by the objects of the surface. The EM radiation constitutes the electromagnetic spectrum and its intervals
define the spectral bands. Some of them are visible to the human eye and perceived as colors (R, G,
B), others are invisible (infrared and thermal). Each object, hit by radiation, reacts differently. This
reflectance behavior, or spectral signature, may depend on the multiple morphological, chemical, and
physical characteristics of either the directly surveyed or surrounding elements. This kind of images
contain all this information and may be panchromatic or multispectral. The former are single images that
record the visible range of EM, the latter are "multiple images", ie formed by layers or "sub-images",
each of which records a band of the EM spectrum, both in the visible range and in the invisible interval.
The multispectral signature in fact results in specific histograms, contained in the metadata, which allow
the visualization of spectral curves (spectral signatures transcribed into functions). The curves, and
therefore the pixels associated with them, can be interrogated, managed and monitored.
The analysis of the spectral response at the different bands allows to extract territorial information and
to produce thematic maps by classifiers that identify the ground cover. An important advantage of this
kind of images is they can facilitate the identification of the elements - object of specific studies, both
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those immediately recognizable by sight and those unrecognizable (since contained in the other spectral
bands) - by resorting to different visualizations of the same image, in natural colors or in false colors,
emphasizing from time to time elements with the same electromagnetic behavior also taken in the
intervals of the invisible. As for vector geometries, through algebraic-mathematical operations between
pixels, different views of the same image can be compared to obtain qualitative and quantitative soil
indices. The same operations can also be performed between multiple images, acquired at different
time, allowing the analysis of changes or transformations over time (change detection). Although image
processing are able to perform automatic multispectral classifications, even of the unknown objects, one
cannot avoid the interpretative abilities of man (user) who measures and returns what is observed.
Below it is a summary of the evidence:
a. The numerous operations that can be carried out on images and/or on the same image are
performed by means of scripting and drawing operations, where the visualization process by
mappings is a pure communication tool of the result of an analytical process, due to the natural
need of man for making the information visible;
b. The same image contains data but also potential correlations between them that can be
established through scripting operations. These elaborations allow a greater speculative action
on the images that correspond to structuring the knowledge of the territorial phenomena;
c. There is a real possibility to put the different professionals, involved in the same territory, to
process knowledge starting from common data (raster images). The operator is called to choose
the available images according to his objective since now we have a raw, versatile data;
d. The acquired territorial image becomes a starting point for the reading of the territory itself, while
past representations were points of arrival of knowledge;
e. Currently, the observation of the earth is constant and the time, the quality and the amount of
information are acquired regardless of the aim.

4.

Conclusions

By observing how the relationship between the amount of the measured spatial information and the
objectivity of their measurement has changed over time, we can reflect on some characteristics of
current territorial representations. From the qualitative point of view, while there has been a growing
increase in the measurement objectivity, an operation in which the operator's intervention has been
moved to a phase subsequent to that of measuring, the amount of information represented has had a
different trend. The territorial historical representations, even if poorly objective regarding to the
measure, were able to transmit a lot of information of different kind at the same time: from the land
morphology to its use, from the administrative boundaries to the proprietary regimes. In the period of
measurement progressive objectification, a progressive specialization of the representations has been
consolidated. This condition did not favor the critical synthesis of the characteristics of the territories but
rather parceled their knowledge. Finally, in more recent times, the development of numerical
cartography and GIS systems in particular has encouraged a new, whirling increase in the amount of
information that can be simultaneously represented and which must be synthesized (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9: The trend in the amount of available territorial information and the accuracy of their measurement (diagrams
by authors).

The need to carry out a synthesis operation is therefore essential because of the amount of information
that can be represented. This necessity inevitably recalls the concept of information discretization. Both
parameters, amount and discretization, must be read in relation to the quality of the knowledge of a
territory that they are able to generate. If on the one hand having a lot of available information on a
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territory is undoubtedly a potential advantage from the cognitive point of view, this is actually achieved
only if this information is adequately discretized. It can be said that the knowledge of a territory is
inversely proportional to the amount of available information and directly proportional to the level of
discretization, and therefore discernment, of the information itself. From this double relationship we can
see that the ideal condition for developing a deep knowledge of the territory, both of its knowable-visible
and unknowable-invisible aspects, is precisely that, apparently contradictory, of a large amount of
available information subjected to an in-depth process of their reduction and critical synthesis (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10: The relationship between knowledge, amount of spatial information and information discretization (diagram
by authors).

In the previous paragraphs we have clarified the relationship between vision and representation and the
evolution of the actions that determine the territorial representation over time. It can be said that the
current challenge for drawer is to outline a dynamic system of knowledge, transversal to the disciplines,
which comes to the monitoring and control of the territory. A system where the trans-scalarity of
information and the increasing interoperability of data can be managed, thus suggesting the creation of
software environments able to simultaneously manage different types of information and therefore types
of specific representations. Last but not least is it necessary, for the control of the territorial
transformation (from risk management to the areas of anthropization) to consider the possible continuity
between the territorial images from the past and those currently produced through the definition of "new
information". What is reported in the old maps should not remain a graphic sign but become data or
information in the current representations in order to implement the monitoring and control of the territory
since "the acquisition of the present reality must be added to the knowledge from the past to give a
sense of transformation and of the trends of the territory and of the societies" [5]. We believe that this is
appropriate to build a methodological attitude that will allow not only to expand knowledge, but to set
more concrete objectives, characterized by greater awareness, in the strategies of prevision and
management of the territory.
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Abstract
The definition of designing strategies capable of describing a growing hierarchy of alteration
of the pre-existing, and of defining a progression of the degrees of transformation, leads us
to distinguish different categories of manipulation and different actuators. However, it is
important to evaluate whether it still makes sense to distinguish the restoration project of a
building from the design of a building itself or not. Since it is possible to encounter, within an
urban scenario that could be idealized as an immense ruin, unfinished and abandoned
fragments that coexist, as the waste of the city that is built (or tries to do so), the historical
ruins of the city, identified in archaeological sites or in the ruins of the historical monuments,
as well as the ruins of the late Modern Period. It is still necessary to distinguish between
restorers, the sole custodians of the knowledge of certain techniques capable of scientifically
solving the conflicts that each restoration intervention entails, and the "creative" architects. It
is a consideration that invests every scale of the project where the action of reuse, intended
as the will to confirm the dominance of the existing values, has clearly prevailed on the
possibility of regenerating urban portions and architectural bodies with a recycling action in
which the existing becomes useful material for a completely renewed project. The action of
recycling, as well as many other actions belonging to other cultural areas in which elements
from different sources blend, where the new coexists with the ancient, is a type of binder, a
cultural glue, a virus, that informs and supports contemporary culture.
Keywords: fragments, reuse and recycling, cancellations, to preserve

1.

Fragments _ Principles of Re-composition

In the book “Rovine e macerie”, Marc Augè [1] describes the current urban scenario as a continuous
construction site in which both the contemporaneity of the construction and the historical time of
destruction coexist in a simultaneous and conflicting manner; the ruins of yesterday but mainly the
ruins of today are no longer exceptional episodes in the urban fabric, but are now the recognizable
and structuring features of the city. The idea of a city to be idealized as an immense ruin, where the
different levels of abandonment and destruction coexist searching for a relationship with the rest,
generates a contradiction due precisely to the complexity and differences inherent to the parts that
compose it: on the one hand there is a whole series of unfinished and abandoned fragments, that is
the waste of the city that is built (or tries to do so), while on the other hand there is the historical ruin of
the city identified in archaeological sites, in the ruins of historical monuments or in the buildings of Late
Modern Period. The incessant rhythm of the former is opposed to the slow and inexorable passing of
time of the latter; the romantic ruin, that of the Ruskinian sublime, acts as a countermelody, a sort of
opposite ruin which, due to the temporal contraction with which transformations take place, is in fact
already ruined; in a provocative and extreme way, we could say that while the historical building falls
into ruin, the contemporary one is already ruined [2].
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Despite the difficulty of fully metabolizing what can be defined as the "paradigm of the built" in which,
for the first time in history, the new seems to be conceived exclusively as a derivation of the existent,
the actions of reuse or recycling, to every scale of the project, landscape, city, architecture, and
thought in all their phases (from the definition of raw materials necessary to the activation of a
production, to the realization of the product and to the awareness of the state of abandonment of the
product and to the decision of what can be kept or demolished), are offered today as a cultural glue
that pervades and sustains our culture.

Fig. 1: Armin Meili, Cartiera Mondadori, Ascoli Piceno, 1968

The organization of important exhibitions such as: "Re-cycle _ strategies for architecture, the city and
the planet", at the MAXXI in Rome (2012) curated by Pippo Ciorra and Sara Marini, as well as
"Matière grise. Matériaux / réemploi / architecture ", at the Pavillon de l'Arsenal in Paris (2014),
curated by Nicola Delon and Julien Choppin, as well as the reflections, publications and events
produced within the PRIN research "Re-cycle Italy", including the "New life cycles for architecture and
infrastructure, the city and the landscape"[4], coordinated by Renato Bocchi (which involved almost
every University department of Architecture in Italy), highlighted the need for an ethical approach on
the theme of reuse of waste material that does not cancel the formal intention [5] ; the use of waste,
of recycled materials, at every scale of the project, does not only produce technologically correct
results, but also poor ones from an architectural point of view.
Also the 15th edition of the Biennale Architecture festival in Venice (2016), “Reporting from the front”,
directed by the Chilean architect Alejandro Aravena, has thrown its eyes, with optimism, on those
desolate soils, man can certainly not be proud of, characterized by very disappointing achievements,
unfinished works and ruins that represent a sad infinite number of missed opportunities for the
intelligence and action of human civilization. Many realities are tragic, others are trivial and seem to
mark the disappearance of the architecture but that, the skillful selection of the exposed projects, has
shown as a field of obligatory investigation and of real opportunity for the tarnished architectural
culture and for the new horizons of that economy.
According to this idea, it may be useful to extrapolate the different levels of abandonment from the
conditions of use and context, for which they were conceived, in order to try to bring the existing to a
condition of formal cancellation, but also of disuse and discomfort that allows to understand what
action of regeneration is more effective: the re-appropriation, the rehabilitation or the elimination of
what remains. In this sense, words by Franco Purini are useful to define this aspect:
"[...] when planning in a concrete place it is necessary a previous mental act consisting in a radical
and violent deconstruction of all that is deposited on the terrestrial support of that place. Having to do
a project in Rome I could never remove in advance all of what Rome is today. I must ideally erase the
signs of the most remote historical settlements, then the Etruscan Rome, followed by that of the
Republican Age, the Imperial city and gradually up to Modern Rome."[6]

2.

Reuse and Recycling _ the value of the existing

We could affirm that intervening on the urban scale through a 'reuse' action means confirming the
dominance of existing values, while intervening with a 'recycling' action means considering the existing
as useful material for a completely renewed project. If the architectures in use consider the new
project as fitting into a logic of functional implementation of the existing, the recycling strategy can
create new systems; vice versa, if the existing still guarantees the figural coherence of the space and
an adaptability of the use, the reuse action, realized through 'skilled grafts', offers a guarantee of
continuity that combines the preservation of the identity of the places with the innovation.
The re-use is therefore proposed as the action of re-generation that evidently does not rely on the
simplification of total cancellation but reckon with what it finds on the field by building contaminations,
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overlaps, overwriting and enhancing, putting in value, the multiple definitions of the residual space,
not-places, third landscape, junkspace.
What we can do, as Bocchi suggests, "is to design a process (with every possible variability and
adaptability) that builds (spatio-temporal) relationships among those discarded fragments: a Dadaist
Merzbau to the Schwitters, rather than a cubist painting, where a re-compositional method is preferred
to a de-compositional one, where the becoming and therefore the temporal dynamics, the change, is
carefully considered and incorporated and yet not so much in "analytical" function but properly in
"projective", function, "design"[7].
Something different from the application of the defensive formulas that characterized the recent
actions of transformation from different urban areas; in our historical town centers, for example, the
traditional actions of substitution or of architectural restoration, now appear to be inadequate in terms
of the need, on an urban scale, of more complex operations of regeneration of the existing that do not
renounce the overwriting of the text, to the contrast and which aim higher than the technical drift of the
restoration discipline in which we witness the coincidence between the cognitive phase and the design
action.
Basically, there is the need to search for a method that has not only the aim of dissolving the
traditional order of history, transforming it into a chaotic cluster of fragments not correlated, but that
allow the emerging of a new order, from the fragments of different nature arranged in the field. It is
therefore only necessary to take those fragments, those scraps, those ruins and give them a sense by
exploiting the opportunities for exploitation, even using the pervasive fluid of the post-modern
junkspace [8].
A new strategy of relationship between fragments and juxtaposed parts that directly recalls the
aldorossian matrices of the compact city, or the modern transposition of the Piranesian views in their
meeting point with the generic city of the Koohlaas junk space. A montage, a new art able to make
things and images coexists, even dissonant, without a chronological or dimensional order but which
finds its consistency and its harmonic form in the simultaneous and constantly changing presence of
different elements. "A palimpsest on which one can continually cancels and rewrites but on which
traces remain to build a continuity: traces of culture, geo-archaeological layers (even of an archeology
of the contemporary) that represent our heritage for better or for worse"[9].
I refer, for example, to the analogy that Giovanni Cianci describes between the instantaneous flow of
Joycian writing and Futurist painting "in the impossibility of distinguishing the interiority from the
exteriority, the interior from the outside, the meanders of the soul that often coincide with the same
labyrinthine itineraries of the metropolis"[10]; and still the exaltation of dissonance, where one can
continually search for variations, anomalies, grammatical imperfections which, though minimal,
represent in time that guarantee of unpredictable imperfection in which it is right to cause the error, the
stretch marks, the grammatical mistakes from which it is possible to re-generate unity and uniqueness.
Besides, the need to build a "harmony" through the skillful control of the anomaly or dissonance is
already formulated by Plotinus: "from the only rational design of the world looms the battle of disunited
things: for knowledge, it would be preferable to compare the rational design of the world to the
harmony that results from dissonance and to research why the dissonances never fall within the laws
of harmony ". (Plotinus, Enneade, III, 2, 16)[11]. As well as in the introduction of the non-harmonic on
which serial music is based, Arnold Schonberg [12], developing the principles of the twelve-tone that
he himself called "the emancipation of dissonance", stated that dissonances cannot be considered an
exception but logical and linguistic elements of new structures, capable of living an existence of their
own without the need to refer to yesterday's prototypes.
So, it is necessary to search for strategies capable of unprecedented narrative sequences that base
the foundations on the multidisciplinary suggestions of Western cultures, in which elements from
different sources come together seeking a new meaning and where the new coexists with the old to
discover a new type of binder, as a cultural glue, a virus that informs and supports contemporary
culture.

Fig. 2: Trisungo di Arquata del Tronto, Ascoli Piceno, earthquake 2017
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3.

Cancellations - evaluate the abandonment

The difficulty of affirming authentic urban regeneration strategies based on the cancellation of all that
no longer has its usefulness or that has never expressed an architectural quality such as to aspire to a
more ambitious territorial rehabilitative operation, inevitably leads to the need to evaluate the existing
from different points of view: not everything that has been discontinued or unfinished can be
recovered, a recognition survey is necessary, aimed at identifying some strategic situations within
which the project action must act in order to trigger a regenerative process. We are almost never
faced with the opportunity to start up remote operations of massive regeneration, which would not find
the resources or the political will to be conceived, as in the case of urban recycling where the few
opportunities for conservation of the existent seek a role within a completely new settlement principle;
more frequently, on the other hand, we see the need to develop minute intervention strategies that
combine critical opportunities for abatement with targeted intervention operations, as in the case of reuse [13].
We need then to free the imagination towards those "small utopias", towards new strategies of
activation of the gradual processes of re-generation and of timely adaptation of the time that is there,
overcoming the logic of large urban projects or of the overall restoration (for which we would not have
the resources anyway) and also define progressive adaptation paths over time, able to involve the
citizens and attract the entrepreneurial needs of the territory. To do this it is necessary to review the
strategies that, at every step of the project, have determined the transformations of the city in the last
decades.
On the basis of these assumptions, historical ruins, modern and late modern ruins, rubble and
fragments of abandoned architecture, are reconsidered in a sort of dynamic vision of transformation
not only bound to historical and artistic judgments, but also on the basis of consistency physics and
current health conditions.
Within a city completely dissolved in the landscape, but increasingly oriented to look into the inside, to
solve the crucial issues, to redefine the interstitial areas among different parts, to zero the
consumption of the soil, there is the need to develop strategies capable of constructing and grafting
relationships with the new signs of tumultuous mutation of the processes of production of goods and
services of the third city, according to the definition formulated by Giovanni Caudo [14], in which the
project may no longer coincide with quantity increases but with the affirmation of a logic of
disappearance, or demolition of its parts. In areas where the existing cannot represent the starting
point of an urban recycling project, precisely because it has failed to define or maintain effective
spatial configurations, it is necessary to define new settlement principles that are able to regenerate,
modifying them, the physical remains and the traces of the existing system towards something new.
To the clearly defined categories, such as the renovation of buildings or groups of buildings aimed at
giving a new functional and formal content to existing building elements with an architectural value that
can be confirmed and strengthened [15], we must replace categories of intervention that they aim at
the construction of new urban scenarios through building replacement processes that involve the
demolition and reconstruction of those elements that have exhausted their life cycle to allow the urban
fabric to regenerate. According to this approach, the existing becomes an element, not necessarily
foundational, that participates in the definition of a new urban system. But to do this it is necessary to
evaluate what is appropriate to maintain.
Vittorio Gregotti states that it is urgent to reflect on the definition of a theory of destruction in order to
set the groundwork for a correction of errors made in the past [16]. The need for a theory that can
guide and regulate demolition operations is already traceable in the 2008 Biennale of Venice in which
Koolhaas, in the Preservation section, reflecting on the concept of "Cronocaos", develops a reasoning
on conservation issues; this manifests the need for a map of the destructions on which to develop a
thought towards the materials of the present and the remains of the past that today are in a state of
abandonment. Koolhaas articulates a reflection that recalls the need to overcome the dogma of
considering the past as the only plan for the future and formulates a list of criteria that do not
exclusively indicate what should be kept but what should be demolished as well. A sort of reflective
genesis on the judgment that regulates the demolition processes (often random and arbitrary) that
compensates the already consolidated literature and culture of protection and conservation [17].
Implement an action to bring down all those artifacts for which it is not possible to imagine any reuse
with an equally courageous replacement work that contemplates the opportunities offered by possible
alternatives such as the re-naturalization, the redefinition of the rules and the geometry of new
settlement systems or the processes of densification of the built, does not appear to be a simple
operation. Just as it is not easy to demolish and define an unscheduled path for the natural reinsertion of waste. It will therefore be important to analyze the state of abandonment of the artifact on
the basis of its real material consistency and its condition of uselessness, as well as the potential for
attracting new subjects interested in re-occupying a space reinserted in a new context.
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Fig. 3: Trisungo di Arquata, reconstruction scenarios. Scuola di Architettura e Design ‘E. Vittoria’ di Ascoli Piceno,
Universita di Camerino, Laboratory of Urban Planning, prof. Ludovico Romagni

4.

Preservation _ the coincidence between cognitive and design action

The understandable affirmation in our country of a culture of constraint and conservation as a heroic
act of defense against the degenerative processes that in the last decades of the last century have
afflicted the landscape, the city and the architecture, has determined the widespread conviction, that
the new compromises and even destroys the existing causing the loss of those artistic values and
identity of the places and architectures. Though designed and intended to [re]exist, architecture
inevitably gives way to gravity, which will always have the best of it in the end. So, it is not possible to
think of architecture as the art of perpetual and immutable balance; architecture lives a series of
different balances that occur over time altered and modified as well as by natural processes, even by
the intervention of the man who uses and transforms it.
Although the idea that architecture moves from successive modifications and never offers a stable
image is commonly shared (its form is shown in the present but also shows its past), the action of
alteration of the built, especially the historicized one, it occurs by appealing to the sole scientific way of
applying a rigorous method that mortifies the creative act and causes us to lose that poetic root which
is proper to our discipline. This type of belief has led the discipline of architectural restoration to favor
the tendency to make the cognitive phase coincide with the creative phase in which the work itself
suggests the project. The project does not alter the image but activates a process of crystallization of
the existing that proclaims the conservation action as the only possible way. Preserving through a
philological operation, that preserves the material consistency and formal characteristics, minimizes
the risks of compromising the value of the asset. When we find ourselves working on urban fabrics
and systems built with the intention of being able to regenerate them, the intervention on what already
exists is an unavoidable and at the same time complex operation that invests many of the areas of
creativity in which today we see the need for redefining the traditional categories of intervention on the
built. The recent events that occurred following the earthquakes that affected central Italy, for
example, force our discipline to rethink those traditional tools of alteration of the existing to look for
solutions that could also include the assumption of some form of "sacrifice" towards the achievement
of an obligatory objective: to avoid the recurrence, now frequent, of social dramas and the consequent
economic commitments that are burdensome for the community.
The core of the problem must be sought in questioning the widely held conviction that conservation
action, pursued through a philological operation aimed at preserving the material consistency and
formal characteristics of the work, minimizes the risks of compromise the value of the asset. On the
other hand, the will / necessity to alter, to act with a creative act on the existing good in order to allow
the various levels of adaptation and use, holds the danger of compromising its value, of making prevail
the new over the ancient, not to make the original qualities of the work more perceptible. It is a real
danger that implies the architect's assumption of great responsibilities in which subjective and
individual choices and judgments require a high level of sensitivity and preparation. It is therefore
necessary to look for alterative compositional instruments that are able to construct a virtuous dialectic
but at the same time activate an alarm signal when the "creative excess" exceeds the right measure of
relationship.
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Fig. 4: Ex zuccherificio di Codigoro, Scuola di Architettura e Design ‘E. Vittoria’ di Ascoli Piceno, Università di
Camerino, students Monica Ricci, Debora Re, prof. Ludovico Romagni

The will to alter, to act through the creative act on the existing goods carries, however, the danger of
compromising, of making prevailing the value of the new on the old, of not making the original values
of the work more perceptible. This implies the architect's assumption of greater responsibilities in
which subjective and individual choices and judgments require a high level of sensitivity and
preparation. The action of the "project on the project", therefore of both creative and technical
research, takes on a deeper and more incisive meaning in these scenarios; claims the ambition to act
as a model of a new strategy possible to confront the architecture (on its whole), overcoming the
ideological impasse of preserving and pushing beyond the boundaries of the discipline of restoration,
activating a series of actions to recycle able to trigger new relationships and meanings to the existing
architecture and its context [18]. It is therefore necessary to consider compositional tools able to exert
a control action, to activate an alarm from "creative excess" towards a restoration project that does not
renounce to build a virtuous dialectic between old and new, towards a real adaptation and refunctionalization of the artwork. Claudia Conforti identifies, in the control of the interaction and mutual
necessity of three project actions, to measure, graft and compose, the possibility of defining a "unity of
method" that allows a virtuous relationship between architectural project and restoration project [19].
Gian Battista Cocco and Caterina Giannattasio thus summarize the meaning of the three terms:
“Measuring has more than one meaning: first of all it refers to a dimensional fact, referring to both the
artifact on which it intervenes, as to the weight that the contemporary project assumes on it; but it also
means evaluating, therefore expressing a judgment on the values of the factory to guide the
intervention and at the same time contains it in the right limits; and it also means commeasuring, that
is, comparing the work with other works to recognize its values and, in the presence of gaps, to
include the structure and form of the missing text. 'Engaging' is, not by chance, the term, that when it
is centrally placed, constitutes a point of transition between knowledge and action. Of predominantly
botanical derivation, it underlines the link that, in the imaginative process, is established between Old
and New to create a new work and, in some cases, to give it a new life. 'Composing' means to relate a
set of elements chosen to construct a homogeneous fact and such that each part that constitutes it
finds its greatest expressiveness in the whole; in this sense, "composing" finds meaning not only in its
formal dimension - in which more objects or more figures compose a new form or figure - but also in
its cultural character, which refers to the construction of a unity of thought, around a theme given or
imagined, starting from a series of needs, expectations and limits of a community" [20].
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Fig. 1: Markus Scherer, Walter Dietl, recovery of Forte di Fortezza (BZ), 2011
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Abstract
The purpose of the study is to evaluate surveying experimentation conducted on Floridia, a town on
the outskirts of Syracuse. Property speculation deriving from the economic boom of the 1960s and
1970s, unfortunately, triggered a process of widespread degradation of the historical centre of the
town. Such a process encouraged an uncontrolled development of a new ‘concrete jungle’ without any
architectural value and any relation with the surroundings and at the expense of the late XIX century
urban planning characterized by a minor Liberty Style still perceptible in small fragments around the
area of Floridia.
The research was carried out through an approach connected to the detection and documentation of
these widespread fragments and of the small late XVIII century ecclesiastical heritage, using
innovative technologies of digital surveying.
The experimentation is the result of the fruitful synergy of the Laboratory of Representation of the
University of Catania and the Urban Center of Floridia municipality. The purpose was to detect and
protect valuable fragments and typological features of the old urban fabric through the implementation
of an informative and morphometric database of the architectural elements of the town. The expected
goal is to steer the management and the future transformations of the urban planning towards
interventions directed to the protection and enhancement of fragments of ‘minor’ architecture.
Keywords: Sustainable development, 3D modelling, experimental teaching methodology, Public
Authorities

1. Research, teaching methodology and Institutions for the protection of urban
environment (R. Valenti)
Subject methodology develops specific knowledge, indirectly improving cultural competences as the
result of the implemented critical and experimental approach. Providing “knowledge” means, on the
one hand, to establish a not always easy interconnection between theoretical and practical contents,
on the other, to start an evolutionary process which, at some point, converges into the research. In this
last case, present and future, teaching and experimentation coincide. The continual improvement of
technologies is the obvious support for the adoption of a flexible approach which takes advantage of
the latest release offered by research and development. “For this reason, methodology is the strategic
and essential analysis which offers the set of the appropriate technology it is useful to apply in order to
favour knowledge process, dissemination of information, experiences, contents and learning support”
[4].
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Fig.1: Floridia, Point cloud obtained by laser scanner survey of the urban area of Piazza del Popolo and Piazza
Umberto I.

Extremely important, in a context rich in historical and cultural evidences, is the established relation
between research and the Institutions which govern the developing processes. The combination of the
three components (methodology, research, Public Institutions) is fundamental for the construction of a
single instrument based on the sharing of common objectives which can impact the territory focusing
attention on historical centres characterised by non-monumental architectural works strongly
connoting the urban fabric and expressing the local planning intentions.
The involvement of Public Institutions is therefore a prerequisite so that the research efforts can
substantially help to protect the whole territory in order to define the processes of the material
conservation of the identified works and to transmit the collective memory of the events which
determined the present morphological setting (Fig. 1). Collective memory is considered a further
resource to manage so “that economic, social and aesthetic needs can be fulfilled while maintaining
cultural integrity […] and improving the quality of life” as it was stated on the Brundtland Report OMT
in 1988.
It is known, however, that International Organisations recognize the possibility of dealing efficiently
with the problems regarding sustainable development especially at a local level.
According to these assumptions an Agreement Protocol was signed between the municipality of
Floridia and the University of Catania through the S.D.S. of Architecture and in particular the
Laboratory of Representation, in view of an active collaboration between the two different institutions.
The purpose was to implement a research into the “Urban Center 0.2 - Floridia and its
transformations” workshop which involved second year students of the course of Drawing and Survey
in Architecture in a workshop aiming at the investigations and analysis of the distinctive characteristics
of historical buildings, their stylistic and formal features and their fundamental geometric relations.
Survey technology in its traditional and modern applications is extremely important to understand any
analysed geometric structure and to stimulate students’ perception of the intrinsic meaning of
architecture for the visual transmission of content. In particular, methodological approaches towards
the comprehension of the elements Floridia urban fabric consists of were directed to the identification
of each stylistic and formal feature and, above all, of the dimensional characteristics of any single
housing unit so to study architecture in relation to the original urban planning after the earthquake
which struck Val di Noto in 1693 and its present fragmentation. (Fig.2) At the same time, in order to
provide the public administration with a complete database about the historical potentialities of
Floridia, the research was directed towards the religious and civic buildings with particular attention to
the urban morphological setting surrounding them.
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Fig. 2: Floridia, via Garibaldi: analysis of formal stylistic features and geometric relationships. Photomodelling
and survey with total station (Survey carried out by the students: G. Caleca, N. Catalano, S. Inghilterrra,
G. Manenti, A. Bonincontro, F. Cavallo).

2. The case study. Floridia and Urban Center (C. Faraci, F. Spadaro)
Due to its recent urban history, the town of Floridia, not far from Siracusa (Italy), has provided a
chance to investigate some transformation processes that had an impact on historical centres in other
Sicilian towns as well.
Starting from the aftermath of World War 2, following the Italian economic boom and without the
appropriate urban tools for planning, historical buildings underwent changes that radically transformed
their looks and use.
Processes such as the demolition and rebuilding of fragments of the historical fabric – such as raising
floors – caused to have buildings which are very different from traditional architecture, such as the
typical ground-floor houses or Art Nouveau small palaces.
The new building activities had an overwhelming impact on urban scenarios, with their out-of-scale
volumes, lacking a formal identity and displaying an architecture style not consistent with the
traditional one.
The demarcation of the historical centre and the norms regulating its preservation and management
were established as late as 1997: yet, they were criticised, and left several possibilities for
replacement works.
Some fragments belonging to the old town fabric – even though totally dilapidated and neglected – are
still recognizable as single urban items. Along with these, there exist some main emergencies about
monuments, such as the churches and historical palaces that, together with the system of squares
connected with each other, characterize Floridia’s historical centre.
Floridia’s Urban Center was established in 2015 with the aim of involving citizens in some strategic
choices useful to boost the town’s growth through instruments such as active citizenship and
participatory democracy.
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Among the several topics, a priority is preserving our territory in a sustainable way. As a matter of fact,
regenerating our historical centre and the town as a whole is an urgent topic that must be considered
in the framework of policies dealing with territorial development.
The Urban Center’s activities are aimed at providing interesting topics and occasions to reflect about
the processes which have dealt with and still deal with the town’s historical centre nowadays, starting
a dialogue from a grassroots level with several stakeholders (companies, professionals, citizens) and
the local administration, in order to create a shared path aimed at restoring, reusing and enhancing
our historical centre.
To this purpose, in 2015 we started a relationship with Siracusa’s Faculty of Architecture (University of
Catania), in order to exchange knowledge and experiences. This led us to an in-depth analysis of
Floridia’s building heritage that has become an object of study and teaching in several university
courses.
In this context, a collaboration workshop was organised with Siracusa’s Faculty of Architecture called
“Representation Lab”.
Such activities were carried out in the course of 3 days, when the main architectural emergencies in
Floridia’s urban landscape were studied. Students were involved in a survey and analysis activity
referred to the historical architecture items delimiting the two main squares in Floridia, as well as the
façades of the churches Chiesa del Carmine and Chiesa Madre, along with some of the nicest
examples of Art Nouveau characterizing local architecture.
The Urban Center’s continuous activities are currently triggering new synergies and collaboration
activities with other local bodies and associations, as well as with Siracusa’s Faculty of Architecture, in
order to involve as many stakeholders as possible in this path aimed at our territory’s growth.

Fig. 3: Floridia, urban scenarios.
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3. Methodological approach
3.1 Low cost technologies for the protection of smaller centres (S. Giuliano)
The study days spent in the area around Floridia offered the opportunity to develop a best practice
model regarding survey techniques of the city and of its architectural “Liberty” remains widespread all
over the urban area. The widely used digital survey techniques had a crucial role in raising awareness
about the safeguard and protection of the city, especially on a detail level scale. The documentation of
architectural fragments is in fact a fundamental action expressed through the cataloguing and
protection of architectural buildings and remains of particular value.
Study days were organised in relation to direct and digital survey methodologies. In particular, the
digital ones were tested to create, with the help of laser scanning technology, a 3D morphometric
support of the urban area where to implement detail data coming from direct survey and from imagebased surveying technology.
This methodological approach generated a 3D database, always updatable and modifiable. Laser
scanning survey was carried out on sensitive areas where the urban vernacular fabric is set among
concrete buildings of no architectural value. The data collected by the scanners formed a point cloud
of the investigated site. The 3D dataset was of fundamental importance for the acquisition of useful
morphometric information of the urban features and also for the testing of the surveying data collected
with different surveying technologies.
The obtained result can be usefully exploited in order to insert any other information into the generated
model using low cost surveying techniques such as image-based technologies. Low cost technologies,
in a period characterised by great difficulties in fundraising activities for the protection of smaller urban
centres, are a point of strength for local administrations for the documentation of their own territory.
Once acquired morphometric data of the urban area through laser scanning technology, public
administrations can implement the general model without any large investment in new technology.

Fig. 4: Floridia, Mother Church. Positioning of the rooms with respect to the detected area with imagebased techniques (Agisoft Photoscan software).
Thus, thanks to photo modelling technology, the generation of a 3D model describing the formal and
material characteristics of the urban area and of its single piece of architecture becomes an activity
affordable to everyone [3]. Compared to range-based localization techniques, image-based
localization methods do not require sophisticated instruments except for a camera, a PC and the
specific photo modelling software. It is important to say that even if photo modelling software can be
intuitive, the method is not fully automated as it could be otherwise expected. It is necessary to refer to
a competent surveyor in order to obtain good morphometric results.
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The conducted research allowed the testing of an operational methodology for the survey of an urban
area with the effective collaboration between the University and the local administration with the
common objective of documenting architecture “far” from conventional circuits. The challenge was to
make teaching methodology and public interest converge into an open-air laboratory. The students
could experience first-hand physical aspects and operational problems connected with the surveying
of the city, moreover, they provided the local administration with a precise and always implementable
morphometric database able to orientate and manage the future transformations of the city area.

Fig. 5: 3D modeling of the urban aggregate of via Roma. Modeling carried out by the students: G. Manenti, A.
Bonincontro, F. Cavallo, within the course of “Disegno e Rilievo dell’Architettura (prof.ssa R. Valenti)”, A.A. 201617.

3.2 Teaching methodology at public administrations’ service for the protection of smaller
centres (E. Paternò)
South-eastern Sicily offers a high concentration of cultural and natural heritage of different historical
periods. Floridia, considered a smaller urban centre in the large Val di Noto area, represents an
example of container of architectural works, a largely unknown territory where it is possible, through
investigations and dissemination of information regain full control of a cultural heritage which can also
promote local tourism.
The close synergy among different scientific competences allowed an accurate interpretation of a
territory whose rich cultural heritage emerges as a major issue to be promoted and widespread.
In this context, the involvement of University students and the adoption of a new approach which relies
on their own participation on site was extremely important. It is also useful to underline that
“educational systems in the course of the 21st century have undergone dramatic transformations which
require the development of new cultural paradigms and methodological approaches with particular
attention to the analysis of teaching methods, from Individualised education programs to active
learning with the integrated use of new technologies” [4].
“The use of new technologies, in particular data acquisition techniques with 3D laser scanning
technology, offer new possibilities to local administrations and institutions interested in the promotion
of their historical, artistic and cultural heritage, through the dissemination of knowledge” [1].
On the occasion of the workshop about “Urban center 0.2. Floridia and its transformations” students
had the possibility to adopt different research methodologies to better understand the works under
investigation. The type of investigated artefacts suggested the actions to take reflecting on the most
appropriate data acquisition system and 3D modelling techniques to implement for a correct and
complete graphical rendering of the studied works.
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Fig. 6: Floridia, Town Hall: low and high-resolution point cloud.
A large survey campaign was conducted in order to define modalities of intervention according to the
plastic complexity of the examined architectural works.
In particular, to find out the true potential offered by the new systems of 3D data acquisition and to
give students the possibility to make use of 3D data acquisition as a knowledge process, two
examples of 3D scanning were carried out, using Leica Scan Station C10 on the same building (the
Town Hall) changing resolution parameters to observe the different results and to understand the
mechanism of acquisition and rendering of a point cloud (Fig. 6).
It was possible to understand, then, how to change approach towards types of architecture with
different plastic and formal characteristics. This is the case of the Church of the Carmine which
dominates Marconi square with is imposing façade and whose plastic complexity and its position on
top of a staircase determined a different survey approach. It was necessary, in fact, to use a great
number of scans to avoid dark areas and to render the building in its totality (Fig. 7).
3D model processing becomes an important moment of interpretation of the architectural work. The
model is used to analyse and research shapes, detect underlying geometry and can be considered as
the starting point of the dialogue between teacher and students.
Thus, survey has a double meaning: it takes on an educational value as a discipline in its own right
and it also supports other application areas such as maintenance, restoration, etc. Moreover,
considering the development of 3D visualization technologies, survey represents a good technique for
the digital cataloguing and dissemination of culture.
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Fig. 7: Floridia, Chiesa Carmine: point cloud processing.

4. Conclusions (R. Valenti)
The conducted study about Floridia, result of the synergy between the University, Public
Administrations, Cultural Associations operating on the territory, represented an important element in
the local area for the governance of a widespread architectural heritage set against a background of
modern buildings aiming at the material and immaterial protection of the local history. The applied
analysis resulting from the selection of case studies combined detailed knowledge of cultural heritage
and synthetic knowledge to use for any subsequent solution.
From the teaching point of view, the experience had a high educational impact on the students who
experimented survey methodologies in a complex area determined by a development not easily and
immediately comprehensible. The obtained results are giving rise to other similar experiences in
contexts similar in dimensions but with different characteristics. The intention is to replicate the
methodological approach to the urban surveying technique used in the course of the present research
to disseminate the idea of a digital archive, at public administrations’ service, simple and smart at the
same time.
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Abstract

Tourism in Fortaleza is vital to the local economy, having this insight, the matter of accessibility will be
addressed to provide to the citizens the proper integration to the civil and tourist buildings, which enable
the development of educational, cultural and leisure activities. Thus, it is assumed that a public space
allows access to all, where visitors can use all the spaces and appointments safely and independently.
This research constitutes a study focused on the accessibility of people with some handicap or reduced
mobility, in properties listed in the historical centre of Fortaleza. The goal of this work is to democratize
the built-up spaces in a way that makes them accessible to all users, not only in the access to the place
but also in the escape routes (emergency exits). In this way, we will create some paths through
parametric drawing. Based on a mixed methodological approach with a qualitative basis, a record will
be developed with accessibility criteria. We will begin by specifying parameters to define the buildings
that will be analysed in the historical centre. After the case study analysis of the chosen buildings,
parameters will be created, to promote mobility to the properties without intervening "negatively" in the
building. The primary objective of this work is to promote the accessibility of historic buildings, so that,
where we cannot intervene physically, we will merge the technology and the digital tools with the
objective of generating strategies of interaction in the built urban space.
Keywords: Accessibility, Physical disability, Mobility, Inclusion, Public and tourist buildings

1.

Introduction

The article XXVII of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights adopted and proclaimed by resolution
217 A (III) of the United Nations General Assembly on December 10th, 1948 states that: "everyone has
the right freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific
advancement and its benefits."
Starting from this premise of universal nature, no individual should, therefore, be prevented from
attending cultural environments in their countries. In Brazil, the Federal Constitution (BRASIL, 1988)
guarantees the right of all to equality without distinction of any nature, as well as the right of people with
disabilities to accessibility. The § 2 of art.º 227 of the constitutional text provides that the law will rule on
construction standards, as well as on the adaptation of parks and public-use buildings and collective
transport vehicles, to ensure adequate access for people with disabilities, and in specific federal, state
and municipal legislation.
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Although we are in the 21st century, people with restrictions still suffer discrimination in Brazil and are
excluded from various daily activities, starting with the difficulty of locomotion in public transport services
which are extremely inadequate to any disability, whether physical or sensory.
In the context of heritage listed buildings, the most significant obstacle to the issue of accessibility is the
fact that these environments were not originally designed to receive people with disabilities and, on the
other hand, are sites protected by preservation laws that impose restrictions on environmental
interventions. The Decree nº 25 of November 30th, 1937, which organizes the protection of the National
Historical and Artistic Heritage listed buildings, in its art. º 17, states that:
"the things that have been historic listed may not, in any case, be destroyed, demolished or
mutilated, nor, without prior authorization of the Special Service of the National Historical and
Artistic Patrimony, be repaired, painted or restored, under penalty of fine of 50% of the damage
caused."
Therefore an impasse is being created: How to ensure accessibility for people with reduced mobility in
Monuments, without hurting the rules of protection for National Historical and artistic heritage? Do legal
constraints prevent accessibility in its full form?
Considering culture as a universal right, hence, is essential to think of alternatives of accessibility to
Cultural Heritage listed buildings for all people.
“Culture is in the heart of the city. Like the city, the culture must be accessible to the largest
number of people. Considering the needs of people with disabilities, desiring to promote better
access to the group of audiences both to culture and artistic practices as to the ways of
information and communication”.1 (Ministère de la Culture, 2018)
The way of facing disability is closely related to the historical process of each period. The beginning of
the inclusion of people with disabilities occurred in the 1970's, with the promulgation of the Declaration
of the Rights of disabled people at the General Assembly of the United Nations (UN) in December 1975
(UN, 1975).
However, when dealing with Heritage listed buildings, where monuments were not designed for
universal accessibility, there is a confrontation between the preservation laws that restrict interventions
and the need to make environments accessible to all people.
The Brazilian regulation concerning accessibility - NBR9050 (ABNT, 2015), includes some items related
to Heritage listed buildings, (Item 8 Urban equipment/8.1). Thus, does not offer specific solutions of
design that exemplifies adaptations, which makes the application of the norms to heritage listed
buildings a problematic action to be implemented. Considering art.º 17º of the Act 25 of November 30th,
1937 (BRASIL, 1937) which states that "the things that have been historic listed may not, in any case,
be destroyed, demolished or mutilated." So, there is a contradiction in the legislation, because in its
objectives, NBR9050 (ABNT, 2015), item 1.3.1 States:
“All spaces, buildings, furnishings and urban equipment that come to be designed, built,
assembled or deployed, as well as reforms and expansions of buildings and urban equipment,
must meet the provisions of this Regulation to be considered accessible.”2
In reality, NBR9050 (ABNT, 2015) is endorsed by the Brazilian Federal Constitution at the § 2 of art.º
227, which aims to ensure adequate access to people with disabilities to parks, public-use buildings,
and collective transport. Consequently, for a Brazilian regulation to have its mandatory compliance,
there must be a law for this purpose. On March 1st, 2018 Act nº 9.296 (BRASIL, 2018) regulated art.º
45 of Law nº 13.146, July 6th, 2015 (BRASIL, 2015), to compel the observance of NBR 9050 (ABNT,
2015) to be mandatory. Moreover, Decree nº 9.296 (BRASIL, 2018), art.º 45 of Law nº 13.146, July 6th,
2015, (BRASIL, 2015), establishing the Brazilian law of inclusion of the person with a disability – The
Statute of the Person with Disabilities.
Relevant historical events have occurred to consider social inclusion focused on the accessibility of the
person with some disability (PD) or the person with reduced mobility (PRM). Where PRM is defined as:
1

“La culture est au cœur de la cité. Comme la cité, la culture doit être accessible au plus grand nombre. En
prenant en compte les besoins des personnes handicapées, en veillant à favoriser un meilleur accès de
l'ensemble des publics à la culture et aux pratiques artistiques, comme aux moyens d'information et de
communication...”

2

“Todos os espaços, edificações, mobiliário e equipamentos urbanos que vierem a ser projetados,
construídos, montados ou implantados, bem como as reformas e ampliações de edificações e
equipamentos urbanos, devem atender ao disposto nesta Norma para serem considerados acessíveis.”
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"someone that has, for any reason, difficulty of movement, permanent or temporary, generating effective
reduction of mobility, flexibility, motor coordination or perception, including elderly, pregnant, lactating,
person with small child and obese" (BRASIL, 2015).

2.

State of the art

2.1. Universal Design
The human ability to interact with the world around us is inversely proportional to the count of the number
of years lived. The environments are thought and created by humans and for human beings. In this way,
the problems of inadequacy to human needs are arising from the generalization of thought focused on
the needs of the majority known as "normal" causing exclusion of people who are in a situation of special
needs. The internal and external environment should be pondered of in a way that could serve all people,
both those who have no mobility problems and those with severe locomotion difficulties. Generalization
should occur from the specific to the general, in order to include all. Nevertheless, what he can observe
is a dominant tendency to elaborate projects for an audience that has no difficulty of locomotion.
The practice of an inclusive architecture and design is a direct function to establish a different approach
regarding projects designed to jointly meet the functional needs of the most substantial number of
people. These paradigm shifts are necessarily due to the need for new jurisdiction in the area of urban
policy. Consequently, goes against real estate speculation, because spaces should be thought to carry
equipment mobility aids, e.g., wheelchairs. In this sense, designers should turn their attention to identify
possible needs and usability difficulties. In the context of the concept of universal design, usability should
consider the possibility of access and use with autonomy and safety of the environment built by people
who are in some disability. Thus, the degree of adequacy of a project to Universal design will be
proportionate to its ability to meet human diversity.
“Anthropometry provides the foundation for inclusive Architecture and design.” (CAMBIAGHI,
p.39, 2007).
However, when it comes to heritage listed buildings, the spaces are already built, so the object does not
consist of building adequate environments for people with disabilities, but in adapting existing spaces
for the enjoyment of these people.
It is essential to achieve the goal of promoting the quality of life of all citizens in the urban environment
and on the buildings. Therefore, it is necessary to change the global attitude of all the social agents
involved, namely: user, consumer, companies, engineers, architects, designers and government
institutions. It is therefore up to analyze the significance and importance of applying the universal design
to each of these agents (CAMBIAGHI, p.74, 2007).
It must be ensured that all users can attend an environment without receiving discriminatory treatment
due to his or her mobility restrictions. The universal design must be present within the framework of the
public administration. Supported by the legal system, all persons, without distinction, can efficiently use
all public services on an equal footing. In this way, guaranteeing their rights as citizens, concerning
mobility with security and autonomy.
2.2. Regulation's history of accessibility in Brazil x Regulation is for the protection of goods of
Cultural interest or of historical-artistic value.
The issues of accessibility became more visible in Brazil, from the 1980s, under organized movements
of people with disabilities, reminds Gildo Magalhães dos Santos, (2003, passim). The Federal Brazilian
Constitution of 1988 aims to promote the respect for human rights, which according to its preamble
characterizes Brazil as one Democratic State. Constitution that was designed to ensure the exercise of
social and individual rights, freedom, security, welfare, development, equality, and justice as supreme
values of a fraternal, pluralistic and unbiased society (BRAZIL,1988).
The protection of cultural heritage also advanced in the 1980's. The ordinance number 10 of September
10th, 1986 of the secretariat of the National Historical and Artistic Heritage - IPHAN (BRASIL, 1986)
determined the procedures to be observed in the practices of approval by the said secretariat of projects
to be executed in Heritage listed buildings or within the areas of their respective surroundings. Art.º 2 of
the Ordinance stipulates that the works and activities to be carried out in heritage listed buildings under
the Federal government or within the areas of its surroundings, which are subject to municipal licensing
must be preceded by the approval of the Secretariat of the IPHAN.
Still, in the 1980's, the first version of the norm NBR 9050 emerges. Where it has gone through three
revisions, the last one was updated in 2015. From this text, the requirement of accessibility does not
apply only to residences or autonomous units, except those financed with public funds.
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On December 19th, 2000 the federal law n° 10.098 (BRASIL, 2000) was promulgated establishing the
general rules and the basic criteria for the promotion of accessibility in public or private buildings, in
public space, parks and its furnishings, in communications and signs, among others. On the other hand,
art.º 25 of the said law states that:
“The provisions of this Law apply to buildings or properties declared goods of cultural interest
or historical-artistic value, provided that the necessary modifications comply with the specific
rules regulating these goods.” (BRASIL, 2000).
It refers to goods of cultural interest or historical-artistic value, except for the necessary modifications to
the detriment of the specific regulatory standards for these goods. It is therefore understood that, in
some cases, the regulatory norms of cultural and artistic value, may be more protective to the building
than to the people who will enjoy it, or to be more specific, than to the people disabilities. The year 2003
was also contemplated, in the context of the protection of the heritage listed buildings, with the
publication of the Normative Instruction (IN) n°1 of November 25th, 2003 (BRASIL, 2003), which
determines on the accessibility to the cultural real estate wared at the federal level.
Therefore, the aforementioned normative statement IN n° 1 (2003), argues that the interventions can
be promoted through spatial and structural modifications through the incorporation of computer devices,
systems and networks and also by the use of technical aid and signs in a way that will ensure
accessibility whenever possible.
Hence is inferred that there may be situations where interventions in monuments are not possible. In
these specific cases, accessibility must be ensured using technological devices, such as the installation
of stair lifts for the access of persons with wheelchairs, when it is not possible to install Elevators. Item
1.1 (c) of the said normative statement states:
“The limit for the adoption of accessibility solutions will take place from the evaluation on the
possibility of compromise of the witness value and the resulting structural integrity.”
Consequently, it is understood that if the witness value or the structural integrity of the properties is
compromised as a result of the intervention, it will not be implemented.
This brief normative panorama shows that in the last 30 years Brazil has advanced considerably in the
care of both people with disabilities and care for their historical and artistic heritage, striving to
contemplate these two spheres to satisfy both needs.
Therefore, it is critical to recognize the need and apply "inclusive design" approaches that accommodate
people of all ages and skill levels, in all scales of the built environment (ORNSTEIN; LOPES; PRADO,
2010).
“Over the 1980's and 90's we saw the idea of eliminating architectural barriers to meet people
with disabilities taking a broader sense, and then absorbed in the conception of «Universal
Design», went on to add up to other essential aspects of Urban law and social inclusion policies.”
(ALVAREZ & CAMISÃO,2005)
Applying the concepts of "Universal Design" in spaces of historical, artistic and cultural value, and
promoting accessibility in these places, is a difficult task. Because it brings up several aspects:
a) the lack of a culture of the practice of citizenship, especially in Brazil;
b) the lack of academic knowledge of the professionals in the area;
c) the lack of knowledge of existing regulations;
d) the low disclosure of the concepts of the Universal design;
e) the difficulty in standardizing access and use to cultural and natural heritage, besides the lack
of incentive and credit lines to finance reforms.
“Accessibility solutions should be implemented in the short term, to provide the community with
the demonstrative effect of the IPHAN action, verified the immediate availability of technical and
financial resources.” (Brasil, 2003, item 1.3.1)
Art.º 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that "every person has the right to take part
freely in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to participate in scientific progress and
the benefits that result from it" (NU, 1948).
Within the rule of fair equality, which is to treat unequally in the reason for their inequalities, the
handicapper needs special assistance from the State to be able to participate effectively in the cultural
life of the society in which he lives, which does not always occur in practice. (RODRIGUES,1993).
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The "Declaration of Mexico", for example, drawn up at the World Conference on Cultural Policies,
sponsored by the International Council of Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), emphasizes the need to
democratize culture. The declaration proposes the widest participation of the individual and the society
in the process of creating cultural goods, making decisions that concern cultural life and dissemination
and enjoyment (item 18).
The Federal Constitution itself predicts (art.º 227, § 1, Inc. II) the facilitation of access to collective goods
and services with the elimination of architectural barriers obstacles. Moreover, in art.º 244, informs that
the law will have an adaptation of existing public-use buildings to ensure adequate access to people
with disabilities. An issue arises: how do proceed when the property is considered a Cultural Heritage?
(RODRIGUES,1993).
The awareness and knowledge of accessibility parameters are essential acquisitions so that the
historical canters and the numerous buildings that are being revitalized or restored can meet this
accessibility aspect. Assuming that the cultural goods should be protected, it is vital to ensure that the
professionals are aware that interventions for adequacy will not affect the elements responsible for the
historical value of the good, and may in all cases be Reversible.
The NBR 9050 (2015) determines the following guidelines for adaptation to cultural heritages listed
buildings:
I. All the adaptation projects for accessibility of fallen goods must comply with the conditions
described in this standard, but meeting the specific criteria to be approved by the
competent historical and cultural heritage bodies.
II. In the case of areas or elements where it is not possible to promote the adaptation of the
property to make it accessible, it must be guaranteed access employing visual, hearing or
tactile information of the areas or elements whose adaptation is impracticable.
III. In the case of sites considered inaccessible or with restricted visitation for all, maps,
mockups, original pieces of the collection or their copies should them be offered, always
providing the possibility to be apprehended through tactile interaction.
The World Action Programme for People with Disabilities (UN, 1982) of the United Nations General
Assembly in its chapter III proposes the measures for the elimination or reduction of the effects caused
by architectural barriers presented in the cultural heritage listed buildings. Either, on the access and on
the use of disabled people, not meaning, however, that the authenticity of an area, set or building is
affected.
According to Cambhiagi (2007), the degree of loss of the historical value in accessibility intervention will
have to be evaluated so that the result is acceptable, in each case, according to nature, the quality,
antiquity, and historicity of the Heritage.
The use of staircases in monuments of historical value is acutely observed in the buildings dated from
the sixteenth to the nineteenth century. The stairs are the most used mechanism to overcome level
changes. Such buildings feature rugged floors, level changes, stairs, isolated steps, narrow passages,
etcetera. All these solutions pose a challenge to architects as they seek to make such spaces
accessible. In addition to these elements, we can also mention the internal in levels, the lack of
information on accessible distances and routes, the lack of adapted toilets, in addition to the absence
of visual information suitable for the hearing impaired and embossed and braille for visually impaired.
Some recommendations may be followed in the process of adaptations of the Heritage listed buildings.
According to the normative instruction n° 1 (BRASIL, 2003) which provides on the accessibility to the
wared real estate cultural property at the federal level. In its suggested in item 3.1 the realization of
historical, physical, iconographic and documentary surveys, as a means of ensuring the compatibility of
the solutions and adaptations in accessibility with the possibilities of the property. As a guarantee of its
structural integrity and to prevent the mischaracterization of the natural environment built. Further, on in
item 3.5 of the Normative Instruction n°1 (2003), it is written that solutions for accessibility in historical,
archaeological and landscape sites should allow the contact of the disabled person or with reduced
mobility with as many experiences as possible, through at least one adapted itinerary. In this way,
electromechanical equipment, such as restricted use lifts and inclined or vertical plane platforms are
suitable solutions to enable the movement of people in wheelchairs or with more acute mobility difficulty.
As Rodrigues (1993) progresses, the difficulty is that the vast majority of Brazilian heritage listed
buildings are small or built-in primitive techniques, which makes it impossible to install ramps and
elevators, which would irreparably damage such Buildings. It should also be noted that causing damage
to these buildings is a crime laid down in art.º 165 of the Brazilian Penal Code. Moreover, the cause of
the damage may be obliged to terminate the practice of the harmful act immediately and to recover the
property at its expense or to indemnify the damages caused by Public Civil Action (BRASIL, 1985).
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3.

Framing, objective and methodology

The city of Fortaleza is known for its tourism. As we reflect on this issue, we have decided to focus our
analysis on the issue of accessibility. Therefore, we have selected one of the tourist points of the culture
of Ceará of greater relevance, the José de Alencar Theatre, thinking not only in the local citizen but also
in the tourist that comes to the city.
The José de Alencar Theatre was built between 1908 and 1910, located in the historic downtown of
Fortaleza on José de Alencar Square, and the building works simultaneously as a monument and as a
theatre. Its listing took place in 1964 by the National Historical and Artistic Heritage Institute (IPHAN).
Some reforms have already occurred in the years 1918, 1938, 1956, 1974 and 1990/91.

Fig. 01: The José de Alencar Theatre facade in 1981 (SILVA, 1988)

The José de Alencar Theatre is a space with socio-cultural and artistic activities. The Theatre is a
historical and cultural monument of Fortaleza, with eclectic architecture, officially inaugurated on June
17th, 1910.

Fig. 02: (on the left) Internal facade with the metallic frame structure imported from Scotland (authors)
Fig. 03: (on the right) Internal facade of the lobby seen from the theatre audience. (authors)

The purpose of this study is to democratize the built spaces to make them accessible to all users, not
only in access to the site but also to analyse the escape routes (emergency exits). Thus, we observe
the need to create accessible pathways through parametric design. Based on a mixed methodological
approach of qualitative basis, the questions of accessibility will be analysed through a form with
accessibility criteria based on the master's dissertation held at the University of Brasília, where it was
created parameters for the analysis of the accessibility of the building in question. We begin by
specifying parameters to define the building that will be analysed in the historic centre of Fortaleza. After
the case study analysis of the buildings analysed, parameters will be created, to promote the mobility of
the heritage without intervening "negatively" in the building.
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Therefore, the primary purpose of the work is to promote the accessibility of historic buildings, so that,
where we cannot physically intervene, we will combine the technology and the digital tools enabling the
creation of strategies of interaction in the built urban space.

4.

Interest and opportunity

5.

Access to the José de Alencar Theatre

The promotion of people with reduced mobility - PRM accessibility throughout the city, whether in the
tourist places, in schools, on the street, are of fundamental importance for social inclusion. Studies point
out that "accessible tourism" for the PRM is growing more and more. The PRM and their families are
opting for places where everyone can enjoy with safety and autonomy, providing a higher quality of life
for all. The data from the Brazilian National Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) shows that
people with some disability reach 24.5 million, i.e., 14.5% of the population of the country. It follows the
percentage of each type of physical disability (4.1%), motor (22.9%), mental (8.3%), auditory (16.7%)
and visual (48.1%). (IBGE, 2000).
Another relevant factor is the issue of the aging of the Brazilian population, where the Brazilians are
raising their life expectancy, making important the public policy issues focused on this portion of the
population. The developed countries have been dealing with this issue for some time now. According to
IBGE data in 2000, Brazil had 1.8 millions of people at 80 years or more; In 2050 it is estimated that this
number can reach 13.7 million persons. (IBGE, 2004, media). The Brazilian average life expectancy in
1940 was 45.5 years, in 2000 it was 70.4 years, it is estimated that by 2050 the average life expectancy
may reach 81.3 years. So, if we consider people with some deficiency added to elderly (above 60 years
old), we will have a relevant number of the population, who can enjoy accessible tourism and who is
now so segregated by society in general.
It is necessary to think about inclusion, be it by the laws in force that makes accessibility compulsory or
by economic factors in growth. Camisão (2003) cites the importance of thinking about accessible and
inclusive tourism, as it results in business growth in this area. According to the author, the focus of the
advancement of tourism in the world is the PRM and the elderly.
We will be based on the master's thesis that addresses the evaluation of accessibility in public buildings
in Fortaleza (LANDIM, 2011). Where in it the author uses a form with accessibility criteria regarding the
access of PRC and PRM. In the first moment, we chose to analyse only the physical accessibility
because we found that although it is not satisfactory, it is still the most frequent concern in the buildings
today – the access of PCR and PMR. The access according to NBR for other types of deficiency is
virtually non-existent or without route context, for example, the question of the routes with tactile flooring,
informative plates in Braille and audio.
In Figure 04 below, we have a general image to illustrate the existing routes of access to the theatre:

Fig. 04: The José de Alencar Theatre general plan (adapted by the authors, 1988) - caption adapted by the authors
of the article.

The Figure 4 (above) shows us that People in a Wheel Chair - PWC or People with Reduced Mobility PRM has a defined route, but this accessible route is not visible or highlighted for those who arrive at
the theatre. Making it impossible to the person with some mobility restriction to move with autonomy.
What worries is the lack of information for a possible escape route, for example in the case of a fire.
Outside the theatre, in the street, there is a parking space for PWC (Figures 05 and 06), where the
access to the theatre sidewalk is through inadequate paving (cobblestone) for the wheelchair (WC) or
PRM. The driveway access ramp also does not meet NBR standards. The ramp access to the box office
(Figure 07), although we have room to meet the slopes of the regulations, it is not used. In our
professional experience, we had the opportunity to observe how certain levels of inclination are
accepted in reforms when the possibilities for appropriate solutions are exhausted, which is not a case
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in point. We have a wide sidewalk where we could meet the norms. Including handrail placement and
beaconing guide.

Fig. 05: (on the left) Main entrance to the José de Alencar Theatre (authors)
Fig. 06: (on the right) Access ramp of the car seat reserved for PCR on the sidewalk (authors)

Fig. 07: (on the left) Driveway access ramp to the box office of the theatre (authors)
Fig. 08: (on the right) Box office (authors)

The box office (Figure 08) has a piece of furniture that allows the lateral access of the PCR, but on days
of spectacle, the flow of people hinders the access and the turning of the chair.

Fig. 09: (on the left) Central foyer access to the cafeteria (authors)
Fig. 10: (on the middle) Access from the internal central courtyard to the cafeteria without architectural barriers
(authors)
Fig. 11: (on the right) Access to the central internal courtyard to the box office - (authors)

In Figure 09, we can verify that there is no accessibility for PCR and PMR by the central lobby, as there
are architectural barriers (ladders). The access to the cafeteria for the person with some reduced
mobility takes place by the sidewalk, through an external ramp (if the gate is open because when we
visited the place was closed) or after entering the theatre through the central inner courtyard (see
Figures 10 and 11).
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Fig. 12: (on the left) Sanitary box accessible (authors)
Fig. 13: (on the middle) Women's bathroom (authors)
Fig. 14: (on the right) Access ramp to the side annex (authors)

In Figures 12 and 13 we can observe that although the bars are at an appropriate height, there are
architectural barriers close to the toilet, as in the case of the paper holder. In the countertop of Figure
13, we observe that the heights of the wastes are out of the norm and with the physical barrier (Recycle
Bin) making it impossible for the user in a wheelchair to approach them. The access door to the
bathroom makes it difficult to access by wheelchair (PWC) because it has two leaves to open and has
a bolt on one of the doors leaving it unreachable for a person's passage. Figure 15 shows the access
ramp to the central inner patio to the side garden. The garden has ample space for circulation and seats
for contemplation of the space designed by the Brazilian landscape architect Roberto Burle Marx (19091994).

Fig. 15: (on the left) Access ramp of the internal courtyard to the theatre (authors)
Fig. 16: (on the middle) Access ramp of the central inner courtyard to the side garden (authors)
Fig. 17: (on the right) Side garden to the theatre designed by Burle Marx (authors)

6.

Conclusion

Most of the architectural barriers could be reduced by the public authorities, ensuring the right expressed
in the Brazilian Constitution to come and go safely. However, as well as Cambiaghi (2007), we need to
think about alternative access methods such as tape tour, brochures, virtual reality and motorized
equipment. The normative statement n.º 1 in item 3.8 places:
“In real estate cultural wared at the federal level, of public or collective use, and other categories
when it fits, should be kept at the disposal of persons with disabilities or with reduced mobility,
technical aids such as wheelchairs, in addition to staff trained for your reception, as part of the
set of accessibility solutions.” (BRASIL, 2003)
In our case study, we have observed that in certain situations it would be interesting to use digital tools,
namely parametric design to enhance the creation of accessible routes. Both to reach the environment
in question, and to a possible escape route in case of emergencies, like a fire, or access from a gurney
to rescue someone in an emergency.
In environments where we do not have access to PRM or PWC, we must think of vertical solutions (lift
or lifting platforms) to promote the access not only of the person with some MR but also of their
companions, who are also limited by being accompanied them.
Based on the table that analyzes the accessibility criteria, we consider the José de Alencar Theater to
be a semi-accessible. Since the person in wheelchair or person with reduced mobility manages to enter
the principal areas, such as the box office, the central patio, the theater to watch a Spectacle (only in
the chairs of the ground floor), the side patio, the bathroom. However, we observe that this access is
not always safe and autonomous. For example, in the case of ramps that do not always have proper
inclination or handrail.
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Another relevant factor is that the disabled persons, the persons in a wheelchair or the persons with
reduced mobility do not have the information about accessible locations, they need to look where to go,
going against the principles of the law to move autonomously. There is no sign or information to guide
people who need. We consider being of fundamental importance to have this information and boards.
Because when a spectacle is happening the central patio is crowded, which makes it difficult to visualize
the person in a wheelchair because sitting in the wheelchair decreases the field of vision, which makes
it difficult to check where the theatre access ramps are or to some specific environment.
The issue of accessibility is a matter of law, and it is the obligation and duty of all to promote accessibility
and inclusion. Another relevant factor is the economic one, and given the growing market of affordable
tourism, the public power should think not only to answer the question of accessibility to be within the
law but also to prioritize the issue of accessibility as a way to make the city more attractive to tourism.
So that the tourism would be not only for the beautiful landscapes but because it is a city that promotes
accessibility in its most relevant tourist points.
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Abstract
Museums represent our cultural heritage. Therefore, they are buildings of great importance with a
significant representative character. As a matter of fact, museums are very special buildings, as they
are supposed to preserve important and in many cases unique, cultural heritage objects from outdoor
climatic conditions. In Albania there are two main typologies of museum building; buildings designed to
be museums and cultural heritage ones used as museums. The study, focuses on these typologies
considering as a case study the building of National Historical Museum in Tirana, National Iconographic
Museum “Onufri” in Berat and Archeological Museum in Tirana. In some of the new museum facilities
the indoor environment conditions were established by heating only or by HVAC systems. Actually all
these systems are out of use and the building indoor climatic conditions are not monitored anymore. In
other Museum facilities housed in traditional and historic buildings, constructed with traditional materials
and techniques the indoor environment was established in passive way. They are used to respond
passively to climate and have architectural features that contribute to thermal performance. This study
aims to measure, evaluate and analyze the buildings facilities indoor conditions focusing on the thermohygrometric parameters, which are key control variables to ensure the conservation of artefacts. The
data and recommendations of this study will serve for future museum buildings refurbishment aiming to
improve the indoor climatic conditions for artifacts’ conservation.
Keywords: museum buildings, artefacts conservation, thermo-hygrometric parameters

1.

Introduction

“It is easy to imagine that the impression might be obtained on visiting a museum for the first time, that
the objects on exhibition have escaped from the turmoil of life to a haven of peace in which they will
remain immutable in perpetuity. Nothing, however, is further from the truth. Removed from their normal
environment and isolated in glass cases, these objects are very far from becoming fossilized: they live
and breathe in the sense that there is a continual, if imperceptible, change arising from their adaptation
to the ambient conditions of the museum, and such micro-changes give rise, inevitably, to an
appearance of maturity as characteristic for the type of material as the furrows and wrinkles we
associate, in the human subject, with age.” [1]
The above citation by the author H. Plenderleith brings into attention the fact that museums represent
our cultural heritage of a great importance with a significant representative character. As special
buildings they are supposed to preserve important and in many cases unique, cultural heritage objects
from outdoor climatic conditions. Often they are considered as the most important object of the collection
because they are subject to cultural heritage and may be as important (or perhaps more) as the
collection they house. The collections are the museum heart but not only, around them circulate
numerous professionals and a great number of visitors. Considering the functions that a museum needs
to complete it can be stated that the museum building is not only specific but also rather complex.In the
museum meeting the demands of collections, building and visitors is not a simple task.
In this complicated context, a today’s consern for researches and scientists of cultural heritage
is the fact that the trend of artifacts’ lifespan goes toward their final destruction. Even for scientist it
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seems impossible to stop this trend. So far, science has not been able to find the “mechanism of
immortality” of cultural heritage objects. Nevertheless, current scientific work has enabled the slowdown
of degradation rates to the minimum through preventive conservation [2].
Preventive conservation in the field of movable heritage, as a definition, is issued by ICOM-CC (New
Delhi 2008) as: “Preventive conservation are all measures and actions aimed at avoiding and minimizing
future deterioration or loss. They are carried out within the context or on the surroundings of an item,
but more often a group of items, whatever their age and condition. These measures and actions are
indirect – they do not interfere with the materials and structures of the items. They do not modify their
appearance.” [3]
Preventive conservation aims to increase the artifact life expectancy in order to enable for its
transmission to future generations. Preventive conservation is a complex and difficult activity because
it goes against the nature of things. Each object has a life cycle and its duration will depend on the type
of material it is composed, on the environment in which it spent most of its time, on the way it was
handled as an object of use, and on the conditions under which it was saved when it became an object
of cultural heritage with a symbolic value. It is precisely the conservation technology by which
preservation is achieved [4]. In the procces of artefact aging a whole set of factors affect the lifespan of
museum collections among which the preservation environment in the museum is considered as a key
factor.The museum building participate effectively in their conservation by creating a favorable indoor
climate for artifacts’ preservation. The environmental control is one of the preservation instruments in a
museum building that acts as a filter between the outdoor climate and the created indoor one.
Consequently, environmentally inadequate museum buildings contribute to the degradation of the
artifacts’ that they should preserve [5].
The study and understanding of the decisive role of museum building environment in
preservation has been a very long process that has included also major loss of artifacts. The role of the
museum indoor environment was understood relatively late and was scientifically studied even later. It
incorporates in itself a mix of many disciplines. To obtain an adequate indoor environment in a museum
it is necessary to create specific parameters, among which the most important are the thermohygrometric ones; Temperature (T) and Relative Humidity (RH). The incorrect values of these
parameters are the causes of deformations, fissures, cracks, fluttering, whitening and rusting of
constituent materials of artifacts [6]. Various museum building typologies can fulfill different indoor
parameters for artifact’ preservation. Seen in this complexion, the building is a buffer volume which plays
the main role in mitigating the external climate. Building design, construction and the building
technologies affects building performance and as a result the indoor climate. For the preservation of the
artifacts in a museum the indoor climate is often restricted to a narrow interval for temperature, but most
of all for relative humidity. These narrow standards for temperature and relative humidity do not fit well
in all museum building typologies. For this reason today’s museum standards for artefacts preservation
must be verified and evaluated based on real site measurements. The monitored parameters should be
interpreted starting initially from the building design, building materials and building technology but not
only [7]. The existing museum buildings, including preserved monuments, have been the subject of
spatial transformations to accommodate the necessities for museum use. Since the building is in
continuous modification, it is necessary to analyze the constant interventions and their impact on
museum preservation.
Considering the conversion, restoration and transformation process that occurs over time in a
museum building this paper aims to give a contribution in the monitoring, analyzing and evaluation of
preservation environment in Albanian museum buildings. For this, some typical Albanian museums case
studies have been done to show how the physical building effects the indoor museum climate. Three
well known Albanian museums are selected to be examined;
-

the National Historic Museum,
the Archeological Museum in Tirana and
the National Iconographic Museum “Onufri” in Berat.

The examined museum buildings represent different museum building typologies as well as
different construction technologies. The three analysed museum are the most significat archetype of
typology of museum building in Albania. They represent buidings designed as museums (National
Historical Museum), builings adopted as museum (Archeological Museum) and cultural heritage
monuments converted into museums (Iconographic Museum “Onufri”) [8].
This study is the first contribution done in the evaluation of the preservation environment in Albanian
museums and will serve as a basis for further in-depth studies where other factors affecting the values
of T and RH, as it is the influence of visitors in the indoor climate which this study does not analyze.
It also will help the renovation and the refurbishment of existing buildings designed as museums to
improve in a sustainable way the preservation environment according to recommended standards.
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2.

The museum building in Albania.

The Albanian museum history is influenced by the creation of European museums as well as by
the consolidation of the typology during the 19th century. The first Albanian museums were established
as private collections, which resembled to the "cabinets of curiosities". The history of museum
development in Albania has its origins in archeological excavations carried out by Shtjefen Gjecovi (the
first Albanian ethnographer and archeologist), French archeological missions led by Leon Rei and
followed by Italian archeological mission headed by Ugolini, Marconi, Mustilli and Sestieri further
advanced archeology development [10]. The first Albanian museum dates in 1880, established by
Franciscan priests as a private museum, not open to the public but used for students of Franciscan
College. The excavation of foreign archaeological missions in Albania brought to light artifacts of great
values that needed to be exposed to the public. It was precisely the role of the Italian architects of the
thirties, Florestano Di Fausto and Gulio Bertè, who influenced the formation of museum typology. They
harmonized the development of the typology of the European museum with the urban situation of Tirana
(F. Di Fausto's project). Design solutions took into account the country's climate as well. In these projects
we find the presence of the inner courtyard, the lighting and ventilation openings above the museum
halls, long connecting arcades (G. Bertè project, 1930), etc., thus characterizing the projects of the
museum buildings until the end of the Second World War [8]. Although these projects remained
unrealized they shaped and influenced the later development of typology.

Fig.1 F.Di fausto, The National Museum of Tirana, genelal plan, main façade and the ground floor plan, (by AQTNT)

Fig.2 G. Bertè, The National Museum of Tirana, main façade, first floor pan, the entrance lobby, (by AQTNT)

During the period from the Second World War until the late 1980s, the Albanian museum's
typology is displayed in different subtypes. The museum architecture of these years is represented by
two different paradigms; on one side, the "palace" museum, consisting of rooms and galleries, in which
all exhibition areas were interconnected in a continuous linearity and defined movement and on the
other hand, the open-space museum with vertical openings, no boundaries, with wide visibility and with
free movement. The architecture of the new museum buildings could not survive the comunist ideology.
It covered the clean volumes of these buildings with mosaics, paintings, and sculptural decorations with
ideological content. However, this period is the museum’s golden era in Albania.

Fig.3 Lenin-Stalin Museum,
Tirane (by AQTNT)

Fig.4 Museum of War Heroes,
Durres (by author)

Fig.5 National Historical Museum,
Tirane (by author)

The typology of the museum after the Second World War is characterized by the presence of four
subtypes [8]:
a) Existing buildings used as museum without transformations.
b) Buildings with other functions adapted to museum.
c) Monuments of cultural heritage restored to accommodate museum.
d) Buildings designed as museums.
Except to the different modes of operation, these museum buildings have their own climatic parameters
influenced by the scheme of typology, way of construction, materials used, adaptation, restoration and
conservation, the processes in which they passed over time as well influenced by the outdoor climate.
The study of these subtypes, the recognition of their characteristics served as a basis for
understanding and analyzing the today’s museum indoor climate conditions. This study showed that,
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many museums in Albania are located in historical buildings part of our cultural heritage, whose primary
function at the time of construction was completely different. An important step forward, considering
museum accommodation in historical buildings, happened in Albania after 1965, with reevaluation and
restoration of cultural heritage buildings by the Institute of Cultural Monuments. A part of the restored
traditional houses or churches were used as museums, creating therefore an archetype of the museum
typology [10]. The historical buildings which housed museums were constructed in traditional materials
and techniques and thus used to respond passively to climate. The indoor natural temperature and
humidity of these buildings were determined by the outdoor weather conditions, building structure and
size, terrain hydrology and construction materials used. Even after several restoration and conservation
interventions, actually the indoor climate of these buildings is determined by the outdoor weather
conditions. Interventions made for building improvements were based only in restoration and
maintenance. It is important to mention that no mechanical systems were applied for climate control in
this type of museum buildings.
The situation is different in buildings designed as museums, a part of them were designed to
control the environment through heating mechanical systems or HVAC systems. The high running cost
of the mechanical systems for climate control led the system to turn off, causing a “thermal shock” for
museum collections. The collections passed from e controlled climate according to recommended
standards in an uncontrolled one. After the change of political system in Albania there is still the lack of
awareness about the role that museum buildings play in the preservation of artifacts.

3.

The study methodology

Following the analyzing of characteristics of museums in Albania, three museums were selected
for the monitoring in this study: the National Historical Museum, the Archeological Museum in Tirana
and Iconographic Museum “Onufri” in Berat. In all the three museums a long-term monitoring was
conducted of Air Temperature (T) and Relative Humidity (RH), data that enabled a real panorama of
thermo-hygrometric parameters. To conduct these measurements, electronic equipment type datalogger HOBO U12-013 with two exterior channels and with a 15 minutes measurement frequency was
used. The positioning of equipment was done taking into account the way as building works, the
problems identified by the staff and the internal microclimatic areas. The analyzed values are compared
with international standards considering as a point of reference the standards recommended by G.
Thomson in the book “The Museum environment” and the recommendations of ASHRAE [11], [12].
During the data analyzing there were two key difficulties; lack of historic data and absence of standards
in each museum.
Considering the above mentioned issues, indoor climate evaluatation was conducted by defing
as a reference for RH the safety limits (upper limit of 70% and lower limit of 40%) and for temperature
the defined limits 19⁰C -24⁰C. Also, the ASHRAE recommended museum classes were considered as
reference [12].Based on these references, the graphs, which represent the fluctuations of T and RH
measured in short-term intervals (every 15 minutes), are processed and analyzed. Meanwhile, high
resolution thermal images registered by IR camera device (type Testo 875i) were used to make a more
complete analysis of the building envelope for National Historical Museum.

4.

Case Studies

4.1 National Historical Museum of Albania
The National Historical Museum (NHM), representative of the typology designed and built for
museum purposes, was selected for monitoring considering the fact that from the above mentioned
typology it is the most complex and biggest museum building in the country. It was built in 1981 based
on the project of a group of architects composed by S. Mosko, E. Faja, N. Shehu, P. Kolevica. The
project changed several times until it achieved the current form [13]. A building with a compact volume
shaped as a cube, somehow influenced by modernism, but nevertheless dressed with figurative
elements to add some monumental and ideological character, it is a dominant building at “Skënderbej”
square. NHM is and open space museum where the history exposed in several pavilions; Antiquity,
Middle Ages, National Renaissance, Independence, iconography, Ethno culture, Antifascist War and
Communist period. The museum has an exhibition surface of 18.000 m2 where 3.600 artifacts of
historical heritage are exposed. Until 1992 the interior climate was controlled by the HVAC system that
realized values of Relative Humidity of 60% ± 5% and Temperature of 22⁰C without interruption
throughout the year [14]. Turning off the HVAC system, after 1992, caused a “thermal shock” for artifacts
making them to live in an uncontrolled environment which continues to be the same even today.
For the NHM a detailed study of the building has been carried out in order to understand the problems
that the building presents. Detailed building analyses and envelope monitoring by IR thermal camera
revealed the presence of high thermal bridges. As showed by the image in Figure 5 the areas with
greater heat losses and heat gains are found in concrete structural elements (columns, floor and roof
slab, and beams). Also, the missing of the thermal isolation on the exterior walls and their thin thickness
are the causes of thermal losses and gains. (Fig.5,6). Moreover, the area around the windows is
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presented with high thermal exchange rates due to the fact that metal window frames have high thermal
conductivity. The monitoring of T and RH is done in halls and exhibition rooms of the museum. The
measuring and graphs illustrate that the climate of NHM has a thermal profile which poses a high
potential risk for artifacts. Risk assessment is considered as such because expressed in values the
situation was as follows: the indoor climate of the museum was characterized by very low RH values in
the warm season (RHmin = 25.46%) values that characterize the climate of the whole museum. The
average RHmin calculated for the whole museum, during this period, is 37% (Fig.8). The low RH values
accompanied by very high T values (Tmax= 34.2⁰C) that remain during the whole warm season in values
25-30⁰C. During the cold season the climate presented with more controlled extreme values, RH min =
76.47% (Fig.8) and Tmin=11.2⁰C. The RH values in the cold season fluctuate above 65%, passing in
special moments, but not often, the upper limit of safety (Fig.7, 9).

Fig.5 Thermographic camera image.

Fig.6. Detail. Envelope section

Fig. 7 The Total Plotted Graph of T and RH in NHM in Tirana. Ground Floor, position 1 and 2.

Fig. 8 The Total Plotted Graph of T and RH in NHM in Tirana. First Floor, positions 3,4,5,6,7.

Fig. 9 The Total Plotted Graph of T and RH in NHM in Tirana. Second Floor, positions 12,13.
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4.2 National Iconographic Museum “Onufri”
The "Onufri" museum was housed in the inner part of the Saint Mary Cathedral located in the
old center of Berat city, after the building restoration in 1986 (Fig. 12). The church is situated in a
slopping ground on the upper part of the rocky hill and it is well integrated with the dwelling urban
structure and vernacular architecture of the “Castle” neighborhood (Fig. 10 and 11). The origins of the
church date back to 1797 and according to A. Bace it is rebuilt on the ruins of an older church [15].
Being one of the most representative cathedrals of post-Byzantine architecture in Albania it
demonstrates the main features of this architecture: orientation of longitudinal church axis in east-west,
the visible presence of vertical axis (through two main cupolas) and vault coverings.The compact volume
of the building is composed by three naves separated by stone arches resting on columns, the apse,
narthex, hajat and the porch (Fig. 13).

Fig.10 The “Castle” neighborhood

Fig.11 General plan of St Mary Cathedral

Fig.12 The picture of St Mary

Cathedral.
The building structure is a combination of massive bearing walls and stone columns. The walls
build in limestone have a thickness that ranges around 80 cm. The load of ceiling domes and vaults is
transmitted on columns and on stone walls. The higher stone arches of the central nave support the
vaults and domes while lower stone arches of the side naves support the small cupolas and cylindrical
vaults. All this elegant and dynamic structure is covered by a simple wooden roof in two slopes which
plays an important role in climatic indoor conditions. The cathedral building incorporates many features
friendly to the environment (use of local material, adaptation to the landscape, yard, arrangement of
semi-opened spaces, etc) and this can argue its definition as sustainable.
During the summer months - the climatic conditions were improved by the reduction of exposure
to solar radiation and by ensuring cross ventilation of the building. Suitable openings, frequently on small
size, allowed the circulation of cool air and cross ventilation. Due to differences in air temperature and
density, the hot air was forcibly extracted from the holes in domes (Fig. 14) during the summer period
(night cooling ventilation). Another important cooling strategy was sun shading from the porch which
protected the interior spaces from overheating. The porch minimized direct exposure to sun radiation.
In addition, it favorably influenced the natural lighting by reducing the reflection and offered protection
from the rain (Fig. 13,14).
During the winter months - improvements has been achieved by direct solar gains through the
building envelope and the building openings (small size windows). The building orientation (long axis of
building is run east-west) lets the winter sun in. On the south façade, the windows are located at the
bottom part of the porch arches, allowing direct sun penetration and protecting it during summer. The
indirect solar radiations were derived from envelope (stone masonry and the wooden roof). The compact
design of the building enabled to minimize surface exposed to the wind (less heat loses through
ventilation).

Fig.13 Ground and the First Floor plan, “Onufri” Museum

Fig.14 Section, Passive ventilation, ”Onufri” Museum

The measuring campaign for the “Onufri” Museum started in January 2012 and was completed
in November 2012. There were specified 8 possitions to monitore: Nave – position A, F, H; Apse –
position B, G; Narthex – position E, D and Hajat – position C (Fig.13). Data analysis showed the indoor
climate characteristics and problems. The values of RH were considered as very high indoor ones
matching to the recommended upper risk limit of RH 70%. The plotted graphs showed that almost during
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all winter season till the end of spring the RH values were upper than 70%. The RHmax registered was
in Apse in a value of 83.4% (Fig.16). These high RH values were registered in all cathedral environments
till the end of May. Attention was paid to the air temperature focusing on the role of temperature in RH
control and the temperature influence in visitor comfort. The air temperature remained at very low values
during winter time and in a moderate level during spring time. From winter till the end of spring T values
were less than 10°C. The minimum registered was in Nave and Apse (T min 4°C), which is a rather low
temperature for visitors’ comfort (Fig. 15, 16). Moreover, the low T values were accompanied with high
values of RH creating problems for collection, visitors and building. Even though the building is designed
to operate in a passive way the thermohigrometric parameters are beyond the safety upper limit. Except
the influence of outdoor climate the high values of RH comes from the floor condensation problems,
humidity infiltration from the walls and the dome. During the warm period the RH does not pass the
lower limit, it fluctuates between limits, while the T does not pass over 25 ⁰C.

Fig.15 The Total Plotted Graph of Naos

Fig.16 The Total Plotted Graph of Apse

Fig.17 The Total Plotted Graph of Narthex and Hajat

4.3 The Archeological Museum
The Archeological Museum was housed in the building of the Youth Fascist Party Palace
(Gioventu del Litorio Albanese), designed by Gherardo Bosio in 1939 [16]. The building was predicted
for the holding of sports activities in its interior but in 1957 a part of it hosted the archeological museum
(Fig. 18). The museum shows studies and excavations conducted in the whole territory of Albania
shedding light in all the periods of historical development from prehistory to middle ages with a collection
of over 2200 artifacts.
The architecture of the building, an expression of the contribution of Italian architects in the
modern history of the capital, comes in pure volumes conceived in two separated asymmetric corpuses
connected through an elegant concrete colonnade cladded with travertine. The volumes separate and
connect at the same time both squares and this is made possible due to the transparency of the
colonnade that encircles the whole inner courtyard. The positioning in the square, the architecture and
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transparency of the colonnade make the building easy accessible and reveal the proper dignity to host
inside it the Archeological Museum.
What characterizes the building is a high thermal mass and technological and architectonical
details realized properly technically speaking. The structure of the building is a combination of massive
load bearing walls (t= 60 cm) and the concrete structure. The building preserves from the time of
construction its originality in the façade and partially in its interior part. Since the museum space is the
part where less interventions are done it remains the most original part of the building. The building
preserves original windows with wooden frames and shutters and profiled marble window framing. Since
it was a well-constructed building, cured in pure details it continues to be even today a building with
dignity and a part of Albanian architectonic heritage.

Fig. 18. The Archeological Museum, View and Sections

The museum is housed in the ground floor of the building, accommodated in two adjacent
interconnected rooms. The museum indoor climate realizes comfortable thermo-hygrometric
parameters for artifacts only thanks to the buffer role of the building. There was no kind of mechanical
control system in the museum and T and RH were never monitored. To understand which were the
values of thermos-hygrometric parameters a monitoring campaign was undertaken for a 12 month
period. Data logger measuring devices were set in three positions; positions A and B belong to room 1
and 2 while position C belongs to room 2 (Fig. 19).
Measures showed that indoor climatic parameters were influenced by external weather
conditions. The values of T and RH presented the following characteristics: the lowest registered RH
values have been reached in a not so warm period of the year. The fact that the building is with an
uncontrolled climate reflects each weather anomaly into indoor climate. Minimum registered value of
RH is 41.9% (Fig.21). During this month and in continuity RH values do not pass the safety lower limit.
Regarding the values of relative humidity it can be said that they fluctuate during the whole measuring
period in both rooms between the safety limits (Fig.20, 21). Regarding temperature, its values during
the whole period show a gradual increase matching values over the recommended ones during the hot
months of the year. Nevertheless, high T values do not cause air drying. Although T values exceed 25⁰C
RH does not pass the lower limit (Fig. 20, 21)). Although the building has an uncontrolled climate it can
absorb the external climate influence guaranteeing acceptable thermos-hygrometric parameters for
artifacts conservation.

Fig. 19. The Archeological Museum, View and Sections
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Fig. 20. The Archeological Museum, View and Sections

Fig. 21. The Archeological Museum, View and Sections

5. Conclusions
The study of museum climatic situation shows that in Albania current museum buildings have
uncontrolled and unmonitored climate. Also, there is no record of historical data and there is a lack of
referring standards for T and RH in all museums of Albania. By monitoring the situation the study
managed to create a real panorama of thermo-hygrometric parameters in all the three monitored
museums and to make evident the role of the building. By analyzing the data for the three monitored
museum the following conclusions were drawn.
Archeological Museum shows T and RH parameters with relatively low deviation from
recommended standards; referring to B control class based on AShRAE [12]. This museum shows the
best performance compared with the two others. The museum does not suffer from extreme T and RH
values and this due to the buffer role of the building.
National Iconographic Museum “Onufri” During most of the year indoor climate was
characterized by very high values of RH (over 70%). A feature of the thermo-hygrometric parameters in
this museum was the values over 18⁰C of T accompanied with high RH values that favor wooden
artifacts deterioration due to the attack of microorganisms and insects [18], [19].The situation was
monitored and analyzed in its complexity for the first time and is evaluated as extreme regarding the
conservation. It is defined as a high risk climate for preservation of artifacts and the building as well
which is a cultural heritage monument. Refering the climatic museum standarts it is reached to the
conclussion that: this museum is far from these standards. Compared with the other two museums, this
building suffers from very high RH values and high fluctuations of it.
In the National Historic Museum, This museum results with different climate charracteristics
compared to the two other museums. The building shows microclimates with differences of T and RH
values based on floors. The first floor performs better showing moderated T values compared to other
floors. The second floor and especially the room of Icons results with extremely high values of
temperature. During the warm season characteristic of the indoor climate are the extremely low values
of RH in the entire building which vary by ±5% between different floors and different microclimatic areas.
The icon room has the most critical performance it displays extreme values (RH=25.8% and T=34.22⁰C)
continuing for a long time. The building suffers from the extremely high values of temperature up to
34⁰C and from very low values of the air relative humidity.
In conclusion from the three monitored museums the Archeological Museum presents the
best performance and it is close to the parameters of class B set by ASHRAE, which is a moderated
risk class of mechanical damage to very sensitive artifacts such as paintings, photos and books. Due to
the fact that this museum does not exhibit artifacts of this nature, the study considers this museum with
a favorable conservation climate for preservation of artifacts. Two other museums, "Onufri" and the
National Historical Museum, have T and RH values beyond what are defined as risky levels, thus
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threatening the lifespan of artifacts. So, the study showed the real need for building refurbishment for
these two museums aiming to create a conservation climate for artefacts and buildings as well.
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Abstract
The city of Fatima in Portugal is world renowned for the apparitions of Our Lady to the three
shepherds, on May 13, 1917. From this religious phenomenon, the city begins to transform and settles
in this territory one of the largest and most visited shrines dedicated to Our Lady of the world, with
thousands of sightings each year. The city is set up as a sacred territory. Religion, throughout the
history of mankind has developed an important role in the process of Europass to the cities, as it
combines the spatial and spiritual territory. In the case of Fatima, this transformation will occur from
1917, year of the apparitions, forcing the city to adapt. In 2017 with the celebration of the centenary of
the Aparições, the sanctuary was prepared for the visit of thousands of people. Using exploratory
qualitative research, this case of study aims to present the technological resources used in the
elaboration of the projects and in the construction of the new altar situated in front of the Basilica of
the Rosary
Keywords: Portugal, Fatima, Santuary, Centenary, Technologies
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1.

Introduction

The parish of Fatima was founded in 1568, after its disaggregation of the collegiate of Ourém. The
name Fatima, came of Arabic origin, in honor of the daughter of the Prophet Muhammad and dates
back to the times when the Iberian Peninsula was disputed between Muslims and Christians in the
12th century.
Fatima is situated in the Serra de Aire, about 350 altitude meters, in the limestone massif Estremenho
and integrated into the Montejunto-Estrela. Moreover, on the subdivision of the municipality of Ourém,
in the province of Beira Litoral, the region of the Center (region of Beiras) and sub-regions of the
middle Tejo, Portugal (Fig. 1). According to data made available by the parish, Fatima has an area of
71,29km2 and a population of 11.788 inhabitants (Institute Nacional de Estatistica, 2012).

Fig. 1: The National framework of the Council of Ourém and Fatima (Braga, 2013)

Throughout the humankind history, Religion has developed an essential role in the process of forming
cities, as it combines space and spiritual territory. In the case of Fatima, this transformation will take
place from 1917, the year of the apparitions, forcing the city to adapt itself.
Until 1917, Fatima was an unknown village that was born in a field, focused on the pastoralism and
the agriculture (Câmara Municipal de Ourém, 2001). Today the city is a center of convergence and
irradiation of the Roman Catholic faith known internationally, because of the 1917's apparitions of Our
Lady to the three shepherds: Lúcia; Francisco; and Jacinta Marto.
On May 13th, 1917, while guarding the flock in a place called Cova da Iria, the three shepherds
glimpsed a glare and took place the appearance of a "Lady dressed in white". Nowadays, this place is
where the Capela das Aparições is located. In that same year, there were five more appearances on
this site, from May until October, always on the 13th, except for August. Because the three little
shepherds could not attend the place, therefore the apparition happened on August 19th.
On October 13th, tens of thousands of people went to Fatima, with the intention of witnessing the
apparition of Our Lady (Figure 2). In this day happened a rare phenomenon that became known as the
"Milagre do Sol" (Vasconcelos, 2017). Several people who were at Cova da Iria said that they witness
the sun moving erratically. According to preacher Stanley Jaki, they would have witnessed a rare
physical phenomenon; The presence of ice crystals in the clouds and the interaction between a mass
of cold air and another mass of hot air.
"Clearly, this «Milagre do Sol» was not a mere meteorological phenomenon, though rare.
Otherwise, it would have been observed before or after, regardless of the presence of devout
crowds. I just plead, as I did in my other writings about miracles, that by producing them God
often uses a material substrate and greatly increases their physical components and their
interactions. In fact, it can be said, even if not in the way some who write about Fatima do, that
the fingers of the Mother of God played with the rays of the sun at that extraordinary hour in
Fatima". (Stanley, 2002)
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Fig. 2: Thousands of people in one of the
apparitions in Fatima (Vasconcelos, 2017)

Fig. 3: The first chapel of "Aparições" (Fátima, 2018)

Fig. 4: Present Chapel of "Aparições" (Authors)

Fig. 5: Shrine construction (Fátima, 2018)

The dissemination of this event caused a rural landscape in a few decades to become an urban
cluster that currently holds one of the largest global pilgrimage centers of the Catholic faith (Braga,
2013). By the way, the construction of the Sanctuary became a necessity to receive thousands of
Christians who began to seek this place, judging it as sacred territory, by the apparitions that occurred
there.
According to the report of the Fatima Urbanization Plan (Câmara Municipal de Ourém, 2001), it was
necessary to adapt the whole of the pilgrimage sites and urban areas close to the needs determined
by the periodic influxes of hundreds of thousands of Pilgrims, which led to the construction of the
Sanctuary.
The whole Sanctuary was born from the small "Capela das Aparições", built by the population in 1919,
without any permission or ecclesiastical intervention, at the place where Our Lady appeared. In 1922 it
was rebuilt in the same place (Figure 3), after the demolition of the first. In 1982 a large porch was
added, on occasion of the visit of Pope John Paul II. Despite all the repairs it has had, the "Capelinha
das Aparições" still maintains its popular character given by the first chapel (Fig. 4).
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In 1928, begins the construction of the Basilica of "Nossa Senhora do Rosário" of Fatima (Fig. 5),
under the design of Gerardus van Krieken. Later, João Antunes concludes the first of the basilicas of
the Shrine of Fatima. The Portuguese architect did not alter the aesthetics conception of van Krieken
(Fátima, 2018). In reality, his work recalls the churches of classical structure based on the neobaroque idea that uses the stone material for translation of the "Baroque Feast", here interpreted
according to the freedom of the eclecticism of the nineteenth-century. In this space today rest the
mortal remains of the three shepherds.
The enclosure designed by Cottinelli Telmo in 1944, regulates the ground that the pilgrims choose to
form the massive assemblies and shows itself as the most emphatic squares in the history of
contemporary urbanism.

Fig. 6: Fatima General Plan (Authors)

In October 1953, was concluded the construction, and were added two larges volumes to the facade
of the Basilica, united by a vast staircase, designed in the manner of two great arms. The set of the
"Capelinha das Aparições», «Recinto de Oração», Basílica, Colunates, «Casas de Retiros», Square
Pio XII and «Centro Pastoral Paulo VI» is understood and called as Shrine. This Shrine is the
indelibility of the most well known religious landscapes of the contemporary world.
In the words of Fatima (2018), the António Lino's had created the colonnades according to the
classicist canons that at the time dictated the aesthetics of the official architecture produced in
Portugal. They supported the sculptures of several saints created by great Portuguese authors.
Under its spans are the fourteen steps of the "Via-sacra" polychrome ceramic, authored by the painter
Lino Antonio in 1955.
In the 1990s, the program for the "Large covered space for assemblies" was developed. This program
led to the construction of the Basilica of the Holy Trinity ("Santíssima Trindade"). Although, was
through the construction of the new presbytery building for the prayer enclosure. However, only after
completing the construction of that space, in 2010, was decided to think of a definitive solution that
would live harmoniously with the different elements already existing in the joint (Simões, 2015).
Currently, according to Dinis and Castro (s.d.), the Sanctuary receives, on average, the visit of 4 to 5
million of pilgrims per year. However, given the progressive increase in the number of visitors in the
Sanctuary, it is necessary to improve the conditions for the exercise of faith by the centenary of the
apparitions. In 2017, the sanctuary had to adapt to new constructions for a proper Operation of the site
and be able to receive millions of visitors. That came, also because of the presence of the high pontiff,
Pope Francis.
Therefore, aiming at the celebration of the centenary of the apparitions were foreseen a record
number of visitors, and new constructions for the proper functioning of the site.
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Thus, it became motivating, the analysis of the Shrine of Fatima, by religious and architectural
aspects, in which the Church, in its conception, seeks the conciliation between the past and the future,
the sky, and the Earth.
In this way, the primary aim of this article is to present the building construction and technological
resources used in the construction of the new Shrine

2.

Methodology

At first, from the choice of the theme and based on the specified guidelines, bibliographical research
was carried out in periodicals, dissertations, newspapers, and books to collect the essential theoretical
foundations, with the aim of bringing the Authors of the subject closer to the theme.
At the same time, were initiated documentary surveys on the Shrine of Fatima, including a visit to the
study site, to interview those responsible for the sanctuary constructions. An exploratory analysis has
been carried out. In fact, was applied a questionnaire structured, with three employees of the Shrine of
Fatima, in the city of Fatima, Portugal, between 2th and 4th February 2018.
Finally, all the analyzed data of this qualitative research has considered that the set of methods and
research methodologies have enabled the collection of exploratory and relevant information necessary
for the central scientific theme Developed in this article.
Although there is some information about the Shrine of Fatima, is pointed out that there are no studies
on this building construction and that it has made it difficult to research, but all the data used was
obtained with the employees of the Sanctuary interviewed.

3.

The Project

In a world in permanent mutation, mostly stimulated by technological innovations, few are the spaces,
public or private, that does not seek to adapt to "The New Times" (Dinis & Castro, sd).
In the 1960s, according to Duarte ( 2014), it began to feel the need to build in Fatima a space to host
large assemblies. Already in the 1970s was made a contest to elaborate the project of the cover for
the "Capelinha das Aparições" for 200 people.
According to the Shrine Studies and diffusion service, the previous presbytery of the «Recinto de
Oração» (Fig. 7) was designed by the architect Erich Corsépius. Moreover, was inaugurated in 1982,
and built as an ephemeral building, by the time of Pope John Paul II's first pilgrimage to Fatima.
Furthermore, over time, it has come to mark the landscape of the Sanctuary over more than three
decades.

Fig. 7: The old Presbytery (Batista, 2015)
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Fig.8: Model of the new presbytery (Authors)

The Pope Francis visit during the celebrations of the centenary of the apparitions of Fatima on May
13th, 2017, has justified the design and construction of the new Presbytery of the «Recinto de
Oração» of Fatima permanent building in replacement of the temporary altar. For the realization of
Open-air ceremonies, which fulfill the requirements regarding functionality that this type of construction
requires and that could serve the pilgrims of the Shrine from an aesthetic standpoint.
The presents a timeline illustrating all stages of the contraction, starting on May 13th, 2012 the
contract was signed for the elaboration of the construction projects of the parsonage of the Recinto de
Oração, and the contract provided for the phases of the Preliminary study, draft/licensing.
Implementation and technical assistance project. As of February 6th, 2015 the construction was
awarded to the construction company. On March 20th, 2015, in a public session, the project was
presented through its model (Fig. 8). On May 8th, 2016, the new altar was blessed, by the LeiriaFátima Bishop and from this date, the 11:00 Sunday masses would use this place. On January 13th,
2017 the construction was provisionally received and finally, on May 17th, 2017, it was delivered.
The new project was developed by a multidisciplinary team, consisting of architects, civil, electrical
and mechanical Engineers, as well as specialists in electroacoustic/visual communication, television,
acoustics, stage lighting, light designs and 3d Rendering. So it had to be hired coordination initially led
by the Greek architect Alexandros N. Tombazis. However, for health reasons, it was later developed
by the Portuguese architect Paula Santos. The emphasis of the choice of authors was placed, in
addition to the proven and internationally recognized quality of the team, in the diversified origin of the
artists recruited in the most diverse countries.
In programmatic terms, was intended a functional solution, but with symbolic expressiveness and
artistic quality (Simões, 2015), as shown in Figure 9. According to Simões (2015), a functional solution
was considered, but with symbolic expressiveness and artistic quality, in which the inner paths were
ample, to ensure the movement and appreciation of the scenic dimension of the celebrations, so the
hiring scenic lighting projects, light designs.
The projects were elaborated using computer-assisted design programs (CAD), as well as image
rendering programs (3d rendering), to compatibility between the various specialties (Vazão, 2018).
Therefore, the project taught to answer three main concerns, along with the axial axis of the "Recinto
de Oração": a) the intervention, on one of the most iconic places in the contemporary Catholic world;
b) generate a close dialogue between the space and the celebratory actions that happen in it: c)
promote integration in a Historical space built over almost a century (Simões, 2015).
The new altar will find itself closer to the pilgrims and liberate the facade of the Basilica de Nossa
Senhora do Rosário (Canção Nova, 2017). It accentuates the importance of the different liturgical
places without forgetting the presence of the Our Lady, also disciplining the use of spaces and
movements during the celebrations, resolves the practical issue of support to the liturgy, as can be
observed in Figure 10.
The new project was developed by a multidisciplinary team, consisting of architects, civil, electrical
and mechanical Engineers, as well as specialists in electroacoustic/visual communication, television,
acoustics, stage lighting, light designs and 3d Rendering. So it had to be hired coordination initially led
by the Greek architect Alexandros N. Tombazis. However, for health reasons, it was later developed
by the Portuguese architect Paula Santos. The emphasis of the choice of authors was placed, in
addition to the proven and internationally recognized quality of the team, in the diversified origin of the
artists recruited in the most diverse countries.
In programmatic terms, was intended a functional solution, but with symbolic expressiveness and
artistic quality (Simões, 2015), as shown in Figure 9. According to Simões (2015), a functional solution
was considered, but with symbolic expressiveness and artistic quality, in which the inner paths were
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ample, to ensure the movement and appreciation of the scenic dimension of the celebrations, so the
hiring scenic lighting projects, light designs.
The projects were elaborated using computer-assisted design programs (CAD), as well as image
rendering programs (3d rendering), to compatibility between the various specialties (Vazão, 2018).
Therefore, the project taught to answer three main concerns, along with the axial axis of the "Recinto
de Oração": a) the intervention, on one of the most iconic places in the contemporary Catholic world;
b) generate a close dialogue between the space and the celebratory actions that happen in it: c)
promote integration in a Historical space built over almost a century (Simões, 2015).
The new altar will find itself closer to the pilgrims and liberate the facade of the Basilica de Nossa
Senhora do Rosário (Canção Nova, 2017). It accentuates the importance of the different liturgical
places without forgetting the presence of the Our Lady, also disciplining the use of spaces and
movements during the celebrations, resolves the practical issue of support to the liturgy, as can be
observed in Figure 10.
In the new construction of the exterior Presbytery, it contains on the lower floor, to support the
functioning of the parsonage, a set of spaces: a sacristy, as well as areas of support for priests,
sanitary and a Capela da Sagrada Reserva.

Fig. 9: The new Presbytery of the “Recinto de Oração” (Fátima, 2018)

Fig. 10: Architectural design of the new Presbytery (Santos, 2018)
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In the new construction of the exterior Presbytery, it contains on the lower floor, to support the
functioning of the parsonage, a set of spaces: a sacristy, as well as areas of support for priests,
sanitary and a Capela da Sagrada Reserva.
With four fundamentals elements: a) the altar and the ambo; b) the Cross; c) the place of the image of
Our Lady of Fatima; d) and the presidential seat, in a more central place regarding the enclosure
(Simões, 2015). The new enclosure descended 2,4 meters in the staircase facing the previous
presbytery and had Capacity for 120 concelebrants.
According to (Duarte, 2017) the altar designed by João Mendes Ribeiro, and presents a significant
table marked by the visual reference to a towel distended in the rhythm of 12 nails (12 apostles at the
Last Supper). For the author, director of the Shrine Museum, the Lecturn, of the same artist, is formed
by a front piece, based on the staircase, and is rhythmic by vertical lines are drawn from a
mathematical exercise that derives from the intonation of the Precónio Pascal.
By highlighting the ambo, it was intended to emphasize it as a prominent place, where it rises to
proclaim the word of God. On the back wall, there is a luminous cross, from which the figure of the
Crucified Lord stands out. For the sculpture of Our Lady, was chosen a place that fitted a movable wall
designed to confer visual contrast with the white image (Simões, 2015).
The scenic Wall (Wonderwall) that appears behind the sculpture of Our Lady in special celebrations
(Fig. 11). According to Neves (2017), it is a lift wall of almost two tonnes and 4 meters, which is
entirely collected, with only 10 millimeters of spacing to be moved, only being erected in the great
celebratory moments of Marian cult, to Facilitate Marian observation from any point of the enclosure.
The scenographic solution was found has a "robust automatic elevation system almost imperceptible
to the eyes of the pilgrims, allowing to lift, without sound or visual noise ( (Neves, 2017).
In the new project, conditions regarding the mobility for the disabled people were also included in the
old Basilica. And the treatment of the existing colonnades and the redesign of the staircase of access
to all religious structures.

Fig. 11: Wonderwall (Neves, 2017)

Fig. 12: Side facade of the new presbytery (Santos,
2018)

It is also emphasized the importance of the presbytery in the whole of the enclosure and delicacy of
this intervention because the construction intervened in that which is the image of the Shrine itself,
unmarked by the ensemble formed by the Basilica de Nossa Senhora do Rosário de Fátima and by
the colonnades.
A fiberglass cover (Figure 12) inspired by the umbrellas movement was used in the prayer enclosure
to mark the presence of God at the moment of Eucharist. Thus, infatuating that the word proclaimed
during the Eucharist is the "food" for the gathered assembly (Duarte, 2017). This cover, with 600m2, is
made of a hanging white concrete block anchored at minimum points, within which all technical areas
and vertical accesses exist.
Innovative audiovisual presentations were also carried out by the technique of projection 3d video
mapping. According to Rodeia (2017), it was composed of 7 scenes and intended to project the light of
Fatima in the heart of each pilgrim, approaching in the heart of God.
The front of the Basilica of Nossa Senhora do Rosário de Fatima, has received a unique light that
presented the narrative history of this place, through the video projection of the historical events of the
100 years. From 12th to the 14th October 2017.
Its area of intervention focuses on projects that fall within the framework of cultural engineering,
interactive installations, multimedia, 3d, video mapping, artistic illumination, among others (Rodeia,
2017). On May 13th, 2017, the most significant event of the Shrine was held, with the celebration of
the commemorative mass of the centenary, celebrated by Pope Francis, with the presence of 500,000
of the faithful.
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4.

Conclusion

Technologies have been revolutionizing communication, management, product, and service
development, and tourism, even religious is no exception. This industry has been incorporating more
and more technology. Also, it is on this basis that was developed the project of the new Presbytery of
the Shrine of Fatima, seeking to make use of technology to create attractive and innovative
experiences, communicating in a way more assertive and productive, managing and monitoring in a
more efficient way (Pires, 2017).
This research allowed us to promote a survey of all the projects developed for the construction of the
new Presbytery of the Shrine of Fatima. As a consequence, we were able to carry out a historical
survey of the prayer enclosure and presented all the technological solutions used in the project.
With the growing development, the Shrine of Fatima is today one of the most important Catholic
religious centers in the world. It manages to have a current architecture, not only concerned with the
religious side but also with its functional side, the practical side depending on the norms of society and
combining technology and history.
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Abstract
It is possible to affirm that the sensitivity of SC should be expressed in two dimensions: a
technological sensitivity and a social sensibility.
In an anthropocentric conception we cannot ignore the creation of the conditions so that the same
opportunities are enjoyed by all, in this sense, with the dissemination of information and
communication technologies (ICT), the expression coined in the years '90 is still current, “network
society”. The SC are the realization of what I. Calvino had thought in poetic form, what is invisible are
the technologies used, the new rules that are established, the ways that serve to accompany the rules
of the company like queuing, visiting a museum, all the little gestures present in our daily life.
Through certain factors it is possible to identify urban systems predisposed to develop the smart size
of a city for which there are other preconditions that can be divided into pre-conditions of process and
system preconditions, among the usual factors we consider are the size, the functioning and the
organization. For complex domains, talk of smart reconfiguration, means to refer to policies and
interventions that, also through the new information and communication technologies, orient the
system towards sustainable states and efficient.
The social capital of the local community is increasingly called to play a role of active citizenship. In
the face of the cultural specificity of the sites the inclusive and sustainable approach is used to
improve the quality of life.
Keywords: Future Cities, Complexity, Sensibility, Social Capital

1.
Section
At the base of the smartness of a city there is sensitivity, starting from the assumption that
the SC is able to acquire knowledge about the phenomena that are generated in it and
evolve because it is a sensitive city; The sensibility of SC can be declined in two dimensions:
a technological sensitivity and a social one.
The first involves the existence of high standards in product innovation and use of technology
within the urban context. In this dimension the SC is characterized by the presence of
sensors able to monitor in real time the status of the urban system. The second implies the
presence in the urban system, and in particular in the socio-anthropic subsystem, of social
capital (widespread awareness) able to ensure the achievement of adequate levels of
livability through an appropriate use of resources, primarily energy. The intersection of the
two dimensions generates the "anthropic sensors" that are represented by citizens who,
through personally managed technologies (smartphone, tablet, etc.), can monitor, resume
and memorize the characteristics of an urban phenomenon. Digital technologies and social
networks work together to improve the quality of life. The cultural, social and economic
change induced by the digital and its diffusion in real time becomes a catalyst in
contemporary society; impact of digital technologies and participatory models of the
information society inevitably leads to change. With the sudden spread of new information
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technologies, the functional structure of the city changes with a new structuring of activities
on the territory, the activities are virtualized leading to the modification of cultural heritage
and ways of use by the urban community. Thanks to the virtualization of functions a new
efficient system is generated within the city, the problem that arises is to be able to interpret
the mutation processes and govern the transformations. The urban community must define a
new urban model able to effectively represent the evolutionary trends of the city, through the
acquisition and reinterpretation of the collected data defining new scenarios. The knowledge
of the data concerning the virtualization of urban activities in the various sectors allows us to
evaluate the weight that these activities will exert in a future urban structure. The model to
which we refer is an interpretative model of dynamic evolutionary type that assimilates the
city to a system and the ecological model. It is possible to think of the city as a system made
up of parts that are connected to each other through mutual relations. In addition, the urban
system presents characteristics of complexity and dynamism. Among the various
subsystems that make up the urban system are identified in particular three: a functional
system (activities and communications), a physical system (spaces, channels) and a psychoperceptive system (mental image: neighborhoods and paths). Sensitivity concerns the
endosystem relationships and the set of functional system relationships is constituted by
communications. The evolution of the entire urban system is catalyzed by changes in the
structure that produce mutations of the parts. We can define the city as the place of urban
functions understood as structured collective actions that are concentrated in specific sites of
the physical system. With the virtualization of functions, the intensity of use of the territory is
modified, reducing the movements in the city and introducing new relational modes between
city users and cities. The diffusion of information systems determines a greater demand for
online services, causing changes in the interaction between users and activities. The network
is the first place to go to find information; considering this link it is clear how the modification
of the functional system causes changes in the other systems and determines changes in the
urban structure.
In light of what has been highlighted, citizens, recalled to a role of active citizenship, become
human sensors; the collected data are shared with the network in real time.
The availability of these data and the possibility of accessing them easily are conditions of
urban smartness. In a smart city interpersonal relationships take on centrality because the
fulcrum becomes man and the technology that revolves around it even if it is not visible at all.
Already at the beginning of the 90s the interest in smart buildings, imported from the United
States and Japan, considered the adoption of new technologies for the sustainable
development of the city, Some elements are fundamental to the smart city paradigm:
• the need for a holistic approach to the study of the city; the whole is more than the sum of
the parts
• the adoption of the theory of complexity and systemic logic that makes it possible to
interpret the city as a dynamically complex system;
• the study of the potential of technological innovation considered as a propulsive and
evolutionary element of the urban function system; • the intuition of the potential of
information flows and of the telematic network as a supporting infrastructure in the new urban
dimension;
• identification of the socio-anthropic sub-system as a determinant in the new urban
perspective;
• the need to develop new urban planning developments in order to effectively manage the
transformations of the urban system also induced by the diffusion of new information and
communication technologies.
The different evolutionary steps in the development of city models can be understood by
analyzing a single variant: the time between the analysis of urban assets and the preparation
of government actions that in the SC tend to zero.
This consideration seems to consequently deprive of meaning and consider ineffective the
methods and the canonical instruments of territorial planning. This is why it becomes urgent
today, reconsidering the changed conditions of the system, to completely rethink the
processes of governance of urban and territorial transformations, removing the hypothesis
that the new smart dimension of the city does not require actions of direction, conscious and
compatible with resources, of the urban system.
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The city of the future must be based on two elements of innovation understood as a process,
ie the innovation that must be inserted into the city's development processes accompanied
by sustainability; sustainability becomes a fundamental element because we are acting in
conditions of global changes and scarcity of internal resources and therefore all processes
should be based on sustainability and the concept of sustainable development should be
deepened, in reality, as many scholars argue, there is no sustainable development because
any process of development produces entropic externalities so in this sense it becomes
unsustainable and in this sense the concept of growth that is commonly widespread should
also be reviewed. The possibility of grafting elements of system promotion within the
concepts of sustainability derives and is based on the possibility of recovering the social
capital within the human settlement, the recovery of the social capital becomes the core
element and hub for catalyze these processes of sustainable development without which
there probably will not be a future dimension of the city. The technologies of information
technology can regenerate the city of stone, the use of technological innovation must be in
the sense of insertion within the process and not in an additive way, normally technology is
used adding to what exists while the technology it must enter in the development processes,
the diffusion of the network, the diffusion of the transmission systems are positive elements
to graft these processes but we must be aware of the effects of the technologies on urban
systems one for example is the virtualization of the activities, and we need to know this
phenomenon to understand which activities are most affected by technological innovation;
there are activities within the city that are virtualized on the network much more easily and
others are not. The problem is spreading culture, sustainability is fundamental because if we
do not enter into sustainability paths in all the actions that concern the government of the
territory, probably our territory has no future; on the other hand, technology as a vehicle for
innovation that must be conceived as a social element at the service of the community and
not as a disruptive factor; the communication technology is a fundamental flywheel for the
economy but also for the social development of urban realities, the problem is to have the
tools of government to use these technologies and not to add the technologies to the
territory, the technologies must become an element of the process of development.
For example the platform Citizenlab introduce local democracies to the digital age, it is a civic
engagement platform on which citizens co-create their city. It aims at helping citizens have
their voice heard, and making governments better understand their citizens. The solution is
the medium for municipalities and all types of governments to make decision-making more
democratic, more transparent and more collaborative (Small & Medium Cities; Large Cities;
Istitutions). CitizenLab aims at making tomorrow’s governments more citizen-centric, through
user-friendly cloud software, insightful data analytics and focus on mobile.
“The Social Capital, understood as everything that makes the citizen aware of being part of
the urban fabric must be reconsidered. We must go from the cynical sense to the civic sense.
One of the fundamental elements to recover it is the development of systems related to
communication and information. Man does not always behave in a harmonious way with his
surrounding environment and if there is no harmonic continuity, he goes through some kind
of discrepancy. Until some time ago man was at the center of these harmonic cycles, he is
now exerting too much pressure, and by evolving he produces entropy, as in the case of the
increase in the production of carbon dioxide: man is the only being that tends to destroy its
habitat, compared to the vital mass on Earth.”
In Italy the cities are different from each other both from an architectural point of view, both
for quality and lifestyle; they are agglomerations of centuries of history with a complex and
difficult past that cannot easily be grouped together in a single design.
The factors that allow us to identify urban systems predisposed to the development of
smartness can be grouped together in the process and system preconditions. The first one
assure the absence in the system of urban entropies, which could endanger the evolutionary
developments directed towards a better quality of life. The second one concern the adoption
of technological innovation.
"What is the city for us today? I think I wrote something like a last love poem to the cities,
when it becomes increasingly difficult to live them as a city. Perhaps we are approaching a
moment of crisis in urban life, and Invisible cities are a dream born of unlivable cities ". (from
a I. Calvino conference held in New York in 1983)
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The book argues against the transformation of the city of the province into metropolis with a
high rate of technology and pollution that irreversibly damage the landscape and the
environment. For I. Calvino, the ideal city seems to be very far from today's "futuristic"
metropolis, launched in a grueling change towards the new, which have no regard for the
environment and nature; only a city that accepts its inhabitants to live fully in harmony with
nature, respecting it and enjoying its fruits, can be considered a liveable city. So I. Calvino,
with the intention of evoking the city of beauty, relies on his sparkling imagination and his
crystalline, light and playful writing, transforming the envying cities of today into the surreal
ones of the book, the most beautiful cities that reaches perfection in some moments.
Venice is the implicit and explicit point of reference, a city protected and threatened by its
lagoon as an open example of urban space to be guarded and imitated.
The architectural legacy of the invisible Cities is not in the concrete of the buildings (in the
English double sense of the term, therefore neither in the concrete, nor even in the beton),
but in the relationship between image and imagination.
The teaching is to appreciate the future of the classic, the importance of not abandoning with
a simple demolition gesture a heritage of centuries, the value of diversity, of the immaterial,
of the non-quantifiable.
This translation of the visual city into mental images, into thought structures that map the
arteries and nodes of the city, was part of the architectural culture of the 1960s, with a book
like Kevin A. Lynch's The Image of the City. The Ligurian writings certainly inspired it, but
moreover it gave shape and structure to these ideas with an extraordinary potential to
activate processes of mental imagination during reading.
The city is made of relations between the measures of its space and the events of its past
that emerge through the collective memory that the city tells those who stop to read it and
are contained in it like the lines of a hand.
The common thread that unites the description of the different cities is the idea that the same
can be animated by those who dream, those who travel and those who live there, remaining
the essence, history, stones and bridges. The cities of I. Calvino are inspired by an
actualized past that can assist as a model for future cities.
“Man does not always behave in a harmonious way with his surrounding environment and if
there is no harmonic continuity, he goes through some kind of discrepancy. Until some time
ago man was perfectly at the center of these harmonic cycles, he is now exerting too much
pressure, and by evolving he produces entropy, as in the case of the increase in the
production of carbon dioxide: man is the only being which tends to destroy its habitat,
compared to the vital mass on Earth”
In a desirable technological neo-humanism, the model of the future city should be a place
distinguished by harmony between the parts inspired by the balance of classical antiquity; in
the ideal Renaissance city, which reflects the ideals of balance, order and symmetry, there is
the conviction that there is a relationship between the wisely governed state and the
rationally organized space in search of perfection built to measure for human life.
ICT is a catalyst for economic, cultural and social change in contemporary society, offering
an opportunity for change thanks to open and relational participatory models, the relational
model of the network society calls into question the role of institutions, the traditional
knowledge systems that must be redesigned.
Digital technologies have contributed to the construction of complex databases, with
additional information that index data for better consultation and availability, improving
access and interactivity.
“All this represents the future of knowledge, a future in which political, social and cultural
practices will emphasize the incorporation of the virtual into reality, a future in which
information will surround and envelop collaborative processes of sharing, re-reading,
interpretation and creative production that will go to add to the tangible and concrete world,
improving it. A future that has already arrived and that aims to strengthen the dissemination
platforms that facilitate the creative exchange between real and virtual, without impediments
and access limits."
Through certain factors it is possible to identify urban systems predisposed to develop the
smart size of a city for which there are other preconditions that can be divided into pre-
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conditions of process and system preconditions, among the usual factors we consider are
the size, the functioning and the organization.
The first one are rappresented by a positive living and by the absence of urban entropy that
could jeopardize the evolutionary social dynamic; The second one concerns the assets of the
urban subsystems for which we consider the structural factors of the physical system,
functional system, socio-anthropic system.
Among the usual factors we consider are the size, the functioning and the organization;
According to the United Nations Conference on Human Settlements - UNCHS, the inclusive
city is the place where anyone, irrespective of their economic condition, gender, age, race or
religion, is allowed to participate productively and positively in the opportunities that the city
has to offer.
Italy extends for a maximum length of 1,200 kilometers, from Vetta d'Italia to Capo delle
Correnti. Its total area is 302,073 square kilometers, the country is divided administratively
into municipalities, provinces, metropolitan cities and regions. At December 31, 2016, there
were 7,998 municipalities, 101 provinces and nine metropolitan cities; there are twenty
regions, five of which with special status, which are in turn divided into geographical areas:
North-west, North-east, Center and South, which includes South and Islands. Regions exhibit
great variability both in terms of surface and population. The Municipalities of very small and
small are the most numerous: 3,701 units equal to 46.3 percent of the total, and are located
mainly in the North-West; Municipalities with very small territorial size have an average
population density of 558 inhabitants per square kilometer, the highest value being that of the
South, with 1,009 inhabitants. If we look at the demographic dimension, 69.9 percent of
Italian municipalities have a population of 5,000 or less. These Municipalities occupy 54.2
percent of the Italian territory and 16.6 percent of the total population live there. 42.7 percent
of the small municipalities are concentrated in the North-West with 23.2 percent of the
population. In the Center, on the other hand, there is the lowest proportion of the population
residing in the class of small municipalities (10.0 percent).
If in Valle d'Aosta the territorial extension of the demographically small municipalities
represents 99.3 percent of the regional surface, values higher or equal to 70 percent are
recorded in Molise (81.9 percent), Trentino-Alto Adige (76.6 percent), Piedmont (78.6
percent), Liguria (72.1 percent), Sardinia and Friuli-Venezia Giulia (70.2 percent) and
Abruzzo (70.0 percent) ). On the other hand, the regions with the lowest share of the surface
occupied by small municipalities are Puglia, with 14.4 per cent and, thereafter, Sicily, EmiliaRo- magna, Umbria and Tuscany. With shares between 30 and 40 percent. These
municipalities, with 61 inhabitants per square kilometer, are the least densely inhabited. The
same indicator for the municipalities of average width, that is, with population between 5.001
and 250 thousand inhabitants, is equal to 306 inhabitants per square kilometer, while in the
large municipalities, with a population of over 250 thousand inhabitants, the density goes
from the minimum value of Veneto (845) with the highest density of 8.151 inhabitants of
Campania.
In the fifteen Italian regions washed by the sea, 644 municipalities are located along the
Italian coastline, 28.4 percent of the entire Italian resident population insists, the coastal
areas are therefore the most densely populated: 399 inhabitants per square kilometer
against 168 of non-coastal areas. Campania, Lazio and Liguria are among the regions with
the highest density of seaside population.
“Deaf, inert cities contain the seeds of their own destruction. But the vibrant, diverse, intense
cities contain the seeds of their regeneration, with enough energy to bring the problems out
of themselves” (Jane Jacobs)
For small cities, talk about smart reconfiguration refers to policies and interventions that, also
through the new information and communication technologies, orient the system towards
sustainable and efficient states.
In our territory there are few town in the face of small municipalities that have their own
identities and characterizations consisting of traditions, food, crafts, landscapes, crops, are
the small treasures that can restore quality of life.
Man and his territory becomes the fulcrum from which a new network system is set up, which
in a perspective of awareness can activate virtuous vortices that can combine social
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inclusiveness, technological innovation and sustainability, remaining faithful to the identity of
the places.
The three keywords that are at the basis of the philosophy of slow food, good-clean and fair
are the mirror of a way of life and work that have recurred also in social terms, ensuring a
better future in a perspective of cultural enrichment focused on the exchange international
history, knowledge and projects.
"We are facing a substantial change: no longer the idea of the architect, the designer or the
engineer who proceeds 'from above' and how Le Corbusier can afford to impose his vision,
but rather a vision that can be born 'from below' and grow from all of us together. " (Ratti
2013). If on the one hand research in this sense claims its position to support a correct
management of the territory on the other hand, implicit in the concept of SC, there is the
bottom up approach where all citizens are called to respond to the function of active
citizenship; it is impossible to imagine the development of a successful strategy without the
correct balance of both, since in fact they constitute two sides of the same coin. Two
approaches respectively linked to the parallel actions of two different but equally fundamental
actors: research and the local community.
The growth of the urban system must be planned taking into account the resources available
on the territory, the basis of a smart planning is the monitoring, management and evaluation
of resources.
The good practices to be followed concern different levels, some of which have been
highlighted above, from citizenship to identity, from development to the economy, from
energy to mobility, with implications on the supply chain of knowledge, on the identity of the
territory and its landscape, touching complementary and synergistic areas and aspects. A
broad and shared development strategy aimed at improving the efficiency and quality of
services and life of citizens. We add recycling and integrated waste management-use of wet
waste for the creation of compost to be used as fertilizer in agricultural gardens, alternative
energy sources such as, for example, power plants of biogas with anaerobic degradation,
rainwater collection-recycling-phytodepuration, microgeneration and energy independence of
buildings-Energy Service Company.
Entering the network promoted by the prestigious Fraunhofer Institute Morgenstadt on the
home page there is a question:
How do we want to live and work in the city of tomorrow?
Morgenstadt is a platform that proposes a format to support cities towards improvement in
order to improve the quality of life, resilience and environmental sustainability.
In promoting a holistic approach, considering the complexity of the problem, a solution is
provided through the cooperation of different actors such as research, industry and cities,
providing specific business models.
The Fraunhofer Society researchers have identified nine sectors that are necessary for a
sustainable urban development process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Mobility
Buildings
Water supply
Governance
Energy
Finance
Information and Communication Technologies
Logistics
Resilience

His work program, called City Insights, includes:
Network activities: Development of and access to tools, tender brokerage, networking
events and joint PR.
Value-added services: Fraunhover spin-offs Platform Bable sharing smart cities information
and products and Smart Society Academy teaching smart cities content.
Smart City Research: joint development of system solutions within each area of innovation.
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City Labs: Analysis of a city with different indicators, on-site and development of tailor-made
measures.
Through the identification of new technologies and creative solutions calibrated on real
projects, the partners apply the research results proposing innovative ideas for sustainable
cities.
In fostering a new humanism that puts man at the center, social inclusion, through the digital
transformation strategies of municipalities, sustainable mobility, a participatory government,
for the purpose of improving the quality of life, the connection with the nature, good food,
culture, identity and memory of a place.
1.2 Subsection

Fig. 1: Le chateau des Pyrénées – Renè Magritte
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In the contemporary age traditional games could be a way to debate and establish a
comparison of knowledge carriers to communicate methodologies of good practices adopted
and experiences in the use in the protection, conservation and safeguarding of cultural
heritage.
Different intellectual approaches(1,2,3)defined traditional games are an expression of a
country‟s cultural background, beliefs and passions as well as reflect the living conditions at
the time of their creation.
Traditional games seem to have developed similarly through the ages in various parts of
Europe even though these were distant from each other.
Traditional children’s games could be goal of project to incorporate elements of traditional
children’s (outdoor) games in the design of an intelligent, interactive playground
Reference
1. Parlebas P. (1999). Juegos, deportes y sociedades. Léxico de praxiología motriz.
Barcelona: Paidotribo.
2. Lavega Burgues Pere (1996). El juego popular/tradicional y su lógica externa.
Aproximación al conocimiento de su interacción con el entorno. Conferencia del 1er.
Congreso Internacional de Luchas y Juegos Tradicionales. Puerto del RosarioFuenteventura, España
3. Lumen International Conference Logos Universality Mentality Education Novelty
(LUMEN 2013) Role of the Game in the Development of Preschool Child Sonja
Petrovskaa, Despina Sivevskaa, Oliver Cackova.
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Introduction
The word game means different things to different people. The game satisfies the biological
and psychological needs of children and contributes to their mental, emotional, social and
moral development. Different roles in the games, although the product of a child’s fantasy,
allow the child to gain personal experience of good and bad, about what is positive and what
is not in behavior. Games are an important form of entertainment for children and adults,
through which children organize independently and they have special educational
significance. They are a powerful tool for education because through games children acquire
knowledge, enrich their experience, and develop skills and habits.
An important pre-supposition of an effective pedagogy of play suggests that early years
practitioners can use their knowledge of the processes and content of children’s play to
create content-rich environments that provide a wide range of play possibilities, which
promote learning and development, are challenging, engender a feeling of security and
wellbeing, and build a sense of community (Bruce, 1987; Hendricks, 2001; Rinaldi, 1998).
Huizinga in “Homo Ludens” (1937), it maintained that “play is the greatness given to culture,
existing before the culture itself, interwoven in human living from the very beginning up to
individual experiencing it by each of us, even the research” (1). For Huizinga the play is the
source of culture as a cultural act which served as a foundation for great civilizations.
Similarly to Huizinga , Parlebas and Lavega claimed that play has not only a biological or
psychological aspect but it should be seen as a cultural act which served as a foundation for
great civilizations. Many studies have emphasized the deep relationship that links the
traditional games and culture.Some authors such as Bruner (2) and Montessori (3), have
claimed the importance of the relationship between the integration of cultural inputs and
motor actions has given rise to large number of researches that have demonstrated how it is
a necessary function not only for good academic performance but also for a proper
development of the organizational thinking. This means that games act as a kind of society in
miniature and provide the skilled teacher with an ideal opportunity to intervene in a unitary
way with the person as a whole; as such, students become the centre of attention and
interest of the educational process (4). Since early childhood, children enjoy playing a wide
variety of games. Indeed, at times I have had a reasonable level of addiction to various
games. In retrospect, it is clear that learn a great deal from the board games, card games,
puzzles, and other types of games that I played as a child. In recent years, a number of
educators and educational researchers have come to realize that games can be an important
component of both informal and formal education. Among the several games recognised by
the international scientific community, the traditional games represents denotes expressive
forms, processes, and behaviours that we customarily learn, teach and utilize or display
during faceto-face interactions and judge to be traditional. They are based on known
precedents or models, and because they serve as evidence of continuities and consistencies
through time and space in human knowledge, thought, belief, and feeling (5).
1.1Objective
The aim of the research project was to verify, through a theoretical argumentative approach, the
function of teaching methods centered on traditional games play as an original alternative access to
knowledge . It highlighted the importance of an use of traditional games in the nursery and primary
school that is required to bring out potentialities and plurality of limits of each pupil, which are essential
for effective customized teaching planning of educational activities.
The theoretical framework to define the educational aspects of traditional games , from an
interdisciplinary reflection on the epistemological level, tracing a path of research that could offer a
perspective of teaching physical and play activities by recognizing the methodological original features
and the possible use as a "alternative way" of teaching in the developmental period.
This perspective has required to examine, by historical-comparative-descriptive and theoretical
approaches, educational function of the different kind of games and their educational potential to
facilitate access to knowledge.
Secondary has been identified features and tools for the creation of research paths at school centered
on motor and sports-play activities and the definition of potential specific protocols for the
implementation of research paths centered on traditional games side by take place at school.
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An interactive playground based on traditional children’s play
In Italy, the curriculum of nursery and primary school is based on the planning of different
experiences that are mainly physical-recreational and which allow the natural observation of
the level of potential development of skills and competencies, methods to integrate the direct
communication from the teacher and the use of different kind of games.
According to Italian Ministry Education play and game represents a first and effective form of
education for pupils that like all active methods, captures the children’s needs, their interest
in achieving goals, as leverage for activity [5], encouraging the acquisition of essential
prerequisites for gradually gaining access to more mature forms of cognitive and social and
physiological skills.
According to Parlebas ”traditional games offer a much more uneven scenario. In many
cases, players may be required to change team, and their opponents suddenly become their
teammates (unstable network); sometimes, a given player is potentially a partner and an
adversary at the same time, (ambivalent network). This relational inconsistency culminates in
the paradox game, full of coalitions and countercoalitions, as contradictory as provisional.
Instead of being closely subjected to the logic of a team, often the player is free to make his
motor decisions, and may not have to answer to anybody. This total autonomy of the
participant in a collective game, unknown in the sport, is only found in some traditional
games.” (4).
In order to design our interactive playground using elements of traditional children’s play, it need to draw from related work in interaction design, it introduce the idea
of Gamespace in playgrounds based on an analysis of many types of traditional playground
play: Gamespace, social interaction, and physical activity .
Particular attention should be attributed to the natural needs for play, movement,
expression, intimacy and sociability of the pupils which in this sense act as elements that
guide the educational activity.
Traditional games are an expression of a country‟s cultural background, beliefs and
passions as well as reflect the living conditions at the time of their creation. They are based
on very accessible physical components found across countries both in rural and urban
areas.
They are configured as one of the possible work paths to organize activities and experiences
designed to promote skills. based on the significance of different experience to facilitate the
organization of a system of relations that has put in communication the cognitive style of
each individual pupil, the structure of knowledge to be acquired and all the operations
necessary to the incorporation of intellectual and motor learning content in the knowledge
structure of each student. : Players are engaged in creative learning that engages and reengages them in games that evolve as they evolve, since an ecologically minded
TG(traditional games )teacher becomes a teacher focused on capturing emergent learning,
supporting it with “a cognizing moment, and fostering subsequent iterations of that learning
back into a new game structure. (6).
Discussion and conclusion
Awareness of non-generalizability of the findings, however, led to the conclusion that there is
no definitive best teaching method that would give positive and consistent results in different
learning contexts, with any student or teacher, but you should consider alternative
methodological in the design of training interventions that take into account the potential of
traditional games in access to knowledge.
The need to consider the different cognitive and learning styles in the school population
requires changes not only materials but also the teaching methods in order to broaden the
spectrum of access to knowledge especially in the presence of students stranger.
This allows us to broaden the range of choice on the part of teachers and adopt alternative
methodological variability and flexibility that it can be assumed with a fair degree of certainty
that can be effective teaching tools in the design of training routes for each student.
The discussion carried out, therefore, gave its small contribution to educational research
oriented to the identification of possible strategies for more effective teaching in response to
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emerging issues and questions of who is constantly engaged in the educational contest, not
pretending to indicate universal and therefore unique methodologies, but suggesting through
empirical evidence, and the significance of the results supported by a specific theory of
reference, training routes linked to the objectives and content to offer.
According to De Vroede & Renson (2005): we should also safeguard the rich ludodiversity of
our play heritage. The importance of keeping our games alive and highly diversified, instead
of narrowing them down to a small number of strictly codified modern sports, may - culturally
speaking - be as important as keeping our ecosystem diversified. (7).
The teacher is, of course, complicit in this process, as the architect of the learning
structure and as the “curator” of the experience (8).
All these characteristics confirm that any traditional game is an authentic school of social
values and cultural learning.
This means that games act as a kind of society in miniature and provide the skilled teacher
with an ideal opportunity to intervene in a unitary way with the person as a whole; as such,
students become the centre of attention and interest of the educational process. (9).
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Abstract

The research addresses the issues of preservation, conservation and possible new destination of the
th
Italian architecture of the Second half of the 20 century, which is more and more the object,
particularly in recent years, of complex interventions managed, most of the times, through quite
contradictory procedures that can compromise the integrity of the buildings involved. As Bruno
Reichlin states: «The preservation of the modern and contemporary architectural heritage [...] is
perhaps one of the great opportunities currently offered to the architect in order to rethink his/her
profession», the “architect of the safeguard” should be in the position to operate directly in the field,
having a deep knowledge of the genesis of the architectural work, its materials and construction
techniques, the state of its conservation or alteration, as well as the procedural and operational issues
necessary for is future spatial layout and functional destination: the project, the call for tenders, the
works management, the construction site. This body of knowledge has to be compared with the
current legislation, which in Italy – as far as the preservation of the architecture of the Second half of
th
the 20 century is concerned – is unfortunately still lacking a significant consolidated jurisprudence.
In a path that is in part alternative to what has already been produced by the institutional authorities
set up for preservation, moreover, the research intends to propose some methodological suggestions
about the categories and classification criteria present or excluded in the existing heritage lists, with
the aim to include, in a more systematic way, all the restoration interventions entitled, for their
th
architectural value, to be considered part of the heritage of the second half of the 20 century. Placing
the emphasis on the specific figurative and distributive characters of some emblematic architectural
cases, the proposed working method, while dealing with a new use of the building, intends to preserve
as much as possible its original formal expression, language and perception.
th

Keywords: Preservation of the architecture of the Second half of the 20
project; Restoration; National heritage list; Copyright.

1. Introduction (Carla Bartolozzi and Gentucca Canella)

century; Conservation

This essay takes its cue from the results of the Turin conference of December 2016 Conservation,
protection, re-destination for the Italian architecture of the second half of the 20th century [2],
promoted by the Department of Architecture and Design of the Politecnico di Torino and the
subsequent debate on the prole of restoration in a vast action of recognition of the value of the
th
architectural works of the masters of the Italian architecture of the Second half of the 20 century.
During the conference students and teachers of the main Italian architecture schools were involved in
the realization of the exhibition-video Reflections on the Second half of the 20th century Italian
Architectures at risk, to critically illustrate the degree of possible alteration in which today are likely to
incur some of the most representative structures of the Second post-war period.
The experience produced a first survey, updated to 2016 and still ongoing, on the state of
conservation of some important national case studies, now considered “at risk”, through the creation of
short film-documentaries of the actual situation compared with the documentation of the original
project and enhanced by interviews with authors and researches / witnesses, introducing some first
plausible issues:
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- does the change of use of a building justify the uncontrolled change of its structure?
- deformation or degradation? What is most prejudicial for the transmissibility of the architectural
work?
- does the restructuring necessarily involve the perceptual alteration of the architectural work?
- the requalification intervention cannot involve the original author?
- what is the destiny of an unfinished project?
- how can the protection action not contemplate restoration?

th

Fig. 1: Works and protagonists of Italian architecture of the second half of the 20 century.
The works: Roberto Gabetti, Aimaro Isola and Giuseppe Raineri, Torinese Horse Racing Company in Nichelino,
Torino, 1958-59; Giorgio Raineri, Novitiate of the Sisters of Charity, Torino, 1962-65; Guido Canella, Michele
Achilli, Daniele Brigidini and Laura Lazzari, Civic Center of Segrate, Milano, 1963-66; Vittoriano Viganò, Institute
for minors “Marchiondi Spagliardi”, Baggio, Milano, 1953-57; Marcello D’Olivo, Village of the Child in Opicina,
Trieste, 1950-57; Giorgio Raineri with Antonietta Roasio, Agricultural cooperative in Montalenghe, Torino, 1957.
The protagonists: Roberto Gabetti and Aimaro Isola; Guido Canella and Luciano Semerani; Aldo Rossi.

We have also tried to build a research that is complementary to what has already been produced in
recent years by entities that are institutionally responsible for the heritage preservation (Ministry of
Cultural Heritage and Activities, Monument and Fine Art Departments, Regions) and the organizations
/ associations involved (UNESCO, Do.co.mo.mo. International, Do.co.mo.mo. Italia), trying to define
some possible operational criteria for the construction and transmission of the same documentary
apparatus - initially through a series of structured files on an effective comparison between the original
state of the work (intentionally delegated to the authors' reports and the archive drawings) and the
actual conservation status (verified during the inspection phase) -, but also with reference to the
correct application of a legislative apparatus on copyright in architecture that still today suffers from a
jurisprudential deficiency (the monumental constraint can be recognized by the Ministry only for
architectural works built more than seventy years ago).
It is useful to remember that a correct application of the Copyright Law could guarantee the control of
the author also on the interventions for new functions. In fact, the art. 20 of Law 633/1941, while
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specifying: «However, the author of a works of architecture cannot oppose the modifications that may
be necessary during its realization [or even] to those other modifications that may be necessary when
the work is completed»., also establishes: «However, if the work is recognized by the competent state
authority “of important artistic character”, the author will have the right to study and implement such
modifications».
This decree which potentially has a great value for the work of architecture and for the author that
perhaps could become, like the condition “at risk”, one of the possible criteria from which to set
priorities and urgency in the safeguard interventions.
Some recent solutions adopted for the integrity of recognized works, properly planned in the design
phase, have then had negative results due to construction site decisions. This is the case, among
others, of the Civic Center of Segrate (Milan, 1963-66), designed by Guido Canella, Michele Achilli,
Daniele Brigidini and Laura Lazzari, object between 2003 and 2009 of a project for its conversion into
an Art Schools with a library and an auditorium (initially designed by the original authors which were
then unjustifiably excluded in the construction phase), later unfortunately also seriously deformed in its
perceptive characters. And this despite the fact that the building received in November 2011, at the
beginning of the conversion works, the “Recognition of the important artistic character” by the
Contemporary Art and Architecture Department and Urban Peripheries of the Ministry of Cultural
Heritage, with highlighted in the accompanying report: «Unanimously recognized by architectural
criticism among the most important and significant Italian works of architecture of the Second half of
the 20th century, for its relationship with the urban context, the use of materials and its typological
innovation».
Similarly, it is believed that the same attention must be paid to those restoration works - very often
integrated with the installation project - which, from the post-war years to the end of the 20th century,
have guaranteed the preservation, conservation and enhancement of major architectural heritage and
th
which are also to be ascribed to the Italian architecture of the Second half of the 20 century as
defined and included in the census objectives.
These structures are also in a state of risk similar to of the new structures, and therefore the same
acknowledgment and protection are necessary to avoid alterations and transformations incompatible
with their status. The need for regulatory compliance, the renewal of the plants, the solutions aimed to
energy containment constantly put at risk interventions that do not yet enjoy regulatory recognition, for
which it is necessary to activate procedures that involve the original architect and the relative sharing
of new solutions design, as well as for the new architecture.
Finally, the decision to investigate, as an example of research, the Turin Stock Exchange, designed
and built in 1952-56 by Roberto Gabetti, Aimaro Isola, Giorgio Raineri (with structures by Giuseppe
Raineri), abandoned for some years and now at the center of a public debate for a new use - and, in
these days, recognized by the Ministry of Cultural Heritage of “Important artistic character” -, is
particularly significant and demonstrative of the steps described above: knowledge, verification of the
structures, research on materials and construction techniques, applicability of the protection of the
rules but, above all, the need for a compatible function that allows to keep as complete as possible the
original perception of the building.
2. Possible additions to the Ministerial Census of Italian architecture of the second half of the
20th century (Gentucca Canella)
The important action of recognition and selection of the Italian architectural heritage of the second half
th
of the 20 century promoted in the early years of the millennium by the Ministry of Cultural Heritage
constitutes the starting point for any state of progress on the issues of protection. But the application
of preventive action for protection is much more complex because, in the current legislation, the law
633/41 «is the only device through which, even indirectly, it is possible to “recognize” a value to
architecture contemporary» [3].
The same criteria that establish the membership of the architectural work to the Italian cultural
heritage are formally defined by the Ministry itself on the basis of the recurrence and bibliographic
quality; the role and capacity for technological innovation, typological, as well as «solutions to
technical or social problems, etc.» [4]. It is important to underline that, like the critical fortune of the
work, the relevance and notoriety of the author as «important figure in the panorama of regional,
national or international architecture, even in the cultural debate» has undisputed value.
These criteria should be sufficiently exhaustive and conditioning even in respect of a “free operation”
claimed by owners or clients, whether public or private, in restructuring or new use, but certain
th
generalization in the accreditation of architecture works of the Second half of the 20 century - that
can be much or less significant - also confirmed on the portal of the Ministerial Census in the specific
indication of «site in constant implementation and updating», increases the interpretative disorientation
to the exclusive advantage of uncontrolled actions.
Also the recent update of the Lombardy Census “Architecture in Lombardy from 1945 to today” (which
includes about 700 records) - undoubtedly meritorious also for the involvement of the main Italian
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archives (Projects Archive of the IUAV University of Venice, Study Center and Archive of
Communication - CSAC of Parma, Center of high studies on visual arts - Casva di Milano, Triennale di
Milano), as well as for the reproduction of a series of photographs of the recorded works taken in the
current state - in many cases it does not allow recognition, even in descriptive reports, the intentions of
the authors, the original features of the work, and even less the evidence of the alterations made.
It therefore becomes necessary to try to circumscribe the most significant examples of the second half
th
of the 20 century architecture in a defined period of time, possibly contained between the second
post-war period and the end of the nineties, establishing for the works to be protected a “priority
criterion” founded not so much on the “necessity” of any routine maintenance or adjustment to current
legislation (necessary that the same Italian legislation on copyright in most cases considers difficult to
contemplate), but determined by the value and the status of the work, taken at random emblematic
and demonstrative study not only of historical, aesthetic, sociological and cultural qualities but also of
original and ingenious processes of functional, typological and figurative experimentation, as well as
the use of innovative techniques and materials.
« I have so far defined the ambiguous “hegemonic” ambition of the architect of the safeguard, which
seems to be destined to hunt in the same lands as the historian of art and architecture. Below I will
illustrate my “conviction”, which leads precisely to the territories of the historiographical survey that
directly concern - and I would say almost materially - the architect. One of these, evidently, is the
monographic study of the work» [5].
In the work of cataloging drawn up in the didactic research carried out at the Politecnico di Torino, as
an integration to the usual procedures of recognition and cataloging of the architecture of the second
th
half of the 20 century, we wanted to introduce, after an initial cognitive study on the architectural work
and its author, the phase of the inspection as necessary contextual verification and testimony of the
state of conservation of the building (flanked by video-photographic documentation).
In this first part, the sample sheets relating to case studies of “recognized national and international
value” in Piedmont, today at risk of compromise, have been articulated in a first descriptive section of
the work, intentionally taken from the authors' project reports: «The preliminary development of
monographic studies of buildings that could be “restored” should become a common practice and a
meeting ground for architects and historians» [6], and in a second section, which is documentary and
iconographic, obtained from the first publications on the work put together from archival sources and
from the materials conserved in the firms of the same authors: «an architectural analysis able to
contribute all the resources, and current, of architectural criticism» [7]. The final phase of the
inspection completes the cards with brief video and photographic surveys updated to 2016-2017 and
with a sort of first objective feedback on the changes undergone over time.
It is also useful to bear in mind that the possibilities offered to the author's architecture by a
differentiated “case by case” approach and by a structured safeguard action on the identification of the
main identifying characteristics of the work are difficult to match the most recent proposals for a
“network” protection for the second half of the 20th century «from a perspective that embraces a
series of works and common characters that legitimize their cultural interest» [8]. A serial approach to
the intervention criteria risks weakening the specific “case by case” of the individual works and the
intentions of the designer-author. Nor is it possible to make exclusive reference to the technical
methodologies for the recovery of materials or “constructive knowledge”.
In fact, if for the second twentieth century it is undeniable what was affirmed by Anna Maria Zorgno
Trisciuoglio, in 2001: «On the other hand, the need for a redefinition and renewal of professional
profiles strongly linked to the cultural traditions of the local building is becoming increasingly urgent.
These professional profiles should present themselves as carriers of old and new construction
technologies, even if more and more contaminated with each other» [9], it is perhaps true that the
complexity of the recovery of a material in a state of deterioration or alteration, in particular way in the
architecture of the second half of the twentieth century, it can only be consciously addressed also as
the possibility of transmitting its linguistic code in its entirety.
In this perspective it can be considered an example, for the solution difficulties still present in the
restoration actions, the treatment of concrete recovery in its use “exposed face” that connotes in a
very singular way some of the most representative buildings made in the fifties and the seventies of
th
the second half of the 20 century.
The preservation of its formal integrity must contemplate, even in works by the same author, the
possibility of coding with different paths, therefore, depending on the case, as a declination of “variant”
or on the contrary of “invariant” figurative and perceptive, entailing a diversification of treatment also in
the resolution of the building site. Similar considerations are also necessary in relation to the element
“window” in the architecture of the author, in its articulations (iron-window, u-glass, glass-blocking,
curtain wall); or likewise in the so-called “fifth façade”, that is the covering, preserving intact its design,
proportions, projections, materials and surface finishes.
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Fig. 2: Ina-Casa in Orbassano, Torino, 1954-55, by Roberto Gabetti and Giorgio Raineri.
Example of cataloging: comparison between original state and current status, 2018 (Extracts from the Master's
Degree Thesis of V. Marchisio, Politecnico di Torino, 2018 - Supervisors: G. Canella, C. Bartolozzi, T. Marzi)

3. Do restoration works belong to “Italian architectures of the twentieth century”? (Carla Bartolozzi)
Moving the focus of interest to the cases of restoration and proceeding with the examination of what
has been produced and published on the website of the DGAAP [10] shows an overview that gives us
back the consistency of what has been recognized to today in the census of the architecture of the
th
second half of the 20 century. Through the rigorous method at the base of the census itself, the data
now available offer the scientific community opportunities for first consideration and discussion, also
useful for a possible better future use of the instrument itself. The outcome of the nationwide survey,
carried out in collaboration with many university departments that have signed agreements with the
Ministry for direct research on the territory, combined with archival research and verification of the
requirements set at the base of the census, constitutes as a whole a cataloging tool with extraordinary
potential. The following is therefore to be intended as an input for possible subsequent steps.
A first consideration regards the quantitative aspects: of the 20 Italian regions involved there are still
no data on the censuses of Umbria, Campania and Basilicata. It should also be noted that for each
region the reports may be of a widespread nature throughout the territory - this for the most part - or
concentrated in the metropolitan area of the regional capitals (this is the case of Rome for Lazio or
Turin for Piedmont). Even the overall reports, divided between “flagged” and “exceptional value”
oscillate between the 709 of Lombardy - the region with the largest and most widespread catalog - at
350 in Emilia Romagna and 292 in Tuscany, up to 64 in Liguria for the regions of minor territorial
development, 50 in Valle d'Aosta and 100 in Molise. This makes obviously difficult a certain type of
comparison, given an approach that has followed criteria that can change from area to area.
The total number today adds up to about 2,000 assets surveyed, even if the architectural work is still
being completed and the data are still fluid, constantly updated and implemented. Nevertheless, some
considerations can already be formulated to check whether, in the specific regional censuses already
published, the restoration interventions that have characterized the panorama of Italian architecture of
th
the Second half of the 20 century, are present and therefore ascribable to the more general category
of Italian “architecture” to which the census is expressly dedicated. At present, among the seven
criteria of the quantitative and critical types indicated in the methodological presentation of the
Census, specific references to interventions on historical or monumental architecture are not found,
but at the same time there are not even considerations that could lead to an exclusion of this category.
Among the different types of intervention that include essentially new buildings, however, they appear,
not in all the Regions, but in some significant cases, “interventions on the built environment” that, even
though representing a minimum percentage, explicitly introduce the hybridization of the contemporary
th
intervention on the historical heritage as an architectural work of the Second half of the 20 century,
according to meanings that unequivocally intercept the category of conservation. This is a sign of
overcoming a forced separation between design skills that coexist in the single figure of the architect.
There are also some absences in the lists of the Ministerial Census which, in a context of such great
cultural importance, could have been useful to find recognition. New interventions by some renowned
Italian architects who have worked in the Second half of the 20th century have been recognized, while
the so-called “architectural works of integration of historical buildings” or the conservation interventions
have been left out. Through the search filter by author you can browse the site of the DGAAP to
reconstruct a map of presences or absences, which gives us back a photograph that may still be more
focused.
Among the most interesting examples of recognition is the case of the Cittadella dei Musei di Cagliari,
an architectural work by Pietro Gazzola [11], designed in the years between 1956 and 1964 and built
between 1965 and the following decade. Intervention surveyed as a “work of excellence” which
integrates the design of the restoration and the new, with the research of Gazzola and Libero Cecchini
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to keep in coherent dialogue the archaeological discoveries emerged during the works and the
functionality of the modern structure intended a museum, library, exhibition hall.
In the case of Franco Minissi, the undisputed leading architect of restoration and museum projects in
the years 1950 to 1990, six works are mentioned, one of which - the Archaeological Museum of
Agrigento (1960-62) - classified as “the work of excellence”. On the other hand, the restoration of the
ancient walls of Gela (1952-55) turns out to be a “selected work” and there’s no sign of one of his most
celebrated works and at the same time less easily attributable to a clearly defined category
(construction? ex novo architectural work? archaeological restoration? conservation?) which is the one
related to the protection and musealization of the archaeological site of the Roman villa of Casale in
Piazza Armerina (1957-1963). Of that realization, the project of which is due, by the way, to a close
collaboration of Franco Minissi with Cesare Brandi, today remains almost nothing, following an
unstoppable process that led, despite the strong opposition of a cross-sectional movement of opinion,
the complete replacement of transparent covers designed by Minissi. A negative example of how in
the twenty-first century an example of setting up an archaeological site based on the principle of
conservation of the monument that is still very current [12] has been betrayed with choices of an
entirely different orientation and design quality.
Even an architect like Marco Dezzi Bardeschi appears, from the census, represented mainly by
interventions of new architectures rather than by its restoration works. Only one work by Dezzi, among
the nine that have been recognized, is classified as a work of excellence and concerns a residential
building in the district of San Jacopino in Florence (1974-76). Among his restoration interventions
appears the “Manica lunga della Biblioteca Classense” in Ravenna (1979-84) and the most recent
intervention on the Church of S. Ambrogio in Cantù (1995-2002). There is no recognition for the
Palazzo della Ragione in Milan that in the early eighties of the.20th century represented the manifesto
of conservation according to what was theorized by Dezzi Bardeschi himself [13].
For Massimo Carmassi, present in the census with eleven interventions, we recognize a work of
excellence in the intervention for the Library and the historical archive of the Municipality in Senigallia
(1995-1999). No mention for his interventions that have focused more in Tuscany, mainly in the
province of Pisa; the two main achievements on historical-architectural heritage are missing: the
restoration of Palazzo Lanfranchi (1976-80) and that of Teatro Verdi in Pisa (1986-89) [14]. The work
of Carmassi has been constantly aimed to demonstrating the need for a formal coherence and logical
continuity between the conservation intervention and that of re-functionalization and integration of the
historical buildings, starting from its first Pisan works of the late seventies up to the last projects. In
2015, the jury of the Gold Medal for Italian Architecture awarded the most important award to Massimo
Carmassi for the project to recover the western Silos of the bakery of Santa Maria di Verona barracks,
intended as an university function. The jury's motivations highlight this close relationship between the
two design skills, both of which are necessary for the achievement of the goal: «The ex novo
interventions do not deny their contemporaneity. The glasses that surround the classrooms, the metal
stairs, the cement inclusions do not seek mimicry and develop a story that intersects with the historical
one, it includes the structural logic, the functional necessity and, starting from this, recover the visibility
of the spaces while occupying them with new uses. If it is true that the intervention on the existing will
be increasingly, at least in Europe, the main terrain on which to develop the architectural project and if
it is true that in Europe the existing includes in itself a great historical heritage, then this building
constitutes a teaching how the present past is not antithetical, in architecture, but complementary».
To Andrea Bruno, architect who throughout his career has always worked mainly on architectural
heritage, with an international experience begun in the sixties in Afghanistan, the census report
recognizes only two works, both cataloged “works of excellence”. This is the restoration of the Castello
di Rivoli, (1979-87), and the restoration of the Ospizio di Carità for the Faculty of Economics, both in
Turin [15]. In particular, it should be noted that the Restoration of the Castello di Rivoli is included in
the list of recognized works of “particular artistic character” in accordance with the law 633/41 - a very
exclusive list that today includes only 31 works by Italian architects - thanks to a recent decree (6
August 2015).
Therefore, the list of conservation works, also expressions of «important figures in the panorama of
regional, national or international architecture, even in the cultural debate» is still largely to be written.
th
The catalog of the heritage of the second half of the 20 century must therefore open up to include all
that, in terms of quality and critical recognition, have produced the “conservation architects”. This also
in order to connect, in an ever more coherent way, the action of protection for the architectonic works
of the author to the necessary conservative interventions, that other will not be the result of a cultured
and aware planning on the existent. As Amedeo Bellini claims the restoration «is the execution of an
architectural project that applies to a pre-existence, performs on it all the technical operations suitable
to preserve the material consistency, to reduce the intrinsic and extrinsic factors of deterioration, to
deliver it to fruition as a tool for satisfying needs, with the strictly necessary alterations, using a
preventive study and a project as tools for increasing knowledge» [16].
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Fig. 3: From left: Andrea Bruno: Castello di Rivoli, “Manica lunga” before and after the restoration; Massimo
Carmassi: Teatro Verdi in Pisa, the new security staircase; Marco Dezzi Bardeschi: Classense Library of
Ravenna, hall of eight pillars on the ground floor.

4. Some first issues of procedure in the phases of re-destination (Gentucca Canella)
th
The architecture of the second half of the 20 century must follow its own path, the lack of specific
critical attention, which has contributed to the preservation of the architectural heritage of the first half
of the twentieth century and previous centuries, does not yet allow a reasoned historical location. To a
valid analytical criterion, even if susceptible of additions, it is necessary to support an operative
method that streamline the bureaucratic times of the project procedures (opinions, certificates,
permits) at the same time to supervise the tendering, work direction, construction site, execution.
The “Law on the quality of architecture”, of which the parliamentary process is underway, while
providing for the establishment of a plan for the quality of public buildings and using in a more
extended way the instrument of the declaration of “important artistic character”, presents some unclear
issues. On the one hand, in fact, it entrusts the three levels of the project and the works management
to a single subject - looking positively to limit the damage produced in recent years by integrated
contracts (where the executive project was entrusted to the same contractor) - other still relies in a
somewhat random way to the procedure of the competition (design or ideas) also for «interventions of
importance from an architectural, environmental, historical, artistic and conservative point of view».
In these structures, and even more so for works subject to monumental constraints or recognition by
the Ministry of Cultural Heritage, it is necessary, on the contrary, to prioritize the possibility of a new
procedure “by assignment” which, with the author's approval to the project of redevelopment and the
new functional destination, provide for the assignment of work to the contracting company based on
the actual qualification. Moreover, the feasibility of this “new training for protection”, which could be
extended by the architect, to the Director of the works, up to the same performers, is already covered
in the same “Architectural Quality Law” through «the promotion of high-level training initiatives [...]
aimed at the knowledge and dissemination of architectural, urban and landscape culture».
Two possible additions to the tendering and construction procedures for the works of the second half
th
of the 20 century:
- the creation of a Register of professionals and companies for the protection of heritage
The architect (the author where he lives or, alternatively, the qualified professional) would be in charge
of the control of all the phases of the redevelopment intervention: from the project (preliminary, final,
executive) to the construction site and subsequent testing. Companies specialized in modern
restoration would also be selected for the expertise already acquired in conservation and
experimentation.
- the training site
The phases of the building site, often characterized by prolonged times of recovery or restoration of
the original elements in a state of decay, could be divided as follows:
- “ordinary” work, scheduled from the start of the works, characterized by a lower specialization,
reduced costs and reduced times;
- “high risk” processing, planned for the entire course of the intervention, particularly complex and
significant for safeguarding the perceptive characteristics of the work, characterized by greater
specialization, variable costs and longer timeframes.
Also important is the preparation, both in the project phases and in the tender procedures, of a
planned on-site verification, a series of “samples” to be submitted to approval before and during the
construction site.
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It would also be appropriate to provide for the active involvement of the subjects directly involved
(owners, municipal administrators, users), and of the institutional bodies active on protection (Ministry,
Superintendence, University).
5. The case study. The Turin Stock Exchange by Roberto Gabetti, Aimaro Isola, Giorgio Raineri
and Giuseppe Raineri (1952-56) (Gentucca Canella)
Wanting to indicate to our students a first criterion to approach the architecture of the second half of
th
the 20 century we could first, even by discounting a certain degree of approximation of the research
phases, invite them to recognize any elements to be considered as “invariants”, identifying characters
and consequently unavoidable even in the protection action.
A second criterion, equally important, would involve the verification of the re-destination project, and
its effective functional compatibility.
In the last semester we therefore proposed to the first year students of the Master's Degree in
Restoration to work on the case study of the Turin Stock Exchange, currently abandoned in its original
function and object in recent months of a redevelopment program.
Perhaps there are three original citations from the authors drawn from n. 215 of Casabella-Continuità
of 1957 [17], to define the main elements and characteristics to be considered in the protection
intervention (in the month of August the Ministry of Cultural Heritage of “Important artistic character”
was recognized):
-The screaming room: «The life of the stock market takes place almost entirely in the trading room,
which is the essential element of the building. The large square room (38.50 x 38.50 meters on the
axis of the pillars) takes light on the two opposite sides (at midnight-east towards the garden and at
midday-west towards Via Cavour)».
-The roof: «The dome that covers the living room is basically a square pavilion, with a slightly raised
overhead curve, on the funicular of the loads [...] The strong push resulting to the edge is absorbed by
reticular beams that continue the ribbed vault up to the perimeter pillars».
-The windows: «All windows are iron window, colored dark red. Windowsills, doorjambs, architraves of
the windows, and the walls of the entrance hall, are in slabs of hammered basalt)».

Fig. 4: The Turin Stock Exchange, 1952-56, by Roberto Gabetti, Aimaro Isola, Giorgio Raineri and Giuseppe
Raineri. Identifying characteristics for the protection action and current status, 2018 (Extracts from the Master's
Degree Thesis by V. Marchisio, Politecnico di Torino, 2018 - Supervisors: G. Canella, C. Bartolozzi, T. Marzi)

In the teaching proposal for the reimbursement of the Stock Exchange to “Popular bath with swimming
pool and rehabilitation areas” - with reference to the German thermal baths of the second half of the
th
20 century with indoor pool and baths for medical treatment [18], but also to the municipal swimming
pools of the early decades of the twentieth century -, we wanted to intervene on the structure and on
the section recovering part of the existing basement (about five meters high) that, “discovered” and
connected to the entire empty space of the room, accommodates the regulatory pool for free
swimming (meters 25x20), with variable height for diving and for children's activities, edged by small
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steps for the public. On the left side, compared to the main entrance, a series of rooms for the
exclusive service of the swimmers redesign the figurative party of the original telephone booths of the
former salon of the cries. The body of the offices has been transformed to the ground floor in the areas
of control, ticketing, administration; while on the opposite sides there are two areas to bar / cafeteria
and waiting, one with direct access also from via Cavour, the other open towards the green areas of
the existing garden. On the first floor are the changing rooms with bathrooms and showers; on the
floor according to the gym and the common areas overlooking the pool and Piazzale Valdo Fusi. The
basement is divided between areas open to the public (with rooms for rehabilitation, sauna,
massages, services, showers) and separate rooms for new technological systems.
The ribbed vault, the room of the cries, the double band of the frames retain in this new solution the
exceptional features of the original building, if ever emphasized by the new proportions of the
reservoir.

Fig. 5: Reduction of the Turin Stock Exchange to a popular bath with swimming pool and rehabilitation areas.
(Master thesis by V. Marchisio, Politecnico di Torino, 2018 - Supervisors: G. Canella, C. Bartolozzi, T. Marzi).

Fig. 6: Reduction of the Turin Stock
Exchange to a popular bath with
swimming pool and rehabilitation
areas. (students: E. Civettini, A.
Portesi, Atelier Redevelopment of
the consolidated city, Master's
Degree
in
Architecture
for
Restoration and Valorization of
Heritage, Politecnico di Torino, ay
2017-2018. Professors: G. Canella,
R. Maspoli).
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Abstract
The production of cultural heritage has for a long time found a privileged position within manufacturing
and inside the factory (of goods and construction), where innovations were developed and quickly
translated into production actions. Alongside his fragmentation, today we learn the horizontal
distribution of design centers, due to the strengthening of communication networks and enabled by
new value emergencies, which no longer belong only to production sites but are closer to the world of
consumption.
If the contribution of ICT on one hand has influenced the organization of production, new technologies,
such as information highways and big data analytics, also generate an impact on the design
processes, up to generate new project practices (i.e. co-design), increasingly open to the contribution
of an "unskilled" audience of users and amateurs. Thus the design matter is transferred from the
factory to the market or, better said, in the society where every product builts his meaning and value
matrix.
In this context surrounding factors become relevant, and they are precisely expressed by the local
user, through the connotation of the cultural heritage of a tribe, a buying group, or a local community,
which builds a cluster of relationships, through the lattice aggregation of people around a common fire.
The research try to highlight how local enhancement processes can be useful in the contemporary
project and analyzes how co-design practices contribute to generate innovation in the everywhere
cultural heritage.
Keywords: Local community, focus cluster, co-design, circular process, DIY (Do It Yourself)

1.

Introduction

The research tries to contextualize the design processes within the framework of growing interaction
among the subjects involved in the market and society, starting from the pervasive diffusion of ICT’s
(information and communication technologies) and the relational valorization of the object that, from
Latour onwards, it becomes part of every contemporary social composition.
So beginning from the conviction that any product, object, good (material or immaterial), service or
building acquires semantic consistency when it comes into contact with any other actor of the scenario
it’s part of, we here choose an extensive and inclusive approach, such as the one adopted by the
Anglo-Saxon socio-semiotic in the eighties, to bring back under the lens of preventive analysis and
design action that follows, that fabric of contextual relationships, that surround the object and now
become determinant in the value chain, to define acceptance and satisfaction on the part of the public.
If it is true that design produces relationship patterns in which bodies, users, objects, services, nonuser actors and many others are involved, according to the specific context of practical enhancement
or use of the product, the research investigates what kind of effects indirect relationships and
contextual factors can produce on the project and its market relevance.
How many and what are the elements influencing the design process today?
And then is there any form of design which is completely disconnected from external factors, different
from the user or the public whom it is intended for?
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What emerges is a diffused reticular map, which is subject to continuous and ever more rapid change,
due to the speed with which information is conveyed between the nodes of the data global network
and to the system’s aptitude of building "weak" links between points even distant of the network
through the new technologies, from which derives cultural evolution, transformation, growth, and
innovation.
The relational model we applied is that one Mark Granovetter created in 1973 to describe the social
phenomena of the "small worlds", by the which, in a famous experimental investigation on the search
for jobs by ordinary people, he reveals how the main part of positive results was depending on
sporadic or casual contacts with people not included in the circle of direct and frequent relationships,
thus recognizing to weak ties a key role in defining changes in every context. In that model we find not
only the idea of a relational panorama extended far beyond the number of Dunbar (150), but also the
first intuition of weak and indirect ties, as main responsible for the evolutionary and regenerative
quality of design.
The market appears as a global network made up of many interconnected minor (local) monads, in
which the very most peripheral portions of the system express a remarkably effective regenerative
potential today. Here the designer can, for the present research, activate design-driven innovation
practices and gain effectiveness and relevance with respect to each local culture and interest heritage,
through surveying activities, widespread planning (design displacement strategy) and production.
Thus, design shifts its activity centers to the borders through design displacement strategies, while the
society takes part in the most faithful story of itself, delivering to the demiurge of the form (the
designer) the keys to reading their own contexts. This process corresponds to the proliferation of
design centers and, in practice, implements a model of widespread operation, already widely
experimented in the field of material production and now subject to being transferred to the ideational
and design phase.
1.2 What’s the frame of reference
Without realizing it, we live immersed in the flow of a continuous technological evolution, which is
transforming, sometimes in a radical way, the society that surrounds us and the way the context we
live in takes shape. The recent digital revolution and the emergence of new modes of transversal
communication have paved the way for changes of an unusual scope. The last century, inaugurated
under the banner of massive material revolutions and marked by a superlative exploitation of
resources (equivalent to all that had been used in the two thousand years that had preceded it), is
aimed at the end showing the sprouts of an informative revolution equally formidable. Today,
information and communication technologies are at the centre of a global revision of systems and,
after acting as the driving force behind a process of general globalization (cultural, market,
relationship, etc.), they now reveal more clearly a possible instrumental, effective contribution, as well
as for the manipulation and transmission of data and information (direct contribution), also to achieve
economic and savings objectives (indirect contribution), as in the exploitation of resources (circular
sustainability objectives).
The Internet remains one of the most important historical events of the last centuries; certainly the
most revolutionary phenomenon on the side of the consequences and reflections for the entire world
population. It has partly affected the intellectual processes of cognitive knowledge and often, in the
scientific debate of neuro-psychic research, there are still discussions about the possible influence that
such a mean of communication can exert towards production, for example artistic and literary, and
deterministic analysis processes.
We live in what Jeremy Rifkin called "the Age of Access" (Rifkin, 2006), a passe-par-tout that is more
and more enabling for the existence of each man, in relation to a pattern of different subjects that
make up the contemporary society, in which the theme of ownership has gradually given way to the
concept of experience.
Access to knowledge, in this post-industrial phase (soon to become even post-digital) in which
knowledge has become an economic resource as important as and perhaps more than the material
ones (so much so that we often hear about the knowledge based economy or knowledge-based
economy), is one of the foundations of the information society and is at the same time the main
objective in ICT adoption processes, especially in the integrated configuration in network systems,
which allow continuous, cyclic, iterative interaction.
The number of relationships that each actor has with the rest of the components of each group is
growing today, the radius of the relationship framework around each person and the frequency of
interaction increases along each relationship.
This phenomenon is fuelled by at least two main factors: on the one hand the development of ICT
technologies, on the other hand the greater people ability to move and travel, even over long
distances.
The Internet version of social networks (Social Media) can therefore be assumed to be one of the
most evolved forms of online communication, and certainly today represents an attempt to violate the
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"rule of 150" by Robin Dunbar. The network of social relations that each of us weaves every day in the
various areas of our lives, it can therefore be "materialized" even through digital lattice, organized in a
more or less dense form, and can enrich the plot of contacts of each beyond the limit set by
evolutionary anthropology. Modern man is today a homo-communicans, constantly immersed in the
flow of information. Each of these in some way influences the decision-making processes and the
choice of the public and helps to build that part of the cultural heritage, traditions and local values, on
which interest, acceptance and satisfaction of users depend on any good or service.
The sharing of knowledge, the transfer of information, the widespread participation in their
construction determines a new condition of distributed intelligence, which Pierre Levy calls "collective
intelligence" which today suggests the revision of some decision-making processes based on the
principle of delegation, in the direction of greater participation by new subjects.
The ease of interaction conveyed by technologies and the growth of the number of subjects involved
in every relational context (now including objects and devices) generated an increasingly extensive
and articulated network inside the which each part is potentially connected to each other by weak
bonds.
At the same time, the same factors have made available a huge amount of information, multiplying the
number of topics around which network actors tend to catalyze their attention by creating membership
numbers and smaller circumstantial identity factors (the values of the brands for example or the
statutory principles of autonomous associations and groups of purchase). What derives from it is a
global network, made up of many small minor networks, each one "rotates" around topics of
circumscribed and often well-defined identities, moreover in constant change.
It is the manifestation of what Vanni Codeluppi theorises in a long-term prophecy, analyzing the
influence of lifestyles on consumption and evaluating their strategic effectiveness with respect to
market segmentation: "all these research systems will face even greater difficulties caused by the
realization of a "planetary village" where there is a process of increasing homogenization of individuals
and cultures. Alongside this, however, it should be considered that societies become even more and
more differentiated, because individual and social aspirations and lifestyles always multiply. In the field
of consumption, this inevitably translates into an increase in consumption styles, but also results in
consumption patterns that are articulated within and in constant change» (Codeluppi, 2016).
We can therefore summarize that it is changing the way of choosing, the way of evaluating things, the
cultural or identity segmentation of the public... quickly and continuously fickle.

2.

Changing context means changing strategies

German Gerd Gerken has argued that companies or governments can no longer build their strategies
by thinking about stable and passive consumer groups, because demand is formed today in the
increasingly rapid dynamics of change in society, that are growing inside the networks of consumers
who they organize thanks to new electronic technologies and therefore change continuously. For this
reason, companies must learn to "live among these groups, instead of analyzing them only from the
outside" (Gerken, 1994).
In the same way, Francesco Zurlo, recognizing characteristics of rapid evolution in today's markets,
identifies a strategic quality of design (and enterprise) in the ability to "see, [that] is about to observe
attentively and participant users, culture and society [...] and since we only see what we know, this
means living in culture, becoming "intellectual", able to grasp the nuances that culture takes on
continuously "(Zurlo, 2012).
Ezio Manzini in "Design when everybody designs" talking about social innovation and after describing
today's social structure as a sociotechnological system as result of close integration between
relationships and technology, wherein relatively autonomous parts are always linked to the main
global network (through long distance links), recognizes in localism and permeability to external
stresses (locality and openness) the main characteristics of social organizations, which trigger and
conduct innovative practices on the territory.
Each of these positions highlights how volatile and variable is the social structures within the product
is inserted and where the use and consumption practices, the mechanisms of choice, the consent, the
user acceptance and satisfaction grow up.
Flaviano Celaschi states "The exchange of the market is surely the most complex and at the same
time most important phenomenon in which we are more or less consciously immersed, both in quality
of consumers and in quality of participants in the production and value-coproduction process"
(Celaschi, 2007).
Today the exclusive link between form and function is inexorably dissolved, crushed by that process of
dematerialization of industrial products, that’s why the hard part, through which the practical ability to
perform certain functions or to physically satisfy the needs of the consumer is expressed,
progressively gives way to a multiplicity of soft components, more effective in terms of the signification
of goods. This is what Baudrillard calls "the tendential crisis of the value of the use of goods"
(Baudrillard, 2014), a universal condition, but which finds evident manifestation in the transition from
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the initial procurement phase to that one of re-supplying or replacing fungible goods. In this
framework, functionality becomes a pre-requisite essential to production and consumption, towards
more and more external factors of value are added, no longer defined in the factory but increasingly in
the contexts in which the objects "live". Part of those factors characterize the relational landscape in
which the object or service is inserted and it conditions design for the means of direct and indirect links
surrounding it.
The resulting paorama is characterized by three main factors:
a. the sense-making processes are increasingly positioned outside the traditional places of production;
b. public/customers values and interests change and become more and more varied and fragmented;
c. as the factors of interest and the values change quickly and unpredictably, the time of cultural
"amortization" of each product is reduced, being it referred to an object, a building, a lifestyle model.
2.2 Towards a model of Design 4.0
In the points just outlined at the end of the previous paragraph we can recognize some of the factors
that have recently led one of the last revolutions in the world of production, better known as the fourth
industrial revolution.
From that revision process a new model of industry was born, called Industry 4.0. It arises from the
increasingly evident need for continuous review of production systems, with the aim of improving
product quality, process yield, and overall sustainability of production practices.
The technologies, indicated as responsible or enablers in the model of Industry 4.0, coincide in large
part with those that in the most recent course of history have determined and conditioned the
development of a widespread relational fabric even among subjects not traditionally belonging to the
chain of production, as users, non users and external observers (opinion leaders, journalists, critics,
etc.).
This fact legitimizes, through transitivity, the hypothesis for which models that are at least similar
(when not identical) can be extended or used to describe, for example, potential and plausible
guidelines for the development of user and consumption systems, implementing a process of
horizontal transfer of paradigm, able ultimately to integrate the two segments into a single model of
economy and circular society.
This leads us to consider hypotheses of integration between the two systems of production and
consumption, capable of activating innovation precisely in that area of overlap in which all the
components linked to the product system are placed and which, in the most recent analysis of
scholars and researchers of design, of the sociology of consumption and sometimes of marketing,
assumes a product relevance that is prevalent with respect to the characteristics of physicality and
practical functionality, now relegated to status of essential pre-requisite.
2.3 A high potential solution: the horizontal distribution of design centers
The production (understood as the technical-realization of the goods) has for a long time represented
the heart and soul of every manufacturing process, as can be deduced by observing how quickly the
innovations were accepted and introduced into the factory until not many years ago, and then quickly
translated into practical actions and operational structures. Today, alongside the fragmentation of
production, we assist in the horizontal distribution of project centres, made available by the
strengthening of communication networks and enabled by new value emergencies, which are difficult
to mediate through ordinary or traditional tools.
The radical change we today are witnessing is the transition from the management of the project
within the company walls, to its capillary propagation in the Network. That's why we today learn a new
active effectiveness in collective mode of action as a key part in the project and co-design.
The general idea of co-design is to involve people's mentality and experience on many levels,
breaking the company's physical barriers and extending information gathering to the global network. In
this way the design process is decentralized up to the imaginable pulverization in an optimized
evolved scenario.
The development of a new product, its refinement, as well as the design of a re-supplying good
(mostly destined to replace objects in a satisfied state of need) feeds on essential feedback from the
user. In those cases personal and extreme situations are considered, like scenarios, sometimes
unexplored by the company, but which contribute to considering different points of view, nuances and
original facets. Knowledge increases if the idea is shared with the community and if a collaborative
system is triggered, integrated through consumer experiences.
The next step will lead from community consultation to community design, ie the condition in which
anyone can interact with the idea, propose solutions or improvements, cooperate in the definition of a
project. No longer focus-group but extensive-community. This approach certainly has a viral effect: if
the company learn to trigger processes of branched co-design, then the people, often passionate or
willing to say their own, will contribute spontaneously generating return information. There are two
distinct categories of application: the first one is intended to gather feedback for improving an idea, the
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second one aims to receive different proposals from users and then develop all those will appear
meaningful (back inside the traditional production places or continuing the collaboration off-site).

Fig. 1: Planet Smart Square was one of the projects of Torino Living Lab with which the public space of Piazza
Risorgimento was redesigned to transform itself into the urban ecosystem of an "intelligent" city, thanks to the
inclusion in an area of 5200 square meters of 25 innovations designed to improve the quality and simplicity of
access to services by the inhabitants of the neighborhood and to encourage new opportunities for socializing.

2.4 Circularity in design processes
Among the most important objectives of the Industry 4.0 strategies, there is the aim of circularity (or
cyclicality) of the processes, through which the process gain at the same time economy and
instrumental enhancement.
At the base of the circular model is the effective use of resources in a continuous cycle, in a
perpetually open system in which the output of each activity is never to be considered definitively
resolved, but subject to implementation through the acquisition of new data or inputs arriving from the
verification filters.
The best example of a circular system, nowadays adopted almost universally, is linked to the theme of
sustainability when applied to the entire life cycle referred to any industrial product or construction
activity. In this framework, the objective of reducing the waste fraction of materials is pursued through
the continuous monitoring and reviewing in each phase of the process, from the procurement of raw
materials, to delivery to production, from manufacturing, storage and distribution, to the use and
consumption by the user (for example with the promotion of policies of conscious use or sharingsupply) and recovery and recycling of materials at the end of the product life cycle (assembled).
IC technologies have now led to consider an increasing number of variables in the deciphering of any
scientific model, and today allow to reintegrate marginal factors (previously neglected) into the study
model of fractals, which approaches the definition of "anarchist activity" described by Paul Feyerabend
in 1975.
As Albert Einstein stated in Geometry and Existence: "When the laws of mathematics refer to reality,
they are not certain. And when they are certain, they do not refer to reality». It is like reintroducing the
friction component in the Galileo Galilei experiments!
The prospect of extending this paradigm to the field of the project, in addition to outlining new skills in
reading contexts for design, leads to "closing the circle" of the product-centred system, through which
the idea passes to the goods and its life-end, and then come back to the beginning of the project (that
is the idea).

3.

Design Displacement Strategies

What has been said up here is a process of profound change in the product paradigm itself, inside
which the design system must question itself in order to maintain and gain relevance and design
quality. Design is part of a complex network of relationships and influential relationships, which, in line
with the increasingly paradoxical eclectic nature of consumption (Codeluppi, 1997), are global and
local, strong and weak, static and dynamic at the same time.
This condition of transition of the product (or building), from eminently physical individuality, assigned
to the satisfaction of human needs (procurement) and to the performance of practical actions
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(functionality), to commodity-product, in which intangible factors of meaning contribute more and more
to define the semiological "text" of an object is superimposed on the radical transformation of all the
social structures into extended and horizontal reticular forms, gradually more numerous and complex,
characterized by extreme volatility and dynamism.
The design is thus transferred from the factory to the market or, better said, to the society in which
every product produced today roots matrix of meaning and value. In this context, lateral factors
(contextual) are important, even if not directly related to the good or service that one wants to design,
but which characterize the habitat within which the product is inserted. For example, those factors that
determine the connotation of the cultural or ideal heritage of a tribe, of a fair purchasing group, of any
local community, which build a cluster of relationships through the reticular aggregation of people and
objects around a common focus, which then becomes part of a global network articulated on a
planetary scale.
Through sporadic and even weak relationships (such as those activated by information and
communication technologies) each cluster exercises (or at least is able to exercise) influences and
influences on any other subject belonging to the network and thus on products. In this way, consent
and market acceptance towards a product are formed and the public (user and non-user) takes part in
the project to build the meaning and value of the goods.
In this way the project is enriched by the weak and "peripheral" relational component in the context of
use of each asset, acquiring a new relevance thanks to the valorization of unexpressed or newly
formed units.
By investigating contextual links to the product and trying to outline operational modalities, aimed at
enhancing that same component in the field of users, the research chooses to operate in the area that
is halfway between product and consumption; in doing so it exploits the same widespread relational
system in which designers, producers, builders and the researchers are inserted together with objects,
users and non-users.
In this way the system generate relationships, which are realized in the real (physical) space of the
survey fields or collaborative workshops and in the virtual space of web pages and software
applications in which other forms of participatory design are implemented, such as the masscustomization.
In this way, new project operational tools appear, capable to redesign, even when they lead to the
production of mock-ups or functional prototypes, the entire product system again, starting from the
aesthetic enhancement of the processes and the participative sharing of phases of production,
distribution and project.
3.1 Case study
This section contains some interesting examples of experience, practice, methodology and
experimentation related to projects DDS (Design Displacement Strategy).
Each experience is introduced through a first general descriptive reading and analyzed more in depth
on the operational and implementation methods, through which each one develops and culminates in
the realization of a product or service available to the public and to the user (market).
Atomic Custom Studio
Founded in 1955, for more than 60 years the company is still in full development, monitoring trends,
continuously testing new materials and the most innovative technologies. Over the years, the
equipment they designed and built has conquered every podium in the various ski races, has reached
the summit of Everest, accompanied athletes in all kinds of winter sports, helping everyone to
differentiate and be unique, "to win with personality", according to one of the themes reported in the
main B2B (business-to-business) company's briefing. The other motto of the brand is: "My skis, my
story". So, starting from the premise of the scarce originality in fashion, clothing and ski equipment,
the company develops the revolutionary idea of opening a mass-customization service scenario within
its organizational structure, creating a new digital platform, which allows users to design custom skis
and order them online.
Through the website the "brand new Ski Designer" has the ability to customize the appearance of the
skis according to the desired style, creating something completely unique, simply and quickly. You can
use pre-set types, upload images and personal photos and insert text. Alternatively, you can select a
design from a drop-down menu and choose only the slope. The design software has been designed
and produced in such a way as to be easy to use and suitable for everyone, experts and not in the
field of design and skiing. Atomic Custom Studio guides the buyer through the whole process.
By this project Atomic aligns with that slice of the producers who, in parallel with the increasingly
marked desemantisation of the function in re-supply goods, attributes to the theme of personalization
a weight role in the value chain of goods.
The "Try and Learn" section is also useful for the company to check how the flow of the entire
personalization process works perfectly, and it is equally important to find out more about how people
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use the tool for design and what results they obtained, simulating tools of continuous "sensoring"
(monitoring) of all the different market clusters.

Fig. 2: A page of the Atomic Custom Studio web platform through which it is possible to customize the product.

Ikea Play Workshop
The intelligence specialist Lydia Choi-Johansson has been conducting research for Ikea on the theme
of the game and on its possible implementations with respect to the generic furnishing product or
complement for domestic life.
In the last ten years IKEA has conducted some of the largest research studies in the world on the
subject of gaming. Beginning in 2009, he carried out research activities through structured and semistructured survey tools and over time conducted over 10,000 interviews with parents and children
around the world for the development of children's games.
In 2014, the project was extended and other more general objectives were added to the original
research, linked to the possible inclusion of playful factors in all the products of the IKEA range. Nearly
30,000 individuals (between parents and children) were interviewed again, coming this time to include,
among the topics of analysis, the perception of domestic life by adolescents.
In 2017, IKEA began a new study program specifically centred on the importance of gaming for adults
and children. How can you make products more playful? This was the question that was asked during
the workshop at the Älmhult IKEA museum, which was attended by both collaborators who work on
the development of bathroom and children's products, employees in the innovation and management
sector and fifteen aged Swedish consumers. between 27 and 65 years. The nature of the game was
one of the first things discussed among the participants, who all agreed on the point that the game
represents a deeply personal fact, which does not include the concept of right or wrong.
Providing insights rather than mountains of data allows the whole IKEA to move in the same direction.
Doing an in-depth workshop is for Maria Thörn (Range Competence Manager) a way to enrich the
product development process and "unleash creativity, which I think is fundamental already in this initial
phase, where we create ideas for products, fantastic products ».
The results were varied and inspired the company's choice to introduce the theme of the game into
the catalog of products in production
Before the 2017 Play Report is released, Ikea intends to develop more playful products and solutions
across the range. "Through this workshop we want to see the game from the perspective of
consumers, from their daily lives, from their everyday stories, we want to be inspired by their ideas".
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Fig. 3: images related to the recent workshop organized by IKEA at the company museum in the city of Älmhult in
Sweden.
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Abstract
Simultaneously to the drafting of a seismic micro-zonation that highlights the different responses to
earthquake that the various areas offer in terms of amplification of ground seismic waves, in relation to
the stratigraphy and the orography, it is fundamental to know and predict the effects of an earthquake
on urban system. It is therefore essential to carry out an analysis of the existing built heritage in order
to know its characteristics, assess the level of vulnerability and identify a scale of intervention
priorities, in particular investigating the survey on historical centers, particularly complex contexts,
historical interest and potential vulnerability. Starting from these general assumptions set at a
territorial scale, every intervention on the construction scale must therefore be conducted taking into
account the results of these analyses: these are the basic principles that define a “Plan of Seismicity”.
To verify the ways in which these principles can effectively be implemented, a research and
experimentation was carried out for the Municipality of Carini (province of Palermo, Sicily, Italy) and in
particular in its historic center, presenting a medieval origin, a great architectural and urban interest
but which presents strong criticalities in terms of seismic safety.
The first level of investigation has been that on a territorial scale, in which the entire municipal territory
was analyzed in order to define homogeneous zones of seismic vulnerability, based on the knowledge
of the existing building heritage and its current conditions. In order to do this, the Sheets developed in
the context of a scientific project developed in the university context in accordance with the National
Civil Protection (CARTIS first-level Sheets), aimed at the knowledge and cataloguing of the main
building typologies existing in the 'territory of the entire municipal area, distinguishing them
fundamentally for the structural types and describing recurring characteristics. The second level of
investigation, conducting on a scale of greater detail, concerned instead the historic center. The first
phase of analysis, in particular, studies the identification of the typological and constructive
characteristics of the historic center in terms of the construction materials and prevailing construction
techniques, through the analysis of twenty-two isolates identified as a significant sample of the
different configurations of urban fabric and buildings. Of these the seismic vulnerability has been
evaluated, based on the expedient method devised by the Italian professor Giovanni Mochi, at the
University of Bologna, adapting it to the historical-constructive context of Western Sicily. The method
consists in the calculation of dimensionless indices, useful for determining the level of vulnerability of
the individual aggregates. In the context of the historical center, in fact, the isolated survey approach is
more appropriate than an analysis of the individual building, due to the structure of the building fabric,
characterized by the structural interdependence between the individual buildings.
Keywords: Architectural Heritage, Historic Centres, Construction Characters, Seismic Vulnerability.
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1.

Construction characters and seismic vulnerability of historical architecture

The Italian approach to seismic events has often proved to be ineffective, since it tends - through the
application of precise rules - to mainly guarantee the safety of new buildings, which each year make
up only the 1% of the total building stock, neglecting the fact that instead the most important risk must
be traced back to existing historical architecture, built for the most part without adequate rules and
obligations.
Parallel to the drafting of a seismic micro-zonation that highlights the different responses to
earthquake that the various urban areas offer, in terms of amplification of ground seismic actions and
related to stratigraphy and orography, it is fundamental to know and predict the effects of an
earthquake inside the urban system.
It is therefore essential to carry out an analysis of the existing built heritage, in order to know its
intrinsic construction characters, to assess its level of vulnerability and to identify a scale of
intervention priorities, examining - in particular - the survey on historical centers, presenting complex
contexts, historical interest and really a potential vulnerability. Starting from these general
assumptions, fixed to a territorial scale, every intervention on the building scale must therefore be
carried out taking into account the results of these analyzes: these are the basic principles that define
the so-called Plan of Seismicity. [2]
This study intends to testify the experimentation carried out inside the historical center of Carini (PA),
a center of medieval origin that presents strong criticalities in terms of safety; the process of
knowledge of historical architecture had been articulated on different scales, proceeding from the
general analysis to the detailed one. [1]
The first level of investigation involves the entire municipal territory that has been analyzed, in order to
define homogeneous zones of seismic vulnerability, called "compartments", based on the knowledge
of existing architectural patrimony and its actual conditions. The second level of investigation, effected
on a scale of greater detail, concerned the historical center; this phase has been regarded the
identification of the more used and prevailing materials and construction techniques, through the
analysis of 22 blocks identified as a significant sample of different configurations of urban and building
tissue.
Seismic vulnerability of these blocks was evaluated, basing on the expediency method created by
professor G. Mochi of the University of Bologna, adapting it to the historical-constructive context of
Western Sicily. The method consists in the calculation of dimensionless indices, useful for determining
the seismic vulnerability level of single aggregates. In the historical center, in fact, the study of a block
is more appropriate than an analysis of a single building, due to the structure of urban morphology,
characterized by structural interdependence between individual buildings. [7]
We would underline the importance that, in the study of historical centers, have a typological and
morphological analysis, the only one that can provide an interpretative key to historical contexts and
can – therefore – also correctly guide the recovery design.
The historic center of Carini is characterized by the presence of a connective tissue consisting of
"basic" buildings, having a closed cell-spatial organization, a mainly vertical development and a singlefamily use; these buildings are aggregated as “terraced houses” or “pseudo-terraced” type, and more
rarely presenting a courtyard; they also have limited dimensions and have been probably produced by
the addition and aggregation of original single-celled types, suitably transformed in their assignment
and sometimes incorporated into more complex, larger blocks.
In each "pseudo-type" building, that consists in an aggregation or specialization of basic type, the
elementary cell maintains a certain autonomy and is almost always identifiable, even in the most
complex pseudo-types buildings. Among all the existing configurations, we do a survey of the most
recurrent, for their façade layout and position of the interior staircases.
A visual recognition has highlighted some common features that characterize the overall appearance
of basic house. In particular, it was noted that the position of staircases, the overall size of rooms and
the height of floors have an influence in the organization of openings along the street façade. In this
way we have noticed that some configurations of the façade wall, are so widespread that they seem to
have constituted a model often used for the realization of the same façades, deriving from the solution
of construction and aesthetical problems of dwelling.
The recurring configurations identified are of three types:
a) the first typology sees the façade of building unit organized according to two hierarchical lines of
openings: the main one consists of the shop-door system and overlapping balconies, the secondary
consists of a door giving a direct access to staircase and small and lined up windows giving light to the
same staircase;
b) the second type of buildings presents a symmetrical façade scheme: the openings - that are
organized on the dimension of the same façade along the street - follow a predefined design, masking
the internal functional distribution. In this case, the small openings, which give light to a service room,
are two and are placed on the sides of a central balcony, but one is generally a false opening that
follows the drawing and the dimensions of the one that illuminates instead the service room. Both the
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described configurations are been referred to buildings having a façade dimensions along the street
equal to a single dwelling cell (at about 5-5,50 meters);
C) the last building type presents two lines of openings without hierarchy: the openings have the same
width and the staircase is placed on the bottom of dwelling elemental cell. (Fig.1)

Fig. 1 - Elemental dwelling cells: types and distribution of openings into the façade along the street.
Fig. 2 – Localisation of the analyzed blocks of historical center of Carini (PA). [1]

Another important element for the typological classification is the knowledge of modifications that the
buildings had during the time. As in many historical building contexts, also for Carini the building units
have been a typological and construction evolution; we have been studied some multi-habitability
processes that involve both the basic architecture and the palatial one. Generally, the transformations
take place through fusions and super-elevations, with the consequent unification of building units, or
through the splitting of larger building units.
In the basic architecture, the expansion of living space can be achieved either by raising a floor or by
recasting adjacent cell units. In the first case it is accepted that the space of the house is distributed
on superimposed levels, while in the second case the transformation allows to obtain a larger dwelling,
taking place on a unique level, but in some cases during the fusion of elemental dwelling units they
had been associated also a contemporary house growth in height.
The modifications by means of super-elevations are the most widespread in the historical center of
Carini and they are configured by construction of new elevation at the top of the building. In particular,
we can distinguish two different configurations with different structural problems: the first consists in
the raising of the house – in continuity with the existing façade wall - that can be identified - in most
cases - by a strong restriction detected in correspondence of the walls of higher floors.
Generally, the small wall thicknesses on the upper floors involve not only the façade walls, but also the
transverse ones and this represents a constructive feature that has an important structural aspect: the
orthogonal walls of the façade, also presenting a reduced thickness can not - in fact - perform the
bracing function during the horizontal actions, and this is the reason because super-elevation floors
thus configured are to be considered particularly vulnerable.
The second type of super-elevation found, above all in the more recent buildings, is the one that
presents a retreat of the façade wall, respect to the underlying elevations. This type of super-elevation
is hardly visible from the observation of façades along the streets, for this reason the extent of the
phenomenon is not easily quantifiable. A last transformation mechanism has been identified in the
insertion of a new dwelling level between the ground floor and the first floor, a mezzanine: it is a
fractioning phenomenon of the building unit, frequently observed in the buildings where the first floor
has a considerable height. The new housing level has an height strictly necessary for its usability
(around 2,10 meters). On the façade the mezzanine is easily recognizable, in fact its openings are
more contained than those of the two levels above.
The study is solely aimed to analyze the basic architecture, but monumental buildings of greater
consistency and architectural quality are also scattered in the urban tissue of historic center, especially
on the two main street alignments.

2. Materials and construction techniques
In this section we do a review of the most recurring materials and construction techniques observed in
the historical center of Carini; this analysis - in particular - was related to some blocks, chosen within
the so-called “zone A”, defined by the in force urban General Regulatory Plan (PRG), which constitute
examples of the construction features of historic buildings, with a specific attention to basic
architecture. [2] [4]
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This study on construction techniques is aimed to critically know and identify the
elements/components of seismic vulnerability; the framework of construction techniques will be
introductory, in order to apply the method of prof. Mochi, adapted to the architectural and construction
context of Western Sicily, through corrective factors thanks to which it will be possible to determine the
seismic vulnerability indexes of single examined building aggregates. Following this study about
materials and construction techniques mentioned above, for each building block is been made a
general description, an urban scale classification, a planimetry and profiles in a 1: 500 scale model,
some sheets showing photographs of the significant construction elements of each block. (Fig.2) The
local materials immediately available, associated to the limited technical and economic resources and
to the difficulty of connections and transports, has conditioned the construction choices: basic
architecture of historical center of Carini is - in fact - mainly characterized by a wide use of natural
stone materials. In order to perform a classification of masonry types and give a critical interpretation,
on-site inspections - appropriately integrated for those still today unclassified cases – have been
effected; at the same time, it was considered useful to categorize the masonry according to a masonry
quality index (the so-called IQM index), relating to the structural response following fixed structural
stresses. The IQM method was initially developed for the Italian region of Umbria and it was included,
albeit in a simplified version, in a regional law (L.R. Umbria n. 18/2002 about "seismic prevention");
subsequently it was perfected as part of the ReLUIS Project (year 2008) with the contribution of
ReLUIS research units of Milan Polytechnic and IUAV Department of Venice university. The final
result of this method involves the definition of a numerical index determined through the observation of
masonry, aimed at recognizing the observance of the so-called "rule of art", or the accordance of good
construction practices, able to ensure a correct and effective mechanical behavior. [5]
The procedure for determining the IQM index requires a judgment about the respect of seven
characteristic parameters defined by the “rule of art”, that can have three different outcomes: respect
of parameter (R), partial respected of parameter (PR) not respected parameter (NR). Basing on the
opinions expressed, we can combine scores assigned to form the IQM value for that masonry. Finally,
we move on to the determination of the IQM index, calculated by scores attributed to each parameter
of the art rule, according to the respect, partial respect or non respect of parameters and according to
the direction of the action soliciting the generic wall panel (vertical action, horizontal actions). The
different types of masonry used in the basic architecture of Carini were conditioned by the construction
materials available, according to local resources, by the limited technical and economic means and by
the difficulty of connections and transport. For the classification of masonry types it was not possible to
have a complete table of all types, because a lot of buildings have a plastered surface; we have
analyzed only those with exposed masonry that – however - represent significant samples of stone
structural units. Starting from the recurrent masonry types can be classified into three categories: A, B,
C, of which the first and the second one present two sub-categories, determined by the presence of
variable elements. The category A includes all those masonries that have in the visible face made
squared or roughly squared ashlars of fossil-shell limestone (calcarenite conchiliare) with a pseudoisodomic settling; the second category, B, includes those face masonry made of shapeless stone with
a variable presence of mortar; in the third category, C, are that masonry composed by squared fossilshell limestone ashlar and shapeless stone set with mortar. [8] (Fig.3)
For what concerns the pushing structures, arches and vaults have been realized both in stone and in
brick, diversified by geometric-constitutive choices, altimetric positioning, etc. We could notice also the
presence of covered vaulted passages in correspondence of alleys in the oldest part of the city,
adjacent to the castle. The floors used in the blocks examined are mainly of three different types:
wooden, iron and reinforced concrete floors.

Fig. 3 – Masonry types; view of visible and not plastered surfaces. [1]
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Among the anti-seismic systems, we try to identify, where possible, the presence of elements such as
metal or reinforced concrete chains; these interventions are aimed to ensure a satisfactory structural
clamping between walls and an effective connection of the floors to the walls, as well as to counteract
the pushes introduced by arches and vaults. (Fig.4)

Fig. 4 – Stony or brick vaults (the last ones defined as “realine”); extremities of metal chains using a tense system
by means of an iron plank and wedge and by means bolts. [1]

An high percentage of balconies with marble floor and metal shelves has been observed and also
balconies with reinforced concrete slabs. Only in few cases we have been found balconies presenting
a floor and shelves of cut stone, with mouldings; other recurrent ledges that we have been identified
on the façade are stony cornices. The openings and their characteristics were also analyzed: no
openings were found near the cornices or too close to the building corners, but instead a widespread
presence of enlargements of the original opening was found, in correspondence of the ground floors
along the streets.
The structure of roofs, however are in most cases of non-pushing nature, having a single or double
pitched type with their principal structure placed parallel to the façade along the street, or they are
terraces having a reinforced concrete structure offered by replacements of ancient wooden floors or
super-elevations. During this analysis, a special attention was also pointed towards the visible cracks
and structural damages.
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1. Analysis of seismic vulnerability
In recent years, the attention to aggregate of building has been increased and also actually represent
one of the areas of greatest interest in the disciplines related to recovery of built heritage and
assessment of seismic vulnerability. [6]
The term “aggregate of buildings" means an organism characterized by variously assembled
construction elements, presenting diversified ways of use and which possesses a defined spatial and
volumetric organization. The response to seismic actions of an aggregate of buildings derives from
many factors, analyzed by identifying categories and indices, representative of these modalities, in
order to arrive at a summary of the analysis results through a seismic risk map.
The quickly and simplifying method created by prof. Mochi, already experimented in the constructive
context of Italian regions (Emilia Romagna and Marche), has been suitable to study on a large scale
the totality of the aggregates of building belonging to the historical architectures of Carini, introducing
a corrective coefficient related to masonry quality, considering that elements that more vary from
context to context.
It will be possible to determine seismic vulnerability indexes that measure the intensity of different
factors that make up the building-scale vulnerability, to which some weights will be attributed and an
overall numerical index will be determined; this index, in a synthetic way, will give the idea of the level
of vulnerability of each individual building aggregate. Through this overall index it will be possible to
create a ranking within the historical center, in order to identify those aggregates whose level of
vulnerability raise a major worry.
The results do not depend on seismic accelerations: the method does not aim to replace the seismic
checks inside single structural units, but must precede them by offering suggestions for detailed
analyzes that – otherwise - would be difficult to perform. It is - in fact - during the phase of analytical
verification, conducted with the modalities suggested by the regulations in force, that the magnitude of
seismic acceleration enters into play, both as input data and as structural capacity of a building.
The observation of damage scenarios following seismic events, have repeatedly shown how the
vulnerability of aggregates - intended as a propensity to damage with consequent reduction of
functionality - can not simply be seen as the sum of the vulnerabilities of individual structural units,
because there are - between these - some interconnections that transform the whole into a single
organism, although heterogeneous. The vulnerability of this organism is often difficult to evaluate and
needs a unified approach, since it is not useful to estimate the behavior of each single part when there
is a complex articulation between the different structural units.
It can therefore be affirmed that the identification of critical issues, such as shortcomings in
correspondence of structural connections, presence of pushing structures, small size of masonry or
insufficient quality of constructive organism, can be assumed as the basis for the determination of
seismic vulnerability.
The main critical conditions that can only be identified with an overall vision are: the insertion into
historical urban tissue of buildings having a reinforced concrete structure, the presence of floors with
different altitudes, the excessive dissimilar heights of buildings inside a block or the structural solutions
with strong lack of homogeneity
Among the realization shortcomings favoring the activation of damage mechanisms we can
enumerate: reduced structural section of masonries, characterized by poor transversal monolithicity
(lack of ashlar with the function to link all the elements of masonry inside the transversal section,
called diatoni or semi-diatoni); poor quality of connections between structural elements (connection
wall-wall and wall-floor); presence of vaults on the ground floor; positioning of the openings near the
wall intersections, dangerous and generating a vertical discontinuity with consequent weakening of
connections with bracing walls; pushing roofs, which cause a non-contrasted and permanent
horizontal action, then amplified by the seismic event.
We would also enumerate below all the dimensionless vulnerability indices of building aggregate,
according to the method of prof. Mochi:
- estimate of plan transformations (TPs);
- estimate of height transformations (TAs);
- index of capsizing of the walls over which roofs lay (RT);
- index of overturning by false structural struts (FP);
- shear stress vulnerability index (VT);
- damage index due to structural hammering (M);
- hammering index deriving by staggered floors (MS).
After we have determined and calculated each seismic vulnerability index, applying the method it is
possible to unify these results in a single value, able to give an immediate image of the vulnerability of
a single building aggregate. This value, defined as "global vulnerability index of vulnerability" (VS), is
determined as the sum of all previously calculated and suitably weighted indexes.
The used weights are the followings ones:
• for plant transformation (TPS): PTPS = 17;
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• for of height transformations (TAS): PTAs = 27;
• for overturning by false structural struts (FP): PFP = 27;
• for shear vulnerability (VT): PVT = 9;
• for capsizing of the walls over which roofs lay (RT): PRT = 7;
• for the hammering by reinforced concrete structures (M): PM = 7;
• for hammering collapses deriving by staggered floors (MS): PMS = 6.
These weights have been identified by placing a maximum vulnerability score equal to 100 and
entrusting to each index a proportional value of it, proportional to the danger of corresponding collapse
mechanism. The highest score was assigned to the indexes relating to first damage mechanisms (for
example, the indexes relating to the overturning of façades and to the overturning by false structural
struts).
Once the weights have been set, the global index of aggregate vulnerability can be calculated as
follows:
VS = TPS PTPS + TAs PTAs + FP PFP + VT PVT + RT PRT + M PM + MS PMS
The global index is a value between 0 and 100 and - at an higher index - corresponds to greater
vulnerability.
The first precaution that we have applied, following the knowledge acquired about morphological
evolution and technical-constructive characteristics of historical center of Carini, it was that to not
consider two of the indexes proposed in the Mochi’s method, as considered not significant for the
present case: the plan transformation index and the index of overturning by false structural struts.
The index of plan transformation would not have made any contribution to effected analysis because following a survey carried out through visual inspections of building aggregates and an examination of
the cadastral and historical cartography, able to document the procedural development of basic
architecture - a significant morphological evolution of aggregates over time not have been found.
The second index of overturning by false structural struts was considered irrelevant because it was
found (through on-site investigations and bibliographic studies on local building techniques) that most
of coverings present a non-pushing nature.
The construction techniques study have been also demostrated:
- there are no widely balconies using shelves and floor of cutting stone, while the balconies with
marble floors and metal shelves are enormously widespread, a condition that does not constitute a
particular element of vulnerability;
- there are no openings near the corner solutions or the attic of buildings;
- few and visible metallic chains have been found as anti-seismic system, while the reinforced
concrete nucleuses are numerous at the top of some buildings;
- an average presence of vaulted passages has been detected, which could - in some cases constitute an element improving the seismic vulnerability, as they create a condition of stability;
- the element of major incidence for the purpose of seismic vulnerability is the presence of stony or
brick vaults in correspondence of ground floors (second nucleus of expansion of the city).
Among all the elements mentioned above, what would be useful to integrate the original method,
through a corrective coefficient, is precisely the presence of structural vaults, as they are elements of
strong vulnerability because of their pushing nature. However, the lack possibility of obtaining
sufficient data about vaults, not permit to estimate an adequate corrective coefficient introducing in this
method.
For this reason, the only corrective coefficient that has been taken was that relating to masonry
quality, as it is the most variable element from context to context, depending on local material
availability and that most influences the construction behavior to earthquake.
For the definition of the corrective coefficient to be applied for the calculation of global vulnerability
index, it was decided not to refer to structural units - let alone to the single building aggregate - but to
evaluate the wall quality referring to the totality of historical center.
For the historic center, 3 types of masonry have been defined, which are those that - in percentage are more present in the historic center; the wall quality index for these 3 types was calculated, thus
obtaining three values for each typology, related to three types of bearing load (vertical, horizontal in
the plan, horizontal outside the plan).
Then operating a weighted average, in relation to the percentages of presence of masonry types
inside the urban center, we obtained the masonry quality index referred to the entire historical center.
As mentioned, the masonry quality indexes can have values ranging from 0 to 10, of which 10
expresses the maximum quality level. In order to obtain the coefficient to be applied to the global
vulnerability index, it will be necessary to divide the obtained masonry quality index by 10.
We obtain three correction coefficients, referring to different types of load, which will have to be
applied to individual vulnerability indexes, relatively to related action.
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Calculating the seismic vulnerability index, vertical actions were not considered, generally associated
with the value of bearing loads of structure. With regard to vulnerability indexes, the overturns are
generally associated with off-plan actions, while shear vulnerability is due to actions related to the plan
of masonry. It was not possible to define a complete and quantifiable study cases of the masonries
used in the 22 analyzed blocks, because of the high presence of plaster-coated façade surfaces; it
was therefore decided to consider as a characteristic the masonry type presenting an intermediate
resistance, allowing so a valuation conditions that could advantage a structural safety.
The corrective factor related to masonry quality was therefore calculated taking into consideration a
prevalent percentage of masonry with squared stone (60%) and a lower percentage of masonry with
irregular stone (40%).
Comparing the above results with the analysis related to the identification of masonry types conducted together with the IQM evaluation (index of masonry quality) for each category - it was
considered appropriate to consider the presence of 75% of masonry, which we classified as A2
category "masonry using calcarenite ashlars, roughly squared "and 25% of masonry in the B1
category, considered instead as "masonry using shapeless stony ashlars mixed with stones of various
sizes ", considering the other categories of masonry as not significant for this evaluation, since they
are present in very sporadic cases. [3]
Obtaining the IQM value for the historical center of Carini, the corrective coefficients were then applied
to the vulnerability indexes for the 22 studied building aggregates; in particular, the total indexes related to the individual types of vulnerability - were divided by the found corrective factors.
The coefficient inherent to vertical actions was not used because none of collapse mechanisms we
referred is determined by vertical actions; the coefficient of out-of-plan actions was related to the
estimate of height transformations and overturning by false structural struts; the coefficient of actions
inside the plan was instead used to increase the value of the shear vulnerability index.
We would attach an example of some tables showing the graphic processing of calculated
vulnerability indexes; the simplifying method is proposed to provide an instrument able to decrease the
time and costs necessary for the analytical evaluation of an entire historical center.
Recording the values obtained from this method, the public municipalities would have a valid tool to
monitor the danger, over time, of building aggregates and to address the maintenance/consolidation
interventions, where the buildings show greater structural weaknesses.
The study, involving in this simulation only 22 building aggregates, should be extended so to the entire
historical center. (Figg. 6, 6 and 6a)

Fig. 5 – Historical centre of Carini, aggregate 3: evaluation of continuous masonry (dark red), vulnerable bands
(pink), buildings presenting a reinforced concrete structure (grey), super-elevations (light blue), rigid floors (green
line), overturning of masonry portions (red line). [1]
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Fig. 6 – Historical centre of Carini, aggregate 10: evaluation of continuous masonry (dark red), vulnerable bands
(pink), buildings presenting a reinforced concrete structure (grey), super-elevations (light blue). [1]
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Fig. 6a – Historical centre of Carini, aggregate 10: evaluation of rigid floors (green line), overturning of masonry
portions (red line). [1]

Note :This article originates from a larger study that C.I.R.Ce.S. (Interdepartmental Center on Historical Centers)
of the University of Palermo conducted about the historical center of Carini.
In particular, the results published in this paper originate from the Degree Laboratory conducted inside the fiveyear Degree Course in Building Architectural Engineering (LM4, academic year 2016-2017) entitled "Historical
Centers. Construction characters and seismic vulnerability" that the author has coordinated (other professors
involved: Prof. G. Trombino, L. La Mendola, P.Colajanni).
The study had been conducted by the following students: Maria Chiara Alberti, Clara Amato, Vittoria Ippolito, Sara
La Paglia; tutor: ingg. Emilia Pardi and Daniela Sideli.
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Abstract
The novel Information technologies become a strong booster of the progress. The synergy of Internet
of Things and Artificial Intelligence can be helpful tools to study, conserve, protect and popularize the
Cultural Heritage.
The power of Artificial Intelligence paradigms in solving problems is shown, using Expert systems,
Neural Networks and Robotics. The interaction between Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence is
illustrated with case study in the Cultural Heritage domain.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Cultural Heritage, Internet of Things

1. Introduction
The process of a study, conservation and protection of the Cultural Heritage (CH), in its aesthetical
and rational aspects, is fully dependable on the professional skills, knowledge and expertise of the
scientists, who are involved in this process. Reaching the proper productive level of the mentioned
skills is a question of an evolutionary process, which is time consuming.
On the other hand the knowledge, which is relevant to the CH processes is mostly not formalized and
empirical. To this the aesthetical categories have to added, which are generally not formalized as well.
Thus, it is obvious the difficulty to cohere and to implement these two aspects of the processes in the
CH in one not contradictive system. The advancements in information technology and especially the
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Internet of Things (IOT) technologies are an opportunity for a successful
solving of these problems.

2. AI paradigms
The scope of AI spreads from the Robotics to the Expert systems, namely (Fig.1):

Fig. 1: Artificial Intelligence scope
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 Robotic systems – designed to automate the rule-based tasks in the way of which it is done by
humans
 Vision systems – the ability of the computers to identify objects and actions in real images
 Natural language processing – the ability of the computers to understand written text
 Learning systems – the ability of the computers to discover and predict events, using trial and error
methods
 Neural networks – designed to implement the learning process, mimicking human’s brain activity
 Expert systems – designed to collect the expert knowledge (in certain domain) inferencing answers
to problems
The two main paradigms are in the fundamentals of the AI theory [3] :
 Symbolic paradigm, behind which are models that use organized structures of symbols, which
explicitly represent aggregate information. In the basis of this paradigm are processes of
information (knowledge) representation and its processing (inferencing). The most popular tool
exploiting the symbolic paradigm is the Expert system.
 Connectionist paradigm, which is based on the parallel models, consisting of large number of
uniform processing elements (neurons) interconnected in a network. In fact this paradigm has been
inspired by the biological neural networks.
Both paradigms are providing means to process incomplete, approximate and uncertain
information.
In the present paper the focus will be on the practical aspects of the Experts systems (ES), Neural
networks (NN) and Robotics usage in processes of the CH study, conservation and protection.

3. Expert system approach to furniture design
The ES technology, which enables informal knowledge operation, has been proposed in order to
facilitate the processes, connected with the elaboration and decision making during the study,
restoration and management of the CH. [1, 2, 3].
Production systems as formalism, allowing greatest flexibility in compiling the knowledge base, is used
as knowledge representation method. Furthermore, the knowledge base composed of production rules
is modular, so rules can be easily added or modified, which facilitates the system setting process.
Thus the system can be developed, starting from solving the main task and then completing and
summarising it. Moreover setting and testing, detecting errors and debugging become relatively easy.
So briefly the advantages of the ES are as follows:
1. Operates with uncertain, incomplete and informal knowledge;
2. Operates with expert knowledge without volume limitation;
3. Improves the decision-making efficiency (fast and objective);
4. Excludes errors, omissions and inconsistencies in decision making;
5. No special knowledge is required for their use and construction;
6. Easy and convenient updating, modifying and upgrading.
To enhance the expressive power of the conclusions from the knowledge describing rules, credibility
factor has been introduced, which reflects the preferences of the consulting expert.
For the realisation of the system, introduced in the present work, an ES tools - Rmes have been used,
described in [4].
Rmes is an „empty” ES, i.e. a program making logical inferences from rules, entered by the user in the
knowledge base through production rules formalism including credibility factor.
The Rmes database includes the following components: a base of rules, which can be certain or
uncertain, i.e. to include a credibility factor; a base of constraints, including a list of collective
exhaustive conditions (certain or uncertain); a model base, including precise mathematical models or
a model built on uncertain relations; a graphic base, including a list of graphic files, corresponding to
rules or models.
The applicability of this approach and the uncertain knowledge processing technology with the help of
Rmes ES has been illustrated with the following example: selecting material for chair production [4].
It is assumed that the ES, advising the user (developer or chair designer) about the material to be
chosen, will evoke in him associations for additional conceptual options for the prospective chair.
According to the ES development stages described, the process starts with task formulation and
conceptualisation, within which a meaningful analysis of the subject area has to be made, the goals,
concepts and their interrelations have to be identified.
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4. Case study : Expert system for chair design
The material selection task is part of the overall chair design task. This design process starts with
object specification, which is set by the user or formulated by the designer himself. The chair
specification in the most general case may include the following requirements and some of their
options:
1. Intended purpose of the chair: a) eating; b) rest; c) work; d) kids; e) bar
2. Comfort: a) with back; b) with arms; c) rocking; d) upholstered; e) adjustable
3. Style: a) contemporary; b) rustic; c) classic; d) organic
4. Price: a) mass; b) luxury; c) unique
5. Engineering requirements: a) technology; b) durability; c) transformability; d) recyclability;
e) ecologically oriented; f) lightness
6. Shape: a) curved shapes; b) straight forms
7. Surface: a) glossy; b) matte; c) with texture
8. Colour: a) natural; b) painted
The range of possible materials for chair production includes: 1. Pine wood; 2. Beech wood; 3. Walnut;
4. Glass; 5. Plastic; 6. Steel; 7. Aluminium
Based on the analysis the interrelations between the requirements and the material selection target
can be represented by the diagram on fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Conceptualisation of material-decision-making process for a chair.

The choice of material depends on the intended purpose of the chair and this relation is described with
logical OR function (in the chair specification the intended purpose can be only one: either for eating,
OR for work, OR etc.).
The dependencies between the material and the other requirements are described with the logical
function AND, because the chair has to meet the requirements set in the specification for price AND
for shape, AND for style, AND etc. Each of the requirements options can be logically OR or AND
related. For example, the price requirements options - mass, luxury, unique, are in logical OR relation,
because the chair with respective intended purpose can be OR mass, OR luxury, OR unique. As for
the engineering requirements, they are in logical AND relation, because according to the specification
the chair (regardless its intended purpose) may be necessary to meet the requirements AND for
technology, AND for ecology, AND etc.
The interrelations thus defined between the target and the requirements determine the structure of the
database, which has to be filled-in with the rules – the knowledge for material decision-making choice
for the designed chair.
The method used to gather the relevant knowledge is that of interviewing experts in the subject area,
in our case - furniture designers. This is the most delicate part of the ES building process, because the
verbal knowledge has to be extracted and then formalised. Due to the subjectivity of the extracted
knowledge there is a probability to get conflicting and inconsistent information, which will have to be
removed at the stage of ES testing.
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According the developed conceptual scheme the expert interviewed fills-in tables with the
dependencies between chair materials and requirements, assessing at the same time these
dependencies with credibility factor (from -1 to 1).
The extracted knowledge is represented as set of production rules written in the knowledge base, as
follows:
IF<conditions> THEN <conclusion>, CF
Where: <conditions> are the the logic variables, which can be TRUE or FALSE.
<conclusion> is a logic variable, which value is derived from the evaluation of the condition part of the
rule.
CF is a certainty factor, which is representing the credibility of the knowledge and can obtain the
following values:
CF=1 – the condition is absolutely true
CF=0.5 – the condition is probably true
CF=0 – the condition is not defined
CF=-0.5 –the condition is probably false
CF=-1 –the condition is absolutely false.
Once the knowledge base is being filled-in, the ES is ready to be tested and then used. The rules
verification is performed with the help of a certain number of test examples developed by the expert,
which have been previously estimated and for which reliable results have been obtained. These
results are the criteria for checking the accuracy of the developed ES.
The ES works in a dialogue mode, in which the user (developer/ designer) has the task to enter the
requirements for the chair, according to the assigned task. For the specified requirements are that the
chair should be:
- for kids;
- with back;
- contemporary style and mass type;
-technological, ecological and lightweight;
- with straight shapes, smooth surface and natural colour.
The ES gives the following recommendations (with credibility factor between -1 and 1) for the material
that should be used for the chair production
Pine wood
(-0.3)
Beech-wood
(-1)
Walnut
(-1)
Glass (-1)
Plastic (0.7)
Steel (-1)
Aluminium
(-1)
The interpretation of this result is as follows:
The most preferred materials for chair with the characteristics set above are plastic (0.7) and pine
wood (-0.3).
The materials rejected by the system are beech wood and walnut, glass, steel and aluminium.
It should be noted that this result is obtained within a couple of minutes, most of the time being spent
by the user for entering the requirements. In this sense „simulating” different options for material
selection with different requirements takes a negligible time, whilst allowing for more complete
investigation.

5. Case study: Expert system supporting the choice of shaping
Same approach and tools has been used for supporting the decision for choice of the arms of chair
shape [6].
Here the differences in the knowledge base construction and conceptualization will be highlighted.
The process of the conceptualization is illustrated by Fig. 3 and 4, where the interdependencies
between requirements and the targets for the arms of the chair are presented in graphs of
dependencies.
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Fig.3. Interdependencies of the shape requirements

As the problem, which has to be solved concerns the shape formation, the knowledge base has to
include a graphical base. This base consists of graphical file, representing digital models of different
shapes, forming the chair elements (the arms in this particular case). The process of inferencing a
certain model of the arm shape is governed by rules of the following type:

Fig.4. Interdependencies of the shape requirements

Graphics: (Rule Number, Model name.bmp”), where:
- Rule Number is a integer number of the rule, to which the Model name file is
- Model name.bmp is a name of the file, which will be activated to represent a certain shape if the
Rule is ‘fired”, i.e. its conclusion is True.
In this way the use of artificial intelligence technologies, and particularly the ES technology, allows a
certain degree of „automation” in the design process.

6. Neural Networks approach
As it was already mentioned the artificial NN consists of a large number of processing units
(neurons), which are working in parallel and coupled with weighted connections. Each neuron convert
the input signals X by multiplying them with the weights W and thereafter summing. Then by using the
specific output function the neuron is producing an output signal Y, which is propagated to next
connected neurons (Fig.5). Thus the principal of the NN operation is a propagated activity of its
neurons. The neurons are located in layers (the first is input layer, the last is output one and
intermediate are hidden).
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Fig.5. One layer Neural network
The knowledge in NN is presented by the weights of the connections between neurons.
The NN is operational only after it is trained by learning, which is a process of modification of weights of the
connections and biases of in order to perform some task.

7. Case Study: Neural Networks for Clustering
Clustering is applicable in many areas. It is widely used in data mining, in which we analyze large data sets to
identify similarities within subsets of the data.
It is used in city planning, when town councils apportion regions of the city into areas of similar home type and
land usage. It has also been used to organize a quick access to a large bibliographic data bases to find a needed
information.
We will illustrate how NN will solve the task for Forest cover in wilderness areas (following [7]). To collect
information about the type of forest cover in such areas is expensive, as it require on-site observation or
estimation of remote data. With the help of a NN the task of separating regions with different forest cover types
will be solved by clustering independent data. These independent data can indicate the forest cover type, but they
are easily obtained.
There are 10 independent variables, from which the NN has to derive the regions with 7 forest cover types. The
20000 observations of the 10 variables, which were considered for the cells of 30x30m.The Self-organized
featured map architecture of NN with a supervised learning method has been used to perform the clustering of
the independent variables. The NN consists of 150 neurons mapped in 15x10 in hexagonal configuration.
The result of clustering is shown on Fig.6, where with different scale of the grey colour the different forest cover
types are presented.

Fig.6. Hit histogram of the trained NN
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8. Robotics
The increasing popularity of the robots, assisting humans in their everyday life is an inspiration factor
for their usage in the processes of study and popularization of CH. Successful examples of such
applications are presented in [8] and [9].
Here we will just mention one more possible application of the recently developed service robots - to
be used as guides – assistants for disabled people, who are visiting museums/galleries.

9. Internet Of Things for protection of Cultural Heritage
In [10] the application of IOT has been discussed in depth. Different approaches and components has
been proposed to contribute to the process of preservation, restoration and management of the CH.
Here we will provide an idea of a complex approach of IOT contribution for protection of artefacts and
their surveillance and tracking (Fig.7).

Fig.7. IOT for protection of the artefacts in museums and art galleries

The artefacts in the museums are tagged with contactless electronic identifiers (for ex. RFID labels),
which presence is controlled by the gate and local readers, connected to the cloud-based tracking
system. This systems is monitoring in a real-time the status and position of the artefacts and visitors
as well (Fig.7). Additionally such a system will be able to monitor the temperature and the humidity in
the museums rooms in order to predict (by deep learning of data collected in the cloud) and avoid
stress conditions for the artefacts.

10. Conclusions:

„Automation” of some elements in the design process by using the AI approaches inevitably results in
better performance.
The use of decision-making systems, based on expert knowledge in a specific design subject area,
enhances the design quality, as it is based on knowledge provided by the most qualified specialists
(experts) in the field.
From the user's point of view the expert systems do not require additional or specific knowledge in the
field of artificial intelligence, which makes their application easier.
The specificity of the expert systems, that additions and modifications can be made to their databases
even after the latter have been put into operation, guarantees the use of up to date knowledge.
Notwithstanding the undeniable advantages and conveniences, provided by the expert system and
neural networks, a particular attention to the problem of input knowledge testing (verification) should
be paid in order to ensure the correctness of the conclusion in the development process.
The application of the IOT technology and robotics in the processes of management, protection and
popularization of the cultural heritage is undoubtedly useful and effective as making them smart and
automatic.
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Abstract
This contribution is focused on the grain silos built in Italy during the 1930s, when the so-called
‘collective grain storages’ were established under the pressure of the Fascist agricultural policies.
Largely unused and in state of abandon, this network of silos is deemed rarely as worthy of attention
despite its significance and multiple values. They, indeed, bear witness of a significant part of the
Italian agricultural and political history, they’re expression of the new construction techniques
introduced during the early 20th Century, and they were sons of the architectural language that was
spreading worldwide at the time. The research objectives, therefore, are to develop a new tool for the
inventory of such buildings and to propose a framework of guidelines for their conservation and reuse.
The first efforts were oriented to analyze their typological and technological features and to develop
(for the first time) their mapping, which allowed to identify 79 silos up to now. The inventory tool was
conceived to enable a critical and comparative analysis of such buildings, and to be compatible as
much as possible with the existing international inventory systems (ICCD, Docomomo Register,
Arches). The contribution will describe the inventory fiches, will give account of the mapping results
and will also discuss the possibility to transfer the gathered information on a web-based open-access
GIS platform.
Keywords: grain silos, industrial heritage, inventory, conservation, adaptive reuse

1.
Introduction
The grain silos built in Italy under the Fascist Regime (1922-1943), when the so-called “ammassi
granari collettivi” were established, represent a significant architectural heritage which is deemed
rarely as worthy of attention. Since decades, indeed, many national and international institutions have
been showing high interest towards the unused industrial heritage but, despite this, in Italy, attention
was focused on other typologies of structures. A limited number of silos, indeed, was taken into
consideration somehow (the silos of Rome, Arezzo, Cagliari and Pieve di Cento), while no one has
ever addressed such buildings considering them as a whole. The only exception is represented by
recent studies about the Fascist agricultural policies, describing the reason behind their construction
and their strategic role even after World War II [1,2].
Nowadays, unfortunately, the awareness of such facilities and their interrelation is almost completely
lost. Therefore, the aim of the present research is to bring the attention on the whole set of Italian
grain silos, starting from the assessment of their values and significance: they, indeed, bear witness of
a substantial phase of the national agricultural and political history, they are expression of the
technological evolution which took place in the early 20th Century, and they were also influenced by
the architectural culture of the time – the Modern Movement and Rationalism, in particular. Hence, the
main objective of the present contribution is to present a fiche for the inventory of the Italian grain
silos, conceived to favour a deep comprehension of their main features and support the development
of conservation and reuse proposals.
Inventory activities for buildings and artifacts have been carried out for many different purposes. Thus,
the definition of a fiche for the Italian grain silos was inspired by many diverse inputs. Primarily, the
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fiches intended for urban surveys, whose items related to the building’s context, typology and
construction elements were found to be particularly useful to the case. A further group of fiches taken
into account is the one conceived for the analysis of the built heritage’s seismic vulnerability [3], whose
items are mainly related to construction techniques and materials.
The most significant reference at the national level, however, can be considered the inventory activity
developed by the ICCD “Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo e la Documentazione” of the Ministry of
Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism (MiBACT), which coordinates and develops research
activities for the definition of cataloguing standards for the archaeological, architectural, landscape,
artistic and ethno-anthropological heritage. Such standards are defined within a set of guidelines and
terminology tools, aimed to make consistent inventories, functional to the IT management [4].
At the international level, instead, different systems were taken as a reference: the fiches of the
DOCOMOMO Register, as it represents the main system for the documentation of the Modern
architectural heritage; and “Arches”, an open source web-based Heritage Inventory and Management
System developed by the Getty Conservation Institute and the World Monuments Fund. Finally, it’s
worth to mention the fiche developed by D. Salamanca Cascos and C. Mateo Caballos for the grain
silos of Andalucia (Spain) [5], part of the so-called Red Nacional de Silos y Graneros, built under the
Franco regime. This fiche is the result of several refinements, aimed to obtain a concise and practical
tool aimed to register historical and contextual information, as well as information about rehabilitation
works.
In order to develop a specific fiche for the Italian grain silos, the present research provided the
comprehension of the historical context in which the silos network was conceived and the critical
analysis of their features from the formal, typological and technological points of view.

2.
When, where and why: the agricultural policies of Fascism
In Italy, the diffusion of new mechanized grain silos during the 1930s was a consequence of the
autarchic policies imposed by Fascism and the will to control grain distribution. Among the
innumerable studies developed about Fascist policies, the ones related to grain production were
recently analized by M. Vaquero Piñeiro [2,3], which also addressed the legislative and economic
aspects behind the construction of the silos network. Thanks to his studies and thanks the volume
published by the Federconsorzi in 1953 [6], it has been possible to understand the historical context in
which these silos were conceived.
Since 1925, Mussolini promoted the so-called “Battle for grain” to increase grain production and get
the national self-sufficiency [7]. In the same year, during the 2nd Congress of the Agricultural
Consortia, the construction of silos for the collective grain storage was discussed as a mean to
regulate the national market. The Royal Legislative Decree n.1509/1927 was the first act to foster the
construction of such of facilities, but the issue became of major relevance during the following years,
with the outbreak of the economic crisis. The Fascist government, indeed, considered the agricultural
sector crucial to the economic recovery and identified in the productivity growth and in market
regulation the cornerstones of its policies.
In this context, the agrarian consortia were enhanced to strengthen their control over the agricultural
production. In 1930, in Naples, the “Ufficio Vendita Cereali” (Cereal Sale Office) was established to
manage the sale of cereals produced by the farmers of Federconsorzi and the “Confederazione
Nazionale Fascista degli Agricoltori” (National Fascist Confederation of Farmers) [2]. In the following
years, the development of collective grain storages had a rapid evolution. During the first year, indeed,
only 66.264 quintals were delivered, however, 453.769 quintals were delivered in 1931, 4.379.000
quintals in 1934 and 7.947.000 quintals the year after [6]. Such increase was the result of many
legislative acts fostering the collective grain storage and transforming it from voluntary to mandatory.
Construction of grain silos was primarily supported in terms of costs. The R.D.L. n. 720/1932, indeed,
established that the 25% of construction costs was covered by the State, as well as a percentage of
the interests on the financial loan requested by the promoters [8]. The R.D.L. n.821/1934 introduced
the concept of “ente ammassatore” (storage agency) and imposed the milling plants to grind a certain
percentage of grain coming from the voluntary collective grain storages. The R.D.L. n.1049/1935
introduced the so-called “Centri ammassi provinciali” (Provincial grain storage agencies). The year
after, the R.D.L. n. 392/1936 and the R.D.L. n. 1273/1936 transformed the collective grain storage
from voluntary to mandatory. From that moment, the national grain and the one imported from the
colonies or abroad should have been delivered to the collective grain storages, while farmers could
just retain the amount of grain required for seeding and family needs.
The management of collective grain storages was entrusted to the “Ufficio Centrale Ammasso”
(Collective masses Central Office) dependent on the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry and was later
transferred to the “Servizio Controllo Distribuzione Grano” (Grain Distribution Control Service) of the
Ministry of Corporations. Federconsorzi was entrusted to carry out the storage activities through the
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local agricultural consortia. The storage system of the grain silos remained fully operational even after
World War II, being crucial for the Allies for the distribution of food supplies [1].
The increased grain production and the establishment of collective grain storages raised the necessity
of new facilities to store larger amounts of grain. Many existing warehouses were adapted, but they
soon proved to be inadequate and the available spaces too limited [9]. Consequently, Federconsorzi
realized new storage facilities, so that in 1932, 80 structures among silos and warehouses were
already operative over all the Italian territory [6].
Since 1936, however, collective grain storage became mandatory, the amounts of grain to be stored
significantly increased and the facilities used for the voluntary grain storage became insufficient.
Therefore, in 1936 a new phase of intense design and construction of grain silos  strategically
located within the agricultural areas and along the main infrastructural networks  started.

3.
Characteristics of the Italian grain silos
The Italian network of grain silos reveals to be highly significant from the historical point of view.
However, its significance is not merely limited to the historical perspective. The silos network, indeed,
included several valuable buildings, which were influenced by the contemporary architectural culture
and by the innovations in construction techniques introduced since the early 20th Century.
M. Vaquero Piñeirois is also the first one to consider the network of Italian grain silos as a valuable
architectural heritage [2]. Further studies, instead, addressed singular cases, such as the grain silos of
Rome [10,11], Arezzo (Tuscany) [12,13] and Cagliari (Sardinia) [14]. Due to this limited attention, it
was considered necessary to perform a detailed analysis of their characteristics, from the typological,
architectural, functional and technological points of view, based on coeval manuals, field magazines
and original documentation. Since 1932, numerous articles about the new issues raised by the grain
silos typology were published in the magazine “Industria Italiana del Cemento”, but technical literature
gradually increased in the following years, and it is not a coincidence that the manual by R.
Chapperon [15] – the first comprehensive volume about the design, construction and management of
grain silos – was published in 1936, when the collective grain storages became mandatory (Figure
8.4). Some years later, the manual by F. Mariani [16] was also published.
3.1 Formal characteristics and design process
Some of the ideals of the Modern Movement – as the rejection for old traditions and the drive toward
newness – were embraced by the Fascist ideology. Hence, most of the buildings realized under the
regime were characterized by a modern language, which was merged with the typical symbols and
stylemes of Fascism [17]. The grain silos typology, moreover, due to its intrinsic monumentality, was
particularly suited to transmit the idea of power propounded by the regime: therefore, together with the
many other buildings realized in that period, they became to all effects a real tool of propaganda.
As for the design process, usually, standardized projects were provided by the companies which
supplied the mechanical equipment, that defined the general scheme of the silo’s structure,
determined by the layout of the machineries itself. An engineer was called to detail the project, to
develop the structural calculations and to follow the construction phases. Finally, especially in the
most important centers, an architect was appointed to develop a formal study of the envelope – as
usual for many industrial buildings at the time. In such cases, the influence of the architectural culture
of the time – Rationalism, in particular – is evident.

Fig. 1. Models of silos designed by the architect Cesare Scoccimarro [15]
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Some elements recurred, such as the regular frame structure underlined by the use of colors, the
emphasis given to the geometric volume of the ‘turret’ housing the elevator and the linear signs
determined by glazings and ribbon windows. Such design process, therefore, resulted in many
valuable industrial architectures, characterized by the most functional and innovative solutions and
influenced by the contemporary architectural language.
The formal research for the building envelope, moreover, confirm how the silos played not only a
functional role in the implementation of the fascist policies, but also the crucial task of being a
propaganda tool.
3.2 Typologies, construction techniques and functioning aspects
The Italian grain silos can be divided in three main typologies: (1) silos with vertical cells, (2) silos with
floors, and (3) silos with multiple hoppers (the last one however was rarely used, due to its limited
functionality) [15]. Cells measured from 4x4 to 5x5 meters in each typology. In elevation, the vertical
cells usually varied between 10 and 25 meters high; the inter-floor distance in the silos with floor,
instead, was usually 4,50-5,50 meters.
The overall height, for both the typologies was usually between 20 and 30 meters. The most
convenient layout for a grain silo was deemed to be with 3 rows of 4 to 6 cells, having an overall
capacity ranging from 20.000 to 50.000 quintals, both in case of silos with vertical cells or silos with
floors. Deviations from these dimensions were usually not convenient, but clearly there were some
exceptions, as for the silos of the most important centers like Rome, Piacenza, Venice and Foggia
(whose silo was the largest in Europe at the time of construction, storing up to 400.000 quintals).
As for the functioning aspects, in the silos with vertical cells the grain flowed by gravity whether
through the hoppers to be bagged by the automatic weighing machine, or for being poured by special
metal pipes inside trucks and railway wagons. In the silos with floors, instead, circular steel pipes were
installed inside each cell from the top to the ground level for allowing the grain to flow down.

Fig. 2. Sections of a silo with vertical cells, a silo with floors and silo with hoppers [15]

As for the bearing structure, in the silos with vertical cells, the perimeter and interior walls of the cellsblock were both made of reinforced concrete. In the silos with floors, instead, the cells-block was
made of reinforced concrete beams, columns and slabs (or alternatively mixed brick-concrete ribbed
slabs) while the perimeter walls could be made whether of reinforced brick masonry or reinforced
concrete.
The subdivision in cells on each floor was obtained whether with ‘fixed walls’ made of reinforced
concrete or reinforced brick masonry, or with ‘mobile walls’ made of wood planks sliding inside Ushaped iron profiles fixed to the concrete columns.
The so-called ‘turret’ housing the ‘bucket elevator’ could be whether a protruding portion of a wider
forepart adjacent to the cells block, or it could be included in the building’s outline. The bearing
structure of turret and forepart was usually made of reinforced concrete columns and ribbed slabs (or
mixed brick-concrete ribbed slabs), with infill walls made of brick masonry.
The lower horizontal conveyor was placed whether at the basement level (such as in the silos in the
Province of Bologna) or in a special longitudinal pit realized at the ground floor (such as in Albinia,
Asciano di Siena and Grosseto). The top floor of the silos, instead, housed the upper horizontal
conveyor and sometimes was used also as a drying slab.
A ‘loading dock’ was realized along one side of the silo. Usually it was covered by a cantilever shelter
3,50-4,00 meters wide, as in case of rain it had to cover the trucks placed along the loading dock for
charging and discharging operations. Grain was discharged in the so-called ‘input hopper’, which was
protected by a metal grid acting as a sieve. Grain, instead, could be charged on the trucks whether in
bags by means of inclined conveyors or, as said, could be directly poured from the silos inside the
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truck by means of special pipes. However, more often, grain distribution was performed by railway
and, in this case, grain was poured in the railway wagons, which were positioned next to the silo
thanks to a ‘service track’.
The detailed analysis of the Italian grain silos, together with the mapping described below, enabled a
comprehensive and comparative analysis, that helped to identify the most significant features.

4.
The Mapping
The mapping of the Italian grain silos, performed for the first time as part of this research, has been
possible by combining information from many different sources. It is important to point out, however,
that, due to the fragmentation of original documentation, it was not possible to identify the all set of
existing structures. Mapping, therefore, is still in progress [18].
The main archive with important documentation about the silos (such as technical drawings, historic
photographs and management documents) is the Historic Archive of Federconsorzi in Frosinone
(Lazio). Moreover, useful documentation can be found in local archives: indeed, the detailed study of
some silos in Tuscany, has led to find materials in the Florence State Archive, in the Historic Archive
of Arezzo, in the Post-Unification Archive of Volterra and in Archive of the Agricultural Consortium of
Grosseto.
Other archives that might provide useful documentation are the Central State Archive of Rome (Lazio)
and the archives of the silos construction companies, were researches are currently in progress.
Among the gathered documentation, an overall list of the all silos built during the Fascist regime,
unfortunately, was not found. Bibliographic sources, instead, were found to be much more useful:
most of the silos, indeed, were identified thanks to the manuals published by R. Chapperon [15] and
by F. Mariani [16], as well as in the magazine “Industria Italiana del Cemento” and in the mentioned
volume published by Federconsorzi.
Thanks to such sources, it was possible to identify 79 grain silos, whose distribution is showed in the
following map. Among them, 24 silos are still existing (marked blue), while, for the other ones,
research about their survival are still in progress (marked red). We should note, however, that
considering the numbers mentioned by Federconsorzi [6] (in 1941, 930 storage facilities were attested
among silos and warehouses) it is evident how the identified silos represent just a small part of the
entire network. Thus, it is advisable that the mapping may have further developments.

Fig. 3. (sx) Map of the Italian Grain Silos; (dx) Silos of: 1. Arborea (historic postcard), 2. Chivasso (historic
postcard), 3. Castel San Pietro [15], 4. Roma [19], 5. Fiorenzuola D’Arda (historic postcard), 6. Gravina di Puglia
(historic postcard)
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5.

A proposal of fiche for the inventory of the Italian grain silos

5.1 Preliminary evaluations about values, risks and unfavorable factors for the silos reuse
Based on the mapping and comparative analysis of the identified silos, it is possible to recognize them
the following values: (1) Historic value, since they bear witness of a significant part of the Italian
agricultural and political history; (2) Technological value, since they are expression of the
technological developments in building constructions and mechanical engineering, which took place in
the first decades of the 20th Century; (3) Aesthetic/Formal value, since their design was strongly
influenced by the architectural culture of the time; (4) Social value: since, as facilities for collective
food storage, they became an element of identity for the community which they served; (5) Landmark
value, since they became iconic landmarks within their contexts since their origin.
Such values, however, are hardly recognized, due to the common negative attitude toward Fascist
architecture, toward concrete heritage and toward industrial buildings. Being the silos industrial
architectures, made of concrete and built during the Fascist period, it’s easy to draw conclusions. The
present lack of recognition, however, is seriously threatening their preservation.
Among the main risks we should mention: the irreversible impairment of significant elements (such as
roofing, shelters and glazing systems, that often show a serious state of decay), the impairment of
formal and typological features (due to improper adaptive reuse or maintenance works, as for the silo
of Rome) and the impairment of the building’s visual perception (due to improper transformations of
the surrounding context, as for the silo of Arezzo).
Beside those risks, some practical factors strongly unfavour their conservation and reuse, such as the
proximity to railway lines and the frequent localization in ‘marginal’ contexts with low attractiveness for
investments  such as small towns embedded in rural territories or suburban areas of medium-sized
city. However, the localization in big cities may be problematic as well, since  without legal protection
 it may imply demolition or alterations in favour of new developments.
Finally, the attractiveness of grain silos is further limited by the difficulty in developing adaptive reuse
design solutions that should able to preserve the most significant design features and comply with the
current regulations and standards. Thus, the most complex challenge in the silos reuse seems to be
identification of new uses, taking into consideration  at the same time  needs and potentialities of
their context, technical and economic feasibility and, clearly, the many different involved stakeholders.
The mapping, moreover, highlighted the extreme variety of state of use, level of appreciation and
territorial contexts among the Italian grain silos. Some silos, indeed, are still in use, while others were
disposed many years ago, some were reused as warehouse, while only two silos were object of
renovation (silos of Rome and Pieve di Cento). Level of appreciation is also highly variable: according
to oral accounts, indeed, some of them are considered as identity elements of their contexts, while
many others are perceived just as a bulky sign of decay.
The territorial contexts of the Italian grain silos are deeply different too, in terms of identity features,
poles of attraction and socio-economic dynamics: nowadays, indeed, some of the silos still stand at
the edges of a small rural settlements, while some other born at the edges of historic cities are now
fully embedded in their suburbs. The diversity among territorial contexts, therefore, has highlighted the
impossibility to find a common solution based just on typological similarities.
For this reason, the development of an inventory fiche  including historic, technical and contextual
information  was deemed crucial to the management of change.
5.2 The inventory fiche for the Italian grain silos
The inventory fiche for the Italian grain silos was conceived, at first, to enable a critical and
comparative analysis, but during the study of the experimented methodologies, it became evident the
importance of conforming this tool to the existing national and international inventories, to favor a
possible inclusion of the Italian grain silos in the existing databases for heritage sites. On the other
hand, it was considered necessary to define both a ‘Synthetic fiche’, to make the national inventory
feasible without extensive professional inputs, as well as a ‘Detailed fiche’, aimed to develop insight
analysis preliminarily to the development of interventions. Many elements were adopted  in terms of
structure, contents and glossaries  from the ICCD Template A, the DOCOMOMO Register fiche, the
Arches software, and the fiche developed for the Spanish grain silos.
Both the Synthetic and the Detailed fiches are made of four sections: 1. Identity; 2. Description; 3.
Current conditions; 4. Documentation. Each section is divided into “paragraphs”, which in turn are
divided into “fields” and “subfields”. The first column, within each section, is used to recall some
instructions for the compilation of the individual fields (i.e. to refer to Open and Closed vocabularies, to
fill with numeric information, to answers Yes or No, to refer to a glossary for deterioration phenomena).
The Synthetic fiche  described in the tables below (case example: silo of Arezzo, Tuscany)  has
been conceived as a sub portion of the Detailed fiche, to enable its compilation by simply entering
additional information.
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GUIDE
LOC
LOC
LOC
LOC
LOC
LOC
FREE TEXT
LOC
FREE TEXT
LOC
N°
FREE TEXT
REP
OPEN VOC
N°
FREE TEXT
CLOSED VOC
NAME
NAME
Y/N
N°
FREE TEXT
FREE TEXT

N°
OPEN VOC
CLOSED VOC
N°
N°
OPEN VOC
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
FREE TEXT
FREE TEXT
LOC
OPEN VOC
FREE TEXT

REP

SECTION 1 - IDENTITY OF THE BUILDING
Geographic administrative localization
state
region
province
town
locality
address
alternative street indications
cadastral localization
foreign location
variant names
History of the building
date of completion
date of completion source
further events
type of event
date of event
date of event source
current state of use
architectural designers
structural designers
National grid reference
protection/designation acts
date
legislative provision
title/contents
Legal status
current uses and owners
starting date
use
owners
Urban context
size of the municipality [Km2]
n° inhabitants of the municipality
position in the municipal territory
visibility of the silo
from outside the municipal area
within the municipal area
from the immediate surroundings
accessibility to the silo
to pedestrians
by private transport
by bus
by train
brief description of the silo's neighboorhood
poles of attraction in the context
Territorial context
perimeter
vocations
poles of attraction

Italy
Tuscany
Arezzo
Arezzo
Pescaiola
Via Concino Concini
Undetectable
fog. 121, part. 199
Undetectable
Not Present
1938
Legislative Decree 122/2006 Historical-morphological Report
decommission
2000
Felici R., et al. (2001) Computo metrico.
unused
Ubaldo Cassi
Ubaldo Cassi
Y
24/03/2006
Legislative Decree 122/2006
Declaration of Cultural Interest

2000(?)
unused
private property
384,7
99587
suburban area
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
There is a lack of public spaces, green areas, public facilities and
parking lots.
train station, university, hospital, industrial area
Provincia di Arezzo
art, architecture, nature and landscape, tourism, food
Historical centers, Religious architecture, Valle del Casentino, Val
di Chiana, Casentino Forests National Park

Contact
NAME
FREE TEXT
GUIDE
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC
N°
N°
N°
Y/N
OPEN VOC
N°
Y/N
N°
N°
N°
N°
N°
N°
Y/N

reference person
NOTES
SECTION 2 - DESCRIPTION
Typology of silo
Typology
Mixed typology description
Dimensions
Silo's surface [mq]
Silo's max height [m]
Lot's surface [mq]
Functional features
Service Track
Annexes
Principal charateristics
Number of floors
Presence of a basement level
Silo with floors characterization
cells disposition
n° of cells per floor
Silo with vertical cells characterization
cells disposition
n° of vertical cells
Silo with hopper-cells characterization
cells disposition
n° of hopper-cells
hopper-cells for disinfection

(not specified for privacy reasons)
-

silo with vertical cells
Undetectable
472
23,8
1530
Y
/
7
Y
Undetectable
Undetectable
3 rows of 6 cells each
18
Undetectable
Undetectable
Undetectable
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N°
N°
Y/N
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC

CLOSED VOC
OPEN VOC
OPEN VOC
CLOSED VOC
OPEN VOC
OPEN VOC
CLOSED VOC
OPEN VOC
OPEN VOC
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC
OPEN VOC

n° of hopper-cells for disinfection
Total capacity [quintals]
Forepart
presence of a forepart
side
Turret
position with reference to the
silo/forepart's outline
side
posizion with reference to the side
Roof - Construction technique
Forepart / Turret
type
construction technique
covering
Cells-block
type
construction technique
covering
Top Floor
type
construction technique
covering
Shelter
type
side
covering
Distinguishing features

FREE TEXT

Specific values
aesthetic-formal
canonic
integrity
general assessment

FREE TEXT

NOTES

CLOSED VOC

CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC

VOC C
VOC C
VOC C

CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC

VOC C
VOC C

CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC

CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC

CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC

Y
short side
protruding beyond the forepart’s outline
short side
central

flat roof
reinforced brick-concrete slab with T-beams
bituminous sheath
flat roof
reinforced brick-concrete slab with T-beams
bituminous sheath
flat roof
reinforced brick-concrete slab with T-beams
bituminous sheath
compluvium
short side
reinforced concrete ribbed slab
In the cells-block, cells walls are merged with the foundation slab.
The lower horizontal conveyor, is housed at the basement level.
The exterior walls are left fair faced. Interior walls are covered by
the smoothed cement plaster.

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
FREE TEXT

GUIDE

Undetectable
45000

Y
Y
Y
The silo is characterised by a rationalist language, with some
(neo)Futurist features.
All the original annexes were demolished together with the rest
of the consortium's former facilities.

SECTION 3 - CURRENT CONDITIONS
PART 1 - DETAILED ANALYSIS OF DEGRADATION PHENOMENA AFFECTING THE SILO
Foundation system/Basement level
Extent of damage
high
Exterior façades
Extent of damage
south façade
high
north façade
high
east façade
high
west façade
high
Interior elevations
Extent of damage
forepart/turret
medium
cells-block
limited
top floor
limited
Floor slabs
Extrados
Extent of damage
forepart/turret
medium
cells-block
Undetectable
top floor
limited
Intrados
Extent of damage
forepart/turret
medium
cells-block
medium
Roof
Extrados
Extent of damage
forepart/turret
not accessible
cells-block
high
top floor
not accessible
Intrados
Extent of damage
forepart/turret
high
cells-block
high
top floor
high
Shelter
Extrados
Extent of damage
high
Intrados
Extent of damage
high
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Staircase
CLOSED VOC

Extent of damage
Facilities and equipment for inspection
Extent of damage
Finishing and decorative elements
Extent of damage
Mechanical equipment
Extent of damage

CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC
CLOSED VOC

limited
high
high
high

PART 3 - GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF DEGRADATION PHENOMENA AFFECTING THE SILO
most widespread degradation phenomena
Surface deposit, Biological patina, Loss of plaster, Microcracking,
Corrosion of metal window frames, Incongruous repair works,
Accumulation of materials, Deterioration of waterproofing
global extent of damage
high

GLOS

CLOSED VOC

GLOS
FREE TEXT
CLOSED VOC

PART 4 - GLOBAL ANALYSIS OF DEGRADATION PHENOMENA AFFECTING ANNEXES AND OUTDOOR SPACES
Warehouses
Degradation phenomena
Undetectable
Causes
Extent of damage
Guardian's house
Degradation phenomena
Undetectable
Causes
Extent of damage
Gas station
Degradation phenomena
Undetectable
Causes
Extent of damage
Free Outdoor spaces
Degradation phenomena
Accumulation of materials, Vegetation growth
Causes
Abandonment
Extent of damage
-

OPEN VOC
CLOSED VOC
FREE TEXT

PART 5 - ADAPTIVE REUSE OF THE SILO
New use/s
Type of intevention
Synthetic description

FREE TEXT

NOTES

GUIDE

SECTION 4 - DOCUMENTATION
Attached documentation
Photographic documentation

GLOS
FREE TEXT
CLOSED VOC
GLOS
FREE TEXT
CLOSED VOC
GLOS
FREE TEXT
CLOSED VOC

REP
BIBLIO

The limited Extent of concrete cover spalling confirms the good
quality of the concrete. The level of degradation of the foundation
system needs further insights.

Archival documentation
Principal publications
specific
books

BIBLIO

articles

BIBLIO
BIBLIO
REP

Façades (1 image); General views (2 images); Annexes (2 images);
Weighing machine (2 images); Outdoor spaces (2 images)
Original technical drawings (Historic Archive of Arezzo)

Lensi, F. (2012). Futurismo e razionalismo nell'archivio dell'ingegner
Ubaldo Cassi, In: Schegge futuriste. Studi e Ricerche, Firenze: Leo S.
Olschki, pp. 141-154
Biagini, C., Secchi, S. (2006). Curare il moderno. Il silos granario di
Ubaldo Cassi ad Arezzo. Progettando, Anno 1, n. 2, pp. 39-49
Cresti C., In margine alla querelle sul silos di Pescaiola, in Notizie di
Storia, periodico della Società Storica Aretina n. 9, 2003, pp. 5-6
Rossi M., 1999 . Una realtà dell’architettura futurista, in Notizie di
Storia, periodico della Società Storica Aretina n. 2, pp.3- 4, p.9

context

BIBLIO
BIBLIO

books

BIBLIO

articles
REP

-

Brilli A. (1997). Arezzo. Lo spirito del luogo, Città di Castello: Edimond
Gregotti Associati. Piano Regolatore Generale 1987. Relazione
illustrativa, Arezzo: Comune di Arezzo
none

websites

FREE TEXT
FREE TEXT

link
link

http://www.fotoclublachimera.it/
http://www.amarantomagazine.it/

rapporteur
date

Stefania, Landi
20/06/2016

REPORT
NAME
N°

Notes: (1) the grey colored items are defined as “undetactable” for the specific case (Arezzo), but they are clearly useful for other silos; (2) in
PART 4, for reasons of synthesis, the photographic and archival documentation attached to the fiche is not included.

Conclusions and further developments
The review of existing inventory systems together with the historical framework, the critical analysis
and the mapping of the Italian grain silos, enabled the definition of a new inventory tool, that together
with the framework of guidelines developed within the present research, are aimed to a future aware
management of change of this important architectural heritage.
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The inventory tool, indeed, is intended to allow a deep understanding of the most significant features
of the silos typology, and to guide the development of case-by-case conservation and reuse
proposals, that should give the silos a new role within their context, while preserving at the same time
their identity and values. Since this tool has been developed taking as references the main national
and international inventories, the type and organization of data favor the inclusion of the Italian grain
silos in the existing databases for heritage sites and the transfer of the gathered information on a webbased open-access GIS platform. This possibility is currently object of study. Such platform is
conceived as a tool to develop statistical analysis, oriented both to deepen the knowledge about the
silos network, and to orient conservation and reuse. Such statistical analysis, indeed, may relate to the
network periodization, the silos’ capacity and localization, their current physical condition and state of
use, the past and present owners, the territorial and urban context and, finally, also their actual
perception. Joining these statistical data with socio-economical and territorial analysis of each context,
will enable to comprehend the relative “attitude to conservation and reuse” of the Italian grain silos
and, hopefully, it will guide the national and local governments in developing policies to preserve and
reuse this singular but fascinating portion of the Italian industrial heritage.
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Abstract
In this paper the results of an experimental campaign aimed at assessing the structural behavior of
ancient chestnut beams are presented. The analyzed timber beams are more than two hundred years
old, belonged to a floor structure of an existing building and presented both natural defects and different
types of degradation, which are typical of in situ timber elements.
In particular, compression tests were carried out along the direction parallel to the grain; they were
conducted on both actual dimension specimens and defect-free small specimens. The obtained results
allowed to define a specific procedure to assess the design compression strength to be used for in-situ
timber structures, based on the assumption of some safety and defectiveness coefficients, which could
be determined according to the type of specimen and the defectiveness of the structural element under
consideration.
Keywords: Chestnut, Ancient wood, Wooden beam, Timber structures, Destructive test.

1.

Introduction

The mechanical characterization of existing timber structures, for conservation, maintenance, recovery
and restoration designs, is not a trivial matter, mainly due to the intrinsic heterogeneity of the material
and its natural deterioration. The latter is prevalently due to biological causes and is also related to
environmental conditions and mechanical or physical causes. In addition, timber elements present
natural defects, such as knots, shrinkage cracks and grain deflections. For all these reasons, the
assessment of structural capacity of existing timber structures and the definition of possible
reinforcement interventions require a reliable beforehand knowledge of physical and mechanical
properties of the base material. Moreover, such physical and mechanical properties can not be
determined by common structural engineering methods and models, as it is necessary to take into
account both material properties and its degradation state [1 - 5].
The current standards framework does not provide clear prescriptions about the evaluation of these
kinds of structures, so the principal aim of this paper is to outline an alternative methodology for
determining the strength of wood elements through the results of destructive tests.
To this purpose, the results of an experimental campaign carried out at the University of Campania
“Luigi Vanvitelli” in collaboration with the laboratories of Geo Consult are provided. In particular, the
study aims at evaluating of the structural behavior of ancient chestnut elements, a material commonly
used in floors or roofs of buildings located in many Mediterranean historical centers.
The mechanical characterization of structural timber is often carried out by testing small specimens of
net wood, that is without imperfections. As a consequence, the corresponding results cannot be directly
applicable for structural analysis of elements of actual dimensions [6-9]. Therefore, the influence of a
generic defect on the behavior of ancient timber beams con be assessed by comparing the overall
behavior of structural elements with that of defect free small specimens (DFS_s).
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To this aim, in the present paper compression tests parallel to the grain have been carried out on both
actual dimensions specimens (AD_s) and defect-free small specimens (DFS_s).

2.

The experimental test campaign

The experimental campaign is based on a series of three ancient chestnut beams (Castanea sativa
species). They were extracted from a roof of an ancient masonry building, located in the historic center
of San Gennaro Vesuviano (NA), built at the beginning of 19 th century; therefore, the beams had been
used for about 200 years. During such a period the beams had been located in a residential
environment, subjected to temperature and relative humidity in the range of 17-27° C and 55-70%
respectively. Counting the growth rings, the wood age is 25 years (Fig. 1a). In figure 2 shows the main
defects present in the examined beams.
The beams examined had a length of about 4 meters and an almost circular section with a diameter in
the range of 12-20 cm (Table 1). Because these structural elements are obtained directly from the tree
trunks, their cross sections are irregular and not constant about the length. Along the external surface,
the beams showed various irregularities in shape and a large state of degradation of the material.
In addition, two new chestnut beams have been analyzed, which were characterized by a diameter
between 10 and 12 cm and whose geometrical characteristics are provided in table 2. By visual
inspection, these beams have about 20 growth rings (Fig. 1b). As in the case of ancient chestnut beams,
the cross section of these new chestnut beams, which had been derived directly from the trunks of the
trees, is not irregular about the length of the beams.
In total, 14 actual dimension specimens (AD_s), characterized by a length of about twice the diameter
(according to UNI ENI 408) [10], of which 9 derived from the ancient chestnut beams and 5 from the
new chestnut beams, have been analyzed (Fig 3a, b). The table 3 shows all the characteristics of actual
dimensions specimens (AD_s). The compression force was applied parallel to grain of the specimens
by means of a hydraulic press, consisting of a movable loading plane under which a hydraulic jack with
a load capacity of 20000 KN was installed; it was equipped with a hinge spherical to ensure uniform
distribution of load applied to the upper end of the specimen and a load cell in order to determine
accurately the force applied during the tests.
The experimental campaign includes also compression tests on 22 defect free small specimens
(DFS_s), of which 15 ancient chestnut specimens and 7 new chestnut specimens (Fig. 3c, d). According
to UNI ISO 3787 [11], they are characterized by a square cross-section with side of 5 cm and a length
of 10 cm. In such a case, the tests were conducted through a hydraulic press with a load capacity of
200 KN.
During the tests, for both types of specimen, according to UNI EN 408, the load has been increased
with constant speed, reaching the maximum force within 300 ± 120 sec.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1: The growth rings of a typical cross section of ancient chestnut beams (a, b) and new chestnut beams (c).
Table 1: Geometry of ancient chestnut beams.
Beams
Beam length [mm]
1
3910
2
3900
3
3880

Max diameter [mm]
174-203
203-215
197-212
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Min diameter [mm]
155-175
195-196
160-168

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2: Typical defects of tested beams: degraded nodes and ends (a, b), transverse slits (c, d), longitudinal splits
developing about the length of the beam (e, f).
Table 2: Geometry of new chestnut beams.
Beam
Beam length [mm]
1
3800
2
3810

Max diameter [mm]
124-148
126-131

Table 3: Main features of actual dimension specimens (AD_s).
Max
Min
Specimen
Length
Specimen
diameter
diameter
ADS
[cm]
ADS
[cm]
[cm]
CA1-A
15,5 – 17,5
15,8 – 18,0
40,8
CA3-B
CA1-B
17,3 – 19,8
16,5 – 18,3
38,9
CA3-C
CA1-C
17,4 – 20,3
16,9 – 20,3
41,7
CN1-A
CA2-A
19,5 – 21,5
18,5 – 21,0
41,0
CN1-B
CA2-B
19,6 – 20,4
18,3 – 20,4
40,0
CN1-C
CA2-C
20,3 – 21,0
17,8 – 19,4
40,4
CN2-A
CA3-A
17,4 – 21,2
17,0 – 20,2
40,4
CN2-B

(a)

(c)

Min diameter [mm]
115-130
106-110

Max
diameter
[cm]
16,8 - 19,9
16,0 – 19,7
12,4 – 14,8
12,4 – 14,6
12,6 – 13,1
10,6 – 11,4
11,8 – 12,0

Min
diameter
[cm]
16,4 – 19,4
15,7 – 19,3
12,0 – 14,1
12,2 – 13,8
11,5 – 13,0
10,6 -11,0
10,8 – 11,4

Length
[cm]
39,8
41,1
22,7
25,1
23,0
24,9
25,0

(b)

(d)

Fig. 3: Specimens obtained: actual dimension specimens (AD_s) (a, b), defect free small specimens (DFS_s) (c, d).
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3.

Test results

3.1 Actual dimension specimens (AD_s)
The behaviour of individual actual dimension specimens (AD_s) examined during tests appeared to very
similar to each other. In fact, after a first setting phase, characterized by a low stiffness, the load (F) –
deformation (w) and stress (σ) – strain (ε) curves show an elastic stretch until the attainment of the
maximum strength, after which they show a quite different non-linear branch, which in all cases, is
characterized by a sharp reduction of the bearing capacity. The collapse mode was the same for all
tested specimens; it was characterized by the longitudinal separation of the fibers and the splits along
the accretion rings, once the tensile strength perpendicular to the grain was reached. In figure 4(a, b,
c), for the sake of example, a tested specimen is depicted before and after reaching the collapse mode.
The obtained F-w and σ-ε curves are shown in figure 5-6 for all tested specimens. It is worth noticing
that the longitudinal compression stress has been evaluated with reference to the applied force and to
the whole area of the cross section, while the corresponding longitudinal deformation has been
computed with reference to the initial total length of the sample.
It can be observed that compressive strength of the analysed specimens varies significantly; this is
essentially due to the relevant degradation state of the specific specimen. In table 4, for each specimen,
the measured compressive strength parallel to grain (fc, 0) is provided.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4: Compression tests for AD_s: Specimens before (a) and after the test (b, c).

900
800
700

F [KN]

600
Ancient
chestnut
CA3specimens

500

B

400

New

CN1chestnut
A specimens

300
200
100

0
0

2

4

6

8

w [mm]
Fig. 5: Compression tests for AD_s: Load-deformation curves for tested specimens.
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10

45
40

σ [N/mm2]

35
Ancient
chestnut
Serie1
specimens

30
25

New
chestnut
CN2-B
specimens

20
15
10
5

0
0,00

0,01

0,01

(e)

0,02
ε [-]

0,02

0,03

0,03

Fig. 6: Compression tests for AD_s: σ-ε curves for tested specimens.
Table 4: Compressive strength for AD_s tests.
Actual dimension specimens (AD_s)
fc,0 [MPa]
Specimen
Specimen
CA1-A
32,84
CA3-B
CA1-B
32,94
CA3-C
CA1-C
23,82
CN1-A
CA2-A
23,96
CN1-B
CA2-B
26,13
CN1-C
CA2-C
24,02
CN2-A
CA3-A
24,13
CN2-B

fc,0 [MPa]
30,70
34,67
31,70
31,22
35,06
41,11
32,67

3.2 Defect free small specimens (DFS_s)
In total 22 compression tests were carried out on defect free small specimens (DFS_s) loaded in
direction parallel to grain. Also in this case the behavior of tested specimens appeared to be very similar
to each other. After a first phase, which was characterized by reduced initial stiffness, the load (F) –
deformation (w) and stress (σ) – strain (ε) curves present a constant slope until the attainment of the
maximum strength, after which a sudden reduction of load-bearing capacity is evident [12]. In figure 7 a
typical specimen before and after the test is depicted, while in figure 8(a, b) the F-w curves of all the
analyzed specimens are provided.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7: Compression tests for DFS_s: Specimens before (a, b) and after (c, d) the test.
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120
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80

Ancient
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small
specimens
New
chestnut
CN2-B2
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small
specimens

60
40
20
0

0
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(a)

8

10

12

50

σ [KN/mm2]

40

Ancient
chestnut
defect
free
CA1-A1
small
specimens

30

New
chestnut
CN1-A1
defect free
small
specimens

20

10

0
0,00
(b)

0,05

0,10

ε [-]

0,15

0,20

0,25

Fig. 8: Compression tests for DFS_s: Load-deformation and stress-strain curves for tested specimens (a, b).

For these specimens two type of collapse modes were revealed. In fact, for some specimens, similarly
to the tests on the actual dimensions specimens (AD_s), the collapse was determined by longitudinal
cleavage phenomena, which consists in the separation of the fibers once the tensile strength
perpendicular to the grain was reached (Fig. 9). For some other specimens, a cutting collapse type
occurred, which is characterized by a coarse slit developing perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis
about radial direction of the original cross-section of the timber element and with inclination respect to
the longitudinal direction of approximately 45° about tangential direction of the original cross-section of
the timber element (Fig. 10) [13].
Nonetheless, for such specimens, the obtained values of the compressive strength parallel to grain (fc,0),
which is provided in table 5, are more uniform than for actual dimensions specimens. This is essentially
due to the lack of defects.
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Fig. 9: Collapse mechanism due to longitudinal splitting for SDF-s.

Fig. 10: Collapse mechanism due to cutting for SDF-s.
Table 5: Compressive strength for SDF_s tests.
Defect free small specimens (DFS_s)
fc,0 [MPa]
Specimen
Specimen
CA1-A1
40,90
CA2-B2
CA1-A2
37,46
CA3-A1
CA1-A3
44,82
CA3-B1
CA1-B1
40,47
CA3-B3
CA1-B2
38,74
CN1-A1
CA1-B3
42,03
CN1-B1
CA1-B4
43,38
CN2-A1
CA2-A1
33,46
CN2-A2
CA2-A2
33,23
CN2-B1
CA2-A3
37,64
CN2-B2
CA2-B1
34,49
CN2-B3
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fc,0 [MPa]
34,26
36,61
37,41
42,15
38,53
37,98
35,48
40,74
33,71
33,55
36,05

4.

Proposals for the evaluation of design strength of in-situ timber elements

4.1
Strength values according the Italian codified approach
In the following the obtained test results are analyzed in order to define possible procedures to set the
design strength of the wood under consideration based on the strength measured by destructive tests.
The resistance class of a timber element is defined by preassigned specific strength values dependent
from the wooden species. To this purpose it may be useful to refer to the UNI EN 338:2016 [14] and
UNI EN 1912:2012 [15], for wood of foreign origin, and UNI EN 11035:2010 parts 1 and 2 for wood of
Italian origin [16]. In particular, for Italian chestnut the characteristic value of the compressive strength
parallel to the grain is 22 N/mm2. According to the NTC18 [17], starting from the characteristic resistance
for new elements, the design resistance is provided as function of the service class and the load duration
class, according to the following relationship:
���� ∙ ��
(1)
�� =
��
where:
- Xk is the characteristic value of material property;
- γM is partial safety factor related to material;
- kmod is a corrective factor that takes into account the effect, on the resistance parameters, of
both the duration of the load and the humidity of the structure.
Considering that for solid wood a value of partial safety factor of 1,50 is prescribed and that the values
of corrective factor may vary between 0,50 and 1,00 according to duration of the load, a compressive
strength parallel to grain direction ranging between 7 and 14 N/mm 2 can be assumed.
On the other hand, for evaluating the mechanical characteristics of in situ timber elements, the technical
references have to integrated. For this specific case, the UNI 11119:2012 establishes procedures and
requirements for the diagnosis of conservation status as well as for the assessment of strength and
stiffness of in situ timber elements through “a careful assessment of the physical and mechanical
characteristics of timber with direct or indirect test methods”. Therefore, as a result of visual and/or
instrumental inspection, the material category can be identified according to the defects and the state
of degradation of the structural elements. In particular, for chestnut loaded in direction parallel to grain,
the compressive strength values given in table 6 are provided.
Table 6: Compression strength of chestnut parallel to the grain direction according to UNI 11119:2012.
fc,0,d [MPa]
Category
I
11
II
9
III
7

4.2
Design values determined by tests on actual dimension specimens (AD_s)
Design strength of in situ structural timber elements may be determined based on destructive tests
carried out on actual dimension specimens extracted from an in-situ sacrificial structural element by
using an adequate safety coefficient. The latter can be identified by comparing the design values of
table 6 provided the Italian recommendations UNI 11119:2012 with test results. To this purpose, in table
7, the design values of the compressive strength (fc,0,d), which have been determined dividing by a factor
3 the compressive strength directly derived from experimental tests on actual dimension specimens
(fc,0), are provided.
Table 7: Compressive strength parallel to the grain direction obtained during the tests and project according to the
proposed methodology for the actual dimensions specimens (AD_s).
Actual dimension specimens (AD_s)
fc,0 [MPa]
fc,0,d [MPa]
fc,0 [MPa]
fc,0,d [MPa]
Specimen
Specimen
CA1-A
32,84
10,95
CA3-B
30,70
10,23
CA1-B
32,94
10,98
CA3-C
34,67
11,56
CA1-C
23,82
7,94
CN1-A
31,70
10,57
CA2-A
23,96
7,99
CN1-B
31,22
10,41
CA2-B
26,13
8,71
CN1-C
35,06
11,69
CA2-C
24,02
8,04
CN2-A
41,11
13,70
CA3-A
24,13
8,04
CN2-B
32,67
10,89

It is apparent that the determined design compressive strength for all experimental tests is in a very
good agreement with design values prescribed by the UNI 11119:2012, proving that the assumption of
a safety factor equal to 3 is realistic and also suitable. Obviously, the variation in the range from 7.9413,70 MPa can be ascribed to the defectiveness level of the examined specimens, and implicitly takes
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account for the relevant category of the timber element which would have been defined by visual
inspection.
4.3
Design values determined by tests on defect free small specimens (DFS_s)
On the other hand, when considering the compressive strength obtained experimentally from defect free
small specimens (DFS_s), the results directly derived from tests do not take into account the defect level
of the material. In such a case, in order to determine the possible design strength to be assumed for
design calculations, it seems reasonable to define preventively a reduction coefficient to be related to
the timber material class of the in-situ element under consideration based on its own state of
degradation. Three material classes can be considered and defectiveness coefficients equal to 1, 0,85
e 0,70 may be applied for timber classes I, II and III, respectively (Table 8). It is apparent that for the
case being, by applying the above procedure, based on tests on defect free specimens, design strength
values similar to those provided by the UNI 11119:2012 for the three timber categories would be
obtained.
Table 8: Design compressive strength in direction parallel to the grain derived by the tests on defect free small
specimens.
Defect free small specimens (DFS_s)
fc,0,d [MPa]
fc,0,d [MPa]
Specimen fc,0 [MPa]
Specimen fc,0 [MPa]
Class I Class II Class III
Class I Class II Class III
CA1-A1
40,90
13,63
11,59
9,54
CA2-B2
34,26
11,42
9,71
7,99
CA1-A2
37,46
12,49
10,62
8,74
CA3-A1
36,61
12,20
10,37
8,54
CA1-A3
44,82
14,94
12,70
10,46
CA3-B1
37,41
12,47
10,60
8,73
CA1-B1
40,47
13,49
11,47
9,44
CA3-B3
42,15
14,05
11,94
9,84
CA1-B2
38,74
12,91
10,97
9,04
CN1-A1
38,53
12,84
10,91
8,99
CA1-B3
42,03
14,01
11,91
7,81
CN1-B1
37,98
12,66
10,76
8,86
CA1-B4
43,38
14,46
12,29
10,12
CN2-A1
35,48
11,83
10,06
8,28
CA2-A1
33,46
11,15
9,48
7,81
CN2-A2
40,74
13,58
11,54
9,51
CA2-A2
33,23
11,08
9,42
7,76
CN2-B1
33,71
11,24
9,55
7,87
CA2-A3
37,64
12,55
10,67
8,79
CN2-B2
33,55
11,18
9,50
7.83
CA2-B1
34,49
11,50
9,76
8,05
CN2-B3
36,05
12,02
10,22
8,41

5.

Conclusions

When assessing the structural safety of ancient buildings, the evaluation of mechanical properties of insitu timber elements may represent a crucial and complex phase of process, which cannot be solved by
simple visual inspections. More realistic results may be obtained by tests on either actual dimension
specimens (AD_s) or, more conveniently, small defect free specimens extracted from the in-situ element
itself. To this purpose, based on test results referred to both actual dimension specimens and defect
free small specimens, a simple procedure has been proposed to determine design values of the
compressive strength obtained experimentally, which are in good accordance with the ones prescribed
by UNI 11119:2012 for new structure, which is based on the following main issues:
(1) In case of tests on actual dimension specimens, definition of the design compressive strength
(fc,0,d) dividing the compressive strength directly derived from experimental tests by a material
safety factor M =3;
(2) In case of tests on defect free specimens: (a) preventive definition of the timber material class
of the in-situ element under consideration in relation to its own state of degradation; (b) definition
of the design compressive strength (f c,0,d) by dividing the compressive strength directly derived
from experimental tests by a material safety factor M =3 and application of a further reduction
coefficient, the latter ranging between 0,70 and 1 in relation to the material class of the in-situ
timber element.
In the whole, it can be concluded that, based on the obtained results, when performing experimental
tests on specimens extracted from in situ timber elements, a material safety factor M =3 seems to be
reasonable, with the application of an additional reduction (defectiveness) coefficient when material
tests are carried out on defect free small specimens (DFS_s). Obviously, this has to be intended as a
general and preliminary outcome; in fact, the material safety factor should be also fixed in relation to the
number of tests, by introducing a sort of knowledge factor following the same approach adopted by NTC
2018 for the other constructional materials, namely concrete, steel and masonry.
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Abstract
The refurbishment of ancient timber structures requires the assessment of the residual capacity of
structural members in order to design reliable repairing interventions. Many times, such information
cannot be got by means of destructive tests on sacrificial elements extracted from existing structures.
This difficulty can be overcome by using in-situ non-destructive tests (NDTs). In this paper, a
methodology based on resistographic NDTs is analyzed. In particular, an experimental campaign carried
out on ancient chestnut elements has been developed for determining a correlation between NDT
results and the mechanical strength of the basic wooden material, which could be obtained by means
of destructive tests according to the procedure provided in the companion paper. In addition, as in
normal conditions in situ NDTs can be easily performed only throughout the direction transversal to the
growth rings, a correlation between longitudinal and transversal NDTs is also presented. Finally, in order
to validate the proposed correlations, the procedure defined by this experimental campaign is compared
with those of the existing literature.
Keywords: Chestnut, Ancient wood, Wooden beam, Timber structures, Non-destructive test.

1.

Introduction

The heritage of wooden buildings is very large, not only in Italy but also in many other countries. The
assessment of the structural capacity of existing timber structures requires not only a preventive
knowledge of the physical and mechanical properties of the basic material, but also the residual loadbearing capacity of the elements [1 - 3]. Moreover, in the case of historical structures, such information
cannot be obtained by means of destructive tests on the elements, in order to do not compromise the
structural integrity [4 - 6]. In these circumstances, the use of non-destructive instrumental inspection
techniques is an important mean for diagnostic investigations in order to estimate the physical and
mechanical characteristics of in situ timber elements. In addition they allow to evaluate internal
deterioration that involves a reduction of the resistant section of the elements, which can be of
fundamental importance for the purposes of assessing conservation state and structural capacity of the
structure [7 - 10].
The most commonly used NDT technique is the resistographic test, which allows the identification of
density variation between healthy and decomposed wood, evaluating the resistance offered by the
material to advance a small drill. The resistance opposed to wood drilling depends mainly on the density
of the wood and represents one of the most important characteristic values of the material; therefore,
its determination provide information on the wood quality in a particular section. The resistographic test
is based on the principle of "drilling resistance", which is evaluated indirectly through the absorbed
energy measurement to allow the advancement at a constant speed of a thin steel drill [11]. Moreover,
the hole left by the instrument has a relatively small diameter compared to the normal sections of the
structural elements; therefore, the structural and aesthetic damage produced can be considered
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negligible. After drilling the holes can, however, be filled, especially if there is no decay of the wood,
then a small amount of silicone is injected into the small hole.
In this paper, some correlations are presented between NDTs and destructive tests results for ancient
chestnut beams, in order to define a methodology to obtain the mechanical properties of material directly
from resistographic measurements [12, 13].
Furthermore, a correlation coefficient is defined between longitudinal and transversal resistographic
measures; in fact, many times longitudinal tests cannot be performed in situ because the element ends
are not visible frontally. Finally, to validate the proposed methodology, a comparison with the
correlations present in the literature is provided, allowing to evidence interesting outcomes.

2.

The experimental test campaign

The experimental campaign has been carried out by performing a series of resistographic NDTs by
using a IML Resi F400® device (Fig. 2a) at “hardwood” level. It gives the resistance encountered by the
bit of a 3.0 mm diameter drill, driven at a constant speed of about 20 cm/min in the wooden element.
The resistance to the drill advancement is recorder on a graph at each 1 x 10-1 mm of drilling.
The tests have been carried out on three ancient chestnut beams (Castanea sativa species). They were
extracted from a roofing structure of an ancient masonry building, located in the old Town of San
Gennaro Vesuviano (NA), built at the beginning of 19th century; therefore, it can be supposed that the
period of use of these beams was about 200 years. The beams had a length of about 4 meters and an
almost circular section with a diameter between 12-20 cm. Because these structural elements are
obtained directly from the tree trunks, their cross sections are irregular and not constant about the length.
Along the external surface, the beams showed various irregularities in shape and a large state of
degradation of the material. In addition, two new chestnut beams have been considered, which are
characterized by a diameter between 10 and 12 cm. As in the case of ancient chestnut beams, their
cross section, deriving directly from the trunks of the trees, was irregular along the whole length of the
beams. In particular, 14 actual dimension specimens (AD_s), characterized by a length of about twice
the diameter, according to UNI ENI 408 [15], of which 9 derived from the ancient chestnut beams (in the
following identified as CA1-A,B,C, CA2-A,B,C and CA3-A,B,C) and 5 from the new chestnut beams (in
the following identified as CN1-A,B,C, CN2-A,B) have been analyzed (Fig. 1a, b). The experimental
campaign includes also compression tests on 22 defect free small specimens (DFS_s), of which 15
ancient chestnut specimens (in the following identified as CA1-A1,2,3, CA1-B1,2,3,4, CA2-A1,2,3, CA2B1,2 and CA3-A1,B1, B3) and 7 new chestnut specimens (in the following identified as CN1-A1,B1,
CN2-A1,A2, CN2-B1,2,3). According to UNI ISO 3787 [16], they are characterized by a square crosssection with side of 5 cm and a length of 10 cm (Fig. 1c, d). More information on the specimens obtained
for destructive tests are provided in the companion paper [14].
Resistographic experimental tests presented in this paper consisted of measurements in both
longitudinal and perpendicular direction to the grain. On the actual dimensions specimens (AD_s), 9
resistographic tests were carried out in longitudinal direction on both ends of the specimen for a drilling
depth of 20 cm; such perforations were done in some characterizing points of the cross-section, namely
the center, 4 points of the intermediate circular crown and 4 points of the outer circular crown (Fig. 2b).
In addition, 12 perforations were done in the transversal direction, distributed on 3 ropes distant from
each other 5 cm; along each string 4 measurements were made (Fig. 2c). All tests carried out on such
specimens are summarized in Table 1.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 1: Actual dimension specimens (AD_s) (a, b) and defect free small specimens (DFD_s) (c, d).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2: IML-RESI F400-S equipment used for tests (a), localization of resistographic measurements on actual
dimension specimens (AD_s): longitudinal measurements (b), transversal measurements (c).
Tab. 1. Number of resistographic tests carried out on actual dimension specimens (AD_s).
No. of measurements
No. of measurements for
Number Direction
Label
for specimen
direction
Long.
18
252
AD_s
14
Transv.

12

Total
measurements
420

168

With regard to defect free small specimens (DFS_s), for each sample 4 longitudinal perforations were
done, with a perforation depth of about 10 cm, which is the whole length of the specimen. In addition, 4
perforations in the transversal were carried out, 2 of which in the tangential direction and 2 in the radial
direction (Fig. 3a). All tests carried out on defect free small specimens (DFS_s) are summarized in Table
2.
Tab. 2: Number of resistographic tests carried out on defect free small specimens (DFS_s).
No. of measurements
Label Number Direction No. of measurements for
specimen
for direction
Long.
4
88
DFS_s
22
Transv.
4
88

Total
measurements
176

Each resistographic test gives a relative resistance (RA [%]) vs. drilling depth (DD [mm]) curve, in which
the defects or degradation wood states along the perforation are highlighted by sudden reduction of RA
compared to its average value. It is worth noting that the obtained results are device dependent.
In Figs. 4 and 5, typical curves obtained from tests carried out on the chestnut samples in both
longitudinal and transversal directions are depicted. They show different conditions of the wood of the
same specimen. Moreover, in these graphs it is possible to identify the mean value of RA (RM). As it
could be expected, defects and degradation states largely vary in location, extension and typology,
depending on both the specific original and natural features of the trunk and the environmental
conditions existing during the whole life of the structure. For these reasons, the variability of the wood
quality is quite random and extremely complex to be defined [8].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Localization of resistographic measurements on defect free small specimens (DFS_s) (a), subdivision into
cross-sectional areas of the actual dimension specimens (AD_s) (b).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: Typical longitudinal test results: (a) good quality wood; (b) wood with degraded zone.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: Typical transversal test results: (a) good quality wood; (b) wood with degraded zone.

3.

The obtained test results

3.1 Actual dimension specimens (AD_s)
The mean value of the longitudinal penetration resistance of whole specimen (MRML) has been
evaluated according to eq. 1, as weighted average respect to the individual resistances determined in
each sectional area of the cross-section defined according to Fig. 3b.
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In the above equation:
- � , is the mean value on the considered drilling depth of the longitudinal resistographic
measurement made in the center of the specimen cross-section (A1);
- � , , � , , � , , � , are the mean values on the considered drilling depths of the longitudinal
resistographic measures made in the points of the intermediate circular crown (A2);
- � , , � , , � , , � , are the mean values on the considered drilling depth of the longitudinal
resistographic measures in the points of the outer circular crown (A3).
The mean value of transversal penetration resistance of whole specimen (MRMT) has been evaluated
according to eq. 2, which provide the arithmetic average of the measurements made on the specimen
(Fig. 2c).
∑�= � �,�
� �=
(2)

In the above equation:
- � �,� is the i-th transversal mean value of RA on the considered drilling depth.
In Table 3 the obtained values of the resistance to perforation in the longitudinal and transversal direction
for each specimen are provided. In both cases such values have been determined as “with defects”
(MRMT,tot and MRML,tot) and “without defects” (MRMT,0 and MRML,0), the latter not considering the
resistances less than or equal to 5%.
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Tab. 3: Results of resistographic tests on actual dimension specimens (AD_s).
Longitudinal
Transversal
Longitudinal
Specimen MRML,tot MRML,0 MRMT,tot MRMT,0
MRML,tot MRML,0
Specimen
[%]
[%]
[%]
[%]
[%]
[%]
CA1-A
CA3-B
41,8
41,5
39,4
40,7
42,5
43,4
CA1-B
CA3-C
55,5
56,3
42,1
43,4
52,1
53,4
CA1-C
CN1-A
32,2
32,7
30,1
31,6
44,6
47,8
CA2-A
CN1-B
20,9
24,1
16,9
19,6
51,6
52,8
CA2-B
CN1-C
39,6
40,3
34,2
35,1
57,8
58,1
CA2-C
CN2-A
35,3
35,7
28,7
29,7
61,2
63,5
CA3-A
CN2-B
27,5
28,0
28,9
33,2
53,7
54,8

Transversal
MRMT,tot MRMT,0
[%]
[%]
33,8
36,2
44,0
45,3
37,2
38,1
45,3
46,0
49,0
49,0
56,1
57,5
47,4
48,7

3.2 Defect free small specimens (DFS_s)
For defect free small specimens (DFS_s), since they were characterized by net wood, it is possible to
determine the mean value of the longitudinal (MRL) and transversal (MRT) penetration resistance of
each specimen by simply considering the arithmetic mean value, according to eqs. 3 and 4.
�

�

=
�

=

∑�= �

∑�= �

,�
�,�

(3)

(4)

In Table 4, for each defect free small specimen (DFS_s), the mean values of the perforation resistance
obtained in both directions are provided. In both cases such values have been determined as “with
defects” (MRMT,tot and MRML,tot) and “without defects” (MRMT,0 and MRML,0), the latter not considering the
resistances less than or equal to 5%.
3.3 Correlation between longitudinal and transversal tests
Commonly, the NDTs can be performed in situ only in transversal direction, due to the impossibility of
directly inspecting ending cross-sections of the beam. On the other hand, it has to be observed that
performed longitudinal tests are much more homogeneous, so they appear more appropriate for defining
reliably correlation to the mechanical properties of wood. For both these reasons, it appears to be
important to correlate longitudinal and transversal NDT values by means of the correlation coefficient
KT,L [8], which can be defined according to eq. 5.
�,

=

�
�

�,

,

(5)

This correlation, being referred to the wood properties, which is independent of the timber local
defectiveness, has to be made with reference to the mean values of test results evaluated without
considering the resistances less than or equal to 5%, namely MRT,0 and MRL,0).
In the above equation:
- MR T, is the transversal mean value of all the transversal average resistances of a single
specimen;
- MR , is the longitudinal mean value of all the longitudinal average resistances of a single
specimen.
The results obtained for each tested specimen for the correlation coefficient KT,L are provided in Figure
6, where a linear regression model has been considered in order to identify the corresponding
relationship. It can be observed that the resistographic longitudinal resistance is generally slightly larger
than the resistographic trasnsversal resistance. Anyway, in the case being, KT,L ranges from 0,73 to
1,19. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, for practical applications, it seems reasonable to assume a
fixed value for KT,L < 1, this meaning that the equivalent compression strength in longitudinal direction
can be assumed larger (of about 15%) than the compression strength derived directly from
resistographic tests in transversal direction (Fig. 6).
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MRML,0 = 1,04 · MRMT,0 + 3,90
R² = 0,868
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Fig. 6: Correlation between resistographic transversal resistance (MRMT,0) and resistographic longitudinal
resistance (MRML,0) for examined specimens.
Tab. 4. Results of the resistographic tests on defects free small specimens (DFS_s).
Longitudinal
Radial
Tangential
Specimens
MRML,tot
MRML,0
MRMT,tot
MRMT,0
MRMT,tot
MRMT,0
[%]
[%]
[%]
[%]
[%]
[%]
CA1-A1
25,8
27,2
25,4
25,4
27,6
27,6
CA1-A2
30,9
31,8
23,5
26,0
33,0
34,2
CA1-A3
40,3
40,3
32,4
32,4
33,0
33,0
CA1-B1
33,1
33,1
30,9
30,9
26,5
26,5
CA1-B2
32,9
32,9
22,6
24,1
29,4
29,4
CA1-B3
42,9
42,9
34,0
34,0
37,3
37,3
CA1-B4
37,7
38,7
25,6
27,0
30,9
32,6
CA2-A1
26,4
26,4
20,5
20,5
19,5
21,5
CA2-A2
27,5
27,5
25,9
30,1
26,5
29,7
CA2-A3
30,1
30,1
26,5
26,5
24,3
25,4
CA2-B1
26,3
26,3
22,8
23,8
14,1
14,7
CA2-B2
28,3
29,0
17,8
17,8
23,4
25,7
CA3-A1
29,7
29,7
23,0
23,0
23,2
23,2
CA3-B1
37,1
37,1
38,4
38,4
20,4
20,4
CA3-B3
37,8
37,8
45,4
45,4
36,8
36,8
CN1-A1
31,3
31,3
30,0
30,0
28,5
28,5
CN1-B1
34,3
34,3
28,0
28,0
23,5
23,5
CN2-A1
29,5
29,5
24,1
24,1
20,6
20,6
CN2-A2
27,6
27,6
21,4
21,4
25,9
25,9
CN2-B1
21,8
21,8
23,0
23,0
20,8
20,8
CN2-B2
26,6
26,6
17,4
17,4
23,5
23,5
CN2-B3
26,6
26,6
22,1
22,1
24,5
24,5

4.

Transversal
MRMT,tot
MRMT,0
[%]
[%]
26,5
26,5
28,3
30,1
32,7
32,7
28,7
28,7
26,0
26,7
35,6
35,6
28,3
29,8
20,0
21,0
26,2
29,9
25,4
26,0
18,4
19,2
20,6
21,7
23,1
23,1
29,4
29,4
41,1
41,1
29,3
29,3
25,8
25,8
22,4
22,4
23,6
23,6
21,9
21,9
20,4
20,4
23,3
23,3

Correlation between compressive strength and NDT results

In the following the correlation between the NDT parameters and the actual compressive strength of
wood parallel to the direction of grain (fc,0) is investigated. As shown in the companion paper [14], the
destructive tests carried out show that the tested actual dimensions specimens (AD_s) have a
compressive strength parallel to the direction of the grain between 23,82 and 41,11 MPa, while for
defects free small specimens (DFS_s), the compressive strength ranges between 33,23 and 44,82 MPa.
In Figures 7 and 8, for each specimen such a resistance is put in relation to the resistographic resistance
determined for both actual dimension specimens and small defect free specimens by means of
penetrations tests carried out about longitudinal and transversal direction, respectively.
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Fig. 7: Correlation between actual compressive strength parallel to grain (fc,0) and mean value of longitudinal
resistographic measurements (MRML,0) for actual dimension specimens (AD_s) and defect free small specimens
(DFS_s).
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Fig. 8: Correlation between actual compressive strength parallel to grain direction (fc,0) and mean value of
transversal resistographic measurements (MRMT,0) for actual dimensions specimens (AD_s) and defect free small
specimens (DFS_s).

The analysis of these diagrams evidences the following noteworthy outcomes:
- For both specimen types, the points in the diagrams seem to follow the same trend, clearly
showing that the actual compressive strength of timber elements can be expressed in terms of
resistographic strength by using linear relationships;
- The correlation related to resistographic measurements in the longitudinal direction appears to
be more reliable than the one related to resistographic measurements in the transversal
direction, as the corresponding results present a more uniform distribution, at least in case of
defect free small specimens;
- The fitting lines, which have been obtained by linear regression performed by means of the least
squares method, shows the possibility to adopt the corresponding equations indicated in the
diagrams for a numerical prediction of the compressive strength.
- The slope of the fitting lines determined for actual dimension specimens (angular coefficient
ranging between 0,48 and 0.60) is lower than small defect free specimens (angular coefficient
equal to about 0.72);
- The slopes of the fitting lines related to resitographic tests done in longitudinal and transversal
directions are quite similar to each other, both for actual dimension specimens and for small
defect free specimens;
- In case of actual dimension specimens (AD_s), there is a significant difference between the
new chestnut specimens, which are characterized by higher resistance, and the ancient timber
elements, confirming that resistographic tests are able to account correctly for the deterioration
present in the ancient chestnut elements;
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-

Comparison with other existing test results
In order to check the above correlations, in the following a comparison with results proposed in previous
studies is shown [8 - 9]. Figures 9 and 10 are related to small defect free specimens (DFS_s) for
resistographic measures made in longitudinal and transversal direction, respectively. It is apparent that
all three correlations are very close to each other and they are practically characterized by the same
slope, for both longitudinal and transversal directions. Therefore the angular coefficient of the correlation
line can be assumed constant and equal to about 0.72). On the other hand, the three correlations show
a different absolute values of the material compressive strength (intersection point on the MRM axis
ranging between fc,0 =15,50 MPa and fc,0 =26,50 MPa), which should be ascribed to the different quality
of wood.
Figures 11 and 12 are related to actual dimension specimens (AD_s) for resistographic measures made
in longitudinal and transversal direction, respectively. Also in this case all three correlations are very
close to each other, showing practically the some slope. In such a case, the average value of the angular
coefficient of the correlation lines is equal to about 0.50, while the intersection point on the MRM axis
ranges between fc,0 =5,50 MPa and fc,0 =8,34 MPa.
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Fig. 9: Comparison among different correlations between the actual compressive strength parallel to grain direction
(fc,0) and longitudinal resistographic measurements (RMML,0) according to defect free small specimens (DFS_s).
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In case of small defect free specimens (DFS_s), there is not any significant difference between
new and ancient elements, because in both cases tests are related to “net” timber elements;
also in this case resistographic analysis is able to account correctly for such a circumstance.
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Fig. 10: Comparison among different correlations between the actual compressive strength parallel to grain
direction (fc,0) and transversal resistographic measurements (RMMT,0) according to defect free small specimens
(DFS_s).
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Fig. 11: Comparison among different correlations between the actual compressive strength parallel to grain
direction (fc,0) and longitudinal resistographic measurements (MRML,0) according to actual dimension specimens
(AD_s).
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Fig. 12. Comparison among different correlations between the actual compressive strength parallel to grain
direction (fc,0) and transversal resistographic measurements (MRT,0) according to actual dimension specimens
(AD_s).
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Conclusions

In-situ non-destructive tests (NDTs) can be very useful when destructive tests on sacrificial elements
extracted from existing timber structures cannon be carried out. In this paper the results of an extensive
experimental campaign on resistographic tests conducted on chestnut elements have been presented.
The results obtained confirms that resistographic measurements may represent a very useful tool for
assessing compressive strength of in situ timber elements, they allowing for the correct identification of
internal defects and anomalies. In particular, based on the elaboration of the experimental values, it has
been shown that longitudinal and transversal resistographic parameters can be reliably used for a rapid
estimation of wood compressive strength parallel to grain (fc,0) by considering either actual dimension
specimens or defects free small specimens.
Also, it has been proved that the correlation between NDT parameters and actual compressive strength
parallel to the direction of grain (fc,0) can be expressed by using a linear relationship. The slope of this
correlation line is practically constant, even though it is dependent on the type of specimen (small defect
free specimens or actual dimension specimens), while the absolute value of the material compressive
strength is also dependent on the quality of wood under consideration. Such an outcome has been
confirmed by the comparison with correlations proposed in previous studies, which provide results which
are very closely aligned to the one revealed in the present study.
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Abstract
Based on graphic representations, it is possible to create new supports and tools which create new
relationship models with reality and knowledge and which must be researched in the immediate future,
as the new means of communication which they symbolize. Simultaneously, these now available
means and technologies facilitate an increase in accessibility and interaction with multiple contents in
the cultural and heritage scope.
There are various well-known applications in the heritage interpretation sector, in which specific sites
or aspects are displayed or experienced with immersive reality. Accordingly, this research project
proposes to define a “Self-Contained Multisensory Knowledge Module” to develop a prototype to
assess its contribution to both knowledge and accessibility. It aims to explore the creation of learning
supports which combine more or less participatory perceptive stimuli (visual, tactile and productive) in
order to experiment in autonomous learning. This type of approach is important in the new learning
context offered by information technologies and also in relation to the manipulation and accessibility
options which these new forms of knowledge can provide.
Based on this approach, the preliminary study is presented to develop a prototype of a knowledge
module, in which different information contents, supports and stimuli are combined in the presentation
of a monument to provide open communication and information, addressed to the educational sector
and cultural interpretation.
Keywords: heritage educational resources, design for education, digital prototype, augmented reality,
students learning outcomes.

1.

Introduction

Major changes in learning are taking place in society and new technologies. Human behaviour, in both
work and leisure, show changeable patterns; and this implies uncertainty about future needs.
Consequently, what is required for the future has increasingly become a mystery. At the same time,
the amount, quality and method to access information is quickly evolving. Haak [1] identified 6 trends
in learning and development, where technology plays a crucial role and Dygert [2] predicted disruption
in learning (learning paths, affinity groups, learner-contributed content, and coaching).
The widespread uses of virtual reality are causing a significant impact on educational contexts and is
providing a new technological approach for teaching and learning that opens extensive opportunities
for both traditional and distance education [3]. The implementation of new technologies in different
contexts (museums, exhibitions, classrooms, home) has promoted a change in the use of the tools
making it easier for everyone to develop their digital abilities. This also guarantees an extra learning
opportunity for the students at different stages during their educational process.
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Accessibility and dissemination of digital 3D models like other digital files can be included in
specialised 3D repositories free of charge, in virtual classrooms, or online repositories such as
Dropbox, Drive, etc. Hence, three-dimensional objects can be easily included in multi-media
presentations or even in paper books by means of a link, and also be printed as real objects [4].
In recent years, we have seen the reconsideration of traditional categories within the art field, for
example, concerning the term “Plastic Arts”, which has been primarily substituted by “Visual Arts”. This
replacement is much more than a simple word-game, since it has pushed Plastic Arts into the realm of
craftsmanship and eliminated all connotations of multisensory experiences, which are necessary for
the full appreciation of a work of art. In the Encyclopedia Britannica’s entry on Visual Art, we find that
the term includes “two-dimensional visual arts such as drawing and painting and also threedimensional visual arts such as sculpture and architecture”. Interestingly enough, the entry continues
by immediately restricting the purely visual character of these art forms [5]: “Some of these should
doubtless be called viso-tactual art: buildings are ordinarily touched as well as seen, sculptures could
be more fully appreciated if touched as well as seen, and even paintings may sometimes have enough
three-dimensionality to repay touch experience.”
This meticulous attention to the tactile aspects of the medium, especially in its reception, illustrates the
difficulty of the term “Visual Art”, which came into use in the 1940s, in the modernist debate about the
limits and unique qualities of different art forms. Consequently, the term “Plastic Arts”, which used to
include art forms such as painting, sculpture, drawing and architecture was generally replaced by the
concept of Visual Arts. The 1980s decade was crucial in this shift, significantly coinciding with the
invention of Graphic User Interfaces, the birth of MTV, and an unforeseen boom in the art market.
This “visualism“ [6], in terminology goes hand in hand with a “virtualization” of the cultural field, since
the digital revolution has profoundly changed artistic practice [7], and research methods in Art History,
Archaeology and the Cultural Heritage domain in general. Media Art forms in the late 20th century
hardly involved any physical manipulation of a plastic medium or physical support. This virtualization
of the arts has intense parallels with the vast changes in our real world.
This paper features the potentially suitable components to be included in a contemporary “learning
object”. A learning object can be defined as a collection of content items, practice items, and
assessment items that are combined based on a single learning objective. The greatest benefit of
working with learning objects is undoubtedly their reusability [8]. Since learning objects thoroughly
cover a single learning objective in every way, namely, information, activities for practice and
assessment, by definition, they consist of autonomous learning units which can be used in multiple
courses or situations, based on the same learning objective needs to be covered. This has a
significant impact on both learning development periods and budgets. Learning objects are composed
of the following parts: Title and Subtitle(s), Learning objective to be covered, Overview of e-learning
activities, e-learning content and Metadata. Learning objects have nothing to do with the instructional
design approach to be used, whether behavioral, cognitive, constructivist or mixed, or with the way
information and activities are presented to learners. Their content may range from plain text to online
presentation ranging from audio files to case studies, interactive branching scenarios and projectbased learning through collaborative e-learning activities [9]. Keramida [10] showed 4 tips to integrate
learning objects in e-learning: make them small and meaningful, make the information section either
completely context-free or very context-specific (create multiple versions), set lower-level learning
objects as prerequisites for higher-level ones and offer variety by creating multiple examples of
learning objects for the same learning objective.
Educators are aware of the close relationship between a learner’s personality type and their learning
style. The learner’s personality is what determines the methods used to control their feelings and
emotions in the learning process. This is very helpful to enhance the learning process, especially with
activities that help learners to do their homework. Hunsley et al [11] found that in general, 4 different
learner personality types are detected. Each of these 4 personality types has a different learning style
and approach towards learning. Allen [12] suggested 5 tips (combination, choice, motivation,
challenge and estimation) created to help designers master the art of e-learning. Educators should
use the personality types’ preferred learning styles, which will allow them to improve the different
elements of the learning process such as assimilating, memorizing, comprehending, and compiling
knowledge.
It is necessary to overcome the limitations which usually restrict the use of Virtual Reality technology
in educational settings [13] such as financially feasibility, available systems or significant discomfort. A
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series of simple representations and descriptions of three buildings will be developed based on the
information previously obtained from our team of researchers, as part of their thesis: graphics, 3D
models, technical documents, etc. The aim of the project is to explore options derived from this
graphic substratum and technologies, to improve communication and accessibility by providing more
tools for the perception issues of different user groups. The ongoing prototypes aim to carry out
experiments in educational contexts at different levels: primary school, secondary school and the
general public who may be interested or the visitors to these places.

Fig. 1: Virtual reality is being used in many different contexts generally related to leisure and enjoyment.

1.1 The emergence of additive manufacturing
In recent years, a growing interest in multi-sensory experiences, such as touch, smell, and sound has
coincided with the promise of 3D Printing to transform our contemporary lives, and to foster "a new
industrial revolution” [14]. There is a fast-growing community of people who use Rapid Prototyping to
produce things in small numbers at home, using peer-to-peer networks to exchange their prototypes
and designs [15]. At the same time, we are witnessing the introduction of (purely virtual) 3D into the
consumer market as well, namely stereoscopic television screens, photo frames, games and tablets.
Additive manufacturing technologies are introducing a world of opportunities for new teaching
practices in a range of subjects and educational settings, ranging from k-12 [16] to higher education
[17] or special needs [18]. Ford & Minshall [19] synthesized dispersed bodies of research with 279
references to provide a state-of-the-art literature review of where and how 3D printing is being used in
the education system. Six Usage categories were identified and described: 1) to teach students about
3D printing; 2) to teach educators about 3D printing; 3) as a support technology during teaching; 4) to
produce artefacts that aid learning; 5) to create assistant technologies; and 6) to support outreach
activities. They conclude that implementation remains immature and suggest a seven step
pedagogical model to introduce 3DP.
Neumüller et al. [20] pointed out the major benefit of accessibility to cultural heritage through multisensorial forms of experiencing culture. 3D Printing would provide a more holistic appreciation of the
produced objects but requires the development of basic guidelines for 3D printed models. This
technology will become vital in the object reconstruction sector as well as for research, documentation,
preservation and educational purposes and it has the potential to serve these purposes in an
accessible and all-inclusive way (persons with learning difficulties, children, senior citizens, blind or
visually impaired persons).
Elkins [21] observed that “seeing is embodied, and it should no longer be separated from touching,
feeling, and from the full range of somatic response”: However he also asks for a more rigorous focus
when thinking about this materiality. This is the context in which we would like to explore the
possibilities of 3D Printing in the cultural heritage sector, and culture in general. Rapid Prototyping
promises a more enhanced experience of 3D models, even though the majority of 3D printers can only
print with a limited color-scheme and have little versatility in materials. Yet, it appears to be a mere
question of time until more powerful full-color 3D printers enter the realms of artistic production and
cultural heritage, and it is not too far-fetched to imagine that they will be able to represent
characteristics such as texture, weight and smell or mechanical characteristics [22], which would
provide a more holistic appreciation of the produced objects.
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Fig. 2: The production of simple silhouettes in relief allow the tactile perception of images and their
synthetic interpretation. Tactile postcard collection. Making touchable “views” of the city buildings in
Valencia. Central Market, Final Academic project Teresa Catalán Sanmartín, 2016.

1.2 Diverse reality learning
Despite the rapid growth of video usage [23], one of the most promising tools is AR/VR (training
simulations, branching scenarios, and serious games). Pappas [24] published a guide to develop
learning resources with AR/VR technologies that can be used to make learning more productive,
innovative and fun:
1. Determine if AR/VR is the best approach. Especially useful when it builds experiential
knowledge without putting anyone at risk.
2. Understand your target audience to satisfy their needs.
3. Design a memorable story (hypothetical situation or real-life experience) that addresses their
concerns and targets their needs.
4. Present solutions in an effective way (practical and correct).
5. Develop the AR/VR experience (outsource or have it built in-house) by keeping detailed and
well-planned product documentation.
6. Post-Production stage (reusable and adaptable).
7. Arrange the essential equipment to support the AR/VR e-learning resources: Hardware
(workstations, head-mounted displays, mobile devices), Visual and Audio.
Although it’s a time-consuming and costly investment, it has the potential to boost the learning ROI.
Moreover, gaining expertise in this field can now help future-proof your deliverables, especially when
you use alternate reality technology wisely and seamlessly integrate it into your course design.
The use of Virtual Reality systems (VR) represents an established trend in the case of cultural
heritage and museums: to display historical reconstructions that are impossible to visit, exhibit their
historical time line and the graphic reconstruction projects aimed at teaching are several examples of
its most well-known applications [25].
Augmented Reality (AR) is focused on the intersection between two realities and is characterised by
the combination of real and virtual elements in an interactive and simultaneous mode in space and
time [26]. There are two types of techniques: those which increase the available contents by means of
the screen of any device (tablets, glasses, LCD, etc.) and those which enhance the space itself with
images directly integrated on it [27]. These AR applications in real environments and the forms in
which the user establishes a relation with the system and the enhanced information of the site, have
inaugurated a field of research about the sensory and perceptive interaction of users with the devices
in the degree that they become increasingly more accepted [28].
In this direction, the work of Kort et al. [29] focused on student emotions during the learning process,
shows that most of the experiences highlight the existence of interaction between emotion and
learning. He could also identify that feelings of amazement, satisfaction, curiosity, hope, and inquiry
were good emotions which were associated with a higher level of learning. Reschly et al. studied the
impact of positive emotion on student engagement [30]. Video games also show the effectiveness of
these sorts of virtual environments in which events are experienced by the viewer [31] in the learning
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process. Furthermore, when interaction with the individual’s whole body and multisensorial inputs are
experienced and when a high level of realism (both in the environment and in user actions) are
combined; Dalgarno and Lee [32]. As stated by Dede [33], immersion in a digital environment can
improve learning in three ways: it can provide multiple perspectives, it can contextualize the
environment and it can help the transferability of learned material. Most of these applications are
intrinsically linked to visual qualities and are embedded in devices of visual presentations. But why not
to prove other resources that could enhance the communication of the contents proposed.
The international Horizon Report [34] identifies new types of technology which can be used in
teaching, and analyses their impact on education, learning and research. Among these technologies,
the applications for 3D digital modelling stand out, together with digital tablets and/or Smartphones as
well as 3D printers. The report also looks at a new trend: BYOD (Bring Your Own Device), which
promotes the use by students of their own devices to access innovative resources as a complement to
traditional teaching in the classroom.
A hands-on approach also shows that learning improves when using/creating/manipulating tangible
elements and many subjects in education use commonly tactile models in their teaching. The digital
three-dimensional models can solve some of the areas where real models fall short, such as
breakages or loss of objects since 3D models can not only be viewed on a range of devices both
offline and online but it is also possible to download them for reproduction if necessary [35].
Finally, it is worth mentioning other factors to be considered in the development of virtual learning
experiences, such as the participative emotional feeling that can be generated through interaction with
this type of personal virtual environments, and the effect of positive emotional induction and motivation
on learning [36]. Tasks such as producing elements of different complexity could enhance the learning
experience and develop positive emotions; stimulate curiosity, heighten attention and arouse interest
in the topic being learned. The ability to make a postcard, a paper model, reliefs of particular elements
or print a 3D model, can inspire users to take action and enjoy a participative experience.
1.3 New Learning Cultural Heritage
The number of scientists, researchers, professors, scholars, students and heritage professionals, who
wish to explore the enabling technologies and applications of virtual and augmented reality and
gamification in cultural heritage and creative industries continue to grow rapidly. To date, the major
applications of these technologies include photogrammetric modeling, artifact-whole heritage site
digitization, museum guides, and a wide range of virtual museum applications [37]. The European
Research Infrastructure Consortium on Digital Humanities [38] and the project Initial Training
Networks for Digital Cultural Heritage: Projecting our Past to the Future [39] both founded by UE are
clear examples. Despite the efforts made thus far by researchers, many challenges remain to be
addressed in the field of international recommendations. The London Charter [40] should serve as a
basis to apply ICT to cultural heritage. For its part, the Seville Principles [41], originally created to meet
the demands of scientific rigour of virtual reconstructions, need to include a greater number of case
studies intended for the field of 3D digitization [42].
Recently there has been a renewed rapid proliferation [43] in virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality
(AR)— jointly termed mixed reality (MR)—due to the renaissance in MR hardware (such as Oculus
Rift, Google Cardboard, etc.) and respective intensive commitment from the ICT industrial sector
(Google, Microsoft, Sony, Facebook, etc.) which dramatically drives this field by instilling “Presence”
(feeling of being present and operating in a virtual or augmented world). To aid in this direction, recent
advances in gamification (employment of game design elements in nongame contexts and activities)
have become the central focus of the creative industries [44], resulting in a new breed of smart
education and heritage applications. Numerous recent studies have identified the benefits of
employing mixed reality in these applications by merging it with gamification principles.
The technology used in virtual graphic representation is in full expansion by means of numerous
emerging applications among which we highlight Augmented Reality [45, 46]. Diverse factors
converge in this process: graphic supports, perceptive experiences or the devices’ nature for their
interaction with people [47] Puyuelo, 2011.There are also online environments specialising in 3D
models for education that offer the possibility of downloading and printing the models with a 3D printer,
leaving the strict notions of petrified cultural heritage to a contextualized world of informative intangible
and tangible sensation. In the scope of Art, there are museums and institutions [48], which make their
works available to the user via internet for online 3D viewing, such as for example the Smithsonian
Museum or the project for the communication of heritage in 3D of the Virtual World Heritage
Laboratory.
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The performed experience with AR at the Lonja building in Valencia allowed us to confirm how greater
interaction with the heritage site was generated by facilitating an individual intuitive experimentation
and simple contact with the technology. Based on the initiative of the individual visitor, their interests
and skills, it provides an individual and collective learning opportunity. Mixed reality and its creative
concept of cyber-real space invoke interactive 3D digital narratives that promote new forms of
understanding in communicating tangible (such as constructions and artefacts) as well as intangible
(such as oral practices-traditions/storytelling, activities) cultural heritage.

Fig. 3: Experiences at the Lonja building in Valencia with an Augmented Reality made it possible to
display and explain different architectural features.

The visualization and interpretation of three-dimensional objects in tactile devices and the possibility of
digital manufacturing with 3D printers, offers an opportunity to include replicas of sculptures in
teaching and, thus, facilitate the 3D interpretation of the sculptural and other artistic heritage.

2.

Objectives

The short-term aim of this research is to propose an “object of learning” (knowledge resource), which
combines and creates a high immersion state in the proposed subjects, through different correlated
activities, to illustrate new approaches in cultural heritage learning. Learning is a process that takes
place over time, both formal and informal; and it is necessary to create a tapestry of experiences. Gill
[49] remarked how crucial personalization is in learning.
The main hypothesis of this proposal is the positive influence on knowledge retention, motivation and
accessibility of diverse stimuli surrounding the particular subject to be taught and how this facilitates
high active immersion versus low passive immersion states in the learning process. We want to prove
that the combination of approaches increases the immersive condition when delivering educational
contents. This digital content will use a multidisciplinary approach since the stimuli and contents
proposed in its basis have a relation to different subjects/courses such as art, history, technology and
makers culture.
In this project, an open access educational resource (web, app, etc.) will be created for learning
subjects related to cultural sites in the Valencian community.
This prototype shall help interactive contextualized narratives and is aligned with previous works that
analyzed the learning process based on three elements: cognition, emotion and learning [50]. Turner,
Meyer and Schweinley observed that emotion was an essential component for student motivation and
they compared student motivation in a primary school by using a game-based learning approach
instead of a traditional schoolroom-based approach.

3.

Materials and Methods

We want to highlight a new system to create and distribute knowledge in cultural heritage. The
experimental prototypes will include 3 levels of complexity related to primary school, secondary school
and interpretation by providing information and stimuli, augmented reality, audio information, the
option to print different 3D models as students/teachers learning outcomes. A Hands-on approach is
designed to be a catalyst for debate and learning.
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The prototypes will feature the same essential parts in order to provide the same components to each
topic (procedures and interaction with the educational content including 3D models, VR models,
questionnaires). The experiments will be conducted at schools and in university contexts preferably
during courses.
Figure 4 shows a map of the phases and activities that will be developed for each of the subjects
selected: Peñiscola Castle, Valencian domes of glazed ceramic tiles and Central Market.

Fig. 4: Graphic phases and relations of contents and activities proposed.

Once the prototype has been designed, experimental methods will be used to address its usability with
the different groups of potential users.

4.

Results

This paper illustrates several design criteria for this heritage educational resource project. Regarding
the first objective of this study, we can conclude that the prototypes should have plans and reliefs for
3D printers, popup models and folding constructions, virtual representations to produce immersive
views of the buildings and landscape and other means of producing physical elements and knowledge
delivering educational content.
The expected results are in line with the previous work by Kort et al., which highlighted the existence
of interaction between emotion and learning. Their research is focused on student emotions during the
learning process and claims that feelings of amazement, satisfaction, curiosity, hope, and inquiry such
as good emotions will facilitate a higher level of learning. We also agree with Reschly, who studied the
impact of positive reaction on student engagement and multidimensional construct. It is also expected
that it will serve as a platform to connect different subjects which are often isolated in education
programs at school. The variety of activities involved can be seen as a means to create a flow
situation when using this learning module. Different styles of building their own knowledge (viewing
and manipulating the elements with their own hands on the screen, with small models, etc.) allows
users to immediately experience and remember intense images and ideas more engaged with their
own desires. This obeys the concept of “proprioception” [51] which has been recorded in different
immersion experiences. In conclusion, we can affirm that this experimental work will be a tool to
analyze if manipulating an emotion affects participant motivation, accessibility and learning.
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Abstract
The design purpose aims to give a unitary character to the design of the school complex. This is
outlined as an element of mediation between urban arrangement and landscape design, between
educational activities and cultural events. The aspects on which the school system is based are:
Safety
The subject of security is the control of intrusion and the definition of an anti-seismic structural system.
For the first aspect, a boundary perimeter ensures the control of users in and out. For seismic safety,
the building has an autonomous base with domed vault, supported by 5 pillars on spring jacks. The
upper floor has a wooden structure resting on the base using spring and ball joints.
Welfare
The sloped surfaces and the natural ventilation wells of the covers contribute to the regulation of
humidity and temperature. The relationship between climate and project is understood with respect to
the control of solar radiation during the use of teaching aids.
Energy and environmental sustainability
The ecological approach derives from the natural resources present in the site: wind, solar energy,
rainwater, green, geothermal. The natural ventilation with an adjustable ventilation system, the
photovoltaic panels for the conversion of solar energy, the recovery of rainwater from the impluvi
roofs, the external greening and the use of well water, reduce energy consumption .
Keywords: Safety Welfare Energy

1.
Section
The recent ministerial indications promote a rethinking of the school building as a function of
a renewed relationship between institution and community. Three Study cases, dealt with on
the occasion of three architectural competitions, systematize this relationship in different
contexts both for the climate and for the orographic drawing of the ground and, finally, for the
different insertion into the urban structure. The project proposals manage the coexistence
between the methodological aspects of teaching, pedagogical notes and promotional
strategies useful for building a network of relationships between the nodes of a school
system able to activate a progress in shared knowledge.
a) Design indications
The main design indications concern:
Security and seismic appearance
The subject of security is the control of intrusion and the definition of an anti-seismic
structural system.
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For the first aspect, a boundary perimeter with a single entrance ensures the control of
users in and out. For seismic safety, the plexus has an independent base supported by
points of support on spring jacks. The upper floor has a wooden structure resting on the
base using spring and ball joints.
Wellness
The surfaces and the natural ventilation wells of the covers contribute to the regulation of
humidity and temperature.
The relationship between climate and design is in relation to the control of solar radiation
both in reference to the shading and in relation to the contrast of the glare phenomena
during the use of teaching aids.
Energy and environmental sustainability
The ecological approach derives from the natural resources present in the site: wind, solar
energy, rainwater, green accommodation, geothermal energy. The natural ventilation with
an adjustable ventilation system, photovoltaic panels for the conversion of solar energy, the
recovery of rainwater from the impluvium roofs, the external greening and the use of well
water, reduce energy consumption and improve the microclimate of the external areas
adjacent to the building.
Life cycle
With reference to the principles of sustainable construction and the eco-compatibility of
technological solutions, the design hypothesis lends itself to architectural forms useful for
the management of the building in a natural way for long periods and on structures
designed to last over time but with a high degree of flexibility.
b) Pedagogical principles
Pedagogical principles are the most important features for the pursuit of educational
innovation objectives. First of all, the parameters to be satisfied are based on the following
distinctive features:
transparency to prevent the physical separation from matching a visual separation, reducing
the sense of isolation without risking interference;
the flexibility to allow functional optimization during the day with a suitable use for changing
educational needs;
modifiability to change the size of an environment and to satisfy different initiatives from time
to time;
recognizability to meet the need to orientate with security in the building, identifying common
and specific environments;
the fluidity of the distribution to avoid rigid corridors and favor the passage from one
environment to another through inland ways.
On the basis of the points listed above, some specificities are envisaged as points of
reference for school buildings, and in this sense: the sections of the different classes are
served by a sharing space for common activities in direct continuity with the "classroom"
space; the distribution paths avoid the idea of a corridor and are designed to organize the
sections according to any variations in the teaching method; the classrooms and laboratories
can be merged by sliding walls in order to eliminate the concept of a single "classroom". An
"accordion" wall system allows you to change the areas within shared units. Their function
consists in circumscribing the different spaces for play, for rest and for learning activities,
constructing recognizable areas at a scale related to the children.
In summary, the general purpose of the educational project aims at satisfying those
pedagogical principles which, in the case in question, are considered as contributors of
architectural and environmental quality but also inspiring sensory and emotional experiences.
c) Participation path
The path of school participation activates a multi-level dimension intended as a shared
choice of pedagogical principles through the involvement of parents, teachers and
specialized external staff. Specifically: the course of participation aims to evaluate the
commitment and motivation of children and young people; the involvement of parents in the
activities proposed through assemblies, individual interviews and gathering of informative
material; the coordinated activity of teachers in a shared project. Among the consequences
it is possible to foresee a cycle of self-evaluation of the school institution through a
commitment that contributes to the definition of immediate improvement interventions.
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These interventions can be transferred, for comparison, to the entire national school system
to promote a continuous cycle of general progress. As far as the cognitive impact is
concerned, a re-elaboration of the experiences lived through didactic paths of development
of the basic activities is foreseen. For this purpose it is possible to foresee some stages of
the route: creation of a dossier of the activities carried out; the story to the class of lived
experiences; participation in the exhibition at the end of the year and collection of materials
in an educational volume. As regards, in addition, the promotion of the educational
institution and the valorisation of merit it is possible to provide for a collective invitation open
to other public institutions and the civil community for a week of books, art and music, in
order to raise awareness boys to those activities of exchange and comparison.
1.2, The Turin case study.
The general intervention (recovery and rehabilitation of a pre-existing school complex) confirms the
original system through the complete removal of the superfetations, the infills and the volumes added
over time. The remediation action also extends to the internal partition, reorganized according to a
functional logic and relationship between homogeneous domains. With the same principle, the
external façades are cleaned of foreign interferences and encircled perimetrically by a continuous
lining that surrounds the entire complex, redesigning a stratigraphic palimpsest from which it is
possible to re-read the different levels of overlap. In its general features, the project aims to give a
unitary character to the various parts of the school complex, turning it into a hub of mediation between
urban accommodation and landscape projection, between educational activities and cultural, sporting
and promotional events. In this sense, the external covering, consisting of an overlapping of variablespaced wooden membranes mounted on rear metal frames, alludically returns - transfiguring them into
the festive dance of the starlings in the sky - the two iconic elements of the surrounding landscape: the
arcade system and the profile of the mountain peaks that stand out from the urban perimeter of Turin.
And it is with a similar projections of meanings that from the perceptive point of view every area of the
building is designed to safeguard and enhance the relationship with the landscape in the distance,
with the urban structure and with the perimeter road axes. In functional terms, the building consists of
three main parts joined together in an internal "square" that acts as an agora: a place of welcome and
civic relationship open to public meetings. In terms of distribution: the entrance floor, with access from
Piazza Carlo Giacomini, houses the reception area with the bar, the shop, the area for teachers and
two clusters for teaching. The share on the ground floor, with the courtyard access hall converted into
interior space, houses the gym with changing rooms for independent use during school hours. On the
opposite wing of the hall the bodies gravitate with the library, the cafeteria, the multimedia room and
the visual arts laboratories. These areas are equipped with spaces outside the floor, bordered by a
stepped system, for the continuation of outdoor activities. Finally, the first floor level completes the
school facilities with the other two clusters, with the music room and the open spaces above the gym
and dressing rooms. The single cluster, in particular, consists of three classrooms with related
services, a laboratory, a wardrobe and a common area between the different areas. The twelve
classrooms are bounded by mobile walls that articulate the space according to changed teaching
needs. The external glazed fronts are revised and partly modified with the insertion of small cells
embedded in the lattice of wooden slats (metaphorical re-proposal of the wooded house) to recreate
an intimate place, of relaxation, reflection and sharing. Under the bio-climatic aspect, the school
complex is crossed by internal patios useful for aeration, for lighting and for the conveyance of
rainwater. In this sense, the layout of the patios is effective for the exploitation of passive energy and
for natural cooling in the summer months, while the entrance hall as a winter garden contributes to
natural heating in the winter months. Furthermore, the geometry of the elements on the central pivot of
the atrium guarantees the best lighting conditions in the classrooms. With reference to the principles of
sustainable construction and to the eco-compatibility of technological solutions (of which the vertical
ventilation patios and the atrium-greenhouse are the main elements), the design hypothesis makes
use of architectural elements useful for the management of the building in natural way for long
periods.
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Fig. 1: Section

Fig. 2: Ground floor
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Fig. 3: View from Parking

Fig. 4: Courtyard
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1.3, The Montemiletto case study.
The area on which the new school complex is located is located along Via Pastena in the locality of
Montemiletto. The terrain, slightly sloping, skirts the sports field to the south / east, the recent building
construction to the south / west, consisting of a series of small 3/4 storey buildings, and inside it
houses the remaining volume of the gym in use in the previous school branch. The upstream slope of
the area has as its background the overlying urban front consisting of a sloping pitched building
system that reaches up to the upper limit of the Castle. The downstream slope is characterized by
scores of agricultural land cultivated as a vegetable garden and by a small conurbation of isolated
houses that occupy the emerging points of small hills opposite Via Pastena with respect to the urban
front behind. The close hilly perspectives and the distant mountain views complete the perceptual
backgrounds of the area that is configured as a junction between the different development systems of
the urbanized area and the surrounding natural landscape. Considering these characteristics of the
natural environment and urban development, the new school complex summarizes this threefold
relationship with the territory, becoming a planimetric device with the parts converging on a triangular
square that acts as a projection center towards the perspective views of the landscape external. In this
sense, the school complex becomes an authentic "mirador" that captures within it, selecting them,
those topical images of the surrounding landscape that re-emerge, transfigured, in the contrasting
wooden roof, in the vaulted base with domes juxtaposed and engraved by the external façade, in the
angular areas planted with tall trees that visually penetrate the teaching space on the ground floor to
reconfirm a reciprocal relationship with the earth. The building consists of three parts joined on the
sides of an internal triangular base that acts as an agora. The project purpose aims to give a unitary
character to the design of the school complex which, in a barycentric position with respect to the lot, is
defined as a junction between urban arrangement and landscape design, between educational
activities and cultural events. From the perceptive point of view each area of the building is designed
to safeguard the relationship with the landscape, the urban structure and the perimeter road slopes. In
terms of distribution: the share in contact with the ground is destined for kindergartens, primary
schools and extracurricular activities. The twelve sections placed in contact with the ground are
bounded by mobile walls that articulate the space according to changed teaching needs. In a mirror
position, the classrooms have a common hollow body for services that acts as a vertical structural
element. The upper part, with a similar distribution scheme, houses the 18 classrooms for the primary
and secondary schools of the first degree. Under the bioclimatic aspect, the school complex is crossed
by internal patios useful for aeration, for lighting and for the conveyance of rainwater. In this sense, the
inclined pitch geometry of the roofs is effective for the exploitation of passive energy and for natural
cooling in the summer months, while the entrance hall as a winter garden contributes to natural
heating in the winter months. Furthermore, the geometry on the central pivot allows the lot's trees to
penetrate within the three angular areas oriented according to the heliothermal axis to guarantee the
best lighting conditions of the classrooms.

Fig. 5: Section
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Fig. 6: Atrium
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Fig. 7: Ground floor

Fig. 8: View from Street
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1.4, The Palermo case study.
The new school complex stands around an internal "square". Six rectangular-shaped building
compartments are arranged in an orthogonal position with respect to the six sides of the irregular
hexagon that hosts the internal distribution flows. With east-south-west orientation, the classrooms
with laboratories are located along the longitudinal axis of the plexus. On the ground floor there are
10 classrooms for the elementary and 4 units for the maternal; on the first floor there are 15
classrooms. On the opposite side of the longitudinal axis are the cafeteria with the library above, the
gym and the auditorium. Along the perimeter ring connecting the 6 elements are obtained services,
classrooms and vertical connection systems. The atrium is distinguished by a wide helical staircase
that leads to a floor surmounted by a gabled terminal at pitched slopes inside which are located the
multimedia and artistic laboratories. The hexagonal connecting ring is made up of a wooden weaving
with horizontal slats with a calibrated system of holes that offer targeted goals within the courtyard
partially planted with valuable trees. From the perceptive point of view each area of the building is
designed to safeguard the relationship with the rural landscape and the urban structure. On the top of
the building, in the direction of the entrance to the school, the terminal element undertakes to
promote the school complex by activating an iconic reference to the primordial idea of the elementary
house as a sign of community recognition. The internal courtyard, clear reference to the patios of
Arab origin, is the meeting place and centralization of the school and extra-school activities: agora
and "hortus conclusus" at the same time, from which, through large gaps along the perimeter of the
hexagonal planimetric shape that contains it, it is possible to capture pieces of the surrounding fabric
reconfiguring them as embedded fragments of a rediscovered landscape and lived according to an
emotional and pedagogical perspective at the same time. Along the perimeter frame of the court a
lettering constructs a hypertext in the form of an "open book" that embraces and contains the original
core of the educational system. In direct connection with the gym and the auditorium, the outdoor
sports equipment are attached to the feet of the stereometric volumes and extend north-east to
integrate with the neighboring rural areas, which become a branch designed by planimetric
connections wavering.

Fig. 9: Great Court
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Fig. 10: Ground floor

Fig. 11: Section

Fig. 12: Model

Fig. 13: Main Entrance
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Abstract

Jean Monnet said that if he should launch into building the Europe Union, he would do it through
culture. The increased level of interest for bio-cultural landscape – an all-encompassing international
concept - proves him right.
Indeed, whereas in the past heritage has been linked to nations and their history, today the bio-cultural
landscape, in all its meanings, is not limited to a collection of national properties, an album of
remarkable and listed sites. It is a network of expertise with paradoxical characteristics (unity and
plurality, memory and creative present, identity and cultural “melting-pot”…) that, while making it
unique, also give structured reflexes and answers to their own heritage questioning.
A thematic approach, with a view toward the future, involves heritage and cultural landscapes: growth
levers, a management model involving the respect of nature and humanity, and interest and
sustainable development that correspond to an exceptional openness to worldwide cultures and
heritages, through cultural interdisciplinary exchanges. In this contribution, the theme is addressed in
terms of transversal expertise acquired during a research work on applied methodologies and
fieldwork on materials and construction techniques, energy and technological aspects for retrofitting
the Mediterranean cultural landscape.
Keywords: bio-cultural landscape, Tangible and intangible heritage, technological expertise,
construction techniques.

1.

Not only materials and techniques to make the landscapes (byMF)

The increased level of interest for territorial development, for heritage or cultural landscape –an allencompassing international concept- proves the centrality of culture as a factor for growth and
development. Indeed, whereas for two centuries, heritage has been linked to nations and their history,
today, heritage -cultural landscape in all its meanings– is entering a new era by increasingly looking
outwards. European heritage –which by no means is limited to a collection of national properties, an
album of remarkable and listed sites, a body of know-how- has paradoxical characteristics (unity and
plurality, memory and creative present, identity and cultural “melting-pot”…) which, whilst making it
unique, also makes it attractive to Europeans and even more for non-Europeans who can find it
ground for reflect and answers to their own heritage questioning.
Cultural landscape (and its management) not only reveals the past and the evolution of a country, the
relationships between men and environment, but it also provides economic, ecological and social
opportunities which help mankind live together more harmoniously. Inadequate development, lack of
knowledge (e.g. overlooking the link between culture and environment), combined with unfortunate
short-term decision making, have damaged, even destroyed, our cultural landscape.
The aims of research finalized to the construction of the Network of Expertise are to develope: an
experience unique in the world because it is based on the double possibility of direct and virtual
fruition of the knowledge and expertise acquired from the study of traditional building systems in the
Mediterranean area.
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Fig. 1: The roof of Ghardaia (Algeria): design, analysis of the built and representation of invariant
characters.

The culture of recovery project become valorization and preservation of heritage and cultural
landscapes and for a new approach-involving heritage and cultural landscapes: growth levers, a
management model involving the respect of nature and humanity, and interest and sustainable
development that correspond to an exceptional openness to worldwide cultures and heritages, through
interdisciplinary exchanges. Habitat III, the UNO Conference on Housing and Sustainable Urban
Development (held in Ecuador in 2016), provided a unique opportunity to discuss the major challenges
on how cities and villages can be planned and managed to play their role as drivers of sustainable
development. Once again, in this context, countries committed themselves to "making cities and
human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable".
Is becoming more and more urgent to achieve a global approach and apply methodologies to
international problems of development for the sustainable and dynamic management of territories, of
integrated management of heritages and bio-cultural landscapes. In Mediterranean area, there are
several PC (Cultural Landscapes) that have to be put in a unique network because related by an
ancient culture of commercial and cultural changes and relationship dating millenary history.

Fig. 2: Campania bio-cultural landscape: a. Monti Lattari, terraced cultivation; b. Massalubrense, citrus
groves with straw; c. Amalfi, terraced cultivation.
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In our Campania Region, we have two of Italian PC -Costa d'Amalfi e Cilento, Vallo di Diano- that
have two different ancient culture economic based on a difficult agriculture for the growth and its
morphology characteristics. Terraces with lemon in the first case and with olives, in the second, closed
with wine production are some of bio cultivations typical in the Mediterranean area, both in the north
and in the south costs. The Mediterranean bio diversity and bio characteristics are a treasure that we
have to valorize and preserve with the cultural communities ancient traditions.
The interest of these sites cultural landscapes is very ancient and not only because their panoramas
and their climate but also for the beauty of the human work that transformed the natural soil conditions
in order to live there, in this exceptional contests. The human community adaptivity was, and is today
too, the start condition to improve engineering tools and knowing to develop condition of habitability to
stay and produce in those and others exceptional similar places in the word.

2.

Material identity and constructive languages between space and time (byGA)

Some landscapes in Northwestern and east Africa are characterized by the use of natural materials
that have been employed for the realization of very simple constructive solutions with a certain level of
performance and sustainable by definition. In fact, they are in continuity with the natural environment
such as to be able to trigger universal languages. Wood, raw land, straw, reeds and plant materials in
general, reductively defined "poor", bind to the building tradition of united peoples from the practice of
agricultural activity, although they are culturally different in space and in time.
These peoples, commonly referred to as "primitive", have favored the simplest technologies especially
for housing projects. In some contexts, the Africans still prefer this kind of building because it is part of
tradition and culture. The use of natural materials was historically developed in local contexts with high
levels of appropriateness and sustainability. In fact, the use of this materials stems from the landscape
and the landscape returns to characterize the house and it can be used for roofs or for walls. They are
also technologically characterized from reversibility processes, with a slowly energy regeneration.
Today, their use in construction can be read like an example of recycling ante litteram.
They are available materials because they belong to the place or it is the waste of agriculture. This
makes them intrinsically sustainable and it demonstrates the principles of building as the fruit of mannature relationship. Therefore, this way of building to gains cultural meanings and shares by different
cultures. Functionality and performance are a goal that you can reach with poor materials that figure
the living in shapes that witness a ratio with the natural landscape not only continuous, but also
spiritual. In many African regions, mostly in the east of Africa, recurs a building with circular map,
“tucul”, characterized by a small wall base and a conical roof, surmounted by a crown (Fig. 3a).
This hut is the home of Dinkas tribe of South Sudan, which during the rainy season, between May and
June, it moved in the regions of the Upper Nile, Bahr, at Al Ghazal and Southern Kordofan. The
umbrella structure, with a diameter of twelve meters, is built with a central tree trunk (Fig. 3b).
“Il punto di partenza fu l’albero, salvo che la derivazione è diretta, senza alcuna digressione nel
simbolismo. È strano che fra alcuni popoli il termine per indicare l’albero e la casa sia il medesimo e,
in una certa misura, lo stesso accada per gli oggetti che la parola rappresenta” (Rudofsky, 1989).

Fig. 3: a. Landscape with conical huts near Feledareb (Eritrea); b. The Tucul of Dinka tribe (Namibia); c.
The Tucul partially dug into the ground, with logs of wood (Ethiopia).
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The perimeter wall is realized with a mixture of clay and straw on a wooden frame that interweaves
with tree branches and makes a basket structure (Fig. 3b). On this structure is possible to pose the
straw mantle. This principle is present in many cultures. In the “tucul”, the slope of the grounds is at
least the 100% for a perfectly conical roof. In other cases, it is a little higher and it is a little concave.
In the first case, the ratio between the max height and the diameter is 1:1. In the second case, whit an
ogival section, the ratio overbalances in favor of the height, to the advantage of the stability.
There are several examples of buildings with central wooden pillars with a round and regular section
and, on the other hand, there are examples of buildings with small dimensions and a 5-6 meters
diameter. They don’t need a central support because the cover is more rigid with a smaller diameter.
The order of the straw layers characterizes the image of tucul’s cover. It begins from the line of the
eaves where the basket structure attests. This is built by a principal structure of axes radially arranged
and a secondary wooden grid. From this point, a first shingles crown lands. After this, on the crown
binds the first thread of straw. Then we continue with a second ground of thread of straw to the cusp
where the straw is linked on itself to create a big wisp. Therefore, they create intricate band of “straw
tiles”, neatly superimposed. The horizontal currents give to the straw a waterproofing function.
The binding happens using wet straw, increasing elasticity and needles of wood with a very big eye.
For stronger connections some filaments interweaving between them, so they can make a stronger
twine. Sometimes, the perimeter wall presents a basement with a stone thread in defense of moisture;
in other cases, the solution shows a support made to create a small step near the door (Fig.3c).
The use of the cylindrical hut whit a conical dome appears in Northwestern Africa too, especially in
Morocco, Libya, Algeria and Tunisia, pastoral and farming populations. A low wall, called gurbi,
characterizes the build, made with dry stones or logs of wood and straw roof (Fig 3c).
The Ethiopian hut is very similar too. It has a central support that it opens like a tree, remembering an
umbrella structure. The traditional Konso’s home (Fig. 3c), presents a perimeter wall so law, made in
wood or stones. The logs of wood create a very dens frame in both directions, vertical and horizontal;
this can be filled by pieces of stone, put like opus incertum. The type of stone of the place is very
porous and very light, so it is right to use it as an infill. The small height of the wall has little and rare
opening, this is synonymous with home security. Rarely, the wall presents a structure of braided
straws, like the village enclosures. The straw roof dominates the whole volume. The cusp of the roof
presents a ridge made in terracotta so that it avoids the infiltration of water. This component creates a
decor too. In West Africa, Mali, Algeria, Niger, the raw earth is used to make both the walls of the
buildings of the villages, as entire urban tissue. The most known masonry technique is the torchis one,
a mass of raw land and straw fibers.

Fig. 4: a. Great Mosque in Djenné (Mali); Amerhidil kasba building in Skoura oasis (Morocco); b.
Settlement of the Berber in the Siwa oasis (Egypt); Brick forming work in raw land and straw (Algeria).
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Derived from the pisé, this mixture is based on the principle of adding to the clay and water mixture a
micro reinforcing of chopped straw, rice or mile, with the function of fibrous support. Additionally,
natural additives will be also inserted, like the animal dung, as natural binder, and vegetable fats with
a stabilizing function. As a result, we obtain the best features of resistance to the washout of the
rainwater, increases the mechanical resistance and less retraction cracking.
This technology is very sustainable and it plans to maturation by drying in the sun. This conglomerate,
for its characteristic of being plastically molded, reaches the maximum value in the sculptural spiers
and pinnacles of large settlements of West Africa mosques, Mali, Algeria, Niger. Splendid are the
examples of Djenné, Amerhidil and Siwa (Fig. 4a), where this mixture assumes the designation of
rammed earth in relation to the presence of wooden trunks that upset from the facade and serve for
the mounting of the maintenance structures. The little straw hat on a rain-water protection spiers
inextricably linked image and function.
The action of the straw, as well as being comparable to an existing fiber, is that of lightening the
conglomerate that is also used to produce the characteristic brick, usable in the realization of the
same walls, so as to "industrialize" the construction of the bearing wall and to accelerate the drying
phase in a hot and dry climate (Fig. 4b). Before the use of appropriate small formwork made of wood,
the raw bricks were hand preformed thus obtaining the form of irregular spheres that rarely appear in
the most ancient walls where the coating has failed. The laying of the spiral unbaked bricks to make
the walls of the cylindrical construction gives continuity to the manufacturing process and does not
affect the final result as above should be placed in a layer of finishing work. This prey coating the
application of the same mixture in raw and ground straw, applied with the hands, to show solidarity the
constituent units and uniform the surface. They are a “timeless” construction models belonging to
"timeless" landscapes, because it is shared by different cultures. Even if it is an easy technicalconstructive execution, it has linguistic and architectural values that ratify belonging to the tradition
and history of the built.

3.

Bio-cultural landscape in Menorca (byMC)

For over twenty years, Menorca, one of the Balearic Islands, has been recognized as a Biosphere
Reserve by UNESCO (Intergovernmental Scientific Programme “Man and the Biosphere”), thanks to
the variety and invaluable beauty of its unspoilt landscapes, alternating evergreen Mediterranean
shrubs, steep cliffs, dunes and lagoons. A varied landscape, made up of natural elements and
pastures and cultivated fields, rolling hills divided by stone walls (photo), in which the white colour
used in the architecture in Menorca emerges, which does not appear as an element of disturbance,
but it is perfectly integrated with its natural context, and tends to become the characterizing element.
The variety of colours of the landscape, ranging from the green of the low Mediterranean vegetation,
to the endless shades of the blue of the sea, to the red of the earth, to the more varied grey of sand
and rocks, in fact, highlights the white of its houses, rural buildings, churches and lighthouses, which
stands out but which blends with the context at the same time, giving a sense of peace and serenity to
the whole surrounding landscape.

Fig. 5: Local stone, thermal mass and light colour for thermal comfort.
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In the architecture in Menorca there are some typical features of the Mediterranean construction
tradition, where the building envelope, having the dual function both of border between interior and
external space and of supporting element, can control the conditions of thermo-hygrometric comfort,
through a wise and balanced use of some elements, among which the mass and the colour stand out.
The delicate relationship between climate and architecture, therefore, appears sublimated through the
use of the local stone and the white colour, which guarantee both the control of solar radiation,
especially in summertime, and the thermal inertia.
The considerable masonry has the task of guaranteeing optimal conditions of comfort, both in
wintertime, through a containment of the dispersions, and in summertime, through the thermal inertia
of the structures that reduces and delays the flow of incoming heat. The control of the solar radiation
on the opaque surfaces, necessary to reduce the interior surface temperature, which greatly affects
the summer comfort, is obtained by whitening the vertical perimeter walls and, whereas it is possible,
the roofs. These characteristic elements of the architecture in Menorca, that can be found in most of
the so-called consolidated building heritage, present in most areas of the island, have been perceived
as "good practices" and used to create a virtuous example of sustainable tourist settlement. "El Pueblo
de Pescadores by Binibeca Vell", designed by the Spanish architect Antonio Sintes in the '70s,
inspired by the design principles typical of the construction tradition of some Mediterranean resorts,
perfectly expresses the need to combine the preservation of the landscape with the economic
development and therefore with tourism.
The design strategies used to control the solar contributions in the summer months, represent a recall
to both the past times and the Mediterranean culture, but they can represent interesting insights that
look to the future and the growing need for energy sustainability, too. The white tiles in Binibeca,
together with the thick plastered walls, can guarantee comfortable interior temperatures even in the
hottest months, and therefore represent a highly efficient technological solution from an energy point
of view, that determines a strong visual impact, too, by singularly characterizing the landscape. A
virtuous model, both in terms of control of energy resources and comfort of the interior and external
spaces, which has been perfectly integrated into Menorca’s landscape, so that it has become a
heritage to be protected.

Fig. 6: Menorca: a. White envelope and roofs; b. white alleys.

4.

A virtual Network of expertise (byAV)

Culture is the means through which the communicative processes of knowledge are filtered. This
assertion can be considered a hymn to Culture and to the tools that are able to grasp and enhance it,
transmitting its memory. In a multi-dimensional system, each one linked to a different aspect of
lifestyle, our knowledge is contained in a wealth of information, but also rules of behavior and value
systems that society attributes to the wealth of ideas and skills, expertise and experience, ethical,
aesthetic and performance connotations that shape the civil society. However, with the progressive
importance that technical culture has assumed in the enhancement of material and immaterial
heritage, the new frontier of modern man's knowledge is centered on the computerized management
of all direct and transversal data that, "smartly connected", allow to have added value in different
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contexts and for different purposes of use. The imperative is therefore to "systematize" and "not lose
the quality of information"!
Technological Culture, especially as regards the aspects more properly linked to the sphere of
housing and human infrastructure, provides a whole series of tools, principles and rules to make userfriendly the constructive knowledge. The research, whose results are proposed in this contribution, is
aimed at putting into place through a "Network of Expertise" the knowledge on the traditional
construction characteristics, typical of the Mediterranean area (Fig. 7).
It starts from the "constructive invariants" of the technological elements that characterize the biocultural landscapes and studies the energy behaviors of the technological systems and the
environmental compatibility of materials. The added value of such a database is an expert system for
the knowledge of the techniques of conservation, maintenance and recovery of performance that is
compared among the building traditions of the countries of Mediterranean culture. The scientific
approach of the designer-technologist is oriented to multidisciplinarity (as Vitruvius already hoped). His
work will be more stimulating from a cultural point of view and less complex from an operational point
of view, if he will be supported both by the skills of experts from other scientific sectors and foreign
countries (teamwork) and also the sharing of procedures, borrowed from other disciplines: problem
solving, multi-criteria assessment methods, multimedia tools and a wide range of processes to ensure
the required performance. It was interesting to investigate how technology can finalize its technical
and methodological tools to manage the communication process in a conscious way, directing it
towards a new form of planning oriented to fruition, not necessarily physical (which is, generally, the
main objective of our scientific and professional activities), but mainly virtual. This methodology
contemplates the introduction of a further variable: time, which allows to manage the specialist
knowledge on methodologies for the recovery of cultural heritage, not only differentiated in the space
(comparing technological solutions of different countries), but also in its diachronic evolution. This
fourth dimension has an even more decisive value in our country and, in general, in the European
reality which is decidedly opposed to the American one and tends to be similar (but distant in recent
developments) to the Asian one.
The cultural approach is based on the synergy between technical knowledge of the physical
landscape and the emotional fruition of the perceived landscape. A methodology of acquisition,
classification and management (over time) of invariant construction features has allowed the
construction of a grid of technological elements and the creation of thematic paths structured on the
basis of typologies of landscape (coastal, hilly, mountainous) which is the starting point of the Network
of Expertise. (Fig. 8)

Fig. 7: Procida, Corricella hamlet: bioclimatic analysis of the settlement system (picture by M. I. Amirante)
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Fig. 8: The hubs of the Network of Expertise

The most interesting hubs, on which the research activity has focused, are:
- selection of invariant constructive characters;
- study of traditional construction criteria and local materials;
- contextualization of tangible and intangible data in relation to construction traditions and climatic
conditions;
- energy performance analysis of technological components in relation to shape, colour and material;
- systematization of information through paths that can be differentiated with respect to the different
types of technical data and expected performance;
- data management methods over time and the implementation of the database.
The methodology for searching for and updating the data (establishing procedures in advance) is also
relevant.
The project is aimed at developing and integrating advanced methodologies and technologies for the
diffusion of knowledge about constructive wisdom of architectural heritage, starting from their reading
at landscape scale, to the typological characterization (graphic, iconographic, linguistic-verbal,
documentary, bibliographical, ...) of the construction units, thanks to the elaboration of criteria for the
construction of the data classification model (use of the GIS tool).(Fig. 9)
The classification of the data takes into account the type of source (material, iconographic,
cartographic, bibliographic, archive ...), and the methodology of finding the data (direct survey,
literature, interview, database ...).
The current definition of the proposed model does not yet allow attributing a weight to the different
elements of the system; therefore, the Network is represented through a series of hubs that represent
significant and equally important constructive elements of the Mediterranean cultural heritage.
The protection of the cultural identity of the territory and the strengthening of its resilience, through
GIS tools that simultaneously enhance the landscape-environmental and historical-cultural resources,
promotes the conservation of ecosystems, the redevelopment of existing settlement tissues and the
recovery of compromised sites. The added value is the development of the agricultural landscape and
productive activities, as well as productive and tourism activities related to it.
According to the different levels of values recognized, each territorial area is assigned corresponding
objectives of landscape quality that require different strategies of safeguard. These objectives shall in
particular be pursued:
a) maintenance of the characteristics, the constituent values and the morphologies, taking into
account also the architectural typologies, as well as the traditional building techniques and materials;
b) provision of development guidelines compatible with the various levels of values recognized and
such as not to diminish the landscape value of the territory, with particular attention to bio-cultural
landscapes;
(c) rehabilitation of the compromised or degraded parts in order to reduce environmental risk, to
recover existing values or to create new coherent and integrated landscape values.
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Fig.9: Network of Expertise: GIS _ opaque envelope.

5.

Conclusion (byMF)

After the 1980’s, the material and immaterial heritages became, almost all over the world, the levers of
territories global development; than, in 1992, the UNESCO world heritage list included the new
category “Cultural Landscapes” as the combined result of nature and humanity. They are economic,
social and cultural sustainable tools that help individuals to live better together. Objects of peace for
their universal value, they are also vulnerable to crisis, disasters and natural or human risks. To know
how to manage them may reinforce their preservation and valorization, in a world of limited growth.
The Mediterranean area, with the three great monotheistic religions, could be a good starting point to
build a bio-cultural landscape of knowing, respect and preservation between human communities.
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Abstract
In the past years the proliferation of network access and usage has facilitated the rapid growth of
virtual communities. The impact of virtual communities is increasingly pervasive with activities ranging
from the economic and marketing to the social and educational fields. The utility of virtual communities
often covers organizations that do not possess all the required knowledge within their formal
boundaries. Thus individuals have often to rely on outside knowledge resources to better carry out the
same process. Professional virtual community, residing outside organizations, constitute one of the
most important ways to obtain external knowledge. This contribution aims to present a tool which
allows individuals to create a virtual community, to share contents, to relate it to a specific place and to
geo reference it. Moreover this online tool will allow the specialists to retrieve historical, cultural and
social information about the building or a specific place and use them in the process of protection,
conservation and safeguarding of cultural heritage and landscape.
Keywords: virtual community, cultural heritage, promotion

1.

Introduction

Italian cultural heritage is something whose value is not calculable, with its many museums,
archaeological areas and Unesco sites. But sometimes part of it is neglected or it is not adequately
promoted. For this reason we decided to focus this contribution on the heritage promotion, providing
an innovative way of supporting experts’ work. Our approach is based on the realization of a Virtual
Community (VC from now on) where users should share contents and personal experiences, and at
the same time experts can use this information to gain an added value.
In the past years the proliferation of network access and usage has facilitated the rapid growth of VCs.
Anyway there is no significant results concerning their use in cultural heritage, but there are many
results highlighting their importance in different areas.
In recent years many researchers studied the application of Information and Communication
Technology to cultural heritage and its profits, because digitization techniques and web infrastructures
significantly affect different processes dealing with cultural heritage. Indeed in order to improve
heritage usage it looks essential to evaluate the citizen’s own experience during and after the visit.
In this contribution we analyzed the role of VCs in different areas and how they can be used in cultural
heritage promotion process, the importance of promoting cultural heritage and the existing tools aimed
at improving promotion. We propose and describe a tool named “Bene Condiviso” that mixes objective
information about cultural objects and users personal media and experiences. Then we administered a
survey collecting data about the visit of the cultural object. We conducted out research supposing that
citizens’ opinions are essential in heritage promotion because they let every cultural object be enjoyed
as well as possible. Moreover the safety and promotion of cultural heritage also depends on every
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single citizen. The aim of the research is to help experts decision making process taking into account
citizens’ opinions in order to improve promotion of the cultural heritage.

2.

Virtual communities used for a participated cultural heritage

It's been about 25 years since the inventor of the World Wide Web and one of Time Magazine’s ‘100
most important people of the 20th Century’, that is Tim Berners-Lee, made the World Wide Web
accessible to everyone. Today the Internet has become a fundamental part of our lives. The research
conducted from www.wearesocial.com reports that in 239 countries the number of Internet users in the
world surpassed 4 billion people in 2018, more than half of the world's population [1]. The use of social
media grows together with connected people: the number of users increased by 13% compared to that
one observed in collected data one year before. Today active users are more than 3 billion worldwide
(of these 9 out of 10 accesses are made via mobile device). With almost 2.1 billion users and a growth
of 15% (year-on-year), Facebook continues to dominate the global social scenario. Instagram records
an extraordinary growth tripling the number of its users. WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger record a
double growth rate (30%) compared to Facebook.

Fig.1: Active users of the key global social platforms

In Italy, during 2017, the number of people connected to the Internet grew by 10% compared to the
previous year, and the number of people which use a social media by 10%. And so 73% of the
population is online (43 million people), with 34 million active users on social media. We spend about
6 hours a day online (almost twice compared to the time we spend watching TV). Almost 2 of these
hours have been spent using a social media platform.
So it seems that everyone has many interests, opinions and experiences to share with someone else.
This is the reason why using the Internet, many of us look for individuals having similar interests.
Virtual communities are one of the best way to share any kind of knowledge.
As defined on www.techopedia.com [2] “A virtual community is a group of people who share common
interests, feelings or ideas, or pursue similar goals over the Internet or over any collaborative network.
Social media is the most common vehicle for this sharing and interaction, which can potentially
transcend geographical boundaries, race, culture, political views and religion when people are
connected by another common interest or agenda.”
The birth of the term Virtual Community is attributed to Howard Rheingold’s book "The Virtual
Community", published in 1993. Rheingold said: “Virtual communities are social aggregations that
emerge from the Net when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with
sufficient human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace” [3].
Today computer-mediated communities are used in many different activities such as building
knowledge bases, publishing journals, diary entries, Weblogs, games, discussions, pod-casts and
collaborative stories [4], hence it is crucial to have a clear goal to achieve when we approach a virtual
community.
Everyone can join a VC. For instance, on the Internet we can find VCs like forums offering specific
information about products, services and tools. Social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram
and Snapchat, have gained popularity in the last ten years and allow people to share all kind of
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information like comments, experiences, photos, opinions. Other known applications of a VC can be
find in gaming, like the World of Warcraft game, and in media sharing, like Pinterest and YouTube.
An important example of use of a VC is its application in knowledge sharing and online learning. A VC
becomes a virtual community of practice (VCoP from now on) when community members share and
co-create knowledge in online discussions and other forms of knowledge exchange [5]. Communities
of practice (CoP from now on) seem to have an important impact on how members learn. The term
“community of practice” was coined by Lave and Wenger [6] who defined it as “an activity about which
participants share understandings concerning what they are doing and what that means in their lives
and for their community” (p.98). In CoPs, less experienced members learn interacting with more
experienced members (experts) and with each other [6]. In our study, it is crucial to deepen how
members can share understanding with experts, but also the reverse.
Another important application of VCs is their use in the marketing field. In competitive environments
characterizing these days, nurturing customer relationships are considered a fundamental element in
a winning relationship marketing strategy [7]. Online communities are today a means for developing
customer relationships [8]. It seems that stronger customer relationships can enhance business
performance, including sales growth, profits and market share [9]; [10]. This is why companies have
heavily invested in relationship marketing strategies [11]. In practice, customer relationships develop
through different phases (initiation, growth and retention) [7]. Top priority of companies is to manage
customer relationships and their stages across the company to maximize the value of the customer
base for the enterprise [12]. It is fundamental the use of a VC to connect people and their relationships
in order to enhance business performance.
There is no significant result concerning the use of VCs in cultural heritage, but considering the above
reported contributions concerning with the use of VCs in different areas, we supposed they could have
the same relevance in cultural heritage area. Silberman said: “Our legacy, our patrimony, and our
professional responsibility as cultural heritage technologists, lie not only in gigabytes and pixels – but
also in the dramatically evolving social significance of heritage itself” [13].
We supposed that the social significance of heritage is closely related to VCs. Thanks to a VC we can
let the social significance of an heritage grow. For example, let’s think about a facebook page that
groups users from a particular city: https://www.facebook.com/ParlareAvellinese/ [14]. In this page
users tell their experiences with Avellino’s cultural heritage. On some occasions they refer to places
with the names that history and traditions have handed down and not with their real names. And so
Nappi Street becomes "'O Stritto", for its limited width; Kennedy Square becomes "Piazza Macello",
because in the past the square housed the slaughterhouse. On other occasions, they use local dialect
to tell stories and traditions of the place. We think that this is the social significance of heritage
Silberman speaks about. Thanks to a VC people may learn history and traditions of their cultural
heritage and they can contribute themselves to increase it. The social significance of heritage needs to
take into account the social evolving of virtual community contents sharing in order to support decision
making process dealing with protection, conservation and promotion of cultural heritage and
landscape.
If cultural heritage is something to share, we are interested in how people would like enjoying one
specific object. We could get this information simply asking some questions to individuals taking part
to a VC (see next sections). So people’s opinions and needs help the expert’s decision making
process and the resulting choice would promote the cultural object because it allows a best usage of
cultural heritage exactly in the way people would enjoy it.
This contribution aims at making a bidirectional communication between a social community users and
experts to help conservation and enhancing of cultural heritage by means of a tool which uses web
and technology potentialities and gives the possibility to cooperate, collaborate and improve
information through the sharing of contents about a particular object and the discussion about these
contents.

3.

Can people support heritage promotion?

Italian cultural heritage is something whose value is not calculable. Italy is an open-air limitless
museum: the Country has got the widest cultural heritage in the world, with its over 3400 museum,
over 2000 archaeological areas and parks, 43 Unesco sites (world heritage sites) [15]. It is managed
according to the Code of cultural heritage and landscape [16], which establishes guidelines and
activities to realize in order to protect, to save and to promote cultural heritage. Despite the reported
data, Italian cultural heritage is not always well enjoyed. Sometimes part of it is neglected or it is not
adequately promoted, even if few activities would be needed to improve it. For this reason we decided
to focus on one of the aspects the Code refers to, that is the heritage promotion.
Promotion of cultural heritage [17] includes activities aimed at spreading awareness of national
heritage and guaranteeing the best conditions of use and enjoyment of it to everybody. The purpose of
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these activities is to support cultural development, by chasing educational objectives directed to
increase knowledge dealing with heritage. Citizens’ involvement is fundamental in heritage promotion
because every citizen is the first and the most important user of cultural heritage. Moreover every
citizen who is aware of national heritage value will better enjoy it and will contribute to protect and to
keep it. Obviously we have to take into account the economic value of cultural heritage and its
implications, both for its use and for related activities and services.
Among the activities dealing with the promotion of cultural heritage, Italian Ministry for Cultural
Heritage and Activities and for tourism (from now on MiBACT) pays close attention to increase cultural
offering and to improve heritage usage. Heritage usage can be improved by supporting the visit and
enhancing the relative experience. Supporting the visit means to offer such services as information
points, receptions, tickets offices, tourist guides, exhibitions, cultural events, museum shops,
restaurants and coffees. Moreover it is necessary to guarantee the best accessibility to everyone, to
conform to users’ different needs and requirements and to enhance the comfort of the visit. Instead
enhancing the experience of the visit means to get the visitor at the center of cultural experience and
making the approach to heritage more pleasant and exciting.
In recent years many researchers studied the application of ICT to cultural heritage and its profits,
because digitisation techniques and web infrastructures significantly affect different processes dealing
with cultural heritage: the production of cultural goods, the use and valorization of cultural heritage, as
well as the costs of preservation [18]. Even MiBACT carried out many of this kind of projects, such as
CulturaItalia, in 2008, which is a portal aiming at promoting Italian cultural heritage. It provides a virtual
access point to all of the cultural products held by Italian institutions, and it enhances the process of
digitisation of cultural resources. Many apps have been developed aiming at giving some more
information during the visit of a cultural site and so at enhancing the quality of personal experience of
the cultural heritage. For example, the Gesù Nuovo application [19], developed by LumiLab and
available on Google Play Store and Apple Store allows tourists and citizens to get information about
the Gesù Nuovo Church and its contents, locating the specific individual position inside the church.
Something more interactive has also been developed. PastPort Melbourne [20] is a mobile application
that was developed as a platform to share the history and memories of life in Port Melbourne: PastPort
allows to explore the area, discovering hidden stories, photographs and videos from the past and to
take or to create a walking tour. The app also allows to share stories, memories, and photographs,
adding them to the rich history of Port Melbourne.
This last app looks interesting because of its interactivity: everybody can share contents and
contribute to define Port Melbourne history. Indeed in order to improve heritage usage it looks
essential to evaluate the citizen’s own experience during and after the visit. That’s the reason why we
are interested in such processes. In order to support the expert’s decision making process we want to
collect what we could define “objective” information (pictures, videos, reports and so on) about one
specific cultural object by means of virtual communities, which would contribute to enhance knowledge
concerning it. But as already explained, above all our purpose is to collect also “subjective” information
connected with everyone’s experience and feelings in enjoying cultural heritage.
So we decided to realize a tool, based on the VC, that permits to share contents through the creation
of discussions for each cultural object and at the same time to add information related to personal
experience with the same.
In fact, we decided to include in the tool some questions to pose to participants to the VC. For each
cultural object which is a topic of discussion in the VC, when a participant shares contents he/she is
asked to answer some questions for a better management of the object. There are eight questions,
some of which in a Yes/No form and other ones in a 7-points scale. Questions deal with personal
satisfaction in the experience with the cultural object and with personal opinion about its promotion.
This kind of information puts every citizen at the center of promotional process, collecting personal
opinions and also suggestions for heritage promotion coming from not expert people. Questions are
reported in Appendix.
In the following section we will describe the specific characteristics of the tool.

4.

Tool description: “Bene Condiviso”

In order to support the process of cultural heritage promotion and to give a bidirectional advantage
both to users and experts, we decided to realize a Virtual Community, named “Bene Condiviso”, that
will help users to interact and experts to obtain more useful information about a specific cultural object.
Using web and technology potentialities, the tool allows to cooperate, to collaborate and to improve
quality and quantity of information: users share contents about the cultural object and discuss about
these contents. The shared information will be geotagged and related to a particular place of cultural,
historical interest. This information will increase the existing and objective data about the heritage and
will be part of the promotion process. The implemented software plays an important role in decision
making process about heritage promotion. The shared contents could be used both by experts to
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better program the activities of promotion of the cultural heritage and by users that could find the
heritage more accessible and usable. The software allows to add pictures, videos, stories, etc. and
further opinions related to the personal experience about the cultural object. In fact, after the contents
sharing phase, the system presents few questions to get eventual problems, limits but also positives
related to the user experience. The obtained information will support decision making when evaluating
heritage promotion strategies of the cultural object.
The realized tool is highly interactive, it allows to add digital data to cultural object, to find already
existing discussions and to increase information enhancing it. For example, an expert team working
for a public authority could use the information retrieved and match it with objective historical and
structural data to better understand the user needs and to better promote the cultural object. The tool
was implemented using WordPress, a content management system (CMS) most frequently used as a
publishing platform. The system provides three type of user profile: simple user, expert user,
administrator. Simple user is a general user, registered and logged in system that shares and
comments contents about a particular cultural object. Expert user creates new cultural objects and
eventually starts new discussions about an object category. The expert can also export data for further
analysis. Administrator is the super user that has access to every functionality of the system. The main
role is to control and to help correct system working.
The main functional requirements of the system are: user login and registration, cultural object search
by google map or by text, cultural object addition by expert or system administrator, cultural object
related description and category addition, resource contents addition by user, contents improvement
to existing cultural object, data export for evaluation.

Fig.2: Worpress CMS Architecture

4.1 Wordpress Architecture
Wordpress is a free and open source content management system based on PHP and Mysql.
Wordpress needs to be installed on a web server [21]. It was initially developed as a free blogging
forum for users, but today it represents one of the most commonly used CMS for various web systems
development. Wordpress architecture is composed by an “App Server” realized in PHP that interacts
with database for page generation, data querying and template managing. We have a database
containing all the data relative to pages, articles, users, widget, etc., and an apache web server to
manage php pages and http request and response and finally make the wordpress system work.
4.2 The Virtual community “Bene Condiviso”
In this section we describe in details how the VC appears to users and its main sections. The web VC
presents 4 main sections: the Home page that is composed by three areas; the main slider; the google
maps section the project description section and the last inserted cultural object sections. The maps
area gives a direct access to all the cultural objects. It contains a marker for all the items in VC.
The Google Maps area titled “Le nostre strutture” presents a map where each marker indicates an
existing cultural object. The marker contains a brief description of the object and the link to the page
with contents (fig. 3).
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Fig.3: Google Map section

Clicking on a marker the system redirects to the object’s page containing categories of the object and
other shared contents (see fig.4). The user can add comments to an existing resource by searching it,
or clicking on it on the map or selecting it from homepage resource section.

Fig.4: Cultural object section

The user reads the information about the resource, choose a category and add one or more
comments. After adding a comment, if user had a direct experience with the resource, he gives some
further information by answering few questions about satisfaction, personal opinion dealing with an
adequately promotion of the cultural object, and which kind of activities would be necessary in order to
improve promotion.

5.

Case study and results

In order to check the real utility of the tool, we put on line the VC and let participants use it. We added
to the VC 4 cultural objects: “Complesso monumentale di Santa Maria La Nova”, “Basilica di San
Domenico Maggiore”, “Complesso Monumentale di Santa Chiara” and “Cappella di San Severo”. We
created categories for Santa Maria La Nova (“Il Chiostro di San Giacomo della Marca” and “La Chiesa
Monumentale”). Now there are 10 different users registered to the VC. They shared and commented
the two categories of Santa Maria La Nova. After few days, we found some interesting information, the
main of which concerns the “Chiostro of San Giacomo della Marca” and in particular tells us that there
was a marketplace. Another interesting data was highlighted: the famous singer Pino Daniele spent
his childhood in the square in front of Chiesa Monumentale.
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We asked the users some opinion questions about the “Complesso Monumentale di S. Maria La
Nova” in Naples. Questions dealt with personal satisfaction with the monument and with personal
perception of an appropriate promotion of the cultural object (see Appendix). Other questions asked
participants suggestions about the way they would enhance the promotion of the monument, dealing
with physical accessibility, availability of information, events and services (Fig. 5).

Which of the following aspects would you like to
improve?
10
8
6
4
2
0
Accessibility

Information
Yes

Events

Services

No

Fig.5: Answers to Yes/No questions “Which of the following aspects dealing with the monument would you like to
improve?”

9 out of 10 users feel satisfied about the whole experience with the monument. They feel very satisfied
if we consider a 7-point scale from 1 (not at all) to 7 (completely) (AVG=5.9; SD=1.29).
7 users think the cultural object is adequately promoted; on average they think the monument is
enough well promoted (AVG=5.3; SD=1.57). On the contrary, 3 users think the monument is not
adequately promoted.
As we can observe in graphical representation of the answers given by participants (Fig. 5), most of
the participants would improve the quality of physical accessibility to the monument (8 out of 10), of
availability of information (8 out of 10) and of events organization (9 out of 10), while more than half
users think no improvement is needed for connected services (6 out of 10).
5.1 Discussion
The reported results show a general satisfaction felt by citizens in visiting the “Complesso
monumentale di S. Maria La Nova” in Naples. At the same time, results highlight the importance of
citizens’ opinion in order to better promote our cultural heritage. In fact, most of the participants think
that aspects like physical accessibility, availability of information, events organization need to be
improved. So experts should merge this kind of information with the one retrieved from discussions in
VC aiming at getting better the whole process of promotion.

6.

Conclusions

In this contribution we discussed about the utility of VCs in different areas. After a short review of data
about the growing use of the world of the Internet, we analysed the definition and the applications of
VCs. Above all, we highlighted the lack of presence of VCs in cultural heritage field and so we
proposed their application in cultural heritage promotion. We reported some data about Italian cultural
heritage together with the explanation of activities made by MiBact in order to protect and promote it.
Trying to support cultural heritage experts in decision making process about promotion, we proposed
a tool which could take into account contents and citizens’ personal experience at the same time. In
fact cultural heritage is a treasure belonging to everyone and citizens’ involvement in concerned
activities is very important to protect and to promote cultural heritage.
In the future we will report to an expert group the information gained from the VC merged with the
answers given to the survey by the users and we will discuss with them about the possibility to better
promote the chosen object. This will lead to increase object usability. The second step of future works
will forecast a second analysis of users feedback once the promotion process has been started. We
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mean to integrate our VC with Facebook and Instagram in order to increase the possibility to share
and retrieve contents from users that could use contents directly from VC to personal posts and from
Facebook to VC.
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APPENDIX – The survey
Questions reported below are generally asked to participants to VC.
Cultural heritage is a public treasure. If you visited this heritage, please would you help us to make it
closer to you giving your personal opinion.
1) Are you pleased with you own experience concerning this heritage? Yes/No
2) How much are you pleased with you own experience concerning this heritage? Answer with a
number from 1 (“not at all”) to 7 (“Completely”).
3) Promoting cultural heritage means to let everyone enjoying heritage and to facilitate knowledge and
preservation of heritage.
Do you think this heritage is well promoted? Yes/No
4) How much do you think this heritage is well promoted? Answer with a number from 1 (“not at all”) to
7 (“Completely”).
Which of the following aspects would you improve in order to better promoting this heritage?
5) Physical accessibility to the heritage (more elevators, less staircase, more ramps, and so on).
Yes/No
6) Easier access to heritage information (posters, audioguide, tourist guides, and so on). Yes/No
7) Events (cultural events, exhibitions). Yes/No
8) Services (Shops, Restaurants, Coffee bar). Yes/No

Thanks for your participation.
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Abstract
The urban structure of Alberobello, a small town in Puglia, is characterized by the presence of a
strongly connatural building typology known as the "trullo". This particular building stands out for its
unique conical roofing and it is built using a hard and compact limestone found locally. This stone is
worked in order to obtain polished slabs with an elongated shape and variable thickness.
The “trulli”, structures diffused only in this small
region of the territory, concretize the cultural
expressions of the community to which they
belong. In spite of their notoriety, they are not
adequately documented. The few existing
publications are not exhaustive and they are almost
without any scientific information.
This study of the “trulli”, which is part of a wider
research activity, provides an initial phase of
systematization of existing documentation. The
next phases will be dedicated to the definition of a
scientific methodological procedure with the aim of
optimizing and putting in synergy the cognitive
contributions coming from for more multidisciplinary
competences.
Keywords: Trulli, Alberobello,
Introduction
“Trulli” are unique buildings different from the other houses of the Region Puglia (Italy) for their shape,
construction technique and materials.
In order to understand the distinctiveness of “trulli”, it is crucial to describe the significant
characteristics of their context, specifically of Alberobello, a small town whose historical centre hosts a
large number of such buildings. Actually, they are typical low-rise rural houses, either isolated, or
united into small groups, which are widespread in the Itria Valley. The aggregation of several “trulli”
originates peculiar structures with multiple conical roofs, which differentiate for certain distinctive
elements. The artistic, temporal and spatial dimensions of the “trulli” favour their attractiveness: today,
they are a tourism resource that has boosted a souvenir economy based on a strong offer of
handicraft products manufactured by small local enterprises that reproduce various types of miniature
“trulli” using the local limestone.
Leaflets and brochures for promotion and dissemination are now widespread, yet scientific
documentation is still rare. The few existing sources are not exhaustive since research activities and
available documents are fragmented.
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This paper shows the results of a specific study on the “trulli” which followed a methodological
procedure, already tested and consolidated in other fields, based on the construction of a diagnostic
plan concerning a cultural asset. This approach was extended to an urban fabric resulting from the
aggregation of single buildings. The study is a first contribution to a wider research activity to be
further developed.
The “Trulli”
The origin of “trulli” is not clear. Owing to their particular structure, they are considered as the result of
the evolution of ancient building systems already present in prehistoric times: actually, elements dating
back to the New Stone Age were found in Alberobello.
“Trulli” are still used as dwellings by people from Puglia. Hundreds of them form the historical centre of
Alberobello, in the province of Bari, Region Puglia, Italy. It is one of the most important instances of
spontaneous urban settlement in Europe.
“Trulli” are well known for their construction technique based on the dry assembly of local materials. In
particular, limestone blocks were assembled by hand to create architectures characterized by a
peculiar shape. Though they are the result of a very simple technique, their characteristics confer
them a strong identity and a monumental dimension.
As to the historical and artistic value of “trulli”, Alberobello is a UNESCO World Heritage site.
Therefore, the protection and conservation of such buildings is essential not only for such a value but
also for the economic consequences on tourism.
Considering the complex information to manage, the application of a methodology based on the
elaboration of an analytical diagnostic plan is fundamental. In this study, only the essential elements of
such a methodology were applied, by way of example, which, however, allowed getting as much
information as possible [1]. Such a comprehensive approach to the building favours the wise
identification of maintenance actions that can be defined with greater awareness .
The evolution, which is affecting all sectors of the cultural heritage, is allowing a rapid and exponential
growth of knowledge and highlighting the need for increased coordination between the various areas
in order to promote such knowledge for the benefit of a recognized and effective collaborative action.
In order to facilitate the dialogue and avoid ineffective juxtaposing of information during the
construction of the cognitive process, it is necessary to follow a common path towards a
comprehensive approach to the artefact [2].
The methodological procedure proposed provides a cognitive process hierarchically structured in three
phases, from the analysis of the context of the artefact, through the preparation of a diagnostic
framework, to the most correct definition of interventions [3].
The study is based on an interdisciplinary approach involving humanities and science and leading to
the full characterization of the building. The study of the “trulli” of Alberobello was carried out by
developing a diagnostic plan.The process of knowledge involves a preliminary step of pre-diagnosis,
in which the artefact is considered in its territorial context; a phase that focuses specifically on the
monument, including an anamnestic plan, an architectural description, a photographic dossier, and the
study of the utilized natural materials; a post-diagnosis step, which comprises the definition of
interventions [4].
First level - Environmental, territorial and urban context
“Trulli” are mainly found in the Itria Valley, an area corresponding to the Murge plateau, a plain rich in
century-old olive trees, vineyards and Macedonian oak woods in the southern part of the region
Puglia (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 - territorial and urban context
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In rural areas, “trulli” have the typical characteristics of single-family dwellings; sometimes they are
found in groups of two, three, four or five; when they are united in groups, they form large farms. The
highest concentration of “trulli” is in Alberobello, a small town that has become extremely significant in
the environmental context of the Murge plateau [5 ,6].
From a geological point of view, the territory is characterized by gentle reliefs with depressions created
by alternating karst hills and sinkholes at about 420m above sea level. There are also carbonated
sedimentary rocks that, due to their high
workability and colour characteristics, are
widely employed as building material [7].
The town of Alberobello has a peculiar
morphology. It lies on two hills, originally
separated by a river that, today, flows
underground the other, on the western hill,
is more traditional (Fig. 2). The two areas,
which correspond to the neighbourhoods
of Monti and Aia Piccola and are
connected by Largo delle Fogge, form the
monumental “trulli” area recognized as
World Heritage Site by U.N.E.S.C.O.
Documents dating to the XVIII century
show the presence of the two “trulli”
neighbourhoods. Actually, a report
enclosed in the “Contribuzione Fondiaria”,
included a census of the “trulli” which,
between 1807 and 1816, were 858, all of
which had a private garden. In general,
the traditional built environment is mainly
composed of small buildings called “trulli”,
which, owing to their location, aligned
along alleys, form a peculiar semi-urban,
Fig. 2 - Alley and planimetric system - aerial view chapel
semi-rural settlement.
Second level – The historical-anamnestic context
Cartographic sources report that Alberobello was composed of houses scattered over a woodland
area (cartographic map produced by Donato Gallerano of 1704. Later on, a map designed by Giovanni
Antonio Rizzi Zannoni of 1808, showed a clearing with scattered houses whose urban shape was very
similar to the current one. The term Alberobello, which was first found in a parchment in 1324, refers
to the presence of a roverella, i.e., a downy oak, which perhaps marked the boundary between the
territories of Mottola and Martina [8].
In his 1899 book, a scholar, Emile Bertaux (1899), stated that “trulli” towns were recent and that, three
centuries earlier, Alberobello was still a wide forest, half scrub and half oak woodland [9]. He also
stated that, in the early XVIIth century, in the place where the town lies today, there was only a chapel
built in a clearing. The hypothesis of the birth of the village is confirmed in a series of XVII-century
documents kept at the archives of Sangro di Martina and in the Cassano manuscript.
According to certain scholars, a first
cluster of “trulli” started to form near the , around the residence of the count of Conversano,
Giangirolamo II Acquaviva d'Aragona, who was granted the uninhabited area in recognition of his
service during the crusades. It is said that, in order to make his feud independent, he allowed a group
of farmers to build their houses, provided that they were dry-built without lime, so that they could be
easily dismantled and reassembled to elude possible inspections.
Actually, since “trulli” were traditionally built by local artisans who had always used mortar, it is unlikely
that they could be immediately demolished to escape the control of the viceroy of the Kingdom of
Naples in 1644. Comparative studies suggest that such a phenomenon was limited to certain local
circumstances exploited for fiscal or punitive purposes [10] .
According to other historians, it is more probable that the diffusion of this type of buildings could be
simply related to the abundant availability of limestone in the lands or to its easy mining from quarries
situated at a limited depth. If, on the one hand, its availability allowed building low-cost “trulli” thanks to
the material that could be found on site, on the other hand, the difficulty to make self-builds, which
might have even several levels, and the will to cover any space with cones required skill, patience and
many hours of work [11,12]. Owing to the increase in the labour cost and to the management cost of a
single house, “trulli” were no longer built.
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Third level – Architecture, building techniques and materials
“Trulli” architecture depends not only on the easy availability and abundance of stones, but also on the
local climate, which is mostly dry and characterized by poor rainfalls. Their building technique is based
on laying the stone without using binders or ribs. Before building the walls, the perimeter is defined
and a hole is dug at its centre to be used as a cistern to collect rainwater.
The conical shape, accentuated by the roof pitch, is due also to the need to let water easily flow into
the cistern through special conduits that allow obtaining a dry and cool indoor environment [13]. The
typical single-body house is made of loadbearing walls whose thickness ranges from
1.0-1.5 metres to 2.0-2.5 metres.
As a matter of fact, they must contain the
horizontal thrusts of the dome. Walls are
composed of two layers of stones: the inner
one is perfectly vertical, while the outer one is
inclined to serve as buttress and improve the
statics of the building [14,15]. After being
roughly hewn, stones are assembled on two
layers and held in place thanks to side
opposition and gravity.
The two layers, formed by juxtaposed
limestone blocks, include a cavity filled with
pebbles, smaller stones and scraps, which is
a sort of crawl space able to protect from
temperature ranges. Finally, the surfaces of
Fig 3 - the cover and the chiancarelle
“trulli” are plastered with mortar for hygiene
purposes. At a certain height, usually 1.80 metres, the roofing is built on the suitably smoothed walls
by assembling rows of elongated limestone slabs of various thickness, called chiancarelle, which are
laid without using any binder [16].
Such slabs are staggered and slightly tilted outwardly to let rainwater easily flow [17] . They also form
concentric rings whose diameters decrease as they reach the top of the roof, which is decorated by a
pinnacle made of a big shaped stone (Fig.3).
A sample of stone was taken inside a small cavity of the wall of a “trullo” on the occasion of a survey
(therefore in an excellent state of preservation) and it was observed with a contact digital microscope
(Dino-Lite), in visible and UV light. Thus, it was possible to observe the fine-grained structure of the
limestone used to build the “trullo”.

Fig. 4 - A sample of stone and digital image taken with
The domed roof is also composed of three layers, like the walls. In particular, the outer layer, which is
concentric to the inner one, evenly dampens its thrusts.
The cavity between the two layers of the roof, composed of fragments of stone, protects from the
summer heat and, to a certain extent, from the water retained by the turf and by the underlying
chippings of stone.
Therefore, it is a real air chamber that thermally insulates the indoor environment (Fig. 4). The indoor
environment is characterised by small rooms with openings of limited size.
Each “trullo” has an open fireplace with a flue and a chimney stack whose top is covered with two
saddles and a square slab. In some cases, there is a stump covered with a wood strip which moves
up and down depending on the wind direction [18] .
Only one third of the “trulli” of Alberobello is still inhabited; another third is used for commercial
purposes (tourist accommodation, souvenir shops, local food and handicraft).
The others are abandoned since their occupants have preferred more modern houses with greater
comfort.
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Use, decorations and state of preservation
“Trulli” are single-storey buildings and can be composed of a single module or of several adjacent
modules. However, since they were often occupied by large families, lofts were built utilizing wood
crossbeams. They were used to place the children’s beds or as storage rooms to protect valuable
items. The floor slab of the loft was made of a board mounted on two or three beams fitted to the
stones of the cone, one could access through a trap door by climbing a ladder fixed on the floor.
Beams were also used to hang foodstuffs and kitchen objects.
Originally, “trulli” were the houses of the farmers who cultivated their master’s land and contained
rudimentary beds made of straw and built into wall niches, and curtains that divided areas used for
different purposes in order to make up for the lack of living space [19] .
The distinctive feature of “trulli” is the presence of pinnacles on each of them and of symbols on the
sides of their conical roofs. The pinnacles, which are obtained by sculpting limestone or sandstone,
have various sizes and shapes (disk, sphere, cone, bowl, polyhedron, or a combination of them). They
do not represent heraldic symbols but are the signature of the bricklayers and stonecutters who built
the “trulli” [20] . It is assumed that a more or less decorated pinnacle expressed the economic
condition or the social importance of the family, which was proportional to the value of the decoration:
the more refined the pinnacle, the more expensive. According to tradition, their creation was also
related to a competition between craftsmen. However, pinnacles, which, due to their position,
contribute to strengthening the stability of the last brickwork, can be considered as elements that
adorn the house in a peculiar manner [21].
Forms and symbols, which are a further characteristic of the houses, were hand-painted with white
mortar on the conical roof of “trulli”. Originally, they might either have a religious meaning, or
represent, in a stylized version, the initials of the owner’s name, as a sort of street number, or be
propitiatory signs, talismans that protected the family from what could harm them [22] . These signs on
the roofs appeared during their renovation, between the late XXth and the early XXIst centuries, and,
for this reason, some think they are not significant decorations (Fig. 5).
Though their meaning is not clear, they however confer a magic atmosphere to the built environment,
which seems to be outside of time [23. 24] .

Fig. 5 - The trulli, the pinnacle, the decorations
As to the state of preservation of “trulli”, they are generally in a good state, thanks to a continuous
ordinary maintenance [25, 26]. Since the surfaces of the walls are periodically whitewashed, the
outlines of the stones have been softened leading to the formation of a bright homogeneous surface
that enhances the sun’s reflection on the façades overlooking the alleys [27]
On the surface of the outer slabs that cover the conical roofs, there are widespread colonies of
lichens, which, however, do not cause erosion. Actually, such slabs have remained intact over time.
Rather than being an expression of degradation due to the action of biodeteriogens, the presence of
lichens gives “trulli” a unique added value [28].
Yet, on an urban level, “trulli” are subject to actions of progressive and continuous degradation caused
by the anthropic pressure and by vehicles in transit (damage due to accidental collisions and
degradation of materials provoked by exhaust emissions). In order to cope with this situation, in 2011,
the Municipality of Alberobello adopted the property management plan whose main goal is the
conservation of the “trulli” located in the historical centre, in order to reconcile the need for accessibility
with the protection of monumental areas, assuring them liveability and usability.
Conclusions
The town of Alberobello is composed of a collection of artefacts called “Trulli”, which are very similar,
and yet different, to each other. The study of one of them, if conducted by using the same cognitive
procedure, is easily adaptable to varying specific conditions. As a whole, they are a strongly connoted
urban system, thus their study requires an adaptation of the illustrated methodological procedure and
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the development of appropriate corrective actions. The study carried out on the “trulli” located in the
town of Alberobello was aimed at developing, on a wider urban level, a diagnostic plan of knowledge
sheets to collect and systematize all the information needed to reconstruct the overall scenario and
integrate different cognitive spheres.
Such an innovative procedure, which was tested and verified on specific assets, consisted, first of all,
in the environmental, territorial and urban contextualization of the building.
Then, it included an anamnestic phase and the analytical observation of the “trulli” to identify their
building systems, the natural or artificial materials utilized in their construction, the architectural
solutions adopted (accompanied by an architectural description and by a proper photographic
dossier), in order to obtain an objective characterization and a clear idea of the conditions of the
artefact.
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Abstract
The Rio Darro represents a fundamental element of the natural and cultural heritage of the city of
Granada. With its banks and bridges it has told for centuries both the life and culture of the city by the
foundation, which was closely related to the river itself. From the beginning of the 16th century,
Granada began to lose its river through a long process of covering that today hide a large part of its
path. With the loss of the river, Granada gave up to perpetuate an essential part of its history: how
can we restore the memory of the Rio Darro in the XXI century?
Starting from an analysis of the transformations relating the historic centre following the covering, the
study is based on the reserch of new strategies to return to the city such an important part of its
heritage, in order to bring it back to light and show it once again, but above all in order to use it to
make things better for the present day city.
The recovery of the river therefore entails a urban regeneration of the historic centre, which moves
towards a pedestrian fruition of its streets by creating a green walk alongside the banks, limitating
vehicle traffic which is nowadays affecting the city.
The growth of green areas and the design of pedestrian paths, demonstrate how the rediscovery of
this hidden part of the natural, cultural and historic heritage of Granada, the Rio Darro, might be not
only the culmination but the tool through which it is possible to plan a modern and sustainable city.
Keywords: River, Urban, Design, Regeneration, Heritage.

1.

Introduction

In the debate on heritage, its protection and enhancement, a fundamental theme is represented by the
landscape. This is the meeting place between the environment, understood in the archetypal meaning
of geography of natural places, and the intervention of man, the actor who determines the landscape
by taming nature in some way and using it to create the conditions for the development of his life. It is
therefore from this synergy between man and nature that the concept of landscape derives, and from
which cities have taken place, so strongly characterized over the centuries that they carry the signs of
man's effort to conform to the environmental conditions he encountered, often making architecture the
conditioned reflection of the territory in which it is inserted. This profound synergy and intimate link
with the landscape make it the most ancestral component and the essential facet of the concept of
heritage: more than the individual asset and the different architectural artefacts considered separately,
it is the combination of them and the complexity of the artificial and natural forms that make up a
territory, as well as the interrelationships that are established, to express the idea of heritage as an
identifying and characterizing value of human history. Nonetheless, the synergy between man and
nature that underlies the determination of the landscape has gradually been lost over the centuries,
causing cities to lose contact with those natural elements that were, in fact, the most authentic and
profound reason for their very existence. But it was at the moment of the break of this essential
contact that the theories on the protection of heritage and landscape began to make their way: man,
until then immersed in the natural environment in a relationship of mutual exchange, when he left it he
began to look at the landscape as an external spectator, developing a feeling of lack that led him to
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the need for re-appropriation and therefore a recovery of the landscape itself. If, anyway, on the one
hand, this need has been answered with regard to large non-urbanized areas (such as parks and
reserves), very different, even if even more necessary, is the theme with regard to urban centres, that
is, precisely those contexts in which the contact with nature that has given form and body to cities over
the centuries and whose traces are still present in them, could be more direct and daily. It is in fact in
cities that the denial of natural elements, such as watercourses, was the result of an obvious
contradiction of the background with which it was claimed to forget or otherwise confine in a corner
those territorial characteristics that were the foundation of the city, and indeed considering them
almost as an obstacle to their modern development.
1.2 Water and cities
The watercourses in particular may be taken as a paradigmatic example of the strong contradiction we
are talking about. Nothing more than water is synonymous with landscape, it is a constitutive element
and essential for the development of life and therefore for the development of any urban aggregate.
The presence of water, or the need for it, is what has most affected the structure of cities, and that not
only in reference to cases in which the presence of rivers has guided urban expansion, but also in
those even more interesting situations in which the lack of this element and the consequent need for it,
has given rise to technical and architectural works that have become characteristic of those particular
1
landscapes . It is therefore the water which is the main witness of the foundation of the city, and it is
the rivers that are the main protagonists and at the same time the scenery of daily life that takes place
along their shores. It is still water that is the "mother" that generates but at the same time is dangerous
and destructive through flooding or as a vehicle of insalubrity, and it was precisely because of this
aspect that, especially during the nineteenth century, the cities began to move away from their rivers,
raising massive banks (as in the case of the walls of the Tiber in Rome at the end of the nineteenth
century) or covering them completely.

Fig. 1: The covering of
Rio Darro, Granada, 1937

It was in such a way that, especially during the 19th century, what was an
indispensable relationship between cities and waterways was gradually
losing its way, for many reasons: in addition to the dangers of flooding we
have mentioned, the growth of urban centres and the consequent need to
give continuity to public space, or even the ever-increasing need for soil,
were the reason for invasive works that caused the loss of rivers in cities.
Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that while this enormous
contradiction was happening, cities and hence landscapes changed in
parallel with it, determining new scenarios, new contexts, new urban
spaces that have become part of the history of those places. Even if we
were to abstain from making a substantive judgment on what has
happened in cities around the world on this issue, we would certainly not
be able to fail to acknowledge the reality of these changes. This becomes
the central issue when we start talking about the possibility of restoring
the landscape heritage. How, in fact, could we approach a project of
heritage recovery, if we were not able to first make an objective
assessment of the results that these transformations have determined on
the contemporary city? If we talk about preservation, to what extent can
we go on to indicate as "right" and "correct" just the protection that has to
do with the historical characteristics of places, and to ignore instead one
related to the new landscapes that have been created from a certain
moment onwards, even if as a result of a "violent" work? It is clear then
that when dealing with landscape recovery, it will not be possible to
maintain a single guideline nor to carry out a philological restoration,
because, unlike the architectural heritage, the landscape is not immobile,
but constantly evolving and in a constant relationship with the city that
evolves and changes its needs over time. Therefore, it is always
necessary to think with a broad view so that it does not dwell on the
single element, but embraces the complexity of man-city relations, which
as said up to now, determine the landscape. An example of this are the
many projects that in recent decades have worked on the recovery of
watercourses cancelled by imposing road infrastructures, such as the

1

For example, the Roman aqueducts, or the underground canals of Siena, or even the modern cities of the
United Arab Emirates whose structure is based on the search for technological solutions to make up for the lack
of water.
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Manzanarre River in Madrid or the Cheonggyecheon River in Seoul, or with which the city has been
intervened to reconnect to its river, as in the case of Lyon Confluence or Bilbao Ria 2000, or that still,
as in the case of the Giardini del Turia in Valencia, they used the simple bed left dry by the river
(which had been diverted into reservoirs to control the flooding) to create a large park that would
curtail the city, as an immense urban infrastructure.

2.

Granada and the Rio Darro: a complex relationship

In this paper we will focus on a case study that will allow us to address multiple questions related to
the theme of the loss of landscape heritage and the need of its recovery: the case of the covering of
Rio Darro in Granada. To tell the story, it will be necessary to explain the relationship that has bound
the city to the river since its foundation, to understand the real impact that the severance of this
relationship has meant for Granada. The Darro is born in the Sierra de la Alfaguara, at 1200 metres
above sea level, and flows through a territory whose orography is characterized by hills and
depressions quite carved, before reaching the Rio Genil, of which it is a tributary, and which on the
contrary flows in a plain that is characteristic of the landscape of Granada.

Fig. 2: Evolution of the city around the river until Islamic maximum expansion (end of XV century).

It was exactly this differences between these two territories that have led to the city being built close to
the Darro in the 7th century BC: not on its banks, but on the hill where today we find the historic
Albaycin quarter, in a place that is therefore quite strategic from a defensive point of view, but at the
same time not far from the river so that it can be used as a resource for water supply and as a natural
communication route. Hence we can say that the first connection between Granada and the Darro is
of a functional type: to this, over the centuries, will be added a symbolic and strongly identifying
relationship that has made the Darro the object of all the romantic poetics related to the city of
Granada. The river has been part of the city's image since its pre-cartographic representations. It was
part, together with elements of anthropic matrix such as the walls and the famous fortress of the
Alhambra, of those characteristics that symbolically represented Granada and that made it
recognizable even in the absence of a realistic representation of the city. Even if it is true that the first
cartography of Granada with a more scientific character will arrive only at the end of the 1500s with
the Plataforma of Ambrosio de Vico, we must not commit the mistake of considering less valid the
images which, although not yet real cartographies, were already in Renaissance times valid
instruments of knowledge of the cities, going beyond the mere aesthetic and artistic purpose.

Fig. 2: From left to right: Granada in the book “Libro de las grandezas y cosas memorables de España” of Pedro
de Medina (1494-1567); detail of the chorus of Toledo’s cathedral (end of XV century); “La batalla de la
Higuerula”, fresco in the Escorial Palace (1585-1589).

Some iconographic images dating back to the 15th and 16th centuries are an example of this: in all
three cases the recognition of the city is made possible by the presence of the three elements
aforementioned, demonstrating the strong evocative capacity created by the relationship established
between walls, river and Alhambra.
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2.1 Coverage of the Rio Darro
When Christians arrived in Granada in 1492, an event which marked the finalization of the
"reconquest" and the establishment of the Catholic Kings Isabella of Castile and Ferdinand of Aragon,
the need for a modern representation of the city became more and more evident through a
cartography which would reproduce the new image of the Christian Granada, thus affirming its rebirth
after what was indicated as a Muslim "parenthesis". That is why the Plataforma of Ambrosio de Vico
was created, in cavalier axonometry, to try to give a regular image of the Islamic framework, and with
an east-west orientation, in order to make the Alhambra and the new cathedral built on the ashes of
the ancient mosque perceived, more central in the representation. It was with the Catholic Kings that
the first work of coverage of the Rio Darro took place, as can be seen in the Plataforma: before this
event, in fact, the river flowed uncovered inside the Muslim city, surrounded by walls up to the level of
the current Puerta Real; from here on the path of the Darro continued in the countryside until the
meeting with the Rio Genil, at that time not yet incorporated by the urban expansion of the city.
Although there are no original maps of the city dating back to pre-Christian times, the interest that
began to develop among intellectuals in the 19th century about Granada's Islamic past was the result
of studies of fundamental importance such as the drafting of the Plan of the Arab Granada by Seco de
Lucena in 1910. And it is to this document that all subsequent research has referred to analyze the
transformations that occurred in the ancient city, and it is only in this cartography that we are reported
the course of the Darro in its entirety, before the roof. The study of the different phases that led to the
loss of the river has in fact taken root precisely from the analysis of historical maps that were drawn up
from the sixteenth century onwards. If for the Muslim period we refer to Seco de Lucena and for the
first Christian one looks at Ambrosio de Vico, for the following centuries numerous papers have been
analysed (also given the growing availability of documentation over time), among which:

Fig. 3: The process of covering of Rio Darro and the evolution of the urban fabric around it.







The Dalmau plan (1795), dsigned by Francisco Dalmau was the first cadastral plan of the city
of Granada. It is no longer a symbolic representation, it does not represent a political ideal, but
it seeks scientific data and a will to control and measure the territory as expressed by the grid
into which the plan is divided.
The 1853 plan of Josè Contreras, result of the government's requests to draw up new
topographical plans which were instrumental in planning the modernization and
industrialization interventions of the 19th century. It was therefore a plan that laid the
foundations for the major urban projects that would transform Granada in the years to come.
The 1909 Plan, by the Geographic and Statistical Institute, a fundamental step in the city's
cartographic history: the representation is finally oriented north, and we see two of the great
interventions that have changed the face of the Decimonical Granada, namely the coverage of
the Rio Darro and the demolition of the Gran Via de Colon.

What is interesting for our study is the progressive disappearance of the Rio Darro from the maps,
thus offering us the first opportunity to reconstruct what happened to the city in the different stages of
2
the covering. The research carried out on the "Embovedado" affair in fact, they have never been
disconnected from the analysis of the transformations that have taken place on the urban structure of
the city as a result of this work, nor even less so what happened in parallel to the public spaces of the
2

The "boveda" is literally the vault built to cover the river. The work is always cited in literature as "Embovedado
del Rio Darro".
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city or the decay of infrastructures of fundamental interest such as the ancient walls. It is assumed, in
fact, that the city is a complex organism and whose elements are strongly related, so that research
that claims to focus only on one of them and thus escape from this complexity, would be partial,
inaccurate and absolutely not scientific. The study of cartography was then accompanied by extensive
research carried out by going along the river along the fourteen bridges that crossed it, and collecting
documents, projects, engravings and images that piece by piece describe pieces of the city before and
after the transformation, allowed to make a synthesis on what were the main stages of the work of
covering the Darro.

Fig. 4: Overlap of the river route on the actual urban fabric, with the localization of the ancient bridges.








1515: The first intervention concerned the sector of the current Plaza Nueva, and it was much
earlier than the bourgeois works that would later cover the river in a more massive way. As
already stated, with the "Reconquista" of 1492, the aim was to outline the image of the new
Christian Granada also through the creation of new public spaces that would leave a tangible
mark on the fabric of the city at the end of the Muslim period. Plaza Nueva became the "Plaza
Mayor" of the city, through the coverage of the Rio Darro and the construction of the building
of the Royal Chancellery.
1854: Already in 1791 the possibility of covering the river in the Puerta Real sector was
poured, however it was not at that time that it was realized. In fact, the project became part of
the hygenist aspirations typical of the bourgeois mentality in the 19th century. It was in fact
following two episodes of overflow of the river (the first in 1853, the second in 1851), that work
began between the Puente de la Paja and the Puente del Carmen, completed in 1854.
Three years later, in 1857, it was decided to extend the river cover, going up towards Plaza
Nueva, exactly up to the Puente del Carbon. In 1866 the roof was continued, but this time
southwards, as far as Puente Castañeda, according to a project by the engineer Felipe Mingo.
In the following year, 1867, the Municipality approved the continuation of the roofing in the
section of the former Calle Mendez Nuñez (between Puente del Carbon and Plaza Nueva),
since "the work is of recognized utility and public convenience, since its realization derives
3
from embellishment and comfort, employment and guarantee for the working class [...]" .

3

“La obra es de reconocida utilidad y conveniencia publica, por cuanto su realizacion ha de proporcionar
embellecimiento y comodidad, ocupacion y garancia de las clases industriales y trabajadoras, fomento de la
prosperidad y a la riqueza imponibles en la reconstruccion de los edificios colindantes”. Il Comune di Granada in
un documento del 1867.
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However, it was only in the '80s of the nineteenth century that the coverage of this stretch was
completed.
The undertaking to cover the last stretch of the Rio Darro dates back to the 30s of the
twentieth century. The project by the municipal architect Rodriguez Bolivar was approved in
1933 and the works ended with a civil war already begun. With these works, the city of
Granada completely lost the Rio Darro, and to this day only the stretch that runs along the
Alhambra wood until the entrance of the Plaza Nueva has been reached.

Clearly the city was completely transformed by a work of such magnitude, and one of the first and
main achievements of this research has been to be able to trace a hypothetical reconstruction of the
profile of the urban fabric that ran along the river before its cover, by superimposing it on the current
profile in order to highlight the main changes. The poor and small constructions that had until then
overlooked the banks of the river were replaced by classic bourgeois buildings typical of a modern
commercial street, the current Calle Reyes Catolicos. The economic factor was one of the driving
forces behind the decision to bury the river, as the Darro was considered the main cause of the low
value of the land in the most central part of the city, and therefore its cover and new buildings could
certainly increase the income from the properties located here. The dramatic change in the type of
buildings is evident if we study the ground imprints of the building in the various phases of expansion
of the city, comparing the great gap between the forms of the original Islamic network, and the much
more regular one resulting from the nineteenth-century transformations.

Fig. 5: Analysis of the traces of the buildings in the historic center.

With the construction of the Embovedado, Granada suffers a triple loss: the river that had allowed the
very origin of the city; the eight bridges that for centuries through their names had handed down the
memory of the activities that took place along the different stretches of the river banks (the
shoemakers' bridge, the weavers' bridge, the barbers' bridge, ...); The ancient building fabric, which
together with the Alhambra was the favourite starting point for poets, artists and intellectuals to explore
the romantic aesthetics of ruin. It is therefore a renunciation that goes well beyond a waterway, but
that concerns an integral part of the history and cultural identity of the city.

3.

Planning the recovery of the Rio Darro

While proposing a recovery project, knowing the multiple meanings of Darro river’s loss for the city of
Granada, it is necessary to analyze the new urban context that replaced the ancient path of the river,
evaluating the results of this work, understanding its critical issues and its strengths.
Calle Reyes-Catolicos and Calle Acera of Darro are two different realities in the current configuration
of the urban space of Granada. This is also due to the different moments in which the transformations
have taken place. With the exception of the first intervention on Plaza Nueva, Embovedado’s work
took place in two macro phases: on one hand, the nineteenth-century interventions that gave rise to
Calle Reyes-Catolicos and the area of Puerta Real; on the other, the twentieth-century interventions
that created Calle Acera of Darro.
While the first was built as an elegant commercial road, bordered by squares and bourgeois buildings
and deleting the pre-existing city but identifing it a new image of Granada as it came to our days, the
second has lost the identity attributed to it by the river, of which it now only has the name, not being
able to create new quality spaces, but representing today an ambiguous urban reality so out of context
from the city as we know it.
Today, the two roads are the only trace left back by the river they have covered, a thin scar of the
past. The roads that today bear the name of the bridges that crossed the Darro and the city folds
surrounded by ancient walls, at the height of Plaza Campillo are a trace of the past. It is from this
signs that the project draws to recover the memory of the city.
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These elements will keep the project together, preparing a unified strategy for the intervention, but
capable of a flexibility and several applications that are necessary for an intervention that involves a
part of the city so diversified.
The historical center of Granada is almost totally crossed by the Darro, and even if it is not a
4
particularly large area , it includes a very rich variety of urban scenarios deriving from its history, that
it is necessary to evaluate each time to find the correct intervention strategy. Meeting the modern
city’s needs, it is not possible to rediscover the river all along its route, but only in some stretches. The
aim will be to recreate "suggestions" that make the city of the past perceptible while respecting the
present.
Four different project systems are identified and they will take several forms depending on the
contexts in which they have to be implemented.

Fig. 6: Systems of the project.






The route of Rio Darro becomes a walk that longitudinally crosses the historical centre of the
city.
The traces of the ancient bridges become elements of transversal connection between the
public spaces closest to the river path.
The sign of the ancient wall circuit becomes an element that suggests the boundary between
the oldest and the most recent public spaces, sometimes constituting sidewalks, sometimes
seats, sometimes urban lighting.
The shadows’ system, sensitive to the natural element of water, becomes artificial with the
typical Andalusian curtains, when the river remains covered, or vegetal when the river is
discovered.
What particularly characterizes the first three systems described
is the interest in modeling soil and the materials used. The river is
an element that digs the territory, determines its orography, and in
the same way its sign will have to dig the project (negative
modelling). Backwards, walls are an element that indicates a limit,
a closure, and therefore the project must perceive this suggestion
through the construction of material elements (positive modelling).
The bridges connect two banks at the same height, and in the
project they will be lines close to the ground (flyby modeling),
which connect monuments and public spaces. The materials used
are completely consistent with the elements that are described:
for the part of the project related to the river, we choose river
pebbles, in the form of the "empedrado granadino", the traditional
flooring cross the streets of the ancient borough of Albaycin or of
the villages of the Alpujarra, in the province of Granada. For the
elements that mark the existence of the walls, the material used
should be a mixture of clay and lime, which was used to make the
technique of the ancient "tapial calicastrado" by which were
building Granada’s walls. Finally, for the bridge system we should
use limestone, often used in public spaces in the city.

Fig. 7: The project

3.1 Calle Reyes Catolicos
Rediscovering the river in Calle Reyes-Catolicos would cause
many problems for the city. Its small section would not allow to
use the road, which is of fundamental importance for transport
and as a connection to the Gran Via de Colon. Trades, traditional
festivals and processions during the Semana Santa have made

4

The covered Darro route measures about 1200 metres. The historic centre of Granada is the narrowest part of
its urban development, and this is a direct consequence of the relationship between the city and its landscape:
while expansion to the east was limited by orographic reasons, to the west it was decided to limit urban growth to
preserve the plain to which Granada’s economy is strongly linked, building a ring road on this side that has
therefore "forced" the urban development of the city in a north-south direction.
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the Calle Reyes-Catolicos a relevant part in the collective imagination of Granada. The
recovery’s
intervention will be operated in such a delicate but strongly evocative way. The river is remembered
through a pavement of river pebbles that in the center forms a gutter, so it is possible to reintroduce
the element of water and its auditory perception, in a natural but minimally invasive way. Ancient
bridges’ traces become in this case lines of limestone paving that interrupt the cobblestone
overhanging the gutter, and that push themselves into the streets inside the old town invading the
squares to which they connect (for example the square in front of the Capilla Real or the building of
Corral del Carbon). In these transversal spaces it is possible to find the vegetation, choosing not to
place it along Reyes-Catolicos so that the natural element of the river could remain covered, and
therefore relies on the shade of the typical Andalusian drapes that already cover the road during the
summer months. Rio Darro was also crossed by the ancient Granada’s walls, precisely by the circuit
built in the Zirì era at the end of the 11th century, and here we find its trace according to the forms
previously described: this system expands itself and consequently involves the adjacent squares of
Bib-Rambla and of the Plaza de la Pescaderia. The aim for Calle Reyes-Catolicos is to create the
conditions for a peaceful coexistence of the past and the present, creating measures that will smooth
out the excessive gap between the two parts defined by the road in the urban fabric, and where
spaces and monuments that were once interconnected meet: in this perspective the river is no longer
a cause of separation, but rather becomes an opportunity for reconnection.

Fig. 8: Detail of the project in Calle Reyes Catolicos.

3.2 Calle Acera del Darro
For Calle Acera del Darro, river’s rediscovery it is an interesting opportunity for the regeneration and
the urban recovery of the area. The big road is one of the few streets in the city where people cannot
walk, and is dominated by cars that have taken advantage of this space, especially after construction,
in the 1980s, the so-called "White Bridge" at the confluence of the Rio Darro and Rio Genil, where
Acera del Darro represent an access route for cars in the city. Granada is a city with air pollution levels
are totally inappropriate for its size, and a project that discourages the use of cars in the city centre
would be an opportunity to create a more sustainable city. Most of the streets in the ancient part of the
city have already been dedicated to pedestrian use, limiting traffic as in the Cathedral area or in the
Albaycin district: why then exclude this urban section from the project? Contemporary planning tries to
move cars away from city centres, offering the chance of public, pedestrian and cycle/pedestrian
mobility. In a city like Granada, this is an easily achievable goal, and the Darro's recovery project
moves in this direction.

Fig. 9: Analysis of the actual traffic and project of the new ´traffic system in order to open the river.
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From Puerta Real to Rio Genil, Rio Darro can be released from the tunnel that covered it in the '30s,
creating a pedestrian walk at the level of the river that connects it with Rio Genil, and that on the other
hand allows the entrance to a possible underground path that leads to the remains’ rediscovery of the
ancient bridges under the Calle Reyes-Catolicos. The most relevant of this intervention in this area is
the current square of the Fuente de las Batallas, which is transformed into a public space on two
levels by exploiting the current excavation of the underground car park. Clearly, according to the
project, when the river is discovered, the natural element can be emphasized by vegetation, and
river’s banks are paved in cobblestones. The ancient bridges that crossed Rio Darro here (and whose
name derives from the cross roads to Acera del Darroancora, the "PuenteCastaneda" and the "Puente
de la Vigen") are reconstructed and used here as a cross link to involve in the intervention also the
calle San Anton and the Carrera de la Virgen.

Fig. 10: Detail of the project in Calle Acera del Darro.

4.

Conclusions

The study opened interesting questions about the development of the city of Granada in relation to its
river, the Darro. Water and its incessant flow are the elements that most insinuate nature into the
urban environment. It is at the meeting between these two systems that the city can take the
opportunity to rethink its urban structure, being in this relationship architecture-nature the seed that
gave rise to the history of cities. In a context like Granada, the operation of restoring its river requires
an effort worth making if you intend history and nature as a system: this is the reason why the
uniqueness of Granada, a city that faces a territory whose panorama is always strongly present in the
image of Sierra Nevada and of the views of the Alhambra, or of the Albaycin hill, where the remains of
the ancient Zirì walls still wind, or of the Rio Genil, which slowly flows towards its "vega" to which the
development of Granada is so strongly linked. Rio Darro is part of this system, and it is where we must
look for a point of contact between history and landscape that characterize the city. If this contact
represents the city’s evolution until now, it would be interesting to continue investigating the
possibilities that this link can continue to offer for its future development.
“Granada tiene dos paseos para cantar, el Salon y la Alhambra, y uno para llorar, la Alameda de los
Tristes, verdadero vertice de todo el romanticismo europeo. Hay dos valles. Dos rios. En ellos el
augua ya no canta, es un sordo rumor, una niebla mezclada con los chorros de viento que manda la
5
Sierra. El Genil, coronado de chopos, y el Darro, coronado de lirios.”

5

"Granada has two walks to sing about, the Salon and the Alhambra, and one to cry about, the Alameda de los
Tristes, the real highlight of all European romanticism. There are two valleys. Two rivers. In them the augua no
longer sings, it is a dull rumour, a mist mixed with the jets of wind that the Sierra sends. The Genil, crowned with
poplars, and the Darro, crowned with lilies.". Fragment of "How a city sings from November to November",
Federico García Lorca lecture, 1933.
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Abstract

The new Italian Procurement Code - L.D. n.50, 2016 – implementing the 2014 European Union
Directives, has introduced Building Information Modeling as an innovative approach to digitalize the
st
construction sector. The recent Decree n. 560 of December 1 2017 defines the methods and
schedule for the gradual introduction of the BIM for the design, execution and management of
construction works. BIM procedures involve a radical change in the design approach that goes from
the graphical representation to the simulation of a process, both in the field of new constructions and
in the field of Cultural Heritage conservation. In this perspective the article shows the results of a
survey carried out on historic buildings. It aimed at verifying how much the modeling has remained
confined to a low level of development (LOD A, according to the UNI 11337 standard is linked to a
merely symbolic level) and those who have gone further by integrating specific and detailed
information that allow real time to evaluate the sustainability of different alternatives. The article, which
represents a first step of an ongoing research, starting from the regulatory framework of the BIM in
Italy, highlights its potential (Section 1); the issue of the evaluation is deepened (Section 2), with
particular reference to the 5D-BIM Project cost management and to the Heritage Building Information
Modeling (HBIM).
Keywords: design, BIM, evaluation

1.
BIM in Italy: regulatory framework and the potential in the construction
sector
The new Italian Procurement Code - Legislative Decree n.50, 2016 - implementing the 2014 European
Union Directives, reorganizes completely the regulatory framework in terms of public contracts relating
to works, services and supplies. One of the main innovation is the «rationalization of the design
activities and the connected verifies through the progressive use of specific electronic methods and
tools as that of modeling for building and infrastructures» (art.23, Design Levels, subsection 1, letter
h). Both for new works and renewal and requalification interventions or variants, the procuring entities
may require the use of this specific electronic methods and tools (art. 23, subsection 13). The
implementing decree establishes modalities and times, making mandatory the use of the Building
Information Modeling starting from 2019 (B.I.M. Decree, Ministerial Decree 560/2017).
Although exist several definitions of B.I.M. (introduced a long time ago in USA and in other European
countries), it can be summarized as a virtual environment able to store all the information on the
architectural design, on the specifications of the employed products, on the logistic, on the sequence
of the interventions to realize for the construction and on the costs for the realization, management
and maintenance of the work [1]. This ”platform” allows to share knowledge and to communicate
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among the several stakeholders involved in the whole Life Cycle of the building. In this perspective the
“evaluation process” becomes determinant and its task is complex. [2].
On one hand, the evaluation should increase the quality of the decisional process - both technical and
political-, both in term of resources allocation (monetary, human, territorial, etc.) and in terms of effects
or impacts. On the other, the evaluation influences the efficiency of all the programming, assuring a
rational basis for the use of the resources to be deployed in the implementation.
In the Italian system of production of public works one of the main problems is represented by the time
and the costs. The 2014 Report by the Italian Department for the Economic Development and
Cohesion (DPS), concerning the times and expenditure of the infrastructure investments, highlights
that the times for the realization of the works are very long and they are frequently associated with an
increase of the costs. According to the report, if the interventions of an amount inferior to 100 million
euros are completed in 2,9 years on average, the works of an amount greater than 100 million euros,
take more than 14 years are necessary. Specifically, the weight of “crossing times” (the time
necessary to pass from a procedural stage to the next one) is particularly relevant [3].
This framework emphasizes another typical problem in the Italian system of production of public
works: the low attention to the design phase.
As shown in Figure 1, inside the whole Life Cycle of the building (programming, concept, design;
construction; use and maintenance) the early stage of design has a very high potential in influencing
the full life cycle and its costs, which decreases over the years.

Fig. 1: Influence of design decisions on the Life Cycle Costs (source: [2])
In that same phase a huge amount of information has to be processed quickly and crucial decisions
must be taken. About the 75% of the costs of the building product are already fixed during the
planning/design phase and, in this same phase, it is possible to make corrections. Also in this
perspective the advantages in the use of the BIM model are several: more efficiency and productivity,
less downtime, less costs, a more rigorous and coherent control of the project. Further, a project
conceived with the BIM approach gives the possibility to the commission to have a virtual elaboration
of the Life Cycle of the building and so, is more simple monitoring the obsolescence of materials and
better programming the maintenance.
Regarding the trend in the use of BIM in the public competitive procurements, it is interesting to
highlight what emerges from the recent OICE Report (2018): although actually the BIM competitions
cover a minimal share of the entire public demand - only the 1,4% in number on the total for
architecture and engineering services and the 2,5% in value-, the 2017 was a turning point because
the competitions have tripled: from the 26 competitions on 2016 to the 86 on 2017 (in the 2015 had
been only 4). A meaningful increase of 70%, probably due to the approval of the BIM Decree
(Ministerial Decree 560/2017). With reference to the subdivision for typology of intervention the BIM
competitions detected in 2017 anticipate a tendency to which all the design will have to address: that
of renewal and requalification interventions of the existing built environment. [4].
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With specific reference to the Cultural Heritage, the new Italian Procurement Code, at the cape III (art.
146 – 151) governs also the procurements in the sector of Cultural Heritage. In order to implement it,
the Regulation 154/2017 was adopted (MiBACT -Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali e del
Turismo). Although missing any explicit reference, also in the field of Cultural Heritage the introduction
of the Historic BIM (HBIM) for the “design, execution and management” in the process of conservation
and valorization, has become unavoidable, also if in Italy it is still an emerging sector (as in the section
2.3 of the article).
Occurs remember that in Italy the protection and the management of Cultural Heritage is regulated by
the Italian Code of the Cultural and Landscape Heritage (L.D. n. 42/2004, art.106). The Article 29
establishes that the conservation of the cultural heritage is ensured by means of a consistent,
co-ordinated and “programmed” activity of study, prevention, maintenance and restoration.
Therefore each activity must be carefully co-ordinated and programmed with the others so that all the
interventions complement each other in the overall conservation process, considering the entire life
cycle of the cultural asset. Also in this perspective the advantages and the potential of the use of the
HBIM are relevant.

Fig. 2: Monthly trends of the number of the BIM competitions (source: Rapporto OICE gare BIM 2017)
Especially in the field of the restoration of the monuments, where the “unexpected” are even more
frequent compared to an ordinary building site, the HBIM seems the most efficacious methodology to
achieve: a more precise knowledge of the status quo, essential assumption for the most correct
choices of intervention; the control of the time and the cost, and, indeed, the programming of the
successive actions of maintenance.

2.

BIM and Evaluation

2.1 Introduction
The novel methodologies to draft projects using advanced technologies and electronic tools, dictate an
update in architects’ profession. Designers and evaluators who deal with architectural works, must
absorb the rationale that presides over the new way of dealing with the building process; in order not
to be left out of this unstoppable process they are called to make their contribution [5].
In the field of restoration and maintenance of historic buildings, the first step for HBIM (Heritage
Building Information Modeling) is to build a 3D model that simulates the building. In this perspective,
the detection techniques can no longer be linked only to the geometric and dimensional characteristics
of the building itself, but must also include qualitative and performance information of all the technical
and architectural elements that compose it.
The model’s effectiveness, however, will depend not only on the amount of information collected for
each element, but also on the knowledge that the designer has of construction technologies. The
added value linked to his professional experience is an essential condition for identifying the required
restoration and maintenance interventions. In fact, the more the virtual model will adhere to reality, the
more reliable will be the selection of the design alternative which , at certain costs, will optimize the
quality performance of the technical elements over time.
Using the methodologies of Building Information Modeling for buildings of cultural historicaI interest is
not trivial, as their variety and complexity often makes harder to figure out all the parts of which they
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are composed. The model must start from the comprehension and analytical graphic rendering of all
the parts that make up the building.
The studies conducted and published in recent years, show how up to now HBIM has been used
above all for the graphic restitution of buildings, such as a CAD system, and therefore used at the
minimum of its potential.
2.2 5D-BIM Project cost management
Designing in BIM means overturning the logic to which we have been accustomed, in fact we must
move from the graphic representation of the work to its simulation.
The change, which is now unavoidable, given the rules set by the new legislation on public
procurement, brings with it some important methodological consequences.
Up to now, design was carried out in subsequent phases: from the more general design, with a scale
of representation that framed the work at territorial level, it gradually passed to the more detailed one.
In the building process the design and construction phases were substantially different. The design
phase could be considered completed even at preliminary level and, relying on integrated contracts,
design choices and construction details were delegated to the phase in which the work itself was
carried out. Even if the designer got to the stage of conceiving the executive design, it often referred to
generic constructive details not localizable within the project [6].
The widespread inability of designers to assess the economic and production consequences of their
choices, and also the ineffectiveness of the tools used to control costs, left a very wide decisionmaking margin for the executing companies. The consequence was increase in time and costs against
poor quality. Practically, quantity surveying was used to establish the cost of work once design
choices had already been made, and was drawn up following a business logic linked to work orders
carried out on site. It was not a tool to compare costs and productivity of different technical elements
and therefore useful for making design choices.
Now, with the BIM design, we can no longer disregard to know on the feasibility of the details, the 3D
model is no longer an "attractive representation" that at the end of the project gives to nonprofessionals an idea of the envelope, but it is as if it were a "general rehearsal".
The virtual model is obtained in fact from the aggregation of elements belonging to catalogs, just as
the work is the result of the assembly of technical elements. The cost related to its construction is the
product between the physical quantities of its elements and the costs of building them. Each element
has a specific role and can be made with different technologies, and its costs will differ depending on
breakdown of the products composing it and on the construction procedures.
The total cost of the work will therefore be a function of the parametric cost of each technical element,
and its total cost will include, in addition to construction costs, the maintenance costs incurred over a
specific period and the disposal costs [7] [8].
This technological revolution can be an opportunity to rethink the tools and timing of the computation.
Building Information Modeling provides both opportunities and challenges for the project cost
management profession [9] as it does not focus only on 3D modeling but it is also defined by further
dimensions.

Fig. 3: BIM dimension (source: Alberto Pavan UNI 11337-2017)
The UNI 11337, for example, the Italian BIM standard, in parts 5 and 6, requires to specify 7
dimensions:
• methods for planning management (4D-Programming)
• methods for economic data management (5D-Computations, appraisals and evaluations)
• methods for information management (6D-Use, management, maintenance and disposal)
• methods to manage externalities (7D - Social, economic and environmental sustainability)
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and encodes information on the elements in catalogs, LOD (Level of Development / Detail / Definition),
with letters from A to G, and for each letter defines graphical characteristics (LOG Level of Geometry)
and attributes (LOI Level of Information) of the elements. The choice of coding LODs with letters,
1
2
unlike numbers as in UK or USA , shows how UNI's LODs, that replace the scale concept of graphic
representation, have been adapted to the Italian reality

Fig. 4 Level of development (source: Alberto Pavan UNI 11337-2017)
In the fifth dimension, the computation will be carried out according to the parametric impact that
components have on the project [10]; this change, compared to actual practice, will impact also on
price lists. Starting to control costs at the design phase, will certainly lead to optimize them as
demonstrated also by an analysis conducted in 2013 on 35 selected cases [11].
2.3 Evaluation in the Heritage Building Information Modeling
In Italy, in view also of the land use reduction policies in force, maintenance and restoration of
buildings have attract renewed interest and along with that, the analysis of elements’ degradation and
of the maintenance costs necessary to contain the phenomena. In BIM models this means that we will
refer above all to the LOD level F and LOD level G.
The levels from A to E are not significant in the restoration and recovery of buildings except for some
simplifications while it is only in level F that the objects virtually show the reality detected at the place
of the intervention (as-built). In level F, in fact, the quantitative and qualitative characteristics are
specific to the individual elements. Furthermore, for each individual product, management,
maintenance and / or repair interventions are defined and how they should to be carried out over a
period of time. In level G the elements in the model show the dynamic and updated virtualization of the
actual state and therefore the representation is made with respect to a previous state. Any type of
intervention is noted and levels of degradation are monitored and updated. The procedure is very
complex both for the heterogeneity of the elements and for types of degradation that depend on
multiple causes. The causes of degradation can indeed be intrinsic, linked to the location, to
constructional defects, materials or construction technologies; or extrinsic linked to the action of time
and use. The effects may bring to physical, chemical, surface or structural alterations. Considering the
degradation of an asset as a result of the degradation processes of its elements, the cost of
recovering buildings of historical interest will be the sum of the costs necessary to eliminate the
deterioration in all the elements involved, to bring the building back to an appropriate level of
performance. Case-studies are very complex and still very few researches have dealt with BIM models
for restoration while most stop at 3D level.

1

The American Institute of Architects (AIA) published Ducument G202-2013 Project Building Information Modelling
Protocol. The Level of Development LOD identify the specific minimum content requirements.
2
In UK, la direttiva PAS 1192-2 (Specification for information management for the capital/delivery phase of construction
projects using building information modelling) specifies two components for the Level of Definition: Level of detail (LOD),
regarding the graphic content of the models.; Level of information (LOI), regarding the no-graphic content of the models.
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Fig. 5 BIM Articles Scopus (source: Kore Bim Research Group - 2018)
A survey carried out on scientific articles indexed Scopus (www.scopus.com) that deal with issues
related to the BIM, shows that out of 166 published from 2007 to date, only 20 have to do with
interventions on buildings of historical interest (HBIM), all recently published. Of these 20, half is by
Italian authors, not surprisingly - given the vast artistic and cultural heritage of the country.
The papers dealing with the computational part (5DBIM) outnumber HBIM papers and most of them
are written by foreign authors. It is significant. No one is dealing with historical building modeling. It is
an opportunity to open a new interesting line of research .
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Abstract
Energy efficiency in buildings is an important goal of policy and strategy in Europe. According to the
upgraded version of the Energy Performance of Building Directive, which requires Nearly Zero-Energy
Buildings (NZEBs) as target from 2018 onwards, a challenging input is the development of a new
generation of adaptive and dynamic facades. These envelope systems allow answering the necessity
to improve the indoor environmental quality and to facilitate the exploitation of renewable energy
sources at the building scale. Moreover, adaptive and dynamic facade are able to respond intelligently
to the changing outdoor conditions and occupants needs, reducing the transmission losses and
increasing the use of solar energy and daylight.
The present work displays the first step of the WALLED project that is focused on design, testing and
construction of a smart facade system composed by new materials, sensors and Solid State Lighting
(SSL) technologies. The components of the "WALLED system" will be designed as modular elements
that can be applied in external envelopes of new or refurbished buildings located worldwide. In detail,
this study aims to investigate and compare several examples of transparent materials presented in
scientific works as possible envelope systems. This analysis is necessary to identify the materials that
can be used as "second skin" of buildings and to define the preferable application field for each one.
Keywords: adaptive facades; dynamic facades; envelope systems; transparent materials; opaque
materials

1.

Introduction

In 2012, buildings contributed to the final energy consumption in Europe for about 40% and their stock
was responsible for about 36% of the EU total CO2 emissions [1]. The main European legislations
suggesting the reduction of energy consumption and the improvement of energy efficiency are the
Energy Performance of Buildings Directive [2], and its recast [3]. The latter established that buildings
occupied by public authorities and private buildings have to become nearly zero energy buildings
(NZEBs) by 2018 and 2020 respectively. Moreover, the EPBD recast introduced the concept of costoptimality, which implies energy efficient solutions with minimal life-cycle costs.
In 2012, the Delegated Regulation 244 [4] proposed a comparative methodology to derive cost-optimal
levels of minimum energy performance requirements for buildings and building elements. In the same
year, the Energy Efficiency Directive [5] underlined the importance of using the energy efficiently at all
stages of the energy chain and provided a set of binding measures to help the EU in reaching its 20%
energy efficiency target by 2020.
On the 30 November 2016 the Commission proposed an update to the Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive to promote the use of smart technology in buildings and to streamline the existing
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rules [6]. The Commission also published a new buildings database – the EU Building Stock
Observatory – to track the energy performance of buildings across Europe.
On 19 December 2017, the European Commission updated the Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive introducing a series of measures to accelerate the cost-effective renovation of existing
buildings. Provisions on smart technologies and technical building systems, including automation, will
also be introduced into the scope of the Directive.
According to the European directive, building envelope should not be considered any more as a “static
barrier” towards the outdoor environment, but should be designed as a “selective filter” incorporating
the functions of tempering, storing, redirecting, transforming or rejecting the energy and mass flow
between the outdoor and the indoor environment. Aiming at maximizing the energy saving and the
indoor environmental comfort, adaptive and dynamic facades able to tune their physical properties
according to changing boundary conditions provides an important contribution. Depending on the
spatial resolution at which the variation of physical properties takes place, two scales of adaptation
mechanisms can be identified: adaptations in macroscale are influenced by the operating modes of
the façade (i.e. photovoltaic elements, operable shading devices), while adaptations in microscale are
provided by the physical properties of the material inserted in the building envelope (i.e. electro- and
thermochromics, phase change). These materials can be integrated into building envelope
components, either transparent or opaque, to vary their solar properties (transmission, absorption and
reflection coefficients), heat transfer (thermal conductivity) and heat storage (specific thermal capacity)
properties [7].
In the last decade, several scientific works identified different categories of adaptive façade, such as
adaptive glazing [8] [7] [9], phase change materials [10] [11], solar facades [12] and daylighting
systems [13], while others break the field down into many smaller sub-groups, with a primary focus on
the system and component-level [14] [8]. Despite the differences in terminologies applied in each
classification, [8] stated that the collection of information about the environment (sensing, feeling), the
process of the acquired information (computing, extrinsic vs. intrinsic control types, etc.) and the
application of the physical actions responding to the status of outside and inside environment (kinetics,
actuating, folding, sliding, expanding, transforming, etc.) are the three main stages useful for the
development of adaptive facades.
This paper presents the first step of the ongoing research that is focused on design, testing and
construction of a smart facade system composed by new materials, sensors and Solid State Lighting
(SSL) technologies. The analysis of the state of the art allowed to identify the properties of several
adaptive glazing technologies (section 2) and to analyze the transparent adaptive materials currently
available on the market (section 3).

2.

Transparent adaptive materials for building envelope integration

The huge progress in the field of materials science, mostly in nanomaterials or smart materials,
allowed to develop and introduce in the market a new class of highly innovative dynamic glazing
systems [9] [15] [16] [17] [18].
The latter are able to enhance the environmental performance of buildings by modulating thermal
energy and incident light, controlling the incoming solar radiation, guaranteeing maximum visual
comfort and manage the best solar gain in hot and cold season [15] [19]. These performances are
achieved by inserting functional layers between two coats of glass, able to modulate their transmission
and/or absorption coefﬁcients depending on the wavelength. Dynamic glazing can be distinguished,
according to their operation, in passive and active (Fig. 1). In the following, those technologies are
presented addressing their characteristics, performance and operation.

Fig. 1: Smart glazing for the building envelope.
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Devices

2.1 Passive glazing dynamic control
The passive glazing, thanks to a change in the internal energy of the adaptive layer, are self-regulated
systems automatically responding to natural stimuli such as light (photochromic) or heat
(thermochroic, phase changes materials).
Photochromic (PC) materials changes their color reversibly when a sunlight radiation occurs thus,
when this stimulus finishes, the system returns to the initial state. Photo-chromatism characterizes
several chemical compounds, which generally are organic, and is triggered by the photolysis of the
crystals suspended in the inert glass. When the light has a low energy content, the crystalline structure
does not disperse light appreciably and the system is transparent whereas, when the energy level of
light becomes higher, the crystalline structure modifies reducing the transmission coefficient [20].
Differently from PC, thermocromic (TC) materials changes colors and optical properties in relation to
temperature variation. Particularly, when the temperature increases and reaches a critical value, a
transition from semiconductor to metal occurs and the reflection of infrared radiations is made up [15].
The adaptive layer in TC glazing is usually constitute by vanadium oxide (VO2) [21] but also polymers
are applied [22].
Other devices that modifies in response to temperature variation are the Phase Changes Materials
(PCM), that have the ability to switch from solid to liquid state and vice versa. In these systems, the
outer glazing units contains a prismatic filter that reflects the higher angle sunlight (summer) back out
and transmits the low-angle sunlight (winter) into the inner unit encapsulating the PCM in sealed
polycarbonates.
During the melting process the specific heat of PCM increases and a large quantity of energy is
absorbed while, when the external temperature decreases below the melting point, the PCM solidify
and releases the stored energy into the building. The main effects of this process are the reduction of
heat flow from outdoor to indoor space during daytime and the decrease of the building energy load in
peak hours [10].
The Comparison between the main properties of passive glazing systems, shows that PC and TC are
able to reduce the solar heat gain coefficient and thus they should be preferably applied in hot climate.
Moreover, the PCM ability to decrease cooling by absorbing and releasing heat makes this device
preferable in cold climate (Tab. 1).
Maximum
commercialized
size (mm)

PC

TC
PCM

3000 × 2000

Visible Light
Transmission
(%)
90.7
(coated glass-clear)
53.4
(coated glass-tinted)
50 (25°C)
12 (65°C)
8–28 (solid state)
12–44 (liquid state)

Properties
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient
(%)

References
Thermal
transmittance
(W/m2K)

88 (coated glass-clear)
78 (coated glass-tinted)

5.52

[20]

29 (25°C)
13 (65°C)
33 (winter months, solid state)
6 (summer months, solid state)
35 (winter months, liquid state)
9 (summer months, liquid state)

1.36

[15]

0.48

[23]

Tab. 1: Characteristics of the passive dynamic glazing. The properties of the PCM device are about a tripleglazed glass developed by the GlassX company [24].

2.2 Active glazing dynamic control
Unlike passive devices, which modifies after natural stimuli, active glazing are user’s adjustable
systems and respond to an external electrical stimulus by changing their optical characteristics. This
modulation occurs in different forms such as absorbance, reflectance or scattering. The main
electrically controlled active systems on the market include electrochromic glass (EC), suspended
particle device (SPD) and liquid crystal device (LCD), their characteristics are shown in Tab. 2.
EC materials change color autonomously and reversibly due to oxidation or reduction reactions to
external electrical stimulus. An electrochromic device is composed by five layers coating applied to the
glass pane constituted by an electron accumulation layer, an ion conductor layer, an electrode layer
and two outer layers in transparent conductive oxides (
Electrochromic

Nanocrystal

Gasochromic

Elecrokinetic pixel
window
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Elastomer deformation
tunable window

Clear
Dark

Fig. 2). When voltage is applied, ions pass from the accumulation layer to the electrode determining a
change in color from transparent to dark in the electrode layer (cathodic coloration), or in the
accumulation layer (anodic coloration) or in both according to the electrochromic materials employed
[25]. The device is made transparent again by turning off the electrical stimulus and reporting the ions
to the accumulation layer.
The electrochromic material generally applied for glazing devices (tungsten trioxide or niobium
pentoxide) triggers a blue coloration and a transparency modulation from clear (device off) to dark
(device on) articulates in four intermediate states.
The slow switching speed (between 5 and 12 min, depending on the panel size) makes difficult to cope
with short duration luminosity changes such as clouds covering and unveiling the sun over minute
intervals [9]. However, Electrochromic glazing is the active dynamic glazing with the best proven
durability, with commercial products offering 10-year warranty and boasting a theoretical service life
from 30 up to 50 years [9].
Other commercialized active glazing are SPD and LCD devices. Both of them modulate the optical
properties applying an electromagnetic ﬁeld that align the suspended particles or the liquid crystals
allowing the light to pass through it. This operation model asks for an electrical energy demand
(ranging between 0.55 and 10 W/m2) higher than EC (0.4 W/m2) materials because continuous stable
potential difference to maintain a certain state is required (Tab. 2).
Among these technologies, each with different characteristics, performances and cost, only
electrochromic are fully sustainable for building envelope, whereas SPD are commonly used in
vehicles and LCD in interiors privacy glass [9].

Suspended
particle device

1524 x any
length

Unlimited

65
0.5

57
6

Blue

Liquid crystal
device

1828x3567

2

75
50

69
55

1.59*

Electrochromic

1550x4400

4

60
1

49
6

1.64

Elastomer
deformation
tunable
window
Elecrokinetic
pixel window

2

4

Nanocrystal

3

Gasochromic

2

Liquid infill
tunable
window

2

75
22
93
2
54
15

91
7
65
28

68
16

47
18

Clear
Bronze
Gray
Green
Blue
Green

Switching speed
(s)

Power
requirement for
state
maintenance
(W/m2)

Power
requirement for
state transition
(W/m2)

Colors

Thermal
transmittance
(W/m2K)

Solar Heat Gain
Coefficient
(clear-dark %)

Visible Light
Transmission
(clear-dark %)

Maximum
commercialized
size (mm)

Devices

Operating modes

Properties

5

0.55

1-3

5-10

5-10

40x10-3

2.5

0.4

3x1017.2x101

Neutral

<1

Any

10

Blue

Few
minutes

Blue

12.5

none

<60

Green

Tab. 2: Characteristics of the main active dynamic glazing. Several information were retrieved from [5], while
others derive from [15] are highlighted by the star symbol.
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The EC glazing available on the market controls the visible light transmission and the near infrared
transmittance simultaneously achieving limited selectivity. Recently, new prototypal transparent
material showing independent electrochromic features in both, visible and infrared portions of the solar
spectrum were hypothesized. Particularly, the main aim of the scientific research was controlling the
windows properties separately by either, refining the existent technologies through nanotechnology
applied to electro-chemical operation (nanocrystal) or employing alternative approaches such as
chemocromic (gasochromic), polarized particles (elecrokinetic pixel), electro-mechanical (elastomer
deformation tunable windows) or purely mechanical (liquid infill windows). The characteristics of the
main chromogenic emerging technologies are provided in Tab. 2.
The nanocrystal-in-glass electrochromic (NC) is composed by Indium tin-oxide nanocrystal embedded
in a glass matrix of niobium oxide (
Nanocrystal

Gasochromic

Elecrokinetic pixel
window

Elastomer deformation
tunable window

Dark

Clear

Electrochromic

Fig. 2). This technology obscuration is triggered by absorbing ions and losing electrons from a donor
layer, like conventional EC glass does. At open circuit voltage (4.0 V) both nanocrystals and glass
matrix are in a clear state however, a voltage reduction at first (to 2.3 V) increases ions carriers in the
nanocrystals blocking near infrared radiation and then (to 1.5 V) decreases the niobium oxide,
blocking the visible light. Hence, three switching configurations can be identified: (i) a clear state,
where visible light and near infrared enter undisturbed; (ii) a cool state, that blocks near infrared
transmittance but not the visible light access and (iii) a dark state, that limits the passage of both heat
and natural light [9].
In gasochromic (GS) glazing, the adaptive layer is made of a thin porous film of tungsten oxide
covered by a platinum or palladium catalyst [15]. This devices switches in tinted state after the
exposure to hydrogen whereas, reverts to clear state when oxygen is introduced (
Nanocrystal

Gasochromic

Elecrokinetic pixel
window

Elastomer deformation
tunable window

Dark

Clear

Electrochromic

Fig. 2). Compared to EC glazing, gasochromics devices already on the market are cheaper, because
has a simpler manufacturing process, and have faster switching times (about 10 times quicker), but at
the moment they present a limited operating range (−34% for visible light transmission and −8% for
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient) and require additional piping for installation [9].
Electrokinetic pixel window technology address the color issue by introducing the possibility to
modulate hue and temperature of incoming visible light. The system employs two planar electrodes
controlling an electrophoretic dispersion of complementary colors (usually blue/yellow for window
applications) characterized by opposite electrical charges. According to the positive or negative
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electrical charge supplied, the color particles moves towards the upper, inferior or perimeter electrode.
This technology allows to obtain two neutral state: (i) dark, where there is not electrodes charged and
both color particles are mixed in uniform dispersion; (ii) clear, where the color particles compacts
towards the perimeter and lower electrode. Moreover, cold or warm hue can be achieved. In the first,
blue particles disperse and yellow particles compacts around the perimeter electrode while the second
shows an opposite operation [9].
Elastomer-deformation tunable windows are still prototypal technology based on mechanical rather
than electrochemical mechanisms. Similarly to LCD glazing, this devices are able to vary from a clear
to a tinted opaque state without blocking the diffusion of light. This effect is achieved inserting the
glass or polymer pane between two transparent dielectric elastomer layers covered with a network of
electrically conducting silver nanowires (
Nanocrystal

Gasochromic

Elecrokinetic pixel
window

Elastomer deformation
tunable window

Dark

Clear

Electrochromic

Fig. 2). Applying a voltage, the nanowires turn into electrodes which moves toward each other
deforming the two elastomer layers below. The irregular roughness of the surface, which is due to the
uneven distribution of nanowires, triggers the refraction of light at all wavelengths and the decrease of
optical transmittance while remaining perfectly color neutral [26].
Other prototypal devices are the liquid infill windows, that shadow the room by pumping liquids in or
out the insulated glass unit. Particularly, a hydraulic pump fills the sealed cavity bottom-up with the
shading fluid, while the gas is extracted to a dedicated tank, resulting in an integrated sun screen able
to block unwanted light/heat and tunable at different liquid heights [27].
Nanocrystal

Gasochromic

Elecrokinetic pixel
window

Elastomer deformation
tunable window

Dark

Clear

Electrochromic

Fig. 2: Innovative glazing operating scheme ( [9] modified).

According to [7], the performance of adaptive glazing systems can be characterized by their ability to
modulate the total solar heat gain coefﬁcient (SHGC), which is the proportion of direct and indirect
solar radiation transmitted through the glazing, and the visible light transmission (VLT), which is the
portion of solar visible radiation transmitted through the glazing.
A low SHGC would be desirable for buildings with high cooling load (e.g. tropical and hot climates),
whereas a high SHGC would be beneficial for buildings with passive heating requirements (e.g. cold
climate conditions) [28].
Moreover, a glazing unit with high VLT can reduce the electric lighting load and its associated cooling
load [28]. In Fig. 3, the modulation capability of the active glazing technologies is shown.
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100
90
Suspended particle device

80

Visible Light Transmission (%)

70

Liquid crystal device

60
Electrochromic
50
40

Nanocrystal

30

Gasochromic

20
Liquid infill tunable window
10

0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (%)

Fig. 3: Solar heat gain coefficient and visible light transmission of active glazing technologies. The two points drown
for each device represents their clear and dark states. The passage between these states implies intermediate phases following not
known functions; the dotted lines are only used to immediately identify the representative points of each material.

Regardless of the climate type, windows should have the heat transfer coefficient as low as possible
(specially in cold climates) and the visible light transmission as high as possible (this is less important
in hot climates, since very high visible light transmittance increases building cooling load). Differently,
the solar heat gain coefficient depends on the climate and have to be high and low for cold and hot
climates respectively. As shown in Fig. 3, the active adaptive glazing can be useful in the hot climate
but may fail to satisfy cold climate requirements. With minor visible transmittance enhancement these
windows may be applied in tempered climate.

3.

Transparent adaptive materials currently available on the market

PCM

3000 x 2000

2800 x 1500

2800 x 1500

GREENLITEGLASS
SYSTEM
Glassx crystal

GREENLITEGLASS
SYSTEM
Glassx prism

GREENLITEGLASS
SYSTEM
Glassx comfort

Solid

0 - 28

Liquid

4 - 45

Solid

54

Solid

0 - 38

Liquid

4 - 55

Winter
months:
34 - 40
Summer
months:
17 - 22

0.48

Winter
months:
34 – 40

0.49

Summer
months:
17 - 22
53
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0.49

References

Switching
speed (s)

Thermal
transmittance
(W/m2K)

Name

Solar Heat
Gain
Coefficient
(%)

Visible Light
Transmission
(%)

State

Maximum
commercialized
size (mm)

Devices

Numerous are the experiments recently carried out to improve the thermal and optical performances
of the glass but only some of the technologies listed in the previous section are already produced.
Aiming at identifying the adaptive windows available on the market, a merchandise study was made.
The analysis of the information collected in Tab. 3 showed that the values of the visible solar
transmittance and of the solar heat gain coefficient varies from 0 and 75% and from 0 to 67%
respectively. Moreover, the visible solar transmittance decreases upon decreasing the thermal
transmittance values.

[29]

3000 x 2000

2800 x 1500

TC

SPD

990 x 2800

GREENLITEGLASS
SYSTEM
Glassx comfort slim
GREENLITEGLASS
SYSTEM
Glassx comfort “store”
PILKINGTON
Single layer
PILKINGTON
Double glazing

PILKINGTON
Triple glazing
SMART GLASS

LCD

2900 x 2900

AGLATEC

EC

1350 x 3300

SMART FILMS
Double glazing

SMART FILMS
Triple glazing

1350 x 3300

1524 x 3048

1828 x 3048

ECONTROL
Double glazing
ECONTROL
Triple glazing
SAGEGLASS
(da
verificare rispetto a
quello in prova a BN)
VIEW
DYNAMIC
GLASS
Double Glazing

VIEW
DYNAMIC
GLASS
Triple Glazing

Solid

0 - 38

Liquid

4 - 55

53

Solid

0 - 38

Liquid

4 - 55

Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear

Dark

62
10
56
9
48
8
51
9
25
22
20
1

Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark

75
55
55
10
57
15
51
9
52
13
56
10
51
9
60
1

41
10
43
13
36
8
36
10
42
10
36
8
41
9

1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.1
1.1
0.5
0.5
0.28

Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark
Clear
Dark

58
1
37
1
29
1
44
1
28
1
45
1
50
1
57
1
55
1
54
1
52
1
44
1

41
9
39
9
39
9
42
8
38
9
38
9
33
7
39
7
41
9
40
9
37
7
30
5

1.6

67
44
46
21
34
14
39
16
43
39
35
37
33
30

5.4
5.4
1.1
1.1
1.0
1.0
0.7
0.7
0.24

[30]

[31]

0.24

<0,1

[32]
[33]

[34]

900 - 1200

[35]

[36]

1.4
1.3
1.6

1.2
0.8

Tab. 3: Characteristics of the main adaptive windows commercially available.

4.

Conclusion

The huge progress in the field of materials science allowed to develop innovative dynamic glazing
systems able to enhance the environmental performance of buildings by modulating thermal energy
and incident light, controlling the incoming solar radiation, guaranteeing maximum visual comfort and
manage the best solar gain in hot and cold seasons. According to the device operation, windows are
able to enhance their performances passively or actively. The passive glazing are self-regulated
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systems automatically responding to natural stimuli, while the active once are user’s adjustable
systems and respond to an external electrical stimulus by changing their optical characteristics.
In relation to climate types, it was agreed that photochromic, thermochroic and active adaptive glazing
should be preferably applied in hot climate, while phase changes materials fits better in cold climate.
Analyzing the adaptive windows available on the market, values of visible solar transmittance and
solar heat gain coefficient varying from 0 and 75% and from 0 to 67% respectively were identified.
Moreover, it was noted that the visible solar transmittance decreases upon decreasing the thermal
transmittance values.
Adaptive windows represent one of the most promising solutions for improving thermal and visual
comfort in buildings but, with the purpose of evaluating their actual benefit, further experimental and
theoretical studies have to be conducted. In this light, future research will focus on the development of
empirical and simulating studied.
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Abstract
Recent laws based on energy savings in school buildings define clear operating methods for new
buildings construction, but they are far from defining a certain strategy that allows to analyze the asfound state of the existing building stock.
In Italy over 60% of schools require considerable energy retrofit interventions because they were built
before 1976, the year in which the first law on reduction of energy consumption in the construction sector
became effective.
The aim of this work is to propose a preliminary assessment method to catalogue the school buildings
considered as representative of a randomly sample chosen among the main municipalities of the
Province of Caserta (Campania region), Italy. By identifying a series of qualitative and quantitative
parameters, such as period of construction, quality of window frames and heating system capacity, it is
possible to classify the buildings of the reference sample in order to obtain homogeneous and smaller
groups. At last, by comparing these groups, it is possible to define i) the most appropriate energy retrofit
interventions for each building and then ii) establishing, among these, the priority needed.
Keywords: Schools refurbishment, energy retrofit, cluster analysis, preliminary assessment.

1.

Introduction

According to the latest report about school buildings of the League for the Environment, dated October
2017 [1], in Italy more than 60% of schools were built before 1976 and they require substantial
maintenance. Indeed, the main problems in the existing school building stock deal not only with the
building envelope and technical installations features, but also with their effective management as well.
In the area of energy savings in buildings, the interest towards the school sector is deeply motivated by
the fact that schools have standard energy demands and thus high levels of environmental comforts
should be achieved.
Some years ago, Arambula Lara et al. [2] carried out a survey on a sample of 60 schools in the Province
of Treviso, North-East of Italy, adopting a cluster analysis to find out few school buildings considered as
representative of the entire provincial area, thus reducing the number of buildings to be analyzed in
detail in order to optimize the energy retrofit measures.
Another important study, conducted by Gaitani et al. [3], is focused on heating requirement evaluation
of the school building sector by using another approach for clustering techniques, analyzing a sample
of 1100 schools, representing 33% of Greek prefectures; five typical buildings have been selected and
described by several characteristics.
The data, in this study, have been extracted from a data base under construction provided by an online
platform containing information regarding schools. Our buildings stock is composed of 230 schools, 33%
of the schools located in the Province of Caserta, Campania region; the sample was defined with a
random method because the selection process is intended to permit that parameter/information used
for their characterization have the same probability of selection.
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The aim of this work is to explore a preliminary assessment method for clustering a large set of existing
buildings in order to group them on the basis of some characteristics, highlighting which schools have
a priority need and the most appropriate energy retrofit interventions.

2.

Statistical description of the school sample

For each building of the sample, data regarding period of construction, gross volume, quality of window
and building walls as well as refurbishing solutions adopted are available.
Figure 1 shows the frequency distribution of the school sample concerning the construction period: many
were built before the 1976, few of them in the recent years; the choice of this date is motivated by the
fact that, for the year considered, it has been published the first Italian law concerning the energy savings
for thermal uses in buildings (Law n. 373-1976) [4].
Most of the selected buildings (111 schools) were built in the period from 1961 to 1975 and another
significant number (53 schools) were built in the period between 1976 and 1990.
The breakdown of the remaining sample, in decreasing order, is the following:
• 33 in the period from 1946 to 1960;
• 17 after 1991, the year in which the Law n. 10-1991 [5] for the rational use of energy, energy
saving, and the development of renewable energy sources has been issued;
• 6 between 1921 and 1945;
• 4 between 1900 and 1920;
• 4 in the period before 1800;
• finally, only 2 between 1800 and 1899.

Fig. 1: Frequency distribution of buildings concerning
the construction periods.

Fig. 2: Frequency distribution of buildings concerning
the gross volume.

In Fig. 2 the frequency distribution of the schools gross volume shows that the sample is mostly
composed of buildings in a range of values between 1.000-5.000 m3 (103 schools), which implies that
the majority of the analyzed buildings have a medium-small gross volume.
The breakdown of the remaining sample is the following:
• 48 buildings with a gross volume value between 5.000-10.000 m3;
• 47 buildings have a medium-large gross volume between 10.000-20.000 m3;
• 23 buildings with a gross volume greater than 20.000 m3;
• finally, only 9 buildings with a small volume less than 1.000 m3.
Figures 3a and 3b shows the preservation status (for short referred as “quality”) of the windows and
roofs for each building considered; the evaluation is carried out on a scale varying from 1 to 6,
corresponding respectively to the classes (from lower to upper) reported in the following table.
Status (“Classification”)

Windows (# of schools)

Roofs (# of schools)

1 - "requires ex-novo installation"
2 -"requires replacement or complete renovation"
3 - "requires replacement or partial renovation"
4 - "requires complete maintenance"
5 -"requires partial maintenance"
6 - "does not require any intervention"

4
58
29
58
54
27

7
39
24
49
90
21

Tab. 1: Windows and roof preservation status of building considered
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Fig. 3a: Frequency distribution of buildings concerning
the windows quality.

Fig. 3b: Frequency distribution of buildings concerning
the roof quality.

Also Fig. 3c adopts the same classification, but in this case, it refers to the preservation status of the
opaque vertical walls. The results can be summarized as follows: only one school needs an ex-novo
installation, 12 require replacement or complete reconstruction, 30 require replacement or partial
remaking, 42 require complete maintenance, 89 partial maintenance and finally 56 require no
intervention. Around 57% of the school sample have already adopted measures to reduce energy
consumption in accordance with law n.10-1991 [5], that concerns building envelope and heating system
as well. Fig. 4 shows that 77 schools have windows with double glazing, 8 buildings have insulated roofs
and 9 buildings have insulation of vertical opaque walls; with reference to the heating systems, 92
schools have a zoning system and 52 buildings are equipped with solar panels.

Fig. 3c: Frequency distribution of buildings concerning
vertical walls quality.

Fig. 4: Refurbishing solutions adopted by school
buildings.

Unfortunately, due to the difficulty in obtaining a complete documentation with the description of
buildings, the information about the type of heating system of 46 schools is unknown. Fig. 5 shows the
three main types of heating system detected within the data-set with the relative primary sources used.
Methane (common gas source used in the city pipeline) is used in many schools (148 buildings), gas oil
system (better known as “diesel”) is used in 28 buildings, while GPL (better known as “LNG”) system,
the least polluting among the three ones, is used in 8 schools only.

Fig. 5: Frequency distribution of buildings concerning
the type of heating system.

Fig. 6: Frequency distribution of buildings concerning
the heating capacity.
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Fig. 6 highlights the ranges detected for thermal systems heating capacity, expressed in kW. The
thermal power of 95 systems is sized less than 200 kW, 34 have a thermal power greater than 300 kW
and, finally, 30 systems are included in the range of 200-300 kW; the heating capacity of 71 buildings is
unknown as well.

3.

Clustering methodology

Afterwards a normalization technique has been applied in order to homogenize the data set and to
perform a first attempt to propose a clustering technique with reference to the ratio of heating capacity
to the gross volume (i.e. kW/m3), that provide a preliminary information on heating power demand and
the related systems efficiency.
Fig. 7 highlights that 91 buildings are characterized by a heating power values between 0.02-0.05
kW/m3; the breakdown of the remaining buildings in decreasing order is: 23 buildings are included in the
range 0.01-0.02 kW/m3, 22 buildings are in the range 0.05-0.1 kW/m3, 14 buildings show values less
than 0.01 kW/m3, 8 buildings are included in the range 0.1-0.2 kW/m3 and, finally, only one building has
a ratio greater than 0.2 kW/m3.

Fig. 7: Frequency distribution of buildings concerning
the heating capacity per gross volume.

Tab. 2: 1st level clustering: heating system capacity per
unit volume.

Data shown in Fig. 7 were used to classify the sample into three clusters (Tab. 2).
Fig. 8a represents the first level clustering in which each building is identified through two coordinates:
the gross volume on the x-axis and the heating system capacity on the y-axis. The three clusters are
overlying with the aim to compare different clouds of points and trend lines with the relative equations.
The following Fig. 8b, Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d, respectively indicate Cluster 1 with 37 schools, Cluster 2 with
31 schools and Cluster 3 with 91 schools.

Fig. 8a: Global scatter chart regarding Cluster 1, Cluster 2, Cluster 3 and their related trend lines.
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Fig. 8b: Scatter chart regarding Cluster 1.

Fig. 8c: Scatter chart regarding Cluster 2.

Fig. 8d: Scatter chart regarding Cluster 3 considered as representative of the school sample.

The ratio of heating capacity to the gross volume has been used for a comparison among school
buildings with regards to the site specific climatic condition represented by Heating Degree Days (HDD).
According to the Law n. 412-1993 [6], the Province of Caserta is characterized by three climatic zones
(Fig. 9) and the results obtained lead to the following subdivision as provided by the Annex A of D.P.R.
n. 412-1993 [7]: a group of 201 schools are located in zone C (900 – 1400 HDD), 28 schools in zone D
(1400 – 2100 HDD) and just one in zone E (2100 – 3000 HDD) (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9: Climatic analysis of 104 municipalities in the
Province of Caserta.

Fig. 10: Climatic analysis of the school sample.

With the aim of dividing the data sample into more homogeneous and smaller groups, only 201 schools
located in climatic zone C have been considered, as they are more widespread in the provincial area.
As previously specified, among the 71 buildings without information about their thermal powers, 58 units
are located in this representative zone and for this reason they haven’t been considered, decreasing
the number of the school sample from 201 to 143.
A further assessment has been performed with the normalization of the heating capacity, calculated in
W/m3 , with respect to the HDD, as shown in the following graphs:
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Fig. 11a: Heating system sizing in climatic zone C from ID 2 to ID 87.

Fig. 11b: Heating system sizing in climatic zone C from ID 88 to ID 156.

Fig. 11c: Heating system sizing in climatic zone C from ID 162 to ID 228.

Figures 11a, 11b e 11c report the remaining 143 schools on the x-axis and the normalized heating
capacity (W/m3*HDD) on the y-axis. Red line represents the mean value (0,035 W/m3*HDD) of the data
set and blue lines, instead, represent the limits adopted to define a coherent range for the climatic zone
C considered: the limits are derived from mean value ±0,015 W/m3*HDD. The graphs allow to easily
identify heating systems that are undersized and oversized.
77 schools are included in the range considered, meaning that the 53,8% is equipped with a suitable
heating system whilst the remaining 66 units (i.e. 46,2%) present an incorrect sizing.
These set of buildings will be the “target” of our supplementary analysis as well as detailed energy audit
to finally propose an exemplary interventions of energy requalification.

4.

Results and discussion

A matrix composed by the remaining 66 schools and a series of predictors has been developed in order
to assign a score to the buildings and define a final ranking cluster. The number of predictors used to
describe the sample consists of 8 elements, as reported in the following Tab. 3.
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Tab. 3: Portion of the predictor matrix.

The flag reports the predictor condition (green mark is assumed as “verified”) and consequently their
total addition for each building provides the final score with subsequent inclusion in the related cluster.
The predictors used and related classification are:
-

Construction period, if built after 1976 (year of the first law [4] on containment of energy
consumption).
Heating Capacity (HC) per unit volume, if in the range 20 W/m3 and 50 W/m3 (Fig. 8a, Cluster
3) as it has been considered as most representative of the sample (Cluster 1 = oversized and
Cluster 2 = undersized).
Gross Volume and Heating Power, if less than 10.000 m3 and 400 kW respectively; according
to Fig. 8d, the cloud is mostly concentrated within the limits considered.
Refurbishing solutions adopted according to the L. n. 10 of 1991 [5].
Quality of Windows, Roof and Vertical walls, according to Fig. 3a when these components
need just a partial maintenance or does not need any intervention.

According to the score obtained, the final sample has been divided into three cluster as shown in Fig.
12, and the results of the predictor matrix can be summarized in Tab. 4.
Cluster A contains school buildings with the highest score: this means that from several point of views
such as preservation status of transparent and opaque elements or refurbishing interventions, they don't
require any maintenance in the majority of these fields.
Cluster B contains the buildings considered as inadequate and, finally, Cluster C detects the 17 worst
buildings of the sample that need an extensive and detailed energy analysis, requiring a primary
additional energy audit and then subsequent actions for enhancing energy efficiency.

Fig. 12: Distribution of 66 school buildings in final clusters

Tab. 4: Detailed scores for each cluster.
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5.

Conclusion

The main objective of this paper is to provide a methodology for a preliminary classification of the
existing school building stock and identifying a limited cluster of representative buildings in order to
develop an assessment method that highlights the main problems related to energy consumption and
select the priority interventions for a selected school building.
Taking into account that the Province of Caserta counts 680 schools, it has been firstly studied a sample
of 230 schools (i.e. 33% of the total stock). Afterwards, only 201 buildings located in C climatic zone
(the most common climatic zone of the provincial area) have been considered; the amount of schools
has been further decreased to 143 units, neglecting 58 buildings without information about their thermal
capacity.
Thereafter, through normalization techniques, it has been possible to establish the more performing
heating system sizing for this climatic zone. It has been observed that 66 schools have an undersized
or oversized heating system, and, for this reason, they have been selected as the last evaluative sample.
Finally, by using a predictor matrix, a score has been attributed to each school for achieving the final
classification of the buildings: as a result, 17 buildings present conditions that require priority for
refurbishing solutions and interventions for improve energy efficiency, and 3 of them present the worstcase scenario. Based on the analyzed data, the recommended interventions for a correct energy
qualification could be:
-

zoning of thermal system;
primary sources that have less impact on the environment;
thermal system based on condensing boiler or electric heat pump;
use of renewable technologies;
improvement of the opaque envelope;
replacement of windows frames;
replacement of lighting system with LED source.
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Abstract
Not all earthquakes are the same! Every earthquake, however, has marked, with its destructive force,
the history of the towns and territories struck by such a catastrophe. Depending on the era and the
political, social, economic situation at the time, the changes and the techniques of the rebuilding
process have been deeply different. Likewise different have been the urbanistic solutions employed,
which have been also influenced by resilience. This article analyzes the earthquake that devastated
Irpinia on November 23 1980, and reiterates all the themes of reconstruction, with specific focus on
the destructions caused by human alterations, which have irreversibly corrupted both the natural
and the constructed landscape. The town of Calitri is focused on for how emblematic it is, for how in
the reconstruction, architectures created from scratch and ones recovered by restoration coexist.
While the former are located outside of the old town, the latter are recovered on-site.

1 Rebuilding experiences in Irpinia
The latest experiences in post-seismic rebuilding in Italy, in the past 10 years, demonstrate how the
damage to the locations' identity can be made deeper, and sometimes ginormous, by unsensible
rebuilding processes, not backed by a consolidated environmental architectural culture concerning
the analysis methods and intervention techniques.
Such is the case in Irpinia, where the rebuilding programs adopted after the earthquake on
November 23, 1980, operating on the principle of maximum security and risk prevention, to minimize
the danger to the dwellings, have excessively widened the distances between buildings, often deeply
changing consolidated buildings and urban fabric.
The "Paesi Presepe", typical of this area, have completely disappeared, and in their place, new
urban typologies and townscape morphologies have risen, which the population struggles to identify
with. The image of a place stays the same, but at the same time it isn't, as it appears from concepts
like typology, morphology, and topology. A populace, in general, recognizes a place by recognizing
its components as part of their culture or image, discerning which ones are more important compared
to the others in the landscape.
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Foto. 1 Irpinian landscape.
Source: Image appeared in the year 2000 congress "MUTAMENTI".”

Therefore, in the rebuilding process of a location destroyed by a natural calamity, much attention
should be paid to identifying the characteristic components that constitute its identity, since if
deprived of its peculliarities, it can become alien to its own inhabitants, and unrecognizable even by
them. Often, like in Irpinia, the rebuilding process has caused more damage to the identity of the
earthquakes themselves: duplicate cities, deleted urban fabrics, unrecognizable historical buildings,
emergency constructions made into permanent ones.
Almost nothing has been recovered of the ancient settlements in the high-irpinian crater; for example,
nothing at all, save for a few monuments, has been recovered in Bisaccia, Teora, Lioni: the
indiscriminate demolitions of the German demags and the emergency ones stacked up with the ones
in the urbanistic plannings governed by law 219/1981. The value of pre-existant structures has been
ignored, and in the emphasis of a financed consumism, an historical-architectural heritage of high
environmental and cultural value has been completely annihilated.

Fig. 2 The new Bisaccia..

Fig. 3 Overlay of the new and old urban centers of Conza.
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Law 219/1981 has favored demolition and rebuilding from scratch to the detriment of recovery and
restoration: by means of an economic incentive promoted by law, the historical heritage faced
destruction. This law provided a far larger contribution to those who would demolish and rebuild
(20% less to those who would recover), which effected a much larger recourse to such practices.
This legislative situations has been possible in the lack of rigorous environmental safeguard laws,
which were put in effect after the damage had already occurred.
Conza Della Campania and Bisaccia are emblematic of this collective deception: entire urban
centers built kilometers away from their original position; the building volumes doubled, the preexisting urban spaces increased tenfold.
Law 187/1982 has further restricted the power of superintendencies engaged in the safeguard of the
historical-architectural heritage; they could express opinions on the buildings bound by law
1089/1939, but not on minor assets, moreover, private.
Another phenomenon has been triggered by the incentive to abandon the historic centers to move
into the area plans: the few citizens who had remained, by the forementioned laws, also have had
the right to expand surfaces and building volumes; possibly on the sides of or above their own
cadastral parcels; urban restructuring, tool of implementation of the recovery plans, but effectively
new construction plans, began to assert, and eventually absolutely prevail over the recovery plans
themselves, at least in Lioni, Caposele, Calabritto, Teora..[1]
Where complex morphological and typological articulations existed, expressing distinct cadastral
properties, every trace has been completely deleted, shapes and alignments redesigned; cadastral
parcels has been rejected and the housing surfaces re-distributed in an interpretation, again, of law
219/1981..
Almost every building compartment, subject to urban restructuring, have been on hold for years both
due to the inevitable conflicts that rose among people living in the same compartment, and the
regulatory limits of the recovery plan; where an effort was being made to improve living conditions
inside compartments (for example, by increasing the lights), effective operation was impossible,
since expropriations were necessary, but not of public utility.
The first conclusions came from the Municipality of Lioni: the recovery of the historic district "Fontana
Vecchia" has been possible because of a detailed plan that used regulative dispositions of the zoning
plan, such as expropriation and reassignment of building surfaces; a typology of terraced houses on
two or three levels, on two fronts, has been adopted, avoiding the phase of agreement between
people, and creating, as such, pedestrianized urban spaces, which favor the aggregation and social
mingling of the neighborhood.
Many errors have been made in this long rebuilding process, and ultimately some living volumes
have been doubled, and the historical centers have been completely or partially replaced by zoning
plans and peripheral areas.
Very few were the cases of intelligent recovery: Rocca San Felice, Gesualdo, Sant'Angelo dei
Lombardi and Guardia Lombardi, Sant'Andrea di Conza; in this last one,being in the most destroyed
(disastred) area, the municipality of the time, already engaged towards the end of the '70s in an
improvement program for turistic enhancements, opted for the total recovery of the ancient center;
aiming for the improvement and conservation of the historical and architectural heritage,
monumental and minor, and paying specific attention to the recovery of ancient historical complexes
such as Palazzo dell'Episcopio, the Convent of Santa Maria, and the ancient Fornace dei laterizi.
In Gesualdo, for the the first time in Campania, there was the adoption of the instrument of the
Convention between the Municipality and the Faculty of Architecture of Napoli, and a good recovery
plan has been reached, based on the morphological and typological analysis of the elements, aiming
for a real recovery, and not a new building plan as it had generally happened in other municipalities.
Aside from the aforementioned exceptions, 25 years after the earthquake, there wasn't a clear
definition neither of the new settlements, or of what remained of the historic centers.
In the historic centers, the question of the empty spaces left by buildings transfered into zoning plans
was pending; ruins and weeds still lingered; zoning plans were still in the urbanization phase;
obviously they were incomplete, oversized, with many empty cells yet to fill; neither contiguous with
historic centers, nor new places..[2]
More than 20 years after the catastrophic quake that struck Irpinia, it was all the more clear how that
event had not only changed the lives of the people who had experienced that moment, marked by
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deaths and suffering, but had also deleted the history of an entire area, and the testimonies of more
than a thousand years of its civilization.
The pre-seismic scenario of Irpinia consisted in a landscape of great naturalistic value, dotted with
several small, perched villages, characterized by their stone constructions harmoniously leaning on
each other, by the churces, the bell towers, the alleys, the stone portals, and the square, heart of
the social life, and center of the urban structure.
The image of the small "presepe" towns, tangible testimony of the "material culture" of agricultural
civilization, had been built and consolidated over the course of centuries.
Urban-building activity in the area had always been characterized by a pretty slow pace, which
allowed the sedimentation and stratification of the historical-architectural events, creating a strong
urban and landscape identity.
This slow pace was contrasted by a frenetic rebuilding pace.
As is known, on the evening of November 23, 1980, a violent seismic movement shook an area
between Campania and Basilicata, totaling, in just 90 seconds, entire towns. The scenario of these
days will always be burned in the gaze and memory of the witnesses: impassable roads full of rubble
and debris, crumpled houses, and the despair of people who had lost everything in just a few
moments.
The quake, however, had also set in motion an invisible process that would have soon twisted the
identity of those places.
Surely, the reason for this devastation was the force of the earthquake, but the hand of man, with its
hasty work, with its hurried intervention, completed the destructive action of the cataclysm.
The substantial funding, allocated for the reconstruction of the affected areas, were also meant to
reviving the economy of an area which, until 1980, was still lagging behind, in depression, and
underdeveloped.

Fig.4 Bisaccia, new neighborhoods.

Fig. 5 Bisaccia, incomplete urban plan by Aldo Loris
Rossi.

Post-seismic intervention, therefore, certainly improved considerably the living conditions of the
people of Irpinia, specifically rural ones, which often lived, until then, in crumbling dwellings of 1 or
2 rooms, often shared with animals.
Thanks to the construction of the new road network, the isolation of many towns, once only reachable
by farmland trails, was finally put to an end: nowadays, instead, the connection between small towns
and major centers (Avellino, Benevento, Ariano Irpino) is both faster and safer.
Despite this, the set goals, the social, political, economic expectations, have all been deeply
betrayed.
This is because the road infrastructure was supposed to be the pivot for an industrial development
that never happened: in truth, very few productive settlements appeared, and they have only
minimally improved the employment situation.
The political-administrative fault, probably, was supposing that the socio-economic growth of the
area could have derived exclusively from the relaunch of industrial activities.
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Therefore, there hasn't been a promotion of programs based on the principles of social and
environmental sustainability, taking in account the purely agricultural vocation of the area and its
effective potential; likewise, the rebuilding programs, prepared by the municipalities and based on
the principle of maximum security and prevention, have been, in hindsight, inadequate to the nature
of the places.
1.1 Wrong Choices

Several determining factors have contributed to this change, among which the hurry to rebuild and
the availability of new materials and technologies which, in a just a few decades, allowed to the
construction of the same number of cubic meters of architecture as they had been built over dozens
of centuries, effecting an excessive and rapid transformation of these centers..[3]
Whoever visits the galaxy of small and medium-sized irpine towns, first touched by the tragedy of
the quake, and then altered by the rebuilding, and can compare it to previous experiences from
before November 1980, will always feel, predictably for each visited urban reality, the same
discrepancies: loss of the neatness of the building edge, which always represented the relationship
between the town and the landscape; consequent birth of a suburb characterized by recent,
discontinuous building practices, typologically entrusted to the single-family home, or commercial
structures; restoration of historic building that is randomly accurate or uselessly creative, with
improper additions in terms of shapes and materials; little correct contemporary building practices,
abiding to the values of modernity.
But above everything else, they will get a persistent feeling that the urban spaces and environments
are way too large for the small communities that inhabit them.
Looking further into it, they will discover that in hectares over hectares of buildings live between one
or two thousand of people, and often communities do not even reach the single thousand.
Thus, it nails the idea of a town, a network of towns, not working properly because it wasn't imagined
of a magnitude conforming to its necessities, and discounting a deeply changed society.
A comformity lacking first of all in the most emblematic and symbolic of its expressions, municipal
houses and more generally, public structures. Municipal offices of thousands of square meters for
centers with three, four thousands inhabitants; multi-purpose centers, a homage to a trend in the
past years in Italy, but also a failure because of the vagueness of their purposes; regional-level sport
facilities in areas of sparse population; hectares of equipped parks surrounding towns with woods
and agricultural green.
The following image depicts the linguistically heavy handed intervention in the incomplete
reconstruction of Bisaccia. The intervention doesn't take in account the roots, the identity of the
places and history. It's a distant metaphysical exercise that "time" doesn't justify, not even as "form
of the time" and of memory.
.

Fig.6 Public Multifunction Building of Bisaccia. Project by Aldo
Loris Rossi.
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A comformity betrayed, as well, in the large industrial areas, and the infrastructures for territorial
mobility. This should have been where the most ambitious political objective, combining rebuilding
with development, should have passed through. It is here, perhaps, that the greatest damage and
disappointments lie: disappointment for a development that didn't happen in the expected terms or
shapes; damage to environment, territory, landscape made even worse by the sense of futility, of
induced, not real needs, emerging from the industrial areas in crisis or even abandoned, and from
the high speed ways that are only justified during the times of great exodus tied to the tourism internal
to the region.
2 Case study: “Calitri”

Fig.7 Porta di Nanno, one of the main entrypoints in the walls of Calitri.

2.1 The rebuilding

The earthquake on November 23, 1980 caused huge damage to the town, but also effected a largescale landslide movement that extended for a large part of municipal territory, starting from the upper
part of the historic center.
Most of the destroyed buildings were in the zone affected by the landslide, as most collapses were
caused by the hydrogeological movement. This instability determined the urbanistic choices in the
town's rebuilding process. As such, in Calitri, due to the concerns on the security of the land on
which the histoic center was built, a nearby area was identified, where to proceed with the rebuilding
of the houses which could not be rebuilt there for those concerns.
The Superintendency did, however, enact a plan for the recovery and safeguard of the historic
center. Basically, the decision was to move a part of the town to another zone. The error was that in
fact they did not transfer a part of the "town", but only create a simple settlements of housing
volumes.
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Fig.8 IGM Calitri Planimetry showing the Zoning Plan (in blue) and the old Historic Center
(in red).

The newly built area was devoid of any basic structure that would have made it a living "place" for
its residents. This part of the town lacked shops, offices, meeting points, or any structure that would
have made this new neighborhood livable. It was akin to a prefabricated settlement built for an
emergency, without any pretense of permanence.
The New part of Calitri, urbanistically, the typology of an emergency settlement: a large settling of
"non-prefabricated prefabricates".
The '80s part of Calitri's history is emblematic for its confusing management of geological
investigations, urban plans, public and private works carried out by the municipal administrations.
It's undeniable that the lack of approval of the P.R.G. (even 25 years after the 219 law, which obliged
every earthquake damaged municipality to do it) is the cause of all the urban and environmental
damage, and it's a heavy "handicap" for any hypotesis of economic and social development of the
town.

Fig.9 Calitri, aerial view of the old historic center,
August 1985..

Fig.10 Calitri, aerial view of the historic center.

Nowadays, we can't not notice how the general climate of urbanistic "deregulation" surrounding the
post-seismic rebuilding is another element amplifying the general environmental, social, cultural
degradation.
The urbanistic policy of the municipal administration continued substantially unchanged.
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Its essential baselines were: 1) the lack of control and coordination in the main large-scale public
intervention on municipal territory by other public and private entities (industrialization ex article 32,
Law 219/1981, infrastructural network of regional and interregional interest etc.); 2) improvisation
and chaotic coarseness in theimplementation of executive plans and public works of municipal
interest; 3) the Law 219-public-funded relaunch of building speculation with the consequent
valorization of land rent.
This kind of urbanistic policy, based on the wild liberalization of land fabrication rights, caused a real
urbanistic and building orgy in Calitri.
The end result of this irrational use of the territory was an insane dilation of the inhabitated center,
now extending across several kilometers along the state road 399 for a population of about 6500
people.
2.2 The Recovery

A separate case, in the logic described so far, is represented by the P.d.R. of a significant part of the
historic center heavily compromised from the hydrogeological and seismic point of view, entrusted
to the Superintendency floor Office for the B.A.A.A.S. of Avellino and Salerno.
In this case, at least in the planning phase, the Municipality and the Superintendency planned jointly
the urban renewal of the Castello and Corso Matteotti zones.
Ever since the frenzied days of the emergency, the left-wing forces in Caltri argued that the rebuilding
process of the town should have been a large opportunity to rationalize the extant urban and building
fabric, giving the ancient core a central role in the municipal urban planning, by including new
functions and without expelling its residents. This was the only way to recover the enormous building
and urban heritage, and to revitalize the set of historical-cultural values consolidated over time, with
all their complexities and interactions with socio-economic aspects.
Calitri is one of the major centers of architectural and environmental interest of Alta Irpinia.
For this reason, the Superintendence to the B.A.A.A.S. of Salerno and Avellino accepted with interest
the task received in December 1985 from the Municipal Administration of Calitri to redact the
Recovery Plan of a large and fundamental part of the historic center.
The Recovery Plan was conceived, as requested by Regional Law 9/83, on the basis and in
compliance of the indications and results of the geological/seismic study of the area.
The success of the consolidation intervention underway was necessary for the feasibility of this
Recovery Plan, which had taken in account, anyway, of the technical implementation norms, all the
necessary precautions to ensure a sufficient safety margin in regards to seismic and geological
events, including, among others, a monitoring system based on the implementation of a complex of
measurements and surveys in the area.

Fig.11 Perimeter of the Recovery Plan: Corso
Matteotti and Castello.

Fig.12 U.M.I planimetric survey, with overlay of
the different levels (1988).
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The historic center recovery plan, divided in eight detailed plans, allowed the recovery of 75% of the
damaged houses and their seismic compliance; the restoration of the main infrastructures (water,
sewage, electricity, telephone, roads, etc.); and the recovery of important public interest complexes.
In the historic center as a whole lives now half of the inhabitants of Calitri now. Thanks to this plan,
the historic center is the pulsing heart of the town, where, in addition to the residential settlements,
60% of the total, there's a concentration of many public services, public interest services, and a large
part of commercial activities, as well as many crafting activities and the main churches.
Considering what's been analyzed, for the qualities of the recovery project, it can be affirmed that,
in its current situation, the historic center of Calitri, - one of the largest in the Province - fully preserves
the utmost totality of the original urban and building fabric, and its many typological characteristics,
which render it unique in its peculiar form of colored "ziggurat" emerging on a wide stretch of the
valleys of Ofanto and Contino.
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Abstract
Seismic risk assessment of school buildings is a problem of particular relevance in Italy, where most of
the building heritage was not designed using anti-seismic criteria. The actual seismic risk of these
buildings should account for seismic hazard, structural vulnerability and exposure, which in this case is
particularly significant, it being related to the number of occupants. In the last decades many methods
have been introduced for assessing seismic vulnerability of existing structures, which are essentially
divided into three levels: expeditious and simplified methods (level 0), intermediate methods (level 1)
and rigorous methods (level 2), which differ from each other by the refinement of the applied
methodology of analysis. At national level, in order to provide a contribution to solve this problem, a
specific filling system called “Sistema Nazionale delle Anagrafi dell’Edilizia Scolastica (SNAES)” has
been developed, it consisting of a census of all existing school buildings in terms of consistency,
degradation state and functionality. In this paper, starting from the existing methods and considering the
parameters and the information actually present in the school building files of SNAES, the possibility to
adopt a simplified methodology for assessing the seismic risk of reinforced concrete schools is analyzed.
Keywords: Seismic risk, school buildings, reinforced concrete buildings, seismic vulnerability, seismic
exposure, seismic hazard.

1.

Introduction

The Italian school building heritage as well as most of the public structures are "historical" and therefore
characterized by various problems, in particular the one related to structural safety in case of earthquake
events. From the data emerged during the XVIII Ecosistema Scuola di Legambiente, more than 60% of
buildings, in fact, were built before 1976 and often require urgent maintenance (43.8% of the sample).
Moreover, this heritage does not comply with safety standards imposed by seismic regulations. More
than 41% of the school buildings are located in highly prone seismic areas (namely seismic zone 1 and
2); 43% of these buildings where built before 1976, therefore before anti-seismic regulations where
defined; only 12.3% of the schools in these areas are designed or adapted based on present seismic
criteria. Analyzing the funding lines of the last four years, it appears that only 3.5% of the interventions
concerned the seismic upgrading of buildings located in seismic areas, with a consequent estimated
timeline that could allow the achievement of security goal for all the school building in 113 years [1].
This long time, obviously, is not compatible with social needs.
Also for this reason, an instrument called “Sistema Nazionale delle Anagrafi dell’Edilizia Scolastica”
(SNAES) has been proposed at national level. It is still incomplete and inaccurate, and therefore unable
to provide effective information for the safety of the buildings. In order to improve such a system, in
Regione Campania, a specific research project named “Potenziamento e analisi critica dell’Anagrafe
dell’Edilizia Scolastica della Regione Campania” has been launched, aiming at increasing the
dissemination of the tool among provinces and municipalities.
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2.

The School building heritage for Caserta district

The school building heritage of the province of Caserta, as it also happens at national level, is
characterized by various critical issues. it is possible to have a clear picture of the situation by the
“Sistema Nazionale delle Anagrafi dell’Edilizia Scolastica” (SNAES), which has been activated on 1st
December 2014, although it had already been introduced in 1996 [2]. It uses a digital platform, which is
continuously updated by filing in appropriate forms containing information on the functionality and
conditions of the school heritage.
Starting from the 729 school buildings located in the territory of Caserta (information reported on the
SNAES and updated to May 2018), the sample analyzed in this paper is composed by only 78 school
buildings characterized by a reinforced concrete structure, which represents about the 10% of the whole
stock of censused buildings.
Seismic risk evaluation of a building requires the assessment of three fundamental factors: vulnerability,
hazard and exposure. Therefore, in the following it is investigated the possibility to define a rapid
methodology for the seismic risk assessment of the school buildings based on the following main tasks:
1) Identification of the main peculiarities of the school building to characterize the structural
vulnerability;
2) Simplified assessment of exposure and hazard.

3.

Seismic vulnerability assessment

3.1 General
In existing literature, there are specific methods for seismic vulnerability assessment of existing
buildings, which can be grouped into two main categories. The former is characterized by adopting a
semi-empirical statistical-observational approach [3 - 5], which is essentially based on detection of
building performances especially after significant earthquakes. By observing the actual behavior of
existing buildings, a number of vulnerability factors may be defined, which are differentiated for masonry
and reinforced concrete buildings. Starting from these vulnerability factors, taking into account their
different influence on the seismic response of the observed buildings, global indices of vulnerability as
function of seismic intensity can be introduced based on specific semi-empirical formulations.
The second category is referred to the adoption of more refined analytical approaches, such as the
direct evaluation of seismic capacity of a specific building or groups of buildings [6, 7]. Obviously, even
though they are necessarily more reliable, they require, however, a more specific knowledge of the
construction, including geometrical and mechanical parameters, and, consequently, are more time
consuming.
In this paper, a simplified method belonging to the fist category (observational based method) has been
developed, based only on the data included in the S.N.A.E.S. forms. This methodology has been
subdivided into three main steps, which are described in the following.
3.1 Vulnerability assessment – step 1
The seismic vulnerability of a building is a measure of possible damage provoked by an earthquake with
a predefined seismic intensity. Therefore, it is related to the intrinsic structural capacity of the building
itself. With reference to the examined sample made up of 78 reinforced concrete school buildings, a
preliminary vulnerability assessment was conducted based on a rapid methodology present in the
literature, which is based on the use of a classification matrix which considers two data only, namely the
structural resisting system and seismicity level [8].
According to this matrix, that represents the first step of the vulnerability assessment, it is possible to
attribute to a reinforced concrete building one among 5 different vulnerability classes, as provided in
Fig. 1: High (H); Medium-High (MH); Medium (M); Medium-Low (ML); Low (L).

Fig. 1: Vulnerability assessment: step 1.
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In order to account for the seismic classification of the territory in the years when the building has been
erected, Table 1 has been assumed to associate the basic vulnerability class to the examined structure.
Table 1: Definition of basic seismic vulnerability classes of reinforced concrete buildings.
STRUCTURAL
RESISTING SYSTEM
Frames – columns
and high beams, with
light cladding
Frames – columns
and high beams, with
heavy cladding
Walls

Building designed
according to vertical
loads only
(Zone 4)

Building designed
according to low
seismic forces
(Zone 3)

Building designed
according to medium
seismic forces
(Zone 2)

Building designed
according to high
seismic forces
(Zone 1)

H

MH

MH

M

MH (M)

M (ML)

ML

ML

ML

L

L

L

This matrix shows that more vulnerable buildings, corresponding to those in the first column, are the
one which had been designed to support only vertical loads. This category includes both the buildings
located in Zone 4, that includes buildings erected in the years when the territory had not yet been
classified as seismic. It is apparent that the seismic vulnerability of buildings decreases passing from
the first column to the last one that includes school buildings designed according to higher seismic
forces.
3.2 Vulnerability assessment – step 2
Once basic seismic vulnerability has been assessed by the Tab.1, in order to refine the obtained basic
classification, additional criteria are considered to either modify or confirm the vulnerability class
determined by Table 1. Such additional criteria have been established based on the information included
in the SNAES forms (conservation status, designed forces considered at the time of construction and
changes that these have undergone over time, number of floors, etc.). For each of these parameters, a
specific score is provided. Furthermore, six different intervals have been defined so that the sum of the
scores obtained considering all the parameters can determine the effect on the previous vulnerability
classification by having:
a positive class change (increase of vulnerability);
no class change;
a negative class change (decrease of vulnerability);
The selected additional parameters that can influence the vulnerability of the building are the following:
1) Seismic zone. If the building is located in a territory whose seismic classification has undergone
changes since it was built, it will be more vulnerable, as it has been designed without taking into
account the current earthquake hazard. The actual seismic zone has been considered referring to
O.P.C.M. n° 3274/2003 [9].
2) Number of structural storeys. Higher buildings are more vulnerable, as they are subjected to seismc
amplification at upper storeys.
3) Type of roofing system. This parameter is considered only in terms of morphology (flat, pitched,
mixed): in fact, in the SNAES forms no further technical information is reported;
4) Type of interventions 1. In this classification are included interventions of: expansion,
superelevation, restructuring and extraordinary maintenance. Except for the first two, which if
realized in a non-optimal way can lead to an increase of seismic vulnerability, the structural
improvement made by restructuring or maintenance interventions can contribute to reduce seismic
vulnerability;
5) Conservation status: of vertical bearing structures and masonry, slabs, stairs and roofing. The
conservation state of structural elements may significantly influence the vulnerability of a building.
The table was organized in such a way that, for each of the parameters identified above, 4 different
conditions were identified, characterized by a different and decreasing effect on seismic vulnerability,
passing from class I to class IV. Moreover, for each parameter, a "weight" has been associated to take
into account the different importance they have on the global seismic structural behavior of the building.
A summary scheme of the conditions defined for each parameter is provided in Table 2. In such a table,
it is clear that buildings characterized by higher vulnerability are those having the above parameters
classified in "Class I", while a lower vulnerability is associated to parameters classified in "Class IV".
In order to provide a quantitative meaning to the above additional parameters, a specific numerical
coefficient has been associated to each vulnerability class, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 2: Vulnerability conditions and weights related to each additional parameter.
PARAMETER

Seismic zone

Number of structural storeys
Type of roofing system
Type of interventions 1
Conservation status: vertical
bearing structures and
masonry
Conservation status: slabs
Conservation status: stairs
Conservation status: roof

Class I
Actual seismic
zone increases of
two classes
compared to the
classification of
the construction
period
N.4
Pitched
Enlargement /
superelevation

Vulnerability conditions
Class II
Class III
Actual seismic
zone increases of
Actual seismic
one class
zone equal to the
compared to the
classification of
classification of
the construction
the construction
period
period
N.3
N.2
Mixed
Plane
Extraordinary
No intervention
maintenance

Weight

Class IV
Buildings realized
after the new
seismic
classification
(2003)

3,00

N.1
X

0,50
0,30

Renovation

1,00
0,90

Requires total
replacement

Requires partial
replacement

Requires
maintenance

No intervention
necessary

Requires total
replacement
Requires total
replacement
Requires total
replacement

Requires partial
replacement
Requires partial
replacement
Requires partial
replacement

Requires
maintenance
Requires
maintenance
Requires
maintenance

No intervention
necessary
No intervention
necessary
No intervention
necessary

0,90
0,90
0,90

Table 3: Numerical coefficients associated with the vulnerability classes and weights of each parameter.
PARAMETER
Seismic zone
Number of structural storeys
Type of roofing system
Type of interventions 1
Conservation status: vertical
bearing structures and
masonry
Conservation status: slabs
Conservation status: stairs
Conservation status: roof

Class I
3
3
3
3 (before 2009)
1 (after 2009)

Vulnerability conditions
Class II
Class III
2
1
2
1
2
1

Class IV
0
0
x
-3 (before 2003)
-6 (after 2003)

0

-1

3

2

1

0

3
3
3

2
2
2

1
1
1

0
0
0

Such numerical coefficients have been assigned in such a way to define numerical intervals that allow
to establish a positive or negative class change. Moreover, the method was calibrated so that a building,
in case of interventions before 2009 (application year of the NTC2008 [10]) passes in MB class, while
goes directly to class B in case of interventions after 2009. Analogously, in case of seismic improvement
intervention carried out before 2009, the building passes into class M, while goes directly to class MB
in case of interventions after 2009.
By applying Table3, the lower and upper limits of the vulnerability parameter (PV), given by the sum of
the products of the coefficients of the "class" column multiplied by the corresponding "weight" are -6,70
and +28,20, respectively.
Such a range has been normalized in order to have a variation range of the vulnerability parameter (PV)
[0; 1]. Within such a range, the parameter PV should be in the interval (0,18 ÷ 0,27) in order to do not
have any variation of vulnerability classes. Therefore, the following situation has been defined (Fig. 2a):
- If PV є [ 0; 0,18 [ the building makes a negative class change (decrease of vulnerability);
- If PV є [ 0,18; 0,27 ] the building does not make any class change (“stable” vulnerability);
- If PV є ] 0,27; 1,00 ] the building makes a positive class change (increase of vulnerability).
3.3 Vulnerability assessment – step 3
The vulnerability class obtained in the previous step can be further modified only in presence of
structural interventions included in the category “Type of interventions 2”. This parameter contains
seismic interventions as: upgrading, improvement and local repair, aimed at increasing the seismic
structural capacity and, therefore, reducing the seismic vulnerability.
The following assumptions have been made (Fig. 2b):
- In case of seismic local repair intervention, the building undergoes a class change obtaining a
minimum vulnerability class M;
- In case of seismic improvement interventions, the building undergoes a class change obtaining a
minimum vulnerability class MB;
- In case of seismic upgrading interventions, the building undergoes a class change obtaining a
vulnerability class B.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Vulnerability assessment: step 2 (a) and step 3 (b).

Finally, to define in numerical terms the capacity of the structure for each obtained vulnerability category,
Table 4 has been proposed. In such a table the corresponding resisting P.G.A. values (structural
capacity) is provided as a function of the determined vulnerability class and of the seismic classification
of the territory referring to the year of construction (in the case of a building that was subsequently
adapted or improved seismically, it is necessary to refer to the seismic zone relative to the intervention
period). Finally, in Table 5 a simple value is associated to each vulnerability class by defining the
corresponding vulnerability coefficient CV.
The proposed method has been applied to determine the vulnerability class of the analyzed stock of 78
reinforced concrete school buildings for the district of Caserta. The obtained result is shown in Fig.3. It
is apparent that the majority of the analyzed school buildings (56% of the sample) is characterized by a
high vulnerability class and only one school building may be identified with a low vulnerability. The
remaining part of the sample (43%) is equally subdivided in the three intermediate vulnerability classes.

Fig. 3: Vulnerability classes determined for the sample of 78 r.c. school buildings in Caserta district.
Table 4: Vulnerability classes and related P.G.A. values.
Seismic vulnerability class
H
MH
Zone 1 (P.G.A.)
0,150
0,175
Zone 2 (P.G.A.)
0,100
0,125
Zone 3 (P.G.A.)
0,050
0,075
Zone 4 (P.G.A.)
0,000
0,012
Table 5: Vulnerability coefficients CV.
Vulnerability class
H
CV [-]
0,90

4.

MH
0,70

M
0,200
0,150
0,100
0,025

M
0,50

ML
0,225
0,175
0,125
0,050

ML
0,30

L
0,250
0,200
0,150
0,075

L
0,10

Hazard assessment

The seismic hazard represents a measure of the destructive power of an earthquake and is linked to
the frequency of this aleatory phenomenon, as well as to the geological characteristics of the area in
which the event manifests. In this way, the knowledge of the seismic hazard of a site is a fundamental
instrument to predict the severity of the expected earthquakes.
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For the case under consideration, the hazard (H) has been defined according to the expected peak
ground acceleration (PGA), which has been assumed as the one having a probability of exceedance
equal to 10% every 50 years. Such a value, considering that school buildings belong to use class III
("important buildings"), corresponds to an earthquake return period TR = 712 years. The corresponding
PGA value can be determined from the seismic hazard map of the national territory [12] according to
the geographic coordinates of each school building. Then, this value may be normalized, considering a
maximum of PGA equal to 0.35g, i.e. the maximum value established in NTC2008 [10]. Hence, a
numerical coefficient (CH) can be obtained, which represents the hazard of the site where the school
building is located.
The proposed method has been applied to determine the vulnerability class of the analyzed stock of 78
reinforced concrete school buildings for the district of Caserta (Fig. 4). Hazard coefficient values ranging
between 0.853 (maximum) and 0.295 (minimum) have been obtained. For the sake simplicity, the
hazard values have been grouped into five different hazard classes according to Table 6.
It is evident that the majority of school buildings, namely 50 buildings corresponding to 64% of the whole
sample, are characterized by a Medium Hazard class.
Table 6: Hazard classes and hazard coefficient CH.
Hazard class
H
MH
Hazard coefficient
CH > 0,80
0,60 < CH ≤ 0,80

M
0,40 < CH ≤ 0,60

ML
0,20 < CH ≤ 0,40

L
CH ≤ 0,20

Fig. 4: Hazard classes determined for the sample of 78 r.c. school buildings in Caserta district.

5.

Exposure assessment

Generally, the exposure of an area is associated to the nature, the quality and quantity of the goods
exposed to the risk. Therefore, the exposure evaluation translates into the quantification of the number
of artefacts (buildings, infrastructures, ect.), of the strategical functions and of the number of personnel
that presumably will be involved in the seismic event, as well as in the assessment of their reaction
capacity. With reference to the exposure parameter, school buildings are classified as "important
buildings", as they are usually subject to considerable crowding [12].
The exposure is function of a functional component and another one liked to the users, in particular it
can be assumed that the exposure coefficient (CE) is obtained as a product of two indices, namely the
user index (IU) and the function index (IF) [13, 14]. It is worth noting that while the function index (IF) is
obtained from qualitative considerations on the functions performed within the different buildings, the
user index (IU) is provided by quantitative data concerning the users and number of operators in the
buildings. In the specific case under consideration, referring only to school buildings, it seems
reasonable to assume that exposure is not dependent on the function index. The user index (IF) is, in
turn, function of the behavioural capacity of the users present in the building, the period of use of the
building, the building crowding index and the storey number.
Summarizing, the exposure coefficient (CE) can be determined by the following symbolic equation:
CE = IS · ID · IP
where:
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(1)

-

IS is the index that takes account the behavioural ability of users, that is the reaction capacity,
dependent mainly on the age of individuals, physical conditions and freedom of movement, and also
of the period of use of the school building, which trivially is the number of weekly hours during which
users attend the school activities (Tab. 7).
ID is the user density that is a function of the ratio between the user number (NU) and the whole area
of the various levels of the building (STOT). For each value of this ratio is possible to associate a given
coefficient, as shown in Table 8.
IP is the index relative to the number of building storeys, since the storey number affects the
evacuation easiness, without taking into account the characteristics of the users; it is defined
according to Table 9.

-

Type of school

Is [-]

NU/STOT

ID [-]

Preschool
Primary school
Secondary school – grade I
Secondary school – grade II
Comprehensive institute

1,0
0,80
0,70
0,60
0,85

NU/STOT <0,08
0,08 ≤ NU/STOT <0,16
0,16 ≤ NU/STOT <0,24
0,24 ≤ NU/STOT <0,32
NU/STOT ≥0,32

0,75
0,85
0,90
0,95
1,00

Tab. 7: School index.

Tab. 8: Density index.

Number of
storeys
1
2
3
4
≥5

Nf [-]
0,60
0,75
0,85
0,95
1,00

Tab. 9: Floor number index.

For the sake simplicity, the seismic risk values can be grouped into five different exposure classes
according to Table 10.
Table 10: Exposure classes and exposure coefficient CE.
Exposure class
H
MH
Exposure coefficient
CE > 0,80
0,60 < CE ≤ 0,80

M
0,40 < CE ≤ 0,60

ML
0,20 < CE ≤ 0,40

L
CE ≤ 0,20

The proposed method has been applied to determine the seismic risk of the analyzed stock of 70
reinforced concrete school buildings for the district of Caserta (Fig. 5) excluding structures that host
gyms, canteens and administrative spaces.

Fig. 5: Seismic exposure determined for the sample of 70 r.c. school buildings in Caserta district.

It is evident that the majority of school buildings, namely 50 buildings corresponding to 82% of the whole
sample, are characterized by a Medium Hazard class.

6.

Seismic risk assessment

Once the numerical values of the various factors concurring to define seismic vulnerability, hazard and
exposure are obtained, then seismic risk (R) can be evaluated by combining the above coefficients CV,
CP, CE. In order to account for the different importance of the above three coefficients, a weight equal
to 0,4 has been assigned to the vulnerability coefficient CV, while a weight equal to 0,3 has been
considered for the other two coefficients CH and CE. The seismic risk R is therefore evaluated by applying
the following combination formula:
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R = 0,4 · Cv + 0,3 · CH + 0,3 ·CE

(2)

For the sake simplicity, the seismic risk values can be grouped into five different hazard classes
according to Table 11.
Tab. 11: Seismic risk classes.
Risk class
H
Risk coefficient
R > 0,80

MH
0,60 < R ≤ 0,80

M
0,40 < R ≤ 0,60

ML
0,20 < R ≤ 0,40

L
R ≤ 0,20

Fig. 6: Seismic risk determined for the sample of 78 r.c. school buildings in Caserta district.

The proposed method has been applied to determine the seismic risk of the analyzed stock of 70
reinforced concrete school buildings for the district of Caserta (Fig. 6) excluding structures that host
gyms, canteens and administrative spaces.
The obtained value ranges between a minimum of 0,347 to a maximum of 0,729. The school building
representative of the greatest seismic risk is located in seismic zone 2, characterized by a high seismic
action, a high vulnerability in addition to a medium-high exposure hosting a primary school with a
medium user density. The school building characterized by the lowest seismic risk is located in the same
seismic zone, built in the last ten years and therefore characterized by medium characteristics of
vulnerability, exposure and hazard.
For the sake of synthesis, the results got by the above application have been grouped defining five
different classes of seismic risk (Tab.10). The results obtained from this classification are shown in
Figure 5. The majority of the analysed school buildings, namely 36 school buildings corresponding to
51% of the whole sample, are classified MH; 41% of the school buildings presents a medium seismic
risk class M; only 5 school building structures can be classified in the ML class.

7.

Conclusions

In this paper, a specific methodology to define seismic vulnerability, seismic hazard and exposure of
school buildings has been proposed. It is based on the structural and typological parameters which are
present in the “Sistema Nazionale delle Anagrafi dell’Edilizia Scolastica” (SNAES). Starting from a value
of vulnerability provided by a preliminary matrix that depends only on the structural system and the
seismicity level, using these parameters is possible to determine an accurate vulnerability class.
In order to prove its actual possibility of application, such a methodology has been applied to evaluate
the seismic risk of the school building heritage of the province of Caserta. Therefore, starting from the
731 school buildings located in the territory of Caserta (information reported on the SNAES and updated
to May 2018), a sample composed by 78 reinforced concrete school buildings has been analyzed.
The obtained results show that the five classes of vulnerability are not homogeneously represented by
these school buildings. In fact, the majority of the analyzed school buildings (56% of the sample) is
characterized by a high vulnerability class and only one school building may be identified with a low
vulnerability. The remaining part of the sample (43%) is equally subdivided in the three intermediate
vulnerability classes. Analogously, in terms of seismic risk, which accounts also for seismic hazard and
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exposure, 51% of the whole sample of analysed schools have been classified with Medium-High seismic
risk class, 41% with Medium seismic risk class and only 5 school building structures with Medium-Low
seismic risk class.
In the whole, the obtained results confirm that the school building heritage present many critical issues
that should be solved in order to mitigate seismic risk. The proposed methodology, which has to be
intended as a very simplified procedure, seems to represent a useful tool to define intervention priorities.
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Abstract
Transplanted in Latin America, the Mudéjar style since the sixteenth century has constituted
a fundamental element into the conformation of the particular manifestations of IberoAmerican architecture and art. The syncretic quality that distinguishes it allows the
continuous incorporation of forms and construction schemes. During an initial period of
European presence, the Spanish viceroy prototype was implanted in both religious and civil
settings. Then, in a second phase, during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, with the
advent and further development of the Latin American Baroque, the Mudéjar component
became even more evident, so it becomes a real key for understanding this style. In its
Hispano-American version, the Baroque is characterized by an extraordinary ornamental
versatility, due to the convergence of different influences: in addition to the indigenous and
the Mudéjar, other imported styles, such as the Gothic, the Plateresque and the Renaissance
must be taken into consideration. A substantial role in the evolution of the Hispano-American
Baroque, a true melting pot of plastic-constructive expressions, the Baroque also covered the
great variety of native materials utilized, from Mexico to Peru. During the seventeenth
century, specific constructive and decorative types were also developed: "the doorway"
(known as facade-altarpiece), "the tiles" and "the altarpiece".
Keywords: Mudéjar, Baroque, Ibero- America, syncretism, façade-altarpiece.

1. Incipit
After the long period of formation of Mudéjar in the south of the Iberian Peninsula [1] and then later,
when it will be transplanted in Latin America during the 16th century, this "mestizo" style will be a
factor that will constitute one of the fundamental elements in the conformation and reading of the
different architectural typologies that will be born of the encounter between Mesoamerican cultures
and those from overseas. Mudejarism [2] will play a fundamental role in the constitution of the Latin
American version of the Baroque, which is characterized by an extraordinary versatility and
ornamental richness, result of the convergence and synergy of different artistic and constructive
languages, where other repertoires, such as the Gothic, the Plateresque and the Italian Renaissance,
will be incorporated into the indigenous matrix and the Mudéjar component. All of them will meet in a
time and space, completely new. Another World, the Latin America of the XVI century.
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1.2 From reception to stylistic syncretism.
The first aspect that needs to be underlined in order to understand why the Mudejarism is an
indispensable key in the reading and interpretation of the Latin American Baroque is, precisely, the
syncretic and additive spirit that characterizes it. But above all, the strong tendency to mutation that
distinguishes this stylistic phenomenon [3] that allows a continuous incorporation of forms and
constructive schemes (new spatial typologies are conceived), depending on the needs of the context,
the possibilities provided by the indigenous materials and the available workforce [4]. Present clearly
in the Baroque language, these characteristics allow to easily understand how the internal dynamics of
the American style find in Mudéjar, in addition to an evident affinity, the foundation of the development
of their plastic experiences at a formal and conceptual level [5].The Latin American colonial context,
from the sixteenth century, is articulated in three perfectly defined moments: conquest and
colonization (1524-1650); Hispanic consolidation (1650-1767) and finally, with the independence
processes, the end of the Spanish domination (1767-1821) [6]. Paradoxically, during the intermediate
phase, the period in which the Hispanic institutions were strengthened and entrenched, the
phenomenon of the Latin American Baroque was born and developed. the division into phases is
useful not only as a chronological framework - particularly necessary in the study of problems related
to Latin America - but also and above all, to understand the genesis and evolution of the artistic and
constructive manifestations that appear. Finally, and in the attempt to decipher some aspects of Latin
American art and architecture, it is opportune to emphasize a concept: the “improvisation”, present in
all levels and phases of colonial culture. It is a fundamental factor because it determines - from the
first moments of Western domination - a particularly constructive attitude in the effort to implant
models and spatial concepts, encounter with the variables of the New World: other climates, other
settlers. Indigenous materials and techniques were added to an almost unknown geography and
language corpus. Everything in this New World was presented as a difficulty to carry out the projects
imported from Europe. The complex and varied American reality forced the civil, military and religious
authorities a high degree of flexibility against the integration of indigenous constructive criteria (more
empirical than scholarly nature, but much more effective in the new context) and against the results
that differed, in many cases, from the original idea. Therefore after the first period of European
presence (1524-1650) coincides with the process of architectural experimentation and the successive
implantation - with substantial modifications - in the field of religious and civil architecture, of the model
known as the Spanish colonial architectural prototype, understood as a version of the architectural
parties in use in the Iberian Peninsula. Synthetically, the first phase of the sixteenth century can be
defined as a moment of collection and summation of experiences: Gothic, Mudéjar, Renaissance or
pre-Hispanic, which will then evolve in a different process, from accumulation to integration. The
subaltern role occupied by the indigenous world becomes an emerging force, "the ability to
appropriate ideas, concepts or forms, will not be linear, but enveloping, creative, generating new
responses" [7]. During the second phase, between the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the Latin
American Baroque enters the scene, it’s in this context that the strong impetus of the Mudéjar
substrate is clearly observed, assuming a substantial role in the evolution of the new typologies
conceived by the Baroque architecture, especially for the correspondence of its decorative and spatial
languages. The Latin American style is the perfect amalgam of mestizo plastic expressions. The rich
scenario that occurs during this period triggers a vast range of situations throughout the American
subcontinent. The best-known architectural testimonies are usually found in the territory that currently
comprises: Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras and Belize, in practice, more or less, what was then the
"New Spain". Being this a highly representative area of the colony, it has logically been a region
subject of important studies. The monuments and plastic manifestations that have been conserved in
the area, have aroused general interest, either because of the imposing dimensions of the buildings
and the quantity, as well as because of the variety of typologies. Anyway, the phenomenon that
interests, reaches all the latitudes of the subcontinent, including Colombia, Peru, Argentina and Chile.
The case of Brazil, given the complexity and extent involved is a chapter that must be treated
separately. A fundamental aspect to take into account for the comprehensive analysis of American
Baroque architecture, it’s the intimate and indissoluble link with the theme of religious architecture.
From there it will be permeated by a process of absorption and socialization of the sacral to the areas
of popular and official architecture [8]. Already entered in the seventeenth century, the process of
cultural synthesis was implying a growing participation of the indigenous in the constructive activity.
For the natives, the domination of the internal space that they had not known in their culture meant a
profound change, form of spatial experience that after a century of contact with the West had learned
to live and even to create. Through the change of criteria regarding the territorial extension, the
occupation policy of the open areas and the development of a multiple economy with varied forms of
production, the indigenous progressively acquires a leading role (without changing their class status),
especially in marginal areas. For this reason, it’s not strange that the emergence of new Baroque
expressions finds wide acceptance in rural areas. Consequently, a kind of dichotomy is created
between the urban and the rural, which will give rise to a hypothetical popular baroque and another
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“academic” (a full contradiction). The so- called “academic” would represent a nexus of historical
continuity, an evolution of the late mannerism along with the expressions of the local centers. The
popular understood as a manifestation of the tension of being and not being Latin American, of a
casuistic, creative and free nature, and more than anything, far from being systematized. In any case,
popular or not, in the flexibility of the limits, in the creative and expressive freedom, the natives of
South America found their own identity, the artistic diversity of the baroque was the proclamation of
their sovereignty.

Fig. 1: main façade, church of San Lorenzo, Mexico City, XVII century.

2. About the Latin American baroque. Context, materials, forms.
The phenomenon of Baroque art and architecture has specific characteristics that are closely linked to
each area. For this reason, it is essential to take into consideration “the regional schools” with their
expressive peculiarities, for example: for example: plasterworks, predominant in the Oaxaca area;
stones such as the “chiluca” (yellow ocher tone) and the “tezontle” (reddish color) typical of the valley
of Mexico; the pumice stone (porous quality) of Havana; the ashlar of Arequipa in Peru and, the
polychrome tile in Puebla. The variety of materials combined with the multiple variations of its use, will
result in an extraordinary diversity of ornamental effects, both inside and outside of the buildings. In
addition to this aspect, it must be considered that the development of the Latin American baroque - in
fact a paradox - is closely connected with the progress of the institution of the ecclesiastical centers
that, in their advance through the territory, will be vehicle of diffusion par excellence, of this style. It is
enough to remember that, throughout the colonial period, ecclesiastical architecture included not only
cult buildings, but also other categories such as schools, universities, hospitals, asylums, orphanages,
cemeteries, etc. In this sense, it should be noted that in the domain of construction, the religious
sphere predominated at all, with more than 90% of the works. The rest was in the hands of civil
architecture that covered the public and private sphere. As verified at the time in Europe also in
America, architecture was the true governing art, sculpture and painting then play a simple role of
“accompaniment”. In this seat the period that interests, corresponds to the final phase of the conquest
at the beginning of the colony; that is, a century and a half of constructive activity that can be
articulated in two different moments. Between 1570 and 1650, the New Spain church has already
been consolidated through the rural convents; it is the moment in which the construction of the first
cathedrals begins, the convents and the urban parishes are developed beside to the sanctuaries. In
the same way that during the sixteenth century, in this period new decorative forms emerge. Among
the new construction typologies: the facades (called: facades-altarpiece, for its particular execution),
the monumental works of tile coating and the main altarpiece. Around the first third of the seventeenth
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century, it consolidates the trend defined as baroque “timid” [9] or “measured” according to M.J.
Buschiazzo and with the Mexican studious Manuel Toussaint has preferred to call it “baroque sober”.
For the following phases of its development, the same author has proposed the terms: “rich and
exuberant baroque” [10]. The present nomenclature allows to delineate in a fairly precise way, the
phases that the evolution of the baroque style in the Latin American world. And also, how and why,
each region elaborates a corpus of formal particularities. A complex architectural dimension will
dominate the period from 1630 to 1780. The repertoire of ornamental forms passes from the classical,
inflexible and severe order to a deployment into a full-scale of “horror vacui”.

Fig. 2: decorative detail of main façade, church of San Cristobal of Puebla, Mexico, XVII century.

Fig. 3: façade, temple of San Felipe Neri, commonly known as La Profesa, Mexico, XVII century.
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About the first baroque (called: sober), contrary to what can be imagined, its shapes were heavy,
solemn and geometric, did not invade the space with a lush decoration. It will be manifested in the
interiors, in the wooden, gilded and polychrome altarpieces, in the use of the salomonic columns and
later, with the “estípite” or stipe (type of pilaster whose body is constituted by a truncated pyramid and
with the lower base projected downwards). Between the examples of this incipient baroque are: the
San Lorenzo temple in Mexico City (Fig. 1) and the church of San Cristóbal in Puebla (specially for its
notable façade sculpted in gray stone) (Fig. 2).
Advancing in the trajectory of this style, already in the so-called "rich" baroque phase, in relation to the
fronts (facades) of ecclesiastical constructions, a compositional duality is introduced. From one side,
the conventional and “cultured” way and on the other hand, the spontaneous and less orthodox one.
Of the first option, some examples are: the Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe, the churches of San
Agustin, of San Bernardo and the “Profesa” (or Church of San Felipe de Neri, example of transition
from the moderate baroque to the rich baroque), in Mexico City. But the stylistic key of the “exuberant”
baroque, the “estípite”, is still not present in any of them. This element will be introduced later by the
Sevillian architect Antonio Balbás and used for the first time in the façade of the Metropolitan
“Sagrario” of Mexico (part of Metropolitan Cathedral).

Fig. 4: main façade, Metropolitan “Sagrario” of Mexico, Mexico, XVII century.

The most identifiable element of the baroque is, the main front, known as “facade-altarpiece”, this is a
specific term that refers to the Hispanic late Gothic tradition that consists of “taking to the street” (in
stone, cement or stucco) the equivalent of the main altarpiece inside the church. It’s a suggestive
procedure that unequivocally proclaims the presence of the temple in the monotonous urban order of
Latin American cities. Other significant examples of the baroque, in the "exuberant" phase are: temple
of the Jesuit seminary of Tepotzotlan, the church of San Francisco, San Diego and the Company of
Jesus in Guanajuato.
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Fig. 5: detail of main façade, church of San Francisco of Tepotzotlan, Mexico, XVII century.

Fig. 6: lateral façade, temple of Company of Jesus in Guanajuato, Mexico, early XVIII century.

The polychromy is another fundamental trait of the Latin American baroque, besides the use of the
stipe and the decorative effects with predominance of the horror vacui. For example, in the central
zone of New Spain, polychromy was obtained through the contrast of tezontle and chiluca, in the area
of Puebla; the constructions were characterized by the widespread use of ceramics and plaster. In
southern areas, the materials available change but not the composition or decorative logic, the
predominant materials are ashlar (different qualities and colours), gypsum, clay and brick. As a rule, in
the Ibero-American temples, the wall box does not define space by itself, especially when the
decorative treatment substantially alters the conditions of texture, colour, light and sequence [11]. The
creative imprint of the Latin American baroque is clearly revealed in the manufacture of the altarpieces
and the evolution of the facades. Precisely, in this dimension it’s possible to recognize once again the
strong connection with the Mudéjar style [12].
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Fig. 7: detail of main façade, church of San Francisco in Acatepec, Puebla Mexico, c.1730.

Fig. 8: main façade and tower, church of Santa Maria Tonanzintla, Puebla, Mexico, XVI-XVIII century.
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Fig. 9: main façade and tower, church of Santa Maria Tonanzintla, Puebla, Mexico, XVI-XVIII century.

3. Conclusion
One of the fundamental problems of the Latin American baroque is the question of categories of
analysis. What is valid for Europe is certainly not applicable in the case of Latin American expressions.
Discarding Gasparini's idea of a linear transfer of European models and the spatial determinism linked
to this concept, the phenomenon can be examined from another perspective. In general, the transfer
of techniques and formal repertoires in Ibero-America does not respond to an orderly chronological
rhythm, it is rather a “cultural explosion”. Individuals of different origins, with different artistic ideals,
commissioned or built works, to satisfy different demands. They were Spaniards, Moors, Flemings,
Italians, and above all, natives and mestizos, who constituted the most accessible (and specialized)
labor force. According to all these factors - human and cultural - and to the forms received from both
cultural horizons, an unprecedented product will be forged; a new artistic manifestation [13], IberoAmerican Baroque is a unitary and multiple phenomenon, for its originality it transcends and exceeds
in quantity, quality and variety the imported models from which it departs. In the words of Chueca
Goitía: “the same world beating in unison” but each one with fragments of its own identity. The
tendency to modify and adapt structures is different from the European one; in America, techniques
and stylistic traits from different historical periods are anachronistically integrated. The works must be
understood in their social and cultural dimension, which is the most appropriate key reading in the
case of Latin America, the formal point of view by itself, is limited to the complex context under study.
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Fig. 10: main facade, Cathedral of Our Lady of the Assumption of Zacatecas, Mexico, 1729-1772.

Fig. 11: detail of main facade, church of El Carmen, San Luis de Potosi, Mexico, 1749-1764.
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Abstract
Since 1464, the historical “Wool Road” allowed to connect Bergamo (Italy) with important market towns
in the northern Europe; it was a sort of "shortcut" that started from Gandino, the most prosperous
manufacturing and trade center of woolen cloths in the Val Seriana, and reconnected the postal road to
Bolzano. Because of the eighteenth-century manufacturing crisis, the “Wool Road” was abandoned and
forgotten.
Today, only some parts of this historical road remain; their path has been recognized through the
comparison between the documentary information, the historical maps and the physical evidences still
visible. This work was supported by the geo-referencing of the historical maps and by the subsequent
field verification of the existing parts, surveyed and recorded with GPS.
This phase of research was followed by the elaboration of conservation and enhancement project of the
“Wool Road” and the artefacts built along its path. The dissemination and sharing of its history and its
possibility of being revitalized and reused can now make use through open WebGIS tools and a new
idea of “Internet of Places”; they allow many actors, in real time, to implement and connect
simultaneously various databases and maps, interacting with location based services. Consequently,
the data provided and the modern widespread digital technological tools can contribute to generate
different cognitive experiences, based on the integration between tangible and intangible presences
from the past, strongly linked to the culture and interests of individuals, and to stimulate a compatible
use and a real enhancement of this important forgotten historic landscape.
Keywords: Historical ways, Restoration, Tracking Technologies, Survey, GIS Mapping, Internet of
Places

1.

Introduction

The need of man to conquer, trade or pray (among other reasons) has always fostered building networks
of communication that have reached a certain scale of complexity in our era. The ancient “Wool Road”
was first established mainly for commercial reasons. The road led from Gandino to Endine, and then
entered the public road that came from Bergamo to reach Castro overlooking Lake Iseo.
The town of Gandino is located in the homonymous Val Gandino, a side valley of Val Seriana. Starting
from as early as 1400, it became a flourishing manufacturing center [1] and began to trade its woolen
cloth at the Bolzano fair and in northern Europe [2].
The merchants of Gandino had two possibilities to reach Bolzano: to cross the Val Seriana and from
Bergamo take the municipal road that led to the Tonale pass [3], or to use an old mule track that, passing
through Peia, allowed them to cross the Orobian mountains and reach Val Cavallina. The merchants
had great advantages in using the mule track: avoiding the payment of duties in Bergamo [4] and
considerably shortening the travel time to reach the Bolzano fair.
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The woolen cloth trade became such a consolidated activity that as early as 1464 the citizens of Gandino
asked the then mayor (Podestà) of Bergamo, Benedetto Venier, to upgrade the old mule track, at the
time in a poor state of preservation, to allow the passage of wagons [1]. As a consequence, in 1466 the
Podestà ordered the construction of a new road, called (in Italian language) Via della Lana [5], under
two conditions: the prohibition to build taverns along the way, and the obligation to the municipality of
Gandino to bear the costs of ordinary and extraordinary maintenance [1]. There were some
consequences from these conditions: the first one made the “Wool Road” a path suited only for the
transport of goods, while the second made the obligation of maintenance fall under the municipality of
Peia (which in 1566 sought autonomy from Gandino). The population of Peia, more devoted to
agriculture and breeding [4], was not very interested in keeping the road in good conditions; this fact
was reported in 1703 to the consuls of the small town [6].
The “Wool Road” may have been used, as a shortcut, also by Leonardo da Vinci around 1507, to go
from Gandino to Lake Iseo [7]. For military purposes, Leonardo drew the maps of Val Brembana and of
Val Seriana, with the branch of Val Gandino (Fig.1).

Fig. 1: Sketch-maps of the course of the river Serio by Leonardo da Vinci; Val Gandino is highlighted by the red
oval (The Royal Collection Trust, map n° RCIN 912674)

The decline of Gandino's manufacturing activity in the mid-18th century led in turn to the decline of the
“Wool Road”, of which only a few stretches can be easily traced nowadays. Two architectural
emergencies survive today along the road: the church of Santa Maria Elisabetta (1574) in Peia and the
small church dedicated to Santa Liberata (1630) [8]. The first one was also intended for the care of the
traveler, while the second was conceived for prayer alone.
Nowadays the desire to valorize the ancient “Wool Road”, making it once again viable in the stretch that
leads from Gandino to Lake Endine and an element of attraction for both locals and tourists, is the object
of some reflections by the authors [9]. In this work the use of existing historical cartography has been
developed to recognize the exact track, in conjunction with other tools such as georeferencing on current
maps and GPS surveying. In addition, the use of Geographical Information System (GIS) has been
proposed to collect, manage and share information.

2.

The path rediscovery of the “Wool Road” within the historical and actual maps

2.1 Historical georeferenced maps as instrument to “navigate” the past on actual maps
Historical georeferenced cartography has become one of the most widely used tools for the analysis,
the enhancement and the conservation of the built heritage and landscape, thanks also to the greater
availability and easy accessibility of digital historical cartography available on the web. This is due to a
process of digitalization started at least a decade ago, by many institutions that hold the maps (i.e. the
project "Territories" of MiBACT - Ministero dei beni e delle attività culturali e del turismo:
http://www.territori.san.beniculturali.it/), and now accelerating in Italy thanks to the approval of the
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“Annual Law for the market and competition (Law n. 124/2017)”, which provides for the free reproduction
and disclosure of archival documents preserved in all Italian public libraries and archives, including
historical maps (with the exception of come confidential documents according to the articles n. 122-127
of the “Cultural Heritage Code”).
Studies on built heritage and landscape require tools for the investigation and the documentation at the
territorial scale, as historical maps, in order to consider and analyze a series of fundamental elements
that represent the context, physical but also social and cultural. The ICOMOS “Declaration of San
Antonio” (1996) [10] states: “The comprehensive cultural value of our heritage can be understood only
through an objective study of history, the material elements inherent in the tangible heritage, and a deep
understanding of the intangible traditions associated with the tangible patrimony”. Similarly, as regards
to the study and conservation of ancient roads, today often no longer used and scarcely recognizable,
but whose conservation and enhancement can not take place properly if they are not considered in all
their aspects, tangible and intangible. This concept has been clearly defined by the ICOMOS “Charter
on cultural routes” (2008) [11]: “By understanding a Cultural Route as a set of dynamic elements of
cultural communication between peoples, its cultural heritage assets can be appreciated in their true
spatial and historical dimensions, which allows for a comprehensive and sustainable approach to the
conservation of the Route as a whole”.
The process of knowledge of the historical routes must necessarily start with the identification of its path,
taking into account its specific functionality in the past, its cultural value for the population that lived
there, its structural configuration, its whole geographic and historic context, its relationships to the
landscape. It is again the ICOMOS “Charter on cultural routes” to reiterate that: “It is essential to start
with the identification both of the Route as a whole and of its individual sections, along with an inventory
of the assets that comprise it and an analysis of their state of conservation which will facilitate the
elaboration of a strategic plan for its preservation. This plan should necessarily include measures for
raising awareness of the Route and creating interest in it among public and private entities”.
In order to enhance the northern Italy "Wool Road", to make it recognizable and practicable again, at
least from Gandino (BG) to Lovere (Iseo Lake - BS), it was first fundamental to recognize the exact path
of the road on the historical maps. This operation has made it necessary to compare maps at different
scales of representation and informative contents, from those at the territorial scale to those at the
cadastral scale, according to a consolidated operating methodology [9]. The exact recognition of the
route was first made on the map sheets both of the 1809-1810 and 1853 “Lombardo Veneto” Cadasters
(ASBg – Archivio di Stato di Bergamo), on a scale of 1: 2,000 (ASBg – Archivio di Stato di Bergamo),
and organized by census municipality: Gandino, Peja, Ranzanico, Endine, Piangaiano, Sovere, Pianico,
Castro and Lovere (Val Camonica e Val Cavallina). This has allowed to recognize the different streets
that made up the "Wool Road", with their names, as described in detail in the historical documents
recovered. This verification of the route was then also carried out on maps at territorial scale: the “Carta
degli Astronomi della Lombardia austriaca” (1791) at scale 1: 86,400 (ASMi – Archivio di Stato di
Milano), the “ITM Regno Lombardo Veneto Topographic Map” (1833), at scale 1: 86,400 (ASMi), and
the “Second Military Survey” (1806-1869), at scale 1 to 28,800.
The exact identification of changes and modifications of the route, from the second half of the nineteenth
century to the present, was supported by the georeferencing of the historical maps on the current
regional cartography, in the reference system WGS84/UTM 32 [12].
Once the route was recognized on the maps, it was necessary to visit the area between Gandino and
Lovere to verify the conditions of the surviving sections, with particular attention to the grafts between
the existing road and those portions now deleted or redesigned. The GPS survey, carried out with both
professional and "common use" instruments, was then superimposed on the current regional layers, on
the geological maps of the area and on the historical geo-referenced maps, in order to put all the
information into a single geographical database. This operation was carried out by using the *.kml
interchange file of the historical route drawn, exported by the GIS software and imported into geoportal
maps (e.g. Geoportal Region of Lombardy) and Google Earth.
2.2 The “Wall road” between Gandino and Lovere
The comparison between the precise descriptions of the historical “Wool Road”, contained in the archive
documents, and the path of the roads, drawn on the cadastral map sheets of the “Lombardo-Veneto” of
1853, has made it possible to highlight the sections that still exist, those that have disappeared or have
been replaced by new and wider routes, more suitable for vehicular traffic.
Although today it is characterized by very heterogeneous features and widths, this route is still almost
entirely practicable today, as shown by the overlap between the current maps and the historical georeferenced maps (28 map sheets of “Lombardo Veneto” Cadaster) (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: Georeferencing of the 28 map cadastral sheets of the “Lombardo-Veneto” Cadastre (1853), at scale
1:2,000, and of the “Carta degli Astronomi della Lombardia austriaca” (1791) at scale 1: 86,400 (ASMi), on the
current Lombardy Region *shp files.

Following the fifteenth-century description of the route [13], the "Wool Road" began in the village of
Gandino, passing through the small village of Peja, along what in 1853 was called "Strada che
communica con Gandino", in the first stretch, and then “Strada Comunale che mette alla Forcella di
Ranzanico”. After the Pass of the Forcella di Ranzanico (958 m a.s.l.), the road descended along the
northern side of Endine Lake and crossing an area characterized by woods and steep slopes. Near the
village of Endine, the historical “Wool Road”, called in that stretch "Strada comunale da Gandino ad
Endine", bent southwards "...vicino ad un noce esistente" (1466), in the "Strada Comunale detta del
Valsetto delle Noci" (now called "Via Gandino"), crossed the centre of the inhabited nucleus and then
converged on the "Via Pubblica” (1466) or "Strada Regia Postale detta Valleriana, che da Bergamo
mette a Lovere Valcamonica" (the current state road n. 42 of the Tonale and Mendola).
This 10 km route is still practicable in its almost totality, except for a small section with a steep slope,
immediately after the Pass of the Forcella: this area is indicated in the current geological maps as an
area affected by landslides and these events are easily recognizable by comparing the orthoimages of
1954 and that of 2012 (Geoportal Lombardy Region). In particular, in the orthoimage of 1954, the stretch
of the "Wool Road", which has now disappeared and is covered by vegetation, was still visible
immediately after the two bends towards it (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: On the top: orthoimage “Volo GAI 1954” (https://www.cartografia.servizirl.it/viewer30/index.jsp); on the
bottom: Ortoimage “RL 2012”. The yellow rectangle shows the trait of the “Wool Road” which has now
disappeared.

Once in the “Via Pubblica”, the wool cloth merchants went in the direction of the Tonale Pass and
Bolzano, where they seld and exchanged their wool. From Endine the “Via Pubblica” headed towards
Piangaiano, passing on the northern side of Lake Endine. It is in this section that is it possible to
recognize a variation of the ancient route with respect to the current high flow road, lower than that
indicated in the plans of the first half of the nineteenth century (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: The navigation in transparency (http://mapire.eu/en/) between the “Second Military Survey” maps (18061869), and the actual cartographic layers, shows the trait of the “Strada Pubblica” modified (yellow colour).

Then the road joined what is now called "Strada Nazionale", crossing the municipality of Sovere, and
then bend eastwards in the direction of Castro, Lovere and Iseo Lake. This route, although clearly
expanded and adapted to new vehicle needs, seems to follow the old one in all its parts. The only doubt
in this regard is represented by a small stretch in the territory between Sovere and Pianico, where until
the end of the eighteenth century was indicated a portion of the road that went to Sovere, then bend
abruptly south towards Pianico (drawing a sort of cusp), subsequently modified to make it perhaps more
direct, as can be seen from the map sheet of the “Lombardo-Veneto” Cadastre (1810) and the ITM Map
of 1833 (Figg. 5 - 6).
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Fig. 5: On the top: “Carta degli Astronomi della Lombardia austriaca” (1791); on the bottom “Carta Topografica
ITM Regno Lombardo Veneto” (1833). The yellow colour higlights the “Wool Road”, the red circle the probably
modification of the path in corresponding of Pianico.

Fig. 6: In yellow, the section of the “Via Pubblica” near Pianico, modified with respect to the “Carta degli
Astronomi della Lombardia austriaca” (1791), is highlighted on the map sheet of “Lombardo Veneto” (Mappe
originali primo rilievo, PIANICO, http://www.asmilano.it/Divenire), 1809.

The total route of the "Wool Road" from Gandino to Lovere is about 20 km long but is now characterized
by very different characters, in terms of size, usability, appearance and accessibility. There are few
indications regarding the existence in this area of this ancient “Wool Road”, strongly identifying for the
local culture, and they are localized only in the first stretch, in the municipality of Gandino; then this
information is gradually being lost, as well as the sign of the past existence of this path, today forgotten
by most. It is particularly interesting the project “Lana Val Gandino” to promote the culture of wool [14].
In some cases the road is highly flowing, without space for slower mobility, in others the size of the
roadway is narrowed to become a pedestrian-cycle or country road, in some cases not asphalted; only
in small stretches a pedestrian-cycle path has been built to complement the vehicular mobility (Fig. 7).
No traces of the ancient pavement, now made of asphalt, have been found, with the exception of the
first stretch near Gandino, where traces of the ancient sediment in rough stone ashlars can still be seen.

Fig. 7: Some pictures of the actual “via Nazionale”, from Endine Gaiano to Lovere.

3.

Smart Tourism tools to enhance historical “Wool Road”

In the last few years the increase of availability of geolocalized information related to the proliferation of
mobile device applications, mainly based on smartphones and tablets [15], can play an important role
to enhance and disseminate cultural routes projects in contemporary landscapes, where the interaction
between user and place is a key driver of touristic experience (Fig.8). Especially in the in-between
territories, localized in a fringe position between urban and rural, the role of Information and
Communications Technologies (ICTs) can be considered essential for cultural heritage valorization
processes. Also from the perspective of touristic experience, ICTs can contribute in terms of generating
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value-added experiences [16]. The integration of data produced from different fields and sources must
be encouraged. For instance, precision farming and remote sensing techniques could be used not only
for specialized uses, but also to collect and release information that might be interesting for other
purposes, such as tourism (remote monitoring of best touristic conditions: presence of water in ricefields,
foliage season on vineyards, quality of snow in mountain resorts) [17].

Fig. 8: A detail from HeatMap by Strava shows how users tracks correspond to the historical route of “Wool
Road”. The color scale shows the level of users tracks. The most frequented routes are represented by the lighter
colors.

In this chapter, digital tools, such as smartphones and tablets, have been assumed as “mobile interface”
between users and places, able to provide location based services related to slow tourism and to outdoor
activities (trekking, bicycle tourism). One of the main aspect of the research concerns with userexperience, referring to landscapes and, in this paper, to the case of historical routes. It is generally
possible to activate a process of “situated knowledge”, that is demonstrated (from Galileo to John
Dewey, and especially today rethinking of education in the age of information technologies) to be more
effective if the users experience happens directly on the place, interacting with tangible components of
the places and receiving site-specific information connected to the current position (navigation services,
interactive web map, points of interests, tourism info, sensors etc.). But it is also possible to “read” the
places and “learn” from them through a “remote use” of device, in the sense that contents can be
visualized and used even at distance and not in the specific site. The two mentioned user approaches
are very different and produce different knowledge of places [18].
In the specific case of the “Wool Road”, a set of digital tools (WebGIS, Mobile Device Applications,
QRcode, Near Field Communication, Radio Frequency Identification) have been investigated with the
aim to explore how digital technologies can contribute to the valorization process of the historical route.
WebGIS is a Geographical Information System (GIS) published on the web with aim to communicate
and share its contents with users. In a broader sense, WebGIS can be used to visualize georeferenced
data on a web map (Open Layers Map is an open source JavaScript library for displaying map data in
web browsers), or on a 3D terrain model, that can be enriched through geotagging, links, images etc.
The optimal visualization and operation of the WebGIS is basically through the laptop, and the
knowledge experience of the user is more virtual. For the valorization of the “Wool Road”, WebGIS can
represent the main platform that is able to collect, manage and share all the georeferenced data (route
track, panoramic point, points of interest, historical maps, images etc.).
Mobile device applications (App) are computer software designed to run on mobile devices such as
smartphone and tablets. Respect to desktop and web browser applications, mobile applications run on
the mobile device that can be used directly on the place in order to provide location web services and
to establish an interaction between user and place. In the case of the “Wool Road”, a specific mobile
application can be developed to show the current position of the user along the track (through GPS
services) on a real time map, navigation system, expected travel time and indications of other points of
interest along the path (main cultural heritage, significant panoramic point, facilities and services,
accommodation etc.). A mobile device application can also include links to social network, used to collect
information and opinion by users [19] (Fig.9).
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Fig. 9: On the left side: 3D visualization - Web GIS interface; On the right: Mobile Application as tool that can
contribute to enhance the “Wool Road”.

Another important point of this issue, specifically connected to smart tourism, is related to the availability
of sensors technologies that can provide additional information to the users along the path, by installing
small targets or sensors that are able to establish an interaction with users, so to share the physical,
direct experience based on perception of conditions that occur in real time [20].
Quick Response Code technologies (QR code) are physical matrix/barcode that are readable through
mobile device applications. QR code, generally, can be a link to a website that provide instant
information about objects. Some QR code targets can be localized along the “Wool Road” to be revealed
by users during their travel experience, with the aim to communicate such type of information (history,
nature, landscape, heritage).
Near-field communication (NFC) is a set of communication protocols that allow to establish a connection
between two electronic devices by bringing them very close. Due to the proximity between users and
devices (distance of approx.10 cm), users can easily exchange data and information with other NFCenabled end points and corresponding tags [21].
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) uses electromagnetic fields to automatically identify attached to
objects. QRcode technology require user action to be effective; NFC and RFID can be used in a more
passive way to provide information along the path when sensors and users device are so close to
interact between themselves [22].
In general sensors technologies can also be used to reveal variable conditions of the landscape around
the route, that change according to seasonal conditions. For instance in such particular season and
weather conditions, sensors can drive users to see particular landscape conditions and phenomena
(foliage colors, snow landscape, scenic views of the lake etc.) (Fig.10).

Fig. 10: On the left side: QrCode technology can provide additional information about cultural heritage along the
“Wool Road”; On the right: Near-field communication can be applied to discover landscape elements on the
surroundings.

It is important to consider how digital technologies can be integrated in the valorization project of the
“Wool Road”, in terms of generating value-added experiences for local inhabitants and tourists. Local
inhabitants (insiders) and tourists (outsiders) can contribute, from different points of views, to share
information useful to define, manage and valorize cultural heritage.
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4.

Concluding remarks

In recent years the Val Gandino is strongly promoting its territory, trying to recover the traditions of the
past (such as the manufacture of woolen cloth) and make them attractive elements for the inhabitants
of Val Gandino, but especially for tourists. Among the various initiatives, a path of about 30 km called
"La traversata dei Pizzi" [23] that joins the various peaks of the Orobie that enclose the valley has been
made accessible. The path involves reaching the Forcella pass, but then continues in other directions.
It would be interesting to create a network of routes that will make it possible to reach Val Cavallina.
The historical route of the “Wool Road” would in this way be recovered and could also become an
attractive place. Through the restoration interventions on material components of the landscape, the
architectural emergencies that are still visible could be enhanced, as well as the road in the sections
that are abandoned today and not very accessible, so as to make it a naturalistic path of great interest
for hikers. At the same time, the memory of the “Wool Road” in the sections whose traces have been
cancelled by recent transformations and different uses (paving, motor traffic) can be made accessible
through a set of digital tools and location based services, which will also have the task of informing about
the culture and history of the place.
In this way the historical memory, based on a network of interconnected places, through the “Wool
Road” will be maintained, thanks to the integration between tangible and intangible components of the
place, adding a sort of “digital label” to the physical nodes of the territory. The traditional concept of
layered landscapes, based on the presence of inhabitants with their culture and activities, will therefore
be updated with the possibilities given by digital networks, promoting the idea that a place that can be
maintained alive also through the provision of digital services.
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Abstract
Sewell, the copper mining settlement declared World Heritage Site in 2006, constitutes a remarkable
example of adaption to extreme territorial conditions. It is located in the mountain range of Los Andes
(Chile), at more than 2200 m of altitude, in a steep topography, isolated, exposed to a rigorous climate
with snow and strong winds, avalanches and earthquakes. The result of this adaption process is a
singular landscape expressed in a stepped urban form and a constructive system that gradually adjusted
to an adverse environment. The social, productive and technological structures show the peculiar
character of the site. The main component of this urban structure is a monumental staircase, built on
the highest slopes, which runs through the camp, dividing the housing areas and the industrial zone.
Besides, the staircase is a social axis that links the camp public spaces and connects with stairs and
passages the access to the houses and buildings that followed the topography. Therefore, this work
focuses on the answer to an imposing and inhospitable geography, transforming it in a habitable place
through creative solutions at an urban, architectural and constructive scale.
Keywords: company town, copper mining settlement, industrial landscape, extreme landscape

1.

Introduction

The mining town of Sewell is located in the complex Andean territory, an abrupt and isolated
geographical area that was gradually transformed as a result of the development of the settlement. This
process -which can be described as a continuous effort to adapt to the challenges generated by relief,
climate and isolation- resulted in the construction of a unique landscape that expresses the transition
from the locus terribilis to the locus amoenus because nature ceased to be seen as a strange and
threatening presence (Marchan Fiz, 2006). The locus terribilis refers to the image of a vast, desolate
and dangerous natural space, which even evokes death; in contrast, the locus amoenus refers to a
homely place that proclaims human presence (Bodei, 2011).
The Andes mountain range, with its vastness and high peaks of ice and rock, has remained an
indomitable and scarcely populated space. The consolidation of the settlement in these adverse
conditions entails developing adaptation actions that transform the territory and shape a new landscape.
A landscape that must be characterized to correctly evaluate its value as a result of a radical
transformation that made habitable, even cozy, an inhospitable and isolated territory. The natural
characteristics of the Andean environment, with formidable obstacles to be overcome, became an
opportunity for the creation of a singular village, where difficulties such as relief and climate were an
incentive to propose original solutions with the objective of exploiting mining resources and hosting
community life.
This work focuses on the analysis of Sewell highlighting its condition as an exceptional cultural
landscape that was built as it rooted in an extreme geography. In the context of the Andes, the
successive actions of man in the territory, which allowed the consolidation of Sewell, show the gradual
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cultural adaptation to a hostile environment. The urban structure of the mining town, housing, industrial
facilities, roads, bridges and railways were innovative responses that gave rise to a particular way of
living. With the development of the settlement, the geographical space ceased to be a dangerous and
strange area to become a hospitable and friendly landscape.

Fig. 1: El Teniente Santiago - Rancagua [cartographic material]: Instituto Geográfico Militar de Chile. Mapoteca.
Biblioteca Nacional Digital de Chile.
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2.

Description of the Andean territory as locus terribilis

Sewell is located in the Andes Mountains, between 2,000 and 2,500 masl, on the western slope of Cerro
Negro and near the confluence of the El Teniente and Coya rivers, called La Junta. The town was built
to exploit the El Teniente copper mine, located inside an exceptionally steep mountain, three kilometers
east of Sewell, (Marín, 1917).
The mountain environment generates hostile conditions for settlement that act together. The relief is
steep, with slopes of 30° and even 40° in some sectors of Sewell. In addition, it is an arid territory, with
scarce vegetation because the soil is geologically new and there is a shortage of rain in summer and
spring (Braden Copper Company, 1942). Extreme weather is another adversity due to its great thermal
amplitude, which reaches up to 30°C in summer and -12°C in winter (Lepe, 2017), and the irregularity
of rainfall, as far as nearly 92% of rainfall takes place between May and December, with heavy snow in
winter and strong winds (Golubev, 1967). The topographic and climatic conditions explain the situation
of isolation and the difficulty of communications. These obstacles were overcome by combined actions
on the territory that gave rise to the new landscape of the settlement.
The extreme climate, together with the complexity of the relief, not only posed a challenge for the
settlement, it was also the main risk factor for the population. In this latitude, snowfalls present a
significant interannual variability, affected by the El Niño phenomenon (ENSO). Snowfalls occur
between June and August, sometimes lasting until September (Lepe, 2017). During the winter, snow is
present from 1,500m. The effect of wind accumulates snow on the cornices of the leeward slopes
(Golubev, 1967). The morphology of the relief, with high crests, of little inclination and great size, that
are cut in deep and steep canyons to finish in glacial valleys of quaternary origin, favour the jump
avalanches (Golubev, 1967). According to Janeras (2013) the snow annual average precipitation is
614cm, with standard deviation of 282cm and maximum of 1,500cm. The snowfalls are short and
irregular, although intense (Golubev, 1967). The maximum accumulation in 24 hours has reached
244cm, 510cm in 72 hours. This rapid increase in the snow layer - along with the steep slopes of the
mountains and lack of vegetation to contain it - has caused the greatest disasters in the population and
explains the construction of a series of measures to face them. Throughout the twentieth century there
were 24 events, with a total of 193 deaths, highlighting some events such as 1926, when a severe storm
forced to make tunnels under the snow for the transit of people (Mercado, 1995); In 1944, another snow
avalanche killed 102 people.
Isolation is another characteristic that determines the locus terribilis condition of the site. Rancagua, the
nearest city, is located 35 km from Sewell (in a straight line); However, despite this relatively short
distance, accessibility was a huge challenge due to the high complexity of the relief. In 1905 a road was
made to take the ore in carts to the town of Graneros, located 74 km from Sewell, on a trip that took five
days (round trip). A series of temporary camps were installed along the route. In 1907 the difficult task
of building the railroad between Sewell and Rancagua began, but the works finished in 1911 because
of the obstacles derived from relief and climate.

Fig. 2: General plan. Sewell settlement. Source: By the authors from SG9-675-0: CODELCO Chile. División El
Teniente. Sewell, 2002.

3.

The construction of a new landscape as locus amoens

Sewell became closely linked to the complex geographical context because the productive and urban
development required anchoring the settlement to the site through a succession of territorial domain
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actions that allowed transforming an aggressive environment into a liveable and understandable
landscape. In this process, each intervention was transforming the territory and generating a new
landscape. The differentiation between territory and landscape is irrelevant considering that, according
to Gómez Sal (2006), landscape is not exhausted in the territory -which is a geographical, political and
social expression- as far as landscape has symbolic and affective meanings. This quality represents a
radical difference between both concepts. In a similar sense, Martínez de Pisón (2000) explains that the
idea of territory refers to a functional and administrative space; in comparison, the landscape is a space
endowed with concrete forms, visible face and cultural and vital meanings, which makes it more than a
mere scenario.
The construction of this cultural landscape began in 1905, when the government of Chile authorized the
American William Braden to initiate the actions to exploit the copper from the El Teniente mine. Braden,
together with E.W Nash, created the Braden Copper Company in the United States with the aim of
starting the mining activity. In 1906, using animal traction, they built a concentration plant and a mill to
crush the ore and turn it into sand. Later, an electric power plant was built occupying the water of the
rivers. In parallel, they stablished a primitive settlement whose natural limits were the ravines of the
Coya (north) and El Teniente (south) rivers.
The machinery and implements to build the camp were transported from the city of Rancagua in carts
that belonged, mostly, to peasants in the area.
Along the steep slopes of Cerro Negro, the transport of the ore from its extraction site to the camp was
done in lifts supported by wooden towers - which supported the cables and the flow of the lifeline reinforced by braces of rolled iron to prevent their destruction by the frequent avalanches of snow.
In 1911 they built a new electric power plant using the waters of the Cachapoal River through a 12 km
long canal. That same year a 72-km-long railroad was completed to connect Rancagua and Sewell as
a safer alternative to the road. It also helped to reduce transport time for workers, materials, food and
minerals.
The railway was 72 km long, with a winding path to adapt to changes in topography. From Rancagua
the railway climbs a stretch of 31 km following the Cachapoal river bed to reach Coya, the first mining
camp, located at 750 masl next to two hydroelectric plants that generate energy for all the operations of
the mining company. From Coya, the railway moves away from the Cachapoal River and follows the
course of the Coya River to the copper smelter in Caletones, at an altitude of 1500 m and 55 km from
Rancagua. From Caletones, the railroad continues to climb the steep caisson of the Coya river to the
La Junta station in Sewell, located 69 km from Rancagua with a height of 2150 meters above sea level.
(Braden Copper Company, 1942). The trip from Rancagua to Sewell took 4 hours because the railway
had to cross the rugged terrain, which forced the construction of numerous tunnels and bridges
An engineer of the company, described it in these terms: "It was a narrow gauge railroad built in 1915
or 1920. It was seventy kilometers from Rancagua up to the mine in Sewell. If the railroad had one, it
had a thousand curves in it, and the train had one of these old side-drive logging steam engines. They
bought them from Washington and Oregon, took them down to Chile, and put little cars on them. It was
like a Toonerville trolley, with seven or eight cars. They'd slowly go up hill. The train took four and a half
hours, and the rail car was nothing but a truck chassis with a Ford engine in the front, and then they put
steel wheels on it that they made in the foundry there. Then they put a canopy cover on the thing with
isinglass windows that you took off in the summer and put on in the winter. It had five rows of seats of
four each and a driver. That took two hours. "(Haldeman, 1995).
Frequently, the heavy snow forced to suspend the service. There were also accidents caused by
avalanches of snow, which tried to be mitigated by the construction of defences and tunnels. The railway
was specially built to support the exploitation of the ore; However, with the improvement of safety
conditions, it was also used to transport passengers to the thermal baths of Cauquenes and farms
located in the area (Marín, 1917).
The urban development of Sewell was the result of a continuous process of adaptation to a complex
territory due to steep slopes, isolated and exposed to snowfall, strong winds and avalanches. The
enormous efforts to settle in the hostile environment of the Andes are expressed in the progressive
consolidation of an innovative urban structure and a cultural landscape of extraordinary singularity.
The mining camp was gradually responding to the challenges generated by the topography and climate.
Initially, the workers lived in huts, tents and natural mountain caves. The first houses, located on the
slopes where there were less avalanches and landslides, were built in Oregon pine imported from the
USA and later in Chilean native woods (oak, coigüe and araucaria) because they had to be light,
adaptable to the mountainous relief and withstand the weather and the earthquakes. For these
conditions, the wood was used in buildings of up to five floors. The industrial facilities also rose looking
for security against the damage caused by nature.
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Fig. 3: Central staircase. Source: By the authors. 2015

The morphology of Cerro Negro, where Sewell is located, explains its urban structure, ordered by a
monumental staircase, built on the highest slopes with an inclination of 15 to 20 degrees, which runs
through the camp, separating the housing areas (north) of the industrial zone (south). The staircase is
the main urban road and a social axis that fostered the relationship between the inhabitants. It was
connected to the camp squares, minor stairs and access passages to the houses (distributed according
to the hierarchy of employees and workers)
From the central staircase are born several horizontal pedestrian paths, in the shape of a fishbone,
which allowed the connection between houses, buildings (administrative, hospital, schools, theatre and
social clubs) and industrial buildings. Due to its urban form and the prominence of the central staircase,
Sewell is known as the City of stairs and has been described as a town spilled on the hill.
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Fig. 4: Stepped residential buildings along the central staircase. Source: By the authors. 2015

The urban development process of Sewell comprises six stages (García, 2005): first camp (1905-1910),
dispersed city (1911 and 1916), mature city (1917 and 1966.), abandoned city (1969 and 1980), camp
of contractors (1982 and 1998) and Mining Patrimonial Tourism Center (since 1998). It reached its
greatest development in the 1960s, with 15,000 inhabitants. The year 1966 began its period of decline
as a result of Operation Valle which consisted in the transfer of the population from Sewell to the city of
Rancagua with the aim of moving away from the inhabitants of the productive area, contaminated by
mining operations. The result of this operation was the eviction of the population and the destruction of
some areas of the camp. In 1967, the nationalization of the copper mine took place and 51% of the
shares of the Braden Copper Company became the property of the State of Chile. In 1998, Sewell was
declared a National Monument in the category of Typical Zone, by the Council of National Monuments
and the year 2006 was declared a World Heritage Site. At present, the camp only has 30% of the original
constructions.

4.

Particular elements of the landscape

One of the main features of Sewell is the presence of facilities built to protect against accidents caused
by relief and climate. Sewell's progressive growth caused spaces to be occupied that were not safe and
part of the communication routes were exposed to avalanches (Golubev, 1967). After the avalanche of
1926, which destroyed the Rebolledo bridge, its wooden structure was changed to a metal one. The
measures taken after the avalanche of 1944 allowed the number of fatalities to fall to 9 in 40 years. The
continuous intervention of the territory with protection works were basic elements for the formation of a
landscape with refuge characteristics. The construction of galleries on the railroad, concrete dams to
protect the western abutment of the Rebolledo bridge, concrete deflecting walls on the northern slope
of the settlement towards the Coya river stand out. Terraces and tunnels are also built for the railway.
To support the snow cover, flexible cable meshes and rigid metal structures are placed on the northern
slope of the Coya river valley, the El Teniente river drawer and the El Diablo creek. Subsequently,
defences are built based on metal bridges (Castro et al., 2010). In addition to these solutions that
changed the image of the mountain, other measures are incorporated to reduce the risk of avalanches
and snowfalls that affect homes and public spaces.
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Fig. 5: Residential buildings. Platform frame wood structure. Source: By the authors. 2015

Another feature of the landscape is related to the incorporation of different solutions in residential
buildings to face the rigorous climate and adapt to the morphology of the land. They are simple volumes,
parallel to the contour lines and with a remarkable technical quality considering the time and
circumstances of the site. They were built in wood and with a system framework (platform frame) of
prefabricated, lightweight, modular and systematic framework (Gómez, Leser and Salomone, 2003) that
facilitated the transfer of materials and make a quick assembly in an isolated place, with climate extreme
and difficult to access.
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Fig. 6: El teniente. In El cobre en imágenes. Santiago de Chile: CODELCO, 1989. p. 32

5.

Conclusions

The territory has always been transformed by the action of man and more and more genres. The
uniqueness of Sewell and the landscape that caused a measure that consolidated the camp was the
result of an adaptive process to one of the most aggressive territories in the world. Sewell is a small and
isolated city that took root in the complex geography of the Andes through gradual adaptation to extreme
geographical and climatic conditions. The landscape of this process is a sample of the human capacity
to inhabit an exceptionally rigorous territory; it is a landscape that expresses itself in the original and
staggered urban structure of the camp, in the constructive solutions and disposition of the constructions,
in the form and location of the circulations and public spaces, in the different solutions for the city. the
threatening manifestations of nature.
Sewell's landscape is unique because life in the mining camp also had unique characteristics. Climate
adaptation influenced the work shifts and the annual school and holiday regime, which takes place in
June and August, when the winter unleashed its rigor. The need for protection explains the construction
of porches and access galleries that favour the transformation of the sloping space into small scale
places and controlled views, with furniture for the meeting and the social relationship. Thus, this new
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landscape is expressed both in large urban interventions as industrial constructions as in minor solutions
that allowed a better quality of life.
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Abstract

The goal of combining "the specificities of the productive fabric and the socio-cultural
context" already promoted by the consolidated "University-School- Companies-Institutions”
chain of the LANDesign® Research Project since 2011, has become an innovative teaching
method of compulsory school-work activity for all students of the last three years of high
school, one of the most significant innovations of law 107/2015 (The Good School) in line
with the principle of open school "practical experience helps to consolidate the knowledge
acquired at school and test the attitudes of students and students in the field, to enrich their
training and to orientate their studies and in the future work "(www.miur.gov.it/alternanzascuola-lavoro).
The LANDesign® Research Project of the Department of Architecture and Industrial Design
(which established a Memorandum of Understanding on the subject from 2013 with the
MIUR Campania) for the numerous courses of School-Work Alternation achieved last
yearyear the National Award "Regoliamoci" announced by the “Libera” and the MIUR and
this year participates with 5 proposals at the National Competition "Stories sof Alternation".
The alternation School-Work has a strong guiding value, today more than 1000 students,
enthusiastic and participatory, thanks to 20 agreements signed by the Department with
higher educational institutions representative of the different addresses (classical-linguistic,
artistic, architecture and design, fashion , humanities and surveyors), have been involved in
design experiences for the training of professional profiles (designers, fashion designers,
designers, exhibition curators) responding to the degree courses in Architecture, Design and
Fashion.
To verify the entire process and the real relapse in terms of orientation and enrollment, all the
activities of the "Alternation process" are monitored through a qualitative and quantitative
survey, semi-structured interviews, evaluative questionnaires, photos and videos.

Keywords: redesign, resilience, stories, universities, schools
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1. REDESIGN+RESILIENCE
The activities described below are concrete actions of redesign, or recomposition, restructuring,
redevelopment of areas, squares, fabrics, products, at no cost, designed and implemented during the
Alternation School-Work, structured between the Department of Architecture and Industrial Design
"Luigi Vanvitelli" UNICAMPANIA and some schools in the Campania region, thanks to the resilience
put in place by the spinneret "University-School-Enterprises-Institutions". All the actions participated
simultaneously in the “LANDesign® Competition for the care of the common house 2017-18”
"addressed to Universities and Schools of all levels, promoted by the Department of Architecture and
Industrial Design UNICAMPANIA with BENECON SCaRL Regional Competence Center for the
Cultural Heritage Ecologia Economia SUN, Department of Pharmacy UNISA, Department of Europe
and Foreign Affairs CNAPPC, INNER WHEEL ITALIA -SEZ: TORRE DEL GRECO "in the search for a
sustainable and integral development" responding to the appeal of Pope Francis: "I address an
invitation urgent to renew the dialogue on the way we are building the future of the planet. We need a
confrontation that unites us all, because the environmental challenge that we live and its human roots,
affect us and affect us all "whose objectives are: a "new human ecology "because" everything in the
world is intimately connected"; "Other ways of understanding economy and progress"; "The culture of
waste and the proposal for a new lifestyle" and at the "Stories of Alternation" Competition announced
by Unioncamere and the Italian Chambers of Commerce with "the objective of enhancing and giving
visibility to the school-work alternation projects conceived, developed and requested by the students
and tutors of the second-year Italian schools degree (...) to increase the quality and effectiveness of
the school-work alternation paths, to activate a fruitful collaboration between schools and companies
and institutions through experience through the "story" of the activities carried out and the skills
acquired in the path of alternating school-work "(http://www.unioncamere.gov.it).
The creative process aimed at the wellbeing of people and the preservation of the territory triggered by
the "REDESIGN + RESILIENCE" relationship does not compare with a single and particular scale or
with a single and particular product, but can be transversal in dimension and theme.

Fig. 1: REDESIGN + RESILIENCE: History 1 – Environment, School-Work Alternation,
Department of Architecture and Industrial Design, UNICAMPANIA with "G. De Bottis" high school of Torre del
Greco (Na)
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1.1.

REDESIGN + RESILIENCE: History 1 - Environment

In Aversa in the State High School "N. Jommelli ", in the Scientific High School" E. Fermi", in the
"I.T.S .C. Andreozzi", during the hours of the School-Work Alternation, Protocol structured with the
Department of Architecture and Industrial Design, UNICAMPANIA, 220 students belonging to the
course of linguistic studies, socio-pedagogical, scientific, for surveyors, have activated a resilient
process with respect to the current condition of complete inactivity of the external areas of their
schools, assuming productive gardens, play areas, paths and elements of outdoor furniture with the
reuse of materials and objects in disuse. Particularly in the "G. De Bottis" high school of Torre del
Greco, built about forty years ago, from the typology in line interrupted by a central body, surrounded
by a large unused green space, 45 students of classes 3O and 4N have prefigured a series of
functional places to respond with a concrete action to the "Competition LANDesign® for the care of
the common house 2017-18".
Of the design hypothesis, also presented at the Competition "Stories of Alternation", the first phase
was realized, that is the "Garden of the Sunflowers", a field of flowers that expands and increases (as
happens in the corolla of the Sunflowers) every year through the planting of other plants by each
newly registered students.

Fig. 2: REDESIGN + RESILIENCE: History 1 – Environment, School-Work Alternation,
Department of Architecture and Industrial Design, UNICAMPANIA with "G. De Bottis" high school of Torre del
Greco (Na)
1.2.

REDESIGN + RESILIENCE: History 2 - City

In response to requests for the Competition "LANDesign® Competition for the care of the common
house 2017-18", the "Francesco Degni" Institute of Torre del Greco, sez. Architecture, with 43
students of classes 3 and 4 N, has activated a resilient process compared to the current condition of
an erroneous use of the urban area in front of the school, proposing a project of "Urban and
environmental regeneration of the Square" Luigi Palomba "in the of participatory planning, involving
citizens, children, young people, elderly people, traders in the area who use the urban space.
During the 3 months in which the activity of “Alternanza” took place, the young students carried out a
series of researches and analyzes divided into two phases called: HISTORICALLY, the knowledge of
the history of the square on which it intervened and the main constraints and indications given by the
existing urban planning tools; NATURALLY the existing environmental study through the typological
and morphological analysis of the actual state, of the urban furnishing, of the commercial plan, of the
vegetation.
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The third CREATIVELY phase was structured through the project activity carried out with the
participation of the inhabitants and users of the square and the post-project verification with the
exhibition in the square of the elaborate products (drawings and a model of the square in scale 1: 200)
interviewing and asking for opinions and further suggestions from citizens. Also in this case, the
design hypothesis was presented at the "Stories of Alternation" Competition announced by
Unioncamere and the Italian Chambers of Commerce.

Fig. 3-4: REDESIGN + RESILIENCE: History 2 – Citiy, School-Work Alternation,
Department of Architecture and Industrial Design, UNICAMPANIA with "F. Degni" high school of Torre del Greco
(Na)

1.3.

1.3 REDESIGN + RESILIENCE: History 3 - Fashion

In response to the requests of the LANDesign® Competition Announcement for the care of the
common house 2017-18 the "F. Degni" Institute of Torre del Greco section Fashion with 42 students of
classes 5 B and 5 C, has activated a resilient process compared to the current condition of an
erroneous use of clothes, especially at medium-low cost, so to speak the clothes "disposable". The
students observed, with studies and researches that the production of cheap clothes, very often
coincides with the exploitation of poor populations and with the increase of environmental damage due
to the production and disposal of these.
Then we asked ourselves the question "The most expensive dress is not the most expensive, but it is
what reminds us of a particular moment of our life or of the people we love: so why not reuse it with a
new design?"
With this idea "LANDesign®-the most expensive dress" was born, the title of the action born on the
consolidated "University-School-Business-Enti" chain that responds to and deepens the theme of the
recovery and reuse of clothing thanks to an innovative process, also structured in the three phases
HISTORICALLY, NATURALLY, CREATIVELY: the first phase characterized by interviews made to
relatives, friends, to themselves to know and investigate the meaning of the most expensive dress, the
second phase addressed to one in-depth study of the "real price" theme of low-cost clothes to arrive at
the third phase concerning the breakdown of the parts of the old clothes and their re-composition to
give life to a new fashion product that not only has an innovative design in the form but that in essence
you keep a dear memory.
Also in this case, the design hypothesis was presented at the "Stories of Alternation" Competition
announced by Unioncamere and the Italian Chambers of Commerce.
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Fig. 5: REDESIGN + RESILIENCE: History 3 – Fashion, School-Work Alternation,
Department of Architecture and Industrial Design, UNICAMPANIA with "F. Degni" high school of Torre del Greco
(Na)
1.4 REDESIGN + RESILIENCE: History 4 - Jewel
Also in the context of the School-Work Alternation Projects, the workshop "CORall, bouton, fashion
and design experience" was organized (Roberto Liberti, Maria Dolores Morelli scientific directors) who
saw 110 University students of Fashion Laboratories 2 of the Department of Architecture and
Industrial Design, Unicampania and 50 students of the "Fr. Degni" Institute section Fashion and Jewel,
activate a resilient process with respect to the current condition of poor knowledge of craft work by
new generations and an increasingly scarce dexterity.
The bouton, represented the starting point to design and create together precious buttons in coral,
mother-of-pearl, semi-precious stones from complex supports in jewelery. In particular, 7 jewels
belonging to the "Abito Mediterraneo" collection have been created with their own design artifacts, the
result of an elaborate formal, functional and aesthetic process - born from the study of the
characteristics of this territory - capable of disassembling, reassembling, closing and reopening, or still
designed to tighten or hold different parts of a suit.
The other theme linked to the "Vintage Generation" collection has produced 8 buttons/jewel that
experiment with different materials combining coral paste, plastic materials and traditional mother-ofpearl. These last ones are designed like buttons of jackets and shirts that from the Neapolitan sartorial
tradition push themselves in the world of the female dress. The workshop in the co-design mode also
allowed the prototyping of 17 women's clothes, 7 shirts and 7 men's and women's jackets belonging to
the same collections.
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1.5 REDESIGN + RESILIENCE: RESULTS
The process called "REDESIGN + RESILIENCE" set up by the University, School, Businesses,
Institutions chain, carried out in 8 months (October 2017-May 2018) involved:
- the UNICAMPANIA Department of Architecture and Industrial Design;
- BENECON SCaRL Regional Center of Competence for Cultural Heritage Ecology Economics;
- UNISA Pharmacy Department;
- INNER WHEEL ITALIA -SEZ: TORRE DEL GRECO;
- Unioncamere and Italian Chambers of Commerce;
- 400 students of 16 classes of 5 Secondary Secondary Schools;
- 96 school teachers;
-120 university students;
- 1 PhD, 1 architect, 2 designers, 2 graduate students, 8 tutor students;
- 5 university professors;
triggering 16 resilient actions that produced 10,000 sq. m. of external places interested in redesign
and 46 design artifacts.

Fig. 6-7: REDESIGN + RESILIENCE: History 4 – Jewel, School-Work Alternation,

Department of Architecture and Industrial Design, UNICAMPANIA with "F. Degni" high school of Torre del Greco
(Na)
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A resilient pedagogy.
The LANDesign® Project for “school-work alternation”.

The research proposes a formative, educational-behavioral model to be adopted daily in personal,
social, economic and environmental choices as a good practice for the protection, conservation and
preservation of the landscape.
Reversing the trend of globalization with a search for detail, of the individual, “the only one” in the
direction of a degrowth society (Latouche, 2010) is the leitmotif of the “school-work alternation” path
conducted between the Department of Architecture and Design Industrial and the Istituto Superiore F.
Degni fashion section, Torre del Greco, NA, object of the socio-anthropological analysis I carried out in
the school year 2017/2018.
The students of classes 5B and 5C involved in the “Landesign® alternation” path are the sample of the
analysis conducted with Mixed Methods Research (qualitative interviews, photos and videos,
quantitative questionnaires).
The aim is to verify the incidence of a “resilient” teaching methodology through the product realized
post-path by the name: “the most expensive dress”. The aim is the enhancement of the creation, of
the built, of our heritage with an emotional, ecological, economic advantage.
The research tries in its analysis to investigate the purpose that the alternation (L. 107/2015) aims to
achieve: creating a close link between educational institutions and the world of work and civil society
and to correlate the training offer to the cultural, social and economic development of the territory.
Keywords: resilience, redesign, reconversion, creativity, sustainable development.

1.

The design action: I educate - produce

“The school-work alternation is an innovative teaching method that, through practical experience,
helps to consolidate the knowledge acquired at school and to test the attitudes of students and
students on the field, to enrich their training and to orientate their studies. in the future of work, thanks
to projects in line with their study plan. A cultural change for the construction of an Italian way to the
dual system, which incorporates good European practices, combining them with the specificities of the
productive fabric and the Italian socio-cultural context” (www.istruzione.it.alternanza).
The LANDesign® Project for “school-work alternation” is a design action conducted by Prof. Sabina
Martusciello and Prof. Mariadolores Morelli from a.s. 2015/2016, when with the Law 107/2015,
paragraphs 33 and 44, the compulsory alternation of school-work alternatives in the last three years of
the school sec. 2°, 400 hours in the Technical and Professional Institutes and 200 hours in the High
School that can be spent in the PTOF (no longer a methodological option). In the a.s. 2017/2018 the
Alternation is mandatory for all students and students of the last three years: about one and a half
million.
The juridical-administrative structure within which the socio-anthropological analysis has been
articulated is the Memorandum of Understanding between MIUR Campania and the Department of
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Architecture and Industrial Design -University of the Studies of Campania Prot N./U1746/U of 19 /
03/2013, incardinating the activity of LANDesign® Project for “school-work alternation”. Downstream
the Memorandum of Understanding was signed between the Department of Architecture and Industrial
Design, University of Campania Luigi Vanvitelli and the Institute of Higher Education Francesco Degni
(fashion section) _Torre del Greco (NA), Prot. N ° 0008039 dated 06/11/2017, class 5B and Prot. N °
0008036 dated 06/11/2017, class 5C for the realization of clothes through the School-Work Alternation
Project entitled “the most expensive dress” and for the training of the professional figure of “expert in
the production and production of clothes with innovative techniques”.
I educate, from the latin ex-ducere in the sense of “pulling out”, refers to the education of the young
generations towards a resilient process of realization of the garment, reusing the available resources
giving it a “new life”, training the ability to recognize the value and quality, the potential of a
collaborative and proactive community. I produce, in the sense of producing with a new technique
calibrating the process according to the available resources, distorting lines and cuts, the "basic" items
transformed into works of art.
In The LANDesign® Project for “school-work alternation” the bottom-up approach with the
collaborative participation of teachers from schools, university students, families, school students,
makes the project resilient because it incorporates the ability to adapt and reconversion expressed by
a need and/or discomfort, makes a transformation using the available resources, secures the
successful result for the deep knowledge of the micro problems of realization. Training, educating the
younger generations with actions such as “school-work alternation” LANDesign® means generating
professional figures as “resilience facilitators”, designers of a resilient design able to identify indicators
(quantitative and qualitative), new “metrics” of adaptability and transformability and to manage
participated processes.
1.1 The leitmotif of Research
The research proposes a formative, educational-behavioral model to be adopted daily in personal,
social, economic and environmental choices as a good practice for the protection, conservation and
preservation of the landscape.
Reversing the trend of globalization with a search for detail, of the individual, “the only one” in the
direction of a degrowth society (Latouche, 2010) is the leitmotif of the school-work alternation path
conducted between the Department of Architecture and Design Industrial and the Institute of Higher
Education F. Degni fashion section, Torre del Greco, NA, object of the socio-anthropological analysis
I carried out in the. s 2017/2018.
Contemporary society, “liquid”, as described by Bauman (2006), expression of transience and
flexibility does not guarantee future generations, therefore educating to resilience, intended as an
enhancement of available resources and as emotional and relational skills is a primary tool for
prevention of personal, psychopathological and social discomfort.
The term “resilience” indicates the property of the materials to resist shocks without breaking (meaning
derived from the “Garzanti Vocabolario della Lingua Italiana”), but in psychological literature and,
above all, sociological this concept is used to indicate the human ability to deal with and successfully
overcome adverse situations, thus learning to develop intellectual and praxic agility starting from
difficulties and strengthening self-confidence and action. A particularly significant point is that
resilience is not understood as a static quality, but rather as the result of a dynamic interaction
between the individual and the environment. As with other skills, it can be acquired through a learning
process that must be supported and encouraged by the training institutions. The research The
LANDesign® Project for “school-work alternation” in fact, tries in its analysis to investigate the purpose
that the alternation (L. 107/2015) aims to achieve: to create a close link between educational
institutions and the world of work and civil society and to correlate the educational offer to the cultural,
social and economic development of the territory.

2.

The Research

The students of classes 5B and 5C of the I.S. F. Degni involved in the Landesign® alternation path
2017/2018 are the sample of the analysis conducted with Mixed Methods Research (qualitative
interviews, photos and videos, quantitative questionnaires).
The research The LANDesign® Project for “school-work alternation” – “the most expensive dress” foresees three phases: the first HISTORICALLY _the knowledge of the history of the dress with a brief
interview given to relatives or friends; the second phase NATURALLY _ the knowledge of the
available resources with the sensorial experience of the characteristics present in our territory; the
third phase CREATIVELY_the development of the fashion show-exhibition of clothes, design books
created by young people using local, ecological, economic materials, coming exclusively from the
alternation between school and work.
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The aim is to verify the incidence of a “resilient” teaching methodology through the product realized
post-path by the name: “the most expensive dress”. The aim is the enhancement of the creation, of
the built, of our heritage with an emotional, ecological, economic advantage.
The students divided into groups have realized in the course a common book entitled “the most
expensive dress”, a personal book portfolio of knowledge and skills and 14 dresses of fashion design.
The result of the LANDesign® path for “school-work alternation” was the result of a structured and
participated process: interviews given to parents, grandparents, grandmothers, friends, classmates,
film screenings on the topic of our territory's resources and of the manufacturing processes in the
clothing sector such as the film “The True Cost” (Andrew Morgan, 2015), debates in the classroom on
the theme of globalization during the phases of realization of the books and clothes, drawings and
technical sheets of the chosen dress and of the possible transformations, swot analysis, comparison
of the design action with the students Antonia Difficile and Rosy Ferrara of the Design Course for
Fashion, Department of Architecture and Industrial Design Luigi Vanvitelli. Each student at the
beginning of the course gave a qualitative interview to a sample of four people asking: 1) What is the
expensive dress for you? 2) Do you think you have “expensive clothes” in the closet? 3) Do not you
think it's a shame to keep the memories closed in the closet?; he then ran the interviews and
transcribed them into his book. Subsequently each group among the interviews given chose a “dear
habit” as told by the interview, to be transformed giving it a “new life”. The interview and the dress
chosen to be transformed were the first representative pages of the common book. The activity has
been exciting since the first moment, as all the clothes chosen to be used for the recovery design
action reminded a mother, a father, a grandmother and/or an important person that in most cases
there is no it was more! The passion and love with which the students have worked on the project of
realization has emerged since their first sketches, with signs, drawings, words and thoughts; in the
representation of the tables with the interviews, with the topics discussed on globalization, on the
economy, on ecology etc; then, afterwards precision, care, research of detail and creativity were the
cardinal points of the realization of the figures of the possible transformations of the dress and finally
of the chosen transformation, the one that was made !!! With the clothes created, the 14 students
walked along the seashore, near the port of Torre del Greco. The show was coordinated by the
teachers of the Degni Institute and Prof. Morelli Department of Architecture and Industrial Design Luigi
Vanvitelli and was designed and built entirely by the students: the students have created a flash of a
spring-summer collection, mixing different styles and materials with the aim of creating garments at no
cost but with the most creative and experimental techniques. Each student intervened on the basic
garment, distorting cuts, lines, lengths and patterns, thus transforming the model clothes into real
works of art. “It was a challenging and interesting job for the guys who showed enthusiasm and
interest in the new experience. The location was unique and special, the walk of the sea a few steps
from our Institute - says the Headmaster Rossella Di Matteo satisfied - the philosophy of the students
is one of the best known Coco Chanel maxims: “Fashion is not something that exists only in the form
of clothes. Fashion is in the sky, in the streets, fashion has to do with ideas, the way we live, what
happens” (Francesca Raspavolo in Morning Naples South Coast Torre del Greco, 21 February 2018).
2.1 Socio-anthropological analysis
In the socio-anthropological field, resilience can be substantially translated into the capacity of man to
face and overcome the adversities of life, leaving it transformed, resisting shocks, going forward and
preserving its “adaptive ability”, that is the ability to adapt to new circumstances even extreme. In this
perspective, it can be described as “the ability of a system, a company or a person to preserve its
integrity and its fundamental purpose in the face of a drastic change in circumstances” (A. Zolli, 2014).
However, resilience defines capacity - as a latent resource capable of transforming itself into an active
process - of overcoming adversity, not only of resisting it; the ability to develop in a positive way,
learning to live, acquiring a lesson of life from painful experience, preserving one's own integrity,
escaping from the negative event with renewed strength, in one word, being reborn. All this, however,
not only thanks to personal resources, internal forces, but also and above all thanks to specific and
necessary help, thanks to essential support factors in view of the construction of resilience.
The possibility of developing resilience, or of becoming resilient, depends not only on the genetic
heritage, but also on the circumstances in which the person finds himself, on the socio-cultural and
scholastic environment, on the possibility of meeting people - that B. Cyrulnik (2003 ) calls resilience
tutors - able to create a relationship of trust, as well as from the different attachments of attachment
that the subject has experienced; in fact, to facilitate the process of recovery in front of a critical
situation is a good primary attachment with the reference figures. Therefore, resilience is not given
and acquired once and for all, it is not only a capacity that is inherent to human beings; it is the result
of a path of growth, it is the effect of an interaction, over time, between the individual and the
scholastic, social and family environment. It is a diachronic and synchronic process in which the
biological forces of development interact with the environment in which the subject is immersed.
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In the school environment, this translates into the promotion of activities based on cooperation, help
and mutual respect; in the promotion of jobs and concrete projects that foster the assumption of
responsibility and personal initiative, together with autonomy and creativity. To develop these factors,
it is essential to stimulate free expression, which offers the student the possibility of: telling and telling
stories; to control and manage their emotions, sharing them and becoming aware of them; to preserve
and increase one’s potential; to reach a high degree of self-esteem and autonomy. A school of this
kind, striving towards the blossoming of resilience, has the character of an educating community.
To contribute to the development and protection of resilience are therefore not only the constitutional
characteristics of the personality and the presence of an affective relationship with a reference figure
and, therefore, of a model to follow, but it is above all the possibility of living in a positive educational
context, in which to experiment the assumption of responsibility and make experiences able to
increase self-esteem. Given the diversity of each individual, there is no single, safe and valid resilient
solution for everyone under all circumstances. Each modality of strengthening resilience is rooted in a
context and applies to certain people with specific characteristics. On the other hand, everyone has
different regenerative and creative potentials (personal resilience); each subject has its own
personality structures, its reaction modalities, its critical thresholds. Each must therefore be observed
and understood, but a path such as that of the LANDesign® Project for “school-work alternation”
based on dialogue, respect for others, on the promotion of free creative expression and cooperative
action - constitutes without another form of resilience education. Education to resilience, therefore, but
also to hope, which, as an opening to the future, as a drive towards overcoming the already given,
turns out to be an important dimension to motivate young generations to “do”.

3.

Policy addresses

The LANDesign® Project for “school-work alternation” is a project action that, as evidenced by the
results of the research, achieves the following objectives / objectives: it promotes awareness with
respect to the different approaches to resilience training; highlights the possibility and usefulness of
putting to work and integrating different disciplines, themes and points of view around the perspective
of resilience; stimulates and inspires planning through the presentation of cases and successful
experiences.
The use of ecosystem resilience in connection with the development of territorial systems has officially
entered international policies and in the European Union since 2002 when the paper was presented by
Carl Folke, Steve Carpenter, Thomas Elmqvist et al., Resilience and Sustainable Development:
Building Adaptive Capacity in a World Transformation, and today plays a central role in Community
policies (EAC, 2002). The space of action on this front is still a lot because the change of perspective
with respect to the traditional approach is realized exponentially; therefore, the creation of new
collective skills - also through school-work alternation paths - to face the challenges of the contexts,
turns out to be a valid methodology for experimenting new models of intervention that can achieve
greater impacts of social innovation in the context considered. The positive educational context and
“adaptive ability” are the key elements that must lead regenerative action in the complex liquid society
(Bauman, 2006) of our day.
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Fig. 1: Summary table of the design process_ historically
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Fig. 2: Summary table of the design process_ naturally
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Fig. 3: Summary table of the design process_ creatively
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Fig. 3: The classes 5B and 5C, IIS F. Degni during the parade on the Port of Torre del Greco with the clothes
made by the LANDesign® process for “school-work alternation”, 17 febbraio 2018
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Abstract
Geographically, Turkey occupies the most western area of Asia, formed by Anatolia peninsula which
divides Black Sea from Egeo to East Mediterranean Sea. Ancient and suggestive Christian
archeological sites and ruins throughout the country show off the area’s importance from IV to VI
century. During the first Christian spread, Pisidia region played an important role, nonetheless starting
from IV century, in Cappadocia region, first Christian communities influenced by Egyptian and
Palestinian’s Greek Orthodox monastery can be found. Many sites of archaeological interest in central
Lycia provide information concerning the period between the fourth and seventh centuries: Xanthos,
Letoon and in the mountains above Menre (Myra). At Dikmen, southwest of Alakilise, and above the
road to Muskar, there is a triconchos church of the sixth century. Others very similar triconchos churches
are in the area: one at Devekuyusu, north of Muskar and east from Karabel toward Alakilise; a second
at Dikmen, near Alakilise and a third at Alacahisar, three kilometers southwest of Karabel. These
churches adopt typologies in which Hellenistic survivals, Byzantine and Syriane influences coexist with
technical and formal elements derived by the local tradition. The existence of cultural and religious
common circuits could explain the great diffusion of unitary formal models that is recorded.
Keywords: Christian archeological sites, Triconch, Religious architecture.

1. The early Christian churches with triconchos in Turkey
Danila Jacazzi
This paper collects a examination of the early Christian triconch churches of Lycia and Isauria ecc.
(southern Asia Minor, modern Turkey) with an analysis of their significance for the general development
of ecclesiastical architecture between the fifth and sixth centuries. Although not wealthy, the region has
a dense concentration of churches from the late fifth century. In the case of turkish architecture we
encounter a variety of church's plans, but we have limited our study to specific plan: the triconchos
architecture. The church buildings that sheltered liturgical celebration were designed to be religious
structures and at the same time public and social place. Various parts of the buildings were planned to
serve specific needs of clergy, monks, and laymen. But what function did the churches with triconchos
have? Did they perform a specific function, depended on Mediterranean models or were they a simple
typological variant? The methodological approach to this problem, then, will be a complex investigation
of the surviving architecture with triconchos. In the absence of late fifth century monuments in
Constantinople, these churches serve as indicators for building patterns adopted in the evolution of the
basilica towards the more centralized forms of the sixth century [1]. This paper attempts to show that
the christian churches with triconchos plan of Turkey had significant influence in wider context as a vital
part of the dynamic processes in early Christian architecture in the late fifth century. In late antiquity
there is a significant shift of population and wealth from the coast, always very rich in this part of Asia
Minor, towards the hinterland and a similar movement operated by the cities towards small peripheral
centers with a predominantly rural character. A testimony of the population of the small villages in the
hinterland is handed down by the Life of St. Nicholas of Sion. Nicholas was bishop of Myra in Lycia in
the early fourth century. The Life of St. Nicholas of Sion is contemporary, probably written by one of the
monks of his monastery soon after Nicholas's death [2]. The Nichola's Vita contains important material
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Fig. 1: Churches with triconchs apses.

for the history of the region. Three times Nicholas visited Palestine (once through Egypt) and the
descriptions of these journeys document Lycia's maritime contacts. The life of the Saint attests to the
good economic and social status of many villages located in the mountainous part to the northeast of
Myra (today Demre оr Kalé). Each village had its own church and was related with neighboring villages,
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with the famous monastery of Sion and with the Myra metropolitan headquarters. The Lycian mountains
were not inhospitable and deserted, but the valleys were connected by good roads that made them
accessible from the coast. Inland villages brought their products to the market of Myra and other port
centers; from ports, economic and cultural relations penetrated inland. Nicholas of Sion built a
monastery whose beauty, richness and religious importance remain unparalleled in Byzantine Lycia.
This monastery was identified with the church of Asarcık Karabel. The church of Asarcık has a basilica
plan, with three naves and ends with a triconchos sanctuary. The technical expertise of the construction
demonstrates the high degree of professionalism achieved by the architects of the Lycia in the cutting
of large limestone ashlars and in the use of plumes to hold the dome at the center, on the central body
of the main nave. If the identification is correct, the date to be assigned to this building does not go
beyond 540, that is, prior to the dome-shaped structural organization that took place a few years later
in S. Sofia in Constantinople. Based on this hypothesis, Harrison revealed the importance of the
architecture of Egypt and Syria on the early Christian churches of Lycia. Many elements of early
Christian architecture with triconchos of the Lycian, in fact, derive from the models of the churches of
Egypt and Syria [3]. Lycia is located in the south west part of Anatolia, between the Gulf of Fethiye and
Gulf of Antalya. The Lycia coast has always played an important role in the history of Anatolia because
its ports were important ports of the Mediterranean in antiquity, on the main sea routes between the
West, Syria and Egypt. There was also a coastal road, but communications by sea were always easier:
San Paolo, returning from Ephesus to Tire, changed the ships to Patara in the province of Antalya, and
again, on his last voyage, he was transferred to Andriake (port of Myra) on an Alexandrian maize ship
bound for Rome.
Many important religious settlements lay in the mountains above Menre (Myra). On the mountain ridge
between Myra and Arneae is a small ancient village called Karabel. To the north is a small walled
settlement now called Asarcik. An ancient road led from Myra to Karabel, and another route came to
the Karabel- Asarcik site from Devekuyusu. 2 Km. north of Karabel is a monastery church. The nave
including a triconchos sanctuary, with three apses externally rectangular. The church may have had a
central dome on pendentives, and it probably dates to the early sixth century. The triconchos churches
with domes on pendentives in Lycia are contemporary, but they are both developed from fifth-century
examples in Isauria [4].
There are three very similar triconchos churches in the area: one at Alacahisar, three kilometers
southwest of Karabel, a second at Dikmen, near Alakilise at and a third at Devekuyusu, north of Muskar
and east from Karabel toward Alakilise. On a hill-top 5 km. south-west of Karabel is a large church
known locally as Alacahisar. The Alacahisar church is similar to that at Karabel: also this church has a
triconchos at the end of the central nave. The arches of the apses and the main arch are connected by
completely developed pendants, which provide the circular base for a central dome. A doorway in the
northern apse leads into a large, adjacent hall, corresponding exactly with the baptistery at Karabel. The
site of Devekuyusu is an hour's walk east of Karabel. In the Church the triconchos is placed at the end
of the nave. The dimensions of the triconchos sanctuary are roughly similar to that of Karabel, but the
ashlar masonry is neither so massive nor so carefully dressed. At Dikmen, southwest of Alakilise, about
twelve hundred meters above sea level, and above the road to Muskar, there is a triconchos church of
the sixth century. The outer faces of the three apses were probabily rectangular; that of southern
certainly was. Harrison was of the opinion that Karabel was probably the earliest of these four churches,
and was the prototype for Devekuyusu and Alacahisar, and probably also for Dikmen, demonstrating a
melding of influences from the interior plateau, coastal regions, and occasionally the larger
Mediterranean world into local traditions.
In the region of Pisidia, in the center of Anatolia, there is a church that has a similar layout to the sixth
century Lycia churches. Located in the Isparta Province, situated around 2 km beyond the village of
Aksu, the Monastery church is located opposite the Zindan Cave, lying a short distance north-east of
the hilltop. Monastery church is a basilical with three-aisled seperated by pillars with three apses and a
narthex. This again is a triconchos planned (three-leaf clover apse) approached by a nave, two aisles
and beyond is an atrium. Walls of the church has fairly destructed. The upper part of the church walls
was also destroyed. The surviving parts were excavated by the archaeologists of the Isparta
Archaeological Museum in 2002 and 2005. Around the church were buildings probably destined for
pilgrims [5]. The mound of Hacımusalar Höyük in the Elmalı plain in northern Lycia is a site that has
been identified with the city of Choma known from ancient documentary sources. Three churches have
been excavaded between 1998 and 2000 constructed consecutively in the same location on the mound,
the first is a church of basilical plan, with a triconch chapel, the second is a triconch church, and the
third is a small church a basilical plan with a nave, two aisles and a narthex. The excavation project of
Hacımusalar Höyük has been carried out since 1993 under the directorship of prof. İlknur Özgen by the
Department of Archaeology and History of Art of Bilkent University, with the participation of the
Associated Colleges of the South and DePauw University.
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Fig. 2: Alacahisar trichonc’s ruins.

The structure that appears to have been a triconchos church has two conches whose remains have
been excavated. One difference between the other four Lycian examples of triconch churches (KarabelAsarcik, Alacahisar, Devekuyusu, and Dikmen) and the Choma one is that all three conches are equal
in diameter, whereas Choma's apses have a different diameter.
The triconchos churches constitute an intriguing problem. The group of triconchos churches is type
evidently derived from the countries of the south-est Mediterranean. This scheme, in the fifth and early
sixth centuries was used in Egypt, Palestine Syria; was from this area that the triconchos entered Lycia.
Doubtless the martyrion was the formal architectural archetype of the church with triconch. Enlarged
and reshaped for other purposes, the martyrion was transformed into a church during the fifth and sixth
centuries, safeguarding the central place of both the altar and the relics [6]
In this hypothesis the triconchos - martyrium was intended to preserve the relics venerated by
worshipers and pilgrims The dissemination of the triconchos churches in Lycia and in the other regions
of Asia Minor could, therefore, be connected to the cult of relics and to the routes of pilgrims going to
the Holy Land.

2. Religious architecture: analysis of basilicas with triconch.
Raffaela Fiorillo
The Karabel - Asarcik site is very impressive. To the west of Karabel are the ruins of Asarcik where the
ruins of courtyards and buildings dating back to the Roman period are surrounded by the polygonal
walls of the Acropolis. A basilica stands prominently on a hill with beautifully carved columns. A second
complex, known as West Asarcik, features a small Hellenistic tower and an adjacent Roman settlement,
with many Byzantine buildings surrounding a beautifully decorated church. The fragmentary ruins of a
basilica with only the protruding apse can be traced in the modern village. Two other churches are
located on the ridge of the mountain. The upper church was built on top of an acropolis fortified by high
walls of boulders. The basilica was 18,80 m long, had three windows at the eastern end of the two aisles
and the west wall had three doors; evidently there was no narthex. The second and largest church is
located outside the walls and under the acropolis. The nave was about 28 meters long and included a
triconch sanctuary, with externally rectangular apses and about 8 meters wide [7].
The ruins of the great church of Alacahisar are located in Çam Dağı/Pine Hill of 1200 meters above sea
level and 5 kilometers southwest of Karabel. The church had three naves divided by arches and
characterized by a triconch whose apses, together with the eastern part, were dug into the rock and
were about 8 meters high, while the western part was built of masonry with medium-sized blocks. The
church was 25 meters long and 14 meters wide and on the north side there was a chapel or Baptistery
with only one apse. The chapel was also mainly carved into the rock at a higher level than that of the
church and in the western part it had an arched door. Above the entrance door to the chapel from the
north apse of the triconch there was a pair of arched windows. The church of Alacahisar is similar to
that of Karabel, but the latter was built first while the church of Alacahisar was later carved into the rock.
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Fig. 3 Churches with triconchs chapells.

The site of Devekuyusu is located east of Karabel. The Church of the 5th-6th century AD was built with
local stone blocks characterized by three naves with a triconch apse and preceded by an atrium, with a
cistern in the middle. The apses of the triconch were hidden by an outer wall of rectangular shape: the
eastern apse was characterized by a double window and the apse placed to the north by a double
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window located above a door that allowed access to a side chapel, it also has a triconch form, which
probably served as a baptistery. The pillar that divides the eastern apse window into two parts is
decorated in relief with a Latin cross [8].
At Dikmen, southwest of Alakilise, there was a church has three naves with a triconch whose side apse
has a door leading to an adjacent chapel or probably a sacristy that seems to have been added later.
The three apses have a diameter of 4.5 meters and probably the outer walls were rectangular. Later,
inside the original church, a second church was built, characterized by a narthex, a single nave and a
single apse with a synthronon. About 15 meters long and 5.70 meters wide, it was built using materials
from the previous church. Following excavations activities carred out on the hill in front of the cave of
Zindan, a church was discovered. However, due to the previous terracing work on the hill, the structure
was really damaged.he walls are covered with mortar and the front surface is plastered with white lime
mortar. The stones used on the wall are usually rough rubble, unconverted local stones. These classicalstyle basilicas called Hellenistic, a quite common in the Mediterranean region. On the hill in front of the
Zindan cave, the church designed in the first phase had a trilobed apse, usually made of reclaimed
stone of about 3.50 m. The triconch cell was probably used a martyrium, as a skull and a cross-shaped
bronze pendant were found inside it.
The Hacimusalar site has undergone three main construction periods, represented by three churches
built consecutively on the same site. The first phase of the church is the basilica, which has a structure
with a triconch chapel. This phase is followed by an ecclesiastical structure with three apses and the
last phase is represented by a cross-shaped church in the square. In all three works, recycled material
from ancient buildings was used. It is believed that the Church of Hacimusalar is the episcopal center
of "Choma". According to Harrison, the three-nave basilica with a wooden roof with atrium, narthex and
a single protruding apse is the typical and traditional church form for Lycia. However, the basilica of
Choma, with its triconch room, can be compared to the Kök Burunu basilica and the Andriake church,
both with a triconch chapel at the end of the south aisle that protrudes just beyond the main apse [9].
Xanthos, capital of Lycia between 700 and 300 BC, is known for being the largest administrative center
of Lycia during antiquity. The city of Xanthos was built of well-carved limestone and decorated with
sculptures of the fifth and fourth centuries BC. The basilica had an apse built with reused blocks taken
from the previous necropolis, and the main walls were not of stone ashlar but of stone and mortar. The
basilica system had three naves that were separated from each other by stylobates, which served as
the base of the columns. To the north-east of the apse there was a triconch surrounded by various
rooms that connected it to the basilica. Probably the triconch room was covered by a dome like the
tetraconch of the cathedral of Xanthos. The function of the triconch is not yet clear. It could have hosted
either a baptismal font, a tomb or a relic. In view of its difficult access, it is also possible that it is a small
pre-existing ecclesiastical cell [10]. The site of Letôon, 6 Km south of Xanthos, is known archeologically
for its three temples associated with the goddess Leto and her sons, Artemis and Apollo. The Basilica
of Letôon was characterized by three naves separated by six pillars that divided the space into seven
bays. Inside the apse there was a Synthronon or the seat or bench reserved for the clergy and an altar
placed on a reused fluted column. The church did not present the narthex and the naves were accessed
directly from an atrium. On the southern wall of the basilica there were two doors from which one could
access a rectangular external chamber that opened onto a chapel or probably a triconch baptistery built
near the southern curve of the main apse of the church. The triconch was paved with a mosaic, depicting
a series of rounds, some of which contained crosses whose arms were formed by heart-shaped leaves
[11]. The Kök Burunu Basilica with annexed buildings stood on a promontory south of Finike. The
basilica was a three-aisled basilica accessible from a three-entry narthex. The central nave, slightly
larger than the two sides, ended with a single apse while the one to the south ended with a small triconch
chapel. From the south aisle, it was possible to access side rooms that were lower than the basilica and
preceded a second apsidal chapel larger than the first. The triconch seems to be contemporary with the
basilica while the apsidal chapel and the other rooms were probably added later. Despite this, the
basilica is entirely built with the same type of masonry, i.e. with large squared blocks and little mortar.
The ancient city of Melanippé was a small coastal settlement located three kilometers from the bay of
Karaöz, in the district of Kumluca, in the province of Antalya. The basilica of Haghios Stephanos,
presented a longitudinal system with three naves of which the central nave, wich was larger than the
two side, ended with a single apse while the south-west one ended with a small triconch chapel added
later. The Church of Andriake has a basilica plan with three naves. The narthex communicates with the
naos through three doors that open in the central nave. A possible arched door north of the intermediate
room leads to a second room on the west side of the north chapel. This second room is the narthex of
the north chapel. The south chapel, on the other hand, has a triconch apse and was divided into two at
a later date with a wall [12].
Aphrodisias is an ancient city of Caria in Asia Minor. The excavations carried out in 1962 showed that
the triconch church in the south-west area was built on a pre-existing road that followed the east-west
direction. Neither the narthex nor the two small chapels flanking the eastern apse are inconsonance
with the walls of the church, so much as to suggest that they were added later thus attributing to the
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Fig.4: Plan of Bishop’s Palace on the left: A, southwest doorway; B, south east doorway; C, northwest doorway; 1
north apsidal hall; 2 triconch room; 3 exedra-like space with mosaic floor; 4 southwest entrance corridor.

church at least two major construction phases. Incorporated into the church walls, numerous marble
remains, elements belonging to previous structures which were found. The most notable of these
elements are the four bases of the columns, probably belonging to a white marble tetrakionion that form
a perfect square of 4.60 m. During the excavations of 1962, many tombs were found both inside and
outside the church, covered with stones and tiles, which were then covered with stone slabs. In fact, the
whole area east of the church was used as a burial area in the Byzantine era.
The Bishop’s Palace area is bounded on the west by a road, to the north by the retaining wall of the
sanctuary, to the south by the agora and to the east by the bouleuterion. The boundaries of the property,
defined in the Hellenistic period, remaind substantially stable at least up to the VI century. In the Bishop
Palace two main development phases can be identified. The square, the tomb on the site of the
bouleuterion, and a rectangular building with a courtyard belanged to the first stage. The bouleuterion,
a slightly smaller rectangular building of the Bishop's Palace and a small apsed building belonged in the
second phase, instead. The building consists of a central peristyle and two large rooms: the large apse
room on the north side of the peristyle, which is preceded by a series of connected vestibules, and the
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triabsidata triconch-shaped chamber, which opens onto the east side of the peristyle. To the east and
south of the triconch apses there are a series of rooms that probably served as service areas [13].
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Abstract
Contemporary cities and territories are undergoing structural transformation both morphologically as
well as in terms of social, political, economic and symbolic relationships; such new urban conditions
have also led to loss of identity. The planning discipline takes two opposing positions on this topic: one
vacillates on accepting these models as contemporary urban landscapes with indifference toward
problems like sprawl and land consumption, while the other adopts a critical viewpoint and seeks tools
and spaces to redefine the contemporary city if not as a fait accompli, at least as a structured fact. The
second viewpoint often coincides with peri-urban and regional landscape planning and design. It is not
only the solid that produces the form of void space, but it is the void that penetrates the solid,
redefining and requalifying it, giving form to the urban settlement. Green infrastructure plays an
important role in this context. This paper begins with an overview of the green economy to then
examine some definitions of green infrastructure. It proceeds to analyze the functions and
performances of ecosystems for humans provided by green infrastructure and presents a design
proposal for green infrastructure in the Aversa Conurbation in the wake of the Regi Felix project by
Andreas Kipar for the environmental regeneration of Regi Lagni area. The paper concludes with some
general remarks unrelated to the specific territorial context.
Keywords: Environmental
Infrastructures.
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Green economy and ecosystem services

The economic crisis of the last decade that has impacted countries with liberalized economies tied to
the financial markets requires structural reforms and a radical change of perspective to take into
account factors barely considered previously, such as improving ecosystem services [1] by developing
strategies and suitable technical/legal frameworks. A green “new deal” for Italy based on the green
economy [2] can help overcome this economic and environmental crisis by transitioning to more
equitable and sustainable development. However, profound reconsideration of the role of natural
capital [3] is necessary for achieving this goal. The renewal of the traditional economy will have to be
based on high ecological quality, on landscape-environmental regeneration and on the enhancement
of natural capital as preconditions for avoiding growth without development. The green economy
pursues wellbeing and equity, significantly reducing the risks deriving from environmental decay and
scarcity of resources. It has been defined in terms of two interdependent measures: sustainable
development and the eradication of poverty. To pursue the first, focus must move to the
recovery/requalification of natural capital and the enhancement of ecosystem services; the second
goal must seek employment growth and the revival of the economy, severely compromised by unruly
and hyper-consumerist development models aimed only at GDP [4] growth. In the long run, healthy
and resilient natural ecosystems are necessary for society and for the economy and are crucial for the
quality of life. The concept of ecosystem service lies at the heart of the process of enhancing natural
capital and is an important reason for preserving nature and biodiversity [5].
Biodiversity is the main component creating in the richness and functionality of ecosystems. Depletion
of biodiversity causes serious decay of ecosystem quality and the reduction of its functionality and
service capacity. Ecosystem services can materialize through the flows provided by stocks of natural
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capital, most of which are essential for the life of people and nature itself. Ecosystem services are
made up of flows of matter, energy and information coming from the stocks of natural capital; these
are combined with the services of anthropogenic artefacts to generate wellbeing and quality of life [1].
Nature is the foundation of life on our planet. Its complexity and extraordinary capacity for
transformation and adaptation allow it to sustain a large number of interdependent forms of life and to
ensure the resilience of ecosystems [6] and the services provided to humanity. Indeed, nature
provides essential services of support, regulation, supply and culture. It therefore produces, consumes
and provides employment according to its own logic, which people cannot replace except to a very
limited extent. It is therefore a substantial part of every economy; any change to its fundamental
performance translates into reducing possibilities for generating value. Global-scale analyses show a
dangerous decline in the productivity of ecosystems in terms of services rendered. To halt this
phenomenon, it is first necessary to undertake rigorous study in order to identify possible measures to
implement in each region, clarifying the extent of the problem for decision-makers and citizens. This
analysis, with a view to integrating data into new environmental accounting systems [7] (overcoming
GDP econometrics) is particularly urgent in Italy where natural capital stocks are richer.

2.

To define a green infrastructure

There is no unambiguous and shared definition of green infrastructure, but there are documents and
proposals that can help outline a first profile. The broader definitions include both green spaces and
their interconnections. The more restrictive definitions refer to connections between green spaces and
to the concept of interconnectivity by more closely referencing the concept of ecological network [8].
Sites, hubs and links are the basic components of green infrastructure that encompasses a large
variety of natural ecosystems and characteristic landscapes. Hubs are large portions of a territory that
serve to anchor a network; they are made up of natural reserves, national parks, forests, farms,
regional and local parks whose natural characteristics and ecological processes are protected or
recovered. Links are the connections that hold the system together and allow the green infrastructure
network to function. They are differentiated in terms of their size, function and characteristics and
include: large protected areas that connect existing parks, rivers and other watercourses. Sites are
similar to hubs but are much smaller and more localized; they include local parks and arboretums.
The Green Infrastructure Planning Guide [9], published in 2007 with the contribution of many UK
institutions, defines green infrastructure as the physical environment within and between our cities. It
is a network of multifunctional open spaces that includes parks, gardens, wetlands, green corridors,
watercourses, rows of trees lining roads and the general countryside all of which contribute to the
sustainable management of environmental resources. The meaning of the term is wide-ranging and
covers a broad spectrum of typologies that includes natural reserves, urban green spaces, and even
gray spaces that help improve the functionality of the green network.
In 2009, the American EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) described green infrastructure as a
vast array of products, technologies and practices that use natural systems or engineered systems
that imitate natural processes to improve overall quality and provide useful services. In general, green
infrastructure uses the ground and vegetation for infiltration, evapotranspiration and/or recycling and
runoff of rainwater. It is a multifunctional network of green spaces - newly constructed and existing,
rural and urban - that encourages and supports natural and ecological processes. It is a basic
component for the health, welfare and quality of life of the human community.
The European Commission (KH-32-10-314-ITC) states that green infrastructure, beyond SCI [10] and
SPA [11] includes: healthy ecosystems and highly valued natural areas outside protected zones;
natural and artificial landscape elements; multifunctional zones; areas for implementing measures to
improve the overall ecological quality and permeability of the landscape; urban elements that host
biodiversity and allow ecosystems to function and provide their services.
An effective green infrastructure is a network of corridors and spaces assembled from man-made,
natural and mixed ecosystem components. Such components can be organized to mutually reinforce
one another for efficient land use. Ideally the components are organized into networks of spaces and
corridors [12] (Fig. 1). The Sustainable Cities Observatory at the Politecnico and the University of
Turin defines green infrastructure as a well-appointed network that plays a dual role: as an ecological
network, a system of natural landscapes that improve the natural patrimony and environmental quality
of the networks of the city; and as a publicly utilized accessibility network meant as a system of green
paths and routes that allow safe pedestrian or bicycle access to multiple recreational and work
activities passing through places of high environmental and landscape quality. These two networks
are integrated with two others: the cultural heritage network meant as the system of material memory
incorporated into the territory as the basis for the built historic, agricultural and natural landscape; and
the agricultural network made up of a system of farms intended as topologically organized productive
units based on a network of roads and irrigation canals. Green infrastructure is made up of the
integration of these four networks, which must find cohesive and cooperative coexistence within an
overall infrastructure. The four networks serve different functions that might even be conflicting. They
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can, however, find dynamic equilibria characterized by synergetic relationships and environmental
compatibility.
Green infrastructure is simultaneously an ecological, historical/cultural and social/economic network
whose presence is indispensable for ensuring that the urban network is endowed with environmental
quality. A city devoid of good green infrastructure is a poor-quality city that is less livable and
competitive. In the sustainable city scenario, green infrastructure should be considered of strategic
importance for development just like transportation or energy infrastructure (gray infrastructure [13]). A
multifunctional green infrastructure network must also be environmentally compatible with the hard
infrastructure networks and urban settlements, intended as a system of buildings and facilities
connected by linear infrastructure of different kinds.

Fig. 1: On the left: A Green Infrastructure is a network of corridors and spaces. The components can be
organized to reinforce each other and lead to land use efficiencies.
Fig. 2: On the right: Ecosystem Services and products are provided to people through green infrastructure.
Services can be furnished only when the state of the ecosystem is maintained. The components indicated here
are not independent; they are incorporated into and interact within an ecosystem.

The concept of green infrastructure recalls certain aspects of the ecological network. While an
ecological network is monofunctional and refers more to ecosystem characteristics, green
infrastructure is multifunctional, associating ecosystem factors with those tied to agriculture and
forestry, recreational activities, mobility and more strictly landscape-related aspects.
The Italian Ministry of the Environment [14] defines green infrastructure as networks of natural and
seminatural areas strategically planned with other environmental elements designed and managed to
provide a wide array of ecosystem services. The green infrastructure network penetrates the
landscape uninterruptedly to increase continuity of natural and seminatural areas, improve
functionality and reduce barriers and waste. Nature is no longer reduced to an object of consumption
and aesthetic enjoyment but recovers and puts at the center its role as provider of vital resources,
rebalancing those imbalances caused by human activities.

3.

Ecosystem functions and performance provided by green infrastructure

When human beings utilize the environment and its related products either directly or indirectly, they
receive ecosystem services. This chapter will summarize potential ecosystem services and their
benefits for people. In green infrastructure, there is a close connection between the health of the
ecosystem and its ability to provide environmental services. It can be evaluated by six indicators: air
quality, water quality, soil structure, energy cycle and materials, habitat and biodiversity, ecosystem
resilience.
Products like wood, food and medicines are the most evident benefits/advantages provided by the
ecosystem however many other important services include air and water purification, decomposition of
waste, soil and nutrient cycling, climate and heat regulation, habitat preservation, management of
noise pollution and aesthetic and cultural benefits. They can be classified into eight types (Fig. 2),
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Ecosystem services that benefit people can, in turn, be broken down into four classes for the purpose
of their evaluation: support, regulation, supply, and cultural services. Supporting the performance of
ecosystems brings indirect benefits to people, while in the other three categories, the benefits are
direct. The eight services and products interact among themselves and are organized according to the
four assessment categories.
The benefits deriving from the support of ecosystem functions are products ranging from seafood to
wood to fodder and other natural products that are commonly commercialised; they are ecosystem
services provided on a vaster scale than generally associated with green infrastructure. Nonetheless,
the network of paths, spaces and habitats within the city impact these products that come from distant
places. Agriculture, forestry, and residential and public landscapes depend upon the maintenance of
ecosystem support services such as: soil preparation and the nutrient cycle, habitat preservation, the
water cycle, and primary production constitute support ecosystem services.
The benefits deriving from the regulation of ecosystem services like climate and radiation,
temperature, wind, humidity, regulation of disease and parasites, water regulation and purification,
storm protection, pollination, water treatment, and waste decomposition are all compensation services
due to their ability to clean the air and dissipate pollution. Most trace gases emitted into the
atmosphere are removed through oxidation in a process that normally preserves the composition of
the atmosphere and climatic properties.
The benefits deriving from the provision of ecosystem services such as food, energy, fiber,
biochemistry, and air purification are preconditions for human life and activities.
The benefits deriving from cultural ecosystem services (culture/aesthetics, health and leisure, tourism)
are the premises upon which people can experience the beauty of the landscape, admire its patterns,
colors, variety, and harmony, indeed the images of the landscape itself are a sensitive part of the
territory and involve all senses.

4.

A green infrastructure for the Aversa conurbation

The level territory of the Clanio river basin was known to the Romans who identified the agricultural
potential of the area; in fact, they named it Campania felix. The river flowed in the most depressed
furrow of the plain and flooded with every important rainfall, flowing into the coastal bog formed by it
because waters blocked by the coastal dunes could no longer empty into to the sea. The descent of
Hannibal and the subsequent betrayal of ancient Capua triggered the revenge of Rome that eliminated
all State functions from the Etruscan city. The surrounding area, declared public agricultural land, was
assigned to 20,000 former Roman legionnaires, veterans from prior wars. The area between the
Clanio and the Volturno rivers was subdivided, leading to multiple reclamation works of the marshy
lands with increased agricultural production. The classic gridded landscape, which survives today with
the regular geometry of the Roman limitatio, is still recognizable in the latticework of country roads,
irrigation canals, river banks or simply rows of trees. During Spanish domination, the need to provide
food for the populous city of Naples led to rational reclamation work. In fact, this work provided for the
creation of a large canal system (Regi Lagni) to collect the waters and correct the course of the Clanio
(Fig. 3). This system required continuous maintenance, which was not always carried out by
successive governments. The first public reclamation works were begun in 1539 by the Spanish
viceroy, Don Pedro of Toledo, and completed in 1610 by the Viceroy Count of Lemos under the
direction of Giulio Cesare Fontana, the son of Domenico Fontana. The length of the main Regi Lagni
canal is about 55 km; its catchment area covers rural and urban areas. Their extension accounts for
17% and 83% of the total respectively.
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Fig.3: The course of the Clanio river in dark blue; the main Regi Lagni canal in light blue, on the right the
Neapolitan gulf.

From 1915 on, at the same time as the transferral of jurisdiction over the reclamation work from the
State to the owners' consortium, an electromechanical drainage system was adopted, today
performed by eight powerful pumping stations. The Reclamation Consortium of the Lower Volturno
Basin subsequently established a collective irrigation system, still under completion, leading to
significant growth in agriculture in such sectors as beet farming, horticulture, specialized fruits,
cultivation of products from industry and intensive cattle breeding. In the 20th century, with sudden
acceleration after WWII lasting until today, human settlement near the Regi Lagni became a
spontaneous, disorderly and haphazard process. Urban growth gave rise to the Aversana conurbation
to the south with 19 municipalities and the Caserta area to the north with 20 municipalities; this growth
had repercussions on the local administrations, which have proven to be incapable of finding solutions
to supra-muncipal territorial problems. The municipalities in the Regi Lagni basin are influenced by this
urban structure; they are endowed with different and often outdated urban planning instruments that
are unable to understand present problems or provide answers to the real needs of the territory and its
development thus causing widespread environmental, territorial and urban decay. The causes of
environmental decay are many: surface water pollution, groundwater contamination, urban disorder
and widespread illegal construction in urban centers and their outskirts. The causes of pollution are
equally various: inadequate wastewater collection, networks unconnected to treatment plants, plant
malfunctioning, presence of numerous illegal wastewater dumping sites (including abundant industrial
sewage), deposits of contaminated sandy materials, and the presence of illegal and toxic landfills. The
process of hydraulic reclamation that characterized the region in past centuries has now become a
process of environmental rehabilitation and reclamation along with legal compliance. The
aforementioned actions should be considered priorities and prerequisites for any form of development.
Once the structural (material) and non-structural (intangible) measures have been implemented, a
third phase of the reclamation/redevelopment program can be carried out. This calls for regional
planning with important environmental content aimed reinforcing and incrementing the historic,
cultural, environmental, landscape-related and recreational value of the entire area. Eco-Planning and
green infrastructure are essential for pursuing these goals in order to overcome the concepts of
ecological network and monofunctional, integrating the accessibility and public use network with the
network of the agricultural fabric to compose a single system (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4: Green infrastructure (shown in light green diagonal hatch) along the course of the Regi Lagni, also an
ecological corridor between the protected coastal areas and the Apennine areas. The area could be established
as an urban park pursuant to the Campania Regional Law n. 17/2003.

The integration of numerous networks seeks to protect and enhance regional specificities and
associate naturalistic and landscape elements with mobility, productivity and recreational activities.
For the identification of the correct plan form and the definition of its proper limits, territorial analyses
of the natural/environmental subsystem characterized by green areas, the hydrographic network and
the urban subsystem (including the urbanized fabric and the main existing functions, the relational
subsystem, defined by the dense road network, by the more modest railway network and by a scarce,
if not non-existent, cycle/pedestrian network) were drawn up. These analyses helped define a
structural plan having variable limits based on different goals and management criteria as the proper
plan form. The Environmental Restructuring Plan pinpoints an organic system of general and specific
measures aimed at enhancing the region and its products while restoring, insofar as possible,
environmental and landscape harmony in coordination with the Regi Felix proposal (creation of the
large ecological corridor project for the Regi Lagni) (Fig. 5) structured by the following elements:

Fig. 5: Regi Felix project, Environmental/landscape masterplan Studio LAND, Arch. A. Kipar, Milano.
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Multipurpose agricultural park. The aim is to create a park that defines the limits to urban centers and
areas for future urbanization in order to establish a green belt characterized by recreational and
service areas and exclusively agricultural and similar activities, like botanical gardens, nurseries,
cultural and scientific research centers for the experimentation of agricultural techniques and the
selection of botanical species.
Revegetation with medium-tall specimens. The edges of the railway infrastructure and B-type roads
will be characterized by tall tree specimens with the exclusive use of indigenous species. This
measure is aimed at mitigating the environmental impact of the infrastructure, reducing noise pollution,
and enhancing traditional local products.
Renewable energy park. This is intended both as a center for applied research on renewable energies
with particular focus on photovoltaics, and as a network of various energy production facilities.
Quality agriculture and production chain. Local crops will be planted in large areas with an integral
organic system that can guarantee profitable and high quality products. Measures will be introduced to
promote direct sales by producers and their access to the fruit and vegetable markets. At the same
time, measures will be taken to implement and develop all necessary activities for the transformation
and conservation of products.
Agricultural area to support breeding. Environmental improvement of vast areas for cultivating
herbaceous species, which can partially fulfill the region’s widespread zootechnical requirements,
especially concerning buffalo breeding. To limit the impact of the biological pollutants caused by these
activities, measures will be taken to develop and install electricity and heat production systems based
on cogeneration processes. The construction of sludge farms in order to generate biogas to be used
as a source of renewable energy will be encouraged.
Re-naturalization of the Regi Lagni. Corresponding to green areas identified for leisure and sports, the
renaturalization of small sections of the Regi Lagni can regenerate conditions that are useful both for
the realization of an ecosystem that respects biodiversity and the biological cycle as well as the
restoration of natural characteristics to guarantee full usability of the area. The naturalistic and
hydraulic engineering measures, together with landscape measure should interest the entire course of
the river.
Equestrian - Pedestrian - Cycling Trails. A system of low-speed, unpaved road structures will connect
different areas and allow their use.
Recreational areas. These are areas and amenities including a visitors’ center with facilities for
promotional activities and assistance for guided tours, a multi-purpose space with classrooms, and a
nature trail with informational signage and observation points.
Improvement of the Caserta - Grazzanise airport. After analyzing the infrastructure system, it became
clear that, through the realization of 2.5 Km of the railway network, it might be possible to connect the
Caserta-Grazzanise airport to the Rome-Naples express line, thus providing users with a service that
can reach Naples in 30 minutes and Rome in 60. Currently the airport is a military infrastructure
(Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Map from the Structural Plan for the Environmental Restructuring of the last section of the Regi Lagni
towards the Tyrrhenian Sea.
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From a legislative point of view, the Regional Regi Lagni Park can be established according to
Regional Law n. 17/2003; this would allow the creation of an ecosystem network that begins at the sea
(Foce Volturno-Costa di Licola Nature Reserve) and reaches the Apennines, specifically the Regional
Parks of Partenio and Vallo di Lauro - Pizzo d'Alvano, part of the Apennine Park of Europe - APE [15]
program, thus greatly increasing biodiversity. From a management point of view, this kind of park
allow the collaboration of all the municipalities falling within its jurisdiction as well as the autonomous
management of their individual portions of the park.

5.

Some conclusive remarks

The implementation of green infrastructure promotes an integrated approach to land management and
can bring about positive effects from a socio-economic point of view. Let us just think of the
containment of the damage resulting from hydrogeological instability, the battle against climate change
and the reestablishment of the quality of the air, water, and soil. The concept of green infrastructure
recalls practices of re-naturalization, construction with nature and biomimicry [16], while infrastructure
encompasses human intervention and the functional and potentially massive use of measures to
mitigate the serious ecological crises underway today.
Innovative green infrastructure plans and measures are being implemented mainly in the United
States and the United Kingdom, where there is a firm belief that green infrastructure should be
considered equally important as gray infrastructure. Indeed, if the latter constitutes the built capital of
our cities and is necessary for the economic development of a region, green infrastructure represents
the natural capital necessary for guaranteeing ecological sustainability, offering a wide range of social,
economic and environmental benefits. Ensuring that both types of infrastructure function properly is
the key to sustainability, insofar as both play equally vital roles in maintaining the quality of life of our
cities (National Land Consumption Observatory, 2009). Investments in green infrastructure are
generally characterized by a high return over time, providing new job opportunities and are often a
beneficial and complementary alternative to gray infrastructure and intensive land use. Green
infrastructure serves the interests of people and nature.
From this perspective, traditional planning should move towards eco-planning [17] to reconcile the
enhancement of the territory and landscape with new, more sustainable models based on the
improvement of natural capital through the redevelopment of brownfield sites, rehabilitation,
regeneration, re-naturalization, recovery and re-use of already urbanized areas, limiting or completely
eliminating land consumption especially in terms of soil-sealing [18]. Non-urbanized land, including
rural areas, is a set of ecosystems of strategic interest insofar as they furnish essential environmental
services in terms of biodiversity and landscape quality, such as carbon sinks [19], hydrogeological
structure, precipitation absorption, water runoff, slope stability, as well as agri-food production. It is
therefore necessary to limit and/or eliminate land consumption [20] in its various forms - especially
agricultural land – in order to protect the environment and the ecosystem and as a fundamental
strategy for the structure of the national territory. This should be implemented by integrating two
approaches: one concerning ecosystems with green infrastructure measures for strengthening their
natural resilience, and the other through regulatory measures with integrated codes for the protection
and development of the territory as a resource. With these ends in mind, it is also necessary to create
regional planning tools that incorporate green infrastructure and re-naturalization, especially in the
built context. Today, green infrastructure is probably the most promising tool for developing necessary
biodiversity strategies and for adapting to and mitigating climate change.
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Conceptual evolution of the “museum void”

Industrial type cities represent a complex object for the implementation of various social scenarios due
to the polycentric incompact structure of their territory planning. The history of such cities and their
“cultural gene” develop inorganically as the appearance of new city districts was always connected
with the large-scale adjacent territory development and the launch of a specific production cycle.
Besides, three key areas – industrial, “green” and residential – were singled out. The planning
structure took into account the important ideological role that cultural, social and sport objects played
in the life of the “working” city and allocated major recreational arteries for them. Being common and at
the same time no one’s territory, public spaces became an important attribute of the city. The period of
the so-called social modernism was characterized by a particular spirit of internationalism and love for
a paradoxical synthesis of “pure forms” in architecture and monumental and decorative art. Despite
the globality and experimental nature of Togliatti as an urban planning phenomenon, a peculiar feature
of the city’s cultural map is that museums and museum complexes are not self-sufficient architectural
ensembles capable of playing a significant role in the spatial, environmental and symbolic context of
the city. With some minor exceptions, all the museums are temporary residents of microdistricts with
high-rise buildings. A project for the development of the Museum Quarter Togliatti concept is aimed to
change the status quo. [1] The Local History Museum and the Art Museum, which are the city’s oldest
cultural objects, will be the main residents of the future Quarter. Being in the “center-periphery”
opposition, the museums are located on the urban-natural boundary of the Central District and in the
area of the main “void”. The project started in 2014 as an initiative project of the Board of Trustees of
Local History Museum and the Social Policy Committee of the Togliatti Duma. The project idea was
supported by the Vladimir Potanin Foundation’s program “Muzeinyi Desant”.
Keywords: industrial type city, renovation, museum, center-periphery, void.

1.

Specific features of Togliatti master plan. The city and its centers

Togliatti is a large industrial city located the Middle Volga River region with population of 707,407
people as of 01.01.2018. [2] The history of the city is split into two halves: the foundation of a cityfortress in 1737 (the first name was Stavropol) and the period of industrial boom in the second half of
the 20th century (the construction of a power station and flooding of the Old city). The city was moved
to a new place and major chemical enterprises (the northern industrial hub) and automotive
enterprises (AvtoVaz) were built. To signify this dramatic change, the city was renamed into Togliatti.
Nowadays, Togliatti has three districts that are remote from each other: Komsomolsky, Central, and
Avtozavodsky. The districts are separated with forest areas and stretch along the man-made
Zhigulevskoye Sea (the Kuybyshev Reservoir, 1955-57, the 3rd in the world by area, more than 500
km long). Every district has its own planning framework: Avtozavodsky: microdistricts – a quarter grid
(“ideal geometry” for an “ideal city” – Automotive Plant); Central: mixed type buildings and a three-
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beam structure that forms the district’s framework (the buildings typology has steady associations with
the rule of a particular state leader: “stalinkas” (Stalin-era buildings), “khrushchyovkas” (Khrushchevera buildings), Brezhnev-era nine-storey buildings, Gorbachev-era high-rises, and Yeltsin-era
monolithic buildings, etc.; Komsomolsky: borders with the navigation canal and has a residential and
industrial infrastructure lined along the waterfront.

Fig. 1: Official statistics of the administration of Togliatti and the transport network layout.

Fig. 2: “City voids” – potential centers of the districts: the Avtozavodsky District – a linear center (within
Yubileinaya and Lenin streets); the Central District – the Museum Quarter (within Banykina and Leningradskaya
streets); the Komsomolsky District (the River Port area).
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The city is polycentric as there is no single center. Each district lives in its own autonomous mode and
has its own identity. The districts are pierced with through-going axes and have so-called linear
centers with “no one’s” territory that has not been fully developed. According to the master plan, these
territories were intended to serve as the main promenade. The only place that really connects the
three districts is the projected territory of the future Museum Quarter, which is a vast void space on the
boundary of the city and a forest strip. It is at the same time an administrative and social center of the
Old City (the Central District) and the periphery – the place where the main museums are located.
Traffic arteries (Leningradskaya str. and Banking str.) that connect the city’s scattered parts are within
its boundaries.

2.

Museums in the status of temporary residents

Being a continuation of the linear center, the territory is located in the “center-periphery” – the cityforest opposition. The ecological situation in this district is rather complicated as it is this part of the
city where the chemical cluster is located. In 2010, the situation deteriorated when mass fires
destroyed more than a quarter of the forested area. The recovery work has been carried out until now
(initiator – Togliatti Foundation). There are densely located apartment buildings around the perimeter
of the void. The engineering infrastructure is concentrated on the void territory, which limits
opportunities for further capital development. The Museum Quarter must become a new symbolic
magnet of the city capable of “gathering” citiгens around the nearly 300-year history of the city. The
Museum Quarter is also a starting platform for an eco-tourist route to the place where the old city –
Stavropol-on-the-Volga – was flooded. The project provides for the construction of a quay and the
development of a river route allowing to see the flooded city.
The main residents of the Museum Quarter are three institutions: two municipal ones – Togliatti Local
History Museum and the Art Museum, and one private establishment – the Volzhskaya Picture
Gallery. Being located in the build-in nonresidential premises of apartment buildings within the
perimeter of the void, they do not have adjacent territories that they own and control.
2.1
The Local History Museum is the biggest municipal museum in Togliatti and one of the
major regional museums. At present, the museum funds number 71,431 items in 43 collections (a
collection of furniture of 18-19 centuries, a collection of Russian and foreign coins, unique houshold
items of 18-19 centuries, a collection of rare books (editions of 18-19 centuries)). The museum’s
scientific library totals over 7,000 items. At the sayme time, the museum has changed its location
several times. Its first temporary premise was in Сity Library No 1 of Zhigulevsk (1959) (located more
than 20 km away from the Central District on the other bank of the water reservoir). Zhigulevsk
Museum’s collection increased due to the rapid construction of enterprises and the city as well as
historical transformations during the Khrushchev Thaw in the 1950s and 1960s. Propaganda of the
Soviet way of life and the communist ideology was very important for the city at the stage of its
construction. A mixture of national and cultural traditions and the city’s cultural infrastructure, which
was being shaped at that time, became the basis for the establishment of an independent museum in
Stavropol. In 1962, two decrees were issued: “On the relocation of the Museum of Local History from
the city of Zhigulevsk to the city of Stavropol” and “On the establishment the Local History Museum”.
The first exposition of the museum was placed in school no 18 of the Komsomolsky District and
occupied only 50 m2. In the beginning of the 1970s, the museum moved to a new building with a
bigger exhibition area and a planetarium (20 Golosova str.). Since 1979, the museum has been based
at 22 Lenin Boulevard (the territory of the future Museum Quarter, the facade length – over 150 m).
Today the exposition area of the Local History Museum is 2,100 m2 and its total area is 5,297.5 m2.
The museum has two key permanent expositions: “Provincial Stavropol” (the history of the region and
the city from ancient times till the beginning of the 20th century, the area of 396.4 m2) and “20
Century: Stavropol-Togliatti” (a principally innovative interactive historical exposition, the area of 407
m2). In 2009, Togliatti Local History Museum received additional premises for storing collections and
organizing exhibitions (14 Banykina str.). In 2011, the only open museum depositary in Samara region
started its work. It accommodated the “Furniture” collection of the 18th and 19th centuries; and a new
exhibition hall was added (the area of 188 m2). [3]
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Fig. 3: The Local History Museum’s official attendance statistics for 2012-2017 (individual and group visits;
events/significant events, exhibitions; thousands of people).

2.2
The Art Museum is a next-door neighbor of the Local History Museum and is located on a
single line of the build-in non-residential premises (the length of the museum’s facade is 24 m).
Innitianally it had the status of the Branch of Kuibyshev Art Museum (at present Samara Region Art
Museum). It was establihed in 1987 when Stavropol-Togliatti celebrated its 250-year anniversary. In
1992, the branch received the status of the Municipal Establishment of Culture Art Museum “Togliatti
Picture Gallery” (Director Marina Baranova). The museum’s main task is preserving the national fine
arts heritage of the second half of the 20th century (starting from the 1970s) and acquiring a collection
of modern art. The museum funds number more than 10,000 items including auxiliary collections
(painting, graphics, sculpture, decorative art, children’s drawings, a collection of stamps). It functions
as an exhibition hall mainly for traveling exhibitions. In 2013, the Department of Modern Art (Head of
the Department Alexandra Shcherbina) was established in the Avtozavodsky District. The
department’s mission is to popularize modern art, to realize projects of young artists, to initiate city
projects aimed at the renovation of public spaces, as well as the search for the city’s identity, and in
particular, a revival of interest in its modernist and experimental nature, the Italian roots of its birth as
the automotive capital of Russia, educational activity and work with the professional community. [4]
2.3
The Volzhskaya Picture Gallery is a private art museum – the Collection of Actual Realism –
founded in 2011 by a famous local banker Vitaly Vavilov (Director Irina Yanovskaya). The museum
funds number more than 2,000 items, which have been collected starting from the beginning of the
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2000s, and includes art works of Russian masters of realistic painting (from the middle of the 20th
century till today) Andrey Vasnetsov, Andrey Tutunov, Evgeny Dodonov, Maxim Kantor, works of
Ernst Neizvestny, etc. Nowadays, the Gallery is located in an apartment building adjacent to the
territory of the Museum Quarter and also has the status of a temporary resident of build-in
nonresidential premises: Lenin Boulevard, 23. The total area of the Gallery is 160 m2. In the future, it
will move to its own building in the Avtozavodsky District. Vavilin is also one of the founders of
“Duhovnoe Nasledie” Foundation (1996) that supports charity projects. The first projects were the
construction of a monument to the founder of Stavropol-on-the-Volga Vasily Tatishchev, the support of
the drama theater Koleso and publishing activity. A logical continuation of these charity initiatives was
the establishment of the Volzhskaya Picture Gallery. [5]

3. “Museum Picnic” as a starting point for the museum’s new reality

The establishment of the Museum Quarter was initiated by the Local History Museum and its Board of
Trustees (Director Natalya Lankova). The museum has a long-term practice of working with the void
as an experimental platform. The starting point for the museum’s entering the city and the search for a
new type of communication was the Interregional Cultural Event Museum Picnic (1997-2014). The
idea of holding the picnic belongs to one of the directors of the museum Lyudmila Savchenko (19952002).

Fig. 4: The Local History Museum’s official statistics on the attendance of Museum Picnic for 1997-2014.

According to one of the first experts involved in organizing the Museum Picnic Georgy Nikich (the
Member of the Board of the International Association of Art Critics, Professor of the Moscow School of
Social and Economic Sciences) “…in the late 1990s, the museum’s entering the city was an amaгing
and attractive phenomenon. The audience of several thousands and attributes of a big festive event,
which differed significantly from the City Day, quickly solved the task – Togliatti Local History Museum
became notable in the city, region, and Russia; the Miseum Picnic brand has attracted partners and
aroused the interests of the authorities; the project was travelling around cities of the Volga River
region”. And further about the difficulties the museum could have encounted “the most difficult part
would be, firstly, the balance between creative/constructive and consumer-oriented/entertaining
images of the event and, secondly, the reflection of capitalization and changes for the museum
itself…”. Nikich beleaves that the “pre-beginning” of the museum’s entering the city was availability of
an important resorce – a “big green clearing”, a void that was located in close vicinity to the museum.
Another important resource was “the number of creative people, groups, studios, and organiгations
limited in professional and social communication. And finally, the scale” determined by the formula –
“the museum equals the city”. The expert says about the nature of an industrial city and the role of
the museum that “has an opportunity to rethink the system of relations” between the city (country), the
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enterprise and society, between tradition and modern times, towards the formation of an actual social
and cultural agenda. [6]
Another partner of the museum and one of the first experts of the Museum Picnic Mikhail Gnedovsky,
an expert of the Council of Europe, a member of the Board of the European Museum Foundation,
commented on the idea of the Museam Quater creation and the role of the cultural experience gained
while conducting the Museum Picnic where “several trends characteristic of that time came together”.
The Picnic as a part of “a very important process of making the city’s public spaces habitable and, in
particular, the spaces of the ground floors of the buildings located along the streets, as well as void
spaces, unfinished outdoor common areas of residential buildings and other escheated territories that
were more than a few in any post-Soviet city”. Defining the role of the museum that “works not only
with inanimate collections of rarities and antiquities, but also with people, the one that exists for people
and is an integral component of today’s lively culture”. Most importantly, “Togliatti “Picnic” became an
integration point for the city’s project activity; it convincingly showed that the museum could link
traditions and innovations and create bridges between the past, present, and future”. [7]
According to statistics of the Museum Picnic, 875 organizations and performance groups and more
than 100,000 city dwellers took part in the Museum Picnic. Over the last 5 years, the number of annual
visitors of the Local History Museum averaged 25,000 per year, including group visits (11,100 –
18,500 people) and individual visitors (16,300 – 26,000 people).

4. The “museum void” renovation

In 2014, the management of the Local History Museum decided to open a new page in the history of
its dialogue with the city and to start working on the institutionalization of the void as the core of the
city’s identity. The creation of the Museum Quarter became one of the primary strategic directions of
the museum’s work. A number of project sessions, public hearings and working committees revealed
a genuine interest of local residents, professionals and the city and region authorities in the problem of
preserving Togliatti’s historical and cultural heritage and the creation of a landmark to promote it. [8] In
2017, the museum’s initiative gained the support of one of the most influential museum competitions in
Russia – “Muzeinyi Desant” of the Vladimir Potanin Foundation – for the development of a spatial and
environmental concept of the Museum Quarter and its identification in the urban environment. [9] The
project team: Yuliya Chernenko (head of project, Deputy Director for Science of the Local History
Museum); the authors of the concept: Elena Shlienkova (initiator of Museum Quarter, designer) and
Elena Sperk (architect). A final public discussion of the project is planned to be held in August 2018.
Goal: To create the Museum Quarter in the industrial-type city. To change the status of the museums
from temporary residents into the city’s key cultural agents.
Objectives: to logically complete the initial master plan of the center of the Old City with a
promenade; to reconstruct the conjoint facade of the Local History and Art museums. To implement
the formula – a passage along the museum as a cultural event; to create a new magnet of cultural
activity in a form of a museum platform – the event culmination of the Museum Quarter; to develop
functional zones and social scenarios. A special agenda for the use of the territory by the Museum
Quarter residents; to introduce the design code.
4.1 Analysis of the initial situation and the survey
The study of the initial situation started with a survey of visitors of the three museums, the
neighborhood residents, and visitors of different establishments located in this territory. [10] The study
was aimed to find out how well the residents are informed about the museums’ location and activity; to
determine how convenient the access to the museums is; to reveal the preferences and interests of
the visitors of the museums and other cultural establishments; to define the main directions of external
flows; to compile a social and demographic profile of the audience. For example, the age structure of
the respondents varied from 18 to 55+. The category at the age up to 35 prevails. 38% of the
respondents are males; 62% are females. The educational status of the respondents:
university/college education – 48%; technical/vocational education – 29%; secondary education –
22%. The distribution of the respondents depending on the place of residence (the city districts):
Avtozavodsky – 47%; Central – 30%; Komsomolsky – 21%; other – 2%.
The following conclusions about the frequency of cultural events attendance in general were made
based on the survey results: museums: every month – 17%; several times per year – 63%; do not
attend – 20%; theaters: every month – 22%; several times per year – 37%; do not attend – 40%;
concerts: every month – 20%; several times per year – 34%; do not attend – 46%. 2. Purposes of
visits: to visit the exposition: 49%; to participate in an event – 14%; to visit an exhibition – 34%; other –
3%. 3. Convenience of the museums location depending on the district of residence: in general: yes –
51%; rather yes – 21%; rather no – 13%; no – 15%. The distribution of the positive answers
depending on the district of residence; Avtozavodsky – 43%; Central – 70%; Komsomolsky – 48%.
The main reasons for the negative answer to the question: the inconvenient location of public transport
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– 37%; difficulties associated with transfers between different public transport routes – 32%; problems
with parking – 24%; lack of navigation – 5% and etc.

Fig. 5: Survey of the Local History Museum’s visitors within the pre-project research of the Museum in the City
project (September 2017, Togliatti State University, the Program of Development of Flagship University). [10]

The results of the neighborhood residents survey regarding the location of the museums turned out to
be paradoxical: 20% do not have such information. Two thirds of the respondents visit the museums;
however, it is not a priority when choosing a favorite leisure activity (for example, cinema theaters,
theaters, concerts). At the same time, the survey of the anchor residents, which included different
establishments, companies, retail outlets, showed a higher awareness of the museums and their
activity in the territory: 86 % of respondents answered positively. The awareness of the museums’
location was as follows: the Local History Museum – 86%; the Art Museum – 62%; the Gallery – 14%.
The residents’ interest in visiting and supporting the events held by the museums is indicative: a
partner: the Local History Museum – 33%; the Art Museum – 24%; the Gallery – 29%; a sponsor: the
Local History Museum – 5%; the Art Museum – 5%; the Gallery – 5%; a participant: the Local History
Museum – 57%; the Art Museum – 57%; the Gallery – 48%; not willing to participate: the Local History
Museum – 14%; the Art Museum – 14%; the Gallery – 19%. 95 % of the interviewed anchor residents
indicated a positive attitude to the idea of the Museum Quarter creation within the void area.
Another important factor for forming an integrated vision of “life” of the void and museums was a
series of in-depth interviews with key “players” of the future Museum Quarter: 1. museums – the
administration (the Local History Museum, the Art Museum, the Volzhskaya Picture Gallery), the
Chairman of the Board of Trustees; 2. business and municipal management – the Head of the District
Administration; the Ex-mayor of Togliatti, the ex-Vice Mayor for the City Planning Policy; the Deputy
Director of Togliattistroyzakaгchik, the city’s leading property development company; 3. art and design
community that has experience in working with large-scale projects in the field of public art and the
Museum Picnic. All the participants of the survey confirmed the need for reanimation of the Central
district’s core and the creation of the Museum Quarter as a continuation of a single public space.
4.2 Design limitations and possibilities
The total area of the void: 28,500 m2. The length of the conjoint facade of the Local History and Art
museums: 171.2 m.
Design limitations:
1. The existing system of transport and pedestrian interconnections: four main driveways that cross
the territory; highly cramped territories between the facades of the office buildings and the
designed territory, which limit free access for vehicles; the void’s territory is partially used for
parking in winter time.
2. numerous pedestrian communications that have been logically formed during the development of
the site; retail outlets and residential complexes are the centers of attraction;
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3. the density of the buildings has reached the limit of its capacity;
4. the void’s geometry is not homogeneous: the sides ration is 11X1; the long sides have different
configuration (a contrast between the even line along the traffic way on the side of the museums
and the “ragged” opposite side);
5. concentration of engineering networks: the water supply and sewerage systems, the power grid
and etc.;
6. randomly planted trees;
7. the construction of stationary and capital structures, including the placement of temporary
structures from the electrial network to facades.

Fig. 6: Topographic layout of the Museum Quarter territory. Layout of the existing transport and pedestrian
networks.

Design opportunities:
1. optimization of the driveways intersection (reducing the number from four to two);
2. introduction of the traffic-calmed neighborhood rules (10-20 km/h); the pedestrian and cyclist
priority;
3. implementation of the green areas program and its sustainability in the conditions of urban
constraints; a replica of the Local History Museum’s botanical collection (the Nature Department):
trees and shrubs used for arranging of green areas in inhabited localities of the climatic zone; the
plants in the collection can be divided into 5 groups according to the level of resistance to air
pollution and depending on their dust, gas and noise capturing properties: a collection of
phytoncide plants and a collection of medical plants, including ruderal plants, etc. [11];
4. creation of a 3-part structure of the Museum Quarter: the entrance group; the Museum
Boulevard; the Museum Square. The entrance group – a concentration of pedestrian intersections
in the beginning of the void on the side of the center. The Museum Boulevard – the main
promenade of the district that continues the central axis. The Museum Square – the culmination
of the quarter and the main event space (a favorable location opposite the facade of the Local
History Museum and the only space without engineering networks).

Fig. 7: The master plan of the Museum Quarter.
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Fig. 8: Fragments of the master plan of the Museum Quarter.

Fig. 9: Photofixation of the territory of a potential Museum Quarter within Leningradskaya and Banykina streets.
The total area – 28,000 m2 (without roadways and the pedestrian area adjacent to the buildings).

The designed territory is really congenial to the modernist principles of an “ideal” city that were
embedded into the planning framework of the Avdozavodsky District. The large scale of the void
allows to intensify the perspective effect that opens from the entrance points: from the Central Square
and from the forest. Ensembliness as a holistic approach to both the territory renovation and the
reconstruction of the museums’ conjoint facade creates wonderful opportunities to really open the
museums to the city and change their role as “holders” of the place. All composition techniques are
aimed at involving the passer-by in the Quarter’s aura. Three basic scenarios of the territory
development allow to change accents depending on the season, time of the day and the event
requirements. 1. Open-air museum (main exhibits – a series of sculptures “The History of Transport of
the Beginning of the 20th Century”); 2. Experimental platform (festivals, exhibitions, concerts, film
presentations); 3. Park of sculptures (symposia, exhibitions, art-residence).

Fig. 10: Passage along the museum as a cultural event (the length of the conjoint facades of the Local History
and Art Museums is 170 m).
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Fig. 11: Shared mode of the territory use (a traffic-calmed neighborhood – 10-20 km/h with the pedestrian and
cyclist priority).

Fig. 12: Transit zone, promenade area and event space. Agenda for activities and services of the Museum
Quarter residents. Green areas as a replica of the collection of the Nature Department, the Local History
Museum.

Fig. 13: The square in front of the museum – the culmination of the Museum Quarter.
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Fig. 14: Scenario of development No 1 – Open-air museum. Main exhibits: a series of monumental and
decorative sculpture compositions “The History of Transport of the Beginning of the 20th Century” Authors:
Andrey Vasnetsov, Professor and Eugeny Iokheles, architect. Production: Moscow. Project: 1977. Approved by
the community, the Soviet and the Communist Party authorities during the development of the Master plan of the
Avtozavodsky district development (the developer – The Central Research Institute of Experimental Design of
Residential Buildings). Installation: 1979. Technique: steel, forging, toning. Description: stylized figures of
transport machines of the beginning of the century: a steam locomotive (7 2.5 m), a paddle steamer (7.9 3 m),
an air balloon (7 9 m) placed on pedestals with dimensions of 3.92 1, 33 2.7 m, 3.88 1,10 2.6 m and a
hexahedron with a side of 1.43 3.00 m. The first exhibit of the Local History Museum – historical forged doors.
Author: Vitaly Korshunov. Project: 1983 (the period of preparation for the opening of the Soviet exposition,
Director of Togliatti Local History Museum Valentina Gavryushina). Installation: 1983-1984.

Conclusion
Nowadays, the renovation of public spaces in cities, including those of industrial type, is one of the top
priorities for the territory development in Russia. In 2017, two federal programs were launched: “Five
Steps of Improvement” in 319 single-industry cities within the National Project of the development of
monotowns, which Togliatti belongs to, and “The Development of Comfortable Urban Environment”
that is being implemented in 40 cities hosting the World Cup in 2018 as well as small towns and
historical settlements. [12-13] The Museum Quarter project is becoming an important stage for
Togliatti self-identification, a new level of collaboration of the main city museums’ trustees (leading
enterprises, charity foundations, construction companies, universities, etc.), and an opportunity to
change the status of the museums from temporary residents to key players of the city’s cultural policy.
The museums enter the city with a new action plan and are ready not only to preserve the memory
about the place, but also literally change the space around them.
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Abstract
The documentation of architecture, as a basic knowledge tool, is the foundation of conservation and
enhancement of the architectural heritage.
In the process of knowledge and documentation of architecture, a key role is played by the survey. It
contributes substantially to the understanding of geometrical, spatial, historical-formal and technicalconstructive aspects, constituting the premise of historical-critical analysis.
The theme of the survey, meant as an analysis of the building and its graphic representation, is closely
related to the 3-D modelling, intended not only as a synthesis of the research results but also as a
visual computing tool, i.e. data processing and analysis of architectural features.
In the field of architectural documentation, the application of Building Information Modelling to
architectural heritage (AHBIM) is assuming a role of increasing interest [7].
The AHBIM, in fact, through an objected-oriented parametric modelling enriched with information,
allows you to organize and manage large amounts of heterogeneous data (structural, materials, costs,
etc.), offering itself as a useful tool for knowledge.
Through the analysis of a case study, the paper aim is a critical reflection on survey and 3-d modelling
for the documentation and conservation of architectural heritage.
Keywords: Architectural Heritage, documentation, survey, 3-D model, AHBIM

1.

Introduction

Every architectural asset constitutes a complex system characterized by the combination of historical
and aesthetic values.
Preserving this particular product of human activities means transmitting to the future the material
embodying these values. To preserve, it is fundamental the recognition and understanding of this
value system, so as to be able to protect them.
The profound and critically articulated knowledge of the building in its components and its different
values, is the prerequisite for the conservation, enhancement and restoration of the architectural
heritage. Only such deep understanding allows us to intervene on the architectural artifact in respect
of its specificity and uniqueness.
Hence the importance of architectural documentation that, in its role as a fundamental knowledge tool,
is the basis of conservation and enhancement of the architectural heritage.
Within the process of knowledge and documentation of architecture, a part of primary importance is
played by the survey. In fact, it contributes substantially to the understanding of geometrical, spatial,
historical-formal and technical-constructive aspects, constituting the foundation of historical-critical
analysis.
Technological development has profoundly changed the process of knowledge. In particular, the
instruments of massive acquisition have transformed surveying operations into semi-automatic
procedures capable of collecting millions of points, which have delegated the critical contribution of the
surveyor to a subsequent phase of post-processing of the data.
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Fig. 1: Rocca di Mezzo School (AQ, first half of the XX century)

The theme of the survey, meant as investigation of the building and its graphic representation, is
closely connected to the 3-D modelling issue, intended not only as a synthesis of the research results
but also as a visual computing tool, i.e. data processing and analysis of architectural features [5].
In the field of architectural documentation, the application of Building Information Modelling to
architectural heritage (AHBIM) is assuming a role of increasing interest.
The AHBIM, in fact, through an objected-oriented parametric modelling enriched with information,
allows you to organize and manage large amounts of data of various kinds (structural, materials,
costs, etc.), offering itself as a useful tool for knowledge.
Through the analysis of a case study, the paper aim is a critical reflection on survey and 3-d modelling
for the documentation and conservation of architectural heritage.

2.

The survey: an historic-critic process for knowledge

Since the object of studies on architectural heritage is the building in its physicality, the survey,
intended as a reading tool of the building, is an essential reference in the field of heritage knowledge
and documentation.
The architectural organism is constituted as a spatial, constructive, formal and decorative system often
very complex, in which all aspects, from the geometric to the technical, are strictly dependent.
The knowledge of such an artefact cannot stop at the observation of the building, limiting itself to a
superficial level, but have to deal with the analysis of all the essential aspects of an architecture:
spatial, volumetric, geometric, structural.
In order to truly understand an architectural asset, it is essential to detect it, namely to investigate it in
its complexity, capturing its formal, spatial, historical, technological and constructive characteristics.
The architectural survey - meant not as a simple building measurement, but as a complex operation of
understanding the historical and formal values of the work and its representation through interpretative
models - constitutes a fundamental tool for a deep knowledge of the existing architecture.
The survey, in fact, allows to analyze and record the events of a building, to understand its
characteristic and anomalous elements, to highlight the structural morphology and the static
conditions. For this purpose, the spatial and architectural characteristics are translated into critical
representations of the artefact.
These representations constitute models of the constructive reality examined that, even in their
heterogeneity (physical models, two-dimensional graphical representations such as plants, elevations
and sections, three-dimensional digital models, static (rendering) or dynamic, as animations, virtual
reality and augmented reality) are accumulated by being a simplification of the complexity of the
phenomenon under study.
They are models that, through the identification of the building representative elements (discretization
of the object to be surveyed), avoid superfluous and redundant information, placing the attention on
the most interesting aspects and thus allowing the achievement of a deeper knowledge of the building
[8]. Surveying an architectural asset, therefore, regardless of the method chosen and the purpose,
means understanding the building in its depth, capturing all the values it bears.
The survey, therefore, certainly includes the measuring of the most representative building elements,
but it must be understood above all as an operation of architectural complexity reading, architectural
continuity discretization and consequent representation through the creation of two-dimensional or
three-dimensional models.
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Fig. 2: The survey through massive acquisition methodologies: the point cloud of the building.

These models, result of an interpretative process operated by the surveyor and characterized by the
only elements recognized as building characteristics, allow to govern the architectural complexity in an
easier way, thus favouring the understanding of the architectural heritage and its values.
In particular, as in the traditional drawing, the 3-D modelling is characterized by a heuristic function,
since while developing the model, it is interactively verified, checking the initial hypotheses and
specifying the building idea initially developed.
The survey then becomes the foundation of historical-critical analysis.

3.

The traditional survey and massive acquisition methodologies

The instruments of massive acquisition (3-D laser scanner and digital photogrammetry), spread in
recent years, have led to the development of new possibilities in the analysis and knowledge of
architectural heritage, as well as a change in the survey process [2].
The current survey technologies offer the possibility to acquire a huge quantity of data in rather limited
times, thus facilitating the knowledge and preservation of cultural heritage.
The survey is at the same time operation of reading and interpretation of the architectural artefact [9].
Surveying means to identify in an architectural work, which is more or less complex, the significant
elements that characterize the architectural organism and allow its recognition, even in the
simplification necessary for the graphic representation of the building.
A first interpretative phase is constituted by the editing of the eidotypes, in which it is decided what
must be represented, and therefore measured, and what can be overlooked.
The selection of significant points of the architectural work is an interpretative operation, dependent on
the sensitivity of the surveyor. This phase implies a real survey project, in which the architectural
features of the building are recognized and selected to be represented and therefore measured, in
order to discretize the architectural continuum that is the building.
The measurement of the selected points, on the other hand, is an objective phase that allows the
acquisition of data with known levels of uncertainty.
Subsequently we have a new selective moment that is the graphic restitution.
According to the purpose of the survey, the scale of reduction and the characteristics of the work, a
synthesis of the building is carried out, which will however allow the recognizability and the
expressiveness of the artefact.
With the advent of automated measurement technologies, such as 3-D laser scanners and digital
photogrammetry, there was a partial reversal of the survey process.
The 3-D scanning technologies, in fact, do not allow to measure directly the most significant points of
the building, so the survey project is aimed only at the choices concerning the resolution and number
of shots. The point cloud produces a three-dimensional mold of the examined reality and, therefore, is
extremely redundant. It is based on the ability to acquire in a short time a very high number but
indistinct of points, which the surveyor, in a second moment, will have to examine and select.
This means that the initial interpretative phase of the traditional survey has significantly decreased,
leaving a deeper critical analysis to the post-processing of data.
In fact, during the representation phase, the acquired data are analysed and processed. On the basis
of the objectives, the scale of reduction and the building characteristics, the interpretation of the data
leads to a synthesis of the reality that allows, however, the recognition and the expressiveness of the
artefact.
The creation of three-dimensional models from point clouds leads to reverse modelling processes, i.e.
procedures for the discrete data synthesis to generate surfaces.
The model semantization can take place in a phase following modelling, attributing to the portions of
surfaces a specific meaning, or as in the case of BIM, it can constitute a preliminary moment in which
the building is ideally decomposed into its constituent elements, which then are reconstructed in the
digital environment, forming the three-dimensional model [3].
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Fig. 3: Ground floor, elevations and transversal section of Rocca di Mezzo school.

4.

Building Information Modeling for Architectural Heritage (AHBIM)

The conservation of cultural heritage is a complex process, which includes the knowledge, use,
communication and management of the building [11].
During the conservation and maintenance activities, a large quantity of data is produced, ranging from
technical-constructive characteristics to historical or formal information.
This heterogeneous informative corpus (images, photos, drawings, archival documents, etc.) requires
to be filed and managed appropriately, so that an easy use is guaranteed by all the subjects involved
in the conservative process of the architectural heritage (scholars, architects, restorers, etc.),
facilitating their interaction.
The need for a shared database and a complete collaboration between the different professional
figures, has pushed those who deal with architectural heritage to be interested in Building Information
Modelling (BIM), with the consequent birth and development of the Historical or Heritage BIM (HBIM)
[10]. BIM, increasingly present in the field of new building design, offers important advantages in
managing the entire lifecycle of a building.
BIM, through an objected-oriented parametric modelling enriched with information, allows to organize
and manage large amounts of data of various kinds (structural, materials, costs, etc.).
BIM, at the same time, qualifies as a building model and database containing all the information
concerning the building process in its various phases.
This information is recalled through appropriate visualizations, which allow a thematic reading of the
informatic content that underlies the BIM process, declined in a specific manner depending on who is
addressed (architects, engineers, structuralists, installers, etc.).
The organization and management of information within a single platform allows a significant
improvement in the building process efficiency, reducing risks and the possibility of errors within all the
individual phases (design, construction site, building management, etc.). These aspects make the BIM
process of great interest also for documentation, conservation, restoration and enhancement of the
architectural heritage.
However, BIM, born for the new buildings design, to date, fails to fully manage the complexity and
specificity of architectural assets, which is poorly suited to the standardization inherent in the BIM
process. The different methodological approach to historical architecture, not yet fully supported by the
current BIM platforms, leaves open several issues to be dealt with, which are the subject of study of
various research lines.
The irregularity of historic buildings, due to the craftsmanship process of which they are the result but
also to phenomena of deterioration and damage, implies important criticalities for their modelling in an
environment characterized by standardization, such as the BIM [1].
There is a need to reconcile the parameterization of the building components with the historical
architecture uniqueness, according to the level of accuracy required for a model aimed at the
documentation and conservation of the architectural heritage [13].
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Fig. 4: Comparison between the discrete point cloud and the continuous 3-D model.

In other words, the BIM model built on the basis of the ideal geometry of building components and the
rules of treatises (ideal model), must be compared with the point cloud deriving from the survey (the
as-built model) [14]. In the case of values of "deviation" between the two models that are not
acceptable for the purpose of a deep knowledge of the artefact, the elements in question are adapted
to the survey data.
In the BIM environment, the modelling of architectural elements does not stop at the geometric aspect
but also includes the insertion of the construction technology, whose knowledge is entrusted to
archival-documentary research, to critical reading of the building, to diagnostic investigations, etc.
The progress of the analysis lead to a progressive increase in the knowledge of the historical building,
however, unlike the new buildings, it doesn't mean that a complete knowledge of all the technical
aspects is achieved. This means that, even at the end of the architectural asset study, there may be
gaps in the knowledge of the construction technology, with consequent non-uniform Level of
Development for all the building components.
In addition to the modelling question, the extension of the BIM process to the existent heritage
involves reflections on the creation and management of information related to the model [4].
BIM, also intended as a shared database, allows the management and use of a large amount of data
and information concerning all phases of the building process, favouring interoperability between the
various professional figures. The model itself becomes the container of this information which, if
necessary and according to need, is recalled through simple visualization operations.
However, knowledge and documentation of architectural heritage requires a huge amount of
information. The BIM process for historical buildings, in fact, must deal with the management of
heterogeneous data, such as: archival documents, information on the transformations undergone by
the building, data on the state of conservation and on any phenomena of damage, etc.
In this regard, we must highlight the difficulties of the current BIM platforms, developed for new
buildings, in receiving and managing a multitude of similar data and information.
However, despite the intrinsic criticalities of the BIM methodology applied to the architectural heritage,
this, thanks to its potential in the management of information, proves to be an interesting tool for the
documentation of the architectural heritage and, therefore, for its conservation and protection.

5.

Case study

The school of Rocca di Mezzo (L'Aquila) was built between 1909 and 1913 on the basis of the project
drawn up by Vittorio Rebaudi.
The building, with a C layout, was destined to host, at the same time, the municipality - function
maintained until 1964 - and the school - which remained there until the earthquake that struck L'Aquila
and its territory on 6 April 2009 -.
With a basement and three planes above ground, the building is defined by the presence of vaults of
various types on all levels (barrel or rib vault) and by a roofing with imposing wooden trusses and
metal tie rods.
The facades are characterized by stone doors and windows intrados and stucco stringcourse. The
main front, perfectly symmetrical, is marked by the presence of the different entrances for the two
different uses.
The building was surveyed using an integrated methodology that saw the presence of laser scans and
the direct method.
For laser shot, a phase-based laser scanning (Leica HDS6200) was used, characterized by a full
visual field (FOV) of 360 ° x 310 °.
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Fig. 5: Parameterization and accuracy of the model: new family specifically created and evaluation of the
deviation between model and point cloud

In choosing the station points and the scan resolution, we took into account the geometric and
dimensional characteristics of the spaces to be detected, with the aim of obtaining a point cloud as
homogeneous as possible, with shade areas reduced to a minimum. 41 scans were made, of which 15
on the outside, 20 on the inside and 6 on the attic.
The resolution level used is high (corresponding to an azimuth and zenith angle increase of 0.036 °
and a point density of 1.59 cm at 25 m).
The scans were merged with each other - within the Leica Cyclone software - using automatic
recognition of mobile targets.
The scans of the garret, on the other hand, were treated separately because, due to the impossibility
of positioning connection targets or identifying homologous points, it was not possible to join them to
the overall cloud.
Lastly, to the metric data of the points has been added the RGB colour value obtained from spherical
panoramas made, for each scan, through a camera kit outside the laser scanner.
The laser scanner survey was integrated by the direct method for those environments that, due to the
small size and the architectural features, did not require the use of a massive acquisition methodology.
Once the total point cloud has been obtained, the analysis phase of the acquired data and their
representation were carried out.
The point cloud has been sectioned through horizontal and vertical cutting planes passing through the
most significant parts of the building.
Subsequently, the sections extracted from the point cloud were used as generatrix and directrix for the
realization of the 3-D model.
In order to model the building in a BIM environment, it was necessary to semantise the model,
organizing it into categories of architectural components, and create suitable loadable families (* .rfa).
To verify the accuracy of the geometric representation, the deviation between the model and the point
cloud was compared.
This, measured with the open-source software CloudCompare, was of low value, thus not requiring a
correction of the parametrized families.
The construction technology, inherent in the BIM representation, has been deduced from the archival
documents and from the analysis of the building.
The model also includes historical transformations (through the time parameter and phase
management), degradation, etc.
The aim of the study was to try to integrate the BIM model with all the information necessary for the
knowledge of the building analysed.

6.

Conclusions

Any approach directed to cultural assets, whether aimed at conservation, restoration or to
documentation and enhancement, requires an in-depth knowledge of the object of interest.
The present study was conducted with the aim of a critical reflection on the Knowledge system - based
on survey and 3-D modelling- which is the basis of the documentation and conservation of
architectural heritage.
Within the methodical study of monuments, an essential role is played by drawing and survey.
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The survey drawing, offering a "synthetic" model of the object represented, permits a greater
understanding of the building, allowing to capture both particularities (alignments, diversity of wall
thicknesses, variations of masonry etc.) and the relations between parts, difficult to read on site.
The survey makes it possible to analyse the history of a building, facilitating the reconstruction of the
phases of transformation, and to note its characteristic elements, both from a formal and constructive
point of view.
Beyond the fundamental support offered by the survey to the historical-critical analysis, to the reading
and interpretation of the values characterizing the monument, it is also an important tool for prediagnosis on the state of conservation as well as a particular form of non-destructive investigation,
suitable for evaluation of damages and deformations.
The survey constitutes a scientific documentation of the building in its current state. In this sense it can
testify to a historically determined situation, such as a state before a restoration or a disastrous event
such as seismic one, as in the case of L'Aquila.
The 3-D model, thanks to massive acquisition methodologies, comes closer and closer to reality. It, in
its heuristic function of verification and validation of the initial hypotheses, prove to be indispensable
for preventions and for the process of cognizing.
Surveying and modelling play a key role within that articulated historical-critical knowledge of the
monument that is the foundation of every conservation, enhancement and restoration activity.
Finally, in this context, Building Information Modelling is becoming increasingly important.
Despite the inherent difficulties in extending a methodology born for the new to historic buildings,
AHBIM offers important potential in the management of information and, therefore, for the knowledge
and documentation of the architectural heritage.
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Management System and Promotion of Roman Architectural Heritage: Theory of Nodes
The “Theory of Nodes” aims to recover the historical heritage, through its application to the recovery of
Roman cultural heritage located along a Roman axis through their geographical link and enhancement of
their preexisting cultural property. This methodological proposal investigated by the authors in a
multidisciplinary work concerning the Spanish Via Augusta, poses an articulated spotlight system that
retrieves the Roman axis by cultural tours and the revitalization of localities that articulate an itinerary and
shape the landscape. The method is based on the classification of the assets as “components nodes”
articulators of the Roman Via thinking they were designed to meet commercial, strategic, military and political
objectives and promoting them according to its current characteristics. Thus, the recovery of historical paths
and especially its wealth management are designed from the evaluation and promotion of its architectural,
historical, social and cultural values. At the same time, and according to archaeological information obtained
in the analysis, an intervention plan that aims to reassess the locations to get their cultural revitalization
always depending on the diffusion of its architectural heritage is proposed.
Keywords: Nodes, Heritage, Vía Augusta

1. Introduction
This research exposes the limited dynamic role that currently represent some Roman routes, particularly the
Via Augusta in Spain; evaluating the cultural, social and economic impact on communities that concentrate
cultural property. Is it possible to manage the network of historic roads? If the answer was yes, what should
be the performances, interventions or projects associated with historical or cultural remains?
Mostly within the Comunidad Valenciana, the roads have a visible state of degradation. The research
includes, from an architectural or landscape point of view, the study of the enhancement of these nodes. In
turn, the assets require special investigation based on their state of degradation due to incorrect asset
management and general ignorance of society on their own cultural and historical heritage.
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The priority is to make a paradigm shift in the concept of Open Museum: a reservoir consisting of
archaeological ruins. The difficulty lies in generating qualified architectural spaces that complement the
cultural need to create a historical consciousness. It should be broaden the understanding of the concept of
heritage, studying the current perspective to recognize new views and concepts in relation to the
museological cultural heritage. Its value is critical for strengthening collective identities associated with the
set of goods and stocks comprising the Roman heritage in Valencia.

2. Nodes Theory as a Tool for Wealth Management
These independent units intertwined constitute a strategy for combining local efforts to ensure accessibility to
the cultural and intellectual heritage. A hypothesis is proposed as the revaluation of underutilized nodes, in
regard to its historical and heritage value in the form of a chain to complete the path. We propose an
investigation of the Roman axis typological definition based on six characteristic nodes and actions,
interventions or programs necessary for the enhancement of Cultural Itinerary. We constitute future
reference, depending on the impact achieved for the other towns that try to imitate cultural management.
Depending on the importance at the time, the distribution of assets and liabilities and their general
characteristics, it is possible to classify the nodes into six types in order to design intervention proposals for
the management of its archaeological heritage. The types of nodes that have been selected are: Nodus
mansus, Nodus Forum, Nodus Castrum , Nodus Ager, Nodus Mercatus , Nodus Road .
Each node is represented by a contemporary city that concentrates inherited cultural heritage. The
archaeological information allows the identification of the remains and characterization of the node, making
the typological study a theoretical research based on archaeological heritage and historical texts. The
ultimate goal is to value the cultural aspect of the Roman route based on its original characteristics and its
current equity.
2.1 Articulation of Architectural Roman Heritage

In this way, is it possible to define a methodology for the proper management of the nodes that are part of
the Cultural Route Vía Augusta? The enhancement of the stretches and constituent elements are made
through the archaeological heritage musealization. How should we benefit from social, economic,
environmental, cultural and tourism benefits we provide historical and heritage values of the nodes? One
goal of the research is to achieve a new perception of contemporary Roman heritage management,
highlighting the beauty of historical elements through the design of a modern architecture that revalue and
preserve. The identification of sections and constituents, its location in the towns and the study of
corresponding archaeological investigations allow designing learning spaces within the Cultural Route. The
minimalist interventions reevaluate the ruins through its sensory understanding and linking citizens with the
cultural property, is a way to preserve the assets under its own identity. Thus, it is interpreted and legislated
heritage assets through management instruments that make up the model and involve the asset or its
condition, the social value and political will.
It is relevant in multidisciplinary research to coordinate and cooperate through conservation and
management measures. The new strategies for the communication of the assets and the designed spaces
are intended to promote goods, preserve the ruins and innovate for the protection and dissemination of
cultural heritage. The interventions targeted in the nodes must be sustainable and not alter a resource that is
extremely fragile at present.
The management model uses the concept of integrated conservation; therefore Cultural Routes represent a
historic framework that could have items individually protected. For this reason, an axis articulated by nodes
that form a cultural corridor that guarantees accessibility of society to the assets and cooperates in local
development through dissemination arises. This start value of individual nodes will cause a ripple effect for
the rest of the localities that are part of the road structure linked to the Via Augusta in Valencia.
The theory of nodes develops a new typological vision based on their particular architectural features. Thus,
degradation and deterioration of archaeological areas is avoided by promoting conservation and
disseminating historical and scenic values of the localities. Therefore, the model links landmarks allocated to
uses and the assets are related to the city and its inhabitants. Preserve cultural assets and disseminate
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cultural property through awareness of society and policy makers. Wealth management is not limited to
identifying the assets and catalog their existence but requires spread its values , control undesired actions
and raise awareness of architectural and historical importance of the elements involved. For this reason, are
inadequate those interventions on archaeological heritage devoted exclusively to document the good
unplanned interpretation of its values at all levels of society. Archaeological sites must be protagonists of
contemporary cities for urban, architectural, functional and cultural recovery.
2.2 Management Model
Therefore, the theoretical and conceptual model to the enhancement and cultural revitalization of the
component cities uses the historical remains. The intervention provided for each section and an item of
Cultural Route is not an extrapolated model but the research is done in each case depending on their
characteristics, assessment, identity, issues, threats and challenges. Additionally, the draft complementary
structures to capital ruins guarantee the protection and conservation of the sites. Historical and heritage sites
have deep functional and social changes, within a contemporary urban setting or framework that leaves little
room for history. The essential value lies in its ability to adapt to changes in the city, ensuring consideration
as historical, economic, cultural, tourist and symbolic centrality.
It is necessary to stop the process of historical degradation through the management of cultural heritage
conservation as excessive and uncontrolled rehabilitation which produce negative effects. The management
model promotes the integration of the assets preserved with established urban fabric and prevents the
disappearance of historical symbolism and identity. The architectural approaches are part of the
multidisciplinary analysis to be performed for rehabilitation, recovery, reuse and protection of historical and
cultural heritage as symbolic asset. Therefore, the research methodology involves identifying the unique
assets and preliminary design of programs revaluation. The design of complementary spaces with social,
cultural and educational activities ensures the conservation and valuation of goods.
Archaeological degraded areas represent the only material evidence of ancient settlements that originated
the contemporary cities. Therefore, it is essential uses and functions assigned to the nodes that make up the
axis of communication, develop strategies to link the cities with historical sites within the Cultural Route.
The comprehensive study includes the identification of assets, knowledge of their characteristics and
location. The cataloging of the assets configures the cultural scene through which the theory of nodes as a
complex management system based on the articulation axis of the Roman designs. The general interest and
historical memory are consolidated through a collective project of complementary architecture. The design of
programs for the conservation of cultural heritage considers the symbolic, cultural and social values that
have archaeological sites. These emblematic areas of high historical value stocks are the origins of the city.
The management starts with the individual identification and restoration of assets, the design of public space
as a zone of connection between the goods and the integration of urban, social and economic aspects.
Sustainability is a function of the diffusion, investment, maintenance and conservation. The effective way to
preserve an archaeological site depends on the consideration of its intangible and symbolic elements. The
programs have a comprehensive and participatory nature: preserve archaeological objects through the
allocation of uses and functions to the nodes by intervention guidelines.
In this sense, the characteristics of the Mediterranean area are the result of overlapping historical processes.
The succession of periods has changed the scenario and architecture, so its value must respect and
disseminate the historical aspects that shaped the current landscape. The characterization of the nodes is
made through memory concepts and collective identity. The form and function are key concepts in the study
and planning of the territory, founded through an abstract model for the incorporation of cultural heritage.
The particular characteristics define the identity of the nodes, articulating sections and constituent elements
belonging to each historical epoch within a contemporary, readable and homogeneous territorial matrix.
Therefore, the action program focuses on the connection and knowledge of the archaeological sites,
improving their interrelation through connector’s axes composing the whole historical sites.
The enhancement is to identify the sites, recover assets, transforming the space, provide visual quality and
cultural assign functions to the unattended area, avoiding the disappearance of historical heritage. The
priority actions are: preparation of archaeological sites and historic buildings, development of the
functionality of heritage areas and image modification node through the appreciation of their heritage. The
urban space of the associated locations should be identified with the assets. Thus character and personality
to the node is provided, socially and culturally through the dissemination of cultural heritage influence.
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Knowledge of the relationship project-place requires a study of the characteristics and condition that
presents each asset or within the Cultural Route. We should intensify social and historical research that
defines the problems associated with equity to make alternative proposals for enhancement for
development. The archaeological site becomes an interpretation center for preservation and dissemination,
abandoning the idea of protection by insulation. The nodes are analyzed through historical study, in situ
observation of its current condition, the investigation of architectural, landscape and heritage features.
Node selection was made based on two criteria, one of which is the formal aspect defined by current urban
features that are the result of a historical architectural evolution of the Roman base. The second criterion
reflects the original function presenting the node defining the morphological aspects of the complex Roman
design.
In order to consider the Roman road as a Cultural Route requires an analysis of its historical and
architectural values , and the study of its components. The scientific contribution that presents the research
lies in the simplification of the territorial structure of the Roman road and their locations associated with an
abstract pattern composed of lines and nodes that favor their study, research and analysis. Abstraction
includes connections between elements as necessary to develop and add value to the property
performances.
The urban intervention provides a composition through a node diagram which orders the territorial
distribution of the Romans assets in Valencia. The theory of nodes covering the composition of the urban
space has been historically associated with the renovation, reuse or rehabilitation. The theory of nodes
develops certain harmony between the parties or axle components, generating a conceptual unity among the
various individual elements which themselves have no force or presence; they acquire equity but being part
of a set ordered by increasing the relationships between nodes. The city is understood as an urban matrix
composed of elements that collaborate understanding the relationships and communication problems.
The Cultural Route has on its territorial extension fewer elements to link since only the axis and nodes that
articulate are defined. If we analyze a theory of general nodes it is possible to observe a composition of
elements that comprise and define it aesthetically and formally: the territory. The extrapolated components
that apply locally allow a wider and territorial scale as outlined in the joint of the Roman axis. The model
applies the principles of connectivity path breaking and interconnecting nodes of cultural activity for its value.
In turn, drives cultural development through actions designed to historical remains, recovering in cities unity
and harmony of architectural, cultural and historical heritage framed within the modern urbanism.
Undoubtedly, research and analysis of the theory of nodes is an essential factor for the study of cities and
the shaft that connects as a tool for local development based on the cultural and historical asset representing
Roman architecture. This research includes the concepts developed by specialists that include cultural
heritage and the intervention criteria associated with protection or preservation. The dissemination of culture
through the management and conservation of architectural heritage can rebuild society through the historical
reconstruction of cities. Theory applies logic nodes and geometry according to promote the connection
between the elements. Through the communication of the historical values of the Roman buildings, as a
cultural product located in various Mediterranean locations, you can improve the perception and urban image
using the collective memory of its inhabitants.
The development of symbols can rely on the capacities of abstraction for a greater understanding of the
cultural property. The methodology to disseminate the values of architectural element lies in the images that
can transmit the existence of well beyond a mere reminiscence and abstract design that provides an equity
partnership with global cultural and historical sense of individual importance of each of the components.
Therefore, the perception that the architectural element transmits its presence should be combined with
abstract design of a system of axes and nodes to increase the importance of cultural whole. According to
Norberg-Schulz, the symbolic systems are the common order we call culture, with the purpose of
architectural conservation and good communication existential meanings experience in his presence. The
cultural importance of the element is assessed through perception symbol, giving value to the existence of
1
architectural well despite its status degradación.
Nodes theory is derived from analyzing a process based on the territory, and symbols that establish a
geometric analysis of themselves. In the case study of the Via Augusta has adopted an abstract diagram
constituted by an axis formed by the Roman road and a series of nodes distributed along its route containing
the elements or heritage assets that give meaning to the historic complex. The importance of transforming
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the historic sites to apply the philosophical preconceptions of cultural manager, assuming that excessive
modification of the sites results in complete loss of authenticity is emphasized.

1

NORBERG-SCHULZ, Christian. Presence, Language, Place. Skyra Library of Architecture, Michigan University, 2000.

Fig. 1: L' Almoina Archaeological Museum represents an integration in the historic center of Valencia.

3. Conclusions
The complexity of the territorial system considers the nodes as the media for a cultural vision to be
transmitted. Therefore, interventions on the architectural elements must have the sole purpose of assigning
some acting ability in order to communicate the cultural message. The success of the patrimonial system
depends on the communication of values, so it should establish proper configuration for the interpretation of
space. Therefore, it is important not only the physical aspect but the node transmitting cultural values to
society. In other words, the current state of degradation of the assets is due to the absence of government
policies for the conservation and lack of cultural and historical interest of society, so that their state is a
manifestation of the city on its heritage. It may not be necessary to intervene on the right or on the way, but
modify the language and symbolism to give meaning to the whole. Citizens should feel the space, to
appropriate the same and demand the protection you need through the allocation of uses or functions with
cultural content within the city. The revitalization of the node and its assets will be due to the concentration of
public activities, the manifestation of collective life, social services and cultural programs within the public
space. It is critical that the restructuring through abstract concepts that complement the strategies on the
formal dimension, these concepts rely on collective memory and civic culture.
To ensure the viability of the system we should develop a large number of connections as regards quality
and specific functionality. The position of the nodes and the connections between them must be justified by
its cultural and architectural values, generating activities through its management. The proposed system
should have minimal complexity to appreciate its sustainability, ensuring the structure and hierarchy of its
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components. It is essential to consider the axis and nodes as a heritage that takes character and personality.
However, one must renounce to explain the whole study or research, it is necessary to focus the analysis on
the components and the internodes relationships to understand global issues and provide valid specific
interventions. Each node has individual characteristics, considering each as an independent relationship
between them, so that actions should be unique for each case of study. Another important aspect of system
is to control the size of the set consisting of nodes and connections, preventing its expansion without
historical foundation, which hinder the management of the whole.
Therefore, the management tool is based on the geometrical system composed of nodes concentration of
cultural goods and connecting shafts. The theory supporting the distribution the comprising dots and lines
connecting the nodes and architectural elements at a distance, establishing cultural connections. The
consistent management of this process produces a complex organized in the same cultural whole; the
various elements coordinate and cooperate to provide identity to the Cultural Route.
We conclude that the optimum distance between nodes determines the dynamics of Cultural Itinerary,
depending on the historical and architectural character having the node and the hierarchy of components.
Intermediate nodes must be introduced in those cases where the distances between main nodes are large;
the circuit is fed, growing vertically along the Roman backbone. The distance between nodes should provide
a balanced composition as a whole through their individual contributions. Typing, distinctive features and its
historical functionality, provide equity components that provide a particular topic within the overall historic
increasing interest Cultural Route.
Contemporary studies support territorial models that have no defined urban morphologies, considering those
cases where it is not possible to make an architectural analysis based on visual perception. The structural
study can complement the territorial historical research proposing appropriate interventions or actions for
local development. The new interpretation through musealization Roman archaeological sites in Valencia,
should resort to the concept of public space. Thus, areas with specific uses and functions by designing an
axis associated with the route of the old Roman road, forming a line connecting the various specific nodes
would be generated.
In conclusion, the particular study methodology adopted for nodes concentration of Roman goods, include
the concept of participatory architecture as an interdisciplinary tool. Social participation assigned, in
architectural design, uses and public spaces specific functions. Abstract territorial study based on the
superposition of strata and the use of archaeological territory for architectural design, can reinterpret the
consolidated theories analyzed according to the new investigation and contemporary projects for the design
of spaces concepts with high archaeological, historical , constructive, economic and social. The
characteristic of projects varies depending on the qualities of the node, the state of degradation of Roman
architectural heritage and the description of the locality associated. These three aspects are crucial when
defining appropriate intervention for the revaluation of the assets, the enhancement of Roman architecture
and development of associated peoples.
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Fig. 2: Plan of Work for Vía Augusta
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Fig. 3: Interventions in the territory
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Abstract
The design of green systems as an integral part of a city increasingly oriented towards providing
concrete responses to sudden climate change is now a strategic theme that promotes studying in greater
detail the aspects related to the technological and environmental quality of open spaces as well as, in
general, systems that allow to integrate natural and built environments. This integration is an opportunity
for transformations in an eco-oriented key since it operates on two fronts: a high one that allows to
mitigate and improve the micro-climatic conditions of the intervention areas; on the other, to redevelop,
from an environmental point of view, sites compromised by anthropic actions.
This paper pays particular attention to the low-tech strategies and social-ecological aspects related to
the urban productive green applicable to both the open and built spaces of the cities with forms of
Building Integrated Agriculture. Urban agriculture, which creates opportunities to use roofs, balconies,
facades and open spaces for food production, provides substantial environmental benefits, with it
contributing to the increase of the biodiversity of the ecosystems and consequently the improvement of
their stability. The advantages related to the use of nature’s own capacity to control the negative effects
of urban transformations are also highlighted through the use of particularly interesting case-studies due
to them referring to different geographical areas and significant contexts.

Keywords: productive green, green networks, urban open spaces, re-naturalization interventions,
sociality

1.

Environmental control of the urban transformations (Rossella Franchino)

“Managing urban areas has become one of the most important development challenges of the 21st
century. Our success or failure in building sustainable cities will be a major factor in the success of the
post-2015 UN development agenda,” John Wilmoth, Director of United Nations DESA’s - Department of
Economic and Social Affairs - Population Division [1].
This statement seems to be very important, especially in light of the forecast of further significant growth
in urbanization in the coming years. Urbanization with the implications of a climatic, ecological and soil
consumption nature has a significant impact on the environment as well as the environmental resources
in general. The sustainability of buildings is therefore the key to the development of the cities of the
future.
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To intervene on urban development in order to find an alternative to the model that was imposed during
the last century, a sustainable approach is required that places the territory as a fabric in which the
border between the artificial and natural environments is not detected and in which each process is
controlled so that its impact and, consequently, the irreversible degradation induced is the minimum
possible in relation to the constraints of the process itself.
Anthropic activity, with interrelated complex structures and relationships determines its own track in the
environment, with it being a sign of decay and eventually left as a burden on future generations. In order
to limit the footprint, it is necessary to assume that any transformation interventions have the goal of
making sustainable changes to the environment in which they will be carried out. It is therefore a priority
to orient any transformation intervention so that the unavoidable impression is contained as much as
possible, with this being achieved by increasing the load capacity defined as the ability to absorb and
control the anthropization phenomena with a sustainable impact on the ecosystem.
The reuse mode, reconfiguration, natural landscape and usability are all closely related aspects in order
to achieve a renewed quality of the environmental conditions of the area as a whole.
The transformation of the areas previously used for human activities is often approached from two
perspectives, that are independent of each other: technical and landscape. The first deals with the
technical design of the processing operations, not particularly linking it to the next intended use and
merely focused on checking the quality of the environmental matrices. The second focuses on the final
configuration and the new use of the site, often underestimating the need of the technical intervention
so as to remove the causes of the deterioration of environmental quality. The final result is that of
obtaining, except in some particularly interesting cases, either a global control of environmental quality,
that is often not in synergy with the reuse intervention of the site or a superficial arrangement without
any control of the affected environmental subsystems.
It is therefore essential to identify the technical assistance required to monitor the environmental
matrices in each case, but it is also highly significant that the intervention is structured in close synergy
with the site’s environmental transformation. The cases that may occur are varied and depend on both
the previous use of the site as well as the new reconfiguration, with them ranging from just a functional
disposal so as to move the activities to another place or decommission with ecological and
environmental implications due to the previous use. It is, therefore, highly important to customize the
environmental control intervention by identifying the technological systems necessary, case by case,
favouring the application of natural ones or with small engineering that, of course, make the intervention
even more environmentally effective.

Fig. 1: Spiral Gardens Community Farm – Berkeley (USA) (photo: Rossella Franchino).
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There is the particularly interesting example of an intervention that explains the concepts described and
deals with the productive use of urban land. The case study known as Spiral Gardens Community Food
Security Project [2] is located in Berkeley (USA) and regards the transformation of two public areas
previously used as a railway passage (Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). This intervention involved the creation
of a vegetable garden where all the volunteers planted, worked, grew and produced vegetables that
were then distributed among the volunteers and donated to the elderly residents of the low-income
neighbourhood, while also providing support for public policies that promote access to healthy food. In
particular, cultivation refers to edible plants and medicines favouring those native of California that
support the habitat and are resistant to drought.

Fig. 2: Spiral Gardens Community Farm – Berkeley (USA) (photo: Rossella Franchino).
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Fig. 3: Spiral Gardens Community Farm – Berkeley (USA) (photo: Rossella Franchino).

Fig. 4: Spiral Gardens Community Farm – Berkeley (USA) (photo: Rossella Franchino).

The intent of Spiral Gardens is to contribute to the control of the sustainability of the local community as
well as encourage the productive use of urban land.
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All this is particularly interesting since it contributes to allow the improvement of the ecologicalenvironmental quality of these spaces, the achievement of both social benefits, with its responding to
the needs of aggregation, thus implying a collective use of the land by the inhabitants, as well as
economic ones, with its being configured as an innovative business model (the self-production of food
products at km 0), which can be easily extended to other related activities such as catering. In addition,
many feel the need for citizens to re-establish the old relationship with agriculture that urban growth has
unfortunately changed over time. This is so as to find a solution to the problems associated with the
economic crisis that tends towards less expensive solutions than those offered by agricultural
industrialization, but also to meet the needs related to the safety and quality of food that is moving
towards the search for cultivation solutions in urban areas that are easier to “control”.

Fig. 5: Spiral Gardens Community Farm – Berkeley (USA) (photo: Rossella Franchino).
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2.

Open spaces and productive green for the smart city (Caterina Frettoloso)

The Strategic Implementation Plan of the European Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and
Communities laid out the general direction and overall goals for the Partnership which it defined as “a
significant improvement of citizens’ quality of life, an increased competitiveness of Europe’s industry
and innovative SMEs together with a strong contribution to sustainability and the EU's 20/20/20 energy
and climate targets” [3].
Quality of life and sustainability are still the cornerstones of any international strategies linked to urban
development and, therefore, share the idea that “Smart City technologies must be consistent with the
future needs of citizens and not only with current ones; that is, they must be able to adequately support
the sustainability path of urban areas” [2]. From a smart perspective, where the project starts from the
specific characteristics of the places and the needs of those who use them, it is necessary to “focus on
the relationship between lifestyles, basic needs, an economy based on local resources and a coherent
technology and social organization in order to also reduce the negative impacts on the environment” [4].
In eco-oriented urban transformation processes, on the one hand, there is the issue of urban
regeneration according to the smart approach mentioned above, while on the other, the need to reintroduce the user to the centre of the urban project according to a human oriented approach that
includes, not only participation but, above all, a conscious use of the places by the citizens.
In a logic of strengthening the user-urban space relationship, the designing of open spaces assumes a
leading role, with it being defined as new generation, in places where the actions to improve the
technological-environmental quality are integrated with an inclusive approach. This is due to some
design-action areas: protecting and increasing biodiversity and resilience aimed at implementing the
ecological and social network on a local scale; good practices for the design, maintenance and
management of green spaces [5].
In open spaces, it is necessary to not only intensify the urban green, but, above all, make it functional
to the mitigation and improvement of the micro-climatic conditions in line with the resources available,
while also in terms of the ability to maintain the vegetation alive, thus all favouring the creation of actual
green urban networks. The presence of green does not ensure an increase in quality, with it being
important, but it is the level of connection between the different green areas and the type of vegetation
present in reference to the context that gives this parameter a greater or lesser significance.
Not only urban green, but also productive green, “the growing awareness of the unsustainability of the
model of the city in the developed world and the evident socio-economic problems of some parts of the
population in this part of the world, has given a strong impulse to urban agriculture movements and
interventions also in these contexts” [6]. In recent years, despite the fact that there has been a significant
growth not only of large cities but also of smaller urban areas where there is a growing demand for
services for the community, an intensification of spaces has been observed (urban gardens, vertical
walls, roofs) dedicated to urban agriculture, a sort of re-appropriation of the soil removed from nature.
In this logic, urban agriculture, appropriately oriented, can be considered a strategy to propose models
of better performing cities starting from the sharing of founding principles such as resilience,
sustainability and hospitality [7] contributing “to increasing the environmental quality of cities (...) [as well
as] closing the open loop (Smit and Nasr, 1992), of cities, using local resources (including water and
waste) putting other resources in circulation (food, compost, but also no-food products) such as wood
for biomass or fabrics, thus contributing to its ecological balance” [8].

2.2 Low-complexity strategies
The introduction of green productive systems in the city “should not be simplistically understood as a
new declination of the principle of greenhouse cultivation or livestock breeding; the symbiotic valences
induced by the organic material used and produced can generate useful synergies with the context in
which the “farm of the new millennium” is introduced, opening a range of possibilities on the strategic
plan of both urban and architectural planning” [9]. The productive green interventions in the city highlight
very different solutions in relation to a set of variables that contribute to the success of the actions put
in place: from the micro-climatic conditions to the human and economic resources available. The
numerous national and international projects show the adoption of both complex and low-tech strategies
that are inspired, for the most part, by traditional technologies that are appropriately contextualized, but
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which share a common goal: to stimulate social innovation and raise the citizens’ awareness. “In the
context of greening urban infrastructures”, especially in countries with scarce resources, “it is possible
to support the opportunity to resort to solutions with reduced technological complexity and low costs,
i.e. those that allow for the growth and development of planta with minimum maintenance and with the
lowest initial investment” [10] so as to encourage its management and use. The case studies presented
are significant examples.
The urban agricultural project “Floating Fields” by Thomas Chung whose urban gardens are located in
the pools of the Bay of Shenzhen, today an important industrial junction characterized by overpopulation
and high levels of water and air pollution, highlights, on the one hand, the need to recover the
environmental and social dimension that the area once had, while on the other, to satisfy the food needs.
The platforms, which host a series of plants, algae, vegetables, have a hydroponic and water filtration
system, while also allowing for the growth of plant varieties without exploiting any energy or soil [11].
Energy, water and soil are the main resources that require intelligent management and are strongly
reduced in the local situation in which it is produced.
When operating according to low logics, this is done, not only to reduce costs and better manage
maintenance activities, but also to encourage users to participate from the initial construction/assembly
operations of the production facilities. For example, the Orchid House project, by a group of Argentine
architects, sharing this approach proposes a series of production modules with metal structures and
different types of low-coverage plant cover that allow for the development of urban agriculture on small
dimensions and surfaces. These modules can be easily dismantled so as to relocate them according to
the different needs, while also being realised from materials that are readily available in the suburbs and
slums of the city [12].
The idea, also based on the case studies selected in this paper, is that of a low-tech innovation: a
“simplification of the product” which translates into the reduction of the possibilities of wear, breakage
and, consequently, of the costs associated with them. Finally, it is worth remembering that in order to
guarantee an effective result from a performance point of view, low-tech strategies must integrate
technical simplicity with architectural quality.

3.

Urban productive green: the ecological issues (Raffaela De Martino)

The urban area constitutes a complex and limited artificial ecosystem that degrades without solutions
of continuity towards the peripheral area, fading into agro and natural ecosystems. The urban ecosystem
can be considered as constituted of artificial biotopes (buildings, industries, infrastructures), semiartificial biotopes (gardens, avenues, urban gardens), semi-natural biotopes (large parks, urban forests,
parks, municipal villas). Thus, the city can be studied through its components intended as ecological
factors, i.e. by evaluating an abiotic component (biotope) and a biotic component (biocenosis),
considering the abiotic parts of the city integrated with its vital processes. This approach allows to
understand the human interactions with these components, the interference of human activities with the
natural processes, as well as the effects of human interventions and structures on the environmental
context, both locally and globally, highlighting the degrees of conflict and integration [13].
Semi-artificial biotopes in the city include areas for productive green. Urban agriculture, in its various
forms, is interpreted as an opportunity for the increase of the social, cultural and environmental values
of the territories concerned. The agricultural management of urban open spaces often unused and
residual, allows to intervene on the biological cycles improving, for example, the air quality and acting
on the emission of water vapour and thermoregulation.
The spaces intended for agricultural green represent real infrastructures that contribute to strengthening
the resilience of the urban environment.
If it is known that from an ecological point of view, agricultural practices make ecosystems very fragile,
it is undoubted, however, that the productive green, if properly “designed” provides substantial
environmental benefits to the city, contributing to the increase of the ecosystem biodiversity and,
consequently, to improving its stability.
Ecologists believe that there is a proportionality relationship between the degree of species diversity
and the stability of the environment: this means that the stability of a system, i.e. its ability to react to
possible external disturbances of natural or provoked by man, grows with an increase in diversity, which
expresses the richness and homogeneity of the species present in a given area [14].
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Urban productive green is applicable both to the open spaces of the cities as well as the built
environment with forms of Building Integrated Agriculture.
From an ecological point of view, an “effective” design of an open agricultural urban space implies, first
of all, the need to use a series of measures to improve the techno-morphological characteristics and,
more generally, the overall ecosystem quality. This can be achieved through the inclusion of the socalled ecological infrastructures (hedges, rows of trees and grassed strips), which are necessary in
order to increase the diversity of the agroecosystems as well as favour the settlement and colonization
of small-sized fauna species. These strips of vegetation can therefore be inserted at the margins of
urban agricultural areas as well as in any ecotonal areas of separation between them, paying particular
attention to details such as the length, width, height of the hedges and presence/quantity of trees. As
highlighted in the previous paragraph, urban agricultural practices do not always adopt complex
strategies such as those described above, but often rely on low-tech solutions that facilitate the
users/citizens to intervene directly in the “setting up” of urban agricultural spaces.
Regardless of the strategies adopted, in order to trigger an active ecological-environmental process, it
is not only necessary that urban agricultural areas have an adequate environmental quality, but also
that they are connected to each other. Only by connecting the open urban, agricultural and non-urban
spaces with the outskirts of the rural and natural territory present in the marginal areas of the cities can
the territorial movement of numerous animal species be facilitated and the creation of an urban
ecological network possible.
The concept of ecological network, intended as an interconnected system of habitats to safeguard
biodiversity, even if usually applied to vast territorial areas, has been proposed for the reorganization of
open spaces in urban areas. These spaces are then put into a system through their connection and
include not only large parks and green areas, but also small gardens, agricultural areas, squares, entire
areas not built or any other open spaces (not green) such as pedestrian areas, car parks and roads, the
latter particularly important in the urban matrix as linking elements par excellence.
In recent years, more and more frequently, there have been national and international experiences, in
which urban agriculture applies not only to open spaces (community gardens, agricultural parks, school
gardens) but also to the planning of integration between agricultural production and built environments,
with forms of Building Integrated Agriculture for green roofing (rooftop farms) or with integrated
greenhouse systems, as well as the designing of technological components to meet this new need and
trend [15].
If among the objectives set for the construction of interventions on the built environment, there is also
that of contributing to an ecological-environmental improvement for the city, it will be necessary that
their design takes into account some fundamental factors.
With reference to productive green roofing, it is important to highlight how it is not possible to define a
priori implementation strategies that have as their objective a high ecological quality, since it is
necessary to evaluate the characteristics of the ecosystems of the intervention region on a case-bycase basis. However, it is possible to refer to some general principles to which the project of this type
of productive green must be inspired.
In general, the creation of green roofing should encourage the diversity of flora and fauna species that
may reside or visit the site where the intervention is carried out. In relation to the selection of the floristic
species, solutions that tend to propose the shrubby lawn are preferable, but also less structured
communities should also be considered. In addition, native species obtained from local populations must
be used as a priority. The ecological quality of a green roof must be increased, avoiding to create flat
surfaces that are too regular, resorting to a superficial morphological modeling obtained by laying a
substrate in variable thicknesses. The modelling in reliefs allows to realise differentiated ecological
niches, moreover the greater the thickness of the substrate, the availability of water locally increases,
thus allowing for the development of a more articulated vegetation.
Green roofing can also make a significant contribution to the wildlife. A careful study is therefore
necessary that, in a first phase, preparatory to the real faunistic project, consists of carrying out a
faunistic analysis of the environmental context of a large area, appropriately circumscribed, in which the
productive green in the project is included, considering both the native species as well as any foreign
and/or invasive species. The comparison and overlapping of the faunistic analysis with the generic type
of productive green that wants to be realized is then followed by the drafting of the faunistic project, so
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as to plan the actions and prepare the conditions favouring the colonization and settlement by the
chosen species [16].
Rooftop farms represent point-like elements within the urban ecological network that are difficult to
connect with the elements of greater naturalness present in the city. However, they can play the
important role of stepping stones for the fauna (in particular, for some endangered species), i.e. those
structures able to restore functional continuity between the core areas of the ecological network without
the need for structural continuity. quality.

4.

The urban productive green: social issues (Barbara di Vico)

As for an ecological and sustainable development of cities, a fundamental element should be the total
transparency towards citizens who will be the future users of the places created. Comparison of ideas
and dialogue with the citizen is, in fact, a highly debated issue in this field because it is not already clear
how much it can weigh in the decision-making process or how a proposal from a subject with a limited
or sometimes non-existent knowledge of urban and sustainable issues could be taken into
consideration. In a logic of understanding and strengthening the “user-urban space” relationship, a
question arises about the type of collaboration to be established between those who create the space
and those who use it. The concept, and then action, of creating for people has always been the basis of
every creative work, be it architectural, urban or artistic. Consequently, how can one not only design
contextually with the place, in a sustainable and functional way, but also do it with people in a
perspective of participation that has an effective role and weight first in the decision-making process
and then in the implementation process? We must first understand what the pros and cons are at the
base of the idea of citizen participation in the processes of urban transformation and how these are seen
as useful or, on the contrary, unnecessary.
There is a wide range of positions that stand against participatory processes for a number of reasons
that can be summarized as follows:
 the conviction that social stability must be based on a centralized power;
 the concern that a citizen's involvement could undermine the efficiency and pace of the process;
 technocratic reasons for the skills considered necessary to express a meaningful opinion;
 political, social or ethnic contrasts within cities that hinder the common good and subordinate it to
their own interests;
 the apathy of the citizens themselves convinced that the decision has already been taken and the
requested dialogue serves only to define unimportant details [17].
These opinions range from an ultraconservative conception of society, even if difficult to find in today's
democracies, but which can be read in the current time as a refusal to include foreign citizens and
immigrants residing in Italy, up to a diametrically opposed conception in which the citizen apathetically
excludes himself from the decision-making process.
Among the positions favouring the acceptance of participation as an urban planning tool, two types can
be distinguished:
 organicist conceptions, in which the importance of collaboration between citizens to create urban
green spaces for their city is a way to maintain a cohesive social identity; in this case the individual
action is not diminished but becomes part of a larger system with a common goal to the many parts
that take part in it;
 pluralistic conceptions, which differ from the former because there is a more positive evaluation of a
diversity of ideas that can also generate constructive conflicts; this is a more articulated and dynamic
position that aims at an innovative transformation and evolution of the city.
Then, what is the weight of this instrument coming "from below" in Italy and at which level is it positioned
compared to inclusive foreign policies?
In particular, in Italy an active involvement of citizens in urban transformations is still seen as an
experimental frontier. In fact, there are only few regions that have increased citizen participation as a
legal instrument: in Puglia (LR 13 July 2017, No. 28), Tuscany (LR 46/2013) and Emilia Romagna (LR
3/2010). Therefore, Lombardy has the highest percentage of activities at local, supra-municipal and
regional scale where citizens are the main characters with an open dialogue with the institutions. It is
enough to mention the 149 innovative start-ups, a value much higher than the national average [18].
In general, this is a dialogue with the existing institutions, which is often fermented, especially at the
micro-scale, from below. The key word for the processes of urban transformation is today "regeneration"
which, reacting to the overbuilding, to the absence of adequate services and meeting places, in the
outskirts but not only, is implemented in Italy especially starting from citizens with spontaneous
committees, associations, cooperatives and crowdfunding. In particular, most of the attention for
regeneration intervention made by citizens is focused on the suburbs, the places-not places inside the
cities and the great urban voids without a specific function, which have been given new life often without
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a support from local administrations. An example suitable to describe what happens in this type of local
reality, is the redevelopment project of the so-called Serpentone, as the Nuovo Cordiale in Rome was
dubbed, a residential complex without services and never completed due to the failure of the
construction company to which the works had been entrusted. In November 2015, the artists Mimmo
Rubino and Angelo Sabatiello, in collaboration with Cag Center of Youth Aggregation and Community
of Coexistence Corviale, began the project "Albergo delle Piante" [19]. This complex, isolated and
abandoned, has become a participatory open-air vivarium, where anyone can bring a plant, a pot and
take care of the green. In fact, the goal is often to create a space for sharing and meeting, to give new
social identity to places.
As in Italy, even abroad, numerous activist movements are renewing society from below through the
culture of participation and doing, by claiming abandoned and degraded buildings and open areas. The
common denominator of both regeneration experiences is a spirit of profound criticism of the current
productive and social system. However, the rule of a participatory approach to governance is more
supported abroad and sometimes driven by administrations. This approach is based on three
fundamental principles: horizontal subsidiarity, collaboration and polycentrism. To create a network is a
concept that is effectively considered as the starting point and end of urban green regeneration
processes. Long-term productivity is what distinguishes foreign interventions: thinking, planning and
implementing in order to create something that produces social cohesion, economic revenue, resonance
in the regeneration sector, contributions for a better functional efficiency of the entire city. This is how
the Spiral Gardens Community Food Security Project whose mission is to improve community health
and sustainability by providing access to a local food system that encourages a productive use of urban
soil. Thanks to the efforts of neighbourhood residents, the proposal was passed by the Berkeley City
Council that still supports the community through the Parks and Recreation Commission. Here, while
part of the food is sold with at least one ton of produce annually, the harvest produced in a section
known as The Farm is shared between the volunteer growers, low-income senior residents in the
adjacent apartments, and other neighbourhood folks who need it [2].
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Abstract
In 1964, an article written by Aldo Rossi appears in Casabella-Continuità, he takes his first steps in the
academic environment and as a designer. He begins to learn about Berlin when he’s invited by the
director of the Deutsche Bauakademie in Berlin and is passionate about it. Shortly after, he writes the
article entitled Aspetti della tipologia residenziale a Berlino, where are described the various typologies
of housing characterizing Berlin in the 1930s before the Great War. He describes in detail the three
types of housing: The Block construction, a residential building born in the industrial period to
accommodate as many people as possible; The villa, the single-family house that with time begins to
have its own characteristics and creates discontinuity in the urban and The Siedlungen a typical
building of the rationalism, which give great importance to green and to the bioclimatic conditions.
Rossi's reflection is about the city before the bombings of the Second World War when Berlin changes
its face, it’s destroyed and must be redesigned. Rossi participates with various projects, including the
building for the Schutzenstrasse, a building that has in many different times and styles, built on an plot
very close to the Wall line and on the remains of a building. The building is emblematic of a process
for the whole city: building the future without forgetting the past.
Keywords: Aldo Rossi, Casabella, Berlin, housing, Schutenstrasse

1. Introduction
It’s June 1964, the last year of the direction of Ernesto Nathan Rogers and of the publication of
Casabella-Continuità, when in the number 288 dedicated to Berlin appears an important article by
Aldo Rossi entitled «Aspetti della tipologia residenziale a Berlino». Is a young Aldo Rossi, who took
his first steps as designer in the Ignazio Gardella architecture’s studio in 1956, continuing his training
with Marco Zanuso even before graduating in Architecture at the Milan Polytechnic with Paolo
Portalupi's in 1959. He starts his cooperation with the magazines "Società" and "Il Contemporaneo"
and in the same time he begins to teach, in fact in 1963 he becomes first assistant of Ludovico
Quaroni at the school of Urban planning of Arezzo and then of Carlo Aymonino at the Institute of
Architecture of Venice. A year before being appointed professor at the Polytechnic of Milan, in 1965,
and when he had not yet published the book «L’architettura della città», which will become a classic
architectural literature where he will resume all the issues related to the city and also a chapter
dedicated entirely to the German capital entitled The typological problem of the residence in Berlin.
About his collaboration with the magazine, called by Rogers, he began writing in Casabella Continuità
as early as 1955, in 1961 he became editor, up to the removal of Rogers from the management in
1964. In the early 60's, Rossi took his first steps in the academic world and was also invited to the
German Democratic Republic by the director of the Deutsche Bauakademie in Berlin, where he began
to learn about the reality of Berlin, where the wall was erected shortly before: it’s a city in change,
beating heart of the reflections about reconstruction and the city. The issue of typologies is a topic of
interest to the 60s, in which way men will live the city, each city, even if each with its specific features.
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The Berliner example seems interesting for Rossi and for the critics: a city destroyed by the
bombardments of the Second World War, then divided in 1961 by the wall, needed a deep reflection
on the future of the city. The problem of residency in the city is a problem of greatness, given the
expansion and modification of the urban agglomeration structure occurred from the Second World War
to the early 2000s, if not yet today and Rossi chooses the criticism of the residential typology as an
instrument of knowledge and analysis of reality, questions about the validity of the past and present
types of housing, always within the question of urban reality and urban development theories.

2. Housing types
His reflection in Casabella-Continuità is suggested by the study by Luis Herbert made in 1936, which
distinguished four major types of buildings in Berlin, which belonged to four zones defined according
to their distance from the historical center. The first type are the uniform and continuous construction,
of at least four floors, which was typical of the great cities of the time. The second, the diversified
urban construction, distinguished in turn among those present in the center where they are tall
buildings alternated with very ancient and low buildings, with less than three floors and those on the
edge of the city that are a continuous alternation of houses high and low, open spaces and fields. The
third, that is the large areas for industry and finally the residential areas on the edge of the urban
agglomeration including villas and single-family houses. After the last area there is an alternation of
industrial zones, residential areas and small villages. At the time of Greater Berlin, the residential
complexes were diversified, but still similar to three large types: block constructions, free bodies and
single-family houses. Each with its peculiarities and its history, characterized the urban fabric of the
German capital.

2.1 The Block construction
The block construction, which appeared at the time of German industrialization, the so-called
Gründerzeit, following a drastic increase in the Berlin population: if the city in 1800 had 170 thousand
inhabitants, 50 years later it had 510 thousand and at the beginning of the XX century to 2 million and
700 thousand. There was an obvious overpopulation. A commission was set up as early as 1862,
chaired by the urbanist Hobrecht, who developed a new regulatory plan, where the resulting lots are
sold to speculators and contractors, who build without particular restrictions, in fact the building code
only provided that they did not exceed the 22 meters high and that the courtyards must be at least
5.34 square meters wide, to allow the fire, brigade's vehicles to access it and be able to maneuver.
The result of a careful planning is the proliferation of Mietskaserne, the barracks, 4-5 floors high
buildings where the only rule was to make the most of the space, with curtain walls on the street built
around numerous internal choirs, normally placed on the facade. These courts, in the years were
transformed into gardens, then equipped with areas for children and small kiosks. The result of this
operation is a sudden increase in the density of housing, but if everyone had a roof, the dimensions
are minimal and without any comfort.
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Fig 1. Berlin mietskaserne around 1900

2.2 The Villa
The single-family house, the villa is the second type of housing, which in the second half of the ‘800
represents the crisis of the city in central Europe, creating discontinuity in the urban layout. The villa is
at the beginning a reduction of the Palace and only then begins to have distinct characteristics, its
own. The focus is on internal distribution, on paths, on the rationalization of space. An important
research on the Berlin villa of the 20th century was made by Muthesius, a German architect and
theoretician, one of the founders of the Deutscher Werkbund. After a period of research on the English
residence he imported the model of the Country House in Berlin and his villas characters of the
English country house without disregarding the requirements of absolute functionality that were
required in Germany at the time, taking care of the typological structure regardless of its formal
appearance, without forgetting some typical elements of the Germanic tradition. The villa and
mietskaserne are opposed, the villa is confronted with the theme of the close relationship with nature,
becomes the emblem of a given part of society and refuses to fit into a continuous urban image; on
the other hand, the barracks become a house of speculation, they degrade and no longer have the
value of civil architecture. Living becomes an emblem of a new model of dual society, social classes
are increasingly different, divided and antagonistic.
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Fig2 House for Hermann Freudenberg
Fig.3 Herman Muthesius, Harleshausen Vill

2.3 The Siedlungen
Another type of construction are the free bodies, which characterize the Siedlungen, typical
architecture of the rationalist era. These, profoundly different from the block construction or barracks,
provide for a division of the free land where the building is completely independent from the road front,
there is no particular attention to the general form of the neighborhood, but we are concerned with
optimal heliothermal conditions. The Siedlungen does not botherto alter the nineteenth-century image
of the city, a city with a "compact" urban development and of enormous importance to the green
space. The latter is opposed to the housing type of the barracks. There were many examples of
particular interest in Berlin, including Bruno Taut's Grossiedlung Britz. From the period of the
rationalists, the Siedlungen seemed to be the best solution to the housing problem also linked to the
Greater Berlin plan that made transport strengthening its fulcrum, dividing the city into an
administrative center surrounded by four satellite areas, half residential and half productive, with the
thus creating an administrative center on one side and the various residential areas, each with leisure
centers and services.

Fig.4 Bruno Taut, Hufeisen-Siedlung,1925-1930
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Fig.5 Bruno Taut, Hufeisen-Siedlung,1925-1930, plan

3. Reflections about the living cell, the Existenzminimum
On the background of the study of the housing typologies there is always the cell, the housing unit.
The different architectural typologies has as their objective the formulation of a functional and
economic architecture, and had as their basic aim to find the right form and size from the distributive
point of view of the cell, the existenzminimum, which will be the heart of the research about the living
of rationalists. Minimum accommodation means a residence characterized by minimum qualitative and
quantitative measures, the necessary and sufficient measures to guarantee the minimum conditions of
human existence. These measures are identified through an evaluative analysis of the social and
family structure of man, based on which, in an objective and rational manner, the parameters
necessary for each dwelling are identified, corresponding to the elementary and complex needs of the
human existential plane. According to Gropius, in order to arrive at a rational and logical analysis of
the problem, it’s necessary to know the relevance of social changes, only after that it’s then possible to
proceed to the definition of a practical program for the realization of the minimum housing. For
Gropius, in fact, it is necessary to know the family structure that changes over time, adapting itself to
the social structure in which it is inserted and only through a rational analysis of this aspect, that it is
possible to provide forms of housing responding to the changing needs of the man. Gropius, in his
speech at the CIAM, held in Frankfurt in 1929, on the existenzminimum, will present a careful analysis
of the social evolution which must correspond to suitable housing forms.
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Fig.6 Walter Gropius, Siemensstadt, Berlin
Fig.7 Fur das existenzminimum, Book

4. Berlin, the post-war period
This is the situation described by Rossi in the mid-'60s, in an analysis of the residential typology in
Berlin until before the Great War.Berlin in 1945, with the entry of the Russian Army, is a destroyed
city: what has not been destroyed by bombing, is destroyed by fighting in the streets. There are 500
thousand homes destroyed, 75 million cubic meters of rubble in the territory of the capital. They settle
in the relevant American, British and French areas of influence in West Berlin, while in the east there
are the Russians. We begin the reconstruction in each area, try to give a plan to the city as early as
1946 with the Planungskollevit Berlin of Erbert, Friedrich, Herzenstein, Ligner, Scharoun, Seitz,
Selmanagic, Weinberger. But the unitary plan for the city clashes with reality: a city divided internally
that did not allow the implementation of the plan. Berlin for forty years becomes the fulcrum of
reconstruction and experimentation. Artists, architects and designers invade the city, a city to rebuild,
to give it a new face that then becomes a field of experimentation. There are called competitions,
carried out public works, is the ferment of one of the largest cities in Europe that wants to rediscover
its face.

5. Aldo Rossi's projects
Also Aldo Rossi participates to numerous initiatives to give the city a new face. His first project, at the
request of Rob Krier, is a house in Rauchstrasse and shortly thereafter for the IBA another house in
the Sudliche Friedrichstradt. But the first experience of great value is the participation in 1988 in the
competition of the Deutsche Historiche Museum, at the wish of the then Chancellor Helmut Kohl,
where Rossi in spite of expectations, wins the competition, which included the vast uncultivated and
abandoned area of in front of the Reichstag building, a suburban area of West Berlin. The fall of the
Berlin Wall and German reunification not only result in the abandonment of Rossi's project, which no
longer responded to the new ideals and needs of the city, but above all emphasize the impossibility of
erecting the museum in that area suddenly become the center of the city and the hub of the
governmental and political district. With enormous regret of Rossi and after a year of work, the
possibility of building the project is definitively set aside. The disappointment is strong, so he decided
to return to deal with a topic dear to him: the residence. He started working for a Munich entrepreneur
who first commissioned the Schutzenstrasse project and then the one for the Landsberger Allèe
.
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5.1 The building for the Schützenstrasse
Casabella will dedicate a long article to the project of the Schützenstrasse, a project that is in
continuity with his critical work of the ‘60s about living, as it takes up many themes of the historical
Berlin residential typology in his new project. There was a great desire to give a unified structure to
Berlin at that time, to give it an organization, to regulate its development, but all that remained was a
city composed of fragments. For Rossi it was necessary a work of re-sewing through the latter,
creating a bridge between history and the modern city. And the recreation of a unitary design by
combining the existing was the necessary work in Berlin, focusing not only on the monuments but also
on the town. This is the design approach that Rossi uses in the Schützenstrasse building, bringing the
intention of the city back to the building's scale: a reconstruction starting from the fragment. Working
on the old parcels and on the existing ones, we had to give a face to the new city. In memory we lived
the present to ferry the city in the future. The project site is located in the heart of Berlin, in an area
crossed by the wall, a few hundred meters from the former Checkpoint Charlie. The portion of land
delimited on all four sides by road axes is made up of the sum of three lots, with a total surface of
about 8,500 square meters. Most of the block in fact was in degraded condition, had been bombed,
reduced to rubble, it was necessary a complete reconstruction of the block and among the existing
buildings it was possible to keep two: a building of a typical Berlin residence before the war and the
basement of the next building. Rossi imagines a new building with an overall unitary aspect, but made
up of different parts, each one different and with references ranging from the Roman building, to the
Berlin historical typology, to Italian Rationalism or to Wilhelminian architecture. The idea of designing
using different citations can be found in the architecture of Schlüter and Schinkel, two great masters of
Berlin architecture. The building did not want to act as an element of rupture, but wanted to restore
and reconstruct the image of pre-existence, completing the fronts roads with modern materials such
as glass and iron and with unusual colors. The project consists of twelve buildings very different from
each other with numerous facades, the result of alternating repetition and with few modifications of six
different designs, finding a perfect balance of composition.

Fig.8 Aldo Rossi, Sketches of project, 1994
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The compositional game had to deceive the eye, giving the impression that the block had developed in
different eras and ways. Behind the facades, each with its stylistic features, inside there is spatial
continuity, in fact the planes have the same height. Inside, the main theme is the court, the Hof, a
characteristic element of the historical residence of the Berliner barracks, with numerous courts and a
central green area that acts as a filter to connect the voids and also as a meeting place sharing within
the block. The compositional unity of the fronts is given by a continuous gutter line, broken only in two
points from the final of two towers and some attic roofs. The functions are diversified within this
building of considerable proportions, shops, hotels, residences, offices and art galleries for a total of
70 thousand square meters divided on eight floors above ground and four underground. The works
lasted from 1992 until 1998. Rossi, after about thirty years gave his personal contribution to the
German capital, a city that from the first years of study attracted his attention. The city was fertile
ground for reconstruction, in a scenario as complex as it was stimulating. It does so with an innovative
building, which has in itself however references to past typologies of the past and famous
architectures, therefore a strong link with the past, but at the same time has the seed of the future,
making the work with the most recent technologies, modern materials and bright colors. As a summa
of the reflection on the Berlin residential typology Rossi leaves this work, he will never see inaugurated
following thethat caused his death in 1997.

Fig.9 Aldo Rossi, Quartier Schützenstraße
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Abstract
The enhancement and re-use of the Public Administration properties through the Real Estate Fund
"with public contribution" (ex art. 33 of the law of 15 July 2011, n.111) ensure greater efficiency and
transparency of the development processes of government real estate assets. The use of this tool
combines the techniques of "asset management", usually applied to maximizing returns on efficient
portfolios, with the typical "property and facility management" activities. The transparency of
transactions is maximized, because there are many external parties that perform control functions
both towards the fund and the SGR that manages it. This approach needs the maximum effect in
terms of profitability, adapting the offer to the characteristics of current demand. The present work, in
this sense, has a case history: "CASA MIRANDA". This case refers to the redevelopment of a historic
building in Naples, dating back to the '30s of the last century that is currently in disuse. The concept is
to create a hybrid reception activity, in the style of the "Student Hotel." It is a renovated student
residence with services for co-working and co-living to meet the needs of new lifestyles, typical of the
emerging liquid society. A functional innovation linked to the heterogeneity of users, composed of
different generations and cultures, united by the desire for movement, openness, tolerance and
creativity.
Keywords: Redevelopment, enhancing, public real estate, urban renewal, economic and financial
sustainability
1. The strategic enhancement of real estate assets in the logic of Asset management
The real estate management activity, in addition to ordinary operating activities (commercial, technical,
administrative, etc.), has to set the strategic objective of increasing the profitability of the properties by
enhancing and managing them. The increase in profitability is maximized when a shared solution
between Asset Management (top-down analysis) and Property & Building Management (bottom-up
analysis) is agreed upon.
Asset Management consists in allocating investments in the various types of real estate in order to
maximize the overall profitability of a portfolio. It is aimed at creating added value for real estate, in
particular through the allocation of investments aimed at minimizing risk and / or maximizing returns.
With this in mind, the main risk components of real estate investment include the "risk of vacancy" (the
lack of rental income) and the "price risk" (the loss in value of the asset). Asset Management deals
essentially with legal, financial and tax aspects; its functions concern decisions about the acquisition
and sale of properties, the control and supervision of results, development operations, refinancing and
changes in ownerships.
In real estate management, therefore, the economic, financial, architectural, technical, legal aspects
are integrated and assigned to three major areas of expertise: 1) Asset Management; 2) Property
Management; 3) Building and Facility Management. Although the Property and Asset Management
activities are both linked to the economic aspects, there is a difference in the perspective: the first is
aimed at the individual property (bottom-up), while the second is aimed at an overall performance at
the portfolio level (top -down); in this last activity, a macro vision of the management issue is
implemented, and the focus is on the relationships between the various real estate assets (assumed
as different investments), on the correlation between returns and on the opportunities to increase the
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overall value through an optimal allocation of investments. This management system is also a function
of the increasing complexity of the activity in question, both because of the demand for properties
equipped with advanced technological infrastructure (which require an intense activity of Building and
Facility Management), and for the presence of professional investors who, in order to maximize their
performance, implement an active Property Management also from an economic point of view
(Property and Asset Management). Also, the actors who carry out the cited management activities are
different and generate specific flows of integration and exchanges between them. In the most
advanced cases, strategic activities (top-down) are characteristic of the Asset Management
Companies (SGR) while the operating activities are carried out by the Property Companies that put in
place an integrated series of services to the individual buildings (see figure 1).
Figure 1: Actors, Activities and Interaction modalities
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The following figure, therefore, shows how the strategic objective of maximizing the profitability of a
real estate portfolio can be achieved if there is a convergence on this objective both of the strategic
activities, typically top-down, and of the operational ones, typically bottom up.
Figure 2: Convergence of TD/BU approachs
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The approach to the strategic valorisation of real estate assets in the logic of Asset management
cannot be separated from the definition of an Asset Allocation Plan.
1.1 The Asset Allocation Plan
The Asset Allocation Plan illustrates the size and the qualitative and quantitative composition of the
real estate portfolio, the forecast of its evolution over the years, from the initial situation to the system
configuration. In methodological terms, the overall assessment and measurement of the Asset
Allocation Plan takes place using planning techniques, investment analysis and the theory of the real
estate portfolio. Therefore, in the strategic logic described so far, the most advanced approach to be
followed in developing the Asset Allocation plan is the adoption of management techniques in line with
those of modern portfolio theory (Modern Portfolio Theory - MPT). Although we recognize the
difficulties of borrowing structurally efficient theoretical systems for the management of different asset
classes (such as stocks and bonds) in a sector such as Real Estate, it is undeniable that this leads to
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an improvement in the approach to real estate management, no longer seen as a set of single
excellent transactions, but as a set of excellent choices in the logic of managing a portfolio on a global
basis, in order to reduce the risk. Obviously, the adoption within the Real Estate sector of the
allocation techniques introduced by Markovitz in 1959, presents difficulties, which are to be related to
different elements. First of all, the quantity and quality of the data on which the analysis is to be based;
without neglecting some typical effects of the real estate sector such as "appraisal smoothing",
"selectivity bias", the evidence of non-normality of returns, the instability of the correlation matrix of the
returns, the presence of high transaction costs that pushes excellent real estate portfolios away from
the efficient frontier. Acknowledging the difficulties of adopting in the real estate sector of the allocation
techniques introduced by the traditional risk-return structure of the modern portfolio theory, the
techniques typically used are based on real estate performance forecasting models according to more
asymmetric forms, which allow overcoming the main limitations of the traditional models. Once that,
with the use of these techniques, the set of opportunities that optimizes the asset allocation is
identified (in terms of risk encumbered yield maximization), the different weights to be attributed to the
activities are established, so that they are able to generate a performance above the market average.
As part of the process of assessing the portfolio with respect to market behaviour and yield
expectations, indicators more related to real estate (indirect indices) are used, such as the calculation
of the Net Asset Value (NAV) or 'Internal Rate of Return (IRR). Traditionally, the decision-making
process in Real Estate reflects an imbalance towards the single transaction and is therefore specific to
a "doing the deal" approach. Subsequently, real estate portfolios are not the result of a process of
overall valuation of assets, market conditions, development trends and the contribution related to
individual components that leads to the definition of an optimal allocation, but they rather end up with
being exclusively the sum of successive individual operations. If we then examine the assets of the
Public Administration, the real estate choices have had other drivers of inefficiency in their
constitution, with little attention to the strategy and employing high amounts of resources on specific
transactions. This does not allow exploiting the efficiencies and potentials which are implicit in an
integrated approach. But an approach focused on acquisitions-disposals, rather than on portfolio risk
management, turns into sub-efficient results in terms of return. The "deal-by-deal" approach, which
therefore excludes strategic management, leads to a portfolio resulting from the aggregation of "single
optimal transactions", some of which may individually also represent good investments (or
disinvestment decisions), but they do not consider the relative assessments and the impact on the
whole (variation in the composition of the portfolio and its overall degree of risk).
An asset allocation plan, developed according to the model presented here, must be based on an
articulated series of phases, aimed first of all at identifying a correct assessment of the current
situation, secondly, through the elaboration of an expected scenario, at identifying the main drivers of
possible processes which could modify / maintain existing assets. Each evaluation is structured on the
basis of specific selection criteria, aimed at improving the quality of all the analyzed real estate assets.
After identifying which are the best opportunities offered by the intended use, portfolio management
techniques are applied, according to modern theory (MPT), to identify the optimal weights of each
activity. The goal of a more efficient risk-return trade-off can involve the transition through phases of
redefinition of the composition of the portfolio itself. The theoretical reference scheme therefore
provides:
1. analysis of the current real estate portfolio in terms of current returns (NAV calculation, IRR, etc.);
2. elaboration of the expected scenario: maintenance; enhancement; disposal and acquisitions;
3. evaluation of the single assets in relation to the contribution to the portfolio, making
recommendations on individual assets for possible choices of maintenance, enhancement, disposal,
acquisition;
4. identification of the range of opportunities that optimizes the asset allocation.
The formulation of the Asset Allocation Preliminary Plan therefore represents the choice between
various investment actions, valorisation/disinvestment for each building complex. On the basis of the
directives of the owner, of the public or private nature of the same and of the constraints imposed by
the relevant legislation, the intervention guidelines are generally the following:
 optimize the returns on properties to be kept in the portfolio;
 promote transformation and renovation initiatives aimed at increasing the value of the assets
and the income and, in the case of public entities, also the collective utility of individual
properties or real estate compounds;
 valorize by implementing disposal processes;
 reinvest efficiently the earnings obtained from enhancement operations.
2. The concept of a Local Objective Fund
In the light of what has been examined so far, with regard to the methodological aspects of an efficient
approach to the management of real estate properties both public and private, the present work
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hypothesis is the use of the financial instrument of the Italian closed-end real estate fund for the
valorization and rationalization of the real estate assets (mainly local) of the Public Administration, with
regional delimitation. The hypothesis is based on a preliminary and merely exemplifying analysis of a
"basket" of properties identified among those no longer used for institutional purposes, so as to allow a
subsequent placing on the real estate market, in compliance with the provisions on energy
redevelopment contained in the Legislative Decree of 30 May 2008, n.115 and of the other
regulations, of primary and secondary status as well as of EU, regarding energy efficiency. Pursuant
to art. 33, paragraph 1, of Legislative Decree 6 July 2011, n. 98, converted with amendments by the
law July 15, 2011, n. 111, the properties in question could be transferred to a Local Fund Objective
which provides for its assignment to a professional manager, guaranteeing - at least hypothetically the best intervention in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. The Fund, in addition to taking care of
the requalification of the assets in order to carry on their disposal, could also undertake the necessary
enhancement measures relating to some assets pertaining to the reference assets, making them
available to the Administrations concerned, once they are completed, in exchange for the recognition
of a period of management of the realized assets or of a rent. Furthermore, paragraph 2 of the
aforementioned article 33 of the law of 15 July 2011, n.111, implicitly allows the selection of the private
SGR, through a public-private partnership procedure, which can be initiated by the SGRs promoters of
the initiatives. From a purely economic-financial standpoint, a virtuous process is triggered, constituted
by the capacity of this instrument to generate new sources of both equity and debt, capable of
representing the flywheel needed to start up new valorisation processes also aimed at disposal, the
latter providing additional resources to be reinvested in the overall development cycle. The return on
investment in units of a real estate fund derives from both the rent and the fund and the creation of
value obtained through the management, transformation, construction and maintenance of the fund's
assets which results in the revaluation of the fund's shares. The enhancement processes also
constitute wider processes of environmental and social requalification of the urban areas in which the
buildings concerned are located.
3. The case "Casa Miranda student house"
The present work is completed with a preliminary analysis relating to a real estate compound within
the "basket" of those selected for the establishment of the possible Fund mentioned above. It is
assumed the enhancement a property following the strategy of the HBU (Highest & Best Use), in order
to refurbish a building abandoned for over thirty years, maximizing the annual profitability and, above
all, the final value through a sale by the fund after ten years. This analysis is treated in this work as an
example case.
This is the hypothesis of reconversion and recovery of the former student house "Casa Miranda", built
in the 30’s of last century, into a student hotel of about 200 rooms, which offers services such as gym,
swimming pool, library, game room, bike rentals, restaurants, conference rooms and co-working
spaces, inspired by the idea of flexible work that no longer requires "fixed desks". The real peculiarity
of this project lies in the original arrangement of the structure which appears a fascinating modernity
after almost a century! In line with the original structure setting, the project envisages the following
outlets:
 Main Bar-Restaurant area of about 300 seats, meeting place for new and old friends, any day
of the week, from breakfast to dinner, which can also guarantee a qualified offer of MICE Meeting, Incentive, Conference and Event. The area is spread over about 1,200 square meters,
of which about 500sqm are covered and 700sqm of terraces. Potentially usable additional 1,000
square meters of roof terraces.
 "Themed" restaurant of about 100 seats, for a culinary offer according to the traditions but
reworked in a modern key, addressed to the external public as well as to the guests;
 Wine bar, a more reserved meeting place opened from happy hour to night, located in the
charming internal courtyard;
 Gym and fitness/wellness area, over 600sqm. intended for sports with a Basketball/Volleyball
field, fitness and wellness, serving not only the guests but the entire neighbourhood ;
 Meeting rooms, co-working rooms and laboratories, about 2,000 square meters for sharing and
creativity, where everyone in the different user groups can work, write, study, organize a
workshop or start a business. Spaces serving both hotel guests and, above all external
customers.
The basic idea is to create a hybrid reception facility in the style of the "The Student Hotel" brand. It is
a updated student residence with services for co-working and co-living to meet the needs of new
lifestyles, typical of the emerging liquid society in which we live. A functional innovation linked to the
heterogeneity of users, made up of students, their families, entrepreneurs, managers and young
startuppers. Innovation is in addressing different generations and cultures united by the desire for
movement, openness, tolerance and creativity.
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4.1 Location
The complex is located close to the Botanical Garden of Naples and to the historic headquarters of the
Faculty of Veterinary, both of the University of Naples Federico II, and a few hundred meters from the
central Via Foria and Piazza Carlo III. The structure is also reachable from the historic "Salita
Moiariello" that connects the historic center with the Museum and the Real Bosco di Capodimonte as
well as with the Astronomical Observatory. In an extremely panoramic position, it is destined to
represent a reference point for students, youth tourism, leisure and startuppers.
The site of historical-tourist value is: about a 1km from the National Museum of Naples and the relative
Metro stations ("Museum" - line 1 and "Cavour" - line 2); about 1,5km from the Centro Direzionale,
home to the main offices and the Law court of Naples. Less than 2km there is also the Central Station
of Naples, the high-speed railway hub and the metropolitan transport, while the Naples International
Airport "Capodichino" is about 3km, as well as the entrance to the city ring road.
4.2 Market overwiew
1
According to a recent study by the Municipality of Naples , processing MIUR data, the university
population in Naples, in the academic year 2015/16, amounted to almost 115.000 students and was
divided among five universities: 68% to "Federico II" ; 12% to "Parthenope"; 9.2% to "L’Orientale";
6.8% to "Suor Orsola Benincasa" and 3.8% to "Vanvitelli" (Naples premises). The study does not
consider the students enrolled at the Pegaso Telematic University, who according to official data of the
same university amount to at least another 20 thousand units. However, given the way in which online
education is provided, this figure will not be taken into account in this estimate, since it does not
directly impact on student flows in the territory. The distribution of the university population based on
the students' provenance expresses the absolute
prevalence of students from Naples and its
province who account for 71.7% of the total,
while those from the other provinces of
Campania account for 23.3%. The share of
students from other regions is 4.8%. Finally,
foreigners account for 0.2%. In considering “offsite students” the students of these last two
categories, these amount to about 6000 units,
with a minimal contribution of those arriving
from abroad.
In comparison with other major Italian university cities, the local character of the Neapolitan
universities is even more evident. The following table shows the current greater attractiveness of the
universities of Florence and Turin of the students "off-site" and, among these, those of foreign
students.
The situation analyzed here
shows
a
very
broad
potential for growth of the
demand
of
"off-site"
students, also linked to the
triggered inversion of the
trend resulting from recent
choices
of
internal
university
system
(see
Apple
Academy
of
University
Federico
II),
accompanied
by
indispensable
urban
policies aimed at improving
the
condition
of
the
university population and, in
this way, also the attractiveness of the network of Neapolitan universities. Reference is made to the
topic of temporary housing and to student housing intended as something wider than traditional
"studentati" (student houses), and to a wider and more varied range of services for students. The
theme "housing and services for students" widens the horizon of single universities that can constitute
1 ND7 NAPOLIDATI, statistiche sociali per l'urbanistica – la popolazione universitaria a Napoli, novembre 2017
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a system capable of influencing urban policies. If the potential of the demand deriving from the
increase in the university population "off-site" is associated with the constantly growing trend of the
tourist flows of the city of Naples and, more generally, with the greater attractiveness of new and
renewed interests, one can understand how good potentials of demand exist for a structure like the
one hypothesized by the present feasibility study. Given the uniqueness of the structure covered by
this study, it is difficult to compare perfectly the existing offer in the surroundings of the former "Casa
Miranda" student house. As merely indicative, please note that within a few hundred meters there are
many independent hotels, Bad & Breakfast and holiday/students houses, but there is no integrated
offer as is the concept here assumed.
The numerous presence of such
structures, all potentially competing,
their recent and sudden development,
are the demonstration of an ever
increasing demand for beds. Mostly
referred to the middle price range,
linked to a young tourism and more and
more often combined with the
educational / cultural experiences of the latter.
4.3 Preliminary Business Plan assumption
In this Preliminary BP, the assignment/transfer of the compound to a Real Estate Fund is assumed,
with the aim of enhancing the structure through the transformation and management of the same
compound (the so-called "Highest and Best Use" strategy). The financial and economic sustainability
of the intervention by the fund includes, on the one hand, the purchase cost and/or transfer value and
the restructuring/conversion cost; on the other hand, the revenues from the management of the
Student hotel and the collection of the final value, assumed at the end of the 10th year of management
of the same. The method used is Discount Cash Flow.
4.3.1. Estimate of the transfer value
The estimate of the transfer/transfer value of the building was carried out using the construction cost
method. The estimate of the normal value of the property, on the basis of OMI values by type of use,
was corrected by subtracting the restructuring cost, estimated on the basis of the current status of the
compound.
Stima Valore di mercato attuale del complesso immobiliare - su dati OMI (*)
Valore medio di Mercato - stato conservativo NORMALE
di cui commerciale
di cui connettivo (coeff. 0,25)
di cui corte interna e verde pertinenziale (coeff. 0,1)
TOTALE VALORE ALLO STATO NORMALE
COSTO DI RISTRUTTURAZIONE
TOTALE VALORE ALLO STATO CONSERVATIVO ATTUALE

13.709.249
1.696.752
319.848
15.725.849
-10.978.721
4.747.128

(*) Dati OMI - Risultato interrogazione: Anno 2017 - Semestre 1
Provincia: NAPOLI
Comune: NAPOLI
Fascia/zona:Semicentrale/SANITA` - OSS. ASTRONOMICO - STELLA MIRACOLI-NOCELLE
Codice di zona: C26
Microzona catastale n.: 0
Destinazione: Commerciale e Terziario
Tipologia

Stato
conservativo

Residenziale
Commerciale
Laboratori

NORMALE
NORMALE
NORMALE

Valore Mercato (€/mq)
Min
1.800
1.750
900

Max
2.750
3.500
1.800

Media
2.275
2.625
1.350

Superficie
(L/N)
L
L
L

Valori Locazione (€/mq Superfici
x mese)
e (L/N)
Min
Max Media
4,50
6,80 5,65
N
6,60 13,10 9,85
N
3,00
6,00 4,50
N

2.450

4.3.2 Estimate of the costs of restructuring and re-functionalization
The costs of restructuring was considered on a parametric basis, taking into account the current
situation of the property, after a careful inspection and on the basis of a completely preliminary design
of the transformation by means of a special investment plan, whose summary is shown in the following
table.
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PIANO DEGLI INVESTIMENTI DI TRASFORMAZIONE (escluso IVA)
Euro

in %

a) Costo di acquisto complesso immobiliare

4.747.128

b) Costo di ristrutturazione edile immobile (*)

8.480.655

c) Costo impianti, macchinari e allestimento parti comuni (*)

1.500.000

d) Progettazione e DL

998.066

10,0% di b) + c)

e) Oneri di costruzione e urbanizzazione

10,0% di b) + c)

f) Allestimenti e Arredamenti (€ 2.000/camera)

350.000

TOTALE INVESTIMENTO

16.075.849

Costo per camera

91.862

TEMPO REALIZZAZIONE DUE ANNI
Percentuale di realizzazione annua (SAL)

1
40%

2
60%

4.3.3 Main assumptions and income statement of the accommodation business
SIMULAZIONE SOSTENIBILITA' PROGETTO STUDENT HOTEL "CASA MIRANDA"
Hypothesis
175 camere Student Hotel
2 bar interni
2 ristoranti interno e esterno
1 wine bar
anni

0

1

N. camere
70
Tasso di occupazione medio annuo
0%
N. camere disponibili per anno
25.550
N. camere vendute per anno
Prezzo medio camera (ADR) incluso IVA (1)
61
N. di clienti (1,7 visitors a camera)
REVPAR incluso IVA
Personale impiegato (EFT)
(1) indicizzati al tasso d'inflazione pari a 0,0%
anni

0

1

euro

euro

2

175
0%
63.875
61
-

3

175
55%
63.875
35.131
61
59.723
33,28
30,00

2
euro

4

175
60%
63.875
38.325
61
65.153
36,30
32,00

3
%

euro

euro

-

1.932.219

43,3%

2.107.875

39,6%

2.283.531

RICAVI da Food & Beverage (escluso IVA)

-

-

1.796.930

40,3%

2.197.585

41,3%

372.273

6,5%

603.864

10,5%

RICAVI da Palestra e Fitness (escluso IVA)
RICAVI da altri Servizi (co-working; laboratori; biciclette ecc.)

-

-

Totale RICAVI

-

-

Acquisti

-

-

175
70%
63.875
44.713
61
76.011
42,35
35,00

5
%

-

6

175
63%
63.875
40.241
61
68.410
38,12
35,00

4
%

RICAVI da Camere (escluso IVA)
RICAVI da Cerimonie e MICE (escluso IVA)

5

175
65%
63.875
41.519
61
70.582
39,33
35,00

euro

6
%

39,0%

2.213.269

2.405.413

41,0%

694.773

12,1%

euro

%

38,5%

2.459.188

38,9%

2.337.865

40,7%

2.639.424

41,8%

719.659

12,5%

719.659

11,4%

172.476

3,0%

196.112

3,4%

243.385

4,2%

243.385

4,2%

243.385

3,9%

186.457

4,2%

215.273

4,0%

234.447

4,0%

227.557

4,0%

254.931

4,0%

4.460.354 100,0%

5.320.708 100,0%

5.861.549 100,0%

5.741.735 100,0%

6.316.586 100,0%

918.758

20,6%

1.085.336

20,4%

1.184.424

20,2%

1.150.243

20,0%

1.292.677

Utenze

223.018

5,0%

266.035

5,0%

293.077

5,0%

287.087

5,0%

315.829

5,0%

Pulizie generali e sicurezza

178.414

4,0%

212.828

4,0%

211.016

3,6%

200.961

3,5%

221.081

3,5%
17,3%

Personale (Payroll)

20,5%

1.035.000

23,2%

1.054.163

19,8%

1.073.325

18,3%

1.065.660

18,6%

1.092.488

Spese generali ed amministrative

267.621

6,0%

319.243

6,0%

351.693

6,0%

344.504

6,0%

378.995

6,0%

Altri costi

178.414

4,0%

212.828

4,0%

234.462

4,0%

229.669

4,0%

252.663

4,0%

Propening cost
Totale COSTI

-

300.000

6,7%

-

3.101.225

69,5%

3.150.433

-

59,2%

0,0%

3.347.997

-

57,1%

0,0%

3.278.124

-

57,1%

0,0%

3.553.733

-

56,3%

0,0%

G.O.P. (EBITDA)

-

-

1.359.129

30,5%

2.170.275

40,8%

2.513.551

42,9%

2.463.610

42,9%

2.762.854

43,7%

Accantonamenti per rinnovo arredi e allestimenti

-

-

19.322

1,0%

42.158

2,0%

68.506

3,0%

66.398

3,0%

73.776

3,0%

Ammortamenti e altri accantonamenti (2)
EBIT
IMPOSTE (Ires 27,5% + irap 4,97%)

-

-

1.071.723
268.083
138.486

24,0%
6,0%
3,1%

REDDITO NETTO

-

-

129.597

2,9%

1.071.723 20,1%
1.056.395 19,9%
395.403
7,4%
660.991

12,4%

1.071.723 18,3%
1.373.322 23,4%
499.262
8,5%
874.060

14,9%

1.071.723 18,7%
1.325.489 23,1%
483.350
8,4%
842.140

14,7%

1.071.723 17,0%
1.617.355 25,6%
579.452
9,2%
1.037.903

16,4%

Using the method of determination of the cash flow, commonly known as indirect, the economic values
of the management have been changed in the corrispondent cash flow produced by the management
itself (EBITDA plus TAX), for a period of ten years of management, assuming the same cash flow
from the fifth – year at standards – till the tenth year. For the determination of the possible market
value of the property transformed in hotel have been, therefore, update – at time 0 – the above
mentioned cash flows and the terminal value at the tenth year using multiple of EBITDA based on
local comparables.The hurdle rate used has been equal to 7,3%, defined us Weighted Average Cost
of Capital – WACC – hypothizing a recourse to the bank leverage of the 50% and a cost of debit equal
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to the 5%, the one for equity equal to 10%, that considering the free risk taxes equal to zero – o
negative -, represents practicly all premium for the risk.
4.3.4 Financial keys of the re-functionalization intervention
-€

16.075.849

Inflow da Terminal value (al XII anno)

€

21.834.018

Inflow complessivo della gestione (al XII anno)

€

22.273.878

Totale Cash flow al netto investimento (al XII anno)

€

28.032.048

Capitali investiti (50% debito e 50% equity)

€

16.075.849

Cash flow gestione medio annuo

€

1.965.459

Outflow investimento (val. immobile + sviluppo)

Rend. nominale medio annuo

12,2%

Tasso (wacc: costo del debito 4,5% e equity 10%)

NPV

7,3%

€

7.036.929

IRR

12,8%

ADSCR

2,4
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Abstract
The representation in recent years has been changed by technological progress, which has given us
the opportunity to measure and represent in an innovative way, both in the phase of "measurement" of
objects, no longer intended as a simple description of geometric aspects, both in "representation" phase,
by the possibility of simultaneous description of multiple information. As Carmine Gambardella states,
"Measuring, as historically already indicated by Luca Pacioli, means to point out in the sense of
managing a heritage, which as such must not only be geometrically definable but must be discretized
in matches, detected in its multidimensionality, in order to produce a result whose added value can be
quantified by the difference between the value of the object, as it is received, and the value achieved
for the activity of knowledge and management of the potentials identified and defined as an income
statement. And if in an income statement even the intangible values translate into quantifiable
resources, it will be useful to identify territory and landscape in a single measurable entity".
Keywords: Representation, measure.

Complex Representation of Knowledge
The representation in recent years has been changed by technological progress, which has given us
the opportunity to measure and represent in an innovative way, both in the phase of "measurement" of
objects, no longer intended as a simple description of geometric aspects, both in "representation" phase,
by the possibility of simultaneous description of multiple information. [1]
Measure is the basis of knowledge and every representation of the material and immaterial values of
reality and of the documentary traces of man in his biological evolution according to the environmental
context in which he lives.
In fact, today, so that every local community can recognize as heritage and protect its environmental
context and in a broader way the landscape, it must consider the material and immaterial values as
quantities to be measured, to be discretized and designed as a representation because they are
traversed by knowledge.
Measure and capitalize the infinite reasons of nature, as Leonardo recommended, means recognizing
in the environmental context the genetic heritage, the identity of the sites, foundational of that continuous
process of restoration and regeneration as a modification against any hypothesis of transformation. In
fact, transforming implies an action carried out by exceeding the limit imposed by knowledge, while, by
measuring and drawing the modifications, we transmit traces and material and immaterial fragments to
the future.
Man has introduced into the territory, during the course of time, "new contents that have modified the
natural environment in the artificial one, producing a new perception of space. Therefore, a unicum, a
material object, is given to the memory, in which the environment bears, in addition to the form produced
by man, the thought that originated this form, in a word the culture of the place ". [2]
The recognition of the value of a place cannot, however, ignore the analysis of the characteristics not
only linked to the present uses, but also and above all to the activities, relationships, testimonies
stratified over the centuries, from whose knowledge it is necessary to start to program the modification.
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Modification is an ethical concept different from transformation, together with protection, conservation,
maintenance of traces of the past as a circumstantial paradigm and homologation to the present, to the
natural needs of man that precipitate into physicality determining a form of this time, which must be
delivered to the men of the future if the current act as if they were already posthumous, or as those who
inhabit the future by living the present. The cognitive approach therefore can only be an exploration of
the multiplicity and complexity of a world in which human intervention becomes an integral part of nature.
This exploration is an extremely complex process, involving several disciplinary sectors, each of which
contributes to the acquisition of knowledge in the field that is its own. [3]
In the multidimensional approach, every information remains intact and becomes part of the complex
system of knowledge. The ambition of this method is to ensure that there is no break between the
various disciplines, which contribute to enriching knowledge, but there is a natural convergence towards
a single organism.
The knowledge currently suffers from the disciplinary partition and the hyperspecialization, which on the
one hand provides a very detailed contribution, on the other it risks losing sight of the complexity of the
cognitive phenomenon.
In “Terra-Patria” Edgar Morin writes, referring to the scientific mentality: "The parceled,
compartmentalized, mechanistic, disjunctive, reductionist intelligence breaks the complex of the world
into disjointed fragments, breaks up the problems, separates what is bound, unidimensionalizes the
multidimensional".
Morin then tries to reunite, reunite, reorganize and re-articulate the various elements, which are divided
by the particular sciences. In his view, man remains unknown today not because of ignorance, but
because of bad science. Since man is an extremely complex reality, he cannot be investigated and
known except as a function of a complex and multidimensional view.
In “Oltre l’abisso” Morin writes "The parceled, compartmentalized, mechanistic, disjunctive, reductionist
intelligence, breaks the world's complex into disjointed fragments, breaks up the problems, separates
what is connected, makes the multidimensional one-dimensional. It is a short-sighted and at the same
time presbyigned, color-blind and blind in one eye; it ends up more often to be blind. It destroys all
possibilities of understanding and reflection in the bud, eliminating all the possibilities of a corrective
judgment or a long-term vision. Thus, the more the problems become multidimensional the more there
is an inability to think about their multidimensionality; the more the crisis increases, the more the
incapacity to think about the crisis increases; the more the problems become planetary the more they
become impoverished. Unable to imagine the context and the planetary complex, blind intelligence
makes unconscious and irresponsible [...] we need to conceive complexity in a global way, according to
a non-unidirectional, but multidimensional thought: thinking, that is the particular in its universality, and
globality through particularity. It is precisely from the comprehension of the universality of the particular,
from the openness to the multidimensionality of the real that it is possible to favor everyone's access to
knowledge and technique ". [4]
In order for this new dimension of knowledge to be rooted, it is necessary to discretize the complex
reality in order to be able to examine it in depth.
The main objective is to investigate in depth to know the intrinsic, as well as extrinsic, characteristics
and identify which is the best intervention to be implemented respecting the specific identity of the place.
The identity of a place represents, in fact, the genetic heritage, which makes the territory to which it
belongs competitive. With this method of investigation it is possible to detect and to represent a project
of development of the conscious territory of its deepest characteristics.
This type of knowledge generates a complex representation, which turns out to be of fundamental
support both to the design of the already done and to the design of what to do. The modification
intervention, based on the solid foundations of multidimensional knowledge, will provide a fundamental
contribution to the territory, so that it becomes more balanced and competitive, relying on the identity of
the place.
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Fig. 1: 3D illustration of neural network

Fig. 2: “Le Double Secret”, 1927 – René Magritte
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Abstract

The borough of Bromley located in the south-east of central London is one of the thirty-seven
Opportunity Areas that the London Plan of 2011 identifies as the new places for urban planning. The
territorial development strategy proposed by the plan aims to recompose the urban fabric through the
design and the construction of new public spaces. A systematic and careful urban planning of these
places was the starting point for the design choices and allowed to identify the key elements for the
definition of the masterplan for the Bromley Borough. The urban design proposed aims to promote a
landscape project that can be both innovative and replicable and that, through the configuration of a
“green district”, gives the possibility to increase the values of natural biodiversity within the urban
space recovering and regenerating empty and abandoned places and creating a network of
relationships between the green, blue and red infrastructures and the complex system of public
spaces. A city drawing/design aimed at the achievement of the principle of urban resilience, whose
ecological and anthropogenic components are essential and interconnected between them.
Keywords: Resilience, Urban Design, Red Infrastructure, Landscape Urbanism

1. Make the “opportunity”.

In the last decade the issues related to the green area have strongly re-entered the debate on urban
planning and the design of the city and its spaces. The continuous confrontation with new
development scenarios born in response above all to climate changes and consequent problems has
generated a new generation of urban plans focused on the characterization and integration of public
space with the complex system of urban green areas.
Based on these logics of territorial development in Great Britain, the focus has been on the protection
and enhancement of ecological and environmental components outlining the design strategies that,
through local policies and welfare at local level, have been implemented in the drafting of the London
Plan of 2011. London has activated numerous projects and policies aimed at urban regeneration with
the aim of increasing the quality and quantity of spaces, services and public transport, becoming a
European metropolis and an example for urban planning.
In particular, the urban green becomes the "privileged field" in the plan, the element on which to focus
the urban design, the "matrix space" generating of new ecological connections, flows and material /
immaterial hybrids between the landscape networks that make it up. . The London Plan implements a
development strategy focused on a schedule consisting of nodes and corridors; a dense network of
spatial relationships on which to weave an image of a "global", resilient, plural city and projected
towards the future.
The first step in implementing the urban transformation strategies proposed within the London Plan is
through the identification of thirty-seven Opportunity Areas. These transformation areas, located in five
sub-regions of Greater London, are mostly represented by abandoned or decommissioned industrial
areas, already served by public transport and which often are on polluted soils to be reclaimed and
planned. Intervention actions include: densification; the creation of new public spaces; the
improvement of the transport system and its integration with the rest of the infrastructure network; the
creation of new green spaces for residences and services; strengthen the ecological and landscape
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networks by giving continuity to the ecological system, favoring the development of biodiversity in an
urban environment.

Fig. 1: Masterplan – Bromley Opportunity Areas

To implement these transformation processes, the London administration has defined an investment
program that involves public and private actors interested in intervening in these areas. An important
contribution is made by the universities that invest with their campuses in the areas subject to
regeneration.
These address parameters are the basis of the design choices to which each Boroughs must comply.
The aim is to achieve a unitary urban design, characterized by a functional mixité able to improve the
quality standard of life. The urban regeneration program proposed for the thirty-seven Opportunity
Areas starts from an in-depth knowledge of these places and the aspects that characterize them that
do not stop at the spatial morphology and the shape of the building but are also based on the careful
study of social, economic and demographics aspects that characterize each area.
The Bromley Boroughs, which rises up on southwest of the Thames, is one of the areas where urban
regeneration processes have not yet started, and it is for this reason that it was chosen to develop the
project proposal.

2. Blu, green and red infrastructures. The elements of the resilience design.
Climate change and the growing demand for an urbanity in line with the landscape system have
inevitably led the urban planning to review tools, theories, practices and materials with which to
interact to get to know the territories and dynamics that characterize them.
With the considerations of James Corner in the early nineties in the essay "Terra Fluxus", for which
the landscape is like urbanism (Landscape as urbanism), a new type of urban project is born for "a"
city that always shows more different than in the past. The landscape, which in the meaning of Corner
goes far beyond the architecture of the garden and the landscape as an end, presents aspects that
can be traced to disciplinary paths and lines of thought appropriate both to the analysis and to the
solution of the problems inherent cities and territories.
From a planning point of view in search of the "resilience" of urban space, it is essential to focus on
the elements that, born of disciplines considered "secondary" compared to urban planning, have
entered strongly in the field of city design, its forms and its spaces. Urban planning has "suffered", in
the last decade, a gradual but constant hybridization with the naturalistic sciences that have
conditioned its interpretative and design paradigms.
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Urban research has developed through the study of the elements that make up the ecological and
environmental system such as landscape networks. Looking at the "landscape" and the elements that
compose it with different eyes involves immersing oneself in a conception and an innovative design
idea. The projectus becomes an instrument capable of linking the disciplines, of crossing the "time"
and the "scales" of intervention. The urban project is part of a new dimension, the ecological one, in
which every element is an integral part of the system. Ecological corridors, green infrastructures,
waterways intersect with the urban network, with public spaces, streets and squares reconnecting
fabrics and overcoming urban sprawl problems.

Fig. 2: Project site (Aerial view)

Urban research has developed through the study of the elements that make up the ecological and
environmental system such as landscape networks. Looking at the "landscape" and the elements that
compose it with different eyes involves immersing oneself in a conception and an innovative design
idea. The projectus becomes an instrument capable of linking the disciplines, of crossing the "time"
and the "scales" of intervention. The urban project is part of a new dimension, the ecological one, in
which every element is an integral part of the system. Ecological corridors, green infrastructures,
waterways intersect with the urban network, with public spaces, streets and squares reconnecting
fabrics and overcoming urban sprawl problems.
Landscape networks related to the red infrastructure system becomes the supporting structure of the
land project, the backbone of an urban planning aimed at urban resilience research in which the
"urban" public space in relation to the natural environment and its specificity generates a real
transformation, a new urban form, generates the city of the future: an "ecocentric" city.
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3. Matrix space1. Urban green and public spaces for the design of the city.
The design masterplan proposed for the Bromley Borough is structured according to the development
strategies proposed in the London Plan. The area, which lies southwest of the River Thames, is one of
the thirty-seven Opportunity Areas identified by the plan where it is possible to activate urban
regeneration processes for a "resilient" development.
The core of the project idea is to create a "matrix space" characterized by the contamination between
the system of landscape networks and public spaces. The goal is to obtain a "complex simplicity" of
the urban form, by densifying urbanized areas, reducing land consumption, integrating services and
public spaces, regenerating ecological corridors, enhancing and restructuring the infrastructure
network.

Fig. 3 Sketch of the business district

The matrix space designed for the Bromley Borough is based on the creation of two independent but
strongly interrelated systems. The first focuses on the densification of the built trying to give the right
balance between the services provided and the settlement capacity. The construction of new
residences and services is developed within the already urbanized areas that are in direct contact with
the subway station.
The masterplan plans to undermine 2,000 new inhabitants with a series of services and functions
integrated into the transport system; valuable services, craft activities, advanced tertiary and light
industries with low polluting impact. The idea is to create an appropriate functional mixité that is in
balance with the vocation of the place.
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Fig. 4 Rendering – The urban park

The second system is represented by the urban park of 6 hectares which acts as a hinge between the
two urbanized nucleuses. A linear park that, by recovering the pre-existing agricultural partitions, is
configured as a "structuring" ecological corridor of the urban form; a green system that is able at the
same time to be a public space of quality at the service of citizens and a fundamental component for
the development of biodiversity.

Fig. 5 Rendering/Sketch of residential district

The two systems, in addition to being part of a single design, are interrelated with each other through
the red infrastructure system which, at different functional levels, act as the "supporting structure" of
the entire design masterplan. The tangle of driveways, cycle paths, cycle paths and pedestrian paths
are elements that characterize the land project and intensify ecological connections.
The main choice is to give green and public spaces a central role for the definition of design strategies
by converting the logics that have characterized and designed cities until today. This change of
priorities is fundamental as it not only outlines the design choices but radically changes the way of
seeing and planning the city; in this vision public spaces become "places" and not residual spaces of a
design oriented only to the architectural quality of the buildings
As regards the landscape aspect, the regeneration project focuses on the careful study of the system
of existing landscape networks and their integration with the red infrastructure system as elements in
close continuity that mark dimensions and relationships between full and empty spaces. This structure
makes the red infrastructures arterial elements of the urban system, ecological connection structures.
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The urban design proposed for Bromley integrates perfectly with the surrounding landscape and with
the existing red infrastructures creating, in a game of alternation of public and private spaces, a
dynamic and resilient urban "pattern". The shape of the city of the future can only be generated from
here, from these new design models, giving the public spaces the role of versatile and dynamic nodes
/ joints for landscape design.

1

Matrix space: the concept is based on public spaces structuring and urban green as elements
connoting the urban form in which the relationship between the qualitative and quantitative values are
maximized by increasing the ecological and resilient capacities of a place.
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The measurement of the territory at Km 0
Competitive scenarios are changing very quickly and force companies to abandon defensive
strategies to become effective protagonists of global markets. The challenge no longer lies in
improving the results compared to one's past, as in knowing and comparing oneself with the best
competition.
The recovery of competitiveness must be placed at the center of the country's attention, in the
awareness that being competitive is a value of the community and benefits everyone. Universities and
companies have the role of vector for development, while the country system must implement reforms
to support this. In short, we need a leap in quality equal to the extent of the changes we are
experiencing.
Knowledge is at the basis of the contemporary technological revolutions of information and
communication, with all the potential of the Internet network yet to be expressed in terms of
enlargement of markets and rapprochement between producers and consumers. It therefore seems
inevitable that in a country that has the highest rate of entrepreneurship but the lowest number of large
companies, it must be reorganized with respect to the integration market.
The small and medium-sized company usually has a profound competence of the product and its
production process, and the direct knowledge of potential buyers is also significant, rather than the
dynamics of demand and competition. It is therefore up to the education and research system to have
the strategic task of training the decisive resources - human resources - and to develop those
instruments that can best support this challenging challenge "on the new".
Here, within the current economic scenario, the Open platforms become a necessary tool for
measuring and representing the territory at KM0.
Keywords: Representation, Geo-Marketing, Governance, Multilayer.

1.

Introduction

In this study the Kilometer 0 expression identifies a different perspective with which to approach the
retrieval and processing of information present in the territory, embracing a broader philosophy of
critical consumption in which each user is aware of the need to operate on the territory eliminating the
concept of a long supply chain, and thus breaking down the concept of physical space, exploiting in
turn the abolition of the typical distance of the virtual space that is typical of the Web.
The concept of Kilometer 0, applied to the sector of integrated digital representation, allows through
Open tools to acquire a territorial data without having to physically go to its place of belonging. This
allows us to respond to multiple needs such as: the reduction of distances, the cost-effectiveness of
the process of data and software processing, the respect of the principle of economic, environmental
and social sustainability, also guarantees the globalization of spatial information ensuring a universal
language for all users; rules common to the typical technique of open instruments.
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Open integrated digital platforms thanks to their ability to analyze, represent and implement an infinite
amount of geographical and descriptive data, are a fundamental tool for developing Geomarketing
operations. Thanks to the use of open source software it is possible to obtain spatial data that can be
implemented and updated on the date, a necessary tool for all those who daily have the task of
carrying out analysis, assessment and territorial management, without having to use additional
economic resources for the acquisition of information necessary to carry out territorial marketing
operations. Within the current economic scenario, the Open platforms become a necessary tool for
measuring and representing the territory at Km 0. These platforms represent today the concrete
answer to a question coming from the world of companies, universities and public bodies that are
increasingly in need of attractiveness, competitiveness and cost-effectiveness of the process;
guaranteeing, however, a high quality of the final product.
This method of processing and retrieving data, therefore makes it possible to produce information
necessary for carrying out Geomarketing operations.

Fig. 1: Dissemination of Information

We can therefore state that Geomarketing is the geographical awareness of the business.
Geomarketing (or Territorial Marketing) has become an often indispensable tool to formulate the
commercial strategies of products or services distributed by public and private companies. Moreover,
the surveyor operating through the Open platforms, during the territorial analysis, must also deal with
the socio-economic conditions of a territory, with the local social and demographic dynamics, with the
lifestyle of the population, with the behaviors and habits and customs of a local reality.

1.2 Methodology
«Il metodo è un atteggiamento culturale cioè forza plastica della cultura, che consente al rilevatore di
comprendere i segni generatori sia del contesto che dell’oggetto da analizzare. La lettura del territorio,
la gestione e la sua modificazione appare oggi complessa, visto che gli elementi da considerare al suo
interno risultano molteplici, e comprendere fino infondo le dinamiche e le relazioni che esistono tra le
sue n dimensioni e la profondità che queste ultime hanno, presuppone una conoscenza integrale». [1]
This research perspective based on a multidisciplinary and multidimensional methodology, is
particularly challenging especially if applied on Italian territory, which from the origins has undergone
countless overwriting both in the Urbis form and in the uses of physical spaces.
This approach has been made possible thanks to the use of an informative and informative tool, the
GIS capable of handling large amounts of different data. Thanks to it, it has been possible to integrate
on a cartographic base data banks responding to different topics of great detail; thus returning true
identity cards of the natural, cultural and built heritage. Being able to reconstruct the identity of places
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through information of complex data, represents the starting point for carrying out Decision Making
and Territorial Management operations on the territory. As already mentioned above, the geographical
data referred to dimensional areas that vary from the detail of the cadastral unit to the vast area,
constitutes the unifying element thanks to which it becomes possible to analyze the multiple
components of the territory in terms of mutual relations and development, thus allowing also the
reading of anthropic and natural transformations. Therefore, the use of Territorial Information Systems
(SIT) and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has been fundamental, which are able to accept,
manipulate, implement, manage and return databases of different origins and nature.
In the scientific literature, information systems are defined as computerized calculation systems, used
to construct, manage, analyze, extract and display information that is geographically related. In this
regard it is important to define the concept of SIT and GIS. SITs (territorial information systems) are
systems aimed at supporting processes of: analysis, knowledge and management of territorial
problems (purpose, field, objectives). They are based on the use of localization information
(dependence) and are also oriented to the control and management of the territorial system
(Feedback). An SIT is therefore an organized set of human resources and geographical data,
designed and set up to acquire, store, maintain, manipulate, analyze and illustrate all forms of
geographically related facts. That is a system of organizational and information resources, able to use
and manage data that describe phenomena present on the earth's surface, at the service and for the
purposes of a specific production process.

Fig. 2: S.I.T., Systems Information Territory [2]

GIS (Geographic Information Systems) are computer systems specifically designed to support the
creation of SITs (territorial information systems) that require the use of spatialized information to
achieve their objectives.
Therefore, SITs can also be paper-based, if they are computerized, then they use a GIS as an IT tool
that provides them with computing resources.
The GIS are therefore information systems able to manage information entities with both a spatial
spatial component (geographical) and a descriptive component (attributes). The latter is constituted,
as we shall see in detail later, from the attributes of the spatial data and therefore has a typical alphanumeric connotation.
The name of Geographic Information System, is the Italian translation of the Anglo-Saxon
correspondent Geographic Information System, an expression coined in the '60s in Canada by Roger
Tomlinson to indicate a computerized archive system for processing and analyzing data concerning
the inventory of natural resources present on the national territory to support operational decisions.
In the same period, this name was also used by Duane Marble, referring to a set of software programs
and databases to be used in studies concerning urban transport.
In the following years the expression GIS spread in the Information Technology sector to indicate
essentially tools and procedures for storing and processing various kinds of data referring to a
geographical reality.
Other names also began to spread, including LIS (Land Information System).
In the recurring language the GIS expression finally prevailed as this name appeared more congruent.
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From the above definition emerge some peculiar aspects of the GIS, summarized as follows: Ability to
process data of various kinds; Ability to refer information to territorial entities, to bring the data back to
a spatial location; Ability to represent data and process themselves in response to specific queries.

Fig. 3: G.I.S. Geographic Information System

Ultimately a GIS can be defined as a set of hardware and software tools that allows to integrate
graphic and alphanumeric information related to a precise geographical situation, making possible a
series of operations such as acquisition, structuring, storage, analysis, implementation, processing
and the representation of data.
From a structural point of view, a geographic information system is composed of a hardware part;
software part; banks and operators.
The hardware part may consist of any computer platform, including both relatively small PCs, highperformance Workstations, mini-computers, and computer mainframes (PDAs and tablets).
In addition to traditional devices for data entry, storage and output, special peripheral requests are
required both for input such as the scanner, and for output such as the plotter. The choice of the
hardware platform of a GIS is linked to certain factors: the entity and the type of data to be managed;
The compatibility of the software to be used; The availability of economic resources; The need to use
and possibly upgrade existing machines (think of the case of the introduction of GIS within public
administrations already equipped with technological instruments.
Most commercial programs aimed at creating a GIS have multiple Tools and a wide variety of
functions. However, the software must meet a series of fundamental requirements imposed by
operational needs such as: speed, reliability, compatibility with other programs. The level of
satisfaction of these requirements helps to establish the quality of the program in question.
Regarding the data of a GIS, these are generally divided into: Geographical data (spatial data);
Alphanumeric data (Attributes).
Geographical data directly concern the configuration of places and allow the realization of a twodimensional or three-dimensional representative model of reality. They may be of different origins, that
is, obtained already in digital format (numerical cartography files, remote sensing images, GPS data,
etc.) or products produced by computerization (scanning or digitalisation) of paper documents.
These data are structured according to the diagrams of the numerical cartography or in: Raster format;
Vector format.
In the first case the map is described in the form of an image, ie through a numeric matrix of m rows
and columns, where each cell (pixel) contributes to the construction of the iconographic representation
as it happens for a mosaic tile, ultimately bringing a double information: one of a geometric character
relative to the position and the other of a radiometric type concerning the associated color tone.
There are different types of Raster images that contain information related to the territory, each of
which has a specific information content and has a very specific management mode within a GIS tool:
Physical images; Classified images; Cartographic images; Photographic images.
In the high case (vectors), the graphic representation is made possible through the use of geometric
primitives, such as point, line and polygon.
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The point is identified by a pair of Cartesian coordinates (x, y); the line is identified by a sequence of
pairs of coordinates corresponding to the ends of the segments constituting the line itself; the polygon
is instead described by a broken line. Ultimately, the format in question is based on the use of a basic
element, called a vector, through which any geometry can be constructed, even the most complex: a
point is identified by a null module vector, a broken by a sequence of vectors, a polygon from a
sequence of vectors such that the starting point of the first is the end point for the last. Alphanumeric
data (attributes), on the other hand, are all useful information for the representation of the graphic,
geographical elements and the description of their characteristics. The GIS also provides for the
management of this information in a relational database. A database is a collection archive of one or
more files or tables of data cataloged in a structured way. The rows are called records and the
columns fields (field). GIS software uses the DBMS (Database Management System) to manage
these data files. With a DBMS you can establish relationships between the fields of a database useful
for data manipulation. Hence the concept of Relational Database. The fundamental characteristics are
the following: Minimum redundancy, Consistency, Integration, Integrity and savings, Easy
management and accessibility, Reliability, Independence, Security.
A fundamental characteristic of a GIS is its ability to georeference data; that is to assign to each
element its real spatial coordinates. This is a software procedure that consists in positioning, by
means of points with known coordinates (control points), the spatial data in the respective area of the
real territory, according to a given reference system, that in which the object is actually located, and in
real size, not to scale.
The representation scale at this point only becomes a parameter to define the degree of accuracy and
resolution of the graphic information, and therefore usable for example to define the density of
representation (eg at a smaller scale, elements such as buildings are not represented and the blocks
or urbanized areas appear). The main operations that can be performed with a GIS software are:
Topological Overlay; Query; Buffering; Raster and three-dimensional operators; Geostatistical analysis
and interpolation; User interface and programmability.
Topological Overlay Consists of overlapping two or more information layers (layers) and not only
graphically but also at the level of attributes. Overlays can be divided into three main categories:
points on polygons, lines on polygons, and polygons on polygons. Common to all overlay operations is
that at least one of the two themes considered is polygonal.
Queries are of two types, spatial and by attributes. Spatial queries are database queries starting from
spatial criteria (proximity, inclusion, overlap), queries by attributes, consist of querying tables based on
the value of a field. As a result you will see the elements of the layer highlighted both as graphics and
as a record in the table.
The Buffering operation, on the other hand, can be carried out starting from a point, a line or a polygon
by highlighting an area that is a fixed or variable distance from a given graphic element, depending on
the attributes of the element.
The result is always a polygonal information level, which can be used for subsequent analysis; for
example by overlaying with other layers or by performing spatial queries on the obtained layer.
Raster and three-dimensional operators arise from the need to operate from a single environment on
different types of data. This has pushed the evolution of GIS systems towards integrated systems in
which operators were able to perform analyzes on two-dimensional and three-dimensional data, as
well as raster. These operators have led to a better integration of data in raster format and data in
vector format.
Some examples are the generation of the level curves (starting from altimetric data), the calculation of
the real distances (which take into account the slope of the terrain), analysis of the territorial sections.
The Geostatistical Analysis and the Interpolation allow to evaluate the spatial autocorrelation of the
data, trying to verify if observations made on nearby points actually have a lower variability compared
to observations made between distant points. The objective is therefore to evaluate the effect of the
position of the measurement point on the variability of the observed data. In addition to assessing
spatial variability, geostatistics offers spatial interpolation techniques that can provide estimates of the
value assumed by a variable in a position where the measurement was not made on the basis of data
collected from near points.
All the features described above, however powerful they may be, would find a strong limitation in their
use if there was not an easy and adequate way of interaction between the man and the machine able
to carry them out.
Thanks to the availability of a high level programming language, equipped with control structures for
the flow of operations and commands for the creation of masks and menus, it is possible to create
sophisticated interfaces that make it easy even for an unskilled operator to access and data
manipulation; therefore, the peculiarity of GIS systems is the simplicity of the user interface and the
programmability.
At this point we can summarize the main uses of GIS platforms in three main categories:
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- Inventory applications where GIS systems are used as real databases, with the advantage of
information georeferencing;
- Analysis applications through which it is possible to process data, query information, perform spatial
and statistical analyzes, visualize images, produce maps;
- Management applications that support the managerial, political and territorial decisions of both public
and private subjects.
Instead, the main fields of application of GIS platforms to date are: Cartographic editing,
Environmental and territorial analysis, Management of natural and human resources, Urban Planning,
Health, Safety,Tourist applications and territorial marketing.
At this point in the discussion it seems appropriate to underline that a GIS project to be effective and
efficient must be organized according to a logical model divided into several cognitive levels:
The definition of the objectives to be achieved;
The creation of the relational database (finding spatial data and verifying its reliability and precision,
identifying useful attributes, setting data in several thematic plans);
Data analysis;
The presentation of the results (thematic maps, graphs, tables).
The rapprochement between man and nature, specifically between man and the environment, is the
necessary condition for those who deeply feel the responsibility towards future generations who hold
the right to inherit resources comparable to those that we ourselves have inherited from those who
have preceded. At this rapprochement, however, is accompanied by the simultaneous global
economic crisis; users of different disciplines such as (historians, economists, architects,
topographers, lawyers, cartographers, engineers) are no longer willing to invest large amounts of
money to retrieve data and software, but at the same time try to acquire quality data and performing
software to carry out conscientious analyzes. These two needs, protection and economy, have
created a new need on a global scale: analyzing, monitoring and managing the territory in an
integrated way, with quality and with less waste of economic resources.
Therefore, the multi-dimensional representation of the territory and remote sensing are the only tools
that encompass all needs, from the analysis of data to support systems to geo-referenced decisions
for strategies and policies for integrated management of future spatial scenarios.
In the study of the territory, representation and remote sensing are the operational techniques that
preserve the tools to recognize the critical points and the resources of the places. To be even more
effective and efficient for the government and protection of the territory, the analyzes must be
applicable to the date. This creates the request to acquire data and software in real time, saving
money and time without reducing quality.
In the digital age with the diffusion of telematic devices such as smartphones, tablets, desktop
computers, laptops, servers, cloud through a connection to the network, it is always easier to access
the internet from anywhere and at any time communicate with any part of the world . We can safely
say that today it is much easier to have access to archives, libraries, on-line databases that physically
reach the facilities that contain them.
Two big notes in favor of telematic systems are the elimination of distances and the reduction of space
for the management and storage of information. Two types of research are compared, the traditional
archival one and the telematic one. The traditional archival research of any current office where one
has to physically go, sees the user immersed in lists, diaries, files, drawers, where the only
understanding of collocation of the single document that needs to be seen commits him for hours; the
amount of physical space (m2) used to collect paper data; lastly tons of wasted paper present in any
office. While in the electronic archival research the user comfortably seated at his desk with his pc or
his smartphone on the street, inserts the keywords within a search engine connected to a server
(which compared to the amount of information it contains is small size), identify the document you
need and download it to storage or insert it into a cloud. In the first one we see the waste of time,
space and resources, all actions not compatible with policies of respect and protection of the
environment, in the second it is replaced by on-line databases. Utopian thought up to a decade ago,
but now finally real, this type of research can be defined as Km 0 research. This is where the Open
on-line tools that have revolutionized the concept of research come into play.

1.3 Case Study
As a field of study, the territory of the province of Caserta has been chosen because it is one of the
richest areas in the world for sites of historical architectural and landscape interest, in fact it hosts the
world heritage site of Caserta with its Royal Palace, the Royal Gardens, the Carolino Aqueduct and
the complex of the Real site of San Leucio and Vaccheria; it also hosts the Capua and Santa Maria
Capua Vetere sites.
In this territory there are numerous places of historical, architectural, archaeological and social
interest. The name of this noble and ancient province "Terra di Lavoro" immediately evokes the
concept of the profusion of intellectual and manual energies, which enhanced the natural qualities of a
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fertile land, pleasant and ideal for human settlement since ancient times. The natural landscape is
very characteristic: in fact, the Volturno river is the longest and most extensive waterway in all of
southern Italy, or the lake of Falciano and the protected Mediterranean belt that runs along the entire
Domitian Coast. , which is under protection from the Ente Riserve Farm, on the coast is also the Oasis
of the Variconi Castel Volturno protected by the international convention of Ramsar, making this area
one of the few wetlands originating in Campania, essential for the ecosystem and for the migration of
the birds. The territory of the province of Caserta, which also contains part of the historic Terra di
Lavoro, in the XXVIII for its landscape prerogatives was considered by travelers (artists and literary)
the Mediterranean garden.
Besides the numerous riches, in this territory there are also numerous architectural and landscape
emergencies including Caserta Vecchia, the Royal Site of Carditello, Aversa, Sessa Aurunca, Calvi
Risorta and many others, making it so vulnerable and full of criticality. [2]

Fig. 4: The province of Caserta: administrative reality

The representation of the territory of the Province of Caserta and the consequent deep knowledge of
the same has been made possible thanks to the use of the Open tools. These tools have identified a
real pool of information based on the accessibility and usability of the data or software in a shared
way, allowing to combine different data, to create a better product-service, updated on the date and
containing inside it, an ever-increasing amount of information.
The Open platforms today represent the new frontier for knowledge, in fact with these the compatibility
between the different tools and the different contents is expressed, allowing anyone to access, use,
acquire, modify and freely share data and software on platform free-download.

1.4 Target
The main objective of the GIS OPEN integrated digital platform is to have a georeferred database
available that can be easily accessed, modified, and enriched with a series of tools to enable analysis
and processing. To meet these needs it is necessary that the system is equipped with suitable
hardware and, at the same time, software able to guarantee the control and implementation of
different operations concerning: the retrieval of data, the entry of data in the archive, the structuring
and the storage of information, the consultation and updating of the geometric and alphanumeric
database, the processing and analysis of data selected by the operator, the display and production of
output data and finally the creation of customized thematic maps for a specific purpose established by
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the operator. For the present study we chose to use the open source Quantum-Gis platform. This
open source GIS software is divided into several modules or consists of several integrated tools that
allow you to perform a series of functions including the possibility of using programming languages to
remedy any specific situations not covered in the design phase. The identification of green areas and
built-up areas was carried out to update digital cartography. The recognition of natural, semi-natural or
artificial areas is the first step to get to know the territory and its future management. To obtain this
update, the visual analysis of the orthophoto and of the satellite image is started, crossing these with
the vegetation and building layers coming from the CTR. The green zones and built-up areas have
been increased through the design of new polygons within the corresponding layers; while the gray
areas (destined in this project to appropriate roles) were obtained from the difference between these
two cognitive layers. The result of these analysis actions intersected with the CLC and with the Land
Use Card of the PTCP, has returned as a final product multiple thematic maps, which synthetically
gave a faithful reading of the current state of the places, starting point for each hypothesis of
construction of future scenarios. This was made possible thanks to the definition of the geometrymultiscale layer, a methodology that allows to investigate the reality from the territorial scale to the
architectural artifact, regardless of its dating. This type of analysis aims to build a plot of elements of
different nature and dating, a fundamental basis for planning and territorial management processes.
All the work of this research was based on a multidisciplinary methodology, which allowed the
integration of different skills and technologies. The Layers coming from the CTR were subsequently
intersected with the data already defined by the various local government bodies, which made
available multiple levels of information belonging to different territorial scales; the result from these
system actions is represented by a searchable, updated and always implementable database. The
first step in knowing a territory is to observe it in its entirety, to know the relationship between the
parties and to communicate the parts with the whole.

1.5 Discussion and Conclusion
Of fundamental importance for a complete analysis and the relative implementation of data, it is the
use of territorial governance tools that intervene on a different scale, such as CTR, the Land Use Card
present in the PTCP, which intervenes in provincial scale and of the Corine Land Cover Card which
instead intervenes on National scales. These tools have the task of indicating the correct direction to
follow for the knowledge, discretization, safeguarding, thematization and governance of the territory.
Unfortunately, their not frequent updating creates inconsistencies between the state of affairs and the
urban instrument used. It was decided to use different urban planning tools to have a ground coverage
both from a physical and temporal point of view, and to compare similarities and discrepancies given
by the classification of the elements present in the territory with respect to the different instruments.
Therefore, we have come to the conclusion that, in order to compensate for these discrepancies due
to bureaucratic red tape, we need to cross the different tools made available to us by public bodies, so
that every "Plan, Charter, Norma" goes to eliminate or in any case to reduce the shortcomings of each
other, in such a way as to have an overall and multi-temporal view of the territory, fundamental for the
government policies aimed at forecasting future modifications of the investigated sites. Therefore one
of the main themes of land use papers is the transformation of the soil from a natural use to a semiartificial or artificial one. These changes, in addition to determining the loss of fertile soil, cause further
negative impacts on the environment, such as the fragmentation of the territory, reduction of
biodiversity, alterations in the hydrogeological cycle and microclimatic changes. Furthermore, the
diffusion of urban areas and related infrastructures is identified, determining the increase in transport
needs and the relative consumption of energy, with a consequent increase in noise pollution,
emissions of atmospheric pollution and greenhouse gases. [4]
To this end, a project has been set up on the G.I.S. platform, where the ancillary data have been
included, retrieved from the online databases provided by the institutions and the region. The G.I.S. It
is customary for GIS projects to handle a lot of data of different nature (vector, raster, text files, WMS,
DEM, DTS), so you can easily get confused and lose track of the data you have available; for this
reason it is advisable that before tackling any kind of analysis and elaboration it is necessary to
structure a project that has as its characterizing element the order and the sectorialization; basis
necessary for a proper multidimensional analysis of the territory. The operation of data entry in the
archive consists in introducing into the system a multiple series of data that may already be in digital
format or otherwise request the realization of the digitization process. Regarding the geographic data
not provided on digital support, we proceed according to the rules of numerical cartography, ie
carrying out the vectorialization or scanning of already existing maps, or elaborating photogrammetric
or satellite images, or exploiting the data coming from topographical surveys photogrammetric. The
files produced will be of vector or raster type. The attributes associated to the different layers, if not yet
in digital format, will be entered from the keyboard or using more sophisticated tools such as readers
and optical interpreters (Optical Character Recorders, OCRs) that allow to digitize the text documents
on paper through the scan operation and subsequent recognition of alphanumeric characters. After
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having produced the files related to the cartography in raster format or in vector format, it is necessary
to verify the geometrical correctness of the representation and to possibly operate a transformation of
the coordinates. The structuring and storing of information takes place through the use of the raster or
vector format for geometric data and through the construction of a database (hierarchical, reticular,
relational) for the attributes. The use of object models allows the integration between two different
types of data.
Consultation and updating of the geometric and alphanumeric database requires a series of functions
that can be summarized: database query mainly through SQL language, automatic calculation of
geometric data such as distances, areas and volumes, calculation of statistical parameters on both
graphic data on alphanumeric data and finally the interactive or procedural modification of geometric
data and attributes. Processing and analysis operations are carried out through the application of
algorithms and the interface with mathematical models, such as simulation. For the information
visualization the software must guarantee some functions that allow to assign and modify in an
interactive way the parameters of representation (resolution, zoom), and to superimpose the
information levels (layers); for the output data output must be allowed to export according to standard
interchange formats there is no graphic output on peripheral devices. It is now necessary to detail the
second phase of the present research, which focuses on the geoprocessing of open data found on the
various widely-used portals. The term geoprocessing means the processing of existing data sets and /
or the generation of new datasets, through the application of analytical functions based on spatial
relations, three geographical objects. Geographic datasets can represent raw measurements such as
satellite images, information interpreted and compiled by speakers such as soil types, buildings,
buildings or information derived from other data sources that use analysis and modeling algorithms.
The platform used QuantumGis includes a rich set of tools for working and processing geographical
information; these can be used to operate on all the objects of a Gis, from datasets to cartographic
elements related to the maps to be printed, to columns of the attribute tables and so on. These
features, together with the objects contained within the geodatabase, form the basis for a rich and
powerful geoprocessing structure. A tool (geoprocessing tool), applies an operation to pre-existing
data and produces new ones; the geoprocessing structure of QGis, allows to put together the
sequence of such operations. Designing and implementing a sequence of operations allows the
creation of a processing model (process); these models are used to manage in an automated way
most of the spatial elaborations in the GIS environment.
The territory in fact must be understood as a synthesis of the various natural and anthropic aspects in
a transversal and multidisciplinary systemic conception; the reality of the Province of Caserta
becomes a segment of the broader concept of natural, cultural and constructed good, in this
perspective, it becomes good to be read and discretized in its completeness and its dynamic of
transformation. The discretization of the territory in its parts and in its first elements constitutes the
essential foundation for every hypothesis of construction of a data base. According to Rosaria Parente
the Design and survey are fundamental for the discretization of territory and have the value of
evidence renovationing the formal identity, and where the surfaces and elements of the artefact have
been lost, proprose again forms, technologies and materials derived from the chart of the constructive
tradition of buildings of the same period with the dictated integrations to provide such a safety as to
avoid breaks down for calamitous events that may occur in the future or to ensure that there is no lost
of elements characterizing the type of the building. [5] The same method is useful for the territory; in
fact it was therefore appropriate to analyze the differences of each element within a general field and
then identify the different elements, pushing to the limit of minimum units of meaning, to be included in
a structure organized according to flexible and interrelated paths. such as to allow multiple reading
itineraries. This indicated the need to introduce into storage systems, alongside quantitative and
identifying data, also data related to the formal qualities of the territory, capable of explaining the
conformation of the parts, in relation to a reading of the constituent characters of reality and its first
elements. The territory understood as a complex system of relationships has been proposed as a field
of experimentation and a place for in-depth analysis and reflections articulated on different levels of
knowledge. Investigating the valences and identifying the constitutive features that characterize the
whole, dissociating and reconstituting the parts, is an operation that has been conducted within a
global cognitive structure that has allowed specific focuses on appropriately interrelated themes.
There are no periods in history; but there are traces that serve to construct the indicative paradigm of
the province of Caserta.
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Abstract

This paper highlight how important it is to deal the representation with aesthetic
morphology; representation must recover value cognitive tracing an integral
polysensoriality. The relationship between aesthetics and biology, which links the
essential de- stiny between observer/surveyer and objects, artif*cts, nature and living
forms, in a sense of ecological aesthetics implies an approach on the value of
measurement data. The discipline of Drawing, therefore, that embraces other
knowledge such as history for the connotation of the sources and the restoration for
the aspects related to the resilience, in dealing with the aspects of the relationships
between technology and knowledge can not regardless of asynaesthetic and ethical
perception. The indicative paradigm to which I refer in this seat, takes up the need to
identify integrated paths in the lives of men. Extending to the Architecture and Design
what was affirmed by Elisabetta di Stefano in Art, Nature, Daily Life and New
Technologies, that every form of artistic production or construction of artifacts,
“without losing the sense of natural laws, recover the foundations ethics of the
concept of decorum. This principle has found application several times, particularly in
Architecture, constituting a principle of ethical measure, as well as natural, on which
to base beauty”. The new software of Representation that enter the body of
physicality, extending also to the invisible, the point of view of the Researcher
requires an ethical responsability in relation to the use of biotechnological
technologies. The product of representation must show an ethic of form and beauty
takes on the value of the form of knowledge, quoting Baumgarten Beauty is
materialized with the perfection of sensible knowledge.
Keywords: Drawing, design, BIM,

1.

“Drawing with the hand that follows the mind”

This paper highlight how important it is to deal the representation with aesthetic
morphology; representation must recover value cognitive tracing an integral
polysensoriality. This is a conceptual but also physical extension because if you can
“entry” in the interior, in the body of objects, of Architecture and controlling it hic et
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nunc but also in evolving, you can monitor the internal state with environmental
influences and possible formal changes during the time.
Carmine Gambardella emphasizes how the Architects, the Topographical Surveyors
of the territory, the anatomist sectional Designers have always had the ambition to
obtain and realize a dynamic and not static representation. You can think to Vesalio,
Berengario da Carpi that in the past tryed to realize this ambition.
The Beauty is fully connoted in all its consistency and not in its fallacious
appearance.
The sketch as a preliminary survey that privileges the hand that follows the gaze is
accompanied by the Drawing of the hand that follows the mind with the use of
technological tools that allow to give a critical and design vision at the same time.
In fact, the work of the designer, beyond the utopian performances, has unite in
itinere the two ways of drawing described above in the process of invention and
construction of the project.
Now, the technological innovation that allows us to enter in the interior, in the body of
architecture highlight an important difference in the construction of the new and in the
restoration of the historical building.
In the design process and in the construction of the new it is possible ex ante to
determine the composition of the materials, the knowledge, the networks, the
behaviors and the responses to the climatic, environmental, seismic conditions or
place in the body of the building sensors that record and provide in itinere,
monitoring, data for organized maintenance.

Fig. 1: Leonardo da Vinci, Plan for the square fortification, ca. 1500-1505 drawing ink pen, Milano,
Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Codice Atlantico
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2.

Restoration project: retrace the material/immaterial value

In the restoration of the historical building, the activity of the observer / surveyor must
retrace, through the Drawing, the project or the modification projects, if it is in the
presence of objects stratified over time. More than a restoration project, this is a
design that has to retrace the values and the material and immaterial culture that
made up the physicality of the artefact, actualizing it today and, to quote Cesare
Brandi, considering all the precautions for its transmissibility to future generations. To
better understand the significance of actualizing the restoration project of the
historical building, I consider it useful to refer to a paradigmatic example such as the
seismic behavior of buildings and monuments, moreover in a national context, such
as our country, so rich in cultural heritage and monuments declared by Unesco world
heritage of humanity. The new software of Representation that enter the body of
physicality, extending also to the invisible, the point of view of the Researcher
requires an ethical responsability in relation to the use of biotechnological
technologies. The product of representation must show an ethic of form and beauty
takes on the value of the form of knowledge, quoting Baumgarten Beauty is
materialized with the perfection of sensible knowledge.

Fig. 2: Leonardo da Vinci, particular of the Plan for the square fortification, ca. 1500-1505 drawing ink
pen, Milano, Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Codice Atlantico
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Fig. 2: Carmine Gambardella, sketch for preliminary survey of San Giovanni in Carbonara
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Fig. 4: Leonardo da Vinci, View of the chest and female abdomen organs; vascular system, ca. 1508. Pen, china
sepia; yellow watercolor and traces of black and pink pencil on ocher watercolor paper; drilled for transposition,
Windsor Castle, Royal Library
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Fig. 5: Carmine Gambardella, sketch for preliminary survey of San Giovanni in Carbonara
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2. From BIM to HBIM
The representation technologies that collaborate in the activity of Drawing / Survey
entering in the body itself of the artifacts, characterize them and define them with a
knowledge of countless data, integrals of data deriving from the skills that extract
them from historical and documentary sources, immaterial , from material and
physical data, to create models of augmented reality in relation to seismic responses.
In particular thank to BIM (Building Innovation Modeling) process, born for the new
built, it is possible to create a database of "knowledge". With BIM it is possible plan
every phase of the cycle of life of a new building but also of the ancient building; if
you consider the new life of the ancient buildng in the action of the restoration.
In fact, the new frontier of BIM is the HBIM because the project is "retraced" witk the
task to emerge the stratification of architecture and to consider also the relation with
the landscape, the culture and the history of the place.
Thi is possible thanks to the technologies and software, prosthesis and utility of the
designer that offer the guarantees of reliability and transmissibility of the product of
the mind and the intelligence.
In this paper, you can see the case study of the Abbey of S. Lorenzo ad Septimum in
Aversa that is the officers of the Department of Architecture and Industrial Design of
the University of Campania.
The work was carried out by Benecon Scarl with the Scientific Coordinator Prof.
Carmine Gambardella; the work is the occasion to think about a renewed project of
Humanism based on skills to protect, regenerate the beauty of our heritage, which
creates security and consolidated work. This is the ethical value that springs from a
sense of government in the practice of representation that manifests itself in the
Drawing / Project.

Fig. 6: Complex of San Lorenzo in Septimum, three-dimensional representation of the cloister. BIM by Benecon
Scarl, Scientific Coordinator of Project Prof. Carmine Gambardella
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In conclusion:
“science can not be prevented from doing what it can. The problem then becomes
that of the measure that should not be sought in the principles formulated when
nature was unmodifiable but in that Aristotelian indication that, in the absence of
general principles, makes it possible to take decisions examining case by case.
Aristotle calls this capacity phronesis, which we usually translate with wisdom,
prudence, and elevates it to the regulative principle of praxis, because decisions and
behaviors are in continuous evolution, and this even more so in the presence of
scientific happening. All that remains is to rely on the good use of reason, because
this is the human condition to be reconciled with our other indispensable need which
is the need for knowledge (U. Galimberti).

Fig. 7: Complex of San Lorenzo in Septimum, iinternal view. BIM by Benecon scarl, Scientific Coordinator of
Project Prof. Carmine Gambardella
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Fig. 8: Complex of San Lorenzo in Septimum, rendering of internal view. BIM by Benecon Scarl, Scientific
Coordinator of Project Prof. Carmine Gambardella

Fig. 9: Complex of San Lorenzo in Septimum, rendering of the south side from the garden. BIM by Benecon
Scarl, Scientific Coordinator of Project Prof. Carmine Gambardella
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Abstract
The issue of representation, always strong in the field of restitution of the already done and to do, takes
on further meanings today. The modern information technologies, the complexity of the built and the
fundamental role of maintenance of the artifact, have created the basis for an evolution of the discipline
such as to make the design, or model, no longer a simple communicator but a container of information
resulting from knowledge and skills of the researcher/ designer / inquirer. The paper focuses on the
experience of the representation of the existing and the subtle relationship between the potential of the
software and those of the researcher / modeler by showing the parametric model example of a lowarched double-shutter window belonging to the seventeenth-century module of the monastery of San
Lorenzo ad Septimum of Aversa, home of the current Department of Architecture of the University of
Campania. The survey and representation project is being carried out in collaboration with the Regional
research center Benecon Scarl and directed by Professor Carmine Gambardella, UNESCO CHAIR on
LANDSCAPE CULTURAL HERITAGE and TERRITORIAL GOVERNANCE, being part of his research
work based on the multidisciplinary knowledge of the built heritage.
Keywords: representation, HBim, digital model, survey

1. The role of representation in architectural survey
Representation and design (understood as management of complexity) are the means by which the
observer investigates and acquires knowledge of the object. The object that does not speak unless
questioned by a cultured investigator with whom it creates an inescapable link. Whatever the time, place
or instrumentation at the moment of acquisition of the data, the principle for which it is "the hand that
follows the mind"1 remains unchanged, through the media of the eyes. All the rest are just appendices
useful to the researcher for the acquisition of a knowledge that initially two-dimensional, through the
contribution and the theorization of great masters of the history of architecture, comes to cross the third
dimension, the axis of the z that adds to the abscissas and the ordinates, since it begins to enter the
object's body until it reaches what is defined as multidimensionality, ie when the object is discretized
and managed in its complexity in order to implement its value as a collective asset.
In the overview of contemporary technological development, the current tools become the "prostheses"
which the hand, always guided by the mind, uses for a visible and invisible knowledge, between inner
space and external space of the object's body. Once the superficial and glazed reproduction phase of
the investigated body was over, reproduced through static models and renderings, the potentials of the
hardware and software tools were developed to develop dynamic models capable of managing the
tangible and intangible information acquired for the management and maintenance of the asset up to
possible modifications.
The representation and the drawing with the aid of the tools of technological innovation allow a renewed
theatrum machinarum, as when Leonardo's drawings, which investigated the territory, the architecture,
the human body, not only represented the proposition of problems but also the solution he proposed to
overcome them. The era of knowledge does not only express the extraordinary capacity for
accumulation of knowledge that distinguishes humanity today but the ability to integrate the different
properties of knowledge with the intentions, ideas and dreams of men to generate new knowledge at a
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speed and an unprecedented magnitude. Therefore, it should be traced in the practice of drawing the
difference between nature and artifact: only in the artifact is it always possible to retrace the project.
The virtual model and the echo of reality allow us to govern the event that can no longer be controlled
by the geometrical law alone, but by a series of added knowledge and values. A few years have passed
since the performance was performed at the drawing board and with the tools proper to the culture of
which the technigraph was an expression. Today it would be improper to use graphic software in the
same way as those tools and to transfer on the monitor what can be represented on the table. The
assisted drawing operation would not be innovative if we do not attribute further meanings to the point,
if we do not give it a multidimensional connotation. In fact, if we had to deal with the theme of drawing
through the contributions of the current technology, for example using laser scanner tools that are able
to represent precise images below the sea line, terrestrial and territories from the sky, we have to
immediately ask ourselves if this technology allows us more quickly to detect the built, to record with
great accuracy the shape of the mass, according to a full Cartesian vision of the matter, or can assume
a role that we could define as technological prosthesis that increases the potential of the one who draws.
The characteristics of a coherent restitution, perfectly accessible and measurable in all its parts, make
the digital model an instrument of extraordinary effectiveness for documentation, dissemination, analysis
and design, in wider term and in the sector of cultural heritage.
The new ways of surveying not only undermine the old practices and do not accelerate measuring or
representation operations with more effective instruments: they completely change the opportunities to
do and, consequently, also those to see the architecture, evaluate the forms and the compositional
assumptions that motivate them.
At the same time as the methodologies of information collection are developed those of re-elaboration
of the same, for which the concept of data restitution evolves and the technological advances in the field
of three-dimensional modeling are exploited in order to achieve a result that fully reflects the concept
representation of "our" time.
The concept of platform / software for the acquisition, consultation and constant monitoring of
information on the building that takes the name of Building Information Model is spreading and with it
the birth of a new binomial that combines the potential of BIM with the opportunities offered by the digital
survey: Heritage Building Information Model (HBIM).

1.2 Design and technology
"We continue to think of the technique as a 'tool' at our disposal, while the technique has become the
'environment' that surrounds us and constitutes us according to those rules of rationality that, measuring
only on the criteria of functionality and efficiency, they do not hesitate to subordinate the needs of man
to the needs of the technical apparatus"2 Galimberti then asks himself: does technology have the power
to coerce man?
The ability of the designer is to govern the technologies, managing them in order to use their potential
and know the limits through experimentation and research.
The evolution and diffusion of BIM is nothing more than the answer to the definition of a new approach
to the design and management of increasingly complex built heritage in the form of its components and
in the coordination of contributions and collaboration between the various specialists in different sectors.
The subject becomes even more complex when the scholars, designers and surveyors have exploited
the potential of BIM software, born especially to meet the needs of the new construction, to return,
collect, catalog, group the complex information associated with ancient works belonging to the historicalarchaeological heritage and manage in terms of maintenance, restoration, energy efficiency,
management of related services, optimization of spaces, etc.
"The management of information related to the creation of a parametric model concerning a building
belonging to the existing architectural heritage requires reflection. Compared to a new building, an
existing building often has geometric dimensional features that are not easily adapted to modeling from
standardized objects that contain architectural, structural, energetic characteristics, etc."3
Since parametric modeling implies that each element of the model is an object rich in not only geometric
information, it is necessary to establish a priori the level of detail that has to be achieved and to elaborate
upstream a strategy of approach.
Recent studies try to automate the process of generating a three-dimensional model from the point cloud
acquired from laser scans. Despite the first attempts, the results are always approximate and the
approach of the modeler / investigator in the definition of the project is still essential.
"One of the biggest challenges we face today is the process of conversion from point cloud to BIM,
which often takes a lot of time. Since a point cloud model contains only geometric information, its
conversion means not only recreating the geometric vector-based model, but also creating BIM
metadata from scratch, which can be a huge time and cost challenge. "4
N. Hichri a, b, *, C. Stefani b, L. De Luca b, P. Veron a, G. Hamon, in a scientific paper identify four
types of BIM approach to the "as-built":
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- EURISTIC APPROACH.
Based on the segmentation of the scene in which doors and windows are always inserted into a type of
wall, the roofs are "hierarchically" above the walls. Walls and roofs can be divided according to their
inclination. According to this classification work, an algorithm can then select and extract the windows
from the wall, through a series of steps, starting from the segmentation to the definition of constraints
(position, size, type, direction) to arrive at the identification by the use of a heuristic table.
- CONTEX BASED APPROACH
Use the relationships between the components. A first phase of voxelization allows to codify the input
data of point clouds and transforms them into a voxel structure to minimize the density of point variations.
It then detects planar patches by combining neighboring points using a regional growth method. These
patches will be classified according to their contextual relationships. For example, in the case of planar
patches adjacent to the floor at the bottom and at the ceiling to the top, it is more likely to correspond to
a wall rather than another encumbrance. At the end, a patch intersection job allows the removal of
encumbrances.
- PREVENTIVE KNOWLEDGE BASE APPROACH
It follows the principle of detecting the differences between the conditions of the "as-built" and "asdesigned". In this type of approach, the problem of recognition is reduced to a simple problem of
adaptation or correspondence between the entities of the scene and the point cloud. This type of
approach is used by (Yue et al., 2006) to detect construction defects in some sites.
- ONTOLOGICAL APPROACH
Based on ontologies. This method introduced by (Hmida et al., 2012), which is based on the anthology
of knowledge inspired by the semantic web model, uses an a priori knowledge of objects and
environment. This knowledge is extracted from databases, CAD drawings, GIS, technical reports or
specialized knowledge belonging to particular fields. Therefore, this knowledge forms the basis of a
selective detection based on knowledge and recognition of objects in point clouds. In this scenario, the
knowledge of these objects must include detailed information on the geometry of the structure of the
object, 3D algorithms, etc.
The automatic conversion process is therefore still complex and far from achieving the same result
obtained by a traditional modeling. Just as we are still far from a model faithful to the mesh extracted
from the survey and the point cloud. In fact, the BIM software currently on the market, conceived and
developed for the design of the new, do not have the necessary tools to represent the irregularities of
the surfaces detected, so the most complex role of the modeler is precisely the decision of the
idealization level in the conversion process from the point cloud to the parametric model. And what is
the maximum threshold of idealization to which one can push? Point clouds contain an infinity of details
that often exceed even the most advanced LODs. Reproduction of these elements may require many
hours of work, so an analysis is necessary upstream of the objectives for which the model is being
developed in order to define a level of simplification in the conversion process.
"There are various commercial available solutions (for example, ClearEdge3D®, Kubit®, Geomagic®,
Leica Cyclone®, Bentley Decartes®, LFM®, etc.) to automate some of the form recognition and
modeling processes, but are currently limited to simple shapes and geometric objects (eg rectangular
windows and doors and circular straight pipes). Complex geometric shapes and objects commonly
found in construction, such as an open network of beams and the facade of the building based on
computational curves, would still require manual modeling efforts. With the continuous progress in the
field of computerized vision research, this challenge should be gradually improved with the availability
of increasingly automatic tools for recognition and shape shaping. " 4

2. Parametric modelling of architectural components
The preferential roads, especially in the field of cultural heritage, remain those of direct and parametric
modeling. Through direct modeling, the point cloud imported into the software is sectioned to derive the
profiles from which to derive the object construction NURBS.
Usually the created object can be imported into the BIM software, but as a form or mass, depending on
the software. These are therefore elements on which one can then intervene relatively, since they can
no longer be completely modified or stratified. You can assign a single material to an imported object
and associate information in the form of data. For this reason it is a solution that works for complex
single material components, in most cases decorative elements, or to create complex subtraction solid
to parametric geometries.
"The modeling time in this approach depends mainly on the number of sections to be vectorized and on
the complexity of the object. In fact, it is necessary to extract as many slices as there are different
profiles: by modeling a complex object with this method, it takes a long time to realize an accurate
model, because of the greater number of horizontal and vertical sections needed. The creation of 3D
surfaces requires different steps and commands from the user and can be very complicated: for all these
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reasons, today direct modeling is a "bottleneck" in the survey topographic field. At the end of the
workflow the element is unique, so if there are similar parts in the building, the model can hardly be
adapted to these. This is mounted on those data collected and for this reason, similar components
require starting the modeling from the first step." 5

Fig. 1: Example of extraction of the generating lines from the meshes generated by a point cloud for the redesign
of a complex vault

For the reasons listed above, a parametric approach is preferable. This approach allows working with
pre-set models that can be modified at any stage of the process by entering parameters. Although this
technique is used more in the construction of new buildings rather than in the restitution of existing ones,
it has a strong potential in this field, especially in the case of the identification of a type of element that
repeats itself in geometry but not in dimensions.
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In this case, creating a parametric model of the same, identifying the compositional elements that
change and making them therefore modifiable parameters, allows to avoid that long process of threedimensional reconstruction of the object from time to time. This type of object-oriented modeling allows
you to create a pre-built library of building components useful in BIM. This is accompanied by the
generative parametric modeling, classic of grasshopper and dynamo, used for the creation of highly
complex shapes with irregular geometries. As highlighted above, object-oriented modeling essentially
refers to BIM work based on the use of standard construction elements in the field of new constructions.
When instead we refer to the field of Cultural Heritage we must take into account their uniqueness.
Recently the BIM software have increased this aspect, improving the functionality in the management
of the point cloud without the need for additional plug-ins and the possibility to assign specific information
also to the individual points of the modeled element. The ideal condition provided by this type of
modeling is the possibility of modeling an element and repeating it by changing only the parameters and
automatically adjusting the shape without starting again from the cloud.
To create a parametric object means first of all to establish the LOD (Level of Detail), that is "how it will
appear in the different views, how much detail will have to be modeled, where the insertion point should
be placed and consequently formalize the relationships that the new element could have with
neighboring objects once placed in place "6
In Revit specific case, to facilitate this decision-making process, the program identifies three different
types of object families:
- System families (walls, doors, windows, floors ...)
- Families in place (local), specific for the single project and not reusable for other jobs
- Standard components, that is the most common families that are created in external files of extension
.RFA
The creation of an external family is useful in the moment in which a type of architectural component is
identified in the survey, although repeating itself, it varies in size, thickness and sometimes even
finishes. The level of detail defined allows to establish a priori the components to be modeled and the
possible simplification of the geometry.
In the case in question, the parameterization of an arched transom double-leaf window has been chosen
to represent the main structural elements of the frame, with a linear and schematic geometry, since the
ultimate goal of the global model in which this object will be inserted is the conservative-maintenance
one.
"When starting the construction of a custom family, it is always a good idea to start with the tracing of
lines and reference planes of the base element, since the next detail drawing can foresee the association
of each line defined to these lines and plans, through the attribution of a “label” that in fact will be the
parameter that will govern that dimension within the object. The criteria according to which the
parameters are hierarchically influenced by each other are applied by the Revit engine, leading to not
too sporadic situations where the variational parameters are not always manageable in cascade as one
would like, due to the autonomous choices of the program core”6.
The parametric design is therefore based on the relationship that is created between the drawn
geometry and the so-called constraints. The constraints can be:
- Geometric: that control the mutual position of objects
- Dimensionals: which control the distance, length, angle and radius values of the objects
Constraining therefore means to give geometric or dimensional rules to the geometries drawn, so that
following changes in position or dimension, these are updated in a manner consistent with the intentions
of the designer.
The greatest difficulty is in paying attention to the constraints inserted and the degrees of freedom
removed. It is always better to first insert the geometric constraints and then the dimensional ones
starting from the larger dimensions, ending with the minor dimensions so as to ensure that the geometry
remains more stable.

2.1 Application example of a low-arched window
The case in question is the parametric representation of a low-arched double-shutter window belonging
to the seventeenth-century module of the monastery of San Lorenzo ad Septimum of Aversa, home of
the current Department of Architecture of the University of Campania.
The architectural component in question is repeated in various parts of the monastic body, varying
slightly in the dimensions of the frame and subframe, radius of the arched transom, number and size of
the horizontal posts. The goal achieved was to represent a simplified basic model that can be modified
in all the variations identified to be included in the project, avoiding to draw the window each time in
each case. The point cloud generated by the laser scanner survey campaign has been reworked to
extract the meshes and related sections of the architectural component. By associating the photos and
the measurements on the field to this survey, all the information necessary to generate the model is
obtained.
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Fig. 2: internal and external image of the arched window

Fig. 3: Processing of point cloud scanning acquired with laser scanner with JRC Reconstructor software

Drawing a geometrically modifiable object means first of all knowing the constructive rules and therefore
the formulas that are at the base of that particular form, since it is only by intervening on those rules that
the software will be able to generate shape variations.
In the case in question, the lowered arc must therefore have the parametric radius, as well as the
dimensions of the upper arc, including the thickness. Materials and dimensions of each component as
much as possible customizable.
Revit provides a category library for creating parametric objects, in this case we chose to work with the
metric window model .rft
The choice of the category is important so that the created object can then be computed, filtered and
represented correctly. The difficulty of an object containing a curved part is that the definition of the
parameters does not only bind to a linear dimension; in this case, in fact, geometrical and trigonometric
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formulas and rules come into play for the operation of the variation of the geometry as the parameters
change.

Fig. 4: Mesh drawn from the cloud of points of the six hundredth stair body of the Benedictine complex
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Fig. 5: On the left imagine colors captured and processed by the laser scanner, to the right mesh obtained from the
point cloud

The components of the bow come into play: "rope" and "arrow" that will be associated with reference
planes then placed in relation to each other through the parameter formulas.
Once the values of the sine, cosine, radius and angle have been defined, we obtain the formula that
supplies the value of the arrow according to the radius, so that when the latter changes it will also vary.
Arrow = Radius - Radius * cos (asin (Width / 2 / Radius))
This same procedure must be applied according to a hierarchical order, to the hole in the wall that will
house the window, and then to the subframe and the frame of the object, together with the linear
reference planes that define the dimensions of the various elements.
The more complex the geometry to be reproduced, the more difficult the parameterization will be, since
all the parameters are placed in relation to each other, the variation of one implies the chained
modification of the others, and very often the program generates errors. Reproducing a window frame
and curved moldings is possible, but advisable in modeling an object not subject to variation in size of
those geometries, obviously the purpose for which the model is intended will determine the procedural
choice. In the case in question, since the final objective is the realization of a parametric model for the
monitoring and maintenance of the asset, it was sufficient a simplification of the object, obviously
composed of all its construction elements, to which then obviously associate two-dimensional
representation drawings of the window.
The road to the faithful restitution of an existing good in the BIM platform is still long and to be perfected
as there are still many simplifications necessary in the return process. In any case, the great utility of
gathering all the information related to that object into one implementable platform remains the same,
as well as being able to manage the data and all the interventions.
---

Fig. 6: Modeling and parameterization screen of a revit family

The speed with which the manufacturers of BIM software have responded to the needs of data
management, such as the reading of point clouds, gives hope that together with the design
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experiences that are being carried out in recent years in the field of HBIM soon functions will be
implemented facilitating the work of researchers / modelers.

Fig. 7: The image shows the final reference planes and the labels defined for the parameterization of the window
in question

Fig. 8: The image shows the insertion of the parametric object into the final model
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Abstract
The paper aims to briefly represent the main urban regeneration in the principal cities of Netherlands:
Amsterdam and Rotterdam. These historic urban settlements changed in the last decades due to
innovative projects of contemporary architectures, which were integrated in the cultural landscape,
improving quality of life and tourism appeal. In the cities great architects and studios as Rietveld,
Foster, Piano, Mecanoo, and MVRDV designed the new shape of their skylines transforming these in
capital of the European contemporary architecture. The method for the critical reading for the
relationship between historical and modern architectures and landscape is linked to the principles of
multi-criteria and multidisciplinary analysis theorized by Carmine Gambardella [1]. „The defence line of
Amsterdam‟ and the „Seventeenth-Century Canal Ring Area of Amsterdam inside the Singelgracht‟
are the UNESCO World Heritage properties of Amsterdam. Moreover the city is characterized by
impressing architectures such as the NEMO Science Museum by Renzo Piano, WoZoCo complex by
MVRDV, and Borneo-Sporenburg (Masterplan West 8). In this residential neighborhood, it is possible
to observe the singular scenery of suburban houses inserted in an urban context, surrounded by
water. Rotterdam rebuilt on the innovative master-plan in the Southern part of the city is a symbol of
modern city. It is characterized by singular and original architectures like the Cube Houses (Piet Blom,
1984), and Rotterdam (MVRDV, 2014) and the Van Nellefabriek, which is UNESCO property.
Keywords: Representation, Design, Architecture, Cultural Heritage, Landscape, UNESCO

1. Amsterdam: integration of World Heritage properties and new urban icons
The city of Amsterdam is international recognized as a symbol of sustainable city in which historical
assets are integrated with contemporary architectures e new urban icons in the town‟s cultural
landscape. Representing cultural and landscape assets, for the author means, understanding the
material and intangible measures of the city, the territory and local community [2].
In this framework, and in line with the mentioned critical approach, Rosaria Parente states that the
knowledge process in the analysis of cultural, landscape and intangible assets must be supported by
modern technologies through a multidisciplinary approach, integrated with the historical matrix of the
places, in order to manage the territorial governance [3].
Amsteradam, first of all, is an historical city with two properties included in the UNESCO World
Heritage List: „The defence line of Amsterdam‟ and the „Seventeenth-Century Canal Ring Area of
Amsterdam inside the Singelgracht‟.
The Outstanding Universal Value of the first World Heritage property is clearly stated in the UNESCO
nomination file: „The Stelling van Amsterdam (Defence Line of Amsterdam) is a complete ring of
fortifications extending more than 135 km around the city of Amsterdam. Built between 1883 and
1920, the ring consists of an ingenious network of 45 forts, acting in concert with an intricate system of
dikes, sluices, canals and inundation polders, and is a major example of a fortification based on the
principle of temporary flooding of the land‟ [4].
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The forts of the Stelling are outstanding examples of an extensive integrated defense system of the
modern period which has survived intact and well conserved since it was created in the later 19th
century. It illustrates the transition from brick construction in the 19th century to the use of reinforced
concrete in the 20th century. This transition, with its experiments in the use of concrete and emphasis
on the use of unreinforced concrete, is an episode in the history of European architecture of which
material remains are only rarely preserved.
The Seventeenth-Century Canal Ring Area of Amsterdam inside the Singelgracht it is included in the
UNESCO List for the following Outstanding Universal Values (figure 1):
„The Amsterdam Canal District illustrates exemplary hydraulic and urban planning on a large scale
through the entirely artificial creation of a large-scale port city. The gabled facades are characteristic of
this middle-class environment, and the dwellings bear witness both to the city‟s enrichment through
maritime trade and the development of a humanist and tolerant culture linked to the Calvinist
Reformation. In the 17th and 18th centuries, Amsterdam was seen as the realization of the ideal city
that was used as a reference urban model for numerous projects for new cities around the world.
The Amsterdam Canal District represents an outstanding example of a built urban ensemble that
required and illustrates expertise in hydraulics, civil engineering, town planning, construction and
architectural knowhow. In the 17th century, it established the model for the entirely artificial „port city‟
as well as the type of Dutch single dwelling with its variety of façades and gables. The city is
testimony, at the highest level, to a significant period in the history of the modern world‟ [5].
Amsterdam is one of the few city in the world that has two World Heritage properties in its jurisdictional
jurisdiction. Anyway its cultural landscape did not prevent new urban settlements and architectures
which became benchmarks in the urban skyline during the last decades. Also, Amsterdam is a cultural
reference for all Europe and the planet for strategies of sustainable development, urban
transportation, management and development of cultural and landscape assets.

Fig. 1: „Seventeenth-Century Canal Ring Area of Amsterdam inside the Singelgracht‟ World Heritage property
Source: UNESCO World Heritage Centre. Site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone
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The author visited in august 2017 Amsterdam for research purposes and photographic survey. One of
the most interesting contemporary urban district is the Borneo Sporenburg (figures 2,3,4), which is
located in the former harbour area of the city. The municipality of Amsterdam and landscape architects
West 8 designed the urban plan for this residential neighbourhood with a housing density of 100
dwellings per hectare, most of which are ground accessed [6].
Two peninsulas in the eastern part of the Amsterdam docks, were to be exploited for water-related
activities, as well as 2500 low-rise dwelling units, with a density of 100 units per hectare. For a new
interpretation of the traditional Dutch canal house, West 8 suggested new types of three-storey,
ground-accessed houses deviating from the usual terraced house in being strongly oriented to the
private realm by incorporating patios and roof gardens. By repeating this type in a great variety of
dwelling modes and with maximum architectural variation, an animated street elevation emerges with
a focus on the individual. At a larger scale, a delicately balanced relationship exists between the
repetition of the individual dwellings, the roof-scape and the great scale of the docks. Three immense
sculptural blocks take their place as landmarks in the vast expanse of houses [7].
The houses are placed on strips and have definite dimensions. All the houses have been rotated to
adapt to the shape of the peninsulas and to support the orientation of the prevailing buildings.
Three large residential buildings are located between the low dwellings. These were called
"meteorites", as if they had fallen from space even if they were actually carefully positioned on visual
axes that frame focal points of the surroundings [8].
The compact floor of West 8 leaves little room for green areas. However, the water, which surrounds
the peninsulas, is seen as a compensatory element, in fact the designers treat the „blue‟ as the
„green‟. An exception is the green strip in the Borneo district, whose strategic location allows the view,
on both sides, of the water and other islands.
Regarding soft mobility, West 8 has designed two bridges covering 90m of the Spoorweg basin
between the two peninsulas. The western bridge is used by pedestrians and cyclists while the one to
the east, with its curves, only by pedestrians. A third, more sober bridge connects the port entrance to
the Borneo district [9].

Fig. 2: Amsterdam, „Borneo-Sporenburg District (source: Masterplan West 8)

Fig. 3: Amsterdam, Borneo-Sporenburg District (Masterplan West 8)
Site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone
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Fig. 4: Amsterdam, Borneo-Sporenburg District (Masterplan West 8)
Site visit and photo in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone

Among the most interesting contemporary architectures in the city the author highlights: NEMO
Science Museum, the Conservatorium Van Amsterdam, the Bimhuis, the Museum of Cinema Eye,
and the WoZoCo complex.
Almost everyone recognizes the NEMO building (figure 5) as the striking, copper-green shape rising
high above Amsterdam‟s eastern docklands. Architect Renzo Piano had a clear vision for his design of
the NEMO building, with its very own piazza 22 meters above water level. The museum has its origins
in 1923, and is housed in a building designed by Piano since 1997. It contains five floors of hands-on
science exhibitions and is the largest science center in the Netherlands. It attracts annually over
500,000 visitors, which makes it the fifth most visited museum in the Netherlands.
The construction of NEMO presented to the architect a major challenge: the museum had to be built
on top of a tunnel. The curvature of the tunnel acted as a foundation and was also the inspiration for
the curved shape of the building itself. In a kind of mathematical mirror image of the traffic descending
into the tunnel, the architect designed a building that seems to rise out of the water.
However impressive NEMO‟s exterior and the view from its roof might be, inside the building is all
about the exhibitions and about immersing one in the wonders of science. The architect therefore
opted for a design that filters out any distractions. The staircase is designed for optimum orientation,
the walls are neutral grey and windows have been kept to a minimum to focus the concentration on
the exhibitions themselves. Renzo Piano refers to this concept as „the noble factory‟, a counterbalance
to the building‟s playful exterior [10].
Close to NEMO, the Conservatorium van Amsterdam (figure 6) is the largest music academy in the
Netherlands, offering programs in classical music, jazz, pop, early music, music education, and opera.

Fig. 5: Amsterdam, NEMO, Scientific Centre design by Renzo Piano
Site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone
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The Conservatorium van Amsterdam is located in a new building at the Oosterdokseiland near Central
Station, since April 21, 2008. The new building is centrally located in a cultural area, including the
'Muziekgebouw' with three concert halls for classical music and jazz, and the public library. Other
faculties of the Amsterdam University of the Arts (Amsterdamse Hogeschool voor de Kunsten in
Dutch) are within walking distance. This area a cultural district full of bars, restaurants cultural and
leisure activities.
The design of the Conservatorium, by Dutch architect Frits van Dongen, is based on the 'Engawa
model', the Japanese way of building, where the corridors are situated next to the outer walls of the
building and the concert halls, classrooms and study rooms, within. Large windows in the front
transmits sufficient daylight into the rooms. This building method is intended to enable students to
study without being disturbed, while corridors keep noises out [11].
The Bimhuis (figure 6), a really interesting building in the same area of the Conservatorium and close
to Central Station, is a concert hall for jazz and improvised music in Amsterdam. The Bimhuis was
founded in 1973. Since January 2005 it is housed in a new building at the Piet Heinkade 3, on the
southern bank of the IJ river, contributing to characterize as a music district.
On 4 April 2012, a new building on the northern bank of the IJ harbor in Amsterdam was inaugurated:
The EYE Museum of Cinema. The Viennese firm Delugan Meissl Associated Architects drew up a
spectacular design for the building, which has been enthusiastically received by the press and public
alike. EYE is the first major cultural institution to make the leap across the IJ. It strives to be the „house
of film‟, a modern museum full of many things to see and do, all of which are related to film. In addition
to the exhibitions and film screenings.
The building houses four modern cinemas: one with 315 seats, two with 130 seats, and one with 67
seats. There is plenty of space for exhibitions (1,180 m²), educational activities, and meetings. These
facilities are rounded off by workspaces, the basement, a shop, and a café-restaurant.
Situated in the privileged riverside area in the heart of Amsterdam, the Film Institute represents the
visual landmark of the new Amsterdam quarter. This development area extends over to the former
Shell Terrain on the opposite side of the river to the Amsterdam Central Station. As the international
oil company‟s former research centre, this area which is situated close to the city centre and along the
busy urban water vein held a sensitive function. It used to be an isolated wasteland, hermetically
secured and not accessible to the public.

Fig. 6: Amsterdam: Conservatorium Van Amsterdam, design by Frits van Dongen; Bimhuis
Site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone

Fig 7: Amsterdam, Museum of Cinema Eye, design by Roman Delugan ed Elke Delugan-Meissl
Site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone
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The Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam is one of the most popular museums in the world, attracting
visitors from every corner of the globe. It is constituted by two connected buildings: the principal
building designed by Gerrit Rietveld and opened in 1973, and the new wing designed by architect
Kisho Kurokawa, which works were completed in 1999. On 5 September 2015 the contemporary new
entrance was completed and it allows to connect with the two Museums of Rijksmuseum and
Stedelijk. The Museum houses the largest collection of works by Vincent van Gogh – more than 200
paintings, 500 drawings and 700 of his letters. With the expansion of the Van Gogh Museum in 1999,
then entirely refurbished in 2013, it is ensured a cutting-edge exhibition space for both the Van Gogh
works and the impressive temporary exhibitions. The new entrance of the Museum completed in 2015
provides a modern and attractive entry point that better caters to the large number of visitors. In recent
years the museum has also welcomed major exhibitions that showcased masterworks from Van
Gogh's peers, such as Gauguin, Munch, Malevich, Kandinsky and Vallotton.
The Van Gogh Museum is also the leading centre of Van Gogh research. The researchers study
Vincent‟s life and work in considerable depth, collect documentation on all his paintings and drawings,
and there is an extensive research library. The Van Gogh Museum shares the results of this work
through exhibitions, publications and lectures. The Van Gogh Museum Academy is a platform for
these scholarly activities in the field of Van Gogh studies.

Fig. 8: Amsterdam, Van Gogh Museum, site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone

One of the most interesting housing complex in Amsterdam is Wozoco (figures 9-10). This building
was the first housing complex realized by MVRDV. The client, a large housing corporation, wanted
100 units for elderly people with a gallery-type circulation. The units, however, did not fit the site in an
acceptable way, so MVRDV were invited to solve the problem. At the first meeting, a half-joking
solution whereby the houses that would not fit inside the gallery block were glued to the outer side of
the volume drew attention. The client saw the potential and so MVRDV makes it work.
The extravagant profile of Wozoco was born from one of the obstacles encountered during the project:
the regulatory plan of Cornelis Van Eesteren limited the number of apartments per block to 87 units,
and each client was promised good natural lighting. The client‟s request later changed to 100 units per
block. The 13 additional units were suspended in the boxes projecting from the main structure.
The Spartan gallery flat becomes acceptable. Each gallery is given a different perspective. By
changing window positions, balcony sizes and varying balcony materials, the different flats acquire
their own character. With the party walls constructed 8 cm thicker than structurally necessary (for
sound insulation,) it became possible to use this extra thickness for the connection of the cantilever
trusses without having to increase the weight of the load-bearing walls [12].

Fig. 9: Amsterdam, WoZoCo design by MVRDV, site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone
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Fig. 10: Amsterdam, WoZoCo design by MVRDV, site visit and photo in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone

2. Rotterdam: contemporary urban development and the UNESCO historical property
Rotterdam is located on the New Mosa (Nieuwe Maas), at its confluence with the Rotte River, which
gave its name to the city that is divided into two by the river. In addition to being an important industrial
and commercial center, Rotterdam is home of the prestigious Erasmus University, with the School of
Economics (1913) and Medicine (1970), numerous research institutes, academies, museums (famous
nautical ones: the Museum Maritime Prins Hendrik and the Marinier Museum) and libraries. The De
Doelen concert hall (1966) is famous in the world for its perfect acoustics. In 2001 it was the capital of
European culture. The oldest urban nucleus, almost entirely razed to the ground by bombing in 1940,
was rebuilt with a new, extensive urban and functional structure. The growth of the latter, after World
War II, was accompanied by a considerable extension of the urban agglomeration and, more broadly,
the metropolitan area. Partially rebuilt according to an urban plan approved in 1946, Rotterdam had a
new urban development in the eighties and nineties. In 1981 the international competition for the
renovation of the old port area of the city opened a cycle of new activities with the program of
integration between plan and architecture, in light of a renewed interest in architectural and urban
image. Modern condominiums, skyscrapers, offices and recreation centers were built in the city center
and the new Kop van Zuid business center on the southern bank of the Meuse, connected to the
center by the Erasmus bridge (1996).

Fig. 9: Kop Van Zuid District (source:/beyondplanb.eu)
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The urban redevelopment plan continues with the development of the port areas and the restoration of
the buildings in the center [13].
Rotterdam is always more recognized for architects and urban planners. The city is home to many
internationally renowned architecture firms such as OMA, MVRDV, West 8, KCAP, Doepel Strijkers
and ZUS. Rotterdam combines bold statements about architecture, urban development and design
with small-scale projects. The city is a patchwork of architectural styles: icons of the Nieuwe Bouwen
school of modernist Dutch architecture, such as the UNESCO World Heritage property of Van Nelle
Factory, stand alongside characteristic post-war reconstruction architecture from the 1960s, '70s and
'80s. Moreover, Rotterdam in the last few years has added new architectural icons such the Central
Station and Markthal, among others.
The Kop Van Zuid District hosts new businesses, residences, entertainment venues and educational
facilities. The plan for the District is to retain some of its maritime history while being on the cutting
edge for urban design and mixed use development with multiple transportation options. The Kop van
Zuid District is a large scale urban revitalization project. Located along the south bank of the Maas
River, the Kop van Zuid was once a thriving shipping port and industrial center until the 1960's when
the port moved river. The relocation and modernization of Rotterdam 's shipping ports farther west on
the Maas River left the Kop van Zuid idle and abandoned. Today, the Kop van Zuid has improved its
image and has become a major destination for retail, housing, education, office employment, and
entertainment. The redevelopment plan for the Kop van Zuid is viewed as an extension of Rotterdam
city center and intended to attract residents back to the city. The District mainly aims to: linking Kop
van Zuid, and the suburbs to the south of it, directly to the city centre (Erasmus Bridge, new Metro
station and the extension of Tramplus); creating a lively and attractive mixed-use district (offices,
residential, leisure, education) in Kop van Zuid; insisting on high quality of design in all buildings and
throughout the public realm re-using existing landmark buildings wherever possible; developing a
programme of „Mutual Benefit‟ to ensure that residents of poor areas alongside [14].

Fig. 10: Rotterdam, Kop van Zuid District, site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone

Fig. 11: Rotterdam, Kop van Zuid District, site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone
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A new futuristic door of entrance to the city was designed with the new Rotterdam Central. A total
reconstruction of the station and its surroundings started in 2004 to cope with an increasing number of
trains, for example the high-speed train between Amsterdam, Brussels and Paris, and to
accommodate for Randstad-Rail. Furthermore, the existing station, especially the passenger tunnel,
also became too small to handle the growing number of passengers. Traveler numbers were projected
to be 320,000 per day in 2025. To cope with this increase, a new station was necessary.
In June 2004, ProRail and the Municipality of Rotterdam awarded the contract to Team CS, a
cooperative between Benthem Crouwel Architekten, MVSA Meyer & Van Schooten Architects, and
West 8, for transforming the existing plans into a design for the new Central Station (figure 12).
Another contemporary icon in the city scenario is the Markthal designed by MVRDV. In October 2004
the team of Provast developers and architecture studio MVRDV won a competition organized by the
city of Rotterdam for the design and construction of a market hall at Binnenrotte. The municipality
wanted to extend the existing open air market with a covered addition. According to stricter European
rules in the future the open air sale of fresh and chilled food would not be permitted anymore. Next to
this the municipality wanted to augment the amount of inhabitants in the city centre in order to create
more capacity for the services in the area. The demanded programme – housing, parking and a
market hall – asked for an obvious solution: two residential slabs with an economically constructible
market hall in between. Provast and MVRDV had seen in the South of Europe that these kind of
market halls are often dark, introverted buildings with little connection to the surrounding urban area.
The Markthal in Rotterdam however was to be an important impulse in the development of the
„Laurenskwartier‟ (Laurens quarter) neighborhood and had to strengthen the Eastern side of the city
centre. A highly public, open building with good accessibility was needed [15].
Markthal was a success already before being realized: it is a new and fresh icon which already has
attracted large quantities of international press and visitors. The centrally located building is rooted in
the city‟s history, located parallel to the late medieval „Laurenskerk‟ (Laurens church) and at the
location of the former dike along the river Rotte.

Fig. 12: Rotterdam: Central Station; Markthal designed by MVRDV
Site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone

Fig. 13: Rotterdam, Markthal designed by MVRDV
Site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone
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The Cube Houses in Rotterdam (figure 14) are one of the city‟s most iconic attractions. Designed by
Dutch architect Piet Blom, this residential development stands apart as its homes are literally cubes,
tilted over by 45 degrees. They were conceived and constructed in the 1970s by Blom as a response
to the request from town planners for housing to be built on top of a pedestrian bridge. Blom had
already built similar houses in the town of Helmand and so chose to repeat the design in Rotterdam.
The architect intended that the triangular peak of each of house would represent the top of a tree, with
the asymmetrical design of the 38 cubic houses connected together representing an abstract forest.
However, the houses have been criticized for their lack of available space as, despite a total area of
100 square meter, the angled structure means that only 25 square meter is actually usable. Piet Blom
wanted to create a village in the city, a living space that was both peaceful and convivial. He imagined
an urban forest in which each house represented a tree. Take a look at the architectural group before
you and you'll be struck by the resemblance. The 38 houses rise up on pylons that are like tree trunks.
The 45° tilt cleverly suggests the silhouette of vigorous trees. Stuck one next to the other, they encircle
an inner courtyard which doubles as a communal garden for residents [16].

Fig. 14: Rotterdam, Cube Houses design by Piet Blom (1984)
Site visit and photos in August 2017: Alessandro Ciambrone

A very well know masterpiece in the architectural panorama of Rotterdam is the UNESCO World
Heritage property of Van Nelle Factory (Brinkman & van der Vlugt, 1931). The former Van Nelle
Factory (Dutch: Van Nellefabriek) on the Schie river in Rotterdam, is considered a prime example of
the International Style. It has been a designated World Heritage Site since 2014. Soon after it was
built, prominent architects described the factory as „the most beautiful spectacle of the modern age‟
(Le Corbusier in 1932) and „a poem in steel and glass‟ (Robertson and Yerbury in 1930).
The criteria to include the Factory in the UNESCO list states „The Van Nellefabriek brings together and
makes use of technical and architectural ideas originating from various parts of Europe and North
America in the early 20th century. It is exceptionally successful both in terms of its industrial setup and
its degree of architectural and aesthetic accomplishment. It represents an exemplary contribution by
the Netherlands to the Modernism of the inter-war years, and has since its construction become an
emblematic example and an influential reference throughout the world‟ [17].

Fig. 15: Van Nellefabriek, Netherlands, Phothos: Vincent Ko Hon Chiu. Source: UNESCO World Heritage Centre
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Abstract

The current urban regeneration projects must respect the peculiarity of social compactness that exist
in a specific territory and that depend on the degree of relationship established between the
inhabitants and the places in which they live. Especially in Italy, these peculiarity create an "urban
identity" that is a very complex heritage: shared, peculiar, nourished by stories, characters, memories
of places and which was built by a balanced and symbiotic society, aimed at product excellence and
quality of life. The dynamic strength of this compactness has designed the appearance of cities with
strong distinctive characteristics, signs of cultural authenticity. Today this force is projected from the
urban center to the surrounding territories, while in the recent past it was in the opposite direction, that
is from the surrounding territories to the center of the city. In this direction and thanks to the renewed
productivity in the food and wine sector, in recent years some urban redevelopment projects in
Tuscany have been very innovative: buildings integrated into the surrounding landscape, associated
with innovative technologies and designed to respect the existing value. They are models of a
successful attempt to preserve the territorial identity by integrating the past (buildings, streets,
gardens, churches, etc.) with the recent past (industrial buildings, cellars, social housing, etc.). This
work presents the results of the research in the identification of some "itineraries" within the Tuscan
territory, to highlight the contribution of architecture and design to the maintenance of that ideal thread
that links the best practices of the past with the cultural identity of the present.
Keywords: Urban identity, Genius loci, urban design, anthropic action, urban regeneration.

1.

Heritage and cultural identity

The cultural heritage of a city and a place is a precious resource that, due to its intrinsic nature, is not
renewable and therefore needs to be protected and valued to ensure its fruition in the future: in recent
years this theme has assumed a strong strategic value and has created new forms of competition
between systems based on new values recognized for sustainable development, in which the entire
territory is understood as a cultural system of processes stratified over time [1].
Today, the strength and maintenance of this compactness is increased in two different ways: in a
centrifugal way – from the individual to the whole community – in relation to the degree of the link
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between citizen and environment, and centripetally – from the surrounding environment to the citizen –
from the degree of social awareness recognized to the preservation of these shared identity values.
In this perspective "the same planning and enhancement of the local cultural heritage are no longer
identified as a sector or simple attribute of the development of a territory, but represent a new
opportunity for the protection and sustainable development of the cultural fabric of a place”
(Notarstefano, 2004, p.2). Many places in our country, especially the historic cities are privileged
destinations of the current urban cultural tourism [2] for their uniqueness and for the complexity of their
urban and landscape heritage, but "the wealth and diversity of their urban heritage are often ignored
by the same Residents, as well as occasional visitors” (Colletta, Nigro, 2016) and there is a total lack
of awareness and knowledge of the city as a complex asset with a stratification of tangible materials
(urban spaces, walls and gates, streets and squares, market areas, urban fabric, architecture, etc.),
but also intangible assets such as cultural significance, urban identity, historical importance,
authenticity, belonging to the urban place of citizens and their economic activities, religious traditions,
customs, feasts and processions, traditional crafts, etc.
To this must be added the human heritage, that is man and his organization in community (without
which this rich historical panorama does not exist) that determines a strong attraction in the collective
imagination and the diversity of the spirit of the place that each city has inherited and guards.
2.
Genius loci as a spiritual identity
The theme of the spirit of the place was born in the oldest history of occidental culture. The latin
philologist Servio Mario Onorato, between the fourth and fifth centuries AD, in his Commentario on the
Aeneid, wrote “nullus loco sine genio” and referred to a very widespread concept among his
contemporaries: the genius loci which is the recognition of a sort of spirit, of a tutelary deity thought of
belonging to a specific place [3].
The ancient Romans agreed on this concept very naturally: to recognize a strong spirituality, a soul
(like that of human beings) in the places and in the built spaces; it originated from the cohesion
between the natural and the supernatural. The genius loci was evident in places capable of influencing
the people who lived there. A wood, a mountain, a city, a house: for the ancient Romans everything
was widespread in the soul, and it was capable of giving strength to the human race and therefore
worthy of the greatest respect.
Undoubtedly, the figure of the genius loci is linked to the greek idea of the daimon, the demon that
housed in every human being. Understood as psychic reality, the daimon had the task of being a
reminder to men: they was come to the world because called to do so, each individual was in charge
of a specific task and the purpose of the daimon was to support every human being to make his own
destiny.
Genius loci and daimon, although substantially different, have become very dear to occidental culture:
their transformation, also thanks to the continuous interdisciplinary debate (philosophical, architectural,
religious, anthropological, etc.), has contributed to give meaning to human need to personify the
places and objects that surround us.
It will be with architecture that the theme of the genius loci is intertwined, especially in the century that
preceded ours, to the design of urban space and, more recently, of the natural environment: the
Norwegian architect Christian Norberg-Schulz writes in 1979 Genius loci. Landscapes Ambiente
Architecture, a seminal text of this theory, where it proposes a phenomenology of architecture starting
from the classical concept of genius loci.
Norberg-Schulz's program statement is very clear: "We have chosen to approach the existential
dimension in terms of place. The place represents that part of truth that belongs to architecture: it is
the concrete manifestation of the dwelling of man, whose identity depends on belonging to the places”
[4] (1979, p. 6).
For the architect, the genius loci is the essence of a place, its environmental character that designers
(architects, engineers, planners, etc.) must recognize before planning any intervention that builds
harmoniously, without distorting the characteristics founders of places, but, I add, that today they must
also propose the presence of more functions or new uses of space, understood as its life-giving
elements.
If also architecture recognizes the soul everywhere, it is also true that precisely because of its intrinsic
characteristics, every place is able to influence the men who, over the centuries, find themselves living
there.
Francesco Bevilacqua – journalist, writer, and "seeker of lost places" as he likes to define himself –
writes: “If it is true that the characteristics of a place are determined in time by the anthropic action and
the age-old exchange between culture and nature of which the place is soaked, it is also true that the
man who resides in specifics places will be characterized by the original peculiarities of the place and
he will look like this in appearance and characteristic.
We are not very far from the truth if we say that between men and places there is an osmosis and, in
some contexts, a real symbiosis” (2010, p. 83).
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For these reasons, the environment should not be considered only in the spatial meaning of the term,
but as an inextricable set of different elements, which belong both to the physical and geographical
sphere, and to the historical and cultural one.
All these elements are visible and recognizable to anyone who lives in a certain place, but also to
those who visit it: naturally, everyone will then recognize and interpret them according to their
aesthetic sensibility and their perceptual abilities.
In the perspective of an increase a heritage tourism in Tuscany, the widespread communication of the
genius loci (also through digital information) is one of the bulwarks for the realization of experiential
and emotional tourism, that is, sustainable and responsible.
This type of tourism is opposed to the enormous flows of tourists who are not aware of the quality and
values of the heritage of the place they visit, typical of "seeing and not visiting a place” generated by
end millennium tourism marketing.
3.
“New and known”: the aesthetic values of urban identity
To address the issue of the degree of recognition of the value of the cultural identity of a specific
territory in order to communicate it adequately to a cultural, experiential and informed tourism requires
a deepening, and introduces the concept of aesthetic perception. It is the capacity that human beings
have to appreciate, or not, all that surrounds them through the use of their senses and their
sensations.
Gillo Dorfles introduces a particular kind of aesthetic perception in the field of design and architecture
that we can define as “specialized" (Dorfles cit. in Cesari, 2011, p. 396).
Leaving aside the clarification that this perception is subject to the taste that characterizes every age
and therefore also to the general perceptive capacity, and remembering that what mankind considers
aesthetically appreciable depends on the aesthetic-psychological abilities of each, it is true that there
is a species of "universality" in sharing certain images intended for aesthetic perception.
Immanuel Kant in his Criticism of Aesthetic Judgment speaks of a subjective beauty that arises from a
free play between imagination and individual intellect but that also remains “legitimately” universal: he
wrote "beauty is universal but of a particular universality" [5].
This harmonious agreement of the subjective faculties would produce a subjective state of mind, not
bound to any concept or rule, yet intersubjectively shared: a sort of common sense based on the
sentiment that Kant calls “sensus communis aestheticus”.
From the subjective and unpredictable variation of sensations, the judgment of taste becomes with
Kant the transcendental foundation of the possibility of sharing subjectively (that is universally) the
"sensus communis aestheticus", that is the "situation" in which the experience of taste can takes on a
value social.
This social value is usual and becomes the cornerstone of the aesthetic (experiential and emotional)
recognition of everything that surrounds human beings. It depends on the past experience of the
individual and his ability to recognize what surrounds him, even when masked. By "masked" we mean
some environments (including architecture, objects, flora and fauna) that have undergone changes
over time until they alter their initial explicit appearance.
In this regard, Gaetano Kanizsa, an Italian psychologist and artist, claims: "The role of past experience
on the meaning of our perceptual world is out of the question. The sense of familiarity that objects
have for us [...] and in the first place for their affective “valence", are the product of the number and
type of experiences we have had with them” (1980, p.117).
A this point, I connect to Hume’s dialectic of the "new and known" that relates the novelty with ease
and considers them the basis of every aesthetic fruition: in practice, according to the english
philosopher, an excess of “novelty” makes the comprehension and fruition of an aesthetic experience
by individuals impossible or too difficult; for the same principle, even an excessive “facility",
understood as "habitual knowledge", will make the experience of little interest and devoid of all charm
[6].
If we use this theory in terms of the aesthetic recognition of the values of a place, that is, if we bring it
back to the everyday life of our aesthetic perceptions during the journey and discovery (which are the
basis of what every human being judges as "experience"), the importance and the weight that can
have - or less - the experiences of the past become immediately evident.
These experiences have an important impact on daily aesthetics and also affect the recognition of the
value of the cultural heritage of a place, and the consequent strengthening of the heritage tourism
which is based precisely on this recognition.
In other words, we know that today "there is a vastly looming and interesting sector of our visual
perceptions (and partly auditory and gustatory) that may not be of artistic quality" writes Dorfles in
1982 to say that the aesthetics of the daily had incorporated in its territory also meta-artistic and antiartistic elements: those who "despite striking that peculiar area of our specialized perception, usually
deputed to the tasting of artistic facts, are not accepted and labeled as art”.
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Today this perspective is much more widespread and shared with respect to the years in which the
critic wrote (Dorfles cit. in Cesari, 2011, p. 398).
These are a specific sector of intangible and intangible assets linked to places and cities that, beyond
the aspect strictly linked to the history of art, today offer experiential paths through objects,
furnishings, images, food we can enjoy in a certain place.
To escape from the image of Disneyland for mass tourism, Tuscany wants to focus on the structuring
of alternative multi-modal paths of knowledge of the territory. The world of enogastronomic tourism
and that of design have invested in this bet and the theory of the "new and known" seems to facilitate
the understanding and the cultural dimension of the phenomenon because it focuses on novelties
understood as cultural attractions.
These innovations open the way for a tourism considered as an event itself, and in which historical
monuments and cities are included in a "system of attractions" which in turn are incorporated into a
network of paths.
Today, this is one of the assets on which the Tuscany region is aiming to strengthen its position on the
global tourism market with an updated regional offer on new demand trends (design, wine, music,
food, etc.) linked in a network of paths urban integrated between the city and the countryside, and
which communicate the story told in the museums with the one still told and lived in the territory [7].
It is possible to trace the Tuscan identity in a constancy between the different areas of its expressive
forms: forms that are understood not only as external aspects, but above all as formal and secular
causes; as visual signs, as models ne varietur, as intelligible principles that have been repeated over
time.
The common aesthetic sense, that is the experience of the past of an informed cultural tourism, can
recognize in the coherence of values, of quality, of measurement and of a strong aesthetic value, also
the objects that today are pervading our perceptual world.
In this direction - between maintenance and innovation - and thanks to the renewed productivity in the
food-and-wine and fashion sector, some innovative architectural projects have been realized in
Tuscany in the restructuring and in the new realization of cellars, mills and ateliers.
Today, some new generations of Tuscan winemakers have created new buildings perfectly integrated
with the surrounding environment, built using the most advanced technologies, with low environmental
impact and high energy saving.
These renovations are based also on respect for the deep and rooted bond with the land, and are
models of a successful attempt to preserve the territorial identity by integrating the past (buildings,
streets, gardens) with the present (cellars, shops, shopping center).
Many of these buildings and renovations are "contemporary" not only for the structures they use, but
also because they host artistic installations and have developed interesting relationships with modern
art. In Tuscany, therefore, a productive, vital and innovative cultural system is being strengthened,
which is the basis for strengthening a modern urban heritage [8].
The process of forming the new on the old, in practice, has developed a network of paths that link the
center of the historical cities to the surrounding environment, highlighting a strong cultural cohesion
between the deep historical roots of cities such as Florence or Siena, for example, with the
construction of the new urban culture.
In Tuscany more than in other Italian regions, the knowledge of the memory of the past has created
some new realities that have managed to blend with the traditional territorial authenticity, contributing
to further characterize the present and to reinforce the sense of belonging of the citizens. Therefore,
all this has been achieved by keeping alive the historical memory and differentiating the offer of
enjoyment of the territory [9].
4. Case history: the research “New concept for Piazza M. Ficino”
In a reality like that of Tuscany, the genius loci is a true heritage on an equal footing with the artistic
one: shared, peculiar and that has nourished itself with stories - not necessarily of the artistic history
that Tuscany tells in its museums - and nurtured by grown up characters with local habits and
practices, objects and memories of places and stories. These stories were built not only by the
activities of the artists but also by the balanced, cohesive and symbiotic society that "from above and
below" has always focused on product excellence and quality of life.
This harmony is made up of great noble families and a simple and industrious people of artisans who,
together, have shaped the urban identity.
The dynamic force of this compactness has for centuries designed the face of Tuscan cities with the
construction of palaces, streets, squares and gardens with strong distinctive features, today
undisputed signs of cultural authenticity.
The dynamic force resulting from this compactness is at the base of the appearance of many Tuscan
urban centers; cities, small towns and villages that are "unique" for their strong distinctive
characteristics and are signs of cultural authenticity.
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This force came into crisis in the second half of the twentieth century and emerged at the beginning of
the new millennium, substantially changing its meaning: it projects itself from the urban center towards
the surrounding territories and no longer in the opposite direction as it has been for centuries.
The Tuscan culture has been strongly mono-centric but at the same time radial: it is understood that
the historical memory of the territory and its citizens has been formed by a strong network of traditions
able to tell the Tuscan culture also through a dish or a object.
Today this force is undoubtedly in crisis and, for this reason, reinforcing the sense of belonging of
citizens to their places of appearance through more or less allusive recoveries of local traditions, has
become the central theme of most urban restoration prospects who intend to strengthen the indemnity
and relaxation characters of urban communities.
In the most recent activities of study and planning of the city (small, medium or large, the theme of
participation is increasingly central: it is the indispensable value that places the needs of man, who are
constantly evolving, at the center of renewal of city and which depends on the dialectic established
between urban renewal and social conservation.
Fig. 1: Piazza Marsilio Ficino, Figline Valdarno - Firenze. References: www.valdarnopost.it (2014)

Modern urban regeneration is understood as an activity at the service of human well-being, as a
search for plural actions and cooperatives that focus on the effective capacity to govern processes
with rules and projects immediately relevant and effective, where citizens direct participation often
takes place in a fundamental role.
In the perspective of recovery the historical center of the city of Figlie Valdarno, the research "New
concepts for Piazza Marsilio Ficino”, carried out from the working group of Department of Architecture
DIDA (University of Florence) [10], the Municipality of Figline and Incisa Valdarno, and INU (National
Institute of Urban planning), has focused to highlight the peculiarities of the city market and strengthen
it by finding ties with the territory.
The aim is the passage of the "testimony" to the new generations, but also the sharing of the past so
that the identity of the place is used as a starting point for future developments (in the tourism, agrifood and fashion sectors).
The aim of the research, therefore, was to weave an ideal path within the central square of the town
(Piazza Marsilio Ficino) able to put in communication the story told in the museums with that still told
and lived in the territory, recovering the experiences precedents, relating to the urban structural plan
and selecting in a hierarchical way and themes and the most urgent problems.
The square has a very old market tradition: today it is a point of accumulation of problems centered on
its use and its value. The study showed that problems of various kinds overlap in the square and that
require interventions in different scales, methods and priorities: for example, the problem of
accessibility, or that of commercial planning overlap with that connected to traffic planning, marketing,
signage, lighting and public decorum.
The square M. Ficino takes its name from the philosopher Marsilio Ficino, born in Figline in 1433 and
is an example of balance, simplicity, inspiration, maintained intact until today. Adorned with arcades, it
is a typical market square, that is designed for the market that is still held there every Tuesday
morning. On one side of the square there is the collegiate church of Santa Maria, built starting in 1252:
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it underwent various transformations up to the 18th century. In the first decades of the twentieth
century various drastic interventions in the direction of a return to primitive austerity deprived the
church of the seventeenth-century altars and the baroque decorations. The façade, delimited by two
large lateral pilasters and a tympanum, is characterized by a large sixteenth-century portal
surmounted by a lunette within which is a terracotta relief with the Madonna Assunta executed by
Giulio Cipriani in 1953. The interior houses a terracotta of 1510 with S. Giuseppe attributed to Luca della
Robbia. From the church one enters the museum of sacred art that houses the Martyrdom of San
Lorenzo del Cigoli.
On the opposite side there is the loggia of the ancient Serristori hospital, founded in 1399 as a place of
pilgrimage, then transformed into a real hospital. Within the 16th century, an important pharmacy was
active which ceased its activity in 1856.
The main interest was the management of the public space of the Piazza, starting from the analysis of
the ways in which it lived and used: this space, in fact, is a symbol of the totality of the city places that
are frequented daily as the streets, squares, parks and public services.
The problems related to the use of the square emerged from the comparison with the various
stakeholders are mainly linked to the maintenance and reorganization of the weekly market, to make
the space useful for different functions, to characterize the urban identity of the historic center.
The research has therefore focused on two fundamental themes of design:
- a new project of stands for the market (dimensioning and positioning) and a reasoned subdivision
of the available space;
- a urban way finding more recognizable and participatory and based on redeveloping the public
space also including the value of facades, shops, gardens and private homes.
The first of the two points is extremely important because the market must remain central to the life of
the Piazza and the city, but it must necessarily be rethought in contemporary terms: for these reasons,
the strengthening of the identity and decorum of this place were considered central.
In 2015, a project of restyling of the square was presented by the Architecture Studio Gurrieri
Associati of Florence, which envisaged closing it to traffic, the inclusion of trees, benches, a statue of
the philosopher Ficino (to be funded with crowdfunding) and a new one redefinition of its perimeter.
The project has raised many controversies that, beyond their credits or not, have had the merit of
stimulating the municipal administration to open a more focused discussion on the problem. It has
become essential to involve citizens, stakeholders and other proposals from sectors related: urban
planning and design.

5. Conclusions

The specificity of the square invests distinct places and areas by historical and urban-social structure,
as seen the strengthening of the genius loci and urban identity can not involve only the artistic part of
the territory (since it is not enough to communicate the identity of a place). The city needs stories or
cultural narratives related to itself and in this scenario also the design, which in the urban fabric
manifests mainly its commercial and relational nature, becomes one of the elements on which you can
play to enhance the value, to give greater visibility to the immaterial aspects that make up the city's
landscape together with the material ones. The research intended to highlight the "value of the
square" to enhance the value of the city of Figline itself. The methodological approach first wanted a
"value" of the existing, with the recognition and enhancement of the potential inherent in each area
studied.
The analysis of resources and potential, the stimulation, the involvement of resources, the drafting of a
project of activities and a series of actions, the networking (and the partnership of the various
stakeholders on a shared project) are finally the elements that decree the success and the creation of
a shared and recognizable urban identity.
Today, cities can not live if not constantly innovating, just as it can be said that design does not only
produce objects or services but also contributes to determining the value of places by highlighting the
circularity between the productive dimensions and the forms of consumption of urban space.

Notes
[1] Cultural tourism or art tourism of the twentieth century, understood as a global phenomenon of
mass tourism, has proved to be very important in terms of social and economic development but has
caused negative consequences in the structure of cities, especially the older ones (and therefore more
attractive) burdened by great changes that occurred without many controls, "for use and for tourists"
and that have fatally transformed the economic and social activities of the inhabitants, their quality of
life and the urban fabric itself.
[2] For "urban cultural tourism" or heritage tourism, we mean the experiential tourism phenomenon
that aims at the knowledge and the diffusion of cultural heritage as an awareness of the places by
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visitors and travelers; this phenomenon are focused on segments of culture perceived as part of a
"reservoir" to draw on for the definition of the territory identity, and it is based on the knowledge of
these values and on the awareness of what motivates the visible phenomena.
[3] The numerous references to the genius loci, in addition to that cited by Servius (VI, 247, 30884,
30885) can be consulted on CIL (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum), now available online at
www.cil.bbaw.de (07, 2017).
[4] Even Frank Lloyd Wright thought that when building a house, the architect did not have to think of a
house on the hill but that this was of the hill, that is, it belonged to it.
[5] The German philosopher said that judgments of taste should be able to aspire to universal validity,
that is, to be shared intersubjectively without being founded on concepts. The reason for this claim is
in the nature of human pleasure that is experienced in concomitance with aesthetic judgment, and is a
pleasure that derives from what Kant defines as a free play of the two cognitive faculties involved in
the judgment of beauty: imagination and intellect.
[6] David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature (1739-40), Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, 1969.
[7] “Toscana Ovunque Bella” is a project started in 2016 of sourced storytelling that tells the region in
a new and shared way: it offers to the territories themselves the possibility to write the pages of their
history presenting each one its own story that, together with others, helps to illustrate the beauty of the
region. The project, included in a series of routes and tourist networks, aims to highlight the countless
curiosities, unique and unpublished stories scattered throughout the region to highlight another
excellence of good Tuscan living.
[8] The Tuscan wineries participating in the project of the Tuscan Wine Architecture circuit selected by
Ci.Vin (Service Company National Association of Wine Cities) are 25: Cantina Petra in Suvereto
(designed by Mario Botta), Cantina Antinori in San Casciano Val di Pesa (Marco Casamonti), Cantina
di Colle Massari in Cinigliano (Edoardo Milesi), Cantina Caiarossa in Ripabella (Michael Bolle), Tenuta
Argentiera in Donoratico (Studio Bernardo Tori), Tenuta dell'Ammiraglia in Magliano (Pietro Sartogo),
Rocca di Frassinello Gavorrano (Renzo Piano), Fattoria La Massa in Florence (Bernard Mazieres), Le
Mortelle in Castigliona della Pescaia (Studio Idea Firenze), Cantina Pieve Vecchia in Campagnatico
(Cini Boeri and Enrico Sartori), Castello di Fonterutoli in Castellina in Chianti (Agnese Mazzei),
Montalcino Winery in Montalcino (Corrado Prosperi), Badia a Coltibuono in Gaiole in Chianti (Piero
Sartogo and Natalie Grenon), Estate of Castelgiocondo in Montalcino (Piero Sartogo), Salcheto in
Montepulciano (Michele Manelli), Cantina Icario in Montepulciano (Studio Valley Design), Casa
Vinicola Triacca in Montepulciano (Alessandro Piccardi), winery Dei a Montepulciano (Alessandro
Bagnoli), Rubbia al Colle in Suvereto (Massimo Pagliari), Guado al Melo in Castagneto Carducci
(Giulio Carlo Crespi), Donna Olimpia 1898 (Gian Carlo Von Rex), Fattoria delle Ripalte (Tobia
Scarpa), Podere di Pomaio in Arezzo (Marisa lo Cigno), Il Borro in Loro Ciuffenna (Elio Lazzerini),
Tenuta Pedernovo Terricciola (Giorgio Pedrotti).
[9] The centripetal and centrifugal system on which the identity of a place is formed, is traditionally
very strong in Tuscany both in the main cities and in the small villages: everywhere, in practice, the
cultural heritage is mono-centric and, at the same time, radial.
[10] The research has been carried out in a participatory comparison between different stakeholders
(Confesercenti, Confindustria, CNA Firenze, Coldiretti, Confcommercio, ecc.); the DIDA working group
is composed of Prof. Francesca Tosi, as a scientific manager of the project, Isabella Patti and Mattia
Pistolesi as tutor; for INU the research representative is Prof. Franco Landini.
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